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Before the Special Designated Court at Ahmedabad

 Sessions Case No.152 of 2002
with

Sessions Case No.167 of 2003
with

Sessions Case No.279 of 2003
with 

Sessions Case No.190 of 2009
with 

Sessions Case No.191 of 2009
with

Sessions Case No.193 of 2009
with 

Sessions Case No.194 of 2009
with

Sessions Case No.195 of 2009
with

Sessions Case No.279 of 2009

Complainant : State of Gujarat

versus

Accused :

Sessions Case No.152 of 2002

1) KAILAS LALCHAND DHOBI (IN JUDICIAL CUSTODY)
2) YOGENDRASINH @ LALO MOHANSINH SEKHAWAT
3) SURENDRASINH @ VAKIL DIGVIJAYSINH CHAUHAN
4) MANGAJI POKARJI MARWADI
5) JAYESH RAMUBHAI PATNIN
6) KISHORBHAI MANGABHAI PATNI
7) SHAILESH KALUBHAI PATNI 
8) KANAIYA @ BABLU CHAICHAU
9) KANTIBHAI POPATBHAI PATNI 
10) SAKRABHAI SENDHABHAI PATNI 
11)  MANOJKUMAR PREMJIBHAI PARMAR
12) DEEPAKKUMAR SOMABHAI SOLANKI
13) VINODBHAI ARVINDBHAI SOLANKI
14) JAYESHKUMAR @ GABBAR MAGANLAL JINGER (MOCHI) – (IN JUDICIAL CUSTODY)
15) AJAY SOMABHAI PANCHAL
16) DILIP @ KALU CHATURBHAI PARMAR
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17) RATILAL GANESHJI KUMBHAR (Abated)
18) SANJAYKUMAR SHANKARBHAI PATNI 
19) SHAILESH NATWARLAL PATNI 
20) NARESH @ NARIYO BANSILAL PRAJAPATI

Sessions Case No.167 of 2003

21) SANDEEP @ SONU RAMPRAKASH MEHRA PUNJABI (IN JUDICIAL CUSTODY)

22) BABUBHAI MOHANBHAI PATNI 
23) BABUBHAI MANJIBHAI PATNI (Abated)

Sessions Case No.279 of 2003

24) SHANKARJI HAKAJI MALI
25) MANGILAL DHUPCHAND JAIN
26) PANNALAL @ PRABHU MOCHI PREMCHAND SISODIYA
27) GOPALDAS MANDAS VAISHNAV (Abated)
28) PRAHLADJI RAJUJI ASORI
29) MUKESH PUKHRAJ SANKHLA (MOCHI)
30) MADANLAL DHANRAJ RAVAL
31) MAHENDRA MULCHANDBHAI PARMAR
32) AMBESH KANTILAL JINGAR (MOCHI)
33) PRAHLAD OMPRAKASH SONGARA
34) KRISHNAKUMAR @ KRISHNA (SON OF CHAMPABEN)
35) ASOK @ ASLO DHARSINH THAKOR (Abated)
36) CHIRAG DILIP SHAH 
37) PRAKASH @ KALI KHENGARJI PADHIYAR

Sessions Case No.190 of 2009

38) MANISH PRABHULAL JAIN
39) MUKESH ATMARAM THAKOR

Sessions Case No.191 of 2009

40) PARBATSINH TARSANSING @ DARSHANSINH DARPANSINH

Sessions Case No.193 of 2009

41) JAYESH RAMJIBHAI PARMAR (IN JUDICIAL CUSTODY)

Sessions Case No.194 of 2009
42) RAJU @ MAMO KANIYO RAMAVTAR TIWARI (IN JUDICIAL CUSTODY)
43) NARAYAN SITARAM TANK @ NARAN CHENALWALO @ NARAN KODHIYO

(IN JUDICIAL CUSTODY)
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44) NAGIN HASMUKHBHAI PATNI 
45) DASRATH @ GETTING JIVANBHAI PATNI (Abated) 
46) LAKHANSINH @ LAKHIYO BHURIYO LALUBHA CHUDASAMA
47) DHARMESH PRAHLADBHAI SHUKLA
48) JITENDRA @ JITU PRATAPJI THAKOR
49) MAHESH @ PAPPU PRATAPJI THAKOR
50) KAPILDEV NARAYAR @ MUNNABHAI MISHRA
51) MAHESH RAMJIBHAI NATH
52) SURESH KALI DAHYABHAI DHOBI
53) SUSHIL BRIJMOHAN SHARMA
54) BHARAT @ BHARAT TELLI SHITLAPRASAD BALODIYA
55) BHARAT LAXMANSINH GOD RAJPUT

Sessions Case No.195 of 2009

56) PRADIP KHANABHAI PARMAR
57) KIRITKUMAR GOVINDJI ERDA
58) MEGHSING DHUPSING CHAUDHARI
59) ATUL INDRAVADAN VAIDH
60) BIPIN AMBALAL PATEL
61) CHUNILAL JETHALAL PRAJAPATI (Abated)
62) DILIP KANTILAL JINGAR
63) DINESH PRABHUDAS SHARMA (IN JUDICIAL CUSTODY)

Sessions Case No.279 of 2009

64) SHIVCHARAN @ JITENDRA @ LALLO RAMJIRAI (IN JUDICIAL CUSTODY)

65) RAJESH DAYARAM JINGAR
66) BABU HASTIMAL MARWADI

Appearances
1) Shri  R.C.Kodekar,  learned  Spl.P.P.  for  the 

State.

2) Shri S.M.Vora, learned advocate for the original 
complainants/victims.

3) Shri Abhay Bhardwaj, Shri Rajendra Trivedi, Shri 
T.R. Bajpai and Shri H.L.Jani, learned advocates 
for the concerned accused.

CORAM: Mr.P.B.Desai, Principal Judge, City Civil & 
Sessions  Court  and  Special  Judge, 
Designated  Court  for riot  cases  (Gulbarg 
Society Massacre Case)                     
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JUDGMENT

1. All  the  present  proceedings  relate  to 

and arise out of what has been recognized as one of 

the most heinous incidents of a communal riot, where 

no less than 69 victims of a particular community 

were done  to death  by a mob  of large  number of 

persons, of whom the present accused are, in terms 

of the Prosecution case, involved therein and the 

present proceedings are known and referred to as the 

“Gulbarg  Society  Massacre  Case”.  The  horrific 

incident in question took place on 28/02/2002. The 

subsequent  sessions  are  on  account  of  the 

subsequent  arrest  of  accused  and  filing  of 

supplementary  chargesheet  which  gave  rise  to 

separate proceedings. However, since all these cases 

arose out of the same incident, vide order dated 

23/07/2009 passed below Exh.97, the proceedings were 

ordered  to  stand  consolidated  and  even  a 

consolidated charge has been framed herein.  

2. It is required to be noted that there 

were  initially  66  accused  facing  trial,  of  whom 

accused Nos.17, 23, 27, 35, 45 and 61 have passed 

away during the pendency of the present proceedings 

and therefore, the trial has stood abated against 

such  six  of  the  accused.  The  trial  has  thus 

continued to proceed against total 60 accused and 

such  trial  has  ultimately  led  to  the  present 

judgment. 
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3. For the sake of convenience, the present 

judgment has been divided into four integral parts 

as per the following details:-

Part - I Facts,  details  with  regard  to 

documents,  list  of  witnesses  and 

relevant exhibits.

Part – II Arguments on behalf of:

(a) Prosecution

(b) Victims

Part – III (a) Arguments on behalf of Defence

(b) Rejoinder arguments by 

     Prosecution

(c) Rejoinder arguments by Defence

Part – IV Reasons, findings, final order and 

judgment

*********

PART – I

4. The  accused  are  attributed  to  have 

committed  offences  punishable  under  Secs.120(B), 

143, 147, 148, 153(A)(1)(a),(b), 153(A)(2), 186, 188, 

201, 217, 218, 295, 302, 307, 323, 324, 332, 337, 

376(2)(g), 396, 397, 398, 435, 436, 447, 449 and 452, 

read together with Secs.34 and 149 of the Indian 

Penal Code and under Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police 

Act, and of the 60 accused, accused Nos.1, 3, 14, 

21,  41,  42,  43,  63  and  64  are  denied  bail  all 
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throughout  the  proceedings  and  are  in  judicial 

custody for more than 12 years. Some of the accused 

have been enlarged on bail pending trial and some of 

the  accused  have  been  arraigned  as  accused 

consequent to applications tendered by the victims 

who have been permitted by the Hon'ble Supreme Court 

to play a proactive role in the present proceedings 

and in furtherance thereof, such victims preferred 

applications  under  Sec.319  of  the  Cr.P.C.  for 

arraignment of persons as accused herein, which has 

resulted  incidentally in  the  original  complainant 

who  was  a  Police  Officer  holding  the  rank  of 

Inspector of Police (P.I.) to be arraigned as an 

accused herein. It is required to be noted that the 

injured  victims  and  surviving  family  members  of 

persons  who  had  lost  their  lives  in  the  present 

incident, have even moved the Hon'ble Apex Court 

from time to time which has resulted in a Special 

Investigation Team (to be referred to herein after 

as  “the  SIT”  for  short) being  formed,  with 

directions given by the Hon'ble Supreme Court from 

time  to  time.  The  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  even 

appointed  an  Amicus  Curiae  to  oversee  the 

functioning of the  Special Investigation Team and 

in  fact  the  investigation  of  the  SIT  into  the 

present  offence  as  also  seven  other  related 

incidents of communal carnages in Gujarat in the 

year  2002  were  being  actively  monitored  by  the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court from time to time and finally 

the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  vide  order  dated 

14/11/2014, came to the conclusion that there was no 
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further  need  to  monitor  the  investigation  any 

further and the Hon'ble Supreme Court has issued a 

direction to the trial Court to conclude the trial 

in its entirety leading to the present judgment. It 

is  also  required  to  be  noted  that  in  such 

circumstances, the present proceedings can be said 

to  be  belonging  to  a  very  different  class  of 

proceedings  where  the  present  incident  has 

admittedly come into scrutiny of the international 

community at large. It is in the background of such 

facts and circumstances that the Prosecution case in 

a nutshell, is required to be narrated briefly as 

herein after follows.

5. It  is  the  Prosecution  case  that  a 

horrific incident took place at the Godhra Railway 

Station  on  27/02/2002  when  a  train  carrying 

'Karsevaks'  returning  from  Ayodhya,  was  allegedly 

attacked by members of the minority community and 

coaches  of  the  train  were  set  afire  and  the 

Karsevaks travelling in such train coaches were not 

permitted to get out of such burning coaches and 

were ultimately set afire and burnt alive. It is the 

case of the Prosecution that in response to such 

incident,  a  number  of  Organizations/Institutions 

gave a Bandh call and it is also the case of the 

Prosecution that the charred and burnt bodies of 

such Karsevaks were being brought to Ahmedabad for 

being  handed  over  to  their  relatives  after  due 

process  for  their  final  rites,  on  28/02/2002. 

Incidentally,  according  to  the  Prosecution,  the 
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Bandh call was also given for 28/02/2002. It is the 

case of the Prosecution that in furtherance of the 

said Bandh call, various localities came under heavy 

Police bandobast since there were perceived to be 

communally sensitive localities of Ahmedabad. On the 

other  hand,  the  Police  Station  within  whose 

jurisdiction  the  Gulbarg  Society  fell,  was 

Meghaninagar Police Station which was not perceived 

to be a very communally sensitive locality. It is 

the case of the Prosecution that in furtherance of 

and in an effort to rigidly enforce the Bandh call, 

mobs started gathering in the present locality where 

the present incident has taken place and incidents 

of stone throwing, arson, looting and setting afire 

of vehicles belonging to the minority community as 

also forcing down the shopkeepers to shut shops, had 

commenced right since the morning  of the fateful 

day. It is the case of the Prosecution that a number 

of incidents took place surrounding Gulbarg Society 

(which  would  be  narrated  at  length  and  in  great 

detail in the course of the present judgment) which 

resulted in heightening of tension in the vicinity 

of  Gulbarg  Society  and  its  surrounding 

neighbourhood.  It  is  the  Prosecution  case  that 

Gulbarg  Society  was  occupied  by  members  of  the 

minority community, of whom  an elected Member of 

Parliament (ex-MP) Shri Ehsan Jafri was one of the 

residents of the said Gulbarg Society. It is the 

case  of  the  Prosecution  that  the  members  of  the 

minority community were also residing in houses and 

chawls which were inhabited by members of both the 
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communities  but  on  account  of  the  atmosphere  so 

created on the fateful day i.e. on 28/02/2002, the 

members of the minority community residing in the 

chawls and nearby houses, took shelter in Gulbarg 

Society since it was perceived by them that Shri 

Ehsan Jafri on account of his political stature and 

status and on account of his being thought to be and 

accepted to be a leading member of the community, 

would  be  in  a  position  to  provide  shelter  and 

protection to such families. It is the case of the 

Prosecution  that  after  the  incidents  took  place 

outside  Gulbarg  Society,  a  mob  comprising  of 

initially 10 to 15 persons had gathered, and as time 

progressed,  the  mob  swelled  in  numbers  and 

surrounded the Society from all sides and started 

pelting stones at the residents of the Society. It 

is  the  case  of  the  Prosecution  that  such  stone 

pelting by the mob resulted in a response from the 

residents of Gulbarg Society who admittedly in turn 

pelted stones at the mob. It is the case of the 

Prosecution that consequent thereto, the situation 

spiralled out of control and the mob started making 

efforts to break open the gates as also the compound 

wall  of  the  Gulbarg  Society  which  resulted  in  a 

large number of residents of Gulbarg Society rushing 

to the Bunglow of Shri Ehsan Jafri with a view to 

take shelter. It is the case of the Prosecution that 

at about 11 o'clock, senior Police Officers visited 

the site of Gulbarg Society with a view to ensure 

that due protection was offerred to the members of 

the  minority  community  residing  in  and/or  taking 
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shelter in Gulbarg Society and the mob was dispersed 

for  a  short  while.  However,  no  sooner  did  such 

Police  force  go  away  to  other  areas  and  other 

localities of Ahmedabad which were also similarly 

being impacted and affected by the Bandh call as 

also similar incidents of arson and rioting, that 

the mob gathered in large numbers and some amongst 

the present accused according to the Prosecution, 

who  were  armed  with  deadly  weapons  like  swords, 

knives,  trishools  as  also  inflammable  material, 

started inciting the mob to commit further and more 

gruesome atrocities on the members of the minority 

community who had taken shelter within the residence 

of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri.  It  is  the  case  of  the 

Prosecution that a series of incidents took place, 

beginning from about 11:00 a.m. and went on till 

about  04;30  p.m.,  the  details  of  which  would  be 

provided at length herein after, which ultimately 

resulted in the deceased Shri Ehsan Jafri to open 

fire on the mob with his licensed shotgun, causing 

grave and serious injuries to a number of members of 

the mob and also resulted in the death of one of the 

persons  of  the  mob.  It  is  the  case  of  the 

Prosecution  that  this  resulted  in  the  mob  being 

enraged and incited beyond control and despite the 

efforts of the Police officers posted at the scene 

of the incident, despite the Police resorting to 

repeated firing of teargas shells and also firing 

from their weapons in an effort to control the mob, 

the enraged mob could not be controlled and it is 

the case of the Prosecution that the mob comprising 
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of, as perceived by the witnesses as also the Police 

Officers and as per the complaint, comprised of 5000 

to 10000 persons who broke open gates of Gulbarg 

Society,  demolished  the  rear  wall  of  Gulbarg 

Society, entered into the Society and caused mayhem 

resulting in a carnage which resulted in turn in the 

death  of  a  large  number  of  innocent  persons 

including  men,  women  and  children  and  in  such 

fashion, no less than 69 persons belonging to the 

minority community were done away in a most gruesome 

fashion, properties in Gulbarg Society were set on 

fire and a number of victims appeared to have been 

burnt  alive  by  the  mob.  It  is  the  case  of  the 

Prosecution that the Police force finally responded 

by about 04:30 p.m. in reaching the site of the 

incident i.e. at Gulbarg Society and were finally 

successful in dispersing the mob. It is the case of 

the Prosecution that the Police at that stage were 

equipped  with  even  enough  vehicles  whereby  the 

survivors of the massacre could be shifted to safety 

and thus the survivors were transported in Police 

vehicles firstly to the Shahibaug Police Station and 

were thereafter taken away to safety and provided 

shelters in a refugee shelter immediately set up and 

which was known as “Dariakhan Ghummat Shelter”. It 

is the case of the Prosecution that even when such 

survivors  were  being  escorted  to  safety  by  the 

Police, the mob regrouped and attempted to prevent 

the Police from escorting such survivors to safety. 

It is the case of the Prosecution that the Police 

had to yet again resort to firing teargas shells as 
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also live bullets upon the mob which resulted in 

injuries  being  caused  and  death  being  caused  to 

number of persons of the mob and finally with great 

difficulty, the Police could escort the survivors to 

safety.  It  is  the  case  of  the  Prosecution  that 

admittedly, a large number of residents of Gulbarg 

Society were done to death and their bodies were 

finally identified by their surviving near and dear 

ones and a large number of persons including Shri 

Ehsan Jafri, were and are till date missing and not 

traceable  and  are,  therefore,  required  to  be 

presumed dead in light of the statutory provisions 

since they have been missing for more than seven 

years. It is the case of the Prosecution that in 

such circumstances, P.I. Shri K.G.Erda who was in 

charge of the Meghaninagar Police Station at that 

point of time and thus was primarily responsible in 

providing security and protection to members of the 

minority  community  within  the  locality  and  who 

incidentally was found to be negligent in discharge 

of his duties, and was prima facie found criminally 

negligent, which resulted in his being arraigned as 

an accused herein, and thus incidentally is accused 

No.57 herein,  however, at  that  stage,  lodged  his 

complaint with regard to the incident and an offence 

came to be registered at I-C.R.No.67/2002 with the 

Meghaninagar Police Station. It is the case of the 

Prosecution that the investigation into the present 

offence was handed over to said PI Shri K.G.Erda 

initially who carried out such investigation from 

28/02/2002  to  08/03/2002,  and  thereafter,  the 
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investigation was handed over to various officers 

from  time  to  time  viz.  Shri  P.N.Barot,  Shri 

S.S.Chudasama,  Shri  H.P.Agrawat,  Shri  G.L.Singhal 

etc., who all in the course of their investigation, 

arrested some of the accused, recorded statements of 

the witnesses and the victims. It is the case of the 

Prosecution that the first chargesheet against 23 of 

the  accused  herein  came  to  be  filed  before 

Metropolitan Magistrate, Court No.11 on 03/06/2002 

which culminated in Criminal Case No.915/2002. The 

proceedings in terms of the opinion of the learned 

Metropolitan  Magistrate,  involved  commission  of 

offences which were beyond the jurisdiction of the 

Metropolitan  Magistrate's  Court  and  were  triable 

only by Sessions  Court  and  therefore,  vide  order 

dated  08/07/2002,  the  learned  Metropolitan 

Magistrate committed the proceedings to the Court of 

Sessions being the City Civil & Sessions Court at 

Ahmedabad,  which  culminated  in  the  first  Session 

being Sessions Case No.152/2002. It is the case of 

the Prosecution that subsequent thereto, number of 

accused  were  arrested  from  time  to  time  and 

chargesheets  were  filed  against  such  accused  on 

26/02/2003,  30/08/2002,  18/10/2004,  14/07/2008, 

08/06/2004,  12/12/2008,  16/05/2009  and  27/08/2009. 

It is the case of the Prosecution that the learned 

Metropolitan  Magistrate  dealing  with  such 

chargesheets  in  Criminal  Cases  Nos.296/2003, 

1720/2002, 1902/2004, 190/2008, 1142/2004, 296/2008, 

150/2009  and  262/2009  respectively,  came  to  the 

conclusion that it was only the Sessions Court that 
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was vested with the jurisdiction to hear and decide 

the fate of the present proceedings and therefore, 

vide committal orders dated 02/05/2003, 20/06/2003, 

30/05/2009 (05 committal orders) and 28/08/2009, the 

proceedings were committed to the Court of Sessions 

and  culminated  in  Sessions  Cases  Nos.167/2003, 

279/2003,  190/2009,  191/2009,  193/2009,  194/2009, 

195/2009 and 279/2009 respectively. 

6. It is the case of the Prosecution that 

the  victims  of  the  present  proceedings  and  the 

survivors  who  were  aggrieved  by  the  fact  of  the 

State machinery as also the investigating agency not 

making  due  and  satisfactory  efforts  to bring  the 

real  perpetrators  to  book,  made  number  of 

applications through Advocates, NGOs and concerned 

members of the society, which resulted in ultimately 

the  victims  preferring  a  Special  Writ  Petition 

(Criminal)  No.109/2003  before  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court  which  covered  eight  separate  incidents  of 

riots/massacres, all of which took place in Gujarat 

State  on  28/02/2002  and  which  resulted  in  the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court initially staying the further 

proceedings in Sessions Cases arising out of all 

such incidents. As has been stated herein before, 

the Hon'ble Supreme Court also appointed the SIT to 

further investigate into the proceedings with regard 

to  the  role  of  senior  Police  Officers  and 

politicians in the carnage. It is the case of the 

Prosecution that in the instant proceedings also, 

there was further  investigation by the SIT which 
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resulted in a large number of arrests of accused 

taking  place  nearly six  years  after  the  incident 

i.e. in the year 2008-2009 and it is the case of the 

Prosecution  that  subsequently the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court  ordered  the  vacation  of  the  stay  on 

proceedings and ordered the setting up of specially 

designated Courts to take the present proceedings to 

their  logical  conclusion.  It  is  the  case  of  the 

Prosecution  that  initially  Additional  Sessions 

Judge, Court  No.13, City Civil & Sessions Court, 

Ahmedabad i.e. Shri B.U.Joshi was appointed as the 

specially  designated  Court  to  try  the  present 

offence relating to Gulbarg Society massacre (it is 

made clear that the present incident would herein 

after be referred to as either 'the Gulbarg Society 

case' or  'the present incident' as and where the 

context requires). It is the case of the Prosecution 

that the designated Court proceeded to frame charges 

against 64 of the accused on 11/08/2009. The same 

designated  Court  in  furtherance  of  orders  passed 

under Sec.319 of the Cr.P.C., whereby accused Nos.65 

and 66 were arraigned, proceeded to frame charge 

against  accused  No.65  on  25/01/2010  and  against 

accused No.66 on 10/02/2010. It is required to be 

noted that the said designated Court Shri B.U.Joshi 

thereafter proceeded  to record the  evidence  of  a 

large number of witnesses in the trial, but however, 

was not in a position to complete the trial since 

the said Presiding Officer was transferred during 

the pendency of the proceedings. It is an admitted 

position that Additional Sessions Judge, City Civil 
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Sessions  Court  No.8  Shri  B.J.Dhandha  came  to  be 

appointed  as  the  specially  designated  Court  to 

conduct  and  conclude  the  present  proceedings  and 

amended  charge  was  framed  by  the  said  Presiding 

Officer  Shri  B.J.Dhandha  on  22/03/2011.  It  is 

required to be noted that the initial charge framed 

was framed at Exh.109, additional charge came to be 

framed vide Exhs.860, 934 and 1553 respectively.

7. All the charges referred to above, were 

individually read over and explained to each of the 

accused and it is required to be noted that the 

accused pleaded not guilty to the charges framed and 

claimed to be tried. Even in the course of recording 

of  the  further  statements  of  the  accused  as 

prescribed under Sec.313 of the Cr.P.C., the accused 

maintained  their  innocence  and  claimed  that  they 

were falsely implicated in the present offence and 

sought for a clean acquittal. It is required to be 

noted that consequent thereto, the then specially 

designated Court No.8 Shri B.J.Dhandha proceeded to 

hear the arguments in the present proceedings in 

their  entirety  but  was  unable  to  deliver  the 

judgment  since  he  attained  superannuation.  The 

proceedings  thereafter  were  placed  for  the 

consideration of the Principal Sessions Judge Shri 

K.K.Bhatt, but no progress could be achieved since 

the proceedings were stayed by the Hon'ble Supreme 

Court. The proceedings were thereafter placed for 

the consideration of the present Principal Judge of 

the City Civil & Sessions Court, Ahmedabad i.e. the 
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undersigned,  and  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  has 

directed the present proceedings to be concluded and 

disposed of within the time frame stipulated. 

8. It is in the background of such facts 

and  circumstances  that  the  following  points  have 

arisen for determination by this Court:-

1) Does  the  Prosecution  prove  beyond 

reasonable doubt that the accused, any one or 

more of them or all of them, had entered into a 

pre-planned  conspiracy  to  form  an  unlawful 

assembly and thereafter perpetrate the carnage 

at Gulbarg Society on 28/02/2002 which resulted 

in the deaths of 69 persons and resulted in 

attempts  to  murder,  cause  grave  and  serious 

injuries to other residents of Gulbarg Society 

and  also  cause  damage  and  destruction  of 

vehicles and property at Gulbarg Society and 

thereby,  the  accused  or  any  one  or  more  of 

them,  have  committed  an  offence  punishable 

under Sec.120B, 143, 147, 148, 149, 153(a)(1)(, 

153(a)(b),  153(a)(1)(b),  186,  188,  295,  302, 

307, 323, 324, 332, 337, 395, 396, 397, 398, 427, 

435, 436, 447, 449, 452  of the Indian Penal 

Code?

2) Does  the  Prosecution  prove  beyond 

reasonable  doubt  that  in  furtherance  to  the 

carnage and killing of persons, the accused or 

any one or more of them, had burnt the dead 
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bodies of the victims in such a fashion so as 

to  destroy  any  evidence  that  could  be  used 

against  them  and  had  thereby  committed  an 

offence punishable under Sec.120B read together 

with Sec.201 of the Indian Penal Code?

3) Does  the  Prosecution  prove  beyond 

reasonable doubt that the accused Nos.2, 46 and 

63  had  by  committing  the  act  of  rape  upon 

Sajedabanu  and  one  unknown  woman  and  thereby 

killing the said two women victims, as also by 

committing the act of killing of Sadabkhan, had 

thereby committed an offence punishable under 

Sec.143, 147, 148, 149, 153(a)(1), 153(a)(b), 

153(a)(1)(b),  186,  188,  201,  295,  302,  307, 

323, 324, 332, 337, 376(2)(g), 395, 396, 397, 

398, 427, 435, 436, 447, 449, 452 of the Indian 

Penal Code?

4) Does  the  Prosecution  prove  beyond 

reasonable  doubt  that  the  accused  No.57  by 

being  a  part  of  the  conspiracy  and  in 

furtherance  thereof,  was  criminally  negligent 

in preventing the co-accused from perpetrating 

the  offence  and  had  further  conducted  the 

investigation in such manner as would result in 

destruction  of  material  evidence  and  had 

thereby  committed  offence  punishable  under 

Secs.201, 217, 218 of  the Indian Penal Code? 

5) Does  the  Prosecution  prove  beyond 
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reasonable doubt that the accused or any one or 

more of them, on account of they being armed 

with  lethal  weapons,  had  committed  offence 

punishable  under  Sec.135(1)  of  the  Bombay 

Police Act? 

6) Does  the  Prosecution  prove  beyond 

reasonable doubt that the accused or any one or 

more of them or all of them had committed any 

other offence punishable under any law for the 

time being in force in India?

7) What final order? What judgment?

9. My findings on each of the points for 

determination, are as follows:-

1) Partly in the affirmative.

2) Partly in the affirmative.

3) Partly in the affirmative.

4) In the negative.

5) Partly in the affirmative.

6) In the negative.

7) As per final order and judgment.

10. Before ascribing my reasons for arriving 

at  the  findings  stated  above  on  the  points  of 

determination framed, it is required to be noted 

that this has been a trial of almost unprecedented 

proportions,  the  oral  evidence  as  well  as 

documentary evidence required to be considered for 
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deciding the fate of the present accused is also on 

an unprecedented scale and since the trial of the 

present proceedings was not conducted by the present 

Presiding Officer, it is required to be noted that 

the trial could be concluded and judgment was in a 

position of being dictated only on account of the 

exceptional efforts of the learned Special P.P., the 

learned  Advocates  for  the  defence  as  also  the 

cooperation  of  the  learned  Advocate  appearing  on 

behalf  of  the  victims  who  have  also  referred  to 

themselves  while  filing  various  applications,  as 

witnesses  in  the  present  proceedings.  It  is 

required to be noted that even the learned Special 

P.P. was appointed only at the fag end of the trial 

proceedings,  replacing  the  earlier  Spl.P.P.,  the 

learned advocates appearing on behalf of the various 

accused have appeared only at the fag end of the 

proceedings and that too during the last six months 

approximately and all of them are required to be 

commended and it would be required to make a special 

note with regard to the spirit of cooperation in 

which the present trial was conducted and concluded 

before the present court. It is also required to be 

noted  that  in  light  of  the  voluminous  evidence 

required  to  be  appreciated  and  referred  to,  the 

present  Court  with  agreement  of  all  the  parties 

concerned, has directly dictated in the Court the 

submissions made and arguments canvassed by each of 

the  parties,  the  parties  have  also  provided 

compilations,  tabulations  and  material  as  also 

judicial  precedents  considered  relevant  by  the 
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respective  parties  contesting  the  present 

proceedings, all of which has been placed for the 

consideration  of  the  Court  and  therefore,  it  is 

required  to  be  noted  that  there  are  no  formal 

handwritten notes of submissions but only dictated 

portions of the submissions which are accepted by 

all the parties to have been dictated in the open 

Court and in the presence of all parties concerned. 

11. It would be necessary at this juncture 

to state that in  an effort to prove the charges 

against the accused, the Prosecution has relied upon 

both  –  oral  and  documentary  evidence  which  is 

required to be elaborated and is hereby done so as 

herein after follows. 

12. The  Prosecution  has  examined  no  less 

than 338 witnesses as per the following details:-

PW
NO.

Status Name of Witness Exh.
No.

1 Panch Anup Mangatram Sukhwani 259

2 Police Nathusinh Naharsinh Chauhan 263

3 Police Babuji Chhaguji Dabhi 266

4 Police Rajendrasinh Kallusinh Rajput 269

5 Police Indrasinh Himmatsinh Gohil 270

6 Police Lalitkumar Ramanbhai Patni 271

7 Police Arvindsinh Shankersinh Vaghela 273

8 Doctor Harshadkumar Kantilal Rathod 274

9 Panch Jagdish Vanaji Mali 277

10 Panch Popatbhai Shantibhai Thakor 296

11 Police Rameshbhai Nagjibhai Pandor 314
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PW
NO.

Status Name of Witness Exh.
No.

12 Police Sajjansinh Jorubha Jhala 315

13 Police Dhanesinh Becharsinh Kumpawat 316

14 Panch Dipakbhai Somnath Panchal 318

15 Panch Mohanji Piraji Vanzara 319

16 Panch Ishwerlal Devilal Solanki 327

17 Panch Velaji Mafaji Thakor 329

18 Panch Ramanbhai Bhikhabhai Prajapati 330

19 Panch Sohanji Vaghaji Thakor 332

20 Police Indrasinh Mansinh Solanki 334

21 Police Motibhai Dahyabhai Vaghela 335

22 Police Shailendrasinh Kalusinh Jadeja 336

23 Panch Trilochansinh Dayalsinh Saluja 340

24 Panch Maheshkumar  Rameshchandra 
Makwana

341

25 Panch Dharmeshkumar Bhikhabhai Bharwad 343

26 Panch Ratilal Ladhabhai Sumera 345

27 Panch Sendhabhai Lalabhai Dholawala 347

28 Police Pradipsinh Shetansinh Rathod 349

29 Police Dhananjay Bhaskerrao Bhagwat 351

30 Police Dharmabhai Ramjibhai Bodat 352

31 Panch Maheshbhai Ratnabhai Patel 354

32 Panch Premaram Umedji Vanjara 356

33 Panch Indrapalsinh Nawabsinh Rathod 358

34 Doctor Upendrabhai M. Jadhav 359

35 Doctor Jayendra R. Modi 363

36 Panch Prabhatbhai Sankabhai Desai 380

37 Police Kavaji Rupaji Asari 385

38 Police Dolatsinh Padamsinh Rathod 386

39 Police Chandubhai Vashrambhai Rami 387

40 Police Pasabhai Galabhai Solanki 388
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PW
NO.

Status Name of Witness Exh.
No.

41 Police Rameshbhai Somabhai Solanki 391

42 Panch Kamleshbhai Ambalal Thakker 393

43 Panch Kantibhai Shankerbhai Patni 395

44 Panch Ramprakash Gulabsinh Bhadoria 397

45 Police Rajeshbhai Kuberbhai Parmar 399

46 Police Mavjibhai Hakshibhai Bodar 400

47 Police Ranchhodbhai Ramjibhai Malavia 401

48 Police Jagatsinh Mulsinh Bhati 402

49 Doctor Kiritbhai R.Shah 403

50 Doctor Bhavin S.Shah 408

51 Panch Girishbhai Jayantilal Patel 411

52 Panch Bharat Chimanlal Thakor 413

53 Panch Bharat Sohanlal Prajapati 414

54 Panch Mahendrasinh Baburam Rathod 416

55 Police Balubhai Nathabhai Ninama 418

56 Doctor Gitanjali L. Fukan 419

57 Doctor Mitesh B.Patel 422

58 Doctor Rakesh S.Bhavsar 425

59 Doctor Govindbhai D. Patel 427

60 Panch Ghanshyam Bhavanifer Tiwari 431

61 Police Kanjibhai Veljibhai Damor 433

62 Doctor Jayeshkumar M.Joshi 434

63 Doctor Kalpesh H.parikh 448

64 Doctor Pravinbhai L. Desai 451

65 Panch Santosh Ramachal Pathak 454

66 Panch Hitendrasinh Manubha Jadeja 455

67 Panch Sanjaybhai Kantibhai Patni 458

68 Panch Ramtirath Sahdevsinh Patel 459

69 Doctor Madansinh D. Jhala 464

70 Doctor Jayesh B. Rupal 467
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PW
NO.

Status Name of Witness Exh.
No.

71 Panch Digpal hariharprasad Dubey 469

72 Panch Rambhai Ukabhai Patel 470

73 Panch Suresh Lalchand Dhobi 471

74 Panch Pavankumar Hiralal Samodia 472

75 Police Puransinh Ramsinh Tomar 473

76 Panch Kishanbhai Jorjibhai Purohit 479

77 Panch Dineshbhai Mohanbhai Vora 481

78 Panch Champaklal Mohanlal Darji 486

79 Panch Dinesh Jayantilal Od 487

80 Police Laxmanbhai Ramabhai Solanki 489

81 Police Babubhai Harjibhai Pandor 490

82 Police Manubhai Karsanbhai Desai 491

83 Panch Bhupendra Kantilal patel 494

84 Panch Himanshu Jayantilal Vyas 496

85 Panch Divyesh Ramanlal Shah 497

86 Panch Jitusinh Kalusinh chauhan 498

87 Panch Chimanbhai Gamjibhai patni 500

88 Panch Pankajbhai Manishbhai Khatri 501

89 Police Ganpatsinh Bhawansinh Solanki 502

90 Police Hemubhai Somabhai Parmar 503

91 Police Gautambhai Amrutlal Shrimali 504

92 Police Baldevbhai Jivabhai Chavda 505

93 Doctor Dharitri B. Jadhav 511

94 Doctor Hemant D. Patel 518

95 Panch Rameshbhai Jayantilal Doshi 522

96 Panch Narendrasinh  Rajbahadursinh 
Chauhan

523

97 Panch Jivanbhai Tribhovandas Solanki 525

98 Panch Omkarbhai Shafuaji Diya 526

99 Panch Ghanshyambhai Shankerlal Rana 528
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PW
NO.

Status Name of Witness Exh.
No.

100 Panch Munawarali Mohammadismail Shaikh 529

101 Panch Narendra Becharbhai Kahar 531

102 Panch Jignesh Rajubhai Shah 534

103 Panch Salimuddin Mohammadmiya Saiyed 536

104 Panch Aliyarkhan Afsarkhan Pathan 538

105 Panch Halubhai Ramjibhai Patni 539

106 Victim Imtiyazkhan Saeedkhan Pathan 542

107 Victim Roopa @ Tanaz Daraminu Modi 548

108 Doctor Chandrakantbhai K. Tanna 549

109 Doctor Dharmesh A. Silajiya 554

110 Doctor Kishanlal R. Solanki 570

111 Panch Shantilal Govindbhai Parmar 575

112 Panch Yakubbhai Musabhai Qureshi 577

113 Panch Suresh Punamchand Raypure 579

114 Panch Keshabhai Bhikhabhai Thakor 580

115 Police Shridharan Narayan Nair 582

116 Victim Saeedkhan Ahmedkhan Pathan 584

117 Victim Ayubkhan Habibkhan Pathan 588

118 Doctor Gautam V. Nayak 593

119 Doctor Narendra gunvantrai Joshi 595

120 Doctor Kuldeep J. Joshi 597

121 Doctor Rajesh D.Patel 599

122 Doctor Vikram K. Pardhi 610

123 Doctor Jayantbhai s. Kanoria 612

124 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Hafizrehman Islamuddin Ansari 629

125 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Zahirahmed Yousufbhai Ansari 630

126 Witness  having 
sufferred damage Rasidbaksh Gulabkhan Shaikh 631

127 Witness  having 
sufferred damage Abdulbhai Gulfarozkhan Pathan 632

128 Victim Mohammadrafiq Abubakar Pathan 633
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PW
NO.

Status Name of Witness Exh.
No.

129 Victim Firozmohammad  Gulzarmohammad 
Pathan

635

130 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Kabirkhan Nasirkhan Pathan 639

131 Panch Jayeshbhai Vasantlal Shah 640

132 Panch Amarsinh Sundersinh Bhadoria 641

133 Panch Abdulaziz Abdul Khalid Shaikh 643

134 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Zulfikar Mohammadkhan Pathan 645

135 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Shabbirkhan Nasirkhan Pathan 646

136 Witness 
having 
sufferred 
damage

Kafilahmed Ajgarhussain Ansari 647

137 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Aslamkhan nasirkhan Pathan 648

138 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Aminkhan Fozdarkhan Pathan 649

139 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Riyazkhan Yakubkhan Pathan 650

140 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Shamsulhaq Ahdulhaq pathan 651

141 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Akhilahmed Ajgarhussain Ansari 652

142 Victim Ashraf Sikanderbhai Sandhi 654

143 Victim Altafkhan Gulabkhan Pathan 655

144 Doctor Himmatbhai F. Patel 664

145 Panch Salimkhan Achhankhan Pathan 670

146 Panch Jeparam Devaji Mali 672

147 Panch Mayurkumar Govindbhai parmar 674

148 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Fakirmohammad Ismailbhai Pathan 677

149 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Asif Jehangirbhai Sandhi 678

150 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Bhurabhai Bandealibhai Shaikh 679

151 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Nadirkhan Bashirkhan Pathan 680
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PW
NO.

Status Name of Witness Exh.
No.

152 Victim Yousufbhai Badarbhai Pathan 681

153 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Azizkhan Yasinkhan Pathan 682

154 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Hamidkhan Nasirkhan Pathan 683

155 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Mohammadbhai Kheratibhai Kazi 684

156 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Haroon Shakurbhai Ghanchi 685

157 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Mohammadazad Nanhekhan Shaikh 686

158 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Pirmohammad Ganibhai Momin 687

159 Victim Gulubhai Sulemanbhai Sandhi 690

160 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Abdulbhai gafurbhai Mansuri 691

161 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Amjadkhan Abdulkadar Pathan 692

162 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Firoz Sattarbhai Shaikh 693

163 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Azimuddin Majidkhan Pathan 694

164 Panch Jitendra Chandubhai Makwana 695

165 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Iqbalbhai Alibhai Shaikh 696

166 Victim Sharifkhan Sikanderkhan Pathan 697

167 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Mohammadjanif Sidiqbhai Sandhi 698

168 Police Kishorkumar Sanjabhai Baleria 700

169 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Ramzanbhai Inayatrasul Silawat 701

170 Police Govaji Kanjibhai Chavda 702

171 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Ismailbhai Ibrahimbhai Pathan 703

172 Witness  having 
sufferred damage Samsuddin Ibrahimbhai Shaikh 704

173 Panch Jagdishbhai Sakharam Habale 705

174 Panch Amin Usmangani Shaikh 706

175 Witness  having 
sufferred damage Mohammadumer Abdulhamid Pathan 707
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PW
NO.

Status Name of Witness Exh.
No.

176 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Rafiqkhan Yasinkhan Pathan 709

177 Victim Sairaben Salimbhai Sandhi 711

178 Doctor Dipak Champaklal Jagani 713

179 Victim Ezajali Fakirmohammad Shaikh 720

180 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Mariamben Noormohammad Sandhi 721

181 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Riyazuddin Siyazuddin Saiyed 722

182 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Noorjehanben Mehmudkhan Pathan 724

183 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Hussainabibi Gulabbhai Malek 725

184 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Afsana Rafiqbhai Malek 726

185 Victim Rasidabanu Rafiqbhai Shaikh 727

186 Victim Mohammadiliyas Usmanbhai Shaikh 728

187 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Yunus Valibhai Patel 729

188 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Rafiqahmed Usmanbhai Malek 730

189 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Yousufbhai Malekbhai Patel 731

190 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Kabiralam Ramzanali Mansuri 732

191 Victim Salimbhai Noormohammad Sandhi 734

192 Victim Mohammadali Shahjadali Saiyed 736

193 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Sikander Noormohammad Sandhi 737

194 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Habibkhan Bhurekhan Pathan 739

195 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Gulabkhan Mankhan Pathan 740

196 Witness  having 
sufferred damage Ibrahim Nazirbhai Chandel 741

197 Witness  having 
sufferred damage Balvirkhan Allauddinkhan Pathan 742

198 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Ibrahim Noormohammad Sandhi 743

199 Witness  having 
sufferred damage Mohammadbhai Aslambhai Mansuri 744
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PW
NO.

Status Name of Witness Exh.
No.

200 Panch Rafiqkhan Gulabkhan Pathan 745

201 Victim Rafiqbhai Usmanbhai Shilavat 748

202 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Kalim Abdulbhai Mansuri 750

203 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Farid Abubakar pathan 751

204 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Wahidkhan Gafurkhan Pathan 752

205 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Kasambhai Allanoor Mansuri 753

206 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Salmuddin Bashiruddin Shaikh 754

207 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Mahebubkhan Noorkhan Chandel 755

208 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Akbarhussain Abdulbhai Mansuri 756

209 Witness  having 
sufferred damage Kamruddin Gulabbhai Ansari 757

210 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Mubarak Nazirkhan Chandel 758

211 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Mohammad  Shabbir  Abdulsattar 
Shaikh

759

212 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Abbasbhai Ayubbhai kadir 760

213 Victim Tasadduk  Hussain  Mulla  Tahir 
Surohi

763

214 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Mohsin Aslam Pathan 766

215 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Majid Nathhubhai Saiyed 767

216 Victim Ismailbhai Yasinkhan Pathan 772

217 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Nooriben Abdulbhai Mansuri 773

218 Panch Kanubhai Kalabhai Bharwad 774

219 Witness  having 
sufferred damage Banobibi Hussainkhan Maniyar 776

220 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Yunusbhai Fakirbhai Mansuri 777

221 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Mukhtarbhai Abdulrahim Ansari 778
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PW
NO.

Status Name of Witness Exh.
No.

222 Victim Sarfaraz Abdulkadir Munshi 779

223 Victim Alihussain Ibrahimbhai Shaikh 780

224 Doctor Mukund M. Prabhakar 784

225 Doctor Sumanlal B. Shrimali 786

226 Doctor Jaymish P. Gajjar 790

227 Panch Sureshbhai Ambalal Parmar 793

228 Doctor Rajnish R. Patel 795

229 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Razakbhai Abdulbhai Shaikh 800

230 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Ayeshabibi Shakurbhai Ghanchi 801

231 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Sultankhan Amitkhan Pathan 802

232 Doctor Jayantilal V. Satapara 803

233 Other Witness Pradyumansinh  Dharmendrasinh 
Chudasama

810

234 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Anis  Fatima  Tasadduk  Hussain 
Surohi

813

235 Witness  having 
sufferred damage Abedabanu Munnakhan Pathan 814

236 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Safdarhussain  Fazlehussain 
Ankleswaria

815

237 Doctor Parul R. Waghela 818

238 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Mobina Yousuf Rangwala 827

239 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Khatija Yousufbhai Khambhati 828

240 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Aslam Kasambhai Mansuri 829

241 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Firoz Dilawer Shaikh 831

242 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Salim Abdulbhai Mansuri 834

243 Police Pratapji Siraji Waghela 838

244 Police Chinusinh Kesrisinh Jhala 839

245 Police Udesinh Pratapsinh Baraiya 840
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PW
NO.

Status Name of Witness Exh.
No.

246 Other 
witness

Jayeshkumar A. Yadav 842

247 Police Laljibhai Kalaji Asari 843

248 Police Takaji Takhuji Chavda 845

249 Police Motisinh Habisinh Bariya 849

250 Police Vijaysinh Vikramsinh Rajput 853

251 Police Prataprai Chhaganlal Joshi 854

252 Police Karansinh Bhawansinh Vaghela 867

253 Other 
witness

Mohammadnizir Chhote Ansari 869

254 Police Prahladji Mangalji Barot 876

255 Panch Manzir Ahmed Abdulaziz Shaikh 877

256 Panch Rameshkumar Madanlal Jinger 883

257 Panch Haroonbhai Shakhurbhai Ghanchi 885

258 Other 
witness

Tejpalsinh J. Bist 897

259 Other 
witness

Mahavirsinh S. Shekhawat 899

260 Other 
witness

Rajeshbhai V. Bhagat 902

261 Other 
witness

Purshottambhai N. Patel 906

262 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Maulana Yakub Akbar Vijapura 909

263 Victim Mohammad Salim Ahmedbhai Shaikh 910

264 Victim Firozbhai Bandeali Shaikh 918

265 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Karimabanu Mohammadbhai Shaikh 919

266 Victim Noormohammad Valisha Tiwari 920

267 Police Varvaji Ishwerji Waghela 921

268 Police Tarunkumar Amrutlal Barot 926

269 Police Natwarji Jawanji Bhati 927

270 Other 
witness

Anwermiya Y. Shaikh 938

271 Other 
witness

Himmatsinh B. Sisodiya 940

272 Other 
witness

Shevabhai K. Rathod 943
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No.

273 Doctor Mansukh M. Mawani 944

274 Police Ramaji Gangaji Katara 946

275 Other 
witness

Balwantsinh Rampraveshsinh 952

276 Other 
witness

Pravinkumar N. Barot 954

277 Other 
witness

Sharadkumar B. Trivedi 962

278 Other 
witness

Ratansinh B. Chavda 963

279 Other 
witness

Maharaj K. Tandon 965

280 Other 
witness

Rameshkumar B. Joshi 969

281 Other 
witness

Pravin B. Gondiya 952

282 Victim Dilawerbhai Sikanderbhai Shaikh 978

283 Victim Aslamkhan Anwarkhan Pathan 981

284 Victim Mohammadsharif Nasiruddin Shaikh 987

285 Police Bhanjibhai Jivanbhai Sadawrati 988

286 Police Jagdishsinh Temubha Chudasama 991

287 Police Dhananjaisinh  Surendrasinh 
Waghela

992

288 Police Kishorsinh Motisinh Waghela 994

289 Victim Nadim Tasaddukhussain Surohi 995

290 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Mohammadarif Kamaluddin Ansari 1023

291 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Kamaruddin Jalaluddin Saiyed 1024

292 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Jamalbhai Fakirbhai Mansuri 1025

293 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Abdulbhai Allanoorbhai Mansuri 1029

294 Witness  having 
sufferred damage Rajubhai Bandeali Rajasaheb Shaikh 1030

295 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Sabidkhan Gulabkhan Pathan 1031

296 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Rafiqmohammad Nekmohammad Saiyed 1033

297 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Ayubkhan Ishaqkhan pathan 1034
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298 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Shanazbanu  Mohammadumerkhan 
Pathan

1038

299 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Khatunbibi Abdulkadir 1039

300 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Yousuf Taiyebbhai Khambhati 1040

301 Victim Rasidabanu Dilawar Shaikh 1046

302 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Roshanbibi Usmanbhai Silawat 1047

303 Witness  having 
sufferred 
damage

Saberabibi Ismailbhai Shaikh 1048

304 Victim Noorjehan Lalsha Shaikh 1049

305 Police Bhupendrasinh Karansinh Sisodiya 1052

306 Police Ramvilas Ramlakhan Pathak 1059

307 Panch Altafkhan Shahjadkhan Pathan 1061

308 Police Kiranpuri Gangapuri Goswami 1062

309 Other 
witness

Laxman K. Pardhi 1064

310 I.O. Hareshkumar P. Agrawat 1069

311 Police Jagatsinh Ramsinh Parmar 1075

312 Police Babubhai Mohanbhai Parmar 1077

313 Other 
witness

Ashish Sureshchandra Khetan 1091

314 Victim Faqirmohammad Nasirali Saiyed 1098

315 Police Anantsinh Kalyansinh Rathod 1133

316 Police Ramkubhai Nagbhai Vala 1134

317 Police Navalsinh Ramsinh Bariya 1135

318 Other 
witness

Dhiren Jayantilal Lariya 1137

319 Police Kumarrai Jagdishrai Chandna 1139

320 Police Jogdas Suryanarayanprasad Gedam 1140

321 Police Harisinh Chhatrasinh Gohil 1141

322 Police Raiskhan Mohammadkhan Pathan 1144

323 Panch Nitinkumar Narandas Sheth 1147

324 Police Nisarmohammad Sultankhan Malek 1149
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325 Police Bhikhusinh Khatusinh Rathod 1158

326 Police Shailesh Anilkumar Vyas 1161

327 Police Sanjaykumar Ramjibhai Patni 1162

328 I.O. Narottam D. Parmar 1164

329 I.O. Harish R. Muliyana 1211

330 I.O. Rahul Nanheshwar Sharma 1213

331 I.O. Girishkumar L. Singhal 1217

332 I.O. Sukhdevsinh S. Chudasama 1226

333 Doctor Mukeshbhai V. Kapadiya 1281

334 Doctor Chandrakant K. Goswami 1284

335 I.O. Jayantilal M. Suthar 1289

336 I.O. Nirmalsinh S. Raju 1377

337 Victim Zakianasim Ahsan Jafri 1463

338 Other 
witness

Dr.Shailendra Ramkishor Jha 1492

13. The  Prosecution  has  also  relied  upon 

documentary evidence which is extremely voluminous 

and detailed hereto as herein after follows:-

Sr. 
No.

Particulars Exh. No.

1 Forwarding  letter  regarding  muddamal 
having been sent to F.S.L.

176

2 Three  acknowledgment  receipts  regarding 
FSL having received the muddamal

177

3 Opinion of FSL 178

4 Opinion of FSL 179

5 Forwarding  letter  regarding  muddamal 
having been sent to F.S.L.

180

6 Acknowledgment  receipts  regarding  FSL 
having received the muddamal

181

7 Opinion of FSL 182
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8 Forwarding  letter  regarding  muddamal 
having been sent to F.S.L.

183

9 Acknowledgment  receipts  regarding  FSL 
having received the muddamal

184

10 Opinion of FSL 185

11 Forwarding  letter  regarding  muddamal 
having been sent to F.S.L.

186

12 04 acknowledgment receipts regarding FSL 
having received the muddamal

187

13 Opinion of FSL 188

14 Panchnama of Gulbarg Society 260

15 Panchnama of Gulbarg Society 261

16 Panchnama regarding recovery of gun 262

17 Complaint of Mr.K.G.Erda 267

18 Report made by Mr.K.G.Erda to P.S.O. 268

19 04 papers produced with PM report No.409 275

20 PM Report – Dineshbhai Kalabhai 276

21 Inquest  Panchnama  of  dead  body  of 
Zarinaben Sandhi

278

22 Inquest Panchnama – Asmin Rafiqbhai 279

23 Inquest Panchnama – unidentified 280

24 Inquest Panchnama – Faridaben Shakilbhai 
Mansuri

281

25 Inquest  Panchnama  –  Kherunbibi 
Sikanderkhan Pathan

282

26 Inquest  Panchnama  –  Nazmaben  Kasambhai 
Mansuri

283

27 Inquest Panchnama – Mumtaz Sikanderbhai Sandhi 284

28 Inquest Panchnama – unidentified 285

29 Inquest  Panchnama  –  Nasim  @  Zebun 
Aslambhai Shaikh

286

30 Inquest  Panchnama  –  Asmatben  Abdulbhai 
Mansuri

287
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31 Inquest  Panchnama  –  Mehmuda  Aslam 
Kasambhai

288

32 Inquest Panchnama – Sharifaben Munirsha 289

33 Inquest  Panchnama  –  Ahmedali 
Faqirmohammad Saiyed

290

34 Inquest Panchnama – Anwarkhan Ahmedkhan 
pathan

291

35 Inquest  Panchnama  –  Salimkhan 
Sikanderkhan Pathan

292

36 Inquest  Panchnama  –  Mohammadshafi 
Mohammadmunavar Shaikh

293

37 Inquest Panchnama – unidentified 294

38 Inquest Panchnama – unidentified 295

39 Inquest Panchnama – Mohammad Imran Gulzar 297

40 Inquest Panchnama – Mohammadyousuf Mehmud 
Hussain

298

41 Inquest  Panchnama  –  Irfan  Aslambhai 
Mansuri

299

42 Inquest Panchnama – unidentified 300

43 Inquest  Panchnama  –  Nilofar 
Mohammadsharif Shaikh

301

44 Inquest Panchnama – Muskan Aslam 302

45 Inquest  Panchnama  –  Shahir  Asimbhai 
Mansuri

303

46 Inquest Panchnama – Jehrunisha Saiyedkhan 
Ahmedkhan 

304

47 Inquest  Panchnama  –  Mariambibi  Gulzar 
Mohammad Pathan

305

48 Inquest Panchnama – unidentified 306

49 Inquest Panchnama – Irfan Mohammad Gulzar Mohammad Pathan 307

50 Inquest Panchnama – unidentified 308

51 Inquest Panchnama – unidentified 309

52 Inquest Panchnama – unidentified 310
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Sr. 
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Particulars Exh. No.

53 Panchnama of shop of primus repairing 320

54 Panchnama of Ashiyana Bakery 321

55 Panchnama of Honest Mutton Centre 322

56 Panchnama of Gulshan Bakery 323

57 Panchnama of Chiku Chicken 324

58 Panchnama of shop of Naeembhai Nasirbhai 
– mutton

325

59 Panchnama of Rajasthan Mutton Centre 326

60 Panchnama of damage 328

61 Panchnama of the building of Shakeelahmed 
Ajgarali

331

62 Panchnama  of  building  of  Salimbhai 
Nathhubhai Saiyed

333

63 Panchnama of damage 342

64 Panchnama of damage 344

65 Inquest Panchnama – dead body of Dinesh 
Kalabhai

346

66 Panchnama  of  dead  body  of  Tarun 
Jayantibhai

348

67 Panchnama  of  dead  body  of  Prakash 
Ramanbhai

355

68 Panchnama of dead body of Shravan Ladhuji 357

69 Papers  produced  with  PM  report 
No.800/2002

360

70 Certificate of Medical officer 361

71 PM Report – Rameshbhai Naranbhai Marathi 362

72 Papers produced with PM Report No.432/2002 364

73 Certificate of Medical officer 365

74 PM Report – Tarunkumar Jayantilal Patni 366

75 PM Report No.646 – Shamim Abubaker Bashir 367

76 Copy of Exh.367 brought by the doctor 368

77 Papers along with PM report 369
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78 PM  report  –  Shamshad  Abubakar  Bashir 
Ahmed

370

79 Papers along with PM report 371

80 Papers  produced  along  with  PM  report 
No.648

372

81 PM report – Mohsin Mehbubbhai Allanoor 373

82 Three papers produced with PM report 374

83 PM report No.649 – Samim Kalimbhai 375

84 Copy of forwarding letter 376

85 Copy of forwarding letter 377

86 Copy of forwarding letter 378

87 Copy of forwarding letter 379

88 Panchnama of scene of offence 381

89 Panchnama of clothes recovered by Police 394

90 Panchnama of burst cartridges 396

91 Panchnama of recovery of clothes of the 
injured in private firing

398

92 Report regarding non-receipt of PM Report 
No.444 and 477/2

404

93 PM report – Mohammad Pathan 405

94 Papers along with PM report 406

95 PM report – Nasrinbanu Mohammad Sharif 407

96 Report regarding non-receipt of PM Report 409

97 PM Report – Wasim @ Sonu Mehmood Mansuri 410

98 Panchnama of recovery of pieces of 12-
bore cartridge

412

99 Panchnama of three persons injured in private firing, police firing 
and police stone pelting

415

100 Panchnama of damage 417

101 Total three papers along with PM report 420

102 PM report – Mariambibi Gulzar Mohammad 421

103 Papers along with PM report No.423 423
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104 PM report of Farha Mohammad Sharif 424

105 Letter directing PM note to be prepared 
of the deceased

Mark-A

106 PM note – Nolifer Mohammad Sharif 426

107 Papers produced with PM report 427

108 Four  papers  relating  to  PM  report 
No.453/02

428

109 PM report of Anwarkhan Ahmedkhan Pathan 429

110 Panchnama regarding recovery of clothes 
from dead body

432

111 Papers with PM report No.476 435

112 PM report of unidentified dead body 436

113 Four papers with PM report No.447 449

114 PM report of Mohammad Imran 450

115 Papers with PM report No.416/02 452

116 PM report of Sravanji Ladhuji Vanzara 453

117 Panchnama of recovered vehicles 456

118 Police  yaadi,  Inquest  Panchnama 
posthumous Form

457

119 Panchnama  regarding  recovery  of  Police 
firing bullet and clothes

460

120 Report  regarding  non-receipt  of  papers 
relating to PM report No.451/02

465

121 PM report of Salimkhan Sikanderkhan 466

122 PM report of Zehrunnisa 468

123 Panchnama regarding damage caused to government vehicles 480

124 Panchnama of relics of human body 482

125 Panchnama of relics of human body 483

126 Panchnama of unidentified dead body 484

127 Panchnama of unidentified dead body 485

128 Panchnama of relics of human body 488
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129 Certificate issued by Meghaninagar Police 
Station

Mark-B

130 Panchnama regarding production of weapon 
by accused No.35 Ashok @ Aslo

495

131 Panchnama regarding production of stick 
by the brother of accused No.29

499

132 Injury certificate of Kantibhai Popatbhai 512

133 X-ray  photos  and  other  21  papers  of 
Kantibhai

513

134 Certificate regarding injury to Ajaybhai 
Somabhai Panchal

514

135 15  papers  produced  with  treatment 
certificate

515

136 Injury  certificate  of  accused  No.28 
Prahladji Rajuji

516

137 Two papers of case papers 517

138 Papers  regarding  papers  of  PM  report 
No.432/02 being not traceable

519

139 PM report of Prakashbhai Ramanbhai Patni 520

140 PM  report  No.432/02  of  Jehangir 
Noormohammad Sandhi

521

141 Panchnama of videography 524

142 Accused No.18 Sanjaykumar Shakrabhai Patni
Maheshkumar Lalchandbhai Nayee – injured
Vishalkumar Badri Nayee – injured
Panchnama  of  detention  of  Nareshkumar  Bansilal, 
accused No.42 and Shailesh Natwarlal Patni, accused 
No.19

530

143 Panchnama of the injured during Police firing 532

144 Panchnama  of  detention  of  absconding 
accused No.23 babubhai Manji Patni

533

145 Panchnama  of  physical  condition  of 
accused No.31 Mahendra Mulchand Parmar

535

146 Panchnama of accused No.39 Mukesh Atmaram 
who was injured during Police firing

537

147 Panchnama  of  physical  condition  of  accused  No.22  Babubhai 
Mohanbhai Patni

540
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148 Four papers with PM report No.454 550

149 PM  report  of  Mohammad  Shafi  Mohammad 
Munawar

551

150 Papers produced with PM report No.467 552

151 PM report of Yasmina Rafiq 553

152 Two papers with PM report No.455/02 555

153 PM  report  of  dead  body  of  Firdosbanu 
Gulzar Mohammad Pathan

556

154 PM report No.456 of Faridaben Shakilbhai 
Shaikh

557

155 Second copy of PM report No.456 558

156 Papers produced with PM report No.456 559

157 Papers produced with PM report No.457 560

158 PM report of Kherunbibi Sikandarkhan 561

159 Papers regarding papers produced with PM 
report No.458 not traceable

562

160 PM  report  No.458  of  Mahemuda  Aslambhai 
Mansuri

563

161 Paper produced with PM report No.459 564

162 PM report No.459 of Sharifaben Munir Shah 565

163 Papers produced with PM report No.460 566

164 PM report No.460 of Asmatben Abdulbhai 567

165 Papers produced with PM report No.471 568

166 PM  report  No.471  of  Mohammad  Hussain 
Salimbhai Sandhi

569

167 Papers produced with PM report No.443 571

168 PM report No.443 of Muskan Aslam 572

169 Papers produced with PM report No.475 573

170 PM report No.475 of Irfan Mohammad Gulzar 574

171 Panchnama of half charred dead bodies 576

172 Panchnama  of  identification  of  15 dead 
bodies

578
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173 Papers produced with PM report No.488 591

174 PM report No.488 of Nazmaben Kasambhai 592

175 Injury  certificate  of  Manojkumar 
Premjibhai

594

176 Injury certificate of Parbatsinh Dharsinh 596

177 Letter  from  SIT  regarding  injury 
certificate of accused No.49 parbatsing

598

178 Injury certificate of Ezazali 600

179 Letter regarding correction in the name 
of witness Ezazali

601

180 Injury certificate of Shaikh 602

181 Injury certificate of Aslam Anwarkhan 603

182 X-ray of Aslam Anwarkhan 604

183 Injury certificate of Aslam 605

184 Injury  certificate  of  Taiyeb  Fakir 
Mohammad

606

185 Papers with PM report No.470 608

186 PM report of Zebunben Kasambhai 609

187 Injury certificate of Karimbhai 611

188 Injury certificate of Kishorkumar 613

189 Injury certificate of Meghji Kokaji 614

190 Injury  certificate  of  accused  No.42 
Naresh Bansilal

615

191 Injury  certificate  of  accused  No.57 
Shaileshkumar patni

616

192 Injury  certificate  of  accused  No.13 
Vinodkumar Arvindbhai

617

193 Injury  certificate  of  accused  No.23 
Babubhai Manjibhai

618

194 Injury  certificate  of  Sanjay  Chikubhai 
Patni

619

195 Injury certificate of unknown person 620
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196 Injury  certificate  of  accused  No.30 
Madanlal Dhanraj

621

197 Injury  certificate  of  accused  No.17 
Ratilal

622

198 Injury  certificate  of  accused  No.12 
Dipakkumar

623

199 Injury  certificate  of  accused  No.22 
Babubhai Mohanbhai

624

200 Copy  of  Injury  certificate  of  accused 
No.22

625

201 Case papers of accused No.22 626

202 Injury  certificate  of  Virendragiri 
Goswami

627

203 Injury certificate of Nandabhai 628

204 Affidavit  of  Mohammadgulzar  Mohammad 
Pathan

637

205 Panchnama of dead body of deceased Ramesh 
Naranbhai

642

206 Panchnama of identification of total 17 
dead bodies

644

207 Papers with PM report No.466 658

208 PM  report  No.466  of  Zarinaben 
Jehangirbhai

659

209 Papers produced with PM report No.468 660

210 PM report No.468 of Mumtz Sikanderbhai Sandhi 661

211 Papers with PM report No.469 662

212 PM  report  No.468  of  Nasim  @  Zebun 
Aslambhai

663

213 Police yaadi 665

214 Injury certificate of Baldevbhai Jivabhai 666

215 Police yaadi 667

216 Injury  certificate  of  Pradipsinh 
Shetansinh Rathod

668
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217 Injury certificate of Indrasinh Mansinh 669

218 Panchnama of detention of accused No.27 & 
26

671

219 Panchnama of detention of accused No.24 
Shankerji Hakaji mali

673

220 Panchnama of detention of accused No.29 
Mukesh Pukhraj Sankhla and accused No.28 
Prahlad Rajuji Asori

675

221 Panchnama of damage 708

221
-A

Copy of affidavit of Sairaben Salimbhai 
filed before Shah Commission 

712

222 Injury  certificate  of  Rameshchandra 
Naranrao

714

223 Injury  certificate  of  Vishal  Badriji 
Nayee

715

224 Police Yaadi along with Exh.715 716

225 Papers with PM report No.644 717

226 PM report No.644 of Daniyaben Mahemudbhai 718

227 Complaint of damage 723

228 Panchnama  of  identification  of  06  dead 
bodies

746

229 Panchnama of detention of accused No.30 
Madanlal Dhanraj Raval

775

230 Injury certificate of Firoz 785

231 Injury certificate 787

232 Injury certificate of Altaf 789

233 Injury certificate of Jetunbibi 791

234 Panchnama  of  accused  No.32  Ambesh 
Kantilal having produced weapons

794

235 Injury certificate of Bablu 796

236 Police yaadi 804

237 PM report No.450 of Aslam 805

238 PM report No.452 of Shahjadali Faqir Mohammad 806
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239 PM  report  No.478  of  Gulzar  Mohammad 
Noormohammad Pathan

807

240 PM report No.479 of Mohammad Yusuf 808

241 PM report No.476 of Faisal Rafiqbhai 809

242 Map of scene of offence 812

243 Injury  certificate  of  Naranbhai 
Chhanabhai

819

244 Injury certificate of K.G.Erda 820

245 OPD casepaper 821

246 OPD casepaper 822

247 Injury certificate of Prahlad Omprakash 823

248 Injury  certificate  of  accused  No.7 
Shailesh Hirabhai

824

249 OPD casepaper 825

250 Injury certificate of N.J.Bhati 826

251 Station  diary  of  original  copy  dated 
28/02/2002 of Meghaninagar Police Station

841

252 Statement showing details of bandobast on 
28/02/2002

846

253 Photocopy  of  the  original  attendance 
sheet of 28/02/2002 of Police official of 
Meghaninagar

847

254 Photocopy  of  the  original  attendance  sheet  of 
28/02/2002 of Police official of Meghaninagar

848

255 Photocopy of original register of charge 
of  Motisinh  Abhesinh  Bariya  –  dtd. 
28/02/2002

850

256 Photocopy of original register of charge 
of  Motisinh  Abhesinh  Bariya  –  dtd. 
28/02/2002

851

257 Photocopy of original register of charge 
of  Motisinh  Abhesinh  Bariya  –  dtd. 
28/02/2002

852

258 Notification  published  by  Police 
Commissioner, dated 28/02/2002

868
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259 Complaint regarding damage to vehicles 870

260 Panchnama of damage 878

261 Panchnama of damage 879

262 Panchnama of damage 880

263 Panchnama of damage 881

264 Panchnama of damage 882

265 Panchnama of damage 884

266 Panchnama of damage 886

267 Panchnama of damage 887

268 Panchnama of damage 889

269 Panchnama of damage 890

270 Panchnama of damage 891

271 Permission  for  prosecution  against 
accused No.56 to 63

898

272 Permission from the State Government for 
prosecution against accused No.24 to 37

900

273 Permission from the State Government for 
prosecution against accused No.1 to 20

901

274 Permission  for  prosecution  against 
accused No.41

903

275 Permission  for  prosecution  against 
accused No.38 and 39

904

276 Permission  for  prosecution  against 
accused No.22 and 23

905

277 Permission  for  prosecution  against 
accused No.42 to 55

907

278 Permission  for  prosecution  against 
accused No.40

908

279 Panchnama of scene of offence 928

280 Photocopy of Fire Call No.113 939

281 Details  on  page  No.147  of  Occurrence 
Register

941
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282 Evening  Entry  dated  28/02/2002  in  the 
original vehicle Register

942

283 Medical certificate of Kheda Hospital 945

284 Panchnama of damage 947

285 Panchnama of damage 948

286 Permission  of  State  Government  for 
prosecution against accused No.53

953

287 Panchnama regarding physical condition of 
accused  No.14  Jayesh  @  Gabbar  and  one 
another Vinod Arvindbhai

955

288 Panchnama  of  physical  condition  of 
accused No.15 Ajay Somabhai

956

289 Panchnama  regarding  recovery  of  sword 
from  accused  No.16  Jayesh  @  Gabbar 
Madanlal (Jigar)

957

290 Panchnama  of  physical  condition  of 
accused No.6, Kishor Mangabhai Patni, and 
Mangaji Pokharji and Naranbhai Chhanabhai 
Rathod, and accused No.5 Jayesh Ramubhai 
Patni and Kiranbhai Hirabhai Nadiya

958

291 Panchnama of detention of accused No.10 
Shakrabhai Sendhabhai Patni

959

292 Panchnama  of  accused  No.11  Manoj 
Premjibhai Parmar having been detained

960

293 Copy of order for curfew 966

294 Message of Ahmedabad City Police Control 
Room, page No.215, entry No.659

967

295 Message of Ahmedabad City Police Control 
Room, page No.219, entry No.307

968

296 Report made to S.C.P. 970

297 Message of Ahmedabad City Police Control 
Room, page No.227, entry No.479

973

298 Message of Ahmedabad City Police Control 
Room, page No.233, entry No.446

974

299 Message of Ahmedabad City Police Control Room, page 
No.235, entry No.440

975
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300 Message of Ahmedabad City Police Control 
Room, page No.243, entry No.447

976

301 Complaint made by Aslam in Gujarati at 
Meghaninagar Police Station

982

302 Complaint  made  by  Aslam  in  Hindi  at 
Meghaninagar Police Station

983

303 Panchnama of damage 989

304 Panchnama of damage 990

305 Panchnama of damage 993

306 Complaint of Mahemudkhan 1060

307 Certified photocopy of pages No.1 and 115 
to 128 of Vardhi Book

1063

308 Letter  of  Executive  Magistrate  for 
conducting identification parade 

1065

309 Letter  of  S.I.T.  for  conducting 
identification parade

1066

310 Panchnama of identification parade 1067

311 Panch slip of muddamal article No.1 of 
Sessions Case No.167/2003

1070

312 Panchnama of sword having been traced out 
by accused No.21 Sandip @ Sonu

1071

313 Certified photocopy of message dated 27 & 
28/2/2002 of Wireless Message Register

1076

314 Panchnama of dead body 1082

315 Panchnama of recovery of burst cartridges 
from the scene of offence

1083

316 Panchnama  of  recovery  of  knife  from 
accused No.1

1084

317 Panchnama of recovery of burst cartridges 1085

318 Panchnama  of  recovery  of  cylindrical 
container(kerbo)  from  accused  Surendra 
Vakil

1086

319 Affidavit of Sayeedkhan Ahmedkhan Pathan 1094

320 Letter of Hutch Company 1138
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321 Control Room Slip No.307 1145

322 Control Room Slip No.1121 1146

323 Panchnama of CD of voice of accused 1148

324 Certified photocopy of Slip No.732 of the 
message on page No.213 of Exh.507

1150

325 Certified photocopy of Slip No.879 of the 
message on page No.259 of Exh.507

1151

326 Certified  photocopy  of  Slip  No.1095  of 
the message on page No.251 of Exh.507

1152

372
7

Certified  photocopy  of  Slip  No.1115  of 
the message on page No.257 of Exh.507

1153

328 Certified photocopy of Slip No.937 of the 
message on page No.223 of Exh.507

1154

329 Panchnama of government vehicle Jeep 1159

330 Yaadi  of  P.I.  to  take  statements  of 
witness

1166

331 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1167

332 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1168

333 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1169

334 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody of dead body having been 
given to victims

1170

335 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1171

336 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1172

337 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1173

338 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1174

339 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1175

340 Acknowledgment  receipt  regarding  custody  of  dead  body 
having been given to victims

1176
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341 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1177

342 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1178

343 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1179

344 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1180

345 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1181

346 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1182

347 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1183

348 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1184

349 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1185

350 Acknowledgment  receipt  regarding 
custody of dead body having been given 
to victims

1186

351 Acknowledgment  receipt  regarding 
custody of dead body having been given 
to victims

1187

352 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody of dead body having been 
given to victims

1188

353 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1189

354 Report made to P.I. of Meghaninagar 1190

355 Report made to Officer In-charge 1191

356 Report made to P.I. of Meghaninagar 1192

357 Report made to P.I. of Meghaninagar 1193

358 Report made to P.I. of Meghaninagar 1194

359 Report made to P.I. of Meghaninagar 1195
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360 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody 
of dead body having been given to victims

1196

361 Acknowledgment receipt regarding custody of dead body having been given to 
victims 1197

362 Report made to A.C.P. 1198

363 Report made to A.C.P. 1199

364 Report made to A.C.P. 1200

365 Report made to Officer In-charge 1201

366 Report made to Officer In-charge 1202

367 Report made to Officer In-charge 1203

368 Original  station  diary  of  Meghaninagar 
Police Station

1204

369 Original  station  diary  of  Meghaninagar 
Police Station

1205

370 FIR of I-C.r.No.67/02 1206

371 Panchnama regarding recovery of clothes 
from dead bodies

1207

372 Panchnama regarding accused No.40 having 
shown the place

1212

373 Photocopy  of  letter  written  by  Rahul 
Sharma to K.R.Kaushik

1216

374 Panchnama regarding accused No.41 having 
produced sword

1218

375 Panchnama  of  physical  condition  of 
accused Dilip @ Kalu

1228

376 Arrest memo of accused Dilip @ Kalu 1229

377 Letter informing  District Magistrate as 
well as relatives

1230

378 Panchnama regarding pipe recovered from 
accused Dilip

1231

379 Report under Sec.58 of Cr.P.C. of accused 
Sanjaykumar Shakrabhai Patni

1232

380 Arrest  memo  of  accused  Sanjaykumar 
Shakrabhai  Patni  and  letter  informing 
relatives

1233
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381 Report under Sec.58 of Cr.P.C. of accused Shailesh Patni 
and letter informing relatives

1234

382 Report under Sec.58 of Cr.P.C. of accused 
Naresh @ Nariyo s/o. Bansilal Prajapati 
and letter informing relatives

1235

383 Report regarding insertion of Sec.376 of 
I.P.C.  before  Metropolitan  Magistrate, 
Court No.11

1236

384 Report  regarding  continuance  of  the 
original  section  before  Metropolitan 
Magistrate, Court No.11

1237

385 Arrest  memo  and  panchnama  of  physical 
condition of accused Shankerji Hakaji

1238

386 Letter  of  accused  Shankerji  Hakaji 
informing relatives

1239

387 Panchnama  of  physical  condition  of 
accused Mangilal Dhoopchand Jain

1240

388 Arrest  memo  of  accused  Mangilal 
Dhoopchand Jain

1241

389 Report  informing  relatives  regarding 
detention of accused

1242

390 Letter  informing  the  Commissioner 
regarding detention of accused Mangilal

1243

391 Panchnama  of  accused  Mangilal  having 
recovered pipe

1244

392 Letter regarding license of gun of Ahsan 
Jafri

1245

393 Copy  of  letter  along  with  statement, 
affidavit  and  application  to  Police 
Commissioner  from  witness  Sayeedkhan 
Ahmedkhan

1246

394 Report  regarding  detention  of  accused 
Pannalal @ Prabhu and Gopaldas Mandas

1247

395 Arrest  memo  of  accused  Mahendra 
Mulchand  Parmar,  letter  informing 
relatives  and  letter  informing 
District Magistrate

1248
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396 Panchnama  of  physical  condition  of 
accused No.32, 33 and 34

1249

397 Arrest memo of accused Prahlad Omprakash 1250

398 Arrest  memo  of  accused  Krishnakumar  @ 
Krishna, letter informing relatives and 
District Magistrate

1251

399 Arrest  memo  of  accused  Ambesh  Kantilal 
Jinger,  letter  informing  relatives  and 
letter written to District Magistrate

1252

400 Panchnama  of  physical  condition  of 
accused Ashok @ Aslo

1253

401 Arrest  memo  of  accused  Ashok  @  Aslo, 
report  informing  relatives  and  letter 
written to District Magistrate

1254

402 Panchnama  of  physical  condition  of 
accused Chirag Dilipbhai Shah and Prakash 
@ Kali Khengarji

1255

403 Arrest memo of accused Chirag Dilipbhai 
Shah,  letter  informing  relatives  and 
letter to District Magistrate

1256

404 Arrest  memo  of  accused  Prakash  @  Kali 
Khengarji,  letter  written  to  District 
Magistrate and information passed on to 
relatives

1257

405 Panchnama  regarding  accused  Prakash 
having traced out knife

1258

406 Panchnama regarding accused No.36 having 
traced out sword

1259

407 'C'  Summary  in  connection  with 
Meghaninagar I-C.R.No.67/02 filed before 
Metropolitan Magistrate, Court No.11

1260

408 'C'  Summary  in  connection  with 
Meghaninagar I-C.R.No.74/02 filed before 
Metropolitan Magistrate, Court No.11

1261

409 'C'  Summary  in  connection  with 
Meghaninagar I-C.R.No.79/02 filed before 
Metropolitan Magistrate, Court No.11

1262
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410 'C'  Summary  in  connection  with 
Meghaninagar I-C.R.No.78/02 filed before 
Metropolitan Magistrate, Court No.11

1263

411 Arrest  memo  of  accused  Pannalal  and 
letter informing relatives

1264

412 Arrest  memo  of  accused  Gopal  Mandas, 
letter  informing  relatives  and  letter 
informing District Magistrate

1265

413 Arrest  memo  of  accused  Mukesh  Pukhraj, 
letter  informing  relatives  and  letter 
informing District Magistrate

1266

414 Arrest  memo  of  accused  Prahlad  Rajuji, 
letter  informing  relatives  and  letter 
informing District Magistrate

1267

415 Arrest memo of accused Madanlal Dhanraj, 
letter  informing  relatives  and  letter 
informing District Magistrate

1268

416 Work  procedure  of  the  General 
Administration  Department  of  Govt.  of 
Gujarat

Mark-D

417 Papers  of  treatment  given  to  Faqir 
Mohammad

1282

418 Certificate given to Faqir Mohammad 1283

419 Certificate  given  to  Faqir  Mohammad 
Nasirali

1285

420 Narco report of accused Parbatsing 1290

421 Regarding  getting  samples  of  voice  for 
voice spectography

1291

422 Summons  issued  to  accused  Madanlal 
Dhanraj for having samples of voice for 
voice spectography

1292

423 Summons  issued  to  Mangilal  for  having 
samples of voice for voice spectography

1293

424 Summons  issued  to  Prahlad  Rajuji  for 
having  samples  of  voice  for  voice 
spectography

1294
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425 Copy of certificate of Akashwani 1295

426 Muddamal Pavti No.21/2010 1296

427 Letter sent to F.S.L., Jaipur 1297

428 Opinion  regarding  call  details  of  BSNL 
No.2129266

1298

429 Letter  in  respect  of  call  details  of 
Telephone Nos.2125166 and 2681019

1299

430 Letter for obtaining CD of mobile 1300

431 Letter  written  to  FSL,  Gandhinagar  and 
report

1301

432 Call details of Cell Phone No.98250 48303 
of Police Commissioner Mr.P.C.Pandey

1302

433 Cell  Phone  No.98250  48316  of 
Mr.M.K.Tandon

1303

434 Cell  Phone  No.98250  49197  of 
Mr.P.B.Gondiya

1304

435 Cell Phone No.98251 16221 of Mr.K.G.Erda 1305

436 Cell Phone No.98251 16221 of Mr.K.G.Erda 
dated 28/2/02

1306

437 Cell  Phone  No.98250  48316  of 
Mr.M.K.Tandon dated 28/2/02

1307

438 Call details of Cell Phone No.98250 48303 
of  Police  Commissioner  Mr.P.C.Pandey, 
dated 28/2/2002 

1308

439 Cell Phone No.98252 89048 of Atul Vaidya 1309

440 Letter of BSNL 1310

441 Details of Idea Cell Phone No.98240 92698 1311

442 Opinion of BSNL regarding call details 1312

443 Letter regarding address of holder of 
Vodafone Cell Phone Nos.9825030424,
9825035000, 9898596355

1313

444 Letter regarding address of Reliance 
Cell Phone holders

1314
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445 Arrest  memo  of  Raju  @  Mamu  Kaniyo 
Ramavatar  Tiwari,  letter  informing 
relatives

1315

446 Arrest memo of Naran Sitaram Channelwala 
and  letter informing relatives

1316

447 Arrest  memo  of  Naginbhai  Hasmukhbhai 
Patni and letter informing relatives

1317

448 Arrest memo of Dashrath Gatting Jivanbhai 
Patni and letter informing relatives

1318

449 Arrest  memo  of  Lakhansinh  @  Lakhiyo  @ 
Bhuriyo and letter informing relatives

1319

450 Arrest memo of Dharmesh Prahladbhai and 
letter informing relatives

1320

451 Arrest memo of Jitendra @ Jitu Pratapji 
and letter informing relatives

1321

452 Arrest  memo  of  Mahesh  Pappu  Pratapji 
Thakor and letter informing relatives

1322

453 Arrest memo of Kapil Munnabhai Devnarayan 
and letter informing relatives

1323

454 Arrest memo of Mahesh Ramjilal Nath and 
letter informing relatives

1324

455 Arrest memo of Suresh @ Kali and letter 
informing relatives

1325

456 Arrest memo of Sushil Brijmohan Sharma and 
letter informing relatives

1326

457 Arrest memo of Bharatbhai @ Bharat Teli and 
letter informing relatives

1327

458 Arrest memo of Bharatsinh Laxmansinh Gaud 
and letter informing relatives

1328

459 Panchnama of physical condition of Pradip 
Khanabhai Parmar

1329

460 Arrest  memo  of  Kiritkumar  Govindji 
Erda and letter informing relatives

1330

461 Arrest memo of Atul Indravadan Vaidya 
and letter informing relatives

1331
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462 Arrest  memo  of  Meghsinh  Dhupsinh 
Chaudhary and letter informing relatives

1332

463 Arrest memo of Chunilal Jethaji Prajapati 
and letter informing relatives

1333

464 Arrest  memo  of  Bipinbhai  Ambalal  Patel 
and letter informing relatives

1334

465 Arrest memo of Dilip Kantilal Jinger and 
letter informing relatives

1335

466 Arrest  memo  of  Dinesh  Dahyabhai  Sharma 
and letter informing relatives

1336

467 Arrest  memo  of  Shivcharan  @  Jitendra 
Lallo and letter informing relatives

1337

468 Panchnama of physical condition of Raju @ 
Mamo Kaniyo

1338

469 Panchnama of physical condition of Bharat 
Teli

1339

470 Panchnamas  of  physical  condition  of 
Kailash  Dhobi,  Yogendrasinh  @  Lalo  and 
Surendra @ Vakil

1340

471 Arrest  Memo  of  Kailash  Dhobi, 
Yogendrasinh @ Lalo and Surendra @ Vakil

1341

472 Arrest memo of Mangaji Pokhraj Prajapati 1342

473 Arrest memo of Jayesh Ramubhai Patni 1343

474 Arrest memo of Kishorbhai mangaji Patni 1344

475 Arrest memo of Shailesh @ Kalu Patni 1345

476 Arrest memo of Kanaiya @ Bablu Chaichau 1346

477 Arrest memo of Kantibhai Popatbhai Patni 1347

478 Arrest  memo  of  Shakrabhai  Sendhabhai 
Patni

1348

479 Arrest  memo  of  Manojkumar  Premjibhai 
Parmar

1349

480 Panchnama  of  physical  condition  of 
Dipakkumar Somabhai Solanki

1350

481 Arrest memo of Dipakkumar Somabhai Solanki 1351
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482 Arrest  memo  of  Vinodkumar  Arvindbhai 
Solanki 

1352

483 Arrest  memo  of  Jayeshkumar  @  Gabbar 
Madanlal and letter informing relatives

1353

484 Arrest memo of Ajay Somabhai Panchal 1354

485 Arrest memo of Ratilal Ganeshji Kumbhar 
and letter informing relatives, and yaadi 
written to District Magistrate

1355

486 Arrest  memo  of  Parbatsinh  @  Darpansinh 
Tarsansinh and letter informing relatives

1356

487 Arrest  memo  of  Jayesh  Ramjibhai  Parmar 
and letter informing relatives

1357

488 Riot scheme pages No.1 to 49 1358

489 Form-F of Rajasthan FSL 1364

490 Letter written by SIT to Rajasthan FSL 1365

491 Acknowledgment  receipt  of  Jaipur  FSL 
regarding muddamal having received

1366

492 Report  of  the  Investigating  officer  of 
SIT

1367

493 Letter of FSL, Jaipur 1368

494 Letter written to Akashwani 1369

495 Letter received by Akashwani 1370

496 Letter written to FSL, Jaipur 1371

497 Letter written by SIT to CBI 1372

498 Panchnama of house of Mohammadali Shaikh 1373

499 Panchnama of damage caused to Ismailbhai 
Ibrahim Pathan

1374

500 Panchnama of damage 1375

501 Panchnama of damage 1376

502 Letter written by CBI to National Human 
Rights

1378

503 Letter of CBI 1379

504 Report under Sec.293 of Cr.P.C. of FSL, Jaipur 1380
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505 Forwarding letter of CBI 1381

506 Copy of taking over memo 1382

507 Letter  regarding  CBI,  Mumbai  having 
produced sealed parcel

1383

508 Letter to IO regarding CD 1384

509 Xerox copy of Slip page No.173 received 
by Police Control

1386

510 Xerox  copy  of  message  of  page  No.145 
received by Police Control

1387

511 Xerox copy of Message Slip of page No.147 
of Police Control, Ahmedabad city

1388

512 Xerox copy of Message Slip of Ahmedabad 
City Police Control

1391

513 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1393

514 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1394

515 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1395

516 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1396

517 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1397

518 Message Slip of Ahmedabad City Police Control 1398

519 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1399

520 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1400

521 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1401

522 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1402

523 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1403
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524 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1404

525 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1405

526 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1406

527 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1407

528 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1408

529 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1409

530 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1410

531 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1411

532 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1412

533 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1413

534 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1414

535 Fax Message Slip of Ahmedabad City Police 
Control

1415

536 Message Slip of Ahmedabad City Police Control 1416

537 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1417

538 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1418

539 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1419

540 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1420

541 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1421
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542 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1422

543 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1423

544 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1424

545 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1425

546 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1426

547 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1427

548 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1428

549 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1429

550 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1430

551 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1431

552 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1432

553 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1433

554 Message Slip of Ahmedabad City Police Control 1434

555 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1435

556 Message  Slip  of  Ahmedabad  City  Police 
Control

1436

557 Letter  informing  witnesses  to  remain 
present at Crime Branch to give further 
statement   -  Sandhi  Salimbhai  Noor 
Mohammad

1437

558 Sandhi Sairaben Salimbhai – letter 1438

559 Ashraf Sikanderbhai Sandhi – letter 1439
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560 Taiyabali Faqir Mohammad Saiyed – letter 1440

561 Faqir Mohammad nasirali Asiyed – letter 1441

562 Mohammadali Sehjadali Saiyed – letter 1442

563 Imtiyaz Sayeedkhan Pathan – letter 1443

564 Sayeedkhan Ahmedkhan Pathan – letter 1444

565 Rupa @ tanaz Daraminu Modi – letter 1445

566 Firoz Mohammad Gulzar Mohammad Pathan - 
letter

1446

567 Rashidkhan Ahmedkhan Pathan – letter 1447

568 Mohammad Rafiq Abubakkar Pathan – letter 1448

569 Letter  written  by  witnesses  for 
postponing  the  procedure  of  recording 
reply

1449

570 Letter of Deputy Commissioner of Police, 
Crime Branch

1450

571 Letter written by Faqir Mohammad Nasirali 
to City Crime

1451

572 Acknowledgment of Faqir Mohammad's letter 
having been faxed

1452

573 Certified  photocopy  of  message  book 
reduced in writing of Meghaninagar Police 
Station one Gaadi of date 28/02/2002

1470

574 Photocopy of vardhi book for the period period 
from  27/02/2002  to  04/03/2002  of  Meghaninagar 
Police Station

1471

575 Photocopy of log book reduced in writing 
of the DCP, Zone-IV

1472

576 Photocopy of vardhi book from 27/02/2002 
to 01/03/2002 of ACP, 'G' Division

1473

577 Letter  regarding  vehicle  message  and 
vardhi book of ACP, 'G' Division having 
been destroyed

1474

578 Letter regarding mobile No.9426001148 of 
BSNL  and  letter  of  mobile  connection 
holder

1475
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579 Letter of Airtel with respect to mobile 
No.9898596355

1476

580 Letter  of  BSNL  with  respect  to  mobile 
No.23134445

1477

581 Photocopy  of  letter  of  JCP,  Sector-2 
regarding message books kept in Control 
Room having been destroyed

1478

582 Photocopy of letter of JCP, Control Room 
regarding message slips, vardhi messages, 
location register having been destroyed

1479

583 Photocopy of letter of JCP, Control Room 
regarding destruction of original message 
book of the vehicle of JCP, Sector-2

1480

584 Report of FSL, Jaipur 1493

585 Forwarding  letter  of  FSL,  Jaipur 
(Rajasthan)

1494

586 Original transcript produced by PW-338 in 
his deposition

1495

587 Report of SIT, Gandhinagar in compliance 
of order dated 03/11/2010 passed by the 
Court  on  the  application  of  Raiskhan 
Pathan

1496

588 Letter of the Sub-divisional office 1609

589 Report  of  the  I.O.  regarding  muddamal 
pavti

1610

590 Report of the I.O. regarding panchnama muddamal pavti 1611

591 Panchnama of scene of offence 1612

592 Panchnama of scene of offence 1613

593 Forwarding  letter  regarding  muddamal 
having been sent to FSL

1614

594 Panchnama  regarding  muddamal  having 
been  opened  in  presence  of  the  FSL 
officer

1615

595 Letter of I.O. regarding examination 
by FSL

1616
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Sr. 
No.

Particulars Exh. No.

596 Forwarding  letter  regarding  muddamal 
having been sent to FSL

1617

597 Forwarding  letter  regarding  muddamal 
having been sent to FSL

1618

598 Report of FSL regarding central inve-van 1619

599 Acknowledgment  regarding  muddamal 
received in FSL

1620

600 Acknowledgment  regarding  muddamal 
received in FSL

1621

601 Acknowledgment  regarding  muddamal 
received in FSL

1622

602 Acknowledgment  regarding  muddamal 
received in FSL

1623

603 Acknowledgment  regarding  muddamal 
received in FSL

1624

604 Acknowledgment  regarding  muddamal 
received in FSL

1625

605 Acknowledgment  regarding  muddamal 
received in FSL

1626

606 Acknowledgment  regarding  muddamal 
received in FSL

1627

607 Forwarding letter of FSL 1628

608 Report of Physiology Department of FSL 1629

609 Forwarding letter and report of FSL 1630

610 Forwarding letter of FSL 1631

611 Report of FSL 1632

612 Forwarding letter of FSL 1633

613 Report of FSL 1634

614 Forwarding letter of FSL regarding DNA 1635

615 Report of FSL 1636

616 Forwarding letter of FSL 1637

617 Report of FSL 1638

618 Forwarding letter of FSL 1639
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Sr. 
No.

Particulars Exh. No.

619 Report of FSL 1640

620 Forwarding letter of FSL 1641

621 Report of FSL 1642

622 Report of FSL 1643

623 Report of Serology Department of FSL 1644

624 Letter  of  FSL  regarding  opinion  in 
respect of examination

1645

Points for determination Nos.1 to 6

14. Since the points for determination are 

interconnected and interwoven and since the evidence 

– both oral as well as documentary, is common and 

germane to all such points for determination, they 

are being dealt with simultaneously herein after for 

the sake of convenience. The submissions/arguments 

advanced  by  the  State  are  followed  by  the 

submissions  made  by  the  concerned  Advocates 

appearing  for  the  concerned  accused  in  defence, 

submissions made by the learned Advocate appearing 

for the victims who has been permitted under these 

exceptional circumstances to make submissions dehors 

and separate from those made by the learned Spl.P.P. 

and rejoinder of the learned Spl.P.P., are the order 

of arguments advanced before this Court which in 

turn are required to be duly considered to decide 

the fate of the present proceedings.

*********

Judgment continued in Part-II.........
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PART – II

Arguments by learned  Spl.P.P. Shri R.C.Kodekar  on 
behalf of the Prosecution.

15. In an effort to establish the case of 

the  Prosecution  beyond  reasonable  doubt,  Shri 

Kodekar, learned Spl.P.P. has submitted that at the 

very outset of his arguments, he would want to rely 

on  the  depositions  of  the  star  witnesses  who 

naturally  are  the  eye-witnesses  to  the  incident. 

Shri Kodekar has submitted that the witnesses herein 

can  be  classified  as  eye-witnesses,  corroborative 

witnesses, Investigating officials such as medical 

Experts  who  have  conducted  the  post-mortem  and 

various  Police  Officials  who  have  brought  the 

investigation  to  its  logical  conclusion.  Shri 

Kodekar  has  also  submitted  that  only  relevant 

portions of the testimony of such witnesses would be 

referred to and read out with a view to establish 

the  corroboration  and  truthfulness  of  the  eye-

witnesses. 

16. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 

there are about 24 eye-witnesses who, Shri Kodekar 

refers  as  star  witnesses,  who  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar, have testified in a manner as is truthful, 

believable and according to him, a combined weight 

of  the  testimony  of  such  witnesses  would  prove 

beyond reasonable doubt the Prosecution case. The 

list of such 24 star witnesses particularized is as 

follows:-
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Sr.
No.

Witness 
No.

Name of Witness Exh.
No.

1 106 Imtiyazkhan Saeedkhan Pathan 542

2 107 Roopa @ Tanaz Daraminu Modi 548

3 116 Saeedkhan Ahmedkhan Pathan 584

4 128 Mohammadrafiq Abubakar Pathan 633

5 129 Firozmohammad Gulzarmohammad Pathan 635

6 142 Ashraf Sikanderbhai Sandhi 654

7 143 Altafkhan Gulabkhan Pathan 655

8 177 Sairaben Salimbhai Sandhi 711

9 179 Ezajali Fakirmohammad Shaikh 720

10 191 Salimbhai Noormohammad Sandhi 734

11 192 Mohammadali Shahjadali Saiyed 736

12 241 Firoz Dilawer Shaikh 831

13 276 Pravinkumar N. Barot 954

14 283 Aslamkhan Anwarkhan Pathan 981

15 284 Mohammadsharif Nasiruddin Shaikh 987

16 289 Nadim Tasaddukhussain Surohi 995

17 301 Rasidabanu Dilawar Shaikh 1046

18 310 Hareshkumar P. Agrawat 1069

19 313 Ashish Sureshchandra Khetan 1091

20 314 Faqirmohammad Nasirali Saiyed 1098

21 328 Narottam D. Parmar 1164

22 330 Rahul Nanheshwar Sharma 1213

23 332 Sukhdevsinh S. Chudasama 1226

24 335 Jayantilal M. Suthar 1289

 

17. The  first  witness  to  which  Shri 

Kodekar refers to, is PW-106 being one Imtiyazkhan 

Sayeedkhan Pathan whose testimony is on the record 

of the proceedings at Exh.542 which runs into 115 

long pages. The witness, according to Shri Kodekar, 

was a resident of Bunglow No.18 at Gulbarg Society 
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at the time of the incident. It is pointed out by 

Shri Kodekar that the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri 

was Bunglow No.19 of Gulbarg Society and therefore, 

it  could  be  said  that  the  present  witness  was 

residing adjacent to the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri  where  the  main  thrust  of  the  incident  has 

taken place. According to Shri Kodekar, the witness 

has further in his testimony, described in detail 

the topography of Gulbarg Society and has described 

in his deposition as to how there are two gates of 

the Society, one of which being the main gate which 

was adjacent to Bunglow No.2 and a small gate which 

was near the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is 

also  pointed  out  that  at  the  rear  end  of  the 

Society, there is a huge concrete wall which was at 

the  relevant  point  of  time  and  prior  to  the 

incident, embedded with sharp glass pieces so as to 

discourage persons from climbing over the wall and 

on conclusion of the boundaries of the Society which 

is encompassed by the boundary wall, as is pointed 

out, there is railway line passing parallel to the 

Society. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that the 

State would point out and establish at a later stage 

through  cogent  material  evidence  that  the 

perpetrators i.e.  the  accused  did  not attempt  to 

cross  over  the  wall  but  in  fact  demolished  the 

entire wall so that it would have facilitated them 

in  the  commission  of  the  ghastly offence.  It  is 

pointed out that the witness has further testified 

that  Bunglow  No.19  in  which  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri 

resided, had a ground floor and a first floor. It is 
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pointed out by Shri Kodekar that the witness has 

further  testified  that  the  three  Bunglows  i.e. 

Bunglows No.17, 18 and 19 were located on the South-

West of the Society and after Bunglow No.17 which 

belonged to the aunt of the present witness, there 

is some vacant land after which there is compound 

wall of the Society beyond which there is a railway 

track. It is pointed out that immediately after the 

end of the Society, there is a property which is 

commonly known as “Dr.Gandhi's Chawl” which is also 

pointed out by the witness PW-106 during the course 

of his deposition. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar 

that  the  witness  has  further  testified  that  the 

property  known  as  “Dr.Gandhi's  Chawl” is  an  open 

piece  of  land  which  has  no  surrounding  boundary 

walls and everybody and everybody can access the 

said Chawl and it is also pointed out by the witness 

that the Chawl abuts to the main road and beyond the 

same, one can have access to the railway line. 

18. Shri Kodekar has pointed out that this 

witness has lost a large number of members of his 

family, some of whom are positively stated to have 

been killed in the incident and a number of whom are 

missing,  not  traceable  and  therefore,  since  the 

period of seven years has elapsed, they are required 

to be presumed to be legally dead. Shri Kodekar has 

drawn my attention to paragraph-3 of the deposition 

of  this  witness,  more  particularly  on  page-3 

(reproduced verbatim herein below), wherein it is 

inter alia  stated  that  on  the  ground  floor, the 
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uncle of the witness being one Anwarkhan Ahmedkhan 

Pathan was residing with his family together with 

the grandmother of the present witness, being one 

Kherunnisa  as  also  another  uncle  of  the  witness 

being one Rashidkhan Ahmedkhan and also his wife. It 

is submitted that thus, in all, five persons resided 

on the ground floor of bunglow No.18. It is pointed 

out by Shri Kodekar that the witness has deposed 

that the uncle Anwarkhan Ahmedkhan is established to 

have been done away with in the incident. It is 

pointed out that the wife of the deceased Anwarkhan 

being one Zebunbibi is also not traceable till date 

and is therefore, required to be legally presumed to 

be dead. It is also pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

similarly the grandmother of the witness being one 

Kherunnisa  is  also  missing  and  therefore,  is 

required to be presumed as dead. It is pointed out 

by  Shri  Kodekar  that  the  witness  has  further 

testified that on the first floor of the property, a 

cousin of the witness being one Aslamkhan together 

with his wife Asmabibi Aslamkhan and another son 

Akhtarkhan  together  with  his  wife  Sajedabanu 

together  with  their  son  Sadabkhan  and  daughter 

Afrin, were residing. It is pointed out that of such 

residents,  Akhtarkhan,  Sajedabanu  and  their  son 

Sadabkhan are missing and therefore, presumed dead 

and other persons are alive. It is pointed out that 

on  the  second  floor  of  the  said  building,  the 

witness, his mother Zamrunnisa, father Sayeedkhan, 

brother  Firozkhan  were  residing  together.  It  is 

pointed  out  that  the  mother  of  the  witness  i.e. 
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Zamrunnisa was killed as was established at the time 

of the incident itself. 

#P“ DFZF DSFGDF\ EM\IT/ GF EFU[ DFZF DM8F AF5F VCDNBFG 

VGJZBFG 59F6 T[DGF S]8]\A DF T[DGL ;FY[ T[DGL ;FY[ T[DGF 5tGL 

H[A]GALAL   ZC[TFP  EM\IT/GF  EFU[  DFZF  NFNL  B[Z]GLXF  V[CNDV,L 

59F6 TYF DFZF SFSF Z;LN BFG V[CDNBFG TYF T[DGF 5tGL ZC[TF 

CTFP T[ ZLT[ EM\IT/ GF EFU[ DFZF S]8]\A DF 5F\R jIlST ZC[TF CTFP 5|YD 

DF/[ DFZF DM8FAF5]GF NLSZF V;,DBFG VGJZBFG TYF TYF T[DGF 

5tGL VxDFALAL V;,DBFG TYF ALHF NLSZF VbTZBFG T[DGF 5tGL 

;FH[NF AFG] VG[ T[DGM V[S KMSZF ;FNFABFG VG[ NLSZL VFOZLG ZC[TF 

CTFP    DSFG  GF  ALHF  DH,[  C]4  DFZL  DFTF  HJZ]GLXF  DFZF  l5TF 

;.NBFG DFZM  EF. OLZMhBFG VD[  AWF ;FY[  ZC[TF  CTFP   C]  AGFJ 

;DI[ .,[P G] SFDSFH SZTM CTMP  DFZFEF. OLZMhBFG GMSZL SZTF CTFP 

DFZF EF. AGFJ GF NLJ;[ ;]ZT UI[,F CTFP  \“

19. Shri Kodekar has read the deposition 

of the present witness, more particularly paragraphs 

5, 6 and 7 (reproduced verbatim herein below) where 

the background is provided about the Godhra Train 

burning incident on 27/02/2002 and the Bandh call 

given  by  the  Vishwa  Hindu  Parishad.  It  is  also 

pointed out by Shri Kodekar that on 27/02/2002, the 

witness has testified to have met Shri Ehsan Jafri 

and some other residents of Gulbarg Society where 

they discussed about the Bandh call on the next day 

and  it  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Kodekar  that  the 

witness has further testified that Shri Ehsan Jafri 
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had  informed  him  with  regard  to  the  fact  of  an 

application being made to the Meghaninagar Police 

Station by Shri Ehsan Jafri for Police bandobast and 

it is further testified by the witness that Shri 

Ehsan Jafri thus assured the residents of Gulbarg 

Society that they had nothing to worry about since 

adequate Police bandobast would be available on the 

day of bandh.

5P“ C]  DFZF 3Z[  UIM tIFZ[  3ZDF\  8LPJLPRF,]  CT]  VG[ DFZF AF 

8LPJLP  HMTF  CTFP  D[  HMI]  TYF  DFZL  AF  V[  56 H6FJ[,  S[4  UMWZF 

BFT[ 8=[G AF/L GFB[, K[P   DFZF l5TFHL DL,[ UI[,F H[ VFJ[, G CTF VG[ 

DFZM  EF.  ;]ZT  UI[,  CTMP  5KL  C]  GLR[  DFZF  OM.  GF  NLSZF  GL 

N]SFG[ UI[,P  tI\F 56 8LPJLP RF,] CTMP  tIF\ 8LPJLP DF D[ ;F\E/[, S[4 

lJxJ lCgN[ 5ZLQFN VG[ AHZ\U N/ wJFZF TFP Z(qZq_Z GF ZMH U]HZFT 

A\WG]  V[,FG VF5JFDF VFJ[, K[P   T[G[  EFPHP5[P  8[SM  HFC[Z  SZ[, K[P 

DFZF OM. GF NLSZF XZLOEF. V[ DG[  H6FJ[, S[4 T[DGL NLSZL DW]ZD 

8MSLh  5F;[  5ZL1FF  VF5JF  UI[,  K[P   T[  Z*  DL  TFZLB[  ;F\HGF  K 

JFU[  DG[  H6FJ[,P   T[D6[  DG[  SC[,  S[4  VF56[  DFZL  NLSZL  G[  ,. 

VFJLV[P  H[YL T[DGL DFZ]TLSFZ DF\ VD[ DW]ZD ;LG[DF 5F;[    :S],[ UI[,F 

VG[ tIF\YL T[DGL NLSZL G[ ,. G[ 5FKF VFjIFP  

 &P VD[  5ZT  VFJTF  CTF  tIFZ[  JrR[  RDG5]ZF  RS,F 

5F;[  VD]S DF6;M GF 8M/F UF0LVMG[  ZMSL G[  RMS YL ,BF6 ,BTF 

CTFP  T[VM UF0L VMGF SFR 5Z lJPlCP5P VG[ AHZ\UN/ wJFZF U]HZFT 

A\W  G]  V[,FG T[D  ,BTF  CTFP   VFJ]  ,BF6 VDFZL  UF0L  5Z  56 

SZJFDF\ VFJ[,P  5KL VD[ tIF\YL VDFZF 3Z[ UI[,FP  5KL ;F\HGF ;F0F 
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VF9 JFU[  HDLG[  C]  GLR[  A[;JF  DF8[  VFJ[,P   T[  JBT[  HFOZL  ;FC[A 

VG[ T[DGL ;FY[ ALHF ;M;FP GF A[ +6 DF6;M A[9[,F CTFP  T[ ,MSM 

A\WGF  V[,FG  GL  RR"F  SZTF  CTFP  HFOZL  ;FC[A[  VDG[  SC[,  S[4 

T[D6[ D[3F6LGUZ 5MP:8[P DF A\NMA:T DF8[ H6FJL NLW[, K[P H[YL TDM 

RL\TF  SZXM  GCL    SF,[  5M,L; VFJL  HX[P   5KL  ;M;FP  GF  DF6;M 

5MT5MTFGF 3Z[ HTF ZC[,F VG[ C] VG[ ALHF KMSZF VM DM0L ZFT ;]WL 

tIF\ HFUTF A[;L ZC[,FP VG[ T[ AFN DM0L ZF+[ 3Z[ H. ;]. UI[,FP

*P TFP Z(qZq_Z GF ZMH ;JFZ GF VF9 JFU[ C] DFZF 3Z[ 

CFHZ  CTM  tIFZ[  0MPUF\WL  GL  RF,L  GF  GFS[  5\0IFHL  GF  U<,F5Z 

U<<FFJF/F GM KMSZM DG[ 3[Z AM,FJJF VFJ[,P T[DG[ tIF\ WFAF G] SFD 

RF,]  CT]  VG[  ,F.8  GF  5M.g8  D]SJFGF  CTF  T[  DF8[  DG[  AM,FJJF 

VFJ[,P H[YL C]\ tIF\ UI[,P 5\0IFHL GF U<<F[YL T[DGF 3Z[ H. ,F.8 GL 

5M.g8 GF SFD SZL V[S YL NM- S,FS DF 3Z[ 5ZT VFJ[,P   “

20. Shri  Kodekar  submits  that  the 

vital  aspects  of  the  testimony  of  the  witness 

emerged from paragraph-8 (reproduced verbatim herein 

below) of his evidence on page-7 and it is pointed 

out that the background as to what transpired on the 

fateful day, is provided by the witness as to how 

the witness did some electrical work in the morning 

and thereafter how he stood on the terrace of his 

residence when he saw four to five persons enforcing 

a shut-down of the shops that could be seen from the 

terrace of the residence of the witness. The witness 

has positively named Bharat Rajput (A-55), Girish 
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Prabhudas  Sharma  (absconding  accused),  Bharat 

Talodiya (A-54), Ramesh Pandey (absconding accused) 

and Kapil Munna (A-50). The witness, according to 

Shri  Kodekar,  has  further  stated  that  after 

enforcing  the  shut-down  of  such  shops,  such 

perpetrators went towards Omnagar and came back in a 

short  while  when  they started raising slogans of 

“JAI SHREE RAM”  and “............NE MAARO, KAAPO.” 

It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that the witness 

has  further  deposed  that  thereafter  such  persons 

went  over  to  the  shop  together  with  some  other 

persons, being one Ankur Cycle Shop and there, such 

perpetrators started beating up one Ayub and Yusuf 

who were the sons of the owner of the said shop. It 

is positively pointed out by the witness, according 

to  Shri  Kodekar,  that  Bharat  Rajput  (A-55), 

absconding accused Girish Sharma, Bharat Teli (A-54) 

and Kapil Munna (A-50) and absconding accused Ramesh 

Pandey started beating up the two boys stated above. 

The  witness  has  further  deposed  that  all  such 

accused persons could be identified positively by 

the witness on account of the fact that such persons 

were residents of nearby Chawls and they were fairly 

well known to the witness and that on occasions, the 

witness  and  such  persons  together  with  the 

absconding accused, had sat down and talked to each 

other. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that the 

witness has further testified that two victims being 

Yusuf and Ayub tried to run away from the scene of 

the  incident  and  more  particularly Ayub,  when  he 

tried to run away into his house, he was stabbed in 
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the  back  at  least  two  or  three  times  by  Bharat 

Rajput (A-55). It pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

the  witness  further  deposes  that  other  persons 

started damaging the rickshaw of one Gulam Master 

and thereafter, set the autorickshaw on fire. Such 

perpetrators are identified as Kapil Munna (A-50), 

Dharmesh Prahlad (A-47), Mukesh Pukhraj (A-29) and 

Ambesh  Kantilal  (A-32).  The  witness  has  further 

testified that he can positively identify all such 

persons named by him. 

(P“ 3Z[  VFjIF  AFN  D[  GF:TM  5F6L  SZ[,P  C]  VG[  DFZF 

l5TFHL ;JFZ GF N; JFU[ VDFZF 3ZGL VUFXL 5Z pEF CTFP  tIFZ[ ZM0 

5Z RFZ YL  5F\R KMSZF  VM N]SFGM A\W SZFJTF SZFJTF VFJTF CTFP 

T[ KMSZF VM VMDGUZ TZO UI[,FP  T[ KMSZF VM DF\ 4 !P EZT ZFH5]T4 

ZP ULZLX 5|E]NF; XDF"4 #P EZT T,MNLIF4 $P ZD[X 5Fg0[4 5P S5L, 

D]gGF  CTFP  T[  5KL  T[  VMD  GUZ  YL  YM0LJFZDF\  5ZT  VFjIF 

tIFZ[ T[DGL ;FY[ ALHF N;[S KMSZF VM CTFP  T[ ,MSM c HI zL ZFD c GF 

GFZF ,UFJTF CTFP c DLIF VM G[ DFZM SF5Mc T[D AM,TF CTFP  VF ,MSM 

V[ ;\TMS AF. GL RF,L GF GFS[ VFJ[, V\S]Z ;FIS, JF/F GF KMSZF VM 

GFD[ VI]A VG[ I];]O ACFZ pE[,F CTFP T[DG[ VF ,MSM DFZJF ,FU[,FP 

VF A[ H6 G[ 4 EZT ZFH5]T4 ULZLX XDF" VG[ EZT T[,L VG[ ZD[X 5Fg0[ 

DFZJF ,FU[,FP   VF ,MSM VDFZL ;M;FP GL VFH]AFH] GL RF,L VM DF 

ZC[  K[  VG[  VDFZL  ;FY[  A[;TF p9TF T[YL C]  VF TDFD G[  VM/B]  K]P 

EZT T,MNLIF VG[  EZT ZFH5]T ULZLX 5|E]NF; XDF"  G[  VJFZ GJFZ 

D/JF  VFJTF  CTF  T[YL  C]  VM/B]  K]P  I];]O  VDFZL  ;M;FP  DF  EFUL 
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G[  VFJL  UI[, VG[  VI]A T[GF  3ZDF\  EFUJF HTF EZT ZFH5]T[  T[GF 

CFYDF\ ZC[, U]%TL YL VI]A G[ 5L9 GF EFU[ A[ YL +6 3F DFZ[,FP  tIF\  

pE[,F  ALHF  KMSZFVM  V[  AFH]DF\  VFJ[,  U],FA  DF:8Z  GL  ZL1FF 

G[  TM0OM0 SZ[, VG[  T[G[  VFU ,UF0[,P  T[  VFU ,UF0GFZ DF S5L, 

D]gGF4 WD"[X 5|C,FN4 D]S[X 5]BZFH VG[ V\A[X SF\TL,F, CTFP  D[ H[GF 

GFD VF%IF T[DG[ VFH[ C] VM/BL XS]P  ”

21. My  attention  is  drawn  to  para-9 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the deposition 

whereby the witness has identified A-55, A-54, A-50, 

A-47, A-29 and A-32. All the accused, as is noted in 

the deposition, have been positively identified by 

the witness and upon the Court asking the names of 

such  persons,  they  have  disclosed  that  they  are 

indeed the persons identified by the witness. The 

witness  has  further  positively  stated  that  the 

absconding accused Ramesh Pandey and Girish Sharma 

are  not  present  in  the  Court.  An  explanation  is 

further  offered  that  this  witness  could  easily 

identify  the  accused  on  account  of  his  having 

regularly played Cricket with such accused. It is 

pointed out that the witness has further deposed 

that in the meanwhile, a Police Jeep came over to 

the scene of the incident and in the circumstances, 

some of the perpetrators tried to pour water on the 

burning  autorickshaw  and  others  ran  away  towards 

Santokben Ni Chali. Shri Kodekar reminds this Court 

that such incidents took place at about 10:00 A.M.
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)P“ C]  SM8"  ;D1F  CFHZ  VFZM5L  VM  5{SL  EZT  ZFH5]T 

G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF EZT ZFH5]T CMJFG] H6FJ[ 

K[P C] EZT T,MN LIF G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ 5]KTF 5MTFG] GFD 

EZT T,MNLIF CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P   C] VFZM5L S5L, G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P 

VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF4 S5L, pP D]gGFEF. N[JGFZFI6 DLzF CMJFG] 

H6FJ[ K[P  C] VFZM5L WD"[X G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF 

WD"[X CMJFG] SA], SZ[  K[P C] VFZM5L D]S[X 5]BZFH G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P 

VFZM5L  5MTG]  GFD  D]S[X  5MBZFH  CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K]P  C]  VFZM5L  V\A[X 

SF\TL,F, G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P VFZM5L G[  T[G]  GFD 5]KTF V\A[X CMJFG] 

H6FJ[ K[P  VFZM5L VM DF\ ULZLX VG[ ZD[X 5Fg0[ CFHZ GYLP  C] VFZM5L 

S5L,4 WD"[X4 D]S[X VG[  V\A[X4 H[ VJFZ GJFZ DFZL ;FY[ lS|S[8 ZDTF VG[ 

DFZL p\DZ GF K[ T[YL C] T[DG[ VM/B] K]P  VF NZdIFG 5M,L; GL V[S HL5 

VFJ[,LP H[ VMD GUZ TZO YL VFJ[,P  VF HL5 GFD DF6;M V[ AFH] DF 

VFJ[,  WMAL  GL  N]SFG  DFYL  5F6L  ,.  ZL1FF  GL  VFU  VM,JL  GFB[, 

VG[ HL5 VFJTF VF AWF ,MSM ;\TMSAF. GL RF,L TZO EFUL UI[,P “

22. Drawing my attention to the narrative contents 

in  paragraphs  10  to  15  (all  reproduced  verbatim 

herein  below  at  relevant  intervals)  of  the 

deposition of this witness, Shri Kodekar has pointed 

out  that  this  is  how  the  horrendous  incident 

unfolded  in  the  day. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Kodekar that the witness has testified that about 

four  to  five  vehicles  of  the  Police  Force  came 

towards the small gate which was abutting on the 

property of Shri Ehsan Jafri and Shri Ehsan Jafri 
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and some others went out and talked to such Police 

officials inside such vehicles and it is pointed out 

that thereafter, some person questioned about which 

of the officers were present in the Police vehicles 

when Shri Ehsan Jafri in the hearing of the present 

witness, according to Shri Kodekar, pointed out that 

within  the  vehicles  were  present  the  Police 

Commissioner, Ahmedabad City being Shri P.C.Pandey, 

P.I. of Meghaninagar Police Station Shri K.G.Erda 

and other Police officers promised Police bandobast 

and  thereafter  went  away  towards  Omnagar.  The 

witness further indicates that after a short while, 

the  witness  together  with  one  Shakil  Kasambhai 

Mansuri (missing and presumed dead), Irfan Gulzar 

(killed in the incident), Firoz Bandeali (Witness), 

Aktarkhan  Anwarkhan  (missing  and  presumed  dead), 

were all standing near the small gate of the Society 

which at that point of time was open. This case of 

the Prosecution is supported by the deposition of 

this witness that at that point of time, a mob  of 

about 4000 to 5000 persons came towards Chamanpura 

and  started  destroying  vehicles  belonging  to  the 

minority  community  and  also  started  damaging  and 

looting  shops  of  persons  belonging  to  such 

community. The mob also started attacking the houses 

of  persons  of  the  minority  community  which  were 

falling outside the Gulbarg Society and in order to 

escape, such residents ran into Gulbarg Society for 

shelter. The witness has further pointed out that 

thereafter the mob started pelting stones, burning 

rags towards the Society and upon seeing such things 
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happening,  PW-106  together  with  other  persons 

narrated above, ran into Gulbarg Society and closed 

the  small  gate of  the Society. At this  point  of 

time, according to the deposition of the witness, 

residents of  bunglows located at the rear side of 

Gulbarg  Society,  came  over  towards  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri's residence and indicated that even from the 

rear side of the Society there was stone throwing 

and throwing of burning rags. The PW-106 thereafter 

claims to have gone at the rear side of the Society 

and  climbed  upon  the  terraces  of   one  of  the 

bunglows located thereafter. It is further deposed 

by the PW-106 that on his climbing the terrace of 

such property, he saw that a mob of at least 10000 

to 15000 persons had gathered on the rear side of 

the  Society  and  it  is  pointed  out  that  the  mob 

contained  therein  Atul  Vaidya  (A-59),  Mahendra 

Pukhraj (absconding accused), Mangilal Jain (A-25), 

Nagin  Patni  (A-44),  Lalamohansing  Darbar  (A-2), 

Dinesh  Sharma  (A-63),  Ramesh  Pandey  (absconding 

accused), Kapil Munna (A-50), Manish Jain (A-58) who 

were in the forefront of such mob. The witness has 

further testified that Atul Vaidya (A-59) is known 

to him on account of the fact that the said accused 

frequently came over to meet accused Girish Sharma 

and the witness PW-106 further identifies A-59 as 

the  President  of  the  Meghaninagar  Branch  of  the 

Vishwa Hindu Parishad. The other accused identified 

by  the  witness  herein  above,  are  identified 

according to the witness on account of their being 

the residents of nearby Chawls and with whom the 
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witness used to frequently socialize and meet. The 

witness has further testified that such persons as 

stated  above,  were  throwing  stones,  burning  rags 

towards Gulbarg Society.

23. The witness has further testified that he then 

went over to the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and 

requested him to call for the Police. Shri Ehsan 

Jafri, according to the witness PW-106, informed him 

that he was already trying to contact the Police as 

also some other political leaders in an effort to 

contain  the  situation.  It  is  pointed  out  by the 

witness that at that point of time, Gulbarg Society 

was completely surrounded on all sides by the mob 

which was pelting stones, burning rags towards the 

residences of Gulbarg Society and in an effort to 

retaliate,  the  witness  and  others  also  started 

pelting  stones  at  the  mob,  and  in  such  fashion, 

stone  pelting  from  both  sides  continued.  It  is 

further deposed by the witness that when at a point 

of the incident he was standing near his residence, 

he saw that from the terrace of a shop close to his 

residence,  somebody  had  started  firing  from  a 

weapon. The witness has further pointed out that his 

cousin Sharifbhai (PW-284) was present with him at 

that time and they saw that two persons being one 

Mahesh Daruwala (A-51) and his brother Lallu (A-64) 

were indulging in the firing. The witness claims to 

have gone away from the scene of the incident and 

has further testified that the stone pelting from 

both  sides  continued  for  about  two  hours.  The 
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witness PW-106 has thereafter identified A-51 and A-

64 in the Court.

!_P“ T[ AFN 5M,L; GL RFZ YL 5FR UF0L VM ;M;FP GF 

GFGF  hF\5F  AFH]  VFJL  G[  pEL  ZC[,LP  H[YL  C]  VG[  DFZF  l5TFHL 

GLR[  pTZ[,FP  VG[  HFOZL  ;FC[A  GF  3Z  5F;[  VFJ[,  GFGF  NZJFHF 

5F;[  pEF ZC[,FP  5KL HFOZL ;FC[A 4 OSLZ DCDN;{IN VG[  T;NN]S 

C];[G ACFZ ZM0 5Z UI[,FP  VG[ ACFZ ZM0 5Z 5M,L; VMOL;Z G[ D/L 

G[ 5FKF VFJ[,FP  T[VM 5FKF VFJTF ;M;FP GF DF6;M V[ 5M,L; UF0L 

VM DF SIF 5M,L; VMOL;Z VFJ[, T[D 5]K[,P tIFZ[ HFOZL ;FC[A[ HJFA 

VF5[, S[4 VDNFJFN XC[Z 5MP SDLP zL 5LP;LP5Fg0[4 D[3F6LGUZ 5MP:8[P 

GF 5LPVF. zL S[PHLP V[Z0F VFJ[,F CTF VG[ D[ T[DG[ 5M,L; A\NMA:T 

VF5JF H6FJ[, K[P  VG[ T[VM V[ HFOZL ;FC[A G[ SC[, S[4 YM0LJFZ DF 

5M,L; A\NMA:T VFJL HX[P tIF\ VFJ[, 5M,L; GL 5FR UF0L VM T[ 5KL 

VMDGUZ TZO UI[,P  T[ AFN C] GFGF hF\5F 5F;[ ACFZ GF EFU[ pE[, 

VG[ DFZL ;FY[ XSL, SF;D    DG;]ZL4 .ZOFG U],hFZ4 OLZMh A\N[V,L4 

VbTZBFG VGJZ                    BFG DFZL     5F;[ pE[,F CTFP  VF GFGM 

hF\5M T[ JBT[ B]<,M CTM VG[ VD[ ACFZ GF ZM0 TZO GL ;F.0[ pEF CTFP 

T[ JBT[ RDG5]ZF TZO ZM0 5Z RFZ YL 5F\R CHFZ DF6;M G] 8M/] E[U] 

YI[,P    V[ ,MSM V[ tIF\ 50[,F D]:,LDM GF JFCGM GL TM0OM0 RF,] SZ[, 

VG[ N]SFGM DF ,]8OF8 XZ] SZ[,P  TYF DSFGM H[ D]:,LDGF CTF T[ ZM0 5Z 

GF DSFGM DF\ ,]8OF8 XZ] SZ[,P H[YL ZM0 5Z GF DSFGM DF\ ZC[TF D]:,LDM 

ARJF DF8[ U],AU" ;M;FP DF VFJL UI[,FP T[ 5KL 8M/F V[ VDFZL 5Z 

5yyFZDFZM  XZ]  SZL  NLW[,P  T[GL  ;FY[  ;/UTF SFS0F  VDFZL  5Z O[\STF 
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CTFP H[YL VD[ ;M;FP GL V\NZ VFJL UI[,F VG[ GFGM hF\5M A\W SZL 

NLW[,P  VD[ V\NZ VFjIF tIFZ[ ;M;FP GL 5FK/ GF EFU[ VFJ[,F DSFGM 

JF/F V[ VFJL G[ VDG[ H6FJ[, S[4 ;M;FP GL 5FK/ YL 5yYZDFZM XZ] 

Y. UII[, K[ VG[ ;/UTF SFS0F O[SJFDF VFJ[ K[P  H[YL C] ;M;FP GF 

5FK/ GF EFU UI[, VG[  T[  TZO GF DSFG GF WFAF 5Z R0L UI[,P 

D[ WFAF 5Z YL HMI] TM ;M;FP GF 5FK/ GF EFU TZO Z[,J[ ,F.G TZO 

N; YL 5\NZ CHFZ DF6;M G]  8M/]  CT]P  T[  8M/F DF\  VT], J{N4 DC[gN= 

5]BZFH4 DF\UL,F, H{G4 GULG 586L4 ,F, DMCG;L\C NZAFZ4 NLG[X 

XDF"4 ZD[X 5Fg0[4 S5L, D]gGF4 DGLQF         5|E],F, H{G G[ HMI[, CTFP 

T[ 8M/FDF\ VFU/ GF EFU[ CTFP  VT], J{N ULZLX XDF" G[ VJFZ GJFZ 

D/JF VFJTM VG[ T[ D[3F6LGUZ lJPlCP5P GF 5|D]B K[ T[YL C] VM/B] 

K]P  AFSLGF ALHF VDFZL ;M;FP GL VFH]AFH] DF VFJ[,L RF,L VM DF 

ZC[ K[ VG[ VDFZL ;FY[ A[;TF p9TF T[YL C] T[DG[ VM/B] K]P  VF ,MSM 

5yYZM 4 ;/UTF SFS0F VG[ 8FIZM VDFZL ;M;FP TZO O[STF CTFP  C] 

tIF\YL GLS/L G[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3Z TZO UI[,P  

!!P D[\  HFOZL  ;FC[A  G[  5M,L;  AM,FJJF  OMG  SZJF 

H6FJ[,P  tIFZ[  HFOZL ;FC[A OMG 5Z H CTF VG[ DG[  H6FJ[, S[4  C] 

5M,L; G[  VG[  ALHF  G[TF  VM  G[  DNN DF8[  OMG H SZL  ZCIM  K]P   V[ 

;DI[ RFZ[ AFH] YL 3[ZF. UI[,F CTFP ;M;FP 5Z RFZ[ TZO YL 5yYZDFZM 

YTM CTMP ;/UTF SFS0F O[SFTF CTFP  H[YL VD[ HLJ ARFJJF H[ 5yYZM 

VFJTF CTF T[ 5FKF VD[ 8M/F 5Z O[STF CTFP  ;FDF;FDM 5yYZDFZM YTM 

CTM VG[ C] DFZF 3Z GL AFH] DF GLR[ pEM CTM tIFZ[ ACFZ GL  N]SFG GF 

WFAF 5Z YL VDFZL TZO OFIZL\U YT] CT]P T[ ;DI[\  DFZL OM. GM NLSZL 
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XZLOEF.  H[  DFZL  ;FY[  CTM  VD[  HMI[,  TM  WFAF  5Z  DC[X  NFZ]JF/M 

VG[ T[GM EF. ,<<F]  VDFZL 5Z VG[ VDFZL ;M;FP TZO OFIZL\U SZTF 

CTFP   T[VM  OFIZL\U  SZTF  CTF  T[YL  C]  B;L  UI[,P   VF  5yYZDFZM 

;FD;FD[ A[ S,FS ;]WL RF,[[,P  

!ZP C] DC[X NFZ]JF/F VG[ T[GF EF. ,<,] G[ VM/B] K]P 

C] SM8" DF CFHZ VFZM5L 5{SL DC[X G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 

5]KTF DC[X XF\TL,F, CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P C] T[GF EF. ,<,] G[ VM/BL 

ATFJ] K]P  C] ,<,] pP NL5XZ6 G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 

5]KTF NL5XZ6 CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P  ”

24. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-13 

(reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  of  the 

deposition, Shri Kodekar has pointed out that the 

witness  has  further  testified  inter  alia  to  the 

effect that from amongst the mob at the rear side of 

the Society, the witness identified Atul Vaidya (A-

51) in  the  Court  and  has  clearly disclosed  that 

absconding accused Mahendra Pukhraj is not present 

in the Court. He has further identified Mangilal 

Jain (A-25), Nagin Patni (A-44) and Lalamohansing 

(A-2)  in  the  Court.  The  witness  has  further 

identified Dinesh Prabhudas Sharma (A-63) also in 

the Court. 

!#P“ D[\ 5FK/ GF EFU[ 8M/F DF HMI[, DF6;M G[ VM/B] 

K]P C] SM8" DF CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL VT], J{N G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L 
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G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF VT], .gN=JNG J{N CMJFG] H6FJ] K[P  VFZM5L VM DF 

DC[gN= 5]BZFH GYLP C\] VFZM5L DF\UL,F, G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] T[G] GFD 

5]KTF DF\UL,F, H{G CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K[P  C]  VFZM5L VM 5{SL GULGEF. 

586L G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF GULGEF. 586L 

CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P  C] VFZM5L ,F,F, DMCG G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L 

G[  T[G]  GFD 5]KTF  IMU[gN=;L\C  pP  ,F,F  DMCG  CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K[P   C] 

VFZM5L NLG[X 5|E]NF; XDF"  G[  VM/BL ATFJ]  K]  VFZM5L G[  T[G]  GFD 

5]KTF 5MTFG] GFD NLG[X 5|E]NF; XDF" CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P  ”

25. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of  the  witness,  more  particularly  paragraph-14 

(reproduced verbatim herein below), it is pointed 

out by Shri Kodekar that the witness has deposed 

that at about 1:30 P.M., the mob climbed on to the 

terrace of Bunglow No.1 in Gulbarg Society which was 

of the ownership of one Dayaram Jinger, and started 

pelting stones on the Society. Of such persons who 

had climbed on to the terrace of bunglow No.1, the 

witness has identified Jayesh @ Gabbar Madanlal (A-

14) who has been positively identified in the Court 

by  the  said  witness.  The  witness  has  further 

testified that at that point of time, the witness 

was  accompanied  by  Irfan  Gulzar  (killed  in  the 

incident),  Shakil  Mansuri  (missing  and  presumed 

dead),  Firoz  Bandeali  (PW-262),  Rafiq  Abubakkar 

Pathan (PW-128). It is the specific case emerging 

from the testimony of this witness PW-106 that at 

that point of time, A-14 threw a large brick which 
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struck Irfan Gulzar in the chest which rendered him 

unconscious and in the circumstances, PW-106 as also 

the other eye-witnesses mentioned above, pulled away 

the injured Irfan Gulzar into the residence of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri. The witness has further pointed out 

that at that stage, he saw a large number of injured 

persons  sitting  in  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri.

!$P“ T[  5KL  VFXZ[  A5MZ  GF  NM-  JFuIF 

GF ;]DFZ[ U],AU" ;M;FP GF DSFG G\P ! H[ NIFZFD HL\UZ G] VFJ[, K[ T[GF 

5Z 8M/F GF DF6;M R0L UI[, VG[ VDFZL ;M;FP 5Z 5yYZDFZM SZL 

ACFZ GF EFU[ VFJ[, 8M/F G[ ;M;FP GL V\NZ 3];L HJF H6FJTF CTFP 

T[ DSFG G\P ! 5Z VFJ[,F DF6;M 5{SL D[\ UaaFZ DNG,F, G[ VM/B[,P 

C]  SM8"  DF\  CFHZ VFZM5LVM 5{SL UaaFZ DNG,F, G[  VM/BL ATFJ]  K] 

VFZM5L  G[  T[G]  GFD 5]KTF  T[  5MTFG]  GFD HI[X pP UaaFZ DNG,F, 

CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K[P   D\[  VF  ,MSM  G[  HMIF  T[  ;DI[  DFZL  ;FY[  .ZOFG 

U],hFZEF.4  XSL,  SF;D  DG;]ZL4  OLZMh  A\N[V,L4  ZOLS  VA]ASSZ 

59F6 CTFP   DSFG 5Z YL  UaAZ   DNG,F,[  K]8L  .\8  O[STF  .ZOFG 

U],hFZ G[ KFTL GF EFU[ T[ .\8 JFU[,L H[YL T[ A[EFG Y. G[ GLR[ -/L 

50[,P  H[YL VD[ AFSLGF VM T[G[  pRSL G[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3ZDF\  ,. 

UI[,FP  tIF\ ALHF 36F AWF DF6;M .HFU|:T CF,TDF\ A[9[,F CTFP”

 26. According to Shri Kodekar, the witness 

has further deposed that consequent to such events 

taking place, the witness came out of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri's residence when he heard a loud explosion 
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near the main gate of the Society. The witness has 

deposed that the wall near the main gate was blown 

out  by  exploding  a  gas  cylinder  and  therefrom  a 

large mob entered the Society and it is the case of 

the Prosecution that the witness has further deposed 

that the mob was armed with deadly weapons such as 

sword, gupti, pipe, sticks and were also possessed 

of cans of kerosene. The mob after entering into the 

premises,  according to the witness, set afire an 

Eicsher Tempo vehicle after damaging the same. The 

witness  thereafter  ran  away  towards  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri's  residence  and  when  he  was  nearing  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, he heard another loud 

explosion on the rear side of the Society and there 

also, according to the witness, a gas cylinder was 

exploded to damage the walls and even from such back 

side of the Society, a large mob entered into the 

Society  and  even  such  mob  was  armed  with  deadly 

weapons like sword, gupti, pipe as well as petrol 

and  kerosene  cans.  The  mob,  according  to  the 

witness, had started damaging the vehicles parked 

outside the residences and the witness has further 

categorically stated that from amongst the mob which 

entered from the back side, he could identify Atul 

Vaidya (A-59), one Mahendra Pukhraj (who is not an 

accused in the proceedings), Mangilal Jain (A-25), 

Nagin  Patni  (A-44),  Kapil  Munna  (A-50),  Dharmesh 

Prahlad (A-47), Lala Darbar (A-2), Dinesh Sharma (A-

63), Manish Prabhudas Jain (A-38) and Ramesh Pandey 

(absconding  accused).  On  seeing  the  wholesale 

damage being caused by the mob, the witness rushed 
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into the house of Shri Ehsan Jafri and there he saw 

that his elder uncle Anwarkhan Ahmedalikhan who was 

invalid and  crippled when he was caught hold of by 

the mob of whom one Kailash Dhobi (A-1) and two 

others attacked the uncle of the witness and Kailash 

Dhobi (A-1) gave a sword blow to the said Anwarkhan. 

At this moment, according to the witness, he saw 

the son of said Anwarkhan i.e. Aslam (PW-283) to 

tried to intervene and save the life of his father 

and caught hold of the sword which caused injuries 

to the fingers on the left hand and at that moment, 

the said Aslam was dragged to safety by somebody 

inside  the  bunglow.  The  witness  has  further 

specifically  deposed  that  the  said  Anwarkhan  was 

hacked to pieces by accused No.1 Kailash Dhobi and 

two others. This witness PW-106 has categorically 

stated in para-15 (reproduced verbatim herein below) 

on  page-16  of  his  testimony  that  he  saw  this 

incident  from  the  room  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's 

residence. It is further testified by the witness, 

according to Shri Kodekar, that he also saw Mangilal 

Jain (A-25) and Nagin Patni (A-44) pouring kerosene 

and petrol over the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. 

It  is  the  testimony  of  this  witness  that  some 

kerosene  was  also  splattered  on  the  body  of  the 

witness. Thereafter, a burning rag was thrown and 

thus  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  was  set 

afire. It is further deposed by the witness that due 

to such fire, some o the persons inside the bunglow 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri ran out in the open as also did 

the  women  and  children  who  were  taking  shelter 
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therein. It is further deposed by the witness that 

when  such  persons  rushed  out,  the  mob  standing 

outside and of whom Bharat  Rajput (A-55),  Bharat 

Teli  (A-54),  Girish  Prabhudas  Sharma  (absconding 

accused)  attacked  and  killed  the  mother  of  the 

witness,  the  grandmother  of  the  witness  and  one 

other lady of the Society being one Zebunben Mansuri 

who was also hacked to pieces and killed by the mob. 

It  is  further  deposed  by the  witness  in  para-16 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of his testimony 

inter alia  to the effect that one Salim Abubakkar 

Pathan was also dragged by the mob and hacked to 

pieces of which mob the witness has identified Atul 

Vaidya (A-59), Gabbar Madanlal (A-14), Kapil Munna 

(A-50), Dharmesh Prahlad (A-47) and Mukesh Pukhraj 

(A-29). It is also testified by the witness that one 

Gulzarbhai was killed by Manish Prabhulal Jain (A-

39), Manish Somabhai Patel (not an accused) and it 

is specifically mentioned by the witness that he was 

killed  by  giving  sword  blows  and  thereafter  set 

afire  by  pouring  some  inflammable  liquid.  This 

incident was also witnessed by the PW-106 from the 

room of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence. The witness 

has further deposed that he also heard Shri Jafri 

talking  to  somebody  on  the  telephone  when  the 

witness  informed  Shri  Jafri  that  the  Police  has 

still not arrived. Shri Jafri informed the witness 

that he was calling up Narendra Modi and further 

said that he had sought for help and protection but 

only insults and abuses were thrown to Shri Ehsan 

Jafri according to PW-106 as to what he heard Shri 
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Jafri say. The witness has further testified that 

thereafter,  he  went  towards  the  kitchen  of  Shri 

Jafri where he saw a mob of persons standing in the 

garden outside such kitchen and they were throwing 

burning rags into the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. 

It is further deposed by the witness that at this 

point of time, Shri Jafri came into the kitchen and 

tried  to  persuade  the  mob  to  stop  this  and  the 

witness  has  further  testified  that  Shri  Jafri 

informed the mob that if you would be satisfied by 

killing him (Shri Jafri), then he would come out. 

The witness has deposed that upon seeing Shri Ehsan 

Jafri, the mob started hurling abuses. Shri Ehsan 

Jafri was advised by the father (PW-116) of this 

witness and one Rupaben (PW-107) not to go out and 

they apprehended that Shri Jafri would be killed if 

he  went  out.  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  went  out  of  the 

kitchen and the witness saw a mob of whom he has 

identified  specifically  Naran  Channelwala  (A-43), 

Krishna – son of Champaben (A-34), Manish Prabhulal 

Jain (A-39) and Ramesh Pandey (absconding accused) 

who caught hold of Shri Ehsan Jafri and dragged him 

towards the road and at the same time they were 

beating  up  Shri  Jafri.  The  accused  being  Naran 

Channelwala (A-43), Krishna – son of Champaben (A-

34) are identified by the witness in the Court. The 

witness further identifies Kailash Dhobi (A-1) in 

the Court. Shri Kodekar submits that this narrative 

is required to be given in detail as it would give a 

real glimpse of the incident that happened in the 

Society and therefore, the same is being done so in 
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such detail.

!5P“ T[  AFN  C]  HFOZL  ;FC[A  GF  NZJFHF  5F;[YL  ACFZ 

GLS/[, VG[ C]  DM8F NZJFHF TZO DFZL ;FY[  GF KMSZFVM ;FY[  C]  HTM 

CTMP  tIFZ[ VD[ VFU/GL AFH] V[ DM8F NZJFHFGL 5F;[ HMZNFZ W0FSF GM 

VJFH ;F\E/[,P  VD[ HMTF DM8F NZJFHF 5F;[GL NLJF, ZF\W6U[; GF 

AF8,F YL TM0L VG[ ;M;FP DF 3];],P VF 8M/F GF CFYDF\ 3FTS CYLIFZM 

H[JF  S[4  T,JFZM4  U]%TLVM4  5F.5M4  ,FS0LVM  S[ZM;LG  GF  S[ZAF 

JU[Z[  CTFP  VF 8M/F V[  3];L G[  TZT tIF\  VFU/ 50[, VF.XZ 8[d5M 

G[ TM0OM0 SZL ;/UFJL NLW[,P T[ 8[d5M V;,D SF;D DG;]ZL GM CTMP 

8M/] VFJTF VD[ 5FKF HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3Z TZO NM0[,FP  HFOZL ;FC[A GF 

3Z 5F;[ C] VFjIM T[ ;DI[ ;M;FP GL 5FK/ GL AFH] V[ W0FSFGM HMZNFZ 

VJFH VFJ[,P  VJFH VFJTF VD[ T[ TZO UI[,P  tIF\ HMI]TM 8M/F GF 

DF6;M  V[  ZFW6U[;  GF  AF8,F  YL  T[  TZO  GL  NLJF,  TM0L  5F0[, 

VG[ 8M/] ;M;FP DF 3];L UI[,P  V[  NLJF, TM0L T[  TZO U],hFZEF.4 

;MGFA[G DG;]ZL GF DSFG VFJ[,F CTFP  tIF\YL VFU/ 8M/F GF DF6;M 

5F;[ 3FTS CYLIFZM4 T,JFZ U]%TL4 5F.5M4 5[8=M, S[ZM;G GF S[ZAF JU[Z[ 

CT]P V[ ,MSM V[ 5FK/ GF DSFGM VFU/ 50[,F JFCGM GL TM0OM0 SZL 

T[G[ VFU ,UF0L NLW[,P  5FK/YL 3];[,F 8M/F DF D[ VT], J{34 DC[gN= 

5]BZFH4  DF\UL,F,  H{G4  GULG  586L4  S5L,  D]gGFEF.4  WS"[X  5|

C,FN4  ,F,F  DMCG;L\C  NZAFZ4  NLG[X  XDF"4  DGLQF  5|E]NF;  H{G4 

VG[ ZDX[ 5Fg0[ G[ VM/B[,FP  C] SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL DGLQF 5|

E],F, H{G G[  VM/BL ATFJ]  K]P  VFZM5L G[  T[G]  GFD 5]KTF DGLQF 5|

E],F, H{G CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P  VF 8M/F V[ V\NZ 3];L VFJL JFCGM GL 
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TM0OM0 SZL V[8,[ C[ ;LWM HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3ZDF\ 3];L UI[,P  C] HFOZL 

;FC[A  GF  DSFG  DF  3]:IM  tIFZ[  DFZF  VM8,F  5Z  DFZF  DM8F  AF5] 

VGJZBFG V[CDNV,LBFG S[  H[  5U[  V5\U CTF  T[VM 56 DSFG DF 

VFJJF 5|ItG SZTF CTFP tIFZ[ 8M/FDFGF  V[S S{,FX WMAL VG[ ALHF A[ 

DF6;M V[ D/L S{,FX WMAL V[ DFZF DM8F AF5] G[ T,JFZ DFZJF HTF 

DFZF DM8F AF5]  GF NLSZF V;,D[ T[DG[  ARFJJF T,JFZ 5S0TF\  T[GF 

0FAF CFY GL VF\U/L VM 5Z .HF YI[,P  T[ ;DI[ DSFG GL V\NZ YL SM. 

V[ V;,D G[ DSFG GL V\NZ TZO B[RL ,LW[,P  T[ ;DI[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF 

DSFG  GF  T[  Z]D  DF]  36F  AWF  DF6;M  CTFP   HIFZ[  DFZF  DM8FAF5F 

VGJZBFG G[  S{,FXWMAL VG[ T[GL ;FY[  GF DF6;M V[ SF5L G[  DFZL 

GFB[,P  H[  D[  Z]D  GL AFZL  DF\YL  HMI[,P   Z]DGL  AFZLDF\YL  ALH]  HMTF4 

DF\UL,F,  H{G4  GULG  586L  HFOZL  ;FC[A  GF  DSFG  5Z  S[ZM;LG 

VG[ 5[8=M, KF\8TF CTFP  T[GF KF\8F DFZF XZLZ 5Z 56 50[,F VG[ NZdIFG 

SM. V[ SFS0M O[STF tIF\ VFU ,FU[,LP   H[YL 3ZGL V\NZ GF DF6;M 5{SL 

S[8,LS :+L VM VG[  AF/SM  ACFZ  TZO NM0JF ,FU[,FP    tIFZ[  ACFZ 

pE[,F 8M/F GF DF6;M V[ H[DF4 EZT ZFH5]T4 EZT T{,L4 ULZLX      5|

E]NF; XDF"  GF VM  V[ DFZL AF4 HJ~GLXF4 DFZF NFNL B[C~GLXF VG[ 

;M;FP GF V[S AC[G H[CA]G SF;D DG;]ZL G[ SF5L G[ DFZL GFB[,FP  

!&P VF 8M/F GF ALHF DF6;M ;,LD VA]SSZ 59F6 

G[ B[RL ,FJ[,F VG[ T[DG[ tIF\H SF5L GFB[, VG[ T[ 8M/F DF\ VT], J{N4 

UaAZ  DNG,F,4  S5L,  D]gGF  4  WD["X  5|C,FNEF.4  D]S[X 

5]BZFHG[ D[ HMI[,P  VF p5ZF\T ALHF V[S U],hFZEF. G[ DGLQF  5|E],F, 
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H{G4 DGLQF ;MDFEF. 58[, pP DGLQF :%,[g0Z GF VMV[ DFZL GFB[,FP 

H[ T[D6[ T,JFZ YL DFZL GFB[,FP T[DGL 5Z SM. 5|JFCL KF\8TF T[ A/L 

UI[,FP    D[ VF NxI HFOZL ;FC[A GF DSFG GF VFU/ GF Z]DDF\YL HMI[,P 

T[ 5KL C] HFOZL ;FC[A GF DSFG GF ALHF Z]DDF\ UI[,P HFOZL ;FC[A OMG 

5Z JFT SZTF CTFP  H[YL VDM V[ T[DG[ 5M,L; CH] ;]WL VFJL GYL TM X]  

SZJ] K[ T[D H6FJTF T[D6[4 C] GZ[gN= DMNL G[ OMG SZ] K] T[D H6FJ[, 

T[DH DNN GL DFU6L SZ]  K]  T[D H6FJ]  K]P   D[\  T[DG[  GZ[gN=  DMNL  X] 

SC[  K[  T[D  5]KTF  T[D6[  V[D  H6FJ[,  S[4  DNN  TM  GCL  56  T[VM 

V5XaNM AM,[ K[ T[D H6FJ[,P T[ 5KL C] T[DGF Z;M0F TZO UI[,P 8M/F 

GF  DF6;M  Z;M0F  TZO  VFJ[,  AULRF  5F;[  pEF  CTFP  T[  DF6;M 

;/UTF SFS0F DSFG GL V\NZ O[STF CTFP T[  JBT[ tIFZ[  HFOZL ;FC[A 

Z;M0F TZO VFJ[,F VG[ 8M/F GF DF6;M G[ ;DHFJJFGM 5|ItG SZ[, 

VG[ T[D6[ H6FJ[, S[4 c DG[ DFZJFYL TDG[ ;\TMQF YTM CMI TM C] ACFZ 

VFJ]  K]Pc  8M/F  V[  T[DG[  HM.G[  U\NL  UF/M  AM,[,F  T[DH A]DM  5F0JF 

,FU[,FP HIFZ[  HFOZL ;FC[A DFgIF GCL VG[ JH] AGFJL G[ HF/L 5F;

[ UIF tIF\ DFZF l5TF pEF CTF VG[ ~5FA[G pEF CTF T[D6[ HFOZL ;FC[A 

G[ ACFZ G HJF H6FJ[,P VG[ H6FJ[, S[4 8M/] TDG[ DFZL GFBX[P  56 

HFOZL ;FC[A[ HF/L   BM,[,P  tIF 8M/F GF DF6;M pEF CTF H[DF GFZ6 

R[G,JF/F4  lS|QGF  R\5FA[G  GM  KMSZM4  DGLQF  5|E],F,  H{G4  ZD[X 

5Fg0[ GF VM HFOZL ;FC[A G[ 5S0L G[ DFZTF DFZT ZM0 TZO ,. UI[,FP 

VF ,MSM HFOZL D/L UIM K[ T[[G[ DFZL GFBM T[JL A]DFM 5F0TF CTFP   C]  

SM8"  DF\  CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL4 GFZ6 R[G,JF/F G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] 

VFZM5L  G[  T[G]  GFD  5]KTF  GFZ6EF.  R[G,JF/M  CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K[P 
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C[ VFZM5L lS|QGFG[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF T[ lS|QGF 

R\5FA[GGM KMSZM CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P DFZF DM8F AF5F G[ DFZJFDF] S{,FX 

WMAL CTM T[D D[ H[ H6FjI] T[ SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL S{,FX WMAL 

G[  VM/BL  ATFJ]  K]  VFZM5L  G[  T[G]  GFD  5]KTF  S{,FX  WMAL  CMJFG] 

H6FJ[ K[P”

27. Shri Kodekar submits that the witness 

PW-106 vide para-16(a) [reproduced verbatim herein 

below] of his deposition, has further narrated the 

incident  that  the  kitchen  portion  of  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri's residence was also set afire and which led 

to number of persons standing in the kitchen running 

away  therefrom.  The  witness  has  categorically 

testified that when he looked out of the kitchen 

window, he saw Lala Darbar (A-2), Dinesh Sharma (A-

63) and Lakhia Bhuria (A-46) and also saw that these 

three persons had caught hold of two women of whom 

one was his sister-in-law Sajedabanu and another was 

an  unidentified  lady.  It  is  the  case  of  the 

prosecution and pointed out by Shri Kodekar that the 

witness has clearly testified that the clothes of 

these two women were torn apart and the women were 

raped  thereafter. It  is  further  testified  by  the 

witness that after being raped, both the women were 

killed  by  inflicting  sword  blows  on  them.  The 

witness has thereafter identified Lakhia Bhuria (A-

46).   

!&“ (a)P HFOZL  ;FC[A  GF  DSFG  GF  Z;M0FDF\  VFU 

,FUJF ,FU[,LP    Z;M0F GL V\NZ H[VM CTF T[VM V\NZ EFUJF ,FU[,FP 
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D[\  Z;M0F  GL  AFZL  DFYL  AULRF  DF  HMI]  TM4  ,F,FDMCG;L\C  NZAFZ4 

NLG[X XDF"4 ,FBLIF E]ZLIF H[VM V[ A[ :+L VM G[ 5S0L ZFB[,P H[       :

+LVM 5{SL V[S DFZL EFEL ;FH[NF AFG] VG[ ALHL :+L  SM6 CTL T[GL 

DG[  BAZ  GYLP   T[  :+LVM  GF  VF  ,MSM  V[  S50F  OF0L  GFB[,P 

VG[ T[DG[ GLR[ 5F0L G[ T[DGL 5Z A/FtSFZ U]HFZ[,P VG[ T[DG[ T,JFZ 

GF 3F DFZL G[ DFZL GFB[,P  C] ,FBLIF E]ZLIF G[ VM/B] K] SM8" DF\ CFHZ 

VFZM5L VM 5{SL ,FBLIF E]ZLIF G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 

5]KTF  ,FBG  ;L\U  pP  ,FBLIF  CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K[P   VF  ;DI[  DFZM 

E+LHM ;FNFABFG VG[ I];]O H[ AFH]DF\ CTF T[DG[ NLG[X XDF"V[ T,JFZ 

J0[ SF5L GFB[,FP  VF I];]OBFG T[ V\S]Z ;FIS,JF/F GM NLSZMP V\S]Z 

;FIS, JF/F G]  GFD CALABFG E]Z[BFG K[  H[  I];]OGF l5TF K[P   VF 

NZdIFG D[\ DSFG GL ;L0L p5Z Y. p5Z GF EFU[ HJFGM 5|ItG SZ[,P VF 

DSFG GL  ;L0L  HFOZL  ;FC[A GF  A[0Z]D  TYF ACFZ  GL ;F.0[  VFJ[,L 

K[  H[  TZO HF/L ,UFJ[, K[  VG[  T[  ;L0L 5Z ACFZ YL T[DH V\NZ GF 

EFU[ NZJFHF DFYL H. XSFI K[P  D[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF Z]D DFYL p5Z TZO 

HTL ;L0L DF HJFGM 5|ItG SZ[,P T[  JBT[  8M/]  5yYZ DFZM  SZT]  CT] 

VG[ ,FS0L GF UMNF DFZJFGM    5|ItG SZT] CT]P C] p5Z UIM tIFZ[ tIF\  

HFOZL ;FC[A GF 5tGL VG[ ;M;FP GF ALHF 36F DF6;M tIF\ A[9F CTFP 

C] B]A UEZF. UI[, CTMP  H[YL tIF\ V[S Z]D DF]\ H. B]6FDF\ A[;L UI[,P 

VD[ tIF\ ;F\HGF ;F0FRFZ 5M6FRFZ ;]WL A[;L ZC[,P C] tIF\ VFXZ[ NM- 

YL A[ S,FS A[;L ZC[,P  T[ NZdIFG ACFZ GF EFU[ OFIZL\U YT] CMJFGF 

VJFH ;F\E/[,F T[DH 8LIZ U[; ;[, O]8JFGF 5M,L; GL jCL;,M JFUJF 

GF VJFH ;F\E/[,FP VF ;F\HGF ;F0F RFZ YL 5M6F 5F\R GF VZ;FDF\ 
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;F\E/[,FP T[ 5KL JFTF JZ6 V[SND XF\T Y. UI[,P  tIF\YL VD[ ACFZ 

GF EFU[ HMTF  N]SFG GF WFAF BF,L Y. UI[, VG[ GLR[GF EFU[ ACFZ 

T[DH ;M;FP DF 5M,L; GF DF6;M OZTF CTFP  H[YL VD[ DSFGM DF\YL 

GLR[ pTZL ;M;FP DF V\NZ HFOZL ;FC[A GF AULRF 5F;[ VFJ[,FP  tIF\  

D[  I];]O  CALABFG  TYF  DFZF  E+LHF  ;FNFABFG  GL  ,FXM  HMI[,P 

T[  p5ZF\T  DFZL  EFEL ;FHLNFAFG]  VG[  V[S  ALHL  :+L GL  ,FX GuG 

CF,TDF\ HMI[,P  tIF\YL C] HFOZL ;FC[A GF DSFG GF D]bI NZJFHF AFH] 

VFJ[,P  tIF\  D[  DFZF  DM8F  AF5]HL  VGJZ  BFG  V[CDNBFG  TYF 

H[CA]GA[G  TYF      ;[HFHEF.  OSLZ  DCDN  ;{IN4  hZLGF  SFSL4 

D]DTFhSFSL4  GL  ,FXM  D[  HMI[,P     V[  ,FXM  A/[,L  CTL  5Z\T]  T[  

;DI[  VM/BFI  T[JL  CF,TDF\  CTLP  D[\  T[  ;DI[  S],  VF9  ,FXM 

VM/B[,LP  “

28. The witness has further deposed that at that 

stage, the nephew of the witness Sadabkhan and one 

Yusuf were also killed by giving them sword blows 

and the person inflicting such blows is positively 

identified by the witness as one Dinesh Sharma (A-

63).  The  witness  has  further  testified  that 

thereafter the witness ran to the first floor of the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and sat down and the 

witness has testified that all throughout, there was 

stone pelting by the mob. The witness has further 

testified that this went on till about 4:30 PM and 

4:45 PM approximately and  thereafter, the  witness 

started  hearing  sounds  of  firing,  teargas  shells 

being fired and Police whistles being blown.  The 

witness has further testified that thereafter there 
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was  silence  and  he  saw  lot  of  Police  personnel 

present outside the premises at that point of time. 

The witness claims to have gone out of the bunglow 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri and he saw the dead bodies of 

Yusuf  Habibkhan,  Sadabkhan  and  naked  bodies  of 

Sajedabanu and another lady. The witness came to the 

main gate of the Society where he saw the dead body 

of  his  uncle  and  also  the  dead  bodies  of  one 

Zebunben, Shehjad Faqir Ahmed, one Zarinaben and one 

Mumtazben. All the dead bodies were charred, but 

identified  and  in  this  manner  the  witness  has 

testified that he saw eight such dead bodies.

29. Drawing my attention to the further testimony 

of the witness, Shri Kodekar has pointed out that in 

para-16(b) [reproduced verbatim herein below] of the 

testimony, the  witness  has  testified  that  of  the 

Police officers present after the incident, he saw 

Shri M.K.Tandon and Shri K.G.Erda (A-57) and found 

that  such  Police  officers  were  making  inquiries 

about the residents of the Society. The survivors 

were  made  to  stand  on  one  side  by  the  Police 

Officers and the witness has stated that at that 

point of time, he saw one Jagrupsing Rajput standing 

near the railway line with two other persons and 

that  accused  No.57  was  looking  at  them  and 

exchanging smiles. The witness has further testified 

that all the survivors of the incident were ordered 

to be taken away to safety by making them sit in the 

Police vehicles available for that purpose and all 

the  victims  i.e.  the  survivors  according  to  the 
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testimony of this witness, were taken over to the 

refugee camp at Dariakhan Ghummat. The witness has 

thereafter  identified  Mr.K.G.Erda  (A-57)  in  the 

court.

!&“ (b)P T[  ;DI[  tIF\  5M,L; VMOL;ZM  tIF\  VFJ[,F 

CTF H[DF\ V[DPS[P8\0G ;FC[A VG[ S[PHLPV[Z0F ;FC[A VG[ AFSL GF ALHF 

VMOL;ZM CTFP  T[  ,MSM DSFGM VG[ T[DF\  ZC[GFZ DF6;M V\U[  GL VDM 

G[  5]K5ZK SZTF  CTFP  T[D6[  VDM  AWFG[  V[S  AFH]DF\  pEF  ZFB[,FP 

T[  ;DI[  Z[,J[  ,F.G TZO D[\  HUZ]5;L\C ZFH5]T VG[  ALHF A[  DF6;M 

G[  HMI[,P  S[PHLPV[Z0F  ;FC[A  T[DGL  TZO  HM.G[  C;TF  CTFP   T[ 

;DI[  5M,L;[  +6 DM8L  UF0L  VM  D\UFJ[, VD[  T[VM  G[  VDM  G[  ;CL 

;,FDT  ARFJJF  H6FJ[,P  VD[  T[DG[  VDFZF  DZ6  UI[,F  DF6;M 

GL  ,FXM  ;FY[  ,. HJFG]  H6FJ[,P  tIFZ[  V[DPS[P8\0G ;FC[A[  VDFZF 

ARJFGL  RL\TF  SZJFG]  H6FJ[,  VG[  ,FXM  GL  R\LTF  GCL  SZJFG] 

H6FJ[,P  VD[ VFXZ[ ;M YL NM-;M DF6;M CTF T[ AWF 5M,L;[ D\UFJ[,F 

VF  JFCGM  DF\  A[;L  UI[,P  VDG[  JFCGM  DF\  A[;F0L  G[  ,. HTF CTF 

tIFZ[ tIF\ 8M/] E[U] Y. UI[, VG[ 8M/F V[ VDM G[ GCL ,. HJF N[JF DF8[ 

5M,L; GL UF0L VM 5Z TYF VDM G[ A[;F0[,F JFCGM 5Z 5yYZDFZM SZ[,P 

T[ JBT[ 5M,L;[ 8LIZ U[; GF ;[, KM0[,F VG[ OFIZL\U SZ[,P  ”

30. The witness has further testified 

that on 02/03/2002, an announcement was made at the 

refugee camp that the dead bodies of the victims of 

the  Gulbarg  Society  incident  were  brought  to 

Kalandari  Masjid  for  their  final  rites  and  the 

witness was informed by the Police that if he could, 

he  was  required  to identify  the  dead  bodies.  My 
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attention  is  drawn  to  paragraph-18  (reproduced 

verbatim herein below) where the witness has deposed 

that the bodies were beyond recognition and could 

not, therefore, be identified and the witness could 

identify  his  mother  Zehrunnisa  and  could  not 

identify any other members of his family. The same 

sequence was repeated on 03/03/2002 according to the 

witness, when last rites were performed on further 

dead bodies of Gulbarg Society victims, but none 

could be identified. 

!(P“ VD[ ZFCT S[d5DF UIF T[ AFN TFP Zq#q_Z GF ZMH 

S,\NZL D:HLN GF SA|:TFG 5Z HFC[ZFT YI[, S[4 tIF\ U],AU" ;M;FP DF 

DZ6  UI[,  jIlST  VM  GL  ,FXM  ,FJJFDF\  VFJL  ZC[,  K[P   C]  tIF\ 

SA|:TFGDF\ ,FXM HMJF UI[,P  tIF\ 5M,L;[ DG[ SC[, S[4 VF ,FXM TDFZF 

U],AU" ;M;FP GL K[ H[G[ TD[ VM/BL ATFJMP D[\  ,FXM HMTF T[ V[8,L 

CN[ lJS'T YI[, CTL S[4 T[ VM/BL XSFI T[D G CTLP   5M,L;[ DG[ DFZF 

S]8]\A GF DF6;M GL ,FXM VM/BL ATFJJF H6FJ[, VG[[ HM T[D VM/BL 

G ATFJ] TM T[ ,FXM 5M,L; 5ZT ,. HX[ VG[ U]D YI[, jIlSTVM TZLS[ 

VM/B VF5X[P   tIF\  D[  DFZL  AF HC~GLXF GL ,FX VM/BL ATFJ[,P 

ALHL ,FXMDF\ DFZF S]8]\A GF SM. DF6; GL ,FX GCTL H[YL D[ VM/B[, 

GCLP  T[  ,FXM  ALHF  DF6;M  CTF  T[D6[  VM/BL  ATFJ[,P   tIF\ 

SA|:TFGDF\ p\0F BF0F SZL ,FXM GL NOGlJWL SZJFDF\ VFJLP  ”

31. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar 

that  the  witness  has  specified  in  para-20 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of his deposition 
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that  the  Police  visited  the  refugee  camp  on 

05/03/2002 and the P.I. Shri N.D.Parmar came over 

and  directed  the  survivors  to  record  their 

statements before the Police. The witness and other 

witnesses were taken over to the Dudheshwar Police 

Station and the witness an others were interrogated 

at that place.

Z_P“ TFP 5q#q_Z GF ZMH 5M,L; ZFCT S[d5DF\ VFJ[,L 

VG[  VDG[  H6FJ[,  S[4  TDFZF  HJFA  ,BJFGF  K[P   T[  5MP.P  zL 

V[GP0LP5ZDFZ VFJ[,F CTFP  T[VM VDG[ N]W[xJZ 5M,L; RMSL ,. UI[,F 

VG[ tIF\ VDFZL 5]K 5ZK SZ[,LP  ”

31. It is pointed out that the witness has 

further deposed that when on 05/03/2002, the witness 

gave the full details and disclosed identifies of 

the perpetrators of the offence, Shri Parmar, P.I. 

did not write down what was narrated by the witness. 

In the circumstances, the witness and others engaged 

the services of an Advocate who called upon them to 

file an affidavit. An affidavit dated 18/11/2002 and 

an application dated 25/11/2002 were given by the 

present  witness  to  the  Police   Commissioner, 

Ahmedabad City and copies thereof were endorsed to 

the  Meghaninagar  Police  Station.  The  witness, 

according to Shri Kodekar, was summoned to the Crime 

Branch  on  05/03/2002,  but  he  did  not  go  to  the 

office  of  the  Crime  Branch  and  had  forwarded  an 

affidavit  which  contained  the  details  of  the 

incident as it took place and as further testified 
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by  the  witness,  the  Advocate  of  the  survivors 

advised them to approach the Hon'ble Supreme Court 

which they did so. Shri Kodekar points out that it 

was  on  an  application  tendered  by  such  victims 

before the Hon'ble Supreme Court being Writ Petition 

No.109/2003 that the Hon'ble Supreme Court directed 

constitution of a Special Investigation Team. The 

witness has stated that thus he was an eye-witness 

to the entire incident and it is pointed out by Shri 

Kodekar  that  this  witness  in  the  course  of  his 

deposition  has  identified  a  number  of  accused 

referred to herein above. According to Shri Kodekar, 

the witness has faithfully, accurately and correctly 

attributed  each  overt  act  on  the  part  of  each 

accused identified by him. It is submitted that the 

cross examination of such witness which runs into 

nearly 100 pages has not been able to bring out any 

anomalies or inaccuracies which would make one come 

to the conclusion that the witness is not reliable. 

It is pointed out that the testimony of this witness 

is required to be believed, accepted and it goes to 

a great extent in establishing the Prosecution case 

as also the charges levelled against the accused.

32. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 

PW-106  is  a  natural  eye-witness.  Shri  Kodekar 

submits  that  the  common  intention  of  the  mob  is 

established through the testimony of PW-106 inasmuch 

as, in the course of his testimony, at the very 

initial incident in the morning, the witness has 

clearly testified that the mob had gathered and had 
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shouted  inciting  slogans  which  indicates  common 

object  and  intention  to kill  the  members  of  the 

minority community. It is pointed out that in the 

circumstances,  the  testimony  of  the  witness  has 

clearly  established  the  ingredients  of  the 

provisions contained in Sections 143, 147 and 149 of 

the Indian Penal Code. It is pointed out by Shri 

Kodekar  that  all  the  incidents  which  began  from 

10:00 AM and ended at 4:45 PM are faithfully and 

correctly reproduced by the witness, giving details 

of  the  presence  of  the  concerned  accused,  the 

weapons used by the concerned accused and specific 

overt act committed by each of them, all of which is 

testified in a manner which is believable and is 

required to be accepted as a truthful and reliable 

piece of evidence. It is further submitted that the 

shouting of the slogans falls within the provisions 

contained in Sec.153(1)(a) of the Indian Penal Code. 

The witness PW-106, according to Shri Kodekar, has 

also  established  the  commission  of  an  offence 

punishable under Sec.324 of the Indian Penal Code by 

accused No.55 who has been established in the course 

of the testimony of this witness to have inflicted 

gupti  blows  on  the  said  Ayub.  Setting  afire  the 

vehicles,  as  testified  to  by  the  witness,  also 

satisfies the ingredients of Sec.435 of the Indian 

Penal Code. 

33. According  to  Shri  Kodekar,  the  next 

witness  who  is  providing  ample  corroboration  and 

support to the testimony of PW-106 is PW-116 i.e. 
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Sayeedkhan Ahmedkhan Pathan, who vide his testimony 

Exh.584, has also established that he too was an 

eye-witness to the entire incident and this witness 

PW-116 has  largely supported  and corroborated the 

Prosecution  version  and  also  led  credibility  an 

support to the testimony of PW-106. It is pointed 

out by Shri Kodekar that since this witness too is 

vital to the establishing of charges against the 

accused, his testimony is required to be dealt with 

and referred to at length and the testimony of this 

witness would also, according to Shri Kodekar, show 

that  the  Prosecution  evidence  is  consistent, 

corroborating  the  oral  evidence  and  documentary 

evidence and goes a long way to establish beyond 

reasonable doubt the charges against the accused. It 

is  submitted  that  therefore,  some  latitude  is 

required to be given to permit the State to read 

verbatim  the  entire  chief  examination  of  this 

witness. I agree with what is urged by Shri Kodekar 

at  this  juncture  and  looking  to  the  gravity, 

enormity and extent of the incident, it would be, in 

my  opinion,  necessary  to  minutely  scrutinize  in 

detail in the present judgment the testimonies of 

witnesses who are, in the words of the Prosecution, 

star witnesses. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar 

that the present witness PW-116 is the father of PW-

106 and at the relevant point of time i.e. at the 

time  of  the  incident,  the  said  witness  was  also 

residing together with PW-106 in Bunglow No.18 of 

Gulbarg Society. 
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33. Shri  Kodekar  has  pointed  out  that 

during course of his testimony, the witness PW-116 

has largely supported the testimony of PW-106. The 

background as to the Godhra Train burning incident 

on 27/02/2002 and the bandh call given by Vishwa 

Hindu Parishad on 28/02/2002 which led the residents 

of Gulbarg Society meeting Shri Ehsan Jafri and Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri having  assured  them of  arranging for 

Police  bandobast,  is  emerging  from  para-2 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of this witness.

ZP“ ;G[  Z__ZDF\  C]  a,MS  G\P  !(4  U],AU"  ;M;FP 

RDG5]ZF D[3F6L GUZ BFT[ ZC[TM CTM H[ C]  ALHF DF/[ ZC[TM CTMP  T[ 

;DI[ .dTLIFhBFG DFZM NLSZM DFZL ;FY[ ZC[TM CTMP   TFP Z*qZq_Z GF 

ZMH UMWZFS\F0 GM AGFK AG[,M T[GF VG];\WFG[  lJPlCP5 VG[  AHZ\U 

N/[ TFP Z(qZq_Z GF ZMH A\WG] V[,FG VF5[, CT] T[G[  EFPHP5 8[SM 

VF5[, CTMP  H[YL TFPZ*qZq_Z GF ZFT YL JFTFJZ6 EI\SZ YI[, CT]P 

H[YL  VD[  VDFZL  ;M;FP  GF  V[C;FG  HFOZL  ;FC[A  5F;[  UI[,F 

VG[ T[DG[ H6FJ[, S[4 SF,[ A\WG] V[,FG K[ H[YL A\NMA:T GL jIJ:YF 

SZMP   HFOZL  ;FC[A[  VDG[  V[D  SC[,  S[4  D[\  5M,L;  G[  OMG  SZ[,F  K[P 

VG[ SF,[ A\NMA:T GL jIJ:YF Y. HX[P TD[ RL\TF SZXM GCLP T[ 5KL 

VD[ AWF 5MT 5MTFGF 3Z[ HTF ZC[,FP  ”

34. It  is  pointed  by  Shri  Kodekar  that  the 

incident as it started at 10:30 AM on 28/02/2002 is 

clearly  narrated  by  the  witness  in  para-3 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of his testimony 
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and the witness has clearly testified that he and 

his son i.e. PW-106 were standing on the terrace of 

the residence with they saw the incident happening 

at 10:30 AM. The witness, according to Shri Kodekar, 

has clearly testified that a group of about four to 

five men was roaming the streets and chanting and 

shouting  slogans  of  “JAI  SHRI  RAM”  and  were 

enforcing the bandh by ordering the shutting down of 

shops. It is also testified that thereafter 10 to 12 

persons came over to the place known as Ankur Cycle 

shop which is situated opposite the residence of the 

witness, and this mob was armed with weapons such 

as guptis as is testified to by this witness. It is 

pointed out by Shri Kodekar that the witness has 

further  stated  that  the  group  of  such  persons 

started quarreling with Yusufkhan and Ayub who were 

standing  outside  the  said  Cycle Shop and started 

threatening  them  and  beating  them  up  when  said 

Yusufkhan ran away into Gulbarg Society whereas the 

brother of Yousufkhan being Ayubkhan attempted to go 

towards his own residence when, according to this 

witness, accused Bharat Rajput (A-55) gave two to 

three  blows  of  gupti  on  the  back  of  the  said 

Ayubkhan. 

#P“ TFPZ(qZq_Z GF ZMH ;JFZ GF N; ;F0F N; JFuIF 

GF ;]DFZ[ C] VG[ DFZM NLSZM GF:TM SZL VDFZF 3ZGL   5F;[ VUFXLDF\ pEF 

CTFP  T[ ;DI[ RF,LDF\YL 5F\R K KMSZF GLS/[,F T[VM HI zL ZFD GF 

GFZF ,UFJTF CTF VG[ N]SFGM A\W SZFJTF SZFJTF VMD GUZ TZO HTF\ 

ZC[,FP  T[ 5KL YM0LJFZ[ N;AFZ KMSZFG] 8M/] OZL 5FK] VFJ[,]P  DFZF 3ZGL 
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;FD[  V\S]Z  ;FIS,  :8M;"  GFDGL  N]SFG  K[P  T[GF  A[  KMSZF  VI]A 

VG[ I];]OBFG tIF\ N]SFG VFU/ ACFZ pEF CTFP  H[  N;  AFZ  KMSZFVM 

VFJ[,F    T[DGL  5F;[  CYLIFZM  CTF         U]%TLVM  CTLP   V[  ,MSM 

I];]OBFG ;FY[ AM,FRF,L SZTF\ CTFP  VF N; 5\NZ KMSZFVM DF ULZLX 5|

E]NF; XDF"4  EZT T,MNLIF  pP  EZT T{,L4  EZT ZFH5]T4 ZD[X RM8L 

CTFP  VF ,MSM V[  I];]O G[  DFZ DFZTF I];]O EFULG[ U],AU" ;M;FP DF\ 

EZF. UI[,P  I];]OGF EF. VI]A BFG WZDF\ HTM CTMP tIFZ[ 5FK/ YL 

EZT ZFH5]T[ T[G[ 5L9 GF EFU[ U]%TLVM DFZ[,LP  T[6[ A[ +6 3F DFZ[,FP 

VI]A T[ 5KL 3ZDF\ 3];L UI[,P  “

35. It  is  further  pointed  out  that  the 

witness has further testified that of the 10 to 15 

persons  in  that  group,  he  could  identify  Girish 

Prabhudas Sharma (absconding accused), Bharat Teli 

(A-54),  Bharat  Rajput  (A-55)  and  Ramesh  Choti 

(absconding accused). The witness, according to Shri 

Kodekar, has further supported the testimony of PW-

106  by  stating  that  these  persons  thereafter 

overturned  the  rickshaw  of  one  Gulam  Master  and 

poured kerosene thereupon and set the same afire. 

The  persons  who  had  perpetrated  such  act  are 

identified by the witness to be Kapil Munna (A-50), 

Dharmesh Prahlad (A-47), Ambesh Kantilal (A-32) and 

Mukesh  Pukhraj  (A-29).  The  witness  has  further 

testified that at that point of time, the Police had 

arrived at the scene and upon such arrival of the 

Police, those persons ran away from the scene of the 

incident and the Police poured water on the burning 
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autorickshaw and thereafter the Police car went away 

towards Chamanpura. The witness has in paragraph-5 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of his testimony, 

more  particularly  the  concluding  line,  clearly 

stated that he was standing upon his terrace and 

could see the entire incident.

5P“ T[  5KL  VF  KMSZFVM  V[  AFH]DF\  U],FD DF:8Z  GL 

ZL1FF 50[, CTL T[G[ p\WL 5F0L N. T[DF\YL 5[8=M, SF-L T[ 5[8=M, ZL1FF 5Z 

KF\8L ZL1FF G[ VFU ,UF0L NLW[,P  VF ZL1FF G[ VFU ,UF0JFDF\  S5L, 

D]gGF4 WD"[X 5|C,FN4 V\A[X SF\TL,F, VG[ D]S[X 5]BZFH CTFP  ZL1FF 

G[ VFU ,UF0L T[ ;DI[ 5M,L; VFJL HTF\ VF KMSZFVM EFUL G[ RF,LDF\  

HTF ZC[,FP        5M,L;[ AFH]DF\ VFJ[, WMAL GL N]SFGDF\YL 5F6L ,FJL 

G[ VFU VM,JL GFB[,LP T[ 5KL 5M,L; GL UF0L RDG5]ZF RS,F TZO 

HTL ZC[,LP T[ ;DI[ C] DFZF 3ZGL VUFXLDF\ pE[,M CTMP  ”

36. Shri Kodekar on this point of time, 

has drawn my attention to paragraph-6 (reproduced 

verbatim  herein  below)  of  the  testimony  of  the 

witness wherein an attempt is made by the witness to 

identify such perpetrators in the Court from amongst 

the accused.

&P“ D[\  GFD VF%IF T[DG[  VM/BL XS]P  C]  SM8"DF\  CFHZ 

VFZM5L VM 5{SL EZT ZFH5]T G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 

5]KTF\ AFA]EF. DGHL H6FJ[ K[P   SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL VFZM5L 

EZT T{,L G[  VM/BL ATFJ]  K]  VFZM5L G[  T[G]  GFD 5]KTF\  EZT T{,L 

CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P  C] SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5LVM 5{SL S5L, D]gGFG[ VM/BL 
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XSTM GYLP C] CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL WD"[X 5|C,FN G[ VM/BL XSTM GYLP 

C]  CFHZ VFZM5L  VM5{{SL  D]S[X 5]BZFH G[  VM/BL XSTM GYLP  C\]  CFHZ 

VFZM5L VM 5{SL V\A[X SF\TL,F, G[ VM/BL G[ VM/BL XSTM GYLP“

37. It is pointed out that accused Bharat 

Rajput is wrongly identified by the witness and in 

fact one Babu Manji is wrongly identified as accused 

Bharat Rajput. However, Bharat Teli (A-54) has been 

positively identified by this witness in the court 

also. However, the witness has categorically stated 

that he cannot identify accused Kapil Munna (A-50), 

Dharmesh Prahlad (A-47), Mukesh Pukhraj (A-29) and 

Ambesh Kantilal (A-32), and these accused are not 

identified by the present witness. It is pointed out 

by Shri Kodekar that further narrating the incident, 

the  witness  has  testified  that  after  the  Police 

vehicle  went  away,  further  five  to  six  Police 

vehicles came over to Gulbarg Society from towards 

Chamanpura and the vehicles were parked at the small 

gate of the Society. The witness claims to have seen 

from his terrace Shri Ehsan Jafri and two to three 

others going out to meet the officers in such Police 

vehicles and such talk, according to the witness, 

went on for about five minutes after which all such 

persons  returned  to  Gulbarg  Society.  The  witness 

claims to have questioned Shri Ehsan Jafri as to who 

were  the  Police  officials  who  had  come  to  the 

Society at which point of time, Shri Ehsan Jafri had 

categorically stated that Police Commissioner Shri 

P.C.Pandey and Meghaninagar P.I. Shri K.G.Erda had 
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come over and assured them i.e. the residents of the 

Gulbarg Society of more Police protection. Drawing 

my  attention  to  paragraph-8  (reproduced  verbatim 

herein below) of the testimony, Shri Kodekar submits 

that the witness has further stated that in a short 

time after such Police vehicles left, a mob of about 

5000  to  10000  persons  gathered  outside  Gulbarg 

Society and such mob was armed with swords, guptis, 

and also armed with cans of petrol and kerosene. 

They  were,  according  to  the  witness,  chanting 

slogans  of  “JAI  SHRI  RAM”  as  well  as  inciting 

slogans “KILL THE MEMBERS OF THE MINORITY COMMUNITY” 

or  the  words  to  that  effect  were  uttered  in 

Gujarati. It is testified by the witness, according 

to Shri  Kodekar, that  the  mob  thereafter  started 

damaging and destroying vehicles belonging to the 

minority community and started pouring petrol on the 

vehicles and set them afire. In the circumstances, 

some persons belonging to the minority community who 

were residing in the Gulbarg Society, ran away and 

took shelter in the said Gulbarg Society and the mob 

thereafter started pelting stones on the Society. 

The witness has testified that at this stage, Shri 

Ehsan Jafri came out near the small gate of the 

Society and requested the mob with folded hands not 

to do so, but the mob did not pay heed to Shri Ehsan 

Jafri and continued the pelting of stones.

(P“ T[  5KL YM0LJFZ[  ZM0 5Z 5F\R N; CHFZ DF6;MG] 

8M/]  CYLIFZ  ;FY[  VFJ[,P  T[DGF  CFYDF\  T,JFZM4   U]%TL4  5[8=M,  GF 

S[ZAF4 S[ZM;LG GF S[ZAF CTFP T[ ,MSM HI zL ZFD GF GFZF ,UFJTF CTF 
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VG[ DLIF G[ DFZM SF5M T[JL A]DM 5F0TF CTFP  T[ ,MSM V[ ACFZ ZM0 5Z 

D];,DFGM GL JFGM 50L CTL T[G[ 5F0L N. 5[8=M, K\F8L VFU ,UF0[,LP 

V[ ,MSM V[ D];,DFGM GL N]SFGM DF\ TM0OM0 SZL T[GM ;FDFG ACFZ ZM0 

5Z SF-L T[  ;FDFG G[ 56 VFU ,UF0[,LP  ACFZ GL RF,LVMDF\  ZC[TF 

YM0F 36F D]:,LD GF DF6;M VDFZL ;M;FP DF VFJL UI[,FP 8M/F GF 

DF6;M  V[  VDFZL  ;M;FP  5Z  5yYZDFZM  XZ]  SZ[,P   H[YL  HFOZL 

;FC[A[ GFGF NZJFHF TZO H. G[ T[DG[ CFY HM0[,F VG[ SC[, S[4 EF. TD[ 

XF DF8[ VFJ] SZM K[FP  56 T[ ,MSM DFG[,F GCLP  VG[ 5yYZDFZM RF,] 

ZFB[,P  ”

38. Drawing my attention to paragraph-

9  (reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  of  the 

testimony of this witness, Shri Kodekar submits that 

the witness has identified Naran Channelwala (A-43), 

Chunilal  Prajapati  (A-61),  Bharat  Rajput  (A-55), 

Dinesh  Sharma  (A-63),  Lakhia  (A-46),  Lala 

Yogendrasing  (A-2),  Atul  Vaidya  (A-59),  Kailash 

Dhobi  (A-1),  Ramesh  Choti  (absconding  accused), 

Girish Prabhudas Sharma  (absconding accused). The 

witness, according to Shri Kodekar, has identified 

in  the  Court  Naran  Channelwala  (A-43),  Chunilal 

Prajapati (A-61), Dinesh Prabhudas Sharma (A-63) and 

Lalo  Yogendrasing  (A-2).  However,  the  witness  is 

unable to identify Lakhia (A-46), Dharmesh Prahlad 

(A-47), Kapil Munna (A-50), Kailash Dhobi (A-1) and 

Atul Vaidya (A-59).

)P“ VF 8M/FDF\ D[4 GFZ6 R[G,JF/M4 R]GL,F,         5|
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HF5lT4 EZT ZFH5]T4 NLG[X XDF"4 ,FBLIF4  ,F,F IMU[gN=;L\C4 VT], 

J{N4 S{,FX WMAL4 ZD[XRM8L4  VG[  ULZLX 5|E]NF; XDF"  G[  VM/B[,FP 

T[DF\ WD"[X 56 CTMP S5L, D]ggFF CTMP ALHF CF, IFN VFJTF GYLP  D[\  

H[ GFD VF%IF T[DG[ C] VM/BL XS]P  SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5[SL VFZM5L 

GFZ6 R[G,JF/F G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF GFZ6 

R[G,JF/M CMJFG] ATFJ[ K[P  s;FC[N VFZM5L TZO GF EFU[ H. G[ VM/BL 

XS[ T[D H6FJ[ K[P;F1FL GF 5L\HZF YL VFZM5L G\] V\TZ JL; YL 5RL; O]8 

K[  ;FC[N G[  5ZJFGUL VF5JFDF VFJ[  K[Pf  VFZM5L R]GL,F, 5|HF5lT 

G[  VM/BL  ATFJ]  K]  VFZM5L  G[  T[G]  GFD  5]KTF  R]GL,F,  CMJFG] 

H6FJ[ K[P C] SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL ,FBLIF G[ VM/BL XSTM GYLP 

SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL NLG[X     5|E]NF; XDF" G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] 

VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF\ NLG[X        5|E]NF; XDF" CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P C]  

SM8'DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5L  VM  5{SL  ,F,M  IMU[gN=;L\C  G[  VM/BL  ATFJ]  K] 

VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF ,F,M IMU[gN=;L\C CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P C] SM8"DF\ 

CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL WD"[X G[ VM/BL XSTM GYLPC] SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L 

VM 5[SL S{,FX WMAL  G[ VM/BL XSTM GYLP C] SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 

5{SL VT], J{N G[ VM/BL XSTM GYLP  ”

39. The witness has further testified 

in paragraph-10 (reproduced verbatim herein below) 

of  his  testimony  according  to Shri  Kodekar, that 

when the mob did not pay heed to Shri Ehsan Jafri's 

entreaties, the residents of the Society closed shut 

the main gate of the Society and at this point of 

time, even from the rear of the Society i.e. near 
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the  railway  line  also,  a  mob  had  gathered  and 

started pelting stones. The witness has testified 

that the residents of the Society thereafter started 

retaliating  by  throwing  those  stones  which  were 

being pelted from outside. It is testified by the 

witness that over and above pelting stones, burning 

rags and tyres were also thrown into the Society and 

this lasted for about 1½ to 2 hours. 

!_P“ HFOZL;FC[A[ SC[JF KTF\ 8M/] GCL DFGTF VD[ ;M;FP 

GF NZJFHF VFU/ YL A\W SZL NLW[,FP  T[  5KL 5FK/ GF EFU[ V[8,

[  S[  Z[,J[ ,F.G TZO YL 56 5yyFZDFZM XZ]  Y. UI[,P VD[ ;M;FP GF 

DF6;M H[ 5yYZM VFJTF CTF T[ 5FKF O[SJFG] XZ] SZ[,P  8M/F GF DF6;M 

5yYZM  p5Z\FT  ;/UTF  SFS0F  VG[  8FIZM  ;/UFJL  G[  O\[STF  CTFP 

VFJ] ,UEU NM- YL A[ S,FS ;\WL RF,[,P “

40. Drawing  my  attention  to  para-11 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

Shri Kodekar points out that the witness has stated 

that at about 1:30 PM, a mob of persons had climbed 

on the terrace of bunglow No.1 of Gulbarg Society 

belonging  to  one  Dayaram  Jinger  and  had  started 

pelting stones as also inciting the mob from such 

terrace. The witness has identified one Gabbar (A-

14) and Rajesh Jinger (A-65) as two persons who had 

climbed the terrace of bunglow No.1 of the Society. 

The witness has clearly stated that residents of the 

Society being Salim Sindhi, Zebunben, Jehangir and 

Mohammad Sindhi and Irfan were injured in the stone 

pelting.  The  witness  has  categorically  testified 
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that  Irfan  was  struck  on  the  chest  and  was 

thereafter lifted by PW-106 Imtiyaz and one Mohammad 

Rafiq and brought to the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri. The witness has stated that at that point of 

time, he was facing the main gate of the Society and 

was in the front portion of the Society when he was 

informed that even from from the rear side there was 

enormous stone pelting and throwing of burning rags 

by the mob. The witness claims to have at that point 

of time sent away all his family members into the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. 

!!P“ T[  5KL  NM-  JFuIF  GF  VZ;FDF\  8M/F  GF  DF6;M 

VDFZL  ;M;FP  GF  V[S  G\AZ  GF  DSFG  GL  VUFXLDF\  R0L  UI[,FP 

T[ NIFZFD HL\HZ G]\ DSFG K[P  T[,MSM  5yYZDFZM SZTF\ CTF VG[ ACFZ GF 

,MSM G[  pxS[Z6L SZTF CTFP  T[  VUFXLDF\  V[S UaAZ G[ D[\  VM/B[, 

TYF ZFH[X HL\UZ G[ VM/B[,FP  VF A[ H6FG[ C] VFH[ VM/BL XS] GCLP “

41. Referring  to  the  further  evidence  and 

deposition  of  this  witness,  Shri  Kodekar  has 

submitted that the mob entered into the Society by 

tearing down portions of wall on the front of the 

Society and throwing of burning rags from rear side 

resulted in house of one Gulzar being set on fire 

and the witness claims that said Gulzar was dousing 

the fire. The mob, according to the witness, which 

had broken upon the main gate of the Society, was 

armed with weapons like swords, guptis, tridents, as 

also had cans of kerosene and petrol and had rushed 

into the Society. The mob after entering the Society 
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in such fashion, started damaging and destroying the 

vehicles  parked  outside  the  residences  of  the 

Society  and  started  looting  and  damaging  the 

residences of Gulbarg Society and setting alight and 

on fire the household articles which were brought 

out from the damaged houses.

42. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-14 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

Shri  Kodekar  points  out  that  the  witness  has 

corroborated PW-106 inasmuch as, he too heard a loud 

explosion on the rear side of the Society and the 

witness has categorically stated that a gas cylinder 

was exploded which damaged the rear compound wall of 

the Society and the witness has further testified, 

according to Shri Kodekar, that a mob of persons 

entered  into the  Society  therefrom which mob  was 

also armed with swords, guptis, tridents as also 

having cans of petrol and kerosene. This mob also 

started damaging and destroying and setting afire 

the  vehicles  parked  outside  and  seeing  all  such 

incidents  taking  place,  the  present  witness  also 

went away into the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri to 

seek shelter. The mob, according to this witness, 

thereafter came at the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri 

and at that point of time, the elder brother of the 

witness being one Anwarkhan who was crippled and was 

not mobile and was setting on the  'OTAA'  of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri's residence, was attacked by the mob and 

a sword blow was attempted to be struck by Kailash 

Dhobi  (A-1)  which  was  sought  to be  prevented  by 
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Aslamkhan being the son of said Anwarkhan and in 

doing so, the said Aslamkhan sustained injuries on 

his fingers and thereafter, the witness has deposed 

that such persons dragged away Anwarkhan and killed 

him. Thereafter, according to the witness, the mob 

started throwing burning rags into the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri and started shouting that “drag 

Ehsan Jafri out”.  The house of Shri Ehsan Jafri, 

according to the witness, started catching fire and 

because of the smoke, the ladies and children taking 

shelter in the house, started screaming and one lady 

Firdosbanu  together  with  one  Sahejadali  and 

Zebunben,  went  out  of  the  house  and  they  were 

dragged away by the mob and killed. The witness, 

according to Shri Kodekar, has positively named the 

persons as being the perpetrators of such killings 

as Kailash Dhobi (A-1), Naran Channelwala (A-43), 

Ramesh Choti (absconding accused) and Manish Jain 

(A-38), who killed such above persons. 

!$P“ T[ 5KL YM0LJFZ[ 5FK/ YL AC] DM8M lJ:OM8 YI[,P U[; GF 

AF8,F YL SM8 TM0L GFB[,P   VG[ tIF\YL 56 8M/]  V\NZ 3];L UI[,P 

T[  ,MSMGF CFYDF\  56 T,JFZM4 U]%TL 4  l+X]/ 5[8=M, GF S[ZAF CTFP 

T[ ,MSM V[ 3Z VFU/ 50[,F JFCGM p\WF SZL T[G[ 5[8=M, KF8L ;/UFJL 

NLW[,P C] VF AW] HM. UEZF.HTF HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3ZDF\ HTM ZC[,P  VF 

8M/] AW\] ;/UFJTF HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3Z        5F;[ VFJ[,P  T[ ;DI[ DFZF  

DM8FEF.  VGJZBFG  V[C;FG  HFOZL  GF  3ZGF  VM8,[  A[9F  CTF 

T[ 5U[ V5\U CTF VG[ RF,L XSTF GCTFP  T[DG[ S{,FX WMAL V[ T,JFZ 

DFZ[,LP  DFZF E+LHF V;,D BFG[ T[ ;DI[ T,JFZ ZMSJF HTF T[GF CFY 
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GL VF\U/L VM 5Z T,JFZ GL .HF VM YI[,PT[ 5KL DFZF EF. G[ VF ,MSM 

B[\RL UI[,F VG[ T[DG[  DFZL GFB[,FP  T[  5KL 8M/F V[  ;/UTF SFS0F 

HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3ZDF\ O[\S[,FP VF ,MSM A]DM 5F0TF CTF S[4 HFOZL ;FC[A 

G[ ACFZ SF-MP  8M/F V[ SFS0F 3ZDF\ GF\BTF 3ZDF\ VFU ,FUJF ,FU[,LP 

VFU ,FUL  W]DF0M  Y. HTF\  3ZDF\  A{ZF  VG[  KMSZFVM  UEZF.  UI[,F 

VG[ RL;M 5F0JF ,FU[,FP  T[ ;DI[ 3ZDF\YL OLZNM; AFG] GFDGL KMSZL 

3ZGL ACFZ GLS/L UI[,P ;FY[ ;[CHFN V,L H[A]GA[G 56 ACFZ GLS/

[,F H[G[ 8M/F V[ DFZL GFB[,FP  VF ,MSMG[ DFZL GFBJFDF\ S{,FX WMAL4 

GFZ6R[G,JF/M4 ZD[X RM8L4 DGLQF H{G CTFP  VF KMSZL VM G[  DFZL 

GFB[,LP  “

43. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

the witness has clearly disclosed that he is unable 

to identify Manish Jain (A-38) and further stated 

that he was an eye-witness to the incident since he 

was standing near the window inside the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri. The witness has further deposed 

that  thereafter,  he  went  away  into  another  room 

where he saw Shri Ehsan Jafri attempting to call up 

on  telephone  the  Police  as  also  a  Minister  (the 

exact  words  used  is  'Mantri').  The  witness  has 

deposed that no assistance came to the help of and 

rescue  of  the  residents  of  Gulbarg  Society.  The 

witness has further deposed that, that room also 

started  catching  fire  on  account  of  which  the 

witness went into the kitchen where lot of persons 

had gathered of whom PW-106 Imtiyaz and Rupaben (PW-
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107) were also present. The witness claims that at 

that point of time, Shri Ehsan Jafri also came in 

and started pleading to he mob and requested and 

begged them not to kill innocent persons. The mob, 

according to this witness, responded by abusing Shri 

Ehsan Jafri and telling him to come out and at this 

point of time, according to the witness, Shri Ehsan 

Jafri addressed the crowd and said that  if by my 

coming out and by your killing me, you would be 

satisfied, then you can do so, but please do not 

kill the others. The witness claims that at that 

point  of  time,  he  (PW-116)  and  Rupaben  (PW-107) 

pleaded Shri Ehsan Jafri to not go out, but Shri 

Ehsan Jafri responded by saying that he has no other 

choice but to go out and upon his going out, the mob 

dragged away Shri Ehsan Jafri and started beating 

him up. The witness claims to have heard the mob 

shout words inter alia to the effect that “We have 

caught hold of Jafri”. The witness has positively 

named  Naran  Channelwala  (A-43),  Ramesh  Choti 

(absconding  accused),  Manish  Jain  (A-38)  and 

Krishna,  son  of  Champaben  (A-34)  as  being  the 

persons  who  dragged  away  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri.  The 

present witness has in fact positively identified 

accused No.34 being Krishna, son of Champaben in the 

Court also. The witness has deposed that thereafter, 

the witness and other four to five persons ran away 

and tried to hide in the toilet of residence of Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri  located  at  the  rear  portion  of  the 

bunglow. The witness claims that at that point of 

time, the wife of his nephew being one Sajedabanu 
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(missing) and her son Sadabkhan (missing) and also 

one unknown lady together with Yusufkhan being the 

son of the owner of Ankur Cycle Shop, all tried to 

hide in the toilet and locked the door from inside. 

According to the witness, three persons attacked the 

door with swords but they could not break open the 

door.  The  three  persons  are  positively  named  as 

Dinesh  Prabhudas  Sharma  (A-63),  Lala  Yogendrasing 

(A-2) and Lakhia (A-46) whom the witness claims to 

have identified and seen from the jaali on top of 

the  toilet.  It  is  the  testimony  of  this  witness 

which further states that these persons caught hold 

of an axe and using the same, could break open the 

door  of  the  said  toilet.  The  witness  PW-116 has 

deposed that at that point of time, he went away 

deep  inside  the  toilet  and  other  persons  were 

dragged away by the mob. Accused No.63, according to 

the witness, is claimed to have killed Sadabkhan, 

Yusufkhan whereas accused Nos.46 and 2 are said to 

have torn open the clothes of the ladies, raped them 

and thereafter killed them. The witness claims to 

have seen all these from the jaali of the toilet. 

The witness thereafter claims to have run inside a 

toilet  in  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  and 

claims to have locked the door from within and he 

remained there till about 5:00 PM when he heard loud 

explosions and realized that the Police has come 

over and on account of which he came out and he saw 

that a large force of Police personnel was present 

at that point of time. The witness claims that at 

that  point  of  time,  he  saw  the  dead  bodies  of 
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Sajedabanu and an unidentified lady, Yusufkhan as 

also the dead body of Sadabkhan. All the dead bodies 

were naked according to this witness. The witness 

further  testifies  that he  covered  the naked dead 

bodies  of the ladies and the witness has testified 

that all the persons were killed by sword blows. On 

coming  out  of  the  by-lane  of  the  Society,  the 

witness claims to have seen the dead bodies of other 

residents of Gulbarg Society of whom the witness has 

specifically mentioned the names of  Sahejadali and 

Anwarkhan as also Firdosbanu. 

44. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-17 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

Shri Kodekar points out that of the Police personnel 

present  at  that  point  of  time,  the  witness  has 

specified that he read the name of Mr.M.K.Tandon on 

the  identity  badge  of  the  Police  officer  and 

therefore,  requested  Shri  Tandon  to call  for the 

Fire Brigade to put out the flames in the house of 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri.  He  has  testified  that  at  this 

stage,  Shri  Tandon  answered  that  the  whole  of 

Ahmedabad  is burning  and therefore,  no such Fire 

Brigade  can  be  brought  over  and  the  witness  has 

testified  that  Shri  Tandon  further  said  to  the 

witness he should worry about himself and not worry 

about others.

!*P“ tIF\  5M,L;  VFJ[,L  T[DGF  V[S  VMOL;Z 

;FY[ D[ JFT SZ[, T[D6[ 5C[Z[, S50F 5Z 58L CTL T[DF V[DPS[P8\0G ,B[, 

CT]P  D[\  8\0G ;FC[A G[ H6FJ[, S[4 ;FC[A HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3ZDF\ VFU 
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RF,]  K[  TD[  A\AM  AM,FJL  VM,JJFGL  jIJ:YF  SZMP  tIFZ[  8\0G 

;FC[A[ V[D H6FJ[, S[4 VFB] VDNFJFN E0S A/[ K[P V[8,[ SM. OFIZ 

AL|U[0 S[ ,FI A\AM VFJX[ GCLP 5KL T[D6[ SC[, S[4 TD[ TDFZL RL\TF SZM 

ALHFG] KM0MP  ”

44. The witness has, according to Shri 

Kodekar, testified that all the surviving residents 

of Gulbarg Society were gathered and made to sit in 

Police vehicles with an intention to take them to 

safety. The witness has deposed that however, even 

at such point of time, there was continuous stone 

pelting and in fact the vehicle in which the witness 

was seated, also had its window shattered by the 

stone pelting. The witness claims to have stayed at 

the  place  of  incident  till  about  6:30  PM  and 

therefrom they were ferried to the Shahibaug Police 

Station in the Police vehicles. Shri Kodekar submits 

that  it  is  significant  that  the  witness  has 

testified  in  paragraph-18  (reproduced  verbatim 

herein below) on page-17 of his testimony inter alia 

to the effect that even at this stage, it was on 

account of the entreaties of Mr.Pathan to Mr.Tandon 

to order firing to prevent further stone pelting and 

killing  of  survivors  and  only  at  this  stage, 

according to the witness, the orders to fire were 

given. The witness has further testified that the 

survivors  were  first  taken  to  Shahibaug  Police 

Station,  kept  there  for  an  hour  or  so  and 

thereafter,  were  taken  to  refugee  shelter  at 
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Dariakhan Ghummat. 

!(P“ T[  5KL  ;M;FP  DF\  AWF  E[UF  YI[,FP  5M,L;  GL 

UF0LVM VFJ[,LP   T[DF\  VDG[  A[;F0[,FP   V[  JBT[  56 8M/]  B]A CT] 

VG[ UF0L VM 5Z 5yYZDFZM SZT] CT]P  C] H[ UF0LDF\ A[9M CTM T[GM 0=F.JZ 

UF0LDF\YL GLR[ pTZL UI[,P T[ UF0L GM VFU/ GM SFR 5yYZ JFUJFYL 

T]8L UI[, CTMP  VD[ tIF\ ;F\H GF K ;F0F K ;]WL ZMSFI[,F CTP  tIF\YL 

VDG[  XFCLAFU  5MP:8[P  ,.  UI[,FP   VD[  UF0LVMDF  A[9F  CTF 

tIFZ[ 5yYZDFZM YTM CTM tIFZ[ 59F6 ;FC[A[ 8\0G ;FC[A G[ V[D SC[, S[4 

;FC[A OFIZL\U GM VM0"Z VF5M GCL TM 8M/]  UF0L GF DF6;M G[  DFZL 

GFBX[ 5KL 5M,L;[ OFIZL\U SZ[,P  T[ 5KL UF0L VMGL A[ ;F.0[ 5M,L; 

RF,TL CTL VG[ VDFZL UF0L VM ACFZ SF-L XFCLAFU 5MP:8[P ,. UI[,P 

tIF\  VDG[  V[S  S,FS  A[;F0L  ZFB[,F  VG[  T[  5KL  VDG[  NZLIFBFG 

3]D8 ,. UI[,FP  tIF\ ZFCT KFJ6L CTLP “

44. It is pointed out that the witness has 

testified that he lost seven members of his family 

in the incident and his house suffered considerable 

damage. The witness has claimed that on 02/03/2002, 

the dead bodies of the victims of Gulbarg Society 

were brought over to the refugee camp for the final 

rites and the witness was asked to identify the dead 

bodies which he could not do so on account of ill 

health and he, therefore, sent his son Imtiyaz (PW-

106) to identify the dead bodies. The witness has 

deposed  that  PW-106 Imtiyaz  came  back  and  stated 

that the dead bodies could not be identified because 

of  deterioration  in  the  condition  of  the  dead 
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bodies.

45. The  witness  has  further  deposed, 

according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  in  paragraph-21 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of his testimony, 

as to how he gave statements at Dudheshwar Police 

Chowky  on  05/03/2002,  two  further  statements  on 

11/03/2002 and another statement on 09/05/2002. The 

witness  according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  has  testified 

that  after  three  to  four  months  therefrom,  the 

witness came to know that the statements were not 

recorded properly and in fact the names narrated by 

the witness were not mentioned in his statements and 

therefore,  the  witness  and  others  contacted  an 

Advocate  and  it  is  testified  that  Advocate 

Dawoodbhai  Desai  was  contacted  who  drafted  an 

affidavit  which  was  sworn  by  the  witness  and  an 

application  which  was  forwarded  to  the  Police 

Commissioner and a copy thereof was endorsed to the 

Meghaninagar Police Station.

Z!P“ TFP5q#q_Z  GF  ZMH  VDG[  N]W[xJZRMSL 

V[  HJFA  ,BFJJF  AM,FJ[,FP   tIF\  VD[  5M,L;  G[  HJFA  ,BFJ[,P 

T[ 5KL TFP !!q#q_Z GF ZMH D[\ A[ JBT HJFA ,BFJ[,P  T[ 5KL TFP )

q5q_Z GF ZMH D[\ HJFA ,BFJ[,P  DG[ +6RFZ DCLGF 5KL V[JL HF6 

YI[, S[4 D[ H[ HJFA ,BFJ[,F T[ AZFAZ CTF GCLP  D[\ H[ GFDM ,BFJ[,F 

T[GL HuIF V[ ALHF GFDM HJFADF\ CTFP  5KL VD[ E[UF Y. G[ NFpNEF. 

JSL, GL ;,FC ,LW[,P  T[D6[ VDG[ V[OL0[JL8 SZJF VG[ VZHL ,BL 

V[S  SDLxGZ  G[  VF5JF  VG[  V[S  D[3F6L  GUZ  5LPVF.P  G[  VF5JF 
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H6FJ[,P H[YL D[ GJDF DCLGF DF\ VZHL SZ[,P D[\  ;MU\WGFD] SZ[, T[GL 

TFZLB  DG[  IFN  GYLP   VF  AW]  VD[  NFpNEF.  JSL,  G[  VF5[, 

T[ T[D6[ DMS,L NLW[,FP “

46. The  witness  has  further  testified, 

according to Shri Kodekar, that number of NGOs had 

started visiting the refugee camp and had started 

advising the survivors and the survivors including 

the present witness realized that they would not 

secure justice and therefore, approached the Hon'ble 

Supreme  Court,  as  deposed  by  the  witness.  The 

witness also claimed to have given two statements to 

the Crime Branch wherein the fact of the witness 

being threatened was also disclosed. The witness, 

according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  corroborating  the 

testimony of PW-106, has testified that the Hon'ble 

Supreme Court ordered the appointment of a Special 

Investigation Team and the witness claims to have 

given a number of statements before such S.I.T. The 

witness also claims to have been interrogated at the 

office of the S.O.G. at Juhapura but no statement of 

the witness was recorded in the office of the S.O.G. 

The witness claims to have signed such statements, 

more particularly a statement which was computerized 

and  dated  25/11/2002.  It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Kodekar  that  the  witness  has  categorically  named 

seven members of his family who had lost their lives 

in  the  incident  and  such  names  are  contained  in 

paragraph-25 (reproduced verbatim herein below) of 

his deposition. The witness has also claimed that 
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the residence of the witness has been damaged to the 

tune  of  Rs.4,00,000/-  to  Rs.5,00,000/-  and  the 

entire  property  sustained  damages  which  could  be 

quantified at Rs.15 lakhs. 

Z5P“ DFZF S]8]\A GF DF6;MG] VF AGFJ DF\  DZ6 YI[, 

T[DGF GFD GLR[ D]HA K[P

!P DFZL AF B[Z]GLXF V[CDNBFG

ZP DM8FEF. VGJZBFG V[CDNBFG

#P DFZF 5tGL HMCZ]GLXF ;.NBFG

$P DFZF GFGF EF. GF 5tGL HDL,FAFG] Z;LNBFG

5P DFZM E+LHM VbTZBFG VGJZBFGP

&P DFZL E+LHF JC] ;FH[NFAFG] VbTZBFGP

*P T[GM 5]+ ;FNFABFG VbTZ BFGP

VF ;FT H6F G[ D[\ AGFJ 5KL VFHNLG ;]WL HMIF GYL S[ T[DGF 

JLX[ SF\. ;F\E/[, GYLP  DFZF DSFG G[ Z]P RFZ YL 5F\R ,FB G] G]S;FG 

YI[, K[P VG[ VFBF DSFG G] Y. V\NFH[ Z]P 5\NZ ,FB G] G]S;FG YI[, 

K[P”

47. Winding up  on the  testimony of  this 

witness, Shri Kodekar submits that this witness too 

has  deposed  in  a  fashion  which  is  natural,  his 

presence at the scene of incident was natural and 

his testimony largely corroborates the testimony of 

PW-106 and this witness also has neither exaggerated 

nor has given a colourful version of the incident. 

It is pointed out that the witness has come out as 

truthful  and  his  testimony  is  required  to  be 
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believed  and  it  is  submitted  that  even  this 

testimony  establishes  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the 

charges against the accused. It is submitted that 

the present witness also has in the course of his 

testimony,  established  that  the  ingredients  of 

Secs.143, 147, 149 read together with Sec.302 and 324 

of the Indian Penal Code are established as also the 

other relevant provisions of the Indian Penal Code 

which were established in the course of testimony of 

PW-106. It is submitted that the combined weight of 

these  two  testimonies  goes  to a  great  extent  in 

proving the charges against the concerned accused. 

48. The PW-116 has in the course of his 

further  testimony  on  page-69,  paragraph-85 

(reproduced  verbatim  herein  below),  positively 

identified, according to Shri Kodekar, accused No.65 

who was arraigned and brought on the record at a 

later stage and subsequent to the examination-in-

chief  of  the  said  witness.  It  is,  therefore, 

submitted by Shri Kodekar that such identification 

cannot be prejudicial to the defence and is required 

to be treated as a good identification and required 

to be treated as valid.

(5P“ C]\ SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L ZFH[X HL\UZG[ VM/BL ATFJ] 

K]P VFZM5LG[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF 5MTFG] GFD ZFH[X HL\UZ CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P”

49. Shri Kodekar now draws my attention to 

the  testimony  of  PW-283  being  one  Aslamkhan 

Anwarkhan Pathan whose testimony is on the record of 
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the  proceedings  at  Exh.981. It  is  submitted  that 

this witness is also an injured eye-witness and his 

testimony is also required to be read and narrated 

at  length  as  a  part  of  the  submissions  of  the 

Prosecution so as to enable the Prosecution to bring 

about the correct picture of the sequences of the 

incident that took place on the fateful day. 

50. This  witness,  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar has testified in his opening lines  inter 

alia to the effect that he was a resident of Bunglow 

No.18 of Gulbarg Society at the relevant point of 

time  and  that  he  was  residing  with  his  mother 

Jetunbibi,  father  Anwarkhan  and  grandmother 

Kherunnisa  as  also  his  uncle  Rashidkhan,  aunt 

Jamilaben,  brother  Akhtarkhan,  sister-in-law 

Sajedabanu and Sadabkhan being the son of Akhtarkhan 

and Sajedabanu. The witness has further testified 

that his wife's name was Sairabanu, son Ejaz and 

daughters  Suzane  and  Sophia,  all  of  whom  were 

residing together at the relevant time in Bunglow 

No.18 of Gulbarg Society. 

51. Shri Kodekar submits that the witness 

PW-283  has  fully  corroborated  and  supported  the 

testimonies  of  PWs  106  and  116 inasmuch  as,  the 

incident regarding Ankur Cycle Works and stabbing of 

Ayub is concerned. It is submitted that in para-3 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

this  witness  clearly testifies  that  the  owner  of 

said Ankur Cycle Stores Habibkhan and his sons Ayub 
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and Yusuf were present at the shop when at about 

10:30 AM on 28/02/2002, about seven or eight persons 

came on motorcycles and scooters and started having 

an altercation with the said Habibkhan and his sons. 

The witness has testified that one of the sons Yusuf 

was  slapped  and  he,  therefore,  ran  away  towards 

Gulbarg Society to take shelter whereas the other 

son Ayub was stabbed by five or six persons with a 

gupti on is back. The witness claims to have been 

standing  on  his  terrace  and  therefore,  claims  to 

have seen the entire incident from such position. 

#P“ TFPZ(qZq_Z  GF  ZMH  ;JFZ  GF  N;  ;F0FN; 

JFuIFGF ;]DFZ[ VDFZL ;M;FP GL ;FD[ V\S]Z ;FIS, :8M;" VFJ[,K[ T[GF 

DF,LS CALA EF. VG[ T[DGF NLSZF VI]A VG[ I];]O N]SFG[ CFHZ CTF 

tIFZ[  ;FT  YL  VF9  DF6;M  :S]8Z  VG[  AF.S  5Z  VFJLG[  T[  ,MSM 

;FY[ HLEFHM0L SZL CTL T[DF\YL V[S H6FV[ I];]O G[ ,FOM DFZTF I];]O 

NM0LG[ ;M;F\ VFJL UI[,P T[ 5KL T[GF EF. VI]A G[ VF 5F\R K H6F\ 

5{SL T[GF AZ0F GF EFU[ U]%TL GF 3F DFZ[,F CTFP  T[ ;DI[ C] DFZF 3ZGF 

WFAF 5Z CTM VG[ tIF\YL D[\ HMI[,P”

52. Reading the testimony of the witness, 

Shri Kodekar has submitted that the witness has in 

the  course  of  his  short  testimony,  inter  alia 

supported the versions supplied by PWs 106 and 116 

inasmuch as, the witness has given a clear sequence 

of events as to how the mob entered the Society and 

how his father was assaulted with a sword and how he 

i.e. the witness sustained injuries while attempting 

to  protect  his  father.  The  loss  suffered  by  the 
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witness in terms of death of his family members is 

also  described  in  detail  by  the  witness  in  his 

testimony, according to Shri Kodekar. My attention 

is  specifically  drawn  to  paragraph-6  (reproduced 

verbatim  herein  below)  of  the  testimony  of  the 

witness,  wherein  it  is  testified  by  the  witness 

inter alia to the effect that at about 1:30 PM a mob 

had gathered and had demolished the rear compound 

wall of the Society and had also broken open the 

lock  of  the  front  gate  of  the  Society. The  mob 

pelting  stones  towards  the  Society  and  pelting 

stones more particularly from Bunglow No.1 of the 

Society is also clearly testified by the witness in 

paragraph-6 of the deposition.

&P“ T[ 5KL HMT HMTFDF ;M;FP 5Z A[ AFH] YL 5yYZDFZM 

XZ] YI[,P  T[ 5KL A5MZGF V[S NM- JFuIFGF VZ;FDF\ 8M/FV[ 5FK/GM 

SM8 TM0JFG] XZ] SZ[,P H[YL VD[ HFOZL;FC[A G[ 8M/] SM8 TM0JFGL SMXLX 

SZL ZC[, K[ T[D HF6 SZ[,LP T[ 5KL 8M/FV[ ;M;FP GF VFU/GF V[S G\AZ 

GF U[8 G[ DFZ[, TF/] TM0L GF\B[,P  8M/] 5yYZDFZM SZT]\ CT] VG[ WFAF 

G\AZ V[S 5ZYL 56 5yYZDFZM RF,] CT]P”

53. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-7 

(reproduced verbatim herein below), Shri Kodekar has 

submitted that the witness has in the course of his 

deposition, narrated the disturbing events that took 

place at about between 2:00 PM and 2:30 PM when the 

mob entered into the Society from both sides and it 

is corroborated that the wife and children as also 

other  relatives  of  the  witness  were  inside  the 
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residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri.  The  witness  has 

clearly  testified  that  the  mob  was  armed  with 

weapons like swords, guptis and sticks. The father 

of the witness at that stage, was sitting on the 

'Otta' of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence when in terms 

of  the  testimony  of  the  witness  on  page-5, 

paragraph-7, the witness has clearly testified that 

Kailash Dhobi (A-1) gave a sword blow on the neck of 

his father and on receiving such blow, the father of 

the  witness  fell  down.  The  witness  has  further 

testified that at that stage, the witness and his 

brother  Akhtarkhan  had  attempted  to  shift  their 

injured  father  into  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri but at that point of time, somebody whom the 

witness  cannot  identify, gave  a  sword  blow  which 

inflicted  injuries  on  the  hand  of  the  present 

witness. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that the 

person  inflicting  such  injuries  is  testified  as 

being a part of the mob who was with Kailash Dhobi 

(A-1) at that point of time. The witness claims to 

have sustained injuries in the fingers of his left 

hand  and  claims  to  have  taken  shelter  in  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri at that point of time. 

*P“ T[ 5KL VFXZ[ A[YL V-L JFuIF GF ;]DFZ[ A\G[ AFH] 

YL  8M/]  ;M;FP  DF\  VFJL  UI[,P   T[  ;DI[  DFZF  5tGL  AF/SM 

JU[Z[ HFOZL;FC[A GF 3ZDF\ HTF ZC[, VG[ VD[ ACFZ pEF ZC[,P H[ 8M/]  

V\NZ VFjI] T[GL  5F;[ CYLIFZMDF\4 T,JFZ4 U]%TL4 ,FS0LVM JU[Z[ CT]\P 

T[ ;DI[ DFZF AF5]HL HFOZL;FC[A GF VM8,F 5F;[ A[9[,F CTFP T[ NZdIFG 

h5F  h5LDF\  DFZF  AF5]HL  G[  S{,FX  ,F,R\N  WMAL  V[  T[DGF  U/F  GF 
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EFU[ T,JFZGM 3F DFZTF DFZF AF5]HL 50L UI[,FP T[ 5KL C]\  VG[ DFZM 

EF.  VbTZBFG  VD[  VDFZF  AF5]HL  G[  DSFGDF\  V\NZ  B[\RJF  HTF\ 

T[ NZdIFG HFOZL;FC[A GF 3ZGF AFZ6F DF\YL SM. VHF^IF XbX[ DFZF 

CFY 5Z 3F SZ[,FP  T[ 8M/FGF DF6;M S{,FX WMAL ;FY[ CTFP DG[ DFZF 

0FAF CFYGL VF\U/L 5Z T,JFZGM VF 3F JFU[,P  T[ 5KL C]\  VG[ DFZM 

EF. HFOZL;FC[AGF  DSFGDF\  V\NZ  HTF\  ZC[,FP  T[  ;DI[  DG[  5FK/YL 

SM.V[ V\NZ B[\RL ,LW[,P”

54. It is pointed out that the witness has 

testified in paragraph-8 (reproduced verbatim herein 

below) of his testimony that the dead body of his 

father was set afire by the mob and the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri,  according  to this witness, was 

surrounded on all sides and the mob started pouring 

petrol, kerosene and some other inflammable liquid 

in the residence of Shri Jafri and set the residence 

on fire. The witness has testified that on account 

of the ensuing smoke and feeling of suffocation, the 

grandmother of the witness i.e. Kherunnisa (missing 

and presumed dead), brother Akhtarkhan (missing and 

presumed dead), aunt Jamilaben (missing and presumed 

dead),  sister-in-law  Sajedabanu  (missing  and 

presumed  dead)  and  nephew  Sadabkhan  (missing  and 

presumed dead), all rushed out of the residence and 

it is testified by this witness who claims to be an 

eye-witness,  that  he  saw  all  such  family members 

being hacked to pieces by the mob and after being 

brutally killed in such fashion, the dead bodies of 

such family members of the witness were thrown into 
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the garden of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence. 

(P“ 5KL VF 8M/FV[ HFOZL;FC[A GF 3Z VFU/ CTF T[DG[ 56  DFZF 

AF5]HL ;FY[ H DFZL SF5LG[ ;/UFJL NLW[,FP VG[ 8M/FV[  HFOZL;FC[A 

GF  DSFGDF\ RFZ[AFH] YL 5[8=M, S[ZM;LG VG[ SM. 5|JFCL KF\8L ;/UFJL 

NLW[,P  VFU  ,FUTF\  U\]U/FD6  YTF\  VDM4  DFZF  NFNL  B[~GLXF4 

DFZMEF.vVbTZBFG4 DFZF SFSLvHDL,FAFG]4 DFZFEFELv;FHLNFAFG]4 

DFZM E+LHMv ;FNFABFG GF AWF U]\U/FD6 GF ,LW[ ACFZ EFUJF HTF\ 

8M/FGF DF6;MV[ T[DG[ ACFZ DFZL SF5LG[ HFOZL;FC[A GF AULRFDF\ O[\SL 

NLW[,FP “

55. It is pointed out that the witness, in 

terms of his testimony in paragraph No.9 (reproduced 

verbatim herein below) claims to have taken shelter 

in the residence and more particularly a small room 

of the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and therefrom 

gone out to the first floor of the residence and had 

seen two accused Girish and Jayesh Parmar of whom 

said Girish  is  an  absconding  accused,  and  Jayesh 

Parmar is on the record as accused No.41, who, in 

terms of the testimony of this witness, such two 

persons were removing the ornaments from the dead 

bodies  of  his  sister-in-law  and  mother. The  dead 

body  of  his  mother  Jetunbibi  was  in  a  charred 

condition and at that point of time, according to 

the testimony of the witness, more particularly on 

page-7, paragraph-9, the son of the witness was able 

to  escape  from  the  scene  of  the  incident.  The 

witness has further testified that thereafter the 

witness, his wife and children went up on the first 
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floor of the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri whereat 

Shri Ehsan Jafri's wife, her sister and brother-in-

law as also two to three unidentified persons, also 

came up to the first floor portion of the residence 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri. The witness claims to have at 

that point of time seen a number of dead bodies in a 

charred and semi-charred condition from such portion 

of the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. 

)P“ T[  5KL  HFOZL;FC[A  GF  DSFGGF  GFGF  ~DDF\  H. 

5FK/GF AFZ6[ YL NFNZF JF8[ 5C[,F DF/[ HTF ZC[,FP  T[ ZLT[ VD[ NFNZF 

5Z YL HTF\ CTF tIFZ[ ULZLX VG[ HI[X 5ZDFZ4 V[ ,MSM DFZF EFELGF 

VG[  DFZF  AF  GF  XZLZ  5ZYL  NFULGF  SF-TF  CTFP  T[  ;DI[  DFZF  AF 

H[T]GALAL XZLZ[ NFhL UI[, CTFP T[ ;DI[ DFZM AFAM DFZF AF ;FY[ 5Z\T] 

T[GM  CFY  K]8L  HTF\  DFZM  AFAM  tIF\YL  GLS/L  UI[,P  T[  5KL 

VD[ HFOZL;FC[AGF DSFGDF\ p5ZGF DF/[ HTF\ ZC[, H[DF\ C]4 DFZF 5tGL4 

DFZF AF/SM CTFP HIF\ p5Z HFOZL;FC[A GF 5tGL VG[ T[DGF ;F/L TYF 

T[DGF ;F-] CFHZ CTF TNp5ZF\T ALHF A[ +6 VHF^IF DF6;M 5Z p5Z 

VFJL UI[,P “

56. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-11 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of  the  witness,  Shri  Kodekar  submits  that  the 

witness claims that at about 3:45 PM and 4:00 PM, 

the Police came over to the scene of the incident 

and firing took place as also teargas shells were 

released by the Police to disburse the mob which ran 

away and according to the witness at such point of 

time, the witness claims to have thereafter come 
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down  when  he  saw  the  dead  bodies  of  Yusuf, 

Sajedababu i.e. sister-in-law of the witness, nephew 

Sadabkhan  and  one  dead  body  of  an  unidentified 

female. Coming further out of the said property, the 

witness claims to have seen near a neem tree dead 

bodies of his aunt Jerunnisa and unidentified bodies 

of two to three other family victims. The witness 

has testified that when he came to his residence, he 

saw Mr.M.K.Tandon standing near his residence and 

the witness in terms of his testimony on page-8, 

paragraph-11, claims to have questioned Shri Tandon 

about the safety of the surviving residents of the 

Gulbarg Society, when he was assured according to 

the witness, by Shri Tandon that all of you would be 

saved and in the circumstances, all survivors who 

were hiding in the Gulbarg Society were told to come 

out and were attempted to be escorted to safety in 

Police vehicles which were brought over for such 

purpose.  The  Police  made  them  sit  in  the  Police 

vehicles and they were escorted to safety. 

!!P“ T[  5KL  ;F\HGF  5M6FRFZ  YL  RFZ 

JFuIFGF ;]DFZ[ 5M,L; tIF\ VFJL UI[, VG[ 5M,L;[ VFJLG[ OFIZL\U SZTF\ 

T[DH 8LIZU[; GF ;[, KM0TF\ 8M/] GF;L UI[,P  T[ 5KL VD[ GLR[ VFjIF 

tIFZ[ AULRFDF\  V\S]Z ;FIS,JF/M I];]O4 DFZF EFEL ;FHLNFAFG]4 DFZM 

E+LHM ;FNFA VG[ V[S VHF6L :+L GL ,FXM tIF\ 50[, CTL VG[ tIF\YL 

ACFZ VFJTF V[S ,LD0FGF hF0 GLR[  DFZF SFSL  H[CZ]GLXF VG[ ALHF 

A[ +6 VHF6L :+LVMGL ,FX 50L CTLP  tIF\YL VD[ VDFZF 3Z 5F;

[ VFjIF tIFZ[ tIF\ V[DPS[P8\0G ;FC[A DFZF 3Z   5F;[ pE[,F CTFP  5KL D[\ 
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T[DG[  VDFZF  AR[,FVMG]\  X]\  T[D  5]KTF\  TD[  ARL  HXM  T[D  H6FJ[,P 

VG[ DSFGMDF\ ;\TFI[,F AR[,FVM AWF ACFZ VFjIFP           V[8,[ 5M,L;[ 

VDG[ ,. HJF DF8[  UF0LVM AM,FJ[,LP  UF0LVM VFJTF\ VDG[ AR[,F 

TDFDG[ 5M,L;[ Z1F6 C[9/ UF0LVMDF\ A[;F0[,FP”

57. The witness according to Shri Kodekar, 

has  further  testified  in  paragraph-12 (reproduced 

verbatim herein below) inter alia to the effect that 

even  such  Police  vehicles  wherein  such  survivors 

were being taken to safety, were attacked by the mob 

and the Police had to resort to firing even at such 

point  of  time.  The  witness  claims  to  have  been 

firstly brought to the Shahibaug Police Station and 

therefrom  to  the  refugee  shelter  at  Dariakhan 

Ghummat.  The  witness  claims  that  his  mother 

Zebunbibi was with him in an unconscious and badly 

burnt condition. The witness claims that thereafter, 

the witness, his mother and four to five others were 

taken over to the V.S.Hospital for treatment of the 

injuries. The mother of the witness was admitted as 

an indoor patient and her statement was recorded by 

the Police officers but at that point of time, the 

condition of his mother was such that she could not 

speak or identify any person. The witness claims to 

have been given treatment at V.S.Hospital for his 

injured hand and thereafter, he claims to have come 

back to the refugee shelter.

!ZP“ T[ 5KL VDG[ ,. HTF\ CTF tIFZ[ VF UF0LVM 

5Z  5yYZDFZM  SZ[,P   H[YL  5M,L;[  OFIZL\U  SZ[,P   VG[  5KL 
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VDMG[  XFCLAFU  5MP:8[P  ,.  UI[,FP   tIF\YL  VDG[  NZLIFBFG 

3]D8ZFCTS[d5DF\ ,. HJFDF\ VFJ[,FP  VF ZFCT S[d5DF\ DFZL ;FY[ DFZF 

AFvH[T]GALAL VGJZBFG 59F64 NFhL  UI[,F  VG[  A[CMX CF,TDF\ 

CTFP   tIF\YL  C]\  DFZF  AF4 VG[  ALHF RFZ 5F\R H6F JLPV[;P CM:5LP 

DF\ ;FZJFZ DF8[ UI[,FP  tIF\ ;FZJFZ DF8[ DFZF AF G[ NFB, SIF" tIFZ[ tIF\  

5M,L;JF/FV[ VFJLG[ DFZM AF GM HJFA ,LW[,P T[ ;DI[ DFZF AF SM.G[ 

VM/BTF G CTF VG[ AM,L XS[ T[D G CTFP  DFZF CFY GL ;FZJFZ ,. 

5KL VD[  ;JFZ  GF +6 RFZ  JFuIF  GF  VZ;FDF\  ZFCTS[d5 5Z 5FKF 

OZ[,FP”

58. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-13 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

Shri Kodekar points out that this is significant and 

vital  inasmuch  as,  the  witness  has  positively 

identified Kailash Dhobi (A-1) and Jayesh Parmar (A-

41)  in  the  court  and  such  identification  is 

positive. According to Shri Kodekar, the witness is 

a  truthful  witness  inasmuch  as,  since  the 

absconding accused Girish was not available in the 

Court, he could not identify him. A third person 

being Bipin Ambalal Patel (A-60) is also positively 

identified by the witness in terms of his testimony 

in paragraph-13 on pages 9 and 10.

!#P“ C]\  S{,FX  WMAL4  ULZLX  VG[  HI[X  5ZDFZ 

G[  VM/BL  XS]P   C]\  SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5LVM  5{SL  VFZM5L  S{,FX WMAL 

G[  VM/BL  ATFJ]  K]P  VFZM5LG[  T[G]  GFD  5]KTF\  S{,FX  WMAL  CMJFG] 

H6FJ[  K[P   SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5LVMDF\  ULZLX  GYLP   C]\  SM8"DF\  CFHZ 
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VFZM5LVM  5{SL  HI[X 5ZDFZ  G[  VM/BL  ATFJ]  K]  VFZM5LG[  T[G]  GFD 

5]KTF\ HI[X 5ZDFZ CMJFG] GFD H6FJ[ K[P  D[\  T,JFZ JFUTF\ DG[ .HF 

YI[,L T[  T,JFZ DFZGFZ G[ RC[ZFYL VM/BL XS]P  C]\  SM8"DF\  CFHZ 5{SL 

RC[ZFYL H[GL T,JFZ YL DG[ .HF YI[, T[G[ GFDYL VM/BL ATFJ] K] T[G] 

GFD 5]KTF AL5LG V\AF,F, 58[, CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K[P   ALHF VHF^IF 

DF6;G[ VM/BL XSTM GYLP “

59. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-14 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

Shri Kodekar submits that the witness has positively 

stated that in this incident, he saw his grandmother 

Kherunnisa,  father  Anwarkhan,  aunt  Jamilabanu, 

Akhtarkhan  Anwarkhan,  sister-in-law  Sajedabanu  and 

nephew Sadabkhan as being killed in the carnage. The 

witness has further testified that the dead body of 

the father of the witness being one Anwarkhan was 

identified and given its final resting whereas the 

dead bodies of other persons stated above, are as 

yet not traceable. 

!$P“ VF  AGFJDF\  DFZF  NFNL  B[~GLXF4  DFZF 

AF5]HLvVGJZBFG  V[CDNBFG4  +6vDFZF  SFSLv  HDL,FAFG] 

Z;LNBFG4  RFZv DFZFEF.  VbTZBFG VGJZBFG4 5F\RvT[GF  5tGL 

;FHLNFAFG]4 DFZM E+LHMv;FNFABFG GF D]tI] GL5H[,FP  VF 5{SL DFZF 

l5TFHL VGJZBFG V[CDNBFG GL ,FX D/[,L VG[ AFSLGFVMGL ,FX 

D/[,L GCL S[ T[VMGL SM. EF/ VFHNLG ;]\WL D/[, GYLP”

60. According to Shri Kodekar, the witness 

claims that his first Police statement was recorded 

on 05/03/2002 and the second statement was recorded 
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on 11/03/2002 as also on 03/04/2002. He has further 

testified that no statement in Hindi was ever given 

by the witness on 17/03/2002 or ever at all. The 

witness claims to have been summoned by the S.I.T. 

at Juhapura SOG office and he was interrogated with 

regard to his statements and the witness claims that 

no such application dated 17/03/2002 was given by 

him. The statement dated 10/06/2002, according to 

the witness, was recorded by the Crime Branch and 

which  was  admitted.  It  is  submitted  that  this 

witness also should be believed, there is no reason 

to  discard  his  testimony  and  the  witness  has 

provided  full  corroboration  and  support  to  the 

testimonies  of  the  two  injured  eye-witnesses  and 

there is no reason to disbelieve this witness. It is 

pointed  out  that  the  injury  certificate  of  the 

present witness issued by the V.S.Hospital is on the 

record  of  proceedings  at  Exh.603  which  also 

corroborates  the  entire  version  of  the  witness, 

establishes  his  presence  and  his  having  suffered 

injuries at the time of incident. It is submitted 

that  the  witness  has  positively  identified  three 

perpetrators  of  the  incident  including  Accused 

Nos.1, 41 and 60 and therefore, this witness should 

be  believed  and  should  be  accepted  as  having 

successfully  corroborated  and  supported  the 

Prosecution case. 

61. Shri Kodekar draws my attention to the 

testimony  of  PW-284  being  one  Mohammad  Sharif 

Nasiruddin Shaikh whose deposition is on the record 
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of  the  proceedings  at  Exh.987.  The  witness, 

according to Shri Kodekar, was a resident of Bunglow 

No.17 of  the  Gulbarg  Society  at  the  time  of  the 

incident  and  was  residing  which  his  mother 

Ayeshaben, wife Nasrinbanu (killed in the incident), 

elder  daughter  Nilofer  (killed  in  the  incident), 

younger daughter Farha (killed in the incident), son 

Sahil at the relevant point of time. The witness 

claims to be carrying out repairs of TV and Fridge 

and electrical items from a shop named as “White 

House” and another shop opposite Patninagar Society 

in the name and style of “Diamond House Traders”. 

The shop known as “White House” was located at the 

Gulbarg Shopping Centre. 

62. Shri Kodekar has pointed out that the 

witness  cannot  be  exactly  construed  as  an  eye-

witness  with  regard  to  the  death  of  his  family 

members but was an eye-witness upto a relevant point 

of time in terms of his testimony. It is pointed out 

by Shri Kodekar that the witness has also lost a 

large number of members of his family including his 

wife and two daughters and he has neither distorted 

his version nor has exaggerated in any manner as 

would make him a witness whose testimony cannot be 

relied upon. It is submitted that the testimony is 

reliable and to a great extent corroborative to the 

versions of the other eye-witnesses. 

63. My  attention  is  pointed  out  to  the 

testimony of the witness in terms of paragraphs 3 
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and  4  (both  reproduced  verbatim  herein  below) 

wherein the witness has claimed about the wholesale 

damage being caused to the vehicles by the mob, a 

fact which is testified and corroborated by other 

witnesses.  My  attention  is  drawn  to  the  fact 

contained in paragraphs 3 and 4 of the testimony, 

when the presence of a Police party is testified to 

and the fact of the Police party attempting to put 

out the fire to the vehicles is testified to by the 

witness,  person  leading  such  Police  party  is 

identified by the witness who claims that the person 

identified was so identified by Shri Ehsan Jafri to 

be  the  Commissioner  of  Police.  The  witness  has 

further stated that he was told by Shri Ehsan Jafri 

that Police protection was promised. 

#P“ A\WGF NLJ;[ ;JFZGF N; YL ;F0FN; JFuIF 

GF  ;]DFZ[  ZM0  5Z  CMCF  YI[,P   H[YL  C]\  HMJF  DF8[  ZM0  5Z  UI[,P 

H[ VDFZL ;M;FP GF GFGF hF\5F 5F;[ JRDF\ HuIF K[ tIF\  C]\  pE[,MP  D[\  

HMI] TM tIF\ N; YL 5\NZ DF6;M DM8Z;FIS, 5Z VFJ[,FP  T[D6[ V[S 

ZL1FF B[\RL G[ AF/[,LP  T[ 5KL V[S :S]8Z B[\RL G[ ;/UFJ[,P  T[ ;DI[ tIF\  

5M,L; VFJL UI[,P 5M,L;[  8M/FG[  EUF0LG[  ;/UTF JFCGM G[  5F6L 

GFBL G[ A]hFJ[,FP 8M/] tIF\YL EFULG[ ZFDRgN= SM,MGL ;FD[ HT\] ZC[,P  H[ 

SM,MGL 586LGUZ ;M;FP GL ;FD[ VFJ[, K[P  T[ 8M/] tIF\ A;M YL V-

L;M DF6; G] YI[, CX[P

$P 8M/]  T[  HuIFV[  E[U]  YI]  tIFZ[  X[BFJT GL 

N]SFG ;FD[ 5M,L; pE[,L CTLP  8M/] JW[, VG[ D[\ N]SFG N]ZYL HMI] DFZL 
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0FIDg0CFp;  GFD[  VFJ[,  N]SFG  TM0T]  CT]P  DFZL  N]SFG  GM  AWM 

;Z;FDFG ZM0 5Z ,FJLG[  AF/L GFB[,P  T[  5KL V[S UF0LFDF\  5M,L; 

VFJ[,P  H[  SDLxGZ  CTFP   C]\  ;MF;PDF\  VFJL  UI[,P   HFOZL;FC[A 

G[ T[D6[ AM,FJ[,FP  T[DGL ;FY[ +6 RFZ DF6;M CTFP  HFOZL;FC[A 

tIF\ UI[,F VG[ 5KL ;M;FPDF\ 5FKF VFJ[,FP T[D6[ 5]KTF\ V[D H6FJ[, 

S[4 SDLP ;FC[A VCL\  VFJ[,F VG[ T[DG[ 5]KTF\ T[D6[ 5M,L; A\NMA:T 

DMS,X[ T[D H6FJ[,P T[D6[ V[D 56 H6FJ[, S[ TD[ SM. HFTGL OLSZ 

SZTF\ GCL 5|M8[SXG VD[ DMS,LV[ KLV[P”

64. Drawing my attention to paragraphs 5 

and 6 (both reproduced verbatim herein below) of the 

testimony  of  this  witness,  again  the  witness, 

according to Shri Kodekar, has testified with regard 

to the gathering of the mob near the Society and the 

destruction of shops and vehicles by the mob. The 

witness has more particularly in paragraph-5, page-

4,  clearly testified  that  there  were  some  Police 

personnel present when such destruction took place 

but no attempts were made by the Police to stop the 

destruction of the shops. The witness claims to have 

been advised by the Police to go inside the Society 

which the witness has testified that he did so and 

claims that thereafter the Society was pelted by 

stones by a huge mob from both sides i.e. front side 

and  rear  side.  In  terms  of  paragraph-6  of  the 

deposition,  the  witness  testifies  that  the  rear 

compound wall of the Society was being demolished by 

the mob and consequent thereto, the witness claims 

to have met Shri Ehsan Jafri when according to the 
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deposition of the witness in terms of paragraph-7 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of his testimony, 

the  witness  claims  that  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri 

specifically told him that he is attempting to call 

up  the  Police  and  others  but  no  satisfactory 

responses were being made and Shri Ehsan Jafri felt 

that all the events were pre-planned.

5P“ T[ 5KL 5M,L; HTL ZC[,P 5M,L; GF UIF AFN OZL 

YL ZM0 5Z CMCF RF,] YI[,P T[ 5KL C]\ OZL ACFZ UI[,P  tIFZ[ D[\ HMI[, TM 

tIF\ A[ YL V-L CHFZ DF6; G] 8M/] Y. UI[,P  VG[ 8M/FV[ N]SFGM GL 

TM0OM0 XZ]  SZ[, H[DF S;F. GL N]SFG4 A[SZL 4 ;FIS, GL N]SFGM DF\ 

TM0OM0 SZ[,P  tIFZ[  5M,L; tIF\  H pE[, CTL VG[ T[6[ 8M/FG[ ZMS[, 

GCLP  T[ 5KL 5M,L; VDFZL 5F;[ VFJ[, VG[ VDG[ AWFG[ V\NZ HTF\ 

ZC[JF H6FJ[,P VD[ ;M;FP GL V\NZ CTF VG[ ;M;FP GM NZJFHM V\NZ YL 

A\W SZL NLW[,P  T[ 5KL 8M/] ZM0 5Z JWT] UI[,P  5KL Z[,J[ GF 5F8F 

5ZYL 56 8M/FGF DF6;M VFJL UI[,FP  8M/FV[ 5C[,F 5yYZDFZM XZ] 

SZ[,P  VG[ VFU/ YL 56 5yYZDFZM XZ] Y. UI[,P  VF JBT[ ;M;FP\ DF 

GF;EFU Y. UI[,P  T[D\F ,F\AF ;DI ;]WL 5yYZDFZM RF,] ZC[,P  

&P T[  5KL  8M/FV[  ;M;FPGM  5FK/  GM  SM8 

TM0JFG] RF,] SZ[,P  8M/FV[ VFU/ GM hF\5M 56 TM0[, VG[ tIF\YL 56 

DF6;M V\NZ 3];JF ,FU[,FP T[ ;DI[ DFZF 3ZGF AWF HFOZL;FC[A GF 

3ZDF\ HTF ZC[,FP  

*P T[  ;DI[  DFZL  HFOZL;FC[A  ;FY[  D],FSFT 

YI[,P   T[D6[  DG[  V[D  SC[,  S[4  D[\  AWFG[  OMG  SZ[,F  K[P  5Z\T]  SM. 

HuIFV[YL DG[ ;\TMQF SFZS HJFA D/TM GYLP VG[ V[J] ,FU[ K[ S[4 VF 
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AW] %,FG YLYI[, K[P “

65. Referring  to  paragraph-8  (reproduced 

verbatim  herein  below)  of  the  testimony  of  the 

witness, Shri Kodekar submits that the witness saw 

the mob setting afire bunglows No.2 and 3 of the 

Society and claims to have seen the mob throwing 

petrol bombs and burning embers on the Society and 

claims that there were shouts from the mob that “we 

shall kill all”.

(P“ 8M/FV[  V\NZ  3];LG[  A[  VG[  +6 G\AZ  GF  DSFG 

G[  VFU RF\5[,LP   SM8  TM0[, VG[  tIF\YL  56 8M/]  V\NZ  3];L  UI[,P 

T[ 5KL T[D6[ 5[8=M, AMdA4 ;/UTF SFS0F GFBJFG] XZ] SZ[, VG[ DFZM 

SF5M GL A]DM 5F0TF CTF VG[ SC[TF CTF S[ AWFG[ DFZL GFBMP “

66. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-9 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of the witness, it is submitted that the witness 

claims that he ran towards bunglows No.18 and 19 of 

the Society and stood at an area between the two 

bunglows and he was accompanied at that point of 

time by his maternal uncle's son Imtiyaz i.e. PW-106 

when  he  saw  that  two  persons  were  firing  from 

weapons from the terrace of the building wherein the 

shop  “White  House”  of  the  present  witness  was 

situated. The witness has testified that he cannot 

identify such persons but has specifically stated 

that all this took place between 2:00 p.m. and 2:30 

p.m.  The  witness  in  terms  of  paragraph-10 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of his testimony, 

claims to have positively identified accused Girish 
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Sharma (absconding) and another accused being one 

Sonu  (A-21)  who  had  curly  hair.  The  witness  has 

positively identified A-21 in the Court. According 

to Shri Kodekar, the witness is a truthful witness 

inasmuch  as,  he  has  clearly  testified  that 

thereafter  he  jumped  the  compound  wall  of  the 

Society and made good his escape. The witness in 

terms  of  paragraph-11 (reproduced  verbatim  herein 

below) of his testimony, clearly admits that he has 

no  personal  knowledge  as  to  what  transpired 

thereafter and claims in terms of his testimony that 

the survivors of Gulbarg Society were given shelter 

at Dariakhan Ghummat refugee shelter which fact came 

to his knowledge at about 9:30 p.m. He has claimed 

to have gone to such refugee shelter where he saw 

his family members including his brother Imtiyaz, 

mother and son who had survived the incident where 

he was informed by his mother that his wife and two 

daughters were killed at the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri.  The  witness  also  claims  that  his  uncle 

Anwarkhan Pathan, maternal grandmother Kherunnisa, 

Akhtarkhan,  his  wife  Sajedabanu,  son  Sadabkhan, 

uncle Rashidkhan, wife Jamilabanu and another uncle 

Shahidkhan's wife were all killed in the incident.

)P“ T[ 5KL C]\  NM0LG[ V-FZ VG[ VMU6L; G\AZ 

GF  DSFG GL  JrR[  VFJ[,P   T[  ;DI[  DFZL  ;FY[  DFZF  DFDF  GM  NLSZM 

.dTLIFh CTMP  tIF\  jCF.8CFp; GF DSFG GF WFAF 5ZYL A[ DF6;M 

OFIZL\U SZTF\  CTFP H[  ;M;FP TZO OFIZL\U SZTF CTFP C]\  T[DG[ VM/BL 

XS[, GCLP   VF AW] A5MZ GF A[YL V-L JFuIF GF ;DI NZdIFG RF,[,P
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!_P D[\  8M/FDF\  ULZLX XDF"  G[  HMI[, T[GF CFYDF\  S[ZAM 

CTMP  ALHF V[S ;MG] 3]\3Z]JF/JF/FG[ HMI[, H[GF CFYDF\ T,JFZ CTLP 

8M/] T[ 5KL V\NZ JWL UI[,P H[YL C\] ;M;FP GM SM8 S]NLG[ ACFZ GLS/L 

UI[,P  C]\ tIF\YL Z[,J[ GF 5F8[ Y.G[ DL8Z U[H UI[,P  HIF\ C] ULZWZ NF; 

Sd5FP DF\ DFZF VM/BLTF G[ tIF\ UI[,P  

!!P T[ ;DI[ DFZF S]8]\A GF DF6;MG]\  X]\  YI[, T[ BAZ 

50[,  GCLP   DG[  ZF+[  GJ  N;  JFuIFGF  VZ;FDF\  BAZ  50[,L  S[4 

U],AU" ;M;FPDF\  ARL UI[,FVM G[  NZLIFBFG 3]D8 BFT[  ZFCT S[d5DF\ 

,FJ[,F K[P H[YL ALHF NLJ;[ ;JFZ GF 5F\R JFU[ C]\ Z[,J[ GF 5F8[ 5F8[ Y. 

G[  XFCLAFU 5CM\R[,  HIF\  NZLIFBFG  3]D8  ZFCT  S[d5DF\  UI[,P   tIF\ 

ZFCTS[d5DF\ DG[ DFZF DFDF GF KMSZF4 DFZF AF4 DFZM GFGM KMSZM T[ AWF 

ARL UI[,F T[ AWF D/[,FP  DFZF AF GF SC[JFYL D[\ HF6[, S[4 DFZF 5tGL 

VG[ DFZL A[ NLSZLVM v GL,MOZ VG[ OZCF HFOZL;FC[A GF DSFGDF\ DZ6 

UI[,F  K[P   DFZF  DFDF  VGJZBFG  V[CDNBFG  59F6  V[DG[  DFZL 

GFBJFDF\ VFJ[,FP  DFZF GFGL B[~GLXF T[DG[ 56 DFZL GFBJFDF\ VFJ[,P 

DFZF DFDFGM KMSZM GFD[ VbTZBFG4 T[DGF 3[ZYL ;FHLNFAFG]4 T[DGM 

GFGM AFAM4 VG[ DFZF ALHF DFDF Z;LNBFG GF 3Z[YL HDL,FAFG] DFZF 

+LHF DFDF ;.NBFG GF 3[Z YL G[ 56 B,F; SZJFDF\ VFJ[,P”

67. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of this witness, more particularly paragraphs-12 and 

13 (both  reproduced  verbatim  herein  below),  Shri 

Kodekar  submits  that  again  the  recording  of  the 

statement of the witness by the Police on 02/03/2002 

and  11/03/2002  is  clearly  narrated.  The  witness 

further claims to have identified the dead bodies of 
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three of his family members being his wife Nasreen 

and  two  daughters Nilofer and  Farhana  which  were 

then given their final rites. The witness in terms 

of  his  testimony  in  paragraph-14  (reproduced 

verbatim herein below), according  to Shri Kodekar, 

was interrogated and his statements were recorded on 

06/07/2008  and  13/09/2008  by  the  S.I.T.  It  is 

pointed  out  by  Shri  Kodekar  that  in  the 

circumstances, this witness is also required to be 

treated as a truthful and believable witness and he 

too has corroborated the other eye-witnesses to the 

incident. The witness, according to Shri Kodekar, 

has  identified  accused  No.21  and  in  the 

circumstances,  and  more  particularly  since  the 

witness has successfully withstood the test of cross 

examination,  there  is  no  reason  to  discard  the 

testimony of this witness, which further goes a long 

way in establishing the charges against the accused.

!ZP“ T[ 5KL C]\ tIF\ S[d5DF\ ZC[,P  S[d5DF\ TFPZq#q_Z GF 

ZMH 5M,L;[ DFZM HJFA ,LW[,P  TFP!!q#q_Z GF        ZMH         5M,L;[ 

VDG[ VDFZL DL,ST GF G]S;FG AFAT[ AM,FJ[,FP  VG[ VDG[ HuIF 5Z 

HMJF  ,. UI[,FP   VG[  T[  5KL  DFZ]  GLJ[NG ,LW[,P   DFZL  A[  N]SFGM 

VG[ DSFGM D/L V\NFH[ Z]P VMU6L;,FB G] G]S;FG YI[,P 5M,L;[ VF 

AFAT DFZM HJFA ,LW[,P  

!#P AGFJ  5KL  ALHL  S[  +LHL  TFZLB[  S,\NZL  D:HLN 

SA|:TFGDF\  AGFJDF\  DZ6 UI[,F 5\NZ H6FGL ,FXM ,FJ[,FP H[DF\  D[\ 

+6 H6GL  ,FX  H[  DFZF  S]8]\A  GF  ;eIM  CTF  T[DGL  ,FXM  VM/BL 
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ATFJ[,P T[DF DFZL 5tGL GFD[ G;ZLG TYF DFZL A[ NLSZLVM v GL,MOZ 

VG[ OZCFGL ,FXM D[\ VM/BL ATFJ[,P  ,FXM GL VM/B      AN, 5M,L;[ 

DFZ] GLJ[NG ,LW[,P

!$P BF; T5F; N/[ TFP &q*q_( VG[ TFP !#q)q_( GF 

ZMH V[D A[ JBT D/L DFZM HJFA ,LW[,P  5C[,M HJFA DFZL AF GF 

DZ6 V\U[ ,LW[,P  VG[ T[ V\U[ 5]K5ZK SZ[,LP VG[ ALHM HJFA T[DF\ 

V-FZ VG[ VMU6L; G\AZ 5Z OFIZL\U YI[, T[ AFAT BF;      T5F; 

N/[ 5]K5ZK SZ[,LP “

68. Shri Kodekar now draws my attention to 

the testimony of PW-177 being one Sairaben Salimbhai 

Sandhi  whose  testimony  is  on  the  record  of  the 

proceedings  at  Exh.711.  It  is  submitted  by  Shri 

Kodekar  that  the  witness  also  was  a  resident  of 

Gulbarg Society at the relevant point of time and 

has herself seen large parts of the incident that 

took place on the fateful day. It is pointed out 

that the witness has identified a large number of 

accused and has attributed specific overt acts to 

each of these accused. It is pointed out that the 

testimony  of  the  present  witness  is  natural, 

truthful and required to be accepted. It is further 

submitted  that  the  testimony  corroborates  the 

versions supplied by other eye-witnesses and thus 

strengthens the Prosecution case. It is submitted 

that the accused named by the witness in the course 

of her testimony, are positively identified in the 

Court also by such witness and this gives further 

credibility  and  support  to  the  Prosecution  case 
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inasmuch  as,  establishing  charges  against  the 

accused are concerned. It is pointed out by Shri 

Kodekar  that  in  the  opening  remarks  made  by  the 

witness in her testimony, she has established that 

she was residing together with her family in bunglow 

No.6 of the Gulbarg Society at the relevant point of 

time. It is pointed out that in these circumstances, 

her presence at Gulbarg Society on the fateful day 

i.e. on 28/02/2002 was therefore, natural and is not 

required to be discarded. It is pointed out that the 

witness has truthfully narrated only those aspects 

and  incidents  which  she  has  seen  and  number  of 

instances are testified to by the witness as being 

narrated  to  her  by  some  other  eye-witness  and 

therefore,  those  aspects  and  narratives  emerging 

from the testimony of this witness, are according to 

Shri Kodekar, and as is conceded by him, required to 

be treated as hearsay evidence. It is submitted that 

however,  even  such  hearsay  goes  a  long  way  in 

unfolding  of  the  sequence  of  events  and  gives 

indirect  corroboration  to  the  evidence  of  eye-

witnesses who have been examined. It is submitted 

that there could be however, limited corroboration 

to the  Prosecution  version  from  the  testimony of 

this witness. 

69. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar by 

drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-4  (reproduced 

verbatim  herein  below)  of  the  testimony  of  this 

witness, that she has narrated with regard to the 

Bandh and resultant after effects and the narrative 
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with regard to the attacks on Ankur Cycle Works and 

more particularly on Yusuf and Mohammad Hussain are 

admitted  to  be  hearsay  evidence  since  they  were 

narrated  to  her  by  her  son.  The  fact  and  the 

incident  of  the  mob  torching  the  vehicle  more 

particularly  the  autorickshaw  of  one  Gulam  Darji 

which was narrated to her by her son as also the 

fact of the Police arriving at the scene of incident 

and putting out the fire is narrated by the witness. 

The narration of the presence of the senior Police 

Officials  by  the  witness  is  admittedly  hearsay 

inasmuch as, the witness in paragraph-5 (reproduced 

verbatim herein below) has clearly admitted that it 

was her son that provided such information as to 

which Police Officer was present at the scene of 

incident. 

“$P TFP Z(qZq_Z GF ZMH A\WG] V[,FG CM. DFZF 5lT 

NLIZ JU[Z[ GMSZL W\WF 5Z UI[, GCLP  VG[ 3ZGF TDFD ;eIM 3ZDF\H 

CFHZ CTFP  T[ NLJ;[ ;JFZ GF ;F0FGJ N; JFuIFGF ;]DFZ[ C] VG[ DFZF 

N[ZF6L  VM  3ZGF  VM8,F  5Z  VFJ[,P  T[  N[ZF6LVM  hZLGFA[G 

VG[  D]DTFhA[G  CTLP   T[  ;DI[  N; ;F0FN; JFuIFGF  ;]DFZ[  VDFZL 

;M;FP  GL ;FD[  VFJ[, V\S]Z  ;FIS, JF/F CALAEF. GM NLSZM I];]O 

NM0TM NM0TM VDFZL ;M;FPDF\ VFJ[,P  H[YL D[\ DFZF NLSZF DCDN      C];

[G G[ 5]K[, S[4 I];]O S[D NM0TM VF56L ;M;FPDF\ VFJ[, K[P   tIFZ[ DCDN 

C];[G[  DG[  H6FJ[,  S[4  ACFZ  KMSZFVM  N]SFGM  A\W  SZFJJF  VFJ[, 

K[ T[D6[ I];]O VG[ VI]A 5Z C]D,M SZ[, K[P   ALH] T[6[ V[D 56 SC[, 

S[4 I];]O GF EF. VI]A G[ U]%TL YL 5L9 5Z SM. V[ +6 YL RFZ 3F 56 
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DFZ[,  K[P   H[YL  VI]A  HLJ  ARFJJF  T[GF  3Z  TZO  HTM  ZC[, 

K[ HIFZ[ I];]O VF56L ;M;FP DF VFJL UI[, K[P  DFZF NLSZF V[ V[D56 

H6FJ[, S[4 ACFZ U],FA NZHL GL ZL1FF 50[,L K[ T[ 56 VF KMSZFVM 

V[ ;/UFJL NLW[, K[ VG[ T[ 5KL 5M,L; VFJ[, K[P  5M,L;[ ZL1FF GL 

VFU VM,JL  GFBL  K[  VG[  T[  5KL  5M,L; HTL  ZC[,  K[P   T[  5KL  C] 

VG[ DFZF N[ZF6L VM 3ZDF\  HTF ZC[,F VG[ DFZF 5lT VG[  DFZM NLSZM 

;M;FP GF hF\5[ UI[,FP  

5P tIFZAFN  YM0LJFZ[  DFZM  NLSZM  5FKM  3Z[  VFJ[, 

VG[  H6FJ[,  S[4  ACFZ  ZM0  5Z  5MPSDLP  5LP;LP5Fg0[  ;FC[A 

VG[  D[3F6LGUZ  5LPVF.P  S[PHLPV[Z0F  ;FC[A  VFJ[,FP   ALH] 

T[6[ H6FJ[, S[4 T[DGL ;FY[ ;M;FP GF HFOZL ;FC[A VG[ ALHF A[ +6 

DF6;M JFTRLT SZJF UI[,FP  HFOZL ;FC[A[ T[DGL 5F;[ JWFZ[ 5M,L; 

A\NMA:TGL DFU6L SZ[,L VG[ 5Fg0[ ;FC[A[ A\NMA:T VF5JFGL BFTZL 

VF5[,L VG[ RL\TF GCL SZJF H6FJ[,P”

70. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

the role of the present witness assumed significance 

and importance from a reading of her testimony more 

particularly paragraph-6 (reproduced verbatim herein 

below)  thereof  onwards  inasmuch  as,  the  witness 

claims  to  be  an  eye-witness  who  along  with  her 

sister-in-law,  went  over  to  the  small  gate  of 

Gulbarg  Society  where  she  saw  a  huge  mob  having 

gathered and which mob was engaged in damaging and 

destroying and torching the vehicles dragged outside 

and also damaging and looting the shops nearby. The 
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witness claims to have ran back to her residence and 

stood near the 'Otta' thereafter. 

&P“ tIFZAFN YM0LJFZ[  ;M;FP GL ACFZ YL A]DFA]D GF 

B]A VJFHM VFJJF ,FU[,FP  H[YL C\] VG[ DFZL N[ZF6LVM ;FM;FP GF GFGF 

hF\5F 5F;[ HMJF DF8[ UI[,FP  tIF\YL VD[ HMI] TM ACFZ ZM0 5Z AC] DM8] 

8M/]  E[U]  Y. UI[,  CT]P   VF  8M/]  ACFZ  JFCGM G[  VFU ,UF0T]  CT] 

VG[ N]SFGM DF\  TM0OM0 VG[ C]8OF8 SZT] CT] H[YL VD[ UEZF. G[ 5FKF 

VDFZF DSFG GF VM8,F 5Z VFJL UI[,P “

71. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-7 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) on page-6, Shri 

Kodekar  submits  that  the  present  witness  has 

identified one Meghsing Chaudhary (A-58), wherefrom 

whose  terrace the said  accused together  with one 

Jagrupsing Rajput were signalling to the crowd to 

get  into  the  compound  of  Gulbarg  Society.  The 

witness  claims  to know  both  –  accused  No.58  and 

Jagrupsing  Rajput  inasmuch  as,  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar,  she  has  positively  stated  that  accused 

No.58 was an Advocate whereas Jagrupsing Rajput was 

a former Mayor and both, according to the witness, 

could be identified by her. In fact in terms of 

paragraph-7  of  her  testimony,  the  accused  No.58 

Meghsing is identified  by the witness positively in 

the Court. 

*P“ VD[ VM8,F 5Z YL HMI] TM ;M;FP GL ;FD[ D[3;L\U 

RF{WZL  GL  VMOL;  VFJ[,L  K[  T[GF  WFAF  5Z  D[3;L\U  RF{WZL 

VG[ HUZ]5;L\C ZFH5]T pEF CTF H[VM CFYGF .XFZF J0[ 8M/FG[ ;M;FP 
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DF\  3];L  HJF  DF8[  pxS[Z6L  SZTF  CTFP   D[3;L\C  RF{WZL  JSL,  K[P 

HU~5;L\C ZFH5}T E}T5}J" D[IZ CTFP C]\  VF A\G[ H6F G[ VM/BL XS]P 

SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL VFZM5L D[3;L\U W]5;L\U RF{WZL G[ VM/BL 

ATFJ]  K]  VFZM5L  G[  T[G]  GFD 5]KTF  D[3;L\C  CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K[P    T[ 

;DI[  VFH]AFH]  GL  RF,LVMDF\YL  36F  D]:,LD  5ZLJFZM  ARJF 

DF8[ VDFZL ;M;FPDF\ VFJL UI[,P”

72. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-8 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of  this  witness,  Shri  Kodekar  submits  that  the 

witness claims to have seen the mob indulging in 

stone pelting upon Gulburg Society as also throwing 

burning  rags  upon  the  property.  The  witness, 

according to the testimony emerging from paragraph-

8,  has  clearly  stated  that  thereafter,  the  mob 

attempted  to  enter  into  the  Society  and  in  the 

event, the residents of the Society started pelting 

stones at the mob.

“(P T[  5KL  VF  8M/F  V[  VDFZL  ;M;FP  5Z  5yYZDFZM 

SZJF ,FU[,F T[DH ;/UTF SFS0F O[\SJF ,FU[,FP  VDFZL ;M;FP GM DM8M 

hF\5M T[ JBT[ A\W CTM VG[ GFGM hF\5M 5yYZDFZM YIM T[ ;DI[ A\W SZL 

NLW[,P  T[ 5KL 8M/] ;M;FP DF\ 3];JF 5|ItG SZJF ,FU[,P  H[YL ;M;FP GF 

DF6;M  UEZF.  UI[,F  VG[  8M/F  V[  O[\S[,F  5yYZM  ;FD[  O[\SL  ;FDGM 

SZJF ,FU[,P”

73. The damage caused to the properties of 

the residences and bunglows located within Gulbarg 

Society  is  explicitly  stated  in  paragraph-9 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony. 
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It is pointed out that the burning rags resulted in 

the property located next to the property of the 

witness,  catching  fire  inasmuch  as,  the  material 

stored on the terrace caught fire in such fashion. A 

scooter belonging to one Mr.Bhatia who was residing 

in  bunglow  No.8,  as  also  the  bike  of  his  son, 

catching  fire,  are  narrated  by  the  witness.  The 

terrace of a neighbour Ayubbhai residing in bunglow 

No.5 catching fire is also narrated by the witness. 

The witness has further testified that thereafter, 

even from the railway line side, the mob started 

pelting stones as also throwing burning rags and 

bottles into the Society. The witness has testified 

that  at  that  point  of  time,  the  Society  was 

surrounded on all sides by the mob and that there 

was no Police protection at that point of time. The 

witness claims to have at that point of time, seen 

plumes of smoke and having heard the sound of gun 

shots from the Society. The fact of the same being 

gun  shot  sounds,  is  according  to  the  witness, 

narrated to her by one Salim, son of Abubakkar who 

were residents of the Society. The said Salim is 

claimed to have narrated to the witness that at that 

stage, the Police appeared to have arrived at the 

scene of incident and had thrown teargas shells and 

had fired from their weapons towards the Society but 

had made no attempts to disperse the mob. 

)P“ Z[,J[ TZO YL 8M/F V[ ;/UTF SFS0F O[\SIF T[GFYL 

VDFZL  AFH]  GF  DSFGGF  WFAF  5Z  50[,  ;Z;FDFGDF\  VFU  ,FUJF 

,FU[,P VF SFS0F YL DSFG G\AZ VF9 DF ZC[TF EF8LIF ;FC[A GF :S]8Z 
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TYF T[DGF NLSZF GF AF.SG[ 56 VFU ,FU[,LP ;FDFG DF\ VFU ,FUL 

T[  VDFZF 50MXL VI]AEF. SM9LJF/FG] DSFG G\AZ 5F\R K[P  T[  5KL 

Z[,J[  ,F.G  TZO  VFJ[,  SM8  5FK/ YL  8M/F  V[  5yYZDFZM  ;/UTF 

SFS0F VG[ AF8,LVM O[S\JFG] XZ] SZ[,P  VF JBT[ VD[ RFZ[ AFH]YL 3[ZF. 

UI[, CTF VG[ 5M,L; GL S[ VgI SM. DNN VFJ[, GCLP  VF 5yYZDFZM 

RF,TM CTM T[ NZdIFG ;M;FP DF\  W]DF0M HMI[, VG[ OFIZL\UGM VJFH 

56 D[\  ;F\E/[,P   VF  OFIZL\UG]  VDFZL  ;M;FP  DF  ZC[TF  VA]ASZ GF 

NLSZF ;,LD[ DG[ H6FJ[,P  T[6[ V[D H6FJ[, S[4 ACFZ 5M,L; VFJ[,L 

T[6[ ;M;FP GL TZO 8LIZ U[; GF ;[, KM0[, VG[ OFIZL\U SZ[, 56 8M/F 

G[ EUF0JF SM. 5|ItG SZ[, GYLP”

74. Drawing my attention to paragraphs-10 

and 11 (both reproduced verbatim herein below) of 

the testimony, Shri Kodekar has submitted that the 

narrative relates to an incident personally seen by 

the witness and which clearly establishes that the 

witness also was injured in the stone pelting that 

was taking place at that point of time. My attention 

is drawn to the fact that the witness has clearly 

testified that the bunglow No.1 of the said Society 

was owned by one Dayaram Jinger upon whose terrace 

the mob had climbed and had started pelting stones 

therefrom.  The  witness  has  positively  identified 

Rajesh Jinger (A-65), Gabbar (A-14) and Ambesh (A-

32) as being amongst the mob which was indulging in 

such stone pelting. The Kodekar points out that the 

present witness has positively identified Gabbar (A-

14) and Ambesh (A-32) in the Court in the course of 
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her  testimony,  as  emerging  from  paragraph-10 

thereof.  The  witness  has  further  narrated  in 

paragraph-11 with regard to Irfan sustaining serious 

injuries  on  the  chest  on  account  of  such  stone 

pelting and having collapsed and being brought over 

to  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  by  other 

residents of the Society. The witness claims that at 

that point of time, she was injured on the ankle of 

her  right  leg  by  a  stone  that  was  pelted,  her 

husband sustained injuries on his hands and legs and 

sustained a fracture in his leg on account of the 

stone throwing. Her son Mohammad Hussain sustained 

an injury on his shoulder, brother-in-law Jehangir 

sustained  injury  on  his  head  and  was  rendered 

unconscious.  It  is  further  testified  that 

unconscious Jehangir was taken into his residence by 

the witness, the wife of Jehangir and the sister-in-

law of the present witness, but apprehending that 

the  mob  would  prevent  them  from  reaching  the 

residence,  the  injured  was  taken  over  to  the 

residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  where  water  was 

sprinkled  on  him  and  such  Jehangir  regained 

consciousness, according to the witness. The witness 

has  clearly testified  that  when  she  was  standing 

near Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence, she saw that the 

mob had broken the front gate of the Society and by 

exploding a gas cylinder, the mob gained access to 

the Society from such entrance. It is pointed out 

that  on  page-10 of  the  testimony,  it  is  clearly 

specified  that  the  mob  was  armed  with  swords, 

guptis,  pipes,  tridents,  sticks  as  also  cans  of 
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petrol  and  kerosene.  It  is  pointed  out  that  of 

significance and importance is the fact that the 

witness has identified Kailash Dhobi (A-1), Ramesh 

Pandey (absconding accused), Naran Channelwala (A-

43), Manish Jain (A-38), Manish Splendour (not an 

accused herein), Jayesh (A-41) and Chirag Shah (A-

36) as being members of the mob at that point of 

time. The witness has justified identifying Kailash 

Dhobi  (A-1)  on  account  of  the  fact  that  he  was 

running  a  laundry.  The  absconding  accused  Ramesh 

Pandey is attributed to be dealing with in imitation 

bangles and earrings, Manish, Jayesh and Chirag were 

studying together with her son and therefore, could 

be identified by this witness. Manish Jain (A-38) is 

claimed to be having a Kirana Store near Gulbarg 

Society and therefore, is identified by the witness. 

The  witness,  according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  has 

positively  identified  Jayesh  (A-41)  in  the  Court 

whereas the witness has wrongly identified accused 

Chirag Shah (A-36).

!_P“ ;M;FP GF DSFG G\AZ V[S NIFZFD HL\UZ G] VFJ[, 

K[P   tIF\  8M/FGF  DF6;M  WFAF  5Z  R0L  UI[,FP   tIF\  WFAF  5Z  YL 

8M/FV[ ;M;FPDF\ 5yYZDFZM XZ] SZ[,P  D[\ T[ 8M/FDF\ ZFH[X HL\HZ4 UaAZ 

VG[  V\A[X  G[  VM/B[,FP   VF  ,MSM  8M/FG[  ;M;FP  DF\  3];L 

HJFDF8[  pxS[Z6L SZTF CTFP C]  VF +6 H6 G[  VM/BL XS]P   ZFH[X 

HL\HZ 5M,L; GL GMSZL SZTM CTMP  SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5LVM 5{SL VFZM5L 

UaAZ G[  VM/BL ATFJ]  K]  VFZM5L  G[  T[G]  GFD 5]KTF  UaAZ CMJFG] 

H6FJ[  K[P  SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5L  VM  5{SL  VFZM5L  V\A[X G[  C]  VM/BL 
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ATFJ] K]P VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF\ V\A[X CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P

!!P DSFG G\AZ V[S 5ZYL YTF 5yYZDFZF YL VDFZL ;M;FP GF 

U],hFZEF. GF NLSZF .ZOFG G[ KFTLDF\ 5YYZ JFU[, H[YL tIF\H -/L 

50[, T[G[  VDFZL ;M;FP GF ALHF KMSZFVM pRSL G[  HFOZL ;FC[A GF 

DSFG 5F;[ ,. UI[,P T[  JBT[ DFZF HD6F 5UGF 3]\86 5Z DG[ 56 

5yYZ GL .HF YI[,P  DFZF 5lT G[ CFY GF TYF 5UGF EFU[ 5yYZJFUTF 

5UDF\ O|[SRZ YI[,P DFZF NLSZF DCDN C];[G G[ BEF 5Z V[S .\8 JFU[,P 

DFZF  NLIZ  HCF\ULZ  EF.  G[  DFYFDF\  V[S  5yYZ  JFUTF  T[  A[CMX  Y. 

G[  GLR[  -/L 50[,FP  HCF\ULZEF. G[  C]\  TYF T[DGF 5tGL DFZF N[ZF6L 

V[  E[UF  Y. p\RSL  G[  O,[8  TZO  HJF  ,FU[,FP  5Z\T]  8M]/]  VCL\  VFJL 

HX[ T[JL ALS ,FUTF VD[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3Z 5F;[ ,. UI[,FP  tIF\ ,. 

H. T[DGF DM\ 5Z 5F6L KF\8TF T[VM CMXDF\ VFJL UI[,FP”

75. However, Shri Kodekar has pointed out 

that the witness in the course of her testimony on 

page-11,  paragraph-12  (reproduced  verbatim  herein 

below), has positively identified Kailash Dhobi (A-

1), Naran Channelwala (A-43) and Manish Prabhudas 

Jain  (A-38)  and  has  conceded  that  she  cannot 

identify any other accused.

!ZP“ C]\ HFOZL ;FC[AGF 3Z VFU/ CTL tIFZ[ 8M/F V[ ;M;FP GFM 

VFU/ GM hF\5M VG[ NLJF, U[; GF AF8,F GM lJ:OM8 SZL 8M/] ;M;FP DF\ 

3];L VFJ[,P  8M/F 5F;[ T,JFZM4 U]%TLVM4 5F.5M4    l+X]/4 ,FS0L VM 

TYF 5[8=M, S[ZM;LG GF S[ZAFVM CTFP  VF 8M/FDF\ D[\ S{,FX WMAL4 ZD[X 

5Fg0[4  GFZ6  R[G,JF/M4  DGLQF  5|E]NF;  H{G4  DGLQF  :5[<Fg0Z 
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VG[ HI[X VG[ RLZFU XFC G[ VM/B[,FP  S{,FXWMAL GL WMAL GL N]SFG 

K[ T[YL VM/B] K]P  ZD[X 5Fg0[GM BM8L A\U0L VM VG[ V[ZL\U GM U<,M 

CTMP  DGLQF :%,[g0Z HI[X VG[ RLZFU DFZF NLSZF ;FY[ E6TF CTF T[YL 

VM/B] K]P  DGLQF 5|E]NF; H{G G[ VDFZL ;M;FP GL AFH]DF\ SLZF6F GL 

N]SFG K[  H[YL VM/B]  K]P   SM8"DF\  CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL VFZM5L HI[X 

G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTFHI[X  T[ CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P 

SM8"DF\  CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL VFZM5L RLZFU XFC  G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] 

VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF GZ[X A\;L,F, 5|HF5lT  T[ CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P 

SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL VFZM5L GFZ6 R[G,JF/F TYF S{,FX WMAL 

TYF DGLQF  5|E]NF;  G[  VM/BL ATFJ]  K]  VFZM5L G[  T[G]  GFD 5]KTF 

GFZ6 R[G,JF/M TYF DGLQF 5|E]NF; H{G TYF S{,FX WMAL  T[ CMJFG] 

H6FJ[ K[P   AFSLGF G[ VM/BL XSTL GYLP”

76. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-13 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

Shri Kodekar submits that the witness has clearly 

specified that she was standing near the residence 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri when at about 2:30 p.m., a loud 

explosion  was  heard  from  the  rear  side  of  the 

Society also and according to the witness, the mob 

broke open the rear compound wall and entered into 

the Society in such fashion. The mob, according to 

the witness, was armed with swords, guptis, pipes, 

sticks and tridents and the mob indulged in stone 

throwing and throwing of burning rags at the Society 

and  indulged  in  damaging  and  destruction  of  the 

houses located at the rear of the Society, as also 
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after looting such properties, these properties were 

set  afire.  The  mob  thereafter,  according  to  the 

witness, started damaging and looting and setting 

afire the properties located at the front of the 

Society also and also started destroying and setting 

afire the vehicles dragged outside the Society. The 

witness claims to have seen the motorcycle of her 

son and an autorickshaw belonging to her brother-in-

law being destroyed and set on fire by the mob. The 

brother-in-law is claimed to have run towards his 

residence but was prevented from doing so by the 

husband  of  the  present  witness  and  all  of  them 

claimed to have entered into the residence of Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri  to  take  shelter. The  husband  of  the 

present witness is attributed to have gone away to 

bunglow No.16 at that point of time.

!#P“ VD[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3Z 5F;[ pEF CTF tIFZ[ A5MZ 

GF  A[  V-L  JFU[  5FK/  YL  56  lJ:OM8GM  VJFH  VFJ[,P 

T[  JBT[  VD[  HFOZL  ;FC[A GF DSFG 5F;[  pEF CTFP  DFZL  ;FY[  DFZF 

5lT ;,LDEF. VG[ DFZF NLIZ HCF\ULZEF. TYD DFZM NLSZM     DCDN 

C];[G CTMP  5FK/ GL NLJF, TM0LG[ 56 T[ 5KL 8M/] V\NZ 3];L UI[,P 

8M/F 5F;[  T,JFZM4  U]%TL4  ,FS0LVM4 l+X]/M VG[  5F.5M  CTFP   VF 

8M/F  V[  VDFZL  ;M;FPDF\  5yYZDFZM  SZ[,P  ;/UTF  SFS0F  O[S[, 

VG[ 5FK/ GL AFH] VFJ[,F DSFGM TM0OM0 SZL ,]8OF8 SZL ;/UFJ[,FP 

VF 8M/F V[  ;M;FP GF VFU/ GL AFH]GF EFU[  VFJ[, DSFGM DF\  56 

TM0OM0 SZL ,]8OF8 SZL DSFGM G[ VFU ,UF0JFG] RF,] SZ[,P VF\U6F\DF\ 

JFCGM 50[,F T[G[ VFU ,UF0JFG] RF,] SZ[,P VF 8M/F V[ DFZF NLSZF GL 
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AF.S VG[ DFZF NLIZ GL ZL1FF 56 HJ,GXL, 5|JFCL GFBL ;/UFJL 

NLW[,P   H[YL DFZF NLIZ NM0TF NM0TF DFZF 3Z TZO UI[,F 5Z\T] DFZF 

5lT  T[DGL  5FK/ H. T[DG[  ,. G[  HFOZL  ;FC[A  GF  DSFGDF\  VFJL 

UI[,FP  5KL DFZF 5lT DSFG G\AZ ;M/DF\ HTF ZC[,FP  H[ DSFG BFG 

;FC[A G] K[P”

77. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-14 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

Shri  Kodekar  points  out  that  the  witness,  her 

sister-in-law Zarina, Mumtaz, her son Mohammad and 

her brother-in-law Jehangir and nephew Ashraf, all 

in terms of the testimony of the present witness, 

took  shelter  in  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's  bunglow.  The 

witness claims that when she entered the bunglow, 

she  saw  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  on  the  phone  and  the 

witness  claims  that  Shri  Jafri  phoned  number  of 

Police officers, politicians in the shape of Shri 

Amarsinh  Chaudhary,  Shri  Adwani,  Shri  Badruddin 

Shaikh and Shri Narendra Modi. The witness claims to 

have stood next to Shri Ehsan Jafri at that point of 

time. The witness has testified that at that point 

of time, the mob threw burning rags in the residence 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri and the residence also caught 

fire.

!$P“ C]\ DFZF A\G[ N[ZF6L GFD[ hZLGFA[G VG[ D]DTFh DFZM 

NLSZM DCDN DFZF NLIZ HCF\ULZEF. VG[ DFZM E+LHM VXZO VD[ AWF\ 

ARJF HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3ZDF\  HTF ZC[,P  VD[ 3ZDF\  UIF tIFZ[  HFOZL 

;FC[A CTF VG[ T[VM OMG SZTF CTFP  T[D6[ S[8,FS 5M,L; VMOL;ZL 
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G[ OMG SZ[,FP T[D6[ VDZ;L\C RF{WZL4 V0JF6L G[ VG[ AN~NNLG X[B 

VG[ GZ[gN=DMNL G[ 56 OMG SZ[,P T[ ;DI[ C] T[DGL 5F;[ H pE[,L CTLP 

tIFZ AFN 8M/F V[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF DSFG 5Z ;/UTF SFS0F O[\STF T[DGF 

3ZDF\ VFU ,FU[,LP”

77. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of  the  witness,  more  particularly  paragraph-15 

(reproduced verbatim herein below), on page-13, it 

is submitted that the witness claims to have seen 

one Anwarbhai sitting on the 'Otta' of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri's residence. The witness further claims that 

said Anwarbhai was a cripple and was attacked with a 

sword by accused No.1 Kailash Dhobi, who inflicted 

blow with a sword. The witness has testified that at 

that point of time, the son of said Anwarbhai being 

one Aslam, tried to save his father by intervening, 

but the said Aslam sustained injuries on his fingers 

by a sword blow given by accused No.1. The witness 

claims to have seen the mob dragging away Anwarbhai 

and killing him by giving him number of blows with 

swords and other weapons. The witness claims that on 

account  of  suffocation  due  to  fire  within  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, a number of women 

came out, of whom the witness has stated that one 

Zebunben,  Mehmudaben  being  the  daughter-in-law  of 

said Zebunben and two sisters-in-law of the present 

witness being one Mumtaz and Zarina ran outside, all 

of whom were attacked by the mob with swords and 

other weapons and were killed thereat by the mob. 

!5P“ tIFZAFN  HFOZL  ;FC[A  GF  3Z   5F;[  VM8,F  5Z 
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VGJZEF. A[9[,F CTFP  H[ V5\U CTFP  T[DGL 5Z 8M/F GF S{,FX WMAL 

V[ T,JFZYL 3F SZ[,P   H[YL T[DGM NLSZM V;,D ARFJJF HTF T[GF 

CFY 5Z 56 T,JFZ DFZ[,LP  H[YL V;,D G[ CFY GL VF\U/L VM 5Z 

.HFVM YI[,P   8M/FGF  DF6;M V[  VGJZEF. G[  B[\RL  G[  T[DGL  5Z 

T,JFZM VG[ CYLIFZM GF 3F SZL G[ T[DG[ DFZL GFB[,FP  HFOZL ;FC[A GF 

DSFGDF\ VFU ,FUTF W]DF0M YI[, VG[ B]A U\U/FD6 YTF tIF ALHL :

+L VM CTL4 T[DF\ h[A]GA[G T[DGF NLSZF GL JC] DC[D]NFA[G4 TYF DFZL A[ 

N[ZF6L  VM  GFD[  D]DTFh  VG[  hZLGF  NM0L  G[  ACFZ      GLS/[,FP 

T[DG[ 56 8M/F GF DF6;M V[ 5S0L B[\RL T,JFZM TYF ALHF CYLIFZM 

GF 3F DFZL DFZL GFB[,P”

78. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-16 

(reproduced verbatim herein after), it is submitted 

that  the  witness  has  stated  that  thereafter  one 

Firdos  was  dragged  out  by  the  mob  and  the  said 

Firdos  was  the  daughter  of  one  Gulzarbhai.  One 

Shehzad tried to intervene and save said Firdos but, 

according to the witness, the mob of whom accused 

Mamo  Kaniyo  (A-42),  Kailash  Dhobi  (A-1)  and 

absconding  accused  Ramesh  Pandey  and  Naran 

Channelwala  (A-43),  all  of  whom  were  armed  with 

swords, attacked said Shehzad and killed him. The 

witness claims to have seen this entire  incident 

from the main room of the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri.  The  witness  further  claims  that  the  said 

Firdos  was  molested  by  the  mob  and  thereafter, 

killed.

!&P“ tIFZAFN  8M/F  V[  OLZNM;  G[  ACFZ  B[\R[,LP 
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H[ U],hFZEF. GL NLSZL CTLP  T[6[ ARFJJF XCHFN EF. G[ A]DM 5F0LP 

XCHFNEF.  T[G[  ARFJJF  ACFZ  GLS/TF  VF  8M/FGF  DFDM  SF6LIM4 

S{,FXWMAL4 ZD[X 5Fg0[ VG[ GFZ6R[G,JF/F V[ CYLIFZM GF 3F DFZL 

DFZL GFB[,P  VF D[\ HFOZL ;FC[A GM V\NZD[.G ~D K[ T[DF\YL HMI[,P  VF 

~D T[VM ACFZ YL D/JF VFJTF T[DF8[ JF5ZTFP  OLZNM; GL VF 8M/FDF\ 

ZC[,F DF6;M V[ A[.HHTL SZL T[G[ 56 CYLIFZ YL DFZL GFB[,P”

79. The  witness,  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar, in terms of her testimony in paragraph-17 

(reproduced verbatim herein below), on page-16, has 

clearly identified the accused Mamo Kaniyo (A-42) in 

the Court. It is pointed out that the witness in 

terms of her testimony in paragraph-18 (reproduced 

verbatim herein below), claims that thereafter, her 

son, brother-in-law Jehangir also tried to run away 

and tried to escape, but the mob of whom accused 

No.1 Kailash Dhobi, absconding accused Ramesh Pandey 

and accused No.43 Naran Channelwala, attacked them 

with weapons and killed them. The witness claims to 

have been  enraged  by such  incident  and  testifies 

that she too came outside where she too was caught 

hold of by the mob which started molesting her. It 

is pointed out that the witness has testified that 

she had worn a saari and claimed that she was a 

Gujarati working at Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence and 

therefore, the mob did not further harass her and 

she was permitted to go away. 

!*P“ C]  DFDF  SF6LIF  G[  VM/BL  XS]P   SM8"DF\  CFHZ 

VFZM5L  VM  5{SL  VFZM5L  DFDF  SF6LIF  G[  VM/BL  ATFJ]  K]P  VFZM5L 
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G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF ZFH] pP DFDF SF6LIF CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P

!(P T[ 5KL DFZM NLSZM VG[ DFZF NLIZ HCF\ULZEF. 56 

ARJF DF8[  ACFZ  EFU[,FP   T[DG[  56 VF 8M/FGF  S{,FXWMAL4  ZD[X 

5Fg0[  VG[  GFZ6R[G,JF/F V[  CYLFIZM  GF p5ZF p5ZL 3F DFZL DFZL 

GFB[,FP  D[\ VF HMTF\ VFJ[XDF\ VFJL C]\ 56 ACFZ GL TZO HJF ,FU[,LP 

H[YL DG[ 56 8M/FGF DF6;M DG[ 5S0L DFZL A[.HHTL SZJF ,FU[,FP  D[\ 

;F0L 5C[ZTL CMJFYL V[D SC[, S[4 C]\  U]HZFTL K]  VG[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF 

3ZDF\ SFD SZ] K] H[YL 8M/F V[ DG[ KM0L NLW[,P”

80. It  is  further  pointed  out  that  the 

witness in terms of her testimony in paragraph-19 

(reproduced verbatim herein below), claims to have 

identified  Manish  Splendour  (not  an  accused)  and 

Manish Prabhudas Jain (A-38) as being present at 

that  point  of  time  and  being  armed  with  swords 

whereas accused Jayesh and Chirag Shah (A-41 and A-

36 respectively) were armed with gupti at that point 

of time. Accused Babu Marwadi (A-66) and accused 

Bhuriyo Patni (juvenile) are attributed of having 

possessed with cans of kerosene at that point of 

time. The juvenile accused Bhuriya is attributed to 

have claimed that the mob had come to catch hold of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri and kill him. The witness however, 

is  unable  to  identify  Babu  Marwadi  as  also  the 

juvenile accused Bhuriyo in the Court. It is pointed 

out by Shri Kodekar that it could not be done so in 

light of the fact that such accused were not before 

the Court at that point of time.

“!)P VF 8M/FDF\  D[\  DGLQF :%,[g0Z VG[ DGLQF 5|E]NF; 
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H{G G[ VM/B[,F H[DGF CFYDF\ T,JFZM CTL TYF HI[X TYF RLZFU XFC 

GF CFYDF\ U]%TL CTLP  VG[ AFA] DFZJF0L TYF E]ZLIM DOF 586L CTF 

H[DGF  CFYDF\  S[ZAF  CTFP  E]ZLIM  DOF  586L  V[D  SC[TM  CTM  S[4 

VF56[ HFOZL G[  XMWJF VFjIF KLV[ T[G[  5S0L G[ 5TFJL NMP  C]\  AFA] 

DFZJF0L VG[ E]ZLIFG[ VM/BL XS]P  VF A[ H6F VFZM5L TZLS[  N[BFTF 

GYLP”

81. Drawing  my  attention  to paragraph-20 

(reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  of  the 

deposition, it is pointed out by Shri Kodekar, that 

the witness claims to have been escorted from the 

scene of incident and dropped at the Civil Hospital 

by some unidentified person and claims to have gone 

away to Dariakhan Ghummat thereafter and the witness 

claims that upon coming to know about the refugee 

shelter being opened at Dariakhan Ghummat, she went 

over there and there she came into contact with her 

husband Salimbhai and nephew Ashraf and brother-in-

law Raheman.

“Z_P T[ 5KL C] HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3Z  5F;[ AFH]DF\ pEL ZCL 

UI[,P  H[YL 8M/FGM V[S KMSZM DFZL 5F;[ VFJ[, VG[ DG[ 5]K[, S[4 DF;L 

SIF\  HJ]  K[P  D[\  ;LPCM:5LP HJFG]  SC[TF T[  KMSZM DG[  ;LPCM:5LP pTFZL 

UI[,P  tIF\YL C]  NZLIFBFG 3]D8 DFZF ;\AWL ZC[  K[  T[DG[ tIF\  UI[,LP 

DM0[YL  NZLIFBFG 3]D8[  ZFCT S[d5 B],[, CMJFGL  BAZ 50TF C]  ZFCT 

S[d5DF\ HTL ZC[,P”

82. Paragraphs 21 and 22 of the testimony 

are admittedly hearsay and not referred to at length 

by Shri Kodekar. 
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83. Drawing  my  attention  to paragraph-23 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of  this  witness,  Shri  Kodekar  submits  that  the 

witness claims to have visited Gulbarg Society on 

11/03/2002  upon  the  directions  of  the  Police  to 

assess the damages caused to her residence and a 

statement  of  the  witness,  according  to  her,  was 

recorded on such date. The statements of the witness 

in  terms  of  the  testimony  of  the  witness,  were 

recorded  on  06/03/2002  and  11/03/2002  and  the 

witness  in  terms  of  paragraph-24  (reproduced 

verbatim herein below) of her testimony, claims to 

have  affixed  a  signature  on  some  writing  at  the 

instance of her husband and other victims. 

Z#P “ T[  5KL  !!q# GF  VZ;FDF\  VDG[  5M,L; VDFZF 

DSFGDF\  ,. UI[,P   T[  ;DI[  C]\  DFZF  5lT  VG[  DFZM  E+LHM  VXZO 

UI[,FP  TYF  ;M;FP  GF  ALHF  DF6;M  CTFP   V[  G]S;FG  G]  5\RGFD] 

SZJFDF\ VFJ[, VG[ 5M,L;[ G]S;FG AFAT DFZM HJFA ,LW[,P  

Z$P AGFJ  V\U[  DFZM  HJFA  TFP&q#q_Z  GF  ZMH 

N]W[xJZ 5M,L; RMSL DF\ ,[JFDF\ VFJ[,P  TFP&q#q_Z   VG[  TFP !!

q#q_Z GF HJFAM VD[  ,BFjIF  D]HAGF G CTFP   T[  5KL VD[  V[S 

;MU\WGFD]  SZ[,  VG[  V[S  VZHL  SZ[,P   VZHL  VD[  5MPSDLP 

VG[  D[3F6LGUZ  5MP.P  G[  SZ[,LP   T[  5KL  S|F.D  A|FgR  JF/F 

V[ VDG[ HJFA ,[JF AM,FJ[,P  VD[ UI[,F GCLP  T[ ;DI[ DFZF 5lT VG[ 

;M;FP  GF  DF6;M  V[  HJFA  VF5JF  HJ]  GYL  T[D  GSSL  SZL  V[S 

SFU/ ,BJFG] GSSL SZ[,P T[ SFU/ ,B[, VG[ T[DF\ D[\ ;CL SZ[,P”
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84. Drawing  my  attention  to paragraph-25 

(reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  of  the 

deposition, Shri Kodekar submits that the witness 

has further corroborated the eye-witnesses inasmuch 

as, the incident in terms of the testimony of the 

witness, started at about 10:00 a.m. and went on 

till about 5:30 p.m. The witness has testified that 

she  lost  her  son  Mohammad,  her  brother-in-law 

Jehangir, Zarina – wife of Jehangir and sister-in-

law Mumtaz in the incident. These four members of 

the family of the witness lost their lives in the 

incident. 

“Z5P TFP Z( DL V[ AGFJ N;[S JFU[ XZ] YI[, VG[ ;F\HGF 

;F0F  5F\R  JFuIF  ;]WL  RF,[,P   VF  AGFJDF\  DFZM  V[SGM  V[S  NLSZM 

DCDN EF. DFZF NLIZ HCF\ULZEF. T[DGF 5tGL hZLGFA[G4 VG[ DFZF 

ALHF N[ZF6L D]DTFh V[D RFZ H6F\ DZ6 5FD[,P  “

85. Drawing  my  attention  to paragraph-26 

(reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  of  the 

deposition, it is submitted by Shri Kodekar that the 

witness claims that she was summoned by the S.I.T. 

and  a  statement  was  recorded  on  25/01/2008  at 

Gandhinagar.  A  statement  prepared  at  the  refugee 

shelter was also handed over by the witness to the 

S.I.T.  at  that  point  of  time.  She  claims  that 

members  of  the  S.I.T.  thereafter  visited  her 

residence to obtain clarifications with regard to 

the weapons used as also with regard to the names of 

three additional accused narrated by the witness, 
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being accused Mamo Kaniyo, Gabbar and Ambesh. The 

witness attributes that she had omitted to name such 

accused earlier in point of time. 

“Z&P T[ 5KL V[;PVF.P8LP V[  DFZM HJFA ,[JF DG[  TFP 

Z!q5q_( GF ZMH UF\WLGUZ D]SFD[ AM,FJ[,P  tIF\ DFZM HJFA ,LW[,P 

DFZM HJFA ,LWM tIFZ[ D[\ SMd5P 5Z T{IFZ SZ[, DFZ] GLJ[NG56 VF5[,P 

T[  5KL DG[ SIF\I AM,FJ[, GYLP  ;L8JF/F V[SJFZ DFZF 3Z[  VFJ[,FP 

T[  CYLIFZM  GF  B],F;F  AFAT  TYF  D[\  +6  GFD  JWFZFGF  ,BFJ[,F 

T[ AFAT 5]KJF VFJ[,FP  D[\ +6 GFD JWFZ[ ,BFJ[, T[ DFD] SF6LIM 4 

UaAZ VG[ V\A[X GF CTFP  T[  GFD DFZ[  5C[,F ,BFJJFGF ZCL UI[,FP 

DG[ OZL 5]K5ZK SZL T[GM HJFA ,B[, GCLP”

86. Drawing  my  attention  to paragraph-79 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of this witness, Shri Kodekar points out that two 

subsequently arraigned accused being Rajesh Jinger 

(A-65)  and  Babu  Marwadi  (A-66)  were  identified 

positively in the Court by the witness at a later 

point of time naturally since they were arraigned at 

a later stage in the pending proceedings.

“*)P C]\ ZFH[X HL\UZG[ VM/B] K]P  C]\ AFA] DFZJF0LG[ 56 

HMI[  VM/B]  K]P  C]\  SM8"  Z]AZ]  CFHZ  VFZM5L  ZFH[X  lH\UZ  TYF  AFA] 

DFZJF0LG[  VM/BL  ATFJ]  K]  VFZM5LVMG[  T[DGF  GFD  5]KTF\  VG]S|

D[ 5MTFGF GFD ZFH[X lH\UZ TYF AFA] DFZJF0L CMJFG] SA], SZ[ K[P”

87. It  is  thus  pointed  out  that  the 

witness  has  portrayed  herself  to  be  a  natural, 

truthful and credible witness and there is no reason 

to discard her testimony more particularly in light 
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of the fact that she has corroborated the versions 

supplied  by  other  eye-witnesses  and  has  lent 

corroboration  and  support  to  the  relevant 

documentary evidence relied upon by the State. It is 

submitted that she has positively identified a large 

number  of  accused  as  being  perpetrators  of  the 

offence  and  the  specific  role  and  overt  act 

committed by each of the accused identified by the 

present witness, is also pointed out. The nature of 

the weapons with which such accused were armed, is 

also narrated to by the witness which also finds 

corroboration  from  the  testimonies  of  other 

witnesses  and  it  is  urged  that  therefore,  this 

witness is required to be accepted as truthful and 

believed  in  toto.  It  is  submitted  that  this 

testimony  also  goes  further  to  establish  the 

Prosecution version as also prove beyond reasonable 

doubt the charges against the accused. 

88. Shri Kodekar further relies upon the 

testimony of PW-191 being one Salimbhai Noormohammad 

Sandhi (husband of PW-177). The testimony of such 

witness  is  on  the  record  of  the  proceedings  at 

Exh.734. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that this 

witness also was a resident of Gulbarg Society more 

particularly bunglow No.6 thereof and therefore, his 

presence at the scene of the incident on the fateful 

day is clearly natural and appropriately explained 

and proved by the Prosecution. The witness was a 

driver  employed  by  the  Ahmedabad  Municipal 

Corporation  at  the  relevant  point  of  time.  The 
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witness, according to Shri Kodekar, was conversant 

with the Police Force inasmuch as, the father and 

father-in-law of the witness were employed with the 

Police Force, in terms of the testimony recorded in 

paragraph-2 of the deposition. It is pointed out 

that  the  witness,  in  paragraphs  2  to  5  (all 

reproduced verbatim herein below) of his testimony, 

has provided the background about the family of the 

witness and need not be repeated for the sake of 

convenience. The witness has further testified with 

regard to the tension prevailing in the atmosphere 

on 28/02/2002. 

ZP“ VF  S[;DF\  VUFp  H]AFGL  VF5L  UIF  T[  ;FIZFA[G  DFZF 

5tGL YFI K[P  DFZF ;;ZF 5M,L; BFTFDF\ O:8" U|[0 HDFNFZ CTFP T[ CF, CIFT 

GYLP  AGFJ JBT[ 56 T[VM CIFT GCTFP  DFZF l5TF 56 5M,L; BFTFDF\  

HDFNFZ TZLS[  OZH AHFJTF CTF VG[ T[VM 56 AGFJ GF VZ;FDF\  CIFT G 

CTFP  VD[ S], RFZ EF. VM KLV[P  H[DF\ ;F{YL DM8F ZC[DFGEF.4 5KL C]\ DFZF YL 

GFGF HCF\ULZEF. VG[ ;F{YL GFGF ;LS\NZEF. K[P  

#P ;G[  Z__Z DF\  VD[  U],AU"  ;M;FP  GF  DSFG G\AZ K DF\ 

ZC[TF CTFP  tIF\ VD[ ;G[ !)(_ YL ZC[TF CTFP  tI\F VD[ AWF EF. VM S]8]\A 

;FY[ ;\I]ST S]8]\A DF\ ZC[TF CTFP

$P DFZ[ ;\TFGDF\ DCDN C];[G ;,LDEF. GFD[ V[S  NLSZM CTMP 

H[GM HgD TFP $qZq*( GF ZMH YI[, CTMP VG[ AGFJ GF VZ;FDF\ T[ ;[Sg0 

V[,PV[,PALPDF\  VeIF;  SZTM  CTMP   DFZ[  A[  NLSZL  VM  K[  A\G[  5Z6[,L 

VG[ T[DGF ;F;Z[ ZC[ K[P  AGFJ JBT[ DFZF EF. ZC[DFGEF. GF 5tGL h]A[NFA[G 

CIFT G CTF VG[ T[DGF A[ NLSZF RM8L,F ZC[TF CTFP  DFZL ;FY[ ZC[DFGEF.4 
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HCF\ULZEF.  VG[  ;LS\NZEF.  VG[  C]\  T[  ZLT[  GF  VD[  RFZ  EF.  ZC[TF  CTFP 

;LS\NZEF.  GF  5tGLG]\  GFD  D]DTFh  A[G  K[P   HCF\ULZEF.  GF  5tGLG]  GFD 

hZLGFA[G K[P

5P TFPZ*qZq_Z  GF  ZMH  UMWZFSF\0GM  AGFJ  AGTF  T[GF 

ALHF NLJ; TFP Z(qZq_Z GF ZMH U]HZFTA\WG] V[,FG CT]P  T[ NLJ;[ C]\ GMSZL 

5Z UI[, GCLP  DFZF S]8]\A GF ;eIM 56 W\WF ZMHUFZ[ UI[, GCL VG[ A\W GF 

NLJ;[ 3ZDF\ CFHZ CTFP”

89. It  has  been  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Kodekar, that the witness in terms of his testimony 

in paragraph-7 (reproduced verbatim herein below), 

has clearly testified that he saw the mob attacking 

Ayub (Ankur Cycle Works) and that the said Ayub was 

given three or four stab blows with a gupti like 

weapon on his back. The said Ayub, according to the 

witness, ran towards his house whereas his brother 

Yousuf took shelter in Gulbarg Society at such point 

of time.

“*P C]\ ACFZ UIM tIFZ[ D[\ HMI] TM 8M/F GF DF6;M 5{SL 

V[S H6F V[ VI]AG[ U]%TL H[J]  CYLIFZ DFI]"  CT]P  VI]A V\S]Z;FIS, 

JF/F GM KMSZM K[P VI]A G[ 5L9 GF EFU[ DFZ[,P VG[ T[ T[GF 3Z TZO 

UI[,P I];]O NM0L G[ ;M;FP TZO VFJ[,P VI]A VG[ I];]O A\G[ EF.VM K[P 

5KL VD[ ;M;FP TZO VFJL UI[,FP  H[ ;M;FP GL V\NZ VFJL UI[,FP”

90. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-8 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

onwards, the witness is claimed to have testified, 

according to Shri Kodekar, in a truthful manner, as 

to how at 10:30 a.m. some Police Officers were there 
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outside the Society when the witness together with 

Shri Ehsan Jafri and one Tasdup Hussain Faqir Ahmed 

had gone out to meet such Police Officers and the 

witness claims that Shri Ehsan Jafri identified the 

two senior Police Officers as Commissioner of Police 

Shri  P.C.Pandey  and  P.I.  Shri  K.G.Erda  who,  the 

witness  claims  to  have  assured  the  witness  with 

regard to Police protection and bandobast. 

(P“ VD[ ;M;FP DF\ VFjIF 5KL N; YL ;F0FN; GF ;]DFZ[ ACFZ 

5M,L;  GL  VF9  YL  N;  UF0L  VM  VFJL  CTL  H[YL  VC[;FG  HFOZL  ;FC[A 

VG[ VDFZL ;M;FP GF A[ +6 DF6;M GFD[ T;NN]S C];[G OSLZ DCDN VG[ C]\  

56  tIF\  UIM  CTMP   HFOZL  ;FC[A[  VDG[  H6FJ[,  S[4  VFJGFZ  jIlSTVM 

5LP;LP5FG0[  VG[  S[PHLPV[Z0F  K[P  T[DGL  ;FY[  A\NMA:TGL  JFT  SZL  CTLP 

T[D6[ SCI] CT] S[ A\NMA:T VFJ[ K[ TD[ RL\TF SZM GCLP VFD SCL T[ ,MSM HTF\ 

ZC[,FP”

91. It  is  further  submitted  that  the 

witness in terms of his testimony in paragraph-9 

(reproduced  verbatim  herein  below),  claims  that 

after  such  Police  officers  left,  a  mob  gathered 

outside  the  Society  which  started  damaging  and 

destroying the shops and vehicles belonging to the 

minority  community  and  started  looting  the  said 

properties. The mob, according to the witness, was 

armed with deadly weapons and were shouting slogans 

like “JAI SHRI RAM” and killed the members of the 

minority community. The witness claims that number 

of residents residing outside Gulbarg Society and 

belonging to the minority community, fled and took 
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shelter in Gulbarg Society at that point of time. 

The mob thereafter is claimed to have indulged in 

stone pelting and also throwing burning tyres and 

rags into the Society. The witness claims that at 

that point of time, in retaliation of stone pelting, 

some residents of the Society also started pelting 

stones at the mob. The witness has further testified 

that stone pelting was started even from the rear 

side  of  the  Society  more  particularly  from  the 

railway line and injury was sustained by the son of 

the present witness. 

)P“ V[ ,MSM UIF AFN ;M;FP GL ACFZ V[S 8M/] VFJ[,P 

H[VM D]:,LDM GL N]SFGM VG[ JFCGM G[ TM0OM0 SZL VG[ ,\]8OF8 SZT] CT]P 

T[ ,MSM 5F;[ 3FTS CYLIFZM CTF VG[ DL\IF VM G[DFZMPPPP VG[ SF5MPPPP 

VG[  c  HI zL  ZFD c  GF GFZF  ,UFJTF CTF\  P   8M/]  VFjI]  T[  NZdIFG 

VDFZL ;MF;FP GL VFH]AFH]GL RF,LVM DF ZC[TF 36F D]:,LD 5ZLJFZM 

ARJF DF8[  ;M;FP DF\  VFjIF CTFP  VF 8M/F GF DF6;M V[  ;M;FP DF\ 

5tYZDFZM RF,] SZL NLW[,P H[DF ;/UTF 8FIZ4 SFS0F VG[ 5yYZM CTF 

H[YL VD[ ;M;FP GM hF\5M A\W SZL V\NZ VFJL UI[,FP  5yYZDFZM YIM 

V[8,[  VD[  :JI\  ARFJ  DF8[  ;FD[  5yYZDFZM  SZ[,P  VF  NZdIFG  Z[,J[ 

,F.G  TZO  YL  56  Z[,J[GF  5yYZMYL  5yYZDFZM  YTM  CTMP   T[YL  C]\  

VG[ DFZM NLSZM DCDNC];[G .gH0" YI[,FP H[DF\ DG[ CFY[ VG[ 5U[ JFU[, 

CT]P VG[ DFZF NLSZF DCDNG[ DFYF 5Z VG[ B EF 5Z JFU[, VG[ ,MCL 

GLS/[,P  VF ;DI[ VULIFZ JFuIF CX[P  ”

92. The  witness  also  in  terms  of  his 
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testimony in paragraph-9 (reproduced verbatim herein 

above), was injured on his hand and foot and his son 

was injured on the shoulder and head and had started 

bleeding from such head injury which all took place, 

according to the witness, at about 11:00 a.m. The 

witness  has  further  testified that one Irfan was 

also struck on the chest by a stone and he collapsed 

on account thereof and was shifted to the residence 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri at that point of time. The son 

of the present witness was sent towards the Masjid 

for the treatment and was given a drink of water by 

the  witness.  The  witness  has  testified  that 

thereafter he saw stone pelting from the terrace of 

bunglow No.1 of the Society at about 1:30 p.m. and 

he saw accused Rajesh Jinger (A-65) who was inciting 

the mob to rush into the Society. The witness claims 

to  have  heard  a  loud  explosion  and  saw  the  mob 

entering into the Society at that point of time. The 

mob  is  claimed  to  have  been  armed  with  deadly 

weapons like swords, guptis, sticks and also with 

cans  of  inflammable  liquid.  The  witness  has 

positively  identified  accused  Krishna,  son  of 

Champaben (A-34), Naran Channelwala (A-43) as being 

armed  with  guptis.  The  witness  has  positively 

identified  in  paragraph-10  (reproduced  verbatim 

herein below) on page-7, other accused such as Atul 

Vaidya  (A-59),  Bharat  Teli  (A-54),  Meghsing 

Chaudhary (A-58) and Arun Bhatt (not an accused) as 

being  armed  with  swords  at  that  point  of  time. 

According to the testimony of this witness, at that 

point of time, accused No.65 Rajesh Jinger came down 
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from his terrace and became a part of the mob and he 

had  a  can  of  kerosene  in  his  hands.  The  mob, 

according to the witness, comprised of at least 4000 

to 5000 persons at that time and the witness has 

further identified one accused Pradip Parmar (A-56) 

as being part of the mob and he was armed with a 

pipe at that point of time. Such mob, according to 

the witness in terms of his testimony in paragraph-

11  (reproduced  verbatim  herein  below),  who  has 

testified  inter  alia  to  the  effect  that  the  mob 

thereafter started damaging the vehicles when the 

witness  and  his  son  Mohammad  Hussain  were  going 

towards Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence and when he saw 

that the autorickshaw of his brother Jehangir was 

being  burnt  and  Jehangir  was  going  towards  the 

rickshaw when his wife Zarina exhorted the witness 

to  save  Jehangir.  The  witness  claims  that  the 

witness dragged Jehangir towards the residence of 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  and  all  the  members  of  the 

witness's family thus entered into the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri.

!_P“ T[  5KL  VDFZL  ;M;FP  DF\  ZC[TF  .ZOFG 

U],hFZEF. G[ V[S 5yYZ KFTL V[ JFUTF T[ 50L UI[, T[YL ;M;FP GF 

KMSZFVM pRSL G[ T[G[ HFOZL;FC[A GF 3Z[ ,. UI[,P VF ;DI NZdIFG 

DFZF NLSZF G[ 5yYZJFUJFYL ,MCL GLS/JFYL T[ D:HLNDF\ VF0M 50[,P 

5KL D[\ T[G[ tIF\ H.G[ 5F6L 5LJ0FJ[,P  T[ 5KL DSFG G\AZ V[S 5Z YL 

5tYZ DFZM YTM CTMP T[  ;DI A5MZ GF V[S +L; JFU[,FP H[DF\  ZFH[X 

NIFZFD HL\hZ CTMP  VF 8M/] 5yYZ DFZM SZT] CT] VG[ 8M/F G[ ;M;FP DF\  
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3];L  HJJF  pxS[Z6L  SZT]  CT]P   VG[  5KL  lJ:OM8GM  VJFH  VFJ[,P 

VG[ VF 8M/] ;M;FP GL V\NZ 3];L VFJ[,P  VF lJ:OM8 VDFZL ;M;FGF 

VFU/ GF U[8 TZO YI[,P  VF 8M/F     5F;[  3FTS CYLIFZM H[JFS[4 

T,JFZ4 U%TL4 ,FS0LVM VG[ ;/UTF SFS0FVM VG[ S[ZAFVM CTFP  VF 

8M/FDF\ D[\  lS|QGF ;G VMO R\5FA[G VG[ GFZ6R[G,JF/M S[ H[ A\G[ GF 

CFYDF\ U]%TLVM CTLP  ALHF V[S VT], J{N4 EZT T{,L4 D[3;L\C RF{WZL 

VG[ V~6E88 S[ H[GF CFYDF\ T,JFZM CTL T[G[ D[\ VM/B[,FP VG[ ZFH[X 

NIFZFD HLH\Z H[  WFAF 5Z YL pTZL 8M/FDF\  ;FD[, YI[, T[GF CFYDF\ 

S[ZAM CTMP  VF  8M/] RFZ YL 5F\R CHFZG] CT]P H[DF\ 5|NL5 5ZDFZ 56 

CTFP 5|NL5 5ZDFZ GF CFYDF\ 5F.5 CTLP  

!!P VF 8M/V[ VDFZL ;M;FPGF hF\5F 5F;[ GHLS GF 3ZM 

VG[ JFCGM G[ ;/UFJ[,F H[YL C]\  DFZF NLSZF DCDNC];[G G[ ,. HFOZL 

;FC[A GF 3Z TZO HTM CTMP  T[  JBT[ HCF\ULZEF. GL ZL1FF  ;/UTF 

hZLGFA[G[ DG[ SC[, S[4 TDFZF EF.G[ ARFJMP  HCF\ULZEF. HFOZL;FC[A 

GF 3ZGL AFH]DF\  hF0 VFU/ CTFP  ZL1FF ;/UTF T[ ZL1FF TZO UI[,FP 

hZLGFA[G[ HCF\ULZG[ ARFJJFG] SC[TF C] YM0F 5U,F NM0L T[G[ ,. 5FKM 

HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3Z TZO VFJ[,P  DFZF 3ZGF ,MSM HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3ZDF\ 

HTF ZC[,FP  ”

93. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-12 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

Shri Kodekar submits that the witness heard a loud 

explosion  on  the  rear  side  of  the  Society  and 

thereby climbed upon the terrace of bunglow No.16 of 
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Gulbarg Society and claims that number of persons 

were on the terrace of bunglow No.16 at that point 

of time. The witness claims that he saw a large mob 

armed with weapons which started damaging the houses 

and vehicles and setting them afire with kerosene. 

The witness apprehended for his life and therefore, 

hid in the rear side of the terrace of bunglow No.16 

from where he claims to have heard explosions and 

pleas of women seeking somebody to save them.

“!ZP C]\ lJ:OM8 GM VJFH VFJJFYL DSFG G\AZ ;M/ S[ H[ 

BFG ;FC[AG] K[ T[GF WFAF 5Z R0L UI[,P VF lJ:OM8GM VJFH 5FK/ 

YL Z[,J[ ,F.G TZO YL VFJ[,P T[ JBT[ D[\ SF\. HMI[, GCLP C]\ ;M/ G\AZ 

GF DSFG GF WFAF 5Z UIM tIF\  ALHF DF6;M 56 CTFP  D[\  WFAFGL 

HF/LDF\YL  HMI]  TM  VF  8M/]  CYLIFZM  ;FY[  JFCGM  VG[  3ZM  G[  5[8=M, 

S[ZM;LG KF\8L ;/UFJTF CTFP H[YL DG[ SM. HM. HX[ T[JL ALS ,FUJFGF 

SFZ6[ C] WFAFGL 5FK/ GL AFH] V[ H. ;\TF. UI[,P T[ ;DI NZdIFG 

lJ:OM8MGF VG[ :+LVM GL ARFJMPPPARFJMGL RL;M  ;\E/FTL CTLP  ”

94. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-13 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) onwards of the 

testimony of the witness, Shri Kodekar submits that 

the witness claims that at about 4:30 p.m. he heard 

Police whistles and felt that there was silence that 

had  descended  the  scene  of  incident  and  he, 

therefore, got down from the terrace where he saw 

dead bodies of number of women and children near 

Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence and found a number of 

nude bodies of women at that point of time. The 
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witness has thereafter testified with regard to the 

fact of four members of his family having lost their 

lives  in  the  incident  and  claims  to  have  been 

escorted  from  Gulbarg  Society  by  the  Police  and 

taken  firstly  to  Shahibaug  Police  Station  and 

thereafter  to  the  refugee  shelter  at  Dariakhan 

Ghummat. The witness has testified that thereat, he 

met his wife and was narrated in detail about the 

incident.

!#P“ T[ 5KL ;F0FRFZ JFuIFGF VZ;FDF\ VDG[ jCL;,MGM 

VJFH ;\E/FI[, VG[  JFTFJZ6 V[SND XF\T ,FUTF VDM WLD[  WLD[ 

;L0LV[YL GLR[ pTZ[,FP GLR[ pTIF" tIF HDLG 5Z :+LVM VG[ AF/SM 

GL ,FXM CTL VG[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3Z VFU/ GuG :+LVM GL ,FXM 

VD[ HM. VG[ D[\ DFZF 5ZLJFZ G[ XMWJFGL SMXLX SZ[,P DG[ SM. D/[,F 

GCLP  ”

95. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-16 

(reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  of  the 

deposition, it is pointed out that the witness has 

testified that he was asked to identify the dead 

bodies  but  found  that  they  were  unidentifiable 

because  they  were  charred,  but  however,  he  was 

compelled to identify the dead bodies by the Police 

officers on account of which the witness identified 

the dead body of his son Mohammad Hussain, brother 

Jehangir  and  sister-in-law  Mumtaz.  The  witness 

corrects himself and claims that he did not identify 

the dead body of Mumtaz but identified the dead body 

of  his  other  sister-in-law  Zarina.  It  is  claimed 
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that the statement was recorded on 06/03/2002 at 

Dudheshwar Police Station and another statement on 

11/03/2002 when the witness was taken over to his 

residence at Gulbarg Society to assess the damage 

caused  thereat.  The  witness  claims  that  while 

recording  his  statement  dated  06/03/2002,  the 

correct facts as narrated by the witness were not 

reproduced  and  the  persons  whom  the  witness  has 

identified as  perpetrators were  not named  in the 

said statement. In the circumstances, the witness 

has narrated that an affidavit dated 14/11/2002 was 

sworn giving such details and the same was handed 

over  to  Advocate  Shri  Dawoodbhai  and  another 

application dated 25/11/2002 was handed over to the 

Police Commissioner. 

!&P“ TFP Zq#q_Z GF ZMH ZFCTS[d5DF\ V[,FG YI[, S[4 

U],AU" ;M;FPDF\YL ,FXM G[ S,\NZL SA|:TFGDF\  ,FJ[, K[P H[YL C]\  tIF\ 

UI[,P VF ,FXM VM/BFI T[D G CTLP  T[  VF.0[g8LOFI T[JL G CTLP 

T[  A/L  UI[,  CF,TDF\  CTLP  5M,L;JF/F  V[  VDG[  SC[,  S[4  ,FXM 

VM/BL,M GCLTM VD[ 5FKL ,. H.X]P H[YL D[\ DFZF NLSZF DCDNC];[G4 

HCF\ULZ VG[ D]DTFhGL ,FXM VM/B[,P  CJ[ C]\ SC] K] S[ D[\ hZLGFGL ,FX 

VM/B[, VG[ D]DTFh GL GCLP  VF ,FXM VD[ ;M;FP DF\YL    GLS?IF 

tIFZ[  VM/BFI  T[JL  CTL  56  5FK/  YL  ;/UFJL  GFBL  CMI  T[J] 

VDG[ ,FU[,P  VF ,FXM G[ S,\NZL SA|:TFGDF\ p\0F BF0FBMNL ;L0L YL 

GLR[ pTZL ,FXM GL NOG lJWL SZ[,P”

96. The witness in terms of paragraph-18 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of his testimony, 
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according to Shri Kodekar, has identified a number 

of  accused  and  has  positively  identified  accused 

Meghsing Chaudhary (A-58), Bharat Teli (A-54), Naran 

Channelwala (A-43) and Pradip Parmar (A-56) as those 

from  amongst  the  accused  present  in  the  Court. 

However, the accused Atul Vaidya (A-59) is wrongly 

identified  as  such  in  the  Court  by  the  present 

witness.  In  fact,  an  accused  Shivcharan  Ramjilal 

Nath (A-64) is wrongly identified as accused Atul 

Vaidya.

!(P“ D[\  GFDM H6FjiFF  T[DG[  C]  VM/B]  K]P  SM8"DF\  CFHZ 

VFZM5L  VM 5{SL  VFZM5L  D[3;L\U G[  VM/B]  K]  T[  VFZM5L  G[  T[G]  GFD 

5]KTF D[3;L\U RF{WZL   CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K[PSM8"DF\  CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL 

VFZM5L EZT T{,L G[ VM/B] K] T[ VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTFVG[ BF+L 

SZTF  EZT  T{,L  CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K[PSM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5L  VM  5{SL 

VFZM5LGFZ6  R[G,JF/F  G[  VM/B]  K]  T[  VFZM5L  G[  T[G]  GFD  5]KTF 

GFZ6 R[G,JF/MCMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL VFZM5L 

5|NL5 5ZDFZ G[ VM/B] K] T[ VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF VG[ BF+L SZTF 5|

NL5 5ZDFZ CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL VFZM5L VT], 

J{N G[ VM/B] K] T[ VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF XLJRZ6 ZFDHL,F, GFY 

CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[PRFH"XL8 ;FY[ GF OM8F YL BF+L SZTF\ VFZM5L XLJRZ6 

ZFDHL,F, GFY K[P”

97. The  witness,  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar, has also identified subsequently arraigned 

accused  Rajesh  Dayaram  (A-65)  in  the  Court,  in 

paragraph-60 (reproduced verbatim herein below) of 
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his testimony, at a subsequent stage. 

&_P“ C]\ ZFH[X HL\UZ G[ VM/B] K]P  C]\ SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L 

ZFH[X HL\UZG[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5LG[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF 5MTFG]\  GFD 

ZFH[X HL\UZ CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P  ”

98. It is pointed out that this witness also is a 

natural, truthful and credible witness who has not 

exaggerated or has testified in a manner as would be 

doubtful, credibility of the witness is established 

in  the  course  of  his  testimony, the  witness  has 

identified large number of accused, the weapons that 

they  were  holding  and  the  specific  overt  acts 

committed by each of such accused. It is pointed out 

that  this  witness  has  thus,  at  the  cost  of 

repetition, corroborated the Prosecution version in 

its entirety and has gone a long way in establishing 

the charges against the accused beyond reasonable 

doubt.

99. Shri  Kodekar  has  drawn  my  attention  to  the 

testimony  of  the  another  material  and  relevant 

witness being one Ashraf Sikanderbhai Sandhi (PW-

142)  whose  testimony  is  on  the  record  of  the 

proceedings at Exh.654. It is pointed out that the 

witness  is  an  eye-witness  and  was  a  resident  of 

Bunglow No.6 of the Gulbarg Society at the time of 

the incident. The witness was at the relevant point 

of time employed as a driver with the Arvind Mills 

Limited,  and  drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-2 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 
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of this witness, it is pointed out by Shri Kodekar 

that one of the uncles of the present witness, being 

one Jehangirbhai was a victim of the violence and 

had lost his life in the incident in the year 2002. 

Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-3  (reproduced 

verbatim herein below) of the deposition of this 

witness, it is pointed out that the witness, his 

father  Sikanderbhai,  mother  Mumtazben,  sister 

Nasimbanu,  brother  Shehzad  and  uncles  Rehman  and 

Salim,  Sairaben  (Salim's  wife),  Mohammad  Hussain 

(son of Salim) and another uncle Jehangirbhai, his 

wife Zarinaben,  sons Asif  and Javed and  daughter 

Parveenbanu were all residing as a joint family in 

Bunglow No.6 of the Gulbarg Society at the time of 

the incident. 

ZP“ DFZ[  +6  SFSF  K[P  H[DF\  ;C]YL  DM8F  SFSFG]\  GFD 

ZC[DFG EF. K[ T[DGF YL GFGF G]\ GFD ;,LDEF. VG[ ;F{YL GFGF G]\ GFD 

HCF\ULZ  EF.  K[P   SFSF  5{SL  CF,  HCF\ULZ  EF.  CIFT  GYLP   T[DG] 

;G[ Z__ZDF\U],AU" ;M;FPGF TMOFGM DF\ VJ;FG YI[,P  DFZ[ V[S AC[G 

K[ H[DG] GFD G;LDAFG] K[P T[DGF ,uG ;ZB[H OT[CJF0L BFT[ YI[,F K[P

#P DFZM HgD VDNFJFNDF\ H YI[, K[ VG[ HgD YL H C] 

U],AU" ;M;FP DF\ ZC[TM CTMP  U],AU" ;M;FP DF\ DSFG G\P & DFZF NFNF 

G]Z DCDN DMTLDLIF V[  BZLN[,P  T[  DSFG CF, DFZF SFSF VG[ 5%5F 

GF ;\I]ST GFD[ K[P ;G[ Z__ZDF\ VF DSFGDF\ C]\4 DFZF l5TF ;LS\NZEF.4 

DFZF DFTF D]DTFhA[G DFZL A[G G;LDAFG] 4 DFZM EF. XChFN4 DFZF 

SFSF  ZC[DFG  EF.4  ALHF  SFSF  ;,LDEF.4  T[DGF  5tGL  ;FIZFA[G4 

T[DGM  5]+  DCDN  C];[G  TYF  ALHF  SFSF  HCF\ULZEF.4  T[DGF  5tGL 
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hZLGFA[G4 T[DGM 5]+ VF;LO4 ALHM 5]+ HFJ[N4 VG[ V[S 5]+L 5ZJLG 

AFG]  V[D  VD[  AWF  ;\I]ST S]8]\A  DF\  ZC[TF  CTFP  ;G[  Z__ZDF\  G;LD 

GF ,uG YI[,F GCLP   ”

100. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

the  present  witness  has  largely  corroborated  the 

other eye-witnesses with regard to the sequence of 

events beginning from the incident that took place 

at Godhra Railway Station on 27/02/2002, the Bandh 

call announced by the Vishwa Hindu Parishad, Bajrang 

Dal  and  supported  by  the  B.J.P. and  the  ensuing 

tension that took place on account of such Bandh 

call, which are all testified to by the witness. 

101.  Drawing my attention to the contents 

of the testimony of the present witness as emerging 

from  paragraphs  5  to  7  (all  reproduced  verbatim 

herein below) of his deposition, it is pointed out 

by Shri Kodekar that the sequence of events as they 

began from 9:00 a.m. on 28/02/2002, are faithfully, 

truthfully  and  accurately,  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar, narrated in a manner as would provide ample 

corroboration  to  the  testimonies  of  other  eye-

witnesses.  The  testimony  emerging  from  such 

paragraphs  clearly  indicates  as  to  how  certain 

elements had started enforcing the closing down of 

shops in the vicinity of Gulbarg Society and the 

fact  of  the  witness  having  himself  seen  such 

incidents is narrated on page-5, paragraph-5 of his 
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testimony.  The  persons  enforcing  such  closure  of 

shops are positively identified by the witness as 

being Girish Prabhudas Sharma (absconding accused), 

Ramesh Pandey (absconding accused) who were a part 

of  the  mob  who  were  shouting  obscenities  and 

enforcing the closure of shops. The testimony of the 

witness  as  emerging  from  paragraph-6  clearly 

narrates  accurately  and  corroborates  the  versions 

supplied by other eye-witnesses with regard to the 

attack  on  the  two  sons  connected  to Ankur  Cycle 

Works and Shri Kodekar has pointed out that one son 

being Yusuf ran into the Society to take shelter and 

such person being Yusuf clearly narrated with regard 

to the fact of his brother Ayub being given gupti 

blows  on  his  back  side.  The  witness  has  also 

testified that the said Yusuf also claimed to have 

been beaten up by the members of the mob and the 

witness has testified that Yusuf was taken over to 

the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri.  The  witness 

thereafter  claims  to  have  seen  a  large  mob  of 

persons who were engaged in damaging and burning an 

autorickshaw belonging to one Gulam Master. Of such 

persons  engaged  in such activity, the witness  in 

terms of his testimony in paragraph-6 on page-6, has 

positively identified Kapil Munna (A-50), Dharmesh 

(A-47) as being the persons who were setting the 

autorickshaw on fire. The witness has testified that 

in a short while, the Police arrived at the scene of 

the incident and put out the fire and it emerges 

that in terms of paragraph-7 of his testimony, the 

witness,  according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  has  further 
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narrated  the  version  of  other  eye-witnesses  by 

testifying  that  at  about  10:30  a.m.  about  five 

Police  vehicles  came  over  to  the  said  Gulbarg 

Society and from amongst the residents of Gulbarg 

Society,  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri,  Faqir  Mohammad  Saiyed 

(PW-314 herein) and Tasadduk Hussain Surohi (PW-213 

herein) went out to meet the Police officials and 

the witness has further deposed that after having 

some talks with such Police officials, the vehicles 

went away and the present witness was indicated that 

amongst the Police officials who had visited Gulbarg 

Society in such  fashion,  were Shri K.G.Erda, the 

then  P.I.  of  Naroda  Police  Station  (presently 

accused No.57 herein) and the then Commissioner of 

Police Shri P.C.Pande, who in turn had assured the 

residents  of  Gulbarg  Society  of  full  Police 

protection. 

102. The witness has further testified that 

consequent to such Police vehicles having gone away 

from near Gulbarg Society, a mob of about 10000 to 

15000 persons had gathered outside the Society and 

the mob was shouting inciting slogans inter alia to 

the effect that persons belonging to the minority 

community should be killed. The witness has further 

identified as persons being present within such mob 

as  Kailash  Dhobi  (A-1),  Girish  Prabhudas  Sharma 

(absconding  accused), Dinesh  Prabhudas  Sharma  (A-

63), Kapil Munna (A-50), Ambesh (A-32), Dharmesh (A-

47) and Gabbar (A-14) as being present in the mob. 

The witness has explained that he was in a position 
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to identify such persons on account of having played 

cricket with them and that they were residing in the 

nearby Chawls located close to Gulbarg Society. The 

witness has further testified on page-8 inter alia 

to the effect that the mob was armed with swords, 

pipes and was possessed with cans of inflammable 

liquid. The mob, according to the witness, went on a 

rampage and started damaging and setting afire the 

vehicles that were parked nearby and shops belonging 

to  the  minority  community  were  broken  into  and 

looted. The witness has claimed that at that point 

of time, members of the minority community residing 

outside Gulbarg Society ran into Gulbarg Society to 

take shelter. It is testified that the residences of 

such  persons  were  looted  and  set  afire.  It  is 

further  testified  by  the  witness  that  the  mob 

started pelting stones on the Society and also threw 

glass bottles and burning rags into the Society. The 

witness has further claimed that the residents of 

Gulbarg Society also started pelting stones at the 

mob  in  self  defence.  The  witness  has  further 

testified that a mob thereafter had also gathered at 

the rear side of the Society and from there also, 

the mob had started pelting stones as also throwing 

burning rags into the houses of the residents of 

Gulbarg  Society  and  resultant  thereto,  the 

residences located within Gulbarg Society had caught 

fire which was put down by the residents of Gulbarg 

Society. 

5P“ TFPZ(qZq_Z  GF  ZMH  A\WG]  V[,FG  CMJFYL  C]\ 
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3Z[ ZC[,P DFZF l5TFHL ;JFZ[ JC[,F GMSZL V[ HTF ZC[,FP  T[ JBT[ DFZF 

A[GG;LD VG[ DFZF GFGF EF. XC[HFN G[ DFZF  AG[JL  T[DGF 3Z[ Z* DL 

TFZLB[ ,. UI[,FP DFZL DFTF DFZL ;FY[ 3Z[ CTF\P  T[ NLJ;[ ;JFZ GF GJ 

JFU[ C]\ RF GF:TM SZL G[ A[9M CTM 4 tIFZ[ DG[ HF6JF D/[, S[4 ;M;FP GL 

ACFZ VD]S KMSZFVM VFJL N]SFGM A\W SZFJ[ K[P  T[YL C]\ 3ZDF\YL ACFZ 

GLS/[, VG[ DFZF 3ZGL ;FD[  DSFG G\P # DF\  ZC[TM GNLD ;]ZMCL 56 

ACFZ CTMP T[G[ D[\ H6FJ[, S[4 VF56[ ACFZ H. HM. VFJLV[P  T[ 5KL 

VD[  ;M;FP  GF  GFGF  U[8  YL  ACFZ  UI[,FP   tIF\  H.G[  HMI]  TM  VD]S 

KMSZFVM N]SFGM A\W SZFJTF CTFP ;M;F GL ACFZ D]:,LDM GL VG[ ;MGL 

GL N]SFGMH[ RF,]  CTL T[ A\W SZFJTF   CTFP T[ 8M/F DF\ V[S ULZLX 5|

E]NF; XDF" VG[ ZD[X 5Fg0[ CTFP ZD[X 5Fg0[ ZD[X RM8L TZLS[ VM/BFI 

K[P  T[  ,MSM N]SFGM A\W SZFJTF CTF VG[ ALEt; UF/M AM,TF CTFP 

H[YL C]\ VG[ GNLD ;M;FP DF\ V\NZ VFJL UI[,P  

&P T[ 5KL YM0LJFZDF\ N; 5\NZ KMSZFVM ;M;FP GL ;FD[ 

VFJL A]DFA]D SZTF\ CTFP  T[D\F D[\  SM. G[ VM/B[, GCLP  T[ 5KL VD[ 

;M;FP GL V\NZ 5FKM VFJL UI[,P  C]\ ;M;FP GL V\NZ U[8 5F;[ pEM CTM T[ 

;DI[ ACFZ YL V\S]Z ;FIS, JF/F CALABFG GM KMSZM I];]O NM0L G[ 

;M;FP  DF\  VFJ[,  T[  V[SND  UEZFI[,L  CF,TDF\  CTMP   T[6[  VFJL 

G[ DG[ H6FJ[, S[4 T[G[ ACFZ 8M/F GF DF6;M V[ DFZ DFZ[, K[ VG[ T[GF 

EF. VI]A G[5L9 GF EFU[ U]%TL DFZ[, K[P   T[YL ;M;FP GF KMSZFVM 

T[G[  HFOZL  ;FC[A  5F;[  ,.  UI[,FP   T[  5KL  C]  GFGF  U[8  TZO  H. 

VG[ tIF\YL ACFZ GLS/[,P  tIF\ H.G[ D[\ HMI] TM 8M/F GF VD]S DF6;M 

U],FD DF:8Z GL ZL1FF ACFZ SF-L ;/UFJTF CTFP T[ ZL1FF ;/UFJTF CTF 
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T[DF\ D[\ V[S S5L, D]gGFEF. VG[ WD"[X G[ VM/B[,P  V[ ZL1FF ;/UFJTF 

CTF T[8,L JFZ DF\  5M,L; GL UF0L tIF\  VFJ[,P  T[  UF0L HM. G[  8M/] 

RF,LDF\  EFUL  UI[,P   5M,L;JF/F  V[  VFH]AFH]  YL  5F6L  ,.  ZL1FF 

A]hFJL T[ 5KL UF0L tIF\YL HTL ZC[,P  

*P T[ 5KL VD[ ;F0FN; JFU[ tIF\ GFGF    VM8,F    5F;[ 

pEF CTFP   tIFZ[  5M,L; GL RFZ 5F\R UF0L  VM GFGF U[8  5F;[  VFJL 

G[  pEL ZC[,LP  T[  HM.G[  HFOZL  ;FC[A4 OSLZDCDN ;{IN VG[  T;NN]S 

C];[G  ;]ZMCL  TYF  ALHF  A[  +6 DF6; tIF\  D/JF  UI[,FP   tIF\  H. 

G[ T[D6[ SF\.S JFTRLT SZ[,P VG[ 5KL 5FKF VFJ[,F VG[ 5M,L; GL 

UF0L VM tIF\YL HTL ZC[,P  T[ JBT[ VD[ GFGF U[8 5F;[ pEF CTFP  5KL 

HFOZL ;FC[A[ VDG[ JFT SZ[, S[4 H[ VFJ[,F T[DF\ VF56F D[3F6LGUZ GF 

5LPVF.P S[PHLPV[Z0F VG[ ALHF 5MPSDLP zL 5LP;LP5F\g0[  CTFP  HFOZL 

;FC[A[ V[D H6FJ[, S[4 DG[ 5M,L;[ V[D VFxJF;G VF5[, K[ S[4 RL\TF 

SZXM GCL VG[ HZ]Z ,FUX[ TM 5M,L; A\NMA:T TDG[ D/L HX[P  T[ 5KL 

YM0L H JFZDF\ ;M;FP GL ACFZ 5FR YL N; CHFZ DF6;MG] 8M/] VFJL 

UI[,P T[ JBT[ VD[ GFGF U[8     5F;[ pEF CTFP  8M/] A]DM 5F0T] CT] S[4  

ccDLIF VM G[ DFZM SF5Mcc  V[ 8M/F DF\  D[\  S{,FX WMAL4 ULZLX 5|E]NF; 

XDF"4 NLG[X 5|E]NF; XDF"4 S5L, D]gGFEF.4 V\A[X 4 WD"[X VG[ UaAZ 

G[  VM/B[,FP   VF  AWF  VDFZL  ;M;FP  GL  VFH]AFH]  GL  RF,LVMDF\ 

ZC[ K[ VG[ HM0[ lS|S[8 ZDTF T[YL T[VM G[ VM/B] K]P  VF ,MSM             5F;[  

T,JFZM4 5F.5M4 S[ZAF4 JU[Z[ CT]P  VF ,MSM V[ VUFp H[ ZL1FF AF/L CTL 

T[ 5FKL ZM0 5Z ,FJL T[G[ ;/UFJ[, VG[ VFH]AFH] H[ JFCGM 50IF CTF 

T[G[ 56 ,. G[ ;/UFJJF DF\0[,FP  T[ 5KL D]:,LDM GL N]SFGM G[ TM0L 
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G[ T[DF\ ,]8OF\8 RF,]\ SZ[,P  VF AW]\ YJFYL EFU\EFU Y. VG[ VFH]AFH] 

GL  RF,LVMDF\  ZC[TF  D]:,LDM  ARJF  DF8[  VDFZL  ;M;FP  DF\  VFJL 

UI[,PT[  5KL  8M/F  GF  DF6;M  V[  ,]8OF8  SZL  ;FDFG  ACFZ  ,FJL 

;/UFJJF DF\0[,P  VG[  8M/]  ;LW]  ;M;FP  5Z 5yYZDFZM  SZJF ,FU[,P 

8M/] ;/UTF\  SFS0F VG[ SFRGL AM8,M 56 O[ST] CT]P T[YL VD[ V\NZ 

VFJL G[ VDFZL ;M;FP GF A\G[  U[8 A\W SZL NLW[,FP  VD[ 56 VDFZF 

:JARFJ DF8[ ;FDM 5yYZDFZM SZJF ,FU[,FP  8M/] ;TT 5yYZDFZM SZT\] 

CT]P YM0LJFZ 5KL 5FK/GF EFU[ 56 5yYZDFZM XZ] YI[,P VG[ tIF\YL 

56  ;/UTF  SFS0F  VG[  AM8,M  O[\SFJF  ,FU[,P   H[GFYL  ;M;FP  DF\ 

5FK/GF  EFU[  VFJ[,  DSFGM  GF  AFZL  AFZ6F  G[  VFU  ,FU[,LP 

T[ H[ T[ 3ZGF ,MSM VG[ ;M;FP GF ALHF KMSZFVM V[ H.G[ A]hFJ[,P   ”

103. Drawing my attention to the contents 

of paragraphs 8, 9 and 10 (all reproduced verbatim 

here under) of the testimony of the witness, Shri 

Kodekar  submits  that  the  witness  has  in  these 

portions  of  his  testimony,  clearly  narrated  the 

horrific incident as it unfolded and has narrated as 

to how the witness himself saw certain persons of 

whom  he  has  identified  positively  some  of  the 

accused as committing overt acts which led to the 

death of number of victims. The present witness was 

himself injured in the events as have unfolded in 

the testimony contained in paragraphs 8 to 10 and it 

has  been  pointed  out  by  Shri  Kodekar  that  the 

incident as narrated therein started at about 1:00 

p.m. and according to the witness, a large number of 
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persons got on to the terrace of bunglow No.1 of 

Gulbarg Society belonging to one Dayaram Jinger and 

had started pelting stones on the Society and the 

witness has positively identified Gabbar (A-14) as 

being the person amongst the mob who had climbed on 

the  terrace  of Dayaram Jinger's property  and the 

person was inciting others to rush into the Society. 

The witness has further testified that he saw one 

Irfan  being  son  of  one  Gulzarbhai  sustaining 

injuries  on  his  chest  on  account  of  such  stone 

pelting  and  that  the  said  injured  Irfan  having 

collapsed and taken away to the residence of Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri  by  one  Imtiyaz  (PW-106  herein)  and 

another boy of the Society. The witness has deposed 

that  at  that  point  of  time,  the  witness  himself 

sustained  a  head  injury  in  the  resultant  stone 

pelting and he too went inside the residence of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri, escorted by his mother who was standing 

next to him at that point of time. The witness has 

deposed that at that point of time, there were more 

than  70  to  80  persons  taking  shelter  in  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and the witness claims 

to have been standing on the 'Otta' of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri's residence when he heard a loud explosion 

near the main gate of the Society and saw that the 

mob had rushed into the Society therefrom. The mob, 

according to the witness, was armed with swords, 

pipes,  sticks  and  also  possessed  of  cans  of 

inflammable liquid. The witness claims that bunglow 

No.2 belonging to one Shri Mansuri was entered into 

by the mob and looted. The vehicles parked outside 
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were  also  damaged  and  set  afire  and  in  a  short 

while,  the  witness  claims  that  he  heard  a  loud 

explosion  even  on  the  rear  side  of  the  Society 

wherefrom  also  a  mob  of  persons  rushed  into  the 

Society  and  started  damaging  and  destroying  the 

properties and vehicles of Gulbarg Society and the 

mob thereafter came near the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri and according to this witness, the residence 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri was completely surrounded on all 

sides by the mob. The witness has, on page-10 of his 

testimony, clearly identified Kailash Dhobi (A-1), 

Girish Prabhudas Sharma (absconding accused), Dinesh 

Prabhudas  Sharma  (A-63),  Kapil  Munna  (A-50), 

Dharmesh (A-47), Ambesh (A-32) and Gabbar (A-14) as 

being  a  part  of  such  mob.  It  is  testified  that 

Kailash Dhobi (A-1) was armed with a sword and Kapil 

Munna (A-50) and Ambesh (A-32) were possessed of 

cans of inflammable liquid and other members of the 

mob were holding pipes or sticks in their hand. 

“(P A5MZ GF V[S JFU[ 8M/] ;M;FP GF V[S G\AZ 

GF NIFZFD HL\UZ GF DSFG 5Z R-L UI[, VG[ T[ DSFG +6 DF/G]\ K[P 

VG[  T[GF  WFAF  5Z  8M/]  R-L  UI[,  VG[  tIF\YL  5yYZDFZM  SZT]  CT]P 

T[  8M/FDF\  V[S UaAZ CTM H[  8M/F G[ V\NZ 3];JF pxS[Z6L SZTM CTM 

T[  ,MSM  p5ZYL  5yYZ  O[\STF  CTFP   H[YL  U]<FhFZEF.  GF  5]+  .ZOFG 

G[ KFTL GF EFU[ 5yYZ JFU[, H[YL T[ GLR[ 50L UI[,P  T[G[ .dTLiFFh 

VG[  ALHF  V[S  KMSZF  V[  p5F0L  G[  HFOZL  ;FC[A  GF  3Z[  ,.  UI[,P 

T[ H ;DI[ DFZF DFYFDF\ 56 5yYZ JFU[,P H[YL DFZF DFTF tIF\ pEF CTF 

T[D6[  DG[  5S0L  G[  HFOZL  ;FC[A  GF  3Z[  ,.  UI[,P   C]\  tIF\  UIM 
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tIFZ[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3ZDF\ VFXZ[ ;LT[Z YL V[\;L DF6;M CTFP   C]\ HFOZL 

;FC[A GF 3Z GF VM8,[ pEM CTM T[ JBT[ ;M;FP GF DM8F U[8 TZO YL 

DM8M VFJFH VFJ[, H[YL D[\ T[ TZO HMTF DG[ V[J] ,FU[, S[ 8M/] U[8 TM0L 

G[  V\NZ  3];[,  K[P  T[  8M/FDF\  AWF  5F;[  CYLIFZM  T[DF4  T,JFZM4 

5F.5M4 ,FS0L VM VG[ S[ZAF CTFP  VF 8M/F V[ A[ G\AZ GF DG;]ZL GF 

DSFGDF\ 3];L G[ ,]8OF8 SZJFG] XZ] SZ[,P ;M;FP DF\ ACFZ JFCGM 50IF 

CTF  T[  56 ;/UFJJFG]  XZ]  SZ[,P  T[  JBT[  YM0LJFZ  5KL  5FK/ GF 

EFU[ YL 56 DM8M VJFH VFJ[,P  T[ TZO YL 56 8M/] V\NZ GL TZO 3];

[,P  T[  8M/F V[ 56 ;M;FP GF JFCGM G[ VFU ,UF0JFG] XZ]  SI]"  TYF 

DSFGM DF\ ,]8OF8 SZJFG] XZ] SZ[,P  VF A\G[ TZO GF 8M/F V[ ,]8OF8 XZ]  

SZL VFU ,UF0JFG] XZ] SZL HFOZL ;FC[AGF DSFG TZO VFJ[,P T[ JBT[ C] 

HFOZL ;FC[AGF DSFG 5F;[ pEM CTMP 8M/F V[ RFZ[ AFH] YL HFOZL ;FC[A 

GF DSFG G[ 3[ZL ,LW[,P VF 8M/F DF\  D[4 S{,FX WMAL4 ULZLX 5|E]NF; 

XDF"4  NLG[X XDF"4  S5L, D]gGFEF.4  WD"[X4  V\A[X VG[  UaAZ G[  D[\  

VM/B[,FP    VF JBT[ S{,FX WMAL GF CFYDF\ T,JFZ CTLP S5L, TYF 

V\A[X GF CFY DF\ S[ZAF CTF VG[ ALHF GF CFYDF\ 5F.5 ,FS0L VM CTLP  

)P VF 8M/] V[SND HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3ZDF\   3];

[, T[DF S{,FX WMAL V[  GLR[  A[9[,F VGJZ EF. GF KFTL GF EFU DF\  

T,JFZ J0[ 3F DFZ[, VG[ VGJZ EF. tIF\  H 50L UI[,P  T[DGM 5]+ 

V;,DBFG T[DG[ ARFJJF UI[,P  S{,FX WMAL V[ T[DG[ 56 HD6F 

CFY 5Z T,JFZ GM 3F DFZ[,P  V[ HM. G[ T{IA EF. V[ V;,DEF. G[ 3Z 

GL V\NZ B[\RL NLW[, VG[ HF/L A\W SZL NLW[,P  VGJZ EF. G[ 5[,F ,MSM 

V[ p5ZF KF5ZL T,JFZ YL 3F DFZ[,P  V[ 5KL V[ HM.G[ C]\ HFOZL ;FC[A GF 
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DSFG DF\ 5FK/ GF EFUDF\ Z]D DF\ HIF\ DFZF DdDL pEF CTF T[DGL 5F;

[  HTM  ZC[,P   T[  JBT[  C]  VG[  DFZF  DdDLAFZL      5F;[  pEF  CTFP 

tIFZ[ V[SND 5FK/ YL DFZF 5Z SM. V[ AFZLDF\YL 5[8=M, H[J] GFB[,P D[\ 

5FK/ J/L G[ HMI] TM S5L, D]gGFEF. VG[ WD"[X CTMP  5[8=M, S5L, 

D]gGFEF.  VG[  WD["X[  GFB[,P  T[  HM.  G[  DFZF  DdDL  UEZF.  UI[, 

VG[ SC[, S[4 T] ;L0L YL p5Z HTM ZC[P DFZF DdDL GLR[ ZC[,FP  C] ;L0L 

JF8[ p5Z UI[,P  C] p5Z UIM tIF\ ALHF ,MSM CTF tIF\ HFOZL ;FC[A GF 

5tGL HFSLIFA[G TYF T[DGF ;A\WL VM 56 tIF\ CTFP  C]\ UIM T[GL YM0L 

JFZ  5KL  ~5F  NFZF  DMNL  56  tIF\  p5Z  VFJ[,FP  T[GL  YM0LJFZ  5KL 

.dTLIFh 56 p5Z VFJ[,P

!_P VDM  p5Z  CTF  tIFZ[  GLR[  YL  RL;M  50TL  CTL 

VG[  ARFJM ARFJM T[D A]DM  5F0TF CTFP   T[  ;DI[  HFOZL  ;FC[A GF 

DSFG GF ;FD[GF EFU GL N]SFG 5Z YL 56 5yYZDFZM XZ] SZ[,P  H[YL 

VD[ ~DDF\ A[;L ZC[,FP”  

104. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-9 

(referred to verbatim herein above) of the testimony 

as  contained  on  page-11  thereof,  Shri  Kodekar 

submits that the witness has clearly testified that 

at that point of time, Kailash Dhobi (A-1) inflicted 

a sword blow on the chest of one Anwarbhai who was 

seated outside Shri Jafri's bunglow and as a result 

thereof,  according  to  the  witness,  the  said 

Anwarbhai had collapsed. It is further deposed by 

the witness that at that stage, one Aslamkhan being 

Anwarbhai's  son,  attempted  to  save  his  father 
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whereupon  he  too  was  inflicted  a  sword  blow  by 

Kailash Dhobi (A-1) and thus sustained injuries on 

his  right  hand.  The  witness  claims  that  at  that 

point  of  time,  one  Taiyyebbhai  tried  to  drag 

Aslamkhan into the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and 

shut the grill of the residence. The witness claims 

to  have  seen  at  that  point  of  time  that  said 

Anwarbhai was being inflicted multiple wound blows 

with the sword. The witness claims to have gone into 

the rear portion of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence 

together with his mother and both of them, according 

to the witness, were standing near a window where he 

felt that some inflammable liquid like petrol was 

thrown on the witness and he saw that Kapil Munna 

(A-50) and Dharmesh (A-47) were the persons who had 

thrown  such  liquid.  At  that  point  of  time,  the 

witness claims to have been instructed by his mother 

to rush to the first floor of Shri Ehsan Jafri's 

residence and on doing so, the witness  found the 

wife of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  being  one  Zakiaben  and 

other relatives of Shri Ehsan Jafri on the first 

floor of the residence. The witness claims that at 

that point of time, within a short while of the 

witness  having  reached  the  first  floor  of  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, one Rupaben Dara Modi 

(PW-107  herein)  and  Imtiyaz  (PW-106  herein)  also 

came over to the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. The 

witness claims that thereafter he heard loud screams 

for help from the first floor and he saw that the 

mob continued to pelt stones upon the bunglow of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri and the witness claims to have kept 
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on sitting in the room on the first floor. 

105. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-11 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of his testimony 

as contained on pages 12 to 14, Shri Kodekar submits 

that the witness has testified that at about 5:30 

p.m.,  he  heard  the  sound  of  Police  whistles  and 

firing  of  teargas  shells  and  shooting  from  the 

weapons of the Police and a presumption was arrived 

at by the witness that the Police had come over and 

therefore, upon seeing the Police present at Gulbarg 

Society, all the residents came down and the witness 

saw that the entire residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri 

had  completely burnt  and  was  still  having  flames 

coming out of the building. The witness saw the dead 

bodies  in  the  compound  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's 

residence, of whom two were dead bodies of ladies 

who were devoid of any clothing. The front portion 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence also was found to be 

littered with dead bodies and the witness tried to 

locate his near and dear ones and found his wife and 

two uncles Salim and Rehman and he further claims 

that three Police vehicles came over and all the 

residents of Gulbarg Society were made to sit in 

such Police vehicles to be taken away to shelter for 

their safety. The witness has further deposed that 

the mob had started pelting stones at the Police 

vehicles also, causing damage to the Police vehicles 

and the driver of the first vehicle expressed his 

inability to drive the vehicle any further and in 

the  circumstances,  the  Police  authorities  present 
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surrounded the vehicles and slowly all the vehicles 

containing  the  residents  of  Gulbarg  Society  were 

thus driven to Shahibaug Police Station. The witness 

has deposed that at that point of time also, the 

Police had to resort to firing teargas shells and 

bullets to disperse the mob which continued to pelt 

stones  at  the  vehicles.  The  witness  has  further 

testified that the residents of Gulbarg Society were 

taken  over  to  the  refugee  shelter  at  Dariakhan 

Ghummat from Shahibaug Police Station. 

“!!P T[  5KL  5F\R  ;F0F  5F\R  JFU[  5M,L;  GL 

jCL;, GF VJFH VFJJF DF\0[,FP 8LIZ U[; TYF OFIZL\U GF 56 VFJTF 

CTFP  T[  ;F\E/L V[J]  ,FUT]  CT]  S[  SNFR 5M,L; VFJL  U. CX[P  H[YL 

VD[  AFZLDF\YL  HMTF  5M,L;  JF/F  AWFG[  GLR[  AM,FJTF  CTFP  5KL 

VD[ GLR[ pTZ[,FP  VD[ HMI] TM HFOZL ;FC[A G] DSFG VFB] A/L UI[, 

CT] VG[ T[DF\YL VFU GLS/TL CTLP  5FK/ GF Sd5FP DF VD]S ,FXM 50L 

CTLP  T[D\F  A[ :+L GL ,FXM GuG CF,TDF\  CTLP  tIF\YL VFU/ VFJL 

G[ HMI] TM VFU/ 56 VD]S ,FXM CTLP  T[ 5KL VD[ VDFZF 3ZJF/F GL 

XMWBM/ SZ[,LP  tIFZ[ DFZF A[ SFSF ;,LDEF. VG[ ZC[DFG EF. D/[,FP 

5KL 5M,L;[ UF0L VM D\UFJ[,P H[ +6[S UF0L VM VFJ[,P  T[ UF0LVMDF\ 

AWF G[ A[;F0L NLW[,P  T[ H ;DI[ 8M/F V[ UF0L 5Z 56 5yYZDFZM XZ]  

SZL  NLW[,P   VDFZF  YL  VFU/  GL  UF0L  CTL  T[GM  SFR  T]8L  UI[,P 

H[ VFU/ GM SFR T]8L UI[,P  0=F.JZ[ pTZLG[ SC[, S[4 C] 5yYZ DFZF DF\ 

UF0L R,FJL XS] T[JL CF,T GYLP T[YL 5M,L;[ UF0L VM G[ RFZ[ AFH] YL 

UF0"  SZL WLZ[  WLZ[  XFCLAFU 5MP:8[P  ,. UI[,P UF0L VM ACFZ GLS/L 
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T[ JBT[ 8M/] C8T] G CT] H[YL 8LIZ U[; GF ;[, KM0[, T[DH OFIZL\U 56 

SZ[,P  XFCLAFU 5MP:8[P YL VDG[ NZLIFBFG 3]D8 :S], K[ tIF\ ,. UI[,P 

HIF\ ZFCT S[d5 CTMP  ”

106. Drawing  my  attention  to  a  vital 

portion  of  the  deposition  of  this  witness  as 

contained  in  paragraph-12  (reproduced  verbatim 

herein below) of his deposition, it is submitted by 

Shri Kodekar that the witness claims to identified 

all persons named by him in his testimony as from 

those present in the Court room. Shri Kodekar has 

pointed  out  that  of  the  six  accused  named,  the 

witness has been able to identify positively in the 

Court four of the accused of whom he has identified 

Kapil Munna (A-50), Ambesh (A-32), Dinesh Prabhudas 

Sharma (A-63) and Gabbar (a-14). It is noted in the 

deposition by the Court itself that more than 10 

months had elapsed and the witness was unable to 

identify the other accused.

“!ZP D[\  H[GF GFD VF%IF T[DG[ C]  VFHZMH VM/BL XS]P 

SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5LVM 5{SL C] VFZM5L S5L, D]gGF G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] 

VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF S5L, D]gGF CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P C] SM8"DF\ CFHZ 

VFZM5L VM 5[SL VFZM5L V\A[X G[ VM/BL    ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 

5]KTF V\A[X CMJFG] ATFJ[ K[P  C] SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL VFZM5L 

lNG[X 5|E]NF; XDF" G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P VFZM5LG[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF NLG[X 

5|E]NF; XDF" CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P C] SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL4 VFZM5L 

UaAZ G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF HI[X pP UaAZ 
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CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[PsGM \W  o  VFZM5L  GL  VM/B  DF8 [ GM  N;  DLGL8  

GM  ;DI  5]ZM  YIM  K [  AFSL  GF  VFZM5L  VM  G [  ;FC [N  VM/BL  

XS [, GYLPf  ”

107. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-13 

of the testimony of this witness, it is submitted 

that  the  details  with  regard  to  burial  of  the 

victims,  identification  of  such  dead  bodies,  and 

recording of statements before the concerned Police 

on 06/03/2002 and 11/03/2002 are also deposed in 

paragraphs  13  and  14  (both  reproduced  verbatim 

herein  below)  of  the  testimony  of  the  present 

witness. An affidavit being sworn by a large number 

of residents and surviving victims is also testified 

in  corroboration  of  the  testimonies  of  other 

witnesses by the present witness. 

“!#P TFP Zq#q_Z GF ZMH ZF+L GF ;DI[ S[d5DF\ V[,FG 

YI[, S[4 H[  U],AU" BFT[  GL ,FXM K[  T[  ;LJL, CM:5LPDF\YL ,FJJFDF\ 

VFJ[,  K[  H[  S,\NZL  D:HLN  SA|:TFGDF\  ,FJJFDF\  VFJ[,  K[  T[GL 

VM/BlJWL DF8[  HJF H6FJTF\  C]  56 S,\NZL  D:HLN GF SA|:TFGDF\ 

UI[,P   tIF\ H. G[ D[\ HMI] TM ,FXM V[8,L CN[ A/L UI[, CTL S[ VM/BL 

XSFI T[D G CTLP  H[YL 5M,L;[ H6FJ[, S[ SM.56 GLXFGL CMI T[GF 

YL ,FXM VM/BL ,M GCLTM T[ ;LPCM:5LP BFT[ 5FKL ,. HX[P  H[YL DFZF 

DdDL D]DTFhA[G ;LS\NZGL ,FX DFZF l5TFHL V[ VM/B[,P  DFZF SFSF 

HCF\ULZ  EF.  VG[  SFSL  hZLGFA[G  GL  ,FX  DFZF  SFSF  ;,LDEF. 

V[  VM/B[,P   T[DH  T[DGF  5]+  DCND  C];[G  GL  ,FX  56 
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T[D6[ VM/B[,P  T[ 5KL ,FXM GL BF0M BMNL G[ NOGlJWL SZ[,P    DFZF 

l5TF Z( DL TFZLB[ GMSZL V[ UIF CTF T[ 5KL 5C[,L TFZLB[ ;LWF ZFCT 

S[d5DF\ VFJ[, CTFP  

!$P VF  AGFJ  V\U[  5M,L; DFZM  ;F{  5|YD HJFA  TFP 

&q#q_Z GF ZMH N]W[xJZ RMSL BFT[ ,LW[,P  DFZM ALHM HJFA   TFP!!

q#q_Z GF ZMH D[3F6LGUZ 5MP:8[P BFT[ ,LW[,P  DFZM ALHM HJFA DFZF 

DSFG G[ YI[, G]S;FGL DF8[ ,LW[,P  D[\ TFP&q#q_Z GF HJFA ,BFjIF 

AFN VFZM5L VM G[  ACFZ OZTF\  HMI[,FP  H[YL D[\  VDFZF JSL, G[  JFT 

SZ[,P  T[YL DFZF JSL,[ DZM HJFA ,FJL G[ DG[ JF\RJF VF5[, VG[ SC[, 

S[4  VF  TDFZM  HJFA HM.,MP   V[  HJFA D[\  JF\RTF  T[DF  D[  H[  JLUTM 

,BFJ[,L  T[  JLUTM  CTL  GCL  T[DH  D[\  H[  GFDM  ,BFJ[,F  T[  56 CTF 

GCLP  ;M;FP GF ALHF VM V[ 56 HJFA S-FJL G[  JF\RL ,LW[,P 5Z\T] 

T[ ,BFjIF D]HA GF G CTFP T[YL VD[ VDFZF JSL, DFZOT[ V[OL0[JL8 

SZ[,P   T[  V[OL0[JL8  V[S  VZHL  ;FY[  D[3F6LGUZ  5MP:8[P  VG[  V[S 

5MPSDLP  VMOL;DF\  DMS,L  VF5[,P   T[  5KL  S|F.DA|FgR[  VDM 

G[ HJFA ,BFJJF AM,FJ[,FP 5KL VD[ V[DG[ T[DG[ ,[BLTDF\ HF6 SZ[, 

S[ VDG[ lJxJF; GYL H[YL HJFA ,BFJJM GYLP  ”

108. Drawing my attention to paragraphs 15 

and 16 (both reproduced verbatim herein below) of 

the testimony, Shri Kodekar submits that the witness 

has further testified that a statement was given by 

the  witness  on  25/01/2008  before  the  S.I.T.  at 

Gandhinagar and a computerized signed statement was 

also presented by the witness before the S.I.T. The 
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witness  in  paragraph-16  of  his  testimony,  has 

testified that he lost his mother Mumtazben, uncle 

Jehangirbhai,  aunt  Zarinaben,  cousin  Mohammad 

Hussain  in  the  incident  that  took  place  on 

28/02/2002. The witness also claims that damage to 

the tune of Rs.6 lakhs to Rs.7 lakhs was caused to 

his residence in the said incident. The witness has 

further testified that he furnished the names of the 

concerned accused referred to herein before, in the 

course of his statement recorded on 06/03/2002 and 

assessed the quantum of damages sustained to his 

properties in terms  of his statement recorded on 

11/03/2002. It is submitted that the said witness is 

a  truthful  one,  has  not  exaggerated  or  narrated 

incidents which could be treated as hearsay, but has 

only narrated those parts of the incident that he 

has  himself  seen  and  he  has  also  positively 

identified  four  accused  in  the  Court  and  has 

identified six accused in all. It is submitted that 

the  witness  has  provided  ample  and  sufficient 

corroboration  to  the  testimonies  of  the  other 

material witnesses and there is no deviation from 

the testimonies of such witnesses when compared with 

the testimony of the present witness and it is urged 

that  in  the  circumstances,  this  witness  also  be 

believed  and  the  testimony  of  this  witness, 

according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  goes  a  long  way  in 

establishing  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the  charges 

against the concerned accused.

!5P“ T[ 5KL V[;PVF.P8LP V[ DG[ HJFA ,BFJJF 
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UF\WL GUZ D]SFD[ AM,FJ[,P  VG[ tIF\ TFP Z!q5q_( GF ZMH DFZM HJFA 

,LW[,P  T[ HJFA ,LWM tIFZ[ DFZ] SMd5P 8F.5 SZ[, DFZ] ;CL JF/] GLJ[NG 

56 ZH]  SZ[,P  T[  GLJ[NG D[\  5MT[  CFY[  ,B[, VG[ DFZF O|[g0 5F;[  H. 

G[ T{IFZ SZFJ[,P  

!&P Z( DL TFZLB[ AGFJ ;JFZ GF GJ ;F0FGJ 

JFuIF ;]WL XZ] Y. ;F\HGF ;F0F 5F\R JFuIF ;]WL RF,[,P  VF AGFJ DF\ 

DFZF DFTF D]DTFh A[G4 DFZF SFSF HCF\ULZEF.4 DFZF SFSL hZLGFA[G 

VG[ DFZF SFSFGM 5]+ DCDN C];[G DZ6 5FD[,FP  DG[ 5FK/ YL BAZ 

50[, S[4 VC[;FG HFOZL G] B]G YI[, K[P T[DGL ,FX D/[, S[ S[D T[ BAZ 

GYLP  TFP &q#q_Z GF 5M,L;[ ,LW[, DFZF HJFADF\ DF+ VFZM5L ULZLX 

5|E]NF;  XDF"G\]  H  GFD  ,B[,  VG[  ALHF  GFD  ,B[,  G  CTFP   DFZF 

;MU\WGFDFDF\  ULZLX  XDF"4  S{,FX WMAL4  NLG[X  5|E]NF;  XDF"4  S5L, 

D]gGFEF.4 WD"[X4 V\A[X TYF UaAZ GF GFD D[\ ,B[,FP  DFZ] K G\AZ G] 

DSFG  DG[  TFP  !!q#q_Z  GF  ZMH  HJFA  ,BFJJF  ,.  UI[,F 

tIFZ[ HMI[,P  DFZF DSFG G[ V\NFH[ K YL ;FT ,FB Z]5LIFG] G]S;FG YI[, 

CT]P  ”

109. Continuing  with  his  line  of 

submissions, Shri Kodekar next draws my attention to 

the  testimony  of  PW-179  Ezazali  Faqirmohammad 

Shaikh, whose deposition is on the record of the 

proceedings  at  Exh.720.  Shri  Kodekar  has  further 

submitted that this witness too was a resident of 

Gulbarg Society. The witness has corroborated the 

sequence of events as they took place on the fateful 
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day and  the witness has further  corroborated the 

testimonies  of  other  eye-witnesses  who  have  been 

examined  herein  and  whose  testimonies  have  been 

corroborated earlier by other eye-witnesses as well. 

It  is  pointed  out  that  this  witness  also  has 

positively  identified  some  of  the  perpetrators 

amongst  the  accused  –  both  at  the  scene  of  the 

incident as also in the Court. It is submitted that 

the testimony of the witness is natural, truthful 

and  not  embellished  with  exaggerations  and 

therefore, it is urged that the witness goes a long 

way in corroborating  the  Prosecution  case.  It  is 

further  pointed  out  that  certain  highlighting 

aspects  of  the  testimony  of  this  witness  are 

required to be paid special attention inasmuch as, 

the witness has testified with regard to the injury 

sustained by Shri Ehsan Jafri at the hands of the 

mob and he has also testified with regard to the 

loss of lives that took place in the incident. It is 

submitted by Shri Kodekar that therefore, there is 

no reason to discard the version of events emerging 

from the testimony of such witness. 

110. It is submitted that the witness has 

testified in a similar vein as that of the other 

witnesses as far as the sequence of events leading 

to the fateful day are concerned inasmuch as, they 

relate to the Godhra Train incident, the Bandh call 

given  thereafter,  the  tension  that  took  place 

thereafter  and  the  sequence  of  events  that 

ultimately led to the horrific incident herein. My 
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attention  is  drawn  to  paragraphs  5  and  6  (both 

reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of this witness wherein the incident pertaining to 

the two young sons of the owner of Ankur Cycle Works 

is concerned, inasmuch as, Yusuf is attributed to 

have taken shelter in Gulbarg Society whereas his 

brother Ayub who was trying to rush into his own 

residence, is clearly seen by the witness to have 

been two to three blows with the gupti on his back 

side. The incident relating to the burning of the 

autorickshaw  belonging  to  Gulam  Master  and  the 

Police arriving at the scene of incident and putting 

out the fire on the autorickshaw, is narrated by the 

witness  and  drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-6 

(reproduced verbatim herein below), it is submitted 

by  Shri  Kodekar  that  the  witness  has  clearly 

testified that five to six Police vehicles came to 

Gulbarg  Society  and  the  officers had  talked with 

Shri Ehsan Jafri and two/three others of the Society 

and  the  witness  has  stated  that  his  father  was 

amongst the persons who had met the Police party and 

that he was informed by his father inter alia to the 

effect  that  the  Commissioner  of  Police  Shri 

P.C.Pandey and P.I. Shri K.G.Erda were members of 

the party and bandobast was assured. 

"૫. T[ NLJ;[ ;JFZ GF N; JFU[ RDG5]ZF TZO YL RFZ 

5F\R KMSZFVM VFJ[,FP   VG[  V\S]Z  ;FIS, JF/F KMSZFVM G[  DFZh]0 

SZJF ,FU[,FP  I];]O G[ DFZTF\ T[ ;M;FP TZO VFJL UI[, VG[ T[GM EF. 

VI]A NM0LG[ 3ZDF\ HTM CTM T[ JBT[ T[GF 5L9GF EFU[ A[ +6U]%TL GF 
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3F DFZ[,FP T[ SM6[ U]5TL DFZ[, T[G[ D[\ VM/B[, GCLP  5KL VFU/ U],FD 

DF:8Z GL V[S ZL1FF 50L CTL T[G[ ;/UFJ[,P  5KL tIF\ 5M,L; VFJ[,P 

5M,L;[ 5F6L ,. G[ ZL1FF A]hFJ[,P  

 ૬ P T[  5KL HFOZL  ;FC[A[  OMG SZL  5M,L; GL DNN GL 

DFU6L SZ[,P  5F\R K UF0L VM ;F0FN; 5M6F VULIFZ JFU[ ;M;FP GF 

GFGF hF\5F 5F;[ VFJ[,P  tIFZ[ HFOZL ;FC[A DFZF l5TFHL VG[ ;M;FP GF 

A[  +6 J0L,M tIF\  5M,L; G[  D/JF UI[,FP  5KL N; 5\NZ DLGL8DF\ 

5FKF VFjIF C] VUFXLDF\ pEM CTM tIF\YL HMTM CTM tIF\YL GLR[ pTZ[,P 

VG[ ;M;FPDF VFJLG[  DFZF 5%5F G[  5]K[, S[  VF D/JF VFJ[, jIlST 

SM6  CTFP   DFZF  5%5F  V[  DG[  SC[,  S[4  VFJGFZF  5MPSDLP 

5LP;LP5F\0[ VG[ 5LPVF.P S[PHLPV[Z0F CTFP ALH] DFZF 5%5F V[ H6FJ[, 

S[4 A\NMA:T Y. HX[ RL\TF SZXM GCLP” 

111. My  attention  is  now  drawn  to  the 

sequence of events as deposed in paragraphs 7 to 11 

(all reproduced verbatim herein below), whereby the 

witness has deposed with regard to the events that 

unfolded at about 10:30 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. when a 

mob armed with swords, guptis, sticks, pipes and 

cans of kerosene and petrol numbering about 5000 to 

10000  persons,  had  gathered  outside  the  Gulbarg 

Society and slogans  inter alia  to the effect that 

“kill  and  burn  persons  belonging  to  minority 

community, JAI SHRI RAM etc.”  were shouted by the 

mob.  The  witness,  according  to Shri Kodekar, has 

positively identified Mangilal Dhupchand Jain (A-25) 
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who is attributed to have been armed with a can of 

petrol,  Manish  Prabhudas  Jain  (A-38)  who  is 

attributed to be armed with a sword, Krishna (A-34) 

who was throwing burning rags and Mama Kaniya (A-42) 

who was holding a sword in his hand. The witness has 

explained  that  he  could  identify  such  persons 

because  they  were  residing  nearby.  Drawing  my 

attention  to  paragraph-8  of  the  testimony,  Shri 

Kodekar  submits  that  the  witness  has  fully 

corroborated the version of other eye-witnesses with 

regard  to pelting  of  stones  from  the  terrace  of 

Bunglow No.1 of Gulbarg Society belonging to Dayaram 

Jinger. The witness, according to Shri Kodekar, has 

positively identified Rajesh Jinger as being one of 

the persons of the mob who was on the terrace of the 

said bunglow No.1 and inciting the mob to rush into 

the Society as also pelting stones therefrom. The 

fact of one of such stones striking one Irfan on his 

chest and his collapsing is narrated in paragraph-8 

by the witness in his testimony. The witness has 

also testified that one Rafiq Mansuri sustained an 

injury in his eye, Mohammad Hussain Sandhi sustained 

injury on his shoulder and all such injured were 

taken  to the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri.  The 

witness has identified the said Rajesh Jinger (A-65) 

and Gabbar (A-14) as being the perpetrators of such 

incident.  In  fact,  accused  Rajesh  Jinger  is 

positively identified as a person who was working in 

the Police Department and who was inciting the mob 

to rush into Gulbarg Society. 
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112. The deposition of this witness, more 

particularly paragraph-9 thereof, according to Shri 

Kodekar, contains the testimony  inter alia  to the 

effect as to how the mob rushed into the Gulbarg 

Society from the front portion by breaking open the 

main gate of the Society and the witness has clearly 

stated that he was standing near his residence when 

Mama  Kaniya  (A-42)  hit  the  witness  with  a  brick 

causing head injuries to the witness. The witness, 

according to Shri Kodekar, climbed up the stairs to 

his Flat after sustaining such injuries and he has 

narrated that one Usmankhan, Ayubkhan, Mehmudkhan, 

Hasanali and Ismail, all ran up to the Flat with the 

witness. The witness claims to have rushed into his 

bathroom and claims that a stone which was pelted by 

the mob, broke open the window of the bathroom from 

where itself the witness could see that his father 

Taiyyabali and Shejadali were rushing towards the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. The witness claims 

that in an effort to prevent the mob from rushing 

into  the  Flat,  the  main  grill  of  the  Flat  was 

connected to a live electric wire and an electric 

current was made to run through the grill in an 

effort to prevent the mob from entering into the 

Flat. The mob having also indulged in destruction 

and looting of the properties  located in Gulbarg 

Society,  is  also  narrated  by  the  witness.  Shri 

Kodekar submits that corroborating the version of 

other witnesses, the present witness has testified 

that he heard a loud explosion at the rear side of 

the Society and therefrom also he saw a mob rushing 
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into the Society. Drawing my particular attention to 

paragraph-10 of the deposition, it is submitted by 

Shri Kodekar that the witness saw the mob pelting 

stones at the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri as also 

throwing burning rags into the house which resulted 

in the front room of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence 

getting  afire  and  on  account  of  which  number  of 

women and children rushed out from the bunglow of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri and they were caught hold of by the 

mob  and  killed  by  giving  them  sword  blows.  The 

horrific incident with respect to the daughter of 

one Gulzarbhai being one Firdos whose clothes were 

torn and who was being molested by the mob and the 

attempt to rescue such girl by the brother of the 

witness i.e. Shehzad, is also narrated. Shri Kodekar 

points  out  that  the  witness  has  specifically 

attributed  accused  No.42  Mamo  Kaniyo  to  have 

delivered a sword blow on Shehzad and that the said 

Shehzad was killed by the mob thereafter. The girl 

Firdos was also dragged away by the mob, which was 

also seen by the present witness. 

113. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that, 

of vital importance is the portion of the testimony 

of the present witness as narrated in paragraph-11 

of the deposition, where the witness claims to have 

positively seen  the  mob  dragging  away Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri and continuously beating him up while he was 

being dragged away. The witness claims to have seen 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  profusely  bleeding  from  his 

injuries at that point of time.
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“  ૭ P T[  5KL VULIFZ  JFU[  VMDGUZ TZO YL  5F\R N; 

CHFZ G] 8M/] VFJ[,P  8M/] A]DM 5F0T] CT] S[4 DFZMPPPPP SF5MPPPPP DLIF VM 

G[  AF/L  D]SMPPPPPP   TYF  c  HI  zL  ZFD  c  GF  GFZF  ,UFJTF  CTFP 

T[  JBT[  C]\  ;M;FP  GF  GFGF  hF5F  5F;[  CT]P   8M/F  5F;[  T,JFZM4 

5F.5M4 ,FS0LVM 4 U]%TLVM4 5[8=M, S[ZM;LG GF S[ZAF CTFP   VF 8M/FDF\  

D[\ DF\UL,F, W]5R\N H{G H[GF CFYDF\ 5[8=M, GM 0AM4 DGLQF     5|E]NF; 

H{G H[GF CFYDF\  T,JFZ CTL4 lS|QGF H[GF CFYDF\  ;/UTF SFS0F CTF4 

TYF  DFDF  SF6LIM  H[GF  CFYDF\  T,JFZ  CTL  T[DG[  VM/B[,FP   DFDF 

SF6LIM VFH]AFH]DF\ ZC[ K[ H[YL VM/B] K]P AFSLGF +6 VFZM5LVM 56 

tIF\  H  ZC[  K[  T[YL  VM/B]  K]P   VF  8M/F  V[  U],FD  DF:8Z  GL  ZL1FF 

;/UFJ[,LP  T[DH ;FIS, GL N]SFG GL TM0OM0 SZL ;FDFG ACFZ     SF-L 

,]8OF8 SZ[,P  VF JBT[ VDFZL ;M;FP GF VFH]AFH] GL RF,LVMDF\ ZC[TF 

D]:,LDM VDFZL ;M;FPDF\ VFJL UI[,P  

 ૮ P VF  8M/F  V[  VFH]AFH]  GL  N]SFGMDF\  TM0OM0 

SZL ,]8OF8 SZ[,L VG[ JFCGM G[ ;/UFJ[,FP  VF 8M/] VDFZL ;M;FP GF 

GFS[ VFJ[, DSFG GF WFAF 5Z R0L UI[,P T[ DSFG ZFH[X HL\HZ G] CT] 

H[GM  DSFG G\AZ V[S K[P   8M/]  tIF\YL  5yYZDFZM  SZT]  CT]  V[S 5yYZ 

.ZOFG G[ KFTLDF\ JFU[, ZOLS DG;]ZL G[ VF\BDF\ .HF YI[, DCDN   C];[G 

;gWL G[ BEFDF\ JFU[,P  VF AWFG[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3Z[ ,. UI[,FP  VF 

DSFG  G\AZ  V[S  5Z  8M/FDF\  D[\  ZFH[XEF.  VG[  UaAZ  G[  VM/B[,FP 

UaAZ ZFH[XEF. GF X\] YFI T[ DG[ BAZ GYLP ZFH[XEF. 5M,L; BFTFDF\ 

SFD SZTF CTFP    VF 8M/] DF6;M G[ ;M;FP DF\ V\NZ 3];L HJF H6FJT] 

CT]P  
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 ૯ P 5KL VF 8M/] hF\5M TM0JF ,FUTF NLJF, T]8L UI[, 

VG[ 5KL 8M/] V\NZ 3];L VFJ[,P  VG[ ;M;FP GF GFS[ VFJ[,F DSFGMDF\  

TM0OM0  SZL  JFCGM  G[  ;/UFJJF  ,FU[,FP   VF  8M/]  V\NZ  VFjI] 

tIFZ[ 5yYZDFZM SZT] CT]P  C]\ tIF\ DFZF O,[8 GL GLR[ pEM CTMP DG[ DFDF 

SF6LIF V[ .\8 DFZ[,L H[ DG[ DFYFDF\ 0FAL AFH]V[ JFU[,P  5KL C]\ DFZF 

O,[8 5Z R-L UI[,P  .\8 JFUL T[ JBT[ C]\ GLR[ pEM CTMP  C]\ O,[8DF\ p5Z 

UIM tIFZ[ tIF\ DFZF EF. GF ;F/F p:DFGBFG4 VI]ABFG4 DC[D]NBFG4 

C;GV,L4 .:DF.,EF.4 DFZF ;\UFY[ p5Z R-L UI[,FP  C]\  DFZF 3ZDF\ 

AFY~DDF\  HTM ZC[,P  C]\  AFYZ]DDF\  UIM tIFZ[  V[S .\8 GLR[YL VFJ[,P 

AFYZ]D GL AFZL ;LD[g8 GL CTL T[ T]8L UI[,P D[\ AFZL DF\YL HMI] TM DFZF 

l5TFHL VG T{IAV,L VG[ XCHFNV,L HFOZL;FC[A GF 3Z[ HTF\ CTF\P 

DG[  8M/]  O,[8DF\  3];L  HX[  T[J]  ,FUTF D[\  V[S  JFIZ ,MB\0GL  HF/LDF\ 

AF\WL ALHM K[0M %,UDF\ GFBL :JLR RF,] SZ[,P  D[\  AFZLDF\YL HMI] TM 

5FK/GL AFH]  V[  V[S W0FSM YI[,P VG[ 5KL Z[,J[  AFH]YL 8M/]  V\NZ 

VFJ[,P  8M/F V[ GFSF 5Z DSFG CTF T[DF TM0OM0 SZL ,]8OF8 RF,] SZ[,P

 ૧૦ P 8M/]  HFOZL;FC[A  GF  DSFG  5Z  5yYZDFZM  SZT] 

VG[ ;/UTF SFS0F O[\STF CTF H[DF\  VFU/GF ~DDF\  VFU ,FUL UI[,P 

H[YL  W]DF0M  YTF\  AWF\  ARJF  DF8[  ACFZ  GLS/[,FP  TM  8M/F  V[  T[VM 

G[  T,JFZ GF 3F DFZL  DFZL  GFB[,FP   YM0LJFZDF\  8M/]  U],hFZEF. GL 

NLSZL OLZNM; GF S50F SF-L AF/T] CT]P OLZNM; ARFJM ARFJM GL A]DM 

5F0TL  CTLP  V[8,[  DFZM  EF. XCHFN T[G[  ARFJF  UI[,P   tIFZ[  DFDF 

SF6LIF V[ XCHFN G[ T,JFZ DFZ[,LP VG[ ALHF 8M/F V[ 5KL T[G[ DFZL 

GFB[,P  OLZNM; G[ 8M/] 5FK/ B[\RL UI[,P  
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 ૧૧ P T[  ;DI[  HFOZL  ;FC[A  G[  5FK/ YL  DFZTF  DFZTF 

,FJTF CMJFG] D[\ HMI[,P T[VM ,MCL ,]CF6 CF,TDF\ CTF T[DG[ ACFZ B[\RL 

UI[,P  ”

114. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-12 

(reproduced verbatim here under) of the deposition 

of the present witness, Shri Kodekar submits that 

the witness has testified as to how at about 4:30 

p.m. he heard Police whistles and sounds of firing 

of teargas shells and that he saw Policemen in the 

Gulbarg Society and that peace had prevailed at such 

point of time, and that the witness thereafter came 

down from his residence. 

“  ૧૨ P 5KL RFZ ;F0FRFZ JFU[ 5M,L; GL ;L;M8L JFU[,L 

VG[ 8LIZU[; GF ;[, GF VJFH VFJ[,FP  D[\ AFZLDF\YL HMI] TM 5M,L; GF 

DF6;M ;M;FP DF\ CTF VG[ JFTFJZ6 XF\T Y. UI[, CT]P    5M,L;[ A]D 

5F0TF  AR[,F  DF6;M  GLR[  VFJ[,FP  C]\  .,[P  GM  JFIZ  SF-L 

G[ GLR[ UI[,P  ”

115. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-13 

(reproduced verbatim here under), it is pointed out 

that the witness claims to have seen number of dead 

bodies in the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and more 

particularly  the  dead  bodies  of  women  who  were 

devoid of any clothing. The dead body of his brother 

Shehzad was also seen by the witness and thereafter, 

the witness claims to have been escorted by Police 

vehicles  to  the  Shahibaug  Police  Station,  but 
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according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  the  witness  has  also 

narrated the difficulties faced by the Police while 

escorting such survivors to safety and the witness 

in terms of his deposition in paragraph-13 on page-

11, has testified that P.I. Shri Pathan of Shahibaug 

Police Station sought permission from Mr.Tandon to 

fire upon the mob which order was given and after 

great  difficulty,  the  victims  i.e.  the  surviving 

victims were taken away to safety. The sequence of 

events according to Shri Kodekar, as testified by 

the witness, thereafter are again corroborating  the 

versions  supplied  by  other  eye-witnesses  and  the 

identification  of  dead  bodies,  treatment  at 

V.S.Hospital and recording of statements initially 

by the  Police,  sworn  affidavits  thereafter  and  a 

final  statement  recorded  by  the  S.I.T.  are  all 

narrated  by  the  witness  in  the  course  of  his 

testimony.

“  ૧૩ P  C]\  GLR[  UIM  tIFZ[  HFOZL  ;FC[A  GF  3Z 

VFU/ ,FXM 50[, CTLP H[DF\ :+LVM GL ,FXM 56 CTL H[ GuG CF,TDF\ 

CTLP tIF\  3Z VFU/ DFZF EF. XCHFN V,L GL ,FX CTLP H[ S5FI[,L 

CF,TDF\  CTLP   tIF\  DFZF  l5TF  VG[  DFZM  EF.  T{IAV,L    D/[,P 

T{IAV,L  G[  GFS  5Z  TYF  DFYFDF\  JFU[,  CT]P  DFZF  l5TFG[  CFYGL 

VF\U/L 5Z JFU[, CT]P  5M,L;[ +6 UF0L D\UFJL T[DF\  AR[,F DF6;M 

G[  A[;F0[,FP  T[  ;DI[  8M/F V[  UF0L  5Z 5yYZDFZM  XZ]  SZ[,P  UF0LGM 

VFU/  GM  SFR  T]8L  UI[,P   T[  JBT[  XFCLAFUGF  5LPVF.P 

V[GPV[GP59F6[  8\0G  ;FC[A  G[  H6FJ[,  S[4  ARL  UI[,F  DF6;M 
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G[  ARFJJF  CX[  TM  OFIZL\U  GM  VM0"Z  VF5JF  50X[  T[YL  8\0G 

;FC[A[  OFIZL\U  GM  VM0"Z  VF5[,P  5M,L;[  OFIZL\U  SZL 

DCFD];LAT[  VDG[  XFCLAFU  5MP:8[P  ,.  UI[,FP  T[  ;DI[  ZF+L  GF 

;F0F;FT VF9 JFuIF CX[P  ”

116. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-15 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of  the  witness,  Shri  Kodekar  submits  that  the 

witness has positively identified Krishna (A-34) in 

the Court as also Mamo Kaniyo (A-42), but has not 

been able to identify Mangilal Dhupchand Jain (A-25) 

in  the  Court,  but  has  instead  identified  Naresh 

Bansilal Prajapati (A-25) as accused Mangilal Jain. 

The witness is unable to identify any other accused 

in the Court.

"  ૧૫ P D[\  8M/FDF\  HMI[,F  DF6;M  G[  VM/BL  XS]P  SM8"DF\ 

CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL VFZM5LlS|QGF G[ C] VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] 

GFD  5]KTF   lS|QGFCMJFG]\  H6FJ[  K[P  SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5L  VM  5{SL 

VFZM5LDFDM SF6LIF G[ C]  VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF 

ZFH]  pP  DFDM SF6LIM  CMJFG]\  H6FJ[  K[P  SM8"DF\  CFHZ VFZM5L  VM 5{SL 

VFZM5L DF\UL,F, H{G G[ C] VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF 

GZ[X A\;L,F, 5|HF5lT CMJFG]\  H6FJ[ K[P  H[  RSF;6L SZTF IMuI K[P 

TDFD VFZM5L VM A[9[,L CF,TDF\ KFTL ;]WL GF EFU ;]WL ;\5]6" HM. 

XSFI T[D K[P JW]DF\ K ,F.GDF\ A[9[,F K[ T[ NZ[S ,F.G JFZF OZTL pEF 

SZL  ;FC[N  G[  ATFJJFDF\  VFJ[,F  K[P  ;FC[N[  p5Z  VM/BL  ATFjIF  T[ 

;LJFI ALHF SM. VFZM5L G[ SM8" ;D1F VM/BL XS[, GYLP  ”
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117. It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances,  the  present  witness  is  a  relevant 

witness and a material witness who has corroborated 

the Prosecution version with regard to the entire 

events that have taken place and the witness has 

positively identified some of the accused from the 

perpetrators, he has also positively identified as 

to which of the accused committed which overt act 

and which of the victims were victimized,  in the 

course of his testimony. It is submitted that the 

witness  is  a  truthful  witness,  had  no  reason  to 

exaggerate or lie, has withstood the test of cross 

examination and therefore, his testimony is required 

to be accepted as genuine, credible and reliable. 

118. Continuing with his submissions, Shri 

Kodekar has drawn my attention to the testimony of 

PW-192  Mohammadali  Shahjadali  Saiyed  whose 

deposition is on the record of the proceedings at 

Exh.736. Shri Kodekar has further submitted that the 

witness also has been an eye-witness to the horrific 

incident, who has lost members of his family and has 

identified the mob persons as being the perpetrators 

from amongst the accused. It is submitted that the 

relevant  accused  are identified  in  the  course  of 

events that unfolded, the specific overt acts are 

attributed  to  them  and  the  witness  has  further 

positively  identified  such  accused  in  the  Court 

also.  It  is  submitted  that  the  testimony  of  the 

present  witness  also  largely  corroborates  the 
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version  supplied  by  other  eye-witnesses  and  the 

witness also is a credible and reliable witness. It 

is pointed out that it would not be material to 

reproduce  in  its  entirety  the  evidence  of  the 

present witness, but however, it would be material 

to point out the relevant portions emerging from the 

testimony of the present witness. 

119. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-4 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

Shri Kodekar submits that the incident which took 

place  at  about  10:30  a.m.  is  narrated  by  the 

witness, that a mob of about 10000 to 15000 persons 

came from towards Chamanpura to Gulbarg Society and 

the said mob was armed with swords, tridents, guptis 

and  from  amongst  the  mob  the  witness  has 

specifically identified Ambesh (A-32), Kapil Munna 

(A-50), Mukesh (A-39) and Dilip (A-62). The witness 

has  in  the  course  of  his  testimony  on  page-4, 

paragraph-4,  clearly  supplied  the  reasons  and 

justifications for identifying such of the accused 

since  the  accused  were  residents  of  chawls  and 

societies near to Gulbarg Society and were known to 

the  present  witness  as  also  other  residents  of 

Gulbarg Society. The witness however, according to 

Shri Kodekar, is not able to identify Kapil Munna 

(A-50) but has wrongly identified accused Shivcharan 

(A-64) as Kapil Munna (A-50). The witness has also 

not  been  able  to  identify  Dilip  (A-62)  and  has 

wrongly identified Ambesh (A-32) as Dilip (A-62).

 $P“ T[ ;DI[ ;JFZ GF N;; ;F0FN; JFU[ RDG5]ZF TZO 
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YL N; 5\NZ DF6;G] 8M/] VFJ[,P  VF 8M/] ZM0 5Z D]:,LDM GL N]SFGM 

A\W SZFJT] CT]P 8M/F 5F;[ T,JFZ4 l+X]/ VG[ U]%TL H[JF CYLIFZ CTFP 

VF 8M/FDF\ D[\ V\A[X4 S5L,4 D]S[X4 NL,L54 G[ VM/B[,FP  S5L, U],AU" 

;M;FP GL ;FD[ RF,L VFJ[, K[ T[ tIF\ ZC[TM CTMP T[ ;M;FPDF\ ;JFZ ;F\H 

ZL1FF ,[JF D]SJF VFJTMP V\A[XL GL VMDGUZ HJFGF Z:T[ A]8 R\5, GL 

N]SFG VG[ DSFG K[P NL,L5 V\A[X GM EF. K[P  D]S[X ;FD[GL RF,LDF\ 

ZC[TM  CTM  VG[  DFZF  SFSF  G[  VJFZGJFZ  D/JF  VFJTM  CTM  T[YL  C]\ 

T[G[ VM/B] K]P  C]\ VF ,MSM G[ VM/BL XS]P SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL 

VFZM5L G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P 

SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL VFZM5L S5L, G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ 

T[G]  GFD 5]KL SM8"  GF Z[S0"  YL BF+L SZTF VFZM5L XLJRZ6 pP S<,] 

ZFDHL,F, GFY  CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P s;FC[N VFZM5L VM G[ ,F.GA\W pEF 

SZJF JLG\TL SZTF CM. T[  D]HA pEF SZJFDF\  VFJ[  K[Pf  SM8"DF\  CFHZ 

VFZM5L VM 5{SL VFZM5L NL,L5  G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 

5]KTF V\A[X SFgTL,F,  CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[ VG[ Z[S0" YL BF+L SZTF V\A[X 

SF\TL,F, K[P  sGM\W o S|DJFZ ,F.G GF VFZM5L VM G[  pEF SZL  ;FC[N 

G[ ATFJJFDF\ VFJ[,F K[P N; DLGL8 p5ZF\T GM ;DI VF5JFDF\ VFJ[, 

K[P KTF\ ;FC[N VFZM5L VM G[ VM/BL XS[, GYLP ;FC[N VFZM5L VM GL 

GHLS H. VM/BJF 5ZJFGUL VF5JF lJG\TL SZ[ K[P 

CF,  GM  S[;  R,FJJF  DF8[  VF  SM8"  BF;  :YF5JFDF\  VFJ[, 

K[ VG[ VFZM5L VM GL A[9S jIJ:YF SM8" T[DH ;F1FL T[DH SM8"DF\ CFHZ 

jIlST NZ[S VFZM5L G[ HM. VM/BL XS[ T[ D]HA YLI[8Z 8F.5 SZJFDF\ 

VFJ[, K[P ;F1FL GF 5L\HZF YL VFZM5L VM G[ A[;JFG] :Y/ DF+ 5\NZ YL 
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JL; O]8  N]Z  K[P   ,F.8 5|SFX GL  jIJ:YF  56 5]ZTL  SZJFDF\  VFJ[, 

K[P   ;FC[N[  5MTFGF  5]ZFJFDF\  H[  VFZM5LVM  GF  GFD  H6FjIF  K[  T[VM 

G[ T[ XFYL VM/B[ K[ T[ V\U[ 56 H6FJ[, K[ H[ ,1FDF\ ,[TF\ ;DI YIM 

CMI KTF\ 56 VM/BL G XSFI T[JL 5ZL:YLTL GYLP ;FC[N ZC[ K[ T[ H 

lJ:TFZDF\ T[DGFYL GHLS H VFZM5L VM ZC[TF CMJFG] VG[ ZMH ;JFZ ;F\H 

T[DGL ;M;FP DF\ VFJTM CMJFGM 5]ZFJM VF5[, K[P VF ;DU| CSLST ,1FDF\ 

,[TF  VG[  TDFD VFZM5LVM G[  HM. VM/BL XSFI T[JL 5]ZTL jIJ:YF 

CMJFYL ;F1FLG[ VFZM5LGL GHLS H. VM/BJFGL 5ZJFGUL VF5L XSFI 

GCL T[YL lJG\TL GF D\H]Z SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[Pf  ”

120. However, drawing my attention to the 

contents  of  paragraphs  5  to  8  (all  reproduced 

verbatim  herein  below)  of  the  deposition  of  the 

present  witness,  Shri  Kodekar  submits  that  the 

witness  has  clearly testified  with  regard  to the 

incident in which the sons of the owner of Ankur 

Cycle Works were assaulted by the mob and that one 

son Yusuf took shelter in the Gulbarg Society and 

the other son Ayub while attempting to take shelter 

in the residence, was stabbed in the back with a 

gupti for two to three times. The setting on fire of 

the autorickshaw of Gulam Master is also testified 

by the witness in paragraph-6 of his testimony on 

page-7 and the fact of Kapil Munna (A-50) and Ambesh 

(A-32) identified as perpetrators of such incident, 

is testified to by the witness. Drawing my attention 

to the contents of paragraph-7 of the testimony, it 

has been pointed out that the witness has deposed 
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that  at  about  11:00  a.m.,  two  to  three  Police 

vehicles came over to the Police Chowky outside the 

Society and the Police officials were met by Shri 

Ehsan Jafri, the grandfather of the present witness 

being  one  Faqirmohammad,  Tasadup  Hussain,  Kanu 

Solanki and Ambalal Nadia, all of whom, according to 

the  witness,  met  the  Police  officials  and  after 

coming back in the Society, informed the residents 

of the Society including the present witness that 

adequate arrangements are made for Police bandobast 

and Shri Ehsan Jafri had informed  everybody  that 

amongst the Police officers, were the Commissioner 

of  Police  and  Meghaninagar  P.I.  Shri  Erda.  The 

witness claims that at that stage, the main gate of 

Gulbarg Society was shut whereas the small gate was 

kept open. 

5P“ VF 8M/F GF DF6;M V[ V\S]Z ;FIS, JF/F VI]A 

VG[  I];]O  ;FY[  DFZF  DFZL  SZJF  ,FU[,P   8M/FP  GF  DF6;M 

V[ VI]AG[ 5L9DF\ U]%TL GM 3F DFZ[,P  I];]O NM0L G[ ;M;FP VFJL UI[, 

VG[ VI]A NM0L G[ T[GF 3Z[ HTM ZC[,P VG[ C]\ ;MF;P GF GFGF hF5F 5F;

[ HTM ZC[,P  

&P T[ 5KL 8M/F V[ ZL,LO 8[,;" GL ZL1FF G[ p\WL 

5F0L T[DF\YL 5[8=M, SF-L T[DF\YL ;/UFJL NLW[,P  T[ ZL1FF ;/UFJTF D[\  

S5L, VG[ V\A[X G[ HMI[,P  T[ 5KL C]\ VDFZF O,[8 GF WFAF 5Z UI[,P 

D[\  O,[8 GF WFAF 5Z YL HMI]  TM VF ZL1FF ;/UFJJFGM AGFJ AGTM 

CTMP   T[  5KL  YM0LJFZDF\  5M,L;  VFJ[,P  T[D6[  8M/FGF  DF6;M 

G[  EUF0[,FP   ZL1FFGL  VFU  5M,L;JF/F  VG[  U],FAEF.  GF  DF6;M 
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V[ VM,J[,LP  

*P T[ 5KL VFXZ[ VULIFZ V[S JFU[ 5M,L; GL A[ 

+6 UF0LVM VFJ[, T[ ;M;FGL 5M,L; RMSL K[ tIF\ pEL ZC[,LP  T[DGL 

5F;[  HFOZL  ;FC[A  DFZF  NFNF  OSLZ  DCDN4  T;NN]S  C];[G4  SG]EF. 

;M,\SL4  VG[  V\AF,F,  GF0LIF4  T[DG[  D/JF  UI[,FP   T[DG[  D/L 

VFJLG[ T[D6[ H6FJ[, S[4 5M,L; A\NMA:T VFJ[ K[P  HFOZL ;FC[A[ VF 

JFT ;M;FP GF ,MSM G[  H6FJ[,P  T[D6[ AWFG[ V\NZ ZC[JF H6FJ[,P 

HFOZL ;FC[A[ 5MPSDLP VG[ D[3F6LGUZ GF 5LPVF.P V[Z0F VFJ[,F T[D 

H6FJ[,P  T[J]\  SC[TF VD[  DM8M hF\5M A\W SZL NLW[, VG[  GFGM hF\5M 

B]<,M ZFBL NLW[,P  ”

121. Drawing my attention to the contents 

of paragraph-8 of the deposition, it is pointed out 

by Shri Kodekar that consistent to the testimony of 

the other eye-witnesses, this witness has testified 

that nearly 10 minutes after the Police cars went 

away,  a  mob  came  over  to  Gulbarg  Society  from 

Chamanpura and Omnagar. The mob was consisting of of 

about 5000 to 10000 persons and was shouting slogans 

of “JAI SHRI RAM”, shouting obscenities and shouting 

inter alia  to the effect that “kill and burn the 

members  of  the  minority  community.”   The  accused 

identified by the witness from amongst such mob, are 

Mamo Kaniyo (A-42), Manish Prabhudas Jain (A-38), 

Ramesh Pandey (absconding accused) and Gabbar (A-14) 

and Gatting (A-45). The witness has also testified 

that the said accused Mamo Kaniyo (A-42), absconding 
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accused Ramesh Pandey and Manish Prabhudas Jain (A-

38) were armed with swords and were damaging and 

destroying shops belonging to the minority community 

and were also looting such places. The witness has 

justified and provided reasons about his being able 

to identify accused Mamo Kaniyo and Ramesh Pandey as 

also  Manish  Prabhudas  Jain.  The  witness  also 

justifies his being able to identify Gatting (A-45).

(P“ T[ 5KL 5F\R N; DLGL8 AFN RDG5]ZF TYF 

VMDGUZ TZO YL 8M/] VFJ[,P  VF 8M/] 5F\R YL N; CHFZ DF6;M G] CT]P 

8M/] HI zL ZFD GF GFZF ,UFJT] CT]P VG[ UF/M AM,T] CT] TYF DLIF VM 

G[ DFZM AF/L D]SM T[D AM,T] CT]P  C]\ DFZF O,[8 GF WFAF 5Z UI[,P  VF 

8M/F 5F;[  T,JFZ l+X]/4 U]%TL VG[  ,FS0L H[JF  CYLIFZ CTFP   T[DF\  

DFDF SF6LIF4 DGLQF 5|E]NF; H{G4 ZD[X 5Fg0[4 TYF UaAZ VG[ U[8L\U G[ 

VM/B[,FP  VF 5{SL DFDF SF6LIF4 ZD[X 5Fg0[ VG[ DGLQF 5|E]NF; H{G 

5F;[  T,JFZ  CTLP  VF  ,MSM  D]:,LDM  GL  N]SFGDF\  TM0OM0  SZTF  CTF 

VG[ T[GM ;FDFG ACFZ ZM0 5Z ,FJL ;/UFJTF CTF VG[ ,]8OF8 SZTF 

CTFP  DFDF SF6LIF VMDGUZ TZO ZC[ K[ VG[ DFYFEFZ[ DF6; K[ H[YL C]\  

T[G[  VM/B]  K]P  ZD[X  5Fg0[  GJL  RF,L  5F;[  ZC[  K[P   DGLQF  5|E]NF; 

G[ SZLIF6F GL N]SFG K[P  H[ ;M;FP GL 5F;[ VFJ[, K[ H[YL C]\ T[G[ VM/B] 

K]P  UaAZ  U],AU"  GL  ;FD[GL  RF,LDF\  ZC[  K[P   VG[  pTZFI6  GF 

;DI[  VDFZL  ;M;FP  DF\  5T\U RUFJJF VFJTM H[YL  VM/B]  K]P  U[8L\U 

VI]AEF. GL N]SFGDF\ SFD SZTM CM. T[G[ VM/B] K]P  ”

122. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-9 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 
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it  is  submitted  that  as  a  natural  sequence,  the 

witness has positively identified Gatting (A-45) in 

the Court and has also positively identified Mamo 

Kaniyo  (A-42)  and  Gabbar  (A-14)  in  the  Court. 

However, accused Manish Prabhudas Jain (A-38) is not 

identified and instead accused Chirag Dilipbhai Shah 

(A-36)  is  wrongly  identified  as  accused  Manish 

Prabhudas Jain.

“)P SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL VFZM5L  U[8L\U G[ 

VM/BL  ATFJ]  K]  VFZM5L  G[  T[G]  GFD  5]KTF  U[8L\UpP  NXZY  EF. 

HLJ6EF. 586L   CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K[   SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5L  VM  5{SL 

VFZM5L D]S[X 5]BZFH ;F\B,F   G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 

5]KTF D]S[X 5]BZFH ;F\B,F  CMJFG] H6FJ[  K[  H[  Z[S0"  5Z BF+L SZTF\ 

D]S[X  H{G  GYLP  SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5L  VM  5{SL  VFZM5L  DFDF  SF6LIF 

G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K]  VFZM5L G[  T[G]  GFD 5]KTF ZFH]  pP DFDF SF6LIF 

CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL VFZM5L UaAZ  G[ VM/BL 

ATFJ]  K]  VFZM5L  G[  T[G]  GFD  5]KTF  UaAZ  pP  HI[X  S]DFZ  CMJFG] 

H6FJ[ K[P SM8"DF\CFHZ VFMZ5L VM 5{SL C] DGLQF 5|E]NF; H{G G[ VM/BL 

ATFJ]  K]  VFZM5L  G[  T[G]  GFD  5]KTF  RLZFU  NL,L5EF.  XFC  CMJFG] 

H6FJ[ K[P H[ Z[S0" YL BF+L SZTF RLZFU NL,L5EF. XFC K[P   sS|DJFZ 

,F.GDF\VFZM5LVM  G[  pEF  SZL  ;FC[N  G[  VFZM5LVM  G[  VM/BJF 

DF8[  5]ZTM  ;DI VF5JFDF\  VFJ[,  K[  H[  V\NFH[  5\NZ  DLGL8  GM  ;DI 

VF5JFDF\ VFJ[, K[Pf  ”

123. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-10 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 
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of this witness, more particularly the last three 

lines of paragraph-10 on page-11, it is pointed out 

that the witness has testified that when the mob 

started  indulging  in  stone  pelting  and  throwing 

burning embers upon the buildings in the Society, 

the  Police  vehicles  came  over  and  the  Police  is 

attributed to have fired teargas shells towards the 

Society  as  also  indulged  in  firing  from  their 

firearms  towards  the  Society.  The  witness  has 

thereafter,  according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  testified 

with regard to the horrific incident that took place 

at about 1:30 p.m.

!_P“ VF 8M/] D]:,LDM GL N]SFG GM ;FDFG ACFZ 

SF-L T[GM ;FDFG ;/UFJT] CT]P VF 8M/] ALEt; UF/M AM,T] CT]P 5KL 

VF  8M/F  V[  ;/UTF  SFS0F  VG[  5yYZ  O[\SJF  ,FU[,P  T[DGF  TZO  YL 

VFJTF 5yYZ VD[ 56 ;FD[ O[\STF CTFP  T[ ;DI[ ACFZ H[ 5M,L; JF/F 

CTF T[ 8LIZU[;GF ;[, VDFZL ;M;FP TZO O[\STF CTF VG[ OFIZL\U SZTF 

CTFP  ”

124. My attention is drawn to paragraph-12 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

where the witness, according to Shri Kodekar, has 

deposed with regard to the events whereby the stone 

pelting took place from Bunglow No.1 and role played 

by accused  Rajesh  Dayaram  Jinger  is  also  pointed 

out.  The  witness  has  identified  accused  Rajesh 

Dayaram Jinger (A-65), Gabbar (A-14) and Ambesh (A-

32) as being present on the terrace of Bunglow No.1 

and pelting stones at the buildings located outside 
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the Gulbarg Society. The persons on the terrace of 

Bunglow No.1 are also attributed to be inciting the 

other members of the mob to rush into the Society. 

The injuries sustained by Irfan Gulzarbhai and he 

being  taken  away  to  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri  as  also  injury  sustained  to  one  Jehangir, 

Rafiq, Mohammad Hussain is also testified by the 

witness.

“!ZP A5MZ GF V[S NM- JFuIF GF ;DI[ 8M/]  ;M;FP GM 

DM8M hF\5M TM0JF 5|ItG SZT\] CT]P  tIFZ[ HFOZL ;FC[A[ 8M/FG[ TMOFG G 

SZJF lJG\TL SZ[,P  OMG 56 SZ[,F 56 SM. DNN VFJ[, GCLP  T[ ;DI 

NZdIFG DSFG G\AZ V[S H[ ;M;FP GF D]bI hF\5F 5F;[ K[ T[ ZFH[X NIFZFD 

HL\UZ G]  K[P   tIF\  8M/F GF DF6;M R-L UI[,FP   T[  8M/FDF\  D[\  ZFH[X 

NIFZFD HL\UZ4  UaaFZ  VG[  V\A[X G[  HMI[,FP   T[  ,MSM  DSFG 5Z YL 

;M;FP GL V\NZ TZO .\84 SFRGL AF8,L VM DFZTF CTFP  VG[ 8M/F GF 

DF6;M G[  V\NZ 3];L HJF pxS[Z6L SZTF CTFP   DSFG G\AZ V[S 5Z 

YL  .\8  VFJL  T[  VDFZL  ;M;FPDF\  ZC[TF  .ZOFG  U],hFZ  G[  KFTLGF 

EFU[  JFU[,L  T[  A[CMX  Y.  UI[,  VG[  A[EFG  Y.  UI[,  T[G[  p\RSL 

G[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3Z TZO ,. UI[,P ALHF HCF\ULZ RFRF4 ZOLSEF. 

DCDN C];[G G[ 5yYZ JFU[,P  VF JBT[ C]\ D:HLN 5F;[ CTMP  ”

125. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-13 

(reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  of  the 

deposition, Shri Kodekar submits that the witness in 

consonance and corroboration with the testimonies of 

other  eye-witnesses,  has  clearly  narrated  the 

incident that took place thereafter and the incident 
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as to how the mob broke open the main gate of the 

Society, rushed into the Society, started damaging 

and  destroying  the  properties  located  in  Gulbarg 

Society,  are  narrated  in  paragraph-13  of  his 

deposition. The fact of the uncle of the witness 

i.e.  Ezazali  having  passed  an  electric  current 

through the main grill of their property is also 

narrated by the witness.

“!#P T[  5KL  Z[,J[  TZO  YL  56  5yYZM  VFJJF 

,FU[,FP  VG[ ;M;FP RFZ[ TZO YL 3[ZF. UI[, CTLP  VFXZ[ A[ JFU[ ;M;FP 

GM DM8M U[8 T]8L UI[,P  8M/] V\NZ 3];L UI[, VG[ VFU/ GF DSFGM DF\ 

TM0OM0 XZ] SZ[, T[DH JFCGM GL TM0OM0 XZ] SZ[,P  C]\ 5C[,F HFOZL ;FC[A 

GF 3Z TZO UI[, 5Z\T] IMuI G ,FUTF VDFZF O,[8 GF WFAF 5Z UI[,P 

tIF\  VDFZF  3ZG]  SM.  CT]  GCL  VG[  ACFZ  A[SZLVMDF\  SFD  SZTF  CTF 

T[ DF6;M CTFP  H[YL C]\ GLR[ DFZF 3ZDF\ VFJL UI[,P  T[ ;DI[ D[\ HMI] TM 

DFZF 3ZDF\ DFZF SFSF V[hFHV,L4 DFZF DFDF DC[D]NBFG4 .:DF.,EF. 

CTFP  DFZF SFSF V[ 8M/] VDFZF 3ZDF\ GF 3];L HFI T[DF8[ VDFZM NZJFHM 

H[DF\  ,MB\0  GL  HF/L  CTL  T[DF\  .,[P  GM  JFIZ  ,UFJL  ALHM  K[0M 

%,UDF\ ,UFJL ,F.8 RF,] SZL NLW[,P   DFZF 3ZDF\ ZM0 TZO GL U[,[ZLDF\  

VFU ,FU[, CTLP  H[ VD[ A]hFJ[,P  ”

126. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-14 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

it  is  pointed  out  that  the  witness  has  clearly 

testified that he could see from the bathroom of his 

residence that a huge mob had gathered near Shri 

Ehsan Jafri's residence and even the rear portion of 
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the compound wall of the Society was demolished by 

the mob by setting out a loud explosion. The mob is 

thereafter  attributed  to  have  entered  into  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and setting on fire 

the property more particularly the movables located 

in the front room of the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri. The witness has positively identified Manish 

Prabhudas Jain (A-38), Gabbar (A-14), Ramesh Pandey 

(absconding accused), Mamo Kaniyo (A-42) as being 

near the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri at that point 

of time. 

“!$P 5KL ;M;FPDF\YL  VJFHM  VFJTF CTF T[YL  C]\  DFZF 

3ZGL AFYZ]D DF\ HTM ZC[,P T[ C] V[S,M CTMP  tIF\YL D[\ HMI] TM HFOZL 

V\S, GF  3Z  5F;[  8M/]  VFJL  UI[,P  5FK/ GL  Z[,J[  TZO  GL  NLJF, 

W0FSF ;FY[  T]8L UI[,P  tIF\YL 56 DF6;M V\NZ VFJ[,F VG[ HFOZL 

;FC[A GF VFU/ GF ~D GM ;FDFG ;/UFJJF ,FU[,P  VF 8M/FDF\  D[\ 

DGLQF     5|E]NF; H{G4 UaAZ ZD[X 5Fg0[4  DFDF SF6LIF G[  HMI[,F 

VF ,MSM HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3Z 5F;[ CTFP  ”

127. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

as it unfolds in paragraph-15 (reproduced verbatim 

herein below), it is pointed out that the women and 

children coming out of the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri  in  a  view  to  escape  the  flames  and  the 

consequent  events  that  unfolded  are  positively 

deposed to have been witnessed by the witness from 

the grill of his bathroom. The mob is attributed to 

have  attacked  such  persons  rushing  out  of  the 
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residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri,  with  swords  and 

tridents  and  setting  such  persons  afire  by 

sprinkling  some  inflammable  liquid  upon  their 

bodies. The incident that took place concerning the 

young girl Firdos is also narrated in paragraph-15 

of the testimony of the witness and the witness has 

positively stated that the mob had torn apart the 

clothes  of  such  Firdos  and  the  witness  has 

positively  stated  that  on  hearing  her  cries  for 

help,  the  father  of  the  present  witness  being 

Sehzadali had rushed to save such girl Firdos when 

the mob of whom Mamo Kaniyo (A-42) was present who 

turned upon the said Sahejadali, the witness claims 

to have seen Mamo Kaniyo (A-42) delivering a sword 

blow on the neck of his father and the witness has 

seen  his  father  collapse  on  account  of  injuries 

sustained on the neck and chest. The witness claims 

that at that point of time, the other members of the 

mob were sprinkling some inflammable liquid on the 

bodies of persons who had fallen and were setting 

such bodies afire. The witness claims to have seen 

Manish Prabhudas Jain (A-38), Gabbar (A-14), Ramesh 

Choti (absconding accused) being armed with swords 

at that time. The witness thereafter does not claim 

to have seen any portion of the incident, but has 

testified  with  regard  to  the  fact  of  the  Police 

having come over to the scene of the incident at 

about 4:30 p.m. and the sound of Police whistles and 

lack of noise from the mob was perceived by the 

witness. The witness thereafter, claims to have got 

down from his Flat along with his family members and 
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other survivors.

!5P“ HFOZL  ;FC[A  GF  DSFGDF\  VFU  ,FUJFYL 

3ZGL V\NZ YL :+LVM VG[ AF/SM ACFZ VFJJF ,FU[,FP VF D[\ DFZF 3Z 

GGL AFY~D GL HF/LDF\YL HMI[,P  8M/F GF DF6;M VF ACFZ VFJTF 

DF6;M G[  T,JFZ VG[  l+X]/ YL DFZTF CTF VG[  T[DGF 5Z ,LSJL0 

GFBL  ;/UFJTF  CTFP   T[  NZdIFG  OLZNM;  VF5F  ACFZ  VFJ[,FP 

H[  U],hFZ DCDN GF NLSZL K[P  8M/F GF DF6;M V[ T[DGF S50F OF0L 

GFB[,FP  T[D6[  DFZF  l5TFHL  G[  A]D  5F0[,  H[YL  DFZF  l5TFHL 

T[DG[  ARFJJF  HFOZL  ;FC[A  GF  3ZDF\YL  ACFZ  VFJ[,FP   H[DG]  GFD 

XCHFNV,L K[P  ”

128. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 

the  witness  claims  to  have  at  that  time,  as  is 

testified  in  paragraph-18  (reproduced  verbatim 

herein below) of his testimony, seen the dead body 

of  his  father  which  was  in  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's 

compound.  The  fact of  the  Police  having provided 

some  escort  by  taking  survivors  to  safety  is 

narrated by the witness and the fact of the Police 

having had to resort to teargas shelling and firing 

on the mob even at that time is testified in terms 

of paragraph-19 (reproduced verbatim herein below) 

of the testimony of this witness.

“!(P C] GLR[ pTZL G[ 5C[,F DFZF l5TFHL CTF tIF\ UI[,P 

T[VM DZ6 UI[,F CTFP  T[DGL ,FX HFOZL ;FC[A GF DSFGDF\ UF0L 5FS" 

SZJFGL HuIF GL ACFZ CTLP  5KL C]\ DFZF DdDL h]A[NFA[G G[ D/[,P  
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!)P T[  5KL  VDG[  AWFG[  ACFZ  5M,L;  GL  UF0LVM 

VFJ[, CTL T[DF\ A[;F0[,FP  5M,L; GL UF0LDF\ VDG[ A[;F0L G[ ,. HTF 

CTF tIFZ[ 8M/F GF DF6;M VDFZL UF0LVM 5Z 5tYZM O[\STF CTFP  T[ 5KL 

5M,L; WLD[ WLD[ VDG[ RDG5]ZF Y. G[ ,. UI[,FP       VF ;DI[ 5M,L;[ 

8M/F 5Z 8LIZU[; GF ;[, KM0[,F T[DH OFIZL\U SZ[,P  ”

129. Paragraphs  20  to  24  (all  reproduced 

verbatim  herein  below)  of  the  testimony  of  the 

present witness, according to Shri Kodekar, relate 

to the events that took place post the incident and 

relate to identification of the dead bodies of the 

victims  and  recording  of  statements  by  survivors 

including the present witness and the fact of such 

victims  not  being  satisfied  by  recording  of 

statements by the Police and swearing affidavits are 

all narrated by the witness in terms of paragraph-23 

of his testimony and the fact of the witness having 

provided a statement before the S.I.T. on 23/05/2008 

is also narrated by the witness.

“Z_P 5M,L; VDG[ ;F{ 5C[,F XFCLAFU 5MP:8[P ,. 

UI[,P   tIF\YL VDG[ VG[ ALHF ,MSM G[ N]W[`JZ NZLIFBFG 3]D8 ,. 

UI[,FP tIF\ dI]P :S],DF\ ZFCT S[d5 SZ[,P  

Z!P DFZF SFSF V[hFHV,L G[  5UDF\  JFU[,P TYF ALHF 

SFSF T{IAV,L G[ DFYFDF\ JFU[,P  DFZF NFNF OSLZ DCDN G[ CFYDF\ .HF 

YI[,P   DFZF SFSF V[hFHV,L VG[ T{IAV,L ZFCTS[d5DF\ 5CMrIF 5KL 

JLPV[;PCM:5LP  DF\  ;FZJFZ  DF8[  UI[,FP   NFNF  VDFZL  ;FY[  H  ZC[,F 
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VG[ T[D6[ S[d5DF\ ;FZJFZ ,LW[,P  

ZZP TFP Zq#q_Z GF ZMH S[d5DF\ V[JL HFC[ZFT YI[,L S[4 

U],AU" ;M;FP DF\  H[  XCLN YI[,F K[  T[DGL ,FXM  ,[JF HJFG] K[P  H[ 

;LPCM:5LP HJFG]  K[P   H[YL  DFZF SFSF V[hFHV,L VG[  DFZF NFNF  tIF\  

UI[,FP   ,FXM  SA|:TFGDF\  ,FJTF  DFZF  l5TFHL  GL  ,FX  DFZF  NFNF 

V[ VM/B[,LP  VG[  tIF\ SA|:TFGDF\ T[DGL NOGlJWL SZJFDF\ VFJ[,P  

Z#P TFP  &q#q_Z  GF  ZMH  5M,L;  S[d5DF\  VFJ[, 

VG[  DG[  N]W[`JZ RMSL ,. UI[, HIF\  DFZM HJFA ,LW[,P  V[  HJFA 

DFZF ,BFjIF D]HA GM  G CTMP  T[ HJFADF D[VFZM5L VM GF H[  GFD 

VF5[,F T[ ,B[, G CTFP  5KL VD[ V[S V[OL0[JL8 SZ[, VG[ 5MPSDLP TYF 

D[3F6LGUZ  5MP:8[P  G[  V[S  VZHL  SZ[,P   VDFZL  V[OL0[JL8  VZHL 

;FY[ DMS,L VF5[,P  VF VZHL DMS<IF AFN VDM G[ S|F.D       A|FgR 

TZO YL AM,FJJF VFJ[,FP  VD[ UI[,F GCLP  S[ HJFA ,BFJ[, GCLP 

VD[ UI[,F GCL VG[ 5KL ;]l5|D SM8"DF\ V[S VZHL SZ[,P  VDG[ U]HZFT 

5M,L; 5Z EZM;M G CMJFYL S|F.D A|FgRDF\ HJFA ,BFJJF UI[, GCLP  

Z$P VD[  ;]l5|DSM8"DF\  VZHL  SZL  T[  SFD[  D[\  TFP 

5q)q_# GF ZMH DFZ] ;MU\WGFD] SZ[,P  ”

130. It  is  pointed  out  that  in  the 

circumstances, this witness also has identified a 

large number of accused as being the perpetrators of 

the present incident and the specific overt  acts 

attributed to the accused i.e. each of them, the 

weapons  with  which  they  were  armed,  are  all 

testified to by the present witness and therefore, 
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this witness is also required to be accepted as a 

truthful,  reliable  and  credible  witness  whose 

testimony  goes  a  long  way  in  establishing  the 

charges against the accused beyond reasonable doubt. 

131. Continuing  in  the  same  vein,  Shri 

Kodekar now draws my attention to the testimony of 

the grandfather of PW-192, such witness being PW-314 

Faqirmohammad Nasirali Saiyed whose deposition is on 

the record of the present proceedings at Exh.1098. 

It is submitted that the said witness is also an 

eye-witness, has testified with regard to only those 

relevant parts of the incidents which he has himself 

seen. The witness has also suffered the loss of his 

family members as also his property in the incident. 

The witness, according to Shri Kodekar, is also able 

to identify from amongst the perpetrators number of 

accused at the time of the incident and such accused 

are also to an extent positively identified in the 

Court also. It is pointed out that even if there are 

some inaccuracies or deficiencies in identification 

of the accused in the court on the part of the 

present  witness,  the  witness  is  required  to  be 

excused  since  the  testimony  of  the  witness  was 

recorded in August, 2010, nearly eight years after 

the incident and the age of the witness at the time 

his deposition was recorded, was about 75 years and 

therefore also, some inconsistencies or deficiencies 

as also some inaccuracies are required to be treated 

as lapses in memory on account of failing age and 
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diminishing of the acute senses like eye-sight and 

hearing and it is urged that such deficiencies or 

contradictions are required to be treated as natural 

and  cannot  in  any  manner  be  treated  as  material 

contradictions  which  would  in  any  manner  be 

beneficial to the defence and be a detriment in the 

process of the State establishing beyond reasonable 

doubt the charges against the accused. 

132. Shri Kodekar submits that the present 

witness also was a resident of the Flats located 

within Gulbarg Society and was residing thereat at 

least 12 years prior to the incident. The witness 

was residing there with his wife, three of his sons 

and  their  children  i.e.  his  grandchildren,  as  a 

joint family. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

the witness was a worker of the Congress Party as 

emerging from his testimony on page-2 and in fact 

held  a  position  with  the  Congress  Party  at  that 

point of time. The witness was closely associated 

with ex-M.P. Shri Ehsan Jafri, one Ambalal Nadia, 

Kanu  Solanki  and  Mangaldas  Kapadia,  who  are  all 

claimed to be Congress workers. It is submitted that 

the entire testimony of this witness is not read 

over nor is it required to be reproduced by the 

Court but the relevant portions would  inter alia 

establish the events that took place at Godhra on 

27/02/2002, ensuing tensions caused thereat and in 

the entire State of Gujarat including Ahmedabad, the 

Bandh call given by various Organizations and the 

ensuing  effect  and  all  of  which  leading  to  the 
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horrific incident at Gulbarg Society on 28/02/2002, 

which are narrated in the opening paragraphs of the 

testimony of this witness. 

133. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-6 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of  the  witness,  Shri  Kodekar  submits  that  the 

witness has deposed inter alia to the effect that on 

28/02/2002, in the early hours of the morning, the 

witness  met Shri Ehsan Jafri and thereafter went 

over to the place known as “Patrawali Chali” where 

about 25 to 30 Muslim families are residing, to warn 

them  to  be  alert  on  that  particular  day.  The 

residents of such chawl were also given a suggestion 

that they should come over to the Gulbarg Society 

for shelter if the situation so demanded it. 

“&P TFPZ(qZq_Z  GF  ZMH  C]\  GF:TM  5F6L  5TFJL 

HFOZL;FC[A GF 3Z[ UI[,P  HFOZL;FC[A[ DG[ 5TZFJF/L RF,LDF\ HJF VG[ 

tIF\ ZC[TF 5RL; +L; D]:,LD S]8]\AMG[ ACFZ G HJF ;DHFJJF VG[ HM 

SF\. V[J] ,FU[ TM Z[,J[ 5F8[ 5F8[ Y. U],AU" ;M;FPDF\ VFJJF H6FJ[,P  ”

134. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-8 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of his testimony, 

it is submitted that this witness has also narrated 

the incident involving Yusuf and Ayub being the sons 

of the owner of Ankur Cycle Works and the fact of 

the  said  Yusuf  having  taken  shelter  in  Gulbarg 

Society and Ayub being stabbed in the back by gupti 

blows,  is  also  testified  by  the  witness.  The 

damaging  and  setting  afire  of  the  autorickshaw 
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belonging to Gulam Master and the Police coming over 

at  that  time  and  putting  out  the  fire  on  the 

autorickshaw  is  also  narrated  by  the  witness 

accurately and in corroboration with the testimonies 

of all other witnesses referred to herein before.

“(P T[  5KL  YM0LJFZ  AFN  V\S]Z;FIS,JF/F 

CALABFGGF KMSZFVM N]SFG A\W SZL ACFZ pEF CTFP  tIFZ[ 5\NZ JL; 

KMSZFVMG] 8M/] VFjI] VG[ T[DGL ;FY[ DFZFDFZL SZJF ,FU[, H[YL I];]O 

GFDGM T[DGM NLSZM VDFZL ;M;FP DF\ VFJL UI[,P VG[ VI]A T[GF 3Z 

TZO HTM CTM tIFZ[  8M/FDF\YL SM.V[ T[G[ 5FK/ SDZGF EFU[ U]%TLGF 

A[ +6 3F DFZL NLW[, H[YL T[ 3ZDF\ HTM ZC[,P  tIF\ U],FD DF:8ZGL ZL1FF 

50[, CTL T[G[  5[8=M, KF\8L 8M/FV[ ;/UFJL NLW[,P T[  ;DI[ VMDGUZ 

TZOYL 5M,L;GL UF0L VFJTF 8M/] EFUL UI[,P 5M,L;[ ZL1FF 5Z 5F6L 

KF8LG[ VFU VM,J[,P VG[ 5M,L; HTL ZC[,P  T[ ;DI[ ;M;FPGL V\NZ 

CTF  T[DG[  HFOZL  ;FC[A[  ;M;FPGL  ACFZ  G  HJF  H6FJ[, 

VG[  T[D6[  5M,L;G[  OMG  SZ[,  K[  VG[  5M,L;  CD6F  VFJX[  T[D 

H6FJ[,P  ”

135. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-9 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

Shri Kodekar has pointed out that this witness also 

has stated that in or about half an hour of the 

above referred incident, five or six Police vehicles 

came over to Gulbarg Society and at that time, the 

witness  together  with  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri,  Ambalal 

Nadia, Mangaldas Kapadia and Kanu Solanki, all went 

to the small gate of the Society. The witness has 
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further deposed, according to Shri Kodekar, that at 

that  stage,  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  informed  the 

Commissioner  of  Police  Shri  P.C.Pandey  that 

bandobast  was  required  at  Gulbarg  Society.  The 

witness,  according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  has  also 

established  the  presence  of  P.I.  Shri  Erda  at 

Gulbarg  Society  at  that  time.  The  witness  has 

further  deposed  that  the  residents  of  Gulbarg 

Society  were  assured  of  Police  protection  and 

bandobast by such Police Officers. 

“)P T[  5KL  V0WF  S,FS[  5M,L;GL  5F\R  K  UF0LVM 

VDFZL  ;M;FPGF  GFGF  hF\5F  VFU/  VFJL  G[  pE[,LP     T[ 

;DI[  HFOZL;FC[A  VG[  V\AF,F,  GF0LIF4D\U/NF;  SF50LIF4  SG] 

;M,\SL4  C]\  VG[  VDFZL  ;M;FPGF  V[S  A[  H6F  VD[  AWF  GFGF  hF\5F 

VFU/ ZM0 5Z UI[,FP  tIF\  HFOZL;FC[A[ 5MPSDLP 5LP;LP5F\0[G[ 5M,L; 

A\NMA:T D]SJF H6FJ[,P  tIF\  D[3F6LGUZ GF 5LPVF.P V[Z0F ;FC[A 

56 CTFP  SlDP ;FC[A[  V[J]  H6FJ[, S[4 C]\  CD6F YM0LJFZDF\  5M,L; 

A\NMA:T  UM9JFJL  Np  K]  TD[  ,MSM  V\NZ  A[;MP   VD[  V\NZ  VFJ[,F 

HFOZL;FC[A[  V\NZ  A[;[,FG[  H6FJ[,  S[4  5LP;LP5F\0[  ;FC[A[  5M,L; 

A\NMA:T UM9JJF H6FJ[, K[ TD[ ,MSM lR\TF SZXM GCLP  ”

136. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-10 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

more  particularly  page-8  thereof,  Shri  Kodekar 

submits that the horrific incident as it started, is 

accurately narrated to by the witness, the witness 

has stated  inter alia  to the effect that a mob of 
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about 5000 to 10000 persons had gathered outside the 

Society and was shouting slogans inter alia to the 

effect  that  “members  of  the  minority  community 

should be killed and burnt.” The mob, according to 

such witness, was armed with swords, guptis, sticks 

and  was  also  possessed  of  cans  of  kerosene  and 

petrol.  The  witness  has  identified  Chunilal 

Prajapati  (A-61),  Mamo  Kaniyo  (A-42)  and  Bharat 

Talodiya (A-54) as being the members of such mob, 

who  were  positively identified  by the  witness  at 

that  point  of  time.  The  witness  has  further 

testified  that  accused  No.61  is  an  ex-Municipal 

Councilor,  accused  No.42  is  running  an  illicit 

liquor den/bar and accused No.54 according to the 

witness, was a Secretary of Bajrang Dal on account 

of which all three were known to the witness. 

“!_P 5M,L;JF/F UIF 5KL VDFZL ;M;FP GL ;FD[ 5F\R 

YL N; CHFZG] 8M/] VDFZL ;M;FP ;FD[ VFJ[, VG[ DL\IFVMG[ DFZM SF5M 

VG[  AF/L  D]SM  T[JL  A]DM  5F0TF  CTFP  T[DGL  5F;[  T,JFZ     U]%TL 

,FS0L4 5[8=M, S[ZM;LGGF S[ZAF CTFP  T[ 8M/FDF\ D[\  R]GL,F, 5|HF5lT4 

DFDF  SF6LIF4  EZT  T,MNLIFG[  HMI[  VM/B[,FP  T[  ,MSM  VDFZF 

lJ:TFZGF H K[ H[YL C]\ T[DG[ VM/B] K]P  VG[ T[ ZLT[ D[\ T[DG[ VM/B[,FP 

T[  ,MSMG[  D[\  GFGF hF\5F 5F;[YL VM/B[,FP  R]GL,F, EFH5 GF DFHL 

SM5M"P  K[P  DFDF  SF6LIF  NFZ]GM  V00M  R,FJ[  K[  VG[  EZT  T,MNLIF 

AHZ\UN/GM D\+L K[ T[YL C]\ VM/B] K]P  ”

137. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-11 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 
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it is pointed out that at that stage, the witness 

has positively identified Chunilal Prajapati (A-61) 

and  Bharat  Talodiya  (A-54) in  the  Court,  whereas 

Mamo Kaniyo (A-42) has not been identified by the 

witness  and  instead,  the  witness  has  wrongly 

identified Babu Manji Patni (A-23) as Mamo Kaniyo 

(A-42).

“!!P C]\ SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L R]GL,F, 5|HF5lTG[ VM/BL ATFJ] 

K] VFZM5LG[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF R]GL,F, CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P  C]\ SM8"DF\ CFHZ 

VFZM5L EZT T,MNLIFG[  VM/BL ATFJ]  K]P  VFZM5LG[  T[G]  GFD 5]KTF 

EZT  T{,L  CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K[P   C]\  SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5LVM  5{SL  5C[,L 

,F.GDF\ HD6L TZO K[<,[ A[9[,FG[ DFDF SF6LIF TZLS[ VM/BL ATFJ] 

K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF AFA] DGHL 586L CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P SM8"GF 

Z[S0"YL  BF+L  SZTF  VFZM5L  AFA]  DGHL  586L K[  VG[  DFDF  SF6LIF 

GYLP  ”

138. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-12 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

Shri Kodekar submits that the witness made further 

efforts to identify accused No.42 but accused No.24 

being Shankerji Hakaji Mali was wrongly identified 

as accused No.42 and no other accused was identified 

in the Court by the witness as being involved in the 

incident.

“!ZP VFZM5LVMG[  ,F.G  5|DF6[  pEF  SZL  VM/BL 

ATFJJF H6FJTF VFU/YL +LHL ,F.GDF\ JrrF[ GF EFUGL ,F.G GF 

+6  5{SL  JrR[GF  DF6;G[  DFD]  SF6LIM  TZLS[  VM/BL  ATFJ[  K[P 
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VFZM5LG[  T[G]  GFD 5]KTF X\SZHL CSFHL DF,L H6FJ[  K[P   SM8"GF Z[S0" 

;FY[ BF+L SZTF\ T[VM X\SZHL CSFHL DF,L CMJFG] ;FR] K[P  VF ;LJFI 

VgI SM. VFZM5L  G[ DFDF SF6LIF TZLS[ VM/BL ATFJ[, GYLP  ”

139. It  is  submitted  referring  to 

paragraphs  13  and  14  (both  reproduced  verbatim 

hereunder) of the testimony, that Bharat Teli (A-54) 

and  Mamo  Kaniyo  (A-42)  were,  according  to  the 

witness,  armed  with  swords  and  such  mob  started 

setting  afire  the  vehicles  including  the 

autorickshaw  of  Gulam  Master  and  also  shops 

belonging to the persons of minority community. At 

that point of time, according to the witness, some 

families  residing  outside  Gulbarg  Society, rushed 

into Gulbarg Society to take shelter and properties 

of such families were also damaged, looted and set 

afire by the mob. 

“!#P D[\  8M/FDF\  VM/B[,F  T[  DF6;M  5{SL  EZT  T{,L 

VG[ DFDF SF6LIFGF CFYDF\ T,JFZM CTLP  VF 8M/FV[ U],FD DF:8ZGL 

ZL1FFG[ OZL ;/UFJL NLW[, VG[ T[GL 5F;[ <I]GF VG[ ;FIS, 50[, CTF 

T[  A\G[  G[  VF 8M/FV[ ;/UFJL NLW[,P  TYF T[GL ;FD[  V[S D]:,LDGL 

N]SFG CTL T[DF\  TM0OM0 SZL T[GM ;FDFG ZM0 5Z ,FJL ;/UFJ[,P  T[  

;DI[  VDFZL  ;M;FP  GL ;FD[  RF,L  CTL T[DFYL S[8,FS D]:,LD S]8]\AM 

ARJF DF8[ VDFZL ;M;FPDF\ VFJL UI[,P  T[ ,MSMGL ZM0 5Z A[SZL CTL 

T[DF\ 8M/FV[ TM0OM0 SZ ;FDFG ;/UFJL NLW[,P  ”

140. Referring  to  paragraph-14  of  the 
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testimony, Shri Kodekar submits that the witness has 

clearly testified as to how the mob had completely 

surrounded Gulbarg Society and had started pelting 

stones,  throwing  burning  rags  and  tyres  at  the 

Society on account of which some buildings, doors 

and windows started catching fire which fire was put 

out by the residents of the Society. The witness 

claims  in  terms  of  paragraph-14,  page-11  of  his 

testimony, to have also resorted to pelting stones 

at the mob in defence.

“!$P T[  5KL  8M/FGF  DF6;MV[  ;M;FP  5Z  5yYZM4 

;/UTF SFS0F O[\S[,FP  H[YL HFOZL;FC[A[ ;M;FPGF A\G[ hF\5F A\W SZFJL 

TF/F  ,UFJ0FJL  NLW[,FP   5KL  8M/FGF  DF6;M  Z[,J[  TZO  VFJ[,F 

VG[ T[ AFH]YL 5yYZM ;/UTF SFS0F4 ;/UTF 8FIZ O[\SJF ,FU[,FP  H[YL 

;M;FPDF\  5FK/GF EFU[  VFJ[, DSFGGF AFZL  AFZ6FDF VFU ,FU[,P 

H[YL T[ DSFGGF DF,LS VG[ ;M;FPGF DF6;MV[ 5F6L KF\8LG[  T[  VFU 

VM,JL GFB[,P  VD[ 56 ;FD[ 5yYZ O[S[,FP  ”

141. It is also pointed out by the witness 

in  terms  of  paragraph-15  (reproduced  verbatim 

hereunder) of his testimony, that Shri Ehsan Jafri 

went  out  of  the  small  gate  of  the  Society  and 

requested the mob not to do so, but according to the 

witness, this further incited the mob and the mob 

attempted to break open the gates of the Society. At 

this  point,  the  witness  has  testified,  that  he 

together  with  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  went  over  to  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri where attempts to call 
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up the Police as also political leaders were made by 

Shri Ehsan Jafri, but according to the witness, no 

help either from the Police or from any political 

personality was received.

“!5P T[  5KL  VF  8M/F  GF  DF6;M  ZM0  5Z  VFJ[,F 

VG[ DFZF O,[8 GLR[ lS|QGF .,[PGL N]SFG VFJ[,CTL T[ ;/UFJ[,P  H[YL 

DFZF 3Z[ VFJ[,F DF6;MG[ D[\ O,[8DFYL GLR[ pTFZL ALH[ DMS,L NLW[,FP 

T[  5KL VF 8M/FGF DF6;MV[ ;M;FP DF\  5yYZ TYF SFS0F O[S[,F H[YL 

;M;FPGF V\NZGF DF6;MDF\ EFUNM0 YI[,P VD[ 56 ;FD[ 5yYZ O[\S[,FP 

T[ ;DI[ HFOZL;FC[A[ ;M;FPGF GFGF hF\5F VFU/YL VFD G SZJF lJG\TL 

SZ[,P 5Z\T] 8M/] pU| YI[, VG[ hF\5M TM0JFGM     5|ItG SZT] CT] H[YL 

VD[ ;FDF 5yYZ O[\S[,P  T[ 5KL C]\ VG[ HFOZL;FC[A T[DGF DSFGDF\ UI[, 

VG[ tIF\YL 5M,L;G[ VG[ G[TFVMG[ OMG SZ[,FP  5ZT] SM. DNN VFJ[, 

GCLP 5M,L; VFJL GCL S[4 G[TFGL DNN VFJ[, GCLP  ”

142. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-16 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

Shri Kodekar submits that the witness has deposed 

that a Police car did come to the Society and did 

fire  some  teargas  shells  as  also  fired  from  the 

weapons, but this in fact did not have the effect of 

driving away the mob but had the effect of further 

terrifying the residents of Gulbarg Society who all 

rushed to the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri to take 

shelter. The witness has testified that the Police 

thereafter  went  away  and  could  not  or  did  not 

disperse the mob.
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“!&P T[  5KL  YM0LJFZ[  5M,L;GL  V[S  UF0L  VFJ[,  VG[ 

;M;FPGL  ACFZ  OFIZL\U  SZ[,4  8LIZU[; KM0[,  H[YL  VDG[  0Z  ,FUTF 

S[  SNFR  UM/L  VDG[  JFUL  HFI  T[JM  0Z  ,FUTF  VD[  HFOZL;FC[AGF 

DSFGDF\ HTF ZC[,P 5M,L; tIF\YL HTL ZC[, 56 8M/FG[ tIF\YL EUFJ[, 

GCLP  ”

143. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

emerging  from  paragraph-17  (reproduced  verbatim 

herein  below)  of  the  deposition,  Shri  Kodekar 

submits that the incident that took place at about 

1:30 p.m. relating to pelting of stones from the 

residence of one Dayaram Jinger located at Bunglow 

No.1  of  the  Gulbarg  Society  is  deposed  to.  The 

witness has identified Rajesh Dayaram Jinger (A-65) 

and Gabbar (A-14) as persons who were a part of such 

mob who was pelting stones from the terrace of the 

building. The fact of the stone throwing resulting 

in injuries being caused to Irfan, the son of one 

Mr.Mansuri who were rushed to the residence of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri, is also testified and it is further 

testified  that  some  other  residents  of  Gulbarg 

Society were also injured in such stone throwing.

“!*P T[ 5KL A5MZGF NM-JFU[ VDFZL ;M;FGF V[S G\AZ 

GF  NIFZFD  HL\UZGF  DSFGDF\  8M/FG[  p5Z  R0FJL  NLW[,  VG[  p5ZYL 

T[  ,MSM 5yYZ O[\STF CTF VG[ UF/M AM,TF CTF VG[ AM,TF CTF S[4 

;M;FPDF\  DF6;M VMKF K[  VG[ TD[  V\NZ 3];L HFJP T[  8M/FDF\  ZFH[X 

NIFZFD HL\UZ CTM VG[ UaAZ CTMP  VG[ 5yyFZ O[\STF CTFP V[S 5yYZ 
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U],hFZEF.GF  NLSZF  .ZOFGG[  JFU[,  VG[  ALHMV[S  5yYZ  DG;]ZLGF 

KMSZFG[ VF\B 5Z JFU[,P  T[ ,MSMG[ p5F0LG[ VDFZL ;M;FP GF KMSZFVM 

HFOZL;FC[AGF 3ZDF\ ,FJ[,F VF KMSZFVMG[ 56 JFU[,P  ”

144. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-18 

(reproduced verbatim here under) of the testimony 

and the order passed by the Court at that stage, 

Shri  Kodekar  submits  that  the  witness  was  not 

permitted to go very close to the accused and was 

not  permitted  to  identify  the  accused  in  such 

fashion and the accused were made to stand in a line 

one by one and referring to paragraph-19 (reproduced 

verbatim herein below), the witness in his attempts 

to identify in the Court from amongst the accused, 

has wrongly identified Chirag Dilipbhai Shah (A-36) 

as Rajesh Jinger (A-65) and Mahesh Ramjilal Nath (A-

51) is wrongly identified as Gabbar (A-14).

“!(P GM\W  o  ;FC[N  VFZM5LVMG[  GHLS  H.  VM/BJF 

5ZJFGUL  DFU[  K[  VG[  H6FJ[  K[  S[  T[VMGL  p\DZ  YI[, 

K[ VG[ T[VMG[ S[g;ZGL ALDFZL K[P  

;FC[N  VF  lJ:TFZGF  V[S  ZFHSLI  51FGF  ;lS|I 

SFI"SZ  K[  VG[  T[VMGF  5]ZFJF  D]HA  VF  lJ:TFZGF  ,MSMG[  jIlSTUT 

ZLT[  56  VM/B[  K[P  ;FC[A[  VF  VUFp  ;F1FLGF  l5\HZFDF\YL  H 

A[  VFZM5LVMG[  VM/BL  ATFJ[,F  K[P     ;F1FLG]\  l5\HZ] 

VG[ VFZM5LVMG[ A[;F0[, HuIF JrrF[ DF+ JL; O]8G]\ V\TZ K[P 5]ZTM  5|

SFX  K[P  NZ[S  VFZM5LG[  ,F.GDF\  pEF  SZL  VM/BL  ATFJJFGL  5]ZTL 
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TS  ;FC[NG[  VF5JFDF\  VFJ[,  K[PP   ;FC[N  5MTFGL  lGIT  S|DGL 

SFDULZL :JEFJLS 56[ SZ[ K[ VG[ T[VMG[ Z:TFDF\ VFJJF HJF S[ SIF\I 

56 SM. TS,LO 50TL CMI T[J] H6FJ[, GYLP  AGFJ JBT[ 36[ N]ZYL 

VFZM5LVMG[  VM/B[, CMJFGM S[; ,.G[  VFJ[, K[  H[  ;DU|  CSLST ,

1FDF\ ,[TF VG[ VF 5]ZFJF NZdIFG ;F1FLGF l5\HZFDF\YL VM/BL ATFjiFF 

K[  H[  ,1FDF\  ,[TF VFZM5LGL GHLS HJFGL 5ZJFGUL VF5JFDF\  VFJTL 

GYLP  

!)P SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5LVMG[ ,F.GDF\ S|DAwW pEF SZL 

ATFJJFDF VFJ[ K[ T[ 5{SL VFU/YL ALHL ,F.G DF\ 0FALAFH] YL ALHF 

G\AZGF  VFZM5LG[  ;FC[N  ZFH[X  HLUZ  TZLS[  VM/BL 

ATFJ[  K[  VFZM5LG[  T[G]  GFD  5]KTF  RLZFU  NL,L5EF.  XFC  CMJFG] 

H6FJ[  K[  H[  Z[S0"  YL BF+L SZTF AZFAZ CMJFG] H6FI K[P  VFU/GL 

,F.GGF VFZM5LVMG[ pEF SZL ATFJTF JrR[ GF A[ VFZM5L 5{SL 5L/] 

CFO AF\IG] X8" 5C[Z[,G[ UaAZ TZLS[ VM/BL ATFJ[ K[ T[ VFZM5LG[ T[G] 

GFD 5]KTF DC[X ZFDHL,F, GFY CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[ H[ Z[S0"YL BF+L SZTF 

DC[X ZFDHL,F, GFY CMJFG] BZ] K[P  ”

145. It is pointed out that in the course 

of paragraphs 20 and 21 (both reproduced verbatim 

herein  below)  of  the  testimony,  the  witness  has 

deposed with regard to further sequence of events 

where the mob entered into the Gulbarg Society by 

demolishing the gates and th compound wall and the 

witness has in the opening line of paragraph-20, 

clearly identified Chunilal Prajapati (A-61), Bharat 
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Teli  (A-54)  and  Mamo  Kaniyo  (A-42)  as  being  the 

members of such mob. The mob is further attributed 

to have been armed with swords, spears, tridents and 

was also throwing burning rags at the Society. The 

mob according to the witness, thereafter destroyed 

and also started ransacking, looting and destroying 

houses of Gulbarg Society and a gas cylinder was 

used to cause an explosion which demolished the rear 

compound wall of the Society wherefrom also the mob 

entered into the Society, at which point of time, 

the  witness  and  two  of  his  sons  Shahejadali  and 

Taiyyabali rushed into the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri to take shelter. 

146. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-21 

of the deposition, Shri Kodekar submits that the 

witness has clearly stated that the mob thereafter 

started throwing burning rags into the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri and the resultant smoke and fire 

made some of the residents taking shelter in Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri's  residence,  to  come  out  and  such 

persons who rushed out were attacked by the mob, 

given sword blows and killed on the spot. 

“Z_P VF 5KL 8M/] ;M;FPDF\ 3];L VFJ[, H[ VFU/GM SM8 

TM0LG[ V\NZ VFJL UI[,P  T[  8M/FDF\  VFU/ R]GL,F, 5|HF5lT4 EZT 

T{,L  VG[  DFDM  SF6LIM  CTFP  8M/FGF  CFYDF\  T,JFZ4  EF,F4 

l+X}/4 ;/UTF SFS0F CTFP  VF 8M/FV[ ;M;FPDF\ H[ JFCGM 50[,F CTF 

T[DF TM0OM0 XZ] SZ[,P  A[ G\AZGF DSFGDF\ TM0OM0 SZL VFU ,UF0[,LP 
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+6  G\AZGF  DSFGDF\  56  T[  H  5|DF6[  TM0OM0  SZL  VFU  ,UF0[,P 

T[ ;DI[ Z[,J[ AFH]YL 8M/FV[ U[;GF AF8,F YL T[ AFH]GL NLJF, TM0[, 

VG[ V\NZ VFJL UI[,P T[  ;DI[  C]\  DFZM DM8M NLSZM XCHFNV,L +LHM 

NLSZM  T{IAV,L VD[  +6[  H6F NM0LG[  HFOZL;FC[AGF  DSFGDF\  3];L 

UI[,P

Z!P HFOZL  ;FC[AGF  DSFGDF\  C]\  ALHF  Z]DDF\  HTM  ZC[, 

VG[ XCHFNV,L VG[ T{IAV,L VFU/GF Z]DDF\ ZC[,P 8M/FGF DF6;M 

5FK/GF DSFGM DF\  TM0OM0 SZL VFU ,UF0TF CTF VG[  ,]8OF8 SZTF 

CTFP VG[ T[ 5KL 8M/FGF DF6;MV[ HFOZL;FC[AGF DSFG 5Z ;/UTF 

SFS0F4  ;O[N  S[DLS,GL  AF8,LVM  O[\S[,  H[YL  HFOZL;FC[AGF  DSFGGF 

AFZL  AFZ6FG[  VFU ,FU[,P  H[YL  T[DGF  T[DGF  DSFGDF\  5C[,F  Z]DDF\ 

H[ DF6;M CTF T[ AWFH UEZF. UI[,FP  H[YL tIF\ ND 3]\8FJFYL T[ ,MSM 

ACFZ GLS/JF ,FU[,FP  ACFZ GLS/TF ACFZ pE[, 8M/] T[DG[ T,JFZ 

DFZL DFZL GFBT] CT]P  ”

147. Drawing  my  attention  to paragraph-22 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

the horrific incident with the young girl Firdos is 

narrated accurately and in detail by the witness, 

which  according  to Shri  Kodekar, in  complete and 

further  corroboration  to  the  testimony  of  other 

witnesses.  The  fact  of  the  said  Firdos  being 

attacked,  her  clothes  being  torn  apart  and  her 

shouting for help resulted in the son of present 

witness i.e. Shahejadali to rush out in an effort to 

rescue  the  said  Firdos.  The  witness  has  clearly 
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stated that at that point of time, Mamo Kaniyo (A-

42) gave a sword blow to Shahejadali which resulted 

in his collapsing and falling down whereat he was 

attacked by other members of the mob and killed on 

the spot. The said Firdos, according to the witness, 

was dragged away by the mob. The witness claims to 

have been greatly shocked at seeing the horrific and 

brutal death of his son in the incident and was made 

to go away and sit in the rear portion of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri's residence. 

“ZZP 5KL  U],hFZEF.GL  NLSZL  OLZNM;G[  ACFZ  B[\RL 

,LW[, VG[ T[GF S50F OF0JF ,FU[,FP  H[YL T[ ARFJM ARFJM GL A]DM 

5F0TL  CTLP    T[  ;DI[  DFZM  NLSZM  XCHFNV,L  ACFZ 

GLS/LG[ T[G[ ARFJJF 5|ItG SZTM CTMP T[ ;DI[ DFDF SF6LIFV[ T[GL 

5F;[GL  T,JFZ  XCHFNV,LGF DFYFDF\  DFZ[,  H[YL  XCHFNV,L tIF\  H 

50L  UI[,P   tIFZ[  8M/FGF  ALHF  DF6;MV[  T[DGL  ;FY[GF  CYLIFZMYL 

XCHFN V,LG[ DFZL GFB[,P T[ ;DI[ 8M/FGF DF6;M OLZNM;G[ 5FK/GL 

AFH]V[  ,.  UI[,P   DFZF  DM8F  NLSZFG[  8M/FV[  DFZL  GFBTF  DG[  B]A 

VF3FT ,FU[, VG[ HFOZL;FC[A[ DG[ T[ ;DI[ VF`JF;G VF5[, VG[ SC[, 

S[4 TD[ 5FK/GF Z]DDF\ HTF ZCMP  ”

148. The witness has testified in terms of 

paragraph-23 (reproduced verbatim herein below) of 

his testimony, according to Shri Kodekar, that he 

was filling shocked and was dizzy at that time and 

was hanging on to the grill in an effort to maintain 

balance when somebody from outside gave a sword blow 
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and  caused  injuries  on  both  of  his  hands.  The 

witness thereafter climbed on to the first floor of 

the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and even during 

such process, the witness was hit by stones which 

caused injuries to his mouth and back as is clearly 

emerging from paragraph-23 of his deposition. The 

witness  has  also  testified  that  his  other  son 

Taiyyebali was also bleeding from his nose and from 

a head injury and there were many others who were 

injured in the incident. The witness claims that 

even at such point of time, the mob continued to 

throw stones and bottles.

“Z#P 5FK/GF  Z]DDF\  p5Z  TZO  HJFGM  NFNZM  VFJ[, 

K[  H[G[  HF/L ,UFJ[, K[P  DG[  RSSZ H[J]  VFJT]  CMJFYL C]\  tIF\  UI[, 

VG[ HF/L 5S0LG[ pEM CTM VG[ Z]DDF\ H[ DF6;M CTF T[DG[ D[\ p5Z HJF 

H6FJ[,P  T[ ;DI[ SM.V[ DG[ HF/L 5S0L CTL tIF\ CFY 5Z T,JFZ DFZ[, 

H[ DG[ A\G[ CFYGF VF\U/F 5Z JFU[,P  5KL C]\ NFNZF DFZOT p5Z R0TM 

CTM tIF\ ;FD[ V[S N]SFG VFJ[, K[ T[GF KF5ZF 5Z YL 8M/] 5yYZ O[\ST] CT] 

H[  5yyFZ  5{SL  V[S  5yYZ  DFZF  5L9GF  EFU[  V[S  5yYZ  DFZF  DM-FGF 

EFU[ JFU[, VG[ C]\ p5Z R-L UI[,P  ”

149. Drawing  my  attention  to paragraph-25 

(reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  of  the 

deposition, the witness according to Shri Kodekar, 

has clearly stated that at about 5:00 p.m. there was 

an arrival of the Police Force which resulted to 

firing teargas shells and firing from their guns in 

a view to disperse the mob and thereafter things 
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became quiet and the witness has deposed that the 

witness and some other survivors came down from the 

first floor of the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and 

together with the present witness, was Shri Ehsan 

Jafri's wife Zakiyaben, one Surraiyaben, Nadim, his 

mother and one Tasaddupbhai, all of whom came out 

from the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri.

“Z5P ;F\HGF 5F\R[S JFuIFGF ;]DFZ[  5M,L;GL ;L;M8LGF 

VJFH VFJ[,FP  OFIZL\UGM T[DH 8LIZU[;GM VJFH VFJ[, VG[ ;M;FPDF\ 

JFTFJZ6 V[SND XF\T Y. UI[,P H[YL D[\  p5Z pEF Y.G[ HF/LDF\YL 

HMI]  TM  GLR[  ;M;FPDF\  5M,L;GF  N;  5\NZ  DF6;M  pE[,F  CTFP 

VG[ T[ JBT[ lC\DT SZLG[ C]\ VG[ ALHF 5\NZ ;M/ jIlSTVM GLR[ VFJ[,FP 

T[  ;DI[  DFZL  ;FY[  HFOZL;FC[AGF  5tGL  HFSLIFA[G  TYF  ;]Z{IFA[G 

;ONZEF.4 GNLD TYF T[DGF DdDL4 T;NN]SEF. CTF VG[ ALHF AWF 

CTF T[ VD[ GLR[ VFJ[,FP  VD[ 5FK/GF EFU[ Y.G[ GLR[ VFJ[,FP  ”

150. Drawing  my  attention  to paragraph-26 

(reproduced  verbatim  hereunder)  of  the  testimony, 

the witness according to Shri Kodekar, has clearly 

deposed  having  seen  many  bodies  littered  in  the 

compound of residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and has 

particularly stated on oath that the dead bodies of 

the women victims were devoid of any clothing. It is 

pointed out by Shri Kodekar that the witness has 

specified  that  the  dead  body  of  his  son  was  in 

pieces since it was hacked by the members of the 

mob. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that a vital 

aspect  is  emerging  from  the  testimony  of  this 
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witness, more particularly from paragraph-26 that a 

senior Police Officer Shri Tandon was identified to 

be  amongst  the  Police  Party  and  the  witness 

requested Shri Tandon to summon the Fire brigade in 

an effort save lives. Shri Tandon, according to the 

witness,  had  said  that  the  witness  should  worry 

about his own safety and not worry about the safety 

of  others.  The  witness  in  his  deposition,  has 

testified  that  it  was  clearly  informed  by  Shri 

Tandon that the whole of Ahmedabad is burning and 

the witness has testified that nobody paid attention 

to the  request  made  by  the  residents  of  Gulbarg 

Society.

“Z&P VD[  GLR[  VFJLG[  HMI]  TM  36L  AWL  ,FXM  CTLP 

T[DF\  :+LVMGL  ,FX GuG CF,TDF\  CTLP   D[\  H.G[  DFZF  NLSZFGL  ,FX 

HMI[,P  H[ SF5L GFB[, CF,TDF\ CTLP  T[ ;DI[ ;[S8Z G\AZ A[ GF 8\0G 

;FC[A ;M;FP DF\ pE[,F CTFP  T[DG[ D[\ H6FJ[, S[4 TD[      OFIZlA|U[0 

AM,FJM  TM  HFOZL;FC[AGF  DSFGDF\  H[  DF6;M  K[  T[  ARL  XS[P 

tIFZ[ 8\0G ;FC[A[ H6FJ[, S[4 VtIFZ[ SM. OFIZlA|U[0 VFJX[ GCLP  VFB] 

VDNFJFN  E0S[  A/[  K[P  TD[  TDFZL  lR\TF  SZM  T[D  SC[,  VG[  8\0G 

;FC[A[  DFZL  JFT wIFG[  ,LW[, GCLP  T[  ;DI[  YM0F  36F VFNDL ARL 

XS[ T[D CTFP  ”

151. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-27 

(reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  of  the 

deposition, it is submitted by Shri Kodekar that the 

witness  has  further  testified  as  to  how  the 

survivors and remaining persons were taken away to a 
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shelter at Dariakhan Ghummat during which time also 

the  Police  vehicles  carrying  such  persons,  were 

attacked by the mob which resulted in the Police 

firing teargas shells and resorting to firing with 

weapons on such mob and ultimately how the victims 

and survivors were taken to Shahibaug Police Station 

and therefrom were taken to the refugee shelter at 

Dariakhan Ghummat.

“Z*P T[  5KL VDG[  +6 DM8L  V[;PVFZP5LPGL UF0L DF\ 

A[;F0[,F T[ ;DI[ DFZM NLSZM V[HFHV,L O,[8DF\YL GLR[ VFJ[, tIFZ[ T[G[ 

56 DFYFDF\YL ,MCL GLS/T] CT]P VD[ VFU/GL UF0LFDF\ A\G[ H6F ;FY[ 

A[;[,FP  tIFZ[ RF,LDF\YL YM0FS DF6;M UF0L 5Z 5yYZ DFZTF CTFP  C]\ H[ 

UF0LDF\  A[9[, T[  UF0LGM 0=F.JZ AFH]GM VFU/GM SFR T]8L UI[, H[YL 

0=F.JZ GLR[  pTZL UI[, VG[  H6FJ[, S[  C]\  UF0L  R,FJL XSLX GCLP 

T[ ;DI[ XFCLAFUGF 59F6 ;FC[A[ 8\0G ;FC[AG[ SC[, S[ TD[ OFIZL\UGM 

C]SD SZM TM VF ,MSM ARL XS[ T[D K[P  H[YL T[D6[ OFI\ZL\UGM C]SD SZTF\  

5M,L;[ OFIZL\U SZTF\ VG[ 8LIZU[; KM0[,F VG[ VDFZL UF0LGFL VFU/ 

5FK/ 5M,L; UM9JFJL NLW[, T[ 5M,L; 8LIZU[; KM0TL U. TYF ZM0 

5Z 50[,F  VJZMWM  WLD[  WLD[  NZ]  SZTL  U. T[  ZLT[  U],AU"  ;M;FP  YL 

RDG5]ZF RS,F 5CM\RTF NM- S,FS YI[, VG[ T[ 5KL VDG[ XFCLAFU 

5MP:8[P ,. UI[,P  ”

152. The  contents of paragraphs 29 to 36 

(all  reproduced  verbatim  here  under)  of  the 

testimony  of  this  witness,  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar, cover the events that took place subsequent 
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to the horrific incident and the fact of initial 

statements  being  recorded,  the  contents  of  the 

statements  not  being  to  the  satisfaction  of  the 

witness  and  affidavit  sworn  by  the  witness,  the 

witness  and  others  having  approached  the  Hon'ble 

Supreme Court, formation of the S.I.T. and all such 

aspects are narrated in the course of the testimony 

of the witness. The witness having assessed the loss 

and damage to his property which was to the tune of 

Rs.2 Lakhs, clearly emerges from paragraph-34 of his 

testimony. 

153. My attention is drawn to the contents 

of  paragraph-33  wherein  the  witness  has  clearly 

stated  that  while  initially  the  statements  were 

recorded, the Police failed and neglected to mention 

therein  the  names  of  the  concerned  accused  even 

though the same were narrated and supplied by the 

witness.

154.   Shri  Kodekar  submits  that  in  the 

circumstances,  the  witness  can  be  said  to  be  a 

reliable witness who has accurately and truthfully 

stated  on  oath  the  sequence  of  events  that  took 

place on 28/02/2002, has identified from amongst the 

perpetrators  a  number  of  accused  and  has  also 

supported and corroborated the version emerging from 

the  testimony  of  other  witnesses.  It  has  been 

further pointed out by Shri Kodekar that the witness 

has withstood the test of cross examination and the 

combined  weight  of  the  testimony  of  all  these 
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witnesses  goes  a  long  way in establishing beyond 

reasonable doubt the charges herein.

“Z)P TFPZq#q_Z  GF  ZMH  S[d5DF\  HFC[ZFT  Y.  S[4 

U],AU"GL ,FXM H[ ;LPCM:5LP VFJ[, K[ T[G[ ,[JF HJFG] K[P  H[YL VD[ N; 

5\NZ H6F B8FZFDF\ A[;LG[ ;LPCM:5LP UI[,FP  tIF\ ACFZ B8FZFDF\ ,FXM 

50[,  CTL  VG[  5M,L;JF/FV[  H6FjI]  S[4  VF  U],AU"  ;M;FPDF\YL 

VFJ[, ,FXM K[P  U],AU" ;M;FPDF\YL VD[ UIF tIFZ[ ,FXM VM/BL XSFI 

T[JL  CTF  5Z\T]  VD[  T[  5KL  S[d5DF\YL  ;LPCM:5LP  UIF  tIFZ[  VF  ,FXM 

VM/BL XSFI T[JL G CTLP VD[ VF ,FXM ,.G[ ZF+[ VULIFZ JFU[ S,\NZL 

D:HLN SA|:TFG 5CM\R[,P  

#_P S,\NZL  D:HLN SA|:TFG 5Z V[JL  HFC[ZFT SZJFDF\ 

VFJ[, S[4  U],AU"GL V[SJL; ,FXM VFJ[, K[  H[  VM/BFI T[  VM/BL 

ATFJMP   AWFV[  ,FXM  S50F  NFULGF  5ZYL  VM/BL  ATFJ[,P  D[\  DFZF 

NLSZF  XCHFNV,LGL ,FX T[G[  NF-L  CTL T[GF  5ZYL VM/BL ATFJ[,P 

VG[ T[ ,FXM VDG[ ;M\5L 5M,L;[ ,FX ;M\%IF AFATGL ;CL ,LW[,P TYF 

T[GL 5Z 5LV[D GF SFU/ ,UFJ[, T[ SFU/ 56  5M,L;[ VF5[,FP  

#!P tIF\  SA|:TFGDF\  +6  DM8F  BF0F  SZJFDF\  VFJ[,F 

H[DF  V[S  :+LVM  DF8[4  V[S  5]ZQFM  DF8[  VG[  V[S  AF/SM  DF8[  SZJFDF\ 

VFJ[,P  VG[ tIF\ :+LVM AF/SM VG[ 5]Z]QFMG[ V,U V,U NOGFJJFDF\ 

VFJ[,P  

#ZP ALHF  NLJ;[  56  36L  ,FXM  SA|:TFGDF\  VFJ[, 

5Z\T] C]\ tIF\ UI[, GCLP  

##P T[  5KL  VDFZF  ZFCTS[d5DF\  D[3F6LGUZ 
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5MP:8[PGF   ;LP5LPVF.P  5ZDFZ  ;FC[A  VDMG[  N]W[`JZ  5M,L;RMSL 

HJFA ,[JF DF8[ ,. UI[,FP  tIF\ D[\ ,BFJ[, S[4 N; JFU[ HFOZL;FC[A VG[ 

C]\ 5MPSDLP ;FC[AG[ D/JF UI[,F 56 SDLxGZ ;FC[AG] GFD T[D6[ ,B[, 

GCLP   D[\  DFDF  SF6LIF4  ZFH[X  HL\UZ  GF  GFD  T[DG[  H6FJ[,F  56 

T[ T[D6[ ,B[,F GCLP  

#$P T[  5KL  A[  +6  NLJ;  5KL  5ZDFZ  ;FC[A 

VDG[ VDFZL ;M;FPDF\ ,. UI[,P  VD[ ;M;FPDF\YL GLS?IF tIFZ[ 5C[Z[, 

S50[ GLS[/[,FP  VD[ H.G[ HMI] TM VDFZF DSFGDF\ ,]8OF8 SZLG[ NM- YL 

A[  ,FB  Z]5LIFG]  G]S;FG  5CM\RF0[,P   HFOZL;FC[A[  OMG  SIF"[  tIFZ[  HM 

5M,L; A\NMA:TDF\ VFJL CMT TM VDG[ VF8,] DM8] G]S;FG G YFTP

#5P D[\  TFPZ5q!!q_Z GF  ZMH 5MPSDLP  G[  V[S  VZHL 

SZ[,P   H[  VZHLGL  GS,  VF\S  o  Z)  GL  VZHL  ;FY[  ;FD[,  K[P   D[\  

5MPSDLPG[ SZ[, VZHL ;FY[ ;MU\WGFD] 56 DMS,[, H[GL GS, 56 VF\S 

o Z) GL VZHL ;FY[ ;FD[, K[P    D[\ 5MPSDLP G[ VZHL SIF" AFN ;L8L      S|

F.DJF/FV[  VDMG[  HJFA  VF5JF  AM,FJ[,P   56  VD[  UI[,F  GCLP 

SFZ6S[4 5C[,F VD[ HJFADF\ ,BFJ[, KTF\ 5M,L;[ GFD ,B[,F GCL H[YL 

VD[ UI[,F GCLP  

#&P DG[  V[;VF.8LV[  HJFA DF8[  AM,FJ[,P  D[  ;L8DF\ 

VZHL  ,BLG[  VF5[,  H[YL  HIF\YL  DG[  ;Dg;  VFJ[,P  ;Dg;  VFJ[, 

V[8,[ S[ U]HZFTL VG[ V\U[|HLDF\ VZHL 8F.5 SZFJ[, H[ D[\ DFZF V[S lD+ 

JSL, .SAF, EF. 5F;[  ,BFJ[,P  VG[ T[  ,BFJLG[  5M,L; A\NMA:T 

;FY[  C]\  VG[  DFZM 5{F+ DCDNV,L ;L8DF\  HJFA ,BFJJF UI[,P  tIF\ 

D[ DFZM HJFA ,BFJ[,P  tIF\ D[\ VZHL VF5[, H[DF\ GLR[ DFZL ;CL SZ[, K[P 
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D[\ H[ HJFA ,BFjIM T[ V[;VF.8LV[ ,B[,P  ”

155. Shri Kodekar next draws my attention 

to the testimony of PW-128 being one Mohammad Rafiq 

Abubakkar Pathan, whose testimony is on the record 

of  the  proceedings  at  Exh.633.  The  witness, 

according to Shri Kodekar, has largely narrated and 

supported the versions of the previously referred 

witnesses  and  his  testimony  also  confirms, 

corroborates and supports accurately the testimony 

of other eye-witnesses. According to Shri Kodekar, 

the witness is an eye-witness, a reliable witness 

and was a resident of Block No.14 of Gulbarg Society 

at the relevant point of time. The presence of the 

witness,  therefore,  is  natural  and  believable, 

according to Shri Kodekar. The witness was residing 

together with his family in Gulbarg Society and in 

the  course  of  his  testimony,  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar, the witness has positively identified the 

accused,  attributed  specific  overt  acts  to  such 

accused and has provided appropriate justification 

for  being  able  to  identify  such  accused.  It  is 

submitted that the witness, therefore, could be said 

to  be  a  reliable  eye-witness,  providing  full 

corroboration to the Prosecution case. The fact of 

Commissioner of Police Shri P.C.Pandey and P.I. Shri 

Erda coming  over to Gulbarg Society and  assuring 

Police protection, is emerging from paragraph-4 of 

the  testimony, the  incident  related  to Yusuf  and 

Ayub and the fact of Ayub being given two to three 
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gupti blows is also seen by the present witness and 

the rickshaw of Gulam Master being set afire is also 

testified to by the witness in paragraph-3 of his 

deposition  more  particularly  on  pages  3  and  4 

thereof.  The  said  paragraphs  No.3  and  4  are 

reproduced verbatim herein below.

#P“ TFP  Z*qZq_Z GF  ZMH C]  GMSZL  5Z UI[,P 

T[  NLJ;[  UMWZF  BFT[  8=[G  GM  AGFJ AG[,  CMJFYL  ;F\HGF  JFTFJZ6 

VDNFJFNDF\ T\U K[ T[J] DG[ HF6JF D/[,P  T[YL ;F\HGF ;FT[S JFU[ C]  

VG[ DFZM EF. ;,LD 3Z[ JC[,F VFJL UI[,FP  VD[ 3Z[ CTF tIFZ[ HF6JF 

D/[, S[  lJPlCP5P VG[ AH\ZU N/[ ALHF NLJ;[ TFP Z(qZq_Z GF ZMH 

U]HZFT A\W G]  V[,FG VF5[, K[P  A\WG]  V[,FG CMJFYL VD[  T[  NLJ;

[ GMSZL V[ UI[, GCLP  TFPZ(qZq_Z GF ZMH ;JFZ GF GF:TM SIF" AFN C]  

3Z[  CFHZ CTMP tIFZ[  VFXZ[  N;[S JFU[  ACFZ A]DFA]D ;F\E/[, H[YL C] 

3ZDF\YL ACFZ  VFJ[,P  C] ;M;FP GF hF\5[ HMJF DF8[ VFJ[,P  H[YL ;M;FP 

GF ,MSM V[ DG[ V\NZ ZC[JF H6FJTF\ C] V\NZ ZC[,MP  tIF\YL C] ;M;FPDF\ 

VFJ[,F  O,[8 GF WFAF 5Z UI[,P  C] WFAF 5Z UIM tIF\ tIFZ[ GNLD JMZF4 

XSL, DG;]ZL3 VG[ ALHF ,MSM CTFP  D[\ WFAF 5ZYL HMI] TM ACFZ ZM0 

5Z  V\S]Z  ;FIS,  GF  DF,LS  GF  A[  NLSZF  GFD[  I];]O  VG[  VI]A  GL 

;FY[  8M/] DFZFDFZL SZT] CT]P  H[YL I];]O EFUL G[ VDFZL ;M;FP TZO 

VFJL UI[,P T[GM EF. VI]A T[GF 3Z TZO EFUJF HTF\ SM.V[ 5L9GF 

EFU[  U]%TL  GF  A[  +6 3F  DFZ[,F  CTFP   T[  JBT[  VF  8M/FDF\  D[  SM. 

G[ VM/B[,F GCLP  V[ 8M/F V[ tIF\ AFH]DF\ VFJ[, ZL1FFDF\ TM0OM0 SZL T[G[ 

VFU ,UFJL NLW[,P  T[ ;DI[ 5M,L; GL UF0L tIF\  VFJTF\ 8M/] tIF\YL 
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EFUL UI[,P  5M,L;[  AFH]DF\  WMALGL N]SFG[  YL  5F6L ,FJLG[  ZL1FFGL 

VFU VM,J[,LP  VFU VM,jIF 5KL 5M,L; RDG5]ZF AFH] HTL ZC[,LP  

$P T[ AFN YM0LJFZ 5KL 5M,L; GL 5F\R YL K UF0L VM 

VDFZL  ;M;FP  GF  GFGF  hF\5F  TZO  VFJ[,LP   V[8,[  C]  WFAF  5ZYL 

GLR[ VFJ[,P  UF0L VM VFJL tIFZ[ DFHL ;\;N ;eI V[C;FG HFOZL  C];[G 

TYF T;NN],    C];[G OSLZ DCDN VG[ ;M;FP GF ALHF A[ +6 H6F 

5M,L; GL  UF0L  VFU/ D/JF  UI[,FP  T[  5KL  YM0LJFZ[  HFOZL  ;FC[A 

;M;FP GL V\NZ VFJ[,FP VG[ T[DGL ;FY[ GF DF6;M 56 ;M;FPDF\ V\NZ 

VFJ[,FP   T[  ;DI[  ;M;FP  GF  ,MSM  V[  HFOZL  ;FC[A  G[  5M,L; AFAT 

5]K[,4 tIFZ[ HFOZL ;FC[A[ SC[, S[4 VFJGFZ jIlSTDF\ 5LP;LP5F\0[ ;FC[A 

TYF  D[3F6L  GUZ  5MP:8[P  GF  5LPVF.  S[PHLPV[Z0F  CTFP  HFOZL 

;FCA[ SC[, S[ D[\  T[DGL 5F;[ 5M,L; A\NMA:T GL DFU6L SZ[, K[ H[YL 

T[D6[ JW] 5M,L; A\NMA:T DMS,] K] VG[ TD[ ,MSM ;M;FP DF\ ZCM T[D 

H6FJ[,P  ”

156. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-5 

(reproduced verbatim hereunder) of the testimony of 

the  present  witness,  it  is  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Kodekar  that  the  mob  indulged  in  damage  and 

destruction to the Society and vehicles and of such 

mob, the witness has positively identified Manish 

Prabhudas Jain (A-38), Suresh Dhobi (A-52), Mangilal 

Dhupchand Jain (A-25), Gabbar (A-14) and Ambesh (A-

32)  as  being  the  members  of  the  mob.  Mangilal 

Dhupchand Jain (A-25) is attributed to be having a 

can  of  kerosene  whereas  the  other  accused  are 
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clearly stated  to  be  having  swords  and  pipes  in 

their hands. The fact of the Police having arrived 

at the scene, having fired from their weapons and 

also fired teargas shells, clearly emerges from the 

contents of paragraph-5 (reproduced verbatim herein 

below) on pages 5 and 6 of the testimony of this 

witness, according to Shri Kodekar. The fact of the 

Police unable to disperse the mob is also emerging 

from the testimony of  such  witness. Shri Kodekar 

also  points  out  that  the  witness  has  clearly 

testified with regard to the stone pelting by the 

mob from all sides of the Society and the members of 

the  Society  retaliating  is  also  emerging  from 

paragraphs 7 and 8 (both reproduced verbatim herein 

below) of the testimony of this witness. 

“5P T[  5KL YM0LJFZ  AFN ACFZ  ZM0 5Z 8M/]  A]DFA]D 

SZT] CT] H[ 0MPUF\WLGL RF,L VFU/ CT] H[YL D[\ ACFZ VFJL G[ HMI] TM 

8M/]  0MPUF\WL GL RF,L VFU/ VFJ[, N]SFGMDF\  ,]8OF8 SZL ;/UFJTF 

CTFP  tIFZ[ D[\ HMI[, TM 8M/F V[ ;M;FP GL ;FD[ VFJ[, NZHL GL N]SFG 

VG[  ;FIS, GL  N]SFGDF\  ,]8OF8  SZ[, H[YL  VFH]AFH]GL  RF,LVMDF\YL 

36F ,MSM ARJF DF8[ VDFZL ;M;FPDF\ VFJ[,FP  VF8M/FDF\ D[4 DGLQF 5|

E]NF;  H{G4  ;]Z[X  WMAL4  DF\UL,F,  W]5R\N  H{G4  UaaZ4  V\A[X4 

G[ VM/B[,FP  8M/FDF\ DF\UL,F, W]5R\N GF CFYDF S[ZAM VG[ ALHF ,MSM 

GF  CFYDF\  T,JFZM  5F.5M  CTFP   T[YL  C]  ;M;FP  DF\  VFJL  UI[,P 

T[ JBT[ VFXZ[ VULIFZ YL ;JF VULIFZ JFU[,F CTFP  VD[ ;M;FP GM 

hF\5M A\W SZL NLW[, CTMP   ACFZ YL 8M/F GF DF6;M VDFZL ;M;FP 5Z 

5yYZDFZM ;/UTF SFS0F4 ;/UTF 8FIZM O[STF CTFP  VG[ ;M;FP GF 
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NZJFHF  G[  TM0JFGL  SMXLX SZTF  CTFP   T[YL  VD[  ;M;FP  GF DF6;M 

UEZF.  UI[,FP  VG[   8M/]  V\NZ  3];L  HX[  T[JL  ALS  ,FUTF\  ;FDM 

5yYZDFZM SZTF CTFP YM0LJFZ 5KL tIF\ 5M,L; VFJ[,L VG[ 8LIZ U[; 

GF ;[, KM0[, TYF OFIZL\U SZ[,P  H[YL VD[ V\NZ GL AFH] HTF\ ZC[,F 

CTFP ACFZ GF 8M/F G[ T[VM V[ EUF0[, GCLP  

*P T[ 5KL VDFZL ;M;FP GL 5FK/ GL Z[,J[ ,F.G AFH] 

YL  8M/]  E[U]  Y. tIF\YL  5yYZDFZM  ;/UTF\  SFS0F  8FIZM  AF8,L  VM 

DFZTF\ CTFP   DFZ] 3Z 5FK/ GL AFH] V[ VFJ[, CMJFYL C] tIF\  UI[,P 

VG[ 8M/F G[ V\NZ VFJT] ZMSJF ;FD[ 5yYZDFZM SZ[,P  T[ ;DI[ DFZF 3Z 

GL ;FD[  VFJ[, U],hFZEF. GF 3ZDF\  VFU ,FUL  UI[, CTLP  T[YL  D[\ 

T[DGF 3ZDF\ H. VFU VM,JJFGL DNN SZ[,LP  tIFZ[ 8M/F G[ V\NZ VFJT] 

ZMSJF VD[ WFAF 5Z H.G[ C] VG[ OLZMh U],hFZEF. VG[ ;M;FP GF ALHF 

,MSM ;FDM 5yYZDFZM SZ[,MP  VF VD[ U],hFZEF. GF WFAF 5Z UI[,FP  

(P VDFZL  ;M;FP  GL  VFH]AFH]  YL 

5yYZDFZM ;/UTF\ SFS0F O[\STF CTFP  H[YL VD[ ARFJ DF8[ VDFZF YL 

AGTL SMXLX SZTF\ CTFP  “

157. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-9 

(reproduced vertabim herein below) of the testimony, 

it is submitted that the incident where the mob had 

started pelting stones from Bunglow No.1 of Gulbarg 

Society  belonging  to  one  Dayaram  Jinger  and  the 

involvement of Rajesh Jinger (A-65) and Gabbar (A-

14) as being members of such mob on the terrace of 
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such  property,  is  also  positively  stated  by  the 

witness in paragraph-9, page-7 of his testimony. The 

said two accused No.65 and 14 inciting the mob to 

rush into the Society, is also stated on oath by the 

witness and the injury being caused to Irfan by a 

brick thrown by Gabbar (A-14) is also testified by 

the witness who claims to have seen such incident. 

According  to  Shri  Kodekar,  the  witness  further 

claims in the course of his testimony that the mob 

managed to rush inside Gulbarg Society and started 

looting the properties and damaging and destroying 

vehicles parked outside. The witness has positively 

identified  Manish  Prabhudas  Jain  (A-38),  Suresh 

Dhobi  (A-52),  an  accused  Tiniyo  Harijan  who  is 

admittedly  deleted  as  an  accused  on  account  his 

death pending the trial and proceedings are ordered 

to stand abated against such accused, Gabbar (A-14), 

Ambesh (A-32) and Mangilal Jain (A-25), as being the 

members of such mob.

“)P  VFXZ[  NM-[S JFU[  8M/]  VFU/ GL ;F.0[  ZFH[X HL\UZ GF 

WFAF 5Z YL 5yYZDFZM SZT] CT] T[ DSFG G\P ! 5Z YL 5yYZDFZM SZT] CT] 

T[DF VD[ UaaFZ VG[ ZFH[X NIFZFD HL\UZ VG[ ALHF ,MSM CTFP  T[VM 

8M/F  G[  V\NZ  E];JF  DF8[  pxS[Z6L  SZTF  CTFP   C]\  UaaFZ  VG[  ZFH[X 

NIFZFD G[  VM/B]  K]P   T[  ;DI[  UaAZ[  V[S  K]8L  .\8  O[\STF  T[  .ZOFG 

U],hFZ EF. G[ JFU[,P T[YL .ZOFG tIF\ 50L UI[,P T[G[ C] VG[ ;M;FP GF 

ALHF ,MSM HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3ZDF\ ,. UI[,FP  tIF\ T[G[ 5|FYDLS ;FZJFZ 

VF5[,LP  5KL C] ;M;FP GF VFU/ GF EFU[ UI[, CTMP VG[ 8M/F G[ V\NZ 

VFJT] ZMSJF 5yyFZDFZM SZTF[ CTFP   T[ 5KL 8M/] U[8 GL AFH]DF\ VFJ[, 
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NLJF, TM0L V\NZ VFJL UI[,P V\NZ VFJLG[  DSFGM G[  ,]8OF8 SZJFG] 

RF,] SZJFG] SZL NLW[,P tIF\ AFH]DF\ VFJ[, V;,D DG;]ZL GM VF.XZ 

8[d5M VG[ ALHF JFCGM G[ VFU ,UF0L NLW[,P  VF 8M/FDF\ D[\  DGLQF 5|

E]NF;  H{G  4;]Z[X  WMAL4  .GLIM  CZLHG4  UaAZ4  V\A[X4  DF\UL,F, 

W]/R\N H{G G[ HMI[, CTFP  5KL C] tIF\YL HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3Z[ YL DFZF 3Z[  

UI[,  CTMP  DFZL  +6[  AC[GM  ;,DF4  XDXFN4  XDLD  VA]ASZ 

G[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3ZDF\ HJFG] SC[,P  V[ ;DI[ VDFZL ;M;FP GL 5FK/ 

GL AFH] Z[,J[ ,F.G TZO YL 8M/] SM8 TM0L lJ:OM8 SZL G[ 8M/] V\NZ VFJL 

UI[, CT]P    D[\ H[GF GFD SCIF T[ AWFG[ VM/BL XS]P  ”

158. The witness according to Shri Kodekar, 

has in the course of his testimony more particularly 

paragraph-10 (reproduced verbatim herein below) on 

page-9,  has  positively  identified  in  the  Court 

Mangilal  Dhupchand  Jain  (A-25),  Manish  Prabhudas 

Jain (A-38), Gabbar (A-14), Suresh Dhobi (A-52) and 

Ambesh (A-32). 

“!_P C] SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL DF\UL,F, W]5R\N H{G 

G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF T[ 5MTFG] GFD DF\UL,F, 

CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P C] SM8"D\F CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL DGLQF       5|E]NF; H{G 

G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF DGLQF      5|E]NF; H{G 

CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K[P   CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL .GLIM CZLHG VFZM5LVMDF\ 

CFHZ GYLP  C] CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5[SL UaAZG[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ 

T[G] GFD 5]KTFHI[X pP UaAZ CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P  C] SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L 

VM 5{SL ;]Z[X pP SF/]  WMAL G[  VM/BL ATFJ]  K]  VFZM5L G[  T[G]  GFD 
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5]KTF\ ;]Z[X CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P    C] SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL V\A[X 

G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P  

VF  TASS[  ;F1FL  VM  GF JSL, zL  V[;PV[DPJMZF  V[JL  ZH]VFT 

SZ[ K[ S[4 ;FT JZ; GM ;DI YIM CMJFYL VFZM5L VM G[ GHLS HM. ;FC[N 

G[ VM/BJF 5ZJFGUL VF5JL HM.V[P  SM8" CFp;DF\ ;F1FL GF 5L\HZF YL 

VFZM5L VM G]\5LHZFG\]   V\TZ DF+ JL; O]8 K[P VG[ AWF\H VFZM5L VM 

KFTL GF EFU ;]WL VM/BF. XS[ T[  5|DF6[ VFZM5L VM GL A[9S jIJ:YF 

SZJFDF\ VFJ[, K[P  NZ[S VFZM5L ;F1FL GF 5L\HZFDF\YL    :5Q8 ZLT[ HM. 

XSFI T[JL 5ZL:YLTL K[P V\TZ VG[ VFZM5L VM G[ VM/BL XSFI T[JL 

:YLTL wIFG[ ,[TF VG[ HIFZ[ ;FC[N[ 56 V[D SC[, GYL S[4 5MT[ ;F1FL GF 

5L\HZFDF\YL VFZM5L VM G[ HM. XSTF GYL tIFZ[ T[VM         TZO[       JSL,[ 

SZ[,L ZH]VFT DFgI ZFBL XSFI T[D GYLP  ”

159. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-11 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

it  is  pointed  out  that  the  witness  has  clearly 

testified that amongst the other members of the mob 

were Kapil Munna (A-50), Dharmesh (A-47) and Lala 

Mohansing (A-2). The witness has further testified 

that all these persons were indulging in pelting 

stones and throwing burning rags at the properties 

of  the  Society.  More  particularly  drawing  my 

attention to the last line of paragraph-11 on page-

11  of  the  deposition,  it  is  submitted  that  the 

witness has testified that Lala Mohansing (A-2) was 

shouting that Ehsan Jafri is the main person and 
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Mangilal Dhupchand Jain (A-25) had thrown burning 

rags at Ehsan Jafri's residence. 

“!!P ZFH[X HL\UZ VFZM5LVMDF\ GYLP  Z[,J[ ,F.G TZO YL 

H[  8M/]  V\NZ  VFJ[,  T[  8M/FDF\  D[P  S5L,  4  WD"[X4  ,F,  DMCG;L\U4 

G[ VM/B[,FP  T[DF\ S5L, 5F;[ 5F.5 CTL4 WD"[X 5F;[ 5F.5 VG[ ,F,F 

DMCG;L\U  5F;[  T,JFZ  CTLP   VF  8M/FDF\  ALHF  ,MSM  56  CTF 

T[DG[ D[ VM/B[, GCLP  VF8M/] 5yyFZ DFZM SZT] CT] T[GFYL V[S 5yYZ 

DG[  DFYFDF\  JFU[, VG[  ,MCL  GLS/JF ,FU[, H[YL  C]  VG[  DFZM  EF. 

;,LD VA]ASZ HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3ZDF\ HTF ZC[,FP T[ JBT[ HFOZL ;FC[A 

GF 3ZDF\ 36F ,MSM CTFP  DG[ DFYFDF\ JFU[, CMJFYL VG[ N]BT] CMJFYL 

HFOZL  ;FC[A GF  DSFGDF\  VFJ[, Z;M0FDF\  H. G[  YM0LJFZ     A[;[,P 

T[ 5KL C] HFOZL ;FC[A GF Z]DDF\ VFU/ GL AFH] VFJ[,P HFOZL ;FC[A GL 

Z]D GL AFZL DF\YL D[ HMI[, TM 8M/] HFOZL ;FC[A GF DSFG 5Z 5yYZDFZM4 

;/UTF SFS0F O[ST] CT]P VF 8M/FDF\ D[ S5L,4 WD'[X4 DFU\L,F, W]5R\N4 

.GLIM  CZLHG4 DGLQF  5|E]NF;  H{G  4  ;]Z[X  WMAL  4  ,F,F  DMCG;L\U 

NZAFZ G[ HMI[,FP  tIFZ[  ,F, DMCG;L\U A]DM 5F0TM CTM S[  HFOZL TM 

D[.G K[ T[D SC[, VG[ DFU\L,F, W]5R\N H{G ;/UTF SFS0F HFOZL ;FC[A 

GF  DSFG 5Z  O[\STM  CTMP   V[  5KL  C]  Z;M0FDF\YL  5FK/ GF  EFU[  YL 

p5ZGF  DF/[  Z]D  DF\  HTM  ZC[,  tIFZ[  8M/]  HFOZL  ;FC[A  GF  DSFG  GL 

;FD[ VFJ[, SM8 GF p5Z YL 5yYZDFZM SZT] CT]P  H[YL C]  p5Z H. G[ 

;\TF. UI[,P  tIF\ p5Z GF EFU[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF 5tGL4 T;NN], C];[G 

GF 5tGL VG[  ALHF  36F ,MSM  CTFP   T[  5KL HFOZL  ;FC[A G]  DSFG 

GLR[YL ;/UJF ,FU[,P VG[ DSFGDF\  W]DF0M YJF ,FU[,P  T[YL 36F 
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,MSM ARJF DF8[ p5Z GF DF/[ VFJ[, CTFP  VG[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF GLR[GF 

Z]DDF\YL U[; GF AF8,F O]8JFGM VJFH ;\E/FI[, CTFP  ”

160. The witness in terms of paragraph-12 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of his testimony, 

according to Shri Kodekar, has positively identified 

Lala Mohansing (A-2) and Kapil Munna (A-50) together 

with Dharmesh (A-47) as being the members of the mob 

from amongst the accused present in the Court during 

the course of the testimony of this witness.

“!ZP C]  SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5L  VM  5{SL  ,F,F  DMCG;L\U 

G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF ,F,F DMCG;L\U CMJFG] 

H6FJ[ K[P  C] SM8"DF\  CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL S5L, G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] 

VFZM5L  G[  T[G]  GFD 5]KTF  S5L, CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K[P    C]  SM8"DF\  CFHZ 

VFZM5L VM 5[SL WD"[X G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[  T[G] GFD 5]KTF 

WD"[X CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P  ”

161. Paragraph-13  (reproduced  verbatim 

herein below) of the deposition of this witness, 

according to Shri Kodekar, relates to the time when 

the  Police  Force  came  over  to  Gulbarg  Society, 

resorted  to  firing  from  guns  and  firing  teargas 

shells  and  the  events  that  unfolded  thereafter, 

including  the  witness  having  personally  seen  the 

large number of dead bodies littered around Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri's  residence,  which  all  is  clearly 

testified to by the witness in paragraph-13 of his 

testimony. The witness, according to Shri Kodekar, 
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has testified that he lost two of his sisters being 

Shamshad  Abubakkar  and  Shamim  Abubakkar  and  two 

members of his family i.e. Salmaben Abubakkar and 

Salim Abubakkar are missing and presumed dead. The 

witness, according to Shri Kodekar, has testified 

that he together with other survivors and victims, 

was taken over to the Dariakhan Ghummat for shelter 

where the brother of the present witness identified 

the dead bodies of the victims and the events that 

unfolded thereafter including the recording of the 

statements by the Police Officers, complaint with 

regard to non-writing  and  recording names of the 

accused  despite  being  provided  by  the  witness, 

subsequent  events  of  forming  of  S.I.T.  by  the 

Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  of  India,  which  are  all 

emerging from paragraphs 15 to 17 (all reproduced 

verbatim  herein  below)  of  the  testimony  of  this 

witness. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that Rajesh 

Jinger  (A-65)  who  was  arraigned  as  an  accused 

subsequently, has been positively identified in the 

Court by this witness in the course of his testimony 

and it is thus pointed out by Shri Kodekar that this 

witness also is a reliable witness who has provided 

full corroboration and support to the testimony of 

other eye-witnesses with regard to the incident and 

with regard to the involvement and participation of 

the  relevant  accused  who  have  been  positively 

identified by the witness and their specific overt 

acts are also positively narrated by the witness in 

the course of his testimony Exh.633. It is pointed 

out  that  this  witness  also  is  required  to  be 
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believed.

“!#P C]  p5Z  GF  Z]DDF\  CTM  tIFZ[  8LIZU[;  VG[  OFIZL\U  GF 

VJFH ;\E/FI[, VG[ ;M;FP DF 5M,L; VFJL CMI T[JM VFEF; YI[, 

VG[  JFTFJZ6  XFT  Y.  UI[,P  T[  ;DI[  5M,L;  AR[,F  VM 

G[  GLR[  VFJJF  A]DM  5F0L  H6FJTL  CTLP  DG[  DFYFDF\  JFU[,  CM. 

VG[ B]A N]BT] CM. D[  GLR[ VFJL G[ HMI] TM HFOZL ;FC[A GF DSFG GL 

5FK/  VFH]  AFH]  36L  ,FXM  50L  CTLP  H[YL  C]  tIF\YL  GLS/L 

G[  VGJZBFG  GF  DSFG  GF  VM8,F  5Z  A[;L  UI[,P  T[  5KL  C] 

YM0LJFZ[ DFZF 5MTFGF 3Z TZO UI[,P DFZ] 3Z ;/UT] CT]P D[\ DFZF 5ZLJFZ 

GL XMW SZ[, 56 SM. DG[ D/[, GCLP  tIFZ[ DG[ ,FU[, S[4 DFZF 5ZLJFZ 

GF ;eIM GL S|]ZTF 5]J"S CtIF SZL GFB[, K[P T[ ;DI[ D[ 5M,L; G[ TDFD 

CSSLT SC[, CTLP

!#P T[ 5KL 5M,L;[ VDM AR[,F H[  ;M YL NM-;M H6F 

CTF T[DG[ ;,FDT :Y/[ B;[0JFG] XZ] SZ[,P tIFZ[ 8M/F V[ UF0L VM 5Z 

5yyFZ DFZM SZ[,P  tIFZ[  5M,L;[ 8LIZ U[; GF ;[, KM0[,F VG[ OFIZL\U 

56 SZ[,P  VG[ 5M,L; GL UF0L GL VFH]AFH] 5M,L; GF DF6;M V[ pEF 

ZCL  G[  VDG[  DCF  D];LAT[  VDG[  XFCLAFU 5MP:8[P  ,. UI[,P  tIF\YL 

YM0LJFZ[  VDG[  NZLIFBFG  3]D8  ZFCT  S[d5DF\  DMS,[,P   DG[  JFU[, 

T[GL  ;FZJFZ  D[\  ZFCT  S[d5DF\  SZFJ[,P   DFZF  DSFG  G[  TM0OM0  SZL 

G[ VFXZ[ Z]P A[ YL V-L ,FB G] G]S;FG SZ[,P   

!$P T[  5KL  TFP  Zq#q_Z  GF  ZMH  ZFCT  S[d5DF\  ZFT 

GF  ;DI[  V[,FG  SZJFDF\  VFJ[,  S[4  ;LPCM:5LPDF\YL  ,FXM  S,\NZL 

SA|:TFGDF\  ,FJ[,  K[  H[YL  H[  T[6[  ,FXM  VM/BJF  HJ]P  H[YL  C] 
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SA|:TFGDF\  UI[, H[YL 5M,L;[  SC[, S[  VF ,FXM U],AU" ;M;FP GL K[P 

HIFZ[ D[ HMI] TM ,FXM B]A A/L UI[, CF,TDF\ CTLP VG[ VM/BFI T[JL 

G CTLP  T[DF\YL  D[\  DFZF  5ZLJFZ  GF SM. ;eI GL ,FX VM/B[, GCLP 

ALHF ,MSM V[ ,FX GL VM/BJLWL SZ[, VG[ SA|:TFGDF\ +6 BF0F BMNL 

T[GL NOGlJWL SZ[,P

!5P tIFZ AFN ALHF NLJ;[  56 C]  SA|:TFGFDF UI[, T[DF D[ 

,FXM HM. TM T[ 56 ,FXM A/L UI[, CTL VG[ VM/BL XSFI T[D G CTL 

VG[ T[DF D[ DFZF 5ZLJFZ GF ;eI GL ,FX VM/BL XS[, GCLP T[ 5KL 

5FK/ YL ,FXM ,FJJFDF\ VFJL tIFZ[ C] SA|:TFG UI[, GCLP 56 DFZM 

EF. OZLN VA]ASZ UI[, CTMP T[6[  DFZL A[G XDXFN VG[ XDLD GL 

,FXM VM/B[, CTLP  DFZL A[G ;,DF VG[ ;,LD EF. GL CH] ;]WL ,FX 

D/[, GYLP  T[DGF lJX[ D[\ VFH;]WL SF\. ;F\E/[, GYLP  

!&P TFP 5q#q_Z GF ZMH DG[ ZFCT S[d5DF\      5M,L;

[  VFJLG[  HJFA  ,BFJJF  N]W[xJZ  RMSL  ,.  UI[,FP   tIF\  D[\  AGFJ 

JLX[ CSLSTM SC[, CTLP  T[ HJFA DFZF ,BFjIF D]HA 5M,L;[ ,B[, G 

CTMP  D[\ H[ VFZM5L VM GF GFD VF5,F T[ 5{SL VD]S VFZM5L VM GF GFD 

5M,L;[ ,B[, GCLP  D[\ TFP !!q&q_Z VG[ TFP Z_q!_q_# GF ZMH  S|

F.D  A|FgR ;D1F AM,FJ[, tIF\  D[  SM. GLJ[NG ,BFJ[, GCLP  tIF\  D[\  

DFZL  N]SFG[  VFJL  BMJFI[,  DFZF  S]8]\A  GF  ;eIM  V\U[  5]K  5ZK SZ[,L 

T[ V\U[ D[ T[DG[ H6FJ[,P   DFZ]  TFP5q#q_Z H] GLJ[NG DFZF ,BFjIF 

D]HA G CT] H[YL D[ V[S ;MU\WGFD] SZ[,P   T[ ;MU\WGFD] D[\ 5MPSDLP GL 

SR[ZL  VG[  D[3F6L GUZ 5MP:8[P  VZHL  SZL  T[  ;FY[  DMS,[, CT]P    D[\  

H[ VFZM5L VM GF GFD H6FjIF VG[ VM/BL ATFjIF T[ TDFD VFH]AFH] 
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GL RF,LVM DF\ ZC[ K[ T[YL VM/B] K]P  DG[ V[;PVF.P8LP V[ V[;PVMP 5d5 

5Z  H]CF5]ZF  HJFA  ,BFJJF  AM,FJ[,FP   tIFZ[  DG[  .GLIM  CZLHG 

K[  S[  8LGLIM  CZLHG K[  T[D 5]K[,P   D[\  UF\WLGUZ D]SFD[  V[;PVF.P8LP 

G[ GLJ[NG ,BFJ[,P  T[ ;DI[ D[ SMd5P 5Z T{IFZ SZ[, GLJ[NG ,. G[ UI[, 

VG[ T[ D[  V[;PVF.P8LP ;D1F ZH] SZ[,P V[;PVF.P8L V[ DFZ]  OST V[S 

GLJ[NG ,LW[, K[P   D[\  H[  ;MU\WGFD]  SI"]  T[DF\  D[  H[  ,MSM  G[  VM/B[,F 

T[ AWFGF GFD D[\ VF5[,FP  

!*P VFU/ GM SM8 TM0L 8M/] V\NZ 3]:I] VG[ V;,D DG;]ZL 

GM VFIXZ 8[d5M ;/UFJ[, T[ SM6[ ;/UFJ[, T[ D[ HMI[, GYLP   DFZF 

3ZDF\YL S], RFZ jIlSTG]\ DZ6 YI[, K[P H[DF\ A[ GL ,FX VM/BL XSF. 

K[ VG[ ALHF A[ GL ,FX D/L VFJ[, GYLP  ”

162. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of  PW-129 being one Firoz Mohammad Gulzar Mohammad 

Pathan  whose  testimony  is  on  the  record  of  the 

present  proceedings  at  Exh.635.  The  witness, 

according to Shri Kodekar, was a resident of Bunglow 

No.15 at Gulbarg Society and was residing thereat on 

the day of the incident. In fact the witness was the 

brother of one Firdosbanu who was brutally raped and 

done away with in the incident. It is also relevant 

that  the  father  of  the  present  witness  was  the 

Secretary of Gulbarg Society and the witness has 

testified that it was Shri Ehsan Jafri who was the 

Chairman  of  Gulbarg  Society  at  the  time  of  the 

incident. It is pointed out that the events that 

took place on 27/02/2002, the tension that ensued 
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thereafter and the Bandh call on 28/02/2002 lead to 

a meeting of the residents of the Society whereat 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  had  informed  all  members  that 

adequate Police bandobast was to be provided. The 

witness has testified with regard to the fact that 

on 28/02/2002, at about 10:30 a.m., the witness on 

hearing the commotion, rushed out and went to the 

small gate of the Society where he saw a mob of at 

least 15 people standing outside the shop of Gulam 

Master. The witness has testified that such mob was 

armed  with  guptis,  pipes,  and  other  such  deadly 

weapons and such persons were breaking open the shop 

of said Gulam Master. The witness in terms of the 

concluding lines of paragraph-4 (reproduced verbatim 

herein  below)  of  his  testimony  on  page-5  has, 

according to Shri Kodekar, clearly mentioned that 

the members of the Police who were posted at the 

Police Chowky near the Gulbarg Society, were merely 

watching such activities of the mob without making 

any  attempts  to  disperse  the  mob.  The  witness, 

according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  has  further  testified 

that thereafter a mob set on fire an autorickshaw 

standing near the shop of Gulam Master as also a 

Luna parked thereat and at that very point of time, 

such persons of the mob were shouting slogans inter 

alia  to the effect that “kill the members of the 

minority  community,  JAI  SHRI  RAM”  and  such 

inflammatory  slogans.  It is  the testimony of  the 

witness, according to Shri Kodekar that a Police Van 

came over to the scene of the incident and put out 

the  fire  to  the  autorickshaw.  The  witness  has 
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further  identified  Girish  Prabhudas  (absconding 

accused) and Ramesh Pandey (absconding accused) as 

being the members of such mob.

“$P ALHF NLJ;[ A\WG] V[,FG CT] T[YL D[\  N]SFG 

BM,[, GCLP  VD[ 3ZGF AWFH 3Z[ CFHZ CTFP  DFZM GFGM EF. DCDN 

VFZLO  DFZF  SFSF  G[  tIF\  H]CF5]ZF  CTMP   T[  NLJ;[  ;JFZ  GF  ;F0F  N; 

JFU[ VD[ GF:TM SZL G[ A[9F CTF tIFZ[ DFZM GFGM EF. GFD[ .DZFG NM0TM 

NM0TM VFJ[, VG[ T[6[ H6FJ[, S[4 VF56L ;M;FGL ACFZ lCgN] VM G] 

8M/]  VFJ[,  K[  VG[  N]SFGM  GL  TM0OM0  SZL  ZC[,  K[P  5KL  C]  NM0L 

G[ VDFZL ;M;FP GF GFGF hF\5F GL ACFZ UI[,P T[ GFGM hF\5M U[8 G\P Z 

TZLS[ VM/BFI K[P  tIF\ ZM0 5Z H.G[ D[\  HMI] TM tIF\  U],FD DF:8Z GL 

N]SFG 5F;[ VFXZ[ 5\NZ[S DF6; G] 8M/] pE\] CT]P  tIF\ VDFZL ;M;FPGF 

ALHF KMSZF VM 56 pEF CTFP 8M/F GF DF6;M 5F;[ U]%TL 5F.5M H[JF 

3FTS  CYLIFZM  CTFP   VF  ,MSM  U],FD  DF:8Z  GL  N]SFG  TM0TF  CTFP 

VDFZL ;M;FP GL AFH]DF\ 5M,L; RMSL VFJ[, K[ tIF 5M,L; GF DF6;M 

pEF CTF T[ AW] HMTF CTFP T[D6[ 8M/F G[ EUF0JFGL SMXLX SZ[, GCLP”

163. My attention is drawn to the contents 

of paragraph-6 (reproduced verbatim herein below) of 

the deposition, where the witness has clearly stated 

that  five  or  six  Police  Vehicles  thereafter  came 

over to the Gulbarg Society and Shri Ehsan Jafri and 

two to three other members of the Gulbarg Society 

met  such  Police  Officers  and  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri, 

according to the witness, informed all of them that 

the Police party comprised of the Commissioner of 
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Police Shri P.C.Pandey and P.I. Shri K.G.Erda and 

that Police bandobast and S.R.P. was assured by Shri 

P.C.Pandey.

“&P 5M,L; GL UF0L UIF 5KL 5F\R[S DLGL8 5KL 5M,L; 

GL  ALHL  5FR  K  H[8,L  UF0L  VFJ[,LP   T[  VDFZL  ;M;FP  VFU/ 

VFJLG[  pEL  ZC[,LP   5KL  VDFZL  ;M;FP  DF\YL  V[C;FG  HFOZL  ;FC[A 

VG[ ;M;FP GF ALHF A[ +6 DF6;M tIF\ D/JF UI[,FP   N;[S DLGL8 

5KL VF UF0L VM VMD GUZ TZO HTL ZC[,L VG[ HFOZL ;FC[A ;M;F DF 

VFJ[,P VD[  T[DG[  5]KTF\  T[D6[ H6FJ[, S[4  VFJGFZ jIlST 5MPSDLP 

5LP;LP  5Fg0[  ;FP  TYF  D[3F6LGUZ  GF  5LPVF.P  S[PHLPV[Z0F  CTFP 

D[  T[DG[  5M,L; A\NMA:T GL  DFU6L  SZ[,  K[  VG[  T[D6[  YM0LJFZDF\ 

5M,L; A\NMA:T V[;PVFZP5LP DMS,L VF5] K]P T[D H6FJ[, K[P T[ 5KL 

C] ;M;FP DF VFJL UI[,P  ”

164. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-7 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

Shri  Kodekar  has  submitted  that  the  witness  has 

further testified that in a short while, a mob of 

about 4000 to 5000 persons armed with deadly weapons 

such  as  guptis,  swords,  pipes  and  also  cans  of 

kerosene had gathered outside the Gulbarg Society. 

The witness has positively identified from amongst 

such  mob  Naran  Channelwala  (A-43),  Chunilal 

Prajapati (A-61), Dharmesh (A-47), Ambesh (A-32) and 

Kapil Munna (A-50) as being the members of the said 

mob. The witness, according to Shri Kodekar, could 

positively identify such accused on account of the 
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fact that such persons were residing near to Gulbarg 

Society since long.

“*P C] ;M;FP DF VFjIF 5KL YM0LJFZ 5KL A]DAZF0F GF 

VJFH ;\E/I[,F H[ VDFZL ;M;FP GL ACFZ ;\E/FI[,P  5KL VD[ ;M;FP 

GL ACFZ UIFP  tIF\ HMI] TM ;F[;FP ;FD[ VFXZ[ RFZ YL 5F\R CHFZ DF6;M 

G]  8M/]  E[U]  YI[,  CT[P  T[DGL  5F;[  3FTS  CYLIFZ  CTFP  T[DF  U]%TL4 

T,JFZ4 5F.5M VG[ S[ZM;LG GF S[ZAF CTFP  V[ 8M/FDF\ D[ HMI] TM GFZ6 

R[G,JF/M T[  3L JF/L RF,LDF\  ZC[  K[  T[6[  8M/F GL VFU[JFGL ,LW[,P 

T[ tIF\  GHLSDF\H ZC[ K[ T[YL VM/B] K]P T[DGL ;FY[ R]GL,F, 5|HF5lT 

CTFP T[DG[ D[\  HMI[,FP  ALHF WD"[X4 V\A[X4 S5L, D]gGFEF. T[DG[ D[\ 

VM/B[,FP  WD"[X4 S5L, D]gGFEF.4 V\A[X4 VDFZL ;FD[ GL RF,L VM DF\ 

ZC[ K[ T[YL VM/B] K]P  VF 8M/] D]:,LDM GL N]SFGM GL TM0OM0 SZT] CT] 

VG[  DLIF VM G[  SF5M DFZM  GL A]DF[  5F0TF  CTFP  VG[  N]SFG GM AWM 

;Z;FDFG ACFZ SF-L ;/UFJTF CTFP T[  NZdIFG VDFZL VFH]AFH] GL 

RF,LVM DF H[ D]:,LD ,MSM ZC[TF CTF T [,MSM ARJF DF8[ VDFZL ;M;FP 

DF VFJL UI[,FP T[ 5KL VD[ 56 ;M;FP DF\ V\NZ VFJL UI[,FP  ”

165. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 

the  witness  has  further  in  the  course  of  his 

testimony  contained  in  paragraphs  8  and  9  (both 

reproduced  verbatim  hereunder)  of  his  deposition, 

narrated the sequence of events whereby the mob had 

indulged  in  heavy  stone  pelting,  damaging  and 

destruction of vehicles parked near the Society, the 

taking of shelter by Muslim families staying near 

Gulbarg Society. The fact of the younger brother of 
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the present witness having sustained an injury on 

the chest on account of a brick being thrown from 

the terrace of Bunglow No.1 is narrated and such 

injured Irfan being taken over to the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri, is also narrated by the witness.

“(P T[  5KL  8M/]  VDFZL  ;M;FP  5F;[  VFJL  UI[, 

VG[  VDFZL  ;M;FP  5Z  5yYZDFZM  SZT]  CT]P   5yyFZDFZM  SZT]  CT] 

tIFZ[  HFOZL  ;FC[A tIF\  hF\5F  5F;[  UI[, VG[  8M/F G[  5yYZDFZM  GCL 

SZJF JLG\TL SZ[,P 5Z\T] 8M/] DFG[, GCLP  5KL C]\ DFZF 3Z TZO UI[,P 

DFZ] 3Z Z[,J[ ,F.G G[ V0L G[ K[ tIF\ Z[,J[ ,F.G 5Z 8M/] E[U] YI[, CT]P 

T[  8M/]  tIF\YL  5yyFZDFZM  SZT]  CT]P  ;/UTF  SFS0F  SFRGL  AF8,L 

VM  ;/UTF  8FIZM4  VDFZL  ;M;FP  DF  O[STF  CTFP   T[YL  DFZF  3ZGL 

AFZLVM G[ VFU ,FU[,LP  5KL VD[ VFU VM,JTF\ CTFP   VDFZF :8MZ DF\ 

56 VFU ,FU[,LP  T[DF\  VDFZF UMN0F\  VG[  ALHM ;FDFG A/L UI[, 

T[ VFU VD[ VM,J[,P  VDFZL ;FD[ DC[A]A EF. DG;]ZL G] DSFG VFJ[, 

K[ T[DF\ 56 VFU ,FU[,LP   5KL C] VG[ VDFZL ;M;FP GF ALHF ,MSM tI\F 

VFU A]hFJJF UI[,F  56 VFU A]h[, GCLP   5KL T[  ,F.GDF\  ALHF 

DSFGM CTF  T[DF\ 56 VFU ,FU[,LP  

)P 5KL  C]  DFZL  ;M;FP  GF  ALHF  KMSZFVM  G[  ,. G[  VDFZF 

DSFG GF WFAF 5Z UI[,P   tIF\YL VDM V[ 56 8M/F G[ EUFJJF DF8[ 

;FDM 5yYZ DFZM SZ[,P 8M/]  EFU[, GCLP  VG[ JW]  G[  JW]  5yYZDFZM 

SZJF ,FU[,P 5KL T[ 8M/] ;M;FP GM SM8 TM0JF ,FU[,P 5KL VD[ AWF 

GLR[ pTZ[,P  tIFZ[ DG[ ;M;FP GF V[S A[ KMSZF V[ VFJL G[ SC[, S[4 TFZF 

EF. DCDN .ZOFG G[ KFTL GF EFU[ 5yYZ JFU[, K[P  A\U,F G\P ! 5Z YL 
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YTM 5yYZDFZM YTF TFZF EF. G[ KFTL DF\ JFU[, K[ VG[ A\U,F G\AZ Z 

5F;[ TFZM EF. 50L UI[, K[P VF ;F\E/L G[ C] VG[ DFZL DFTF A\G[ A\U,F 

G\AZ  A[  5F;[  HJF  NM0[,P   VD[  HTF  CTF  tIFZ[  ;M;FP  GF  +6 RFZ 

KMSZFVM DFZF EF. G[ pRSL G[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3Z 5F;[ ,FJ[,FP T[DGF 

3ZGM G\AZ VMU6L; K[P   tIF\  D[\  HF6[, S[  A\U,F G\AZ V[S 5Z YL 

5yyFZDFZM YI[, T[DF T[G[ KFTL GF EFU[ 5yyFZ JFU[, K[ VG[ T[ A[EFG 

Y. UI[, K[P  5KL D[\ T[GF DM-F 5Z 5F6L KF8[, 5Z\T] T[G[ EFG VFJ[, 

GCLP   5KL  D[\4  DFZL  DdDL  VG[  ;M;FP  GF  KMSZFVM  V[  T[G[  p\RSL 

G[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3ZDF\ D]SL NLW[,P  ”

166. According  to  Shri  Kodekar,  the 

contents of paragraph-10 (reproduced verbatim herein 

below)  of  the  deposition  clearly  indicate  and 

corroborate  the  testimony  of  other  eye-witnesses 

with regard to the destructive activities of the mob 

which indulged in stone pelting, throwing of burning 

rags in the Society and looting the properties of 

the Society. My particular attention is drawn to the 

contents  of  paragraph-10  more  particularized  on 

page-12 of the deposition, where the witness has 

clearly testified  that  his  mother  had  opened  the 

cupboard  containing  valuable  belongings  and  had 

removed  therefrom  gold  and  silver  ornaments  and 

Rs.40,000/- in cash which was all put in a cloth bag 

and kept with the mother of the witness. 

“!_P 5KL DFZF DdDL T[GL 5F;[ A[9[,F VG[ C] DFZF 

3Z TZO VFJ[,P  tIF\ D[ HMI] TM DFZL VG[ DFZL ;FD[GF DG;]ZL GF DSFG 
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JrR[ H[  SM8 K[  T[G[  AFSMZ]  5F0L NLW[, K[P  H[YL C]  VG[ DFZF l5TF HL 

T[ 5FK/ GL TZO GF SM8DF\ 50[,F AFSMZF VFU/ pEF ZC[,F VG[ 8M/F GF 

DF6;M  G[  ;M;FP  DF\  3];JF  NLW[,F  GCLP   5KL  A\U,F  G\P  !$  DF\ 

ZC[TF ;,LD VA]ASZ[ VFJL G[ SC[, S[4 VF56L ;M;FP GF U[8 G\P ! GL 

AFH]GM SM8 TM0L G[  8M/]  V\NZ 3];L UI[, K[P  T[  ;F\E/L G[  C]  V[S,M 

T[DGL ;FY[ A\U,F G\P Z 5F;[ HTM CTM tIFZ[ A\U,F G\P !_ 5F;[ 5CMrIM 

D[ HMI[, TM 8M/] A\U,F G\P Z DF\ 3];L UI[,P VG[ T[ 8M/] TM0OM0 SZT] CT] 

VG[ ;Z;FDFG ,]8OF8 SZT] CT] VG[ DSFGDF\ VFU ,UF0L NLW[,P  5KL 

A\U,F G\AZ # DF\ 56 8M/] 3];L G[ ,]8OF8 SZTL CTL VG[ VFU ,UF0[,P 

5KL & G\AZ GF DSFGDF\  56 8M/] 3];L UI[,P  tIF\  D[NFGDF\  V;,D 

DG;]ZL GL VF.XZ 50L CTL VG[ V[S 8[d5M CTM T[G[ 8M/F V[ VFU ,UF0L 

NLW[,P C] tIF\YL DFZF 3Z TZO UI[,P tIFZ[ DFZL 5FK/ DFZL DFTF 56 

VFJ[,P  5KL DFZF DFTF 3ZDF\  UI, VG[  T[DGL 5FK/ C]  56 3ZDF\ 

UI[,P 5KL DFZL DFTF V[ TLHMZL BM,L VG[ TLHMZLDF\ 50[, ;MGF RF\NLGF 

NFULGF  TYF  RF,L;  CHFZ  Z]P  ZMS0F  V[S  S50F  GL  Y[,LDF\  GFB[,FP 

T[ JBT[ DFZF l5TF DFZF AC[G VG[ GFGM EF. 56 3ZDF\ H VFJL UI[, 

CTFP  ”

167. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-11 

(reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  of  the 

deposition, the witness, according to Shri Kodekar, 

heard a loud explosion and the witness has testified 

that a gas cylinder was exploded to demolish the 

compound wall of the Gulbarg Society and a number of 

accused rushed into Gulbarg Society upon demolition 
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of the compound wall in such fashion. The witness, 

according to Shri Kodekar, has positively identified 

Jitu  Pratapbhai  (A-48),  Pappu  Pratapbhai  (A-49), 

Mukesh  (A-29)  and  Girish  (absconding  accused)  as 

being  the  members  of  the  mob.  The  witness  has 

testified that the said Jitu Pratapbhai (A-48) and 

absconding accused Girish were armed with swords and 

that accused No.48 threw the sword at the present 

witness,  causing  injuries  on  the  right  hand  and 

wrist  and  right  eye-brow  of  the  witness.  This 

resulted in all the persons from Gulbarg Society who 

were standing outside, required to rushed into the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri to take shelter. The 

witness claims that he went up to the terrace of 

Bunglow No.16 whereas his mother, sister and other 

brothers had  taken shelter  at  Shri Ehsan  Jafri's 

residence. The witness in terms of his testimony on 

page-13, has categorically stated that he saw his 

mother  being  killed  by  sword  blows  which  were 

delivered  by  accused  No.48  Jitu  and  absconding 

accused Girish. It is however, pointed out by Shri 

Kodekar that the witness retracted a part of this 

version inasmuch as, the witness has stated that it 

was not the absconding accused Girish but accused 

Mukesh  (A-29)  who  looted  away  the  cloth  bag 

containing valuables like jewellery and cash from 

the  mother  of  the  present  witness.  The  witness 

claims that thereafter, the entire mob rushed into 

Gulbarg  Society  and  the  witness  was  scared  and 

therefore, hid at the rear portion of the terrace of 

Bunglow No.16 and sat hidden for about 19 minutes. 
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Shri Kodekar submits that the witness thereafter has 

testified with regard to the sequence of events that 

followed after the Police arrived at the scene of 

incident, the sequence of events which led to the 

surviving victims being escorted by the Police to 

safety and ensuing destruction that took place at 

that time and the fact that the witness had lost his 

mother, father, sister and brother in the incident. 

The identification of  the dead bodies that took 

place on 02/03/2002 is also narrated, according to 

Shri  Kodekar,  by  the  witness  in  paragraph-15 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of his testimony. 

The fact of the witness having identified the dead 

body of his family members is narrated in paragraph-

16  (reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  of  his 

deposition.

“!!P VD[  3ZDF\  CTF  VG[  D[\  V[SND  HMZYL 

W0FSFGM VJFH ;F\E/[,P  H[YL VD[ AWF 3Z GL ACFZ GLS/[,F 5KL 

VD[ HMI] TM U[; GF AF8,F J0[ 8M/F V[ U[; GM AF8,F J0[ SM8 TM0L 

GFB[,P VG[ SM8 TM0L G[ RFZ5FR H6F VDFZL ;M;FP DF 3];L VFJ[,FP 

T[DF\  D[  HMI]  TM  HLT]  5|TF5EF.4  5%5]  5|TF5EF.4  D]S[X  VG[  ULZLX 

VG[ ALHF A[ +6 H6 CTF T[DG[ GFDYL VM/BTM GYL T[DG[ HMp TM 

VM/BL  ,pP   HLT]  VG[  ULZLX  GF  CFYDF\  T,JFZ  CTLP   HLT] 

V[ DG[ T,JFZ K]8L DFZL H[YL D[\  VF0M CFY SZL NLW[,P TM DFZF HD6F 

CFY GF SF\0FDF\  VG[ HD6L VF\B GL E|DZ 5Z JFU[,P  5KL VD[ AWF 

HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3Z TZO NM0[,FP  C]\  VDFZL AFH] GF A\U,F G\AZ ;M/ 

A[ DF/ GM K[ T[DGF DSFGDF\ Y. WFAF 5Z HTM ZC[,P  DFZF DF A[G EF. 
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AWF HFOZL ;FC[A GF DSFG TZO NM0[,F tIF\ D[ p5Z H. G[ HMI] TM DFZL 

DdDL G[ HLT] VG[ ULZLX T[DGL 5F;[GL T,JFZ YL DFZL DdDL G[ DFZTF 

CTFP  H[ DFYF GF EFU[ VG[ 5L9 GF EFU[ T,JFZ GF 3F DFZTF CTFP DFZL 

DdDL tIF\ H 50L UI[,P  VG[ HLT] VG[ ULZLX[4 GCL 56 ULZLX GCL 56 

D]S[X[ DFZL DdDL GF CFYDF\ H[ Y[,L CTL T[ h\]8JL ,LW[,P  T[ ,MSM tIF\YL 

O,[8 VFU/ HTF ZC[,FP  5KL VFU/ YL VG[ 5FK/ YL AW] 8M/] ;M;FP 

DF 3];L UI[, VG[ ;M;FP DF\ 50[, AWF JFCGM G[ ;/UFJJF ,FU[,P  C] 

0Z GM DFIM"  SM. HM. HX[ T[JL ALS YL WFAFDF\  5FK/ GF EFU[  B;L 

UI[,P  D[\  tIF\  HMI] TM WFAF 5Z VFJ[, 5F6L GL 8F\SL 5F;[ ALHF RFZ 

5F\R H6 ;\TF. G[ A[9[, CTFP H[DF EF8LIF ;FC[A VG[ ZOLS DG;]ZL VG[ 

ALHF  ;M;FPG F  ,MSM  CTFP   5KL C]  56 tIF\  ;\TF. UI[,P   C]  NM-[S 

S,FS ;]WL tIF\ A[;L ZC[,P  

!5P TFP  Zq#q_Z  GF  ZMH  ZFCTS[d5DF\  V[,FG 

SZJFDF\ VFJ[, S[4 ;LPCM:5LP DFYL ,FXM ,FJJFGL K [TM tIF\ HJFG] K[P 

5KL VD[ VF9 N; DF6;M 5M,L; GL UF0L VG[ V[S VF.XZ UF0LDF\ tIF\ 

UI[,F tIF\  VDG[ 5MPDMP Z]D DF\ ,. UI[,FP  tIF\ VD]S ,FXM 50L CTL 

T[  VDFZL  5F;[  p5F0FJL  G[  ;F.0DF\  D]SFJ[,LP   VDFZL  ;FY[  GF 

5M,L;JF/F V[  T[  5KL  VDG[  ACFZ  AM,FJ[,FP   tIF\  ZM0  5Z  YF\E,F 

5F;[ V[S VF.XZ 8=S pEL CTL T[D6[ SC[, S[ 4 VF 8=SDF\ U],AU" ;M;FP 

GL ;tTZ ,FXM K[ VF TDFZ[ ,. HJFGL K[P  5KL C] 8=S 5Z R-L UI[, VG[ 

D[ HMI] TM 8=SDF\ VD]S ,FXM 5M8,FDF\ AF\W[,L CTL VG[ VD]S ,FXM A/L 

UI[,L CF,TDF\  50L UI[, CTLP  5KL VD[ 5M,L; GL UF0LDF\  A[;L G[ 

,FXM S,\NZL D:HLN GF SA|:TFGDF\  ,FJ[,FP  ,FXM SA|:TFGDF\  pTFZL 
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S[d5DF\  V[,FG SZJFDF\  VFJ[, S[4 H[GL ,FXM CMI T[  VM/BL HFIP  T[ 

,FXMDF\  D[  HMI]  TM DFZF 3Z GL SM. ,FX T[DF\  CTL GCLP  ALHF ,MSM 

V[  T[DGF  ;A\WL  GL  ,FXM  VM/B[,LP    V[  ,FXM  GL  DM0L  ZFT  ;]WL 

NOGlJWL RF,[,LP  

!&P T[GF ALHF NLJ;[ TFP #q#q_ GF ZMH C] S[d5DF\ CTM 

tIFZ[ HF6JF D/[, S[4 U],AU" ;M;FP GL ALHL 5\NZ ,FXM S,\NZL D:HLN 

GF SA|:TFGDF\ VFJ[, K[P  H[ D\[  ;F\HGF ;FT[S JFuIF CX[P  C] tIF\  UIM 

VG[ D[\ ,FXM HMI[,P  T[ ,FXMDF\ D[\  DFZF 3ZGFGL ,FXM VM/B[,P  H[DF\ 

V[S4  DFZF  l5TF  U],hFZ  DCDN  G]Z  DCDN  59F64  DFZL  DFTF 

DZLIDALAL  U],hFZ  DCDN  59F64  DFZL  A[G  OLZNM;  AFG]  U],hFZ 

DCDN 59F6 4 DFZM EF. .ZOFG DCDN U],hFZ DCDN 59F6 TYF DFZM 

GFGM EF. .DZFG DCDN U],hFZ DCDN 59F6 GL ,FXM D[\  VM/B[,P 

5M,L;[ T[ ,FXM VDG[ ;M\5[, VG[ ZFT ;]WL VD[ T[DGL NOGlJWL SZ[, 

T[ 5KL C] S[d5DF\ 5FKM VFJ[,P  ”

168. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-17 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

on page-18 thereof, Shri Kodekar submits that the 

witness has positively identified Naran Channelwala 

(A-43), Chunilal Prajapati (A-61), Ambesh (A-32) and 

Kapil Munna (A-50) from amongst the accused present 

in the Court. The witness, however, is not able to 

identify Dharmesh (A-47). The witness has further 

identified  in  the  Court  Jitu  Pratapbhai  (A-48), 

Pappu Pratapbhai (a-49), Mukesh (A-29) and Dinesh 

Prabhudas Sharma (A-63) together with Prakash (A-
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37).

“!*P D[\ H[DGF GFD VF%IF T[DG[ C] VFH[ VM/BL XS]P   C] 

SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5L  VM  5{SL  GFZ6 R[G,JF/F  G[  VM/BL  ATFJ]  K] 

VFZM5L  G[  T[G]  GFD  5]KTF  GFZ6EF.  R[G,JF/M  CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K[P 

SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5L  VM  5{SL  R]GL,F,  5|HF5lT G[  VM/BL  ATFJ]  K] 

T[G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF R]GL,F, 5|HF5lT CMJFG] ATFJ[ K[P C] SM8" DF\ CFHZ 

VFZM5L VM 5{SL V\A[X G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L 5MTFG] GFD V\A[X 

CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P C] SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL VFZM5L WD"[X G[ CF, 

VM/BL  XSTM  GYLP   C]  SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5L  VM  5{SL  VFZM5L  Sl5, 

D]gGFEF.  G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF Sl5, CMJFG] 

H6FJ[ K[P

sGM\W o VF VFZM5L G[ VM/BJF DF8[ VFZM5L VM GL V[S V[S ,F.G pEF 

SZFJL ATFJJFDF\ VFJ[,F K[ VG[ ;DI ,. lJRFZL G[ VFZM5L G[ VM/BL 

ATFJ[,F K[Pf  C] SM8" DF\ CFHZ VFZM5 VM 5{SL HLT] 5|TFT EF. G[ V/BL 

ATFJ]  K]  VFZM5L  G[  T[G]  GFD  5]KTF  HLT]  5|TF5EF.  CMJFG] 

H6FJ[  K[PsGM\W  o  VF  VFZM5L  G[  VM/BJF  DF8[  VFZM5L  VM  GL  V[S 

V[S ,F.G pEF SZFJL ATFJJFDF\  VFJ[,F  K[  VG[  ;DI ,. lJRFZL 

G[  VFZM5L G[  VM/BL ATFJ[,F K[Pf   C]  SM8"DF\  CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL 

VFZM5L 5%5] 5|TF5 EF. G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF 

5%5] CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P VF VFZM5L G[ 56 p5Z D]HA VM/BL ATFJ[ K[P 

SM8"  DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5L  VM  5{SL  D]S[X  G[  VM/BL  ATFJ]  K]  VFZM5L 

G[  T[G[  GFD  5]KTF\  D]S[X  CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K[P   D[\  H[  ALHF  A[  VFZM5L 

G[ HMI[ VM/B] T[ H6FjI] T[ 5{SL V[S VFZM5L K[<,L ,F.GDF\ 0FAL TZO 
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YL ALHF G\AZ[ A[9[, K[ T[ K[P  VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF\ T[G] GFD NLG[X 

5|E]NF; XDF" CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P  ALHF VFZM5L VFU/ YL +LHL ,F.GDF\ 

ALHF G\AZ[ A[9[, K[ T[ H K[P VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF\ 5|SFX pP S,L 

CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P  ”

169. The  witness  has  thereafter  testified 

in terms of paragraphs 18, 19 and 20 (all reproduced 

verbatim herein below) of his testimony the sequence 

of events which led to recording of statements, his 

grievances with regard to inaccuracies in recording 

the  statement  of  the  witness  by  the  Police,  the 

application filed by the aggrieved persons before 

the Hon'ble Supreme Court, affidavit by aggrieved 

persons including the present witness, the formation 

of S.I.T. and statements given by the witness to the 

S.I.T.

“!(P TFP 5q#q_Z GF ZMH S[d5DF\ 5M,L; JF/F VFJ[,F 

VG[ VDG[ H6FJ[, S[4 TDFZM HJFA ,[JFGM K[P  S[d5DF\YL VDG[ 5M,L;

[  HL5DF\  A[;F0L  N]W[xJZ  5M,L;  RMSL  V[  ,.  HJFDF\  VFJ[,P   tIF\ 

D[ 5M,L; G[ DFZL AWL CSLST H6FJ[,   VG[       5M,L;[ GLJ[NG GM\W[,P 

5FK/  YL  DG[  BAZ  50[,L  S[4  DFZF  T[  GLJ[NGDF\  5M,L;[  D[\  

H[  H[  CSLST ,BFJ[, T[ 5|DF6[ GLJ[NG GM\W[, GYLP   VG[ GLJ[NGDF\ 

O[ZOFZ  SZL  GFB[,  K[P   T[  5KL  YM0F  NLJ;  AFN  VD[  5MPSDLP  DF\ 

VG[ D[3F6L GUZ 5MP:8[P DF\ V[S VZHL SZ[,LP  VG[ T[ VZHL ;FY[ D[\  DFZ] 

V[S V[OL0[JL8 DMS,[,P T[ VZHL VG[ V[OL0[JL8 D[\ DFZM TFP 5q#q_Z GM 

HJFA DFZF ,BFjIF D]HA G CMJF V\U[ SZ[,P  T[ V[OL0[JL8 VG[ VZHL D[\  
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S. TFZLB[  SZ[,F T[  CF, DG[  IFN GYLP  D[\  V[S ;MU\WGFD\]  H:8L; zL 

S[PHLPXFC  T5F;5\R  DF\  56  SZ[,P   T[  H  ZLT[  D[\  TFP  5q)q_#  GF 

ZMH ;]l5|D SM8"DF\ 56 V[S V[OL0[JL8 SZ[,P  V[;PVF.P8LP V[ DG[ HJFA 

VF5JF DF8[  UF\WL  GUZ AM,FJ[,P   tIF\  V[;PVF.P8LP  V[  DFZM  HJFA 

,LW[,  VG[  D[\  V[;PVF.P8LP  G[  DFZF  SMd5P  5Z  8F.5  SZ[,  U]HZFTL 

VG[  V\U|[HL  GLJ[NG  VF5[,FP   T[  5KL  V[;PVF.P8LP  V[  DG[  V[S 

JBT[ V[;PVMPHLPDF\  AM,FJ[,P  tIF\  DFZL V[OL0[JL8 V\U[  DG[ 5]K5ZK 

SZ[,LP  T[ JBT[ DFZM HJFA ,LW[, GCLP  

!)P DG[  .HF YIFGL ;FZJFZ H[  D[\  ZFCT S[d5DF\ 

SZFJ[,  T[G]  DG[  ;8L"OLS[8  D/[,  GCLP  ;FZJFZ  DF8[  DG[  5M,L;[  IFNL 

VF5[,  CTL  H[  ;LPCM:5LP  DF\  HJF  DF8[  CTLP  56  T[  JBT[  C]  0Z  GF 

DFI"F ;LPCM:5LPDF\ UI[, GCLP T[ 5KL A[ DCLGF AFN VFU/ GL ;FZJFZ 

D[\ ;LPCM:5LPDF\ SZFJ[,P  

!)P D[\ 5MPSDLP G[ VZHL SZL VG[ DFZ] ;MU\WGFD] 

DMS<I]  T[  5KL  T[  VG];\WFG[  DG[  S|F.DA|FgR 5MP:8[P  GLJ[NG VF5JF 

AM,FJ[,  56  C]  UI[,  GCLP  DG[  5M,L;  5Z  EZM;M  G  CTM  H[YL 

GLJ[NG ,BFJJF  UI[,  GCLP   VUFp  D[\  VZHLVM  SZ[,L  VG[  GLJ[NG 

,BFJ[,F T[ GLJ[NG VDFZF ,BFjIF D]HA GF G CTF H[YL C] UI[, GCLP 

VD[ S|F.DA|FgR G[ 5+ YL VF AFAT GL HF6 SZ[,P  V[ SFU/ VD[ T{IFZ 

SZ[,P  H[ NFpNEF. N[;F. HM0[ DMS,[,P  

Z_P DFZF  3ZG[  VF  TMOFGM  DF\  Z]P  $4Z$4!5_qv  G] 

G]S;FG YI[,P VF G]S;FG AFAT[ 5M,L;[ DFZM TFP !!q#q_Z GF ZMH 

HJFA ,LW[,P  ”
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170. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 

this witness also is a truthful and very important 

witness to the Prosecution case inasmuch as, his 

testimony  accurately  portrays  the  events  as  they 

took place on the day of the incident, there are no 

exaggerations  or  false  statements  emerging 

therefrom,  the  witness  has  lost  at  least  five 

members of his family and he has seen his mother 

being killed, he has identified a large number of 

accused as being the perpetrators of the offence, 

the  nature  of  weapons  held  by  such  accused  and 

furthermore according to Shri Kodekar, the witness 

has  positively identified  a large  number of  such 

accused in the Court also. It is submitted that this 

witness has withstood the test of cross examination 

and has led full support and corroboration to the 

Prosecution  version  and  therefore  also,  on  the 

strength  of  the  testimony  of  such  witness,  the 

Prosecution  can  confidently  claim  that  it  has 

established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the  charges 

against the accused. 

171. Submitting  further,  Shri  Kodekar 

now draws my attention to the testimony of PW-143 

being one Altafkhan Gulabkhan Pathan whose testimony 

is on the record of the proceedings at Exh.655. It 

is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that this witness has 

also supported other PWs, he has been an eye-witness 

to  the  entire  incident  and  was  the  resident  of 
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Chandulal  Shamaldas  Ni  Chawl  which  was  located 

opposite Gulbarg Society at the relevant point of 

time.  Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-3 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of this witness, Shri Kodekar points out that the 

witness has clearly stated that in the early morning 

at about 9:00 a.m., the witness was sitting in his 

autorickshaw when a mob of persons comprising  of 

about  five  or  six  people,  came  over  and  started 

enforcing  closure  of  the  shops.  The  witness  has 

stated that of the persons of such mob, he could 

identify  Girish  Prabhudas  Sharma  (absconding 

accused), Bharat Rajput (A-55), Kapil Munna (A-50) 

and Dharmesh (A-47) as amongst the members of such 

mob. The witness has positively identified accused 

No.50 Kapil Munna in the Court as also accused No.47 

Dharmesh in the Court, but is unable to identify the 

other two accused of whom Girish Prabhudas is an 

absconding accused who was naturally not available 

in the Court and the witness has also not identified 

Bharat Rajput (A-55). The witness has narrated the 

incident, according to Shri Kodekar, that took place 

with  regard to Ayubkhan and Yusufkhan being the 

sons of owner of Ankur Cycle Works and the witness 

has positively identified these persons as being the 

sons of one Habibkhan. The witness has stated that 

on learning the identity of such victims, the mob 

started assaulting the victims and the said Ayubkhan 

was given a stab blow with a knife, whereas the said 

Yusufkhan was given blows with fists and kicks. The 

witness,  corroborating  the  testimony  of  other 
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witnesses, has stated that the said Yusufkhan ran 

into  Gulbarg  Society  to  take  shelter  whereas 

Ayubkhan and his brother ran into their residence. 

The witness claims that the mob then proceeded to 

approach his rickshaw due to which the witness ran 

away, entered into his residence and went up on the 

terrace. The witness has testified that he saw at 

that stage, the mob having dragged his rickshaw and 

having taken out petrol therefrom and then having 

proceeded  to  set  such  autorickshaw  afire.  The 

witness claims that such incident took place between 

9:30 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. The witness further states 

that at this stage, the Police arrived at the scene 

of the incident on account of which the mob ran away 

and the fire to the rickshaw was put out by the 

Police.  The  witness  thereafter  claims  to  have, 

together  with  his  family,  gone  to  the  Gulbarg 

Society to take shelter and taken shelter in the 

Flat  of  his  uncle  being  one  Fakir  Mohammad.  The 

vehicles of the family members of the witness were 

also  brought  over  into  Gulbarg  Society  for 

protection. The witness has further testified that 

other  members  of  the  Muslim  community  residing 

outside  Gulbarg  Society,  also  came  to  Gulbarg 

Society for protection.

#P“ TFP Z(qZq_Z GF ZMH ;JFZ GF C]\ DFZL N]SFG 

GL ;FD[ V[S ZL1FF pEL CTL T[DF\ A[9M CTMP  T[ ZL1FF DFZL 5MTFGL CTLP  V[ 

NLJ;[  ;JFZ[  VFXZ[  GJ YL  ;F0FGJ JFU[  C]  DFZL  ZL1FFDF\  A[9[,  CTMP 

T[ JBT[ 5FR K DF6;MG] 8M/] VFJ[,P  T[ 8M/] N]SFGM A\W SZFJT] CT]P 
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VF lCgN] SMD G] 8M/] CT]P  V[ 8M/FDF\ D[\ ULZLX 5|E]NF;4 EZT ZFH5}T4 

S5L, D]gGF VG[ WD"[X G[ VM/B[,FP  D[\ H[ GFD SCIF T[DG[ VFH[ VM/BL 

XS]P   C]  SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5L  VM  5{SL  VFZM5L  S5L, D]gGFG[  VM/BL 

ATFJ] K]  VFZM5L G[  T[G]  GFD 5]KTF\  S5L, CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P C]  SM8"DF\ 

CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL VFZM5L WD"[X G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5LG[ T[G] 

GFD 5]KTF 5MTFG]  GFD WD"[X  CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K[PsTDFD VFZM5LVM G[ 

,F.G D]HA pEF  SZL  G[  DG[  ATFJJFDF\  VFJ[,  K[P  D[\  H[  A[  VFZM5L 

G[ VM/BL ATFjIF T[ ;LJFI ALHF SM. VFZM5L G[ VM/BL XSTM GYLf

$P 8M/] VFJL G[ V\S]Z ;FIS, GL N]SFG[ UI[,P 

VF 8M/FGF A[ H6F  5F;[ CFYDF\ B\HZ CTFP  T[ B\HZ SMGL 5F;[ CTF T[ C]  

SCL  XS]  GCLP   VF  8M/]  V\S]Z  ;FIS,  GL  N]SFG  A\W  SZFJJF  UI[,P 

T[  N]SFG CALA BFG GL CTLP  tIF\  N]SFG GF AFS0F 5Z +6 EF. VM 

GFD[ .XFS BFG4 VI]ABFG VG[ I];]OBFG A[9F CTFP H[ CALA BFG GF 

NLSZFVM  K[P  8M/F  V[  T[VMG]  GFD  5]K[,P   5KL  V[D6[  SC[,  S[4  VF 

D];,DFGM K[ T[D H6FJL T[DG[ DFZJF ,FU[,FP  VI]A G[ R%5] DFZ[, VG[ 

I];]OEF. G[ ,FTM VG[ O[\8M DFZ[,LP  V[8,[ I];]O NM0L G[ U],AU" ;M;FP DF 

HTM ZC[, VG[ AFSL GF A[ T[DGF 3ZDF\ HTF ZC[,P  C] A[9[, T[ DFZL ZL1FF 

GM G\AZ HL H[ ) JFI *(& CTMP  5KL 8M/]  DFZL            5F;[ VFJJF 

DF\0I]  T[YL C]  NM0L G[  DFZF 3Z[  HTM ZC[,P  VG[ C]\  DFZF WFAF 5Z R0L 

UI[,P  D[\ WFAF 5Z YL HMI] TM VF 8M/F GF DF6;M ZL1FF G[ ACFZ SF-L 

G[ T[DFYL 5[8=M, SF-L G[ T[G[ AF/L D]S[,P  VF AGFJ VFXZ[ ;F0F GJ YL 

N; JFU[ AG[,P  T[ 5KL YM0LJFZ[ D[3F6LGUZ TZO YL 5M,L; GL JFG 

VFJ[,P  H[YL 8M/] HT] ZC[,P  VG[ ZL1FF G[ 5M,L;JF/F V[ 5F6L ,FJL 
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G[ VM,J[,P  VD[ VG[ VDFZF 3ZGF AWF U],AU" ;M;FP DF\ HTF ZC[,FP 

T[ 5KL VD[ VDFZF O]VF OSLZ DCDN GF O,[8DF\ HTF ZC[,FP  DFZ[ +6 

JFCGM CTF H[DF A[ ZL1FF VG[ V[S <I]GF CT]P  ALHF ZL1FF VG[ <I]GF DFZM 

EF. ,. G[ U],AU" ;M;FPDF\ HTF ZC[,FP  VF ;DI[ U],AU" ;M;FP GL 

VFH]AFH]DF\ ZC[TF D]:,LD DF6;M V[ VFXZM ,[JF VFJL UI[,P  ”

172. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-3 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) on page-6 of his 

deposition, Shri Kodekar has pointed out that the 

witness has claimed that thereafter a mob of 10000 

to  15000  persons  had  gathered  and  had  started 

looting  the  shops  of  the  minority  community  and 

according  to the  witness,  the  said  mob  was  also 

setting on fire the goods taken out from such shops. 

The  mob,  according  to  the  witness,  thereafter 

started  pelting  stones  at  Gulbarg  Society.  The 

witness claims in terms of his testimony on page-7, 

paragraph-4 (reproduced verbatim herein below), that 

the Society was being pelted with stones from all 

four sides and the persons within the Society also 

retaliated  in  self  defence.  The  witness  has 

testified  that  after  the  mob  entered  into  the 

Society, the witness and his brother Shafiq ran away 

into the house of Shri Ehsan Jafri and consequent 

thereto, the witness claims that there was extreme 

stone pelting from all sides, the compound walls 

were broken from both sides and the mob had entered 

into the Society and had started killing persons and 

setting afire the houses located in the Society, as 
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is  reflected  in  paragraph-5  (reproduced  verbatim 

herein below) of the testimony.

#P“ DFZF O]VF OSLZ DCDN GM O,[8 K[P  V[ O,[8 

GL U[,[ZLDF\ T[ 5KL C] UI[,P H[ C] HMJF DF8[ UI[,P  D[ T[ ;DI[ HMI] TM N; 

YL 5\NZ CHFZ DF6;MG] 8M/] VFJ[,P D[ HMI] TM VF 8M/] N]SFGM ,]8TF CTF 

VG[ T[GM DF, ;FDFG ACFZ SF-L ;/UFJTF CTFP DFZL N]SFG 56 ,]8L G[ 

T[GM ;Z;FDFG ACFZ SF-L G[ ;/UFJ[,P  T[ 5KL T[ ,MSM VFU/ JW[,F 

VG[  ;M;FP  DF\  5yYZDFZM  XZ]  SZ[,P   T[YL  C]\  VG[  DFZM  EF. 

A\G[ GLR[ VFJL UI[,P  DFZF EF.G]\ GFD XOLSBFG K[P  

$P VD[  ;M;FP  DF\  GLR[  pEF  CTF 

tIFZ[  RFZ[  AFH]YL  5yYZDFZM  YTM  CTMP   H[YL  VD[  56 ;FD[  ARFJ 

DF8[ 5yYZDFZM SZTF\ CTFP  VF 5yYZDFZM VFXZ[ NM- YL A[ S,FS RF,[,P 

5KL VFU/ YL hF\5M TM0L G[ 5a,LS V\NZ 3];L UI[,P  H[YL C]\ VG[ DFZM 

EF. XOLS HFOZL  ;FC[A GF 3ZD\F  UI[,P   ;M;FP  GL 5FK/ Z[,J[  8=[S 

VFJ[, K[P  tIF\  56 5yYZDFZM  RF,]  YI[,P   VG[  5KL tIF\YL  NLJF, 

T]8[,LP  VG[ DF6;M V\NZ VFJL UI[,P  

5P C] VG[ DFZM EF. HFOZL ;FC[A GF 3ZDF\ UIF 

tIFZ[  VFXZ[  ;M YL NM-;M H[8,F DF6;M CX[P  VF JBT[ 5M6F A[  YL 

A[ JFuIF CX[P  D[\ HFOZL ;FC[A G[ HMI[,F GCLP  tIF\ 8M/F V[ 5yYZDFZM 

SI"M4 VFU ,UF0L VG[ HFOZL ;FC[A GF DSFG G[ VFU ,UF0[,P H[YL C] 

ARJF DF8[ 5FK/ YL ;L0L YL p5Z GF      DF/[ HTM ZC[,P  tIF\ DFZF O]VF 

A[9[,F  CTFP   DFZM  EF.  XOLS  GLR[  ZCL  UI[,  CTMP   tIF\  8M/FDF\YL 

;/UTF SFS0F O[\STF CTFP  VD[ AWF DF6;M TIF\ A[9F CTFP  ALS GF 
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DFIF" A[9F CTFP  ”

173. Drawing my attention to paragraphs 6 

and 7 (both reproduced verbatim herein below) of the 

testimony of this  witness,  Shri Kodekar submits 

that the witness has stated that at about 4:30 p.m., 

the Police had arrived at the scene of the incident 

and on hearing the Police whistles, the witness came 

out of hiding and he saw number of dead bodies off 

the victims. The witness has further stated that a 

number of dead bodies were piled up on each other 

and  were  set  afire  as  seen  by  the  witness.  The 

witness  could  also  identify  the  dead  body  of 

Yusufkhan, son of Habibkhan. The Police, according 

to the witness, resorted to firing from guns as also 

firing teargas shells. The witness has identified 

from amongst the mob Bharat Rajput (A-55), Girish 

Prabhudas (absconding accused), Kapil Munna (A-50), 

Dharmesh  (A-47)  and  Sushil  Sharma  (A-53)  as  the 

persons of the mob.

“&P T[ 5KLVFXZ[   ;F0F  RFZ  YL  5FR  JFU[  5M,L; 

VFJ[,P 5M,L;M GL jCL;, JFUTF 5M,L; VFjIF GL BAZ 50[,P H[YL 

VD[  pTZL  G[  ACFZ  VFJ[,FP   VD[  ;L0L  pTZL  JZ\0F  AFH]  YL  ACFZ 

VFJ[,FP  JZ\0FDF\ RFZ ,FXM 50[, CTLP  HFOZL ;FC[A GF DSFG GF ACFZ 

GF EFU[ ALHL A[ RFZ ,FXM 50L CTLP   T[ ,FXM -U,M SZL G[ AF/[, CTLP 

D[\  JZ\0F  DF\  H[  RFZ  ,FXM  HMIL  T[DF  I];]OBFG  GL  ,FX  VM/B[, 

H[ CALABFG GMKMSZM CTMP  8M/] 5M,L;[ 8LIZ U[; VG[ OFIZL\U SZTF\ 
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HT] ZC[,P  VF 8M/FDF\ D[\ EZT ZFH5]T4 ULZLX 5|E]NF;4 S5L, D]gGF 4 

WD["X VG[ ;]XL, XDF" G[ HMI[,FP  VD[ VFXZ[ NM-;M YL A;M DF6;M 

ARL UI[,FP  

*P 5M,L;[ VDM AR[,FVMG[ UF0LDF\ A[;F0[,FP H[ 

+6 DFM8L UF0L VM CTLP  VDG[ UF0LDF\ A[;F0L XFCLAFU 5MP:8[P ,. 

HTF CTF T[  JBT[ 8M/F GF DF6;M UF0L 5Z 5yYZDFZM SZT]  CT]  H[YL 

5M,L;[ 8LIZ U[; GF ;[, KM0[, VG[ OFIZL\U SZ[,P  XFCLAFU 5MP:8[P VD[ 

VFXZ[  K YL ;FT JFuIF GF VZ;FDF\  5CM\R[,FP  tIF\  5CM\RL G[ D[\  DFZF 

3ZGF ;eIM GL T5F; SZ[,P  tIFZ[  DFZM  EF. XOLS D/[, GCLP   VF 

AGFJ  NZdIFG  DG[  DFYFDF\  VG[  SFGDF\  JFU[,P   T[GL  D[\  JLPV[;P 

CM:5LPDF\ ;FZJFZ SZFJ[,P H[ T[ NLJ;[  ZF+[ ;FZJFZ SZFJ[,P  ”

174. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-7 

(reproduced  verbatim  herein  above)  and  8  to  10 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

it is pointed out that the witness has testified 

with  regard  to the  sequence  of  events  that  took 

place when the surviving persons were being escorted 

to safety by the Police. The witness claims that 

even  at  such  time,  the  mob  was  required  to  be 

controlled by the Police by resorting to firing and 

releasing  teargas  shells.  The  witness  has  stated 

that his brother Shafiq was missing. It is pointed 

out by Shri Kodekar that the said Shafiq is missing 

and is required to be presumed legally dead. The 

witness claims that the witness was injured in the 

stone pelting and sustained injuries on the forehead 
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as  also  ear  which  required  treatment  at  the 

V.S.Hospital.  The  witness  claims  to  have  been 

firstly  taken  to  Shahibaug  Police  Station  and 

thereafter to the refugee camp at Dariakhan Ghummat. 

The  identification  of  dead  bodies  at  Kalandari 

Masjid Kabrastan, the damage and loss caused to the 

properties  of  the  witness,  are  narrated  in 

paragraphs 9 to 10 of his testimony. 

“(P XFCLAFU 5MP:8[P  YL VDG[ NZLIFBFG 3]D8 

ZFCT S[d5DF\  ,. UI[,FP   tIF\YL  JLPV[;P  CM:5LP  UI[,FP   DFZL  ;FY[ 

;FZJFZ SZFJJF HJF ALHF 5FR K DF6;M CTFP  VD[ ;FZJFZ SZFJL G[ T[ 

H ZFT[ NZLIFBFG 3]D8 ZFCT S[d5DF\ 5FK F VFJ[,FP

)P 5KL tIF\  V[,FG YI[, S[4 U],AU" GL ,FXM 

S,\NZL D:HLN SA|:TFGDF\ ,FJJFGL K[ H[YL tIF\ H. G[ VM/BL ,MP H[YL 

C]\ tIF UI[,P  tIF\ XOLS GL ,FX CTL GCLP  ALHL H[ ,FXM CTL T[G[ tIF\ 

NOGFJ[,LP  T[ AFN VD[ 5FKF NZLIFBFG 3]D8[ VFJ[,FP      T[ 5KL 5M,L;[ 

DFZM HJFA ,LW[,P  

!_P DFZF  l5TF  ZFH:YFG  UI[,  CTF  H[  A[  RFZ 

NLJ; 5KL 5FKF VFJ[,FP  DFZL ZL1FF VG[ <I]GF H[ U],AU" ;M;FP DF ,. 

UI[,F  T[G[  56 8M/F V[  AF/L GFB[,P   DFZ]  DSFG VG[  N]SFG AF/L 

GFB[, VG[ ;Z;FDFG ,]8L ,LW[,P  DG[ VFXZ[ RFZ YL ;F0F RFZ ,FB G] 

G]S;FG YI[,P  ”

175. Particularly  drawing  my  attention  to 

the  contents  of  paragraph-11 (reproduced  verbatim 

herein below) of the deposition, Shri Kodekar points 
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out that the witness has further clearly stated that 

the mob was armed with deadly weapons, pipes and 

cans of kerosene and was shouting slogans inter alia 

to the effect that “kill the members of the minority 

community.” 

!!P“ D[\\ H[ 8M/] HMI[, T[ 8M/F GF       DF6;M      5F;[  

CYLIFZM  CTF  5F.5M  CTL  VG[  S[ZM;LG  GF  S[ZAF  CTFP   VF  DF6;M  

cDLIF VM G[ DFZM VG[ SF5Mc T[D AM,TF CTFP  ”

176. It is pointed out that the witness has 

further  testified  with  regard  to  his  statements 

being recorded by the Police and by the S.I.T. in 

terms of his testimony in paragraphs 12 and 13 (both 

reproduced verbatim herein below). It is submitted 

by Shri Kodekar that the witness has withstood the 

test of cross examination, is a reliable witness and 

therefore,  even  the  testimony  of  such  witness 

further strengthens the Prosecution case against the 

accused.

“!ZP 5M,L;[  DFZM  5|YD  HJFA  NZLIFBFG  3]D8 

ZFCT S[d5 BFT[ ,LW[,P  T[ 5KL A[ +6 HJFA ,LW[,P T[ HJFA 5FK/ 

YL  ,LW[,F  T[  DFZF  EF. GL  ,FX VG[  DG[  YI[,  G]S;FGL  AFAT GF 

,LW[,FP 

!#P V[;PVF.P8L V[ DG[ UF\WLGUZ DFZM HJFA ,

[JF  AM,FJ[,FP   tIF\  DFZM  HJFA  ,LW[,P   ;]XL,  XDF"  ZFDRgN= 

H[  RDG5]ZFDF\  VFJ[, K[  tIF\  ZC[  K[P   T[  CMD UF0"h DF\  CTMP   T[G[  D[\  

Z[,J[ 8[=S TZO 5yyFZDFZM SZTF\ HMI[,P  V[;PVF.P8LP V[ 5KL OZL H]CF5]ZF 
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5]K5ZK AM,FJ[,P  tIF\  DFZF  3ZGF AWF ;eIM G[  AM,FJL G[  HJFA 

,LW[,P  DFZL  DFZF  EF.  GL  ,FX  AFATDF\  5]K5ZK  SZ[,P  5KL  SM. 

HJFA ,LW[, GCLP   C]\ ;]XL, XDF" G[ VM/BL XS]P  SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L 

VM 5{SL VFZM5L ;]XL, XDF" G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VG[ VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 

5]KTF ;]XL, XDF"  ATFJ[  K[P   VD[  JLPV[;P CM:5LP ;FZJFZ DF8[  UIF 

tIFZ[ 0MS8Z[ DG[ SF\. 5]K[, GCLP  ”

177. My  attention  is  now  drawn  to  the 

testimony of  PW-289 being one Nadim Tasadukhussain 

Surohi, whose deposition is on the record of the 

present  proceedings  at  Exh.995.  The  witness, 

according to Shri Kodekar, was a resident of Bunglow 

No.3 in Gulbarg Society at the relevant point of 

time and was residing with his family and the events 

as unfolded on 28/02/2002 are narrated faithfully, 

accurately and in corroboration with the testimonies 

of other witnesses who have been referred to herein 

before.  My  attention  is  drawn  to  paragraph-3 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of this witness, wherein according to Shri Kodekar, 

the  mob  of  persons  having  come  from  Omnagar  and 

enforcing the closure of shops is narrated by the 

witness, of whom the witness has identified Ramesh 

Pandey (absconding accused).

#P“ TFPZ(qZq_Z GF  ZMH  A\WG]  V[,FG CM.  C]\ 

DFZL GMSZL 5Z UI[, GCLP  T[ NLJ;[ ;JFZ GF VFXZ[ GJ ;JFGJ JFU[ C]\  

VDFZL  ;M;FP  GL ACFZ UI[,P  VG[  tIF\  C]\  VG[  DFZF DL+M V[S N]SFG 
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VFU/  A[9[,FP   DFZL  ;FY[  T[  ;DI[  DCDN  ;,LD  ;gWL  VG[  VXZO 

;LSgNZ ;gWL CTFP  VD[ 5F\R N; DLGL8 A[9F CM.X] VG[ VMD GUZ YL 

A[  +6 KMSZFVM ZM0  5ZGL N]SFGM  A\W SZFJTF SZFJTF  VFJTF CTFP 

T[ KMSZFVMDF\ V[S ZD[X 5Fg0[ GFDGM KMSZM CTM VG[ ALHF A[ GFDGL DG[ 

BAZ GYLP   T[VM  N]SFG A\W SZFJTF VFJTF CTF  H[YL  VD[  ;M;FPDF\ 

VDFZF 3Z[ VFJTF ZC[,FP  ”

178. Drawing my attention to the contents 

of paragraphs 4 to 7 (all reproduced verbatim herein 

below)  of  the  testimony  of  this  witness,  Shri 

Kodekar points out that the witness has more or less 

testified  in  harmony  to  the  testimony  of  other 

witnesses inasmuch as, he has also narrated the fact 

of the mob having started causing damage to Ankur 

Cycle Works and having caused injuries to Ayubkhan 

and  Yusufkhan  and  more  particularly  the  fact  of 

Ayubkhan  rushing  to his  residence  for safety  and 

Yusufkhan  coming  over  to  Gulbarg  Society  for 

protection, is also narrated. The fact of Ayubkhan 

being given a stab injury with a gupti is also seen 

by the witness as is reflected in paragraph-5 of his 

deposition. The witness has further, according to 

Shri  Kodekar,  testified  that  the  mob  started 

damaging and setting afire an autorickshaw at which 

stage  according  to  the  witness,  a  Police  Jeep 

arrived  at the scene of incident and the fire was 

put out. The fact of four to five Police vehicles 

arriving at Gulbarg Society thereafter, is clearly 

testified in paragraph-7 of the deposition of the 
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witness and the fact of the Commissioner of Police 

Shri P.C.Pandey and P.I. Shri K.G.Erda being members 

of  that  Police  team,  is  also  narrated  by  this 

witness. The fact that Police bandobast was promised 

by such Police Officials as narrated by Shri Ehsan 

Jafri, is also deposed by this witness on page-5, 

paragraph-7 of his testimony.

$P“ T[ 5KL N;[S JFuIF GF ;]DFZ[  VDFZL AFH]DF\  ZC[TF 

V[S A[G GFD[  h[A]GA[G DG;]ZL VFJ[,F VG[ T[D6[ H6FJ[, S[4 ACFZ 

S[8,FS DF6;M N]SFGDF\ TM0OM0 SZL ZCIF K[P  H[YL C]\ S50F 5C[ZLG[ ACFZ 

VFJ[,P  T[ ;DI[ ;M;FPGF DF6;MV[ DG[ ACFZ G HJF H6FJ[,P  

5P H[YL  C]\  ;M;FP  DF\  VFJ[,  O,[8  GF  WFAF  5Z  HTM 

ZC[,P T[ ;DI[ DFZL ;FY[ XSL, DG;]ZL VG[ ZOLS VA]ASZ CTFP  D[\ WFAF 

5Z YL HMI[, TM S[8,FS ,MSM ;FD[  N]SFGDF\  TM0OM0 SZL ZCIF CTF H[ 

;M;FP GL ;FD[ VFJ[, V\S]Z ;FIS, GFDGL N]SFGDF\ TM0OM0 SZL ZC[,FP 

T[ N]SFGDF\ VI]A VG[ I];]O A[9[,F CTFP  8M/] T[DG[ DFZJF ,FU[, V[8,

[ I];]O ARL G[ VDFZL ;M;FP TZO VFJ[, VG[ VI]A T[GF 5MTFGF 3ZGL 

TZO NM0[,P T[ NM0LG[ HTM CTM tIFZ[ SM.V[ T[G[ U]5TL GM V[S 3F DFZ[,P 

5KL ,MSMV[ ACFZ V[S ZL1FF 50L CTL T[G[ ;/UFJ[,P VF 8M/FGF DF6;M 

GF CFYDF\ CYLIFZ CTF4 H[DF\4 T,JFZ4 5F.54CMSL4 5[8=M, GF S[ZAF  CTFP 

&P 8M/FV[ ZL1FF G[ VFU ,UF0[, T[ ;DI[ 5M,L; 

GL  V[S  H  L5  VFJ[,P   T[G[  HM.G[  8M/]  EFUL  UI[,P  VG[  HL5DF\ 

H[ 5M,L;JF/F CTF T[D6[ pTZLG[ ZL1FF GL VFU VM,JL GFB[, T[ 5KL 

5M,L;JF/F HTF ZC[,FP  

*PP T[ 5KL YM0LJFZ[  5M,L;GL RFZ5F\R UF0LVM 
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VFJ[,P  T[ ;M;FP GF GFGF NZJFHF ;FD[ VFJLG[ pEL ZC[,P T[ HM.G[ C]\ 

GLR[ VFJ[,P  D[\ HMI] TM V[C;FG HFOZL4 DFZF l5TF4 VG[ OSLZ DCDN tIF\ 

UF0L  5F;[  pEF  CTFP  ALHF  A[  +6  H6F  CTF  56  T  SM6  CTF 

T[  DG[  BAZ GYLP  5F\R ;FT DLGL8 5KL UF0LVM HTL ZC[, VG[  VF 

AWF  ;M;FPDF\  5FKF  VFJ[,FP   T[  ;DI[  VD[  tIF\  pE[,FP  D[\  V[C;FG 

HFOZLG[  5]K[, S[4  SM6 CTFP tIFZ[  V[C;FG HFOZLV[  H6FJ[, S[4  ;L8L 

5MSDLP zL 5LP;LP5F\0[ VG[ VF56F lJ:TFZ GF 5LPVF.P zL V[Z0F CTFP 

T[D6[ A\NMA:T Y. HX[ RL\TF SZXM GCL T[D H6FJ[, K[P  ”

179. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-8 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of  the  deposition  of  this  witness,  Shri  Kodekar 

submits that the witness has clearly stated that in 

a short while thereafter, a mob of about 5000 to 

10000  people  had  gathered  and  had  started 

demolishing and damaging the shops belonging to the 

minority community. The witness also claims that the 

mob was shouting slogans  inter alia  to the effect 

that  “kill  and  destroy  the  members  of  minority 

community, JAI SHRI RAM”   and other such slogans. 

The mob according to the witness, was armed with 

swords, other sharp  pointed weapons and was also 

armed with pipes and sticks and cans of kerosene and 

petrol.  The  witness  has  identified   Naran 

Channelwala (A-43), Mukesh Mochi (A-29), Gabbar (A-

14), Manish Prabhudas Jain (A-38), Suresh Kali Dhobi 

(A-52) as also one Rajesh Prabhudas Jain who is not 

an  accused  in  the  present  proceedings,  as  the 
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persons who were present in such mob. The witness 

has testified that all such persons were armed with 

weapons and the mob had attempted to enter into the 

Society.

(P“ T[  5KL YM0LJFZ[  ;FD[YL 5F\R N; CHFZ DF6; G] 

8M/] E[U] YI[,P V[ 8M/FV[ N]SFGM DF\ TM0OM0 XZ] SZ[,P  VF 8M/] DL\IFVM 

G[ DFZM4 SF5M 4 HI zL ZFD T[JF GFZF ,UFJT] CT]P  VF              8M/F 5F;[  

CYLIFZM CTF4 H[DF\ T,JFZ CTL TYF ALHF TL16 CYLIFZ CTF45[8=M,GF 

S[ZAF4 5F.5M4 ,FS0LVM CTLP  VF 8M/FDF\ D[\ 5F\R K H6FG[ VM/B[,F 

H[DF\ V[SvGFZ6R[G,JF/F4 A[vD]S[X DMRL4+6vUaaFZ4 RFZvDGLQF 

5|E]NF; H{G4 5F\Rv;]Z[X SF,L WMAL4 Kv ZFH] 5|E]NF; H{G H[ DGLQF GM 

EF. K[ T[G[ VM/B[,FP  T[ ,MSM GF CFYDF\ CYLIFZ JU[Z[ CTFP  VF 8M/] 

;M;FP TZO VFJJF ,FU[,P  ;M;FP GL VFU/ H[ N]SFGM CTL T[DF\ TM0OM0 

SZ[, VG[ JFCGM CTF T[G[ ;/UFJ[,FP  ”

180. According to Shri Kodekar, the fact of 

the mob having resorted to pelting of stones and 

throwing  burning  rags  at  the  Society,  is  also 

narrated in paragraph-9 (reproduced verbatim herein 

below) of the testimony.

)P“ T[ 5KL ;M;FP 5Z 5tYZDFZM XZ] SZ[,P  T[VM 5yYZM 

VG[  SFS0F JU[Z[  O[\STF CTFP  VD[  ARFJDF\  T[D6[ O[\S[,F 5yYZM 5FKF 

O[\STF CTFP  T[ 5KL 5yYZDFZM RF,] ZC[,P VD[ VDFZF DM8F    NZJFHF 5F;[ 

UI[,F S[  H[YL T[  ,MSM V\NZ VFJ[  GCLP  YM0LJFZ 5KL 5yYZDFZM JWL 

UI[,P”
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181. Shri  Kodekar  points  out  that  the 

incident  that  took  place  at  about  1:30  p.m.  is 

narrated from paragraphs 10 to 13 (all reproduced 

verbatim herein below) of the testimony. The witness 

claims that there was stone pelting at the buildings 

in the Society from all sides, the mob had entered 

into the Society by breaking open the main gate as 

also the small gate of the Society and a portion of 

the mob had climbed the terrace of Bunglow No.1 of 

Gulbarg  Society  and  had  started  pelting  stones 

therefrom which had caused an injury on the chest of 

one Irfan Gulzarbhai who was then taken away to the 

residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  by  two  to  three 

persons named in the deposition. The witness also 

claims to have been hit on the forehead by a stone 

on account of which the witness also went away into 

the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri.  The  witness 

claims that the mob after having entered into the 

front  and  rear  portions  of  Gulbarg  Society,  had 

started damaging, destroying and setting afire all 

vehicles parked in  the Society and also breaking 

open, looting, damaging and thereafter setting on 

fire  the  properties  of  the  residents  of  Gulbarg 

Society. The  same,  according  to Shri  Kodekar, is 

clearly reflected on page-8 of the testimony. The 

witness  has  further  testified  that  the  mob 

thereafter  surrounded  the  property  of  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri and entered into the same and the incidents 

whereby a crippled Anwarbhai was done away with by 

the mob and his son Aslamkhan sustaining injuries in 

an attempt to save his father, are clearly narrated 
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by  the  witness  in  paragraph-11,  page-8  of  his 

testimony. The witness claims that thereafter, the 

mob tried to break open the windows of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri's  residence  and  the  mob,  according  to  the 

witness, poured kerosene into the residence of Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri  and  attempted  to set  afire  the  said 

residence. The witness claims to have thereafter run 

away  to  the  first  floor  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's 

residence. 

182. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-13 

of  the  testimony  of  this  witness,  Shri  Kodekar 

points  out  that  the  witness  claims  to have  seen 

Zakia Jafri being the widow of Shri Ehsan Jafri, her 

sister Suraiya and others on the first floor of the 

property. The witness claims that he thereafter hid 

into one of the rooms on the first floor of Shri 

Jafri's residence.

“!_P A5MZ GF  !v#_ JFuIFGF  ;]DFZ[  ;M;FP  GF DSFG 

G\AZ V[S 5Z S[8,FS DF6;M R-L UI[,FP  VG[  tIF\YL 5yYZDFZM XZ] 

SZ[,P  5KL tIF\YL T[D6[ HMI]TM V\NZ JWFZ[  DF6;M GYLP H[YL ACFZ 

JF/FG[ 3];L HJF DF8[ A]DM 5F0TF CTFP  T[ 5KL 8M/FV[ DM8F NZJFHF YL 

V\NZ 5|J[XJFGL SMXLX SZ[,P  tIFZ[ V[S G\AZ GF DSFG 5Z H[ DF6;M 

R-[,F  T[DF\YL  SM.V[  SX]S DFI]"  TM  DFZL  ;FY[  H[  KMSZM  CTM  H[G]  GFD 

.ZOFG U],hFZEF. K[  T[GL  KFTLDF\  T[  JFU[,  VG[[T[  GLR[  50L  UI[,P 

T[  5KL  T[G[  XSL,  DG;]ZL4  ZOLS  DG;]ZL4  .dTLIFhBFG 

T[ +6[ T[G[ p5F0LG[ HFOZL;FC[A GF DSFG TZO UI[,FP  T[ 5KL C]\ 56 
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tIF\YL VFU/ UI[,P  DG[ 56 S5F/ 5Z ;FD[YL VFJ[, 5yYZGM V[S 3F 

YI[,P H[YL C]\ 56 HFOZL;FC[A GF DSFG TZO NM0[,P

!!P YM0LJFZ 5KL VFU/GF NZJFHF TZOYL V[JM 

VJFH VFJ[,M  S[4  VFU/GM  NZJFHM  T]8IM   K[VG[  tIF\YL  8M/]  V\MNZ 

VFJ[,P ;M;FP GL 5FK/ Z[,J[  ,F.G VFJ[, K[  VG[ tIF\YL 56 ,MSM 

V\NZ  VFJTF  CTFP   YM0LJFZ  5KL  5FK/  GL  NLJF,  56  T]8[,L 

VG[  tIF\YL  56  8M/]  V\NZ  VFJ[,P  VFU/  VG[  5FK/  YL  VFJ[, 

8M/FV[ ;M;FP GL V\NZ JFCGM 50[,F CTF T[G[ ;/UFjIF VG[ DSFGM DF\ 

TM0OM0 SZL ,]8OF8 XZ] SZ[,P  8M/]HFOZL;FC[A GF 3Z G[ 3[ZL J/[,P  C]\ 

HFOZL;FC[A GF DSFGDF\  V\NZ VFJL UI[,P  C\]  V\NZ VFjIM tIFZ[  DFZL 

5F;[  VGJZBFG  pE[,F  CTFP  T[  HF/L  GF  NZJFHF  5F;[  pE[,F  CTFP 

T[ V\NZ VFJJFGM 5|ItG SZTM CTM tIFZ[ 8M/FV[ T[G[ ACFZ B[\RL ,LW[, 

VG[  T[G[  8M/FV[  T,JFZ  GM  3F  DFZLNLW[,P  VGJZBFG  V5\U  CTMP 

T[G[ ARFJJF DF8[ V;,DBFG UI[, 56 8M/FV[ T[G[ 3F DFZ[,P  DFZL 

VFU/ T{IA V,L pEM CTM T[6[ V;,D BFG G[ V\NZ B[\RL ,LW[,P VG[ 

VD[ HFOZL;FC[A GF DSFG GM NZJFHM V\NZ YL A\W SZL NLW[,P VGJZ 

BFG G]\ X] YI] T[ DG[ BAZ GYLP 

!ZP VD[  HFOZL;FC[A  GF  DSFGDF\  VFJL  UIF  5KL 

8M/FV[ ACFZ YL HFOZL;FC[A GF DSFG GF AFZLVM VG[ NZJFHF TM0JFG] 

RF,]  SZ[,P  T[D6[  5[8=M,  GFBL  SFS0F  GFBL  ;/UFJJFG]  RF,]  SZ[,P 

T[GFYL 3ZDF\ W]DF0M VG[ U]\U/FD6 YJF ,FU[,P H[YL C]\ V\NZGF Z]DDF\ 

NM0LG[ UI[,P  tIF\YL p5Z HJFGM H[ Z:TM K[ tIF\Y. C]\ p5Z NM0LG[ HTM 

ZC[,P  
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!#P C]\  HFOZL;FC[AGF  DSFGDF\  p5Z  UIM  tIF\ 

HFOZL;FC[A GF 5tGL HFSLIF HFOZL 4 T[DGF A[G ;]Z{IF V\S,[̀ JZLIF VG[ 

ALHF CTFP tIF\YL  D[\  HMI]  TM ;FD[  VFJ[, N]SFG GF WFAF 5ZYL ,MSM 

5yYZDFZM SZTF CTFP T[ 5KL C]\ Z]D GL V\NZ ;\TF. G[ A[;L UI[,P  ”

183. My attention is drawn to paragraphs 14 

to 16 (all reproduced verbatim herein below) of the 

testimony  of  this  witness  where  the  witness  has 

clearly  testified  that  at  about  5:00  p.m.  the 

atmosphere became very quiet and calm, the witness 

could hear Police whistles and teargas shelling and 

the Police requesting the survivors to come out, 

which is all narrated by the witness in paragraph-14 

of  his  testimony.  The  witness  in  terms  of  his 

testimony in  paragraph-15 on  page-10, has  clearly 

stated that he saw a large number of dead bodies in 

the garden and other parts of the property of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri and the fact of the witness and other 

survivors  being  escorted  to  safety  in  Police 

vehicles, such Police vehicles being attacked and 

Police resorting to teargas shelling and firing, is 

all narrated in paragraph-16 of the deposition of 

the witness. The witness claims that thereafter the 

witness  and  others  were  taken  over  to  Shahibaug 

Police  Station  and  the  witness  and  his  family 

members thereafter went away to Gandhinagar to take 

shelter.

“!$P T[  5KL  VFXZ[  ;F0FRFZ  5F\R  JFuIF  GF  VZ;FDF\ 
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JFTFJZ6  V[SND  XF\T  Y.  UI[,P   A[  5F\R  DLGL8  5KL  5M,L; 

GLjCL;,M VG[ 8LIZU[;GF VJFHM VFJJF ,FU[,FP 5M,L;M GLR[YL T[VM 

VFJL UIF K[ VG[ GLR[ VFJL HFJ T[D H6FJTF CTFP  5Z\T] VD[ V[SND 

UEZF. UIF CTF H[YL GLR[ pTZJ] S[ GCL T[GM lJ`JF; 50TM G CTMP 

T[ 5KL GLR[YL ;M;FP GF S[8,FS DF6;MGM VJFH ;F\E?IM H[YL lC\DT 

SZLG[ VD[ GLR[ pTZ[,FP  

!5P VD[  GLR[  pTZL  ZCIF  CTF  tIFZ[  D[\  HMI]  TM 

HFOZL;FC[A GF AULRFDF\ +6 RFZ ,FXM 50[, CTL VG[ T[DGF 3ZDF\YL 

EFZ[ VFU N[BF. ZCL CTLP  AULRFDF\YL VFU/ TZO VFjIF TM tIF\ 56 

36L ,FXM 50[, CTLP T[ 5KL 5M,L;JF/FVM V[ A[RFZ UF0LVM AM,FJL 

VG[ VDG[ T[ UF0LVMDF\ A[;JF H6FJ[,P

!&P VD[  UF0LDF\  A[;L  UIF  T[  5KL  8M/FGM 

5yYZDFZM RF,] YI[,P VD[ H[ UF0LVMDF\ A[9[,F T[ UF0LVM GM SFR T]8L 

UI[,P  H[YL  T[  UF0LGM  0=F.JZ  GLR[  pTZLG[  pEM  ZCL  UI[,P  T[  5KL 

H[ 5M,L;JF/F CTF T[D6[ 8LIZU[; KM0JFG] VG[ OFIZL\U SZJFG] RF,] 

SZ[,P VG[ VDG[ D]xS[,LYL ACFZ SF-[,P  VDG[ tIF\YL ;FT VF9 JFuIF 

GF VZ;FDF\ XFCLAFU 5MP:8[P ,. UI[,FP  tIF\ 5CM\rIF 5KL D[\ DFZF V[S 

VM/BLTF G[  AGFJ AgIM CMJFGL JFT SZL VG[ T[G[  UF0LGL jIJ:YF 

SZJFG] H6FJ[,P  H[YL VDG[ tIF\YL ,. HFIP  T[6[ UF0L GL jIJ:YF 

SZ[, VG[ VD[ UF\WLGUZ UI[,FP T[ UF0LFDF\ C]4 DFZF l5TF4 DFZL DFTF4 

DFZF AC[G4 HFOZL;FC[A GF 5tGL VG[ ALHF A[ +6 H6 CTFP  ”

184. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-18 
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(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the deposition 

of this witness, it is pointed out that the witness 

in the course of his deposition in the Court, has 

also proceeded to identify in the Court the accused 

who were present at the time of the incident. Gabbar 

(A-14) is identified by the witness in the Court, 

Naran Channelwala (A-43) is also identified by the 

witness in the Court, Mukesh Sankhla @ Mukesh Mochi 

(A-29) is also identified by this witness in the 

Court and accused Manish Prabhudas Jain (A-38) is 

also identified by this witness in the Court. It is 

pointed out that in the circumstances, the present 

witness also has strengthened further the case of 

the Prosecution against the accused and there is no 

reason to discard the testimony of this witness.

“!(P D[\  H[DGF  GFD  H6FjIF  T[  ,MSM 

G[  VFH[  VM/BL  XS]P   C]\  SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5LVM  5{SL  VFZM5L  UaAZ 

G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5LG[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF\  HI[X pP UaAZ CMJFG] 

H6FJ[  K[P   C]\  SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5L  5{SL  GFZ6R[G,JF/F  G[  VM/BL 

ATFJ]  K]  VFZM5LG[  GFD  5]KTF  5MTFG]  GFD  GFZ6R[G,JF/M  CMJFG] 

H6FJ[ K[P  C] SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L 5{SL D]S[X DMRLG[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] 

VFZM5L  G[  T[G]  GFD  5]KTF\  D]S[X  5]BZFH  ;F\B,F  CMJFG]  H6FJ[  K[P 

RFH"XL8 ;FY[ ZH] OM8MU|FO; VG[ lJUTM wIFG[ ,[TF VF VFZM5LG[ SF{;DF\ 

DMRL TZLS[ NXF"J[, K[P  C]\ SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L 5{SL DGLQF 5|E]NF; H{G G[ 

VM/BL ATFJ] K]P VFZM5LG[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF\ DGLQF 5|E]NF; H{G CMJFG] 

H6FJ[ K[P  sVFZM5LVM G[ ,F.GA\W pEF SZLG[ ATFJJFDF\  VFjIF K[ 

;FC[N[  p5Z D]HA GF VFZM5LVM G[ VM/BL ATFjIF K[ T[ ;LJFI VgI 
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SM.G[ VM/B[,F GYLPf  ”

185. My  attention  is  also  drawn  by  Shri 

Kodekar to the testimonies of PW-241 being one Firoz 

Dilawar  Shaikh  and  PW-301  being  one  Rashidabanu 

Dilawar Shaikh, whose testimonies are on the record 

of  the  proceedings  at  Exhs.831  and  1046 

respectively. 

186. It  is  pointed  out  that  both  these 

witnesses are members of the same family and were 

residents of Chandulal Shamaldas Ni Chali which is 

located just opposite Gulbarg Society. Both these 

witnesses,  according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  are  eye-

witnesses  and  both  of  them  have  narrated  the 

sequence of events as seen by them and which had 

transpired on the fateful day i.e. 28/02/2002. The 

fact of both these witnesses having corroborated the 

versions  supplied  by  other  witnesses,  is  quite 

clear. 

187. Now  insofar  as  the  testimony  of 

PW-241 Firoz Dilawar Shaikh at Exh.831 is concerned, 

my particular attention is drawn by Shri Kodekar to 

paragraph-3  (reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  on 

page-2 of the testimony of the said witness, where 

according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  the  said  witness  has 

stated that on 28/02/2002, at a time between 9:00 

a.m. and 10:00 a.m., the witness had come out of his 

residence  and  was  sitting  in  an  autorickshaw 
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together with his friend and at that time, Kapil 

Munna (A-50) came over to their autorickshaw, and it 

is testified by this witness that his friend (friend 

of  the  witness  whose  name  is  not  known  to  the 

witness), was a friend of this Kapil Munna (A-50) 

and the witness claims that Kapil Munna (A-50) came 

over to them and informed them that "  ચાલ  આજે િમટીગમાં 

જવાનું નથી ચાલ  આજે િમટીગમાં જવાનું નથી. “ The witness states 

that Kapil Munna (A-50)further informed that he was 

to go to a meeting where a decision was to be taken 

to kill the members of the minority community and 

having thus stated such facts, Kapil Munna (A-50) 

according to this witness, went away from the scene 

of the incident.

#P“ TFP Z(qZq_Z GF ;JFZ GF ;DI[ C]\  DFZF 3Z[  CTM 

tIFZ[ ;JFZ GF GJ N; JFU[ C]\ DFZF 3Z[ YL GLS/L ACFZ VFJL ZL1FFDF\ A[9M 

CTMP  ZL1FFDF\ ;FY[ DFZM lD+ CTM H[GF GFDGL DG[ BAZ GYLP  C]\ A[9M 

CTM T[ ;DI[ VDFZL ;FY[ ZC[TM S5L, GFDGM KMSZM VDFZL    5F;[ VFJ[,P 

T[GL ;FY[ T[GM V[S lD+ CTM T[GF GFDGL DG[ BAZ GYLP  DFZL ;FY[ A[;

[,  DL+  T[GM  DL+  CTM  T[6[  VF  S5L,[  VFJLG[  H6FJ[,  S[4  RF, 

VFH[  DL8L\UDF\  HJFG]  GYL  RF,  VFH[  DL8L\U  DF\  HJFG]  GYLP  T[D 

H6FJ[,P  DL\IFSM DFZG[ S[ DL8L\UD[\  HFGF C{ T[D SC[,P T[D SCLG[ S5L, 

HTM ZC[,P  T[ 5KL C]\ DFZL ;FY[ DFZM lD+ V[S SF,] DFZJF0L CTM T[GL ;FY[ 

T[GF 3Z[ HTM ZC[,P  ”

188. According to Shri Kodekar, the witness 
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thereafter in terms of his testimony in paragraph-4 

(reproduced verbatim herein below), has narrated the 

incident  where  the  autorickshaw  belonging  to  one 

Gulam Master was being set afire. The fact of the 

witness and members of his family having gone away 

to Gulbarg Society and the incident that took place 

thereafter, are according to Shri Kodekar, narrated 

in paragraph-5 (reproduced verbatim herein below) of 

the  testimony  of  this  witness.  The  fact  of  the 

compound wall of the Society being demolished by 

exploding a gas cylinder is also testified to by 

this  witness.  The  witness,  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar, has testified that the witness thereafter, 

went away into the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and 

he saw about 35 to 40 persons in such residence. The 

witness  has  testified  inter  alia to  the  effect, 

according to Shri Kodekar, that the mob had set the 

building of Shri Ehsan Jafri on fire and at that 

time, there were already 35 to 40 persons in the 

building, all of whom died as a result thereof. The 

witness claims to have sustained burn injuries in 

the same incident and more particularly on his leg 

and shoulder. The witness claims that the mob was 

armed with spears and other weapons. 

$P“ T[  ;DI[  ZM0 5Z AWF JF3ZLVM ,FZL  ,.G[  V\NZ VFJTF 

CTFP  DFZF lD+ V[ DG[ T[GF 3ZDF\ VFJL HJF H6FJ[, 5Z\T] DFZF 3[Z AWF 

V[S,F K[ T[D H6FJL D[\ T[G[ GF 5F0L VG[ C]\ DFZF 3[Z 5FKF VFJL UI[,P  C]\ 

3[Z VFJTM CTM tIFZ[  ACFZ V[S *(& G\AZ GL ZL1FF CTL T[G[  8M/FGF 
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DF6;M ;/UFJTF CTFP VF ZL1FF U],FADF:8ZGL CTLP  

5P T[  5KL  C]\  VG[  DFZF  3ZGF  DF6;M  VD[  AWF 

U],AU" ;M;FPDF\ HTF ZC[,FP VD[ U],AU" ;M;FPDF\ UIF 5KL ;FD;FDM 

5yYZDFZM RF,] Y. UI[,P VF 5yYZDFZM 5M6F A[ YL A[ S,FS RF,[,P 

5yyFZDFZM YTM CTM tIFZ[  C]\  ;M;FP DF\  VFJ[,F O,[8 GF WFAF 5Z CTM 

VG[ VD[ 56 ;FDF 5yYZDFZTF CTFP  T[ 5KL 5FK/ Z[,J[ ,F.G TZO 

VFJ[,F  SM8  5Z  SM.V[  U[;GM  AF8,M  ,8SFJ[,  H[YL  D[\ 

GLR[  VFJLG[  HMI[,P   SM.V[  AF8,M  ;/UFJLG[  NLJF,  TM0[,L 

VG[ T[ JBT[ VFU/ GF EFUYL 56 SM.V[ U[8 TM0[, VG[ A\G[ TZOYL 

,MSM V\NZ VFJTF CTFP  H[YL C]\ V[C;FG HFOZL GF DSFGDF\ HTM ZC[,P 

T[ DSFGDF\ C]\ UIM tIFZ[ 5F\+L; RF,L; DF6;M CTFP  VD[ DSFGDF\ UIF 

AFN DSFG GM NZJFHM  A\W SZL NLW[,P T[ ;DI[ ACFZ 8M/] VFJ[,P  T[ 

,MSM V[ DSFG G[ VFU ,UF0[,P T[GF YL B]A W]DF0M YI[, VG[ DSFG GL 

V\NZ 5F\+L; RF,L; DF6;M CTF T[ DF6;M DZ6 UI[,P  C]\ 56 NFhL 

UI[,P  DFZF A\G[ 5U[ TYF BEFGF EFU[ C]\ NFhL UI[,P  8M/FGF DF6;M 

5F;[ EF,F VG[ ALHF CYLIFZM CTFP  ”

189. It is pointed out that the witness has 

thereafter testified as to how the Police arrived at 

the scene of the incident and escorted the survivors 

of the incident to safety. My attention is drawn to 

paragraphs 6 and 7 (both reproduced verbatim herein 

below) of the testimony of this witness.

&P“ T[  5KL  5M,L;JF/F  ACFZ  VFJL  jCL;,  JUF0TF 
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CTF 5Z\T]  C]\  NFhL UI[, T[YL DG[  ;\E/FT]  GCT]P  T[  5KL C]\  5FK/GL 

AFH]V[  ACFZ  GLS/TF  C]\  50L  UI[,P  T[  5KL  DFZF  5%5F  VG[  EF. 

JU[Z[  DG[ p5F0LG[ ,. UI[,P H[  U],AU" ;M;FP GL V\NZ VFJ[, B]<,F 

D[NFGDF\ ,. UI[,P  tIF\ JFGDF\ A[;F0[,F H[G[ 5\RZ SZL NLW[, 5KL VDG[ 

5M,L; GL JFGDF\ A[;F0[,FP  

*P tIF\YL VDG[ XFCLAFU ,. HTF CTF tIFZ[ Z:TFDF\ DF6;M 

HJF N[TF GCTFP VF ,MSM 5[8=M, AMdA VG[ V[;L0 GL AM8,M O[\STF CTFP 

5M,L;[  8LIZU[;  GF  ;[,  KM0[,F  VG[  Z:TM  SZTF  SZTF 

VDG[ XFCLAFU ,. UI[,P  HIF\ NZLIFBFG 3]D8 ZFCT S[d5DF\ ,. UI[,F 

tIF\ 0MS8Z[ DFZL ;FZJFZ SZ[,LP  ”

190. My  attention  is  thereafter  more 

particularly  drawn  to  paragraph-8  (reproduced 

verbatim herein below) of the testimony, where the 

present  witness  has  produced  his  treatment 

certificate  issued  by  the  V.S.Hospital  and  has 

positively identified Kapil Munna (A-50) as present 

in the Court in the course of his testimony.

“(P VF AGFJ V\U[ TFP !!q#q_Z GF ZMH 5M,L;[ DFZM 

5C[,M  HJFA ,LW[,P  T[  5KL BF; T5F; N/GF VWLSFZL V[  H]CF5]ZF 

D]SFD[  DFZM  HJFA  ,LW[,P   5M,L;[  DFZM  HJFA  ,LWM  tIFZ[  D[\  

DG[  VF5JFDF\  VFJ[,  ;FZJFZ  G]  5|DF65+  VF5[,  T[  ZH]  SZ[, 

H[ DG[ ATFJJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ T[ ZH] SZ] K] H[ C]    ZH]    SZ]   K]   T[G[ DFS"  

cVc[  VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P    C]\ VFZM5L S5L, G[ VM/BL XS]P  C] SM8"DF\ CFHZ 

VFZM5L S5L,G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P  ”
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191. Now my attention is also drawn to the 

testimony of the witness Rashidabanu Dilawar Shaikh 

i.e. PW-301 whose testimony is on the record of the 

proceedings at Exh.1046. According to Shri Kodekar, 

this  witness  has  testified  with  regard  to  the 

sequence of events that took place  on the fateful 

day  i.e.  on  28/02/2002  and  more  particularly  my 

attention  is  drawn  towards  the  contents  of 

paragraph-3  (reproduced  verbatim  herein  below) 

onwards where according to Shri Kodekar, the witness 

has  further  strengthened  the  Prosecution  case  by 

faithfully  corroborating  the  version  of  events 

supplied and testified to by the previous witnesses. 

The  witness  is  also  an  eye-witness  and  has 

identified a large number of accused from amongst 

the accused present in the Court. My attention is 

drawn  to  paragraph-4  (reproduced  verbatim  herein 

below) of the testimony of the present witness, more 

particularly on page-4, where the destruction and 

setting on fire of the autorickshaw of Gulam Master 

is  narrated  and  the  witness  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar, has specifically identified Kapil Munna (A-

50), Suresh Dhobi (A-52), Ambesh (A-32) and Dharmesh 

(A-47)  as  amongst  the  members  of  the  mob.  The 

witness has testified that she knew all four such 

accused right since their very childhood and was 

therefore, in a position to positively identify such 

accused.  She  has  identified  Kapil  Munna  (A-50), 

Ambesh (A-32) and Dharmesh (A-47) positively in the 
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Court in the course of her testimony whereas the 

witness  is  not  in  a  position  to  identify  Suresh 

Dhobi (A-52).

#P“ TFPZ(qZq_Z  GF  ZMH  ;JFZGF  D[\  VDFZF  S50F 

WMI[,FP  DFZF tIF\ S50F JWFZ[ CMJFYL DFZF 3ZGL Z:;L 5Z S50F VFJ[, 

GCL  H[YL  C]\  U],FDDF:8ZGF  WFAF  5Z  S50F  ;]SJJF  UI[,P   T[  ;DI[ 

;JFZGF N; ;JF N; JFuIF CX[P  D[\ U],FDDF:8ZGF WFAF 5Z YL HMI] TM 

5RL; +L; KMSZFVM V;FZJF AFH]YL VFJTF CTF VG[ VMDGUZ AFH] 

HTF\  CTFP   T[  KMSZFVM  VMDGUZYL  5FKF  VFJ[,F  VG[  V\S]Z 

;FIS,JF/FGF KMSZFG[ N]SFG A\W SZJF H6FJ[,P  V\S]Z;FIS,JF/FG]\ 

GFD V[SG]  I];]O VG[ ALHFG]  VI]AP  VF KMSZFVMV[ 8M/FG[  SC[, S[4 

X8ZTM  A\W  K[  VG[  VF  DFZF  3ZG]\  AFZ6]  K[P   H[YL  T[DF\  CFYF  5F. 

RF,JF ,FUL VG[ KMSZFG[ DFZJF ,FU[,FP  SM. VHF^IF DF6;[ VI]AG[ 

U]%TL  DFZ[,P   U]%TL  5FK/GL  AFH]V[  DFZ[,P   5KL  I];]O  T[GM  CFY 

KM0FJLG[ ;M;FP TZO UI[, VG[ VI]A T[GF 3ZDF\ HTM ZC[,P  

$P C]\  T[  5KL WFA[  H pEL CTL VG[ D[\  HMI]\TM VDFZL 

RF,LGF KMSZFVM tIF\ ZL1FF 50L CTL T[G[ TM0OM0 SZJF ,FU[,P H[ ZL1FF 

U],FD DF:8ZGL CTL VG[ T[DGL <I]GF 56 CTLP  VF 8M/FDF\ S5L, CTM 

VG[ ;]Z[X WMAL CTM TYF V\A[X VG[ WD["X CTM ALHF VHF^IF DF6;M 

CTFP  C]\ VF RFZ[G[ VM/BL XS] SFZ6S[ VF RFZ[ DFZL VFU/ H GFGF YL 

DM8F  YIF K[P   C]\  SM8"DF\  CFHZ VFZM5L  5{SL  S5L,G[  VM/BL ATFJ]  K] 

VFZM5LG[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF\ S5L, CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P  C]\ SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L 

5{SL V\A[XG[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5LG[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF V\A[X CMJFG] 
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H6FJ[  K[P   C]\  SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5L  5{SL  WD["XG[  VM/BL  ATFJ]  K] 

VFZM5LG[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF\ WD["X CMJFG] H6FJ[  K[P 

sGM\Wo  TDFD  VFZM5LVMG[  ,F.GGF  S|D       5|

DF6[  pEF  SZLG[  ATFJJFDF\  VFJ[,F  K[P  ;FC[N[  p5Z  D]HA  +6 

VFZM5LG[  VM/B[,F K[  HIFZ[  RMYF VFZM5L GFD[  ;]Z[XG[  VM/BL XS[, 

GYLP”

192. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-6 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of this witness, it is submitted by Shri Kodekar 

that specific overt acts on the part of Kapil Munna 

(A-50) and Suresh (A-52) who are claimed to have 

drawn petrol from the autorickshaw, having poured it 

thereupon and the specific overt act on the part of 

Ambesh (A-32) and Dharmesh (A-47) in setting afire 

the autorickshaw, is specifically testified to by 

the  present  witness.  The  witness  has  further 

corroborated the Prosecution version when she has 

deposed  that  at  this  point  of  time,  the  Police 

attached to the Police Chowky near Gulbarg Society 

came over and put out the fire to the autorickshaw 

and had also dispersed the mob as is emerging from 

paragraph-6 of the deposition of this witness. 

&P“ U,LDF\  ZL1FF  VG[  <I]GF  50I]  CT]  T[  <I]GF  DF\YL 

Sl5,  VG[  ;]Z[X[  5[8=M,  SF-L  ZL1FF  5Z  KF\8[,P   VG[  T[  5KL  WD["X 

VG[ V\A[X[ T[G[ VFU ,UF0[,P  tIF\ ;FD[ 5M,L; RMSLV[YL 5M,L; VFJ[, 

VG[ T[D6[ VF VFU VM,JL GFB[,P  VG[ 5M,L;[ 8M/FG[ EUF0L D]S[,P  ”
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193. The  horrific  events  that  took 

place thereafter are narrated by the witness 

according to Shri Kodekar, in paragraphs 7 to 9 

(all reproduced verbatim herein after) of the 

testimony. The witness and her family members 

having gone to Gulbarg Society to take shelter, 

the fact of a large mob having gathered outside 

Gulbarg  Society  which  mob  was  armed  with 

sticks, guptis, swords and cans of petrol and 

kerosene,  are  narrated  by  the  witness  in 

paragraph-9 of her testimony.

*P“ T[ AFN C]\  DFZF 3ZDF\ VFJ[,P  C]\  3ZDF\ VFJLG[ DFZ] 

BFJFG]  AGFJJF  ,FU[,P   tIFZYL  ACFZYL  VJFH  VFJ[,  S[4 

HFOZL;FC[AGF 3Z[  A[ RFZ 5M,L;GL UF0LVM VFJ[, K[P  V[8,[ C]\  HMJF 

UI[,P  D[\  HMI]  TM  HFOZL;FC[A4OSLZDCDN VG[  ALHF A[  RFZ  U],AU" 

;M;FPGF  ZC[JF;L  ;FC[A ;FY[  JFT SZTF  CTFP   T[  5KL  C]\  3Z[  BFJFG]\  

AGFJJFG] CMJFYL 3Z[ 5FKL VFJL UI[,P

(P T[ 5KL U],FDDF:8ZGM KMSZM VFJ[,P VG[ T[6[ SC[, 

S[4 OSLZDCDNRFRF V[ SC[, K[ S[4 GFGF KMSZFVM VG[ :+LVMG[ ;M;FPDF\ 

DMS,L  NMP   H[YL  tIF\  HJ]  ;FZ]  ,FUTF\  C]  VG[  U],FD  DF:8ZGL  JC]4 

DFZL;FY[  DFZL   NLSZL4  U],FD  DF:8Z  T[DGF  S]8]\AGF  ;eIM  T[  ZLT[GF 

VD[  U],AU"  ;M;FPDF\  OSLZDCDNRFRF  GF  3Z[  UI[,FP   VDFZL 

;FY[ RF,L; YL 5RF; :+L 5]Z]QFM CTF H[ OSLZDCDNRFRF GF 3Z[ UI[,FP  

)P VD[  OSLZDCDNRFRFG[  3Z[  UIF  T[  5KL  tIF\ 

5yYZDFZM RF,TM CTMPP  T[ ;DI[ V;FZJF VG[ VMDGUZ A\G[  TZOYL 
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8M/F VFJ[,FP   VF  8M/FDF\  A[RFZ  CHFZ  H[8,F  DF6;M CTFP   8M/FGF 

DF6;M 5F;[4 T,JFZ4 U]5TL4,FS0L4 5[8=M, S[ZM;LGGF S[ZAF CTFP  VF 

8M/FDF\YL VD]SG[ D[\ GFDYL VM/B[,F VG[ VD]S G[ D[\ HMI[,F 56 T[DGF 

GFDGL BAZ GYLP  ”

194. The witness in terms of paragraph-10 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of her testimony, 

according to Shri Kodekar, has positively identified 

Naran  Channelwala  (A-43),  Gabbar  Mochi  (A-14), 

Prabhu Mochi (A-26), Ambesh (A-32), Suresh (A-52), 

Kapil  Munna  (A-50),  Kailash  Dhobi  (A-1)  and 

absconding  accused  Ramesh  Choti  together  with 

Mangilal (A-25) as being the persons of such mob. 

The witness has in the course of her testimony in 

paragraph-11  (reproduced  verbatim  herein  below), 

according to Shri Kodekar, has positively identified 

Kapil Munna (A-50) and Ambesh (A-32) as also has 

identified Krishna (A-34) and Sonu (A-21) as being 

the members of the mob on that day, such persons 

being identified in the Court in the line-up by the 

witness. The witness, according to Shri Kodekar, has 

also  positively  identified  in  the  Court  Naran 

Channelwala (A-43), Dharmesh (A-47) and Suresh (A-

52) as present in the court. In addition thereto, 

accused No.56 is also identified by the witness as 

being  amongst  the  mob  on  the  fateful  day.  The 

witness however, has not identified Pradip Khanabhai 

(A-56) by specific name.
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“!_P D[\ VF 8M/FDF\ GFZ6R[G,JF/M4 UaAZ DMRL4    5|

E]  DMRL4  V\A[X4  ;]Z[X4  S5L,  4S{,FX  WMAL4  ZD[X  RM8L4  DF\UL,F, 

N]SFGJF/F4 VF ;LJFI ALHF GFD CF, DG[ IFN VFJTF GYLP C]\ HMI[YL 

VM/BL XS]P

!!P C]\  SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5L  5{SL  S5L,4  V\A[X4 

G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P K[<,L ,F.GDF\  RMYF G\AZ GF 5L/L A\0L 5C[Z[, 

K[  T[VM 56 8M/FDF\  CTF VFZM5LG[  T[G]  GFD 5]KTF lS|QGF H6FJ[  K[P 

K[<<FL  ,F.GDF\  BFBL  X8"JF/F  EF.  8M/FDF\  CTF  VFZM5LG[  T[G]  GFD 

5]KTF ;MG] pP;\NL5 3]\3Z]JF/JF/M H6FJ[ K[P  ”

195. Drawing my attention to paragraphs 18 

and 19 (both reproduced verbatim herein below) of 

the testimony of the witness, it is pointed out by 

Shri Kodekar that the incident where the mob had 

indulged in stone pelting and throwing of burning 

rags at the Society, and the fact of the witness and 

others gathering in the compound of the Society is 

narrated by the witness in paragraph-18, page-8 of 

her testimony.

“!(P VF 8M/] 5yYZDFZM SZJF ,FU[, VG[ ;/UTF SFS0F 

O[\SJF  ,FU[,P   8M/FGF  DF6;M  DFZM  SF5MGL  A]DM  5F0TF  CTFP 

VD[  OSLZDCDNRFRFGF O,[8DF\  V[SFN S,FS H[8,]  ZC[,FP  VF O,[8DF\ 

GLR[GF EFU[ V[S .,[PGL N]SFG CTLP  T[ N]SFGDF\ VFU ,FU[,P  V[8,[ VD[ 

GLR[  pTZ[,FP   VD[  GLR[  pTZLG[  ;M;FPGF  D[NFGDF\  VFJ[,FP   HIF\ 

VD[  V[SFN S,FS H[J]\  ZC[,FP  V[  NZdIFG A\G[  TZOYL 5yYZDFZM YTM 
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CTMP  TYF ;/UTF SFS0F 56 O[\STF CTF T[DH AF8,LVM 56 O[\STF 

CTFP   VF  5yYZDFZM  A\G[  TZO  V[8,[  S[4  ;M;FPGL  VFU/  ZM0  TZO 

VG[  5FK/ Z[,J[  TZO  YL  5yyFZDFZM  YTM  CTMP    VF  8M/F  ;M;FPGL 

ACFZYL 5yYZDFZM SZTF\ CTFP  

!)P VF 8M/] VULIFZ ;F0F VULIFZ JFU[ ACFZGM 

U[8  TM0L  ;M;FPDF\  3];[,P   5FK/GL  AFH]  56  WDFSM  YTF\  NLJF, 

T]8JFGL VDG[ ALS ,FU[,P  H[YL      VD[ jCMZFHLGF DSFGDF\ 5C[,F DF/[ 

HTF  ZC[,FP   VF  JBT[  A5MZGF  NM-  JFuIFGM  ;DI  YI[,P 

VD[  jCMZFHLGF  DSFGDF\  UIF  tIFZ[  5C[,F  DF/[  VDFZL 

;FY[  U],FDDF:8ZG]\  S]8]\A  CT]  T[DH  OSLZDCDNRFRFGM  5ZLJFZ  56 

VDFZL ;FY[ CTMP  TYF ALHF DF6;M 56 CTFP  ”

196. Drawing  my attention  to paragraph-20 

(reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  of  the 

deposition, Shri Kodekar points out that the witness 

has narrated as to how the mob attempted to set an 

explosion  of  one  of  the  gas  cylinders  in  the 

residence  of  a  member  belonging  to  the  Vohra 

community and which was prevented by the present 

witness. The witness also claims that the witness 

had  carried  away  a  utensil  containing  about  two 

kilograms of red chilly powder. According to the 

witness, the powder was dissolved in a bucket of 

water  and  in  terms  of  paragraph-21  (reproduced 

verbatim herein below) of the testimony, the witness 

has testified that she was able to prevent the mob 
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from damaging the property by throwing such water 

containing chilly powder upon the mob. The witness 

claims that at that time, all the persons of the mob 

had their faces covered with the cloth on account of 

which she could not identify any of the persons. The 

witness  claims  that  thereafter,  some  liquid  was 

thrown at the witness which caused burn injuries to 

the witness and consequent thereto she heard the 

sound of Police whistles and the witness claims to 

have  thereafter  been  escorted  to  safety  by  the 

Police. 

“Z_P VD[ jCMZFHLGF DSFGDF\ p5Z CTF tIF\ 8M/] VFJ[,P 

VG[ T[ TM0OM0 SZJF ,FU[,P  T[ 5KL YM0LJFZ[ VJFH A\W YTF\ C]\ ACFZ 

GLS/[, VG[ ACFZ GLS/L D[\ HMI] TM U[;GF AF8,F 5Z S50] ,UF0[, CT] 

VG[ 8M/] T[G[ ;/UFJT] CT]P  VF 8M/] H[ U[;GM AF8,M ;/UFJJF 5|ItG 

SZT]  T[GF  DF6;MG[  VM/B[,  GCL  SFZ6S[  T[  8M/FGF 

DF6;MV[      DM-[ S50F AF\W[, CTF[P  U[;GM AF8,M G O]8[  T[ DF8[ D[\ 

U[;GF AF8,F 5ZG] S50] ACFZ O[\SL NLW[, VG[ AF8,M Z]DDF\ ,. UI[, 

T[  ;DI[  DFZL  ;FY[  U],FDDF:8Z  GF  JC]  CTFP   T[  5KL  C]\  DZRFGM 

0aAM ,. V\NZ HTL ZC[, VG[  D[\   AFZ6] A\W SZL NLW[,P  VF 0aaFM 

A[ SL,M DZRFGM CTMP

Z!P D[\  V\NZYL NZJFHM A\W SIF"  AFN 8M/]  OZLYL p5Z 

VFJ[,P  8M/] CYLIFZ YL AFZ6F 5Z 3F SZJF ,FU[,P  H[YL NZJFHFDF\ 

YM0M  BF\RM  50L  UI[,P   H[  p5ZGL  AFH]  50[,P   H[YL  D[\  V[S  0M,DF\ 

5F6L ,. T[DF\ DZR] GFBL T[ O[\SJF DF\0[,P  H[YL 8M/FGF DF6;M HTF 
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ZC[,FP  VF 8M/] VFJ[, T[ 8M/FGF DF6;MGF DM\  5Z S50F CTF H[YL D[\  

SM.G[ VM/B[,F GCLP  ”

197. Drawing  my attention  to paragraph-24 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

it is pointed out that the witness has testified 

that the witness saw a large number of dead bodies 

strewn about in the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, 

of  which  some  dead  bodies  were  having  clothes 

thereupon whereas number of dead bodies did not have 

any clothes thereupon. The witness has positively 

identified, according to Shri Kodekar, the dead body 

of one Anwarbhai as the fact of the witness being 

escorted  to  the  refugee  camp  emerges  from  the 

testimony  contained  in  paragraph-25  (reproduced 

verbatim herein below) of the deposition. 

“Z$P GLR[ VFJLG[ D[\ HMI] TM tIF\ DF8LDF\ ,FXM 50[, CTL 

H[DF VD]S H6F 5Z S50F CTF VG[ VD]S H6F 5Z S50F G CTFP  D[\  

GLR[ pTZL tIFZ[ HFOZL ;FC[AG]\ 3Z HMI[,P  tIF\ ACFZ ,FXM 50[, CTLP 

D[\  GLR[ pTZLG[ DFZF 5ZLJFZGF DF6;MG[ XMWTF DG[ DFZM DM8M KMSZM 

lOZMh  HMJF  D/[,  GCLP   H[YL  D[\  DFZF  NLSZF  HFSLZ  TYF 

GJFAG[  lOZMhG[  XMWJF  DF8[  H6FJ[,P   DFZF  NLSZFG[  XMWTF\ 

T[ HFOZL;FC[AGF DSFGGF 5FK/GF EFU[ DSFGGL ACFZ A[EFG CF,TDF\ 

50[, CTMP  C] HFOZL;FC[AGF DSFG TZO lOZMhG[ XMWJF U. tIFZ[ tIF\ 

RFZ[AFH] ,FXM 50[, CTL VG[ DSFGDF\YL W]DF0M GLS/TM CTMP D[\  tIF\ 

VGJZEF.4 V[S DFHL H[DGF GFDGL BAZ GYL T[DGL ,FX VM/B[,LP 
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D[\ lOZMhG[ A[CMX HMIM tIFZ[ T[ 5U[4 CFY[ AW[ NFhL UI[, CTMP    D[\ DFZM 

NLSZM NFhL UI[, CTM T[G[ 5F6L KF\8[,P  

Z5P 5M,L;[  UF0L  AM,FJ[,  VG[  T[DF\  A[;JF  H6FJ[, 

tIFZ[  UF0L 5Z 5yYZDFZM YTM CTMP  5M,L; UF0LFDF\  VDG[ XFCLAFU 

5MP:8[P  ,. UI[,P  XFCLAFU ,. HTF CTF tIFZ[  8M/]  5yYZDFZM SZT] 

CMJFYL C] JFG ,. GCL ,. H. XS] T[D SC[,P  H[YL 5M,L;[ 8LIZU[; 

KM0[,F VG[ CJFDF\ OFIZL\U SZ[,P  XFCLAFU 5MP:8[PYL VDG[ NZLIFBFG 

3]D8 ,. UI[,FP DFZF NLSZF lOZMh[ ZFCTS[d5DF\ ;FZJFZ ,LW[,P  ”

198. It is urged that this witness is also 

required to be relied upon inasmuch as, not only she 

has identified a large number of accused as being 

the perpetrators of the offence but specific overt 

acts are also attributed to each of such accused by 

the  witness.  It  is  submitted  that  in  the 

circumstances, there is no reason to discard the 

testimony of this witness also. 

199. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of the father of the above two witnesses i.e. PWs 

241 and 301. However, Shri Kodekar has conceded that 

the  witness  Dilawarbhai  Sikanderbhai  Shaikh  whose 

deposition is on the record of the proceedings at 

Exh.978, was sought to be declared hostile by the 

Prosecution. However, it is submitted that in the 

course of his testimony, the witness has positively 

identified some of the accused, he has narrated some 
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of the events accurately and in the circumstances, 

the  testimony  of  such  witness  even  though  he  is 

declared  hostile,  cannot  be  discarded  in  its 

entirety. It is pointed out that the witness has not 

been  very  accurate  in  his  description,  but  the 

witness  has  identified  in  the  course  of  his 

testimony Kali Dhobi Dahyalal (A-52), Kapil Munna 

(A-50), Dharmesh (A-47), Naran Channelwala (A-43) as 

being the members of the mob. It is pointed out by 

Shri Kodekar that after the witness was declared 

hostile, the witness was cross examined by the then 

Special  P.P.  Shri  R.K.Shah  and  the  witness  has 

clearly  identified  Naran  Channelwala  (A-43), 

Dharmesh  (A-47)  positively  in  the  Court,  whereas 

Kapil Munna (A-50) is wrongly identified and the 

witness has identified Kailash Dhobi (A-1) as Kapil 

Munna (A-50). The witness has also identified Rajesh 

Dayaram Jinger (A-65) in the Court. It is pointed 

out  that  to  this  extent,  the  testimony  of  this 

witness is required to be accepted as corroborative 

piece of evidence. 

200. My  attention  is  now  drawn  to  the 

testimony of two very important eye-witnesses whose 

narratives, according to Shri Kodekar, are required 

to be given special attention since their plight has 

been greatly brought up and correctly brought out 

before the Court in terms of their testimonies. 
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201. Shri Kodekar is drawing my attention 

to the testimonies of PW-337 Zakia Nasim, the widow 

of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri,  whose  testimony  is  on  the 

record  of  the  proceedings  at  Exh.1463  and  the 

testimony of PW-107 Roopaben, wife of Dara Modi, 

whose testimony is on the record of the proceedings 

at Exh.548. 

202. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

both  these  witnesses  have  lost  members  of  their 

family,  have  been  eye-witnesses  to  the  horrific 

incident and both these witnesses are honest and 

truthful witnesses inasmuch as, they have not been 

able to identify any of the accused as perpetrators 

and therefore, it is required to be accepted that 

the  Prosecution  witnesses  are  largely  truthful, 

reliable  and  their  version  is  required  to  be 

accepted in toto. It is submitted that both these 

witnesses have suffered greatly inasmuch as, PW-337 

Zakia Jafri is the widow of Shri Ehsan Jafri whereas 

PW-107  Roopaben  lost  her  son  in  the  incident 

inasmuch as, her son is missing and is therefore, 

required to be presumed to be legally dead. It is 

pointed  out  that  both  these  witnesses  have 

positively narrated in a truthful manner the entire 

sequence of events that took place on the day of the 

incident and both of them have clearly narrated the 

role or more particularly the negative role of P.I. 

Shri K.G.Erda (A-57) who was arraigned as an accused 
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at a later stage. It is submitted that both these 

witnesses  have  narrated  in  the  course  of  their 

testimony, the incomplete investigation on the part 

of the Police authorities, the inactivity on the 

part  of  the  Police  authorities  in  providing 

protection to the residents of Gulbarg Society and 

it is pointed out that both these witnesses have 

seen before their own eyes a large number of deaths, 

more  particularly  PW-107,  whereas  PW-337  being 

confined on the first floor of her residence, was 

not  able  to  see  the  incident  but  has  suffered 

equally  on  account  of  the  fact  that  the  entire 

incident was centered largely around her residence, 

she saw large number of bodies strewn all over the 

place when she came out being escorted to safety and 

the fact of her husband who was the former Member of 

Parliament and respected member of the Society not 

being traceable, are all the reasons whereby the 

testimonies  of  both  these  witnesses  should  be 

accepted  in  their  entirety  in  accepting  the 

Prosecution version and therefore, it is urged that 

in  the  circumstances,  the  Prosecution  must  be 

accepted to have established beyond reasonable doubt 

all  the  charges  against  all  the  accused.  It  is 

submitted that in the circumstances, though both the 

witnesses have not identified any accused, nor have 

been able to attribute a specific overt act to any 

particular or specific accused, even the generality 

of their testimonies should be accepted as genuine 

and as portraying a correct picture of the events on 
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the day of the incident. It is submitted that both 

the  witnesses  have  withstood  the  test  of  cross 

examination  and  cumulative  weightage  of  these 

testimonies establishes beyond any reasonable doubt 

the sequence of events that transpired on 28/02/2002 

and  also  establishes  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the 

involvement  and  guilt  of  all  the  accused  in  the 

offence that they stand charged with. 

203. My attention is drawn particularly to 

the  testimony  of  PW-107,  more  particularly 

paragraph-24 (reproduced verbatim herein below) on 

page-16, where the incidents on account of which 

P.I. Shri Erda (A-57) narrated the names of accused 

No.59 and 54 as being involved in the incident, are 

narrated.  It  is  pointed  out  that  in  terms  of 

paragraph-25 (reproduced verbatim herein below) of 

her deposition, this witness has further identified 

in the Court all the three accused in the shape of 

accused No.57, 59 and 54, and therefore also, this 

witness  has  portrayed  herself  as  a  correct  and 

truthful  witness  inasmuch  as,  she  has  not 

exaggerated  nor  has  she  attempted  to  falsely 

implicate any of the accused.

“Z$P AGFJ GF  +6RFZ  DCLGF  5KL  zL  S[PHLPV[Z0FGM 

VDFZF ;UF JCF,FG[ tIF\ OMG VFJ[,P  VG[ V[D H6FJ[, S[4 TDFZF AFAF 

lJX[ DFZ[ YM0] ,BF6 ,BFJJ] K[P H[YL D[\ ALHF NLJ;[ DFZF ;F;Z[ XFC5]Z 

G] ;ZGFD] VF5[,P  zL S[PHLPV[Z0F DG[ ALHF NLJ;[ XFC5]Z aCF. ;[g8Z 
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BFT[ D/[,FP T[VM DG[ TYF DFZL NLSZL G[ T[DGL ;L<JZ S,Z GL UF0LDF\ 

D[3F6LGUZ SM8"DF\ ,. UI[,FP  tIF\ DG[ V[S 8[A, 5F;[ A[;F0[,LP T[VM 

CFY YL V[S ,BF6 ,BL G[  ,FJ[,FP  T[  ,BF6DF\  T[D6[ ;CL SZJFG] 

H6FJ[,P H[YL D[\  JF\RJFGM VFU|C ZFB[,MP T[DF\ ,B[, CT] S[4 VD[ +6 

JFU[  ARFJJF  VFJ[,FP   tIFZ[  D[\  T[DG[  V[D  SC[,  S[4  TD[  +6 ;F0F 

+6[ ARFJJF VFjIF CMT TM VD[ 36F AWF ARL UIF CMTP  T[ 5KL 

T[D6[  T[  V[OL0[JL8  OF0L  GFB[,P   tIFZ  5KL T[D6[  JSL, wJFZF  ALH] 

,BF6 ,BFJ[,P   T[DF\  5M,L; 5F\R  JFU[  VFJ[, VG[  +6 UF0L  EZL 

AWFG[  ARFJ[,P   T[D  ,B[,FG]  H6FJ[,P  D[  VFGFSFGL  SZTF\ 

T[D6[ DG[ H6FJ[, S[4 TDFZL ;M;FP 5Z C]D,M SZGFZ G[ C] HF6] K] T[G]  

GFD VT], J{W VG[ EZT T{,L K[P C] TDG[ T[DGL ;FY[ E[UF SZL VF5LXP 

T[D6[ DFZF NLSZF GL ,F,R VF5[,L H[YL T[D6[ H[D SCI] T[D D[ ;CL SZL 

NLW[,P T[  5KL T[VM T[DGL UF0LDF\  DG[  V[S VMOL;[  ,. UI[,FP   tIF\  

T[D6[  VT], J{N  VG[  EZT T[,L  GL D],FSFT SZFJ[,LP   T[DG[  D[\  DFZF 

AFAF V[ ,F, 8L X8" 5C[Z[, T[D H6FJL DFZF AFAF GM OM8M VG[ 5M:8Z 

VF5[,FP  T[D6[ DG[ H6FJ[, S[4 VWF" EFUTF OZ[ K[ VG[ V0WF H[,DF\ 

K[ T[DG[ 5]KLG[ TDG[ H6FJLXP T[D SC[,P  

Z5P DFZM  NLSZM  VhZ VFH;]WL  DG[  D/[,  GYL  S[4  D[\ 

T[GF JLX[ SF\. ;F\E/[, GYLP C] V[Z0F ;FC[A G[ VM/BL XS]P SM8"DF\ CFHZ 

zL S[PHLPV[Z0F G[ ;F1FL SM8"DF\ VM/BL ATFJ[ K[P C] VT], J{N VG[ EZT 

T[,L G[ VM/BL XS]P  C] SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL VT], J{N G[ VM/BL 

ATFJ] K] VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF VT], J{N CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P C] SM8"DF\  

CFHZ VFZM5L VM 5{SL EZT T{,L G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P VFZM5L G[ T[G] GFD 
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5]KTF EZT T{,L CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P  ”

204. Shri Kodekar submits that he would now 

draw the attention of this court to the testimonies 

of some of the eye-witnesses who despite being eye-

witnesses, are not able to identify a single accused 

nor  have  they  accurately  attributed  any  specific 

overt act to any of the accused, but have given a 

general picture about the sequence of events that 

took place on the day of the incident. It is pointed 

out  that  in  the  circumstances,  these  witnesses 

though having not provided any direct evidence with 

regard  to  the  guilt  of  the  accused,  have  given 

substantial corroborative and material evidence  to 

the overwhelming evidence of the other witnesses and 

it is urged that in these circumstances also, the 

testimony of such witnesses gives further weightage 

to the testimony of the witnesses referred to herein 

before. 

205. In  connection with  such submissions, 

Shri  Kodekar  has  drawn  my  attention  to  the 

testimonies of PWs No.117, 152, 187, 189, 194, 213, 

234, 236, 262 and 295 respectively being Ayubkhan 

Habibkhan  Pathan,  Yusufbhai  Badarbhai  Pathan, 

Yunusbhai  Valibhai  Patel,  Yusufbhai  Mohammadbhai 

Patel, Habibkhan Bhurekhan Pathan, Tasaddukhussain 

Mulla Tahifali Surohi, Anis Fatima Tasaddukhussain, 

Safdarhussain  Fazluhussain,  Maulana  Yakub  Akbar 
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Vijapura and Sabirkhan, whose testimonies are on the 

record of the proceedings respectively at Exhs.588, 

681, 729, 731, 739, 763, 813, 815, 909 and 1031. 

206. It is pointed out that the testimony 

of  these  witnesses  also  greatly  supports  and 

corroborates the Prosecution version. It is pointed 

out that from other sets of witnesses, the witnesses 

comprising of Panch witnesses, scientific experts in 

the shape of forensic experts and medical experts 

and  Investigating  Officers,  are  required  to  be 

examined further in an effort to establish beyond 

reasonable doubt the charges against the accused and 

further in an effort to interlink the accused, their 

presence  at  the  scene  of  the  incident,  specific 

overt  acts  attributed  to  each  of  them  and  the 

conspiracy  being  entered  into  by  all  of  them  to 

commit the horrific carnage on 28/02/2002. It is 

pointed out that the testimonies of such groups of 

witnesses  would  establish  beyond  reasonable  doubt 

the case of the Prosecution. 

207. After drawing my attention to the eye-

witnesses' testimony in terms of the deposition of 

the witnesses referred to herein above, Shri Kodekar 

submits that the clinching material in the shape of 

corroborative  evidence  which  clearly  establishes 

that  the  entire  incident  was  a  pre-planned 

conspiracy and the involvement of the accused in 
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such  conspiracy  emerges  from  the  testimony  of  a 

journalist Mr.Ashish Sureshchandra Khaitan who has 

been  examined  on  the  record  of  the  present 

proceedings as PW-313 whose deposition is on the 

record at Exh.1091. 

208. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

the journalist concerned i.e. the present witness 

had  conducted  a  detailed  investigation  into  the 

entire incident and in continuation and furtherance 

of such investigation, the witness had carried out a 

sting  operation  on  some  of  the  involved  accused 

whereby  the  correct  state  of  affairs  has  been 

brought to light. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar 

that in the course of the testimony, the present 

witness has also narrated and reproduced the entire 

transcript of all the recordings that took place 

during the various dates and stages of the sting 

operation involving some of the accused and it is 

urged by Shri Kodekar that it would be necessary for 

the  Court  to  reproduce  such  transcript  for  its 

convenience. I have noted such submissions made on 

behalf of Prosecution and at this juncture, I do not 

think it imperative in any manner to reproduce in 

its  entirety  the  transcript  while  delivering  the 

judgment  in  the  present  proceedings  if  at  all 

relevant portions can be reproduced to establish the 

Prosecution  case  or  otherwise.  In  my  opinion, 

therefore, what is material is as to whether the 
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material in the shape of compact disks and other 

material used while conducting the sting operation 

and the data emerging therefrom, the results of the 

Forensic Science Laboratory with regard to the voice 

spectrography carried out on the concerned accused 

and  witnesses  are  required  to  be  considered  in 

detail while coming to a conclusion as to whether 

the sting operation was genuine or not and as to 

whether  the  material  can  be  considered  as  a 

corroborative material to establish the Prosecution 

case. 

209. While  perusing  the  testimony  of  PW-

313, it emerges that the witness at the time of his 

deposition, was gainfully employed with a TV News 

Channel “AAJTAK” and at the relevant time when the 

sting  operation  was  conducted,  the  witness  was 

employed  with  another  investigative  journal 

functioning from New Delhi under the name and style 

of “Tehelka News Magazine”. Shri Kodekar points out 

that the witness has given total material in the 

course of his testimony which would establish as to 

how  the  witness  came  into  contact  with  relevant 

Heads  of  organizations  like  the  Vishwa  Hindu 

Parishad and RSS and also thereby came into contact 

with some of the accused who were made to openly 

admit their role in the incident. My attention is 

pointed out by Shri Kodekar to the relevant portions 

of the testimony of the present witness where the 
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witness has conducted a sting operation on Mangilal 

Jain (A-25), Prahlad Raju (A-28), Madan Dhanraj (A-

30). It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that from the 

sting operation conducted with regard to the above 

referred three accused, further names of Atul Vaidya 

(A-59), Bharat Teli (A-54), Meghsing Dhupsing (A-58) 

and K.G.Erda (A-57) has come to light. It is pointed 

out by Shri Kodekar that the FSL reports on the 

record  of  the  proceedings  with  regard  to  the 

authenticity and genuineness of the data gathered by 

the present witness is on the record at Exh.1380 and 

it is, therefore, required to be accepted without 

any  controversy  that  the  sting  operation  is  a 

genuine one and the material gathered is not tainted 

or  tampered  with  and  should  form  substantive 

corroborative  material  to  establish  the  charges 

against  the  accused.  It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Kodekar  that  not  only  has  the  present  witness 

established himself in the course of his testimony 

to be a reliable and truthful witness whose sole 

intention was to bring out the truth with regard to 

the  incident  in  question,  but  the  witness  has 

withstood the test of cross examination, and it is 

pointed out that the witness has in the course of 

his testimony in the court, has identified all the 

accused on whom the sting operation was carried out. 

It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that in the course 

of his testimony, the witness has vide the contents 

of  paragraph-35,  paragraph-91  on  page-115, 

paragraph-92  also  on  page-115,  paragraph-113  on 
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page-125,  paragraph-112  on  page-124  as  also 

paragraphs 114, 115 and 116 on pages 125 and 126 

(all  such  paragraphs  reproduced  verbatim  herein 

below), identified all the concerned accused in the 

Court and time and again the witness has clearly 

ascertained and clarified that the identities of the 

concerned accused emerging in the videos captured 

during  the  sting  operation  as  also  the  audio 

contents thereof, are positively identified to be 

that  of  the  concerned  accused,  all  of  whom  are 

identified in the Court by the witness in the course 

of his testimony and it is urged that there is no 

reason to discard the testimony of this witness and 

this witness gives further corroboration and support 

to  the  Prosecution  case  against  the  concerned 

accused. It is submitted that the Prosecution case 

with regard to there being established the elements 

of a well-planned conspiracy between the accused are 

also established in the course of the testimony of 

the  present  witness.  It  is,  therefore,  submitted 

that  this  evidence  also  goes  a  long  way  in 

establishing  the  Prosecution  charges  against  the 

concerned accused.

#5P“ D[\  H[  +6  VFZM5L  ;FY[  JFTF",F5  SIM"  T[DG[  C]\ 

VM/BL ATFJ] K] C]\ SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L 5|C,FN ZFH]G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] 

VFZM5LG[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF 5MTFG] GFD 5|C,FN ZFH] CMJFG] SA], SZ[ K[P C]\  

SM8"DF\ CFHZ VFZM5L DNG H{G G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P VFZM5LG[ T[G] GFD 

5]KTF  DNG WGZFH CMJFG]  SA],  SZ[  K[P  C]\  SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5L  5{SL 
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DF\UL,F, H{G G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5LG[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF DF\UL,F, 

H{G CMJFG] SA], SZ[ K[P

)!P VF  :8L\U  VM5Z[XGDF\  DNG WGZFH RJ,4 

GF :8L\U VM5Z[XGGM EFU ATFJJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P H[DF\ 5LSRZ DNG WGZFH 

GM K[ VG[ VJFH 56 T[GM H K[P H[ C]\ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P  ;FC[N VFZM5L 

DNG WGZFHG[ SM8"DF\ VM/BL ATFJ[ K[ VG[ H6FJ[ K[ S[4 T[G]\ H :8L\U 

VM5Z[XG SZJFDF\ VFJ[,P  

)ZP VF ;DFRFZDF\ 5|C,FN ZFH]GM OM8M VF5JFDF\ VFJ[, 

K[P 56 T[GM VJFH VG[ :8L\U VM5Z[XGGM EFU VF ;L0LDF\ GYLP 

!!ZP RL5v# OM<0ZDF\ A[ OF.,M K[P  H[DF\ 5|YD OF., ZZ 

DLGL8 VG[ 5& ;[Sg0GL K[P T[DF\ 56 DNG WGZFH G]\ :8L\U VM5Z[XG 

K[P   DFZL  0FIZLDF\  H[  S[D[ZM  CTM  T[GFYL  lJ0LIM  SZ[,  K[P   C]\  lJ0LIM 

HM.G[  SC]  K]\  S[  T[  0FIZLGF  lJ0LIM  S[[D[ZFYL  ,LW[,  K[P  T[DF\  VJFH 

VG[ NxI DNG WGZFH GF K[P  

!!#P RL5v# GL ALHL OF., !$ DLGL8 #$ ;[Sg0GL K[P 

T[DF\ VFZM5L 5|C,FN ZFH]G]\ :8L\U VM5Z[XGGL lJ0LIM K[P 5|C,FN ZFH]GM 

VJFH  VG[  NxI  C]\  VM/BL  ATFJ]  K]P  VFZM5L  SM8"DF\  CFHZ  K[P 

T[G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P  

!!$P RL5v$ BM,TF\  T[DF\  +6 OF.,M K[P H[DF\    5|YD 

OF., BM,TF\ T[GM ;DI !5 lDGL8 VG[ ! ;[Sg0GL K[P  H[DF\4 +6[I 

VFZM5LVM4  DF\UL,F,  H{G4  DNG  WGZFH  VG[   5|C,FN  ZFH]  K[P  VF 

lJ0LIMU|FOL DFZF X8"GF A8GGF S[D[ZFYL SZ[, K[P 

!!5P RL5v$ GL ALHL OF., BM,TF T[ !5 DLGL8 
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VG[ ! ;[Sg0GL K[P VG[ T[ +6[I VFZM5LVMG]\ ;FY[ :8L\U VM5Z[XG SZ[, 

T[G[ ;\,uG OF., K[P  +LHL OF., 56 T[G[ ;\,uG K[P T[ ! DLGL8 5_ ;

[Sg0GL K[P H[DF\ +6[I VFZM5LVM DF\UL,F,4 DNG WGZFH VG[ 5|C,FN 

ZFH]GF VJFH VG[ NxI C]\ VM/BL ATFJ] K]P

!!&P RL5v5 DF\ V[S OM<0Z K[P T[DF\ V[S OF., K[P T[  !$ 

lDGL8 $Z ;[Sg0GL K[P H[ DFZF A8G S[D[ZFYL ,LW[, K[P T[DF\ VFZM5L 5|

C,FN ZFH]  G]\  :8L\U VM5Z[XG K[P T[GM VJFH VG[ NxI VM/BL ATFJ] 

K]P  ”

210. Shri Kodekar submits that with regard 

to the genuineness of the seizure of the DVDs and 

material from the sting operation carried out by PW-

313,  corroborating  evidence  is  provided  by  the 

Prosecution in the form of testimonies of PW-336 

being N.S.Raju who is an officer of the CBI, Mumbai 

and  whose  testimony  is  on  the  record  of  the 

proceedings at Exh.1377 and Dr.Shailendra Ramkishore 

Zha i.e. PW-338 whose testimony is on the record of 

the proceedings at Exh.1492. It is submitted that by 

such testimonies, the genuineness of the DVDs is 

established. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

in the circumstances, the entire chain of events 

which  resulted  in  the  sting  operation  being 

successfully  carried  out,  the  involvement  of  the 

accused being brought out on record by the accused 

themselves in the course of sting operation, are all 

established  from  the  corroborative  testimonies  of 
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these two witnesses to be correct and genuine and 

therefore also, there is no reason to discard this 

valuable  piece  of  evidence  which  establishes  the 

conspiracy herein.

211. Shri Kodekar next draws my attention 

to the testimony of PW-309 being one Laxmanbhai K. 

Pardhi  whose  testimony  is  on  the  record  of  the 

proceedings at Exh.1064, who has been the Executive 

Magistrate  who  arranged  for  and  carried  out  the 

T.I.Parade  on  05/02/2010  whereby  the  relevant 

witness identified accused No.66 in the course of 

the T.I.Parade which is established by the Panchnama 

Exh.1067 which has been drawn in that regard. The 

witness has testified, established and corroborated 

the  T.I.Parade  and  the  identification  of  accused 

No.66  in  the  course  of  such  T.I.Parade.  It  is 

submitted that even this material is required to be 

considered  and  treated  as  a  valuable  piece  of 

evidence whereby the Prosecution case is established 

beyond reasonable doubt. 

212. Shri  Kodekar  submits  that  having 

provided  sufficient  material  in  the  shape  of 

testimonies  of  eye-witnesses,  injured  witnesses, 

victims who in turn were supported by corroborative 

material  in  the  shape  of  a  sting  operation  and 

further  corroborated  by  FSL  analysis  which 

established and authenticated the genuineness of the 

sting operation, is now required to be correlated 
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with the testimonies of the number of Investigating 

Officers  who  have  investigated  into  the  present 

offence from time to time and the cumulative effect 

of the investigation carried out by these officers 

clearly establishes beyond reasonable doubt the role 

played by each of the accused in the present offence 

and  according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  it  further 

establishes  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the  charges 

against each of the accused. 

213. My attention is firstly drawn to the 

testimony of PW-328 being Mr.Narottam Dhulaji Parmar 

whose testimony is on the record of the proceedings 

at Exh.1164. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 

the  said  witness  is  extremely  relevant  to  the 

incident inasmuch as, he was the P.I. in charge of 

the Meghaninagar Police Station on the date of the 

horrific incident. It is submitted that the witness 

was directed by his superior Officers to provide 

additional force and support at the ultra-sensitive 

localities  of  Ahmedabad  city  anticipating  large 

scale violence post 27/02/2002 Godhra incident. It 

is pointed out that the witness has testified as to 

how the witness was largely posted at and within the 

jurisdictional area of Dariapur Police Station when 

the incident took place. It is pointed out by Shri 

Kodekar  that  the  present  witness  has  not  been 

present  at  the  scene  of  the  incident  during  the 

course of the incident, but the witness has played a 

major  role  post  incident  inasmuch  as,  the  then 
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Senior  P.I.  attached  to  the  Meghaninagar  Police 

Station  Shri  K.G.Erda  who  has  subsequently  been 

arraigned as an accused herein, had entrusted the 

task  of  gathering  material  from  the  Dariakhan 

Ghummat  relief  camp  and  the  witness  has  in 

furtherance of such process initiated by Shri Erda, 

proceeded to investigate herein and the witness has 

firstly initiated the process of identification of 

about 17 dead bodies and the bodies were sought to 

be identified from and by the persons who had taken 

refuge at the Dariakhan Ghummat shelter. A detailed 

panchnama regarding the process of identification of 

such witnesses, is according to Shri Kodekar, on the 

record of the proceedings at Exh.644 and the process 

of  identification  of  the  witnesses  is  detailed 

therein. Shri Kodekar has stated that the witness 

thereafter proceeded to record the statements of the 

relevant  witnesses  and  victims  and  had  also 

undertaken  the  process  of  handing  over  the  dead 

bodies of the victims of the incident to the near 

and  dear  ones.  The  witness,  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar,  after  recording  statements  of  relevant 

witnesses, has in terms of his testimony and vide 

various  reports  which  are  on  the  record  of  the 

proceedings at Exhs.1189, 1190, 1191, 1192, 1193, 

1194 and 1195, forwarded such statements together 

with his report to his superior officers. 

214. Drawing  my attention  to paragraph-28 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 
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of  this  witness,  Shri  Kodekar  submits  that  the 

witness has proved and established the FIR which is 

on the record of the proceedings at Exh.1206 and the 

witness  has  thereafter  forwarded  the  FIR  to  the 

Metropolitan  Magistrate's  Court  and  consequent 

thereto, the witness appears to have been divested 

of  his  powers  as  an  I.O.  and  the  investigation 

appears to have been handed over to a Senior Police 

Officer.

“Z(P C]\  D[3F6LGUZ  5MP:8[P  DF\  AGFJ  ;DI[  OZH 

AHFJTM  CTM  tIFZ[  VF  U]GFGL  V[OVF.VFZ  T[  ;DIGF  5LPV[;PVM 

pN[;L\C 5|EFT;L\C GF Z]AZ] ,BFI[,L H[ V;,   V[OVF.VFZ   OMD"   G\P!

5$ GF OMD"DF\DG[ ATFJJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ T[ H K[P T[ 5LPV[;PVMGF ZF.8ZGF 

C:TF1FZDF\ ,BFI[, K[ T[ C:TF1FZ C]\  VM/B] K] H[ OZLIFN NFB, SZGFZ 

TZLS[  5LV[;VM pN[;L\C[ ;CL SZ[, K[P  H[DGL ;CL C]\ VM/B] K] T[ V;, 

V[OVF.VFZ ZH] NFB, VF\S o !Z_& VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P  H[ 5M,L; :8[XG 

TZO  YL  D[8=M5M,L8G  D[HLPG[  DMS,L  VF5JFDF\  VFJ[,  T[  H  K[P   VF 

OZLIFNGL  :8[XG 0FIZLDF\  V[g8=L  G\P  !_q_Z YL  GM\W  SZJFDF\  VFJ[, 

H[ V;, :8[P0FIZL DG[ ATFJJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ T[ H K[ T[DF\ 5FGG\AZ 5! 5Z 

V[g8=L G\P !_q_Z YL VF OZLIFNGL GM\W SZJFDF\ VFJ[, K[P  ”

215. Shri  Kodekar  has  further  drawn  my 

attention to the testimony of  PW-276 being Senior 

Police Officer Shri P.N.Barot whose testimony is on 

the record of proceedings at Exh.954 and who took 

over the investigation into the present offence. 
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216. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-2 

(reproduced verbatim herein after) on page-2 of the 

testimony of this witness, Shri Kodekar submits that 

the  witness  was  vide  orders  dated  07/03/2002, 

entrusted  the  investigation  into  the  present 

offence. The witness, according to Shri Kodekar, has 

testified  that  the  witness  visited  the  scene  of 

incident, obtained further remand of the arrested 

accused and it is pointed out that in the course of 

the  investigation  carried  out  by  the  witness,  a 

panchnama  was  drawn  on  11/03/2002  whereby 

videography was carried out with regard to the scene 

of incident and a Panchnama was drawn in that regard 

which  is  on  the  record  of  the  proceedings  at 

Exh.524. It is pointed out that in the course of his 

investigation, the witness has recorded statements 

of large number of victims on 12/03/2002, the names 

of  such  victims/witnesses  are  particularized  on 

page-7 off the testimony. 

ZP“ TFP  Z*qZq_Z  GF  ZMH  VG[  T[  5KL  H[  SMdI]G, AGFJM 

AgIF T[  AGFJM JBT[ V[P;LP5LP V[ VG[ AL 0LJLP DF\ VDM p5ZL VlWSFZL zL 

GF C]SD VFWFZ[ A\NMA:TDF\ ZC[TF CTFP  VG[ T[ A\G[ 0LJLP GF Z[uI]P H[ SF\. SFD 

CMI  H[JF  S[4  U\ELZ  U]GF  GF  JLhL8L\U4  HFT  T5F;  GF  S[;M4  JLPVF.P5LP4 

JLPJLPVF.P5LP GF VFUDG JBT GF A\NMA:T 56 VDM SZTF\ CTFP   5MP SDLP 

zL VDNFJFN XC[Z GF 5+S|DF\S HLq*Z5q;LP5LPq&)_q_Z TFP *q#q_Z GF 

C]SD  VFWFZ[  GZM0F  5MP:8[POPU]PZP  G\P)(q_Z4  !__q_Z  VG[  D[3F6LGUZ 

5MP:8[P &*q_Z GF +6[ U]GF VMGL T5F; VDFZF V[P;LP5LP V[ VG[ AL 0LJL GF 
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RFH" GL ;FY[ ;FY[ ;M\5TM C]SD YI[, H[ VFWFZ[ TFP (q#q_Z GF ZMH ;F\HGF 

D[3F6LGUZ  &*q_Z  GF  U]GF  GL  T5F;  T[  JBT  GF  T5F;  VWLSFZL  zL 

S[PHLPV[Z0F 5LPVF.P 5F;[YL VDM V[ ;\EF/[,LP T5F; GF SFU/M 4 TYF V;, 

S[; 0FIZL  VG[  zL  V[Z0F  V[  V8S SZ[, +6 VFZM5LVM VM 56 ;\EF/[,FP 

T5F; SFI"JFCL YL T[VM zL YL JFS[O YI[,FP  ”

217. The witness in terms of his testimony 

in paragraph-8 (reproduced verbatim herein below), 

further testifies, according to Shri Kodekar, with 

regard to the arrest of Kishor Patni (A-6), Mangaji 

Pokerji (A-4), Jayesh Patni (A-5) and also two other 

accused  being  Naranbhai  Rathod  and  Kiran  Nadia 

against whom the proceedings stand abated on account 

of  their  death  pending  proceedings.  Such  arrest, 

according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  had  taken  place  on 

12/03/2002 itself. 

“(P S[8,LS S,DM DF\ pD[ZM SZJF DF8[ GFDP SM8" G[ 

IFNL  SZ[,P   VDMV[  VF5[,  ;]RGF  VG];FZ  zL  EF8L  5MP;P.P  V[  VF 

U]GFDF\  5S0JFGF 5F\R VFZM5L TFP !Zq#q_Z GF ZMH ,FJL ZH]  SZ[,P 

T[  TDFD  VFZM5LGL  5]K5ZK  SZL  T[DGL  XZLZ  :YLTL  G]  5\RGFD]  SZL 

VFZM5L!P lSXMZEF. D\UFEF. 586L ZC[P S0LIFGL RF,L4 V;FZJF4 ZP 

GFZ6EF. KGFEF. ZF9M04 U]HPCFP S,F5L GUZ4 #P  D\UFHL 5MSZHL 5|

HF5lT4 ZC[P  ZFDRgN=  8[SZF  RDG5]ZF4  $P  HI[X ZFD]EF. 586L4 ZC[P 

U]HPCFP  S,F5L  GUZ4   5P  lSZ6EF.  CLZFEF.  GF0LIF4  ZC[P  U]HPCFP 

S,F5L GUZ GL VF U]GFDF\ SP !) JFU[ V8S SZJFDF VFJLP T[DGL VF 
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U]GFGF VG];\WFG[ 5]K5ZK RF,] ZFB[,LP  ”

218. The  I.O.  i.e.  the  present  witness, 

according to Shri Kodekar, had continued a detailed 

investigation into the offence and in terms of his 

testimony on page-7, the witness has specifically 

stated  that  statements  of  five  of  the  victims 

particularized  on  page-7,  paragraph-9  (reproduced 

verbatim herein below) were recorded by the witness. 

It is testified by the witness that Shailesh @ Kalu 

Patni  (A-7),  Kanaiya  @  Bablu  Madrasi  (A-8),  a 

juvenile  accused  Vijaykumar  Prajapati,  Kantibhai 

Popatbhai Patni (A-9) were all arrested and produced 

before the present witness who arranged for their 

custodial interrogation and got drawn a panchnama 

with regard to the arrest of the above four accused 

which panchnama is on the record of the proceedings 

at  Exh.415.  The  witness  in  the  course  of  his 

investigation, sought to obtain from the Ahmedabad 

Municipal Corporation the details of the residents 

of Gulbarg Society, Patrawali Chali, Municipal Slum 

Quarters  and  other  premises  particularized  in 

paragraph-11 (reproduced verbatim herein below) of 

his  testimony.  The  records  of  the  Meghaninagar 

mobile  vehicles  were  also  made  a  part  of  the 

investigation by the present I.O. and the witness 

also arranged to forward the samples of relevant and 

material muddamal to the FSL for analysis and test 

thereupon. The accused No.10 Shakrabhai Sendhabhai 
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was arrested on 14/03/2002 in terms of the testimony 

of this witness.

“)P TFP  !#q#q_Z  GF  ZMH  5MPS:80LDF\GF 

5F\R[ VFZM5LVMG[ .g8ZMU[8 SZJFDF\ VFJ[,FP ;FC[N SG{IF,F, HMwWFZFD 

G] lGJ[NG ,[JFDF VFJ[,P VG[ 5F\R[ VFZM5LG[ D]NT V\NZ SM8" S:80LDF\ 

ZH]  SZL  TFP  !)q#q_Z ;]WL  GFDP  SM8"  YL  5M,L; ZLDFg0  D[/J[,FP 

VFZM5LVMGL 5]K5ZK U]GF ;A\WL RF,] ZFB[,LP  T[      NLJ;[ V[8,[ S[4 

TFP !#q#q_Z GF ZMH GLR[GF ;FC[NM GF GLJ[NG ,[JFDF\ VFJ[,FP

!P ;]Z{IFAFG] JFPVMP V;,DBFG VGJZBFG 

59F6P ZC[P !( U],AU" ;M;FP 

ZP VZJLGAFG] 0MPVMP HCF\ULZ EF. G]ZDCDN 

;gWLP ZC[[P & U],AU" ;MM;FP

#P CALA BFG G]ZBFG ZC[P 0MPUF\WLGL RF,LP 

$P ;,LDEF. G]ZDCDN ;gWL ZC[P # U],AU" ;M;FP

5P VI]A J,LEF. 

VgI H[  VFZM5LVM 5S0JFGF AFSL CTF T[  AFAT T5F; 

SZ[, 56 D/L VFJ[, GCLP 

!!P TFP  !$q#q_Z  GF  ZMH  dI]P  SDLP  zL 

G[  IFNL  ,B[,P   U],AU"  ;M;FP4  5TZFJF/L  RF,L4  dI]P:,D  SJFP4 

;\TMSA[G  GL  RF,L4  W]5;L\U  GL  RF,L4  DFD]59F6GL  RF,LDF\4  SIF 

DSFGDF\  SM6  jIlSTVM  ZC[TF  CTF  T[  DFCLTL  Z[S0"  5ZYL  DMS,JF 

H6FJ[,P  ”
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219. My attention is drawn to paragraph-18 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of the present witness, where at that stage i.e. on 

or  about  20/03/2002,  about  53  persons  were 

identified as perpetrators of the offence.

!(P“ Z[S0"  5ZGL  DFCLTL  GF  VFWFZ[  S],  5#  H[8,F 

VFZM5LVM T5F;DF\ H6F. VFJ[,FP  5S0[,F VFZM5L 5{SL !P lJHI 5]QSZEF. 5|

HF5lT H]J[GF., CMJFG] H6FTF GFDP SM8" wJFZF T[DG[ AF/VNF,TDF\ DMS,L 

VF5JF H6FJTF T[DG[ AF/ VNF,TDF\ DMS,L VF5[,P  ”

220. Drawing  my attention  to paragraph-20 

(reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  of  the 

deposition, Shri Kodekar submits that the accused 

No.11  Manoj  Parmar,  accused  No.12  Dipakkumar 

Somabhai Solanki were both arrested on 18/03/2002 

and the witness has further arrested accused No.13 

Vinod  Solanki  and  accused  No.14  Jayesh  @  Gabbar 

Jinger on the same day, their arrest panchnama being 

on the record of the proceedings at Exh.955.

“ Z_P TFP !(q#q_Z GF ZMH VFZM5L DGMH 

5|[DHLEF. 5ZDFZ G[  5]K5ZK SZL  VF U]GFDF\  T[DG[  V8S SZJF H[8,M 

5]ZTM 5]ZFJM CM. T[DGL XZLZ :YLTL G]\ 5\RGFD] SZL SP Z_ JFU[ VFZM5L GL 

V8S SZJFDF\ VFJ[,P  T[ H NLJ;[ VFZM5L NL5SS]DFZ ;MDFEF. ;M,\SL 

ZC[P VMDGUZ S|M;L\U 5F;[ KF5ZFDF\ G[ 5MP;P.P zL EF8L V[ ZH] SZT\F VF 

VFZM5L lJZ]wW 56 V8S SZJF H[8,F 5]ZTF 5]ZFJF CM. T[GL 5]K5ZK SZL 
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T[GL XZLZ :YLTL G] 5\RGFD] SZL VFZM5L GL V8S SZJFDF\ VFJ[,P  ”

221. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-26 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of  this  witness,  it  is  further  stated  that  the 

witness arranged to record the statements of number 

of victims and also secured the arrest of accused 

No.15 Ajay Somabhai Panchal.

“Z&P zL  EF8LV[  VFZM5L  VHIEF.  ;MDFEF.  5\RF, 

G[ ZH] SZTF\ T[GL 5]K5ZK SZL XZLZ :YLTLG] 5\RGFD] TFP Z_q#q_Z GF 

ZMH SP ZZ JFU[ V8S  SZJFDF\ VFJ[,P   VF DF8[ A[ 5\RM GFD[ V[S4 DMCG 

EHG zL JF:TJ VG[ ELBFEF. BM0FEF. ZFJT G[  AM,FJ[,FP  T[DGL 

CFHZLDF\ VFZM5L GL XZLZ :YLTL T5F;L V8S 5\RGFD] 5M,L; ZF.8Z GF 

C:TF1FZDF\ DFZL Z]AZ] T{IFZ SZJFDF\ VFJ[,P  5\RM V[ DFZL Z]AZ] T[DF\ ;CL 

SZ[,P Z]AZ]  TZLS[GL  D[\  DFZL  ;CL 56 T[DF\  SZ[,P  T[  C]\  V;, 5\RGFD] 

VFHZMH DFZL ;FY[ ,FJ[, K]P T[DF\ ,B[, CSLST BZL K[ T[ ZH] NFB, VF\S 

o   )5& VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P  ”

222. My  attention  is  drawn  to  the 

deposition  of  this  particular  witness  more 

particularly  paragraph-29  (reproduced  verbatim 

herein  below)  on  page-17  where  the  witness  has 

testified with regard to the recovery of a weapon on 

22/03/2002 from accused No.14 Jayesh Jinger which 

recovery was effected in terms of recovery panchnama 

drawn under Sec.27 of the Evidence Act, which is on 

the  record  of  the  proceedings  at  Exh.957.  The 
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witness  has  also  identified  the  weapon  which  is 

muddamal article No.63 which was recovered in terms 

of  panchanama  Exh.957.  However,  Shri  Kodekar  has 

conceded that the witness has failed to identify 

accused No.14 in the Court. 

“Z)P TFPZZq#q_Z  GF  ZMH  GM  5M,L;  ZLDFg0  5ZGM 

VFZM5L  HI[X  DNG,F,  HL\UZ  GL  U]GF  ;A\W[4  U]GFDF\  T[GL  CFHZL 

;A\W[ VG[ U]GF JBT[ T[6[ WFZ6 SZ[, CYLIFZ ;A\W[ TYF ;CVFZM5LVM 

;A\W[ 5]K5ZK SZTF\ T[6[ 5|YD VDFZL ;D1F V[D H6FJ[, S[4 T[ T,JFZ 

T[6[  ;\TMSA[G  GL  RF,LGF  KF5ZFDF\  V[S  HUFV[  ;\TF0[,  K[  RF,M  C]\  

ATFJ]P T[D H6FJTF A[ 5\RM AM,FJL VF V\U[G] 5|FYDLS 5\RGFD] 5\RMGL 

CFHZLDF\ SZJFDF\ VFJ[,P  H[ 5Z 5\RM V[ T[ H ;DI[ ;CL SZ[,P  DG[ DFS" !

*#q!_ G]\  V;, 5\RGFD]  ATFJJFDF\  VFJ[  K[P   H[  5|FYDLS 5\RGFDF 

GLR[ DFZL CFHZLDF\ A[ 5\RM V[ ;CL SZ[, K[ TYF Z]AZ]DF SZL D[\ DFZL ;CL 

SZ[, K[P  ”

223. Drawing my attention to paragraphs 32 

to 37 (all reproduced verbatim herein below), Shri 

Kodekar submits that the witness continued to record 

the statements of further victims/witnesses during 

the period from 23/03/2002 to 04/04/2002.

#ZP“ TFP Z#q#q_Z GF ZMH GLR[GF ;FC[NM GF GLJ[NG ,

[JFDF\ VFJ[,FP 

!P ;FA[ZFALAL JFPVMP .:DF.,EF. ZDHFGEF. X[BP

ZP AFG]ALAL T[ C];[GBFG G]ZBFG GL lJWJFP
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#P SALZVF,D ZDHFG V,L VG;FZLP

$P SDZ]NNLG U],FDEF. VG;FZLP

##P ZLIFh]NNLG XLZFh]NNLG ;{IN[   XC[Z SM80F 5MP:8[P 

DF\  TFP (q#q_Z GF ZMH hLZM G\AZ YL V[OPVF.PVFZP NFB, SZFJ[, 

H[ D/TF SFD DF\ ;FD[, ZFB[,P T[ NLJ;[ V[8,[ S[4 TFP Z#q#q_Z GF ZMH 

Z*  5MPDMP  GM8  D/[,LP   H[  SFD  DF\  ;FD[,  ZFB[,P   VF  TFP 

Z#q#q_Z ;]WLDF\ S], #* 5LPV[DP GM8 D/[,LP  

#$P TFP  Zq$q_Z  GF  ZMH  V;,DBFG 

V[CDNBFG 59F6 GL VZHL 5MPSDLPzL GF 5+ ;FY[  D/[, H[ SFD DF\ 

;FD[, ZFB[,P  T[DH 5MPSDLP zL GF 5+ GL ;FY[  GLR[GL jIlSTVMGL 

VZHL 56 T[ H NLJ;[ D/[,P  

!P ZDhFG .GFIT Z;], ZC[P C]SD;L\U GL RF,LP

ZP VaN],EF. UO]ZEF. DG;]ZL

#P DG;]ZL U],FDZ;], AMN]EF.P

$P I];]O .A|FCLD DG;]ZL

5P GgG[BFG D\U[BFG X[B

&P BALHF DMCDN D]GJZ

*P C{NEF. U],FDEF. X[B

(P ZOLS V[CDN p:DFGEF. D,LS

)P G]ZDCDN uIF;]NNLG X[B

!_P VDLGFALAL VaN],EF. D,[S

!!P OFTDFALAL VaN], ;TFZ X[B

!ZP VSAZEF. VaN],EF. DG;]ZL
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!# .A|FCLDEF. ;FNLSEF.

!$P I];]OEF. AFNZEF. 59F6

#5P TFP #q$q_Z GF ZMH lOZMh DCDN U],hFZ 

DCDN  59F6  ZC[P  !54  U],AU"  ;M;FP  ZP  AL<SLXAFG]  G;LZ]NNLG 

;,LD]NNLG X[B GL lJWJF ZC[P 0MP UF\WL GL RF,L GF GLJ[NG ,LWFP

#&P TFP $q$q_Z GF ZMH ZD[X EF. GFZ6EF. DZF9F S[ 

H[DG[ U]GFJF/L HuIFV[ A\N]S GF KZF JFU[,F T[G] DZ6 YI[, T[G] .gSP 

5\RGFD]  T5F;  GF  SFD[  DG[  D/[,  T[  T5F;  GF  SFD[  ;FD[,  ZFB[,P 

H[ 5\RGFD] VF\S o &$Z YL ZH] K[ T[ H K[P 

#*P TFP !)q$q_Z GF ZMH gIFI ;CFIS lJ7FG 

5|IMUXF/FDF\YL A[ 5ZL1F6 VC[JF, D/[,F H[ SFD DF\ ;FD[, ZFB[,P T[ H 

5|DF6[ TFP Z(q$ GF ZMH V[OPV[;PV[,P DF\YL D/[,F VC[JF, SFD DF\ 

;FD[, ZFB[,P”

224. The witness in terms of his testimony 

in paragraph-38 (reproduced verbatim herein below), 

has clarified that further investigation herein was 

handed over on 30/04/2002 to ACP Shri S.S.Chudasama.

#(P“ 5MPSDLP  zL  VDNFJFN  XC[Z  GF  TFP 

Z&q$q_Z  GF  C]SD  GF  VFWFZ[  VF  U]GF  GL  VFU/  GL  T5F;  TFP 

#_q$q_Z  GF  ZMH  ;L8L  S|F.D  A|FgR  G[  V;,  SFU/M  JU[Z[  ;FY[ 

;M\5JFDF\  VFJ[,  H[  T[  JBT  GF  V[P;LP5LP  zL  V[;PV[;P  R]0F;DF 

;FC[A[ ;\EF/L ,LW[,P  ”
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225. The  witness,  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar,  has  further  testified  in  paragraph-41 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) with regard to 

the arrest of accused No.6 Kishor Mangabhai, accused 

No.4 Mangaji Pokerji, accused No.5 Jayesh Ramubhai 

as also two other accused Naranbhai Chhanabhai and 

Kiran Chhanabhai against whom the proceedings have 

been abated. The arrest panchnama relating to the 

arrest of such accused, is testified to be on the 

record of the proceedings at Exh.958. The witness 

has  further  testified  with  regard  to  arrest  of 

accused  No.10  Shakrabhai  Patni  and  accused  No.11 

Manojkumar on 14/03/2002 and 18/03/2002  in terms of 

arrest panchanamas Exhs.959 and 960 respectively. It 

is conceded that the witness however, has failed to 

identify any of the accused persons in the Court and 

my attention is drawn to the contents of paragraph-

45  (reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  of  the 

testimony,  where  the  witness  has  justifiably  and 

truthfully testified with regard to the arrest of 

the  concerned  accused  and  on  account  of  his 

advancing age and retirement, the witness is not 

able to identify the accused concerned in the Court 

and in the course of his testimony. 

$!P“ TFP!Zq#q_Z  GF  ZMH  5LPV[;PVF.P 

EF8LV[ DFZL ;]RGFYL 5F\R VFZM5LVM G[ ,FJL G[ DFZL ;D1F ZH] SZ[,F 

H[VMGF  GFD  VG]S|D[4  V[Sv  lSXMZEF.  D\UFEF.4  A[v  GFZ6EF. 

KGFEF.4  +6v  D\UFHL  5MSZHL  4  RFZv  HI[X  ZFD]EF.  VG[  5F\Rv 
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lSZ6EF.  CLZFEF.  CTF  H[VM  GL  lJZ]wW  5]ZTM  5]ZFJM  CM.  A[  5\RM 

GFD[  V[Sv RgN=SFgT ;MDFEF. AFZM8 VG[  A[  v ZFDRgN=  VDYFEF. 

586LG[ AM,FJL T[VMGL CFHZLDF\ VFZM5L VM GF GFD JU[Z[ 5]KL T[VM GL 

XZLZ :YLTL T5F;L T[GL lJUT[ 5\RGFDF DF\ GM\W SZL V8S 5\RGFD] DFZL 

Z]AZ] 5\RM GL CFHZLDF\ 5M,L; ZF.8Z[ T{IFZ SZ[,P  H[DF\ 5\RMV[ DFZL Z]AZ]DF\ 

;CL  SZ[,  K[P  H[  C]\  VM/B]  K]P  Z]AZ]  TZLS[  GL  T[DF\  D[\  DFZL  ;CL  SZ[, 

K[ T[DF\ ,B[, CSLST BZL K[P H[ V;, 5\RGFD] VFHZMH C]\ ,FjIM K] T[ ZH] 

NFB, VF\S o )5( VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P 

$5P D[\  H[  VFZM5L VM G[  V8S SIF"  T[VMG[  V8S 

SZ[ 36M ,F\AM ;DI YIM CM. T[DH K[<,F 5FR JZ;YL C]\ lGJ'T YI[, 

CM. CF, SM8"DF\ T[ VFZM5LVM G[ VM/BL XS]\ T[D GYLP  ”

226. It  is  submitted  that  in  the 

circumstances,  the  testimony  of  this  witness 

establishes the arrest of a number of accused and 

also further establishes the recovery of a weapon 

used by accused No.14 which further supports and 

corroborates the charges against the accused. It is 

submitted that the witness has withstood the test of 

cross  examination,  has  testified  in  a  manner  as 

would inspire confidence and there is no reason to 

discard the testimony of this witness inasmuch as, 

it establishes the involvement and arrest of the 

concerned  accused  as  also  the  recovery  of  the 

muddamal weapon from accused No.14. 
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227. Continuing  the chain  of testimonies, 

is the testimony of the PW-332 being Mr.Sukhdevsinh 

S. Chudasama who took over the investigation from 

PW-276 and the testimony of PW-332 is on the record 

of the proceedings at Exh.1226. 

228. The  witness,  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar, took charge of the investigation into the 

present  offence  on  28/04/2002  and  conducted  the 

investigation  into  the  present  offence  till 

19/11/2002 during which period the witness in the 

course of his investigation, arrested a number of 

accused herein, got drawn relevant panchanamas in 

respect  of  arrest  of  the  concerned  accused, 

panchanama for the recovery of weapons used in the 

offence in terms of panchnama drawn under Sec.27 of 

the Evidence Act and was instrumental in the arrest 

of a large number of accused in the present offence. 

The  accused  No.16  Dilip  @  Kalu  was  arrested  on 

01/05/2002 in terms of an arrest panchnama Exh.1228, 

accused No.17 Ratilal Ganeshkumar was arrested on 

04/05/2002. However, such accused having passed away 

during the pendency of the proceedings, the trial 

stands  abated  against  such  accused.  The  present 

witness in terms of paragraph-8 (reproduced verbatim 

herein below) of his testimony, has according to 

Shri Kodekar, testified with regard to the recovery 

of an iron pipe at the behest of accused No.16 and 

the  recovery  panchanama  is  on  the  record  of  the 

proceedings  at  Exh.1231  and  the  witness  has 
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positively identified the muddamal article No.64 in 

the  court.  The  witness  in  the  course  of  his 

investigation,  recorded  statements  of  further 

witnesses and victims at the Dariakhan Ghummat as 

also  Juhapura  relief  camps  and  initiated  an 

operation  to  trace  out  and  arrest  the  till  then 

absconding accused. Such operation was initiated on 

26/05/2002  in  which  accused  No.18  Sanjay  Patni, 

accused  No.19  Shailesh  Patni,  accused  No.20 

Nareshkumar  Prajapati  and  juvenile  accused 

Vishalkumar  Nayee  together  with  accused  Mahesh 

Lalchand against whom the proceedings stand abated, 

were all arrested and panchanamas drawn in respect 

of such arrests are proved by the present witness 

and are on the record according to Shri Kodekar, at 

Exhs.1232 to 1235. 

“(P ZLDFg0  5ZGF  VFZM5L  NL,L5  SF/]EF.  GF 

V[  5MT[  D]PDF,  TYF  T[  H[  SF\.  SC[  K[  T[  ATFJJF  T{IFZ  CM. 

A[ 5\RMG[ 0L;LAL VMOL;DF\ AM,FJL T[VMG[ VFZM5L TYF 5\RMGL VM/B 

SZFJL VFZM5L H[ SF\. VG[ ATFJJF T{IFZ YFI T[ V\U[  5\RGFD] SZJFG] 

CM.  5\RM  TZLS[  ZC[JF  B]XL  ATFJTF\  5|YD  EFUG]\  5\RGFD]  0L;LAL 

VMOL;DF\  SZJFD\F  VFJ[,P  VG[  tIFZAFN VFZM5L TYF 5\RM C]\  TYF :

8FOGF  DF6;M  ;ZSFZL  JFCGDF\  A[;L  ZJFGF  YI[,FP  VG[  0L;LAL 

VMOL;YL  VF:8M0LIF  NZJFHF  gI]  S,MY  DFZS[8  SF,]5]Z  5MP:8[P  Y. 

VFZM5LGF  ZC[9F6[  T[6[  ATFjIF  D]HA 

VFJLG[ GLR[ pTZLG[ VFZM5LV[ VFU/ RF,L 5MTFGF DSFGGF 5F6LGF 

8F\SF  ;FD[  VFJ[,  T[DF  KT  5ZGF  EFU[YL  V[S  ,MB\0GM  5F.5  H[GL 
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,\AF. ;F0FRFZ  O]8  VG[  JrR[YL  J/L  UI[,  T[  SF-LG[  ZH]  SZ[,P  T[G]  

lJUTJFZ 5\RGFD] SZLG[ 5\RM TYF DFZL Z]AZ]GL ;CLVM SZL D]NNFDF,GM 

5F.5 5[S SZL T[GL 5Z ;CLVM JF/L SF5,L ,UF0L SAH[ ,[JFDF\ VFJ[,P”

229. The witness has in terms of paragraph-

15  (reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  of  his 

testimony, testified that upon the conclusion of the 

investigation, a draft chargesheet was got prepared 

by the present witness and forwarded for approval to 

his superior officers on 31/05/2002. The witness has 

testified  that  upon  such  draft  chargesheet  being 

approved, the same came to be filed in Metropolitan 

Magistrate's Court No.11 on 03/06/2002.

“!5P TFP#!q5q_Z GF ZMH D[\ VF T5F;G]\ 0=FO8 RFH"XL8 

T{IFZ SZL V[5]|J YJF DF8[ HM.g8 5M,L; SDLP TYF 0[P5M,L; SDLP TZO 

S[;GF SFU/M ;FY[  DMS,L VF5[,P  T[  VUFp D[\  VF U]GFGF SFD[  S,D 

#*& GM pD[ZM SZJF DF8[ D[8=MPD[HLPG[ TFP !_q5q_Z GF ZMH ZL5M8" SZ[, 

H[GL VMOL; SM5L lGP !ZZ*q( YL ZH] K[ T[ H K[ V;, ZL5M8" D[8M=PD[HL 

G[ DMS,[, T[GL VF VMOL; SM5L K[ T[ ZH] NFB, VF\S o !Z#& VF5JFDF\ 

VFJ[ K[P  T[DH TFPZ)q5q_Z GF ZMH D[\ D[8=MPD[HLP SM8"G[ D]/ S,DM RF,] 

ZFBJF ZL5M8"  SZ[, H[GL GS, lGP !ZZ*q) YL ZH]  K[  T[  H K[P  V;, 

SM8"DF\  VF5JFDF\  VFJ[, T[GL  VF GS, K[  T[  ZH]  NFB, VF\S  o  !Z#* 

VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P  ”

230. Drawing  my attention  to paragraph-17 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 
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Shri Kodekar submits that the witness got arrested 

accused  No.24  Shankerji  Mali  in  terms  of  a 

panchanama drawn and which is on the record of the 

proceedings  at  Exh.673.  The  witness  also  got 

arrested a juvenile accused Rajeshkumar Chamanbhai 

Patni  and  on  07/06/2002,  accused  No.25  Mangilal 

Dhupchand Jain was arrested by the present witness 

in terms of a panchanama which is on the record of 

the proceedings at Exh.1240. It is pointed out by 

Shri Kodekar that the present witness was on leave 

for a period of two days beginning from 08/06/2002 

and the charge was held by P.I. Shri J.L.Jadeja at 

the relevant time when accused No.25 Mangilal Jain 

volunteered and led to the recovery of a muddamal 

weapon which was a pipe which was recovered in terms 

of a panchanama drawn under Sec.27 of the Evidence 

Act,  which  is  on  the  record  of  the  present 

proceedings at Exh.1244.

“!*P TFP5q&q_ZGF ZMH D[\ VFZM5 X\SZHL CSFHL  DF/L 

GL  V8S  SZ[,P  T[DGL  XZLZ  :YLTLG]\  5\RGFD]  SZL  T[DGM  V[Z[:8  D[DM 

AGFJL ;UFJCF,FG[ HF6 SZJFGL ;CL D[/JL T[DG] lGJ[NG GM\WL SFDDF\ 

;FD[, ZFB[,P  VF VFZM5LGL V8S 5\RGFD] VF\S o &*# YL ZH] K[ T[ H 

K[  T[GM  V[Z[:8 D[DM  VG[  T[GF  ;UFG[  HF6 SIF"  GM  ZL5M8"  TYF VFS o 

5( GM ZL5M8"  lGP !ZZ*q!_ VG[  !! YL ZH]  K[  T[  CJ[  ZH]  VF\S  o  !

Z#( VG[ !Z#) VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P  ”

231. Drawing  my attention  to paragraph-23 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 
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of the present witness, Shri Kodekar has submitted 

that the witness has testified with regard to the 

fact that the witness addressed a yaadi to the P.I., 

Meghaninagar  Police  Station  on  12/06/2002  seeking 

details with regard to the license in respect of a 

12-Bore  firearm,  which  license  was  held  by  a 

resident  of  Gulbarg  Society.  The  witness  has 

testified  that  a  report  was  received  by  him  on 

14/06/2002  wherein  it  was  established  that  the 

firearm in question was licensed to deceased Shri 

Ehsan Jafri and that such license was valid till 

31/12/2003.  the  letter  from  accused  No.57  Shri 

K.G.Erda referred to above, is on the record of the 

proceedings at Exh.1245. The witness has testified 

that  arrest  of  accused  No.26  Pannalal  Premchand 

Sisodiya,  accused  No.27  Gopaldas  Vaishnav  was 

effected  on  20/06/2002  in  terms  of  an  arrest 

panchnama  Exh.1247.  The  witness  further  arrested 

accused No.28 Prahladji Rajuji, accused No.29 Mukesh 

Pukhraj and accused No.30 Madanlal Raval on 24th and 

25th June,  2002  respectively.  The  witness  has 

further testified that the brother of accused No.29 

came over to the Police Station on 26/06/2002 and 

volunteered to lead to the recovery of a weapon used 

by accused No.29 in the offence and a weapon being a 

stick  was  recovered  in  terms  of  the  panchanama 

Exh.499 which was drawn in terms of Sec.27 of the 

Evidence  Act.  Accused  No.31,  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar,  was  arrested  by  the  present  witness  on 

27/06/2002  in  terms  of  panchnama  Exh.1248.  The 
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arrest  of  accused  No.32  Ambesh  Kantilal  Jinger, 

accused  No.33  Prahlad  and  accused  No.34  Krishna 

Manilal  was  effect  on  28/06/2002  in  terms  of  a 

panchanama drawn which is at Exh.1249.

“Z#P TFP!Zq&q_ZGF  ZMH  D[\  5LPVF.PD[3F6LGUZ 

5MP:8[PG[ IFNL ,BL DFCLTL D\UFJ[, S[4 U],AU" ;M;FPDF\ AFZ G\AZ GL 

A\N]SGF  ,FI;g;  S[8,F  .;DM  WZFJ[  K[  T[GL  lJUT  DMS,L  VF5JLP 

TFP!$q&q_ZGF ZMH T[VM TZOYL ZL5M8"   D/[,  S[4 U],AU" ;M;FPDF\ 

zL  V[C;FG  HFOZL  8J[,AMZ  A\N]SG]  ,FI;g;  WZFJ[  K[  H[  ,FI;g; 

TFP #!q!Zq_# ;]WL ZLgI]  YI[, K[P   T[D6[ DMS,[, ,[BLT DFCLTL 

lGP   !ZZ*q!&  YL  ZH]  K[  T[  H  K[P  H[  V;,  5+DF\  5LPVF.P  zL 

V[Z0FGL ;CL K[P H[ C]\  VM/B] K]P T[ V;, 5+ ZH] NFB, VF\S o !Z$5 

VFJ[ K[P  ”

232. Drawing  my attention  to paragraph-32 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the deposition 

of  this  witness,  Shri  Kodekar  submits  that  on 

29/06/2002,  in  terms  of  panchanama  produced  on 

record at Exh.794, a recovery of a muddamal weapon 

being  a  stick  being  muddamal  article  No.3  was 

recovered at the instance of accused No.32 Ambesh 

Kantilal. The witness has identified the muddamal 

article No.3 in the Court. The arrest of accused 

No.40  Parbatsinh  and  accused  No.35  Ashok  @  Aslo 

Thakor is also emerging from the testimony of this 

witness and it is pointed out that the witness in 

the course of his investigation, further arrested 
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accused No.36 Chirag Dilipbhai Shah, accused No.37 

Prakash @ Kali Khengarji Padhiyar on 15/07/2002. It 

is  submitted  that  accused  No.35  has  passed  away 

during the pendency of the proceedings and the trial 

stands abated against such accused. However, it is 

pointed out that a muddamal weapon was recovered at 

the instance of accused No.35 in terms of panchnama 

drawn  under  Sec.27  of  the  Evidence  Act  and  a 

muddamal weapon being a sword at the instance of 

such  deceased  accused.  The  panchanama  further 

specifies that the sword recovered is on the record 

as muddamal article No.4 and the panchanama drawn 

with regard to the recovery thereof is on the record 

of  the  proceedings  at  Exh.495.  The  witness, 

according to Shri Kodekar, has positively identified 

muddamal article No.4 in the Court as being the one 

recovered in terms of such panchanama.

“#ZP AFN TFP Z)q&q_Z GF ZMH V\A[X SF\TL,F, G[ ;FY[ 

ZFBL T[GF 3ZGL h0TL T5F; SZTF\ 5\RM Z]AZ] T[6[ 5MTFGF 3ZDF\YL  VF 

U]GFDF\ WFZ6 SZ[, ,FS0L ZH] SZL H[ lJUTJFZ 5\RGFD]   SZL A\G[ 5\RMGL 

5\RGFDFDF\ T[ :Y/ 5Z ;CLVM ,[JFDF\ VFJ[,P VG[ Z]AZ]DF\ D[\ DFZL ;CL 

SZ[,LP H[  VF SFD[ VF\S o *)$ YL ZH] K[ T[  H K[P DG[ VF8L"P G\P # GL 

,FS0L ATFJJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ T[ V[ H K[ H[ D[\ VF SFD[ SAH[ SZ[,LP  ”

233. My attention is further drawn to the 

recovery on 17/07/2002 of a muddamal weapon being a 

knife which was recovered at the instance of accused 

No.37 Prakash @ Kali and the recovery of the weapon 
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is established during the testimony of the present 

witness and a panchanama is drawn in that regard 

which  is  on  the  record  of  the  proceedings  at 

Exh.1258. The muddamal recovered is on the record of 

the proceedings as muddamal article No.5 which is 

also identified in the course of the testimony of 

the  present  witness.  It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Kodekar that further recovery of muddamal weapons is 

established in terms of the testimony of the witness 

in paragraph-38 (reproduced verbatim herein below) 

wherein it is clearly established that accused No.36 

volunteered to lead to the recovery of a muddamal 

weapon on 18/07/2002 and a sword was recovered in 

furtherance thereof and a panchanama was drawn in 

terms of Sec.27 of the Evidence Act which panchanama 

is on the record of the proceedings at Exh.1259. The 

muddamal sword, according to Shri Kodekar, is on the 

record  as  muddamal  article  No.6  and  the  same  is 

identified  by  the  present  witness  as  the  one 

recovered  in  terms  of  panchanama  Exh.1259.  The 

witness has further testified that a supplementary 

chargesheet  was  sought  to  be  filed  against  the 

subsequently  arrested  accused  and  permission  was 

sought in that regard. 

“#(P TFP!(q*q_Z  GF  ZMH  VF  SFDGF  VFZM5L  lRZFU 

lN,L5EF. XFC 5MT[ 5]K5ZK NZdIFG SF. ATFJJF VG[ SC[JF DF8[ T{IFZ 

K[  T[D  SC[TF  A[  5\RMG[  0L;LAL  VMOL;DF\  AM,FJJFDF\  VFJ[, 

VG[ T[VMG[ VFZM5L H[ SC[ TYF ATFJ[ T[ V\U[ 5\RGFDFDF\ 5\RM TZLS[ ZC[JF 
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DF8[  5]KTF T[VMV[  ;\DTL ATFJ[,LP  VFZM5LV[  5MT[  VF U]GFGF SFDDF\ 

D]PDF,GL T,JFZ ZH] SZJF .rK[ K[ T[D ATFJTF\ 5C[,F EFUG] 5\RGFD] 

VF 38GF V\U[G] SZJFDF\ VFJ[,P T[ 5\RGFDF 5Z  A\G[ 5\RMGL ;CLVM TYF 

Z]AZ]DF DFZL ;CL SZJFDF\ VFJ[,P  tIFZ AFN40L;LAL VMOL;YL ;ZSFZL 

JFCGDF\ VFZM5L4 5\RM4 TYF C]\  VG[  :8FOGF DF6;M VFZM5L ,. HFI 

tIF\ HJF DF8[ ZJFGF YI[,FP  VFZM5LG[ JFCGGF VFU/GF EFU[ 0=F.JZGL 

AFH]DF\ TYF T[GL AFH]DF\  5\RM TYF 5FK/GF EFU[ C]\  TYF DFZF :8FOGF 

DF6;M  A[9[,FP  VFZM5LV[  0=F.JZG[  .XFZFYL  JFCG ZFIB0 RFZZ:TF4 

,FPN4 NL<CL RS,F4 Y. .NUFC 5], RDG5]ZF 5M,L; RMSL 5F;[ U]HZFT 

CFp;L\UGF DSFGMDF\ ,FJ[,P  VG[ V[S DSFGDF\ 5MT[ ALHF Z]DDF\ NFB, 

Y.  DF/LIF  5ZYL  V[S  T,JFZ  ZH]  SZ[,L  H[  5\RM  Z]AZ]  SAH[  ,[JFDF\  

VFJ[,P  VF  T,JFZ  H]GL  SF8  BFW[,L  H[GM  CFYM  5TZFGM  H[GL  ,\AF. 

;TZ .R TYF 5CM/F. NM- .\R H[8,L H[GF 5Z ,MCL VYJF ALHF SM. 

GLXFGL  S[  0F3  HMJFDF\  VFJ[,  GCLP  T[G]  lJUTJFZ  5\RGFD]  ALHF 

EFUG]\  :Y/  5Z  SZJFD\F\  VFJ[,P  A\G[  5\RMGL  ;CLVM  VF  5\RGFDF 

5Z    ,[JFDF VFJ[, TYF Z]AZ]GL DFZL ;CL SZ[,P T,JFZG[ S50FDF\ 5[S 

SZL T5F; VY[" SAH[ SZJFDF\ VFJ[,P V;D 5\RGFD] lGP !*#q*& YL 

ZH]  DG[  ATFJJFDF\  VFJ[  K[  T[  H  K[P  T[  CJ[  ZH]  NFB, VF\S  o  !Z5) 

VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P DG[ VF8L"P & GL T,JFZ ATFJFJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ H[ D[\ VF 

5\RGFDFGL lJUT[ SAH[ ,LW[, T[ H K[P  ”

234. Drawing  my attention  to paragraph-40 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of  the  witness,  the  witness,  according  to  Shri 
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Kodekar, has testified that in the course of his 

investigation and more particularly on 16/08/2002, 

acting upon a phone call of a witness Nizamuddin 

Saiyed that there appeared to be human bones in a 

water tank in Gulbarg Society, the witness went over 

to the scene of the relevant investigation and on 

due  investigation,  it  was  found  that  the  bones 

belonged to a dog. A supplementary chargesheet came 

to be filed by the present witness on 30/08/2002 and 

a supplementary chargesheet came to be filed against 

three juvenile accused on 03/09/2002. The witness 

has  further  testified  that  in  the  course  of  his 

investigation, the statements of number of witnesses 

were  recorded  in  addition  to  the  course  of 

investigation adopted by the witness. 

235. The witness has further testified in 

terms of his testimony with regard to the details of 

the arrest of accused Nos.26, 27, 28, 29 and 30. 

However, Shri Kodekar has candidly accepted that the 

witness is not able to identify a single accused in 

the Court.

“$_P TFP!&q(q_ZGF  ZMH  VF  SFDGL  T5F;DF\  V[S 

;FC[N lGHFD]NNLG H{G], VFA[NNLG ;{IN OMG YL VDMG[ HF6 SZ[, S[4 

U],AU"  ;M;FP  D:HLN  5F;[  5F6LGF  8F\SFDF\  DFGJLGF  CF0SFVM  K[P 

H[ 5ZYL VF ;FC[NG[ Z]AZ]DF\ CFHZ ZFBL 5LPV[;PVF.P ;NFJ|TL ;FY[     :

8FO DMS,L T5F; SZFJTF\ VF 8F\SF DFGF CF0SF S]TZFGF CF05L\HZGF D/L 

VFJ[, H[ V\U[ lJUTJFZ ;FC[N lGHFD]NNLGGG]\ lGJ[NG D[\ ,LW[,P  ”
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236. Shri  Kodekar  has  further  drawn  my 

attention to the fact that when the Investigating 

Officer Shri S.S.Chudasama was on leave, the further 

investigation into the present offence was handed 

over to DSP Shri H.P.Agrawat who has been examined 

on the record of the present proceedings at Exh.1069 

as  PW-310. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

the witness in the course of his investigation into 

the present offence, arrested accused No.26 Prabhu 

Mochi  and  accused  No.27  Gopaldas  Vaishnav  on 

20/06/2002  and  thereafter,  it  emerges  that  the 

investigation  was  handed  over  back  to  Shri 

S.S.Chudasama on his resuming duty. However, in or 

around December, 2002, the present witness PW-310 

was handed over the investigation upon transfer of 

Shri S.S.Chudasama and in the course of his handling 

the investigation, accused No.21 Sandip @ Sony was 

arrested on 03/12/2002. 

237. My attention is drawn to paragraph-8 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) on page-5 of the 

testimony of this witness, where the witness has 

clearly  stated  that  accused  No.21  volunteered  to 

facilitate the recovery of the weapon used in the 

incident  and  in  the  circumstances,  a  preliminary 

panchnama was drawn under the provisions contained 

in Sec.27 of the Evidence Act at the Police Station 

and  the  Police  together  with  the  accused  being 

accused  No.21  Sony  and  the  Panchas  went  over  as 
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directed by the accused and in terms of paragraph-9 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) on page-6, the 

witness  has  clearly  testified  that  a  sword  was 

recovered in terms of panchnama Exh.1071 and the 

said muddamal is also identified by the witness in 

the  Court.  The  witness  has  wrongly  identified 

accused No.21 in the course of his testimony in the 

Court. In fact, Shri Kodekar has been candid enough 

to admit that two attempts were made by the witness 

to identify accused No.21, but on both occasions, 

accused  No.21  is  wrongly  identified  as  accused 

Jayesh Ramjibhai Parmar (A-41) and accused Kailash 

Dhobi (A-1), as is reflected on page-8, paragraph-10 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony. 

It is further pointed out that the witness in the 

course of his investigation, also arrested accused 

No.22 Babu Mohan Patni and accused No.23 Babu Manji 

Patni. The witness has, according to Shri Kodekar, 

concluded  the  investigation  relevant  and 

supplementary chargesheet came to be filed against 

accused Nos.21, 22 and 23.

“(P VF SFD[  5]K5ZK NZdIFG TFP  *q!Zq_Z GF  ZMH 

S:80LGF  VFZM5L  VF  U]GF  ;A\W[  SF.S  SC[JF  SZJF  DFUTF  CM. 

A[  5\RG[  AM,FJJFDF\  VFJ[,F VG[ VFZM5LGL lJUT H6FJL U]GF ZHLP 

G\AZ JU[Z[ H6FJL VF SFDGF VFZM5L H[ SF. lS|IF 5|lS|IF SZ[ T[ lS|IF 5|S|

LIFG] 5\RGFD] SZJFG] CM. A\G[ 5\RM V[ 5\R TZLS[ ZC[JF :JB]XL ATFJTF\ 

T[ ;A\W[ 5\RGFDFGM 5|YD EFU S|F.DA|FgR VDNFJFN XC[ZGL SR[ZLDF\ 

SZJFDF\ VFJ[, TYF 5\RMV[ VDFZL Z]AZ]DF\ ;CL SZ[,P  5\RM        VG]S|
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D[  lNjI[X  ZD6,F, XFC  VG[  ZMCLTS]DFZ  GFZ6;L\C  ZF9M0GFV[  DFZL 

Z]AZ] 5|FYDLS EFUGF 5\RGFDFDF\  ;CL VM SZ[, T[DH Z]AZ] TZLS[  GL D[\ 

DFZL 56 ;CL VM SZ[,P

)P 5|YD EFUGF 5\RGFDF DF ;CL SIF" AFN VF SFDGF 

S:80LGF  VFZM5L  TYF  A\G[  5\RM  VDM  5MT[  TYF   S|F.DA|FgRGF 

DF6;M  ;ZSFZL  JFCGDF\  A[;L  S|F.DA|FgR  YL  ZJFGF  YTF\  S:80LGF 

VFZM5L  H[  lNXF  TZO C\SFZJFG]  SC[  T[  TZO R,FJJF 0=FIJZ G[  ;]RGF 

SZ[,P T[  D]HA 0=F.JZ[  JFCG R,FJTF S,F5LGUZ Y. 56"S\]H  ;M;FP 

lJEFU v ! A\U, G\P && VFU/ ;ZSFZL JFCGG[ pE] ZC[JFGL S:80LGF 

VFZM5LV[  ;]RGF  SZTF  0=F.JZ[  ;ZSFZL  JFCG  pE]  ZFBL  VG[  ;ZSFZL 

JFCGDF\YL VFZM5L TYF 5\RM TYF T[DH  S|F.DA|FgRGF VWLSFZLVM GLR[ 

pTZ[,F VG[ 3Z G\P && GL ;FD[ .XFZM SZL  T[6[ H6FJ[, S[4 VF DFZ] 3Z 

K[P  T[D SCL 5MT[ VFU/ RF,[, T[GL ;FY[ 5\RM TYF VDM 56 3Z VFU/ 

UI[,FP   T[  JBT[  T[DGF DFT'zL R\R/A[G CFHZ CM. T[VMGL CFHZLDF\ 

S:80LGF  VFZM5LV[  DL8Z  AM1FGL  AFH]GL  Z]DGM  NZJFHM  BM,[,P 

VG[  V\NZ  5|J[X  SZL  VGFHGF  5L50FVMGL  JrR[YL  CFY  GFBL  V[S 

T,JFZ  SF-L  VF5[,P   H[  T,JFZG]\  lJUTJFZG]  J6"G  5\RGFDF  DF 

,BL ,[JFDF\ VFJ[,P  p5ZMST T,JFZ p5Z S50FG] SJZ AF\WL 5\RM TYF 

VDFZL ;CLJF/L :<FL5 D]SL T5F; DF8[ SAH[ ,[JFDF\ VFJ[,P tIFZAFN 

VF  SFD[  R\R/A[GG[  5]K5ZK  SZJFDF\  VFJ[,P  SAH[  ,[JFDF\  VFJ[, 

D]NNFDF,GL D]NFDF, 5FJTL OF0JFDF\  VFJ[,P  DG[  VF8L"S, G\P ! GL 

T,JFZ  ATFJJFDF\  VFJ[  K[  T[  H  K[  H[   D[  VFZM5L  ;\NL5  pP  ;MG] 

3]3Z]JF/JF/FV[ 5\RM Z]AZ] SF-L VF5[, T[ H K[ T[ ;FY[ ;FD[, :,L5DF\ A[ 
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5\RMGL ;CL K[ T[DH Z]AZ] TZLS[GL DFZL ;CL K[ H[ CJ[ ZH] NFB, VF\S o !

_*_ VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P  DG[ 5\RGFD] lGP !*#q** G]\ V;, 5\RGFD] 

ATFJJFDF\  VFJ[  K[  H[  DFZL  Z]AZ]  5\RMV[  ,BFjIF  D]HA  DFZF  ZF.8Z 

VXMSGF C:TF1FZDF\ ,BFI[, K[ H[ C:TF1FZ C]\ VM/B] K] T[DF 5\RMV[ DFZL 

Z]AZ] ;CL SZ[, T[DH Z]AZ] TZLS[ D[\ DFZL ;CL SZ[, T[ CJ[ NFB, ZH] VF\S 

o !_*! VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P 

!_P C]\  SM8"DF\  CFHZ  VFZM5L  5{SL  ;\NL5  ;MG] 

G[ VM/BL ATFJ] K] VFZM5LG[ T[G] GFD 5]KTF HI[X ZFDHLEF. 5ZDFZ 

CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[ H[ Z[S0" 5ZYL BZ] CMJFG] DF,]D 50[ K[P  C]\ SM8"DF\ CFHZ 

ALHF V[S VFZM5LG[  ;\NL5 TZLS[  VM/BL ATFJ]  K]  VFZM5LG[  T[G]  GFD 

5]KTF S{,FX WMAL CMJFG] H6FJ[ K[P H[ Z[S0" 5ZYL BF+L SZTF BZ] CMJFG] 

H6FI K[P  ”

238. My  attention  is  thereafter  drawn  by 

Shri  Kodekar  to  the  testimony  of  PW-331 Shri 

Girishkumar Laxmanbhai Singhal whose testimony is on 

the record of the present proceedings at Exh.1217. 

According to Shri Kodekar, this witness has played a 

significant  role  in  the  investigation  into  the 

offence  inasmuch  as,  he  was  in  charge  of  the 

investigation  from  06/04/2003  to  15/12/2006.  The 

witness in the course of his testimony in paragraph-

3 (reproduced verbatim herein below) on page-2, has 

testified  that  absconding  accused  Jayesh  Ramji 

Parmar was arrested in another offence and thereby 

came to be arrested in the present offence on the 
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strength of a transfer warrant. The said accused is 

accused  No.41  herein.  It  is  pointed  out  that  a 

muddamal weapon in the shape of a sword was seized 

in terms of a panchnama Exh.1218 which recorded the 

recovery of the said muddamal weapon at the instance 

of  accused  No.41.  The  witness  has  positively 

identified the said muddamal weapon in the Court. 

The witness has further testified that on completion 

of  the  investigation,  a  supplementary  chargesheet 

came to be filed against accused No.41 Jayesh Ramji 

Parmar. The witness, however, has failed to identify 

accused No.41 in the Court. 

“#P VF  U]GFGF  GF;TF  OZTF  VFZM5L  HI[X ZFDHLEF. 

5ZDFZ4 D[3F6LGUZ 5MP:8[PDF\  VgI U]GFDF\ 5S0FI[, CM. 5MP;P.P zL 

ALPV[PRFJ0FG[  VF  VFZM5LG[  8=Fg;OZ JFZ\8  D[/JL ZH]  SZJF DF8[  IFNL 

VF5[, CTLP  H[ VFWFZ[ 5MP;P.P zL RFJ0FV[ VFZM5LGM SAHM D[/JL ZH] 

SZTF\  VF  U]GFDF\  D[\  T[G[  V8S  SZ[,P   AFN  ;FC[N  wJFZF  VF 

VFZM5LV[  U]GFDF\  JF5Z[, T,JFZ ZH]  SZTF\  A[  5\RMGL CFHZLDF\  5\RMGF 

H6FjIF D]HA VF CYLIFZ SAH[ SZJFDF\ VFJ[,P  ”

239. Drawing  my  attention  further  to  his 

testimony, Shri Kodekar submits that the witness got 

arrested accused No.38 Manish Jain and accused No.39 

Mukesh Thakor and filed a chargesheet against the 

accused. The witness has played a major role with 

regard to the obtaining of call details and CDs from 

various  cellular  phone  service  providers  and  the 

witness was entrusted due inquiries into the seizure 
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made by DCP Shri Rahul Sharma and a detailed report 

was filed by the present witness on completion of 

due inquiries. 

240. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 

further investigation and further arrest of the part 

of the remaining absconding accused was proceeded 

with by DSP Shri H.R.Muliyana who has been examined 

as PW-329 at Exh.1211. The witness claims to have 

taken over further investigation into the present 

offence on 15/12/2006 and the investigation remained 

in the hands of the present witness till 27/04/2008. 

It  is  relevant  to  note  that  complying  with  the 

directions of the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India a 

Special Investigating Team was formed on 10/04/2008 

to carry out further investigation in compliance of 

the directions of the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India 

and  in  terms  of  the  provisions  contained  in 

Sec.173(8) of the Cr.P.C. It is submitted that in 

the  course  of  his  testimony,  the  witness   has 

testified that he arrested accused No.40 Parbatsing 

Tarsansing Thakor on 08/04/2008. 

241. It  is  submitted  that  the  present 

witness  has  testified  that  it  emerged  from  the 

investigation  that  the  arrested  accused  No.40 

Parbatsing was injured on account of some private 

firing on the date of the incident and therefore, a 

panchnama  was  got  drawn  at  the  instance  of  the 

accused with regard to the place where the accused 
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sustained such injuries. The panchnama is on the 

record of the proceedings at Exh.1212. It is pointed 

out by Shri Kodekar that PW-119 Dr.Narendra G. Joshi 

whose deposition is on the record of the present 

proceedings  at  Exh.595,  has  clearly  deposed  with 

regard to accused No.40 sustaining a bullet injury 

on  the  date  of  the  incident  and  an  injury 

certificate is issued by the said witness i.e. PW-

119 which is on the record of the proceedings at 

Exh.596. It is pointed out that the witness PW-119 

has further testified that no object was removed 

from the body of the injured accused No.40.  

242. Drawing  my  attention  to 

paragraph-3  (reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  of 

the testimony of  PW-329, it is submitted that the 

witness  claims  to  have  recorded  statements  of 

relevant witnesses particularized in paragraph-3 of 

his deposition and on completion of investigation 

against the present accused, a chargesheet came to 

be  filed.  The  witness  has  positively  identified 

accused No.40 in the Court.

“#P VF ;FY[  ;FY[  VDMV[  ;LPCM:5LP GF 5M,L; ;H"G 

0MP  H[PJLP   ;TF5ZFG]\  lGJ[NG  56  ,LW[,P   T[DH  ;LPCM:5LP 

BFT[ VMP5LP0LP 8[A, 5Z NJFBFGF 0I]8L SMg;P zL lSZ65]ZL ASS, G\P 

&$&Z G]\  lGJ[NG 56 ,LW[, K[P   VFZM5LGL  JW]  5]K5ZK DF8[  GFDP 

SM8"DF\YL ZLDFg0GL SFI"JFCL 56 SZ[, K[P  ”
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243. It is pointed out that at the cost of 

repetition, it may be stated that on 10/04/2008, 

responding to the numerous complaints filed by the 

victims, the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India passed 

appropriate  orders  directing  the  formation  of  a 

Special Investigating Team to carry out a thorough 

investigation and determine as to whether there was 

involvement of Police officials and other political 

leaders as claimed by the complainants/victims. It 

is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that however, before 

relating the relevant material post formation of the 

S.I.T.,  it  would  be  necessary  to  refer  to  the 

testimony of PW-330 Shri Rahul Sharma at Exh.1213, 

who was the DSP, Bhavnagar at the relevant time and 

was  thereafter  transferred  to  Ahmedabad  as  DCP 

(Control Room) on 26/03/2002. Drawing my attention 

to the testimony of the said witness, it is pointed 

out that the witness has played a vital role in 

ensuring  that  there  was  further  strenuous  and 

appropriate investigation into the offence and it is 

pointed out that the witness has played a vital role 

in bringing to light the call details relating to 

the cell phones used by a number of accused as also 

some of the high ranking Police officials and the 

material  collected  by  the  witness  has  played  a 

significant  role  in  the  present  offence.  The 

witness, according to Shri Kodekar, has testified 

that the witness while discharging his duties as DCP 

(Control  Room),  was  also  in  addition  thereto 

required to carry out such other and further duties 
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as may be assigned to him by his superior officer 

being the Commissioner of Police of Ahmedabad. The 

witness was also, according to Shri Kodekar and in 

terms of his testimony, required to hold charge of 

other senior officers of other zones in Ahmedabad 

city  who  for  reasons,  would  not  be  available  on 

duty. 

244. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-4 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of  the  witness,  it  is  pointed  out  that  on 

07/05/2002, the witness was orally intimated by the 

then  Police  Commissioner  Shri  P.C.Pandey  and  was 

directed  to  assist  Additional  Police  Commissioner 

Shri Suroliya who was attached to the Crime Branch, 

Ahmedabad and the present witness was directed to 

assist  Shri  Suroliya  in  the  best  manner  that  he 

could.

$P“ TFP*q5q_Z  GF  ZMH  H[  T[  ;DI  GF  5MPSDLP  zL 

5LP;LP 5F\0[   TZOYL   DG[     .g8ZSMD    5Z    DF{lBS  ;]RGF  VF5JFDF\ 

VFJ[,   S[4 S|F.DA|FgRGF H[ T[  ;DIGF V[0LPSlDPzL ;]ZM,LIF ;FC[A 

5F;[ H.            T[DGL 5F;[ RF,TL U\ELZ U]GFVMGL T5F;DF\ DNN SZJLP 

H[YL C]\       T[          H      NLJ;[ zL ;]ZM,LIF ;FC[A 5F;[ UI[,P  ”

245. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-5 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of PW-330, Shri Kodekar submits that the witness in 

the course of his assisting the investigation of 
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Shri  Suroliya,  decided  that  since  the  two  major 

offences that took place on 27/02/2002, required a 

fair and impartial investigation, the witness in an 

attempt to do so, decided to bring on record and 

make a part of the investigative process scientific 

and  forensic  evidence  which  would  help  the 

investigating  agency  in  arriving  at  a  fair  and 

impartial  conclusion  of  the  investigation.  The 

witness  has  testified  that  he  had  specific 

information that wide spread use of cell phones was 

made by the accused and interested persons in the 

course  of  riots  and  disturbances  and  in  the 

circumstances, the witness felt that it would be 

productive for the investigation if material in the 

shape of call details of relevant accused and other 

interested persons were obtained from the cellular 

phone  service  providers  and  made  a  part  of  the 

investigation. The witness has testified that in the 

circumstances, the witness proceeded to obtain the 

necessary records and call details of persons felt 

to  be  involved  in  the  incident  and  such  details 

were, in terms of paragraph-5 of his testimony on 

page-4, sought to be obtained from mobile service 

providers  CELFORCE  and  AT&T  which  were  the  two 

service  providers.  The  witness  claims  to  have 

received details from AT&T within four to five days 

of such demand wherein the details as sought for 

were provided. The witness claims that the format in 

which such information was provided was supplied in 

the form of CDs which the witness stored in his 
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personal computer at his residence and the original 

CD containing such details was handed over to the 

then I.O. Shri S.S.Chudasama (PW-332). The witness 

has  further  testified  that  the  service  provider 

CELFORCE  was  delaying  the  providing  of  necessary 

information  on  account  of  which  Shri  Suroliya 

demanded such details from CELFORCE at an early date 

on account of which the present witness received 

such details from CELFORCE and the data and details 

was, according to the witness, in the M.S. Excess 

format  of  which  the  witness  claims  to  have  no 

knowledge,  and  in  the  circumstances,  the  witness 

sought the assistance of a Police Officer who was 

well versed in computer skills being P.S.I. Shri 

Chandna  who  was  attached  to  the  Police 

Commissioner's office, Ahmedabad. Shri Chandna was 

instructed  by  the  witness  to  go  to  the  service 

provider  CELFORCE  and  obtain  the  necessary 

information in terms of what was demanded by Shri 

Suroliya. It is pointed out by the present witness 

that in the interim, Shri Suroliya was replaced by 

Shri  P.P.Pandey  as  the  Head  of  Crime  Branch, 

Ahmedabad and consequent thereto, it appears that 

the service provider CELFORCE furnished the details 

in  the  form  sought  for  by  the  investigating 

agencies. The witness claims to have verified the 

details  after  obtaining  the  assistance  of  Shri 

Chandna in that regard and it was found that even 

the  freshly  supplied  details  were  lacking  any 

material  particulars  and  therefore,  the  witness 
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instructed  Shri  Chandna  to  yet  again  visit  the 

office of the service provider CELFORCE to obtain 

the necessary details.

“5P DG[ VF SFDULZL ;M\5JFDF VFJL tIFZ[ D]bI 

A[ AGFJ AgIFG[ ;JF A[ YL V-L DF;GM ;DI YI[,P  VG[ VF U]GFGF 

SFD[  VF1F[5M  5|lTVF1F[5M  YI[,F  CTFP   H[YL  T5F;GL 

T8:YTFG[  wIFG[  ZFBL VDMV[  GSSL SZ[, S[4  VF U]GFGF SFD[  J{7FlGS 

5]ZFJM  D[/JJMP   VDFZL  5F;[  DFCLTL  CTL  S[4  SMDL  ZDBF6M  NZdIFG 

DMAF., OMGGM DCtTD p5IMU YI[, K[P  H[YL D[ V[JL ;,FC VF5[, S[4 

DMAF.,  OMGGL  S\5GL  VM  5F;[YL  HM  DFCLTL  D[/JJFDF\  VFJ[  TM 

VFZM5LVM AFATDF\ DCtJGF 5]ZFJF D/L XS[ T[D K[P H[ DFCLTLDF\ VDMV[ 

DMAF., OMGGF G\AZGL lJUTM4 SIF ;DI VG[ S[8,F ;DI ;]\WL JFT 

Y. T[ VG[ S. HuIFV[YL JFT Y. K[ JU[Z[ V\U[GL DFCLTL VG[ DMAF., 

OMGGF WFZSMGF GFD ;ZGFDF JU[Z[GL DFCLTL H[ T[ ;DI[ DMAF., ;lJ"; 

VF5GFZ ;[,OM;" VG[ V[8L V[g0 8L S\5GLVM 5F;[ DFUJFDF\ VFJ[,P  ”

246. Drawing  my  attention  to  paragraph-9 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of the said witness, Shri Kodekar has pointed out 

that in June, 2002, the witness was instructed by 

Shri P.P.Pandey by a written letter to study deeply 

the CDs available and relating to such cell phone 

records and the present witness was directed to file 

a report after carrying out such study. The witness 

submits  that  in  a  short  while  therefrom,  he  was 

transferred to the S.R.P. and in the circumstances, 
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he was unable to study in detail the contents of the 

CDs. However, the witness claims to have inserted in 

his  personal  computer  the  details  provided  by 

CELFORCE  to  enable  him  to  carry  out  further 

investigation. The witness, thereafter, handed over 

the original CDs to Shri Pandey through P.S.I. Shri 

Chandna and the CDs were handed over to Shri Chandna 

with a direction to be in turn handed over to Shri 

P.P.Pandey.

“)P tIFZ  5KL H]G Z__Z GF  K[<,F  V9JF0LIFDF\  V[S 

lGD5+  DFZOT[  zL  5LP5LP5F\0[  wJFZF  DG[  VF5JFDF\  VFJ[,P   VG[ 

;NZC]  ;L0LGM  VeIF;  SZL  ZL5M8"  SZJF  H6FJ[,P    5Z\T] 

H[  T[  JBT[  ZYIF+F  A\NMA:T  DF8[  T{IFZL  RF,TL  CM.  VG[  tIFZAFN 

8]\S  ;DIDF\  DFZL  AN,L  V[;PVFZP5LP  H]Y  !!  DF\  YI[,  CM.  D[\  VF 

;L0LGM VeIF; SZ[, GYLP   5Z\T] ;L0L D?IF TFZLB YL AN,LGM VM0"Z 

D?IFGL TFZLB ;]WLDF\ ;NZC] DFCLTLGF VeIF; ;FZ]       D[   ;[,OM;"  

wJFZF  DMS,JFDF\  VFJ[,  ;L0LGL   DFCLTLG[  56 DFZF  3ZGF  SMd5PGL 

CF0"0L:S  5Z  SM5L  SZ[,P   SM5L  SIF"  5KL  D[\  VMZLHLG,  ;L0L  zL 

5LP5LP5F\0[G[ 5ZT SZJF DF8[ zL RF\NGFG[ ;]RGF VF5[,P VG[ T[ DF8[ ;L0L 

RF\NGFG[  ;M\5[,P   zL  RF\NGFV[  A[  +6  JBT  5|IF;  SZ[,  56  NZ[S 

JBT[  zL  5LP5LP5F\0[  ;FC[A  ;FY[  T[GM  ;\5S"  YI[,  GCLP   HIF\  ;]WL 

DG[ BAZ K[ tIF\  ;]WL DFZF RFH" KM0TF VUFp V[S A[ NLJ; VUFp D[\  

Sg8=M,  Z]DGF  V[S  ZF.0Z  G[  ;NZC]  ;[,OM;"GL  ;L0L  ;M\5L  zL 

5LP5LP5F\0[ G[ 5ZT SZJF ;]RGF VF5[,P  H[ ;L0L ZF.0Z[ zL 5LP5LP 5F\0[ 

;FC[AG[ ;M\5L VFJ[,P  ZF.0Z SM6 CTF T[G]  GFD VG[ VM/B VFH[  C]\ 
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H6FJL XS] T[D GYLP  ”

247. The witness in terms of his testimony 

in paragraph-10 (reproduced verbatim herein below) 

on page-8, according to Shri Kodekar, has testified 

that  the  details  provided  by  cell  phone  service 

providers,  were  very  voluminous  and  in  the 

circumstances, since the witness did not possess the 

necessary  computer  skills,  again  sought  for  the 

assistance  of  Shri  Chandna  and  the  information 

provided was sought to be compressed in a CD for the 

sake of investigative convenience. The details of 

the call records as provided by AT&T, according to 

the witness, were compressed into one zip file and 

the details of CELFORCE were also compressed into 

another zip file and were recorded on a CD which the 

witness prepared for the purposes of investigation. 

The witness further claims to have got made more 

copies of such CD and two copies thereof were handed 

over  to  a  specialized  Commission  comprising  of 

Justice G.T.Nanavati and Justice K.G.Shah (commonly 

known as “Nanavati-Shah Commission”) and one copy of 

the CD was also forwarded by the witness to the 

Commission of retired Supreme Court Judge Justice 

U.C. Banerjee and the CD was also handed over to 

Shri  P.L.Mall  of  the  Naroda  Police  Station  in 

connection  with  an  offence  registered  at  I-

C.R.No.98/2002 (arising out of Naroda Gam incident).

“!_P DFZF SMd5PGL CF0"0L:S 5Z CJ[ V[8L V[g0 8L 
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VG[ ;[,OM;"  A\G[  ;[,OMG S\5GLVMGL DFCLTL CTLP  U]HZFTDF\  5M,L; 

VWLSFZLVMDF\ V[S 5|YF K[ S[4 T[VMH[ S[;GL T5F; G] ;]5ZJLhG VYJF 

T[GL ;FY[ T5F;DF\ SM. EFU EHJ[, CMI TM T[ ;A\WLT  N:TFJ[HGL V[S 

GS,  ZFB[  K[P  DFZL  5F;[  DFZF  SMd5P  GF  CF0"0L:SDF\  H[  DFCLTL   CTL 

T[ DFCLTL B]AH DM8L CTLP H[     VFXZ[ !P( HLPALP H[8,L CTLP VF TDFD 

DFCLTLG[ V[S ;L0L AGFJJF DF8[ D[\ zL RF\NGF 5F;[ 8[SGLS, DFU"NX"G 

D[/J[,P VG[ T[DGF SC[JF 5|DF6[ D[\ VF DFCLTLG[ hL5 SZL DFZF SMd5PDF\ 

VFJ[, ;L0L ZF.8Z DFZOT[ V[S ;L0L AGFJ[,P  H[ ;L0LDF\ V[8L V[g0 8L 

GL V[S hL5 OF., K[P VG[     ;[,OM;"GL V[S H]NL hL5 OF., K[P  H[ ;L0L 

GL A[ GS,M AGFJL D[\ GF6FJ8L XFC SlDXGDF\ VF5[,L VG[ V[S ;L0L 

NL<CL BFT[ VFJ[, A[GHL" SDL8LDF\ VF5[,LP  VG[ DFZF wJFZF AGFJJFDF\ 

VFJ[,  5|YD  ;L0L  zL  5LPV[,PDF,4  GZM0F  5M,L;  :8[XG  DF\  NFB, 

YI[, U]PZP G\P   )(q_Z sGZM0F UFDf U]GFGF ;\NE"DF\ VF5[,P  ”

248. The  witness  has  testified  in 

paragraph-11 (reproduced verbatim herein below) that 

his  personal  computer  was  hacked  by  a  number  of 

viruses  during  the  period  from  2002  to  2009  and 

therefore, it was impossible to retrieve any data 

from his personal computer. 

“!!P p5ZF\T4  DFZF  3ZGF  SMd5P  H[GF  5Z  p5ZMST 

H6FJ[,  ;L0L  AGFJJFDF\  VFJ[,  T[  ;L0L  56  GZM0F  5M,L;  :8[P 

OPU]PZPG\P )(q_Z GF SFD[ TFP #qZq_) GF ZMH SAH[      ,[JFDF\ VFJ[, 

K[P  5Z\T] VF ;DI NZdIFG V[8,[ S[4 Z__Z YL ,.G[ Z__) ;]WL DFZF 
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SMd5P  DF\  36L  JBT  JF.Z;  VFJL  HTF\  D[\  DFZF  SMd5P  GL 

CF0"0L:SG[ VMKFDF\  VMKL 5\NZYL JL; JBT OMD"8 SZ[, CX[P  H[  5{SL4 

VMKFDF\  VMKL ;FT YL VF9 JBT ,M ,[J, OMD"[8L\U SZ[, CX[P   H[YL 

H[ T[ JBT[ D[\ zL DF,G[ H6FJ[, S[4 VF SMd5P DF\YL SM. HFTGL DFCLTL 

D[/JJL B]AH D]xS[,L YX[P  ;G[ Z__ZGF JQF"DF\ H[ SMd5P p5ZYL DFZL 5|

YD ;L0L AGFJJFDF\  VFJ[, T[  SMd5PGL OST CF0"0L:S4 ;L0L ZF.8Z4 

;L0L ZMD VG[ hL5 0=F.J Z__) GF JQF"DF\  DFZF SMd5P DF\  CT]P  VFGF 

;LJFI ALHL TDFD J:T]VM H[JL S[4 DF.S|M          5|M;[;Z4 Z[D4 JU[Z[ GJL 

CT]P VG[ T[G[ VF ;L0L T{IFZ SZ[, T[ SFI"JFCL ;FY[ SM. ;A\W GYLP  ”

249. Drawing  my attention  to paragraph-13 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony, 

Shri Kodekar submits that the witness was called 

over on 04/06/2002 by the then Police Commissioner 

Shri K.R.Kaushik through a written letter and on 

04/06/2002, the witness was also given directions on 

telephone  by  Shri  P.P.Pandey  who  directed  the 

witness to come over to the office of Shri Pandey 

and the witness has testified that at that stage, 

Shri  Pandey  handed  over  the  relevant  documents 

pertaining to Naroda Patiya incident and directed 

the  witness  to  study  the  documents  and  make  his 

comments  thereupon.  The  witness  claims  to  have 

initially declined to carry out such directions, but 

on  account  of  the  insistence  of  Shri  Pandey, 

according  to  the  witness,  he  went  through  the 

documents and the witness has further testified that 
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on taking up investigation into the documents as 

stated above, the witness went through the contents 

of the chargesheet wherein it was provided that the 

incident of Naroda Patiya took place on account of 

the fact that a truck driver had deliberately run 

over his truck on some victims which led to the 

incident. The witness PW-330 has testified that he 

was not willing to accept such conclusion in the 

chargesheet and he disclosed his disagreement with 

such  conclusion  and  finding  to  Shri  Pandey  who 

brushed aside the objections of the present witness 

and in the circumstances, the witness wrote a letter 

to the then Police Commissioner Shri K.R.Kaushik. It 

is submitted that the witness is very relevant and 

material  to  show  on  record  that  the  initial 

investigation  was  not  carried  out  in  a  free  and 

impartial manner and it was only upon the victims 

complaining to the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India 

that  a  S.I.T.  was  formed  on  10/04/2008  and 

investigation was carried out by such S.I.T., an 

integral part of which investigation relied upon the 

documents, CDs and material provided by the present 

witness PW-330.

“!#P GFIA  5MPSDLP  Sg8=M,  Z]D  VDNFJFN  XC[Z 

TZLS[ DFZF SFI"SF/ NZdIFG D[\ TFP $q&q_Z GFZMH H[T[ ;DIGF 5MPSDLP 

zL S[PVFZPSF{lXS G[ V[S lGD5+ ,B[,P  lGD5+ ,BJFG] SFZ6 GLR[ 5|

DF6[ CT]P

TFP$q&q_Z GF ZMH zL 5LP5LP5F\0[ ;FC[AGM DFZF 5Z OMG 
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VFJ[,P VG[ DG[ T[DGL SR[ZLV[ AM,FJ[,P  C]\ zL 5LP5LP5F\0[ ;FC[A    5F;[ 

5CM\R[,P  tIFZ[  zL 5LP5LP 5F\0[  ;FC[A[  DG[ GZM0F 5F8LIF AGFJGF S[; 

SFU/M  VF5L  VeIF;  SZL  8L%56L  SZJF  H6FJ[,P   5|YDTM  D[\  VF 

SFI"JFCL  SZJF  GF  5F0[,  SFZ6S[4  C]\  GZM0F  5F8LIF  U]GFGL  T5F; 

;FY[  HM0FI[,  GCTMP   VG[  T5F;  NZdIFG  X]\  X]\  AGFJ  AG[, 

K[T[ AFATG]\ 7FG DFZL 5F;[ GCT]P  5Z\T]4 zL 5F\0[ ;FC[A wJFZF JFZ\JFZ 

ZH]VFT SZTF\  D[\  VF SFU/M JF\R[,FP  H[  SFU/M JF\RTF DFZF wIFG 5Z 

VFJ[,  S[4  RFH"XL8DF\  V[JM  p<,[B  K[  S[4  AGFJGF  NLJ;[  SM.  8=S 

0=F.JZ[  8=S VD]S DF6;M 5Z O[ZJL GF\BTF T[ DF6;MGF DMT YI[, H[GF 

SFZ6[ GZM0F5F8LIFGM AGFJ AG[,P  VF lJRFZWFZF ;FY[ C]\ ;\DT GCTMP 

VG[ D[\ DFZ] D\TjI zL 5F\0[ 5F;[ H6FJ[,P  VF ;DI[ GFIA 5MPSDLP zL 

S|F.DA|FgR zL J6hFZF ;FC[A VG[  T5F;GLX VWLSFZL zL R]0F;DF 

56 tIF\ CFHZ CTFP  DFZF D\TjIYL zL 5F\0[ VG[ ALHF VWLSFZLVM ;\DT 

G  YTF\  D[\  T[DG[  H6FJ[,  S[4  U]GFGL  T5F;GL  HJFANFZL  T5F;GLX 

VWLSFZL  VG[  T[DGF  ;]5ZJF.hZL  VWLSFZLGL  CMI  K[  H[YL  VF5 

;F{G[ H[ IMuI ,FU[ T[ D]HA VF5 SFI"JFCL SZL XSM KMP   tIFZ 5KL D[\ DFZL 

SR[ZLV[  V[8,[  S[4  GFIA  5MPSDLP  Sg8=M,  Z]DGL  SR[ZL  V[  VFJL  zL 

SF{lXS ;FC[AG[ p5Z H6FJ[, lGD5+ ,B[,P  ”

250. My attention is also drawn thereafter 

to the testimonies of PW-319 Shri K.G.Chandna and 

PW-320  Shri  S.P.Gedam  whose  testimonies  are  at 

Exhs.1139 and 1140 respectively, on the record of 

the present proceedings. These witnesses, according 
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to Shri Kodekar, complete the chain of events and 

corroborate  the  testimony  of  PW-330  Shri  Rahul 

Sharma with regard to the preparation and handing 

over  of  CDs  containing  the  call  details  of  cell 

phones used by interested persons related to the 

present incident. It is submitted that the testimony 

of PW-318 Shri Dhiren Lariya at Exh.1137, is partly 

relevant  inasmuch  as,  the  witness  was  a  senior 

officer with CELFORCE at the relevant time and the 

witness  testifies  to  have  provided  relevant  call 

details to PW-330 and PW-319 Shri Chandna. It is 

submitted  that  the  testimony  of  PW-330  is  thus 

corroborated  by  the  testimonies  of  these  three 

witnesses  and  the  irregularities  in  the 

investigation till 10/04/2008 are highlighted from 

the testimonies of such witnesses. It is submitted 

that it is not material at the moment to establish 

the charges against the accused, but it is necessary 

that  it  is  in  light  of  such  investigation  that 

accused No.57 was arraigned as an accused in the 

present proceedings. 

251. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

at this point of time, it emerged that the victims 

were  largely  unsatisfied  with  the  investigation 

process and had significant grievance about the fact 

of the IOs not recording the statements of victims 

in an appropriate manner and that it appeared to the 

victims that there was an all out effort on the part 
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of  the  investigation  and  Government  machinery  to 

protect  influential  and  higher-up  politicians  as 

also Police Officers on account of which the victims 

cumulatively approached the Hon'ble Supreme Court of 

India by filing Special C.A.No.109/2003 before the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court of India. The Hon'ble Supreme 

Court  of  India  while  conducting  hearing  of  the 

proceedings, also partly agreed with the grievances 

of the petitioners and therefore, vide an order, 

directed the constitution of a Special Investigating 

Team to carry out further investigation into the 

offence  as  per  the  provisions  contained  in 

Sec.173(8) of the Cr.P.C. Accordingly, a S.I.T. came 

to be formed and the S.I.T. so formed ordered that 

the ongoing investigation which was being conducted 

by Shri H.R.Muliyana i.e. PW-329, be continued by 

him and further investigation remained in the hands 

of  such  I.O.  till  27/04/2008.  Consequently,  vide 

order dated 13/05/2008, the then ACP ('L' Division), 

Ahmedabad City Shri J.M.Suthar was handed over the 

investigation  into  the  present  offence  and  Shri 

Suthar  took  over  as  I.O.  on  14/05/2008. 

Incidentally, Shri Suthar is the vital Prosecution 

witness who has brought closure to the investigation 

process, arrested the remaining accused an filed the 

final chargesheet herein. Shri Suthar is examined as 

PW-335 at Exh.1289. 

252. Shri Kodekar has pointed out that the 
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examination-in-chief  of  this  witness  itself  runs 

into 61 long pages and further examination-in-chief 

under re-examination is also carried out consequent 

to  the  excessively  detailed  and  lengthy  cross 

examination by the defence. It is pointed out by 

Shri  Kodekar  that  the  said  witness  has,  in  the 

course of his investigation, got arrested no less 

than 25 of the accused herein of whom the following 

were  arrested  in  terms  of  relevant  separate  and 

distinct  arrest  panchnamas  as  per  the  following 

details:-

Sr.
No.

Accused Date  of 
arrest

Arrest  panch-
nama Exh.

Name No.

1 Parbatsinh  @  Darpansinh 
Tarsangji

40 18/04/2008 1356

2 Raju  @  Mamo  Kaniyo  Ram 
Avtar tiwari

42 17/09/2008 1315

3 Naran Sitaramtok 43 17/09/2008 1316

4 Nagin Hasmukhbhai Patni 44 17/09/2008 1317

5 Dashrath  @  Gatting 
Jivanbhai Patni

45 17/09/2008 1338

6 Lakhansing  @  Laliyo 
Bhuriyo Lalubha Chudasama

46 17/09/2008 1319

7 Dharmesh  Prahladbhai 
Shukla

47 17/09/2008 1320

8 Jitendra  @  Nitu  Pratapji 
thakor

48 04/11/2008 1321

9 Mahesh  @  Pappu  Pratapji 
Thakor

49 04/11/2008 1322

10 Kapil  Dev  Narayan  @ 
Munnabhai Misra

50 04/11/2008 1323

11 Mahesh Ramjibhai Nath 51 12/11/2008 1324

12 Suresh  @  Kali  Dahyabhai 
Dhobi

52 12/11/2008 1325

13 Sushil Brijmohan Sharma 53 18/11/2008 1326

14 Bharat  Laxmanbhai  God 55 26/11/2008 1328
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Rajput

15 Bharat  @  Bharat  Taili 
Shitalaprasad Balodiya

54 24/11/2008 1327

16 Pradip Khanabhai Parmar 56 29/12/2008 1329

17 Kiritkumar Govindji Erda 57 08/09/2009 1330

18 Meghsing  Dhupsing 
Chaudhary

58 20/02/2009 1331

19 Atul Indravadan Vaidya 59 20/02/2009 1332

20 Bipin Ambalal Patel 60 25/02/2009 1333

21 Chunilal  Jethaji 
Prajapati

61 25/02/2009 1334

22 Dilip Kantilal Jinger 62 26/02/2009 1335

23 Dinesh Prabhudas Sharma 63 07/03/2009 1336

24 Shivcharan  @  Lallo  S/o. 
Ramjinath

64 11/08/2009 1337

25 Mukesh  @  Bhuriyo 
S/o.Mafabhai  Patni 
(Juvenile accused)

- 12/11/2008 -

253. Shri Kodekar also points out that 

the  statement  of  relevant  witnesses  and  further 

investigation  in  terms  of  such  statements  was 

carried out by the present witness. The said I.O. 

also  investigated  and  thoroughly  scrutinized  the 

role  of  senior  Police  Officers  in  the  present 

offence  more  particularly  in  light  of  the 

complaints  made  against  such  officers  by  the 

victims and other interested organizations. It is 

more  particularly  in  light  of  such  detailed 

investigation that the role played by accused No.57 

Shri  K.G.Erda  is  particularly  highlighted  in 

paragraphs 63 to 76 (all reproduced verbatim herein 

below) of his deposition and it is largely based 

upon the facts contained in and emerging from such 
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testimony  and  which  form  the  part  of  the 

investigative process that Shri Erda was sought to 

be arraigned as and was ultimately arraigned as an 

accused on the record of the present proceedings. 

It  is  pointed  out  that  the  witness  has  clearly 

specified and testified with regard to the clear 

acts  and  omissions  on  the  part  of  accused  No.57 

which  have  been  instrumental  in  the  incident 

getting out of hand and which resulted in loss of 

lives  to  the  extent  as  has  taken  place  in  the 

present incident. 

254. However,  Shri  Kodekar  has  also 

highlighted a very important aspect which has not 

emerged from the testimony of any of the previous 

witnesses  referred  to  herein  above  and  which 

possibly  has  emerged  only  in  the  course  of  the 

further  investigation  carried  out  by  Shri  Suthar 

i.e. the present witness upon constitution of the 

S.I.T. 

255. Drawing  my attention  to paragraph-74 

of the testimony of this witness, it is pointed out 

that it emerges that in the course of investigation, 

it became clear that Shri Ehsan Jafri had in self 

defence  fired  from  his  licensed  weapon  which 

resulted in injuries being caused to no less than 15 

persons of whom one such injured also lost his life. 

256. The  paragraphs  Nos.63  to  76  of  the 
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deposition  of  this  witness  i.e.  PW-335,  are 

reproduced verbatim herein below:-

&#P“ zL  S[PHLPV[Z0F  V[  VF  AGFJ  JBT[  VFU  ,FU[,L 

T[  DF8[  OFIZ  lA|U[0G[  AM,FJJF  DF8[  5FK/YL  SM.  ZLSM,  SZ[,  GYL 

VG[ TFP(q#q_Z ;]WL 56 VFU ,FUTL CTL tIF\  ;]WL OFIZlA|U[0GM 

p5IMU SZ[, GYLP  

&$P zL  S[PHLPV[Z0F  V[  AGFJJF/L  HuIFV[YL  D/L 

VFJ[, ,FXMGF a,0 ;[d5, ,[JF DF8[ SM. SFI"JFCL SZ[, GYLP 

&5P zL  S[PHLP  V[Z0FV[  ,FXMGF  .gSP  5\RGFDF 

DLS[GLS,L  T{IFZ  SZ[,F  V[8,[  S[4  AGFJJF/L  HuIFV[  5\RM  Z]AZ] 

T[VMV[ NZ[S .gSP 5\RGFDFGM 8F.D JL; DLGL8GM ATFJL T[ 5KL 5\FR 

DLGL8GM  UF/M  ZFBL  ALHF  .gSP  VFZLT[  DLS[GLS,L  EZ[,F  K[  H[GF 

SFZ6[ ,FXM 5Z YI[,L .HFVM S[ VgI SM. J:T]VMGL T5F; p\0F65]J"S 

YI[, GYLP

&&P VFJF  DCtJGF  SMdI]G,  A\WGF  V[,FG 

JBT[ JL0LIMU|FOL SZFJJL HZ]ZL CTL T[D KTF T[VMV[ AGFJ JBT[ SM. 

lJ0LIMU|FOL SZFJ[, GYLP 

&*P VFJF  SMdI]G,  A\WGF  V[,FG  ;\NE["  SMDL  DFG; 

WZFJTF TtJMGL SM. l5|J[g8LJ V[Z[:8 TFPZ*qZq_Z GF ZMH SZ[, GYLP 

T[VMV[ HFT[ A\NMA:TGL JC[\R6L SZ[, GYLP TFAFGF SD"RFZLVMV[ S. 

ZLT[ OZH AHFJJL T[G] SM. V[0JFg; AL|OL\U SZ[, GYL 4T[GL SM. :8[XG 

0FIZLDF\  GM\W SZ[, GYLP TFPZ(qZ GFG ZMH 56 SM. l5|J[g8LJ V[Z[:8 

GYLP VF AGFJ RF,]  CTM T[  NZdIFG 56 SM. VFZM5LGL :Y/ 5ZYL 
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WZ5S0 SZ[, GYLP 

&(P SMdI]G,  ZFIM8;  JBT[  X]\  SFDULZL  SZJL  T[GL 

SMdI]G, ZFIM8; :SLD VD,DF\  CTL  VG[  T[VMV[  HFT[  AGFJ[,  CTLP 

T[DF\ SMDL ;\J[NGXL, :Y/M 5Z A\NMA:T SZJFGM CTMP H[DF\YL GJDF\YL 

RFZ :Y/ 5Z SM. 5M,L; A\NMA:T UM9J[, G CTM VG[  T[DF U],AU" 

;M;FPGL  VFH]AFH]GF  lJ:TFZGM  56  ;DFJ[X  YFI  K[P  D[3F6LGUZ 

5MP:8[P  TZOYL  ;L8G[  DMS,L  VF5JFDF\  VFJ[,  ;G[  Z__!vZ__Z  GL 

SMdI]G, ZFIM8; :SLDGF SFU/MG]\ A\R C]\ VF ;FY[ ZH] SZ] K] T[G[ ;\I]ST 

VF\S o !#5( VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P

&)P SMDL  DFG; WZFJTF A\G[  SMDGF DF6;MG]\  S[8[UZL 

JF.; V[8,[ S[4 V[4 AL VG[ ;L S[8[UZLGF S], #) .;DM CTF T[ 5{SLGL 

SM.56jIlSTGL l5|J[g8LJ V[Z[:8 SZ[, GYLP H[GF SFZ6[ VF U]GFDF\ 5F\R 

VFZM5L VF ,L:8 5{SLGF 5S0FI[, K[P 

*_P VF  AGFJDF\  V[OV[;V[,  TFtSF,LS  AM,FJJFGL 

ZC[ K[ 5Z\T]4 V[OV[;V[,GF VWLSFZLG[ AM,FjIF AFN OZLYL T[VMV[ ZLSM, 

SZL  ;DI;Z  AGFJJF/L  HuIFGL  T5F;6L  SZFJ[,  GYLP  T[  H  ZLT[ 

;M;FPDF\ YI[, U[; a,F:8GL 56 T5F; SZFJ[, GYLP 

*!P VF  AGFJ  JBT[  T[VMV[F4  JLV[RV[O  D[;[H  YL 

JWFZFGM OM;" DFUJF DF8[ p5,F VWLSFZLVMG[ HF6 YJF Sg8=M,G[  D[;[H 

VF5[,F K[P 5Z\T] T[VM 5F;[ VF9 DF6;M ZLhJ"DF\ CMJF KTF T[GM p5IMU 

K[J8 ;]WL G SIM" VG[ JWFZFGF OM;"GL DFU6L SZTF ZCIFP

*ZP T[VMG[  5MTFG[  ;ZSFZL  ZLJM<JZ  TYF  TL; 

SF8L"; .:I] YI[, CTF 5Z\T] AGFJ JBT[ T[VMV[ T[GM 5]ZTM p5IMU SZ[, 
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GYL VG[ DF+ K ZFpg0 OFIZ SZ[, K[P

*#P 5M,L; :8[XGDF\  5RF; ZFIO, CMJF KTF\ DF+ T[Z 

SD"RFZLVMG[  VFd;"  >:I]  SZ[,P VF AGFJDF\  U],AU"  ;M;FP 5Z TMOFG 

8M/FV[  C]D,M  SZ[,  T[  JBT[  T[DGL  ;FY[GF  5M,L;  VWLSFLZL  TYF 

SD"RFZLVMV[  TASSFJFZ OFIZL\U SZ[, T[DF\4  OFIZL\U SZGFZ SD"RFZLGF 

,LW[, lGJ[NG 5ZYL O,LT YI[, S[4 SP !Zv_ YL !&v_ NZdIFG S], 

V[S;9  ZFpg0  OFIZ  SZJFDF\  VFJ[,F  CTF  T[  NZdIFG  V[S56 

VFZM5LG[ 5M,L; OFIZL\UDF\ .HF YI[, GCTLP p,8FG]4 VFZM5LVMV[ SZ[, 

5yYZDFZFDF\  zL V[Z0F TYF VgI 5F\R D/L S], K 5M,L; .HF 5FD[, 

CTFP 

*$P VF NZdIFG zL V[C;FG HFOZLV[ :JARFJDF\ SZ[, 

OFIZL\U DF\ S], 5\NZ H6FG[ .HF YI[, CTL VG[ V[S H6 5FK/YL DZ6 

UI[, CTMP  HIFZ[  zL  V[Z0F  VG[  T[DGF  SD"RFZL  wJFZF  SZFJDF\  VFJ[, 

OFIZDF\ V[S56 VFZM5LG[ .HF YI[, G CTLP  SP!& YL !(v_ NZdIFG 

JWFZFGM OM;"  VG[ p5,F VWLSFZLVM VFJL HTF\  SZJFDF\  VFJ[, T[;9 

ZFpg0 UM/LAFZDF\ RFZ lCgN] VFZM5LVM DZ6 UI[, CTF VG[ VULIFZ 

H6G[ .HF YI[, CTLP  VFD4 zL V[Z0F V[ T[DGF A\NMA:TGF :Y/[ OZH 

NZdIFG ALGV;ZSFZS OFIZL\U SZ[,FG]\ :5Q8 YI[,P  

*5P VF SFD[4 VFZM5LVM DF\UL,F, W]5R\N H{G4         5|

C,FNHL ZFH]HL V;MZL VG[ DNG,F, WGZFHGF :8L\U VM5Z[XG YI[,FP 

T[DF\4  VFZM5LVMV[4  zL  VFXLQF  B[TFG[  SZ[,F  :8L\U  VM5Z[XG  NZdIFG 

V[JL SA],FT SZ[, S[4 zL V[Z0FGF ;CSFZYL VFZM5LVM VF SFD 5FZ 5F0L 

XS[, K[ VG[ VFZM5LVMG[  VF U]GM SZJFDF\  K]8 VF5[, CMJFG]  VG[ VF 
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;DU| AGFJ NZdIFG T[VM D]S5|[1FS AgIF CMI T[J]\      :8L\U VM5Z[XG 

5ZYL :5Q8 YI[, CT]P

*&P zL  V[DPS[P8\0G  HM.g8  ;L8L  ;[S8Z 

ZGFVVMV[  AGFJGF  ZMH  ;JFZGF  U],AU"  ;M;FP  5F;[  zL 

S[PHLPV[Z0FG[ D/[,F tIFZ[ zL V[DPS[P8\0G[ zL S[PHLPV[Z0FG[ ;]RGF SZ[, 

S[4 VF D]:,LD ;M;FP CMJFYL JW] wIFG VF5J]\ T[D KTF\ VF AGFJ RF,] 

CTF T[  NZdIFG zL S[PHLPV[Z0F VgI :Y/[  V[8,[  S[4 D[3F6LGUZ SM8" 

Sd5FP TZO :Y/ KM0L HTF ZC[,F CTFP  VG[ 5ZT VFjIF AFN 56 VF 

SMDL  AGFJ  V8SFJJF  DF8[  V;ZSFZS  SFDULZL  G  SZL  lGQS|LI  ZCL 

VFZM5LVMG[ U]GM SZJFDF\  5|[ZSA/ VF5[, CMJFG] T5F; NZdIFG :5Q8 

YI[,P  ”

257. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar at 

the cost of repetition that the weapon was seized in 

terms of panchnama Exh.262 and was established in 

terms of due inquiries to be licensed in the name of 

deceased Shri Ehsan Jafri. 

258. It  is  further  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Kodekar  that  the  I.O.  upon  being  examined,  has 

clearly exposed off the lack of proper investigation 

inasmuch as, the witness has testified in terms of 

paragraph-78  (reproduced  verbatim  herein  below  of 

his testimony that no less than 249 witnesses were 

interrogated  by  the  I.O.  and  statements  of  such 

persons were recorded. It is pointed out by Shri 
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Kodekar  that  not  being  satisfied  with  certain 

aspects of the statements of some of the witnesses, 

the I.O. recalled no less than 22 such witnesses and 

obtained further statements/clarifications from such 

witnesses. The witnesses was a mix of victims, the 

investigative  journalist  Ashish  Khaitan  who 

conducted the sting operation, previous IOs and it 

appears that after clarification, it was found on a 

thorough  analysis  of  all  the  material  that  46 

witnesses  had  not  given  statements  which  were 

relevant to the investigation and therefore, such 46 

persons, according to the present witness, were not 

cited as witnesses in the chargesheet. The witness 

has testified, according to Shri Kodekar, that on 

completion of the investigation, a chargesheet came 

to be filed against all the accused herein.

*(P“ D[\  S], Z$) ;FC[NMGF lGJ[NGM ,LW[,F VG[ T[  5{SL 

S[8,FS  ;FC[NMGF  lGJ[NGM  J\RF6[  ,[TF\4    TYF  VFU/GF  lGJ[NGM 

wIFG[   ,[TF\4 S[8,LS :5Q8TF YJL HZ]ZL H6FTF D[\ ;FC[N 4

!P ;,LD G]ZDC\DN ;gWL

ZP ;FIZFA[G ;,LDEF. ;gWL

#P ;.NBFG V[CDNBFG 59F6

$P .dTLIFh ;.NBFG 59F6

5P lOZMhDCDNU],hFZ DCDN 59F6

&P OSLZDCDN G;LZV,L ;{IN

*P DCDNV,L XCHFNV,L ;{IN

(P T{IAV,L OSLZDCDN
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)P Z;LNBFG VC[DNBFG 59F6

!_P DCDNZOLS VA]ASZ

!!P V,TFOBFG U],FABFG 59F6

!ZP WG[;L\C A[RZ;L\C

!#P 5LPALP UM\NLIF ;FC[A 

!$P VFXLQF B[TFG

!5P V[PV[;PVF.P 8LSFHL GY]HL RFJ0F

!&P NL,FJZ;L\C GLZ]EF hF,F

!*P J]PSMP VDLGFAFG] DC[D]NDLIF

!(P V[PV[;PVF.P Z6KM0 ZFDF

!)P V[DP0LPJF3[,FP

Z_P V[GPV[;PD,LS 

Z!P 5MP.P zL VFZPV[DP59F6

ZZP zL V[GP0LP5ZDFZ GF lJX[QF lGJ[NG ,LW[,FP  ”

259. Drawing  my attention  to paragraph-82 

(reproduced  verbatim  herein  below)  of  the 

deposition, Shri Kodekar submits that the witness 

has  further  testified  that  some  of  the  accused 

including one Manish Splendour, Babu Marwadi, Ramu 

Manibhai Patni, all could not be identified by the 

concerned  witness  and  were  therefore,  not  made 

accused in the present proceedings and a closure 

report  was  filed  with  respect  to  such  accused 

whereas with regard to accused No.66 though the said 
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accused was not initially identified by one witness 

Imtiyaz, an identification parade was carried out in 

terms  of  the  orders  passed  by  the  Court  whereby 

accused  No.66  was  sought  to  be  and  was  in  fact 

positively identified by witness Sairaben Salimbhai 

Sandhi and therefore, the said accused was arraigned 

as  accused  No.66  on  the  record  of  the  present 

proceedings.

“(ZP D[\  VF  T5F;  NZdIFG  VF1F[l5T  DGLQF   :

5[,g0ZGL VM/B 5Z[0 SZ[,P ;FC[N ;FIZFA[G ;,LDEF. ;gWL wJFZF 

SZFJ[, CTLP H[DF\4 ;FC[N DGLQFEF.G[ VM/BJFDF\ lGQO/ UI[,P T[DH4 

VF1F[l5T AFA] C:TLD, DFZJF0L GL VM/B 5Z[0 ;FC[N .dTLIFh DFZOT 

SZJFDF\  VFJ[,P  T[  56 ;FC[N  DHS]Z  VF1F[l5TG[  VM/BJFDF\  lGQO/ 

UI[,P   VF1[Fl5T  ZFD]  D6LEF.  586LGL  VM/B5Z[0  ;FC[N 

OSLZDCDNGF wJFZF SZJFDF\ VFJTF\ T[DF\ 56 ;FC[N lGQO/ UI[, CTFP 

HIFZ[4 GFDP SM8"GF C]SDYL VF1F[l5T AFA] C:TLD, DFZJF0L GL VM/B 

5Z[0  ;FC[N  ;FIZFA[G  ;,LD  EF.  ;gWL  wJZF  SZFJTF\  T[6L 

;FDFJF/FG[  VM/BJFDF\  ;O/  YI[,  CTLP  H[  V\U[  D[4 

GFDPSM8"G[ lJUTJFZ lZ5M8" SZ[,P   ”

260. Drawing  my attention  to paragraph-83 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of the witness, Shri Kodekar points out that the 

finality of the investigation process is highlighted 

of such portions of the testimony inasmuch as, the 

witness has clearly established that out of the 86 
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probable accused, 46 of the accused were arrested 

during  the  investigating  process  prior  to  the 

appointment  of  S.I.T.,  25  of  the  accused  were 

arrested post establishment of the S.I.T., 5 of the 

accused  are  still  absconding,  4  accused  died  in 

Police  firing  and  one  in  private  firing  whereas 

three of the accused passed away prior to the filing 

of the chargesheet. It is also pointed out that two 

of the accused were arraigned by the Court upon an 

application tendered under Sec.319 of the Cr.P.C. 

and thus, in all 66 accused came to be tried in the 

present  offence,  of  which  5  of  the  accused  have 

passed  away  during  the  pendency  of  the  trial 

proceedings and the proceedings stand abated against 

such 5 deceased accused.

“(#P VF  SFD[  EMUAGGFZ  ;FC[N[  GFDP  SM8"G[ 

;LPVFZP5LP;LP  S,D  #!)  VG];\WFG[  VF5[,  VZHL  lJZ]WD[\  GFDP 

SM8"G[  lJUTJFZ  VC[JF,  SZ[,P   DFZL  ;DU|  T5F;  NZdIFG  S],  (& 

VFZM5LVMGF  GFD  B],JF  5FD[,  CTF  T[  5{SL4  $&  VFZM5L 

l5|V[;VF.8LGL T5F;DF\ T[DH Z5 VFZM5L V[;VF.8LGL   T5F;DF\ GFD 

B],[,F VG[ V8S YI[,FP HIFZ[ A[ VFZM5L ;FD[  ;LVFZ5L;L S,D #!) 

GFDPSM8[" SFI"JFCL SZ[,LP 5F\R VFZM5L CHL ;\]WL GF;TF EFUTF K[P RFZ 

VFZM5L 5M,L; OFIZL\UDF\  V[S VFZM5L BFGUL 5M,L; OFIZL\UDF\  T[DH 

+6 VFZM5L S]NZTL DMTYL DZ6 UI[, K[P  ”

261. Drawing  my attention  to paragraph-84 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 
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of  the  witness,  Shri  Kodekar  points  out  that  a 

report was filed by the present witness recommending 

departmental  proceedings  against  the  then  J.C.P. 

Shri M.K.Tandon and the then A.C.P. Shri M.T.Rana 

for  the  alleged  negligence  and  carelessness  in 

discharge of their duties. It is pointed out by Shri 

Kodekar that the witness has further testified that 

since accused No.57 K.G.Erda was already arrested by 

an order passed below application under Sec.319 of 

Cr.P.c., only a report was forwarded by the present 

witness  to  his  superiors  directing  departmental 

proceedings against such accused also.

“($P VF  T5F;  NZdIFG  AGFJ  JBT[  OZHDF\  ZFB[, 

A[NZSFZL  VG[  lGQSF/HL  V\U[  D[\  TtSF,LG HLP;LP5LP  zL  V[DPS[P8\0G 

;FC[A ;[S8Z A[ lJZ]W T[DH T5F;DF\  ;]5ZlJhGDF\  lJhL8L\U CJF,NFZ 

TZLS[  lGQSF/HL ZFBJF DF8[  D[4\  TtSF,LG V[[P;LP5LP  zL  V[DP8LPZF6F 

lJZ]W BFTFSLI 5U,F DF8[ ZL5M8" 5F9J[,P T[DH VFH ZL5M8"DF\ TtSF,LG 

5LPVF.P zL S[PHLPV[Z0F VF U]GFDF\  ;FD[,ULZL CMJF V\U[ T[VMGL V8S 

SZ[, CM. T[VM lJZ]W BFTF ZFC[ 5U,F ,[JF DF8[ ZL5M8" 5F9J[, CTMP  ”

262. Drawing  my attention  to paragraph-85 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of the testimony 

of this witness, Shri Kodekar points out that such 

I.O.  also  recommended  departmental  proceedings 

against the concerned officers of the Fire Brigade 

who despite being directed by the then J.C.P. Shri 

Tandon to indulge in fire fighting activity, failed 

to  do  so.  A  report  was  thus  filed  recommending 
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departmental proceedings against such Fire Brigade 

personnel also. It is pointed out that winding up 

the  investigation  process  in  the  present 

proceedings, the witness has testified as to how the 

various offences arising out of the same incident 

came to be clubbed together and separate 'C' Summary 

proceedings were ordered by the Court in two other 

offences  which  are  highlighted  in  paragraph-86 

(reproduced verbatim herein below) of his testimony.

“(5P VF AGFJ JBT[ 5M,L; Sg8=M, TZOYL T[DH 

H[P;LP5LP zL V[DPS[P8\0G ;FC[A TYF OFIZlA|U[0G[ :Y/ 5Z AM,FJJF 

D[;[H VF5[, VG[ OFIZlA|U[0GF SD"RFZL OZHDF\ ZJFGF Y. SFDULZL 5]6" 

SIF" JUZ 5ZT VFJTF\4 T[ V\U[ OZHDF\ NFBJ[, A[NZSFZL AFAT[ 56 T[VM 

;FD[4 IMuI SFI"JFCL SZJF DF8[ D[\ ZL5M8" 5F9J[, CTMP

(&P VF SFD[4 U],AU" ;M;FP lJ:TFZDF\4 ZFD[`JZ RMSL4 

RDG5]ZF lJ:TFZDF\ H[ AGFJ AG[,F T[ VG];\WFG[ D[\ D[3F6LGUZ 5MP:8[P 

OPU]PZP\  GP\  *$q_Z4**q_Z4*(q_Z4*)q_Z4GF  U]GF  56 5FK/YL 

VG]S|D[     5|YD  U]GM  TFP  (q#q_Z4VG[  AFSLGF  +6     U]GF 

TFP!!q#q_Z GF  ZMH  GM\WFIF  CTFP   VF  U]GF  AG[,  T[  JBT[  T[  H 

VG];\WFG[ VF RFZ U]GF AG[, CMJFYL4 VF RFZ[I U]GFVM4 D[3F6LGUZ 

OPU]PZPG\P  &*q_Z  GL  ;FY[  S,5  SZJFDF\  VFJ[,F  VG[  D[3F6LGUZ 

5MP:8[POPU]PZPG\P *$q_Z  VG[ **q_Z GF SFD[ GFDPSM8[" ;L ;DZL 56 

D\H]Z SZ[, VG[ AFSLGF A[ U]GF DF8[ ;L ;DZL     DFUJF  DF\ VFJ[, H[ CF, 

GFDP SM8" 5F;[ 5|M;[;DF\ K[P  ”
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263. It  is  pointed  out  that  thus  the 

witness has completed the investigation in a fair 

and just manner and has ensured that all the named 

accused were arrested and brought to light and were 

made to face the trial process. The witness has also 

arranged for seizure and recovery of CDs relevant to 

and concerning the sting operation conducted herein 

as stated herein before. 

264. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

the  witness  has  also  brought  on  record  the 

contradictions  emerging  from  the  testimonies  of 

number of witnesses herein and such contradictions 

are highlighted in paragraph-92 (reproduced verbatim 

herein below) of his testimony. 

)ZP“ V[ JFT BZL K[  S[4  T[D6[  DFZL  Z]AZ]  GF  lGJ[NGDF\ 

GLR[ D]HA ,BFJ[, K[P

!P cc  tIFZ[  HFOZL;FC[A[  VDM KMSZFVMG[  ;M;FPGL V\NZ VFJL HFJ 

T[D H6FJ[, VG[ JW] Z1F6 DF8[ VFJGFZ SDLP 5LP;LP5F\0[  TYF V[Z0F 

;FY[ JFTRLT SZL ,LW[, K[P cc

ZP cc 8M/] 5yYZ p5ZF\T ;/UTF SFS0F VG[ AF8,LVM O[\ST] CT]P cc

#P cc  Z[,J[  ,F.G TZOYL 8M/]  5yYZDFZM  p5ZF\T AF8,LVMGM DFZM 

SZT]\ CT]Pcc

$P cc ACFZYL VFJTF 5yYZ C]\ ;FD[ O[\STM CTMPcc

5P cc  A5MZGF  V[SFN  NM-  JFU[  DFZF  DSFGGL AFH]DF\  VFJ[, DSFG 

G\AZ V[SGF WFAF 5Z 8M/]  R-L UI[, VG[  tIF\YL  VDFZL  ;M;FP  TZO 
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5yYZDFZM4  AF8,LVM  O[\SJFG]  RF,]  SZ[,  T[DF\4  .ZOFGGFDGF 

KMSZFG[  JFU[,4  T[G[  DFZF  EF.  XSL,  TYF  ALHFVMV[  HFOZL;FC[AGF 

DSFGDF\ D]SL VFJ[,FPcc

&P cc H[DG[ .HFVM YTL T[DG[ HFOZL;FC[AGF DSFGDF\ D]SL VFJTFPcc

*P cc V[ 5KL V0WM V[S S,FS AFN Z[,J[ TZOGL NLJF, U[;GF AF8,F 

,UFJL TM0JFDF\VFJ[, T[  5KL D]bI hF\5FGL AFH]GL NLJF, TM0L 8M/] 

;M;FPDF\ 3];L UI[,Pcc

(P cc DG[ GFD VFJ0TF GYL 56 HMI[ VM/BL XS]Pcc  ”

265. It  is  submitted  that  in  the 

circumstances,  the  testimony  of  this  witness  is 

required to be accepted as wholly corroborative and 

indicative of the fair and unbiased investigation 

carried out herein and the testimony of the said 

witness would largely corroborate and support the 

testimony of relevant eye-witnesses and it is urged 

that the cumulative effect of such testimonies would 

result  in  arriving  at  of  a  conclusion  that  the 

Prosecution  has  successfully  proved  beyond 

reasonable doubt the charges against all the accused 

herein. 

266. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

with a view to avoid summoning and examining further 

witnesses,  the  present  witness  in  terms  of 

paragraphs  212  to  222  (all  reproduced  verbatim 

herein  below)  of  his  testimony,  has  proved  the 
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relevant documents produced subsequently vide list 

Exh.507 and my attention is drawn to the fact that 

he has only shortened the process of investigation 

by proving the documents produced subsequently vide 

list Exh.507. It is submitted that such exercise has 

not  caused  any  prejudice  to  the  defence.  It  is 

pointed out that in the circumstances, the witness 

is required to be treated as a truthful and reliable 

witness  and  his  testimony  is  required  to  be 

accepted.

Z!ZP“ D[\  T5F;GF  SFD[  D[3F6LGUZ  5MP:8[PGL  JG  UF0L 

D[;[H A]SGM pTFZM SAH[ ,LW[, H[  D[\  VF SFD[  VF\So5_* GF ZL5M8"GF 

VG]S|D G\AZ !( YL ZH] K[ T[ H K[P H[ V;, 5ZYL SZJFDF\ VFJ[, h[ZM1F 

GS,  K[P  H[  5|DF6LT  SZ[,  K[  T[  CJ[  ZH]  NFPVF\So  !$*_  VF5JFDF\ 

VFJ[ K[P 

Z!#P D[\  T5F;GF  SFD[  D[3F6LGUZ  5MP:8[PGL 

JWL"A]S TFP Z*qZq_Z YL TFP$q#q_Z ;]WLGL SAH[ ,LW[, T[GL      5|

DF6LT h[ZM1F GS, D[\ VF SFD[ lGXFGL 5_*q!) YL ZH] SZ[, K[ T[ H 

K[ H[ CJ[ ZH] NFB, VF\So !$*! VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P 

Z!$P D[\  T5F;GF  SFD[  hMG  v  $  0L;L5LGF  ,MUA]SGF 

pTFZFGL GS,M SAH[ ,LW[, H[GL 5|DF6LT GS,M lGP 5_*qZ_ YL ZH] 

K[ T[ K[P H[ CJ[ ZH] NFB, VF\So!$*Z VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P 

Z!5P D[\  T5F;GF  SFD[  V[;L5L  HL  0LJLhGGL 

TFPZ*qZq_Z YL TFP!q#q_Z ;]WLGL JWL"A]S SAH[ ,LW[, T[GL      5|

DF6LT h[ZM1F GS, lGP5_*qZ! YL ZH] K[  T[ H K[P H[ CJ[ ZH] NFB, 
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VF\So !$*# VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P 

Z!&P D[\  T5F;GF  SFD[  V[;L5L  HL  0LJLHGGL  JLS,L 

0FIZL4  JU[Z[GL  DFU6L  SZ[,  H[  SFU/M  D/L  VFJ[,  GYL  T[JM  ZL5M8" 

V[;L5L HL 0LJLhGGF V[  VF5[, H[ lGP 5_*qZZ YL ZH] K[ T[ H K[ H[ CJ[ 

ZH] NFB, VF\So!$*$ VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P 

Z!*P D[\ T5F; NZdIFG DMAF., G\P )$Z&_ _!!$( GL 

0L8[.<;  ALV[;V[GV[,  5F;[  DF\U[,  H[  5|F%I  GYL  T[JM 

ALV[;V[GV[,[  DG[  HJFA VF5[, H[  lGP5$&qZ YL ZH]  K[  T[  CJ[  ZH] 

NFB, VF\So !$*5 VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P 

Z!(P D[\  T5F; NZdIFG DMAF., G\P)()(5 )&#55 GL 

DFCLTL   V[Z8[,  5F;[  DF\U[,L  T[GM  V[Z8[,  S\5GLV[  VF5[,  HJFA 

lGP5$&q# YL ZH] K[ T[ ZH] NFB, VF\So !$*& VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P  

Z!)P D[\  8[,LOMG  G\P  Z#!#$$$5  GL  DFCLTL  DF\U[,L 

H[  D/L  XS[  T[D  G  CMJFG]\  ALV[;V[GV[,  S\5GLV[  DG[  H6FJ[, 

T[ ALV[;V[GV[, S\5GL GM 5+ 5$&q5 YL ZH] K[  T[  H K[ H[  CJ[ ZH] 

NFB, VF\So !$** VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P 

ZZ_P D[\  T5F; NZdIFG ;[S8Z 8] GL UF0LGL D[;[H A]SGL 

DF\U6L  SZTF  ;\I]ST  5MPSDLPGF  5+  D]HA  T[  GFXDF\  UI[,  CMJFG]\ 

H6FJ[, H[ 5+ lGP 5$&q!* YL ZH] K[ T[ H K[ T[ CJ[ ZH] NFB, VF\So !

$*( VF5JFDF\ VFJ[, K[P 

ZZ!P D[\  T5F;  NZdIFG  S\8=M,  Z]DGL  D[;[H  A]S  JU[Z[GL 

DFU6L S[Z, H[  H[  0L;L5LV[  T[DGF  TFP#_q!q_) GF  ZMH  H6FJ[, 

T[ 5+ lGP5$&q!( YL ZH] K[  T[  H K[ H[  CJ[ ZH] NFB, VF\So !$*) 
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VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P 

ZZZP T[  H  5|DF6[  ;[S8Z  8]GL  UF0LGL  D[;[H  A]S  GL 

0L;L5LV[  VF5[, DFCLTL lGP 5$&q!) YL ZH]  K[  T[  H K[  H[  CJ[  ZH]  

NFB, VF\So !$(_ VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P  ”

267. It is submitted that in light of the 

testimony of such witness at Exh.335, the testimony 

of  PW-279  being  the  then  J.C.P.  Shri  M.K.Tandon 

becomes relevant and the testimony of Shri Tandon is 

on the record of the proceedings at Exh.965. It is 

pointed out by Shri Kodekar that the witness has 

only tried to testify as to the steps taken by him 

in  the  course  of  the  entire  incident  and  it  is 

pointed out by Shri Kodekar that the witness has 

hardly been relevant to the Prosecution in light of 

the fact that he has not been able to identify any 

of  the  accused  nor  is  he  able  to  give  any  eye-

witness account of the incident, but it is only with 

a view to ensure that there is no lacuna in the 

process  that  such  witness  was  examined  as  a 

prosecution witness. It is pointed out that even if 

the  testimony  of  this  witness  is  scrutinized 

thoroughly,  it  emerges  clearly  that  the  witness 

along  with  the  team  of  Police  Officers,  visited 

Gulbarg  Society  twice  during  the  fateful  day. 

However, the first visit was prior to any incident 

taking place and the second visit was completely 

after the entire incident had taken place and it is 
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urged that in the circumstances, the testimony of 

the  eye-witnesses  and  victims  gets  further 

corroboration  inasmuch  as,  it  clearly  establishes 

that they were made to undergo the trauma of such a 

horrendous experience without any Police protection 

being offerred to them. 

268. The testimony of PW-281 being the then 

Deputy  Commissioner  of  Police  (Zone-IV)  Shri 

P.B.Gondia is on the record of the proceedings at 

Exh.972 and the said witness also has not played any 

role in either preventing or arresting any of the 

accused nor has he taken any steps to further the 

investigative process but it is in fact pointed out 

by  Shri  Kodekar  that  the  present  witness  PW-281 

together with PW-279 as also the then Commissioner 

of  Police  Shri  P.C.Pandey  and  PW-332  Shri 

S.S.Chudasama,  were  sought  to  be  arraigned  as 

accused in the present proceedings. It is submitted 

that  this  in  a  nutshell  is  the  material  oral 

evidence required to be considered in coming to the 

conclusion that the State has thus discharged its 

very heavy burden in establishing beyond reasonable 

doubt  the  charges  against  the  accused.  It  is 

submitted that the testimony of such witnesses is at 

harmony with and corroborative to the documentary 

evidence gathered on the record, there is positive 

identification, there is positive establishing of a 

conspiracy and meeting of minds on the part of the 
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accused,  there  is  positive  identification  of  the 

concerned  accused  by  the  victims,  more  than  one 

victim  has  identified  a  number  of  accused,  the 

specific  overt  rule  and  act  of  the  accused  is 

established in the course of such oral testimony, 

the  same  is  further  corroborated  by  recovery  of 

muddamal weapons and it is urged that under all such 

circumstances,  the  charges  against  the  accused 

herein are required to be held to be established and 

the accused are required to be suitably penalized. 

269. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 

he  would  now  proceed  to  make  submissions  on  the 

question of law raised herein. 

270. After having taken this court through 

the  voluminous  material  in  the  shape  of  oral 

evidence of the relevant witnesses, Shri Kodekar now 

submits  that  he  proposes  to  further  cement  and 

establish the Prosecution case against the accused 

by  compartmentalizing  his  arguments  into  three 

stages. It is submitted that the first stage herein 

would be taking the Court through the entire process 

which  culminated  into  filing  of  the  chargesheet 

against the accused, the second stage would be to 

show the nexus between the accused and the offence 

and the third stage would be to establish beyond 

reasonable doubt the charges against the accused by 

co-relating  all  material  aspects  of  the  present 

trial. 
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271. In support of his efforts to establish 

the  process  which  resulted  in  the  arrest  and 

chargesheeting of the concerned accused herein, Shri 

Kodekar  submits  that  the  Prosecution  intends  to 

produce  on  record  and  has  in  fact  produced  a 

compilation  of  details  relating  to  each  of  the 

accused which provides details about the injuries 

sustained by each of the accused, either in Police 

firing or in private firing or on account of the 

stone  pelting  incidents,  which  would  positively 

establish the presence of such accused at the scene 

of the incident. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar 

that the injury certificates relating to each of the 

accused  and  the  material  witnesses  examined  with 

regard to establishing such injuries, is provided in 

the compilation where no less than 24 of the accused 

particularized  in  such  details,  have  sustained 

injuries  in  a  manner  as  would  establish  beyond 

reasonable  doubt  the  fact  of  the  accused  being 

present  at  the  scene  of  the  incident  and  having 

established  their  presence  in  such  fashion 

corelating the injuries and their identification by 

concerned witnesses, the involvement of the accused 

in  the  offence  herein  is  established  beyond 

reasonable doubt. 

272. A  second  compilation  relates  to  no 

less than 62 witnesses having deposed on the record 
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of  the  proceedings  with  regard  to  the  various 

panchnamas relating to the scene of the incident, 

relating to the arrest of the accused, relating to 

recovery  of  incriminating  muddamal  and  other 

relevant  panchnamas  such  as  inquest  panchnamas, 

identification  parade  etc.  are  provided  in  the 

compilation.  It  is  submitted  that  no  doubt  in  a 

large  number  of  panchnamas  details  of  which  are 

provided  in  the  compilation,  a  number  of  panch 

witnesses have turned hostile, but according to Shri 

Kodekar, in light of the settled legal position, 

that  would  hardly  affect  the  genuineness  of  the 

panchnamas or for that matter, the genuineness of 

the evidence linking the accused to the offence. It 

is submitted that such panchnamas also establish the 

recovery  of  incriminating  weapons  and  in  such 

circumstances, these panchnamas also go a long way 

to  establish  the  Prosecution  version  against  the 

accused. 

273. The third compilation produced on the 

record  of  the  proceedings  consists  of  the 

depositions  of  no  less  than  28  Police  witnesses 

including the eye-witnesses who have identified the 

accused and perpetrators and who have also in their 

own fashion supported and corroborated the versions 

of the eye-witnesses inasmuch as, the involvement, 

participation  and  guilt  of  the  accused  in  the 

present offence is concerned. It is submitted that 
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all the 28 Police witnesses have fully supported and 

corroborated the Prosecution version, each of the 

witnesses has identified a large number of accused, 

details  of  which  are  clearly  made  out  in  the 

compilation and it is submitted that this also is an 

effective corroboration to the testimony of the eye-

witnesses. It is submitted that the Prosecution has 

thus  established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the 

involvement nad participation as also the guilt of 

each of the accused in the present offence, the role 

made out by each of them, the weapon with which all 

of them were possessed of at different times of the 

incident  and  their  specific  overt  acts  are  also 

established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  from  the 

supportive and corroborative versions emerging from 

the  eye-witnesses'  testimonies,  the  self-

incriminating material emerging from sting operation 

and the further corroboration and support given to 

such testimonies by 28 Police witnesses which has 

the cumulative effect according to Shri Kodekar, of 

proving beyond reasonable doubt the guilt of the 

accused in the present offence and it is urged that 

each of the accused is required to be penalized for 

all the offences that they stand charged with. It 

would be, in my opinion, therefore, necessary to 

reproduce  in  tabulation  form  the  above  referred 

material supplied by Shri Kodekar to be made a part 

of  the  arguments  advanced  on  behalf  of  the 

Prosecution, which I hereby do so:-
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(I)     Compilation of injured accused  

Sr.
No.

Name of accused Exh.  No.  of 
Inj.  Certi. 
or
Panchnama  of 
physical 
examination  

Evidence of
Doctor

1 Mangaji  Pokarji 
Prajapati  (A-4) 
[injured  in  Police 
firing]

614 Dr.Jayesh 
Somabhai Kanoriya 
(PW-123  at 
Exh.612)

2 Jayesh Ramubhai Patni 
(A-5)
[injured  in  stone 
pelting]

958 I.O.  Shri 
P.N.Barot  (PW-276 
at Exh.954)

3 Kishore Mangaji Patni 
A-6)[injured  in 
private firing]

613 Dr.Jayesh 
Somabhai Kanoriya 
(PW-123  at 
Exh.612)

4 Shailesh  @  Kalu 
Hiralal Patni (A-7)

824 Dr.P.R.Vaghela 
(PW-237  at 
Exh.818)

5 Kanaiya  @  Bablu 
Chechau (A-8)

415 Bharat  Sohanlal 
Prajapati  (Panch 
witness  -  PW-53 
at Exh.414)

6 Kantibhai  Popatbhai 
Patni (A-9)

512 Dr.D.B.Jadav  (PW-
93 at Exh.511)

7 Sakrabhai  Sendhabhai 
Patni (A-10)

958 I.O.  Shri 
P.N.Barot  (PW-276 
at Exh.954)

8 Manojkumar  Premjibhai 
Parmar (A-11) [injured 
in police firing]

594 Dr.Gautam  Vrajlal 
Nayak  (PW-118  at 
Exh.593)

9 Deepakkumar  Somabhai 
Solanki  (A-12)  [injured 
in private firing]

623 Dr.Jayesh  Somabhai 
Kanoriya 
(PW-123 at Exh.612)

10 Vinodbhai  Arvindbhai 
Solanki  (A-13) 
[injured  in  police 
firing]

623 Dr.Jayesh 
Somabhai Kanoriya 
(PW-123  at 
Exh.612)

11 Ajay Somabhai Panchal 
(A-15)  [injured  in 
private firing]

514 Dr.D.B.Jadav  (PW-
93 at Exh.511)

12 Ratilal  Ganeshji 
Kumbhai  (A-17) 
[died]

622 Dr.Jayesh 
Somabhai 
Kanoriya 
(PW-123  at 
Exh.612)
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Sr.
No.

Name of accused Exh.  No.  of 
Inj.  Certi. 
or
Panchnama  of 
physical 
examination  

Evidence of
Doctor

13 Sanjay Sakrabhai Patni 
(A-18)  [injured  in 
police firing]

619 Dr.Jayesh 
Somabhai Kanoriya 
(PW-123  at 
Exh.612)

14 Shailesh  Natvarlal 
Patni (A-19) [injured 
in police firing]

616 Dr.Jayesh 
Somabhai Kanoriya 
(PW-123  at 
Exh.612)

15 Naresh  @  Nariyo 
Bansilal Prajapati (A-
20) [injured in police 
firing]

615 Dr.Jayesh 
Somabhai Kanoriya 
(PW-123  at 
Exh.612)

16 Babubhai  Mohanbhai 
Patni  (A-22) [injured 
in police firing]

624 Dr.Jayesh 
Somabhai Kanoriya 
(PW-123  at 
Exh.612)

17 Babu  Manji  Patni  (A-
23)
[injured  in  police 
firing]

617 Dr.Jayesh 
Somabhai Kanoriya 
(PW-123  at 
Exh.612)

18 Shankerji Hakaji Mali 
(A-24)

673 I.O.  Shri 
S.S.Chudasama 
(PW-332  at 
Exh.1226)

19 Gopaldas  Mandas 
Vaishnav (A-27)

673 I.O.  Shri 
S.S.Chudasama 
(PW-332  at 
Exh.1226)

20 Prahlad  Rajuji  Asori 
(A-28)  [injured  in 
private firing]

517 Dr.D.B.Jadav  (PW-
93 at Exh.511)

21 Madanlal Dhanraj Raval 
(A-30)  [injured  in 
police firing]

621 Dr.Jayesh 
Somabhai Kanoriya 
(PW-123  at 
Exh.612)

22 Prahlad  Omprakash 
Sonegara  (A-33) 
[injured  in  private 
firing]

823 Dr.P.R.Vaghela 
(PW-237  at 
Exh.818)

23 Mukesh  Atmaram 
Thakor  (A-39) 
[injured  in  police 
firing]

620 Dr.Jayesh 
Somabhai 
Kanoriya 
(PW-123  at 
Exh.612)
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Sr.
No.

Name of accused Exh.  No.  of 
Inj.  Certi. 
or
Panchnama  of 
physical 
examination  

Evidence of
Doctor

24 Parbatsing  @ 
Darsansing  @ 
Darpansing Thakor (A-
40)

596 Dr.N.G.Joshi  (PW-
119 at Exh.595)

(II) Compilation of Panch witnesses

Sr.
No.

Name of Panch witness Panchnama 
Exh.

Exhibit  of 
deposition 

1 Anup Mangatram Sukhwani 
(PW-1)

260,  261  & 
262

259

2 Jagdish  Vanaji  Mali 
(PW-9)

278 to 295 277

3 Popatbhai  Shantibhai 
Thakor (PW-10)

297 to 310 296

4 Mohanji  Piraji  Vanjhara 
(PW-15) [hostile]

320 to 326 319

5 Ishwarbhai  Devibhai  Solanki 
(PW-16)

328 327

6 Raman Bhikaji Prajapati 
(PW-18)

331 330

7 Sohanji  Vaghaji  Thakor 
(PW-19)

333 332

8 Maheshkumar  Ramchandra 
Makwana (PW-24)

342 341

9 Dharmendrabhai 
Bhikabhai  Bharwad  (PW-
25)

344 343

10 Ratilal  Ladhabhai 
Sumera (PW-26)

346 345

11 Sendhabhai  Lalabhai 
Dholwala (PW-27)

348 347

12 Maheshbhai  Ratnabhai 
Patni (PW-32)

355 354

13 Premaram  Ummedji 
Vanjhara (PW-32)

357 356

14 Prabhat Sankabhai Desai 
(PW-36)

381 380
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Sr.
No.

Name of Panch witness Panchnama 
Exh.

Exhibit  of 
deposition 

15 Kamleshbhai  Ambalal 
Thakkar (PW-42)

394 393

16 Kantibhai  Shankerbhai 
Patni (PW-43)

396 395

17 Ramprakash  Gulabsinh 
Bhadoria (PW-44)

398 397

18 Girish Jayantilal Patel 
(PW-51)

412 411

19 Bharat  Sohanlal 
Prajapati (PW-53)

415 414

20 Mahendrasinh  Baburam 
Rathod (PW-54)

417 416

21 Ghanshyam  Bhavanifer 
Tiwari (PW-60)

417 431

22 Santosh  Ramlal  Pathak 
(PW-65) (hostile)

957 456

23 Hitendrasinh  Manubha 
Jadeja (PW-66) 456

456 455

24 Ramtirth  Sahdevsinh 
Patel (PW-68) 

460 459

25 Suresh  Lalchand  Dhobi 
(PW-73) (hostile)

1086 471

26 Pawankumar  Hiralal 
Samodia  (PW-74) 
(hostile)

1244 472

27 Kishan  Jorjibhai 
Rajpurohit (PW-76)

480 479

28 Dineshbhai  Mohanbhai 
Vala (PW-77)

482 to 485 481

29 Dinesh  Jayantibhai  Od 
(PW-79)

488 487

30 Bhupendra  Kantilal 
Patel (PW-83) (hostile)

495 494

31 Himanshu  Jayantilal 
Vyas (PW-84) (hostile)

1259 496

32 Divitesh  Ramanlal  Shah 
(PW-85) (hostile)

1071 497

33 Jitusinh  Kalusinh 
Chauhan (PW-86)

499 498
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Sr.
No.

Name of Panch witness Panchnama 
Exh.

Exhibit  of 
deposition 

34 Pankajbhai  Maheshbhai 
Katri (PW-88) (hostile)

1258 501

35 Rameshbhai  Jayantilal 
Doshi (PW-95) (hostile)

1084 522

36 Narendrasinh 
Rajbahadursinh  Chauhan 
(PW-96)

524 523

37 Omprakash Shapuaji Diya 
(PW-98)

1244 526

38 Munavarali Mohd. Ismail 
Sheikh (PW-100)

530 529

39 Narendra  Bechardas 
Kahar (PW-101)

532 531

40 Jigneshbhai  Rajubhai 
Shah (PW-102)

535 534

41 Saiyed Salimuddin Mohd. 
Miya Saiyed (PW-103)

537 536

42 Halubhai  Ramji  Patni 
(PW-105)

540 539

43 Shantilal  Govindbhai 
Parmar (PW-111)

576 575

44 Yakubbhai  Musabhai 
Qureshi (PW-112)

578 577

45 Kesha  Bhikabhai  Thakor 
(PW-114)(hostile)

581 580

46 Amarsinh  Sundersingh 
Vaghodia (PW-131)

642 641

47 Abdulaziz  Abdul  Khalid 
Sheikh (PW-133)

644 643

48 Salim Achhankhan Pathan 
(PW-145)

671 670

49 Jeparam  Devaji  Mali 
(PW-146)

673 672

50 Mayurkumar  Govindbhai 
Parmar (PW-147)

675 674

51 Jitendra  Chandubhai 
Makwana  (PW-164) 
(hostile) 

1218 695

52 Jagdishbhai  Sakharam  Degle 
(PW-173) (hostile)

1259 705
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Sr.
No.

Name of Panch witness Panchnama 
Exh.

Exhibit  of 
deposition 

53 Amin  Usmangani  Sheikh 
(PW-174) (hostile)

1212 706

54 Rafiq  Gulabkhan  Pathan 
(PW-200)

746 745

55 Kanubhai  Kalabhai 
Bharwad (PW-218)

775 774

56 Suresh  Ambalal  Parmar 
(PW-227)

794 793

57 Manjir Ahmed Abdul Aziz 
Sheikh (PW-255)

878 877

58 Rameshkumar  Madanlal 
Jinger (PW-256)

878 884

59 Harun  Shakurbhai 
Ghanchi (PW-257)

886 & 887 885

60 Altafkhan  Shezadkhan 
Pathan  (PW-307) 
(hostile)

1067 1061

61 Nitinkumar  Narandas 
Sheth (PW-323)

1148 1147

62 Bhikusinh  Khatusinh 
Rathod (PW-325)

1159 1158

(III) Compilation of Police witnesses

Sr.
No.

PW 
No.

Name  of 
Prosecution 
Witness

Accused  named 
in deposition

Whether  identified  the 
accused  in  the  Court  or 
not 

1 2 Nathusinh 
Naharsinh 
Chauhan

Accused  Nos.1, 
26, 29, 32, 35, 
41  and 
absconding 
accused  Girish 
Prabhudas Sharma 
and Ashish Pande

Identified accused No.1, 35, 
41, two wanted persons being 
absconding  accused  Girish 
Prabhudas Sharma and Ashish 
Pande

2 3 Babuji 
Chhaguji 
Dabhi

Accused Nos.14, 
21, 25, 26, 29, 
32  and 
absconding 
accused  Girish 
Prabhudas 
Sharma,  Ashish 
Pande  and 
Ramesh Pande

Identified  accused  No.25 
and  three  wanted  persons 
being  absconding  accused 
Girish  Prabhudas  Sharma, 
Ashish  Pande  and  Ramesh 
Pande
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Sr.
No.

PW 
No.

Name  of 
Prosecution 
Witness

Accused  named 
in deposition

Whether  identified  the 
accused  in  the  Court  or 
not 

3 4 Rajendrasinh 
Kallusinh 
Rajput

Accused  Nos.1, 
3,  16,  35,  36, 
37, 41

Identified accused No.3, 35, 
36, 37, 41

4 5 Indrasinh 
Himmatsinh 
Gohil

Accused  Nos.3, 
16, 25, 29, 36, 
37  and 
absconding 
accused  Girish 
Prabhudas Sharma

Identified accused Nos.3, 16 
and 25

5 6 Lalitkumar 
Ramanbhai 
Patni

Accused  Nos.16, 
25,  26,  29  and 
absconding 
accused  Ashish 
Pande and Ramesh 
Pande

Identified  accused  Nos.16 
and  25  and  absconding 
accused  Ashish  Pande  and 
Ramesh Pande

6 7 Arvindsinh 
Shankersinh 
Vaghela

Accused  Nos.1, 
3, 16, 21, 35, 
37

Identified accused Nos.3, 
16, 21

7 11 Rameshbhai 
Nagjibhai 
Pandor

Accused  Nos.1, 
35, 37

Identified accused Nos.35 
and 37

8 12 Sajjansinh 
Jorubha 
Jhala

Accused  Nos.1, 
3, 21, 35, 41

Identified accused No.35

9 13 Dhanesinh 
Becharsinh 
Kumpavat

Accused  Nos.3, 
16, 21, 25, 29, 
32, 35, 26, 37, 
41  and 
absconding 
accused  Ramesh 
Pande  and 
Ashish Pande

Identified  accused  No.3, 
16, 35,  37 and  absconding 
accused  Ramesh  Pande  and 
Ashish Pande

10 20 Indrasinh 
Mansinh 
Solanki

Absconding 
accused  Girish 
Prabhudas 
Sharma,  Ramesh 
Pande,  Ashish 
Pande,  and 
accused  No.14, 
25, 26, 32

Not identified anyone.

11 21 Motibhai 
Dahyabhai 
Vaghela

Absconding 
accused  Ramesh 
Pande  and 
Ashish  Pande, 
and  accused 
No.35

Not identified
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Sr.
No.

PW 
No.

Name  of 
Prosecution 
Witness

Accused  named 
in deposition

Whether  identified  the 
accused  in  the  Court  or 
not 

12 22 Shailesh 
Kalusinh 
Jadeja

Accused Nos.36, 
37 and 41

Identified accused No.41

13 28 Pradeepsinh 
Shetansinh 
Rathod

Accused  Nos.1, 
3, 14,  36 and 
41,  and 
absconding 
accused  Ramesh 
Pande

Identified  accused  Nos.1, 
3,  41  and  absconding 
accused Ramesh Pande

14 29 Dhananjay 
Bhaskarrao 
Bhagvat

Accused  Nos.1 
and 3

Identified  accused  Nos.1 
and 3

15 30 Dharmabhai 
Ramjibhai 
Bodat

Accused No.1 Identified accused No.1

16 37 Kavaji 
Rupaji Asari

Absconding 
accused  Girish 
Prabhudas 
Sharma  and 
Ramesh  Pande, 
and  accused 
Nos.1, 14, 21, 
26, 32, 35, 37 

Identified accused Nos.35, 
37 and absconding accused 
Girish  Prabhudas  Sharma 
and Ramesh Pande

17 38 Daulatsinh 
Padamsinh 
Rathod

Accused  Nos.2 
and 36

Not identified

18 39 Chandubhai 
Vashrambhai 
Gami

Accused  Nos.16 
and 21 

Identified accused No.21

19 40 Pasabhai 
Galabhai 
Solanki

Accused  Nos.1, 
2, 3

Not  identified  due  to 
lapse of time

20 41 Rameshbhai 
Somabhai 
Solanki

Accused  Nos.2 
and 36

Not  identified  due  to 
lapse of time

21 45 Rajeshbhai 
Kuberbhai 
Parmar

Accused  Nos.25 
and 41

Not  identified  due  to 
lapse of time

22 47 Ranchhodbhai 
Ramjibhai 
Malavia

Accused  Nos.2, 
37

Not identified

23 48 Jagatsinh 
Mulsinh Bhati

Accused  Nos.1, 
2, 3

Not identified 
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Sr.
No.

PW 
No.

Name  of 
Prosecution 
Witness

Accused  named 
in deposition

Whether  identified  the 
accused  in  the  Court  or 
not 

24 75 Puransinh 
Ramsinh 
Tomar

Accused  No.35 
and  absconding 
accused  Girish 
Prabhudas 
Sharma

Identified  accused  No.35 
and  absconding  accused 
Girish Prabhudas Sharma

25 254 Prahaladji 
Magalji 
Barot

Accused  No.3, 
21, 41

Identified accused No.3

26 269 Natvarji 
Jawanji 
Bhati

Absconding 
accused  Girish 
Prabhudas 
Sharma,  Ramesh 
Pande  and 
Ashish  Pande, 
and  accused 
Nos.1,  3,  14, 
16,  21,   26, 
29,  32,  35, 
36, 37, 41

Identified  accused  Nos.3 
and 35

27 305 Bhupendrasin
h  Karansinh 
Sisodiya

Accused  Nos.1 
an 37

Identified  accused  Nos.1 
and 37

28 306 Ramvishal 
Ramlakhan 
Pathak

Accused  Nos.2, 
36,  41  and 
absconding 
accused  Girish 
Prabhudas 
Sharma

Not identified

274. Shri Kodekar has further provided an 

extremely accurate and well worked out compilation 

relating to each of the 66 accused herein and the 

compilation which is also hereby ordered to be made 

a  part  of  the  record,  clearly  relates  to  each 

accused, recovery of any incriminating material if 

any, the eye-witnesses' versions if any against the 

particular accused, medical and forensic evidence 

if any against a particular accused and the fact as 

to whether the accused concerned is identified in 
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the  course  of  testimony  of  the  eye-witnesses  as 

also  whether  such  accused  is  identified  in  the 

court by such witness or not. I am required to, 

therefore, mention a complementary note with regard 

to the intensive research and efforts put in by the 

Prosecution to simplify and bring clarity to the 

highly  complex  and  voluminous  evidence  that  has 

been recorded and gathered herein. 

275. The  Prosecution  has,  in  my  opinion, 

greatly reduced the burden of this Court in sifting 

through  the  voluminous  record  of  this  court  and 

copies of these compilations have been supplied to 

the defence as also the victims and any inaccuracies 

or inconsistencies would be required to be pointed 

out if there are any, during the submissions of such 

concerned parties. However, at this juncture, there 

does not appear to be any objection or error in such 

compilations which is brought to my notice by the 

other side. In such circumstances, I am required to 

place on record the second compilation which is a 

detailed compilation which specifically highlights 

and points out the role of each of the accused and 

the material relevant to each of the accused and 

therefore,  according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  this 

compilation establishes beyond reasonable doubt that 

each of the 66 accused is required to be held guilty 

and suitably penalized for the offence that they 

stand charged with. 
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276. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

the  harshest  penalty  is  required  to  be  imposed 

herein  since  the  offence  relates  to  wholesale 

massacre of innocent men, women and children most of 

whom were burnt beyond recognition, most of whom are 

now required to be presumed dead since even their 

dead bodies are now not traceable and some of the 

female victims were also gang raped before being 

done  to  death.  It  is  submitted  that  these  are 

unprecedented  horrors  and  therefore,  to  set  a 

precedent, the heaviest punishment is required to be 

imposed  herein.  It  is  submitted  that  in  the 

circumstances,  the  Prosecution  has  discharged  the 

extremely  heavy  burden  of  establishing  beyond 

reasonable doubt the guilt of each of the accused 

which is required to be, at the cost of repetition 

according to Shri Kodekar, inflicted exemplary heavy 

punishment to set a precedent and discourage any 

further horrific incident taking place in future. 

277. Shri Kodekar has submitted that he now 

proposes to rely on judgments of the Hon'ble Apex 

Court  in  support  of  his  contentions.  A  list  of 

compiled  judgments  has  been  placed  for  the 

consideration of this Court and it is pointed out 

that  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  has  consistently 

since  the  last  30  years  or  more,  laid  down  the 

ratios which are good law even today and even today 

are  being  consistently  approved  of  and  cited  by 

consequent Benches of the Hon'ble Supreme Court, and 
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it is urged that in the circumstances, the law is 

settled beyond issue and the ratio emerging from 

such judgments would be binding on this court since 

it is the law of the land and it is urged that in 

the circumstances, a large number of these judgments 

also establish that they i.e. the legal propositions 

also applies squarely to the factual position herein 

and therefore also, the Prosecution is required to 

be accepted to have established beyond reasonable 

doubt  the  guilt  of  the  accused  in  the  present 

offence. 

278. Shri  Kodekar  has  relied  upon  the 

judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  which  is 

delivered in the case of Masalti & others v. State 

of U.P.  as reported in  AIR 1965 SC 202(1).  It is 

pointed  out  by  Shri  Kodekar  that  the  judgment 

positively  lays  down  a  ratio  with  regard  to  the 

parameters and tests as to whether a person is a 

member of an unlawful assembly or not and also laid 

down the parameters as to when a common object is 

required to be established and if such common object 

or common intention is established, then all accused 

are required to be held guilty of all the offences 

that are involved in the incident. 

279. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

Masalti's  case  (Supra)  has  been  followed, 

distinguished but largely accepted by the Hon'ble 

Supreme Court in number of precedents over the years 
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and lastly in the case of C.Muniappan an others v. 

State of Tamilnadu  as reported in  2010(9) SCC 567 

where the Hon'ble Supreme Court has accepted the 

principles and ratio emerging from  Masalti's case. 

It is pointed out that in the circumstances and more 

so when in the present proceedings, a large number 

of  eye-witnesses  and  Police  witnesses  have 

established the presence of each of the accused at 

the scene of incident, their involvement and common 

intention and common object behind the commission of 

the offence which is also established and more so 

when  a  large  number  of  accused  persons  are 

specifically attributed to have committed an overt 

act are specifically attributed to have been armed 

with weapon and number of accused have themselves 

sustained injuries in the Police firing or private 

firing for that matter, and stone pelting incidents, 

they are not innocent passers-by but were members of 

the mob who had gathered with a common object and 

common  intention  and  it  is  urged  that  in  the 

circumstances, each of the accused is required to be 

held a member of the mob and is, therefore, required 

to be penalized under all the provisions with which 

he stands charged with. 

280. Specific attention has been drawn by 

Shri Kodekar to a ratio emerging from a judgment of 

the Hon'ble Supreme Court delivered in the case of 

Binaykumar Singh v. State of Bihar  as reported in 

(1997) 1 SCC 283 wherein the Hon'ble Supreme Court 
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has again held that there is no role of evidence 

that no conviction can be based unless a certain 

number  of  witnesses  have  identified  a  particular 

accused as a member of the unlawful assembly. The 

evidence should not be counted but should be weighed 

and the Hon'ble Supreme Court, according to Shri 

Kodekar, has observed that it is not the quantity of 

the evidence but the quality of the evidence that is 

relevant. The judgment, according to Shri Kodekar, 

also  deals  with  the  evidentiary  value  of  the 

testimony of an injured witness. It is submitted 

that the judgments referred to and relied upon apply 

on  all  counts  to  the  proposition  sought  to  be 

canvassed by the Prosecution. 

281. My attention is further drawn to the 

judgment of Hon'ble Supreme Court delivered in the 

case of Dharnidhar v. State of U.P. as reported in 

(2010) 7 SCC 759  where Shri Kodekar submits that 

even if there is a variation in the testimony of the 

witnesses,  the  appreciation  of  the  evidence  is 

required  to  be  carried  out  by  the  Court  in  its 

proper  perspective  and  some  variations  cannot 

vitiate  the  Prosecution  case  when  there  is 

overwhelming material to establish the involvement, 

participation and guilt of the accused together with 

their  common  object  and  common  intention  in 

committing the offence. It is submitted that in the 

circumstances,  if  there  is  some  contradiction  or 

variation with regard to the sequence of events or 
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involvement  of  the  particular  accused  in  a 

particular incident, the same cannot create doubts 

of such a nature that the benefit of such doubts 

should go to the accused. In fact inconsistencies 

and  variations  are  but  natural  looking  to  the 

gravity  and  the  horrors  that  the  witnesses  have 

undergone  since  they  were  eye-witnesses  to  the 

entire  horrific  incidents  and  since  according  to 

Shri Kodekar, most of the eye-witnesses have lost a 

number of members of their family in front of their 

very  eyes.  It  is  submitted  that  therefore,  any 

inconsistencies  in  their  initial  statements  and 

their deposition which were taken number of years 

after  the  incident,  is  required  to  be  taken  as 

natural wear and tear of a person who has suffered 

enormous  trauma,  and  it  is,  therefore,  submitted 

that any inconsistencies and variations on the part 

of a particular witness cannot assist or help an 

accused whose role otherwise has been established 

beyond reasonable doubt. 

282. My  attention  is  also  drawn  to  a 

judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court delivered in 

the case of R.K.Anand v. Registrar, Delhi High Court 

as reported in (2009) 8 SCC 106 where the law with 

regard to sting operations and the evidentiary value 

of such operations and material gathered therefrom 

has been elaborately decided. It is pointed out by 

Shri Kodekar that the Hon'ble Supreme Court in the 

said judgment, has clearly held that such evidence 
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and  material  is  justifiable  and  required  to  be 

treated  as  good  corroborative  material  and  the 

evidence  emerging  from  a  sting  operation  if 

established to be genuine by forensic experts, is 

required to be accepted as having consistent and 

considerable evidentiary value which can corroborate 

and  support  the  Prosecution  in  establishing  the 

guilt of a particular accused. It is submitted that 

in the circumstances, the sting operation carried 

out  herein  referred  to  herein  before,  clearly 

establishes the role of the concerned accused, the 

extent of perpetration of offence by such accused 

and  it  is  according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  the  best 

evidence emerging against such accused since there 

is  a  direct  admission  of  the  involvement  of  the 

accused  herein.  It  is  pointed  out  that  in  the 

circumstances, the material emerging from the sting 

operation also goes a long way in establishing the 

guilt of the accused herein and it is pointed out 

that  since  there  is  establishment  of  common 

intention and common object, each of the accused is 

covered and bound by the material emerging from the 

sting  operation  also  though  it  may  not  be 

specifically emerging against a specific accused. It 

is pointed out that even in such circumstances, the 

accused are required to be held guilty, the State is 

required to be accepted as having discharged its 

burden beyond reasonable doubt of the involvement 

and guilt of the accused. 
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283. A  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court delivered in the case of Rajinder & others v. 

State of Haryana & anr. as reported in (2005) 9 SCC 

784 is also pressed into reliance. My attention is 

drawn to the contents of paragraphs 6 and 8 of the 

said judgment wherein the Hon'ble Supreme Court has 

in fact come to a conclusion that even if there is 

no recovery of muddamal weapons, it would not be by 

itself  fatal  to  the  Prosecution  case.  It  is 

submitted that the said judgment is still good law 

and is binding to the present Court and therefore, 

any defence with regard to non-recovery of weapons 

or incriminating muddamal  qua  some of the accused 

cannot be of any help to the defence and it is urged 

that  even  in  such  circumstances,  the  State  has 

discharged its burden beyond reasonable doubt. It is 

submitted that in the circumstances, each of the 

accused is required to be suitably penalized. Shri 

Kodekar at this stage, reserves his right to make 

further submissions as a counter to any submissions 

that  may  be  required  to  be  explained  after  the 

learned advocates for the defence have made their 

submissions herein. 

Submissions  of  Shri  S.M.Vora,  learned  advocate 

appearing for the victims/witnesses.

284. It is submitted by Shri S.M.Vora, the 

learned  advocate  appearing  on  behalf  of  the 

witnesses/victims, that post incident, a complaint 
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came to be filed on 28/02/2002 itself by accused 

No.57,  in  which  detailed  versions  regarding  the 

names of the victims, the names of the accused and 

role played by them, was given in general terms and 

it is urged that this could not have been done so 

without carrying out a detailed interrogation of the 

relevant  witnesses  and  family  members  of  the 

victims. It is submitted that in any case, accused 

No.57  Shri  K.G.Erda  malafide  entrusted  the 

investigation also to himself and thus became both – 

the complainant and the Investigating Officer, which 

resulted in miscarriage of justice. It is pointed 

out by Shri Vora that subsequent thereto, since the 

victims  felt  that  the  investigation  was  not 

proceeding in the right direction, an application 

was tendered by the victims to the Commissioner of 

Police,  Ahmedabad  City,  together  with  an 

accompanying  affidavit  giving  all  details,  which 

application came to be tendered on 25/11/2002. It is 

submitted that even in such applications/affidavits, 

the victims provided the names of the perpetrators 

i.e. the accused and also gave details with regard 

to the role played by them in the incident. It is 

submitted that  therefore, it  cannot be said  that 

NGOs/interested Advocates made up the names of the 

accused with a view to falsely implicate them as is 

urged  by  the  defence.  It  is  submitted  that 

therefore, it is required to be accepted that right 

since  the  very  beginning,  the  victims  have  been 

crying about the role played by each of the accused 

in the perpetration of each incident highlighted, 
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specified and narrated in the application before the 

Commissioner  of  Police  and  supporting  affidavits, 

despite which the investigation did not move in the 

right  direction.  It  is  submitted  that  subsequent 

thereto  and  after  a  long  passage  of  time,  the 

victims were compelled to move the Hon'ble Supreme 

Court which, as is an admitted position, established 

the  SIT  to  further  investigate  into  the  present 

incident  together  with  other  incidents  that  had 

taken place in Gujarat. It is pointed out by Shri 

Vora  that  even  an  application  Exh.192  under 

Sec.173(8) of the Cr.P.C. was tendered by the victims 

and vide another application Exh.98 reliefs under 

Sec.91 of Cr.P.C. were sought for production of the 

documents, and it is urged that it is, therefore, 

explicitly  clear  that  the  victims  have  been 

providing  details  and  have  been  seeking  further 

investigation  into  the  incident  since  the  very 

inception  of  the  present  proceedings.  It  is 

submitted that therefore, it cannot be accepted as 

what is contended by the defence that the victims 

for  malafide  reasons,  have  added,  substituted  or 

subtracted  accused  as  is  falsely  alleged  in  the 

course of the arguments. It is submitted that the 

defence has tried to highlight on such aspects which 

are  not  correct.  It  is  submitted  that  all 

throughout,  the  victims  have  been  pressing  for 

bringing right persons on the record as accused and 

making them answerable to the society for their acts 

and offences. It is submitted that therefore, there 

is no merit in the defence version that the victims 
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have malafide orchestrated the naming and dropping 

of accused at later stages. It is submitted that 

even  during  the  investigation  carried  out  by the 

SIT, the victims have been approaching the SIT as 

also the Courts, seeking to arraign more and further 

persons  as  accused  in  the  present  proceedings 

because those persons were not being made answerable 

for their actions. It is pointed out by Shri Vora 

that in response to a call for justice made by the 

victims, persons like Ashish Khetan and Rahul Sharma 

have  placed  for  the  consideration  of  the  Courts 

relevant records which are required to be considered 

to decide the fate of the present proceedings. It is 

pointed  out  that  the  defence  version  that  the 

victims have wrongly named the accused for malafide 

reasons, is also not correct, not believable and not 

required to be accepted. It is submitted that most 

of  the  eye-witnesses  have  lost  large  number  of 

members of their family who were killed before their 

very  own  eyes  and  such  witnesses  have  seen  the 

actual incident taking place where their loved ones 

were done away with by the accused in such fashion. 

It  is  submitted  that  in  such  circumstances,  the 

victims and also the eye-witnesses would not wrongly 

try  to implicate  any  persons  and  let  the  actual 

perpetrators  go  free.  It  is  submitted  that  the 

persons with whom the victims had no previous enmity 

or reasons to falsely involve, cannot be attributed 

to have  been  maliciously involved  in  the  present 

proceedings as is falsely alleged by the defence. It 

is submitted that the entire submissions made by the 
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defence in this regard are required to be discarded 

and are required to be given a go by. 

285. It is submitted that the victims have 

played an active role in bringing and placing before 

the Court relevant material for consideration of the 

Court, which would go a long way in securing justice 

for the victims. It is submitted that even the SIT 

has  not  discharged  its  responsibilities  in  the 

manner it ought to, and therefore, an application 

under Sec.319 was tendered by the victims which is 

on the record of the proceedings at Exh.738, which 

application also was partly allowed by the Court, 

meaning  thereby  that  the  Court  also  came  to  a 

conclusion  that  there  was  some  merit  in  the 

application and arraignment of more accused was made 

in terms of the orders passed by the Court. It is 

submitted that it was the duty of the SIT to bring 

on record such accused or at least attempt to make 

such persons prima facie involved in the offence, as 

accused, but there was a failure on the part of the 

SIT also to do the same. It is submitted that some 

applications  made  by  the  present  victims  were 

contested by the SIT and therefore, it could be said 

that there was some diversion in the stands taken by 

the SIT and the victims. 

286. Shri  S.M.Vora  has  relied  upon  a 

judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court delivered in 

the  case  of  Gajoo  v.  State  of  Uttarakhand as 

reported in (2012)3 SCC(Cri.) 1200, and has drawn my 
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attention more particularly to paragraphs 20 and 27 

of the said judgments, which are reproduced herein 

below:-

“20. In regard to defective investigation, 

this  Court  in  Dayal  Singh  v.  State  of 

Uttaranchal  while  dealing  with  the  cases  of 

omissions and commissions by the investigating 

officer, and duty of the court in such cases, 

held as under : (SCC pp. 280-83, paras 27-36).

“27. Now, we may advert to the duty of the 

court in such cases. In Sathi Prasad v. State 

of  U.P.  this  Court  stated  that  it  is  well 

settled  that  if  the  police  records  become 

suspect  and  investigation  perfunctory,  it 

becomes the duty of the court to see if the 

evidence given in court should be relied upon 

and  such  lapses  ignored.  Noticing  the 

possibility of investigation being designedly 

defective, this Court in Dhanaj Singh v. State 

of Punjab, held : (SCC p.657, para 5)

“5.  In  the  case  of  a  defective 

investigation the court has to be circumspect 

in evaluating the evidence. But it would not be 

right in acquitting an accused person solely on 

account  of  the  defect;  to  do  so  would 

tantamount  to  playing  into  the  hands  of  the 

investigating officer if the investigation is 

designedly defective.”
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287. It is submitted by Shri Vora that this 

judgment makes it absolutely clear that even lapses 

in investigation should not result in acquittal of 

any accused and the evidence before the Court is the 

only aspect to be considered to decide the fate of 

the accused. It is submitted that this trend of the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court is consistently followed right 

since the year 1996. 

288. It is submitted by Shri Vora that this 

judgment makes it absolutely clear that even lapses 

in investigation should not result in acquittal of 

any accused and the evidence before the Court is the 

only aspect to be considered to decide the fate of 

the accused. It is submitted that this trend of the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court is consistently followed right 

since the year 1996. 

289. It  is submitted that  with regard to 

the role played by accused No.57, it is required to 

be repeated that accused No.57 was the complainant 

and  complaint  was  lodged  on  28/02/2002  and 

investigation was carried out by accused No.57 upto 

08/03/2002. It is submitted that a panchnama with 

regard to the scene of the incident was drawn on 

01/03/2002  and  thereafter  right  since  01/03/2002 

till  the  time  the  FSL  officers  and  other 

investigating agencies visited the site, more and 

more bodies were discovered, more effort was made to 

investigate  appropriately  into  the  identities  of 
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such dead bodies and deliberately the bodies were 

allowed to decay by the accused. It is submitted 

that  if  there  were  more  bodies  recovered  after 

01/03/2002  and  that  too  when  the  Panchnama  was 

completed, it is required to be accepted that the 

accused  No.57 deliberately chose  not  to take  the 

investigation  in  the  right  direction  and 

deliberately chose to ensure that the investigation 

became defective. It is submitted that this clearly 

shows that accused No.57 was trying to derail the 

investigation in a manner as would not serve the 

cause of justice. It is submitted that such actions 

on the part of accused No.57 rightly require him to 

be arraigned as an accused and it is urged that in 

such circumstances, the accused No.57 is required to 

be  appropriately  penalized.  Shri  S.M.Vora  has 

pressed  into  reliance  a  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble 

Supreme Court as reported in 2010 AIAR (Cri.) 799 SC 

in the case of Maqbool @ Zuber @ Shahnawaz & Anr. v. 

State of Andhra Pradesh. 

290. It  is  submitted  by  Shri  Vora  that 

accused No.57 has given the name of one Dipak @ 

Pradip  as  being  involved  in  the  offence,  but 

deliberately chose not to take any steps to arrest 

such  person  nor  take  any  steps  in  bringing  such 

accused before the Court. It is submitted that it 

was  only  after  the  SIT  took  charge  of  the 

investigation that the said individual was arrested 

and is presently before us as accused No.56. It is 

submitted  that  such  aspect  is  corroborated  and 
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emerging from the testimony of the IO of SIT Shri 

J.M.Suthar i.e. PW-335 who has deposed about this 

aspect  in  detail  in  paragraph  No.61  of  his 

deposition. 

291. It  is  submitted  that  despite  this 

being  an  incident  of  rare  and  grave  seriousness 

where it could be said to be a genocide, it would 

have been the natural conduct of a senior Police 

Officer to carry out videography/photography of the 

site of the incident, which according to Shri Vora, 

was deliberately not done so by accused No.57. It is 

submitted  that  this  was  deliberately not  done  so 

with  a  view  to  hide  the  real  culprits  and 

perpetrators. It is submitted that therefore also, 

the accused No.57 is required to be held guilty of 

the charges framed against him. It is submitted that 

number of dead bodies were found from the site of 

the incident after the completion of the Panchnama 

and it is submitted that it is an admitted position 

that such dead bodies were beyond identification, 

could  not  be  recognized,  had  decayed  and  were 

emitting foul smell and even insects had infected 

such dead bodies. It is submitted that where was the 

need  to  hurriedly  conclude  the  Panchnama  on 

01/03/2002 when such number of bodies were as yet 

not  recovered.  It  is  submitted  that  this  clearly 

establishes the criminal negligence on the part of 

the accused No.57. It is submitted that 38 inquest 

Panchnamas (at Exhs.278 to 295, 297 to 310, 482 to 

485  and  488  on  the  record  of  the  present 
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proceedings) were all mechanically carried out and 

each Panchnama was concluded in a short time of 20 

minutes and it is submitted that there was undue 

haste in carrying out such panchnamas and all of 

which  were  carried  out  during  the  period  when 

accused No.57 was in charge of the investigation and 

therefore, such defective investigation is the sole 

responsibility of such accused. It is submitted that 

on 08/03/2002, during the same period i.e. between 

14:00 Hrs. and 15:00 Hrs., a panchnama with regard 

to  recovery  and  seizure  of  muddamal  jewellery 

(Panchnama Exh.576) was effected and simultaneously 

an inquest Panchnama Exh.488 was also drawn at the 

same time. It is submitted that this clearly shows 

the  seriousness  which  was  attached  to  the 

investigation being carried out and it shows that 

the  accused  No.57  wanted  to  subvert  the 

investigation process and therefore, such state of 

affairs. It is submitted that all these aspects are 

emerging  from  the  testimony  of  PW-335  Shri 

J.M.Suthar in paragraph No.62 of his deposition. 

292. It is submitted that a panchnama dated 

06/03/2002 in respect of the recovery of a can of 

inflammable substances recovered from accused No.3 

was drawn by accused No.57 in which the real brother 

of accused No.1 was a panch witness. It is submitted 

that this goes to show the malafides on the part of 

the IO. It is submitted that in any case, such panch 

witness  was  examined  by  the  Court  as  PW-73  and 

naturally he has not supported the Prosecution. It 
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is  submitted  that  despite  providing  full  details 

about the number of dead bodies, the accused No.57 

did not make any efforts to investigate into the 

aspect of recovery of such dead bodies and hurriedly 

completed  the  panchnama  on  01/03/2002  without 

looking into the aspect of recovery of dead bodies 

which was well within the knowledge of the accused 

since  he  himself  was  the  complainant  and  the 

complaint provided full details of such dead bodies. 

It is submitted that this also establishes the role 

of the accused. 

293. It  is  submitted  that  despite  being 

aware of the Bandh call given, which bandh call was 

given on 27/02/2002 itself, no preventive arrests 

were carried out by accused No.57. It is submitted 

that this is corroborated in the testimony of PW-249 

who  has  produced  the  Register  relevant  to  such 

records  and  which  clearly  establishes  that  no 

preventive arrests had been carried out by accused 

No.57. It is submitted that if such arrests were 

carried out, the possibility of such massacre could 

have been greatly reduced. It is submitted that such 

inaction  on  the  part  of  the  accused  No.57  also 

establishes the guilt of the accused. 

294. It  is  submitted  that  PW-335  has 

further pointed out in the course of his deposition 

that accused No.57 had a reserved staff of about 

eight persons in his Police Station. It is submitted 

that it is an admitted position that services of 
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such eight reserved personnel was not utilized by 

accused No.57 and accused No.57 only made show of 

asking for more Police personnel at the scene of the 

incident and it is urged that non-deployment of such 

reserve personnel was deliberate. 

295. It is submitted that even when the gas 

cylinders  were  exploded  in  his  presence  as  is 

reflected from the evidence on record of the present 

proceedings,  no  effective  firing  was  ordered  by 

accused No.57 as would have prevented the use of gas 

cylinders  to  explode  and  destroy  the  walls  and 

properties of Gulbarg Society. It is submitted that 

this also establishes the criminal negligence on the 

part of accused No.57. 

296. It is pointed out by Shri Vora that 

the sting operation carried out in connection with 

the present incident, is clearly providing strong 

corroborative  material  with  regard  to  the  role 

played by accused No.25 Mangilal Jain, accused No.28 

Prahladji Rajuji Asori and accused No.30 Madanlal 

Dhanraj  Raval.  It  is  submitted  that  the  sting 

operation is corroborated by the testimony of PW-336 

who is a CBI Officer and who has clearly established 

that the material comprising of the sting operation, 

meaning the recordings, DVD an other material were 

verified by the FSL and found to be not tampered 

with. It is submitted that in such circumstances and 

especially when none of the three accused referred 

to above, has denied that the voice emerging from 
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the  recordings  of  the  sting  operation,  was  not 

theirs,  in  light  of  the  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble 

Supreme Court as reported in (2009) III CCR 402 (SC) 

delivered  in  the  case  of  R.K.Anand  v. Registrar, 

Delhi High Court, wherein the Hon'ble Supreme Court 

has clearly laid down the parameters wherein when 

the maker of the voice has not denied hos own voice, 

the same is required to be accepted as a relevant 

material. It is submitted that therefore, and more 

particularly when the three accused have not denied 

their voices and it is established in the course of 

voice  spectrography  (Exh.1493)  that  the  voices 

recorded are the voices of the concerned accused, 

this  is  good  corroborative  material  against  such 

accused. It is submitted that PW-313 who was the 

author  of  the  sting  operation  being  one  Ashish 

Khetan, has not been effectively cross examined by 

the defence and therefore, his evidence is required 

to be  accepted  as  good  corroborative  evidence  to 

establish the guilt of the accused. It is submitted 

that further corroboration to the sting operation is 

emerging  from  the  testimony  of  PW-338  who  is  an 

expert witness of the FSL. 

297. It is submitted by Shri Vora that from 

the circumstantial evidence which is required to be 

considered as the only inference that can be drawn, 

is that right since the incident of 27/02/2002, the 

atmosphere  had  become  communally surcharged  which 

was further aggravated by the Bandh call given on 

28/02/2002  and  it  is  submitted  that  the  entire 
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present incident has taken place in the presence of 

senior Police Officers who chose to do nothing with 

regard to the incident and it is, therefore, urged 

that  this  clearly  establishes  the  criminal 

conspiracy emerging herein between the accused. It 

is submitted that the conduct of the accused itself 

is suggestive of the existence of the conspiracy. It 

is  submitted  that  the  defective  investigation 

carried  out  by  the  Police  authorities  itself 

furthers the stand of the victims that there was an 

existence of a criminal conspiracy behind the entire 

incident.  It  is  submitted  that  the  evidence  on 

record establishes that all senior Police Officers 

including  those  of  the  rank  of  Commissioner  of 

Police, had visited the site of the incident on the 

fateful  day  itself  and  it  is  required  to  be 

inferred, according to Shri Vora, that being such 

senior Police officers, they would have realized the 

gravity of the situation and would have definitely 

considered the possibility of such incident taking 

place despite which no steps were taken by them, 

which  also  suggests  that  there  was  criminal 

conspiracy behind the incident. It is submitted by 

Shri Vora that all the star witnesses including PWs 

106, 107, 116, 177 have consistency testified that 

even  on  27/02/2002,  they  had  sought  for  Police 

protection and right throughout the taking place of 

the incident, consistent efforts were being made to 

avail of Police protection which was denied to them 

and it is urged that it is under such circumstances 

also  that  inaction  on  the  part  of  the  Police 
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authorities  would  suggest  and  infer  a  larger 

criminal  conspiracy.  It  is  submitted  that  the 

evidence establishes that even on the last moment, 

Shri Ehsan Jafri had attempted to contact the Chief 

Minister, but no help was provided. 

298. It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances,  the  testimony  of  PW-241  has  been 

misinterpreted  by  the  defence  and  in  fact  the 

testimony of PW-241 Firoz Dilawer Shaikh is required 

to  be  read  in  the  correct  context  and  it  is 

submitted  that  such  testimony  clearly establishes 

the criminal conspiracy that was existing on the 

date  of  the  incident.  It  is  submitted  that  the 

testimony of PW-171 Ismailbhai Ibrahimbhai Pathan, 

is also required to be considered inasmuch as, he 

admits  that  he  was  not  an  eye-witness  to  the 

incident at Gulbarg Society, but he saw a mob of 

persons  making  preparations  to  attack  Gulbarg 

Society, as is emerging from his testimony. It is 

submitted that under such circumstances, it is the 

only inference that can be drawn that the mob had 

started  making  preparations  in  furtherance  of  a 

meeting  of  minds  and  therefore,  if  there  was  a 

meeting  of  minds,  that  itself  establishes  the 

criminal conspiracy. It is submitted that thus PW-

171 also establishes the criminal conspiracy. 

299. It is submitted by Shri Vora that PWs 

157, 215, 229, 296, have all testified with regard to 

having personally heard the mob shouting slogans and 
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shouting  slogans  to  the  effect  that  “kill  and 

slaughter persons of the Muslim community (મીયાંઓને  

મારો  અને  કાપો)”.  It is submitted that such consistent 

testimony,  corroborative  testimony,  clearly 

establishes that there was only one thing in the 

mind of the mob and that was to do away with the 

members  of  the  minority  community  and  therefore 

also, such testimonies are clearly suggestive of the 

fact that there was criminal conspiracy entered into 

by  the  accused  in  the  present  incident.  It  is 

submitted that PWs 161, 192, 198, 207, 210, 230, 231 

and 303 have all provided corroboration and support 

to the testimonies of the above referred witnesses 

with regard to what was being uttered by the mob. 

300. According  to  Shri  S.M.Vora,  PW-181 

Riyazuddin Siyazuddin Saiyed has clearly testified 

that he was warned by his neighbours with regard to 

there being some incident about to take place and 

therefore,  the  previous  warning  given  to  such 

witness clearly suggests that his neighbours were 

also aware of what was to transpire and take place 

on that day and this also establishes that there was 

a previous meeting of minds and this also further 

establishes the conspiracy herein. It is submitted 

that PW-208 Akbarhussain Abdulbhai Mansuri has in 

the course of his deposition, also testified that he 

was provided shelter by a Marwadi Hindu family and 

while taking shelter in their residence, he heard 

the  shouting  of  slogans  of  “JAI  SHRI  RAM”  and 
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slogans  inter  alia  to the  effect  that  “kill  the 

members of the minority community”. It is submitted 

that this also goes to show the criminal conspiracy. 

It is submitted that in terms of the testimony of 

PW-212 Abbasbhai Ayubbhai Kadir, the target of the 

mob  was  property  and  life  of  members  of  the 

particular community which also establishes meeting 

of minds with regard to the action to be taken on 

such date and therefore, also, criminal conspiracy 

is established. 

301. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of PW-3 Babuji Chhaguji Dabhi, who in the course of 

his testimony in paragraph No.6, has narrated thus:-

 “૬. મુસલીમોની માલ િમલકતો દુકાનોની તોડફોડ કરી આગ ચાંપી 

સળગાવી દેવાના બનાવો બનતા અમો એ ચોકી િવસતારમાં સખત પેટર ોલીગ 

રાખેલ અને બદંોબસત વધારેલ. દરિમયાનમાં જણવા મળેલ કે, ચમનપુરા 

ચોકી િવસતારમાં બપોરના દોઢેક વાગે જણવા મળેલ કે, ગુલબગર સોસાયટી 

આગળ િહનદુ કોમના લોકોના મોટી સંખયામાં ટોળા એકઠા થયા છે અને રોડ 

પરની  મુસલીમોની  દુકાનો,  િમલકતોની  તોડફોડ  કરી  રોડ  પર  સળગાવી 

દવેામાં આવલે છે. અને વધારે પોલીસ બદંોબસતની જરરીયાત છે. આવુ 

જણતા  અમો  અમારી  સાથેના  બદંોબસતના  પોલીસના  માણસો  સાથે 

રીકવીઝીટ  વાહનોમાં  રતનસાગર  ચાર  રસતાથી  મીનાબજર,  કલાપીનગર 

છેલા બસ સટેનડ થઈ ઓમ નગર તણ રસતા ગયેલા.  તયાં જઈ જયુ તો 

રોડપર વાહનો અવર જવર ન કરે તે સાર પથથરો લાકડા મુકી આડશો કરેલ. 

ઓમ  નગરથી  ચમનપુરા  ચકલા  રોડ  ઠેર  ઠેર  આગ  સળગતી  જણાયેલ. 
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લોકોના  ટોળા  રોડ  પર  એકઠા  થયેલા  હતા.  અમો  ગુલબગર  સોસાયટી 

પહોચવા આડશો દુર કરતા ગુલબગર સોસા. પહોચયા. તયાં ગુલબગર સો. 

ની  સામે  રોડ  પર  મેઘાણીનગર  પો.સટે.  સી.પો.ઈ.શી  કે.જ.એરડા 

સાહેબ,  પી.એસ.આઈ.શી  ભાટી  સાહેબ  તથા  પોલીસના  માણસો 

બદંોબસતમાં હાજર હતા. અમોએ શી એરડા સાહેબને બદંોબસત અંગે રીપોટર  

કરેલ. આ દરિમયાનમાં રોડ પર મોટી સંખયામાં ટોળા એકઠા થઈ ગયેલા 

અને  'જય શી  રામ'  તેમજ  'મુસલમાનોને  મારી  નાખો,  કાપી  નાખો, 

સળગાવી નાખો' ના સુતોચચાર કરતા. ટોળાના માણસો પાસે તલવારો, 

પાઈપો,  લાકડીઓ  ચપપા  જવેા  જવલેણ  હિથયારો  તથા  પલાસટીકના 

કેરબાઓ ધારણ કરેલા  હતા.  ટોળા  ઉગ બનતા અમોએ અમારી  સાથેના 

પો.કો.  ઈનદિસંહને  ટીયરગેસ છોડવા માટે હુકમ આપવા ઓમનગર તણ 

રસતા બાદ પથમ તણ સેલ છોડેલા. ટીયરગેસથી ટોળાપર થોડી અસર થવા 

પામેલી પણ થોડી જ વારમાં ટોળા એકઠા થયેલા અને પોલીસ પર સખત 

પથથરમારો ચાલુ કરી દીધેલ. તેમજ ગુલબગર સોસાયટી પર પણ પથથરમારો 

શર  કરી  દીધેલ.  આ  દરિમયાન  ગુલબગર  સો.માંથી  પણ  ટોળા  પર 

પથથરમારો શર થવા લાગેલ. તમેજ ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થવા પામેલ. તમેાં 

ટોળાના  કેટલાક  ઈસમો  ઘવાયેલા  આથી  ટોળા  વધારે  ઉશકેરાયેલા  અને 

એસીડના બલબ, સળગતા કાકડા ગુલબગર સોસા.પર ફેકવા લાગેલા અને 

ટોળા ખુબજ િહંસક સવરપ ધારણ કરેલ.આ વખતે પો.ઈ.શી એરડા સાહેબે 

ટોળાને  િવખેરાઈ  જવા  માટે  ટીયર  ગેસ  છોડવામાં  આવશે,  લાઠી  ચાજર 

કરવામાં  આવશે,  તથા  ફાયરીગ કરવામાં  આવશે તેવી  વારંવાર  ચતેવણી 

આપેલી  પરંતુ  તેની  ટોળા  પર  કોઈ  અસર  થવા  પામેલ  નિહ.  આથી 
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ટીયરગેસના  સેલ  સંખયાબંધ  છોડવામાં  આવલેા  તેમજ  મે  મારી  સાથે  ના 

પો.કો. ઈનદિસંહને હુકમ આપી સાત ટીયરગેસના સેલ છોડેલ. તનેી ટોળા 

પર અસર થવા પામેલી નિહ.” 

302. It is submitted that the witness is an 

independent  witness  and  there  is  no  reason  to 

disbelieve such witness and that the testimony of 

such witness clearly establishes the objective of 

the mob and meeting of minds of the members of the 

mob. It is submitted that the witness has further 

testified inter alia to the effect that the mob was 

armed  with  deadly  weapons  like  swords,  knives, 

sticks  and  was  armed  with  cans  of  inflammable 

material. 

303. It is submitted by Shri Vora that PW-

177  Sairaben  Sandhi  has  also  corroborated  the 

testimony of the above witness, and she has also 

narrated  in  paragraph  No.13  of  her  testimony  as 

thus:-

“૧૩. અમે જફરી સાહેબના ઘર પાસે ઉભા હતા તયારે બપોરના બે 

અઢી વાગે પાછળથી પણ વીસફોટનો અવાજ આવલે. તે વખતે અમે જફરી 

સાહેબના મકાન પાસે ઉભા હતા. મારી સાથે મારા પિત સલીમભાઈ અને 

મારા  િદયર જહાંગીરભાઈ તથા મારો  િદકરો  મહમદહુસેન હતો.  પાછળની 

િદવાલ તોડીને પણ તે પછી ટોળુ અદંર ઘંુસી આવેલ. ટોળા પાસે તલવારો, 

ગુપી,  લાકડીઓ,  તીશુળો  અને   પાઈપો  હતા.  આ  ટોળાએ  અમારી 

સોસા.માં પથથરમારો  કરેલ.  સળગતા કાકડા ફેકેલ અને  પાછળની બાજુ 
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આવેલા  મકાનો  તોડફોડ  કરી  લુંટફાટ  કરી  સળગાવેલા.  આ  ટોળાએ 

સોસા.ના  આગળની  બાજુના  ભાગે  આવલે  મકાનોમાં  પણ  તોડફોડ  કરી 

લુંટફાટ  કરી  મકાનોને  આગ લગાડવાનું  ચાલુ  કરેલુ.  આગંણામાં  વાહનો 

પડેલા તનેે આગ લગાડવાનું ચાલુ કરેલ. આ ટોળાએ મારા દીકરાની બાઈક 

અને મારા િદયરની રીકા પણ જવલનશીલ પવાહી નાખી સળગાવી દીધેલ. 

જથેી મારા િદયર દોડતા દોડતા મારા ઘર તરફ ગયેલા પરંતુ મારા પિત તેમની 

પાછળ જઈ તેમને લઈને જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં આવી ગયેલા. પછી મારા 

પિત મકાન નંબર સોળમાં જતા રહેલા. જ ેમકાન ખાન સાહેબનું છે.” 

304. It  is  submitted  by  Shri  Vora  that 

accused No.29 has admitted in the sting operation 

with regard to the slogans being shouted by the mob 

with regard to killing of Muslims and it is urged 

that this is an aspect corroborated from the version 

emerging from the testimony of PW-313 Ashish Khetan 

and therefore also, this is a good and seriously 

incriminating  piece  of  evidence  which  establishes 

criminal conspiracy and the role of accused No.29 in 

the incident. 

305. It is submitted that there is clear 

evidence emerging that the Commissioner of Police 

and senior Police Officers had visited the scene of 

the incident prior to any incident taking place and 

had  gone  away  after  giving  reassurances  to  the 

residents of Gulbarg Society. It is pointed out by 

Shri Vora that immediately within half an hour of 

such senior Police officers going away, a mob had 
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gathered  outside  Gulbarg  Society,  which  also 

establishes that there was something unnatural going 

on, on that day which in view of the greater context 

of the submissions made herein, is required to be 

accepted  as  further  corroborative  material  with 

regard to existence of a criminal conspiracy. It is 

submitted that Shri Tandon coming over to the scene 

of incident with a strike force, is also established 

in  the  course  of  testimony  of  PW-7  and  it  is 

submitted  that  despite  being  present  with  such 

strike force, no efforts were made to disperse the 

mob or prevent any incident, which also suggests a 

greater conspiracy. 

306. Shri S.M.Vora has relied on a judgment 

of the Hon'ble Supreme Court delivered in the case 

of Gulam Sarbar v. State of Bihar (now Jharkhand) as 

reported in 2014 Cr.L.J. 34 (SC) wherein reliance is 

placed on head note 'A' of the judgment, which reads 

as  “Penal  Code  (45  of  1860),  S.  120B-Criminal 

conspiracy-Essential ingredients-Meeting of minds to 

form  a  criminal  conspiracy  has  to  be  proved  by 

adducing  substantive  evidence  in  cases  where 

circumstantial evidence is incomplete or vague.” 

307. It is urged by Shri S.M.Vora that in 

the circumstances, the evidence is overwhelming and 

believable  and  credible  in  respect  of  the  role 

played by all the accused in the present offence and 

it  is  urged  that  since  all  the  accused  are 

established to be a part of the criminal conspiracy, 

all of them are required to be held guilty and given 
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harshest  punishment  to  provide  justice  to  the 

victims.

*********

Judgment continued in Part-III.........
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PART – III

Arguments  by  learned  defence  Counsels  Shri  Abhay 
Bhardwaj, Shri T.R.Bajpai and Shri Rajendra Trivedi 
on behalf of the concerned accused.

308. Shri  Bhardwaj,  the  learned  advocate 

appearing  on  behalf  of  the  concerned  accused, 

submits that the Prosecution has completely failed 

in  discharging  its  duty  of  establishing  beyond 

reasonable doubt any of the charges, much less the 

charges that the accused concerned face herein and 

it is urged that there is neither material in the 

form of evidence or in the form of testimonies of 

concerned witnesses which would in any manner make 

this Court come to a conclusion at the end of the 

trial that the State has discharged its burden of 

establishing  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the  charges 

against the accused, and it is urged that in such 

circumstances, not only are the accused required to 

be given the benefit of such non-establishment of 

charges beyond reasonable doubt on the part of the 

Prosecution,  but  are  required   to  be  given  a 

honourable and clean acquittal. 

309. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that the material available and gone through so far 

by the concerned Advocates, may kindly be considered 

to set up an effective and appropriate defence on 

behalf of the concerned accused and it is submitted 
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that it would be the endeavour of the defence to 

establish  from  the  evidence  of  the  Prosecution 

itself that the Prosecution has completely failed in 

establishing the charges against the accused. It is 

pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  he  intends  to 

firstly  draw  the  attention  of  the  Court  to  the 

relevant aspects of the oral evidence produced on 

the  record  of  the  present  proceedings,  and 

particularly my attention is drawn to the testimony 

of  PW-106  at  Exh.542  i.e.  Imtiyazkhan  Saeedkhan 

Pathan, who admittedly even in terms used by the 

Prosecution and now being repeated by the defence, 

is  a  star  witness  on  whom  the  Prosecution  has 

greatly relied upon in an effort to prove its case. 

310. My attention is drawn to page No.77 of 

the testimony of this witness and reference is made 

to a note which is nothing but an observation made 

by  the  Court  in  the  course  of  recording  of  the 

evidence of the said witness. Drawing my attention 

to the observations made as referred above, Shri 

Bhardwaj points out that an application Exh.543 was 

tendered by the accused drawing the attention of the 

Court  to  the  fact  that  two  persons  mainly  being 

Ms.Tista  Setalvad  and  Mr.R.B.Sreekumar,  who 

according  to  the  accused,  were  instrumental  in 

preparing the statements of the victims and were 

also instrumental in preparing the witnesses, were 

present all throughout in the Court and that their 

presence,  according  to  the  defence  in  terms  of 
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application Exh.543, was not desirable for the fair 

conduct  of  the  trial  and  the  relief  was  sought 

inter alia to the effect that the Court should pass 

appropriate orders directing these two persons not 

to remain present in the Court during the recording 

of the testimony of the witness. However, on perusal 

of  application  Exh.543,  it  transpires  that  such 

application was disposed of as “not pressed”. But 

however,  according  to  Shri  Bhardwaj,  the  learned 

Judge has proceeded to record on page No.77  inter 

alia to the effect that there is a constant presence 

of these two individuals while the testimony of the 

present witness was being recorded. It is pointed 

out by Shri Bhardwaj that such observation goes to 

the root of the defence that the Prosecution has 

relied upon the testimony of tutored witnesses and 

the objective of such exercise was to achieve the 

goal of establishing the guilt of all the accused 

and ensure that all the accused rightly or wrongly 

were punished and held  guilty of the charges framed 

against them. It is pointed out that it is in the 

background of such observations by the Court that 

the defence will be required to be looked at and it 

is  requested  that  defence  be  looked  at  from  the 

broad  perspective  of  the  possibility  of  the 

Prosecution  witnesses  being  prepared  and  tutored 

with some ulterior motives. 

311. My attention is drawn to page No.48 

onwards of the cross examination of PW-106, wherein, 
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according  to  Shri  Bhardwaj,  the  witness  has 

categorically admitted that he was being assisted by 

a N.G.O. in preparing his statement and that the 

name of such N.G.O. is admitted to be “Citizens for 

Justice  &  Peace”  and  it  is  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that it is further admitted by the witness 

that the statement which was signed and produced by 

the witness before the S.I.T. at Gandhinagar, was 

prepared  four  or  five  days  prior  to  the  witness 

putting his signature thereupon. It is pointed out 

that  the  witness  has  further  conceded  that  the 

statement was typed on a computer and that the same 

was not prepared by him. It is pointed out that the 

witness  has  further  testified  in  his  cross 

examination inter alia to the effect that other such 

persons  were  also  possessed  of  such  computerized 

statements  when  they  all  went  to  the  SIT  at 

Gandhinagar. It is pointed out that the witness has 

further  admitted  that  all  such  computerized 

statements were prepared on the same computer and 

there  was  an  English  version  handed  over  to  the 

present  witness  and  other  witnesses,  as  also  a 

Gujarati version. It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj 

that the witness has further conceded that he did 

not understand the contents of the English version 

and  translation  was  made  for  his  benefit.  It  is 

further pointed out that the witness has conceded 

that when the witness signed such statement, he did 

not  install  a  date  under  his  signature.  It  is 

pointed out that the witness has further conceded 
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that  the  SIT  had  never  demanded  such  written 

statements from any of the witnesses, but that the 

witnesses had got prepared such material to refresh 

their memory. 

312. My  attention  is  drawn  to  paragraph 

No.65  of  the  cross  examination  of  the  present 

witness and it has been pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj 

that in paragraph No.65 of the cross examination of 

this witness, the witness while denying the fact of 

the statement being prepared by the NGO 'Citizens 

for Justice & Peace”, has admitted that he was aware 

of the fact that Ms.Tista Setalwad was connected 

with the said NGO. However, it is, according to Shri 

Bhardwaj, categorically denied by the witness that 

Ms.Tista  Setalvad  and  Advocate  Shri  Tirmizi  were 

instrumental  in  preparing  such  statements.  It  is 

pointed  out  that  the  very  fact  that  there  is  a 

strong denial by the witness, makes it clear that a 

question was specifically posed to the witness by 

the Prosecution which was implied that this has been 

the  consistent  stand  taken  by  the  defence  with 

regard  to  the  role  and  doubtful  accuracy  of  the 

statements  which  are  heavily  relied  upon  by  the 

Prosecution. It is pointed out that it is in the 

background of such facts and circumstances that the 

observation made by the Court on page No.77 with 

regard  to  the  application  Exh.543  as  also  with 

regard to the presence of Ms.Tista Setalvad and Shri 

R.B.Sreekumar  in  the  Court,  becomes  material  and 
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relevant. 

313. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that  the  testimony  of  the  witness  PW-106  also 

clearly  exposes  the  desire  behind  the  entire 

exercise  on  the  part  of  some  of  the  interested 

persons inasmuch as, it is pointed out that prior to 

the  year  2008,  the  incident  and  the  registered 

offence in respect thereof was being investigated by 

very senior Officers of the Gujarat State Police and 

it is pointed out that it is an admitted position 

established in the course of the trial that each of 

such  Police  Officers  investigating  into  the 

incident, was sought to be made an accused in the 

present proceedings and it is submitted that this 

entire  exercise  was  aimed  at  not  providing  the 

defence with the whole truth and placing before the 

Court only subjective and coloured material which 

would have helped the cause of Prosecution. It is 

pointed out that in such circumstances, the accused 

have  been  denied  their  fundamental  right,  more 

particularly the right to a free and fair trial and 

it  is  in  these  circumstances  that  the  entire 

evidence relied upon by the Prosecution is required 

to  be  minutely  scrutinized  to  look  at  the 

effectiveness  of  the  Prosecution  case  and  it  is 

pointed  out  that  from  the  examination-in-chief 

itself of some of the Prosecution witnesses, these 

aspects  would  be  highlighted  and  brought  to  the 

notice of the Court in the course of the submissions 
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made by the defence. It is pointed out that the 

testimonies of these witnesses, are aimed at not 

bring out the whole truth but are aimed at achieving 

a  singular  objective  of  ensuring  that  all  the 

accused are denied a free trial. It is pointed out 

that it is on such count alone that the accused are 

required to be given the benefit of doubt and are 

required to be given clean acquittal. 

314. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that  the  second  aspect  or  thrust  of  the  defence 

would be inter alia to the effect that all the star 

witnesses are claimed to be present at the scene of 

the  incident  and  concentrating  on  PW-106,  it  is 

pointed  out  that  PW-106  together  with  the  other 

victims  was  escorted  by  the  Police  and  taken  to 

safety at 4:45 p.m. on 28/02/2002 i.e. on the date 

of  the  incident  itself.  It  is  pointed  out  that 

consequent thereto, the witnesses were escorted to 

the  Shahibaug  Police  Station  and  were  thereafter 

escorted to the relief shelters or relief camps for 

their own protection. It is pointed out that it is 

natural  for  a  victim  or  an  eye-witness  to  be 

traumatized by what has happened before his very 

eyes,  but  according  to  Shri  Bhardwaj,  it  is  a 

natural course of behaviour that such victims or 

witnesses would feel a sense of security when they 

are protected, placed in protective custody and are 

placed in shelters to protect them from their fears. 

It is pointed out that, that was the time when such 
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witnesses were required to com out with the whole 

truth but despite such state of affairs they did not 

make any statement or volunteer any information to 

any Police Officer for more than two days and the 

first such interaction PW-106 and other witnesses 

had with the Police, was on 2nd of March, 2002. But 

however,  it  is  pointed  out  that  the  statement 

tendered by the witness before such Police officer 

was thereafter disclaimed and denied with an intent 

to help a greater conspiracy in bringing more and 

more accused persons into the net and it is pointed 

out that in such circumstances, it would be unsafe 

to rely on a testimony of a witness who keeps on 

improving in his testimony by implicating others as 

perpetrators of the offence. It is pointed out that 

normally  in  the  case  of  communal  riots,  the 

perpetrators  of  such  riots  never  indulge  in  any 

activities,  and  especially  the  victims  are  in  a 

position to identify them more in a situation when 

the perpetrators are known to the victims. It is 

submitted that in the circumstances and therefore 

also, the witness PW-106 has been able to identify 

so  many  accused  and  gave  specific  details  with 

regard to the roles played by them in the incident. 

It is pointed out that such narration of the events 

is nothing but the testimony of a tutored witness 

whose role is being monitored and orchestrated by 

persons who have an ulterior objective and it is 

pointed out that it would, therefore, be unsafe to 

rely on such testimony and make it any basis for 
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arriving at a finding of guilt on the part of any of 

the  accused.  It  is  pointed  out  that  it  is  an 

admitted position that a large number of the so-

called eye-witnesses were shifted to the so-called 

shelters  where  there  would  be  an  exchange  of 

information and an opportunity would arise on  the 

part of such victims and witnesses to manufacture 

names and incidents which would help them in their 

ulterior objective. It is pointed out that in the 

circumstances and more particularly when there is 

gross  contradiction  emerging  from  the  versions 

supplied by such witnesses, the only inference that 

the  Court  can  draw  is  that  they  are  tutored 

witnesses  and  therefore,  it  is  urged  that  the 

testimonies of these witnesses is required to be 

discarded while deciding the fate of the accused. 

315. It  is  further  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that the witnesses who are claimed to be 

the witnesses on behalf of the Prosecution, who are 

claimed to be eye-witnesses to the entire incident, 

who  claim  to  be  in  a  position  to  identify  the 

perpetrators  of  the  incident  and  who  have  given 

specific names of accused involved in the incident, 

have in fact only exposed the hollowness of their 

case by contradicting each other in a manner which 

completely  exposes  their  version  as  being  wholly 

untrue and it is pointed out that it is an endeavour 

which the defence claims to describe as “robotic 

behaviour” on the part of the witnesses who were 
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tutored  to  point  a  finger  at  specific  accused 

without really establishing the truthfulness of such 

versions or accusations. It is pointed out that to 

cite illustrative examples, Shri Bhardwaj intends to 

take the testimonies at the outset of four witnesses 

who are claimed to be star witnesses and it is, 

according to Shri Bhardwaj, an initial attempt and 

an  endeavour  to  establish  on  record  that  these 

witnesses who have been touted as star witnesses by 

the Prosecution, are totally unreliable and if these 

are  the  best  witnesses  that  the  Prosecution  can 

offer,  then  the  entire  Prosecution  case  is, 

according to Shri Bhardwaj, without any foundation 

or basis and is required to be thrown out wholesome.

316. My  attention  is  drawn  to  the 

testimonies  of  PW-106  i.e.  Imtiyazkhan  Saeedkhan 

Pathan, PW-107 i.e. Roopa @ Tanaz Daraminu Modi, PW-

116 i.e. Saeedkhan Ahmedkhan Pathan and PW-283 i.e. 

Aslamkhan Anwarkhan Pathan. It is submitted that all 

these four witnesses claim to have seen the first 

incident at 10:30 A.M. when the father of Aslamkhan 

was  allegedly  done  away  with  by  the  mob  more 

particularly by accused No.1 Kailash Dhobi who is 

attributed  to  have  inflicted  sword  blows  which 

resulted into the death of the father of the PW-283 

and which also further resulted in causing injuries 

to PW-283 Aslamkhan himself. It is pointed out that 

the  testimonies  of  these  four  witnesses  differ 

greatly with regard to the actual place of incident, 
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the role played by each of the perpetrators and the 

manner  in  which  the  incident  took  place.  It  is 

pointed out that the tutored witnesses have given 

one version, but the injured witness himself even 

has  given  a  totally  contradictory  version  with 

regard to the incident and it is pointed out that 

while PW-106 i.e.  Imtiyazkhan Saeedkhan Pathan and 

PW-116 i.e. Saeedkhan Ahmedkhan Pathan have given a 

version whereby the victim Anwarkhan is attributed 

to have been seated on the OTAA of the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri when the mob led by accused No.1 

attacked  them  and  accused  No.1  inflicted  sword 

injuries on Anwarkhan which resulted into his death. 

It  is  also  pointed  out  by  both  these  witnesses 

according to Shri Bhardwaj, that they have stated 

specifically that PW-283 happened to be the son of 

the deceased Anwarkhan and tried to intervene and in 

an effort to intervene, caught hold of the sword on 

account  of  which  the  said  witness  Aslamkhan 

sustained injuries on account of the sword being 

caught  hold  of  and  it  is  submitted  that  in  the 

circumstances, it is clear that according to these 

two witnesses, the incident took place on the OTAA 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri's house and that Aslamkhan was 

inflicted a blow with a sword which was required to 

be established to be held by accused No.1 because no 

other accused is attributed to be holding a sword 

and because the intervention is to be inferred an 

intervention where accused No.1 was attributed to be 

doing away of the said witness's father. 
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317.  It is pointed out that on the other 

hand, PW-283 Aslamkhan has himself given an entirely 

different version of the event. Going through the 

testimony  of  the  said  witness  i.e.  PW-283,  Shri 

Bhardwaj has pointed out that the witness has inter 

alia deposed to the effect that when the father of 

the witness was sitting near the OTAA of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri's house, there was an altercation between the 

deceased  and  a  mob  comprising  of  accused  No.1 

Kailash Dhobi and the  accused No.1 is attributed to 

have given a blow on the neck of deceased Anwarkhan 

and at that stage the witness claims that he i.e. 

PW-283 and his brother Akhtarkhan tried to intervene 

and drag their father to safety but at that time, 

according to the testimony of this witness, somebody 

from within Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence, inflicted 

an injury with a sword on the witness PW-283. It is 

pointed out that in the circumstances, these are 

entirely contradictory versions.

318. Bringing  my  attention  to  another 

aspect which according to Shri Bhardwaj, is a wholly 

contradictory version, is the fact as to from where 

these witnesses i.e. PWs 106, 116 and 283 witnessed 

the incident at about 10:30 A.M. According to Shri 

Bhardwaj, it is emerging from the testimonies of PWs 

106 and 116 i.e. Imtiyazkhan and Sayeedkhan whose 

version is that at 10:30 A.M. after taking their 

breakfast, both had gone up to the terrace of their 

own residence when they saw an incident of stone 

throwing, when according to PW-106, he witnessed an 
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incident where two boys Ayub and his brother were 

attacked and stabbed by a mob. The witness claims to 

have been an eye-witness to the entire incident and 

further  claims  to  have  seen  the  same  from  the 

terrace  of  his  building  in  the  company  of  his 

father. According to Shri Bhardwaj, the testimony of 

this witness is to a great extent supported by his 

father who also claims to have been with his son on 

th  terrace  at  the  time  of  such  incident  taking 

place. On the other hand, PW-283 who happens to be 

the  nephew  of  PW-116,  has  supplied  an  entirely 

different version of the incident in which in terms 

of his testimony in which he has deposed that he was 

the only person on the terrace and it is further 

testified that on seeing the incident, the witness 

was  shocked,  he  rushed  down  and  told  the  other 

members  of  his  family  including  PWs  106  and  116 

about the incident and according to such witness, 

both these witnesses i.e. PWs 106 and 116 were never 

on the terrace and were in fact on the ground floor 

at the time when he narrated the incident. It is, 

therefore, urged by Shri Bhardwaj that either the 

set of witnesses being witnesses No.106 and 116 on 

one  hand  or  the  witness  No.283  have  given  an 

incorrect version of the entire event and in the 

circumstances,  such  versions  only  expose  the 

hollowness of the Prosecution case. 

319. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of PW-107 being Mrs.Rupaben Modi, it is pointed out 

that she too has deposed in a manner which does not 
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inspire confidence. It is pointed out that in the 

course of her testimony, this witness has clearly 

stated that she was at Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence 

when she was pelted with a stone thrown by one “Raju 

Mochi” whom she has claimed to know very well. The 

exact words are “હંુ સારી રીતે ઓળખંુ છંુ.” It is pointed 

out that in fact no person by the name of “Raju 

Mochi” exists nor was he arrested ever in connection 

with the present incident. It is pointed out that 

subsequently,  accused  No.65  Rajesh  Jinger  was 

arrested in the course of the present proceedings 

and  conveniently  according  to  Shri  Bhardwaj,  the 

witness No.107 subsequently identified accused No.65 

as Rajesh Jinger who was claimed to have pelted the 

stone  on  her,  but  however,  in  the  course  of 

identification in the trial, the witness pointed out 

and identified a person who was established to be 

one  Bharatsinh  who  had  nothing  to  do  with  the 

incident in question. It is submitted that under all 

such circumstances, it can be established that all 

the witnesses have departed from whole truth and the 

testimonies are required to be treated as concocted 

versions  set up  by the  Prosecution  with  ulterior 

motives. It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that in 

the  course  of  the  submissions  that  would  follow, 

further  contradictions  would  emerge  which  would 

negate the case of the Prosecution and it is urged 

that the very basis of the Prosecution case being 

without any basis or foundation, the benefit must go 

to the accused. 
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320. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of PW-116 i.e. Sayeedkhan inasmuch as, it relates to 

the question of identifying accused No.45, it is 

pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that the witness in the 

course  of  his  examination-in-chief,  more 

particularly on page No.9 in paragraph No.11, has 

testified  inter  alia  to  the  effect  that  in  an 

incident that he has narrated having taken place at 

about 1:30 p.m. and which pertains to stone pelting 

from  the  terrace  of  Bunglow  No.1 of  the  Gulbarg 

Society,  Shri  Bhardwaj  has  pointed  out  that  the 

witness has categorically stated that stone pelting 

took place from the terrace of the house of one 

Dayaram Jinger and that the witness categorically 

has testified that he could identify one Gabbar and 

one Rajesh Jinger (accused No.65) as being two of 

the perpetrators of such incident. However, in the 

very same breath, my attention is drawn to the fact 

that  this  witness  in  his  deposition  before  the 

Court,  has  categorically  claimed  that  he  cannot 

identify  Rajesh  Jinger  (accused  No.65).  It  is 

submitted  that  no  explanation  is  tendered  for 

providing any reasons for the non-identification of 

such accused by the witness. 

321. Challenging  the  veracity  and  the 

truthfulness of the present PW-116, my attention is 

drawn  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  to  the  testimony  of  the 

witness more particularly on page No.4 wherein, in 

his  examination-in-chief  itself,  the  witness  has 
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categorically  stated  on  oath  inter  alia  to  the 

effect that he witnessed Ayub being inflicted two to 

three gupti injuries by one Bharat Rajput and it is 

submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that the identification 

is categorical and clear and no doubt is expressed 

with regard to the identify. My attention is further 

drawn by Shri Bhardwaj to the opening portions of 

paragraph  No.6  of  the  testimony of this  witness, 

where according to Shri Bhardwaj, the witness has 

clearly deposed before the Court that he is in a 

position to identify the persons whom he has named 

in his deposition. The witness, according to Shri 

Bhardwaj, has thereafter proceeded to identify the 

person  who  he  had  identified  as  Bharat  Rajput, 

meaning, the person who had inflicted such injuries 

on the said Ayub. The witness has thereafter pointed 

a finger at an accused whom he identifies as Bharat 

Rajput but upon verification, it is established in 

the Court that the person so identified was in fact 

not Bharat Rajput but an accused named Babu Manji 

(accused No.23). 

322. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that the witness in the process of identifying the 

accused, claims to be in a position to identify six 

of  the  accused  as  being  the  perpetrators  of  the 

various incidents narrated by him. It is submitted 

that  as  stated  above,  accused  Bharat  Rajput  was 

wrongly  identified  and  only  accused  Bharat  Teli 

(accused  No.54)  was  identified  by  the  witness 

whereas the witness has categorically stated that he 
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is not in a position to identify accused Kapil Munna 

(accused No.50), Dharmesh Prahlad (accused No.47), 

Mukesh Pukhraj (accused No.29) and Ambesh Kantilal 

(accused No.32). 

323. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that at the time the witness PW-116 was deposing 

with regard to the contents of paragraph No.9 of his 

examination-in-chief,  the  accused  No.65  Rajesh 

Jinger had not been arrested till date and was not 

arraigned  as  an  accused  and  therefore,  was  not 

present in the Court on that day. However, since the 

witness  had  categorically  denied  his  ability  to 

identify  such  person,  the  Court  had  observed 

categorically to the  effect  that  the  question  of 

raising the possibility and enabling the witness to 

identify such accused who was specially added was 

not required to be considered but however, in the 

greater  interest  of  justice,  the  witness  was 

permitted to make an attempt to identify the said 

Rajesh Jinger. It is pointed out that surprisingly a 

person who claims to be having weak eyes, who claims 

to  be  having  cataract,  without  any  hesitation 

identifies  accused  No.65  in  the  Court  which  is 

reflected in paragraph No.85 on page No.70 where the 

witness  has  categorically  and  specifically 

identified accused No.65 without any hesitation. It 

is submitted that in such circumstances, either the 

witness was tutored at a later stage to identify the 

accused  or  there  was  some  other  factor  which 

resulted  in  the  witness  firstly denying  even  the 
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possibility  of  identifying  the  accused  and 

thereafter  identifying  the  accused  in  such 

unhesitating and clear fashion. It is pointed out by 

Shri Bhardwaj upon a querry raised by the Court that 

even accused No.14 i.e. Gabbar was not identified by 

the  witness.  It  is  pointed  out  that  no  Test 

Identification  Parade  has  been  carried  out  with 

regard to the present witness and it is urged that 

therefore, on the question of the capability of the 

witness  to  identify  the  perpetrators,  there  are 

grave  and  serious  doubts  with  regard  to  the 

genuineness of the identification by the witness. 

324. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that according to the Prosecution case, the incident 

started in all earnestness between 2:00 p.m. and 

2:30 p.m. when the mob entered into Gulbarg Society 

and the incident relating to the deceased Anwarkhan 

took place. It is pointed out that all the four 

witnesses  referred  to  herein  before  have  clearly 

testified  that  the  incident  took  place  when  the 

deceased  Anwarkhan who  according  to all  the four 

witnesses, was a disabled person, was sitting on the 

OTAA of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence when the mob 

which was armed with deadly weapons, entered into 

the Society, and accused No.1 inflicted a sword blow 

upon the deceased. It is pointed out that all the 

witnesses have tried to depose  inter alia  to the 

effect  that  at  that  stage,  the  sons  of  said 

Anwarkhan  i.e.  PW-283  Aslamkhan  and  his  brother 

Akhtarkhan  (missing  and  presumed  dead)  tried  to 
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intervene and dragged their father inside Shri Ehsan 

Jafri's residence and to safety when accused No.1 

inflicted a blow with a sword on the fingers of 

Aslamkhan i.e. PW-283, causing injuries to him. He 

has further testified that he was dragged to safety 

at such point of time. It is pointed out by Shri 

Bhardwaj that from the testimony of all such four 

witnesses, it can be gathered that the Prosecution 

case is that the incident took place between 2:00 

p.m. and 2:30 p.m. on the OTAA of Shri Ehsan Jafri's 

residence and both  i.e. PW-283 Aslamkhan and his 

brother Akhtarkhan were outside and not within the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is pointed out 

that  this  version  is  further  fortified  from  the 

testimony of PW-283 wherein his examination-in-chief 

on page No.5, paragraph No.7, the said witness has 

deposed that “ત ે પછી આશરે બ ે થી અઢી વાગયાના સુમારે બને 

બાજુથી ટોળુ સોસા. માં આવી ગયેલ. ત ેસમયે મારી પિતન બાળકો વગેરે 

જફરીસાહેબ ના ઘરમાં જતા રહેલ અને અમે બહાર ઉભા રહેલ. જે ટોળુ 

અંદર આવયુ તનેી પાસે હથીયારોમાં, તલવાર, ગુપી, લાકડીઓ વગેરે હતુ. 

તે સમયે મારા બાપુજ જફરીસાહેબ ના ઓટલા પાસે બઠેેલા હતા.  તે 

દરિમયાન ઝપા ઝપીમાં મારા બાપુજ ન ે કૈલાશ લાલચદં ધોબીએ તમેના 

ગળા ના ભાગે તલવારનો ઘા મારતા મારા બાપુજ પડી ગયેલા. તે પછી હંુ 

અને મારો ભાઈ અખતરખાન અમે અમારા બાપુજ ન ેમકાનમાં અંદર ખેચવા 

જતા તે દરિમયાન જફરીસાહેબ ના ઘરના બારણા માંથી કોઈ અજણયા 

શખશે મારા હાથ પર ઘા કરેલા. ત ે ટોળાના માણસો કૈલાશ ધોબી સાથે 
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હતા. મને મારા ડાબા હાથની આગંળી પર તલવારનો આ ઘા વાગેલ. ત ે

પછી હંુ અને મારો ભાઈ જફરીસાહેબના મકાનમાં અંદર જતા રહેલા.  તે 

સમયે મને પાછળથી કોઈએ અદંર ખેચી લીધેલ.” It is pointed out 

by Shri Bhardwaj that completely contradicting this 

version and completely exposing the hollowness and 

incorrect versions attempted to be supplied by the 

Prosecution, is the cross examination o this witness 

i.e.  PW-283  more  particularly  on  page  No.35, 

paragraph No.59 where it clearly is conceded by the 

witness inter alia to the effect that “એ વાત ખરી છે 

કે, હંુ જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં ગયો તયારે મે મારા બાપુજ અનવરખાન 

અહેમદખાન જે જફરીસાહેબ ના મકાન ના ઓટલા પર બઠેેલા હતા તેમને હંુ 

અંદર લઈ ગયેલ નિહ. હંુ જફરીસાહેબ ના મકાનમાં અદંર ગયો તનેી પાંચેક 

મીનીટમાં મારા બાપુજ પર હુમલો થયેલ. બહાર થી હંુ જયારે જફરીસાહેબના 

મકાનમાં અંદર બારણાંમાં ગયો તયારે સોસા.માં ટોળુ બને તરફથી અંદર 

આવી ગયેલ હતુ. એ વાત પણ ખરી છે કે, સોસા. ની બને તરફથી ટોળુ 

સોસા.ની અંદર દાખલ થયુ ત ે પછી  જ હંુ જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં 

દાખલ થયેલ.” It  is  pointed  out  that  in  the 

circumstances, the witness has clearly established 

that all the four witnesses who have supplied an 

entirely  different  version  of  the  incident,  have 

lied and contradicted each other so as to establish 

their credentials as eye-witnesses. It is pointed 

out that it is unambiguous and clear that PW-283 had 

entered into the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri at 

least  five  minutes  prior  to  the  incident  even 
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according to his own conceded cross examination. It 

is submitted that in the circumstances, the entire 

version of the incident supplied in the examination-

in-chief  of  the  defence  witnesses  not  only  is 

completely contradicted but is established to be a 

complete untruth and it is pointed out that this 

supports the defence theory that the testimonies of 

such witness is in the nature of tutored testimony 

and that the witnesses are, as the present witness 

has pointed out and stated earlier, compelled to be 

robots and supplied a version that was convenient to 

the Prosecution. It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj 

that this aspect of the cross examination of PW-283 

also establishes that when this witness took shelter 

into the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, no incident 

had taken place, no injury was caused either to his 

father or to his person and it is submitted that in 

such circumstances, the entire version supplied by 

these four witnesses is required to be discarded. It 

is  pointed  out  that  the  witness  has  conveniently 

omitted to depose with regard to the presence of his 

brother  Akhtarkhan  at  subsequent  stages  of  his 

testimony. 

325. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of  another  witness  i.e.  PW-142 who  Shri  Bhardwaj 

terms as “so called eye-witness” being one Ashraf 

Sikanderbhai Sandhi who in terms of his testimony 

Exh.654, has specifically stated in paragraph No.9 

on page No.11 wherein he has stated that “આ ટોળુ 
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એકદમ જફરી સાહેબના ઘરમાં ઘુસેલ તમેાં કૈલાશ ધોબી એ નીચે બેઠેલા 

અનવર ભાઈના છાતીના ભાગમાં તલવાર વડે ઘા મારેલ અને અનવર ભાઈ 

તયાં જ પડી ગયેલ. તેમનો પતુ અસલમખાન તેમને બચાવવા ગયેલ. કૈલાશ 

ધૌબી એ તમેને પણ જમણાં હાથ પર તલવારનો ઘા મારેલ.  એ જઈને 

તૈયબ ભાઈએ અસલમભાઈને ઘરની અંદર ખેચી દીધેલ અને જળી બધં કરી 

દીધેલ. અનવર ભાઈને પેલા લોકોએ ઉપરા છાપરી તલવારથી ઘા મારેલ. 

એ પછી એ જઈને હંુ જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં પાછળના ભાગમાં રમમાં 

જયાં મારા મમમી ઉભા હતા તેમની પાસે જતો રહેલ. તે વખતે હંુ અને મારા 

મમમી બારી પાસે ઉભા હતા.”  It is pointed out that the 

witness has clearly deposed and has supplied a fresh 

version wherein  he  has  partly seen  Kailash  Dhobi 

(accused No.1) inflicting the injuries on the hand 

of  PW-283  Aslamkhan,  whereas  the  said  Aslamkhan 

himself while easily being able to identify Kailash 

Dhobi (accused No.1) as the perpetrator and giver of 

the blow to his father Anwarkhan, Aslamkhan himself 

has not stated that it was Kailash Dhobi (accused 

No.1) who inflicted the injuries to his fingers, but 

attributes inflicting of such injuries initially to 

some unknown persons and has thereafter attributed 

it to some unconnected persons. It is pointed out by 

Shri  Bhardwaj  that  the  said  witness  PW-142  has 

further proceeded to testify on oath inter alia to 

the  effect  that  the  said  injured  Aslamkhan  was 

dragged into the house of Shri Ehsan Jafri by one 

Taiyabbhai. It is submitted that the said Taiyabbhai 

is a new entrant to the incident inasmuch as, none 
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of  the  defence  witnesses  have  even  remotely 

mentioned  the  name  of  such  Taiyabbhai.  It  is 

submitted that in the circumstances, these so-called 

eye-witnesses  have  only  ended  up  in  grossly 

contradicting each other. It is further pointed out 

that  while  PW-283  Aslamkhan  has  stated  that  his 

father Anwarkhan was given a blow with a sword on 

the  neck  by  Kailash  Dhobi  (accused  No.1),  this 

witness  has  categorically  deposed  on  oath  in 

paragraph No.9 on page No.11 of his testimony that 

the deceased Anwarkhan was delivered a blow with the 

sword on his chest by accused No.1 Kailash Dhobi. It 

is submitted that in these circumstances, while some 

latitude can be given for some stray lapses in the 

version, there cannot be wholesale contradictions in 

the  versions  of  the  different  witnesses.  It  is 

pointed out that while PW-283 Aslamkhan himself has 

not deposed as to who treated his injuries, there is 

mystery with regard to such treatment inasmuch as 

PW-107 Mrs.Rupaben Modi has testified inter alia to 

the  effect  that  it  was  she  who  had  treated  the 

injuries of the said Aslamkhan, whereas there is 

controversy emerging from the testimony of PW-106 

Imtiyazkhan as to who has given the treatment to 

said  Aslamkhan.  It  is  pointed  out  that  it  is 

established from the testimony of PW-106 inasmuch 

as, he has contradicted in the course of his course 

examination  that  he  had  ever  given  a  statement 

before the SIT officer Shri J.M.Suthar inter alia to 

the effect that it was he i.e. PW-106 who dragged 

Aslamkhan to safety and it was he i.e. PW-106 who 
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treated the injuries of Aslamkhan whereas the said 

SIT officer Shri J.M.Suthar who has been examined in 

the  present  proceedings  as  PW-335  and  whose 

testimony  is  on  the  record  of  the  present 

proceedings at Exh.1289, has clearly established the 

contradiction inasmuch as, the witness has stated on 

oath  inter alia  to the effect that PW-106 in his 

statement recorded on 22/05/2008 has categorically 

stated what PW-106 now denies. It is submitted that 

such  aspects  are  clearly  reflected  in  the  cross 

examination of Shri J.M.Suthar, more particularly in 

paragraph No.236 of his testimony. It is submitted 

that these contradictions are major in nature and 

cannot be brushed aside in evidence and memory and 

it  is  submitted  that  in  the  circumstances,  the 

entire beginning of the incident is not free from 

doubt. 

326. My  attention  is  also  drawn  to  the 

testimony of PW-177 being one Sairaben Sandhi whose 

testimony  is  on  the  record  of  the  present 

proceedings at Exh.711, and it is pointed out that 

the testimony of the witness more particularly, in 

paragraph No.15, clearly indicates that she too in 

an attempt to support PW-142 who happens to be her 

nephew, has clearly attributed accused No.1 Kailash 

Dhobi to have given a blow to the deceased Anwarkhan 

with the sword and he is also attributed to have 

injured Aslamkhan (PW-283) when the said Aslamkhan 

attempted to intervene in an attempt to save his 

father. It is pointed out that these aspects are 
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contradicted  by  Aslamkhan  himself  and  therefore, 

such versions are required to be read with a lot of 

caution while coming to a conclusion with regard to 

the Prosecution case. 

327. It  is  further  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj  that  there  is  further  contradiction 

emerging with regard to the identity of the persons 

who had inflicted injury on PW-283 Aslamkhan. It is 

submitted that as pointed out earlier, PWs 177 and 

142 have attributed the inflicting of such injury to 

Aslamkhan by accused No.1 whereas, as stated herein 

before, PW-283 Aslamkhan himself does not attribute 

the injury being inflicted by accused No.1 but in 

the examination-in-chief, attributes the injury to 

have been inflicted by some unknown persons. Drawing 

my attention to paragraph No.10 of the examination-

in-chief of PW-283, Shri Bhardwaj submits that the 

witness has conveniently thereafter identified from 

amongst  the  persons  who  he  has  referred  to  as 

unknown persons, to include a person specifically by 

name, which the witness identified in the Court as 

one  Bipin  Ambalal  Patel  (accused  No.60).  It  is 

submitted that the said Aslamkhan could not identify 

any other person whereas in the cross examination on 

page No.28 of his testimony, the witness has deposed 

that “મને હાથે તલવારથી ઈજ થઈ તયારે મે બ ેઅજણયા માણસોને 

જયેલા. અમારા મેઘાણીનગર િવસતારમાં ભૈયાજઓની વસતી છે. એ વાત 

ખરી છે કે,  મને જે બ ેઅજણયા માણસો દેખાયા તે મને ભૈયાજ જવેા 
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લાગેલા.  મે ત ે િદવસ થી જયારે જયારે પોલીસે મારા જવાબો લીધા ત ે

દરિમયાન આ અજણયા માણસોના નામ જણવા કોઈ પયતન કરેલ નિહ.” 

It is submitted that it is very clear from this 

portion  of  thee  deposition  that  the  witness 

attributed his injuries being caused by two persons 

whom he identifies as “Bhaiyajis”, meaning persons 

belonging to Uttar Pradesh region. It is submitted 

that  in  the  circumstances,  and  more  so  when  the 

witness admits that till the time his statements 

were recorded, he made no efforts to find out the 

veracity of his attackers, and it is surprising and 

strange that he identifies a person by name in the 

Court.  It  is  pointed  out  that  in  any  case,  the 

person so identified and named by this witness, does 

not  belong  to  Uttar  Pradesh  but  is  very  much  a 

Gujarati. It is pointed out that this is one more 

serious contradiction emerging with regard to the 

injuries sustained by PW-283. 

328. It  is  further  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that it is also debatable and doubtful as 

to  whether  PW-283  sustained  injuries  while 

attempting  to  save  his  father  or  he  sustained 

injuries while he was within the residence of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri or he sustained injuries elsewhere and 

he is conveniently trying to pass off his injuries 

as  having  been  inflicted  in  the  incident.  My 

attention is drawn to the testimony of PW-107 i.e. 

Mrs.Rupaben Modi who has clearly testified that when 

she attempted to put her fingers out of the grill, 
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she was warned by her son not to do so and she was 

specifically warned that she too might suffer the 

same fate and get injured in the same manner as 

Aslamkhan.  My  attention  is  drawn  to  particular 

paragraph No.14 of her testimony on page No.9, where 

she has deposed that “ત ેપછી બારીમાંથી એક છોકરાએ મારા પર 

પેટર ોલ છાંટેલ તથેી હંુ બારી બંધ કરવા જતા મારા િદકરા એ મને કહેલ 

કે,મમમી તમે હાથ બહાર કાઢશો નિહ.  તમે હાથ બહાર કાઢશો તો એ 

લોકો પાસે તલવાર છે જે રીતે અસલમ અંકલના આગંળા કાપી નાખયા તેમ 

તમારો પણ હાથ કાપી નાખશે.”  My attention is further 

drawn to the testimony of PW-116 Sayeedkhan and more 

particularly on page No.28 wherein the witness has 

categorically deposed that “૨૮મી તારીખે સૌ પથમ મારા ભાઈ 

અનવરભાઈને જફરી સાહેબના ઓટલે બેઠેલા જયેલ.  હંુ જફરી સાહેબના 

ઘરમાં દાખલ થઈ ગયોતેના પદંર વીસ મીનીટમાં અનવરભાઈને મારવાનો 

બનાવ બનેલો.  મને ખયાલ નથી કે, જફરી સાહેબનું મકાન અદંરથી બધં 

કયુર તે પહેલા મે કે ઈમતીયાઝે અનવરભાઈને મકાનની અંદર લેવા પયતન 

કરેલ કે કેમ. હંુ આ પદંર વીસ મીનીટ દરિમયાન જફરી સાહેબના મકાનના 

ભોયતળના ભાગે આગળના રમમાં જ હતો.  એ સમયે જફરી સાહેબના 

મકાનમાં ઉપર નીચે થઈને એંસીથી સો માણસો હશે. ત ેસમયે અસલમભાઈ 

દરવાજ પાસે ઉભેલા હતા.  ત ેજળી વાળો દરવાજ હતો.  ત ે દરવાજને 

તાળુ મારેલ ન હતુ પરંતુ દરવાજ બંધ કરેલ હતો. તે પંદર વીસ મીનીટ 

દરિમયાન અસલમભાઈએ અનવરભાઈને અંદર લાવવા પયતન કરેલ કે કેમ ત ે

મને ખયાલ નથી. મે અસલમને કહેલ નિહ કે, તુ ંઅનવરભાઈને અદંર લઈ 
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આવ.” It is pointed out that this testimony clearly 

indicates that Aslamkhan, according to this witness, 

was within the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri when 

the incident relating to Anwarkhan took place. It is 

submitted  that  therefore,  it  is  difficult  to 

crystallize as to which of the versions is correct 

and since there are so many versions, according to 

Shri  Bhardwaj,  none  of  them  are  required  to  be 

relied upon. 

329. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that another grave and serious contradiction with 

regard  to  the  beginning  of  the  entire  incident, 

emerges  from  the  cross  examination  of  the  PW-116 

Sayeedkhan.  My  attention  is  drawn  to  the  cross 

examination  of  the  witness,  more  particularly  on 

page  No.73  in  paragraph  No.90  wherein  the  said 

witness has clearly admitted that he had addressed a 

letter/application  to  the  Commissioner  of  Police 

wherein he has deposed inter alia to the effect that 

on 28/02/2002 between 10:00 AM and 10:30 AM when the 

witness was within his residence, a mob of persons 

heavily  armed,  had  attacked  his  Society  and  had 

caused damage to life and property of the Society. 

My attention is drawn to the particular words of the 

witness where in paragraph No.90, it is deposed that 

“પોલીસ કમીશરને કરેલ અરજમાં મે એમ લખાવેલ છે કે, 'તા.૨૮/૨/૦૨ 

ના રોજ હંુ મારા ઘરે હાજર હતો તયારે લગભગ દસથી સાડા દસ વાગયાના 

સુમારે કેટલાક ઈસમો હિથયારો સાથે અમારી સોસા. પર હુમલો કરેલ અને 
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અમોને જનહાિન તેમજ માલની નુકશાની પહોચાડેલ” ત ે મે પોતે લખાવેલ 

છે.'” 

330. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that in terms of a recovery panchnama drawn under 

Sec.27 of  the  Evidence  Act,  the  weapon  allegedly 

recovered at the behest of accused No.1 in terms of 

such panchnama, is not a sword but is a knife. It is 

pointed out that in such circumstances, this is one 

more aspect which needs to be considered and it is 

urged that this aspect also further undermines the 

accuracy  and  veracity  of  the  Prosecution  case 

inasmuch as, there is doubt in all areas pertaining 

to the incident including the place of the incident, 

the time of the incident, the manner of the taking 

place of the incident, the person allegedly involved 

in  the  perpetration  of  the  offence  as  also  the 

weapon allegedly used in the offence and it is urged 

that it would, therefore, be unsafe to rely on such 

evidence as credible and believable evidence. 

331. It is pointed that furthermore, PW-116 

has not identified accused No.1 in the Court. It is 

pointed out that it is quite natural that attempting 

to identify a perpetrator, a witness might not be 

able to successful to do so. It is submitted that 

however, in the instant proceedings, this witness 

PW-116  has  not  even  attempted  to  identify  the 

accused in the Court and he has merely expressed his 

inability to identify anybody. 
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332. It is further pointed out that even th 

medical evidence does not support the Prosecution 

case.  Drawing  my  attention  to  the  medical 

certificate Exh.603 and the testimony of Dr.Rajesh 

D.Patel who is examined as PW-121 at Exh.599, it is 

pointed out that the medical expert despite proving 

the injury certificate, was not posed a question 

with regard to as to whether the muddamal weapon was 

capable  of  inflicting  the  injuries  found  on  the 

injured  victim  PW-283  Aslamkhan.  It  is  submitted 

that this is deliberately suppressed with a view to 

avoid any comfortable answers that would have come 

forth.  It is pointed out that however, the witness 

in  his  cross  examination  more  particularly  in 

paragraph No.17 on page No.12, has clearly admitted 

and conceded that if a person falls on the ground 

and thus comes into contact with a stone, then the 

type of injury found on PW-283 could occur. It is 

submitted that this effectively rules out the injury 

being caused by either a knife or a sword and it is 

urged that this is also a grave and serious question 

which  seriously  undermines  the  veracity  and 

truthfulness of the incident which is claimed to 

have taken place as per the Prosecution version. 

333. Incidentally  on  02/07/2015,  Shri 

Bhardwaj, the learned advocate for the accused not 

being available, submissions are made on behalf of 

the accused by Shri T.R.Bajpai, the learned advocate 

appearing for the concerned accused as stated above, 
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and  to  ensure  continuity  of  the  arguments  and 

further to ensure that there is no wastage of time, 

there is, this permitted departure of the normal 

practice whereby another Advocate is permitted to 

make submissions even before the submissions of Shri 

Bhardwaj have been concluded. In fact, the learned 

Spl.P.P.  Shri  R.C.Kodekar  as  also  the  learned 

advocate  representing  the  victims,  on  being 

specifically asked, have indicated that they have no 

objections if such state of affairs is permitted. 

334. It is in the background of such facts 

and circumstances that my attention is drawn to the 

testimony of the first I.O. Shri N.D.Parmar being 

PW-328 whose testimony is on the record at Exh.1164. 

It is pointed out by Shri Bajpai that the purpose of 

reading portions of the testimony of this witness is 

to rebut the claim of the victims inter alia to the 

effect that the local Police did not take timely and 

appropriate action and did not take steps for the 

speedy investigation and that the local Police made 

no efforts to record the statements of the relevant 

witnesses. My attention is drawn to the testimony of 

this witness, more particularly paragraphs Nos.5 to 

14 of the examination-in-chief wherein, upon reading 

the said testimony, it emerges  inter alia  to the 

effect  that  the  concerned  I.O.  was  directed  and 

instructed in writing by the CPI Shri K.G.Erda who 

incidentally  is  now  an  accused  in  the  present 

proceedings,  to go  to the  refugee  camp  known  as 

“Dariakhan  Ghummat  Refugee  Camp”  to  record  the 
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statements  of  the  concerned  witnesses/victims.  My 

attention is drawn to those aspects of the testimony 

of the witness PW-328 wherein he has clearly stated 

that such directions were given to him on 02/03/2002 

i.e. two days after the incident and that acting 

promptly  thereupon,  the  said  I.O.  Shri  Parmar 

faithfully went to the refugee camp and tried to 

record the statements of relevant witnesses/victims. 

It is submitted that there was only partial success 

inasmuch as, two witnesses gave their statements on 

the first day, but however, a large majority of the 

witnesses/victims declined to give statements to the 

I.O.,  a  fact  which  is  clearly  reflected  in  his 

testimony, and from the documentary evidence in the 

shape of documents Exhs.1191, 1192 and 1193 which are 

reports made by the I.O. to his CPI as also to the 

P.S.O. of the Meghaninagar Police Station stating 

therein  that  though  attempts  were  made,  the 

concerned witnesses declined to give the statements. 

My attention is also drawn to the testimony of Shri 

Parmar wherein it is clearly emerging, according to 

Shri  Bajpai,  that  no  sooner  did  such  witnesses 

declined to give statements, the said I.O. contacted 

the organizers of the relief camp and recorded the 

statements of two such organizers being one Rajabhai 

Shaikh and one Shri Ataullahkhan with regard to the 

fact of the witnesses/victims declining to get their 

statements recorded before the I.O. My attention is 

also drawn to and emphasis is also put on Exh.1192 

being  an  entry  in  the  Station  Diary  in  the 

Meghaninagar  Police  Station,  dated  04/03/2002 
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wherein the fact of the witnesses currently taking 

shelter (at that time) at Dariakhan Ghummat relief 

camp,  had  declined  to  give  statements.  It  is 

submitted  that  therefore,  such  allegations  and 

grievances against the local Police are baseless and 

this also shows the hollowness of the veracity of 

the  witnesses  examined  by  the  Prosecution  in  an 

effort to prove the charges against the accused. 

335. Shri Bajpai submits that he would now 

attempt to bring on record the contradictions in the 

testimony of PW-106 Imtiyazkhan who is examined on 

the record of the proceedings at Exh.542 and who has 

been described by the Prosecution as a star witness. 

It  is  submitted  that  there  are  large  number  of 

contradictions which the defence seeks to point out 

as herein after follows. 

336. It is pointed out by Shri Bajpai that 

the  witness  PW-106  has  in  the  course  of  his 

testimony  before  the  Court  on  separate  occasions 

which  are  provided  in  a  tabulated  form,  clearly 

deposed with regard to each of the incidents and has 

further provided names of the alleged accused who 

were  indulging  in  such  criminal  acts  at  that 

particular point of time. It is pointed out that 

with each of the incidents in question, the witness 

was cross examined on behalf of the defence and in 

the course of his cross examination, the witness has 

clearly denied and stated that it is incorrect to 

say that he did not provide such details in the 
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course  of  his  statement  which  was  recorded  on 

05/03/2002. It is further pointed out that the I.O. 

i.e. PW-328 has in the course of his testimony and 

more  particularly  in  the  course  of  his  cross 

examination,  details  of  which  are  provided  in  a 

tabulated form, has clearly testified inter alia to 

the general effect that the witness gave no such 

specific names with regard to each related incident 

when his statement was recorded on 05/03/2002. 

337. It is submitted that it could thus be 

seen that the witness PW-106 has provided absolutely 

no material particulars or details with regard to 

the  incident  when  his  statement  was  recorded  on 

05/03/2002  and  it  is  pointed  out  that  it  is, 

therefore,  not  required  to  be  believed  when  the 

witness has deposed in his testimony after six long 

years and provided such detailed particulars with 

regard to the role played by each of the accused as 

specified in his oral evidence. It is pointed out 

that these omissions cannot be treated as minor or 

insignificant omissions but the same go to the very 

root of the accuracy and veracity of the witness. It 

is  pointed  out  that  in  the  course  of  the 

examination-in-chief of PW-106, he has provided the 

names of no less than 23 accused, who according to 

him, were involved in different incidents, all of 

which were witnessed by him. It is submitted that in 

utter contradiction of such state of affairs, PW-328 

being  the  I.O.  Shri  N.D.Parmar,  has  clearly 

testified and admitted in his cross examination in 
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paragraph No.133 inter alia to the effect that names 

of only four of the accused were furnished by PW-106 

in  the  course  of  his  statement  recorded  on 

05/03/2002 i.e. nearly five days after the incident. 

It is submitted that therefore, this aspect requires 

close consideration. 

338. It is pointed out by Shri Bajpai that 

another  major  contradiction  emerging  from  the 

testimony of PW-106 is that, in the course of his 

examination-in-chief,  he  has  clearly  stated  that 

accused No.55 Bharat Rajput was the person who had 

delivered blows with the gupti upon the boy Ayub in 

the incident narrated on page No.8, paragraph No.8 

of the examination-in-chief, whereas in the course 

of his cross examination, the I.O. Shri N.D.Parmar 

i.e. PW-328 has in paragraph No.134 of his cross 

examination, clearly admitted that the name provided 

by PW-106 in the course of his statement recorded on 

05/03/2002 with regard to the person who delivered 

gupti blows upon the said Ayub, is attributed to be 

one Girish Prabhudas who in fact, according to Shri 

Bajpai, is an absconding accused. It is submitted 

that the name of Girish Prabhudas tendered in the 

statement dated 05/03/2002 was not convenient to the 

Prosecution inasmuch as, the said Girish Prabhudas 

is as on today absconding accused, not traceable and 

therefore, in an effort to cement the Prosecution 

case,  the  witness  has  conveniently  attributed 

accused  No.55  Bharat  Rajput  as  the  person  who 

delivered the gupti blows. It is pointed out that it 
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was convenient for the witness and the Prosecution 

to identify accused No.55 as the perpetrator of the 

said incident and therefore, it is submitted that 

this is a major contradiction which is required to 

be considered to decide the fate of the Prosecution 

case. 

339. It is submitted that not only against 

the  local  Police,  the  witness  has  also  raised 

grievances  with  regard  to  the  role  of  the  SIT 

officers in investigating the present offence. It is 

pointed out that the PW-106 has in the course of his 

testimony on page No.47, paragraph No.42, testified 

inter alia to the effect that he i.e. PW-106 was not 

required to go before the SIT on any other occasion 

and  there  is  a  specific  denial  on  page  No.49, 

paragraph No.44 of his testimony wherein the witness 

has categorically denied that the IO of the SIT Shri 

Suthar  has  never  recorded  his  statement  on 

14/09/2008. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of Shri J.G.Suthar who has been examined as PW-335 

in  the  present  proceedings  and  my  attention  in 

particular  is  drawn to the contents  of paragraph 

No.120 of the cross examination of the said witness, 

wherein the said witness has clearly accepted inter 

alia  to the effect that he i.e. the I.O. PW-335 

recorded the statements of PW-106 Imtiyazkhan on two 

occasions i.e. on 22/05/2008 and 14/09/2008. 

340. It is pointed out that PW-106 has in 

the course of his testimony, furnished the names of 
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two of the perpetrators being Manish Somabhai Patel 

@ Splendar and one Krishna, son of one Champaben, 

and my attention is drawn to the testimony of PW-106 

and  page  No.16,  paragraph  No.16  and  page  No.18, 

paragraph No.16, are referred to in this regard. It 

is submitted that the IO PW-335 Shri J.G.Suthar in 

the course of his testimony on page No.75, paragraph 

No.120, has admitted that PW-106 did not provide the 

names of the two above named persons in the course 

of his statement which was recorded on 22/05/2008. 

It  is  pointed  out  that  the  witness  himself  has 

denied having recorded a statement on 14/09/2008 and 

therefore,  the  question  of  the  witness  supplying 

such names in the course of his statements before 

the SIT, simply does not arise. It is submitted that 

this  is  also  a  factor  which  is  required  to  be 

considered. 

341. It is pointed out that in any case, 

the  PW-106  has  himself  admitted  in  his  cross 

examination  with  regard  to  the  fact  of  his  not 

having  narrated  or  given  details  about  specific 

incidents, questions with regard to which were posed 

to  the  witness  during  the  course  of  his  cross 

examination and which are herein after supplied to 

this  Court  in  terms  of  a  tabulated  form.  It  is 

submitted  that  in  such  circumstances,  the 

reliability of the witness is a key question. 

342. Shri T.R.Bajpai, the learned advocate 

for the concerned accused, submits that the law laid 
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down by the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India in the 

judgments  beginning  right  from  the  year  1976 and 

consistently approved and followed by the subsequent 

judgments of the Hon'ble Supreme Court right upto 

the year 2009, have all  inter alia  laid down the 

ratio to the effect that if a witness or a victim 

was silent and did not disclose the name of his 

assaulters  or  the  involved  accused  at  the  first 

possible opportunity, where in cases where there was 

delay  in  disclosing  the  names,  which  delay  was 

comparatively insignificant  inasmuch  as,  even  six 

hours' delay was found to be fatal by the Hon'ble 

Supreme  Court,  it  is  urged  that  in  the  instant 

proceedings as submitted above, there was silence on 

the part of the witnesses and the victims despite 

they being under Police protection right since the 

evening of the incident i.e. 28/02/2002 after 5:00 

p.m., and the failure and deliberate not mentioning 

of the names of the perpetrators and declining to 

give statements to the Police Officers as is already 

submitted  herein  before,  clearly  indicates  that 

these  witnesses  are suffering from  a  question  of 

credibility and it is urged that it is required to 

be  inferred  that  the  witnesses  did  not  know  the 

names of the perpetrators and were able to provide 

such  names  at  a  subsequent  stage  only when  such 

names  were  given  over  to  them  by  interested  and 

concerned  persons  with  ulterior  motives.  It  is 

submitted  that  the  cumulative  weight  of  all  the 

cited  judgments  would  clearly  ensure  and  require 

this  Court  to  come  to  a  conclusion  that  these 
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witnesses are not reliable and their testimonies or 

statements cannot be made the basis of conviction of 

any of the accused herein. It is urged that in the 

circumstances, the cited judgments be appropriately 

considered. 

343. The above mentioned judgments cited by 

Shri Bajpai, are referred to herein below:-

Sr. 
No.

Party's Name Reported in

1. Muluwa  S/o.  Binda  and 
others Vs. The State of 
Madhya Pradesh.

1976  Cri.  Law  Journal 
Page  717-  AIR  1976 
Supreme Court 989. 

2. State of Orissa Vs. Mr. 
Brahmananda Nanda.

1976  Cri.  Law  Journal 
Page  1985-  AIR  1976 
Supreme Court 2488. 

3. State  of  Madhya  Pradesh 
Vs. Bacchudas @ Balaram & 
Ors.

2007 SAR (Criminal) Page 
229 Supreme Court.

4. Pannayar  Vs.  State  of 
Tamil  Nadu  By  Inspector 
of Police.

2009 SAR (Criminal) Page 
912 Supreme Court.

5. Ramreddy  Rajeshkhanna 
Reddy & Anr. Vs. State of 
Andhra Pradesh.

2006 SAR (Criminal) Page 
384 Supreme Court.

6. Ashok Somalal Thakkar and 
Anr.  Vs.  State  of 
Gujarat.

2007  (2)  G.L.H.   Page 
520. 

7. Mohd. Iqbal M. Shaikh & 
Ors.  Vs.  State  of 
Maharashtra.

1998(1)  Supreme  Court 
(Cri.) Page 438.

8. Dhanna etc. Vs. State of 
Madhya Pradesh.

1996  (2)  Supreme  Court 
(Cri.) Page 183.

9. Swaran Singh Vs. State of 1998(3)  Crimes  Page  98 
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Sr. 
No.

Party's Name Reported in

J & K. Supreme Court.

10. Rajagopal  Vs.  Sadaya 
Gounder and Others.

1983 Supreme Court Cases 
(Cri.) Page 128.

11. Sujoy Sen Alias Sujoy KR. 
Sen Vs. State of W.B.

(2007)  3  Supreme  Court 
Cases (Cri.) Page 47.

12. Parme Hansda And Another 
Vs. State of Bihar (Now 
Jharkhand)

(2007)  2  Supreme  Court 
Cases (Cri.) Page 551. 

13. State  of  Gujarat  Vs. 
Kanubhai Zinabhai Patel & 
Ors.

2009(2) Acquittal (Cri.) 
Page  228  Gujarat  High 
Court.

14. State of U.P. Vs. Mushtaq 
Alam.

2008(1)  Supreme  Court 
Cases (Cri.) Page 27.

15. State  of  Rajasthan  Vs. 
Bhanwar Singh.

2005(1)  CACC  Page  137 
Supreme Court of India.

16. Girishbhai  Mohanbhai 
Sharma & Ors. V/s. State 
of Gujarat.

2012 Law Suit (Guj) Page 
1854 Gujarat High Court.

344. My attention is drawn to the judgment 

of the Hon'ble Supreme Court delivered in the case 

of Mohammad Iqbal Shaikh (supra) in Criminal Appeal 

No.97  to  100  of  1997. The  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court 

while deciding the Appeal, which arose out of an 

incident of communal riots, has laid down a ratio 

inter  alia  to  the  effect  that  “when  there  was 

material omission and variation in statements made 

to police under Section 161, Cr.P.C. and those made 

in Court by eye-witnesses and the testimony of the 

eye-witnesses  was  inherently  inconsistent  and 

improbable, the same could not be relied upon to 

convict the accused.” 
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345. It  is  submitted  that  the  Hon'ble 

Supreme Court set aside the conviction on such basis 

and grounds. It is pointed out by Shri Bajpai that 

the Hon'ble Supreme court has also held that when a 

Test  Identification  Parade  was  not  held  to 

corroborate substantive evidence, the same was fatal 

to the Prosecution. It is pointed out that even in 

the instant proceedings, there is no T.I.Parade with 

regard  to the  most  of  the  accused  concerned  and 

therefore, this is also an aspect which is required 

to  be  considered  favourably  in  favour  of  the 

defence. It is submitted that even the failure of 

the eye-witnesses to identify the accused correctly 

in the Court has, according to the Hon'ble Supreme 

Court in the said judgment referred to herein above, 

been fatal to the Prosecution. 

346. A judgment of the Hon'ble High Court 

of Gujarat delivered in the case of Girish Sharma & 

Others  (Supra),  which  is  popularly  known  as  the 

“Ghodasar  Riot  Case”  and  which  was  decided  on 

20/04/2012  and  is  an  unreported  judgment  so  to 

speak, is also relied upon and my attention is drawn 

to paragraph No.27 of the said judgment wherein the 

facts of consistency in unnatural circumstances and 

inconsistencies  in  natural  circumstances  has  been 

discussed at length by the Hon'ble High Court of 

Gujarat.  It  is  submitted  that  the  judgment  is 

applicable on all counts to the present proceedings 

and the ratios emerging from such judgments, should 
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benefit the accused and therefore, the Hon'ble Court 

may appropriately consider the cited judgments. 

347. Proceeding  with  the  inconsistencies 

and  contradictions  in  the  testimony  of  the  eye-

witnesses, my attention is drawn to the testimony of 

PW-106 Imtiyazkhan who has been examined, at the 

cost of repetition, at Exh.542. It is submitted that 

his  testimony  is  self-contradictory  and  contains 

large scale contradictions and omissions which are 

provided to the Court in a tabulated form and no 

less  than  12  such  contradictions,  self-

contradictions and omissions clearly emerge from the 

testimony of this particular witness and therefore, 

it is urged that the so-called star witness of the 

Prosecution  is  required  to  be  treated  as  an 

unreliable witness and it is urged that no attention 

be  paid  to  the  testimony  of  this  witness  who 

according to the defence, is not a credible witness.

348. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of PW-116 Sayeedkhan Ahmedkhan Pathan who has been 

examined as a witness and his testimony is on the 

record at Exh.584, Shri T.R.Bajpai submits that with 

regard to the first incident of the burning of an 

autorickshaw of one Gulam Master, it is pointed out 

by Shri Bajpai that on page No.4, paragraph No.4 of 

his  examination-in-chief, the present  witness  has 

positively identified and provided names of four of 

the accused as being perpetrators of such offence. 

The names of Kapil Munna (accused No.50), Dharmesh 
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Prahlad  (accused  No.47),  Mukesh  Pukhraj  (accused 

No.29) and Ambesh Kantilal (accused No.32) have been 

specifically provided. My attention is drawn further 

to  paragraph  No.6  of  his  examination-in-chief, 

wherein, in the opening lines of the said paragraph, 

the witness has reiterated that he can positively 

identify  all  the  above  four  persons.  However, on 

page  No.5,  paragraph  No.6  of  his  examination-in-

chief itself, the witness has categorically stated 

that “હંુ હાજર આરોપીઓ પકૈી કપીલ મુનાને ઓળખી શકતો નથી. હંુ 

હાજર આરોપીઓ પકૈી ધમેશ પહલાદને ઓળખી શકતો નથી.  હંુ હાજર 

આરોપીઓ પકૈી મુકેશ પુખરાજને ઓળખી શકતો નથી. હંુ હાજર આરોપીઓ 

પૈકી અંબેશ કાંિતલાલને ઓળખી શકતો નથી.”  It is submitted 

that therefore, this witness was obviously provided 

with the names of such four persons, but however, 

the witness has completely exposed himself in his 

examination-in-chief  itself  by  not  being  able  to 

identify a single person out of the four so-called 

accused. It is pointed out that this is so despite 

the witness confirming that he is in a position to 

identify all the four accused. It is submitted that 

in  such  circumstances,  this  is  a  very  serious 

contradiction which is required to test the very 

credibility of the present witness who also is cited 

as a star witness and an eye-witness who has seen 

most of the incident. 

349. It is also further pointed out that 

there are admitted contradictions/omissions inasmuch 
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as, it clearly emerges from the deposition of I.O. 

Shri N.D.Parmar (PW-328) at Exh.1164 and the IO, SIT 

Shri  J.G.Suthar  (PW-335)  at  Exh.1289  that  the 

present witness while recording depositions before 

both such IOs, has not given the names of such four 

persons  as  persons  who  indulged  in  the  act  of 

burning the autorickshaw. 

350. It is pointed out that after failing 

to identify the four accused, the witness has the 

audacity to give further names of perpetrators of 

another incident and my attention is drawn to the 

testimony of  the  witness  in  paragraph  No.9, page 

No.7 wherein the witness has referred to nine (09) 

persons as being a part of the mob of the second 

incident  referred  to in  his  testimony, where  the 

witness has again provided the names of Kapil Munna 

(accused  No.50)  and  Dharmesh  Prahlad  (accused 

No.47). It is submitted that this clearly shows that 

he is a tutored witness who has been given the names 

which he has to utter in the course of his testimony 

and he has done so without actually being able to 

identify a single so-called accused and it is urged 

that  in  such  circumstances,  this  consistency  is 

unnatural and raises suspicion with regard to the 

credibility of the present witness. It is pointed 

out that the witness has further in his examination-

in-chief  in  paragraph  No.9  on  page  No.7, clearly 

identified Kailash Dhobi (accused No.1) as being a 

part  of  the  said  mob  and  it  is  submitted  that 

despite giving such a specific name, the witness has 
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clearly exposed himself on page No.8 in paragraph 

No.9 i.e. a continuation of the same paragraph in 

his examination-in-chief itself when he says that he 

is unable to identify accused No.1 Kailash Dhobi. It 

is submitted that this clearly indicates that the 

witness has been provided names by somebody else 

which names he is uttering in the course of his 

testimony.  It  is  submitted  that  despite 

categorically stating on oath that he is unable to 

identify Kailash Dhobi (accused No.1), the witness 

has proceeded to attribute a very grave and serious 

incident of his brother Anwarkhan who according to 

this witness, was attacked with a sword and killed 

and it is submitted that strangely, the witness has 

attributed this act to Kailash Dhobi (accused No.1) 

despite  not  being  able  to  identify  said  Kailash 

Dhobi (accused No.1). It is submitted that in the 

circumstances, the witness is only repeating what 

has been tutored. 

351. My attention is drawn to yet one more 

incident, where on page No.7 in paragraph No.9, the 

witness  has  attributed  one  “LAKHIA”  i.e.  accused 

No.46 as being a part of the mob whereas in his 

further  examination-in-chief  on  page No.8  itself, 

the  witness  has  not  been  able  to  identify  such 

accused  in  the  Court.  It  is  submitted  that  this 

cements  the  defence  that  the  witness  was  merely 

stating names which were provided to him by somebody 

else. 
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352. My attention is drawn to page No.14 of 

the testimony of this witness where an accused being 

Lakhia  (accused  No.46)  is  attributed  with  having 

perpetrated grave and heinous offences like rape and 

murder and my attention is drawn to page No.14 in 

paragraph No.15 wherein the witness has deposed that 

“લાખીયા અને યોગેનદિસંહે તેમના કપડા ફાડી નાખેલા અને તમેની પર 

બળાતકાર કરેલ અને તે પછી તમેને મારી નાખેલા.” It is pointed 

out that though serious allegations of a grave and 

serious  offence  like  rape  and  murder  have  been 

attributed to the accused No.2 and 46, the IO of SIT 

i.e. Shri J.G.Suthar (PW-335) has clearly admitted 

on page No.87 of his cross examination inter alia to 

the  effect  that  in  the  course  of  recording  his 

statement  before  the  IO  of  the  SIT, the  present 

witness Sayeedkhan has not given the names of both 

these accused while narrating the incident of rape 

and murder. 

353. It is pointed out that on page No.3, 

paragraph No.3 of his testimony, this witness has 

attributed one Bharat Rajput (accused No.55) as the 

person  who  gave  a  gupti  blow  to  Ayub  Cyclewala 

whereas when asked to identify such Bharat Rajput in 

the Court, it is clear from page No.4, paragraph 

No.6  of  his  testimony,  that  the  witness  has 

identified  one  Babu  Manji  Patni  (accused  No.23) 

wrongly as Bharat Rajput (accused No.55). 

354. It is submitted that there are further 
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contradictions in the shape of the testimony of the 

present  witness  where  on  page  No.7  in  paragraph 

No.9, the witness has clearly identified and named 

seven (07) perpetrators as being part of the mob 

which had taken part in the second incident. It is 

pointed out that the names of accused Nos.43, 61, 

55, 46, 2, 59 and 1 were provided in that order by 

the witness in terms of his examination-in-chief. It 

is  submitted  that  such  examination-in-chief  is 

required  to be  treated  as  an  improvement  or  the 

testimony  of  a  tutored  witness  inasmuch  as,  the 

witness  while  admitting  to  have  given  statements 

before the IO Shri N.D.Parmar (PW-328) and IO, SIT 

Shri  J.M.Suthar  (PW-335),  has  exposed  himself 

inasmuch  as,  both  these  witnesses  have  clearly 

stated that in the statement of the present witness 

recorded before both of them, no such names were 

provided by the witness. It is pointed out that in 

any case, the witness has identified only three of 

the present 07 named accused in the Court and it is 

pointed out that other than accused Nos.43, 61 and 

2, none of the other accused have been identified by 

the witness even in the Court. 

355. It  is  pointed  out  that  another 

contradiction emerges with regard to the incident of 

stone throwing from the terrace of Bunglow No.1 of 

Gulbarg  Society,  belonging  to  Shri  Jinger.  The 

witness  has  testified  on  page  No.9  in  paragraph 

No.11 of his testimony inter alia to the effect that 

he  had  identified  one  Gabbar  as  one  of  the 
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perpetrators. It is submitted that both the IOs i.e. 

PWs  328  and  335  have  clearly  stated  in  their 

deposition that the witness did not provide such 

name while his statement was being recorded by both 

the IOs at different times. It is pointed out that 

incidentally, the witness has failed to identify the 

said accused Gabbar in the Court also. 

356. It is pointed out by Shri Bajpai that 

in all, the defence has been able to make out 31 

such contradictions where the witness has deposed 

with  regard  to  an  incident  where  he  has  named 

somebody  as  perpetrators  of  the  incident  in  his 

testimony before the Court, but nowhere before the 

IO or before the SIT's IO has he provided such names 

while his statement was being recorded. 

357. It  is  pointed  out  that  the  present 

witness has clearly admitted with regard to the fact 

of  giving  15 names  before  the  IO  of  SIT  in  the 

course of recording his statement and has further 

admitted to have supplied names of 17 or 18 accused 

in  his  affidavit.  It  is  also  emerging  from  the 

testimony  of  this  witness  as  also  the  IO  that 

initially the names of only nine (09) accused were 

provided by the witness and two months thereafter, 

another  eight  (08)  names  were  provided.  It  is 

submitted that this witness, therefore, is in the 

habit of adding and improving upon his versions and 

therefore, it is urged that it would be extremely 

risky to rely on the testimony of such a witness in 
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such a grave and serious case. 

358. It is pointed out by Shri Bajpai that 

this witness has further exposed himself inasmuch 

as, it clearly emerges from the testimony of PW-332 

at Exh.1226 i.e. IO Shri S.S.Chudasama that in a 

statement  recorded  before  such  IO,  the  present 

witness  has  conceded  that  a  name  of  an  accused 

Meghsinh Roopsinh given by the witness as being a 

part of the mob, was conceded to be incorrect by the 

present witness. It is pointed out that an affidavit 

was also sworn in this regard by the present witness 

which is at Exh.1246. It is submitted that in such 

circumstances, this is a witness who has established 

himself as the one who is thoroughly unreliable. 

359. It  is  pointed  out  that  further 

contradiction  emerges  from  the  testimony  of  this 

witness with regard to Naran Channelwala (accused 

No.43)  wherein  after  having  firstly  provided  his 

name, the witness has himself agreed to have sworn 

an  affidavit  before  a  Notary  inter  alia to  the 

effect that the said accused was not instrumental in 

setting afire the residence of the present witness. 

It is pointed out that such contradictions are also 

emerging from the testimonies of PWs 332 and 335 

with regard to accused No.43 and his role in setting 

fire to the house of the present witness. It is 

submitted  that  therefore,  this  witness  has 

established  himself  to  be,  at  the  cost  of 

repetition,  wholly  unreliable  and  thus  cannot  be 
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believed. 

360. It is submitted that in any case, it 

is highly improbable that the present witness who 

claims to have been all throughout and indulged in 

stone pelting and who was a witness to most of the 

incident standing in the open, it is unnatural that 

such witness could not have suffered any injury and 

this aspect is also required to be considered while 

giving weightage to the testimony of such witness. 

361. Drawing my attention to page No.14 of 

the testimony of the present witness, it is pointed 

out that the witness has cooked up a version which 

is absolutely unpalatine and cannot be accepted. It 

is  requested  and  hereby  recorded  verbatim  the 

testimony of the witness where he has deposed that 

“તે પછી હંુ જફરી સાહેબના પાછળના ભાગે દરવાજ ખોલી તયાં આવેલ 

જજરામાં સંતાઈ ગયેલો તે સમયે મારી પાછળ મારી ભતીજ વહુ 

સાજદાબાનુ આવેલી. તનેી સાથે તનેો પાંચ છ વષરનો છોકરો સાદાબ હતો. 

તે સાથે બીજ એક અજણી સી હતી. અને સાયકલવાળો યુસુફખાન કરીને 

છોકરો હતો. અમે બધા જજરમાં સંતાઈ ગયેલ.  જજરમાં ભરાઈને અમે 

અંદરથી દરવાજ બધં કરી દીધેલ. તે પછી તયાં તણ જણાં તલવારો લઈને 

ઉભા હતા તેમણે આ દરવાજ તોડેલ.  પણ દરવાજ તટેુલ નિહ.  આ 

તણમાં, િદનેશ પભુદાસ શમાર, લાલા યોગેનદિસંહ અને લાખીયા હતો. આ 

મે જજરની ઉપરની જળીમાંથી જયેલ. એ લોકો કયાંક થી કુહાડી લાવયા 

અને દરવાજ કાપી નાખેલ. હંુ જજરામાં અંદરની સાઈડે જતો રહેલ અને આ 
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લોકો બાકીના ચાર જણાને ખેચી ગયેલા.  િદનેશે મારા ભતીજ વહુના 

િદકરાને માયો, યુસુફને માયો, લાખીયા અને યોગેનદિસંહે તમેના કપડા ફાડી 

નાખેલા અને તેમની પર બળાતકાર કરેલ અને ત ેપછી તેમને મારી નાખેલા 

આ બધુ મે જજરની જળીમાંથી જયેલ.”  It is submitted that 

this version clearly further exposes the reliability 

of the witness.

362. It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj who 

has taken over the course of submissions from Shri 

Bajpai, that connected to the incident concerning 

the  injured  Aslamkhan  and  his  deceased  father 

Anwarkhan, are four more witnesses in the shape of 

PW-142 - Ashraf Sikandarbhai Sandhi, PW-289 - Nadim 

Tasaddukhussain Surohi, PW-177 - Sairaben Salimbhai 

Sandhi and PW-129  - Firozmohammad Gulzarmohammad 

Pathan. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that all 

the  four  witnesses  claim  to have  seen  the  above 

referred incident and all the four witnesses claim 

to have been at that point of time, in the residence 

of deceased Shri Ehsan Jafri. 

363. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of PW-142 i.e. Ashraf Sandhi, it is submitted that 

the witness has not only contradicted the other so-

called eye-witnesses, but he has gone to the extent 

of contradicting his own testimony in the course of 

his cross examination and a totally confusing and 

incorrect picture has been painted by the witness in 

the  course  of  his  testimony  and  three  different 
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versions are supplied by the witness in the shape of 

the manner in which the incident took place, the 

location where the incident took place and the time 

of the actual taking place of the incident, which 

are all completely contradicted in the testimony of 

this witness itself. It is pointed out that this 

witness also exposes the lack of credibility on the 

part of the witnesses examined by the Prosecution. 

Drawing  my  attention  to  the  testimony  of  this 

witness on page No.10, paragraph No.8, it is pointed 

out that th witness has testified to the effect “આ 

બને તરફના ટોળાએ લુંટ ફાટ શર કરી આગ લગાડવાનું શર કરી જફરી 

સાહેબના મકાન તરફ આવેલ.  ત ેવખતે હંુ જફરી સાહેબના મકાન પાસે 

ઉભો હતો. ટોળાએ ચારે બાજુથી જફરી સાહેબના મકાનને ઘેરી લીધેલ. આ 

ટોળામાં મે,  કૈલાશ ધોબી,  ગીરીશ પભુદાસ શમાર,  િદનેશ શમાર,  કપીલ 

મુનાભાઈ, ધમેશ, અંબેશ, અને ગભબરને મે ઓળખેલા. આ વખતે કૈલાશ 

ધોબીના હાથમાં તલવાર હતી.  કપીલ તથા અંબેશના હાથમાં કેરબા હતા 

અને બીજના હાથમાં પાઈપ લાકડીઓ હતી.”  It is pointed out 

that  the  version  supplied  by the  witness  clearly 

indicates that initially the mob entered the Gulbarg 

Society from both sides i.e. the front side and the 

rear side and started indulging in arson and looting 

and thereafter the mob came over to the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is pointed out that the witness 

has categorically stated that when the mob converged 

towards the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, he was 

standing near the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and 

it is further pointed out by the witness that the 
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mob surrounded the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri 

from all four sides. It is pointed out that at this 

point of time, the witness has testified that he was 

outside the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is 

pointed out that the witness attributes the mob to 

have entered into the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. 

It is pointed out in the examination-in-chief, more 

particularly  in  the  paragraph  reproduced  herein 

before, the witness has clearly testified that at 

that point of time, the mob comprising of number of 

accused,  more  particularly  accused  No.1  Kailash 

Dhobi who is attributed to have been armed with a 

sword, according to the witness, the said accused 

No.1 gave a blow of sword on the chest of Anwarkhan 

who was seated on the ground and it is also the 

testimony  of  the  witness  that  at  this  stage, 

Aslamkhan tried to intervene and he too was given a 

sword blow which caused injury to his fingers on the 

right hand. It is pointed out that the witness has 

further testified that at that point of time, one 

Taiyabbhai  is  attributed  to  have  pulled  in  said 

Aslamkhan and shut the grill of the residence of 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri.  It  is  pointed  out  that  said 

Taiyabbhai is not examined despite being cited as a 

witness in the chargesheet. It is pointed out that 

such  version  attributing  the  role  played  by 

Taiyabbhai  is  completely  contradicting  the 

depositions of all other eye-witnesses with regard 

to the incident. It is pointed out that on seeing 

this  incident,  where  the  said  Anwarkhan  was 

inflicted  a  number  of  other  sword  blows,  this 
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witness  went  away  into  the  rear  portion  of  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri where his mother was 

also  located  and  it  is  claimed  that  since  the 

witness  has  stated  that  he  was  outside  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri when all this took 

place, it is required to be presumed that he entered 

into  the  rear  portion  from  back  side  of  the 

residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  though  the  same 

surrounded from all four sides by the mob. It is 

submitted  that  this  version  is,  therefore,  not 

believable and does not give a correct picture of 

the state of affairs. It is submitted that further 

compounding the lack of credibility of the testimony 

of  the  present  witness,  is  the  fact  that  in 

paragraph No.12 of his testimony, the witness has 

proceeded to identify four of the accused in the 

Court,  but  has  conveniently  failed  to  identify 

accused No.1 Kailash Dhobi and it has been noted in 

the deposition of the witness by the Court  inter 

alia to the effect that ten minutes have elapsed in 

the process of identification of the accused by the 

present witness and none of the other accused are 

in  any  manner  identified  by  the  witness  in  the 

Court. 

364. Drawing  my  attention  to  the  cross 

examination of this witness, more particularly page 

No.31, paragraph No.32, it is pointed out that the 

witness has deposed to the effect “અનવરભાઈ પગે અપંગ 

છે તે હંુ મારી સમજણથી જણં છંુ. અનવરભાઈને મકાનની અંદર લઈ જવા 
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મને કોઈ સુઝ પડેલ નિહ. હંુ અંદર ગયો તયારે અસલમભાઈ અનવરભાઈની 

નજક જફરી સાહેબના મકાનની રવેશની ગીલ પાસે હતા. જફરી સાહેબના 

મકાનમાં આગળ કોઈ કંપા.  નથી.  અનવરભાઈ બેઠા હતા તયાંથી જફરી 

સાહેબના મકાનમાં પસેવાનો દરવાજ અનવરભાઈથી ચાર થી પાંચ ડગલા 

દૂર હતો.” It is pointed out that this portion of the 

testimony clearly establishes the fact that in terms 

of  such  testimony,  the  witness  was  within  the 

premises of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence and he saw 

both  Anwarkhan  and  Aslamkhan  where  Aslamkhan  is 

claimed to have been standing in the near proximity 

of Anwarkhan and therefore, it is clear according to 

Shri Bhardwaj, that in terms of this testimony of 

the witness, the witness concedes that no incident 

had taken place before the witness had entered into 

the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. Therefore, it is 

pointed out that the examination-in-chief indicating 

that the entire incident took place when the witness 

was outside the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and 

thereafter the witness went into the rear portion of 

the  property  where  his  mother  was  seated,  is 

completely  contradicted  by  this  version.  It  is 

further pointed out that the cross examination of 

the witness further exposes the hollowness of the 

testimony.  My  attention  is  drawn  to  page  No.58, 

paragraph  No.64  of  the  testimony  of  the  witness 

where according to Shri Bhardwaj, the witness has 

deposed to the effect “હંુ જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં દાખલ થયો 

તે પછી અડધાએક કલાકે અનવરભાઈ વાળો બનાવ બનલે.”  It is 
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submitted that this portion of the testimony further 

exposes the hollowness of the testimony inasmuch as, 

the witness now claims that the incident pertaining 

to Anwarkhan took place nearly half an hour after he 

entered the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is 

submitted that not only has this witness discredited 

the other witnesses, but he has discredited his own 

testimony  and  the  testimony  of  such  witness  can 

never be relied upon and ought not to have been 

relied  upon  while  deciding  the  fate  of  such  a 

serious matter. It is pointed out that the witness 

has deposed in the concluding lines of paragraph 

No.64 on page No.58 to the effect “ટોળુ સોસા.માં અંદર 

આવતા અગાઉ હંુ જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં અંદર જતો રહેલ.” It is 

pointed out that therefore, this version completely 

destroys the other three versions which in any case 

were contradictory to each other. It is submitted 

that  the  witness  is  a  tutored  witness  and  not 

required to be believed in the least. 

365. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of PW-177 Sairaben who happens to be the aunt of 

Ashraf Sandhi, it is pointed out that this witness 

has painted yet another version of the sequence of 

events whereby it is clearly established that none 

of  these  witnesses  are  actually  required  to  be 

believed to have been eye-witnesses to the incident 

that they claim to have seen. My attention is drawn 

to the examination-in-chief of the present witness 

on page No.12 in paragraph No.14 wherein the witness 
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has  testified  to  the  effect  “હંુ મારા બને દેરાણી નામે 

ઝરીનાબેન અને મુમતાઝ,  મારો િદકરો મહંમદ,  મારા િદયર જહાંગીરભાઈ 

અને મારો ભતીજ અશરફ અમે બધા બચવા જફરી સાહેબના ઘરમાં જતા 

રહેલ.”  It is submitted that this clearly indicates 

that all six persons went into the house of Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri  when  the  mob  entered  the  Gulbarg 

Society. It is submitted that therefore, the version 

supplied by Ashraf Sandhi is completely contradicted 

by such testimony. It is pointed out that amazingly 

this witness has given another version with regard 

to the sequence of events inasmuch as, she claims to 

have  been  a  witness  and  privy  to  Mr.Ehsan  Jafri 

attempting to call up some important dignitaries and 

she has further testified that subsequent thereto, 

the mob threw burning embers into the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri on account of which the residence 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri caught fire and it is further 

testified  by  the  witness  that  the  incident  of 

Anwarkhan took place subsequently to such incident 

taking place. 

366. My attention is drawn to page No.13, 

paragraph No.15 of the examination-in-chief itself 

wherein the witness has deposed that “તયારબાદ જફરી 

સાહેબના ઘર પાસે ઓટલા પર અનવરભાઈ બેઠેલા હતા. જે અપંગ હતા. 

તેમની પર ટોળાના કૈલાશ ધોબીએ તલવારથી ઘા કરેલ. જથેી તેમનો િદકરો 

અસલમ બચાવવા જતા તનેા હાથ પર પણ તલવાર મારેલી જથેી અસલમને 
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હાથની આગંળીઓ પર ઈજઓ થયેલ.  ટોળાના માણસોએ અનવરભાઈને 

ખેચીને તેમની પર તલવારો અને હિથયારોના ઘા કરીને તેમને મારી 

નાખેલા.”  It  is  pointed  out  that  this  completely 

exposes the hollowness of the Prosecution case. 

367. It is pointed out that the witness has 

further contradicted herself in the course of her 

cross examination and my attention is drawn to page 

No.26  in  paragraph  No.34 wherein the witness has 

deposed that “આ તીસ મીનીટ દરિમયાન હંુ અને મારા પિરવારના 

સભયો જફરી સાહેબના મકાન પાસે હતા. emphasis supplied) આ 

સમય દરિમયાન અનવરભાઈને મે જફરી સાહેબના ઓટલા પર જ બઠેેલા 

હતા.  આ સમય દરિમયાન અનવરભાઈને જતે કે,  કોઈ અનય વયિકત 

જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં અંદર લઈ જવા પયતન કરતુ હોય ત ે મે જયેલ 

નિહ.”  It is pointed out that the witness has now 

turned her up a somersault and testified that she 

was outside the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri at the 

time of the incident relating to Anwarkhan taking 

place. It is pointed out that so many contradictions 

clearly exposes the hollowness of the Prosecution 

case. According to Shri Bhardwaj, the witness has 

the audacity to state when the witness has further 

testified that “આ તીસ મીનીટ દરિમયાન આવેલ ટોળુ શંુ કરે છે 

તે જવા અમે ઉભેલા.” It is pointed out that this would 

indicate  that  the  witness  claims  to  have  stood 

outside the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri with a 

view to observe the activities of the mob. It is 
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submitted  that  this  testimony  is,  therefore, 

established to be highly unreliable and has to be 

given a complete go-by while deciding the rate of 

the Prosecution case. It is pointed out that the 

witness has strictly speaking, remained completely 

silent about what happened to Aslamkhan after he was 

inflicted  injuries  with  a  sword  by  accused  No.1 

Kailash Dhobi. 

368. My  attention  is  drawn  now  to  the 

testimony  of  PW-289  Nadim  Surohi  at  Exh.995.  My 

attention is drawn in particular to the examination-

in-chief on page No.8, paragraph No.11 wherein the 

witness has deposed that “હંુ જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં અંદર 

આવી ગયેલ. હંુ અદંર આવયો તયારે મારી પાસે અનવરખાન ઉભેલા હતા. 

તે જળીના દરવાજ પાસે ઊભેલા હતા. તે અદંર આવવાનો પયતન કરતો 

હતો તયારે ટોળાએ તનેે બહાર ખેચી લીધેલ અને તનેે ટોળાએ તલવારનો ઘા 

મારી દીધેલ.  અનવરખાન અપંગ હતો.  તનેે બચાવવા માટે અસલમખાન 

ગયેલ પણ ટોળાએ તનેે ઘા મારેલ.  મારી આગળ તયૈબઅલી ઉભો હતો 

તેણે અસલમખાનને અંદર ખેચી લીધેલ. અને અમે જફરી સાહેબના મકાનનો 

દરવાજ અદંરથી બધં કરી દીધેલ.  અનવરખાનનું શંુ થયુ ત ે મને ખબર 

નથી.”  It is pointed out that this aspect of the 

deposition  of  the  witness  paints  a  completely 

different picture inasmuch as, the said Anwarkhan is 

attributed to have been standing near the grill and 

not sitting on the otla as has been claimed by a 

number of eye-witnesses. It is pointed out that this 
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clearly indicates that Anwarkhan had the ability to 

stand and was mobile and was not disabled. It is 

also pointed out that the witness has supplied a 

version where the said Anwarkhan is attributed to 

have made the attempts to enter into the residence 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri by opening the grill, but the 

witness claims that Anwarkhan was dragged away by 

the  mob  and  thereafter  he  was  inflicted  sword 

injuries by the mob and no individual is attributed 

to  have  indulged  in  these  acts  in  terms  of  the 

deposition of this witness. It is pointed out that 

at this stage Aslamkhan is attributed to have been 

within the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, who is 

further attributed to have gone out in an attempt to 

save his father Anwarkhan and is attributed to have 

been inflicted an injury on his hand and is further 

attributed to have been dragged within the residence 

of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  by  one  Taiyabbhai.  It  is 

submitted that these aspects completely contradict 

the  testimony  of  the  previous  witnesses.  It  is 

submitted that the testimony of Aslamkhan completely 

contradicts the version supplied by this witness, 

inasmuch as, the said Aslamkhan has, at the cost of 

repetition, according to Shri Bhardwaj, testified to 

the effect that when his father was being assaulted 

by the mob as claimed and when he intervened to save 

his father and was inflicted further injuries, the 

said Aslamkhan has testified that at that time, his 

brother  Akhtarkhan  was  present  and  both  of  them 

attempted to bring Anwarkhan to safety, whereas none 

of the witnesses has even remotely pointed out the 
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said role of Akhtarkhan. It is pointed out that even 

the presence of such Akhtarkhan is not testified to 

by any of the so-called eye-witnesses. It is pointed 

out  that  strangely,  this  witness  while  giving  a 

statement  before  the  S.I.T.  with  regard  to  the 

incident  pertaining  to  Anwarkhan,  has  clearly 

conceded in his cross examination in paragraph No.32 

on page No.19 wherein he has deposed that “એ વાત ખરી 

છે કે, મે સીટ સમકના તા.૩૧.૫.૦૮ ના જવાબમાં એમ લખાવેલ છે કે, 

“મે રજુ કરેલ ટાઈપ િનવદેનમાં જફરી સાહેબના ઓટલા પર બેસેલ અપંગ 

અનવરખાનને તલવાર વડે ઘા મારીને અને તયારે તમેનો પતુ અસલમખાન 

તનેે બચાવવા જતા ટોળાએ તનેા હાથ પર પણ તલવારનો ઘા મારેલ તયારે 

તૈયબઅલી સૈયદ ેતનેે રમમાં ખેચી લીધેલ ત ે હકીકત ખોટી ટાઈપ થયેલ 

છે”.”  It  is  pointed  out  that  this  aspect  throws 

further mystery with regard to the veracity of the 

testimony of this witness. 

369. It is pointed out that there is also a 

grave and serious contradiction emerging from the 

testimonies  of  the  so-called  eye-witnesses  with 

regard to the physical state of the victim Anwarkhan 

and it is pointed out that while largely speaking, a 

number  of  witnesses  have  referred  to  the  said 

Anwarkhan  as  being  physically  handicapped,  it  is 

very  surprising  that  his  son  Aslamkhan  who  is 

claimed to have played a pivotal role in attempting 

to save his father from the mob, has nowhere stated 

with regard to his father being dragged away and 
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having been done away with by the mob. It is pointed 

out that in fact in paragraph No.3 of his testimony, 

PW-283 has clearly testified that his father was in 

the habit of walking down to their shop of Metro 

Men's Wear and was also in the habit of walking down 

to their previously owned shop. It is pointed out 

that strangely enough, the PW-289 Nadim has claimed 

that said Anwarkhan was standing near the grill of 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's  residence,  meaning  that  the 

versions  supplied  by  other  witness  that  said 

Anwarkhan being handicapped was sitting on the otla 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence or the otla of the 

residence of Imtiyazkhan, are contradicted by PW-177 

inasmuch as, said Anwarkhan is claimed to have been 

standing  near  the  grill  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's 

residence. It is pointed out that amazingly PW-234 

Anishaben who is examined at Exh.813, has on page 

No.8 in paragraph No.17 of her testimony, clearly 

testified to the effect “જફરી સાહેબના બાજુના મકાનમાં જયાં 

સઈદખાન રહે છે તયાં અનવરભાઈ કરીને અપંગ માણસ રહેતા હતા કે કેમ 

તે મને ખબર નથી.  મને યાદ નથી કે,  અમારી સોસા.માં કોઈ અપંગ 

રહેતા હોય તવેાને મે જયેલા કે કેમ.” It is pointed out that 

such a witness who is claimed to be a reliable eye-

witness  by  the  Prosecution,  in  fact  even  denies 

having seen any handicapped person residing within 

the Gulbarg Society. It is pointed out that this 

witness  is  attributed  to  have  been  residing  in 

Gulbarg Society for more than last 30 years prior to 

the  incident  and  therefore,  this  aspect  also  is 
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required  to  be  considered  while  examining  the 

totality of the evidence produced on the record. It 

is  pointed  out  that  the  IO  of  the  SIT  Shri 

J.G.Suthar  i.e.  PW-335  at  Exh.1289,  has  clearly 

admitted  that  PW-289  Nadim  in  the  course  of 

recording  his  statement  before  the  SIT  and  more 

particularly  before  the  said  witness  PW-335,  has 

clearly stated that “મકાનની જળીનો દરવાજ જરથી ધકો મારી 

ખોલી નાખતા બગંલા નં.૧૭ માં રહેતા અસલમખાન પઠાણે ખોલેલ દરવાજ 

ફરીથી બંધ કરવા જતા ટોળામાંના કોઈએ અસલમખાનના હાથ પર તલવાર 

મારતા તમેના હાથમાંથી દરવાજ છૂટી જઈ ખુલી જતા તયાં દરવાજ પાસે 

ઉભેલ અસલમખાનના િપતાજ કે જઓે અપંગ હોઈ જળી પકડી ઉભેલ હતા 

તેમને ટોળાએ પકડી ખેચવા લાગેલ જથેી તેમને બચાવવા સાર શહજદ 

ફકીર મહંમદનાઓ જતા તનેે પણ ટોળાએ પકડી બહાર ખેચી લઈ ગયેલ.” 

This  version, according to Shri Bhardwaj, clearly 

establishes that both – Aslamkhan and Anwarkhan were 

within the house of Shri Ehsan Jafri, and according 

to  such  version  which  has  been  completely 

transformed in the course of the testimony of other 

witnesses who have attempted to give a completely 

different version inasmuch as, the mob is projected 

to have done away a person who was sitting on the 

otla of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence and a person 

who was incapable of any movement on account of his 

physical handicap. It is submitted that there are 

too  many  major  contradictions  emerging  from  this 

version  and  therefore,  the  entire  version  as  has 

been projected by the witness, cannot be believed in 
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light  of  such  wholesale  contradictions  and 

therefore,  the  entire  version  is  required  to  be 

discarded. 

370. Beginning on a new sub-topic, it is 

submitted  by  Shri  Bhardwaj,  that  this  is  a  case 

where  the  witnesses  have,  for  ulterior  motives, 

taken up on themselves the role of implicating and 

exonerating  the  perpetrators  as  per  their  own 

desires and for obvious malafide reasons. In fact, 

drawing my attention to the concluding paragraph of 

the cross examination of PW-106, it is pointed out 

that though it is a question which was denied by PW-

106, a suggestion was made by the defence inter alia 

to the effect that the brother of PW-106 being one 

Firozmohammad had taken money from a number of the 

accused  with  a  view  to either  implicate  them  or 

ensure that they are not made accused in the present 

proceedings. It is submitted that it is unfortunate 

that the denial is contradicted by the actions and 

sequence of events that have emerged and are on the 

record  of  the  proceedings.  In  support  of  his 

contentions, Shri Bhardwaj has drawn my attention to 

the case of an accused Manish @ Splendour. It is 

pointed out that this person is named by his full 

name, by his nick name and the role played by him in 

specific incidents, the weapon attributed to have 

been used by him in the incident and the victim who 

is  attributed  to  have  been  killed,  are  all 

specifically  mentioned  on  the  record  of  the 

proceedings. It is submitted that despite all this, 
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the IO of SIT Shri Suthar was compelled to file a 

report under Sec.169 of the Cr.P.C. seeking to drop 

the  name  of  such  person  as  an  accused  from  the 

proceedings.  It  is  submitted  that  the  Court  too 

accepted this report of the SIT and accordingly the 

said Manish @ Splendour whose full name is Manish 

Somabhai Patel, is no longer an accused before this 

Court. It is also pointed out that the orders passed 

by this Court,  when challenged before the higher 

forum i.e. even the Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat 

has upheld the findings of the lower court and has 

not interfered with the order of the lower Court. It 

is pointed out that in such circumstances and in 

light of the specific details that the defence shall 

provide herein after, it is clear that the accused 

were either implicated or sought to be deleted as 

accused as per the whims and fancies of the victims 

who did so for ulterior reasons. 

371. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj, that 

corroborating such aspect is the testimony of one 

Mohammad Ismail Mansuri who is examined as PW-199 at 

Exh.744, who in the course of his testimony, more 

particularly on  page  No.7  in  paragraph  No.7, has 

clearly admitted inter alia to the effect that three 

of  the  so-called  victims  being  one  Firoz,  one 

Imtiyazkhan and one Aslamkhan had started a racket 

of  extorting  money  from  the  accused  and  other 

individuals on the ground that such persons meaning, 

Firoz, Aslam and Imtiyaz were going to be questioned 

by the SIT authorities and if adequate amounts were 
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not paid over to such three individuals, they would 

point a finger at the persons who did not comply 

with their demands of extortion. It is pointed out 

that the witness has in his testimony, referred to 

the case of accused No.51 Mahesh Ramjibhai Nath as 

an example of such state of affairs. It is pointed 

out that furthermore, both Imtiyazkhan and Firoz, 

have  after  the  year  2008  for  the  first  time, 

identified  some  individuals  who  have  subsequently 

been  arrested  and  made  accused  in  the  present 

proceedings. It is pointed out that prior to 2008, 

there was no mention of any role played by any of 

such accused. It is pointed out that amazingly even 

though there was such single statement connecting 

the  accused  to  the  offence,  no  T.I.Parade  was 

carried out in respect of some of such accused. It 

is also pointed out that this witness having come 

out with such startling accusations with regard to 

the role of the so-called victims, the Prosecution 

has  left  such  portion  of  his  testimony  as 

unchallenged  and  it  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances, there is no reason as to why such 

testimony  should  not  be  accepted  as  adequate 

corroboration for the basis and defence put up on 

behalf of the accused, some of them wrongly roped in 

as  they  failed  to  comply  with  the  demand  of 

extortion  by  some  of  the  interested  victims  who 

wanted to exploit their position. It is pointed out 

specifically that  accused  No.44  Nagin  Hasmukhbhai 

Patni was made an accused solely on the basis of 

statement  of  Imtiyazkhan  before  the  SIT,  accused 
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No.48 Jitendra @ Jitu Pratapji was similarly made an 

accused on the basis of statement of Firoz, accused 

No.49 Mahesh @ Pappu Thakor was made an accused on 

the the basis of statement of Firoz, accused No.51 

Mahesh  Ramji  Nath  was  made  an  accused  on  the 

strength of statement of Imtiyazkhan, and accused 

No.53 Sushil Brijmohan Sharma was made an accused on 

the  basis  of  statement  of  Altaf  Pathan,  accused 

No.56 Pradip Parmar was made an accused on the basis 

of statement of Salim Noormohammad Sandhi, accused 

No.60 Bipin Ambalal Patel was made an accused on the 

basis of statement of Aslamkhan. It is also pointed 

out  that  accused  No.62  Dilip  Jinger  was  made  an 

accused  on  the  basis  of  the  sole  statement  of 

Mohammadali before the SIT who has been examined as 

PW-192 in the present proceedings and in the course 

of the testimony of such witness, he has failed to 

identify the person being accused No.62 whose name 

he provided to the SIT and on the sole basis of 

which the person was made an accused in the present 

proceedings. It is pointed out that accused No.64 

Shivcharan Ramji Nath who is the brother of accused 

No.51, was also made an accused on the basis of 

statement of Imtiyazkhan. It is yet again pointed 

out by Shri Bhardwaj that none of these accused was 

required to undergo a T.I.Parade and none of these 

accused was, therefore, given a fair deal in the 

course of the investigation. 

372. It  is  pointed  out  that  PW-106 

Imtiyazkhan who is labelled as a star witness by the 
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Prosecution, has in his examination-in-chief on page 

No.16 in paragraph No.16, stated that “આ ટોળાના બીજ 

માણસો સલીમ અબુબકર પઠાણને ખેચી લાવેલા અને તેમને તયાં જ કાપી 

નાખેલ અને ત ેટોળામાં અતુલ વદૈ, ગબબર મદનલાલ, કપીલ મુના, ધમેશ 

પહલાદભાઈ,  મુકેશ પુખરાજને મે જયેલ.  આ ઉપરાંત બીજ એક 

ગુલઝારભાઈને મનીષ પભુલાલ જનૈ,  મનીષ સોમાભાઈ પટેલ ઉ.  મનીષ 

સપલેનડરનાઓએ મારી નાખેલા. જે તેમણે તલવારથી મારી નાખેલા.” It 

is submitted that therefore, this star witness of 

the Prosecution has attributed the said Manish @ 

Splendour to have been armed with a sword and to 

have hacked to death with a sword Salim Abubakkar 

and Gulzar. It is pointed out that the witness has 

categorically  and  specifically  provided  the  full 

name of the said Manish @ Splendour as being one 

Manish Somabhai Patel and has further attributed th 

said person to have been armed with a sword with 

which he perpetrated the offence stated above. 

373. My attention is drawn to page No.28 in 

paragraph No.23 of the examination-in-chief of PW-

106 where the said witness has testified inter alia 

to the effect that he knows Manish Somabhai Patel @ 

Manish @ Splendour and has further stated that the 

said Manish @ Splendour is not present in the Court 

today. It  is  submitted  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  it 

would, therefore, be significant and is required to 

be  noted  that  this  witness  was  fully capable  of 

identifying the said Manish @ Splendour and that 
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there was no room for any doubt in that regard. 

374. It is pointed out that it is amazing 

that in the case of Manish @ Splendour as has been 

narrated and submitted herein before, though PW-106 

and  PW-177  have  specifically  attributed  the  role 

played by said Manish Somabhai Patel who is well 

known to them even by his alias of Manish Splendour 

and PW-177 has further testified that she is well 

able to identify Manish Splendour because he was 

studying with her son. It is pointed out that since 

none of these witnesses was able to identify the 

said  Manish  Splendour  in  the  course  of  an 

investigation report, a closure report under Sec.169 

of  the  Cr.P.C.  was  filed  by  the  SIT  before  the 

learned  Metropolitan  Magistrate,  Court  No.11  on 

04/12/2008 and the basis of such report appears to 

be the lack of identification by such witnesses, and 

the learned Magistrate appears to have accepted the 

report  on 18/12/2008 and  dropped the  said Manish 

Splendour as an accused in the present proceedings. 

It is pointed out that if such was the basis for the 

SIT filing such report, than the other accused were 

on a much better footing and it is strange that they 

were continued to be made accused in the present 

proceedings despite lack of any credible evidence 

against  them.  It  is  submitted  that  in  the 

circumstances,  the  theory  of  extortion  and  wrong 

implication is given further corroboration. 

375. It is pointed out that similarly two 
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politically  connected  persons  being  an  Ex-Mayor 

Jagrupsing Rajput and an Advocate Meghsinh Chaudhary 

were sought to be implicated by both PWs 106 and 177 

in the course of their testimony and their role was 

crystallized  inter alia  to the effect that both of 

them were standing on the terrace of the property 

where the office of Meghsinh is located, and both of 

them were trying to incite the mob to enter into 

Gulbarg Society. It is pointed out that both these 

witnesses have also positively indicated that they 

were in a position to identify both such persons as 

being  the  perpetrators  and  part  of  the  incident 

which can be described as the main incident. It is 

pointed  out  that  these  versions  despite  being 

crystallized,  being  mentioned  in  the  application 

Exh.738 seeking their arraignment  as accused under 

Sec.319 of the Cr.P.C., were not accepted by detailed 

order passed by the predecessor of this court and it 

is pointed out that thereafter both these witnesses 

despite giving names, made a somersault and despite 

having  positively indicated  firstly to the  effect 

that they were in a position to identify both these 

persons, in fact PW-177 did not identify either of 

the two persons and even PW-106 who is touted as a 

star witness, was not able to identify such persons 

before the SIT on account of which such persons were 

not  chargesheeted.  It  is  submitted  that  these 

aspects are clearly in the order of the Court and 

therefore, an application under Sec.319 was rejected 

qua these two persons. It is pointed out that in the 

circumstances,  the  fact  of  the  three  persons 
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referred to at the outset of these portions of the 

arguments,  being  in  position  to  manipulate  and 

exploit  the  situation  and  naming  and  omitting 

accused  at  will,  is  an  aspect  which  cannot  be 

discarded as a valid defence and it is pointed out 

that such deliberate and malafide picture and these 

tactics of these witnesses has resulted in arrest of 

a  large  number  of  accused  as  wrongly  implicated 

persons. It is submitted that despite such state of 

affairs, Meghsinh Chaudhary was arrested by the SIT 

and he is presently before this Court as accused 

No.58. It is submitted that this completely exposes 

the hollowness of the Prosecution case. 

376. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that with regard to accused No.29 Mukesh Pukhraj, 

there is a grave and serious doubt with regard to 

his presence or role inasmuch as, initially in terms 

of the testimonies and statements given by PW-106, 

the person who is attributed to have been a part of 

the mob which entered into the Gulbarg Society from 

the rear portion of the Society, was one Mahendra 

Pukhraj and not Mukesh Pukhraj. It is pointed out 

that even as per the testimony of PW-106, the role 

of said Mukesh Pukhraj was  inter alia  only to the 

effect that he was present in the mob which set fire 

to an autorickshaw of one Gulam Master during the 

period from 10:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. It is pointed 

out that no other role is attributed to said Mukesh 

Pukhraj. It is submitted that on the other hand, 

said Mahendra Pukhraj is attributed to have been a 
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part of the mob and leader of the mob which entered 

the  Society  and  which  incident  could  be  safely 

narrated as the main incident herein. It is pointed 

out  that  thereafter,  the  said  PW-106  has 

somersaulted inasmuch as, he categorically declared 

before the SIT that he got mistaken in identifying 

Mahendra  Pukhraj  since  both  Mahendra  Pukhraj  and 

Mukesh Pukhraj are similar in looks and on account 

of their being brothers, and it is submitted that 

strangely  acting  on  such  statement,  the  said 

Mahendra Pukhraj was not arrested and it is Mukesh 

Pukhraj who has been arrested and made an accused 

herein. It is submitted that these are the instances 

which establish, at the cost of repetition, that the 

so-called  star  witnesses  were  in  the  habit  of 

adding,  amending,  altering  and  conveniently 

forgetting the identities of the perpetrators of the 

incidents as and when it suited to them. 

377. It  is  pointed  out  that  even  with 

regard to accused Nos.51 and 64 who happen to be 

brothers, it is submitted that the role attributed 

to have been perpetrated by them, is inter alia to 

the effect that the were indulging in firing with a 

firearm upon Gulbarg Society on the fateful day. It 

is submitted that both these accused were identified 

as such perpetrators by PW-106 Imtiyazkhan though 

Imtiyazkhan has conceded on page No.103 in paragraph 

No.102 of his cross examination that he had in fact 

provided  names  of  three  persons  as  being  those 

indulging in firing upon Gulbarg Society and it is 
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pointed out that the third person Mukesh Bhadoria 

was  never  arrested  in  the  course  of  the  entire 

investigation  despite  Imtiyazkhan  having  admitted 

and conceded in his statement before the SIT I.O. 

Shri Suthar inter alia to the effect that both the 

above accused had no firearms with them and that the 

name of the third person was supplied by him only on 

the  basis  of  a  hearsay  evidence  gathered  by  his 

Firoz who admittedly was at Surat on the date of the 

incident. It is submitted that if the said Mukesh 

Bhadoria was not even arrested on the basis of such 

admission, there is no logical reason as to why the 

present two accused have been arrested and have been 

made to undergo the trauma of a trial herein. It is 

pointed out that in any case, there is absolutely no 

material which would corroborate the incident of use 

of firearms by the mob inasmuch as, there is no 

recovery or discovery of any incriminating weapon 

nor is any forensic material available which would 

in  any  manner, have  implicated  even  remotely the 

present two accused in such manner. It is submitted 

that in the circumstances, even these two accused 

are required to be given the benefit of doubt. 

378. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that there is no recovery or discovery of any weapon 

or  any  incriminating  evidence  against  against 

accused  Nos.51 and  64 and  therefore,  this  aspect 

also should be considered while deciding the fate of 

such accused. 
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379. Drawing  my  attention  to  the 

inaccuracies of the testimonies of the witnesses, my 

attention is drawn to the testimony of Salim Sandhi 

i.e. PW-191 at Exh.734, to the contents of paragraph 

No.10 on page No.7 where the names of a number of 

alleged perpetrators of the offence and the method 

of their being armed is specifically narrated and 

amongst others, my particular attention is drawn by 

Shri  Bhardwaj  to  the  fact  that  the  witness  has 

specifically identified one Arun Bhatt who was armed 

with a sword according to the witness, and who was a 

part of the mob. It is pointed out that said Arun 

Bhatt strangely, despite such specific allegation, 

is not made an accused in the present proceedings 

and  in  fact  despite  such  state  of  affairs,  no 

application has been tendered either by the victims 

or anybody else seeking the reliefs under Sec.319 of 

Cr.P.C. vis-a-vis said Arun Bhatt. 

380. It  is  submitted  that  all  the  above 

instances  and  illustrations  clearly establish  the 

conspiracy  on  the  part  of  the  alleged  so-called 

victims to rope in people as accused and charge them 

with the commission of grave and heinous  offence 

and  thereafter  for  malafide  reasons  and  obvious 

considerations,  recant  from  those  allegations  and 

not pursue the allegations against some of the so-

called  perpetrators  of  the  offence  and  these 

instances clearly establish that these individuals 

have been attributed to have been part of the mob, 

armed with weapons, positively identified as such, 
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their  positive  role  in  the  perpetration  of  the 

offence also crystallized, strangely they have not 

been made accused in the present proceedings nor is 

in  some  cases  an  application  under  Sec.319  of 

Cr.P.C. preferred by the so-called victims. It is 

submitted that in such circumstances and more so 

when one of the PWs himself has testified that he 

had heard some of the so-called victims stating that 

they would implicate persons if their interests were 

not  met,  all  go  to  show  that  the  witnesses  are 

unreliable, interested witnesses and their testimony 

is required to be discarded in toto. 

381. It is pointed out that the witness and 

the Prosecution have endeavoured wholesale in the 

course of recording evidence to highlight only what 

is convenient to the Prosecution and have in fact 

made  wholesale  attempts  to  stop  the  truth  from 

coming up. It is pointed out that one more example 

of such state of affairs is the fact that it is the 

case  of  the  Prosecution  and  supported  and 

corroborated by a large number of PWs inter alia to 

the effect that members of the mob led by some of 

the  accused  herein,  climbed  on  the  terrace  of 

bunglow  No.1  of  Gulbarg  Society  which  also 

admittedly belonged to one Dayaram Jinger and it is 

claimed that Gulbarg Society and its residences were 

pelted with heavy stone throwing from the terrace of 

the said house of Dayaram Jinger. It is pointed out 

that giving a complete go-by to this version of the 

witnesses, is the fact that the Panchnama on the 
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record  of  the  proceedings  at  Exh.261  clearly 

establishes that the residence of Dayaram Jinger was 

vandalized  and  sufferred  lot  of  damage  in  the 

incident. It is submitted that if this was really 

so, than there was no question of the mob pelting 

stones from the residence of Dayaram Jinger. It is 

also pointed out that it is clearly emerging in the 

course  of  the  investigation  that  an  individual 

belonging to the minority community, named Ibrahim 

Sadiq Shaikh was provided protection and shelter in 

Bunglow No.1 belonging to said Dayaram Jinger and it 

has emerged that the said person took shelter by 

staying hidden for two days in the terrace of the 

said Bunglow No.1. It is pointed out that if there 

was actual wholesale  stone pelting from the terrace 

as is claimed and if the family members of said 

Dayaram Jinger were perpetrators leading the stone 

throwing, than such a contrary version could not 

have been possible. It is submitted that the fact 

that such shelter being provided not only emerges 

from the statement or a stray piece of evidence, but 

the same is confirmed in the course of the oral 

testimony of the SIT IO Shri J.M.Suthar who has in 

the course of his testimony on pages Nos.122 and 123 

testified as such “મે આ ગુનાની તપાસના કામે ગુલબગર સોસા.ની 

આજુબાજુના િવસતારમાં રહેતા કોઈ િહનદુ કોમના માણસોને પછુપરછ કરી 

કોઈ િનવેદન લીધેલા છે. અને મારી તપાસમાં ગુલબગર સોસા.ની આજુબાજુ 

રહેતા િહનદુ કોમના માણસોએ બનાવના િદવસે મુસલીમ કોમના માણસોને 

રકણ આપયુ હોય તેવુ પણ ખુલેલ છે.  એ વાત ખરી છે કે,  બનાવના 
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િદવસે ગુલબગર સોસા.ના મકાન નંબર એક ના ધાબા પર એક મુસલીમ 

ઈસમ છૂપાયેલ તનેો મે જવાબ લીધેલ છે.” It is submitted that 

there was no reason for the IO to testify in such 

fashion if the person was not there. It is submitted 

that  there  is  further  corroboration  by  one  Ali 

Hussain Ibrahim Shaikh i.e. PW-223 at Exh.780  and 

my  attention  is  drawn  to  his  testimony  more 

particularly, paragraph No.16 where he admits to have 

learnt from his father that his father was provided 

shelter in Bunglow No.1 of Gulbarg Society. It is 

pointed out that incidentally, the person involved 

being the said Ibrahim Shaikh though cited in the 

chargesheet as witness No.123, has conveniently not 

been examined as a witness on the record of the 

present proceedings. It is submitted that statements 

of both – father and son have been recorded by the 

IO of SIT Shri J.M.Suthar. It is pointed out that in 

any case, both Dayaram Jinger and his wife Shardaben 

despite being cited as witnesses, have conveniently 

not  been  examined  as  witnesses  herein  by  the 

Prosecution. 

382. It  is  submitted  that  from  all  the 

above facts and circumstances, it can be made out 

that with a view to extract some form of retribution 

for the events, the witnesses have tried to rope in 

persons whom they could easily identify and name and 

the  individuals  residing in the  nearby chawls or 

Societies only because they were unable to identify 

or  name  the  real  perpetrators,  and  thus  the 
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witnesses  attempted  to  rope  in  persons  as 

perpetrators  those  individuals  who  had  come  from 

areas outside the vicinity of the incident and not 

the  real  perpetrators who had  already  left  after 

having  perpetrated  the  incident.  It  is  submitted 

that this aspect cannot be lost track of and the 

evidence  with  regard  thereto  is  required  to  be 

looked  at  in  its  totality. It  is  submitted  that 

Bunglow No.1 of Gulbarg Society was vandalized is a 

fact  emerging  from  the  Panchnama  Exh.261.  It  is 

submitted that if the nearby residents belonging to 

the majority community had really carried out the 

gruesome incident, then they would have deliberately 

and definitely not targetted the bunglow of Dayaram 

Jinger since almost everybody was aware of the fact 

that bunglow No.1 of Gulbarg Society was belonging 

to a person of majority community. It is pointed out 

that  this  also  is  suggestive  of  the  fact  that 

persons from outside who were not knowing this state 

of  affairs,  have  indulged  in  perpetration  of  the 

incident. 

383. It  is  pointed  out  that  some 

corroboration in the shape of testimony of a single 

witness  being  PW-301  at  Exh.1046  being  one 

Rashidabanu Dilawer Shaikh is relevant inasmuch as, 

on page No.20 of her oral evidence, the witness has 

deposed  inter  alia  to  the  effect  that  she  saw 

persons attempting to demolish the rear wall of the 

Society by trying to explode a gas cylinder, but she 

has further categorically stated that she was unable 
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to identify the perpetrators of such actions since 

all of them had masked their faces with cloth. It is 

submitted that this also is a circumstance required 

to  be  considered  since  the  witness  was  herself 

belonging  to  the  minority  community  who  had 

sufferred so badly and she had no reason to protect 

anybody from amongst the real perpetrators. It is 

pointed out that this aspect coupled with the above 

referred aspects clearly go to show that there is a 

serious attempt in subverting the truth and justice 

and it is urged that in the circumstances, grave 

doubts arise with regard to the genuineness of the 

Prosecution version. 

384. It is pointed out that all the accused 

who have been arrested post 2008 by the SIT, have 

been  falsely implicated inasmuch as,  there  is no 

recovery or discovery of any incriminating material 

of  whatsoever  nature.  It  is  submitted  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that this is also an aspect required to be 

considered. 

385. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that even the incident of rape perpetrated on two of 

the victims who according to the star witness of the 

Prosecution i.e. Imtiyazkhan, were thereafter hacked 

to pieces i.e. after being raped, is a blatant lie, 

exaggeration and an obvious malicious afterthought 

on  the  part  of  the  Prosecution  witnesses.  It  is 

submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that this version of rape 

emerged  for  the  first  time  six  months  after  the 
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event and even at that point of time, such emergence 

was vague and general in nature and did not provide 

any specific information. It is submitted by Shri 

Bhardwaj that it was only after about seven or eight 

years when the SIT came into the picture that this 

exaggerated  and  obviously  unrealistic  and  untrue 

version was provided with a view to create a false 

sense of outrage amongst the community and it is 

pointed  out  that  however,  in  concocting  the 

versions, the star witnesses who claim to have seen 

the  incidents,  have  very  badly  and  grossly 

contradicted each other. It is also pointed out by 

Shri Bhardwaj that the witnesses have supply very 

different versions and despite there being more than 

seven or eight witnesses examined on the record of 

the present proceedings who were admittedly in the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri at the time of the 

incident of rape, none of them has in any manner 

narrated about the incident of rape taking place nor 

have  they  in  any  manner  supported  the  so-called 

three  star  witnesses.  It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that in such circumstances, it is all the 

more necessary to treat all the witnesses who have 

so deposed about the rape, to be guilty of speaking 

blatant untruth on oath and it is urged that these 

versions  and  testimonies  are  required  to  be 

discarded completely. 

386. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that the star witness Imtiyazkhan i.e. PW-106 in the 

course of his testimony, has also positively claimed 
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to  have  witnessed  the  incident  of  rape  on  his 

sister-in-law Sajedabanu and an unknown woman whom 

he knew of, but did not know the name, his nephew 

Shadabkhan and one Yusuf, all of whom were done to 

death in continuation of the same incident. It is 

pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  the  entire 

incident as also the alleged perpetrators of such 

incident, is a bogus, got up and concocted version 

and  more  importantly  an  afterthought,  that  too 

clearly six years after the incident. It is pointed 

out by Shri Bhardwaj that PW-106 in the course of 

his  oral  testimony  in  paragraph  No.16(a)  of  his 

deposition, has identified three of the accused as 

the  perpetrators  of  the  incident,  firstly  being 

accused No.2 Lala Mohansing Darbar, accused No.46 

Lakhia  and  accused  No.63  Dinesh  Sharma  as  the 

perpetrators of the incident. It is pointed out by 

Shri Bhardwaj that it is admitted by the witness 

that the incident took place after the incident of 

doing away with Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is pointed out 

that it is also an admitted position according to 

Shri Bhardwaj, that this witness PW-106 witnessed 

the  incident  standing  in  the  kitchen  of  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is pointed out 

that it would, therefore, be necessary to examine 

the accuracy and genuineness as also the veracity of 

this witness in light of further admitted positions 

and utter contradictions emerging from his testimony 

itself. It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that the 

name of accused No.2 emerged at the very earliest 

stage and accused No.2 was arrested on 06/03/2002 in 
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light of the Police FIR and on account of accused 

No.1 being shown to be present and a part of the mob 

in the incident by the Police FIR. It is pointed out 

by  Shri  Bhardwaj that  however, no  specifics  were 

attributed to accused No.2 and no specific incident 

is attributed to have been perpetrated by accused 

No.2  at  that  time.  It  is  submitted  that  the 

statements of PW-106 were recorded at that stage, 

and  PW-106  also  admits  to  have  forwarded  an 

application and an affidavit to the Commissioner of 

Police. It is submitted that in such application 

before the Commissioner of Police, the PW-106 has 

admitted that he did not provide the names of the 

perpetrators  of  rape.  It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that for the first time, specific details 

emerged with regard to the alleged incident of rape 

and  the  death  of  two  women  as  also  two  young 

children Shadabkhan and Yusuf when the SIT stepped 

into the picture in the year 2008, and when prepared 

affidavits were tendered to concerned authorities. 

It is submitted that the version as emerging from 

the testimony of PW-106 is a gross exaggeration and 

cannot be accepted to be plausible or natural. It is 

pointed out that according to the witness, the two 

ladies and the two children were accosted by the mob 

which comprised of the three accused and the three 

accused tore the clothes of the two women, committed 

rape, thereafter hacked them to death with swords 

and at that stage, the two boys Shadabkhan and Yusuf 

were standing outside where the incident of rape 

took place and at the same place these two boys were 
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also hacked to pieces with a sword by accused No.63 

Dinesh Sharma. It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj 

that  the  whole aspect  is completely unnatural in 

light of the contradictions that have emerged from 

the testimony of PW-106 itself. 

387. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of PW-106 in paragraph No.16(a) on page No.18 where 

it  is  deposed  “જફરી સાહેબના મકાનના રસોડામાં આગલાગવા 

લાગેલી. રસોડાની અંદર જઓે હતા તઓે અંદર ભાગવા લાગેલા.” It is 

pointed out that this is an anomaly which has not 

been explained. 

388. It is pointed out that in the course 

of  the  cross  examination  of  this  witness,  the 

witness has clearly not stated as to who all were 

present with him when he saw the incident of rape. 

It is pointed out that however, the rape as it took 

place,  is  on  account  of  the  two  ladies  and  two 

children rushing out allegedly on account of the 

fire that had started in the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri. It is pointed out that this version is not 

plausible  in  light  of  the  testimony  of  his  own 

father  PW-116 Sayeedkhan  who  claims  to have  been 

hidden  in  a  toilet  together  with  six  to  seven 

persons of whom the above four victims were also a 

part  of  such  party  hiding  in  the  toilet.  It  is 

pointed out further that therefore, there is a grave 

and  serious  contradiction  emerging  from  the 

testimony of PWs 106 and 116 in this regard. It is 
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further  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj that  PW-106 

does not recollect having seen his father at the 

time of the incident but claims to have subsequently 

seen his father at the time when he i.e. PW-106 went 

on the first floor portion of the residence of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri. It is pointed out that if his father 

i.e. PW-116 was locked in a toilet from which he 

made  good  his  improbable  escape  and  went  into 

another toilet, then this entire version supplied by 

PW-106 is not accurate and is far from truth. It is 

further  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj that  it  is 

wholly  improbable  that  when  it  was  an  admitted 

position that the entire Gulbarg Society as also the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri was surrounded on all 

sides  by  a  mob  of  no  less  than  10000  to  15000 

people, it would be improbable that only three of 

these perpetrators would in the open grounds commit 

rape on two women and thereafter hack them to pieces 

as is claimed. It is pointed out that there is no 

clarity with regard to the two boys who are also 

alleged  to  have  been  done  to  death  in  the  same 

incident. It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that 

one person accused No.63 being attributed with two 

rapes,  thereafter  doing  away  with  both  the  rape 

victims and thereafter doing away with two children, 

all in one go and in one breath and that too, named 

only  after  six  years  of  the  event,  is  highly 

improbable and is not required to be considered as 

worthy  evidence  to  decide  the  fate  of  such  a 

gruesome  and  ghastly  incident  as  claimed  by  the 

Prosecution. It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that 
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accused No.63 was arrested on 07/03/2009 and that 

too when his alleged role was crystallized before 

the SIT and it is submitted that this clearly smacks 

of an afterthought on the part of the so called 

victims  and  further  cements  the  theory  that  the 

victims  were  maliciously  including  and  deleting 

persons as per their convenience. It is submitted 

that in such circumstances also, this testimony is 

required to be scrutinized with grave suspicion. 

389. Drawing my attention to page No.38 of 

the testimony of PW-106, it is pointed out by Shri 

Bhardwaj that the witness has deposed inter alia to 

the effect that while entering the residence of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri for the second time, he thereafter went 

up where at that point of time he saw 10 persons on 

the ground floor of whom he does not remember seeing 

anybody except his father. It is pointed out that in 

the circumstances, it is clear that the witness does 

not mention the presence of his sister-in-law, the 

other lady who was raped and killed as also his 

nephew Shadabkhan and Yusuf. It is pointed out that 

therefore,  this  witness  is  not  required  to  be 

believed and it is submitted that it is clear that 

this witness has not seen any such incident and is 

merely exaggerating with a view to falsely implicate 

the accused. 

390. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that 

contradicting the version of PW-106 with regard to 

such incidents of rape and murder, is the direct 
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eye-witness testimony of PW-116 Sayeedkhan Ahmedkhan 

Pathan who happens to be the father of PW-106 and 

closely related to one of the rape victims.  It is 

pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that in the course of 

his testimony, the present witness PW-116 has given 

an unbelievable and unacceptable version of events 

allegedly relating to the rape and murder of two 

women  and  the  murder  of  two  young  boys.  It  is 

pointed out that not only is this version entirely 

got-up and cannot be believed, but even if it is 

assumed that this version is the correct version, 

then  also  it  completely  contradicts  the  version 

supplied by PW-106. My attention is drawn to page 

No.13  of  the  testimony  of  PW-116 wherein  in  his 

examination-in-chief itself, the witness has deposed 

inter alia to the effect “ત ેપછી હંુ જફરી સાહેબના પાછળના 

ભાગે દરવાજ ખોલી તયાં આવેલ જજરામાં સંતાઈ ગયેલો તે સમયે મારી 

પાછળ મારી ભતીજ વહુ સાજદાબાનુ આવેલી. તનેી સાથે તનેો પાંચ છ 

વષરનો છોકરો સાદાબ હતો. ત ેસાથે બીજ એક અજણી સી હતી. અને 

સાયકલવાળો યુસુફખાન કરીને છોકરો હતો.  અમે બધા જજરમાં સંતાઈ 

ગયેલ. જજરમાં ભરાઈને અમે અદંરથી દરવાજ બંધ કરી દીધેલ. તે પછી 

તયાં તણ જણાં તલવારો લઈને ઉભા હતા તમેણે આ દરવાજ તોડેલ પણ 

દરવાજ તુટેલ નિહ. આ તણમાં, િદનેશ પભુદાસ શમાર, લાલા યોગેનદિસંહ 

અને લાખીયા હતો. આ મે જજરની ઉપરની જળીમાંથી જયેલ. એ લોકો 

કયાંકથી કુહાડી લાવયા અને દરવાજ કાપી નાખેલ.  હંુ જજરામાં અદંરની 

સાઈડે જતો રહેલ અને આ લોકો બાકીના ચાર જણાંને ખેચી ગયેલા. િદનેશે 
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મારા ભતીજ વહુના િદકરાને માયો,  યુસુફને માયો,  લાખીયા અને 

યોગેનદિસંહે તમેના કપડા ફાડી નાખેલા અને તેમની પર બળાતકાર કરેલ 

અને ત ે પછી તેમને મારી નાખેલા.  આ બધુ મે જજરની જળીમાંથી 

જયેલ.” From the testimony of PW-106 as pointed out 

by  Shri  Bhardwaj,  it  emerges  that  the  manner  of 

taking place of the incident as witnessed by the PW-

106  is  inter  alia  to  the  effect  that  two  women 

including his sister-in-law Sajedabanu and another 

unknown woman were held and detained by three of the 

accused referred to above and raped by all three of 

them,  after which accused  No.63  is attributed to 

have killed two young boys. To clarify further, it 

is submitted that this aspect of the testimony would 

clearly establish that the rape and murder of the 

ladies took place first and consequent thereto, the 

doing away of the two young boys by accused No.63 

took place. 

391. It  is  pointed  out  that  in  direct 

contradiction with regard to how the incident took 

place, who were the perpetrators and the sequence of 

events, the PW-116 has deposed  inter alia  to the 

effect that he along with four victims had taken 

shelter in the WC toilet which was located in the 

compound of the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and 

the  mob  of  whom  the  above  three  accused  were 

members, and all the three of them according to the 

witness's testimony, were armed with swords and they 

tried to break open the door of the WC toilet with 
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their swords but failed to do so. It is pointed out 

that the witness claims to have seen these aspects 

from the upper ventilation grill of the toilet. It 

is  pointed  out  that  this  witness  has  further 

testified  that  these  three  accused  thereafter 

procured an axe with which they broke open the door 

of the toilet and dragged the above four victims 

outside,  after  which,  it  is  testified  that 

thereafter,  accused  No.63  firstly  killed  the  two 

young  boys  namely Shadabkhan  and  Yusuf  and  after 

which the remaining two accused referred to above, 

tore the clothes of the two ladies in question and 

killed them with their swords after subjecting them 

to rape and again the witness claims to have seen 

this  entire  incident  from  the  upper  ventilation 

grill of the toilet. It is pointed out that in the 

circumstances, there are two serious contradictions 

emerging vis-a-vis the eye-witness's account of the 

star witness PW-106 inasmuch as, this witness claims 

that the young boys were done to death prior in 

point of time and subsequently there was rape and 

killing of the two women. It is pointed out that 

again, the version contradicts the version of PW-116 

inasmuch as, accused No.63 is not attributed to have 

participated  in  the  rape  and  killing  of  the  two 

women  whereas  according  to PW-106, all  the  three 

accused had raped and killed the two women. It is 

submitted that these contradictions are grave and 

serious  and  cannot  be  discarded.  It  is  further 

pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that there was no need 

for the witness PW-116 to continue to witness the 
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incident from the upper ventilation grill when even 

according to his own eye-witness testimony, the door 

of the toilet was hacked open by the perpetrators. 

It is submitted that such version, therefore, cannot 

be accepted. 

392. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that the witness PW-116 has further testified that 

after this incident, he escaped from the WC toilet 

and took shelter in another toilet which was located 

opposite to the kitchen of the bunglow of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri and he locked himself from within till the 

time the Police arrived at the scene of the incident 

at about 5:00 p.m. 

393. It  is  submitted  that  further 

destroying  the  veracity  and  accuracy  of  the 

testimony  of  this  witness  PW-116,  is  his  cross 

examination  itself  which  completely  exposes  the 

hollowness  of  the  claims  of  the  witness.  My 

attention is drawn to his cross examination on page 

No.28,  paragraph  No.31,  more  particularly  the 

concluding  line  thereof,  wherein  the  witness  has 

clearly deposed  inter alia  to the effect that the 

size of the WC toilet was such that only 5 to 6 

persons could remain standing in such toilet. It is 

pointed out that the witness has further conceded 

and accepted that when the door of such toilet is 

opened,  the  entire  toilet  could  be  seen  from 

outside.  It  is  pointed  out  that  the  witness  has 

strangely denied having seen Yusuf at the time of 
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so-called incident of murder and rape. It is further 

pointed  out  that  such  witness  PW-116  has 

categorically stated “આ દરિમયાન મે યુસુફભાઈને જયેલ નિહ.” 

It is also pointed out that even vis-a-vis the two 

women going out of the WC toilet, the specific words 

used by the witness PW-116 in his cross examination 

on page No.29 are  inter alia  to the effect “જજરનું 

બારણં કુહાડીથી તોડું તયારે બ ેસીઓ અને બાળક બહાર ગયેલા તયારે તે 

લોકોએ મને જયેલ નિહ.” meaning only three persons went 

out [not dragged out as claimed in the examination-

in-chief and not four persons as also claimed in the 

examination-in-chief]. It is pointed out that in the 

examination-in-chief, the witness PW-116 has clearly 

testified inter alia to the effect that when he took 

shelter in the WC toilet, he was followed by two 

women and two young boys in which the name “સાયકલ 

વાળો યુસુફ” is specifically mentioned. It is submitted 

that in such circumstances, therefore, the witness 

having deposed that he did not see “Yusufbhai” at 

the time of the alleged incident, is self-defeating 

and  contradictory.  It  is  pointed  out  that 

thereafter, the witness claims that at that point of 

time when the WC toilet door was chopped open, the 

perpetrators  did  not  see  the  witness.  It  is 

submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that this is unrealistic 

and untrue looking to the size of the WC toilet and 

the admission that the entire toilet could be seen 

from outside. It is further pointed out that on page 
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No.55 of his cross examination, the witness PW-116 

has  further  conceded  that  after  he  left  his  own 

residence, he came into the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri wherein he remained and the words specifically 

stated by the witness PW-116 are inter alia to the 

effect “હંુ જફરી સાહેબના ઘરમાં ગયો તે પછી તમેના ઘરમાંથી બહાર 

આવવાનો મને પસંગ પડેલ નિહ.” It is submitted that this 

deposition would indicate that the witness did not 

come out of the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and 

therefore,  the  versions  of  going  to  toilet, 

thereafter going to another toilet, are absolutely 

contradictory  versions  and  not  required  to  be 

believed. It is submitted that even the version of 

the  witness  going  away  from  the  WC  toilet  into 

another toilet of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence and 

locking  himself  within  till  the  time  the  Police 

arrived, sounds highly improbable inasmuch as, the 

witness  has  clearly  conceded  that  there  was  a 

distance of about 10 ft. between the two toilets and 

it  is  highly  improbable  that  a  mob  which  had 

indulged in rape and murder, would permit such eye-

witness who was in a position to identify them, to 

walk  away  in  such  fashion  without  causing  even 

slightest injury upon him. It is submitted that this 

aspect also exposes the witness as being unreliable 

and not truthful. 

394. It  is  pointed  out  that  further 

exposing the witness is the fact that there is a 

denial by PW-116 with regard to the fact giving of 
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statement to the IO of SIT inter alia to the effect 

that the version of having witnessed the incident 

from  the  WC  toilet  was  not  correct  but  he  had 

witnessed the incident from the bathroom, is denied 

but the IO, SIT Shri J.M.Suthar in the course of his 

testimony  as  PW-335  at  Exh.1289,  has  in  his 

deposition  on  page  No.148  in  paragraph  No.253, 

clearly admitted and has deposed that “એ વાત ખરી છે 

કે, સાહેદ સઈદખાન અહેમદખાને મારા રબરના િનવદેનમાં એમ લખાવેલ 

છે કે, 'મે જજરમાંથી જયેલાનું જણાવેલ ત ે આજે લખાવુ છંુ કે,  ત ે

ખરેખર બાથરમની જળીમાંથી જયેલ હતુ.'”  It is pointed out 

referring to page No.59 of the cross examination of 

PW-116 that the said witness has again contradicted 

himself  inasmuch  as,  while  referring  to  the 

statement recorded before the IO of the SIT and a 

computerized typed application/statement tendered to 

the IO of the SIT, there are contradictions with 

regard  to  the  perpetrators  of  the  rape  and  the 

witness has stuck to his oral statement given to the 

IO of SIT Shri J.M.Suthar with regard to the version 

of events supplied in terms of the statement where 

accused Nos.2 and 46 are attributed to have been the 

perpetrators of the rape and killing of two women. 

It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that these aspects 

are again totally denied by Shri J.M.Suthar, IO-SIT 

in the course of his testimony. Drawing my attention 

to page No.59, it is specifically pointed out by 

Shri Bhardwaj that the witness PW-116 has deposed “એ 
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વાત ખરી છે કે,  એસ.આઈ.ટી.  એ મારા કોમપ.  િનવદેન સંબંધે પણ 

પુછપરછ કરેલી. એવુ બનેલ નથી કે, મે જણાવેલ બળાતકારના બનાવમાં 

સંડોવાયેલ આરોપીઓના નામમાં કોમપ.  ટાઈપ થયેલા િનવેદનમાં આરોપી 

િદનેશની જગયાએ આરોપી લાખીયાનું નામ લખેલ હોય.”  It  is 

pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that the witness has 

further confused the issue by denying on page No.59 

inter alia  to the effect “જયારે રજુ કરેલ ટાઈપ િનવેદનમાં 

લાલા યોગેનદ તથા લાખીયાએ રેપ કરેલાનું લખેલ છે જે સંબંધમાં જણાવુ છંુ 

કે, એસ.આઈ.ટી. માં લખાવેલ િવગત સાચી છે. ટાઈપ કરેલ િનવેદનમાં 

ટાઈપ કરનારે ભૂલથી િદનેશની જગયાએ લાખીયાનું નામ લખેલ છે. એ વાત 

ખરી છે કે, સીટ સમક રજુ કરેલા મારા િનવેદનમાં પાન ન.ં  ૮ પર મે 

એમ જણાવેલ છે કે, બળાતકારના બનાવમાં લાખીયા સંડોવાયેલ છે.”  It 

is  submitted  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  committing  a 

further  somersault  on  the  concluding  portions  on 

page No.59 and the initial portions on page No.60 of 

his cross examination, the witness has stated that 

it was accused No.63 who was allegedly mentioned as 

the perpetrator of rape and not accused No.46. It is 

submitted that therefore, this entire version has 

been changing, varying and improving from time to 

time as was convenient to the witness and this can 

never form the basis of being treated as reliable 

and worthy and credible eye-witness's testimony. 

395. It is pointed out that from the cross 

examination  of  the  witness,  an  aspect  which  is 

denied  by  the  witness,  but  confirmed  by the  IOs 
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examined on the record of the case, is that it is 

clear  that  in  his  statements  dated  05/03/2002, 

11/03/2002  and  03/04/2002,  the  witness  has  not 

mentioned about any rape taking place and has in 

fact attributed to an unknown person having used an 

axe to chop open the toilet door. It is submitted 

that the IOs Shri N.D.Parmar, Shri P.N.Barot have 

clearly contradicted the version of this witness and 

have accepted that such version and non-mention of 

rape  was  narrated  during  the  recording  of  the 

statement of PW-116. 

396. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that 

the witness has further exposed his testimony by 

conceding on page No.75 in paragraph No.92 of his 

cross examination wherein the witness has conceded 

that  in  his  affidavit  before the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court of India or in his application made to the 

Commissioner  of  Police  which  application  was 

accompanied  by an  affidavit, the witness has not 

mentioned having been an eye-witness to any incident 

of  rape  either  from  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri  or  from  any  toilet  located  therein.  It  is 

submitted  that  these  aspects  are  required  to  be 

taken  seriously  inasmuch  as,  these  are  voluntary 

affidavits  emanating  from  the  witness  himself, 

prepare by his own lawyers under expert legal advice 

and  therefore,  any  omission  or  contradiction 

emerging  therefrom  with  regard  to  this  witness 

having witnessed the incident of rape, has to be 

considered seriously while considering the question 
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of veracity of the evidence of this witness. It is 

pointed out that there is no re-examination of this 

witness conducted by the Prosecution which could in 

any  manner,  undo  the  damage  to  the  revelations 

emerging from the cross examination. 

397. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that 

further in the cross examination of the witness PW-

116, on  page  No.75,  paragraph  No.92,  the  witness 

while referring to his affidavit forwarded to the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court of India, has more or less 

admitted that he does not remember as to whether the 

incident of rape is mentioned therein or not. It is 

submitted that the witness claims to have been read 

over and explained the contents of the affidavit and 

has  further  claimed  that  he  supplied  a  Gujarati 

version of the affidavit which was translated into 

English and that the version whether it contained 

the incident of rape or not, is something that he 

does not remember while deposing in the Court. It is 

submitted that this aspect cannot be ignored and in 

fact  goes  to  the  root  of  establishing  that  the 

Prosecution witnesses have been tutored, are hollow 

witnesses and have no credibility. 

398. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that 

despite referring to accused No.46 Lakhia by name, 

by  specific  role  and  by  innumerable  references 

during the course of his testimony, statements and 

affidavits before the initial IOs, IO of the SIT, 

application/affidavit to the Commissioner of Police 
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as also the affidavit to the Hon'ble Supreme Court 

of  India,  the  witness  has  interestingly not  been 

able to identify accused No.46 in the Court and that 

too when the Court permitted the witness to closely 

study  the  accused  present  in  the  Court.  It  is 

submitted  by  Shri  Bhardwaj that  in  any  case,  no 

T.I.Parade also has been conducted with regard to 

the identification of accused No.46. 

399. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that completely contradicting the testimony of PWs 

106 and 116 and further confusing the Prosecution 

case,  is  the  testimony  of  PW-283  Aslamkhan  who 

happens to be the real brother-in-law of on of the 

victims Sajedabanu and the real uncle of deceased 

young  boy  Shadabkhan,  who  has  supplied  a  third 

version with regard to this alleged  incident.  He 

has,  according  to  Shri  Bhardwaj,  further 

contradicted the PWs 106 and 116 and has further 

raised  grave  and  serious  doubts  about  the 

genuineness of the Prosecution case. 

400. It  is  pointed  out  that  the  witness 

Aslamkhan i.e. PW-283, has testified on page No.6 of 

this examination-in-chief itself that “પછી આ ટોળાએ 

જફરી સાહેબના ઘર આગળ હતા તમેને પણ મારા બાપુજ સાથે જ મારી 

કાપીને સળગાવી દીધેલા.  અને ટોળાએ જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં ચારે 

બાજુથી પટેર ોલ કેરોસીન અને કોઈ પવાહી છાંટી સળગાવી દીધેલ.આગ 

લાગતા ગંુગળામણ થતા અમો,  મારા દાદી ખેરનીશા,  મારોભાઈ-
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અખતરખાન,  મારા કાકી-જમીલાબાનુ,  મારા ભાભી-સાજદાબાનુ,  મારો 

ભતીજ-સાદાબખાન ના બધા ગંુગળામણના લીધે બહાર ભાગવા જતાં 

ટોળાના માણસોએ તેમને બહાર મારી કાપીને જફરી સાહેબના બગીચામાં 

ફેકી દીધેલા.” It is pointed out that by this piece of 

deposition,  the  said  Aslamkhan  has  completely 

destroyed  the  testimonies  of  PWs  106  and  116 by 

completely discarding the version of hiding into the 

WC toilet vis-a-vis his sister-in-law Sajedabanu an 

his  nephew  Shadabkhan.  It  is  submitted  that  the 

witness has not mentioned his real uncle PW-116 as 

being the person with whom four of the victims ran 

away and took shelter in the WC toilet as claimed by 

PW-116. It is pointed out that the breaking open of 

the  door  of  the  WC  toilet,  the  rape  and  the 

perpetrators  of  the  incident,  are  all  remaining 

silent in the testimony so supplied by the PW-283. 

It is submitted that in the circumstances, it would 

be  extremely  difficult  for  the  Prosecution  to 

establish  beyond  reasonable  doubt  any  version  of 

events since there are  so  many versions supplied 

with regard to the same incident. It is pointed out 

that  in  the  circumstances,  this  version  is  also 

required to be discarded. It is submitted that the 

witness  has  also  strangely  remained  silent  with 

regard to the presence and death of Yusuf and the 

rape and death of an unknown woman which has com on 

the Prosecution board through the testimonies of the 

father and son duo of PWs 106 and 116. 
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401. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that 

contradicting  these  versions  even  in  his  own 

testimony, the PW-283 on page No.8 of his testimony, 

has again brought into the picture the murder and 

rape of an unknown woman as also the murder of Yusuf 

which  conveniently  makes  him  forget  the  earlier 

version of events supplied in his examination-in-

chief itself. It is submitted that even here, the 

witness does not claim that the bodies i.e. the dead 

bodies of the sister-in-law Sajedabanu and the so-

called unknown woman were devoid of clothing nor is 

any suggestion made with regard to any rape being 

perpetrated on the two women. However, it is pointed 

out that this witness has named two other women who 

ran out of the house with him when the same was on 

fire, but neither PW-106 nor PW-116 have referred to 

these women in the course their testimonies. It is 

pointed out that in his version supplied on page 

No.6 of his examination-in-chief, this witness has 

specifically named his grandmother Kherunnisa, one 

Jamilaben who happens to be his aunt and his brother 

Akhtarkhan i.e. Sajedabanu's husband, all of whom, 

according to him, were killed in the same incident 

and bodies of such victims were thrown in the garden 

of the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is pointed 

out that the version emerging from page No.8 of his 

examination-in-chief refers to only four bodies and 

that too of the two young boys Yusuf and Shadabkhan 

and the two women Sajedabanu and the unknown woman 

and conveniently forgets to mention about the other 

dead bodies nor is any version supplied with regard 
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to the location of the dead bodies of his brother, 

grandmother and aunt. It is pointed out that the 

witness claims to have run out of Shri Ehsan Jafri's 

house on account of the same being set on fire but 

mysteriously on page No.8 of his own examination-in-

chief, the witness claims to have descended from the 

terrace of the said residence at the time of the 

arrival of the Police force. It is submitted that 

there  is  no  explanation  rendered  as  to  how  he 

managed to go upto the terrace of Shri Ehsan Jafri's 

residence when he had rushed out of the residence 

into the compound of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence 

and it is submitted that again conveniently the mob 

has left behind one eye-witness to the incident only 

to describe and narrate the incident because if all 

the others who according to the witness, had rushed 

out of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence because of the 

fire,  were  done  away  with,  then  why  was  this 

particular witness spared, is a question that has 

not  been  explained  satisfactorily  by  the 

Prosecution. 

402. It is pointed out that on page No.21 

of the cross examination of the witness, the witness 

has clearly mentioned with regard to the location 

and whereabouts of his brother Akhtarkhan and it is 

submitted that the witness PW-283 has clearly stated 

that Akhtarkhan was with him till about 3:00 p.m. 

and  thereafter  he  got  separated.  It  is  submitted 

that in the circumstances, the version that all of 

them including the present witness and Akhtarkhan 
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rushed from the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, only 

to  be  done  to  death  outside  when  the  alleged 

incident  of  setting  fire  to  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's 

residence  took  place,  is  improbable  because 

Akhtarkhan  could  not  have  accompanied  him  if 

according to his concession made in paragraph No.21 

of  the  cross  examination,  the  two  of  them  got 

separated. It is submitted that this also is another 

inconsistency emerging from the testimony of this 

witness. 

403. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of PW-177 Sairaben who also claims to be an eye-

witness to the incident, it is submitted that in her 

examination-in-chief on page No.13, paragraph No.15, 

the witness has testified that “જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં 

આગ લાગતા ધુમાડો થયેલ અને ખુબ ગંુગળામણ થતા તયાં બીજ સીઓ 

હતી,  તમેાં ઝબેુનબેન તમેના િદકરાની વહુ મહેમુદાબેન,  તથા મારી બે 

દેરાણીઓ નામે મુમતાઝ અને ઝરીના દોડીને બહાર નીકળેલા. તમેને પણ 

ટોળાના માણસોએ પકડી ખેચી તલવારો તથા બીજ હિથયારોના ઘા મારી 

મારી નાખેલ.” It is pointed out that this witness has 

supplied a completely contrary version inasmuch as, 

she  has  not referred to any of the  four victims 

emerging from the testimony of PWs 106, 116 and 283. 

It is submitted that this witness has mentioned the 

names of four other women and this witness also has 

not provided any names of any perpetrators of the 

incident.  It  is  submitted  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that 
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strangely  when  PWs  106,  116  and  283  were  all 

claiming  to be  present  in  the  residence  of  Shri 

Ehsan Jafri and PW-283 further claims to have run 

out of the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri when it 

caught fire, none of these witnesses have, in the 

course of their elaborate testimonies, referred to 

the  above  referred  four  ladies  who  the  present 

witness PW-177 has referred to as being done away 

with by the mob by using swords. It is submitted 

that this raises a serious question with regard to 

the presence of the so-called witnesses within the 

residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  and  also  raises  a 

serious question with regard to the Prosecution case 

in its entirety. 

404. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

further  submitting  with  regard  to  the 

inconsistencies and contradictions emerging from the 

so-called  eye-witnesses'  testimony  with  regard  to 

the incident of rape of the two women and their 

being done to death thereafter, as also the hacking 

of young boys Shadabkhan and Yusuf. It is pointed 

out that another eye-witness PW-107 Mrs.Rupaben Modi 

has in the course of her testimony, testified that 

she was in the kitchen when an incident took place 

whereby  attempts  were  made  to  explode  the  gas 

cylinders in the kitchen of the residence of Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri.  It  is  submitted  that  she  has  also 

specified on page No.53 in paragraph No.71 of her 

cross examination that there was indeed an explosion 

of gas cylinders in the kitchen of Shri Ehsan Jafri. 
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It is pointed out that amazingly PW-106 Imtiyazkhan 

also claims to have witnessed the incident of rape 

and murder from the kitchen of Shri Ehsan Jafri's 

residence and he has remained completely silent on 

these aspects of explosion of gas cylinders in the 

kitchen. It is pointed out that in the circumstances 

and  more  particularly  when  even  PW-116  does  not 

narrate  about  any  incident  of  explosion  of  gas 

cylinder within the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, 

there is a grave and serious doubt with regard to 

the presence of PWs 106 and 116 within the residence 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri when number of other witnesses 

have testified with regard to the explosion of gas 

cylinder within the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. 

My attention is also drawn again to the testimony of 

PW-283  Aslamkhan  who  has  on  page  No.38  of  his 

testimony, as pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj, clearly 

indicated  with  regard  to  the  bursting  of  gas 

cylinders  in  the  kitchen  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's 

residence.  It  is  pointed  out  that  in  the 

circumstances,  if  both  the  PWs  106  and  116 i.e. 

Imtiyazkhan  and  Sayeedkhan  were  present  in  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, their silence on the 

bursting of the gas cylinders is eloquent.  

405. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of PW-289 Nadim Tassaduphussain Surohi at Exh.995 

and it is pointed out that the witness in the course 

of his testimony on page No.21 in paragraph No.38, 

has  admitted  with  regard  to the  taking  place  of 

explosion of a gas cylinder which resulted in a fire 
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taking place at the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. 

My  attention  is  drawn  to paragraph  No.53  of  the 

testimony  of  the  same  witness  wherein  he  has 

categorically stated that the entire residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri shook on account of the explosion 

of the gas cylinders. 

406. It  is  submitted  that  PW-107  Rupaben 

Modi has not mentioned a single word with regard to 

the alleged rape being committed on the two women as 

is claimed by PWs 106 and 116. It is pointed out 

that if she was inside the kitchen of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri's  residence,  and  PW-106  claims  to  have 

witnessed  the  incident  from  the  kitchen  of  Shri 

Ehsan Jafri, then either of the two is not telling 

the truth. It is submitted that the presence of any 

person in the kitchen at the time of explosion of 

the two gas cylinders and his/her not sustaining any 

injuries in such explosion itself is unnatural and 

not believable. 

407. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of  PW-142  Ashraf  Sandhi  who  claims  that  he  was 

present in the kitchen of Shri Ehsan Jafri when the 

same  started  burning  and  he  claims  that  he 

immediately  rushed  to  the  terrace  of  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri's house where he found Mrs.Jafri and others 

already present. The witness has further testified 

that  in  a  short  while  from  his  coming  to  the 

terrace,  PW-107  Mrs.Rupaben  Modi  and  PW-106 

Imtiyazkhan  also  came  up  to the  terrace  of  Shri 
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Ehsan Jafri's residence. It is pointed out by Shri 

Bhardwaj that PW-107 Mrs.Rupaben Modi does not claim 

to have witnessed any incident of rape and in the 

circumstances, it is argued that it is required to 

be inferred that even PW-106 had not witnessed any 

such incident of rape or murder on account of the 

fact that he too was never present in the kitchen of 

the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  as  is  falsely 

claimed. It is pointed out that in the circumstances 

and  more  so  when  PW-283  Aslamkhan  and  PW-116 

Sayeedkhan have provided entirely different versions 

of the incident, the very presence of PW-106 and his 

having  witnessed  any  such  incident  of  rape  and 

murder, is required to be nullified on account of 

the testimony of the present witness Ashraf. 

408. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that  strangely enough  though  PW-106 claims  to be 

star witness and is so touted by the Prosecution, no 

mention is made in the entire deposition of PW-106 

with regard to the alleged rape and killing of one 

Firdausbanu  and  the  killing  of  one  Shahejadali 

Fakirmohammad, who is attributed to have rushed to 

attempt  to  rescue  the  said  Firdausbanu.  It  is 

pointed out that even PW-116 Sayeedkhan and PW-283 

Aslamkhan  have  not  mentioned  a  word  about  the 

alleged  rape  and  killing  of  Firdausbanu  and  the 

killing of Shahejadali. It is submitted that another 

set of so-called eye-witnesses in the shape of PW-

289  Nadim  Surohi  at  Exh.995,  PW-177  Sairaben  at 

Exh.711, PW-314 Fakirmohammad at Exh.1098, have all 
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deposed  with  regard  to  the  incident  rape  on 

Firdausbanu and her attempted rescue and killing of 

Shahejadali. It is pointed out that none of these 

witnesses have mentioned a word about the rape and 

killing  of  two  other  victims  in  the  shape  of 

Sajedabanu and an unknown victim as also the killing 

of Yusuf and Shadabkhan. It is pointed out by Shri 

Bhardwaj  that  in  the  circumstances,  the  only 

inference that can be drawn is that none of these 

witnesses, was present as is falsely claimed and in 

fact they have been tutored to testify only with 

regard to a particular incident and ignore all other 

incidents  that  have taken place.  It  is  submitted 

that it is unnatural for such witnesses who claim to 

have been all throughout present in the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri prior to the incident of Anwarkhan, 

to have witnessed only one incident and not others. 

It  is  pointed  out  that  such  a  vital  aspect  as 

explosion of gas cylinder is also not referred to by 

all witnesses who claim to have been present in the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and this also is a 

grave  and  serious  lapse  on  the  part  of  the 

Prosecution  in  establishing  their  version  beyond 

reasonable doubt. 

409. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that while this set of witnesses claims that the 

said Shahejadali was done away on account of his 

attempting  to  rescue  Firdausbanu,  there  is  a 

contradiction emerging from the testimony of PW-289 

at Exh.995 and it is pointed out that his testimony 
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on  page  No.33,  indicates  that  he  had,  in  his 

statement  before  the  IO  of  SIT  Shri  J.M.Suthar, 

disclosed that the said Shahejadali had been killed 

in  an  attempt  to save  Anwarkhan  and  this  aspect 

though denied by the witness, is confirmed by the IO 

Shri Suthar in his testimony. 

410. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of PW-335 Shri J.M.Suthar, IO of SIT, at Exh.1289, 

where  on  page  No.154  in  paragraph  No.270  of  his 

testimony, the witness has admitted that Nadim in 

his statement recorded before him, has stated that 

“એ વાત ખરી છે કે, સાહેદ નદીમ તસદદુકહુસેન સુરોહીએ મારા રબરના 

િનવેદનમાં એમ લખાવેલ છે કે, 'મકાનની જળીનો દરવાજ જરથી ધકો 

મારી ખોલી નાખતા બગંલા નં.૧૭ માં રહેતા અસલમખાન પઠાણે ખોલેલ 

દરવાજ ફરીથી બધં કરવા જતા ટોળામાંના કોઈએ અસલમખાનના હાથ પર 

તલવાર મારતા તેમના હાથમાંથી દરવાજ છૂટી જઈ ખુલી જતા તયાં દરવાજ 

પાસે ઉભેલ અસલમખાનના િપતાજ કે જઓે અપંગ હોઈ જળી પકડી ઉભેલ 

હતા તેમને ટોળાએ પકડી ખેચવા લાગેલ જથેી તેમને બચાવવા સાર 

શહજદ ફકીર મહંમદનાઓ જતા તનેે પણ ટોળાએ પકડી બહાર ખેચી લઈ 

ગયેલ.'” It is submitted that this clearly shows that 

the entire incident regarding the so-called rape of 

Firdausbanu also has been got up, is an afterthought 

and has been disclosed post 2008 by tutoring the 

witnesses to depose in such fashion. 

411. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 
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that further corroborating the defence version that 

the  witnesses  were  tutored,  the  witnesses  though 

being  present  all  throughout  the  incident  within 

Shri Ehsan Jafri's house, as is falsely claimed by 

them, have very conveniently in the course of their 

lengthy depositions, stuck to only one incident and 

have conveniently ignored all other incidents which 

have taken place in or near the residence of Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri despite the  fact that  such  witnesses 

claim  to have  been  within  the  residence  of  Shri 

Ehsan Jafri all throughout the ghastly incident. It 

is  pointed  out  that  the  witnesses  have  also 

conveniently  identified  persons  by  name,  by 

description and have attributed an overt act to the 

identified person and thereafter the witnesses have 

conveniently failed to identify such person in the 

Court. It is pointed out that this also supports the 

theory of the defence that the star witness PW-106 

Imtiyazkhan  and  his  brother  Firozmohammad  were 

extorting the so-called involved accused and were 

for obvious malafide reasons, letting go the persons 

who had acceded to their demands and had falsely 

implicated  the  accused  for  political  or  other 

reasons. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that the 

prime example of such state of affairs is PW-314 

Fakirmohammad  Nasirali  Saiyed  who  is  examined  at 

Exh.1098, who claims to be having strong political 

affiliations with Shri Ehsan Jafri, who claims to be 

an important member of the Congress Party and who 

admittedly was residing in Gulbarg Society for more 

than 14 years prior to the incident and who claims 
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to have been all throughout in the residence of Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri  when  the  incident  took  place.  It  is 

pointed out that this witness has in the course of 

his testimony, clearly exposed himself as a person 

who  is  not  fond  of  truth  and  has  not  only 

contradicted himself in the course of his testimony 

but has also grossly contradicted the star witnesses 

more particularly Imtiyazkhan – PW-106, Sayeedkhan – 

PW-116, Mrs.Rupaben Modi – PW-107 and Aslamkhan – 

PW-283. It is pointed out that this witness PW-314 

Fakirmohammad  has  also  conveniently  not  deposed 

about any of the main incidents of murder and rape 

and  has  deposed  in  the  manner  which  would  raise 

grave and serious doubts about his very presence in 

the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri or his presence 

per  say  in  Gulbarg  Society  at  the  time  of  the 

incident.  My  attention  is  firstly  drawn  to  the 

portion of his testimony where the witness claims 

that he was instructed by Shri Ehsan Jafri to visit 

the nearby localities and warn the members of his 

community with regard to the possible disturbances 

that were to take place. It is claimed that the 

witness  has  thereafter  testified  that  he  entered 

into the Gulbarg Society after doing such rounds of 

localities  nearby  and  the  witness  further  claims 

that  after  entering  into  Gulbarg  Society,  he 

straightway  went  to  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri. My attention is drawn to paragraph No.15 & 16 

of  his  testimony where  the  witness  has  testified 

that “તે પછી આ ટોળાના માણસોએ સોસા.માં પથથર તથા કાકડા 
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ફેકેલા જથેી સોસા.ના અંદરના માણસોમાં ભાગદોડ થયેલ.અમે પણ સામે 

પથથર ફેકેલા.  ત ે સમયે જફરી સાહેબે સોસા.ના નાના ઝાંપા આગળથી 

આમ ન કરવા િવનંિત કરેલ. પરંતુ ટોળુ ઉગ થયેલ અને ઝાંપો તોડવાનો 

પયતન કરતુ હતુ જથેી અમે સામા પથથર ફેકેલ. ત ેપછી હંુ અને જફરી 

સાહેબ તમેના મકાનમાં ગયેલ અને તયાંથી પોલીસને અને નતેાઓને ફોન 

કરેલા. પરંતુ કોઈ મદદ આવેલ નિહ. પોલીસ આવી નિહ કે, નતેાની મદદ 

આવેલ નહી.  ત ે પછી થોડી વારે પોલીસની એક ગાડી આવેલ અને 

સોસા.ની બહાર ફાયરીગ કરેલ, ટીયર ગેસ છોડેલ જથેી અમને ડર લાગતા 

કે કદાચ ગોળી અમને વાગી જય તવેો ડર લાગતા અમે જફરી સાહેબના 

મકાનમાં જતા રહેલ.  પોલીસ તયાંથી જતી રહેલ.”  It is pointed 

out that with regard to the very first incident of 

the stabbing of Ayub who was one of the sons of a 

Cycle Shop owner and whose stabbing according to the 

Prosecution, was the starting point of the entire 

incident, is claimed to have been witnessed by this 

witness PW-314 Fakirmohammad. It is submitted that 

such witnessing of eye-witness account by PW-314 is 

bogus  in  light  of  the  fact  that  the  incident 

admittedly has taken place outside the premises and 

compound wall of Gulbarg Society and it is further 

admitted by the witness in paragraph No.16  on page 

No.48 that the compound wall of Gulbarg Society in 

the front portion and the rear portion was of 6½ 

ft.  height.  It  is  pointed  out  that  in  paragraph 

No.16 on page No.48, PW-314 has deposed that “એ વાત 

ખરી છે કે, સોસા.ની અદંર ઉભેલ વયિકત સોસા.ની બહાર ઉભેલ વયિકતને 
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જઈ શકે નિહ.” It  is  thus  submitted  that  if  the 

witness claims to be within the Society at the time 

of such incident, there is no possibility of the 

witness having seen the incident with his own eyes 

and therefore, any aspect with regard to the alleged 

perpetration of any offence relating to the stabbing 

of Ayub could not have been witnessed by PW-314 and 

therefore, his is a got-up testimony with a view to 

create  a  false  impression  that  the  witness  was 

present all throughout and had thereby been able to 

provide  an  accurate  and  correct  version  of  all 

events  that  took  place.  It  is  pointed  out  that 

further surprising and striking is the aspect that 

though Taiyabali admittedly is his son, and though 

it is emerging from the testimonies of number of 

eye-witnesses  that  in  connection  with  the  fatal 

incident relating to Anwarkhan and the attack on his 

son  Aslamkhan  when  he  tried  to  intervene,  all 

witnesses have testified that it was Taiyabali who 

had  dragged  Aslamkhan  to  safety  though  Aslamkhan 

himself  has  not  testified  in  that  regard,  this 

witness  PW-314  though  admittedly  being  in  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri at that time, together 

with  his  son  Taiyabali,  has  not  narrated  even  a 

whisper of the events that took place. It is pointed 

out  that  even  the  incident  narrated  by  PW-106 

Imtiyazkhan, PW-116 Sayeedkhan and PW-283 Aslamkhan 

with regard to the killing of four persons being the 

two  boys  Shadabkhan  and  Yusuf  and  the  rape  and 

killing  of  two  women  being  Sajedabanu  and  an 
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unidentified  woman,  is  also  not  even  remotely 

whispered or narrated in the course of the so-called 

eye-witness testimony of PW-314. It is pointed out 

that even the third contradictory version provided 

in  the  testimony  of  PW-177  Sairaben  Sandhi  with 

regard  to  the  slaughter  of  four  women,  is  not 

narrated  by  this  witness.  It  is  pointed  that 

therefore, this gives much strength to the defence 

argument that each witness was got-up with a view to 

narrate only a particular incident and conveniently 

omit to even mention about other incidents which, 

according to the Prosecution, admittedly have taken 

place as continuous events one after the other. It 

is  pointed  out  that  PW-314  has  also  maliciously 

wrongly identified three individuals as being part 

of the mob though no overt act has been attributed 

to such three persons. My attention is drawn to the 

testimony  of  PW-314  in  paragraph  No.11  of  the 

testimony  where  the  witness  claims  to  have 

positively  identified  Chunilal  Prajapati  (accused 

No.61), Bharat Talodia (accused No.54) and Raju @ 

Mamo Ramavatar Tiwari @ Mamo Kaniyo (accused No.42). 

It is pointed out that the witness has attempted to 

justify  his  being  in  a  position  to  positively 

identify three such accused on account of firstly 

named two accused being members of  the B.J.P. and 

Bajrangdal and accused No.42 i.e. Mamo Kaniyo being 

identified  on  account  of  his  alleged  bootlegging 

activities  which  was  not  liked  by  PW-314.  It  is 

pointed out that since PW-314 has admitted to being 

a Congress leader of sorts, it is natural that he 
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was in a position to identify accused Nos.61 and 54 

whereas when it came to identifying accused No.42 

Mamo  Kaniyo,  the  witness  despite  attempting  to 

identify such accused in the Court on two occasions, 

has wrongly identified two other accused as being 

accused No.42. It is pointed out that this witness 

has conveniently failed to identify accused No.65 

Rajesh  Jinger  and  accused  No.14 Jayesh  @  Gabbar, 

despite the fact that the said Rajesh Jinger was an 

occupant of the bunglow of the same Society and this 

according  to  Shri  Bhardwaj,  gives  further 

corroboration  to  the  defence  theory  that  the 

witnesses  were  orchestrated  and  instructed  to 

conveniently not identify the persons with whom they 

had arrived at an understanding and thus both these 

accused were deliberately not identified by PW-314. 

It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that therefore, it 

would be unsafe to rely on the versions supplied by 

such witness inasmuch as, the same relate to such a 

grave, heinous and exceptional incident of violence, 

and it is urged that in such circumstances, even the 

testimony of this witness be discarded. 

412. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that  another  disturbing  facet  emerging  from  the 

investigation carried out into the present offence, 

is the fact that though PW-314 claims that he and 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  were  accompanied  by  three  more 

Congress  workers  in  the  name  of  Ambalal  Nadiya, 

Kanubhai Solanki and Mangaldas Kapadia, all of whom 

are claimed to be with Shri Ehsan Jafri and with PW-
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314 during the incident and despite the fact of the 

IOs including the SIT IO Shri Suthar having recorded 

the statements of three such individuals, they were 

conveniently  not  cited  as  witnesses  in  the 

chargesheet.  It  is  submitted  that  this  also 

establishes  that  even  the  investigation  has  been 

carried out with a view to target specific persons 

having specific political affiliations and therefore 

also, it is urged that the so-called eye-witnesses 

are not required to be accepted and believed and the 

version of PW-314 be discarded even on such counts. 

413. It is also submitted by Shri Bhardwaj 

that  the  PW-314  though  claims  to  be  within  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri all throughout the 

incident,  he  has  conveniently  omitted  to  testify 

with regard to the explosion of gas cylinders in the 

kitchen as also the kitchen being set on fire by the 

mob.  It  is  submitted  that  therefore,  grave  and 

serious  doubts  arise  with  regard  to  the  very 

presence of PW-314 at the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri as is claimed. 

414. It  is  further  submitted  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that the fact of PW-314 being present in 

the house of Shri Ehsan Jafri is also a matter of 

grave doubts inasmuch as, the witness claims that 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  attempted  to  call  up  political 

leaders  and  other  persons  in  an  effort  to  seek 

assistance  and  such  calls  were  made  from  his 

residence after 1:30 p.m. It is pointed out that 
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number of witnesses including PWs 106, 107 and 116 

respectively being Imtiyazkhan, Mrs.Rupaben Modi and 

Sayeedkhan, have also attempted to corroborate such 

version by stating that Shri Ehsan Jafri attempted 

to call a number of political leaders including the 

then  sitting  Chief  Minister  and  other  important 

political leaders of the B.J.P., but however, it is 

pointed out that from the cross examination of this 

witness, it clearly emerges that no such incident of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri attempting to call up such persons 

was  disclosed  by  the  witness  in  his  statements 

recorded  before  the  IOs  on  06/03/2002  and 

11/03/2002. It is pointed out that even if it is 

assumed  that  the  IOs  were  biased  and  did  not 

faithfully  record  what  was  stated,  then  it  is 

clearly emerging from the cross examination of the 

PW-314 that even in his own voluntary application 

accompanied  by  supporting  affidavit  made  to  the 

Commissioner of Police, no such fact was narrated. 

It  is  pointed  out  that  the  witness  has  further 

conceded in his cross examination on page No.76 in 

paragraph No.56 the fact of his having stated before 

the Nanavati-Shah Commission that the phone lines of 

Gulbarg Society, more particularly the landline of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri was not functional after 1:30 p.m. 

It is submitted that if that was really so, then the 

question  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  calling  up  persons 

including the then Chief Minister of Gujarat State 

an getting negative responses from all such persons 

is a blatant untruth. It is submitted that further 

supporting  the  version  that  this  aspect  of  the 
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testimony  of  the  so-called  eye-witnesses  is  also 

got-up, untrue, is the fact of Shri J.M.Suthar, IO-

SIT,  having  investigated  into  and  obtained  call 

details of Shri Ehsan Jafri's landline and it is 

pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that Shri J.M.Suthar in 

the  course  of  his  testimony  on  page  No.16  in 

paragraph No.13, has clearly testified that the call 

details gathered in the course of the investigation 

clearly established that only two calls were made 

from the landline of Shri Ehsan Jafri on the fateful 

day and these calls were made to one Shri Badruddin 

Shaikh  who  was  a  Congress  Corporator  and  one 

Noormohammad, both of whose statements were recorded 

by Shri J.M.Suthar. It is pointed out that in the 

circumstances, the entire version supplied by these 

so-called  eye-witnesses  is  not  correct  and  this 

further raises doubts with regard to the presence of 

such witnesses within the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri at the time of the gruesome incident. It is 

also pointed out that further doubts are raised with 

regard to the fact of two of the Police witnesses 

examined on the record of the present proceedings 

being PW-11 Ramesh Nagji Pandor at Exh.314, PW-22 

Shailesh Kalusing Jadeja at Exh.336, who both have 

testified that the survivors of the aftermath of the 

incident in Gulbarg Society were pulled out from a 

residential block which had more than three storeys. 

It is pointed out that it is an admitted position 

that the residential block of Shri Ehsan Jafri was 

consisting of a ground floor and first floor and 

therefore,  there  is  doubt  as  to  whether  the 
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survivors were rescued from the residence of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri or from some other place. It is pointed 

out that the Panchnama as also the testimony of the 

number  of  witnesses  clearly  establish  that  the 

entire residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri was gutted and 

a  large  number  of  bodies  were  found  in  burnt 

condition from within the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri  and  therefore,  it  is  improbable  that  the 

survivors who were numbering more than 100 persons, 

could have continued to be in the residence of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri which was completely gutted and burnt 

up. My attention is drawn to the testimony of PW-11 

i.e. Ramesh Nagji Pandor where in paragraph No.24 of 

his testimony, the said witness has testified inter 

alia to the effect that the survivors were rescued 

from a building which had not been burnt. 

415. It  is  pointed  out  that  even  with 

regard  to  the  testimony  of  the  witness  PW-314 

inasmuch as, it relates to the so-called incident of 

rape and killing of one Firdausbanu and also the 

interconnected killing of the son of PW-314 being 

one Shahejadali, it is pointed out that even this 

version  suffers  from  grave  and  serious 

contradictions and coupled with the fact that the 

alleged perpetrator of the killing of the son of PW-

314, who is identified as accused No.42 and who is 

popularly referred to as 'Mamo Kaniyo', has not been 

identified in the Court by the witness despite being 

given  two  opportunities.  It  is  pointed  out  that 

further creating grave and serious doubts about the 
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entire testimony of this witness, is the fact that 

the witness i.e. PW-314 has deposed on page No.56 in 

paragraph No.77 as “એવુ બનેલ નિહ કે,  હંુ જફરી સાહેબના 

મકાનમાં ગયો અને તરત જ હંુ અશકત હોવાથી હંુ અને કેટલીક સીઓ 

જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં પથમ માળે સંતાઈને બેસી ગયેલ.  પણ સાહેદ 

સવેચછાએ જણાવે છે કે,  હંુ અશકત હોવાથી હંુ અને મારી સાથે કેટલીક 

સીઓ જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં પથમ માળે બેસીને સંતાઈ ગયેલા જે 

જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં અંદર ગયા પછી સંતાઈને બેસી ગયેલા. બનાવના 

િદવસે બપોરના બે સવા બે વાગયાના સુમારે અહેસાન જફરી સાહેબના 

મકાનમાં આશરે સો થી દોઢસો માણસો હતા તયારે પટેર ોલ કે ડીઝલ કે 

બીજ જલદ પદાથર છાંટીને સોસા.  ના મકાનોમાંથી ગેસના બાટલા કાઢી 

આગ લગાવવામાં આવી તયારે બળતા માણસોની કીકીયારીઓ સંભળાતી 

હતી. આ ભયાનક કૃતય ચાર વાગયા સુધી ચાલુ રહેલા. અમો પહેલા માળે 

હતા ત ેમાણસો જવ બચાવવા માટે સંતાઈને કોઈને ખબર ના પડે ત ેરીતે 

લપાઈ ગયા હતા તેવી ઘટના બનેલી.” It is pointed out that 

contradicting  himself,  this  witness  PW-314  has 

testified on page No.72 in paragraph No.107 of his 

cross  examination  as  “ગુલઝારભાઈની િદકરી ફીરદોશને કેટલા 

માણસોએ બહાર ખેચેલ ત ે હંુ કહી શકુ નહી કારણ કે હંુ ભોયતળના ભાગે 

અંદરના ભાગે હતો. એ વાત ખરી નથી કે, આ બનાવ મે નજરે જયેલ 

નથી. હંુ ફરી કહુ છંુ કે, હંુ અંદર હતો જથેી કેટલા માણસોએ તનેે બહાર 

ખેચેલ ત ેકહી શકુ નિહ. એ વાત ખરી છે કે, તનેા કપડા ફાડવા વાળા 

કેટલા માણસ હતા તનેી પણ મને ખબર નથી. એ વાત ખરી નથી કે, ત ે
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બનાવ મે જયેલ નથી.”  It is pointed out that if the 

witness  could  not  identify  the  persons  who  had 

dragged away the said Firdausbanu, only on account 

of his being located in the inside portion of the 

room of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence on the ground 

floor, then from such position, how could he have 

identified the perpetrator of the killing of his son 

Shahejadali  since  that  incident  also  took  place 

outside the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and at the 

same place where the incident involving Firdausbanu 

took place. It is pointed out that again it may be 

repeated  that  the  witness  has  identified  accused 

No.42  Mamo  Kaniyo  as  the  perpetrator  of  the 

incident, but has failed to identify him despite 

being given two opportunities by the Court. It is 

submitted that it is not so much so as the failure 

to identify but identifying of two absolutely wrong 

persons  goes  to  establish  that  this  witness  is 

thoroughly unreliable. 

416. Drawing  my  attention  to  page  No.73, 

paragraph No.108 of the testimony of PW-314, it has 

been pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that the witness 

has conceded in his cross examination that in his 

affidavit before the Nanavati-Shah Commission, the 

incident of Firdausbanu, her clothes being ripped 

off and the killing of his son Shahejadali, is not 

referred  to  at  all.  It  is  submitted  that  it  is 

strange that a father does not find it relevant to 

mention with regard to the killing of his own son 

and it, therefore, raises presumptions that PW-314 
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was never a witness to such incident or episode nor 

was he present in the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri 

at the time of the incident or it presupposes that 

the killing of Shahejadali and Firdausbanu was not 

witnessed by him at all. It is pointed out by Shri 

Bhardwaj that the witness has further conceded in 

the said portion of his testimony that he has not 

tendered names of any accused or referred to any 

accused holding any weapons, in his affidavit made 

before the Nanavati-Shah Commission. It is pointed 

out  that  therefore,  his  suddenly  being  able  to 

identify and name persons in the Court in the course 

of his testimony and that too nearly eight years 

after  the  incident,  is  clearly suggestive  of  the 

fact that he too is a tutored witness. It is pointed 

out that all the three named accused i.e.Chunilal 

Prajapati (accused No.61), Bharat Talodia (accused 

No.54)  and  Raju  @  Mamo  Ramavatar  Tiwari  @  Mamo 

Kaniyo (accused No.42), are all arrested post 2008. 

417. It  is  also  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj  that  in  paragraph  No.109  of  his  cross 

examination,  the  PW-314  has  further  strangely 

admitted  to  have  addressed  legal  notices  to 

concerned  accused  seeking  compensation  from  such 

accused.  It  is  submitted  that  it  is  specifically 

mentioned  in  paragraphs  No.80  and  81  of  the 

deposition of PW-314 that “મે િવ.હી.પ. રાષર ીય સવયં સેવક, 

ભા.જ.પ.  આરોપીઓ ચનુીલાલ પજપિત,  ભરત તેલી,  રાજશે દયારામ 

જીગર અને મામા કાણીયા પાસેથી વળતર મેળવવા માટે તા.૨૪.૨.૦૫ ના 
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રોજ તેમને નોટીસ આપેલ.  એ વાત ખરી છે કે,  આ નોટીસ મે મારી 

પોતાની સહીથી આપલે. એ વાત ખરી છે કે, આ નોટીસમાં મે મારા પુત 

શહજદને આ લોકોએ બધંનું જે એલાન આપેલ તનેાથી ઉશકેરાયેલ 

િહનદુજનોના ટોળાએ મારા પતુને જવતો સળગાવી મારી નાખેલ ત ેબદલ 

નુકશાની માટે તમેજ માલ સામાનની નકુશાની માટે માંગણી કરેલ. નોટીસ 

આપયા બાદ મે કોટરમાં કેસ કરેલ તે હાલ ચાલુ છે. છેલે હુ બ ેમહીના 

પહેલા કોટરમાં ગયેલ જે સેશનસ કોટર છે અને તેમાં મારા વકીલ તરીકે શી 

વોરા સાહેબ છે. જે આ કેસમાં હાજર થયેલા છે ત ેજ છે.”

418. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that such notices were issued admittedly in the year 

2005 and it is an admitted position that of the many 

persons  to  whom  such  notices  were  issued,  the 

deceased Chunilal Prajapati (accused No.61), Rajesh 

Jinger  (accused  No.65),  Bharat  Talodiya  (accused 

No.54)  and  Mamo  Kaniyo  (accused  No.42)  were  all 

issued notices  on behalf of the victims all seeking 

compensation from the persons and organizations to 

whom such notices were served on the ground that 

they  had  called  a  'Bandh'  on  28/02/2002  which 

resulted in the  taking place of the incident at 

Gulbarg Society amongst other places and since these 

persons  were  attributed  to  have  called  for  the 

'Bandh', they were held to be responsible to pay the 

compensation. It is pointed out that at that point 

of  time,  none  of  these  four  persons  referred  to 

above, were portrayed as accused nor were they in 

any manner attributed with any overt act related to 
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the Gulbarg Society incident. It is pointed out that 

it is only in the year 2008 i.e. nearly six years 

after the incident that all of a sudden, these four 

accused  were  attempted  to  be  projected  as  the 

principal accused and persons who were leaders of 

the mob which created the mayhem in Gulbarg Society. 

It is also pointed out that surprisingly post 2008, 

each of these accused was attributed with specific 

overt acts. It is submitted that the notice issued 

through an Advocate is a voluntary act made with a 

clear and open mind, without any kind of duress and 

it only goes to show that this further cements the 

theory propounded by the defence that the accused 

herein have been selectively and maliciously brought 

on record as accused with ulterior motives. It is 

pointed out that this aspect also is something which 

cannot be lost track of. It is pointed out that all 

four  accused  on  whom  such  notices  were  served 

amongst others, were arrested post 2008. 

419. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that  admittedly as per  the Prosecution case,  the 

entire chain of the incident has been initiated from 

the  incident  involving  the  alleged  stabbing  of 

Ayubkhan i.e. PW-117 at Exh.588, the burning of an 

autorickshaw of Gulam Master and it is submitted by 

Shri  Bhardwaj  that  the  star  witness  PW-106 

Imtiyazkhan  has  timed  the  taking  place  of  the 

incident as between 10:00 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. It is 

pointed out that there are a large number of eye-

witnesses who have been examined on the record of 
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the present proceedings and who have all testified 

in  a  manner  which  only  completely  destroys  the 

Prosecution case. It is submitted that each of the 

witnesses  examined,  has  not  only  contradicted 

himself but has also contradicted the rest of the 

witnesses. It is submitted that the contradictions 

are  major,  change  the  entire  complexion  of  the 

taking place of the incident, change the timing of 

the incident and more importantly are categorically 

stated  to  be  far  from  the  truth  by  the  victim 

himself. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that the 

contradictions are further damaging the Prosecution 

case inasmuch as, even the alleged perpetrators of 

the incident are conveniently differently named by 

different witnesses. It is submitted that all the 

witnesses have without hesitation claimed to have 

known  the  perpetrators  of  the  incident  and  have 

further claimed in their examination-in-chief to be 

in a position to identify each of the perpetrators 

on account of the fact that such perpetrators from 

amongst the present accused have been residing in 

the  same  chawls  or  same  vicinity  and  have  good 

relations for more than a decade with the alleged 

eye-witnesses. It is pointed out that unfortunately 

despite claiming such state of affairs, most of the 

so-called eye-witnesses have not been in a position 

to identify the accused in the Court. It is pointed 

out that in fact a version emerging from some of the 

witnesses appears to be genuine and correct version 

where some unknown persons attributed to have been 

wearing  some  masks  over  their  faces,  came  over, 
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attempted  to  enforce  the  'Bandh'  and  created  a 

disturbance inasmuch as, Ayubkhan i.e. PW-117 was 

stabbed and an autorickshaw belonging to one Gulam 

Master was set on fire. It is unfortunate, according 

to Shri Bhardwaj, that on account of the inability 

to  identify  the  correct  perpetrators,  PW-106 

Imtiyazkhan for obvious reasons and on account of 

his  close  associations  with  the  NGOs  who  took 

interest post  2008 and  for obvious reasons which 

have been argued at length herein before, inducted 

and  included  those  persons  whom  he  desired  to 

include as accused and conveniently did not bring on 

record the real perpetrators of the incident. It is 

submitted  that  the  manner  of  witnessing  of  the 

incident is also contradicted by the witnesses who 

have  again  given  colourful  and  largely  untrue 

versions of the taking place of the incidents. It is 

submitted  that  each  testimony  completely  destroys 

the version of other witnesses since each testimony 

supplies a new version. It is submitted that despite 

such grave and serious contradictions, none of the 

witnesses  has  been  re-examined  nor  have  such 

witnesses in any manner been sought to be declared 

hostile.  It  is  submitted  that  it  is,  therefore, 

required to be accepted that the Prosecution has 

accepted  these  versions  as  being  the  correct 

versions. It is submitted that in the circumstances, 

the veracity, truthfulness and genuineness of the 

witnesses  as  also  the  Prosecution  case,  is 

completely destroyed. It is submitted that in such 

circumstances, it would be required to examine the 
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testimony of each witness, contradictions emerging 

therefrom and the fact that none of the witnesses 

has given a consistent and believable version. It is 

pointed out that in fact the victim Ayubkhan i.e. 

PW-117  in  the  course  of  his  testimony,  has 

completely  contradicted  all  the  so-called  eye-

witnesses  and  has  in  fact  conceded  that  he  took 

shelter in the residence of a Hindu family and he 

stayed  there  till  the  time  of  completion  of  the 

incident and till he was shifted to the relief camp. 

It is pointed out that father of this victim has 

also  conceded  that  his  family took  shelter  in  a 

Hindu family and were provided shelter till the time 

they were shifted to the relief camp. It is also 

pointed out that amazingly despite having claimed to 

have sufferred at least three gupti stab wounds, the 

said  Ayubkhan  has  avoided  going  to  the  Civil 

Hospital for the treatment of his injuries and has 

in fact declined to do so and it is urged that in 

the  circumstances  and  in  absence  of  a  medical 

certificate  or  an  injury  certificate  from  the 

Hospital  authorities  or  any  material  as  would 

establish any injury to be inflicted upon the said 

Ayubkhan,  it  is,  according  to Shri  Bhardwaj, the 

case of the defence that no such incident ever took 

place  and  the  entire  version  of  events  and  its 

sequence  suffering  from  such  grave  contradictions 

and inconsistencies are required to be discarded in 

toto, and in support of such argument, my attention 

is  drawn  to  the  testimony  of  PW-191  i.e.  Salim 

Sandhi,  in  paragraph  No.40  wherein,  he  has 
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categorically stated that “એ વાત ખરી છે કે, તા.૨૮/૨/૦૨ 

ના રોજ અયુબ અને યુસુફનો બનાવ મે જયેલ નિહ પણ મને ત ેબનાવ 

બાબત જણવા મળેલ. આ બનાવ સવારના સાડા દસના સુમારે બનલે તેવુ 

પણ મને જણવા મળેલ.”  It is submitted that thus this 

so-called  eye-witness  has  conceded  in  the  cross 

examination that his knowledge was only hearsay and 

he was not an eye-witness to the incident as he has 

falsely claimed in paragraph No.7 of his testimony. 

420. My  attention  is  thereafter  firstly 

drawn to the testimony of PW-106 Imtiyazkhan, more 

particularly his examination-in-chief on page No.7 

in paragraph No.8 wherein he has testified that “ઘરે 

આવયા બાદ મે નાસતો પાણી કરેલ. હંુ અને મારા િપતાજ સવારના દસ 

વાગે અમારા ઘરની અગાસી પર ઉભા હતા. તયારે રોડ પર ચાર થી પાંચ 

છોકરાઓ દુકાનો બધં કરાવતા કરાવતા આવતા હતા.  તે છોકરાઓ 

ઓમનગર તરફ ગયેલા.  ત ે છોકરાઓમાં,  ૧.ભરત રાજપુત,  ૨.ગીરીશ 

પભુદાસ શમાર, ૩.ભરત તલોદીયા, ૪.રમેશ પાંડે, ૫.કપીલ મુના હતા. 

તે પછી ત ેઓમનગરથી થોડી વારમાં પરત આવયા તયારે તેમની સાથે બીજ 

દસેક છોકરાઓ હતા. તે લોકો 'જય શી રામ' ના નારા લગાવતા હતા. 

'મીયાઓને મારો કાપો'  તેમ બોલતા હતા.  આ લોકોએ સંતોકબાઈની 

ચાલીના નાકે આવેલ અંકુર સાયકલવાળાના છોકરાઓ નામે અયુબ અને 

યુસુફ બહાર ઉભેલા હતા. તેમને આ લોકો મારવા લાગેલા. આ બે જણને, 

ભરત રાજપતૂ,  ગીરીશ શમાર અને ભરત તલેી અને રમેશ પાંડે મારવા 
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લાગેલા. આ લોકો અમારી સોસા.ની આજુબાજુની ચાલીઓમાં રહે છે અને 

અમારી સાથે બેસતા ઉઠતા તેથી હંુ આ તમામને ઓળખુ છંુ.  ભરત 

તલોદીયા અને ભરત રાજપુત ગીરીશ પભુદાસ શમારને અવાર નવાર મળવા 

આવતા હતા તથેી હંુ ઓળખુ છંુ. યુસુફ અમારી સોસા.માં ભાગીને આવી 

ગયેલઅને અયુબ તનેા ઘરમાં ભાગવા જતા ભરત રાજપતુે તનેા હાથમાં રહેલ 

ગુપીથી અયુબને પીઠના ભાગે બે થી તણ ઘા મારેલા. તયાં ઉભેલા બીજ 

છોકરાઓએ બાજુમાં આવેલ ગુલાબ માસટરની રીકાને તોડફોડ કરેલ અને 

તનેે આગ લગાડેલ. તે આગ લગાડનારમાં કપીલ મુના,  ધમેશ પહલાદ, 

મુકેશ પુખરાજ અને અંબેશ કાંિતલાલ હતા.  મે જનેા નામ આપયા તેમને 

આજે હંુ ઓળખી શકંુ.” 

421. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that  the  defence  would  now  like  to  submit  with 

regard  to  the  incident  of  stone  pelting  as  is 

projected by the Prosecution to have happened from 

the residence of Shri Dayaram Jinger and from the 

terrace of the property more particularly known as 

Bunglow No.1 of the said Gulbarg Society. 

422. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that Shri Dayaram Jinger and his wife – both have 

been cited as witnesses in the chargesheet, but have 

obviously not been examined for malafide reasons. It 

has been pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that they were 

th persons who were best equipped to depose with 

regard to the fact as to whether the Bunglow No.1 

was open, was accessible to the mob, or if at all 
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there  was  any  incident  as  is  claimed  by  the 

Prosecution. It is submitted that both these cited 

witnesses have been deliberately not examined on the 

record  of  the  proceedings  because  had  they  been 

examined, the whole truth would have come out and it 

was obviously inconvenient for the Prosecution to 

bring such truth on the record of the proceedings. 

423. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that it is emerging on the record of the proceedings 

that there was a litigation between Shri Jinger and 

the Society and its other residents and the same had 

culminated in legal proceedings. It is pointed out 

that it also establishes that there was bad blood 

between the other occupants of Gulbarg Society and 

Shri Jinger. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of PW-213 being one Tassaduphussain Surohi, who in 

paragraph  No.17 of  his  testimony, has  inter  alia 

deposed that he is aware of a dispute between the 

owner of Bunglow No.1 and the other members of the 

Society. 

424.  It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj 

that cited witness No.113 being one Ibrahim Sadiq 

Shaikh who was the individual who had been given 

shelter by Shri Jinger and was saved from the mob, 

also has not been examined by the Prosecution. It is 

pointed  out  that  PW-223  AT  Exh.780  being  one 

Alihussain  Ibrahimbhai  Shaikh  being  the  son  of 

Ibrahimbhai, has clearly deposed on the record of 

the proceedings that his father was given shelter 
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and had in fact taken shelter in the residence of 

Shri  Jinger  for  two  days.  My  attention  has  been 

drawn to paragraph No.16 of the testimony of PW-223 

wherein he has clearly stated “મારા બાપુજ મને રાહત કેમપમાં 

મળેલા. મારા િપતાજ આ બે િદવસ દરિમયાન કયાં હતા ત ેમને જણવા 

મળેલ. મારા િપતા ગુલબગર સોસા.માં જે પોલીસવાળાનું જે મકાન છે ત ે

મકાનના ધાબા પર સંતાઈ ગયેલા. એ વાત ખરી છે કે, ત ેમકાન િહનદનુું 

મકાન છે.” 

425. My  attention  is  further  drawn  to 

Exhs.260 and 261 which are the Panchnamas relating 

to the residence of Shri Jinger at Bunglow No.1 of 

Gulbarg Society, which documents clearly establish 

significant damage being caused to the property in 

question.  It  is  submitted  that  if  there  is 

established to be damage to the residence of Shri 

Jinger  more  particularly  Bunglow  No.1  of  Gulbarg 

Society, then it is required to be presumed that the 

mob that caused the damage, was not aware that the 

property was belonging to a Hindu. It is submitted 

that this also lends support to the theory that the 

persons in the mob were unknown persons who had come 

from  outside  localities  and  not  from  within  the 

localities where persons were well aware of each 

other as also their properties. 

426. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that  an  application  Exh.738 was  preferred  by the 

victims/witnesses  where  number  of  persons  were 
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sought  to  be  arraigned  as  accused  and  the 

application also sought reliefs to the effect that 

Rajesh Dayaram Jinger who was in fact discharging 

his duties as a Police Constable on the fateful day, 

was sought to be arraigned as an accused in the 

present proceedings on account of his alleged role 

in pelting stones at the other residents of Gulbarg 

Society causing injuries to them, from the terrace 

of  his  father's  property  being  Bunglow  No.1  at 

Gulbarg Society. It is submitted that in response to 

the said application, the Prosecution through the 

IO(SIT) Shri J.M.Suthar, had filed a detailed reply 

which reply is on the record of the proceedings at 

Exh.792,  and  has  particularly  dealt  with  the 

arraignment of accused Rajesh Dayaram Jinger and it 

is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  the  reply 

clearly establishes according to the SIT, that said 

Rajesh Dayaram Jinger was present all throughout and 

on duty as narrated in the reply and it is pointed 

out that the Prosecution has in fact objected to the 

arraignment of Rajesh Dayaram Jinger as an accused 

in  the  present  proceedings  but  however,  it  is 

pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that in light of the 

orders passed below Exh.738, the Court considered 

that there was prima facie material which required 

the arraignment of the accused. It is pointed out 

that however, post arraignment of the accused Rajesh 

Dayaram  Jinger,  there  is  sufficient  evidence  to 

establish that the theory with regard to the said 

Rajesh  Dayaram  Jinger  having  been  present  on  the 

terrace of the Bunglow No.1 and having indulged in 
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stone throwing on the residents of Gulbarg Society 

is  an  incorrect  and  exaggerated  version  and  is 

required to be discarded. It is pointed out that 

number  of  witnesses  have  deposed  in  a  manner  as 

would establish that such version is obviously an 

attempt on the part of the victims to settle scores 

with  regard  to  the  disputes  interse  between  the 

parties with regard to the occupation and purchase 

of Bunglow No.1 of Gulbarg Society by the father of 

the accused. It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that 

one  Ibrahimbhai  S.Shaikh  has  given  a  statement 

before the SIT inter alia to the effect that he was 

on  the  terrace  of  Bunglow  No.1  and  that  after 

initially  attempting  to  damage  and  ransack  the 

property, the perpetrators were informed that the 

property belonged to a member of their community and 

therefore, such people did not further damage the 

property nor did anybody enter into the Bunglow No.1 

on account of which the said Ibrahimbhai S. Shaikh 

remained hidden on the terrace of the property. It 

is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that therefore, the 

entire  version  of  a  mob  having  gathered  on  the 

terrace of Bunglow No.1 and having indulged in the 

activities alleged, is bogus and exaggerated. It is 

further pointed out that PW-223 being the son of the 

said Ibrahimbhai S. Shaikh, has also deposed in a 

manner which establishes that his father had indeed 

taken  shelter  by  hiding  on  the  terrace  of  said 

Bunglow No.1. It is submitted that therefore, the 

alleged incident with regard to the stone throwing 

cannot be accepted. It is submitted that in such 
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circumstances,  the  said  Ibrahimbhai  was  the  only 

person who could have thrown light on the fact that 

the terrace was used by the mob as is claimed and a 

deliberate omission on the part of the Prosecution 

to examine such witness despite being cited as a 

witness  in  the  chargesheet,  requires  an  adverse 

inference to be drawn by the Court in this regard. 

427. It  is  pointed out that the ulterior 

motives  on  the  part  of  the  victims  is  further 

highlighted by the testimony of PW-177 i.e. Sairaben 

Sandhi who is examined at Exh.711, who has pointed a 

finger at Ashok Dayaram Jinger being the brother of 

accused No.65 Rajesh Dayaram Jinger, regarding the 

alleged role played by the said Ashok Dayaram Jinger 

in the incident.  It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj 

that the IO Shri N.D.Parmar has clearly established 

in the course of the investigation that the said 

Ashok Dayaram Jinger was the driver of the vehicle 

of Shri Parmar and was all throughout present in the 

company of Shri Parmar and it is pointed out by Shri 

Bhardwaj that it is only under such circumstances 

that the said Ashok Dayaram Jinger was not made an 

accused in the proceedings even by the SIT and nor 

did the victims prefer any application seeking his 

arraignment  as  an  accused  under  Sec.319  of  the 

Cr.P.C. It is pointed out that this clearly shows 

that  the  accused  have  been  falsely  roped  in  on 

account of the personal grievances  interse  between 

Shri  Jinger  and  the  other  residents  of  Gulbarg 

Society. It is pointed out that the testimony of PW-
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177 in paragraph No.52 clearly establishes that in 

her initial statements, affidavits and application 

before the Commissioner of Police, the witness had 

not named the said Ashok Dayaram Jinger but only 

subsequently as an afterthought, she had named the 

said  Ashok  Dayaram  Jinger  in  her  subsequent 

affidavit. 

428. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that  even  as  per  the  star  witnesses  of  the 

Prosecution including PW-106 Imtiyazkhan, the time 

of such incident of stone pelting from the terrace 

of Bunglow No.1 is about 1:30 p.m. or thereabout. It 

is  submitted  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  not  only  the 

stone  pelting  but  also  interconnected  to  this 

incident  is  the  version  of  the  Prosecution  that 

there  was  private  firing  upon  the  residents  of 

Gulbarg Society from adjoining shops located outside 

the Society. 

429. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of PW-106 Imtiyazkhan, it is pointed out that the 

sequence of events as narrated by PW-106 is  inter 

alia  to  the  effect  that  firstly  the  incident  of 

private firing from the terrace of the shops, took 

place and consequent thereto, the incident of stone 

pelting started from the terrace of Bunglow No.1 of 

Shri Jinger at about 1:30 p.m. It is submitted that 

it is also clearly emerging from the testimony of 

PW-106 that at the time when such firing and stone 

pelting were taking place, the mob had as yet not 
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entered into the Gulbarg Society, but PW-106 claims 

that  in  the  interim,  he  had  climbed  up  on  the 

terrace of Bunglow No.15 of Gulbarg Society where he 

claims to have seen the mob having surrounded the 

Society from all sides. It is also pointed out by 

Shri Bhardwaj that PW-106 has clearly testified in 

connection with these incidents more particularly on 

page  No.12  in  paragraph  No.11  of  his  testimony, 

inter  alia  to  the  effect  that  his  aunt's  son 

Sharifkhan was present at the side of PW-106 when 

the incident of private firing took place. It is 

pointed out that on page No.13, paragraph No.15, the 

witness has further testified and provided the names 

of  Irfan  Gulzar,  Shakil  Kasambhai  Mansuri,  Firoz 

Bandeali and Rafiq Abubakkar as being present with 

him at the time of the stone throwing incident. It 

is pointed out that it is required to be, therefore, 

established as to whether the said Sharifkhan who is 

claimed to have been present at the side of PW-106 

when the private firing took place, has corroborated 

such version or not. My attention is drawn to the 

testimony of PW-284 Sharifkhan who is examined at 

Exh.987, who  has  given  a  completely contradictory 

version with regard to the time and taking place of 

the  events  which  clearly  destroys  the  version 

supplied by PW-106 Imtiyazkhan. It is pointed out 

that however, PW-284 Sharifkhan has also admitted 

that PW-106 Imtiyazkhan was present at his side when 

such incident took place. My attention is drawn to 

page no.6 in paragraph No.9 of the testimony of PW-
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284 wherein he has deposed “ત ે પછી હંુ દોડીને અઢાર અને 

ઓગણીસ નબંરના મકાનની વચચે આવેલ.  ત ે સમયે મારી સાથે મારા 

મામાનો િદકરો ઈમતીયાઝ હતો. તયાં વહાઈટહાઉસના મકાનના ધાબા પરથી 

બે માણસો ફાયરીગ કરતા હતા. જે સોસા. તરફ ફાયરીગ કરતા હતા. હંુ 

તેમને ઓળખી શકેલ નિહ. આ બધુ બપોરના બ ેથી અઢી વાગયાના સમય 

દરિમયાન ચાલેલ.” 

430. It  is  pointed  out  that  from  the 

testimony narrated herein above, it is clear that 

according to this witness i.e. PW-284, the mob had 

already entered into Gulbarg Society even prior to 

the  taking  place  of  the  so-called  incidents  of 

private firing and prior to the stone pelting. It is 

pointed  out  that  according  to  this  witness,  the 

private firing took place between the period 2:00 

p.m. and 2:30 p.m. and it is pointed out by Shri 

Bhardwaj  that  this  witness  is  completely  silent 

about the alleged incident of stone throwing. My 

attention  is  drawn  to  paragraph  No.10  of  the 

testimony of this witness, wherein he claims to have 

escaped by jumping over the compound wall of Gulbarg 

Society and made good his escape. 

431. It  is  pointed  out  that  the  version 

supplied  by the  witnesses  with  regard to private 

firing upon the Society by some unknown persons, is 

not corroborated by any scientific material in th 

shape of any FSL reports. It is pointed out that 
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even the FSL has clearly negated the possibility of 

such private firing taking place. It is pointed out 

by Shri Bhardwaj that the Panchnama of the scene of 

the  incident  which  is  on  the  record  at  Exh.260, 

clearly establishes the recovery of empty shells and 

the recovery of a weapon from within the Society and 

not outside the Society. It is submitted that no 

material in the shape of empty shells or weapons 

were recovered from the alleged terrace from where 

the  firing  according to the witnesses, was  being 

effected by unknown persons. It is submitted that on 

the other hand, the FSL evidence clearly establishes 

that there was firing from within the Society which 

is established and would be submitted herein after, 

to be effect by Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is pointed out 

that  therefore,  the  theory  of  private  firing  is 

attempted  to  be  established  by  the 

victims/Prosecution  in  an  effort  to  explain  the 

firing effect by Shri Ehsan Jafri with regard to 

which none of the Prosecution witnesses, has deposed 

in his examination-in-chief. It is submitted that 

therefore,  this  entire  version  with  regard  to 

private  firing  is  bogus,  got-up  and  cannot  be 

accepted to be true. 

432. It  is  pointed  out  that  though  the 

witness claims that around 500 to 600 people were 

within  the  Society  at  the  time  of  the  alleged 

firing, not a single person is established to have 

sustained  injury  from  such  alleged  firing  which 

could not have been possible considering the density 
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of  people  within  the Society and therefore also, 

according to Shri Bhardwaj, the alleged incident of 

private firing has never taken place as is falsely 

claimed. 

433. It is pointed out that the PW-284 has 

specified  that  the  so-called  private  firing  took 

place from a property known as “White House”. It is 

submitted that there is no incriminating material 

recovered from the said White House. 

434. My attention is drawn to page No.12 of 

the testimony of PW-106 Imtiyazkhan, where accused 

No.51 and 64 i.e. Mahesh Daruwala and his brother 

Lallu  respectively  are  specifically  attributed  to 

have fired upon  the residents of  Gulbarg  Society 

from the terrace of a shop outside the Society and 

both such accused are alleged to have opened fire on 

the residents. It is pointed out that contradicting 

PW-106 with regard to the location from which the 

firing  took  place,  PW-284 has  testified  that  the 

firing did not take place from the terrace of a shop 

as is claimed by PW-106, but according to PW-284, 

the firing took place from the terrace of a building 

known  as  “White  House”.  It  is  pointed  out  that 

however, PW-284 has not specifically identified the 

perpetrators  of  such  firing  incident  and  has 

categorically stated that he cannot identify such 

persons. It is pointed out that PW-284 has in his 

examination-in-chief  in  paragraph  No.1,  clearly 

testified  that  he  was  operating  a  business  in 
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refrigerators  and  air  conditioners  from  a 

premises/shop  known  as  “White  House”.  It  is 

submitted that therefore, this is a contradiction 

required to be considered. 

435. It is pointed out that contradicting 

this  state  of  affairs,  the  PW-264 Firoz  Bandeali 

Shaikh who is examined at Exh.918, has in his entire 

examination-in-chief,  not  referred  to any  alleged 

incident  of  stone throwing from  the residence  of 

Dayaram Jinger i.e. Bunglow No.1 of Gulbarg Society 

though PW-106 Imtiyazkhan claims that at the time of 

the stone throwing incident, the said witness i.e. 

PW-264  was  one  of  the  four  persons  who  was 

accompanying PW-106 at such time. It is submitted 

that  PW-264  having  not  supported  the  Prosecution 

about identification of the accused, was sought to 

be and was in fact declared hostile by the Court and 

even in the cross examination by the Prosecution, 

the witness has not deposed any aspect with regard 

to  the  alleged  stone  throwing  incident  from  the 

terrace of Bunglow No.1 of the Gulbarg Society. 

436. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that though PW-106 Imtiyazkhan has claimed that one 

Irfan was badly injured on account of such stone 

throwing from the terrace of Bunglow No.1 on account 

of which such Irfan collapsed and had to be taken 

into the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, the PW-264 

does not mention in his entire deposition regarding 

any incident concerning the said Irfan, despite the 
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Prosecution being given due and adequate opportunity 

to cross  examine  such  witness  on  account  of  his 

being declared hostile. It is submitted that not 

even  the  suggestion  was  made  during  the  cross 

examination  of  this  witness  with  regard  to  the 

alleged incident of stone throwing from the terrace 

of  Bunglow  No.1  which  resulted  in  such  injuries 

being caused to said Irfan. 

437. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that contradicting the versions supplied by the star 

witness PW-106 Imtiyazkhan and other so-called eye-

witnesses  with  regard  to  the  incident  of  stone 

pelting from the Bunglow No.1 of Gulbarg Society, 

coupled with the private firing taking place upon 

the  residents  of  Gulbarg  Society  from  the  same 

Bunglow i.e. Bunglow No.1 of Gulbarg Society, and 

with regard to the injury which ultimately turned 

out  to  be  fatal  injury  sufferred  by  one  Irfan 

Gulzar,  there  is  completely  different  version 

supplied  by  another  so-called  eye-witness  who 

according  to  Shri  Bhardwaj,  is  an  important  and 

significant eye-witness at that point of time on 

account of the fact that the witness not only is 

closely related to the deceased Shri Ehsan Jafri but 

is also established to be a Tax practitioner and 

therefore,  his  version  or  testimony  cannot  be 

discarded  as  that  of  a  lay  person  who  has  not 

remembered or has been traumatized by what he saw 

and  therefore,  slipped  into  inaccuracies.  My 

attention  is  drawn  to  the  testimony  of  PW-236 
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Safdarhussain  Fazlehussain  Ankleswaria  who  is 

examined at Exh.815, wherein the witness has clearly 

admitted being in the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri 

right  since  9:00  a.m.  and  he  has  supplied  a 

completely different version of events. My attention 

is drawn to the portions of his testimony where the 

witness claims that the mob had entered into Gulbarg 

Society and had in fact surrounded the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri and thereafter set it afire between 

10:30 a.m. and 11:30 a.m. though according to Shri 

Bhardwaj, the witness is very vague with regard to 

the exact time of the incident. It is submitted that 

however, the witness is very clear that the mob had 

surrounded the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and had 

indulged  in  stone  throwing  from  within  Gulbarg 

Society. It is submitted that the witness has also 

testified with regard to the said Irfan Gulzarbhai 

being hit by a stone thrown by the mob and having 

sustained injuries, whereby he was brought in on the 

back side of the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri by 

the  present  witness  PW-236  as  also  the  deceased 

Shahejadali. It is pointed out that this witness has 

not even whispered about the alleged stone throwing 

or  private  firing  from  the  residence  of  Dayaram 

Jinger  which  is  Bunglow  No.1 of  Gulbarg  Society. 

This  witness,  according  to  Shri  Bhardwaj,  has 

further  specified that it was not Imtiyazkhan or 

others who brought the said Irfan into the residence 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri but it is this witness who has 

himself taken the credit for bringing such injured 

Irfan into the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is 
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submitted that this witness has very clearly stated 

in the course of his testimony that after the door 

to the entrance of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence was 

shut, it was not possible to see any incident taking 

place outside and the witness has testified that he 

did not see any incident related to Anwarkhan only 

on such account. It is submitted that however, in 

his cross examination, he has completely changed the 

sequence of events and claims to have seen Anwarkhan 

attempting to enter into the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri when he was done away with. It is submitted by 

Shri  Bhardwaj  that  this  witness  has  also  not 

testified at all with regard to any version relating 

to  the  incidents  taking  place  outside  Gulbarg 

Society  including  the  torching  of  Gulam  Master's 

autorickshaw, stabbing of Ayubhkan and such related 

events.  It  is  submitted  that  according  to  this 

witness, on one hand the mob entered into Gulbarg 

Society between a period ranging from 10:30 a.m. to 

11:00 a.m. and when he claims to have been inside 

the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  at  about  9:00 

a.m., the witness is unable to explain as to how he 

was standing outside with five or six others when 

the mob started surrounding the Society. It is also 

pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that this witness also 

claims  that  the  Police  officers  including  the 

Commissioner of Police Shri P.C.Pande came over to 

Gulbarg Society at 10:30 a.m. It is submitted that 

this  version  clearly  contradicts  the  version  of 

others when all other witnesses have testified that 

no  incident  was  taking  place  when  Shri  Pande 
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allegedly visited Gulbarg Society and met Shri Ehsan 

Jafri at his residence. It is submitted that this 

witness has also conceded in his cross examination 

inter  alia  to  the  effect  that  in  his  statement 

before the Police recorded on 03/03/2002, he has not 

narrated the incident of Anwarkhan and Irfan. It is 

submitted  that  in  such  circumstances,  the  entire 

episodes with regard to the alleged stone throwing 

from the residence of Dayaram Jinger and the private 

firing  therefrom,  are  totally  got-up  which  are 

masterminded by somebody else who after visiting the 

scene of incidents post 2008, tutored the witnesses 

to testify in such fashion. My attention is drawn to 

paragraphs Nos.4 to 8 of the examination-in-chief of 

this witness PW-236 wherein he has testified thus:

“૪. તા.૨૮.૨.૦૨ ના રોજ સવારના નવ વાગે હંુ મારા ઘરે 

હતો. અને ચા પાણી નીસતો કરી અમે જફરી સાહેબના ઘરે ગયેલા. 

તયાં અમે બઠેેલા હતા. બહાર બંધ જવેુ હતુ જથેી અમે સોસા.માં જ 

રહેલા. 

૫. તે િદવસે નવ વાગયા પછી એવુ જણવા મળેલ કે, 

બહાર ટોળુ આવે છે અને દકુાનો બંધ કરાવે છે. ત ેપછી સાડાદસ 

વાગયાના અરસામાં જફરી સાહેબને જણ થયેલ કે, બહાર પોલીસની 

ગાડી આવેલ છે જથેી તઓે બહાર ગયેલ.  જફરી સાહેબ સાથે 

ફકીરમહંમદ, કનુભાઈ સોલંકી, અંબાલાલ નાડીયાનાઓ તમેની સાથે 

બહાર ગયેલા. પછી તઓે પાછા આવતા અમારામાંથી કોઈએ તમેને 

કોણ હતુ ત ેબાબત પછુપરછ કરેલી.  જફરી સાહેબે જણાવેલ કે, 
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પી.સી.પાંડે અને પી.આઈ. હતા. પી.આઈ. ના નામની મને ખબર 

નથી.  જફરી સાહેબે અમને દરવાજ બધં કરી અદંર આવી જવા 

જણાવતા અમે દરવાજ બધં કરી અદંર આવી ગયેલા. અને સોસા.માં 

ઉભેલા અને તે પછી અડધો એક કલાક પછી બમુાબુમ થવા લાગેલી 

જથેી અમો જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં ગયેલા.

૬. અમે જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં નીચેના રમમાં બઠેેલા 

હતા. તે પછી કોઈકે કહેલ કે, સોસા.નો મુખય દરવાજ તોડી ટોળુ 

અંદર આવવા પયતન કરે છે જથેી અને જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં 

બહાર ઓટલા પર આવીને જયેલ.  અમે જયુ તો ટોળુ દરવાજ 

તોડીને અદંર આવેલ અને એક પછી એક વાહનો સળગાવેલા. પછી 

આજુબાજુથી પથથરમારો થતો હતો એટલે અમે ઘરમાં રહેલા અને 

અમે બહાર નીકળેલા નિહ.

૭. ટોળાના માણસો આગળ મકાનોને આગ લગાવયા બાદ 

જફરી સાહેબના ઘર આગળ આવેલ. અને તયાં સળગતા કાકડા ફેકી 

જફરી સાહેબના મકાનને આગ લગાડેલી. જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં 

આ વખતે ઘણાં માણસો ભેગા થયેલા જથેી હંુ પાછળથી તેમના 

મકાનમાં ઉપરના માળે જતો રહેલ. જફરી સાહેબના મકાનના મુખય 

દરવાજથેી ટોળાના માણસો અદંર ઘંુસવા પયતન કરત હતા જથેી અમે 

દરવાજ બધં કરીને ત ેદરવાજની પાછળ ઉભા રહી ગયેલા. તે સમયે 

અમારી સોસા.ના અનવરભાઈ મકાનમાં અદંર આવવા પયતન કરતા 

હતા પરંતુ ગીલનો દરવાજ બંધ હતો જથેી ત ેઅંદર આવી શકેલ 

નિહ. તમેને તયાં જ મારી નાખવામાં આવેલ. તે અમે અંદરથી જઈ 
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શકેલા નિહ પરંતુ અવાજ સાંભળેલ.

૮. તે િદવસે ઈરફાનભાઈ ગુલઝારભાઈને પેટમાં ઈટ વાગેલી 

હતી જમેને બીજ માણસો લઈને જફરી સાહેબના ઘર પાસે લાવેલા તે 

ઈરફાનભાઈને અમે અદંરના રમમાં લઈ ગયેલા.  તેમને હંુ અને 

શહજદભાઈ લઈ ગયેલા.  બનાવમાં મને ડાબા હાથ પર ઈટ 

વાગેલી.”

438. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that it also emerges from the cross examination of 

this witness that since he was a resident of Gulbarg 

Society, he knew almost all the residents of Gulbarg 

Society. It is pointed out that contradicting his 

own testimony in paragraph No.8, the witness PW-236 

has in paragraph No.22 of his cross examination on 

page  No.13,  clearly  testified  that  “જફરી સાહેબના 

મકાનનો આગળનો દરવાજ બંધ કરેલ ત ે મે કરેલ નિહ. સાહેદ સવેચછાએ 

જણાવે છે કે, તે બંધ કરવામાં અમે તણ જણાં હતાં તેમાં શહજદ અને 

ગુલઝારભાઈ પણ ત ે દરવાજ બધં કરતી વખતે હતા.  આ સમગ સમય 

દરિમયાન અનવરભાઈ કયાં છે તે જયેલા નિહ.  દરવાજ બધં કયો તનેા 

પાંચેક મીનીટમાંજ અનવરભાઈ ઘરમાં આવવા પયતન કરતા હતા. 

ગુલઝારભાઈ અને શહજદઅલીએ દરવાજ બધં કયો તે સમયે હંુ તેમની સાથે 

જ હતો.  તમેજ અનવરભાઈ અદંર આવવા પયતન કરતા હતા તયારે હંુ 

અંદરના દરવાજ પાસે જ હતો.”

439. It  is  pointed  out  that  though  this 
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witness claims to be standing near the grill and 

from where he could see the incident of Anwarkhan, 

he has completely discarded the version with regard 

to the attempt by Aslamkhan to save his father, the 

injury sustained by Aslamkhan, perpetrators of the 

incident and the bringing of Aslamkhan to safety by 

persons within the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It 

is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that this witness has, 

therefore, remained completely silent about all the 

remaining incidents including the one relating to 

Shri Ehsan Jafri and it is submitted that in such 

circumstances,  the  veracity  of  such  an  important 

witness is required to be considered  qua  the so-

called eye-witness testimony of other witnesses. It 

is submitted that this further gives credibility to 

the defence version that these are all orchestrated 

and  tutored  incidents  for  which  each  particular 

witness  was  tutored  to  testify  only  about  a 

particular incident, his role therein, to testify 

with regard to the perpetrators of the incident, to 

identify them if possible and to conveniently remain 

silent about other episodes though even according to 

his such testimony, this witness claims that he was 

all throughout within the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri  till  the  time  the  Police  arrived.  It  is 

pointed out that this witness does not depose with 

regard to the presence of any of the so-called other 

witnesses present in the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri despite claiming to know all of them. It is 

submitted  that  in  such  circumstances,  the  entire 

incident with regard to the stone throwing from the 
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residence of Shri Dayaram Jinger, injury to Irfan 

and  alleged  private firing  from  the  residence  of 

Shri Jinger are all required to be treated as got-up 

and bogus and without any basis. My attention is 

drawn to paragraph No.29 of the cross examination of 

this witness PW-236, wherein he has deposed that “એ 

વાત ખરી છે કે, તા.૩.૩.૦૨ ના રોજ પોલીસે માર િનવદેન લીધુ તયારે 

મે ઈરફાન ગુલઝાર અને અનવરભાઈના બનાવ અંગે જણાવેલ નિહ.” 

440. It is pointed out that this witness 

has  also contradicted himself with  regard to the 

alleged manner of his sustaining an injury on his 

left hand by a stone being pelted. It is pointed out 

that  in  paragraph  No.39  of  his  testimony,  this 

witness has denied that he sustained the injury when 

the mob pelted stones at the time when he (witness) 

and Shahejadali were attempting to bring the injured 

Irfan  into  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri, 

whereas in paragraph No.40 of his own testimony, he 

concedes  that  he  has  declared  before  the  SIT  on 

21/06/2008 inter alia to the effect that he received 

the injury on his left hand during his attempt to 

bring the injured Irfan to safety. It is pointed out 

by Shri Bhardwaj that this witness also despite such 

blatant contradictions emerging and non-support to 

the other  star witnesses who were examined much 

prior  to  the  examination  of  this  witness,  this 

witness was not sought to be declared hostile nor 

was any re-examination conducted with regard to his 
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testimony  and  therefore,  it  is  required  to  be 

accepted  that  even  the  Prosecution  did  not  have 

anything  to  explain  with  regard  to  such  blatant 

contradictions emerging from the testimony of this 

witness. 

441. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that PW-213 Tassadukhussain Surohi who is examined 

at  Exh.763,  has  in  fact  completely destroyed  the 

testimonies of other so-called eye-witnesses and has 

testified in a manner as would give a completely 

different version of events and would further create 

doubts with regard to the taking place of incidents 

as  claimed,  the  presence  of  the  so-called  eye-

witnesses within the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri 

and  the  witnessing  of  such  incidents  by the  so-

called eye-witnesses from within the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is pointed out that the present 

witness has given a completely different time frame 

with regard to the incidents and has in fact not 

even  bothered  to  narrate  any  incident  despite 

claiming to be present within the residence of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri at all relevant times. It is pointed out 

that  this  witness  has  also  remained  very  silent 

about the fate of Shri Ehsan Jafri, the incident 

relating to Shri Ehsan Jafri, the incident relating 

to  Anwarkhan,  the  incident  relating  to  stone 

throwing  and  private  firing  from  Shri  Dayaram 

Jinger's  residence,  the  incident  of  rape  and 

subsequent murder of three women, killing of two 

young children Yusuf and Sadabkhan, the alleged rape 
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of Firdausbanu and the killing of Shahejadali, are 

all given a complete go-by by the present witness, 

who has also remained silent about the testimony of 

Sairaben, the attempt of the four women to get out 

from the burning house and being accosted by the 

mob. It is submitted that this witness, therefore, 

has  set  up  a  version  which  makes  it  highly 

improbable  for  any  eye-witness  to  have  remained 

within  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  and 

witnessed such incidents one after the other. It is 

pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that this witness has 

testified  with  regard  to  the  fact  of  the 

Commissioner of Police Shri Pande having visited the 

Society at about 10:30 a.m. and has also narrated as 

to  who  all  including  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  and  the 

present witness went to meet Shri P.C.Pande and it 

is pointed out that it is admitted by this witness 

that no incident had taken place before such visit 

of Shri Pande. It is submitted that the witness has 

further claimed that the incident of stone pelting 

started about half an hour after Shri P.C.Pande and 

his  team  departed  from  Gulbarg  Society.  It  is 

claimed that Shri P.C.Pande was present at Gulbarg 

Society for about seven minutes and it is submitted 

that it is, therefore, required to be presumed that 

the stone pelting started at about 11:15 a.m. It is 

pointed out that it is claimed by the witness that 

such stone pelting went on till about 2:00 p.m. when 

the  witness  claims  that  the  front  gate  of  the 

Society  as  also  the  wall  of  the  Society  were 

demolished  and  the  mob  thereafter  came  into  the 
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Society. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that this 

witness has thus destroyed the version of PW-263 who 

claims  that  the  Society  was  invaded  at  a  much 

earlier point of time. It is pointed out that the 

witness  has  thereafter  testified  that  the  mob 

surrounded the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and 

claims further that the ground floor, first room, 

the second room were set on fire by the mob by using 

burning rags, burning tyres and inflammable liquids 

and it is claimed that consequent thereto, when the 

mob attempted to set afire the first floor of Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri's  residence,  the  present  witness 

together with some three or four named persons, went 

up on the terrace of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence 

and  took  shelter  there.  It  is  submitted  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that if this was the sequence of events as 

it took place, and if thee rooms on the ground floor 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence were gutted in the 

manner testified, there is no question of any person 

being in a position to remain in such gutted rooms 

and witness in more detail any incident taking place 

thereafter. It is pointed out that in any case, this 

witness has remained silent about all such incidents 

as stated herein before and this witness has also 

remained silent with regard to the presence of PW-

106  Imtiyazkhan,  PW-107  Mrs.Rupaben,  PW-116 

Sayeedkhan, PW-117 Ayubkhan as also the presence of 

Taiyebbhai,  Aslamkhan  and  other  so-called  eye-

witnesses  and  it  is  urged  that  in  such 

circumstances,  and  more  particularly  when  this 

witness  has  not  been  declared  hostile,  when  no 
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attempt to remove any ambiguity by re-examining the 

witness has been attempted by the Prosecution, the 

version supplied by this witness should stand as it 

is and it is urged that in such circumstances, the 

version supplied by the witness completely destroys 

the version of the other witnesses. It is submitted 

that such wholesale loss of memory cannot be excused 

or permitted to be given  a go-by. It is pointed out 

that in the circumstances and more particularly when 

this witness has not mentioned a whisper of evidence 

with regard to the alleged stone throwing from the 

residence  of  Shri Dayaram  Jinger  and  the  private 

firing taking place therefrom, the entire incident 

according to Shri Bhardwaj, is bogus and got-up and 

this aspect further strengthens the defence version 

in that regard. It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj 

that even the so-called incident pertaining to Irfan 

is not supported by this witness. It is submitted 

that despite such totally non-supported version, the 

witness was not sought to be declared hostile. 

442. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that the present witness also has been a resident of 

Gulbarg Society since long and he has not identified 

any  of  the  persons  who  were  alleged  to  be  the 

perpetrators of the crime that he witnessed. It is 

pointed out that this strengthens the theory of the 

defence that none of the present accused who were 

very well known to the residents of Gulbarg Society, 

were in any manner involved in the perpetration of 

the offence. It is pointed out that it was utter 
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strangers  if  at  all  there  were  any,  who  had 

perpetrated the offence an it is claimed by Shri 

Bhardwaj that therefore, all the accused have been 

falsely implicated as  an  afterthought  at  a  later 

stage.  My  attention  is  drawn  particularly  to 

paragraph No.12 on page No.9 of the testimony of 

this  witness,  wherein  he  has  deposed  that  “મે આ 

બનાવમાં કોઈને ઓળખેલા નિહ.”  It  is  submitted by Shri 

Bhardwaj that this also goes a long way to establish 

the doubts with regard to the involvement and guilt 

of any of the accused herein. 

443. It  is  pointed  out  that  directly 

connected to the incident of stone throwing from the 

terrace  of  Shri  Dayaram  Jinger's  bunglow,  and 

interconnected  with  the  private  firing  allegedly 

done  therefrom,  is  an  incident  where  one  Irfan 

Gulzarali was fatally injured by a brick allegedly 

thrown by one of the accused and in respect of which 

incident, a large number of witnesses have testified 

and have only succeeded according to Shri Bhardwaj, 

in exposing the hollowness of such allegation. It is 

pointed out that no less than six to seven witnesses 

have been examined with regard to the incident in 

question and all six or seven witnesses so examined 

have  come  out  with  an  entirely different  version 

with regard to the injury sustained by said Irfan. 

It is pointed out that most of the witnesses have 

pointed a finger towards accused No.14 i.e. Jayesh @ 

Gabbar,  but  it  is  pointed  out  that  most  of  the 
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witnesses have not been able to positively identify 

accused No.14 as the perpetrator though they have 

very specifically named him in the deposition. It is 

submitted  that  in  the  circumstances,  and  more 

particularly  in  light  of  the  contradictions  that 

would  be  pointed  out  to  the  Court,  none  of  the 

witnesses can be believed to have given a correct 

and truthful version of the alleged incident. It is 

submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that the star witness PW-

106 Imtiyazkhan has in the course of the lengthy 

testimony  given,  narrated  in  details  about  this 

incident also wherein not only he claims to be an 

eye-witness but he also claims to have played an 

important role in shifting the injured Irfan to the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. My attention is drawn 

to the portion of his testimony where this witness 

PW-106 has positively stated that he was accompanied 

by PW-128 Rafiq Abubakkar, PW-264 Firoz Bandeali and 

Shakil Kasam Mansuri and Irfan Gulzar – both of whom 

are stated to have died in the incident that took 

place on the fateful day. The witness Imtiyazkhan 

i.e. PW-106 has testified that the stone throwing 

from the terrace of Shri Dayaram Jinger's house took 

place at about 1:30 p.m. whereas  this witness in 

his  cross  examination  has  conceded  that  he  was 

standing together with the above named four persons 

near the Mosque when the said Irfan was injured by a 

brick thrown by accused No.14. It is pointed out 

that amazingly PW-106 has not mentioned the name of 

Rajesh Jinger as being present on the terrace or 

having  played  any  role  in  the  incident  narrated 
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herein. It is pointed out that PW-106 claims that he 

together  with  the  remaining  persons  who  had 

accompanied him, lifted the injured Irfan and took 

him to the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri where PW-

106 claims to have given him some preliminary first 

aid.  It  is  pointed  out  that  this  version  is 

contradicted  by  the  witness  himself  inasmuch  as, 

that the witness PW-106 conceded that he has not 

narrated this incident in the affidavit accompanying 

an  application  filed  before  the  Commissioner  of 

Police, Ahmedabad City. It is pointed out that this 

aspect  is  clearly  controverted  by  the  other 

witnesses. My attention is drawn to the testimony of 

PW-129 Firozmohammad Gulzarmohammad who happens to 

be the brother of deceased Irfan and my attention is 

drawn to the testimony of such witness wherein on 

page No.10 of his testimony, he has deposed that 

“તયારે મને સોસાયટીના એક-બ ેછોકરાઓએ આવીને કહેલ કે, તારા ભાઈ 

મહંમદ ઈરફાનને છાતીના ભાગે પથથર વાગેલ છે. બંગલા ન.ં૧ પરથી થતો 

પથથરમારો થતા તારા ભાઈને છાતીમાં વાગેલ છે અને બંગલા નબંર ૨ પાસે 

તારો ભાઈ પડી ગયેલ છે. આ સાંભળીને હંુ અને મારી માતા બને બંગલા 

નંબર બ ે પાસે જવા દોડેલ.  અમે જતા હતા તયારે સોસા.ના તણ ચાર 

છોકરાઓ મારા ભાઈને ઉચકીને જફરી સાહેબના ઘર પાસે લાવેવા.તમેના 

ઘરનો નંબર ઓગણીસ છે. તયાં મે જણેલ કે, બગંલા નંબર એક પરથી 

પથથરમારો થયેલ તેમાં તનેે છાતીના ભાગે પથથર વાગેલ છે અને તે બેભાન 

થઈ  ગયેલ છે. પછી મે તનેા મોઢા પર પાણી છાંટેલ પરંતુ તનેે ભાન 

આવેલ નિહ.  પછી મે,  મારી મમમી અને સોસા.  ના છોકરાઓએ તનેે 
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ઉચકીને જફરી સાહેબના ઘરમાં મુકી દીધેલ.” It is submitted by 

Shri  Bhardwaj  that  such  testimony  clearly 

establishes that the present witness together with 

his mother and three to four other boys who remained 

unidentified inasmuch as, no mention is made with 

regard to the presence of PW-106, who brought the 

injured Irfan to the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri 

and  the  present witness claims to have sprinkled 

some water on the face of injured Irfan in an effort 

to revive him. 

444. My attention is further drawn to the 

testimony of PW-242 Salim Abdulbhai Mansuri, more 

particularly on page No.5 in paragraph No.9 wherein 

such witness has stated that “ત ેપછી થોડી વારે સોસાયટીના 

મકાન નંબર એકના ધાબા પર પચચીસ તીસ માણસો હતા તે લોકો પથથર 

ફેકતા હતા ત ે પકૈી એક ગબબર નામના છોકરાએ ઈટ ફેકેલી જે ઈરફાન 

ગુલઝાર મહંમદ નામના છોકરાને વાગેલ. તનેે ઈટ વાગતા ત ેબહેોશ થઈને 

ઢળી પડેલ જથેી હંુ અને જકેી ઉ.રફીક તનેે ઉપાડીને જફરી સાહેબના ઘર 

તરફ લઈ ગયેલા. અને તનેે જફરી સાહેબના ઘરે મુકીને પાછા આવેલા.” 

It  is  submitted  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  in  the 

circumstances,  this  witness  also  claims  to  have 

witnessed  the  incident  where  the  said  Irfan  was 

injured  by  a  brick  thrown  by  accused  No.14,  but 

however, this witness also is silent with regard to 

the  presence  and  role  of  accused  No.65  Rajesh 

Jinger. It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that this 

witness  claims  to have lifted  the  injured  Irfan, 
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being helped by one Jacky @ Rafiq and claims that 

the two of them shifted the injured to the residence 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is further pointed out that 

this witness is completely silent about the presence 

of  Firoz  Gulzar, mother  of  Irfan  as  also  silent 

about the presence of PW-106. It is pointed out that 

the witness has not been able to identify accused 

No.14 inasmuch  as,  despite  an  observation  by  the 

Court that all accused are present, the witness has 

claimed  that  accused  No.14  was  not  seen  in  the 

Court. 

445. It is submitted that the testimony of 

PW-128 Mohammad Rafiq at Exh.633 further contradicts 

the  above  versions.  My  attention  is  drawn  to 

paragraph No.9 on pages No.7 and 8 of his deposition 

wherein it is deposed that “આશરે દોઢેક વાગે ટોળુ આગળની 

સાઈડે રાજશે જીગરના ધાબા પર થી પથથરમારો કરતુ હતુ તે મકાન નં. ૧ 

પરથી પથથરમારો કરતુ હતુ તમેાં અમે ગબબર અને રાજશે દયારામ જીગર 

અને બીજ લોકો હતા.  તઓે ટોળાને અદંર ઘંુસવા માટે ઉશકેરણી કરતા 

હતા. હંુ ગબબર અને રાજશે દયારામને ઓળખંુ છંુ. તે સમયે ગબબરે એક 

છૂટી ઈટ ફેકતા ત ે ઈરફાન ગુલઝારભાઈને વાગેલ તેથી ઈરફાન તયાં પડી 

ગયેલ.  તનેે હંુ અને સોસા.ના બીજ લોકો જફરી સાહેબના ઘરમાં લઈ 

ગયેલા. તયાં તનેે પાથિમક સારવાર આપેલી.” It is pointed out 

by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  such  deposition  clearly 

indicates that it was the present witness and other 

persons of Gulbarg Society who remain unnamed by the 

witness, who shifted the injured Irfan to Shri Ehsan 
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Jafri's  residence  after  the  said  Irfan  sustained 

injury. It  is  pointed  out  that  this  witness,  as 

above,  has  discarded  the  presence  of  the  other 

witnesses who claim to have been present and who 

claim to have played a role in shifting the injured 

Irfan to the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is 

conceded  that  the  present  witness  has  identified 

both accused Nos.14 and 65. It is submitted that the 

witness has conceded that in all statements recorded 

upto 11/06/2002, the names of the accused were not 

provided nor was any particular about the incident 

provided. 

446. It is pointed out that there has been 

a deliberate attempt to falsely rope in the accused 

and one more example is with regard to the alleged 

involvement of accused No.65 Rajesh Jinger into the 

present  offence.  My  attention  is  drawn  to  the 

testimony  of  PW-107  Mrs.Rupaben  Modi  at  Exh.548 

wherein  she  has  very  categorically  deposed  with 

regard to the incident of stone throwing, wherein on 

page No.11 in paragraph No.15, she has deposed that 

“તે પછી અમને ઘરમાં રહેવાનું જખમ લાગતા અમે સીડી વાટે જતા હતા 

તયારે જળી પાસે ઉભેલા ટોળાના માણસો લાકડીઓમાં બાંધેલ સળગતા 

કાકડાના ગોદા મારતા હતા. સીડી સાંકડી હોવાથી એ લોકોથી બચીને અમે 

વારા ફરતી ઉપરના માળે જતા હતા.  ત ે સમયે બહારથી એક સળગતો 

કાકડો મારા મો પર આવીને વાગેલ.  જનેાથી માર મો દાઝી ગયેલ.  હંુ 

ઉપર જતી હતી તે સમયે સોસા.ની બહારની સાઈડે આવેલ દકુાનોના ધાબા 
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પરથી જે જફરી સાહેબના ઘરના કોટને અડીને આવેલ છે તયાં બહુ મોટુ 

ટોળુ હતુ. તે લોકો પથથર, એસીડની બોટલો અને સળગતા કાકડા ફેકતા 

હતા.  તે સમયે એ બાજુ નજર કરતા મને માથાના ભાગે એક પથથર 

વાગેલ.  જે પથથર રાજશે મોચીએ મારેલ.  હંુ રાજશે મોચીને સારી રીતે 

ઓળખંુ છંુ.” 

447. It is submitted that such deposition 

would  clearly  establish  that  she  had  identified 

wrongly  and  in  contradiction  to  the  previous 

testimony of other eye-witnesses with regard to the 

location of the place of stone throwing. According 

to this witness, such stone throwing took place from 

the  terrace  of  a  shop  near  the  compound  wall 

opposite to Shri Ehsan  Jafri's  residence  and the 

witness has further deposed that she got injured by 

a stone pelted from such place by one Rajesh Mochi 

whom she claims to know “very well”. It is pointed 

out that consequent to the arraignment of accused 

No.65  as  an  accused  herein,  this  witness 

conveniently converted the said Rajesh Mochi into 

Rajesh Jinger which is reflected on page No.59 in 

paragraph No.72 of her testimony where she claims to 

have been injured by a stone pelted by Rajesh Jinger 

whom  she  further  claims  to  be  in  a  position  to 

identify. It is pointed out that the witness was 

thereafter directed by the  Court  to identify the 

accused from amongst those present in the Court and 

it is specifically observed by the Court that the 

person  whom  she  identified  as  Rajesh  Jinger, was 
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established by due verification by the Court to be 

one Bharatsinh Laxmansinh Gor – accused No.55. It is 

submitted that this clearly establishes the blatant 

and audacious attempt on the part of the witnesses 

to falsely rope in persons as accused according to 

their convenience. 

448. It is submitted that the witness has 

further  conceded  on  page  No.78  of  her  cross 

examination  in  paragraph  No.103  that  she  had 

inadvertently omitted to mention the name of accused 

No.65 as the person who had caused her the injury by 

stone pelting and that such version was not included 

in the affidavit of the said witness filed before 

the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India. It is submitted 

that  though  the  witness  claims  to have  sufferred 

some burn injuries and a head injury on account of 

stone  pelting,  she  is  not  supported  by  medical 

evidence in the form of medical certificate on the 

record of the proceedings which would support the 

witness having sustained such injuries. 

449. My attention is drawn by Shri Bhardwaj 

to  the  testimony  of  PW-289  Nadim  Tassadukhussain 

Surohi  at  Exh.995.  It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that this witness has supplied yet another 

version of the sequence of events relating to the 

alleged stone throwing incident and injury caused to 

Irfan and the role of his alleged rescuers who are 

attributed to have shifted the injured Irfan to the 

residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri.  My  attention  is 
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firstly drawn to paragraph No.10 of the testimony of 

PW-289  on  page  No.6  wherein  he  has  stated  that 

“બપોરના ૧-૩૦ વાગયાના સુમારે સોસા.ના મકાન નબંર એક પર કેટલાક 

માણસો ચઢી ગયેલા.  અને તયાંથી પથથરમારો શર કરેલ.  પછી તયાંથી 

તેમણે જયુ તો અંદર વધારે માણસો નથી. જથેી બહાર વાળાને ઘુસી જવા 

માટે બુમો પાડતા હતા. ત ેપછી ટોળાએ મોટા દરવાજથી અંદર પવેશવાની 

કોિશષ કરેલ.  તયારે એક નબંરના મકાન પર જે માણસો ચઢેલા તમેાંથી 

કોઈએ કશંુક માયુર તો મારી સાથે જે છોકરો હતો જનેું નામ ઈરફાન 

ગુલઝારભાઈ છે તનેી છાતીમાં ત ેવાગેલ અને તે નીચે પડી ગયેલ. ત ેપછી 

તનેે શકીલ મનસુરી, રફીક મનસુરી, ઈમતીયાઝખાન તે તણે તનેે ઉપાડીને 

જફરી સાહેબના મકાન તરફ ગયેલા.  તે પછી હંુ પણ તયાંથી આગળ 

ગયેલ. મને પણ કપાળ પર સામેથી આવેલ પથથરનો એક ઘા થયેલ. જથેી 

હંુ પણ જફરી સાહેબના મકાન તરફ દોડેલ.”  

450. Submitting  on  this  portion  of  the 

testimony, Shri Bhardwaj has pointed out that this 

witness has talked about the mob having climbed on 

the terrace of Bunglow No.1 but has made absolutely 

no mention with regard to the persons i.e. either 

Rajesh Jinger or Gabbar but has attributed an entire 

mob to have climbed up the terrace of the Bunglow 

No.1. It is pointed out further  by Shri Bhardwaj 

that according to this witness who also claims to be 

an  eye-witness,  the  witness  has  specifically 

testified  that  somebody  from  Bunglow  No.1  threw 

something which caused  injuries  to Irfan,  and no 
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person has been identified as the perpetrator nor is 

the element thrown at Irfan identified and a vague 

reference is made with regard to “somebody” throwing 

something  which  caused  injury  to  Irfan.  It  is 

pointed  out  that  this  eye-witness  has  shown  his 

ignorance  with  regard to the  perpetrators of  the 

incident. It is pointed out that the present witness 

Nadim  Surohi  attributes  that  one  Shakil  Mansuri, 

Rafiq  Mansuri  and  PW-106  Imtiyazkhan  took  the 

injured Irfan Gulzarbhai to the residence of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri and that the present witness Nadim also 

followed them on account of being struck on the head 

by a stone and he too went into the Bunglow of Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri.  It  is  pointed  out  that  the  present 

witness Nadim is the son of Tassadukhussain Surohi 

and Tassadukhussain Surohi as stated herein before, 

has  already  claimed  that  he  was  instrumental  in 

escorting  the  injured  Irfan  to  safety.  It  is, 

therefore, according to Shri Bhardwaj, very strange 

that a son does not recognize his father who was 

claimed to be instrumental in taking injured Irfan 

to safety. It is pointed out that strangely none of 

the other witnesses recount or have testified having 

seen Nadim at the place of the incident nor has 

anybody  testified  with  regard  to  any  injury 

sustained by Nadim in such stone throwing. Even his 

own father Tassadukhussain Surohi, according to Shri 

Bhardwaj,  has  not  testified  with  regard  to  the 

presence  of  Nadim  nor  with  regard  to any  injury 

sustained by Nadim in such stone throwing. 
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451. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that on page No.5 in paragraph No.8 of the testimony 

of  this  witness  PW-289,  the  witness  has  clearly 

identified  accused  No.14  Gabbar  as  being  present 

amongst  the  mob  which  had  gathered  outside  the 

Gulbarg Society. It is, therefore, according to Shri 

Bhardwaj, required to be inferred that the present 

witness  knew  and  was  in  a  position  to  identify 

accused No.14 Gabbar, but however, this witness, at 

the  cost  of  repetition,  has  not  placed  either 

accused No.65 Rajesh Jinger or accused No.14 Gabbar 

on the terrace of Bunglow No.1 nor has he attributed 

either of them to have pelted stones which caused 

injuries to Irfan. It is pointed out that in such 

circumstances, it is required to be noted that the 

witness has denied the fact that in his statement 

recorded  before  the  SIT  on  31/05/2008,  the  names 

provided in his examination-in-chief in the Court, 

were  never  provided  to the  officer  recording  his 

statement,  a  fact  which  is  confirmed  from  the 

testimony of IO of the SIT Shri J.M.Suthar. It is 

pointed out that in the circumstances, post 2008, 

this witness like all other witnesses, was tutored 

to point fingers at particular persons whose names 

he had never provided at earlier stage even before 

the SIT. It is submitted that in such circumstances 

and more so when this witness is contradicted and 

the presence of this witness is not acknowledged 

even by his own father, he cannot be treated as a 

reliable witness and his testimony also should be 

discarded. 
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452. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of PW-234 Anisfatimaben at Exh.813, who happens to 

be the wife of PW-213 Tassadukhussain Surohi and the 

mother of PW-289 Nadim Surohi, it is pointed out 

that this witness PW-234 has clearly testified on 

page No.3 in paragraph No.6 in her testimony that 

“આ બધા રમો માણસોથી ભરાઈ ગયેલા હતા. ત ેસમયે મારા પિત કયાં 

ગયેલા તે ખબર નથી.  તઓે અમારી સાથે ન હતા.  ત ે પછી મે મારા 

પિતને છેલે અમે ઉપરથી નીચે ઉતયાર તયારે જયેલા.” It is pointed 

out that this means that the witness PW-234 had not 

seen her husband or son during the period beginning 

from 11:00 a.m. till after 4:30 p.m. when the Police 

arrived and all those taking shelter on the terrace 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence, came down. It is 

pointed out that this is in direct contradiction to 

the testimony of PW-213 Tassadukhussain Surohi who 

has  clearly testified  on  page  No.27 in  paragraph 

No.44 of his testimony that “મે જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં પથમ 

માળેથી જે કાંઈ બનાવ બનેલા જયા ત ે મે તમેના સોસા. તરફ આવેલા 

રમમાંથી જયેલ.  મે પથમ માળે આવેલ ગેલેરીની ગીલમાંથી સોસા.ના 

આગળના ભાગના બનાવ જયેલા.  આ સમયે બપોરના તણેક વાગયાનો 

હશે.  આ સમયે મારો િદકરો નદીમ તેમજ મારા પિતન પણ મારી સાથે 

હતા.”  It is submitted that it can be, therefore, 

seen  that  PW-213  specifically  and  categorically 

states that his wife and son were with him when he 

witnessed the incident from the first floor of the 
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residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. 

453. It is reiterated by Shri Bhardwaj that 

all these witnesses have neither been offered for 

re-examination  to  clarify  any  ambiguity  nor  they 

have  been  in  any  manner  declared  hostile  by  the 

Prosecution  and  therefore,  it  is  required  to  be 

inferred  that  the  Prosecution  has  accepted  the 

versions of each witness as genuine and correct. 

454. It  is  submitted  that  on  the  other 

hand, PW-289 Nadim claims in paragraph No.13 of his 

testimony that he went up to the upper portion of 

the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri where he claims to 

have seen others but strangely does not recount or 

recollect  having  seen  his  own  father  or  mother 

present at such place. It is submitted that this is 

extremely  strange  inasmuch  as,  the  first  floor 

portion of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence was not so 

large that he could not have seen either of them 

amongst  the  other  persons  present  there.  It  is 

submitted that this also goes a long way to show 

that all the witnesses have deposed in a manner that 

is  counter-productive  to  the  testimony  of  the 

previous witnesses. 

455. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that an entirely contradictory and different version 

is  provided  by  the  husband-wife  duo  of  Sairaben 

Sandhi  i.e.  PW-177  at  Exh.711  vis-a-vis  the 

testimony of her husband Salim Sandhi i.e. PW-191 at 
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Exh.734,  with  regard  to  the  incident  of  stone 

throwing from Bunglow No.1 and the alleged injuries 

sustained by them in such stone throwing. 

456. My attention is particularly drawn to 

the testimony of PW-177 Sairaben Sandhi where she 

has narrated on page No.8 in paragraph No.10 that 

“સોસા.ના મકાન નંબર એક દયારામ જીગરનું આવેલ છે.  તયાં ટોળાના 

માણસો ધાબા પર ચડી ગયેલા.  તયાં ધાબા પરથી ટોળાએ સોસા.માં 

પથથરમારો શર કરેલ. મે ત ેટોળામાં રાજશે જીગર, ગબબર અને અંબેશને 

ઓળખેલા.  આ લોકો ટોળાને સોસા.માં ઘંુસી જવા માટે ઉશકેરણી કરતા 

હતા.  હંુ આ તણ જણને ઓળખી શકુ.  રાજશે જીગર પોલીસની નોકરી 

કરતો હતો. કોટરમાં હાજર આરોપીઓ પકૈી આરોપી ગબબરને ઓળખી બતાવું 

છંુ આરોપીને તનેું નામ પછુતા ગબબર હોવાનું જણાવે છે.  કોટરમાં હાજર 

આરોપીઓ પકૈી આરોપી અંબેશને હંુ ઓળખી બતાવુ છંુ.  આરોપીને તનેું 

નામ પુછતા અંબેશ હોવાનું જણાવે છે.” It is pointed out that 

she has further testified on page No.8 in paragraph 

No.11  that  “મકાન નબંર એક પરથી થતા પથથરમારાથી અમારી 

સોસા.ના ગુલઝારભાઈના િદકરા ઈરફાનને છાતીમાં પથથર વાગેલ જથેી તયાંજ 

ઢળી પડેલ તનેે અમાર સોસા.ના બીજ છોકરાઓ ઉચકીને જફરી સાહેબના 

મકાન પાસે લઈ ગયેલ. ત ેવખતે મારા જમણાં પગના ઘંુટણ પર મને પણ 

પથથરની ઈજ થયેલ. મારા પિતને હાથના તથા પગના ભાગે પથથર વાગતા 

પગમાં ફેકચર થયેલ. મારા િદકરા મહંમદહુસેનને ખભા પર એક ઈટ વાગેલ. 

મારા િદયર જહાંગીરભાઈને માથામાં એક પથથર વાગતા ત ે બહેોશ થઈને 
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નીચે ઢળી પડેલા.  જહાંગીરભાઈને હંુ તથા તમેના પિતન મારા દેરાણીએ 

ભેગા થઈ ઉચકીને ફલેટ તરફ જવા લાગેલા. પરંતુ ટોળુ અિહં આવી જશે 

તેવી બીક લાગતા અમે જફરી સાહેબના ઘર પાસે લઈ ગયેલા. તયાં લઈ 

જઈ તેમના મો પર પાણી છાંટતા તઓે હોશમાં આવી ગયેલા.” It is 

submitted  that  in  such  circumstances,  it  can  be 

categorically pointed out that this witness claims 

to have been injured together with her husband and 

one Jehangirbhai in the incident of stone throwing 

that commenced after 1:30 p.m. It is submitted that 

however,  the  witness  has  not  identified  any 

perpetrator as specifically having caused injury to 

Irfan Gulzarbhai. It is pointed out further by Shri 

Bhardwaj that this witness has also not identified 

any of the persons who escorted such injured Irfan 

to safety and to the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, 

as is claimed. It is submitted that the entirely 

contradictory and self-defeating version is supplied 

by her husband Salim Sandhi who is PW-191 in his 

testimony  at  Exh.734,  in  paragraph  No.9  on  page 

No.5, wherein he has testified that “આ દરિમયાન રેલવે 

લાઈન તરફથી પણ રેલવેના પથથરોથી પથથરમારો થતો હતો. તેથી હંુ અને 

મારો િદકરો મહંમદહુસેન ઈનજડર થયેલા. જમેાં મને હાથે અને પગે વાગેલ 

હતુ. અને મારા િદકરા મહંમદને માથા પર અને ખભા પર વાગેલ અને લોહી 

નીકળેલ. આ સમયે અગીયાર વાગયા હશે.” It is submitted that 

this  version  clearly destroys  the  version  of  his 

wife  Sairaben  who  claims  that  her  husband  was 

injured in the stone throwing that took place after 
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11:30 a.m. and from the Bunglow No.1 whereas this 

witness himself attributes his injury to having been 

sustained  on  account  of  the  stone  pelting  that 

allegedly took place at 11:00 a.m. from the rear 

portions of the Society where the railway lines were 

located and the railway ore is claimed to be the 

weapon  thrown  which  caused  the  injuries.  It  is 

pointed out that even the injuries to the said Irfan 

according  to  this  witness,   took  place  in  such 

manner at such time since he has further narrated 

that  a  separate  incident  of  stone  throwing  took 

place at about 1:30 p.m. from the terrace of Bunglow 

No.1 of Dayaram Jinger. My attention is drawn to 

such  portion  of  the  testimony  of  the  witness  in 

paragraph No.10 on page No.6, wherein he has deposed 

that “તે પછી અમારી અમારી સોસા.માં ઈરફાન ગુલઝારભાઈને એક 

પથથર છાતીએ વાગતા તે પડી ગયેલ તેથી સોસા.ના છોકરાઓ ઉચકીને 

તનેે જફરી સાહેબના ઘરે લઈ ગયેલ. આ સમય દરિમયાન મારા િદકરાને 

પથથર વાગવાથી લોહી નીકળવાથી ત ેમસજદમાં આડો પડેલ. પછી મે તનેે 

તયાં જઈને પાણી પીવડાવેલ. ત ેપછી મકાન નંબર એક પરથી પથથરમારો 

થતો હતો.  ત ે સમય બપોરના એક તીસ વાગેલા.  જમેાં રાજશે દયારામ 

જીગર હતો. આ ટોળુ પથથરમારો કરતુ હતુ અને ટોળાને સોસા.માં ઘંુસી 

જવા ઉશકેરણી કરતુ હતુ.” It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj 

that this witness has not identified anybody other 

than accused No.65 Rajesh Jinger as being present on 

the terrace of Bunglow No.1 during such incident. It 

is  pointed  out  that  this  witness  also  has  not 

identified or specifically pointed a finger to any 
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accused much less accused No.14 Gabbar as being the 

person who inflicted the injury upon Irfan. It is 

submitted that it is yet again required to be noted 

that neither of these witnesses, was declared to be 

hostile nor was any re-examination carried out of 

such witnesses. My attention is also drawn to the 

testimony  of  PW-191  Salim  Sandhi  on  page  No.10, 

paragraph No.15, wherein he has deposed that “મને 

વાગેલ ત ેરાહત કેમપમાં ચાલતા દવાખાનામાં તનેી સારવાર કરાવેલ તયાં મને 

મારા પિતન મળેલ.”  It  is  submitted  that  in  the 

circumstances, the hollowness of the testimony of 

the wife of this witness is clearly exposed inasmuch 

as, his wife claims that her husband was injured in 

the  same  incident  where  she  was  injured  as  also 

where her son was injured as also where the deceased 

Jehangirbhai was injured, but the present witness 

PW-191 has thus testified that he got news about the 

demise of his family member Jehangirbhai and others 

for  the  first  time  in  the  relief  camp  while 

undergoing treatment where he met his wife. 

457. It  is  pointed  out  that  PW-191 Salim 

Sandhi has not narrated any aspect with regard to 

the  alleged  incident  of  the  murder  and  rape  of 

Firdausbanu and the murder of Shahejadali or the 

murder and rape of any other woman as is testified 

to  by  his  wife  Sairaben  i.e.  PW-177, and  it  is 

submitted that it is unnatural that a husband and 

wife would not exchange such information if at all 

they were eye-witnesses to any such incident. It is 
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submitted  that  in  such  circumstances,  the  only 

inference that a prudent man can draw is that they 

are both got-up witnesses and not have been eye-

witnesses to any incident, much less the incident 

claimed to have been seen during the course of their 

testimony. It is submitted that such a strange and 

unnatural  conduct  is  applicable  to  all  sets  of 

husband and wife, mother and son, father and son in 

the  form  of  so-called  eye-witnesses  where  the 

incidents not seen by others has never been narrated 

to  them  by  their  family  members  who  are  eye-

witnesses to such other incidents. It is submitted 

that such conduct is unnatural and clearly supports 

the defence theory that each witness was handpicked 

and  selected  to  testify  only  about  a  particular 

incident and nothing beyond that. It is submitted 

that in such circumstances, the entire testimony of 

these witnesses is required to be discarded. 

458. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that there was no pressure or fear at least post 

2008 till the time such witnesses came to depose in 

the Court and in such circumstances, it is all the 

more unnatural that these witnesses would not in any 

manner narrate any incident to their near and dear 

ones. 

459. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of PW-191 in paragraph No.59 on page No.45, wherein 

the witness has admitted  inter alia  to the effect 

that in his statement recorded before the Police on 
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06/03/2002, he has not stated about the incident 

regarding  the  injury  to Irfan  which  was  narrated 

only subsequently and therefore, it is required to 

be inferred that the entire incident as narrated by 

the  witness  was  a  tutored  version  and  cannot  be 

believed. 

460. My  attention  is  drawn  to  the 

observations of the Court made on page No.31 of the 

testimony of PW-191 wherein, the Court has observed 

inter  alia  to  the  effect  that  the  witness  has 

started  denying  with  regard  to  his  statement  on 

13/03/2002 even before any question was asked with 

regard  thereto.  It  is  submitted  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that  this  clearly  indicates  that  the  witness  is 

tutored  beforehand  to  simplicitor  deny  any 

particular  statement  which  could  damage  their 

subsequent  versions.  It  is  submitted  that 

incidentally PW-191 disclaims any knowledge of any 

injury to his wife whereas his wife PW-177 Sairaben 

Sandhi claims that she was injured at about the same 

time  as  her  husband  and  son  as  also  deceased 

Jehangirbhai were injured. 

461. My attention is further drawn to the 

testimony  of  PW-191  in  paragraph  No.61  on  page 

No.48,  wherein  the  witness  has  clearly  conceded 

inter alia  to the effect that he in his affidavit 

which  accompanied  his  application  to  the 

Commissioner  of  Police,  has  not  referred  to  any 

injuries being sustained by him or his son in the 
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alleged  incident  of  stone  throwing  involving  the 

accused No.65 Rajesh Jinger. It is submitted that it 

is, therefore, evident that in light of such major 

contradictions emerging from the testimonies of PWs 

191 and 177 despite they being husband and wife, it 

is clear that neither of them was in any manner 

present at the time of the incident nor had they 

been  eye-witnesses  to the  incident  as  is  falsely 

claimed.  It  is  pointed  out  that  the  witness  has 

further  conceded in paragraph No.64 of his cross 

examination that he did not narrate the incident of 

the injury to Irfan in his affidavit accompanying 

the  application  to  the  Commissioner  of  Police, 

Ahmedabad,  nor  is  the  presence  of  accused  No.65 

Rajesh Jinger narrated in such affidavit. 

462. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that though not strictly speaking, related to the 

incident of stone throwing involving accused No.14 

and  65,  the  evidence  of  PW-191  Salim  Sandhi  at 

Exh.734 is also required to be examined from the 

point  of  view  of  inconsistencies  and  unrealistic 

sequence  of  events  as  projected  by  the  witness 

himself  which  are  subsequently  completely exposed 

and  contradicted  in  the  course  of  his  cross 

examination and an analysis of such evidence would 

leave no other room for any doubt that the witness 

has not seen any incident and has only been propped 

up as a tutored witness. It is pointed out that the 

witness  claims  to  have  been  injured  in  a  stone 

throwing  incident  that took place at about 11:00 
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a.m.  and  his  son  is  also  claimed  to  have  been 

injured in the same incident where he was escorted 

to a Mosque for treatment and after which, according 

to this witness, the son was brought over to the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is pointed out 

that it is claimed by his wife Sairaben i.e. PW-177 

that  she  was  within  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri right after being injured in an incident of 

stone throwing at 1:30 p.m. where even her husband 

was  an  injured  party  and  her  brother-in-law 

Jehangirbhai and sister-in-law Zarinaben, all were 

in  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  and  that 

Jehangirbhai had sustained serious injuries on his 

face in the stone throwing but was reviving at the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is submitted that 

this is completely contradicted by her husband Salim 

Sandhi  i.e.  PW-191  who  claims  to  have  seen  his 

sister-in-law Zarina at about 2:30 p.m. near a water 

tank in the Society and further claims to have seen 

his  wife  Sairaben  at  about  3:00  p.m.  near  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is submitted that 

the witness further claims to have seen his sister-

in-law Zarina and brother Jehangirbhai near their 

burning autorickshaw at about 2:30 p.m. whereas on 

the other hand, the witness, as stated above, has 

admitted in his cross examination that he came to 

know of the death of Zarina and Jehangirbhai for the 

first time only when his wife conveyed such news to 

him at the relief camp. It is submitted that this 

exposes the hollowness of the claims of PWs 191 and 

177 to be eye-witnesses. It is further pointed out 
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that PW-191 Salim Sandhi on page No.34 in paragraph 

No.42 of his testimony, has clearly testified that 

he walked into the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri at 

3:25 p.m. precisely. It is pointed out that if all 

the other witnesses including the star witnesses are 

to be believed, this was the time when the incidents 

of  violence  were  at  their  peak  when  the  entire 

residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  was  completely 

surrounded  from  all  sides  according  to  the  eye-

witnesses, by the mob and the accused who were part 

of  the  mob,  are  particularly  attributed  to  have 

committed rape and multiple murders during the said 

peak period of violence. It is submitted that it is 

unnatural and unrealistic that this witness PW-191 

would have been permitted to walk into the residence 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri from outside without anybody 

accosting him or without his sustaining any injury 

whatsoever during such walk into the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is pointed out that according 

to some of the so-called eye-witnesses, the entire 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and more particularly 

the  first  floor  was  gutted  and  set  on  fire  and 

therefore,  this  makes  it  very  difficult  to 

comprehend as to how the witness walked into the 

residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  at  03:25  p.m.  as 

claimed.  It  is  pointed  out  that  in  the 

circumstances,  it  is  clear  that  the  witness  was 

nowhere near the place of the incident, had no idea 

of  the  correct  state  of  affairs  and  has  only 

testified in a manner only to lend credibility to 

the case of the Prosecution. It is submitted that in 
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the circumstances, the testimony of this witness be 

discarded completely. 

463. My  attention  is  now  drawn  to 

paragraphs Nos.26 and 27 of the examination-in-chief 

of PW-177 Sairaben Sandhi, wherein according to Shri 

Bhardwaj, the witness has conceded that the names of 

accused No.14 and accused No.32 are introduced or 

given to the SIT for the first time. It is submitted 

that this is a convenient way of introducing more 

accused  post  2008.  It  is  pointed  out  that  the 

witness has further conceded on page No.68 of her 

cross examination that even in her affidavit before 

the  Shah  Commission  as  also  the  affidavit  dated 

14/11/2002, the names of accused Nos.14 and 32 were 

not  given.  It  is  pointed  out  further  that  in 

paragraph No.70 of her cross examination, the PW-177 

has conceded that she did not mention the names of 

accused  Nos.14 and  32  in  her  affidavit  filed  in 

November, 2002. My attention is drawn to paragraph 

No.91 of the cross examination, where the witness 

has  accepted  that  in  her  affidavit  before  the 

Commissioner of Police, the witness admits that the 

mob had broken open the walls of the Society and 

entered into the Society by about 1:30 p.m. It is 

submitted that this time is inconsistent with her 

deposition in the Court, and further she has the 

termity according to Shri Bhardwaj, to state that 

her affidavit on oath was not correct. It is pointed 

out that in any case, no medical certificates or 

medical  evidence  is  available  on  the  record  to 
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establish the injuries sustained by PWs 177 and 191. 

It is pointed out that in context of such lack of 

evidence,  is  her  admission  on  page  No.69  of  her 

cross examination that she had not mentioned to the 

SIT about her injuries or injuries sustained by her 

husband  including  a  fracture,  which  assumes 

significant importance inasmuch as, these injuries 

appear to be non-existent and are an afterthought. 

It  is  submitted  that  the  IO  of  the  SIT  Shri 

J.M.Suthar has clearly admitted in paragraph No.139 

of his deposition that no such injury was disclosed 

to the SIT by PW-177. 

464. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of PW-240 Aslam Kasambhai Mansuri at Exh.829 and it 

is pointed out that this witness in fact is required 

to be accepted as a truthful witness and a person 

who has resisted all attempts to wrongly implicate 

any accused and has tried to remain glued to the 

correct version of events and it is required to be 

noted, according to Shri Bhardwaj, that this witness 

even  today  contrary  to  the  other  so-called  eye-

witnesses, is still residing in Gulbarg Society and 

it is pointed out that this witness was on account 

of his not coming out with a version in the course 

of recording of his testimony before this Court, in 

a  manner  not  suitable  or  convenient  to  the 

Prosecution, was sought to be declared hostile. It 

is  submitted  that  from  the  testimony  of  this 

witness,  it clearly emerges  that the  witness has 

lost his own mother in the incident and that he was 
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required to identify the dead half burnt body of his 

mother which body had lost both legs despite which 

the witness has chosen not to falsely implicate any 

of the accused. It is submitted that the witness had 

no incentive to lie or protect any of the accused 

more particularly when he had lost his own mother in 

the incident. It is submitted that this witness has 

clearly  denied  pointing  a  finger  at  any  of  the 

accused  herein  as  being  the  perpetrators  of  any 

incident. It is pointed out that the witness admits 

to have been present all throughout till the time 

the  incident  died  down,  at  Gulbarg  Society  but 

rightly has refrained from exaggerating the events 

and has testified that he was in no position to give 

any specific details since he was on a terrace of 

the property of Gulbarg Society and he came down 

only after the Police arrived. It is submitted that 

the  brother  of  the  present  witness  Rafiq  is 

attributed  by  PW-289  Nadim  to  have  helped  him 

(Nadim) to move the injured Irfan to the residence 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri, but such Rafiq Mansuri was not 

examined by the Prosecution despite being cited as a 

witness only because of the version supplied by his 

brother  Aslam  and  it  is  urged  that  in  the 

circumstances, the testimony of Aslam i.e. PW-240 is 

required to be accepted as the correct sequence of 

events  where  all  incidents,  as  suggested,  have 

indeed taken place, large number of people have lost 

their lives, large scale damage has been caused to 

the  properties  and  vehicles  of  the  residents  of 

Gulbarg Society but there is also the inescapable 
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fact emerging from the  testimony of  this witness 

that none of the perpetrators could be identified by 

the  witness  despite  the  witness  staying  in  the 

Society  long  before  the  incident  and  being  in  a 

position to identify the perpetrators if they were 

amongst the accused. It is pointed out that this 

version  is  required  to  be  treated  as  a  more 

acceptable version more particularly in light of the 

contradictions emerging from the testimonies of the 

witnesses referred to herein before. 

465. My  attention  is  now  drawn  to  the 

testimony of PW-264 Firoz Bandeali who is examined 

at  Exh.916,  who  is  also  a  resident  of  Gulbarg 

Society, and my attention is drawn to the fact that 

he  too  like  PW-240,  has  clearly  testified  in  a 

manner that is not convenient to the Prosecution. It 

is  pointed  out  that  the  witness  claims  to  have 

witnessed all the incidents which have taken place 

but  has  not  been  able  to  identify  any  of  the 

perpetrators from amongst the accused. It is pointed 

out  that  this  witness  too  had  no  reason  to  not 

identify  the  accused  and  naturally  not  having 

supported the Prosecution version, this witness also 

was sought to be declared hostile and even in his 

cross examination, the Prosecution was not able to 

bring  out  names  of  any  of  the  accused  as  the 

perpetrators of any incident. It is submitted that 

this witness has also not mentioned any role played 

by accused Nos.14 and 65 or of an incident of stone 

throwing from Bunglow No.1 of Gulbarg Society. It is 
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submitted  that  this  witness  has,  therefore, 

supported the defence version that the perpetrators 

were amongst unidentified persons who had com from 

outside  the  locality  and  had  perpetrated  these 

offences. It is submitted that looking to the large 

scale contradictions, this version is required to be 

treated as a more logical and acceptable version. 

466. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of  PW-241  Firoz  Dilawer  Shaikh  at  Exh.831,  who 

according to Shri Bhardwaj, is the only witness who 

has  even  made  a  suggestion  with  regard  to  a 

conspiracy having taken place between the accused 

and others to perpetrate the offence pertaining to 

the Gulbarg Society. It is pointed out that this 

witness does not make any head or tail and in fact 

has  solely  been  instrumental  in  destroying  the 

conspiracy  theory  and  also  destroying  the 

Prosecution case against accused No.50 Kapil Munna 

by testifying in the manner that he has done so. It 

is  pointed  out  that  this  witness  has  not  been 

declared  hostile  and  therefore,  whatever  he  has 

deposed, is required to be accepted as truth and is 

required to be believed as palatable evidence. My 

attention  is  drawn  to  paragraph  No.3  of  the 

testimony of PW-241, where the witness has deposed 

that “તા.૨૮/૨/૦૨ ના સવારના સમયે હંુ મારા ઘરે હતો તયારે સવારના 

નવ દસ વાગે હંુ મારા ઘરેથી નીકળી બહાર આવી રીકામાં બેઠો હતો. 

રીકામાં સાથે મારો િમત હતો જનેા નામની મને ખબર નથી. હંુ બઠેો હતો 
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તે સમયે અમારી સાથે રહેતો કપીલ નામનો છોકરો અમારી પાસે આવેલ. 

તનેી સાથે તનેો એક િમત હતો તનેા નામની મને ખબર નથી. મારી સાથે 

બેસેલ િમત તનેો િમત હતો તેણે આ કપીલે આવીને જણાવેલ કે, ચાલ 

આજે મીટીગમાં જવાનું નથી ચાલ આજે મીટીગમાં જવાનું નથી.  તમે 

જણાવેલ. મીયાકો મારનેકે મીટીગમાં જના હૈ તેમ કહેલ. તેમ કહીને કપીલ 

જતો રહેલ. ત ેપછી હંુ મારી સાથે મારો િમત એક કાલુ મારવાડી હતો તનેી 

સાથે તનેા ઘરે જતો રહેલ.”  It is pointed out that that 

this  testimony  clearly  establishes  that  the  so-

called ingredients and elements of a conspiracy were 

initiated  at  about  noon  on  28/02/2002.  It  is 

submitted that this sounds ridiculous inasmuch as, 

it  is  the  Prosecution  case  supported  by  a  large 

number  of  so-called  eye-witnesses'  testimony  that 

the  incident  had  started  around  9:00  a.m.  on 

28/02/2002.  It  is  submitted  that  therefore,  the 

version  of  the  witness  that  accused  No.50  Kapil 

Munna was boasting about attending meeting where it 

was planned to kill Muslims could not have been done 

so since the same does not make any logical sense 

since the same is attributed to have taken place at 

a time subsequent to 12 noon. It is submitted that 

there is no support to the version of this witness, 

no  material  on  the  aspect  of  the  other  three 

passengers of the autorickshaw in which the witness 

claims to have been sitting and if the incident had 

already started as is the Prosecution case, there 

was no reason as to why the person who was publicly 

proclaiming to attend a meeting where it was going 
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to  conspire  to  kill  members  of  the  minority 

community would not have touched or threatened the 

present witness. It is submitted that this witness 

has clearly taken away any role played by accused 

No.50 since according to this witness, accused No.50 

was  sitting  firstly  in  the  autorickshaw  and 

thereafter he had gone away therefrom. It is pointed 

out  that  in  such  circumstances,  the  presence  of 

accused No.50 as being a part of the mob since the 

very beginning, therefore, is contradicted grossly 

by the testimony of this witness. It is submitted 

that in such circumstances, this witness makes a 

laughing stock of the conspiracy theory and it is 

pointed out that in the circumstances, the defence 

version that it was  a spontaneous action which led 

to  the  perpetration  of  the  incident  at  Gulbarg 

Society and that too according to Shri Bhardwaj, was 

instigated only by the firing from a private weapon 

by the deceased Shri Ehsan Jafri that spurred the 

mob into taking such actions which resulted in loss 

of life and destruction of property to the extent 

that  took  place  in  the  incident  herein.  It  is 

pointed  out  that  the  defence  does  not  deny  the 

taking place of such incidents, the events which led 

to such large scale deaths, but it is pointed out 

that the role of the accused in the incidents is 

what is being denied. It is submitted that from the 

contradictions  emerging  from  this  entire  set  of 

evidence, the entire Prosecution case is now full of 

grave and serious doubts and it is urged that in the 

circumstances,  benefits  must  go  in  favour  of  the 
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defence. 

467. My  attention  is  drawn  to  paragraph 

No.4 of the testimony of this witness wherein even 

he concedes that his friend Kalu Marwadi had tried 

to  shield  him  and  protect  him  but  the  witness 

declined to take shelter at the residence of such 

Kalu Marwadi and in fact chose to come to his own 

residence. It is pointed out that this also to a 

great degree supports the defence theory that the 

persons from the nearby localities belonging to the 

majority community were not interested in bringing 

harm  to  Gulbarg  Society  and  had  in  fact  given 

shelter to the members of the minority  community 

known to them from the mob. It is submitted that 

this aspect should be considered while deciding the 

fate of the present proceedings. 

468. It  is  submitted  that  the  present 

witness is contradicted by his own father Dilawer 

Shaikh who is examined as PW-282 and who has clearly 

testified that after the incident relating to the 

Ankur Cycle Works stabbing, all the members of the 

family of Dilawer Shaikh were scared and therefore, 

at  about  9:00  a.m.  all  the  family  members  took 

shelter in the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is 

submitted that therefore, if all family members had 

taken  shelter  as  is  testified,  then  the  present 

witness  could  not  have  been  sitting  in  the 

autorickshaw of Hindus at 12 noon as is claimed. It 

is pointed out that this witness has only referred 
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to the  incidents  where  the  mob  was  indulging  in 

violence but has not named a single person as the 

perpetrator from amongst the accused. It is pointed 

out that the witness was in a position to at least 

identify  accused  No.50  Kapil  Munna  since  he  is 

referred to by name and identity as the person who 

was the initiator or part thereof of the conspiracy, 

the witness could have positively identified accused 

No.50, was he really a member of the mob and it is 

pointed out that this also is a serious flaw in the 

Prosecution  case.  It  is  pointed  out  that  this 

witness has further  testified that he along with 

other residents of Gulbarg Society, had climbed upon 

a terrace and were in turn responding to the stone 

throwing  by  throwing  stones  at  the  mob  from  the 

terrace. It is submitted that this witness has not 

referred  to  any  incident  concerning  the  stone 

throwing involving accused Nos.14 and 65 and does 

not refer to any injury sustained by Irfan despite 

claiming to be within the Society and indulging in 

cross stone throwing. It is submitted that in the 

circumstances, his very presence is doubtful. It is 

submitted that even the incident of private firing 

is not supported by this witness. It is submitted 

that the witness has further testified to have gone 

into the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and despite 

which the witness has not narrated witnessing any 

incident that took place related to and concerning 

the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is pointed out 

that the witness also claims to have shut the main 

door to the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and it is 
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submitted that no explanation is forthcoming as to 

what transpired thereafter. 

469. My  attention  is  drawn  to  paragraph 

No.5 of the testimony of the witness PW-241 which 

runs as “જથેી હંુ એહસાન જફરીના  મકાનમાં જતો રહેલ. તે મકાનમાં 

હંુ ગયો તયારે પાંતીસ ચાલીસ માણસો હતા.  અમે મકાનમાં ગયા બાદ 

મકાનનો દરવાજ બંધ કરી દીધેલ.  તે સમયે બહાર ટોળુ આવેલ.  તો 

લોકોએ મકાનને આગ લગાડેલ. તનેાથી ખુબ ધુમાડો થયેલ અને મકાનની 

અંદર પાંતીસ ચાલીસ માણસો હતા ત ેમાણસો મરણ ગયેલ. હંુ પણ દાઝી 

ગયેલ.” 

470. It  is  submitted  that  therefore,  the 

entire improbable event of persons being hacked to 

pieces  by  the  mob  when  they  rushed  outside,  is 

completely  exposed  from  the  testimony  of  this 

witness more particularly in light of the fact that 

if  this  version  has  remained  unchallenged  and 

uncontroverted and the witness has not been declared 

hostile by the Prosecution, it is clear that the 

Prosecution has accepted this version as the correct 

version and it is urged that if this is the correct 

version,  then  this  gives  a  completely  different 

theory to the incident. It is pointed out by Shri 

Bhardwaj  that  according  to  this  witness  who  is 

required  to  be  believed,  since  large  number  of 

bodies were recovered from within the residence of 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri,  all  such  persons  within  the 
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residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri died on account of 

smoke inhalation and asphyxiation on account of the 

house being set on fire. It is submitted that in the 

circumstances, this is a completely contrary theory 

which  has  come  up  during  the  testimony  of  the 

witness who supplies a second and third version to 

the  sequence  of  events  as  they  took  place.  This 

witness has again, according to Shri Bhardwaj, not 

identified any persons from amongst the mob who set 

the house on fire. 

471. My attention is drawn by Shri Bhardwaj 

to the fact that the so-called conspiracy theory 

testified  to by  the  witness  PW-241 Firoz  Dilawer 

Shaikh, has emerged on the record of the present 

proceedings in its entirety for the very first time 

when the witness deposed in the Court. My attention 

is drawn to paragraph No.17 of the testimony of the 

witness  on  page  No.9,  wherein  the  witness  has 

testified  that  “હંુ રાહત કેમપમાં રહો ત ે દરિમયાન ગુલબગર 

સોસા.ના આ રહીશોને કપીલે તનેા િમતને મીયાઓને મારવાના છે તનેી 

મીટીગમાં જવાનું તવેી વાત કરેલ તવેી કોઈ વાત મે કરેલ નિહ. મે મારા 

કુટંુબના પણ કોઈ સભયને આ વાત કરેલ નિહ. આ વાત મે અનય કોઈને 

પણ કરેલ નિહ.”  It is submitted that this testimony, 

therefore, would clearly establish that the theory 

of conspiracy or involvement of accused No.50 was 

not  pointed  out  to  any  persons  by  the  present 

witness while he was taking shelter at the relief 

camp  together  with  other  residents  of  Gulbarg 
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Society. It is also pointed out that the witness had 

an opportunity to establish the theory of conspiracy 

in the course of his statement which was recorded by 

the  IOs  and  my  attention  is  drawn  to paragraphs 

Nos.18 and 28 of his testimony wherein the witness 

has clearly admitted  inter alia  to the effect that 

no such theory of conspiracy was narrated to the IO 

in  the  course  of  recording  of  his  statement  on 

11/03/2002. It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that 

thereafter, even in the year 2008, the witness had 

an  opportunity  of  bringing  on  the  record  of  the 

present proceedings when in terms of paragraph No.19 

of  his cross examination  the witness  has clearly 

conceded that he was summoned by the Crime Branch in 

connection  with  the  2008  serial  bomb  blasts.  My 

attention is drawn to a categorical admission that 

even during his entire interactions with the Police 

Officers in connection with the present offence as 

also in connection with the serial bomb blasts, the 

present witness has not whispered a word about any 

meeting, the alleged involvement of Kapil Munna i.e. 

accused No.50 and nor has he identified a single 

person  as  a  perpetrator  of  the  offence.  It  is 

submitted that in the circumstances, this conspiracy 

theory  has  been  floated  for  the  very  first  time 

through this solitary witness and that too when the 

witness entered into the witness box merely eight 

years after the incident. It is submitted that in 

the  circumstances,  this  conspiracy  theory  is  not 

believable or palatable and since this particular 

witness also has not been declared hostile, nor any 
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re-examination of this witness was carried out to 

remove  such  ambiguities  that  were  emerging,  the 

veracity of the witness and his credibility are both 

completely  shattered  by  grave  and  serious 

contradictions  that  have  emerged  along  with  his 

admissions and complete silence with regard to such 

conspiracy. It is pointed out that the witness has 

been contradicted by his own father Dilawerkhan as 

stated  herein  before  and  further  contradictions 

emerge according to Shri Bhardwaj, from the contents 

of paragraph No.20 of his cross examination wherein 

the witness clearly claims that when he climbed up 

on the terrace of his building, he found his father 

present. It is pointed out that since Dilawerkhan in 

the course of his testimony as stated herein before, 

has clearly testified that at about 9:00 a.m. his 

entire family had taken shelter in the residence of 

Shri Ehsan  Jafri,  then the  present  witness Firoz 

Dilawerkhan Shaikh having gone on the terrace of his 

building and having seen his father Dilawerkhan on 

the  terrace  after  10:30  a.m.  is  a  serious 

contradiction which the State and Prosecution has 

failed to convincingly explain. It is submitted that 

therefore, this entire conspiracy theory which is 

based  on  the  solitary  witness  Firoz  Dilawerkhan 

Shaikh,  is  required  to  be  discarded  in  toto. 

Alternatively, it  is  submitted  that  in  any  case, 

this witness has effectively ensured the exoneration 

of accused No.50 Kapil Munna since according to this 

witness, accused No.50 after having the dialogue in 

the  autorickshaw,  had  gone  away  to  attend  the 
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meeting and it is pointed out that nowhere in the 

course  of  his  testimony  has  this  witness  Firoz 

testified that he saw Kapil Munna in the mob nor is 

any  overt  specific  act  attributed  to  have  been 

committed by accused No.50 according to the present 

witness,  and  therefore,  according  to  the  present 

witness, accused No.50 is stated to have taken no 

part in the offence or incidents since he had gone 

away to attend an alleged meeting. It is submitted 

that in any case, in all such circumstances, the 

testimony  of  this  witness  is  required  to  be 

discarded in toto. 

471. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that 

the most vital aspect of the Prosecution relating to 

the present incident is in fact a blatant case of 

suppression  of  genesis  of  the  entire  incident 

inasmuch as, it is established from the record and 

an admitted position in terms of the Prosecution 

case itself that Shri Ehsan Jafri had fired upon the 

mob causing injuries to no less than 12 persons of 

the mob and resulting in death of one of the persons 

of the mob, from his private licensed weapon which 

was recovered from the scene of the incident. It is 

also pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that no less than 

eight cartridges have been recovered from different 

places which would indicate and which are in fact 

corroborated by testimonies of Police witnesses that 

Shri Ehsan Jafri had fired upon the mob from various 

different places and it is, therefore, all the more 

strange that the so-called eye-witnesses who have 
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claimed  to have  seen  and  witnessed  all  the  gory 

incidents where persons who had taken shelter in the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri were done away by the 

mob  have  all  failed  to  notice  or  attribute  any 

weapon in the hands of Shri Ehsan Jafri, any firing 

having done by Shri Ehsan Jafri or any such material 

connected  to the  weapon  admittedly owned  by Shri 

Ehsan Jafri and for which it has been established on 

the record, that he was holding a valid license. It 

is pointed out that it also emerges and would be 

pointed out subsequently that no less than 20 Police 

witnesses have testified  inter alia  to the effect 

that the mob had gathered outside the Society, there 

was  an  exchange  of  stone  pelting,  exchange  of 

throwing of burning rags and even exchange of acid 

bulbs from the mob and by and between the members of 

the Society. It is pointed out that however, all the 

Police  witnesses  have  clearly  and  without  any 

ambiguity testified  inter alia to the effect that 

the mob stormed into the Society and broke open the 

gates/walls  of  the  Society  only after  the  firing 

upon the mob by Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is submitted 

that  in  such  circumstances,  and  when  there  is 

scientific evidence in the shape of site report of 

the  FSL  officer  who  visited  the  site  of  the 

incident, the recovery of the weapon, the recovery 

of the cartridges as also the ballistic report with 

regard to the weapon, it is required to be examined 

with grave suspicion as to why not a single witness 

including the star witnesses who claim to have seen 

all  singular  incidents  as  they  took  place  all 
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throughout the day, none of such witnesses, has in 

any manner attributed Shri Ehsan Jafri to have been 

armed with a weapon, Shri Ehsan Jafri to have fired 

upon such mobs, causing death as also injury to the 

mob  as  being  the  prime  instigating  factor  which 

could according to the defence, be ascribed to be 

“grave and sudden provocation” to the mob which led 

them to lose reason, go berserk and break open the 

walls or the gates of the Society, storm into the 

Society and indulge in acts which are attributed to 

have been indulged into by the mob. It is submitted 

that it is in such circumstances, that the entire 

incident of accused No.65 and 14 attributed to have 

instigating the mob to enter into the Society, is 

got-up because the storming of the Society by the 

mob was not on account of any instigation by accused 

Nos.65 or 14 but on account of the firing done by 

Shri Ehsan Jafri from his licensed weapon. It is 

submitted  that  this  gives  an  entirely  different 

complexion  to  the  incident  as  a  whole  and 

suppression  by  the  so-called  eye-witnesses  affect 

their  very  credibility  inasmuch  as  none  of  the 

witnesses have in any stage of the proceedings have 

indicated to the SIT or to the various IOs or to any 

authority nor have they deposed in any manner which 

would even remotely establish their having seen Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri  being  armed  with  a  weapon  or  having 

fired from such weapon having caused injuries to any 

person or death to any person of the mob and such 

witnesses have faithfully stuck to a version that 

they were all throughout present in the residence of 
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Shri Ehsan Jafri when such incident took place. It 

is submitted that therefore, the witnesses have lost 

all credibility and the version emerging from the 

testimonies of such witnesses that Shri Ehsan Jafri 

was all throughout attempting to appeal to the mob 

not to indulge in such violence and he having gone 

out with folded hands and offered himself to ensure 

the  protection  and  safety  to  the  lives  of  other 

innocent victims, is a portrayal which suggests a 

deep conspiracy by itself and is a portrayal on the 

part of the witnesses with a sole view of evoking 

sympathy. It  is  pointed out  that  such  witnesses, 

therefore,  cannot  be  believed  when  they  have 

supplied a version that Shri Ehsan Jafri upon going 

out of his residence, was thereupon dragged away by 

the mob and surprisingly none of the witnesses has 

testified as to what happened to Shri Ehsan Jafri 

thereafter and it is an established position that 

Shri Ehsan Jafri's remains have not been recovered 

till  date.  It  is  pointed  out  that  none  of  the 

witnesses who claim to have escaped to the first 

floor/terrace of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence, have 

claimed to have witnessed any aspect or any incident 

from such terrace or first floor and all that is 

claimed  to have  been  witnessed  is  only from  the 

ground  floor  which  also  is  a  strange  and 

unbelievable phenomenon. It is also pointed out that 

none of the witnesses has even exchanged with each 

other including the wife of Shri Ehsan Jafri who is 

established in the terms of the witnesses' testimony 

to have been on the first floor of her residence, as 
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having any idea as to what happened to Shri Ehsan 

Jafri after he was allegedly dragged away by the 

mob. It is submitted that contradicting such aspect, 

is a version emerging from a testimony of a so-

called  eye-witness  that  the  death  of  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri  took  place  within  the  four  walls  of  his 

residence, which was burnt down by the mob. It is 

submitted  that  in  the  circumstances,  this  vital 

suppression, according to Shri Bhardwaj, goes to the 

very complexion of the incident and goes to the very 

root of the entire incident and it is submitted that 

specifics would be placed for the consideration of 

this  Court  to  support  such  submissions  of  the 

defence that the entire incident took place only on 

account of grave and sudden provocation caused to 

the mob by firing upon the mob by Shri Ehsan Jafri 

by his licensed weapon which resulted in injuries 

being sustained by no less than 12 persons and death 

of one person. It is also alternatively pointed out 

by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  even  the  so-called  eye-

witnesses'  testimony  with  regard  to  the  private 

firing having taken place from “White House” is with 

a view to cover up the firing done by Shri Ehsan 

Jafri.  It  is  submitted  that  such  versions  only 

expose the hollowness of the Prosecution case. 

472. Submitting  further,  Shri  Bhardwaj 

points out that the recovery of cartridges, empty 

shells  from  the  terrace  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's 

residence, near the small gate of the Society, near 

the  Madresa  and  from  near  the  rear  wall  of  the 
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Society, near the railway lines as also the recovery 

of a shell from within the gun used by Shri Ehsan 

Jafri, is clearly establishing the fact that Shri 

Ehsan Jafri was not trying to protect his residence 

from the mob but was mobile, moving around with the 

weapon and firing therefrom, from different places. 

It is submitted that it is, therefore, surprising 

and  shocking  that  none  of  the  so-called  eye-

witnesses who claim to have seen specific accused 

and persons of the mob and attributed specific acts 

to such accused, have not been able to see Shri 

Ehsan Jafri moving around with a gun in his hands 

and firing therefrom. It is submitted that in the 

circumstances, the veracity of these witnesses is 

further established to be extremely doubtful. It is 

further pointed out that if Shri Ehsan Jafri, as is 

established, was possessed of a weapon from which he 

fired  at  different  places,  caused  injuries  to no 

less than 12 persons from the mob and caused the 

death of one of the persons of the mob, it could be 

said that Shri Ehsan Jafri was fully aware of the 

consequences of his actions and chose to fire upon 

the mob which was till then outside the premises of 

Gulbarg Society and had not made any moves to enter 

into Gulbarg Society. It is submitted that in the 

circumstances,  the  version  of  the  witnesses  that 

Shri Ehsan Jafri was a martyr who went out with 

folded hands and offered his own life in exchange of 

safety  of  others,  is  a  version  which  is  not 

acceptable.  It  is  submitted  that  in  the 

circumstances,  and  more  so  when  all  the  Police 
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witnesses who are established to have been present 

right throughout the incident, having testified that 

the mob was provoked to enter into Gulbarg Society 

only after the firing from Shri Ehsan Jafri's weapon 

and injuries being caused on account of such firing, 

clearly establishes the fact that the defence that 

the entire carnage took place only on account of the 

provocation due to the private firing, is further 

substantially supported. It is pointed out by Shri 

Bhardwaj that in such circumstances, the version of 

the  so-called  eye-witnesses  is  and  cannot  be 

accepted. 

473. It  is  further  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that the Bunglow of Shri Ehsan Jafri i.e. 

Bunglow  No.19  of  Gulbarg  Society  was  completely 

gutted in fire on the ground floor. It is pointed 

out that it is an established position that no less 

than 10 dead bodies in a completely burnt condition 

were recovered from within the ground floor of the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and one dead body was 

recovered  from  a  toilet.  It  is  submitted  that 

further evidence emerging from the testimony of no 

less than 20 Police witnesses, establishes that all 

the  survivors  of  the  carnage  were  rescued  by  a 

sufficient Police Force not from the Bunglow of Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri  but  from  a  property  which  had  three 

storeys  from  where  all  of  them  were  escorted  to 

safety by Police Force. It is pointed out that Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri's  residence  consisted  of  only  ground 

floor and first floor and therefore, it could not 
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have been from Shri Ehsan  Jafri's  residence  from 

where any survivor could have been rescued. It is 

pointed out that in such circumstances, when none 

from  the  Police  Force  testifies  that  a  single 

survivor was rescued from Bunglow No.19, the very 

presence of these so-called survivors in the Bunglow 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri from where they claim to have 

seen specific incidents and attributed specific acts 

to  specific  accused,  is  not  believable.  It  is 

pointed out that in such circumstances, the very 

presence  of  the  so-called  eye-witnesses  becomes 

extremely doubtful. It is further pointed out that 

the only inference that can be drawn is that the 

people who had taken shelter in Shri Ehsan Jafri's 

residence, had succumbed to burn  injuries in the 

fire caused to the building which led to the entire 

ground floor being burnt completely. It is submitted 

that there could not be any survivors from within 

such burning building and if no less than 10 persons 

had lost their lives from such fire, there is no 

question  of  any  so-called  eye-witness  remaining 

alive on such ground floor which was burnt in such 

manner  and  having  survived  without  any  burn 

injuries. It is submitted that therefore, the so-

called  eye-witnesses'  accounts  and  versions  are 

required  to be  discarded  and  not  accepted  to be 

true. 

474. It  is  submitted  that  the  Police 

witnesses in the shape of following PWs, have all 

testified that private firing from within the 
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Gulbarg Society took place, and the relevant portion 

of their respective testimonies, is particularized 

herein below:-

PW
No.

Name of witness Ex.
No.

Paragraph 
No. in 
depositi
on 

Witness having deposed as such

2 Nathusinh  Naharsinh 
Chauhan

263 4 તે દરિમયાન ગલુબગર સોસાયટી માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયેલ 
અને ટોળા પર ખાનગી ફાયરીગ કરેલ અને ટોળામાંથી કેટલાક 
માણસોને ઈજ થયેલ.

19 એ વાત ખરી છે કે,  ગુલબગર સોસાયટીમાં થયેલા ખાનગી 
ફાયરીગથી ટોળાના ઘણા બધા માણસોને ઈજઓ થયેલી.

3 Babuji  Chhaguji 
Dabhi

266 4 આ દરિમયાન ગુલબગર સો.માંથી પણ ટોળા પર પથથરમારો 
શર થવા લાગેલ. તેમજ ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થવા પામેલ. તેમાં 
ટોળાના કેટલાક ઈસમો ઘવાયેલા આથી ટોળા વધારે 
ઉશકેરાયેલા.

30 એ વાત ખરી છે કે,  ખાનગી ફાયરીગમાં ટોળાના ઘણાં 
માણસો ઈજ પામેલા તેમાં એક વયિકતનંુ પાછળથી મૃતયુ 
થયેલુ.

4 Rajendrasinh 
Kallusinh Rajput

269 6 ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી પણ પથથરમારો થતો હતો.  અને 
ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થતુ હતુ.  ટોળામાંના 
કેટલાક માણસોને ઈજ થયેલ. તેઓ વધુ ઉશકેરાયેલા.

5 Indrasinh Himmatsinh 
Gohil

270 3 ગુલબગર સોસા.ના રહીશેઓ પણ સામે પથથરમારો કરેલ.તેમજ 
અંદરથી પણ ખાનગી ફાયરીગનો બનાવ બનતા િહનદુ કોમનંુ 
ટોળુ વઘુ િહંસક બનેલ.

6 Lalitkumar Ramanbhai 
Patni

271 6 આ દરિમયાન ગુલબગર સો.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયેલ. 
તેમાં કેટલાક માણસોને ઈજ થયેલ.  જથેી ટોળુ વધુ ઉગ 
બનેલ.

7 Arvindsinh 
Shankersinh Vaghela

273 4 ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયેલ.  જથેી િહનદુ 
કોમના ટોળા વધારે ઉશકેરાઈ ગયલેા. 

11 Rameshbhai Nagjibhai 
Pandor

314 4(a) સામેથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયેલ જમેાં કેટલાક માણસોના ઈજ 
પણ થયેલ. પછી ટોળુ અંદર ઘંુસી ગયેલ. ટોળાના માણસોને 
ખાનગી ફાયરીગથી ગોળી વાગતા સોસા.માં ઘંુસી ગયેલ અને 
ઉશકેરાઈ ગયેલ. 

19 સોસા.ની અંદરથી બપોરના એક થી બે દરિમયાન ખાનગી 
ફાયરીગ થયેલ. આ ફાયરીગ સોસા.ની અંદરથી થયેલ એટલો 
ખયાલ છે.

26 ખાનગી ફાયરીગથી ઈજઓ થયેલ તે માણસોને દવાખાને 
મોકલવામાં આવેલા.

12 Sajjansinh  Jorubha 
Jhala

315 7 ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયેલ.  જથેી િહનદુ 
ટોળા વધારે ઉશકેરાઈ ગયલેા.

13 Dhanesinh Becharsinh 
Kumpawat

316 5 દરિમયાન ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થવા પામેલ. 
જનેે લીધે િહનદુઓના ટોળા વધુ ઉગ બની તેમજ ગુલબગર 
સોસા.ના પાછળના ભાગે આવેલ કોટની િદવાલને તોડી અંદર 
પવેશ કરેલ. 

20 Indrasinh  Mansinh 
Solanki

334 4(a) ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી ફાયરીગ થતુ હોય તેવુ લાગેલ.  આ 
બાજુ એટલે રોડ બાજુના ટોળાના માણસો ઉશકેરાયેલ.

16 એ વાત ખરી છે કે,  સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયેલ 
તેનાથી ટોળાના કેટલાક માણસોને ઈજઓ થયેલ.
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PW
No.

Name of witness Ex.
No.

Paragraph 
No. in 
depositi
on 

Witness having deposed as such

21 Motibhai  Dahyabhai 
Vaghela

335 5 તે દરિમયાનમાં ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયેલ જે ગલુબગર 
સોસા.માંથી થયેલ. જમેા ટોળાના માણસોને ઈજ થયેલ. જનેે 
પોલીસ દવાખાને લઈ ગયેલ.  તે પછી ટોળુ બેકાબુ બની 
ગયલે.  અને ગલુબગર સોસા.ની પાછળની િદવાલ તોડીને 
અંદર ઘંુસી ગયલે. 

22 Shailendrasinh 
Kalusinh Jadeja

336 6 તે પછી અંદરથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયેલ જથેી બહાર ટોળાના 
કેટલાક માણસોને આ ફાયરીગથી ઈજ પહોચેલી.  જથેી 
બહારના ભાગનંુ ટોળુ વધારે ઉશકેરાયેલ. 

28 Pradipsinh 
Shetansinh Rathod

349 5 ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થતા ટોળાના માણસોને 
ઈજ થતા ટોળુ વધુ ઉશકેરાયેલ અને આવેશમાં આવી ગયલે. 
તયારે પણ અમે ફાયરીગ ચાલુ રાખી ટોળાને િવખેરવા પયતન 
કરેલ.

29 Dhananjay Bhaskerrao 
Bhagwat

351 7 ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી ટોળા પર ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયેલ. જથેી 
િહનદુ ટોળાના માણસો વધારે ઉશકેરાઈ ગયેલા.

30 Dharmabhai Ramjibhai 
Bodat

352 5 ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી ફાયરીગ થતા ટોળુ વધારે ઉગ બનેલ. 
અને સોસા.ની પાછળની િદવાલ તોડી સોસા.માં ઘંુસેલ. 

37 Kavaji Rupaji Asari 385 4 ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયેલ.  જથેી ટોળાના 
માણસો વધારે ઉગ થયેલા.

38 Dolatsinh  Padamsinh 
Rathod

386 4 દરિમયાન ગલુબગર સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયેલાનંુ 
જણાયેલ.જથેી ટોળુ વધુ ઉશકેરાતા અમારા પો.ઈ.  સાહેબે 
હવામાં એક રાઉનડ ફાયર કરેલ.

8 એ વાત ખરી છે કે,  ખાનગી ફાયરીગમાં ટોળાના માણસોને 
ઈજઓ પણ થયેલ.

39 Chandubhai 
Vashrambhai Rami

387 6 દરિમયાન ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી પણ ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયેલ. 
જનેા કારણે ટોળુ વધુ ઉગ બનેલ.

40 Pasabhai  Galabhai 
Solanki

388 4 તેમજ ગુલબગર સોસા.  તરફથી સામેથી પથથરમારો તેમજ 
ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થતા િહનદુ કોમના કેટલાક મણસોને ઈજ 
થતા ટોળાએ ઉશકેરાઈ જઈ ગલુબગર સોસા. પાછળની િદવાલ 
તોડી સોસા.માં પવેશ કરી મકાનોમાં આગ લગાડેલ.  તે 
દરિમયાન અમોએ ટોળાને િવખેરવા બે સેલ છોડેલ.  તેમજ 
બીજ પોલીસે સેલ છોડેલ તેમજ ફાયરીગ કરેલ.

13 પોલીસે કરેલા ફાયરીગ તેમજ ખાનગી ગોળીબારથી ટોળાના 
ઘણાં માણસોને ઈજઓ થયેલ.

41 Rameshbhai  Somabhai 
Solanki

391 6 સોસા.માં અંદરથી પણ ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયેલાનંુ જણાયેલ. 
જમેાં ટોળામાંથી અમુક વયિકતઓને વાગેલાનંુ અમે જણેલ. 

45 Rajeshbhai Kuberbhai 
Parmar

399 4 આ બાજુ ગુલબગર સોસા.ની અંદરથી ફાયરીગનો 
અવાજ સાંભળેલ. તે પછી ટોળા બેકાબુ બનેલ. 
એરડા સાહેબે ટોળાને િવખેરવા હવામાં એક ફાયર 
કરેલ. અને સટાફના માણસોને ટોળાને િવખેરવા 
અને ફાયરીગ કરવા સુચના આપેલ.  જથેી 
ફાયરીગ કરેલ.  તેમાં પોલીસ ફાયરીગથી ચાર 
માણસો મૃતયુ પામેલા પણ ટોળુ િવખરાયેલ 
નિહ. 

46 Mavjibhai Hakshibhai 
Bodar

400 5 તે દરિમયાન ગલુબગર સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થતા િહનદુ 
ટોળા વધારે ઉગ બનેલા.
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PW
No.

Name of witness Ex.
No.

Paragraph 
No. in 
depositi
on 

Witness having deposed as such

47 Ranchhodbhai 
Ramjibhai Malavia

401 3 જથેી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થવા પામેલ. જથેી આ ટોળાને િવખરાઈ 
જવા માટે પી.આઈ.શી એરડા સાહેબે લાઉડ િસપકર મારફતે 
એલાન કરેલ.  ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થવાના કારણે ટોળાએ વધુ 
ઉગ સવરપ ધારણ કરેલ. તેમજ ખાનગી ફાયરીગથી અસંખયને 
ઈજ થવા પામેલ. 

48 Jagatsinh  Mulsinh 
Bhati

402 4 તે દરિમયાન ગલુબગર સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થતા 
ટોળાના માણસો ઉશકેરાયેલા. અને સોસા.ના પાછળના ભાગે 
જઈ કોટ તોડી  ટોળાના માણસો સોસા.માં ઘંુસી ગયલે. તે 
અંદર ગયા પછી અમને બમુા બુમ સંભળાયેલ. 

55 Balubhai  Nathabhai 
Ninama

418 4 જથેી ગલુબગર સોસા.માંથી  િહનદુઓના ટોળા પર ખાનગી 
ફાયરીગ થયેલ. જથેી ટોળુ વધારે ઉશકેરાયેલ. 

15 એ વાત ખરી છે કે,  ખાનગી ફાયરીગથી ટોળાના માણસોને 
ઈજઓ પણ થયેલ.

75 Puransinh  Ramsinh 
Tomar

473 4 ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી ફાયરીગ થયેલ અને ટોળુ વધારે 
ઉશકેરાયેલ.

13 એ વાત ખરી છે કે, સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયુ અને 
તેમાં ટોળાના માણસોને ઈજ થઈ તે પછી ટોળુ ઉશકેરાયેલ.

254 Prahladji  Mangalji 
Barot

876 6 સોસા.ની અંદરથી ખાનગી ગોળીબાર થયેલ. 

17 એ વાત ખરી છે કે,  ખાનગી ગોળીબારના કારણે ઘમા 
માણસોને ઈજઓ થયેલ. 

269 Natwarji  Jawanji 
Bhati

927 8 ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી પાઈવેટ ફાયરીગ થયેલ.  આ ફાયરીગ 
આશરે બે વાગે થયેલ. 

9 ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થતા િહનદુ કોમના માણસો વધુ 
ઉશકેરાયેલા.અને ફાયરીગમાં િહનદુ કોમના માણસોને ઈજ 
થયેલ.

305 Bhupendrasinh 
Karansinh Sisodiya

105
2

7 આ દરિમયાન ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થતા 
િહનદુ કોમના ટોળાના માણસો પૈકી કેટલાકને ઈજઓ થતા 
ટોળાના માણસો ઉશકેરાટમાં આવી ગયલેા.

306 Ramvilas  Ramlakhan 
Pathak

105
9

7 તે દરિમયાનમાં ગુલબગર સોસા.ની અંદર તરફથી િહનદુ કોમના 
ટોળા પર ખાનગી ગોળીબાર થયેલ.  જનેાથી િહનદુ કોમના 
માણસોને ટોળામાં ઈજ થયેલ.  જથેી ટોળાના માણસો ઉગ 
બની પથથરમારો ચાલુ રાખેલ.  અને ગલુબગર સોસા.ની 
પાછળની િદવાલ તોડી ગલુબગર સોસા.માં અંદર ઘંુસી ગયેલા.

 

475. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that  the  above  witnesses  and  the  above  referred 

portions  of  their  depositions,  clearly  establish 

that the mob which had no doubt gathered outside 

Gulbarg Society, was indulging in stone throwing and 

sloganeering, but however, it is also established 

from these testimonies that there was retaliation of 
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stone throwing by the residents of Gulbarg Society, 

but  however,  the  vital  aspect  emerging  from  the 

testimony of  these  Police  witnesses,  is  that  the 

grave and sudden provocation which caused the mob to 

break open the rear wall of the Society and rush 

into the Society and cause the carnage, was solely 

on  account  of  the  private  firing  done  by  the 

deceased Shri Ehsan Jafri from his private licensed 

weapon at different places within the Society which 

infuriated the mob and caused the mob to enter into 

the  Society  and  which  further  resulted  in  the 

carnage and large scale deaths within the Society. 

It is also pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that these 

very witnesses have in terms of the details provided 

herein after, further established that the rescue of 

the  survivors  was  effected  not  from  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri's residence, but from a property which was 

free from any damage, which consisted of a three-

storeyed construction and large number of persons 

were rescued and taken to safety by the Police Force 

from such building.  

Sr.
No.

Name of Police witness PW 
No.

Exh.
No.

Paragraph  No.  in 
deposition 

1 Shri  Rameshbhai 
Nagjibhai Pandor

11 314 6, 24

2 Shri  Shailesh  Kalusinh 
Jadeja

23 336 8, 9

3 Shri Mavjibhai Akshibhai 46 400 6

4 Shri  Babubhai  Nanabhai 
Ninama

55 418 6, 7

5 Shri  Bhupendrasinh 
Sisodiya

305 1052 8, 9
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Sr.
No.

Name of Police witness PW 
No.

Exh.
No.

Paragraph  No.  in 
deposition 

6 Shri  Ranchhodbhai 
Malavia

47 401 3

7 Shri Azansinh Zala 12 315 7, 15

476. It  is  submitted  that  therefore,  the 

previous submissions of the defence that all the 

persons  within  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's  residence  had 

succumbed to the burns caused to them and could not 

have survived the burn injuries and the fact that 

the  so-called  eye-witnesses  who  claim  to  have 

witnessed all the specific incidents from the ground 

floor  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's  residence  without 

sustaining any burn injuries, is something which was 

not  possible.  It  is  submitted  that  in  the 

circumstances, this also is a vital flaw in the case 

of the Prosecution which creates grave and serious 

doubts in the case of the Prosecution. 

477. It is pointed out that the testimony 

of the IO Shri J.M.Suthar appointed by the SIT, post 

directions  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court,  clearly 

establishes that PWs 241, 283, 284, 236, 166 and 107 

respectively being Firoz Dilawer Shaikh, Aslamkhan 

Anwarkhan Pathan, Mohammadsharif Nasiruddin Shaikh, 

Safdarhussain  Fazlehussain  Ankleswaria,  Sharifkhan 

Sikanderkhan Pathan and Mrs.Rupaben Modi, all such 

PWs having been respectively examined at Exhs.831, 

981, 987, 815, 697 and 548 have claimed, according to 

Shri J.M.Suthar, in their statements recorded before 

the SIT, to have admitted the incident of private 
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firing by Shri Ehsan Jafri, but have specifically 

denied having given any such statement before the 

SIT.  It  is  submitted  that  such  contradiction  is 

clearly admitted and brought on record in the course 

of the testimony of Shri J.M.Suthar who is examined 

as PW-335 at Exh.1289. It is submitted that in the 

circumstances, the memory loss of the so-called eye-

witnesses from amongst the victims is not believable 

and their versions too, therefore, are not required 

to be believed or accepted. 

478. My attention is drawn to the panchnama 

Exh.260  which  according  to  Shri  Bhardwaj, 

establishes the recovery of two cartridges from the 

terrace  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's  residence,  three 

cartridges from near the Madresa, thus establishing 

the recovery of five cartridges which are connected 

with and established by scientific forensic evidence 

to have been fired from the weapon of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri. It is pointed out that the weapon owned by 

Shri Ehsan Jafri and for which he was holding a 

valid  and  legal  license,  was  recovered  from  his 

residence in terms of the panchnama Exh.262 and it 

is  further  pointed  out  that  one  empty  shell  was 

found within the weapon so recovered. It is pointed 

out that the panchnama Exh.412 further establishes 

recovery of one cartridge and a wad near the small 

gate  of  the  Society,  whereas  according  to  Shri 

Bhardwaj,  the  panchnama  Exh.396  establishes  the 

recovery  of  one  more  empty  shell  from  near  the 

Bunglow  No.19  of  Gulbarg  Society,  and  panchnama 
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Exh.257  also  establishes  recovery  of  one  more 

cartridge  from  near  Bunglow  No.19  of  Gulbarg 

Society. It is pointed out that all these physical 

evidences  establish  conclusively  that  there  was 

private  firing  by  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  which  caused 

serious  injuries  to  large  number  of  persons  and 

caused the death of one person which provoked the 

mob  to  indulge  into  such  unnatural  degrees  of 

violence. It is pointed out that it was such private 

firing  which  resulted  in  the  mob  specifically 

targetting the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and the 

said residence was thereafter set on fire by the mob 

and it is submitted that the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri,  according  to  the  defence,  is  the  only 

property that was torched and gutted by the mob and 

no other properties were damaged to the extent of 

the damage that was caused to the residence of Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri  and  even  the  recovery  of  burnt  and 

charred bodies from the bunglow of Shri Ehsan Jafri, 

also establishes that most of the victims were burnt 

alive on account of such fire taking place in the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is further pointed 

out that all the deaths have largely occurred within 

the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and it is urged 

that  in  the  circumstances,  the  private firing  is 

required  to  be  accepted  as  the  catalyst  which 

inflammed the mob into committing such heinous acts 

if at all such acts are established. It is pointed 

out that the ground portion of Shri Ehsan Jafri's 

residence  has  been  burnt  so  badly  that  it  was 

impossible for anybody to have survived or to be an 
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eye-witness to any incident from such portion and it 

is urged that in the circumstances, it is required 

to be accepted for such reasons and in light of the 

contradictions  that  would  be  pointed  out  herein 

after that the so-called eye-witnesses could never 

have been within the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri 

and not sustained any serious burn injuries and yet 

be witnesses to specific incidents. It is further 

submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that in any case, though 

all the so-called eye-witnesses claim to have been 

within the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, they have 

either not seen all the incidents, they have either 

not seen the other eye-witnesses, they have given 

different  and  highly  improbable  versions  of  the 

incidents and have selectively witnessed only some 

incidents  and  have  not  witnessed  other  incidents 

which is unnatural and unlikely in the circumstances 

pointed out herein after. It is further pointed out 

that  the  witnesses  have  gravely  and  grossly 

contradicted each other and to a great extent have 

even contradicted their own versions at different 

stages  of  their  testimony and  despite such  grave 

contradictions  and  inconsistencies  which  can  be 

classified  as  wholly  untruthful  versions,  the 

Prosecution according to Shri Bhardwaj, has not even 

bothered to re-examine such witnesses, to remove any 

ambiguities that could have emerged in the cross 

examination nor are such witnesses despite serious 

contradicting  other  eye-witnesses,  sought  to  be 

declared  hostile  and  their  versions  according  to 

Shri Bhardwaj, having been accepted in toto by the 
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Prosecution, such versions go to the root of the 

burden of establishing beyond reasonable doubt the 

charges herein and it is urged that in light of such 

grave  and  serious  inconsistencies  and 

contradictions, the Prosecution cannot be accepted 

to  have  discharged  the  burden  of  proving  beyond 

reasonable  doubt  the  charges  against  any  of  the 

accused  herein.  It  is  submitted  that  the  star 

witnesses who claim to be inside the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri at all relevant times, including 

PWs 106, 107, 177, 116, 283, 289, 314, 236, 213 and 

236 respectively being Imtiyazkhan Saeedkhan Pathan, 

Mrs.Roopa @ Tanaz Daraminu Modi, Sairaben Salimbhai 

Sandhi,  Saeedkhan  Ahmedkhan  Pathan,  Aslamkhan 

Anwarkhan  Pathan,  Nadim  Tasaddukhussain  Surohi, 

Faqirmohammad  Nasirali  Saiyed,  Safdarhussain 

Fazlehussain Ankleswaria and Tasadduk Hussain Mulla 

Tahir Surohi, have all claimed to have been within 

the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri right throughout 

the  incident,  but  all  of  them  according  to Shri 

Bhardwaj,  have  seriously  contradicted  each  other 

about the time of the incident, the taking place of 

the incident, the victims involved in the incidents 

and the perpetrators of the incident and further the 

matter  of  taking  place  of  the  incident  and 

therefore,  it  would  be  unsafe to rely on  any of 

these witnesses as credible or reliable witness. It 

is urged that all these witnesses have selectively 

remembered  a  specific  incident  and  have  made  no 

claims  to  have  seen  other  incidents  though  such 

incidents took place within the same time frame and 
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within the same premises where they were located. It 

is submitted that it could possibly be accepted as 

natural under exceptional circumstances if strangers 

did not recognize or mention about others, whom they 

were only faintly aware of, but it is pointed out 

that  in  the  present  circumstances,  the  so-called 

eye-witnesses have conveniently forgotten their own 

blood relations and have omitted to mention their 

own blood relations while narrating and establishing 

their  so-called  presence  as  an  eye-witness  to  a 

particular incident. It is submitted that a husband 

has conveniently forgotten to mention the presence 

of  his  wife,  three  witnesses  have  named  three 

different sets of persons who have been victimized 

by the mob, number of these witnesses talk of rape 

whereas an equal number of them do not talk of rape 

at all, a number of witnesses claim that though a 

mob 5000 strong, had entered from the front of the 

Society and an equal number had entered from the 

rear wall of the Society, some of these witnesses 

were  selectively  permitted  to  roam  within  the 

Society whereas their immediate group members were 

all  slaughtered.  It  is  submitted  that  it  is  too 

convenient that a mob which was frenzied enough to 

butcher and slaughter allegedly a large number of 

men, women and children, it would be too easy to 

point a finger at the mob. It is submitted that in 

such circumstances when a mob is attributed to have 

killed such a large number of innocent men, women 

and children, there is no logical reason as to why a 

convenient eye-witness was permitted to roam about 
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freely within the Society without any person from 

the mob even pointing a finger – much less causing 

any injury – to such eye-witness. It is submitted 

that  in  the  circumstances,  and  more  so  when  all 

these versions have cropped up for the very first 

time post 2008, it is required to be inferred and 

that is the only inference that can be drawn that 

these were all tutored witnesses who were tutored 

post  induction  and  formation  of  the  SIT  by  the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court. It is submitted that most of 

these witnesses have admitted before the SIT and it 

is a matter of record that none of these witnesses 

have mentioned about any incident of rape in their 

previous statements and affidavits filed before the 

SIT, the Commissioner of Police as also the Hon'ble 

Supreme Court, all of which were prepared under the 

guidance of lawyers and NGOs and therefore, there 

was  no  chance  of  any  witness  being  misquoted  or 

improperly quoted in a statement or an affidavit. It 

is  submitted  that  all  these  aspects  clearly 

establish  that  the  present  accused  were  wrongly 

framed  and  all  the  accused,  according  to  Shri 

Bhardwaj are, therefore, required to be given the 

benefit of doubt. It is pointed out that there are 

other  eye-witnesses  who  claim  that  they  were 

surrounded by a mob but were not killed or molested. 

It is submitted that it is, therefore, required to 

be accepted that the carnage was only on account of 

the  grave  and  sudden  provocation  caused  by  the 

private firing from the weapon of Shri Ehsan Jafri. 

It is pointed out that the witnesses have attributed 
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Shri Ehsan Jafri to have made phone calls even after 

the  phone  lines  were  admittedly  dead  in  Gulbarg 

Society.  It  is  pointed  out  that  in  such 

circumstances, the entire versions are required to 

be  appreciated  as  being  tainted  and  exaggerated 

versions of interested witnesses. It is pointed out 

that each incident would now be taken up and the 

versions of each of these star witnesses would be 

pointed out as to how each version of each eye-

witness grossly differs and contradicts the versions 

of the star witness PW-106.

Versions/contradictions regarding Shri Ehsan Jafri's 

demise

479. It  is  pointed  out  that  there  is  no 

doubt with regard to the demise of Shri Ehsan Jafri. 

It  is  pointed  out  that  even  the  so-called  eye-

witnesses have claimed that Shri Ehsan Jafri was 

dragged away by the mob whereas some of them do not 

mention anything at all about any incident of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri being dragged away though all of them 

were present in the same premises at the same time. 

It is pointed out that these aspects, therefore, are 

unnatural and do not lend any credibility to the 

Prosecution case.

480. Making general submissions with regard 

to the genuineness of the Prosecution evidence, Shri 

Bhardwaj submits that if the evidence of the star 

witnesses and all the pervading star witnesses who 
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claim to have seen most of the incidents and in fact 

PW-106 Imtiyazkhan and PW-116 Sayeedkhan who claim 

to  have  seen  and  been  eye-witnesses  to  all  the 

incidents, all of them i.e. all such witnesses have 

categorically  stated  that  they  were  within  the 

premises of Shri Ehsan Jafri when they saw each of 

the  incident  having taken place. It is submitted 

that though while dealing with each of the incidents 

individually, the contradictions emerging from the 

testimonies of such witnesses has been brought to 

the notice of the Court. It is submitted that the 

general submissions with regard to the reliability 

of these eye-witnesses is seriously contradicted by 

the eye-witness account of other witnesses who have 

been  examined  as  Prosecution  witnesses.  It  is 

submitted  that  the  Prosecution  witnesses  thus 

examined, the details of which would be provided 

herein after, were not declared hostile and despite 

this,  a  completely  different  and  contradictory 

version emerges with regard to the incidents as they 

took place. It is submitted that appreciating the 

evidence of such witnesses who are about nine in 

number, it is very difficult to accept and swallow 

the eye-witness testimonies of the four star eye-

witnesses i.e. PWs 106, 107, 116 and 177 respectively 

being Imtiyazkhan, Mrs.Rupaben Modi, Sayeedkhan and 

Sairaben  Sandhi.  It  is  submitted  that  in  the 

circumstances,  even  the  totality  of  the  evidence 

cast grave and serious doubts as to whether these 

so-called  witnesses  have  actually  witnessed  any 

incident that they claim to have witnessed and as to 
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whether  the  state  of  affairs  prevailing  at  that 

point of time actually permitted such witnesses to 

visualize the incidents with accuracy and to also 

pinpoint  with  accuracy  the  role  of  each  of  the 

perpetrators from the accused. It is submitted that 

it would be unsafe to rely on such evidence more so 

when the testimony of nine witnesses who would be 

referred to herein after, give a more plausible and 

believable explanation with regard to the state of 

affairs. 

481. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of PW-241 Firoz Dilawer Shaikh who is examined at 

Exh.831,  who  according  to  Shri  Bhardwaj,  has 

admittedly testified with regard to the fact that he 

was present in the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It 

is an admitted position according to Shri Bhardwaj, 

that the witness was a resident of Gulbarg Society 

and has admitted in paragraph No.16 of his cross 

examination that he knew all the other residents of 

Gulbarg Society. It is also pointed out that there 

is a categorical deposition of this witness that 

after the mob entered into the Society from both 

sides, the witness took shelter in the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri and more particularly in the ground 

floor of the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is 

also  pointed  out  that  this  witness  is  a  more 

plausible witness in the sense that after the house 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri was set afire, according to this 

witness, there were no survivors and it is pointed 

out  that  this  witness  i.e.  PW-241 has  admittedly 
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sustained grave and serious burn injuries all over 

his body. It is submitted that surprisingly none of 

the  four  star  witnesses  who  claim  to  have  been 

present  all  throughout  in  the  residence  of  Shri 

Ehsan Jafri even when the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri was set on fire and was burning very badly and 

when even the gas  explosions took place, none of 

them has sustained any burn injuries. It is pointed 

out  that  in  the  circumstances,  an  inference  is 

required to be drawn that such four star witnesses 

were never present in the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri and were never eye-witnesses to the incident. 

482. Continuing with his submissions, Shri 

Bhardwaj draws my attention to the examination-in-

chief of PW-241 Firoz Dilawer Shaikh, in paragraph 

No.5 on page No.4, wherein the witness has deposed 

that “જથેી હંુ અહેસાન જફરીના મકાનમાં જતો રહેલ.  ત ેમકાનમાં હંુ 

ગયો તયારે પાંતીસ ચાલીસ માણસો હતા.  અમે મકાનમાં ગયા બાદ 

મકાનનો દરવાજ બંધ કરી દીધેલ.  ત ે સમયે બહાર ટોળુ આવેલ.  તે 

લોકોએ મકાનને આગ લગાડેલ. તનેાથી ખુબ ધુમાડો થયેલ અને મકાનની 

અંદર પાંતીસ ચાલીસ માણસો હતા ત ેમાણસો મરણ ગયેલ. હંુ પણ દાઝી 

ગયેલ. મારા બને પગે તથા ખભાના ભાગે હંુ દાઝી ગયેલ.ટોળાના માણસો 

પાસે ભાલા અને બીજ હિથયારો હતા.”  My attention is also 

drawn to paragraph No.6 of the deposition of this 

witness i.e. PW-241 where he has stated that “ત ેપછી 

પોલીસવાળા બહાર આવી વહીસલ વગાડતા હતા પરંતુ હંુ દાઝી ગયેલ તેથી 
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મને સંભળાતુ નહતુ. તે પછી હંુ પાછળની બાજુએ બહાર નીકળતા હંુ પડી 

ગયેલ. ત ેપછી મારા પપપા અને ભાઈ વગેરે મને ઉપાડીને લઈ ગયેલ. જે 

ગુલબગર સોસા.ની અદંર આવેલ ખુલા મેદાનમાં લઈ ગટેલ.  તયાં વાનમાં 

બેસાડેલા જનેે પંચર કરી દીધેલ પછી અમને પોલીસની વાનમાં બસેાડેલા.” 

483. It is submitted that this witness PW-

241 has further testified  inter alia  to the effect 

and  as  can  be  gathered  from  the  deposition 

reproduced  herein  before,  that  no  incident  of 

Anwarkhan took place before the residence of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri was set afire. It is pointed out that 

the witness has further testified that the smoke on 

account of the fire was such that all the persons 

within the house of Shri Ehsan Jafri were suffocated 

to death. It is submitted that this appears to be 

more plausible version than the versions supplied by 

the four star witnesses and it is also pointed out 

that if there was so much of smoke, it would not be 

physically and humanly possible to keep your eyes 

open  and  pinpoint  and  identify  with  clarity  any 

accused and attribute overt acts to such accused. It 

is submitted that looking to the fact that no burn 

injuries  were  sustained  by  any  of  the  four  star 

witnesses and none of they was attributed to have 

been  present  within  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri according to PW-241, it would be difficult to 

accept the versions emerging from the testimony of 

such  star  witnesses.  It  is  submitted  that  this 

witness has further damaged the testimony of PW-283 
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Aslamkhan inasmuch as, the witness has in paragraphs 

Nos.20 to 22 of his cross examination, admitted that 

PW-283 Aslamkhan was with him when he entered the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is pointed out 

that the incident of Anwarkhan is not narrated by 

this witness and it is submitted that this witness 

has further testified that after they entered into 

the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, the door to the 

residence was closed which also thereafter discounts 

all possibilities of there being any eye-witness to 

the  incident  of  Anwarkhan  or  that  of  Aslamkhan 

trying to intervene and getting injured or any other 

incidents of the women struggling out and getting 

butchered or raped or any other children from within 

the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri rushing out only 

to get butchered by the mob. It is submitted that in 

such circumstances, the testimony of PW-241 is more 

plausible and believable. It is submitted that in 

any case, despite this witness being examined much 

after the testimony of the so-called star witnesses, 

the  Prosecution has  not bothered  to declare this 

witness as hostile and therefore, it is required to 

be inferred that even the Prosecution accepts the 

version emerging from the testimony of this witness. 

It  is  submitted  that  in  such  circumstances,  the 

credibility of the Prosecution evidence is seriously 

controverted by such testimony of this witness. 

484. My  attention  is  next  drawn  to  the 

testimony of PW-117 Ayubkhan Habibkhan who was the 

brother of Yusuf and about the incident of Ankur 
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Cycle Works, this witness has already testified and 

about  which  submissions  are  already  made  herein 

before.  It  is  submitted  that  at  this  stage,  a 

limited attempt is being made to draw the attention 

of this Court to the fact that this witness does not 

possess any knowledge with regard to how his brother 

Yusuf met his end. My attention is drawn to page 

No.4, paragraph No.4 of the testimony of this PW-

117, wherein he has testified that “મારા ભાઈ અંગે મે 

પુછેલ તો જણવા મળેલ કે તનેે જફરી સાહેબના મકાન આગળ મારી 

નાખેલ છે.  તનેી લાશ આજ સુધી અમને મળેલ નથી.  તનેા િવશે કાંઈ 

સાંભળુ પમ નથી.”  It is submitted that it is a matter 

of  record  that  four  witnesses  being  the  star 

witnesses claim to have been eye-witnesses to the 

incident which led to the death of Yusuf and each of 

the alleged star witnesses, also has attempted to 

identify th perpetrators of the incident pertaining 

to Yusuf and further claim to have identified the 

accused as the perpetrators. It is submitted that 

despite  there  being  four  such  eye-witnesses  and 

despite endeavours made by the present witness to 

know about the fate of  his  brother, he got very 

limited information that his brother was done away 

with within the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and 

nothing  was  disclosed  beyond  that  despite  his 

efforts. It is submitted that in such circumstances 

and more so when there are such grave and serious 

contradictions, the so-called eye-witnesses cannot 

be believed to have seen such incident because, it 
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is argued, that if it were really so, then they 

would have informed the present witness with regard 

to the fate of Yusuf and with regard to the role 

played by th concerned accused in such incident. It 

is submitted that all the witnesses had opportunity 

till  about  eight  years  till  the  time  th  present 

witness  stepped  into  the  witness  box,  but  it  is 

strange and unnatural that none of the witnesses who 

claim to have been eye-witnesses, had informed the 

family  members  of  Yusuf  including  the  present 

witness about the incident where Yusuf was done away 

with.  It  is  submitted  that  even  in  such 

circumstances, the veracity of the so-called eye-

witnesses is extremely doubtful. 

485. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of  PW-152  at  Exh.681  i.e.  Yousufbhai  Badarbhai 

Pathan  who  according  to  Shri  Bhardwaj,  has 

admittedly  lost  a  family  member  being  his  wife 

Zubedabanu. It is pointed out that this witness has 

also given a more plausible and acceptable version 

of events inasmuch as, the witness is admittedly the 

resident  of  Flat  No.5  in  Gulbarg  Society  on  the 

third floor and he claims to have escaped to the 

terrace of his Flats along with two of his children, 

all  three  of  whom  have  admittedly  survived  the 

incident. My attention is drawn to the testimony of 

this witness PW-152 on page No.4 in paragraph No.6 

wherein the witness has deposed that “અમે નીચે આવયા 

તયારે સોસા.માં પથથરમારો થતો હતો જથેી ભાગદોડમાં અમે બચવા માટે 
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પાછા ઉપર ચડી ગયેલા.  ભાગદોડમાં બપોરના અઢી વાગયે મારી િદકરી 

રબીના અને મારી પિતન જુબેદા અલગ પડી ગયેલા.  તે લોકો જફરી 

સાહેબના મકાનમાં જતા રહેલા.  હંુ,  મારો િદકરો ઈબાહીમ અને િદકરી 

અફસાના અમે અમારા ફલેટના ધાબા પર ચઢી ગયેલા.” My attention 

is further drawn to paragraph No.8 of his testimony 

where the witness has deposed that “તે પછી બપોરના અઢી 

વાગે સોસા.માં નીચેથી બચાવો.....  બચાવો.....  મારો કાપો..... 

એવી બુમો સંભળાતી હતી. મે ધાબા પર નાની જળીમાંથી જતા ધુમાડો 

હતો તેથી કાંઈ દેખાતુ નિહ. મે ટોળાના કોઈ માણસોને ઓળખેલા નિહ.” 

It  is  submitted  that  such  deposition  clearly 

indicates that the witness did attempt to see the 

incident  taking  place  but  was  unable  to  do  so 

despite attempting to witness the same on account of 

the thick screen of smoke which made it impossible 

for the witness to see anything. It is pointed out 

that  in  any  case,  the  witness  has  categorically 

stated that he could not identify any of the members 

of the mob. It is submitted that the witness has 

further  testified  that  his  wife  Zubedabanu  and 

daughter Rubina – both took shelter in the residence 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri, and my attention is drawn to 

page No.7 in paragraph No.11 of his deposition where 

the  witness  has  categorically  deposed  that  “મને 

મહેબુબભાઈએ એવુ જણાવેલ કે,  જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં મારા પિતન 

ઝુબદેાબેનને સળગાવી દીધેલ છે.”  It  is  submitted  that 

according to this witness, his wife Zubedabanu was 
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burnt alive in the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It 

is pointed out that however, none of the so-called 

star witnesses who claim to have been within Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri's  residence  and  who  claim  to  have 

witnessed all and sundry the incidents with great 

accuracy and in detail, has whispered even a remote 

word  about  the  presence  and  ultimate  fate  of 

Zubedabanu. It is submitted that this also leads to 

an inference to be drawn that the star witnesses 

were  never  present  within  the  residence  of  Shri 

Ehsan Jafri when the incident took place. 

486. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of  PW-159  at  Exh.690  i.e.  Gulubhai  Sulemanbhai 

Sandhi, and more particularly paragraph No.15 of his 

deposition,  where the witness has stated that  “હંુ 

અસારવા રેલવે સટે. ઉભો હતો તયાંથી મે આખી ગુલબગર સોસા.ને આગ 

લાગેલ જયેલ અને ધુમાડાના ગોટે ગોટા નીકળતા હતા.”  It  is 

pointed out that according this witness, the theory 

and  versions  supplied  by  the  defence  and  above 

witnesses, is corroborated inasmuch as, this witness 

has also admitted of lot of smoke coming out from 

the entire Gulbarg Society. It is submitted that in 

the circumstances, it would have been impossible for 

any resident of Gulbarg Society to have witnessed 

any  incident  in  such  smoke  and  it  is  further 

impossible for any of these so-called eye-witnesses 

to have been present within the burning house of 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  and  be  privy  to  watching  all 

incidents at separate time frame without sustaining 
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any burn injuries. It is submitted that this also 

adds to discrediting the Prosecution witnesses. 

487. My attention is further drawn to the 

testimony  of  PW-185  at  Exh.727  i.e.  Rasidabanu 

Rafiqbhai Shaikh, who according to Shri Bhardwaj, 

has  further  destroyed  the  Prosecution  case  as 

emerging from the testimony of the star witnesses 

inasmuch as, this witness also claims to have been 

within the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri when the 

same  was  set  afire.  It  is  pointed  out  that  the 

witness on pages Nos.2 and 3 of her deposition, has 

deposed that “પોણા અગીયાર વાગે પથથરમારો શર થતા બધાજ 

તેમજ અમો બધાજ જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં ગયેલા. ત ેસમયે મારો િદયર 

અસલમ જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં આવી ગયેલ અને મારા પિત તથા િદયર 

ઈલયાસ છુટા પડી ગયા હતા. ત ેપછી ટોળુ અંદર આવી ગયેલ. તે સમયે 

મારી દરેાણી અને મારો નાનો િદકરો જે બ ેમહીનાનો હતો તે બધા અમે 

જફરી સાહેબના મકાનના રસોડામાં હતા. ત ેસમયે ખુબ ધુમાડો થતા હંુ 

બહાર નીકળેલી અને મારી દેરાણી ત ે રસોડામાં ગયેલ અને તયાં રસોડામાં 

આગ લાગતા રસોડામાં બળી ગયેલ જે મારી દેરાણીનું નામ નસીમબાનુ 

અસલમભાઈ હતુ. બહાર ટોળુ હતુ પછી હંુ અને મારા સાસુ મારા બાળક 

સાથે જફરી સાહેબના સીડીમાં સંતાઈને બેસી ગયેલ. તે સમયે બહારનું ટોળુ 

આ લોકોને મારો આ લોકોને મારો તેમ કહેતુ હતુ. જથેી અમે ધીમે ધીમે 

જફરી સાહેબના મકાનમાં ઉપર જઈને બેસી ગયેલા. તયાં અમે અડધો પોણો 

કલાક બેઠા પછી પોલીસની ગાડીઓ આવેલ.  જે વહીસલો વાગેલ.  તેથી 
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તયાં ટોળાના મણસો જતા રહેલા.” It is submitted that this 

witness has further confirmed the version that all 

persons  who  were  within  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's 

residence, did not survive and were burnt alive. It 

is  pointed  out  that  this  witness  claims  to have 

taken shelter beneath the staircase of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri's residence which led to the first floor of 

the residence, which is established to be in open 

view  of  the  rear  portion  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's 

residence where the alleged incidents of rape of 

women and butchering of children has taken place. It 

is submitted that if really such incidents had taken 

place,  then  this  witness  would  have  definitely 

witnessed such incidents. It is pointed out that if 

in reality there was a mob perpetrating such acts, 

then  this  witness  would  have  been  very  visible 

beneath the staircase from outside and would not 

have been spared by the mob. It is submitted that 

this witness on page No.7 in paragraph No.9 of her 

testimony,  has  pinpointed  her  location.  It  is 

submitted that again despite being a resident of the 

nearby chawl, this witness has identified none of 

the  accused  as  being  the  perpetrators  of  any 

incident and it is submitted that the testimony of 

this witness further confuses the issue inasmuch as, 

this  witness  claims  that  her  brother-in-law 

Aslamkhan was found dead within Shri Ehsan Jafri's 

residence in a mutilated and stabbed condition. It 

is pointed out that none of the other star witnesses 

including the eye-witnesses, has mentioned in any 
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manner about any incident concerning such Aslam. It 

is submitted that in such circumstances, it is very 

doubtful whether such eye-witnesses are genuine eye-

witnesses  as  claimed.  It  is  submitted  that  this 

witness has also testified inter alia to the effect 

that her mother-in-law was hiding with her beneath 

the staircase when the incident took place. 

488. It is pointed out that the mother-in-

law of the above witness has been examined as PW-302 

at Exh.1047 and my attention is now being drawn to 

the  testimony  of  Roshanbibi  Usmanbhai  Silawat, 

wherein this witness has deposed that she too had 

taken shelter in the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri 

along with her family members, but according to Shri 

Bhardwaj, this witness has not supplied any details 

of  any incident  despite hiding together  with her 

daughter-in-law under the staircase of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri's residence which was having full access to 

the rear compound of the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri  where  the  incidents  of  rape  and  multiple 

murders  are  alleged  to  have  taken  place  and 

allegedly witnessed  by the star witnesses. It  is 

submitted that the present  witness  does  not even 

claim  to  have  seen  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  within  his 

residence  during  the  time  when  she  was  present 

therein and the quality of the testimony of such 

witness  only  exposes  the  hollowness  of  the 

Prosecution case. 

489. My attention is further drawn to the 
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testimony of PW-186 at Exh.728 i.e. Mohammadiliyas 

Usmanbhai  Shaikh  who  has  also  corroborated  the 

version supplied by the above witnesses with regard 

to  the  fact  of  his  sister-in-law  Nasimbanu  @ 

Zebunben who according to this witness, was burnt 

alive in the kitchen of the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri and my attention is drawn to page No.5 in 

paragraph No.6 of the testimony of this witness PW-

186,  wherein  he  has  deposed  that  “અસલમભાઈના પિતન 

જફરી સાહેબના રસોડામાં બળી ગયેલ. તનેી સાથે બીજ બેનો પણ બળી 

ગયેલ. કેટલી હતી તે મને ખબર નથી. નસીમબાનુ પેગનટ હતી.” It is 

further pointed out that according to this witness, 

he is not a resident of Gulbarg Society but had 

tried  to  take  shelter  in  Gulbarg  Society. It  is 

pointed  out  that  this  witness  has  clearly  and 

categorically stated in paragraph No.4 on page No.3 

of his examination-in-chief that when he tried to 

take shelter in Gulbarg Society at about 9:00 a.m. 

on  28/02/2002,  he  found  both  the  gates  of  the 

Society  closed  and  it  is,  according  to  Shri 

Bhardwaj, the further testimony of this witness that 

he thereafter attempted to enter into the Society 

through  the  residence  of  Dayaram  Jinger  by 

requesting him to permit entry from his residence 

and  it  is  submitted  that  even  according  to this 

witness,  he  was  granted  such  access  and  was 

permitted to enter into the Society in such fashion. 

It  is  submitted  that  in  the  circumstances,  the 

entire version with regard to the residence of Shri 

Dayaram  Jinger  being  used  for  stone  pelting  and 
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private firing and the role allegedly played by the 

accused therefrom, cannot be accepted. It is pointed 

out that this witness also claims to have heard the 

explosion  of  a  gas  cylinder  from  within  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is submitted that 

in such circumstances, if such version is required 

to be accepted more so since even this witness is 

not declared hostile, then the same completely and 

utterly  contradicts  the  versions  of  the  star 

witnesses. It is pointed out that even this witness 

has not identified a single accused as being the 

perpetrator of any incident. My attention is drawn 

to page No.9, paragraph No.13 of the testimony of 

this  witness  wherein  he  claims  to  have  met  the 

injured Aslam (son of deceased Anwarkhan) at the 

refugee relief camp of Dariakhan Ghummat and his 

deposition in that regard runs as “અસલમભાઈ જઓેને 

હાથની આંગળીએ વાગેલ તઓે પણ દરીયાખાન ઘંુમટ રાહત કેમપમાં અમારી 

સાથે રહેલા. તેમના િપતાનું નામ અનવરભાઈ છે કે કેમ તનેી મને ખબર 

નથી.  અસલમભાઈએ તમેના હાથે કયા સમયે ઈજ થયેલ ત ેસમય મને 

કહેલ નિહ. કઈ જગયાએ ઈજ થઈ ત ેમને કહેલ નિહ પણ તેમને ઈજ 

ગુલબગર સોસા.ની અદંર જ થયેલ.”  It is submitted by Shri 

Bhardwaj  that  even  this  clearly  establishes  that 

they had no idea about the identity of the accused, 

about the nature of the incidents and about the role 

of  any  perpetrator.  It  is  submitted  that  this 

fortifies the defence theory that if at all there 

were perpetrators, the perpetrators were comprising 
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of unknown persons. 

490. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of PW-201 Rafiqbhai Usmanbhai Shilavat at Exh.748 

who  was  related  to  and  accompanied  PW-186 

Mohammadiliyas Usmanbhai Shaikh, and it is pointed 

out that his version also does not relate to any 

incident of rape or killing as claimed by the star 

witnesses nor is this witness also in any position 

to identify any of the accused as perpetrators of 

any incident. 

491. It  is  submitted  that  none  of  these 

witnesses  have  been  declared  hostile  by  the 

Prosecution. It is pointed out that these witnesses 

were  within  Gulbarg  Society  when  the  alleged 

incidents took place. It is submitted that they were 

not within the burning residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri 

and  were  in  a  position  to  provide  genuine  and 

correct eye-witness accounts which they have done so 

by admitting that they are not able to identify any 

of the accused. It is submitted that none of these 

witnesses had any reason to not identify an accused 

more so when most of these witnesses have lost an 

immediate  family  member  in  the  incident.  It  is 

submitted that in the circumstances, and more  so 

when none of them have been declared hostile by the 

Prosecution, their versions cannot be discarded. 

492. Further  challenging  the  veracity  and 

pointing out the contradictions emerging from the 
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testimonies  of  four  or  five  star  witnesses  who 

according  to  Shri  Bhardwaj,  are  claimed  to  be 

witnesses to each and every incident, it is pointed 

out  that  not  only have  such  witnesses  completely 

contradicted each other, each of them has given an 

entirely different sequence of events, each of them 

refuses to recognize the presence of others though 

others also claim to be in the same spot, each of 

them gives an entirely different version with regard 

to the alleged incident of rape and mass murders, 

each of them claims to be a part of the group of 

four or five persons of whom they were conveniently 

the  only  survivor  and  each  of  them  claims  that 

though a large majority of women and children rushed 

out of the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri on account 

of  feeling  suffocated,  they  confinedly  remained 

behind – not being suffocated only for the purposes 

of being thereafter deposing with regard to their 

so-called  eye-witness  versions.  It  is  submitted 

further by Shri Bhardwaj that in their effort to 

paint the gory picture, the witnesses all of whom 

are  admittedly within  the  confines  of  the  ground 

floor  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's  residence,  have 

conveniently  seen  only  one  incident  and  omitted 

others or have seen incident where their own blood 

relations  being  observed  to  have  been  done  away 

with, were not witnessed by such witnesses. It is 

further  pointed  out  that  such  witnesses  also 

conveniently have been the sole persons present when 

Shri Ehsan Jafri allegedly made telephone calls to 

various  dignitaries  including  the  then  Chief 
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Minister of Gujarat State and each of them denies or 

conveniently omits to mention the presence of other 

eye-witnesses  who  also  were  privy  to  the 

conversations or attempts made by Shri Ehsan Jafri 

to call up Government officials. It is pointed out 

that such witnesses have also changed the sequence 

of events as to when such phone calls were made and 

it is pointed out that most of the witnesses have 

claimed that the phone calls were made after one or 

two  serious  incidents  had  taken  place,  more 

particularly the butchering of Anwarkhan, causing of 

injury to Aslam, burning of vehicles and attempting 

to set afire the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri which 

compelled some ladies and children to rush out who 

in turn were butchered by the mob. It is submitted 

that  on  the  other  hand  the  other  witnesses  have 

claimed that Shri Ehsan Jafri had called up much 

prior thereto whereas while each of these witnesses 

claims that Shri Ehsan Jafri had made phone calls to 

a number of dignitaries, only two phone calls are 

recorded to have been made from the landline of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri which is an admitted position emerging 

from the investigation. It is also pointed out by 

Shri Bhardwaj that the phone calls are also claimed 

to have been made by PW-107 Mrs.Rupaben, of which 

there is no record. It is pointed out that nobody 

has seen PW-107 Mrs.Rupaben making any phone calls, 

and on the other hand, PW-177 Sairaben Sandhi has 

given an entirely different version of events and it 

is submitted that it is amazing that while PW-106 

has seen his mother, grandmother and another woman 
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being  slaughtered,  his  father  who  admittedly  was 

within the same premises on the ground floor being 

Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence, has no idea of the 

slaughter of his wife an mother. It is pointed out 

that  in  fact  PW-116 Sayeedkhan  has  even  admitted 

that till the time he entered into the witness box, 

he had no idea about who had done away with his wife 

and mother. It is submitted that it is unnatural and 

extremely strange that though his son PW-106 claims 

to have been an eye-witness to the slaughter of his 

mother and grandmother, he would not have narrated 

any aspect with regard to the perpetrators, to his 

own  father.  It  is  submitted  that  in  the 

circumstances, it is very difficult to believe these 

witnesses not only for they grossly contradicting 

each  other, but  they  have  completely exposed  the 

hollowness of the Prosecution case and despite such 

diametrical contradictory statements emerging in the 

course of depositions, the State did not even bother 

to declare them hostile and it is urged that it is 

possible  that  a  defence  lawyer might influence a 

witness  to  depose  in  a  manner  hostile  to  the 

Prosecution version, but according to Shri Bhardwaj, 

it is extremely strange that the Prosecution itself 

has set up witnesses who contradict each other. It 

is submitted that the net effect of such depositions 

is an inference and conclusion to be drawn that the 

Prosecution has destroyed its own case. 

493. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that PW-106 Imtiyazkhan has in general established 
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himself  to  be  knowing  every  aspect  about  the 

incident including the alleged conspiracy and it is 

submitted that this witness has claimed to b present 

on all occasions where a particular incident has 

taken place,  despite which,  it  is  submitted that 

this witness has completely exposed the hollowness 

of the Prosecution case inasmuch as, not only the 

other witnesses have not supported his versions, but 

they have in fact testified in a manner which could 

be  said  to be  diametrically contradictory  to the 

versions  supplied  by  this  witness  PW-106.  It  is 

pointed out that PW-106 has deposed in his testimony 

with regard to the alleged conspiracy on the part of 

the VHP and Bajrangdal on 27/02/2002 itself post the 

news spreading about the train burning incident at 

Godhra. My attention is drawn to paragraph No.5 on 

page No.5 of his testimony, where this witness PW-

106 has testified that “મારા ફોઈના િદકરા શરીફભાઈએ મને 

જણાવેલ કે, તેમની િદકરી મધુરમ ટૉકીઝ પાસે પિરકા આપવા ગયેલ છે. 

તે ૨૭મી તારીખે સાંજના છ વાગે મને જણાવેલ.  તમેણે મને કહેલ કે, 

આપણે મારી િદકરીને લઈ આવીએ.  જથેી તમેની મારતી કારમાં અમે 

મધુરમ સીનેમા પાસે સકુલે ગયેલા અને તયાંથી તમેની િદકરીને લઈને પાછા 

આવયા. અમે પરત આવતા હતા તયારે વચચે ચમનપુરા ચકલા પાસે અમુક 

માણસોના ટોળા ગાડીઓને રોકીને ચોકથી લખાણ લખતા હતા.  તઓે 

ગડીઓના કાચ પર િવ.િહ.પ. અને બજરંગદળ દારા ગુજરાત બધંનું એલાન 

તેમ લખતા હતા. આવુ લખાણ અમારી ગાડી પર પણ કરવામાં આવેલ. 

પછી અમે તયાંથી અમારા ઘરે ગયેલા.”  It is submitted that 
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thus, according to this witness, the vehicle of his 

cousin Mohammadsharif in which he was setting, was 

stopped  by  VHP  and  Bajrangdal  volunteers  at 

Chamanpura  Cross  Roads  and  the  alleged  'Bandh' 

declared was being written by chalk on the vehicle 

of  the  cousin  Mohammadsharif  according  to  the 

present witness  PW-106. It is  submitted that the 

entire  version  of  PW-106  having  accompanied  his 

cousin  Mohammadsharif  to  fetch  the  daughter  of 

Mohammadsharif  when  such  alleged  writing  on  the 

vehicle by VHP and Bajrangdal volunteers allegedly 

took  place,  is  completely  nullified  by  PW-284 

Mohammadsharif who is examined at Exh.987 where in 

his testimony, the said Mohammadsharif has testified 

in paragraph No.2 on page No.2 that “તા. ૨૭/૨/૦૨ ના 

રોજ સાબરમતી એકસપેકસ પર ગોધરા ખાતે હુમલો થયેલ તનેા અનુસંધાને 

તા.૨૮/૨/૦૨ ના રોજ ગુજરાત બંધનું એલાન આપવામાં આવેલ.જથેી 

બંધના િદવસે મારી બને દકુાનો બંધ રાખેલ.  હંુ અને મારા પિરવારના 

માણસો તે િદવસે ઘરેજ હતા.” It is submitted that not only 

has  the  witness  PW-284  thus  not  testified  with 

regard to going out in a Maruti Car to fetch his 

daughter  but  no  version  as  emerging  from  the 

testimony of PW-106 is even remotely supported by 

PW-284. 

494. My attention is drawn further to the 

fact that PW-106 claims to have been present on the 

terrace of his residence along with his father when 

he saw the incident as an eye-witness where the said 
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Ayub  of  Ankur  Cycle  Works  was  inflicted  stab 

injuries.  My  attention  is  drawn  to page  No.7  in 

paragraph No.8 of the testimony of PW-106 wherein he 

has deposed that “ઘરે આવયા બાદ મે નાસતો પાણી કરેલ.હંુ અને 

મારા િપતાજ સવારના દસ વાગે અમારા ઘરની અગાશી પર ઉભા હતા. 

તયારે રોડ પર ચારથી પાંચ છોકરાઓ દુકાનો બધં કરાવતા કરાવતા આવતા 

હતા.તે છોકરાઓ ઓમ નગર તરફ ગયેલા.  તે છોકરાઓમાં ૧.ભરત 

રાજપુત, ૨. ગીરીશ પભુદાસ શમાર, ૩.ભરત તલોદીયા, ૪. રમેશ પાંનડે, 

૫. કપીલ મુના હતા. ત ેપછી તે ઓમ નગરથી થોડી વારમાં પરત આવયા 

તયારે તેમની સાથે બીજ દસેક છોકરાઓ હતા. ત ેલોકો 'જયશી રામ' ના 

નારા લગાવતા હતા. 'મીયાઓને મારો કાપો'  તેમ બોલતા હતા.  આ 

લોકોએ સંતોકબાઈની ચાલીના નાકે આવેલ અંકુર સાયકલવાળાના છોકરાઓ 

નામે અયુબ અને યુસુફ બહાર ઉભેલા હતા.  તમેને આ લોકો મારવા 

લાગેલા. આ બ ેજણને ભરત રાજપતૂ,ગીરીશ શમાર અને ભરત તલેી અને 

રમેશ પાંનડે મારવા લાગેલા.  આ લોકો અમારી સોસા.ની આજુબાજુની 

ચાલીઓમાં રહે છે અને અમારી સાથે બસેતા ઉઠતા તથેી હંુ આ તમામને 

ઓળખુ છંુ.  ભરત તલોદીયા અને આરત રાજપૂત ગીરીશ પભુદાસ શમારને 

અવાર નવાર મળવા આવતા હતા તથેી હંુ ઓળખંુ છંુ.  યુસુફ અમારી 

સોસા.માં ભાગીને આવી ગયેલ અને અયુબ તનેા ઘરમાં ભાગવા જતા ભરત 

રાજપૂતે તનેા હાથમાં રહેલ ગુપીથી અયુબને પીઠના ભાગે બે થી તણ ઘા 

મારેલા.” It is further pointed out that this witness 

in paragraph No.10 of his testimony, has testified 

that “ત ેબાદ પોલીસની ચારથી પાંચ ગાડીઓ સોસા.ના નાના ઝાંપા 
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બાજુ આવીને ઉભી રહેલી. જથેી હંુ અને મારા િપતાજ નીચે ઉતરેલા. અને 

જફરી સાહેબના ઘર પાસે આવેલ નાના દરવાજ પાસે ઉભા રહેલા.” 

495. It  is  submitted  that  from  this 

testimony, it is clear that the incident of Ayub was 

allegedly witnessed by this eye-witness PW-106 from 

the terrace of his residence in the company of his 

father and he i.e. PW-106 according to this version, 

was  all  throughout,  after  taking  the  breakfast, 

present on the terrace of his own residence together 

with his father when he witnessed such incident and 

that both of them came down from the terrace only 

after the Police vehicles had come at the scene of 

incident. It is submitted that this is diametrically 

contradictory to the version supplied by another so-

called eye-witness Firoz Bandeali i.e. PW-264 who 

has  been  examined  at  Exh.918,  who  has  given  an 

entirely  different  version  with  regard  to  the 

location  and  version  of  PW-106  when  the  alleged 

incident of Ayub took place. My attention is drawn 

to paragraph No.4 on page No.3 of the testimony of 

PW-264, where he has deposed that “તે િદવસે સવારના સાડા 

દસ અિગયાર વાગયાને સુમારે હંુ અમારી સોસા.ના નાકે બેઠો હતો.  ત ે

સમયે કેટલાક અજણયા માણસોને મારી સોસા.ની સામે આવેલ દકુાને અમુક 

માણસોને મારતા મે જયેલ.  જથેી હંુ તરત અદંર આવી ગયેલ.  અને 

સોસા.નો ગેટ બધં કરી દીધેલ.” My attention is drawn to the 

further  testimony  of  PW-264  on  page  No.12  in 

paragraph No.18 wherein, in his cross examination, 
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the witness has testified that “હંુ બનાવના િદવસે સવારના 

સમયે સોસા.ના નાકે ફકત દસ થી પંદર મીનીટ બસેેલ. હંુ ત ેિદવસે મારા 

ફલેટની નીચે એક સોનીની દુકાન આવેલ છે તયાં બેઠેલ હતો.  આ 

સોસા.ના તેમજ આજુબાજુના રહીશોમાંથી એક બે જણાં તે સમયે મારી સાથે 

તે દકુાન આગળ હતા. ત ેબે જણાં કોણ હતા તનેા નામ બાબત પોલીસે 

મારી કોઈ પુછપરછ કરેલ નિહ. ત ેસમયે મારી સાથે ઈમતીયાઝભાઈ અને 

અમારી સોસા.ના સેકેટરી ગુલઝારભાઈ હતા.હંુ સોનીની દકુાને ગયો તે 

અગાઉથી આ બને દુકાને બેઠેલા હતા.  હંુ તે િદવસે પથમ ત ે દકુાનેથી 

આગળ ગયેલ અને તયાંથી પાછો આવી આ સોનીની દકુાને આવેલ.હંુ ત ે

પછી સોસા.ની અદંર ગયો ત ેસમયે આ ઈમતીયાઝ અને ગુલઝાર બને પણ 

સોસા.માં મારી સાથે આવેલા.મારે આ બ ેજણાં સાથે તઓે કેટલા સમયથી 

સોનીની દકુાને ઉભા છે ત ેસમય અંગે વાત થયેલ નિહ. હંુ, ઈમતીયાઝભાઈ 

અને ગુલઝારભાઈ અમે તણે જણાં સોસા.ની અદંર ગયા બાદ ઓછામાં 

ઓછો અડધો કલાક સોસા.ની અદંર આવેલ સોસા.ના ગાઉનડમાં અમે સાથે 

રહેલા. આ અમે જફરી સાહેબના મકાનની બાજુમાં એક નાનો ગેટ આવેલ 

છે તનેી સામે અમે ઉભેલા.  આ સમય દરિમયાન મને પથથર વાગે.  એ 

સમયે મે ઈમતીયાઝભાઈ કે ગુલઝારભાઈને કોઈ પથથર વાગતા જયેલ નિહ.” 

It is submitted that according to this witness, PW-

106 Imtiyazkhan was all throughout located on the 

ground  floor  of  the  Flats  of  PW-264  more 

particularly in a shop of a goldsmith together with 

one Gulzarbhai who was further identified as the 

Secretary of Gulbarg Society. It is claimed by this 

witness that he too was present with Imtiyazkhan and 
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Gulzarbhai  when  the  incident  which  is  indirectly 

referred to as the incident relating to Ankur Cycle 

Works took place, on account of which all three of 

them i.e. PWs 264, 106 and Gulzarbhai entered back 

into Gulbarg Society whereupon the small gate near 

the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri was shut by PW-

264. It is pointed out that the presence of PW-116 

Sayeedkhan is nowhere mentioned by this witness and 

therefore, if this witness is to be believed, then 

the  version  of  PW-106  that  he  saw  the  incident 

related to Ayub from his terrace cannot be accepted, 

according to Shri Bhardwaj. It is submitted that in 

any case, according to PW-106, after being inflicted 

stab injuries, Ayub according to PW-106, ran away to 

his  own  residence  (Ayub's  residence)  whereas,  as 

referred  to  herein  before,  Ayub  has  clearly  and 

categorically mentioned that after he was inflicted 

injuries, he took shelter into the house of a Hindu 

family. It is amazing, according to Shri Bhardwaj, 

that while PW-106 has identified the perpetrators of 

the  stab  injuries  being  inflicted  on  Ayub,  Ayub 

himself has not identified a single person amongst 

the accused as perpetrators. It is submitted that 

therefore, the location of PW-106 at the time of 

such incident, is extremely doubtful. 

496. It is further  pointed out that even 

the  claim  of  PW-106  that  he  climbed  up  on  the 

terrace  of  Bunglow  No.15  of  Gulbarg  Society  and 

thereafter  was  able  to  see  a  mob  of  about  5000 

strong, trying to attack the Society from the rear 
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portion, of whom PW-106 has conveniently been able 

to identify accused No.59 Atul Vaidya, one Mahendra 

Pukhraj  who  is  not  an  accused  in  the  present 

proceedings, accused  No.25 Mangilal  Jain, accused 

No.44  Nagin  Patni,  accused  No.2  Lala  Mohansing 

Darbar, accused No.63 Dinesh Sharma, accused No.50 

Kapil  Munna,  absconding  accused  Ramesh  Pande  and 

accused No.38 Manish Prabhulal Jain. It is pointed 

out by Shri Bhardwaj that PW-106 claims that the 

residents of Bunglows No.15 and 16 came over to him 

and informed him that such stone throwing and an 

attempt to break open the rear wall of the Society 

is  being  done  by  the  mob  comprising  of  a  large 

number  of  persons  as  also  the  above  referred 

persons, acting upon which the PW-106 went on the 

terrace of Bunglow No.15. It is pointed out that the 

two persons who allegedly came over to call PW-106, 

are Firoz Gulzarbhai i.e. PW-129 who is examined at 

Exh.635 and Athar Vaid Khan who is missing. It is 

submitted  that  on  the  other  hand  PW-129  Firoz 

Gulzarbhai  in  his  entire  deposition  has  nowhere 

mentioned that he went over to PW-106 and took him 

to the terrace of Bunglow No.15 and in fact PW-129 

Firoz  Gulzarbhai  has  given  an  entirely  different 

version, but has failed to identify a single accused 

as being the perpetrator of the incident wherein the 

Society was attacked from the rear portion as is 

claimed by PW-106. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj 

that  it  has  been  argued  while  referring  to  the 

incident of Irfan as to whether PW-106 was present 

even during the incident of Irfan and it is urged 
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that  therefore,  the  presence  of  PW-106  on  the 

terrace of Bunglow No.15 is not supported and is 

doubtful. It is pointed out that in any case, PW-106 

in  his  cross  examination  has  on  page  No.29  in 

paragraph No.23, clearly conceded that during the 

entire incidents of 28/02/2002, PW-106 had gone to 

only two houses in Gulbarg Society, firstly his own 

house  and  secondly  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri. It is submitted that thus PW-106 has himself 

contradicted  the  version  of  his  climbing  on  the 

terrace of Bunglow No.15 and thus identifying such a 

large  number  of  accused  as  perpetrators.  It  is 

submitted  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  the  persons 

allegedly  accompanying  PW-106  to  the  terrace  of 

Bunglow No.15 are conveniently not available since 

unfortunately all such persons have lost their lives 

in the incident. It is submitted that in any case, 

all such above referred accused who PW-106 claims to 

have seen from the terrace of Bunglow No.15, were 

named for the first time by PW-106 post 2008 and it 

is submitted that in such circumstances, and more 

particularly when one of the alleged members of the 

mob named by PW-106 i.e. Mahendra Pukhraj was also 

later  on  given  a  clean  chit  by  PW-106,  the 

reliability of PW-106 is further damaged. 

497. It  is  further  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that one of the incidents allegedly eye-

witnessed by PW-106 after he took shelter along with 

his father, is the incident narrated by him on page 

No.16 in paragraph No.15 of his testimony, inasmuch 
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as, the same relates to the alleged killing of his 

mother,  grandmother  and  one  Zebunben  Kasambhai 

Mansuri. It is pointed out that no rape is alleged 

to have been committed on the above three women. It 

is submitted that it is strange and not believable 

inasmuch as, while the narrative emerging from the 

testimony  of  this  witness  is  inter  alia  to  the 

effect that these three ladies rushed out of the 

residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  on  account  of  the 

smoke  that  had  arisen  due  to  the  fire,  it  is 

submitted that the alleged incident according to the 

witness and as seen by him as an eye-witness, was 

committed by accused No.55 Bharat Rajput, accused 

No.54  Bharat  Teli  and  absconding  accused  Girish 

Prabhudas Sharma. It is submitted that none of the 

other so-called eye-witnesses have seen any incident 

wherein the combination of these three women had 

rushed out together and were simplicitor killed by 

the mob. It is submitted that it is incredible that 

PW-116 Sayeedkhan who happens to be the father of 

PW-106 Imtiyazkhan, meaning thereby that out of the 

three ladies killed, one was his wife, the other was 

his mother and the third was a woman known to him. 

It is submitted that despite being admittedly in the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, PW-116 does not claim 

to have seen any such incident and instead PW-116 

has concocted an incident relating to the alleged 

killing  of  one  Firdausbanu,  Shahejadali  and 

Zebunben, all of whom were simplicitor killed by the 

mob. It is submitted that PW-116 has testified that 

all these three persons rushed out of the residence 
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of Shri Ehsan Jafri on account of the smoke and he 

does not attribute any of them to have been dragged 

by any of the members of the mob. It is pointed out 

that PW-116 has given and identified the names of 

totally different set of accused from what has been 

done so by PW-106. It is pointed out that PW-116 has 

identified accused No.1 Kailash Dhobi, accused No.43 

Naran Channelwala, absconding accused Ramesh Choti 

and accused No.38 Manish Jain as the perpetrators of 

the incident. 

498. On  the  other  hand,  another  star 

witness being PW-177 Sairaben Sandhi who is examined 

at  Exh.711, has  given  yet  another  combination  of 

persons who have allegedly accompanied the deceased 

Zebunben  when  they  were  butchered  by  the  mob. 

According to PW-177 in terms of her testimony on 

page No.13, paragraph No.15, she has testified inter 

alia to the effect that Zebunben was accompanied by 

one Mehmudaben, Mumtazben and Zarinaben, all of whom 

rushed out of the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri on 

account of the smoke and fire and were butchered by 

the mob, of whom she has identified none of them. It 

is submitted that no other alleged eye-witness has 

seen Zebunben being done away with. It is submitted 

that  in  such  circumstances,  when  all  three  eye-

witnesses  claim  different  versions  and  all  three 

claim to be eye-witnesses, it would be difficult to 

accept such gross contradictions. It is submitted 

that it is incredible that PW-106 who claims to have 

witnessed the killing of his mother and grandmother, 
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has not narrated anything about the said incident to 

his own father PW-116 who in any case despite being 

present in the very same residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri at the relevant point of time, has not seen 

the incident concerning his wife and mother, but has 

in fact seen Zebunben being slaughtered along with 

other sets of persons. It is submitted that while 

deposing in the Court, PW-116 has clearly testified 

on page No.21 in paragraph No.25 inter alia to the 

effect that he has not seen the seven members of his 

family after the date of the incident nor has he 

heard anything about them. It is pointed out that it 

would imply that PW-106 who happens to be the son of 

PW-116, has not narrated anything about the fate of 

his mother and grandmother, to his own father which 

cannot be believed. 

499. On the other hand, according to Shri 

Bhardwaj, PW-283 Aslamkhan who was according to the 

Prosecution,  injured  in  an  attempt  to  save  his 

father  i.e.  deceased  Anwarkhan,  has  given  an 

entirely different version about this set of three 

women  being  done  away  with  in  the  incident.  My 

attention is drawn to the testimony of PW-283 on 

page No.6 in paragraph No.8. It is pointed out that 

PW-283 is the first cousin of PW-106 and therefore, 

the grandmother of PW-106 and PW-283 are the same 

person.  It  is  pointed  out  that  on  page  No.6  in 

paragraph No.8 of his testimony, this witness has 

testified  that  his  grandmother  Kherunnisa,  his 

brother  Akhtarkhan  and  aunt  Jamilaben  (not  the 
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mother of PW-106), Sajedabanu and nephew Shadabkhan, 

all were done away with whereas conveniently PW-283 

himself who was also a part of the above referred 

persons who had rushed out of the residence of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri, was not harmed at all. It is pointed 

out that in any case, PW-283 also has not identified 

any  of  the  perpetrators  of  such  incident.  It  is 

submitted  that  while  PW-283  claims  that  all  the 

above persons were simplicitor killed and none of 

the women was raped, one of the women referred to as 

the victims being Sajidabanu i.e. the sister-in-law 

of PW-283, is claimed to have been raped by the mob 

in terms of the eye-witness testimonies of PWs 106 

and 116. It is pointed out that this also is a grave 

and serious contradiction. 

500. It  is  pointed  out  that  PW-106  has 

thereafter alleged to have in continuation of the 

above  incident  of  three  women  being  killed, 

testified to the butchering of one Salim Abubakkar. 

My attention is drawn to page No.16 in paragraph 

No.16 of his testimony wherein PW-106 has attributed 

the killing of Salim Abubakkar to and identified 

accused  No.59  Atul  Vaidya,  accused  No.14  Gabbar 

Madanlal, accused No.50 Kapil Munna, accused No.47 

Dharmesh Prahlad, accused No.29 Mukesh Pukhraj as 

the  perpetrators  of  the  killing  of  the  above 

referred  Salim  Abubakkar. It  is  pointed  out  that 

none of the large number of the witnesses who have 

claimed to have seen all such other incidents from 

the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri or other places 
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from  where  they  were  located,  have  even  remotely 

mentioned about the doing away of these two persons 

or  the  role  of  any  of  the  accused  in  the 

perpetration of any of the incidents. It is pointed 

out that it emerges from the testimony of the IO 

appointed by the SIT i.e. Shri J.M.Suthar, PW-335 in 

paragraph No.237 of his testimony that no such names 

or no such incident were provided by PW-106 in his 

statement recorded before the SIT. It is pointed out 

that strangely PW-128 Rafiq Abubakkar who happens to 

be the real brother of deceased Salim Abubakkar, has 

testified on page No.15 in paragraph No.15 of his 

testimony  that  till  the  time  he  deposed  in  the 

Court, he had not heard anything about the fate of 

his brother Salim Abubakkar. It is submitted that if 

PW-106 was in the same refugee relief camp as PW-

128,  it  is  strange  that  PW-106  despite  having 

witnessed  such  incident,  would  not  have  narrated 

anything about the incident or its perpetrators to 

the real brother of the victim. It is pointed out 

that PW-106 has further testified that accused No.25 

Mangilal Jain and accused Manish Somabhai Patel i.e. 

Manish  Splendour  who  was  given  a  clean  chit  and 

against  whom  proceedings  were  sought  to  be  and 

permitted to be dropped herein, are attributed to 

have  perpetrated  the  killing  of  Gulzarbhai 

(Secretary of Gulbarg Society). 

501. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that PW-129 Firoz Gulzarbhai who happens to be the 

son of deceased Gulzarbhai, despite being a close 
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friend  of  PW-106  and  despite  staying  for  a  long 

period  in  the  same  refugee  relief  camp,  has 

testified on page No.14 of his deposition that till 

the time he deposed in the Court, he was not aware 

about who had perpetrated the incident pertaining to 

the killing of his father and other family members.

502. It is submitted that another incident 

in continuation of the above incidents and referred 

to in  the  course  of  the  submissions  made  herein 

before, relates to the alleged rape and killing of 

one Firdausbanu and the killing of one Shahejadali, 

simultaneously to t  he  killing  and  rape  of  said 

Firdausbanu.  It  is  submitted  that  despite  being 

present all throughout and having witnessed all the 

incidents, PW-106 has remained totally silent about 

this incident, whereas the other eye-witnesses have 

given  glaringly  contradictory  and  inconsistent 

versions with regard to such alleged incident. It is 

pointed  out  that  PW-116  on  the  other  hand  has 

witnessed  such  incident  wherein,  at  the  cost  of 

repetition,  it  is  submitted  that  PW-116  merely 

claims to have witnessed the killing of such persons 

and no rape is alleged to have witnessed by PW-116. 

It is pointed out that PW-116 has given the names of 

accused  No.1  Kailash  Dhobi,  accused  No.43  Naran 

Channelwala,  absconding  accused  Ramesh  Choti  and 

accused No.38 Manish Jain as the perpetrators. It is 

submitted that on the other hand, PW-314 being one 

Fakirmohammad  Nasirali  Saiyed  who  is  examined  at 

Exh.1098, being the father of deceased Shahejadali, 
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has given a different version. My attention is drawn 

to page No.16 in paragraph No.22 of the deposition 

of this witness and it is pointed out that this 

witness claims that the said Firdausbanu was dragged 

out of the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri by the mob, 

her clothes were torn apart and she was thereafter 

heard to cry for help, responding to which the son 

of  the  present  witness  PW-314,  being  Shahejadali 

attempted to help said Firdausbanu, when he too was 

killed  by  the  mob.  It  is  pointed  out  that  this 

witness has identified accused No.42 Raju Tiwari @ 

Mamo Kaniyo as the perpetrator of the incident. It 

is pointed out that this witness has further deposed 

inter  alia  to  the  effect  that  after  killing 

Shahejadali, Firdausbanu was taken away by the mob 

to the rear side of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence and 

this witness does not claim to have seen the rape on 

such Firdausbanu. It is pointed out that accused 

No.42  Mamo  Kaniyo  has  been  thrice  i.e.  on  three 

separate  occasions,  wrongly  identified  by  PW-314 

Fakirmohammad. 

503. Shri Bhardwaj has drawn my attention 

to the testimony of PW-289 Nadim Surohi, and has 

pointed out that in his testimony, while the witness 

has denied in his cross examination a suggestion 

that the said Shahejadali was killed while he was 

attempting to rescue Anwarkhan, it has emerged from 

the  testimony of  PW-335  Shri J.M.Suthar that the 

said witness had in his statement recorded before 

the SIT, given such information. 
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504. My attention is yet again drawn to the 

testimony  of  PW-177  Sairaben  Sandhi  at  Exh.711, 

wherein  the  witness  has  claimed  mere  killing  of 

Firdausbanu and no rape was seen by such witness. It 

is submitted that PW-107 Mrs.Rupaben Modi despite 

claiming to be present all throughout, has not made 

any mention about most of such incidents. 

505. It  is  pointed  out  that  strangely 

enough, though large number of eye-witnesses in the 

shape of PWs 289, 283, 264, 263, 241, 236, 213, 185, 

143, 142 and 182 all of whom claim to have been in 

the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri at the time of all 

such incidents, none of these witnesses has even 

remotely referred to the alleged rape, tearing of 

clothes of Firdausbanu and it is urged that this 

also is a glaring omission which goes to the root of 

the genuineness of the Prosecution version. 

506. Another thrust of submissions made by 

Shri  Bhardwaj,  is  to  the  effect  that  even 

corroborative material sought to be relied upon by 

the  Prosecution  is  not  trustworthy,  truthful  or 

believable and it is urged that even such evidence 

is  required  to  be  discarded  especially  while 

deciding  the  fate  of  the  present  accused.  My 

attention is drawn to the so-called sting operation 

which was admittedly carried out during the period 

May,  2007  and  it  is  pointed  out  that  the  sting 

operation  was  carried  out  by  a  so-called 
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investigative  journalist  of  a  periodical  named 

'Tehelka' and the journalist was one Ashish Khaitan 

who has been examined as PW-313 at Exh.1091 on the 

record of the present proceedings, and it is pointed 

out that this witness in the course of his entire 

lengthy testimony, has established by the so-called 

sting  operation  carried  out  on  accused  No.25 

Mangilal  Jain,  accused  No.28  Prahlad  Raju  and 

accused  No.30  Madanlal  Dhanraj  Raval.  It  is 

submitted that if the so-called sting operation is 

required to be accepted as genuine and a reliable 

piece of evidence and if what has emerged in the 

course  of  the  sting operation,  the transcript of 

which was read out in the open Court and read out as 

an  evidence  of  PW-313,  than  such  version  and 

sequence of events completely destroys the so-called 

eye-witnesses'  testimony  of  the  eye-witnesses 

examined by the Prosecution in an effort to prove 

the  charges  against  the  accused.  It  is  also 

submitted that if these versions are required to be 

accepted,  then  also  these  versions  have  no 

evidentiary  value  inasmuch  as,  this  is  only  an 

attempt made by a so-called journalist who set up a 

false  identity,  invited  the  accused  under  false 

pretext  and  started  surreptitiously  recording 

conversation that was taking place and it is pointed 

out  that  in  any  case,  it  is  very  clear  that 

questions were put in such a manner that the accused 

were  made  to  answer  to  such  questions  as  was 

convenient to the journalist. It is pointed out that 

the accused have in any case, denied any role or 
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involvement in any incident barring their presence 

and that too, the accused have specifically denied 

being armed with any weapon or with any material 

connected to any of the incidents that took place at 

Gulbarg Society. It is submitted that if the version 

of  these  accused  as  emerging  from  the  so-called 

sting  operation  is  accepted,  than  the  acts 

attributed  to  deceased  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  by  such 

accused, completely destroys the Prosecution version 

of events that occurred with regard to Shri Ehsan 

Jafri or for that matter, the role played by Shri 

Ehsan Jafri in the entire incident. It is pointed 

out that in such circumstances, the evidence is not 

required to be accepted inasmuch as, it relates to 

the sting operation. It is further pointed out by 

Shri Bhardwaj that in any case, the witness PW-313 

has clearly admitted that large parts of his oral 

evidence with regard to the sting operation, which 

has  surfaced  during  his  examination-in-chief,  was 

never narrated to the IOs of the SIT, who recorded 

his statements on no less than two occasions. It is 

submitted that in any case, even the SIT has not 

investigated into the aspect of the so-called sting 

operation with great detail inasmuch as, the hard 

disk  containing  the  entire  records  of  the  sting 

operation though admittedly seized and forwarded to 

the  FSL,  is  not  made  a  part  of  the  court 

proceedings.  It  is  pointed  out  that  even  the 

transcript provided by Shri Khaitan, PW-313, is not 

verified and is not established to be a transcript 

of the entire recording but admittedly PW-313 has 
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testified inter alia to the effect that he has only 

provided in the transcript what was thought to be 

relevant by the witness. It is submitted that it is 

also an admitted position that no voice samples of 

PW-313 was collected by the SIT. It is submitted 

that  in  such  circumstances,  the  entire  sting 

operation is not required to be considered while 

deciding the fate of the present proceedings. It is 

pointed out that out of the three accused involved 

in the alleged sting operation, two of the accused 

being accused Nos.28 and 30 are not identified by 

any of the eye-witnesses as being present at the 

time  of  any  of  the  incidents  nor  is  any  role 

attributed  to  have  been  played  by  them  in  any 

incident by any witness. It is pointed out that the 

names of such accused are also not mentioned in any 

of the statements of any of the witnesses and it is 

further pointed out that neither of these accused 

has been identified by any witness as being involved 

in any of the incidents or as being the perpetrator 

of any of the incidents. It is pointed out that in 

any case, both these witnesses were arrested only on 

account of the injuries sustained by them and it is 

urged that it is required to be, therefore, accepted 

that  such  accused  had  no  idea  of  any  of  the 

incidents since even according to the star witnesses 

of the Prosecution, their presence at the incidents 

or  scene  of  offence  was  not  established.  It  is 

pointed out that in such circumstances, this is also 

an  aspect  of  the  Prosecution  case  which  weakens 

greatly the Prosecution case. My attention is drawn 
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further  to paragraph  No.62  on  page  No.92  of  the 

cross examination of PW-313 wherein the witness has 

admitted that parts of the transcript and a reading 

thereof more particularly with the number of dots 

inserted  between  two  sentences  by  the  witness 

himself  would  admittedly  even  according  to  the 

witness,  require  an  inference  to  be  raised  that 

there were some parts or sentences which were not 

elaborated or reproduced verbatim in the transcript. 

507. My attention is further drawn to the 

Prosecution  case  against  accused  No.34  which 

according to Shri Bhardwaj, is completely negated by 

the  testimony  of  PW-196  i.e.  Ibrahim  Nazirbhai 

Chandel who is examined at Exh.741 whereon page No.3 

in paragraph No.4, the witness has testified clearly 

inter alia to the effect that one Rahimbhai who was 

a close friend of the witness, met him (the witness) 

in  the  relief  camp  and  the  witness  has  further 

testified that the said Rahimbhai had told him that 

Rahimbhai took shelter for the whole day and whole 

night on the date of the incident and was provided 

shelter and refuge by a lady working in one Shivam 

Clinic located in Dr.Gandhi's chawl and that lady is 

identified  to  be  one  Champaben  and  is  also 

established beyond doubt to be the mother of accused 

No.34 Krishna. It is pointed out that this witness 

has not been declared hostile nor is this version of 

his testimony challenged by anyone and therefore, if 

such version is accepted, then a person who gives 

shelter to the members of the minority  community 
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could not participate in such heinous crimes. It is 

submitted that in such circumstances, this aspect is 

required  to  be  considered  favourable  qua  accused 

No.34 while deciding  the  fate of  the  proceedings 

against him. 

508. Shri Rajendra Trivedi, the learned 

advocate  appearing  on  behalf  of  the  concerned 

accused,  has  firstly  attempted  to  give  a  brief 

overview of the facts which have led upto to the 

trial taking place, evidence being recorded herein 

and the present stage of conclusion being arrived 

at. It is submitted by Shri Trivedi that admittedly 

the incident has taken place on 28/02/2002 and the 

witnesses/victims who were given shelter admittedly 

in the refugee relief camps were approached by the 

then Investigating Officers after registration of an 

offence  and  their  statements  were  recorded  on  a 

number of occasions upto May, 2002, beginning from 

05/03/2002.  It  is  further  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Trivedi that for the first time, the victims came 

forward and approached the Commissioner of Police by 

filing an independent affidavit after engaging the 

services  of  legal  professionals  wherein  new  and 

additional names of accused, role played by them, 

and weapons used were highlighted. It is pointed out 

that  the  witnesses  in  their  various  affidavits, 

identified and gave names of specific individuals in 

connection with specific incidents and either the 

full name of an accused was supplied or his alias 

was  supplied  or  the  name  of  his  father  or  his 
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residential  whereabouts  were  described  in  the 

affidavits.  It  is  submitted  by  Shri  Trivedi  that 

despite such state of affairs, only limited effort 

was made by the investigating agency to nail down 

the  specific  identity  of  the  accused.  It  is 

submitted that nearly six years after such state of 

affairs, for the first time, the victims supplied 

fresh names of fresh accused who were arrested post 

such aspects in 2008 or thereabout and it is urged 

that  this  delay  of  six  years  is  fatal  to  the 

Prosecution. It is pointed out by Shri Trivedi that 

in any case, the SIT was completely dominated upon 

by  the  complainant/victims/witnesses  who  were  in 

turn being led by an NGO and it is pointed out that 

a practice was adopted by the SIT in the course of 

further investigation whereby the identity of the 

accused so named after six years, was sought to be 

established and upon failure of the witness/victim 

to positively identify such accused in the course of 

a T.I.Parade held in that regard, the SIT did not 

make such accused face the trial and such accused 

Manish Splendour was dropped from the chargesheet. 

It  is  submitted  that  however,  the  T.I.Parade  of 

accused No.66 Babu Marwadi was carried out wherein 

the said accused was positively identified and was, 

therefore,  made  an  accused  in  the  present 

proceedings. It is submitted by Shri Trivedi that 

the names of accused Manish Splendour and accused 

No.66 Babu Marwadi were given for the very first 

time post formation of the SIT and the SIT deemed it 

appropriate therefore, and rightly so to carry out a 
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T.I.Parade  with  regard  to  such  accused.  It  is 

submitted that it was apprehended by the interested 

victims/witnesses that if a similar trend was to be 

followed by the SIT of carrying out T.I. Parades of 

all accused subsequently named post 2008, then upon 

failure  to  positively  identify  such  accused,  the 

entire hollowness of the Prosecution case could have 

been exposed, the SIT giving into the pressure of 

the  victims  thus  not  to  follow  the  course  of 

carrying out further T.I. Parades and straightway 

made such persons accused on the basis of statements 

of the victims before the SIT.  It is submitted that 

22 such accused were arraigned as accused by the SIT 

post investigation handled by them. It is submitted 

that even such accused, who were specifically named 

by the witnesses in their statements before the SIT 

on the basis of which such persons were made accused 

in  the  present  proceedings  and  are  facing  this 

trial, in the course of their depositions these so-

called star witnesses despite being given adequate 

opportunities, have failed to identify such accused 

in the Court. It is submitted that such failure of 

identification  on  the  part  of  the  witnesses  has 

resulted in a complete destruction of the veracity 

and  effectiveness  of  the  depositions  of  such 

witnesses  as  also  the  investigation  and  the 

integrity of the investigation carried out by the 

SIT. It  is  submitted  that  SIT  was  always  acting 

under the pressure of the witnesses/victims/NGOs and 

did  not  carry  out  a  detailed  and  impartial 

investigation as it was required under the law to do 
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so.  It  is  submitted  that  computerized  typed 

statements of such witnesses were presented before 

the SIT and the IO of the SIT was directed to treat 

such pre-prepared statements and treat them as if 

the same were statements of such witnesses recorded 

by the IO of the SIT itself. It is pointed out that 

it  is  emerging  clearly  from  the  testimony  and 

depositions of 13 such Prosecution Witnesses as per 

the details provided herein after that they insisted 

that  their  computerized  typewritten  statements 

prepared by third party were insisted to have been 

treated as statements of such witnesses before the 

IO  of  the  SIT.  It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances,  the  SIT  also  has  failed  to 

effectively discharge its duties which has resulted 

in innocent persons being dragged into the present 

trial  without  there  being  any  basis  to  proceed 

against such accused. It is submitted that if an 

accused who has been named by the star witnesses 

i.e. Manish Splendour was not chargesheeted only on 

account of his not being identified, despite which 

the witnesses have proceeded to talk about the role 

perpetrated by such accused in the incident. It is 

submitted that in such circumstances, and more so 

when 23 of the accused have been misidentified or in 

the alternative, not identified at all in the Court 

by the star witnesses, it was not required to drag 

such accused through the process of a trial and it 

is urged that in any case even at this juncture, the 

accused whose case is on such footing, are required 

to be given a clean acquittal. It is submitted that 
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in any case, the investigation carried out by the 

SIT on its appointment by the Hon'ble Supreme Court 

of India, was not a denovo investigation but was a 

further investigation in terms of Sec.173(8) of the 

Cr.P.C. It is submitted that even while filing and 

submitting its final report, at no stage has the SIT 

challenged  the  genuineness  of  the  earlier 

investigation carried out by the IOs then appointed 

and it is urged that in the circumstances, those 

statements recorded by such IOs pre-appointment of 

SIT, cannot be totally discarded since the SIT has 

not  challenged  the  genuineness  or  correctness  of 

such statements. It is submitted that the IO of SIT 

was examined at length in the present proceedings 

and at no place has he deposed with regard to having 

any  doubts  with  regard  to  the  genuineness, 

correctness  or  accuracy  of  the  statements  of 

victims/witnesses  recorded  by his  predecessor  IOs 

covering the period March, 2002 to upto November, 

2002.

Sr. 
No.

P.W. 
No.

Name of Witness

1. 106 Imtiyaz Saeedkhan Pathan

2. 107 Rupaben @ Tanazdara Minu Modi

3. 129 Firozmammad Gulzarmammad Pathan

4. 142 Ashraf Sikandarbhai Sandhi

5. 143 Altafkhan Gulabkhan Pathan

6. 177 Sairaben Salimbhai Sandhi

7. 179 Ezazali Fakirmahammad Saiyad

8. 192 Mahammadali Shahejadali Saiyad

9. 191 Salimbhai Noormahammad Sandhi
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Sr. 
No.

P.W. 
No.

Name of Witness

10. 242 Salim Abdulbhai Mansuri

11. 282 Dilavar Sikanderbhai Shaikh

12. 289 Nadeem Tassaduk Hussain Surohi

13. 301 Rasidabanu Dilavar Shaikh

14. 314 Fakirmammad Nazirali Saiyad

 

Sr. 
No.

Accused 
No.

Name of Accused

1. 42 Raju @ Mamo Kaniyo Ram Avtar Tiwari

2. 43 Narayan  Sitaram  Tank  @  Narayan 
Channelwalo @ Narayan Kodhiyo

3. 44 Nagin Hasmukhbhai Patni

4. 45 Dashrath @ Geting

5. 46 Lakhansing  @  Lakhiyo  Bhurio  Lalubha 
Chudasama

6. 47 Dharmesh Prahladbhai Shukla

7. 48 Jitendra @ Jeetu Pratapji Thakor

8. 49 Mahesh @ Pappu Pratapji Thakor

9. 50 Kapil Devnarayan @ Munnabhai Mishra

10. 51 Mahesh Ramjibhai Nath

11. 52 Suresh @ Kali Dahyabhai Dhobi

12. 53 Sushil Brijmohan Sharma

13. 54 Bharat  @  Bharat  Taili  Shitalaprasad 
Balodia

14. 55 Bharat Laxmansinh God Rajput

15. 56 Pradip Khanabhai Parmar

16. 57 Kiritkumar Govindji Erda

17. 58 Meghsing Dhupsing Chaudhary

18. 59 Atul Indravadan Vaid

19. 60 Bipin Ambalal Patel

20. 61 Chunilal Jethaji Prajapati
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Sr. 
No.

Accused 
No.

Name of Accused

21. 62 Dilip Kantilal Jinger

22. 63 Dinesh Prabhudas Sharma

23. 64 Shivcharan @ Jitendra @ Lallo Ramjirai

509. Shri  Trivedi  has  relied  upon  a 

judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  of  India, 

delivered in the case of  Bijoy Singh v. State of 

Bihar as reported in  2002(9) SCC 147,  wherein the 

Hon'ble Apex Court in its opening paragraph, has 

observed thus:-

“1. Though sad, yet it is a fact 

that  people  do  not  hesitate  in 

resorting  to  vengeance  even  on  the 

unfortunate deaths of their nears and 

dears. There is a tendency to rope in 

as many people as possible for facing 

the  trial  relating  to  the  death  or 

injuries  to  the  unfortunate  victims. 

Sometimes it is over – enthusiasm and 

many a times designed effort to harass 

the relations and friends of the real 

culprits,  It  has  been  found  that  on 

occasions  innocent  persons  including 

aged, infirm, ladies and children are 

booked  for  standing  at  the  dock  and 

remain  confined  in  jails  till  the 

pendency  of  the  cases.  Some  are 
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acquitted by the trial Court and many 

by the appellate Courts but only after 

their languishing in confinements for 

years.  Such  efforts  of  unscrupulous 

survivors of the crime or the relations 

of  the  victims  invariably  but 

unfortunately helps the real culprits 

as it becomes difficult for the Court 

to sift the grain out of the chaff. 

Under such circumstances and in view of 

the prevalent criminal jurisprudential 

system in the country, the doctrine of 

presumption of innocence in favour of 

the accused makes the justice itself a 

victim  which  ultimately  weakens  the 

criminal  justice  dispensation  system. 

Be that as it may, on onerous duty is 

cast upon the criminal Courts in the 

country to ensure that no innocent is 

convicted  and  deprived  of  his 

fundamental  liberties.  However,  in 

cases  of  group  clashes  and  organized 

crimes,  persons  beyond  the  screen, 

executing  the  crime  should  not  be 

allowed  to  get  scot  free.  In  cases 

involving number of accused persons, a 

balance  approach  by  the  Courts  is 

required to be insisted upon. Neither 

any innocent person should be convicted 

nor a guilty acquitted under the cloak 
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and  cover  of  the  loose  and  liberal 

interpretations  of  the  statutory 

provisions  and  the  technicalities  of 

procedural wrangles. In cases of arson 

and murder where large number of people 

are  accused  of  committing  the  crime, 

the Courts should be cautious to rely 

upon  the  testimony  of  witnesses 

speaking  generally  and  in  an  omnibus 

way without specific reference to the 

accused or the role played by them.”

510. It is submitted by Shri Trivedi that 

even in the instant case, just because the victims 

out of a feeling of vengeance, wanted to rope in as 

many accused as is possible, with a view to settle 

scores with the loss of their near and dear ones, 

came  out  with  the  names  post  2008  and  naturally 

since the names were supplied by interested third 

parties, the accused who were arraigned on the basis 

of such names appearing in the statements of such 

victims, could not be positively identified by the 

witnesses who came forward in the witness box to 

depose in the Court. It is submitted that in the 

circumstances,  large  number  of  accused  have  thus 

sufferred  the  trauma  of  this  trial  despite being 

innocent  of  the  charges  that  they  face.  It  is 

submitted that in such circumstances, rather than 

justice  being  carried  out,  there  is  a 

maladministration of justice and in fact the real 
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culprits  are being given the benefit of such shoddy 

investigation and weak deposition. It is submitted 

that even the Hon'ble Supreme Court has recognized 

that every accused is entitled to presumption being 

raised in his favour with regard to his innocence 

and it is urged that more so when there are grave 

and serious contradictions in the depositions where 

the witnesses have failed to identify an accused or 

have  wrongly  identified  another  from  amongst  the 

accused as a specifically named accused, the entire 

veracity  of  the  testimony  of  such  witness  is 

required to be treated as tainted and it is urged 

that no tainted testimony or part thereof can form 

the basis of establishing a case beyond reasonable 

doubt against any of the accused. It is submitted 

that even in such circumstances, the accused are 

required  to  be  given  the  benefit  of  doubt  and 

acquitted from all charges levelled against them. 

511. It is pointed out by Shri Trivedi that 

further disturbing and damaging the Prosecution case 

is the fact that the Prosecution claims that it has 

examined a large number of witnesses to establish 

beyond  reasonable  doubt  the  presence,  involvement 

and role of the accused in the perpetration of the 

crime. It is submitted that it can be seen that it 

is a repetitive process in the course of the present 

trial that though the alleged eye-witness has named 

a  particular  accused  as  the  perpetrator  of  a 

particular  incident  and  his  specific  role  has 

emerged in the course of such testimony, the so-
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called  eye-witness  who  claims  to  have  seen  such 

accused commit such offence, has thereafter either 

wrongly identified such accused in the Court or has 

failed  to  identify  in  toto  such  accused  in  the 

Court, despite which in his further deposition more 

particularly, examination-in-chief, the witness has 

proceeded yet again to name such accused whom he has 

not been able to identify in the Court as being seen 

by the witness to perpetrate further offences. It is 

submitted that not one but a large number of so-

called eye-witnesses have done so in the present 

case, as per the following details, and it is urged 

that in the circumstances, the accused herein are 

required to be given clean acquittal, and more so in 

light of the observations of the Hon'ble Supreme 

Court  of  India  in  the  judgment  delivered  in  the 

case  of  Shankerlal  Gyarasilal  Dixit  v. State  of 

Maharashtra as  reported  in  1981(2)  SCC  35,  in 

paragraph No.33, which reads as thus:-

“33. Our  Judgment  will  raise  a 

legitimate query : If the appellant was 

not  present  in  his  house  at  the 

material  time,  why  then  did  so  many 

people  conspire  to  involve  him 

falsely ? The answer to such questions 

is not always easy to give in criminal 

cases. Different motives operate on the 

minds  of  different  persons  in  the 

making  of  unfounded  accusations. 

Besides, human nature is too willing, 

when faced with brutal crimes, to spin 
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stories  out  of  strong  suspicions.  In 

the instant case, the dead body of a 

tender girl, raped and throttled, was 

found  in  the  appellant’s  house  and, 

instinctively,  everyone  drew  the 

inference that the appellant must have 

committed the crime. No one would pause 

to  consider  why  the  appellant  would 

throw the dead body in his own house, 

why would he continue to sleep a few 

feet away from it and whether his house 

was not easily accessible to all and 

sundry,  as  shown  by  the  resourceful 

Shrinarayan Sharma. No one would even 

care  to  consider  why  the  appellants 

name was not mentioned to the police 

until quite late. These are questions 

for the Court to consider.” 

512. It is submitted by Shri Trivedi that 

in  the  said  case,  the  Hon'ble  Apex  Court  turned 

aside a sentence of capital punishment awarded by 

the Sessions Court, confirmed by the Hon'ble Bombay 

High  Court  and  acquitted  the  appellant  of  the 

offences charged. It is submitted that more so when 

most of the eye-witnesses in the present proceedings 

have failed to identify the perpetrator before the 

Court  despite  specifically  naming  him,  it  is 

required to be inferred that all such witnesses did 

not really know or were in no position to identify 

any of the accused and were induced or influenced on 

account of malafide considerations to wrongly name 
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and attempt to identify such accused. It is urged 

that in such circumstances also, the accused are 

required  to  be  given  a  clean  acquittal.  It  is 

pointed out that there are no less than 15 such so-

called eye-witnesses examined on the record of the 

present proceedings. It is pointed out that since 17 

eye-witnesses have been examined on the record of 

the proceedings and 15 of them have so grievously 

erred in such fashion, then the entire Prosecution 

case is, according to the defence, without any basis 

and all the accused are thus required to be given a 

clean acquittal.

Sr. 
No.

P.W. 
No.

Name of Witness

1. 106 Imtiyaz Saeedkhan Pathan

2. 107 Rupaben @ Tanazdara Minu Modi

3. 129 Firozmammad Gulzarmammad Pathan

4. 142 Ashraf Sikandarbhai Sandhi

5. 143 Altafkhan Gulabkhan Pathan

6. 177 Sairaben Salimbhai Sandhi

7. 179 Ezazali Fakirmahammad Saiyad

8. 192 Mahammadali Shahejadali Saiyad

9. 191 Salimbhai Noormahammad Sandhi

10. 242 Salim Abdulbhai Mansuri

11. 282 Dilavar Sikanderbhai Shaikh

12. 289 Nadeem Tassaduk Hussain Surohi

13. 301 Rasidabanu Dilavar Shaikh

14. 314 Fakirmammad Nazirali Saiyad

513. It is submitted that this trial is a 

strange trial where there is a departure from the 
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normal rules of procedure and evidence inasmuch as, 

when a witness declines his previous statement made 

before the Police, and in the instant case, there 

are  number  of  so-called  eye-witnesses  who  have 

declined with regard to the genuineness of their 

statements  made  even  before  the  SIT,  the  normal 

course on the part of the Prosecution would have 

been to declare such witnesses as hostile. It is 

submitted  that  though  the  witness  denies  a 

particular  and  vital  aspect  of  his  statement 

recorded  even  before  the  SIT,  he  has  not  been 

declared  hostile.  It  is  submitted  that  it  is, 

therefore,  required  to  be  inferred  that  the 

witnesses  had  their  own  agenda  and  were  not 

interested in establishing the truth. It is pointed 

out that the witnesses and the agenda is different 

than  that  of  the  Prosecution  and  it  is  strange 

according to Shri Trivedi, that despite such state 

of  affairs, the  Prosecution  did not declare such 

witnesses as hostile. It is submitted that in such 

circumstances  also,  the  genuineness  of  the 

deposition of such witnesses is extremely doubtful 

and the benefit of such doubts must go in favour of 

the accused. 

514. It is submitted by Shri Trivedi that 

another fatal aspect  qua  Prosecution is the fact 

that despite the incident admittedly taking place in 

broad daylight and despite a large number of accused 

being  arrested  in  connection  with  the  present 

offence,  the  sole  basis  of  such  arrest  being 
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injuries sustained by the accused in the incident, 

there is no explanation offerred on the record of 

the  proceedings  by  the  Prosecution  which  would 

explain or justify such injuries being sustained by 

the accused, being linked to the involvement of the 

accused in the offence. My attention is drawn to a 

judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court delivered in 

the  case  of  D.V.Shanamugam  v.  State  of  Andhra 

Pradesh as  reported  in  1997(5)  SCC  349,  and  the 

observations  made  by  the  Hon'ble  Apex  Court  in 

paragraphs Nos.11, 12 and 13, wherein the Hon'ble 

Apex Court has clearly held that  it is a fatal 

failure  on  the  part  of  the  Prosecution  if  no 

explanation is offerred with regard to the injuries 

caused to the accused. 

515. A judgment of the Hon'ble Gujarat High 

Court delivered in the case of Momna Babu Jamal v. 

State of Gujarat  as reported in  1994(2) GLH 99  is 

also pressed into reliance, wherein it has been held 

that  when  the  Prosecution  has  failed  to  explain 

injuries sustained by the accused, the Prosecution 

is said to have suppressed the true origin of the 

incident as also the authenticity of the version of 

the  Prosecution  which  cast  a  material  shadow  of 

doubt, benefit of which must go to the accused. It 

is submitted by Shri Trivedi that no less than 16 

amongst the present accused, were arrested, of whom 

12  of  the  present  accused  are  currently  facing 

trial,  were  chargesheeted  solely on  the  basis  of 

injuries caused to them in the incident and which 
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has  been  failed  to  have  been  explained 

satisfactorily by the Prosecution inasmuch as, not a 

single eye-witness has deposed with regard to how 

such  accused  came  to  be  injured  and  the  entire 

Prosecution version, more particularly the version 

supplied by the so-called eye-witnesses suffers from 

a grave shadow of doubt, the benefit of such doubt 

is necessarily required to be given to the present 

accused.  It  is  submitted  that  not  a  single  eye-

witness has deposed about any private firing by any 

persons nor has any witness given any deposition 

with  regard  to the  injuries  being  caused  to the 

accused as a result of such private firing though 

the chargesheet clearly mentions with regard to the 

private firing as also Police firing in relation to 

the  incident  herein.  It  is  submitted  that  the 

injuries  thus  sustained  by  the  accused  are  not 

satisfactorily explained and benefit is required to 

be given to the accused who are required to be given 

a clean acquittal. Shri Trivedi supplies a list of 

the  accused  who  are  admittedly  arrested  and 

chargesheeted  only  on  the  basis  of  their  having 

sustained injuries in the incident. 

Sr. 
No.

Accused 
No.

Name of the Accused

1 4 Mangaji Pokerji Marwadi

2 5 Jayesh Ramubhai Patni

3 6 Kishorbhai Mangabhai Patni

4 7 Shailesh @ Kalu Hiralal Patni

5 8 Kanaiya @ Bablu Aiyav Chechau
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Sr. 
No.

Accused 
No.

Name of the Accused

6 9 Kantibhai Popatbhai Patni

7 10 Shakrabhai Sendhabhai Patni

8 11 Manojkumar Premjibhai Parmar

9 12 Dipakkumar Somabhai Solanki

10 13 Vinodbhai Arvindbhai Solanki

11 15 Ajay Somabhai Panchal

12 18 Sanjay Shakrabhai Patni

13 19 Shailesh Natvarlal Patni

14 20 Naresh @ Nariyo Bansilal Prajapati

15 22 Babubhai Mohambhai Patni

16 23 Babubhai Manjibhai Patni

17 24 Shankerji Hakaji Mali

18 28 Prahladji Rajuji Aasori

19 30 Madanlal Dhanraj Raval

20 33 Prahlad Omprakash Sonagara

21 39 Mukesh Atmaram Thakor

22 40 Parbatsing Karshansing Thakor

516. It  is  further  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Trivedi that amazingly though four of the accused as 

per the above details, have been arrested on the 

basis of injuries sustained by them in the incident, 

there is no medical certificate on the record of the 

proceedings qua injuries sustained by them and there 

is no material to establish that any of such four 

persons sustained any such injuries in the incident. 

It is submitted that this is a fatal flaw in the 

Prosecution case qua such four accused who should be 

given a clean acquittal. It is pointed out that two 

further  accused  have  been  arrested  solely on  the 
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basis  of  the  injuries  sustained  by  them  and  the 

injury  certificates  at  Exhs.623  and  624  clearly 

establish  that  such  accused  have  sustained  only 

minor  injuries  which  are  not  satisfactorily 

explained and therefore also, such two accused also 

are required to be given a clean acquittal. 

517. It is pointed out by Shri Trivedi that 

the star witness PW-106 Imtiyazkhan in his testimony 

on page No.42, paragraph No.36, has clearly denied 

any knowledge with regard to the deceased Shri Ehsan 

Jafri  possessing  a  gun  or  having  fired  on  the 

fateful day from such weapon and it is submitted 

that if the witness claims to have seen all such 

incidents in detail, it is surprising that though it 

is established on the record that the private firing 

carried out by Shri Ehsan Jafri caused injuries to 

15  persons  and  resulted  into  the  death  of  one 

person, such witness claims that even till date he 

has no knowledge about such firing. It is submitted 

that this further establishes that the witness is 

not a reliable witness. 

518. It is pointed out that the father of 

PW-106  i.e.  PW-116  Sayeedkhan  has  also  similarly 

claimed to have been present in Shri Ehsan Jafri's 

residence when he claims to have been an eye-witness 

to a number of incidents but has similarly denied 

having any knowledge of private firing by Shri Ehsan 

Jafri from a weapon and it is submitted that in the 

circumstances, it is required to be inferred that 
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the witness has never seen any incident or he is 

deliberately telling untruth on oath which is also 

fatal to the Prosecution case. My attention is drawn 

to page No.63 in paragraph No.73 of the deposition 

of PW-116 Sayeedkhan, in support of such submission. 

It is further submitted that a large number of eye-

witnesses have been posed the present question and 

all  of  them  in  the  course  of  their  cross 

examination, have similarly not admitted to having 

any knowledge of such private firing or have denied 

such  private  firing  and  therefore  also,  the 

genuineness of their version is seriously at doubt. 

Such eye-witnesses are listed herein below:-

Sr. 
No.

P.W. 
No.

Name of the witness Exh.

1. 106 Imtiyaz Saeedkhan 542

2. 116 Saeedkhan Ahmedkhan 584

3. 142 Ashraf Sikandarbhai Sandhi 654

4. 143 Altafkhan Gulabkhan Pathan 655

5. 166 Sharikhkhan Sikandarkhan 
Pathan

697

6. 177 Sairaben Salimbhai Sandhi 711

7. 191 Salimbhai Noormahammad Sandhi 734

8. 192 Mahammadali Shahejadali 736

9. 236 Safdar Hussain Fazlu Hussain 
Ankleshwaria

815

10. 241 Firoz Dilavar Shaikh 831

11. 263 Mahammad Salim Ahmedbhai 
Shaikh

910

12. 282 Dilavar Sikanderbhai Shaikh 978

13. 283 Aslamkhan Anwarkhan 981
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Sr. 
No.

P.W. 
No.

Name of the witness Exh.

14. 289 Nadeem Tassaduk Hussain 
Surohi

995

15. 293 Abdulbhai Alanurbhai Mansuri 1039

16. 314 Fakirmammad Nazirali Saiyad 1098

17. 106 Imtiyaz Saeedkhan 542

519. It is pointed out that no less than 

seven of the present accused persons are simplicitor 

arrested solely on the basis of they being injured 

in  the  Police  firing  during  the  incident  and 

consequent  to  the  incident  when  the  Police  was 

engaged in taking the survivors towards relief camp. 

It  is  pointed  out  that  none  of  the  witnesses 

examined by the Prosecution, has deposed with regard 

to the accused, meaning such seven accused being 

injured on account of the firing taking place on 

account of any overt act committed by the specific 

seven accused. It is pointed out that mere injury in 

an incident of firing would not by itself be the 

sole basis of making the accused beyond reasonable 

doubt, being perpetrators of such serious offence. 

It is pointed out that in such circumstances, in 

absence of any specific mention about any overt act 

on the part of any of such seven accused, even such 

seven accused are required to be given the benefit 

of doubt and acquitted herein. It is submitted that 

there was no curfew or restrictions imposed by any 

of  the  authorities  and  therefore,  even  if  it  is 

presumed  that  there  was  any  movement  of  the 
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concerned accused near the scene of incident, that, 

according to Shri Trivedi, could have resulted in 

injuries being sustained by such accused, but it 

does not in any manner establish any of the charges 

or  does  not  even  remotely  establish  their 

involvement  in  any  of  the  incidents  and  thereby 

involvement in the offence herein.

520. Submitting  further,  Shri  Trivedi  has 

urged  that  the  Prosecution  case  against  accused 

No.58 Meghsinh Chaudhary, is required to be rejected 

as  completely got  up  and  treated  as  a  malicious 

attempt to rope in accused No.58 as an accused. It 

is submitted that accused No.58 was attributed to be 

present  with  one  politician-cum-lawyer  being  one 

Jagrupsing Rajput at the time of the incident and 

the main charge levelled against such persons was 

that  they  were  inciting  the  mob  to  enter  into 

Gulbarg  Society  and  were  thus  successful  in  the 

mayhem that followed. It is pointed out that in the 

course of the investigation by the SIT, a detailed 

investigation  was  carried  out with regard to the 

alibi  evidence  submitted  and  provided  by  said 

Jagrupsing Rajput and since the IO Shri J.M.Suthar 

found that the said Jagrupsing Rajput had provided a 

valid alibi which established to the satisfaction of 

the IO that such individual was never present at the 

scene of the offence at the time attributed by the 

so-called eye-witnesses, the said Jagrupsing Rajput 

was not made an accused in the present proceedings. 

It is submitted by Shri Trivedi that an application 
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under Sec.319 of the Cr.P.C. at Exh.738 was tendered 

on  behalf  of  the  victims/witnesses  seeking 

arraignment of the said Jagrupsing Rajput along with 

some  other  persons  as  accused  in  the  present 

proceedings  and  the  Court  by  passing  a  detailed 

order, rejected the reliefs  qua  such accused being 

Jagrupsing  Rajput. It is submitted that the said 

order  of  this  court  was  challenged  before  the 

Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat and it is an admitted 

position  that  Hon'ble  High  Court  of  Gujarat  too 

upheld the verdict of the lower Court and thus, the 

order  regarding  rejection  of  arraignment  of 

Jagrupsing  Rajput  is  confirmed  and  validly 

operative. It is submitted that the Hon'ble Supreme 

Court of India in the case of  B.N.Singh & Ors. v. 

State of Gujarat & Ors. as reported in 1990(1) GLH 

256, laid down the ratio  inter alia  to the effect 

that when the alibi evidence pertaining to the role 

of a particular accused is accepted, then the other 

accused who are attributed to have been present with 

such accused whose alibi is accepted, also cannot be 

convicted on the strength of such evidence since the 

entire evidence pertaining to the presence and role 

of  all  accused  was  held  to  be  doubtful  by  the 

Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  and  the  conviction  by  the 

lower  Court  as  also  the  confirmation  of  such 

conviction by the Hon'ble High Court, was set aside 

and  all  the  accused  were  given  the  benefit  of 

acquittal. It is urged by Shri Trivedi that in the 

present  case  also,  accused  No.58  likewise  is 

required to be given the benefit of acceptance of 
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alibi of Jagrupsing Rajput by the IO and likewise is 

required to be given a clean acquittal. 

521. It  is  further  pointed  out  that  in 

addition to the role played by accused No.58, it is 

required to be noted that a disturbing facet has 

emerged inasmuch as, eight other persons were also 

named by the eye-witnesses as being present at the 

scene of the offence and having played an active 

role in  perpetration  of the offence. The  defence 

seeks to submit a compilation of the names of such 

persons and the related testimony of the so-called 

eye-witnesses recorded in the present proceedings. 

It is pointed out that despite the investigating 

agency  accepting  that  the  so-called  eye-witnesses 

had  falsely  tried  to  drag  in  such  nine  persons 

including the said Jagrupsing Rajput, as accused, 

the investigating agency chose not to chargesheet 

these nine persons despite which an attempt was made 

by the victims to arraign only four out of nine such 

persons  inasmuch  as,  Manish  Splendour,  Mahendra 

Pukhraj, Jagrupsing Rajput and Bhuriyo Mafa Patni @ 

Iniyo Harijan were sought to be arraigned as accused 

herein and no efforts were made to arraign the other 

five persons so named. It is submitted that despite 

such  set of  circumstances,  strangely all  the  so-

called  eye-witnesses  have  proceeded  to,  in  the 

course of their depositions, refer to such persons 

despite their not being chargesheeted and attribute 

a specific role in the incidents. It is submitted 

that   some  accused  are  even  attributed  to  have 
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indulged in fire arms more so, a person named Mukesh 

Bhadoriya and it is urged that in the circumstances, 

it is required to be inferred and it is the only 

inference that can be drawn that all the witnesses 

were made to depose in a parrot like manner and were 

providing  window-dressed  evidence  which  cannot  be 

accepted  and  therefore  also,  the  so-called  eye-

witnesses  are  required  to  be  discarded  and  the 

benefit of doubt created must go to the accused. 

522. Shri  Trivedi  has  further  prepared  a 

compilation  where  a  large  number  of  witnesses 

including PW-116 Sayeedkhan, have in the course of 

their  various  statements,  their  affidavits  before 

the SIT and their depositions in the Court, have 

kept on altering the number of persons who according 

to  them,  were  involved  in  the  perpetration  of 

various incidents which can be clubbed as the entire 

incident  relating  to  Gulbarg  Society.  It  is 

submitted that as an illustrative example, PW-116 in 

his statement recorded on 05/03/2002 identified and 

named nine persons from amongst the perpetrators; in 

his statement dated 09/05/2002, it dropped down to 

eight persons; in his affidavit dated 25/11/2002 and 

his application to the Commissioner of Police also 

dated 25/11/2002, the witness named and identified 

15  perpetrators;  in  his  statement  recorded  on 

25/02/2008, the same number i.e. 15 persons were 

named by the witness whereas in his computerized 

statement  presented to the  SIT  on  22/05/2008,  23 

persons were named and identified as perpetrators, 
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whereas in his deposition in the Court recorded on 

16/11/2009, 19 persons were named as perpetrators, 

of whom only seven of the accused were identified. 

It is submitted that it would be natural for an eye-

witness to possibly not know all persons, but such 

witness could be in a position to identify by face 

any  of  such  accused,  however,  in  the  instant 

proceedings, the witness has provided specific names 

of 23 persons, of whom as stated above, the witness 

according to Shri Trivedi, was able to identify only 

seven persons in the Court despite being given more 

than adequate opportunities and such conduct of the 

witness was observed by the Court while recording 

the  evidence.  It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances,  it  is  clear  that  such  unnatural 

variations in the number of persons sought to be 

roped in as accused, is unnatural and establishes 

tutoring and an attempt to maliciously prosecute the 

accused by interested persons. It is pointed out by 

Shri Trivedi that it would have been acceptable if a 

solitary witness or so could have made such errors 

whereas in the instant proceedings, no less than 15 

witnesses in the shape of PW-107 at Exh.548, PW-116 

at Exh.584, PW-129 at Exh.635, PW-142 at Exh.654, 

PW-143  at  Exh.655,  PW-177  at  Exh.711,  PW-179  at 

Exh.720, PW-191 at Exh.734, PW-192 at Exh.736, PW-

242  at  Exh.834,  PW-282  at  Exh.978,  PW-289  at 

Exh.995, PW-301 at Exh.1046 and PW-314 at Exh.1098 

have all made the same lapses in having large scale 

inconsistencies  with  regard  to  naming  of  the 

perpetrators  and  identifying  such  perpetrators  in 
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the Court. 

Sr. 
No.

P.W. 
No.

Name of the witness Exh.

1. 107 Rupaben @ Tanazdara Minubhai 
Modi

548

2. 116 Saeedkhan Ahmedkhan Pathan 584

3. 129 Firozmammad Gulzarmammad Pathan 635

4. 142 Ashraf Sikandarbhai Sandhi 654

5. 143 Altafkhan Gulabkhan Pathan 655

6. 177 Sairaben Salimbhai Sandhi 711

7. 179 Ezazali Fakirmahammad Saiyad 720

8. 191 Salimbhai Noormahammad Sandhi 734

9. 192 Mahammadali Shahejadali Saiyad 736

10. 242 Salim Abdulbhai Mansuri 834

11. 282 Dilavar Sikanderbhai Shaikh 978

12. 289 Nadeem Tassaduk Hussain Surohi 995

13. – – –

14. 301 Rasidabanu Dilavar Shaikh 1046

15. 314 Fakirmammad Nazirali Saiyad 1098

523. It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances, the Prosecution witnesses have proved 

themselves  to  be  thoroughly  unreliable  and 

therefore,  their  evidence  is  required  to  be 

discarded and it is urged that in the totality of 

all circumstances and in light of the consistent 

judgments  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  of  India 

relied upon by the defence, it is urged that all the 

accused herein be given a clean acquittal. 

524. Shri T.R.Bajpai, the learned advocate 

appearing on behalf of the concerned accused, adopts 

the submissions made by learned advocate Shri Abhay 
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Bhardwaj  as  also  Shri  Rajendra  Trivedi,  and  in 

addition thereto, submits that in his compilations, 

he  has  pointed  out  the  inconsistencies  and 

contradictions  of  no  less  than  19  of  the  eye-

witnesses  inasmuch  as,  there  has  been  a 

contradiction in the statement before the SIT vis-a-

vis their deposition and testimonies in the Court. 

Sr. 
No.

P.W. 
No.

Name of the eye-witness Exh.

1. 106 Imtiyaz Saeedkhan Pathan 542

2. 107 Rupaben @ Tanazdara Minubhai Modi 548

3. 116 Saeedkhan Ahmedkhan Pathan 584

4. 142 Ashraf Sikandarbhai Sandhi 654

5. 143 Altafkhan Gulabkhan Pathan 655

6. 177 Sairaben Salimbhai Sandhi 711

7. 179 Ezazali Fakirmahammad Saiyad 720

8. 191 Salimbhai Noormahammad Sandhi 734

9. 192 Mahammadali Shahejadali Saiyad 736

10. 213 Tassaduk Hussain Mulla Tahir 
Surohi

763

11. 236 Safdar Hussain Fazlu Hussain 
Ankleshwaria

815

12. 240 Aslam Kasambhai Mansuri 829

13. 241 Firoz Dilavar Shaikh 831

14. 282 Dilavar Sikanderbhai Shaikh 978

15. 284 Mahammad Sharif Nasaruddin Shaikh 987

16. 289 Nadeem Tassaduk Hussain Surohi 995

17. 301 Rasidabanu Dilavar Shaikh 1046

18. 337 Zakia Nasim Ahmed 1463

19. 129 Firozmammad Gulzarmammad Pathan 635

525. It is urged that in such circumstances 
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also, the accused are required to be given a clean 

acquittal. 

526. At this stage, reverting to the aspect 

of identification of accused No.66 Babu Marwadi by 

PW-177 Sairaben Sandhi, Shri Bhardwaj has submitted 

that the reply Exh.792 of the IO of SIT, clearly 

indicates that PW-177 was present in the Court on 

some  dates  of  hearing  not  related  to  testimony, 

during  which  she  had  seen  accused  No.66  Babu 

Marwadi. It is suggested that in such circumstances, 

the identification of the accused by the concerned 

witnesses  is  stage-managed  and  the  accused  were 

shown to the witnesses were shown to the witnesses 

as and when they came to the Court on due dates of 

hearing  and  therefore,  any  identification  any 

accused  by  any  of  the  witnesses  is  tainted  and 

doubtful more so when PW-177 in the course of her 

testimony, has not testified with regard to any T.I. 

Parade being carried out despite a specific order of 

the Court in that regard. 

527. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that 

even in the chargesheet, accused No.21 Dharmesh is 

described as an absconder named Dharmesh Dhirubhai 

Patel,  resident  of  Parth  Society,  whereas  the 

present  accused  arrested  herein  is  accused  No.47 

Dharmesh  Prahlad  Shukla  who  in  turn  has  been 

identified by Aslam before SIT as Dharmesh Mochi. 

528. Placing  reliance  upon  the  judgment 
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delivered by the Hon'ble Supreme Court, as reported 

in  AIR-1975-SC-1727  and more particularly paragraph 

No.14 thereof, it has been argued by Shri Bhardwaj 

that when there are doubts about the weapon with 

which the inflicting of injuries has been caused and 

when the expert has not given clear reply, it was 

dutybound upon the Prosecution to show the weapon to 

the expert. It is pointed out that in most cases, no 

weapons have been recovered and only one knife was 

recovered from accused No.1 Kailash Dhobi and though 

accused No.1 is attributed to have used a sword in 

the inflicting of injuries, no questions were posed 

to the expert or neither was the weapon shown to the 

expert. 

529. It  is  also  pointed  out  that  most 

persons who are attributed to have been chopped into 

pieces by the mob, did not have injuries on their 

body as established from the post-mortems and it is 

also the case of the eye-witnesses that victims were 

cut into pieces and then burnt alive. It is pointed 

out  that  presence  of  carbon  particles  in  such 

victims in the course of post-mortem also suggests 

that witnesses are not speaking the whole truth. It 

is pointed out that except one barring incident of 

Salimkhan  Sikanderkhan  Pathan  whose  post-mortem 

report is at Exh.465, which establishes that some 

inflammable material was sprinkled on the body, no 

other dead body indicates that any inflammable or 

combustible material was sprinkled or thrown at such 

persons before setting them afire, and that there 
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were no injuries on most of the bodies that were 

burnt. 

530. At  this  stage,  Shri  H.L.Jani,  the 

learned advocate appearing from the Legal Aid on 

behalf of accused No.64, has made his submissions 

inter alia  to the effect that the Prosecution has 

not even remotely established any of the charges 

against the accused No.64 and therefore, not only he 

deserves a benefit of doubt but the accused No.64 is 

required  to  be  given  a  clean  acquittal.  It  is 

pointed out by Shri Jani that the role allegedly 

attributed to accused No.64 is  inter alia  to the 

effect that he along with his brother, had opened 

fire  from  private  weapons  on  the  residents  of 

Gulbarg  Society.  It  is  submitted  that  the  only 

witness who has testified to having seen the accused 

perpetrate such act, is PW-106 Imtiyazkhan. It is 

submitted that however, it is clear that the said 

witness  had  not  given  the  name  of  accused  No.64 

while recording his statement on 05/03/2002 nor did 

he  provide  such  names  in  his  application  and 

accompanying affidavit to the Police Commissioner. 

It  is  pointed  out  that  even  before  the  SIT,  no 

cogent explanation has been offerred with regard to 

omission of such names. It is submitted that in any 

case, the forensic evidence clearly establishes that 

there  was  private  firing  on  the  mob  from  within 

Gulbarg Society, but there is absolutely no material 

which  in  any  manner,  shows  that  there  was  any 
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private  firing  from  any  terrace  outside  Gulbarg 

Society.  It  is  submitted  that  under  the 

circumstances, no role can be attributed to accused 

No.64 and the accused No.64 cannot be convicted on 

the strength of such flimsy evidence and it is urged 

that since there is no recovery or discovery of any 

incriminating muddamal or material which would in 

any manner establish the presence of the accused at 

the  scene  of  the  incident,  other  than  the  bare 

testimony of PW-106, it is submitted that grave and 

serious  doubts  are  created  with  regard  to  the 

veracity of the testimony of PW-106. It is further 

submitted that accused No.64 has been implicated as 

an  accused  only  as  an  afterthought  and  in  such 

circumstances, the accused No.64 is required to be 

given a clean acquittal. 

Rejoinder  arguments  by  Shri  R.C.Kodekar,  learned 

Spl.P.P. appearing on behalf of Prosecution.

531. Having  considered  the  in-depth, 

lengthy  and  voluminous  arguments  and  submissions 

advanced on behalf of the accused, Shri R.C.Kodekar, 

the  learned  Spl.P.P.  appearing  for  the  State, 

submits in his rejoinder  inter alia  to the effect 

that the entire incident relating to Gulbarg Society 

can  be  divided  into  three  separate  and  distinct 

stages.  It  is  submitted  that  the  first  stage  of 

incident  took  place  outside  Gulbarg  Society,  the 
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second  stage  of  the  incident  took  place  within 

Gulbarg Society wherein a large number of incidents 

were perpetrated by the accused concerned and it is 

submitted that the third stage of the incident could 

be said to have taken place when the Police at last 

reached  the  scene  of  the  incidents  and  were 

attempting to take away the survivors and victims to 

safety. It is submitted that the genus of the entire 

incident could be said to have been initiated in 

terms  of  the  Bandh  call  given  by  various 

organizations in support of and as an outrage in 

response to the horrific train burning incident at 

Godhra on the previous day. It is submitted that 

from the deposition of the innumerable eye-witnesses 

whose depositions are discussed at length in the 

submissions made on behalf of the State, the first 

set of accused and persons gathered and formed an 

assembly with the purpose of enforcing the Bandh and 

shutting  down  the  shops  that  were  open  in  the 

locality. It is submitted that it emerges that a 

group of about 10 or 15 persons had indulged in such 

exercise. It is further submitted that it is very 

clear  from  eye-witnesses'  testimony  that  the  mob 

swelled in numbers and the offence could be said to 

have  started  when  the  two  young  boys  of  Gujarat 

Cycle Works located outside Gulbarg Society, named 

Yusuf and Ayub, were attacked by the mob. It is 

pointed  out  that  the  said  Yusuf  took  shelter  in 

Gulbarg Society whereas said Ayub who attempted to 

run away to his home, was, as is previously stated, 

stabbed  in  the  back  and  this  according  to  Shri 
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Kodekar, is the beginning of the offence and this 

could,  therefore,  be  said  to  be  an  unlawful 

assembly. 

532. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of PW-117 being one Ayubkhan Habibkhan Pathan being 

an injured victim and PW-194 being Habibkhan who is 

the father of PW-117 and it is submitted that the 

versions  of  both  these  witnesses  corroborate  and 

support each other inasmuch as, Ayubkhan also has 

testified inter alia to the effect that on being 

stabbed from behind, he rushed to his residence and 

thereafter took shelter in the residence of a Hindu 

family. It is submitted that PW-194 being Habibkhan 

also has corroborated this version. It is submitted 

that therefore, it is required to be accepted that 

Ayubkhan ran towards his home and thereafter took 

shelter in the residence of a Hindu family and it is 

submitted  that  the  stabbing  of  Ayubkhan  and  his 

running  towards  his  residence,  is  the  clear  and 

unqualified  version  provided  by  all  the  eye-

witnesses  who  have  been  examined  herein.  It  is 

submitted  that  therefore,  there  is  ample 

corroboration  to  the  Prosecution  version  more 

particularly provided by the injured victim himself 

and therefore, it cannot be said that the incident 

or version with regard to the injuries being caused 

to Ayubkhan are got-up or testified to in a biased 

and malicious manner by interested witnesses. It is 

submitted that since the victim Ayubkhan was stabbed 

in his back, he was naturally in no position to 
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identify  his  attackers.  It  is  submitted  that 

therefore, when other eye-witnesses have seen the 

version and they were in a position to identify a 

particular  perpetrator,  there  is  no  reason  to 

discard  or  discount  the  versions  of  such  eye-

witnesses. 

533. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 

by not identifying any persons or by not wrongly 

identifying any persons, it is clearly established 

that PW-117 Ayubkhan is a credible witness and he 

does not maliciously want to implicate any of the 

accused as being the perpetrators. It is submitted 

that he has narrated the incident as it took place 

and  it  is  urged  that  in  the  circumstances,  the 

witness coupled with the eye-witnesses who have seen 

the  incident,  their  versions  are  required  to  be 

accepted  and  the  involvement  and  therefore,  the 

guilt  of  the  persons  named  in  the  incident,  is 

according to Shri Kodekar, thus established beyond 

reasonable  doubt.  It  is  submitted  that  almost 

simultaneously an incident further occurred outside 

Gulbarg  Society,  which  is  the  burning  of  an 

autorickshaw belonging to one Gulam Master. 

534. It  is  pointed  out  that  PW-106  has 

right since the  very inception of the incident and 

even  when  his  statement  was  recorded  before  the 

first IO on 05/03/2002, pointed a finger at accused 

No.54 and it is submitted that the involvement and 

role of accused No.54 is consistently pointed out by 
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PW-106 right upto the various statements recorded 

before the SIT and even in the Court deposition, the 

present witness PW-106 has identified accused No.54 

as one of the perpetrators of the incidents relating 

to Ayub. It is pointed out that as far as accused 

No.55 is concerned, his name is pointed out as the 

principal perpetrator who inflicted the gupti blows 

on Ayub and the name of accused No.55 appeared in 

the  application  of  PW-106  tendered  to  the 

Commissioner  of  Police  which  was  tendered  on 

25/11/2002 and even before the SIT when statement 

was  recorded  on  22/05/2008  of  PW-106  and  the 

computerized statement also indicates the name of 

accused No.55 and clearly points out the role played 

by him in the incident and accused No.55 was also 

according to Shri Kodekar, identified in the court 

by PW-106. It is pointed out that similarly, the 

role  and  specific  name  of  accused  No.50  also  is 

pointed  out  in  the  affidavit  of  PW-106  dated 

18/11/2002 before the Commissioner of Police, also 

in an application dated 25/11/2002 and 22/05/2008 

and  also  in  the  computerized  statement  produced 

before  the  SIT  and  even  in  the  Court,  the  role 

played by accused No.50 in the incident is deposed 

and accused No.50 was also positively identified by 

PW-106 in the Court. It is pointed out that with 

regard to setting ablaze of the autorickshaw, PW-106 

has  provided  the  names  of  accused  No.47 Dharmesh 

Prahlad, accused No.50 Kapil Munna, accused No.29 

Mukesh Pukhraj and accused No.32 Ambesh Kantilal, 

all four of whom have been identified in the Court. 
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It is submitted that the names of all these accused 

appear  in  the  application  dated  18/11/2002  and 

25/11/2002  before  the  Commissioner  of  Police, 

Ahmedabad City, in the statement before the SIT, in 

the computerized statement before the SIT and even 

in the Court deposition, all four accused have been 

identified relating to this incident by PW-106. It 

is submitted that in such circumstances, there is no 

merit in the submissions of the defence that there 

are wholesale contradictions with regard to the role 

of the accused in the incident. It is pointed out by 

Shri Kodekar that PWs 301, 142, 179, 192, 216 and 143 

respectively being Rasidabanu Dilawar Shaikh, Ashraf 

Sikanderbhai Sandhi, Ezajali Fakirmohammad Shaikh, 

Mohammadali Shahjadali Saiyed, Ismailbhai Yasinkhan 

Pathan  and  Altafkhan  Gulabkhan  Pathan,  have  all 

supported PW-106 to a great extent. 

535. It  is  pointed  out  that  thus  in 

relation  to  both  the  above  referred  events,  the 

Prosecution  has  successfully  established  beyond 

reasonable  doubt  the  commission  of  an  offence 

punishable under Sec.307 alternatively read together 

with Sec.324 of the I.P.C. and the setting ablaze of 

the autorickshaw establishes beyond reasonable doubt 

the offences punishable under Secs.427 and 435 of 

the I.P.C. and since a mob of more than 5 to 10 

persons is established beyond reasonable doubt to 

have  participated  in  both  the  incidents,  the 

ingredients of Secs.141 and 143 of the I.P.C. are 

also  established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  by  the 
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State. 

536. The  second  incident  as  the 

continuation  of  the  process,  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar, was the gathering and inciting of the mob 

which  swelled  in  numbers  to  a  mob  of  anything 

between 5000 to 10000 persons. It is submitted by 

Shri Kodekar that the mob was incited by chanting of 

slogans like “JAI SHRI RAM” and inter alia chanting 

slogans to the effect that “kill and murder persons 

belonging to the Muslim community”.  It is submitted 

that in the circumstances, all those who responded 

to such slogan shouting and became a part of the mob 

could be said to have gathered in furtherance of the 

common intention and there could be said to be a 

meeting of minds between such persons which is an 

essential  and  vital  ingredient  to  establish  the 

criminal conspiracy. It is submitted that in such 

circumstances, the persons named as perpetrators of 

such inciting who resorted to arming themselves with 

lethal weapons, is an aspect clearly established by 

the  Prosecution  by  leading  cogent  and  credible 

evidence in the shape of eye-witnesses' testimony. 

It  is  submitted  that  thereafter  the  mob  having 

indulged in stone pelting as is pointed out by the 

Prosecution  witnesses,  is  also  required  to  be 

accepted  as  credible  piece  of  evidence  which 

establishes beyond reasonable doubt the Prosecution 

case.  It  is  submitted  that  the  arguments  of  the 

defence  that  there  are  inconsistencies  and 

contradictions  between  the  eye-witnesses,  is  not 
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required to be accepted inasmuch as, all the eye-

witnesses were not viewing the incident of stone 

pelting as also the mob from the same place. It is 

submitted  that  the  eye-witnesses  were  placed  at 

different locations like terrace, the main gate of 

Gulbarg  Society,  small  gate  of  Gulbarg  Society, 

residences  and  therefore,  their  viewing  angle  as 

also  their  location  would  naturally  lead  to  a 

different perspective. It is submitted that this by 

itself  does  not  in  any  manner  destroy  the 

Prosecution case nor does it create doubts in favour 

of the accused as is sought to be pleaded by the 

defence. It is pointed out that the documents at 

Exhs.1391, 974, 967 and 968 are Police messages which 

clearly establish and corroborate the version of the 

eye-witnesses  that  a  huge  mob  had  gathered  and 

surrounded  Gulbarg  Society.  It  is  submitted  that 

this  event  is  supported  an  corroborated  in  the 

course of the testimonies of PWs 106, 129, 314, 116, 

142, 301, 192, 289, 179 and 166 respectively being 

Imtiyazkhan  Saeedkhan  Pathan,  Firozmohammad 

Gulzarmohammad  Pathan,  Faqirmohammad  Nasirali 

Saiyed,  Saeedkhan  Ahmedkhan  Pathan,  Ashraf 

Sikanderbhai  Sandhi,  Rasidabanu  Dilawar  Shaikh, 

Mohammadali Shahjadali Saiyed, Nadim Tasaddukhussain 

Surohi, Ezajali Fakirmohammad Shaikh and Sharifkhan 

Sikanderkhan Pathan. It is submitted that therefore, 

there is unshakable corroboration to the Prosecution 

version with regard to such aspects. It is submitted 

that from the depositions of these witnesses, the 

names of accused Nos.14, 43, 61, 32, 50, 54, 42, 55, 
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63,  2,  1,  26,  25,  38,  29,  45,  52  and  53  are 

established. It is submitted that all these accused 

and the members of the mob are attributed to have 

further vandalized, looted and ransacked the shops 

outside Gulbarg Society and also damaging such shops 

and  burning  the  goods  and  therefore,  offences 

punishable under Secs.395, 427, 435, 436, 337 of the 

I.P.C. stand proved and also the offence punishable 

under  Sec.135(1)  of  the  Bombay  Police  Act  also 

stands proved against such accused. 

537. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

the next sequence of events relates to the stone 

pelting from Bunglow No.1 of Gulbarg Society which 

resulted, according to Shri Kodekar, in the first 

fatality  being  the  death  of  Irfan  Gulzarmohammad 

Pathan. It is pointed out that all the eye-witnesses 

examined by the Prosecution and who have deposed 

with regard to the injury sustained by the deceased 

Irfan, have consistently testified that the injury 

was  caused  on  account  of  stone  pelting  from  the 

terrace of Bunglow No.1. It is submitted by Shri 

Kodekar  that  even if there is  inconsistency with 

regard to which person escorted the injured into the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, it is not so material 

inasmuch  as,  the  circumstances  relating  to  the 

recollection of such witnesses are required to be 

borne in mind. It is pointed out that when there was 

a huge and endless flow of stone pelting and burning 

rags  being  thrown  into  Gulbarg  Society,  the 

witnesses could not have been in a calm and healthy 
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frame of mind while recollecting such incidents. It 

is submitted that the relevant issue is the injury 

caused to Irfan which resulted in his death and it 

is pointed out that accused No.14 is specifically 

attributed  to  have  pelted  a  brick  which  caused 

injury to Irfan and it is pointed out that there is 

consistency in the deposition of the witnesses in 

that  regard.  It  is  submitted that  therefore,  the 

defence raised in this regard is not acceptable and 

is required to be discarded. It is submitted that 

accused  Nos.65,  14  and  32  are  specifically 

identified by a large number of eye-witnesses. It is 

submitted that PWs 191, 177, 106, 179, 192, 128, 116 

have  identified  accused  No.65  positively  as  the 

person indulging in stone pelting. It is submitted 

that accused No.14 is specifically identified by PWs 

177, 192,  142,  128  and  106 and  accused  No.32  is 

identified  by  PW-177  as  being  the  perpetrators 

involved in the present incident. It is also pointed 

out by Shri Kodekar that there is no dispute with 

regard to the fact that the dead body of Irfan has 

been  recovered  from  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that in any 

case,  all  the  relevant  witnesses  who  have  been 

examined  with  regard  to  the  incident  concerning 

Irfan,  injury  caused  to  him  and  as  to  who  was 

instrumental in carrying  him to the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri, are not even remotely covered in 

the course of the cross examination of the concerned 

witnesses.  It  is  submitted  that  therefore,  in 

absence of any cross examination in this regard, the 
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version supplied by the witness is accepted to be 

correct by the defence. It is submitted that in the 

circumstances, the defence cannot be heard to say 

that there are wholesale contradictions more so when 

there is no cross examination in that regard. It is 

submitted that the testimony of the star witness PW-

106  is  corroborated  by  a  number  of  Prosecution 

witnesses examined in this regard, details of which 

are  already  provided  in  the  course  of  arguments 

advanced on behalf of the State. It is submitted by 

Shri  Kodekar  that  in  absence  of  effective  cross 

examination of such witnesses by the defence, there 

cannot be said to be any major contradiction which 

would  bring  on  record  the  weaknesses  in  the 

Prosecution  version  and  thereby  affect  the 

credibility of the witnesses. It is submitted that 

the injury to Irfan, his collapsing on account of 

such injury and his being escorted to the residence 

of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri,  are  aspects,  therefore,  not 

disputed and are required to be accepted as true and 

genuine and the role played by the concerned accused 

as  emerging  from  the  testimonies  of  the  eye-

witnesses thus cannot be discarded even if there are 

some  variations  or  minor  contradictions  emerging 

from the testimony of such witnesses. It is further 

pointed out by Shri Kodekar that the atmosphere in 

the course of the events that had taken place on the 

fateful day, was such that most of the eye-witnesses 

were panic-stricken and fearing for their life and 

therefore, if there are inconsistencies, they are 

required to be treated and accepted as a natural 
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reaction to the course of events and not as aspects 

which  go  to  the  root  of  the  credibility  of  the 

witnesses.  It  is  submitted  that  the  post-mortem 

report relating to victim Irfan is on the record at 

Exh.574  and  a  perusal  of  the  report,  more 

particularly  with  regard  to  the  conclusions  and 

findings  with  regard  to  the  cause  of  death, 

completely corroborates the Prosecution version. It 

is  submitted  that  the  post-mortem  report  clearly 

reflects that all injuries found on the dead body 

are established to be anti-mortem and the death of 

the  victim  is  attributed  to  100%  burns,  meaning 

thereby  that  Irfan  was  burnt  alive  when  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri was set on fire. 

538. Making  further  submissions,  Shri 

Kodekar submits that after the incident of Irfan, 

was the continuous process where the mob swelled in 

numbers, broke open the main gate and the other gate 

as also the rear portion of the wall of the Society 

and the mob is attributed and established to have 

entered into the Society, the mob is established to 

have been armed with lethal weapons like swords and 

knives and inflammable material and it is pointed 

out that the eye-witnesses have sufficiently deposed 

with  regard  to  each  incident  taking  place 

thereafter. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

after  entering  into  the  Society, the  mob  started 

vandalizing, looting and destroying the properties 

located in the Society as also the Madressa within 

the Society and thereafter targetted the residence 
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of Shri Ehsan Jafri which related to and gave rise 

to eight fatal incidents wherein a large number of 

persons were cut to pieces by the mob and in fact 

some  of  the  women  were  subjected  to rape  before 

being  killed  and  two  young  children  were  also 

butchered by the mob. 

539. It  is submitted that  the first such 

incident relates to death of Anwarkhan Pathan; the 

second  incident  relates  to  the  killing  of 

Zehrunnisa,  Kherunnisa,  Zebunbibi;  the  third 

incident relates to  the death of Salim Abubakkar; 

the  fourth  incident  relates  to dragging  out  Shri 

Ehsan Jafri whose remains have not been recovered or 

identified and who is presumed to be dead; the fifth 

incident  relates  to  the  rape  and  murder  of 

Sajedabanu and one unknown lady; the sixth incident 

relates to the murder of minor Shadabkhan and Yusuf 

of Ankur Cycle Works; the seventh incident relates 

to molestation and murder of Firdausbanu and murder 

of Shahejadali and Zebunben and the last and eighth 

incident  relates  to  the  murder  of  Mehmudaben, 

Mumtazben, Zarinaben and Jehangirbhai, all of whom 

(victims of the last incident) were related to one 

of the star eye-witnesses i.e. Sairaben Sandhi. It 

is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that PW-106 is a 

natural eye-witness and has deposed with regard to 

each of the above referred eight incidents. It is 

pointed out that insofar as the incident relating to 

the  death  of  Anwarkhan  is  concerned,  it  is  the 

specific  case  of  the  Prosecution  and  established 
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through the version of the eye-witnesses that it was 

accused No.1 Kailash Dhobi who was instrumental in 

causing  the  death  of  the  victim  Anwarkhan  and 

causing injuries upon the injured Aslamkhan. 

540. Shri Kodekar at this stage, refers to 

and relies upon a judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme 

Court, delivered in the case of Krishna Mochi & Ors. 

v. State of Bihar as reported in (2002) 6 SCC 81. My 

attention is drawn more particularly to head note 

'L' of the said judgment wherein on page No.89, it 

has been observed and a ratio has been laid down 

inter alia  to the effect that even if there is no 

recovery  of  any  incriminating  material,  the  same 

would not have the effect of exonerating an accused 

when there is ocular account of eye-witnesses.  

541. A  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court in the case of State of Rajasthan v. Tejaram & 

Ors. as reported in (1999) 3 SCC 507 is also relied 

upon by the learned Spl.P.P. Shri R.C.Kodekar, and 

my attention is drawn to head note 'A' whereby a 

ratio  has  been  laid  down  to  the  effect  that  a 

circumstance  arising  from  the  recovery  of  weapon 

would not stand relegated to disutility and failure 

of detecting the origin of blood, the circumstances 

arising from the recovery of the weapon cannot stand 

relegated to disutility. It is pointed out by Shri 

Kodekar  that  a  large  number  of  Police  witnesses 

examined herein have clearly attributed to accused 

No.1 being armed with a knife, and this aspect is 
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established and corroborated by the recovery of the 

weapon itself from the concerned accused in terms of 

the  recovery  Panchnama  and  therefore,  the  same, 

according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  is  required  to  be 

accepted and the credibility of the witnesses cannot 

be impacted on account of such recovery. 

542. A  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court delivered in the case of Chaudhari Ramjibhai 

Narasangbhai  v.  State  of  Gujarat  and  Others as 

reported  in  (2004)  1  SCC  184 is  pressed  into 

reliance  by  Shri  Kodekar,  wherein  the  Hon'ble 

Supreme Court has laid down a ratio  inter alia  to 

the effect that there is no duty of the Prosecution 

witnesses  to  give  clarification  with  regard  to 

whether  the  injuries  were  inflicted  by the  blunt 

side or a sharp side of a cutting instrument, when 

there is direct evidence with regard to the use of 

the weapon. 

543. A  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court delivered in the case of Manga alias Man Singh 

V. State of Uttarakhand as reported in (2013) 7 SCC 

629 (head note 'D') is pressed into reliance by Shri 

Kodekar, wherein the Hon'ble Supreme Court has laid 

down the ratio with regard to the effect of non-

recovery of empty cartridges/pallets by the IO in 

the course of the site visit. It is submitted that 

the Hon'ble Supreme Court has further laid down the 

ratio herein that when the other circumstances are 

established  in  the  course  of  a  trial  beyond 
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reasonable  doubt  including  use  of  weapon  by  the 

accused, in the form of eye-witness testimony, mere 

failure to effect recovery will not be fatal to the 

Prosecution case. 

544. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 

the  next  incident  relates  to the  killing  of  the 

three  women  being  Zerunnisa,  Zebunben  and 

Kherunnisa and almost simultaneous killing of Salim 

Abubakkar. It is submitted that accused Nos.54 and 

55 are attributed to have killed the above referred 

persons as per eye-witness ocular version of PW-106. 

It  is  submitted  that  PW-106  has  successfully 

withstood the cross examination of the defence and 

even in his statement before the SIT, the names of 

accused Nos.54 and 55 were provided by PW-106. It is 

submitted that therefore, the sole testimony of PW-

106 would be sufficient to establish the Prosecution 

case against such accused. It is submitted that PW-

106 has attributed the killing of Salim Abubakkar, 

an incident which happened in quick succession to 

the deaths of the above named three women and PW-106 

has attributed and highlighted the role played by 

five of the accused in the incident related to Salim 

Abubakkar and accused No.59 (Atul Indravadan Vaidh), 

accused No.14 [Jayeshkumar @ Gabbar Madanlal Jinger 

(Mochi)],  accused  No.50  (Kapil  Devnarayan  @ 

Munnabhai  Mishra),  accused  No.47  (Dharmesh 

Prahladbhai  Shukla)  and  accused  No.29  [Mukesh 

Pukhraj Sankhla (Mochi)] are attributed to have been 

involved in such incident. It is submitted that the 
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State  concedes  that  there  was  a  contradiction 

emerging from the testimony of PW-106 with regard to 

the four of the above named five accused. It is 

submitted that however, the role played by accused 

No.59  in  the  incident  has  been  consistently 

highlighted  by  PW-106 even  in  the  course  of  his 

statement  before  the  SIT  and  no  effective  cross 

examination has been carried out by the defence with 

regard to the consistency in the role of accused 

No.59  in  this  incident.  It  is  submitted  that  in 

light of a binding precedent of the Hon'ble Supreme 

Court as laid down in the case of Masalti (Supra), 

the  case  against  accused  No.59  inasmuch  as,  it 

relates to the present incident, is established. 

545. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 

the next incident was the dragging away and doing 

away of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is submitted that PW-

106 has consistently identified the perpetrators of 

this  incident  and  accused  No.43  (NARAYAN  SITARAM 

TANK @ NARAN CHENALWALO @ NARAN KODHIYO), accused 

No.38  (Manish  Prabhulal  Jain)  and  accused  No.34 

[Krishnakumar  @  Krishna  (son  of  Champaben)]  are 

named to be such perpetrators. It is submitted that 

PW-116  being  the  father  of  PW-106,  has  given  a 

different  set  of  names,  but  however,  there  is 

consistency inasmuch as, the name of accused No.34 

is also given by PW-116 in the said incident. It is 

submitted that other witnesses have corroborated the 

incident of Shri Ehsan Jafri being dragged away by 

the  mob  but  have  not  supplied  any  particular  or 
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specific names of the accused. It is submitted that 

the  Prosecution  has  thus  reasons  to  completely 

refute and discard the allegations and submissions 

made by the defence that the witnesses examined by 

the Prosecution are tutored and robotic witnesses. 

It is submitted that if it was really so, there 

would not be any contradiction but there would have 

been a consistent “robot like” testimony coming from 

all  eye-witnesses.  It  is  submitted  that  such 

inconsistencies  make  the  depositions  of  the  eye-

witnesses  natural,  believable  and  are,  therefore, 

required  to  be  accepted  by  the  Court.  It  is 

submitted that with regard to the role of accused 

No.34  in  this  particular  incident,  there  is  no 

effective cross examination by the State inasmuch 

as, there is no cross examination of any of the 

witnesses with regard to the role of accused No.34. 

It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that the Hon'ble 

Supreme Court has further in  Krishna Mochi's case 

(Supra), clearly held that even if a major portion 

of  evidence  is  found  to  be  deficient,  in  case 

residue  is  sufficient  to  prove  the  guilt  of  an 

accused,  notwithstanding  acquittal  of  number  of 

other co-accused persons, his conviction could be 

maintained. 

546. It is pointed out that in the cross 

examination  of  PW-116,  more  particularly  in 

paragraphs Nos.61 and 62, it emerges that affidavits 

though signed by the witness, where some exoneration 

was given to some of the accused, the witness has 
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explained  that  such  affidavits  could  have  been 

signed on account of the threats received by him. It 

is submitted that this aspect is also required to be 

borne in mind while appreciating the circumstances 

in which a traumatized witness had given some facts 

to the IOs. 

547. It  is  submitted  that  the  sequential 

events  would  indicate  that  the  next  immediate 

incident was the rape and killing of Sajedabanu and 

one unknown lady, which is accurately testified by 

PW-106 and he has deposed that he saw the incident 

from the kitchen of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence. It 

is  submitted  that  accused  Nos.2,  63  and  46 

respectively  being  Yogendrasinh  @  Lalo  Mohansinh 

Sekhawat, Dinesh Prabhudas Sharma and Lakhansinh @ 

Lakhiyo Bhuriyo Lalubha Chudasama, are attributed to 

have perpetrated this heinous offence of rape and 

murder. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that both 

these  witnesses  i.e.  PWs  106  and  116  have 

corroborated each other on the aspect of rape. It is 

submitted  that  the  cross  examination  of  these 

witnesses  does  not  even  suggest  a  denial  of  the 

incident of rape on the part of the accused and it 

is urged that in such circumstances, the question of 

rape cannot be debated and there is, according to 

Shri Kodekar, sufficient material available for the 

Court  to  appreciate  and  uphold  the  Prosecution 

version of rape and murder of the above referred 

four persons in this incident. 
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548. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 

the next incident would relate to the molestation 

and  killing  of  Firdausbanu  and  killing  of 

Shahejadali who attempted to rescue Firdausbanu and 

both, according to Shri Kodekar, are established to 

have been done away by the mob. It is pointed out by 

Shri  Kodekar  that  PW-179  Ezajali  Fakirmohammad 

Shaikh  has  in  paragraph  No.10 of  his  deposition, 

given a clear picture with regard to the incident 

and the same version is corroborated and set up in 

the  course  of  testimony  of  PW-192  Mohammadali 

Shahjadali Saiyed. It is submitted that the version 

of the present witness i.e. PW-179 is corroborated 

by PW-192 who has also narrated about the tearing of 

clothes of Firdausbanu, her shouting for help and 

the fact of the deceased Shahejadali attempting to 

rescue the said Firdausbanu and being cut with a 

sword by accused No.42 Raju @ Mamo Kaniyo Ramavtar 

Tiwari. My attention is also drawn to the fact that 

PW-177 Sairaben Sandhi has in paragraph No.16 of her 

deposition by testifying inter alia to such effect, 

given  the  names  of  accused  Nos.42,  1  and  43 

respectively  being  Raju  @  Mamo  Kaniyo  Ramavtar 

Tiwari, Kailash Dhobi and Naran Channelwala as also 

the absconding accused Ramesh Pande, who are all 

attributed to have delivered sword blows to the said 

Shahejadali. It is submitted that just because PW-

106 has not narrated about the incident, it is not 

relevant  when  eye-witness  support  and  eye-witness 

testimony of three witnesses  is brought on record 

of  the  proceedings.  It  is  submitted  that  in  any 
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case,  even  PW-314  Faqirmohammad  Nasirali  Saiyed 

corroborates the version supplied by the above three 

witnesses  and  has  provided  the  names  of  the 

perpetrators  but  however,  it  is  conceded  by  the 

State that such witness i.e. PW-314 was not able to 

identify any of the accused in the Court. 

549. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 

the  final  incident  out  of  the  series  of  eight 

incidents,  is  the  doing  away  of  Mehmudaben, 

Mumtazben, Zarinaben and Jehangirbhai by the mob. It 

is submitted that the sole witness who has testified 

with  regard  to  this  incident  is  PW-177  Sairaben 

Sandhi. It is submitted that there is no reason to 

discard the testimony of a witness only because it 

is  not  corroborated  by  other  witnesses.  It  is 

submitted that it is settled law that the testimony 

of a single witness is sufficient to form the basis 

of conviction of the accused. 

550. With regard to the defence raised by 

the accused with regard to the private firing, it is 

submitted by Shri Kodekar that the aspect is well 

covered  in  the  chargesheet  itself,  there  is  no 

effort  made  by  the  Prosecuting  agencies  or  the 

investigating agencies to suppress, for that matter, 

any material and it is submitted that no less than 

eight cartridges have been recovered from various 

places of Gulbarg Society and it is submitted that 

in the circumstances, and more so when at least no 

less than 20 Police witnesses have deposed about the 
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fact of firing having taken place, merely because 

the  eye-witnesses  have  not  testified  about  such 

incident, it cannot make their depositions any less 

credible nor can it destroy the Prosecution case. It 

is  submitted  that  if  the  Prosecution  could  have 

desired, it could have suppressed all these aspects 

about private firing, but having not done so, it is 

clear that the Prosecution has nothing to hide and 

there was no attempt to subvert the truth and in the 

circumstances, merely because the eye-witnesses have 

not deposed with regard to the private firing, it 

cannot make their testimonies any less credible. 

Responsive/clarifying arguments by defence – by Shri 

Bhardwaj and Shri Bajpai

551. Consequent to the submissions advanced 

by Shri S.M.Vora, the learned advocate appearing for 

the witnesses/victims, it was felt that the aspects 

argued by Shri S.M.Vora with regard to the criminal 

conspiracy  as  also  the  specific  arguments  with 

regard to the role of accused No.57 i.e. P.I. Shri 

K.G.Erda, were required to be explained since such 

arguments were not countered by either the learned 

Spl.P.P. or the defence for that matter, and in the 

circumstances, the defence has been called upon to 

make submissions with regard to these two aspects 

only. 

552. In  response  thereto,  Shri  Abhay 

Bhardwaj, the learned advocate appearing on behalf 
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of a large number of accused herein, has advanced 

submissions with regard to the so-called theory of 

conspiracy  as  propounded  by  Shri  S.M.Vora,  the 

learned advocate for the witnesses. It is submitted 

by Shri Bhardwaj that even if the version supplied 

by Shri Vora is required to be accepted, there is no 

material on the record which would suggest as to who 

were the brains behind the conspiracy, there is no 

material  to  indicate  as  to  when  and  where  such 

conspiracy was hatched and it is also submitted that 

if  the  Prosecution  version  with  regard  to  the 

alleged taking place of a meeting is required to be 

believed,  then  it  completely  destroys  the  theory 

that  there  was  a  preplanned  conspiracy  since  as 

stated herein before,  Shri Bhardwaj submits that it 

has been argued at length as to how such witness 

i.e. PW-241 who has been examined at Exh.831, who 

has testified with regard to the conspiracy, is not 

relied  upon  even  by  the  Prosecution  itself  to a 

great extent. It is submitted that even this witness 

is to be accepted as corroborating the theory of a 

conspiracy, then even according to such witness, the 

alleged meeting was to take place only at 9:00 a.m. 

or thereabouts on 28/02/2002. It is submitted that 

on the other hand, the gathering of mobs even in 

terms  of  the  eye-witness  accounts  and  Police 

versions,  had  started  much  before  such  alleged 

meeting. It is submitted that therefore, there is no 

harmony in the Prosecution version as also in the 

version  supplied  by  Shri  S.M.Vora.  It  is  also 

further submitted that mere shouting of slogan “JAI 
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SHREE RAM” cannot by itself suggest any conspiracy. 

It is submitted that such slogans or utterances are 

normally  uttered  by  persons  when  they  meet  each 

other or when they want to express something. It is 

submitted that if at all a mob had gathered, it is 

with a view to enforce the  Bandh call in response 

to the Godhra incident. It is submitted that even 

according  to  the  best  versions  supplied  by  the 

Prosecution  as  also  the  witnesses,  no  serious 

incident  took  place  till  about  02:00  p.m.,  only 

exception being the attack on one of the injured 

victims Ayub. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that 

if there was a preplanned conspiracy to do away with 

all members of a particular community as is alleged 

herein, then there is no logical reason as to why 

the  mob  would  have  sat  silent  and  despite  best 

opportunities,  did  not  make  any  efforts  to enter 

into Gulbarg Society or for that matter, did not 

make any efforts to kill any other persons of the 

minority community outside Gulbarg Society. It is 

submitted that in such circumstances, the theory of 

a preplanned conspiracy is completely got-up. It is 

further submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that if there was 

really speaking such conspiracy as is sought to be 

made  up,  the  mob  which  comprised  of  people  from 

different localities including the persons from the 

same locality as the Gulbarg Society, the mob would 

have been aware of residences of Muslims and would 

have taken appropriate steps to kill them if at all 

really speaking there was a preplanned conspiracy in 

that regard. It is submitted that even as per the 
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Prosecution  and  eye-witnesses,  what  largely  took 

place between the period of 08:00 a.m. and 02:00 

p.m., was indulging in stone throwing, acid bulbs 

and  even  burning  rags  by  both  parties.  It  is 

submitted that in the circumstances and more so when 

these aspects are admitted positions canvassed by 

the Prosecution itself, the theory of a preplanned 

conspiracy  is  not  established  even  by  reasonable 

inference.  It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances  this  theory  is  required  to  be 

discarded. It is submitted that in any case, PW-241 

himself  admits  that  one  of  the  accused  himself 

entered into the rickshaw and indicated about such 

alleged meeting and the intention of doing away with 

Muslims. It is submitted that if this was the real 

intent,  what  prevented  the  mob  or  the  concerned 

accused from doing away with PW-241 himself who was 

helpless  and  very  much  available  if  harm  was 

required to be done. It is submitted that therefore, 

these versions are unnatural and not believable. It 

is  submitted  that  as  has  been  narrated  herein 

before,  some  of  the  witnesses  belonging  to  the 

minority  community,  were  finding  it  difficult  to 

enter into Gulbarg Society and it is their version 

emerging on the record of the proceedings that it 

was only by gaining access through the residence of 

Hindus that they could enter into Gulbarg Society. 

It  is submitted that  it is,  therefore, unnatural 

that if there was a mob of thousands present, they 

would have permitted such easily identifiable person 

of the minority community to get into the Gulbarg 
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Society and not done away with him when it was very 

easy for the mob to have done so.  It is submitted 

that the incident pertaining to Gujarat Cycle Works 

involving the injured Ayub and deceased Yusuf taking 

place at about 09:00 a.m. is concerned, if it was 

really a conspiracy upon which the mob was acting, 

there  is  no  earthly  reason  as  to  why  Yusuf  was 

permitted  to  take  shelter  and  run  into  Gulbarg 

Society, and was not chased and killed by the mob. 

It is submitted that all these aspects do away with 

the  theory  of  the  preplanned  conspiracy.  It  is 

submitted that members of the Muslim community not 

residing in Gulbarg Society, admittedly took shelter 

in Gulbarg Society by entering into Gulbarg Society 

through its gates. It is submitted that if there was 

a mob of thousands which entered into a preplanned 

conspiracy to do away with Muslims and such mob had 

gathered outside Gulbarg Society, then no reason or 

logical  explanation  is  offered  as  to  how  such 

persons were allowed to enter into Gulbarg Society 

without their being harmed in any manner whatsoever. 

It is submitted that therefore, this version does 

not  bear  even  the  remote  consideration.  It  is 

submitted  that  even  the  star  witness  PW-106  has 

attributed his having gone out to carry out some 

electrical work in the house of a Hindu and having 

come back to Gulbarg Society at about 09:00 a.m.. It 

is submitted that if mobs were roaming around with 

such intentions as is claimed, it is not possible 

for  PW-106  to  have  come  back  without  being 

threatened or accosted by a mob and it is urged that 
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the entire theory of preplanned conspiracy be given 

a go-by. It is submitted that the very fact that 

there was no loss of life from 08:00 a.m. till 02:00 

p.m. despite the fact of the versions supplied by 

the eye-witnesses as also the Police eye-witnesses 

that there was a mob of thousands in number, right 

till  2  o'clock,  would  mean  that  there  was  no 

preplanned  conspiracy  on  the  part  of  the  mob  to 

indulge into acts of killing of any sort. It is 

submitted that it may be assumed without admission 

on the part of the defence that there was an object 

or common intention to commit arson and loot and 

damage to property and nothing beyond that. It is 

submitted  that  there  was  a  tiny  force  of  Police 

officers headed by accused No.57 who even according 

to the eye-witnesses, had ensured that the mobs were 

dispersed  from  time  to  time  and  who  were  to  an 

extent able to contain the situation inasmuch as, no 

serious efforts were made by the mob to break open 

the walls or the gates of Gulbarg Society till that 

stage. It is submitted that therefore, it cannot be 

said  that  the  mob  had  come  with  the  preplanned 

conspired intention of doing away with all Muslims 

of that locality including those residing in Gulbarg 

Society. It is submitted that in such circumstances, 

the theory of preplanned conspiracy to that extent 

is required to be discarded. It is submitted that 

the arguments advanced on behalf of the defence with 

regard to the actions of Shri Ehsan Jafri of firing 

from his personal weapon which has been submitted in 

detail herein before, may be repeated as sole reason 
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for being the catalyst which led to this unfortunate 

incident. It is, therefore, submitted that what took 

place was a reaction of an angry mob who saw their 

members being felled by firing from the Society. It 

is submitted that the perception of such mob would 

be, when an injured person fell down, was that he 

has  been  killed  in  firing  and  therefore,  the 

perception  was  that  more  than  15  people  were 

affected  in  such  fashion  and  that  perception 

according  to  Shri  Bhardwaj,  has  led  to  the 

unfortunate  incident.  It  is  submitted  that 

therefore,  such  actions  cannot  be  said  to be  in 

furtherance  of  a  preplanned  conspiracy  but 

individual  and  collective  actions  in  such 

circumstances. 

553. Shri T.R.Bajpai, the learned advocate 

appearing on behalf of a number of accused and who 

has been authorized to argue on behalf of accused 

No.57,  makes  his  submissions  with  regard  to 

providing  a  response  to  the  submissions  of  Shri 

S.M.Vora about the involvement and guilt of accused 

No.57 herein.  It  is  submitted  that  accused  No.57 

faces  a  charge  of  having  committed  offences 

punishable under Secs.201, 217 and 218 of the I.P.C. 

554. It  is  submitted  by Shri Bajpai  that 

with regard to the submissions advanced on behalf of 

the witnesses by Shri S.M.Vora, that accused No.57 

maliciously and deliberately made the real brother 

of accused No.1 as the Panch witness in one of the 
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Panchnamas, is an unfounded allegation inasmuch as, 

malice  presupposes  previous  knowledge.  It  is 

submitted that there is no material on the record to 

show that accused No.57 was at any stage aware at 

that point of time that such Panch witness was the 

real brother of accused No.1. It is submitted that 

in any case, the other panch witness who has been 

cited on the record of the proceedings, has not been 

examined  on  record,   and  therefore,  adverse 

inference is required to be drawn and this aspect 

cannot be used in any manner to establish any charge 

against accused No.57. It is submitted that in any 

case, with regard to the second allegation advanced 

against accused No.57 inter alia to the effect that 

the  name  of  accused  No.56  which  was  provided  by 

accused No.57 in his own complaint, was mysteriously 

dropped and no efforts were made to bring to justice 

such accused, is, according to Shri Bajpai, baseless 

and  unfounded  allegation.  It  is  submitted  that 

accused No.57 had handed over further investigation 

to other IOs after 08/03/2002 i.e. within ten days 

of the incident and it is submitted that there was 

nothing which prevented the other IOs from arresting 

or  taking  action  vis-a-vis  accused  No.56.  It  is 

submitted that in any case, there is no material on 

record to suggest that it was accused No.57 who had 

in  any  manner  filed  any  report  or  made  any 

recommendation with regard to dropping the name of 

accused No.56 as an accused herein. It is submitted 

that  therefore,  even  such  allegation  is  baseless 

furthermore in light of the fact that there is no 
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material  to  show  that  accused  No.56  was  in  any 

manner associated with the BJP political party. It 

is  submitted  that  in  the  circumstances,  these 

arguments are devoid of any basis or merit and are 

required to be negated. It is submitted that with 

regard to the allegation that accused No.57 himself 

became  the  complainant,  disregarding  the  need  to 

lodge complaints of any of eye-witnesses or victims, 

is also baseless inasmuch as, it is a matter of 

record that none of the eye-witnesses or survivors 

was willing to make any statements or record any 

kind of complaint before 05/03/2002. It is submitted 

that it is not alleged or complained of by any of 

the eye-witnesses including the victims  inter alia 

to the effect that they had attempted to lodge their 

complaints but accused No.57 or anyone else for that 

matter,  refused  to  record  such  complaint.  It  is 

submitted that under such circumstances also, the 

entire  allegation  or  submissions  made  in  this 

direction are also devoid of merits. 

555. It  is  submitted  by Shri Bajpai  that 

the allegation that Shri Erda had deliberately not 

attempted  to  secure  the  services  of 

videographer/photographer  to  record  the  state  of 

affairs  immediately  after  the  incident,  is  also 

baseless. It is submitted that the document Exh.1151 

clearly  establishes  that  accused  No.57  was 

instrumental in sending such message to the Control 

Room  immediately on 28/02/2002 itself at 17:15 Hrs. 

seeking the services of a videographer/photographer. 
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It  is  submitted  that  if  thereafter  there  was  no 

response to such requisition or demand, the accused 

no.57 cannot be blamed for such non-happening since 

he  at  the  very  first  instance,  made  attempts  to 

secure  such  services.  It  is  submitted  that 

therefore,  such  accusation  is  without  any  basis 

whatsoever. It is submitted that videography of the 

scene of incident in presence of independent Panchas 

took place on 01/03/2002 as is emerging from the 

testimony of the IO Shri J.M.Suthar who is examined 

as  PW-335  and  therefore,  it  cannot  be  said  that 

there was no effort on the part of accused No.57 to 

do so. 

556. My attention is drawn to the document 

on the record of the proceedings at Exh.1571 which 

is the document which establishes and negates the 

arguments made by Shri Vora that no efforts were 

made by accused No.57 to avail of services of an 

expert  of  FSL  at  the  site  of  the  incident 

immediately.  It  is  submitted  that  it  clearly 

establishes the lack of confides on the part of the 

Prosecution inasmuch as, document Exh.1571 and the 

testimony of PW-335 IO Shri Suthar on page No.71 in 

paragraph  No.115,  clearly  establish  that  the  FSL 

expert had indeed visited the scene of the incident 

on  01/03/2002  and  it  is  urged  that  in  such 

circumstances, this allegation also be treated as 

baseless and be negated. 

557. With regard to the allegation that the 
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inquest Panchnamas were not drawn or carried out by 

accused No.57 or were carried out in a manner as 

would be prejudicial to the Prosecution, or would be 

in  any  manner  helpful  to  the  accused,  is  also 

baseless. My attention is drawn to the testimony of 

PW-335 Shri Suthar who has admitted on page No.103 

in paragraph No.162 of his testimony  inter alia  to 

the effect that there is no material on record as 

would  even  remotely  establish  that  the  inquest 

Panchnamas were drawn in a manner as were counter to 

the  post-mortem  reports  or  were  in  any  manner 

contradictory  to  the  post-mortem  reports.  It  is 

submitted  that  this  witness  has  further  admitted 

that the Police Manual does not provide any time 

frame  for  carrying  out  such  Panchnamas.  It  is 

submitted  that  looking  at  the  enormity  of  the 

incident and enormity of the incidents that took 

place on 28/02/2002, it cannot be said that less 

time attributed to each inquest Panchnama would in 

any manner establish any criminal intent on the part 

of accused No.57. It is further submitted that in 

such  circumstances  and  more  so  in  light  of  the 

context  of  entire  sequence  of  events,  such 

submissions are required to be discarded. 

558. With  regard  to  the  allegation  that 

accused  No.57  was  deliberately  negligent  in  not 

making  efforts  to  bring  the  Fire  Brigade  to  the 

scene of the incident and put out the fire raging in 

the Society, it is submitted that the document on 

the record of the proceedings at Exh.1153 clearly 
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belies  and  completely contradicts  this  allegation 

inasmuch as, it is accused No.57 who has clearly on 

the date of incident itself, sought the services of 

Fire  Brigade  at  the  scene  of  incident  and  it, 

therefore, cannot be said that no efforts were made 

by accused No.57 in this regard. It is submitted 

that  in  any  case,  PW-335  in  the  course  of  his 

testimony  on  page  No.70  in  paragraph  No.112  has 

clearly admitted  inter alia  to the effect that a 

message was forwarded to the Control Room inter alia 

seeking the services of Fire Brigade at the site of 

the incident on 28/02/2002 itself at about 19:50 

hrs. It is submitted that therefore, there is no 

merit  in  the  allegation  levelled  against  accused 

No.57  in  this  regard.  It  is  submitted  that  Shri 

Suthar has further admitted in paragraph No.113 on 

page No.70 itself that even at 05:00 p.m. on the 

date of the incident, a message was sent to secure 

the services of the Fire Brigade at the site of the 

incident.  It  is  submitted  that  such  allegations 

against accused No.57 are devoid of any basis. 

559. It is further argued that the serious 

allegation with regard to the Panchnamas hurriedly 

being drawn to a close on 28/02/2002 and a further 

recovery  of  more  and  other  bodies  right  upto 

08/03/2002,  cannot  be  attributed  as  an  act  of 

negligence  on  the  part  of  accused  No.57.  It  is 

submitted that such allegation is baseless inasmuch 

as, the entirety of the situation as it prevailed on 

28/02/2002 is required to be borne in mind. It is 
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submitted that this was a situation where nobody 

could have anticipated such a sequence of events and 

it  is  not  as  if  that  accused  No.57  deliberately 

chose to ignore what was apparent and evident while 

drawing  the Panchnamas.  It is  submitted that the 

subsequent recovery of bodies was much after the 

raging fire was put out and efforts were required to 

be made to find and recover such bodies which were 

recovered after efforts were made to sift through 

the rubble and embers of the burnt fire which led to 

recovery  of more bodies,  and therefore,  no overt 

malice could be attributed to accused No.57 who made 

the  best  possible  efforts  to  carry  out  the 

investigation herein. It is submitted that if the 

accused really wanted to derail the investigation, 

he would not have provided names in his complaint 

and would not have attributed acts to such names. It 

is submitted that the bodies recovered and referred 

to in the Panchnama on the fateful day, also cold 

have  been  not  referred  to  if  there  was  any 

deliberate  intention  on  the  part  of  the  accused 

No.57 to subvert the investigation process. It is 

submitted that therefore, looking to the totality of 

the circumstances and the entirety of the offence 

that took place in Ahmedabad on 28/02/2002, accused 

No.57  is  required  to  be  not  attributed  with  any 

malafides or charge for any criminal intent or any 

offence punishable under any of the provisions of 

the I.P.C.  and it is submitted that all submissions 

made by the other side in this regard be discarded. 
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560. It  is  submitted  that  the  allegation 

with  regard  to  accused  No.57  not  taking  any 

preventive steps prior to the Bandh call, is also 

falsified  from  the  testimonies  of  PW-281  Shri 

P.B.Gondiya who is examined at Exh.972 and who is a 

senior Police officer examined herein, who clearly 

establishes that efforts were made to arrest anti-

social elements of respective localities but anti-

social elements were not found available despite due 

efforts of accused No.57. It is also pointed out 

that  PW-278  being  Ratansinh  B.  Chavda  who  is 

examined at Exh.963 and who is a P.S.I., and PW-274 

being  Ramaji  Gangaji  Katara  who  is  examined  at 

Exh.946  and  who  is  also  a  P.S.I.  -  both  were 

attached to the Meghaninagar Police Station, have 

testified  inter alia  to the effect that they made 

efforts  to  arrest  anti-social  elements  on 

27/02/2002,  but  were  not  successful  in  their 

efforts. It is submitted that in such circumstances, 

the Prosecution has not only failed in establishing 

beyond reasonable doubt any inaction on the part of 

accused No.57 in this regard but the PWs themselves 

disapprove this theory. It is submitted that in such 

circumstances also, this allegation also be negated.

561. It is pointed out by Shri Bajpai that 

with regard to the allegation that despite having 

eight Police personnel as reserved force, accused 

No.57 did not utilize their services and kept on 

demanding  more  force,  itself  establishes  the 

criminal intent on the part of accused No.57, is 
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also an allegation which is devoid of merit and is 

required to be discarded. My attention is drawn to 

the  testimony  of  PW-243  being  Pratapji  Siraji 

Waghela at Exh.838 who is a P.S.I., who has clearly 

admitted on page  No.10 in  paragraph  No.11 of his 

testimony  inter  alia  to  the  effect  that  he  was 

allotted two personnel from the reserve force. My 

attention is also drawn to the testimony of PW-92 

being Baldevbhai Jivabhai Chavda who is examined at 

Exh.505 and who was the Crime writer Head Constable 

of Meghaninagar Police Station at the relevant time 

and my attention is drawn in paragraph No.11 on page 

No.6 of the testimony of this witness where he has 

clarified  and  explained  inter  alia  to the  effect 

that the members of the reserve Police force were 

required to provide Police protection to Muslims who 

took shelter in the Police Station. It is submitted 

that therefore, there is no basis in the allegation 

that the services of eight reserve Police personnel 

were not utilized by accused No.57. My attention is 

drawn  to  the  testimony  of  PW-245  being  Udesinh 

Pratapsinh Baraiya who is examined at Exh.840 and 

who was the PSO of the Meghaninagar Police Station, 

and who has clearly admitted that of the members of 

the reserve force, there were some Police personnel 

who  were  physically  handicapped.  It  is  submitted 

that  this  is  also  a  factor  required  to  be 

considered. My attention is drawn to the document at 

Exh.1470  which  is  a  communication  from  the 

Commissioner  of  Police  to  the  concerned  Police 

Stations where the need to keep Police personnel in 
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reserve,  is  clearly  reflected.  It,  therefore, 

according to Shri Bajpai, cannot be heard to be said 

that accused No.57 thereby deliberately  chose not 

to  press  for  the  services  of  the  eight  reserve 

Police personnel, as is charged.

*********

Judgment continued in Part-IV.........
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PART – IV

Reasons, findings, final order and judgment

562. The  first  aspect  required  to  be 

considered by this Court is as to whether there was 

a  pre-planned  conspiracy  entered into by all  the 

accused which resulted in the incident at Gulbarg 

Society and which according to the learned advocate 

for the victims/witnesses, was a part of the greater 

conspiracy  entered  into  by  the  highest  political 

authorities together with senior Police Officers and 

therefore, it has been urged by the Prosecution that 

all  the  accused  are  required  to  be  treated  as 

members of a criminal conspiracy to indulge in such 

horrific acts which have bordered on genocide and 

all the accused according to Shri R.C.Kodekar, are 

therefore,  required  to  be  meted  out  exemplary 

punishment, and these are all aspects  which I am 

required to consider herein after. 

563. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar, the 

learned Spl.P.P. appearing on behalf of the State, 

that the accused are all required to be held to be 

involved  in  a  pre-planned  conspiracy  which  was 

entered into by the accused to commit the carnage at 

Gulbarg  Society  as  an  act  of  vengeance  in 

retaliation to the Godhra incident. It is submitted 

that the law with regard to criminal conspiracy is 

quite clear that a conspiracy can never be or very 
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rarely be proved by direct evidence, but the same 

can always be proved by circumstantial evidence or 

by  the  conduct  of  the  accused  themselves.  It  is 

submitted  that  in  the  instant  proceedings,  the 

conduct of the accused clearly indicates that the 

accused  had  armed  themselves  with  weapons, 

inflammable substances and had entered into Gulbarg 

Society after demolishing the compound walls from 

both – the rear portion as also the front portion 

which indicates a meeting of minds on the part of 

the conspirators to perpetrate the carnage. It is 

submitted that the fact of there being a meeting is 

established  from  the  testimony  of  PW-241  Firoz 

Dilawer Shaikh who has been examined at Exh.831 and 

it is submitted that this is a witness who has given 

direct evidence about the meeting which was to take 

place  with  regard  to effecting  such  incidents  of 

which Gulbarg Society carnage was one of them. It is 

submitted that there is no reason to disbelieve such 

witness more so in light of the events that have 

followed after this witness came to know of such 

meeting. It is submitted that in such circumstances, 

the State has clearly established from the conduct 

of the accused that there was a meeting of minds 

between all the accused and that they had entered 

into a conspiracy to effect the carnage at Gulbarg 

Society. 

564. Shri Kodekar has further relied upon 

the testimony of PW-313 Ashish Khaitan at Exh.1091 

and  the  contents  of  the  transcript  of  the  sting 
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operation in support of his contentions made, in an 

effort to establish the elements of a pre-planned 

conspiracy  existing  between  the  accused  which 

resulted  in  the  carnage  at  Gulbarg  Society.  I 

propose to deal with these submissions in detail at 

a later stage herein.

565. In addition to the submissions of Shri 

Kodekar, an opportunity as has been stated above, 

has been given to the learned advocate appearing on 

behalf of the victims/witnesses and Shri S.M.Vora, 

the  learned  advocate for the witnesses, has made 

detailed  submissions  over  and  above  general 

submissions made by Shri Kodekar, in an effort to 

establish  the  elements  of  a  pre-existing,  pre-

planned conspiracy entered into between the accused 

and  others  which  ultimately  resulted  in  the 

perpetration of the carnage at Gulbarg Society.

566. It  is  submitted  by  Shri  S.M.Vora, 

learned  advocate  appearing  on  behalf  of  the 

victims/witnesses,  that  from  the  circumstantial 

evidence which is required to be considered as the 

only inference  that  can  be  drawn,  is  that  right 

since the incident of 27/02/2002, the atmosphere had 

become  communally  surcharged  which  was  further 

aggravated by the Bandh call given on 28/02/2002 and 

it is submitted that the entire present incident has 

taken  place  in  the  presence  of  senior  Police 

Officers who chose to do nothing with regard to the 

incident  and  it  is,  therefore,  urged  that  this 
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clearly establishes the criminal conspi propose racy 

emerging herein between the accused. It is submitted 

that the conduct of the accused itself is suggestive 

of the existence of the conspiracy. It is submitted 

that the defective investigation carried out by the 

Police authorities itself furthers the stand of the 

victims that there was an existence of a criminal 

conspiracy  behind  the  entire  incident.  It  is 

submitted that the evidence on record establishes 

that all senior Police Officers including those of 

the rank of Commissioner of Police, had visited the 

site of the incident on the fateful day itself and 

it is required to be inferred, according to Shri 

Vora, that being such senior Police officers, they 

would have realized the gravity of the situation and 

would have definitely considered the possibility of 

such incident taking place despite which no steps 

were taken by them, which also suggests that there 

was criminal conspiracy behind the incident. It is 

submitted by Shri Vora that all the star witnesses 

including  PWs  106, 107, 116, 177 have  consistency 

testified that even on 27/02/2002, they had sought 

for  Police  protection  and  right  throughout  the 

taking  place  of  the  incident,  consistent  efforts 

were being made to avail of Police protection which 

was denied to them and it is urged that it is under 

such circumstances also that inaction on the part of 

the  Police authorities would suggest  and infer a 

larger criminal conspiracy. It is submitted that the 

evidence establishes that even on the last moment, 

Shri Ehsan Jafri had attempted to contact the Chief 
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Minister, but no help was provided. 

567. It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances,  the  testimony  of  PW-241  has  been 

misinterpreted  by  the  defence  and  in  fact  the 

testimony of PW-241 Firoz Dilawer Shaikh is required 

to  be  read  in  the  correct  context  and  it  is 

submitted  that  such  testimony  clearly establishes 

the criminal conspiracy that was existing on the 

date  of  the  incident.  It  is  submitted  that  the 

testimony of PW-171 Ismailbhai Ibrahimbhai Pathan, 

is also required to be considered inasmuch as, he 

admits  that  he  was  not  an  eye-witness  to  the 

incident at Gulbarg Society, but he saw a mob of 

persons  making  preparations  to  attack  Gulbarg 

Society, as is emerging from his testimony. It is 

submitted that under such circumstances, it is the 

only inference that can be drawn that the mob had 

started  making  preparations  in  furtherance  of  a 

meeting  of  minds  and  therefore,  if  there  was  a 

meeting  of  minds,  that  itself  establishes  the 

criminal conspiracy. It is submitted that thus PW-

171 also establishes the criminal conspiracy.  

568. It is submitted by Shri Vora that PWs 

157, 215, 229, 296, have all testified with regard to 

having personally heard the mob shouting slogans and 

shouting  slogans  to  the  effect  that  “kill  and 

slaughter persons of the Muslim community (મીયાંઓને  

મારો  અને  કાપો)”.  It is submitted that such consistent 
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testimony,  corroborative  testimony,  clearly 

establishes that there was only one thing in the 

mind of the mob and that was to do away with the 

members  of  the  minority  community  and  therefore 

also, such testimonies are clearly suggestive of the 

fact that there was criminal conspiracy entered into 

by  the  accused  in  the  present  incident.  It  is 

submitted that PWs 161, 192, 198, 207, 210, 230, 231 

and 303 have all provided corroboration and support 

to the testimonies of the above referred witnesses 

with regard to what was being uttered by the mob.  

569. According  to  Shri  S.M.Vora,  PW-181 

Riyazuddin Siyazuddin Saiyed has clearly testified 

that he was warned by his neighbours with regard to 

there being some incident about to take place and 

therefore,  the  previous  warning  given  to  such 

witness clearly suggests that his neighbours were 

also aware of what was to transpire and take place 

on that day and this also establishes that there was 

a previous meeting of minds and this also further 

establishes the conspiracy herein. It is submitted 

that PW-208 Akbarhussain Abdulbhai Mansuri has in 

the course of his deposition, also testified that he 

was provided shelter by a Marwadi Hindu family and 

while taking shelter in their residence, he heard 

the  shouting  of  slogans  of  “JAI  SHRI  RAM”  and 

slogans  inter  alia  to the  effect  that  “kill  the 

members of the minority community”. It is submitted 

that this also goes to show the criminal conspiracy. 

It is submitted that in terms of the testimony of 
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PW-212 Abbasbhai Ayubbhai Kadir, the target of the 

mob  was  property  and  life  of  members  of  the 

particular community which also establishes meeting 

of minds with regard to the action to be taken on 

such date and therefore, also, criminal conspiracy 

is established.  

570. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of PW-3 Babuji Chhaguji Dabhi, who in the course of 

his testimony in paragraph No.6, has narrated thus:-

“૬. મુસલીમોની માલ િમલકતો દુકાનોની તોડફોડ કરી આગ ચાંપી 

સળગાવી દવેાના બનાવો બનતા અમો એ ચોકી િવસતારમાં સખત પટેર ોલીગ 

રાખેલ અને બંદોબસત વધારેલ. દરિમયાનમાં જણવા મળેલ કે, ચમનપુરા 

ચોકી િવસતારમાં બપોરના દોઢેક વાગે જણવા મળેલ કે, ગુલબગર સોસાયટી 

આગળ િહનદુ કોમના લોકોના મોટી સંખયામાં ટોળા એકઠા થયા છે અને રોડ 

પરની  મુસલીમોની  દુકાનો,  િમલકતોની  તોડફોડ  કરી  રોડ  પર  સળગાવી 

દેવામાં આવેલ છે. અને વધારે પોલીસ બદંોબસતની જરરીયાત છે. આવુ 

જણતા  અમો  અમારી  સાથેના  બંદોબસતના  પોલીસના  માણસો  સાથે 

રીકવીઝીટ  વાહનોમાં  રતનસાગર  ચાર  રસતાથી  મીનાબજર,  કલાપીનગર 

છેલા બસ સટેનડ થઈ ઓમ નગર તણ રસતા ગયેલા.  તયાં  જઈ જયુ તો 

રોડપર વાહનો અવર જવર ન કરે તે સાર પથથરો લાકડા મુકી આડશો કરેલ. 

ઓમ  નગરથી  ચમનપુરા  ચકલા  રોડ  ઠેર  ઠેર  આગ  સળગતી  જણાયેલ. 

લોકોના  ટોળા  રોડ  પર  એકઠા  થયેલા  હતા.  અમો  ગુલબગર  સોસાયટી 

પહોચવા આડશો દરુ કરતા ગુલબગર સોસા. પહોચયા. તયાં ગુલબગર સો. 

ની  સામે  રોડ  પર  મેઘાણીનગર  પો.સટે.  સી.પો.ઈ.શી  કે.જ.એરડા 
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સાહેબ,  પી.એસ.આઈ.શી  ભાટી  સાહેબ  તથા  પોલીસના  માણસો 

બંદોબસતમાં હાજર હતા. અમોએ શી એરડા સાહેબને બદંોબસત અંગે રીપોટર  

કરેલ.  આ દરિમયાનમાં રોડ પર મોટી સંખયામાં ટોળા એકઠા થઈ ગયેલા 

અને  'જય શી  રામ'  તેમજ  'મુસલમાનોને  મારી  નાખો,  કાપી  નાખો, 

સળગાવી નાખો' ના સુતોચચાર કરતા. ટોળાના માણસો પાસે તલવારો, 

પાઈપો,  લાકડીઓ  ચપપા  જવેા  જવલેણ  હિથયારો  તથા  પલાસટીકના 

કેરબાઓ ધારણ કરેલા  હતા.  ટોળા  ઉગ બનતા અમોએ અમારી  સાથનેા 

પો.કો.  ઈનદિસંહને  ટીયરગેસ છોડવા માટે હુકમ આપવા ઓમનગર તણ 

રસતા બાદ પથમ તણ સેલ છોડેલા. ટીયરગેસથી ટોળાપર થોડી અસર થવા 

પામેલી પણ થોડી જ વારમાં ટોળા એકઠા થયેલા અને પોલીસ પર સખત 

પથથરમારો ચાલુ કરી દીધલે. તમેજ ગુલબગર સોસાયટી પર પણ પથથરમારો 

શર  કરી  દીધેલ.  આ  દરિમયાન  ગુલબગર  સો.માંથી  પણ  ટોળા  પર 

પથથરમારો શર થવા લાગેલ. તમેજ ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થવા પામેલ. તેમાં 

ટોળાના  કેટલાક  ઈસમો  ઘવાયેલા  આથી  ટોળા  વધારે  ઉશકેરાયેલા  અને 

એસીડના બલબ, સળગતા કાકડા ગુલબગર સોસા.પર ફેકવા લાગેલા અને 

ટોળા ખુબજ િહંસક સવરપ ધારણ કરેલ.આ વખતે પો.ઈ.શી એરડા સાહેબે 

ટોળાને  િવખેરાઈ  જવા  માટે  ટીયર  ગેસ  છોડવામાં  આવશે,  લાઠી  ચાજર 

કરવામાં  આવશે,  તથા  ફાયરીગ  કરવામાં  આવશે  તવેી  વારંવાર  ચતેવણી 

આપલેી  પરંતુ  તનેી  ટોળા  પર  કોઈ  અસર  થવા  પામેલ  નિહ.  આથી 

ટીયરગેસના  સેલ  સંખયાબંધ  છોડવામાં  આવેલા  તેમજ  મે  મારી  સાથે  ના 

પો.કો. ઈનદિસંહને હુકમ આપી સાત ટીયરગેસના સેલ છોડેલ. તનેી ટોળા 

પર અસર થવા પામેલી નિહ.” 
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571. It is submitted that the witness is an 

independent  witness  and  there  is  no  reason  to 

disbelieve such witness and that the testimony of 

such witness clearly establishes the objective of 

the mob and meeting of minds of the members of the 

mob. It is submitted that the witness has further 

testified inter alia to the effect that the mob was 

armed  with  deadly  weapons  like  swords,  knives, 

sticks  and  was  armed  with  cans  of  inflammable 

material.  

572. It is submitted by Shri Vora that PW-

177  Sairaben  Sandhi  has  also  corroborated  the 

testimony of the above witness, and she has also 

narrated  in  paragraph  No.13  of  her  testimony  as 

thus:-

“૧૩. અમે જફરી સાહેબના ઘર પાસે ઉભા હતા તયારે બપોરના બે 

અઢી વાગે પાછળથી પણ વીસફોટનો અવાજ આવલે. તે વખતે અમે જફરી 

સાહેબના મકાન પાસે ઉભા હતા. મારી સાથે મારા પિત સલીમભાઈ અને 

મારા  િદયર જહાંગીરભાઈ તથા મારો  િદકરો  મહમદહુસેન હતો.  પાછળની 

િદવાલ તોડીને પણ તે પછી ટોળુ અદંર ઘંુસી આવેલ. ટોળા પાસે તલવારો, 

ગુપી,  લાકડીઓ,  તીશુળો  અને   પાઈપો  હતા.  આ  ટોળાએ  અમારી 

સોસા.માં પથથરમારો કરેલ.  સળગતા કાકડા ફેકેલ અને પાછળની બાજુ 

આવેલા  મકાનો  તોડફોડ  કરી  લુંટફાટ  કરી  સળગાવેલા.  આ  ટોળાએ 

સોસા.ના  આગળની  બાજુના  ભાગે  આવલે  મકાનોમાં  પણ  તોડફોડ  કરી 

લુંટફાટ  કરી  મકાનોને  આગ લગાડવાનું  ચાલુ  કરેલુ.  આંગણામાં  વાહનો 
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પડેલા તનેે આગ લગાડવાનું ચાલુ કરેલ. આ ટોળાએ મારા દીકરાની બાઈક 

અને મારા િદયરની રીકા પણ જવલનશીલ પવાહી નાખી સળગાવી દીધેલ. 

જથેી મારા િદયર દોડતા દોડતા મારા ઘર તરફ ગયેલા પરંતુ મારા પિત તેમની 

પાછળ જઈ તેમને  લઈને  જફરી  સાહેબના મકાનમાં  આવી ગયેલા.  પછી 

મારા પિત મકાન નબંર સોળમાં જતા રહેલા. જ ેમકાન ખાન સાહેબનું છે.” 

573. It  is  submitted  by  Shri  Vora  that 

accused No.29 has admitted in the sting operation 

with regard to the slogans being shouted by the mob 

with regard to killing of Muslims and it is urged 

that this is an aspect corroborated from the version 

emerging from the testimony of PW-313 Ashish Khetan 

and therefore also, this is a good and seriously 

incriminating  piece  of  evidence  which  establishes 

criminal conspiracy and the role of accused No.29 in 

the incident.  

574. It is submitted that there is clear 

evidence emerging that the Commissioner of Police 

and senior Police Officers had visited the scene of 

the incident prior to any incident taking place and 

had  gone  away  after  giving  reassurances  to  the 

residents of Gulbarg Society. It is pointed out by 

Shri Vora that immediately within half an hour of 

such senior Police officers going away, a mob had 

gathered  outside  Gulbarg  Society,  which  also 

establishes that there was something unnatural going 

on, on that day which in view of the greater context 

of the submissions made herein, is required to be 
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accepted  as  further  corroborative  material  with 

regard to existence of a criminal conspiracy. It is 

submitted that Shri Tandon coming over to the scene 

of incident with a strike force, is also established 

in  the  course  of  testimony  of  PW-7  and  it  is 

submitted  that  despite  being  present  with  such 

strike force, no efforts were made to disperse the 

mob or prevent any incident, which also suggests a 

greater conspiracy. 

575. Shri S.M.Vora has relied on a judgment 

of the Hon'ble Supreme Court delivered in the case 

of Gulam Sarbar v. State of Bihar (now Jharkhand) as 

reported in 2014 Cr.L.J. 34 (SC) wherein reliance is 

placed on head note 'A' of the judgment, which reads 

as  “Penal  Code  (45  of  1860),  S.  120B-Criminal 

conspiracy-Essential ingredients-Meeting of minds to 

form  a  criminal  conspiracy  has  to  be  proved  by 

adducing  substantive  evidence  in  cases  where 

circumstantial evidence is incomplete or vague.”  

576. It is urged by Shri S.M.Vora that in 

the circumstances, the evidence is overwhelming and 

believable  and  credible  in  respect  of  the  role 

played by all the accused in the present offence and 

it  is  urged  that  since  all  the  accused  are 

established to be a part of the criminal conspiracy, 

all of them are required to be held guilty and given 

harshest  punishment  to  provide  justice  to  the 

victims.
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577. In response to the arguments advanced 

on  behalf  of  the  victims/witnesses,  Shri  Abhay 

Bhardwaj, the learned advocate appearing on behalf 

of a large number of accused herein, has advanced 

submissions with regard to the so-called theory of 

conspiracy  as  propounded  by  Shri  S.M.Vora,  the 

learned advocate for the witnesses. It is submitted 

by Shri Bhardwaj that even if the version supplied 

by Shri Vora is required to be accepted, there is no 

material on the record which would suggest as to who 

were the brains behind the conspiracy, there is no 

material  to  indicate  as  to  when  and  where  such 

conspiracy was hatched and it is also submitted that 

if  the  Prosecution  version  with  regard  to  the 

alleged taking place of a meeting is required to be 

believed,  then  it  completely  destroys  the  theory 

that  there  was  a  preplanned  conspiracy  since  as 

stated herein before,  Shri Bhardwaj submits that it 

has been argued at length as to how such witness 

i.e. PW-241 who has been examined at Exh.831, who 

has testified with regard to the conspiracy, is not 

relied  upon  even  by  the  Prosecution  itself  to a 

great extent. It is submitted that even this witness 

is to be accepted as corroborating the theory of a 

conspiracy, then even according to such witness, the 

alleged meeting was to take place only at 9:00 a.m. 

or thereabouts on 28/02/2002. It is submitted that 

on the other hand, the gathering of mobs even in 

terms  of  the  eye-witness  accounts  and  Police 

versions,  had  started  much  before  such  alleged 

meeting. It is submitted that therefore, there is no 
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harmony in the Prosecution version as also in the 

version  supplied  by  Shri  S.M.Vora.  It  is  also 

further submitted that mere shouting of slogan “JAI 

SHREE RAM” cannot by itself suggest any conspiracy. 

It is submitted that such slogans or utterances are 

normally  uttered  by  persons  when  they  meet  each 

other or when they want to express something. It is 

submitted that if at all a mob had gathered, it is 

with a view to enforce the  Bandh call in response 

to the Godhra incident. It is submitted that even 

according  to  the  best  versions  supplied  by  the 

Prosecution  as  also  the  witnesses,  no  serious 

incident  took  place  till  about  02:00  p.m.,  only 

exception being the attack on one of the injured 

victims Ayub. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that 

if there was a preplanned conspiracy to do away with 

all members of a particular community as is alleged 

herein, then there is no logical reason as to why 

the  mob  would  have  sat  silent  and  despite  best 

opportunities,  did  not  make  any  efforts  to enter 

into Gulbarg Society or for that matter, did not 

make any efforts to kill any other persons of the 

minority community outside Gulbarg Society. It is 

submitted that in such circumstances, the theory of 

a preplanned conspiracy is completely got-up. It is 

further submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that if there was 

really speaking such conspiracy as is sought to be 

made  up,  the  mob  which  comprised  of  people  from 

different localities including the persons from the 

same locality as the Gulbarg Society, the mob would 

have been aware of residences of Muslims and would 
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have taken appropriate steps to kill them if at all 

really speaking there was a preplanned conspiracy in 

that regard. It is submitted that even as per the 

Prosecution  and  eye-witnesses,  what  largely  took 

place between the period of 08:00 a.m. and 02:00 

p.m., was indulging in stone throwing, acid bulbs 

and  even  burning  rags  by  both  parties.  It  is 

submitted that in the circumstances and more so when 

these aspects are admitted positions canvassed by 

the Prosecution itself, the theory of a preplanned 

conspiracy  is  not  established  even  by  reasonable 

inference.  It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances  this  theory  is  required  to  be 

discarded. It is submitted that in any case, PW-241 

himself  admits  that  one  of  the  accused  himself 

entered into the rickshaw and indicated about such 

alleged meeting and the intention of doing away with 

Muslims. It is submitted that if this was the real 

intent,  what  prevented  the  mob  or  the  concerned 

accused from doing away with PW-241 himself who was 

helpless  and  very  much  available  if  harm  was 

required to be done. It is submitted that therefore, 

these versions are unnatural and not believable. It 

is  submitted  that  as  has  been  narrated  herein 

before,  some  of  the  witnesses  belonging  to  the 

minority  community,  were  finding  it  difficult  to 

enter into Gulbarg Society and it is their version 

emerging on the record of the proceedings that it 

was only by gaining access through the residence of 

Hindus that they could enter into Gulbarg Society. 

It  is submitted that  it is,  therefore, unnatural 
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that if there was a mob of thousands present, they 

would have permitted such easily identifiable person 

of the minority community to get into the Gulbarg 

Society and not done away with him when it was very 

easy for the mob to have done so.  It is submitted 

that the incident pertaining to Gujarat Cycle Works 

involving the injured Ayub and deceased Yusuf taking 

place at about 09:00 a.m. is concerned, if it was 

really a conspiracy upon which the mob was acting, 

there  is  no  earthly  reason  as  to  why  Yusuf  was 

permitted  to  take  shelter  and  run  into  Gulbarg 

Society, and was not chased and killed by the mob. 

It is submitted that all these aspects do away with 

the  theory  of  the  preplanned  conspiracy.  It  is 

submitted that members of the Muslim community not 

residing in Gulbarg Society, admittedly took shelter 

in Gulbarg Society by entering into Gulbarg Society 

through its gates. It is submitted that if there was 

a mob of thousands which entered into a preplanned 

conspiracy to do away with Muslims and such mob had 

gathered outside Gulbarg Society, then no reason or 

logical  explanation  is  offered  as  to  how  such 

persons were allowed to enter into Gulbarg Society 

without their being harmed in any manner whatsoever. 

It is submitted that therefore, this version does 

not  bear  even  the  remote  consideration.  It  is 

submitted  that  even  the  star  witness  PW-106  has 

attributed his having gone out to carry out some 

electrical work in the house of a Hindu and having 

come back to Gulbarg Society at about 09:00 a.m.. It 

is submitted that if mobs were roaming around with 
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such intentions as is claimed, it is not possible 

for  PW-106  to  have  come  back  without  being 

threatened or accosted by a mob and it is urged that 

the entire theory of preplanned conspiracy be given 

a go-by. It is submitted that the very fact that 

there was no loss of life from 08:00 a.m. till 02:00 

p.m. despite the fact of the versions supplied by 

the eye-witnesses as also the Police eye-witnesses 

that there was a mob of thousands in number, right 

till  2  o'clock,  would  mean  that  there  was  no 

preplanned  conspiracy  on  the  part  of  the  mob  to 

indulge into acts of killing of any sort. It is 

submitted that it may be assumed without admission 

on the part of the defence that there was an object 

or common intention to commit arson and loot and 

damage to property and nothing beyond that. It is 

submitted  that  there  was  a  tiny  force  of  Police 

officers headed by accused No.57 who even according 

to the eye-witnesses, had ensured that the mobs were 

dispersed  from  time  to  time  and  who  were  to  an 

extent able to contain the situation inasmuch as, no 

serious efforts were made by the mob to break open 

the walls or the gates of Gulbarg Society till that 

stage. It is submitted that therefore, it cannot be 

said  that  the  mob  had  come  with  the  preplanned 

conspired intention of doing away with all Muslims 

of that locality including those residing in Gulbarg 

Society. It is submitted that in such circumstances, 

the theory of preplanned conspiracy to that extent 

is required to be discarded. It is submitted that 

the arguments advanced on behalf of the defence with 
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regard to the actions of Shri Ehsan Jafri of firing 

from his personal weapon which has been submitted in 

detail herein before, may be repeated as sole reason 

for being the catalyst which led to this unfortunate 

incident. It is, therefore, submitted that what took 

place was a reaction of an angry mob who saw their 

members being felled by firing from the Society. It 

is submitted that the perception of such mob would 

be, when an injured person fell down, was that he 

has  been  killed  in  firing  and  therefore,  the 

perception  was  that  more  than  15  people  were 

affected  in  such  fashion  and  that  perception 

according  to  Shri  Bhardwaj,  has  led  to  the 

unfortunate  incident.  It  is  submitted  that 

therefore,  such  actions  cannot  be  said  to be  in 

furtherance  of  a  preplanned  conspiracy  but 

individual  and  collective  actions  in  such 

circumstances.

578. It  is  submitted  further  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj  that  the  theory  of  the  pre-planned 

conspiracy is further shot down by the Prosecution 

material itself. Shri Bhardwaj further submits that 

it is established from the record and an admitted 

position in terms of the Prosecution case itself 

that Shri Ehsan Jafri had fired upon the mob causing 

injuries to no less than 12 persons of the mob and 

resulting in death of one of the persons of the mob, 

from his private licensed weapon which was recovered 

from the scene of the incident. It is also pointed 

out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  no  less  than  eight 
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cartridges have been recovered from different places 

which  would  indicate  and  which  are  in  fact 

corroborated by testimonies of Police witnesses that 

Shri Ehsan Jafri had fired upon the mob from various 

different places and it is, therefore, all the more 

strange that the so-called eye-witnesses who have 

claimed  to have  seen  and  witnessed  all  the  gory 

incidents where persons who had taken shelter in the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri were done away by the 

mob  have  all  failed  to  notice  or  attribute  any 

weapon in the hands of Shri Ehsan Jafri, any firing 

having done by Shri Ehsan Jafri or any such material 

connected  to the  weapon  admittedly owned  by Shri 

Ehsan Jafri and for which it has been established on 

the record, that he was holding a valid license. It 

is pointed out that it also emerges and would be 

pointed out subsequently that no less than 20 Police 

witnesses have testified  inter alia  to the effect 

that the mob had gathered outside the Society, there 

was  an  exchange  of  stone  pelting,  exchange  of 

throwing of burning rags and even exchange of acid 

bulbs from the mob and by and between the members of 

the Society. It is pointed out that however, all the 

Police  witnesses  have  clearly  and  without  any 

ambiguity testified  inter alia to the effect that 

the mob stormed into the Society and broke open the 

gates/walls  of  the  Society  only after  the  firing 

upon the mob by Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is submitted 

that  in  such  circumstances,  and  when  there  is 

scientific evidence in the shape of site report of 

the  FSL  officer  who  visited  the  site  of  the 
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incident, the recovery of the weapon, the recovery 

of the cartridges as also the ballistic report with 

regard to the weapon, it is required to be examined 

with grave suspicion as to why not a single witness 

including the star witnesses who claim to have seen 

all  singular  incidents  as  they  took  place  all 

throughout the day, none of such witnesses, has in 

any manner attributed Shri Ehsan Jafri to have been 

armed with a weapon, Shri Ehsan Jafri to have fired 

upon such mobs, causing death as also injury to the 

mob  as  being  the  prime  instigating  factor  which 

could according to the defence, be ascribed to be 

“grave and sudden provocation” to the mob which led 

them to lose reason, go berserk and break open the 

walls or the gates of the Society, storm into the 

Society and indulge in acts which are attributed to 

have been indulged into by the mob. It is submitted 

that it is in such circumstances, that the entire 

incident of accused No.65 and 14 attributed to have 

instigating the mob to enter into the Society, is 

got-up because the storming of the Society by the 

mob was not on account of any instigation by accused 

Nos.65 or 14 but on account of the firing done by 

Shri Ehsan Jafri from his licensed weapon. It is 

submitted  that  this  gives  an  entirely  different 

complexion  to  the  incident  as  a  whole  and 

suppression  by  the  so-called  eye-witnesses  affect 

their  very  credibility  inasmuch  as  none  of  the 

witnesses have in any stage of the proceedings have 

indicated to the SIT or to the various IOs or to any 

authority nor have they deposed in any manner which 
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would even remotely establish their having seen Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri  being  armed  with  a  weapon  or  having 

fired from such weapon having caused injuries to any 

person or death to any person of the mob and such 

witnesses have faithfully stuck to a version that 

they were all throughout present in the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri when such incident took place. It 

is submitted that therefore, the witnesses have lost 

all credibility and the version emerging from the 

testimonies of such witnesses that Shri Ehsan Jafri 

was all throughout attempting to appeal to the mob 

not to indulge in such violence and he having gone 

out with folded hands and offered himself to ensure 

the  protection  and  safety  to the  lives  of  other 

innocent victims, is a portrayal which suggests a 

deep conspiracy by itself and is a portrayal on the 

part of the witnesses with a sole view of evoking 

sympathy. It  is  pointed out  that  such  witnesses, 

therefore,  cannot  be  believed  when  they  have 

supplied a version that Shri Ehsan Jafri upon going 

out of his residence, was thereupon dragged away by 

the mob and surprisingly none of the witnesses has 

testified as to what happened to Shri Ehsan Jafri 

thereafter and it is an established position that 

Shri Ehsan Jafri's remains have not been recovered 

till  date.  It  is  pointed  out  that  none  of  the 

witnesses who claim to have escaped to the first 

floor/terrace of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence, have 

claimed to have witnessed any aspect or any incident 

from such terrace or first floor and all that is 

claimed  to have  been  witnessed  is  only from  the 
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ground  floor  which  also  is  a  strange  and 

unbelievable phenomenon. It is also pointed out that 

none of the witnesses has even exchanged with each 

other including the wife of Shri Ehsan Jafri who is 

established in the terms of the witnesses' testimony 

to have been on the first floor of her residence, as 

having any idea as to what happened to Shri Ehsan 

Jafri after he was allegedly dragged away by the 

mob. It is submitted that contradicting such aspect, 

is a version emerging from a testimony of a so-

called  eye-witness  that  the  death  of  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri  took  place  within  the  four  walls  of  his 

residence, which was burnt down by the mob. It is 

submitted  that  in  the  circumstances,  this  vital 

suppression, according to Shri Bhardwaj, goes to the 

very complexion of the incident and goes to the very 

root of the entire incident and it is submitted that 

specifics would be placed for the consideration of 

this  Court  to  support  such  submissions  of  the 

defence that the entire incident took place only on 

account of grave and sudden provocation caused to 

the mob by firing upon the mob by Shri Ehsan Jafri 

by his licensed weapon which resulted in injuries 

being sustained by no less than 12 persons and death 

of one person. It is also alternatively pointed out 

by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  even  the  so-called  eye-

witnesses'  testimony  with  regard  to  the  private 

firing having taken place from “White House” is with 

a view to cover up the firing done by Shri Ehsan 

Jafri.  It  is  submitted  that  such  versions  only 

expose the hollowness of the Prosecution case.
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579. Submitting further, Shri Bhardwaj 

points out that the recovery of cartridges, empty 

shells  from  the  terrace  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's 

residence, near the small gate of the Society, near 

the  Madresa  and  from  near  the  rear  wall  of  the 

Society, near the railway lines as also the recovery 

of a shell from within the gun used by Shri Ehsan 

Jafri, is clearly establishing the fact that Shri 

Ehsan Jafri was not trying to protect his residence 

from the mob but was mobile, moving around with the 

weapon and firing therefrom, from different places. 

It is submitted that it is, therefore, surprising 

and  shocking  that  none  of  the  so-called  eye-

witnesses who claim to have seen specific accused 

and persons of the mob and attributed specific acts 

to such accused, have not been able to see Shri 

Ehsan Jafri moving around with a gun in his hands 

and firing therefrom. It is submitted that in the 

circumstances, the veracity of these witnesses is 

further established to be extremely doubtful. It is 

further pointed out that if Shri Ehsan Jafri, as is 

established, was possessed of a weapon from which he 

fired  at  different  places,  caused  injuries  to no 

less than 12 persons from the mob and caused the 

death of one of the persons of the mob, it could be 

said that Shri Ehsan Jafri was fully aware of the 

consequences of his actions and chose to fire upon 

the mob which was till then outside the premises of 

Gulbarg Society and had not made any moves to enter 

into Gulbarg Society. It is submitted that in the 
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circumstances,  the  version  of  the  witnesses  that 

Shri Ehsan Jafri was a martyr who went out with 

folded hands and offered his own life in exchange of 

safety  of  others,  is  a  version  which  is  not 

acceptable.  It  is  submitted  that  in  the 

circumstances,  and  more  so  when  all  the  Police 

witnesses who are established to have been present 

right throughout the incident, having testified that 

the mob was provoked to enter into Gulbarg Society 

only after the firing from Shri Ehsan Jafri's weapon 

and injuries being caused on account of such firing, 

clearly establishes the fact that the defence that 

the entire carnage took place only on account of the 

provocation due to the private firing, is further 

substantially supported. It is pointed out by Shri 

Bhardwaj that in such circumstances, the version of 

the  so-called  eye-witnesses  is  and  cannot  be 

accepted.

580. Having  considered  the  rival 

submissions,  I  am  required  to  reflect  yet  again 

that  the  case  of  the  Prosecution  as  also  the 

arguments  advanced  on  behalf  of  the 

victims/witnesses, which is to the effect that the 

entire  incident  was  on  account  of  a  conspiracy, 

albeit a deadly conspiracy, which was hatched post 

the  burning  of  the  Train  Coach  No.S/6  at  Godhra 

Railway  Station  and  that  in  furtherance  of  the 

conspiracy, planned incidents such as the present 

incident at Gulbarg Society, were orchestrated with 
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a view to do away with large number of members of a 

particular  community,  more  particularly  the 

minority  community  as  an  act  of  revenge  for  the 

burning  of  the  Train  Coach  at  Godhra.  It  is  no 

doubt,  not  attempted  to  be  established  by  the 

Prosecution  that  the  Government  machinery  and 

senior  Police  Officers  were  in  fact  part  of  the 

conspiracy on account of their not having taken any 

action even when such carnages were taking place 

and  it  is  the  case  of  the  victims  that  even 

Government  machinery  and  Police  officials  were 

complicit  and  thereby  by  their  inaction  are 

required  to  be  held  to  be  members  of  the 

conspiracy. In my opinion, it would, therefore, be 

necessary to firstly decide as to whether there was 

a conspiracy, a pre-planned conspiracy and that the 

entire  carnage  at  Gulbarg  Society  was  in 

furtherance of and in execution of the pre-planned 

conspiracy that was arrived at between the accused. 

It would, therefore, be necessary to reproduce the 

provisions  contained  in  Sec.120-A  of  the  Indian 

Penal Code which defines “criminal conspiracy” and 

Sec.120-B  which  prescribes  the  punishment  for 

“criminal conspiracy”. 

“Section 120-A: When two or more persons 
agree to do, or cause to be done,-

(1) an illegal act, or

    (2) an act which is not illegal by illegal 
means, such an agreement is designated 
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a criminal conspiracy :

Provided that no agreement except an 
agreement to commit an offence shall amount to 
a criminal conspiracy unless some act besides 
the agreement is done by one or more parties to 
such agreement in pursuance thereof.

Explanation - It is immaterial whether the 
illegal  act  is  the  ultimate  object  of  such 
agreement,  or  is  merely  incidental  to  that 
object.

Section 120-B:

(1) Whoever is a party to a criminal 
conspiracy  to  commit  an  offence  punishable 
with death, imprisonment for life or rigorous 
imprisonment  for  a  term  of  two  years  or 
upwards, shall, where no express provision is 
made in this Code for the punishment of such a 
conspiracy, be punished in the same manner as 
if he had abetted such offence. 

(2) Whoever is a party to a criminal 
conspiracy other than a criminal conspiracy to 
commit  an  offence  punishable  as  aforesaid 
shall be punished with imprisonment of either 
description  for  a  term  not  exceeding  six 
months, or with fine or with both.”

581. The  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  has  right 

since the landmark judgment delivered in the case of 

Masalti  &  others  v.  State  of  Uttar  Pradesh  as 

reported in  AIR-1965-SC-202,  has consistently held 

that there must be a prior concert, meaning to say, 

a prior meeting of minds between the persons to have 

agreed  directly  or  indirectly  to  commit  and 

perpetrate  the  offence  ultimately  committed.  The 
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agreement can be explicit or implicit, but there 

must be an agreement. 

582. It has also been held by the Hon'ble 

Supreme Court in the case of Hiralal Jain v. Delhi 

Admn. as reported in (1973) 3 SCC 398, as thus:-

“Where  the  only  charge  against 

the appellant was of conspiracy under S. 120-B, 

IPC  and  in  the  committal  proceedings  the 

prosecution produced only documentary evidence 

and no oral evidence was given and there was no 

prima facie evidence in respect of this charge, 

the documentary evidence only showing that the 

appellant made applications on behalf of the 

other accused, that he filed their vakalatnamas 

and  that  he  identified  them  as  the  real 

claimant, it cannot be said that the appellant 

did anything beyond what a lawyer is authorised 

to do in a court of law. In the absence of any 

evidence  to  suggest  that  he  had  previous 

knowledge of the fact that the accused were not 

the rightful claimants whom he identified as 

such and there was no evidence whatsoever that 

there was any concert between him and the other 

accused  antecedent  to  the  filing  of  the 

applications and vakalatnamas in court by him 

and  on  the  contrary  there  are  circumstances 

showing his bona fides, it cannot be said that 

there is prima facie evidence for the offence 
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of conspiracy against him.”

583. The  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  has  in 

number  of  judgments,  more  particularly  in  the 

landmark judgment of Mohd. Khalid v. State of West 

Bengal as reported in  (2002) 7 SCC 334, held as 

under:-

“Offence of conspiracy can be proved 

by  either  direct  or  circumstantial  evidence. 

However, conspiracies are not hatched in the 

open,  by  their  nature,  they  are  secretly 

planned.  Privacy  and  secrecy  are  more 

characteristics of a conspiracy, than of a loud 

discussion in an elevated place open to public 

view. Direct evidence in proof of a conspiracy 

is therefore seldom available. It is not always 

possible to give affirmative evidence about the 

date  of  the  formation  of  the  criminal 

conspiracy, about the persons who took part in 

the  formation  of  the  conspiracy,  about  the 

object,  which  the  objectors  set  before 

themselves  as  the  object  of  conspiracy,  and 

about  the  manner  in  which  the  object  of 

conspiracy is to be carried out, all this is 

necessarily a matter of inference. Therefore, 

the  circumstances  proved  before,  during  and 

after the occurrence have to be considered to 

decide  about  the  complicity  of  the  accused. 

Where  trustworthy  evidence  establishing  all 

links of circumstantial evidence is available 
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the confession of a co-accused as to conspiracy 

even  without  corroborative  evidence  can  be 

taken into consideration. It can in some cases 

be inferred from the acts and conduct of the 

parties.”

584. The Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case 

of  Devendar Pal Singh v. State of NCT of Delhi as 

reported in (2002) 5 SCC 234 has held thus:

“For an offence punishable under 

Section  120-B,  the  prosecution  need  not 

necessarily  prove  that  the  perpetrators 

expressly agree to do or cause to be done an 

illegal  act;  the  agreement  may  be  proved  by 

necessary  implication.  Offence  of  criminal 

conspiracy has its foundation in an agreement 

to commit an offence. A conspiracy consists not 

merely in the intention of two or more, but in 

the agreement of two or more to do an unlawful 

act by unlawful means. So long as such a design 

rests in intention only, it is not indictable. 

When two agree to carry it into effect, the 

very plot is an act in itself, and an act of 

each of the parties, promise against promise, 

actus contra actum capable of being enforced, 

if lawful, punishable if for a criminal object 

or for use of criminal means. 

The ingredients of the offence of 
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conspiracy  are  that  there  should  be  an 

agreement between persons who are alleged to 

conspire and the said agreement should be for 

doing an illegal act or for doing by illegal 

means, an act which itself may not be illegal. 

Therefore, the essence of criminal conspiracy 

is  an  agreement  to  do  an  illegal  act.  The 

elements  of  a  criminal  conspiracy  have  been 

stated to be; (a) an object to be accomplished, 

(b)  a  plan  or  scheme  embodying  means  to 

accomplish  that  object,  (c)  an  agreement  or 

understanding  between  two  or  more  of  the 

accused persons whereby they become definitely 

committed to cooperate for the accomplishment 

of  the  object  by  the  means  embodied  in  the 

agreement, or by any effectual means, (d) in 

the jurisdiction where the statute required an 

overt act. 

Privacy  and  secrecy  are  more 

characteristics of a conspiracy, than of a loud 

discussion in an elevated place open to public 

view. Direct evidence in proof of a conspiracy 

is seldom available. It is not always possible 

to give affirmative evidence about the date of 

the formation of the criminal conspiracy, about 

the persons who took part in the formation of 

the  conspiracy,  about  the  object,  which  the 

objectors set before themselves as the object 

of conspiracy, and about the manner in which 
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the object of conspiracy is to be carried out; 

all this is necessarily a matter of inference. 

There  is  no  difference  between  the  mode  of 

proof of the offence of conspiracy and that of 

any  other  offence;  it  can  be  established  by 

direct or circumstantial evidence or both.”

585. The Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case 

of P.K.Narayanan v. State of Kerala as reported in 

(1995) 1 SCC 142, has held that:

“The  ingredients  of  the  offence  of 

criminal conspiracy are that there should be an 

agreement between the persons who are alleged 

to conspire and the said agreement should be 

for doing of an illegal act or for doing by 

illegal means an act which by itself may not be 

illegal.  Therefore,  the  essence  of  criminal 

conspiracy is an agreement to do an illegal act 

and such an agreement can be proved either by 

direct evidence or by circumstantial evidence 

or  by  both  and  it  is  a  matter  of  common 

experience  that  direct  evidence  to  prove 

conspiracy is rarely available. Therefore, the 

circumstances proved before, during and after 

the occurrence have to be considered to decide 

about  the  complicity  of  the  accused.  But  if 

those  circumstances  are  compatible  also  with 

the innocence of the accused persons then it 

cannot  be  held  that  the  prosecution  has 
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successfully established its case. Even if some 

acts are proved to have been committed it must 

be  clear  that  they  were  so  committed  in 

pursuance  of  an  agreement  made  between  the 

accused  who  were  parties  to  the  alleged 

conspiracy.  Inference  from  such  proved 

circumstances regarding the guilt may be drawn 

only when such circumstances are incapable of 

any other reasonable explanation.

An  offence  of  conspiracy  cannot  be 

deemed  to  have  been  established  on  mere 

suspicion and surmises or inferences which are 

not supported by cogent evidence.

Motive and preparation by themselves 

do not amount to conspiracy.”

586. It  can,  therefore,  be  seen  that  to 

establish the element of a criminal conspiracy, the 

statute as also the law laid down by the highest 

Court of this land, has made it incumbent on the 

prosecution to establish by direct or circumstantial 

evidence  as  the  case  may  be,  that  there  was  a 

meeting of minds between the alleged co-conspirators 

and such meeting of minds was with full knowledge 

that the offence for which the conspiracy is alleged 

to have been hatched, was to be committed.

587. In my opinion, the accused also face 
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charge  of  having  committed  offences  punishable 

under  Secs.147,  148  and  149  of  the  Indian  Penal 

Code which relate to rioting which is defined in 

Sec.146 of the Indian Penal Code. The provisions 

contained  in  Sec.149  would,  therefore  also, 

indicate the need to establish as to whether the 

members of the unlawful assembly had committed the 

offence in furtherance of the common object of such 

assembly or whether all the members of the unlawful 

assembly were aware of the fact that such offence 

was likely to be committed in prosecution of that 

object.  The  evidence,  in  my  opinion,  therefore, 

becomes extremely crucial and the non-explaining of 

certain aspects by the Prosecution would also have 

a vital bearing on establishing these aspects. If 

one examines from the voluminous evidence which is, 

in my opinion, exceptional for a trial, even the 

learned Special P.P. Shri R.C.Kodekar has not been 

able to advance for the Prosecution evidence which 

would  directly  establish  the  elements  of  a  pre-

planned  conspiracy  having  been  hatched  which 

resulted in the carnage at Gulbarg Society. In the 

first place, Shri R.C.Kodekar has in an attempt to 

establish the conspiracy and the Prosecution, in my 

opinion, has examined PW-241 Firoz Dilawer Shaikh 

at  Exh.831  purely  as  a  witness  to  set  up  the 

elements  of  a  conspiracy  that  was  hatched.  I  am 

required to carefully scrutinize paragraph No.3 of 

the testimony of PW-241 wherein what such witness 

has deposed, is reproduced in vernacular language 
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in paragraph No.187 of this judgment, but however, 

it is required to be interpreted that such witness 

has  inter alia  deposed to the effect that on the 

morning of 28/02/2002 between 09:00 a.m. and 10:00 

a.m., the PW-241 came out of his residence and sat 

in a parked autorickshaw which was, according to 

this witness, belonging to his friend which friend 

was also sitting in the autorickshaw with another 

friend  and  it  is  quite  amazing  that  the  witness 

claims that he does not know the names of both such 

friends.  Now,  the  witness  has  further  been  bold 

enough  to  depose  that  when  all  the  three  were 

sitting in such fashion, accused No.50 Kapil Munna 

came over to the autorickshaw, sat with PW-241 and 

his friends who remained unknown and the said Kapil 

Munna  i.e.  accused  No.50  is  attributed  to  have 

uttered  the  words  to  the  effect  that  he  was  to 

attend a meeting where it was going to be decided 

inter alia to the effect that members of the Muslim 

community  were  to  be  attacked  and  killed.  One 

cannot  but  term  this  piece  of  evidence  as 

uninspiring and downright ridiculous. I am of the 

opinion that the defence has clearly and completely 

given  a  fitting  answer  to  the  efficacy  and 

reliability of the testimony of PW-241 where it is 

pointed  out  that  even  according  to  the  star 

witnesses of the Prosecution, the flash point and 

the beginning of the incident was around 09:00 a.m. 

or  thereabout  or  any  time  prior  thereto  and 

therefore, it is ridiculous to suggest that at 10 
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o'clock, an accused would come loitering and openly 

disclose  to  a  member  of  the  minority  community 

which PW-241 was, and further disclose that he was 

to attend a meeting and that too further specify 

that the meeting was for the purpose of doing away 

with members of the Muslim community. It is funny 

that  if  at  all  PW-241  was  present  during  such 

utterances, how and why did he escape the wrath of 

the members of the majority community, who were the 

unknown  friends  in  whose  autorickshaw  PW-241  sat 

and where all and at what address was the meeting 

going to take place, are all questions that remain 

unanswered in the course of the voluminous evidence 

led by the Prosecution in an attempt to establish 

the charges. In my opinion, therefore, the evidence 

of  PW-241  is  required  to  be  termed  as  extremely 

doubtful and uninspiring and cannot form the sole 

basis of coming to a conclusion as to whether there 

was a conspiracy as is claimed by the Prosecution. 

In fact, PW-241 is contradicted by his own father 

Dilawer  Shaikh  who  has  been  examined  as  PW-282 

wherein  the  witness  PW-282  has  clearly  submitted 

that  after  an  incident  where  a  young  boy  was 

stabbed  took  place,  the  witness  (PW-282)  became 

scared  and  at  about  09:00  a.m.  he  and  all  the 

members (emphasis  supplied) of  the  family   took 

shelter in the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. Now 

if  this  version  of  PW-282  is  required  to  be 

accepted, all members would include his son PW-241 

and therefore, if all of them had taken shelter in 
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the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri at about 09:00 

a.m.,  then  in  such  case,  the  entire  incident 

testified to by the PW-241 with regard to his going 

to  the  autorickshaw  and  the  alleged  conversation 

with accused No.50 Kapil Munna could not have taken 

place.  In  my  opinion,  this,  therefore,  further 

damages  the  Prosecution  version  with  regard  to 

there  being  a  pre-planned  conspiracy  arrived  at 

with a view to do away with members of the minority 

community as is claimed and in execution of which 

the  carnage  at  Gulbarg  Society  has  taken  place. 

Again, the law with regard to proving a conspiracy 

is  abundantly  clear  and  it  hardly  needs  any 

elaboration that there is a consistent plethora of 

judicial precedents which establish that one need 

not prove criminal conspiracies by examining eye-

witnesses. In fact, the eye-witnesses' evidence is 

accepted as extremely rare while proving cases of 

criminal  conspiracy.  Criminal  conspiracy  can  be 

proved  largely  by  conduct  and  inference  and   is 

required  to  be  established  when  a  set  of 

circumstances  comes  to  light  wherein  the  only 

inference that can be drawn by a prudent man is 

that there was a conspiracy and meeting of minds 

and the offence that took place was a consequence 

of such conspiracy and in execution thereof. In my 

opinion, there is absolutely no material other than 

the  stray  evidence  and  that  too  uninspiring  and 

untrustworthy evidence of PW-241 which would in any 

manner  indicate  the  hatching  of  the  conspiracy 
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wherein all the accused herein were members since 

the beginning or were roped in at a later stage. In 

fact  it  is  unfortunate  that  the  Godhra  burning 

incident took place on 27/02/2002 and the present 

incident  at  Gulbarg  Society  has  taken  place, 

beginning  from  09:00  a.m.  in  terms  of  the  eye-

witnesses' evidence, on 28/02/2002 and therefore, 

there is no material which would indicate that the 

accused  were  not  only  interconnected  with  each 

other but had entered into a conspiracy to commit 

the offence with which they stand charged herein, 

i.e. to say, the complete destruction of Gulbarg 

Society and the barbaric and heinous death of no 

less than 69 victims, of whom many were charred to 

death, many have been hacked to death by weapons 

and many of whom are not traceable even today.

588. Another  circumstance which  is sought 

to be pressed into reliance by the Prosecution in 

an effort to prove and establish the elements of a 

criminal conspiracy, is the fact that the Police 

officers  including  the  highest  Police  Officers 

being the Commissioner of Police Shri P.C.Pandey, 

the  Joint  Commissioner  of  Police  Shri  M.K.Tandon 

and  other  senior  Police  officers,  all  of  whom 

having  come  over  to  Gulbarg  Society  before  any 

serious incident had taken place and despite having 

promised adequate Police bandobast to protect the 

members  of  the  minority  community,  deliberately 

chose  to  stay  away  when  the  carnage  was  taking 
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place and thereby had given indirect corroboration 

to the theory of a criminal conspiracy involving 

high  ranking  Government  officials,  political 

figures and Police. In my opinion, much attempts 

have  been  made  to  rake  up  this  issue  time  and 

again, applications were tendered in the course of 

the present proceedings and independent proceedings 

have been initiated to seek reliefs under Sec.319 

of  the  Cr.P.C.  to  arraign  as  co-accused  senior 

Police officers and other Government officials, and 

such  proceedings  have  been  found  to  be  without 

merit  by  all  Courts  at  all  levels  including  the 

Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  of  India.  No  material  has 

been  considered  even  prima  facie  worthwhile  to 

arraign such senior Police Officers and Government 

officials and politicians in power as accused in a 

number  of  proceedings  including  the  present 

proceedings and in my opinion, therefore, it would 

be  unsafe  and  improper  to  even  have  a  further 

discussion on this aspect. The controversy in my 

opinion, has been laid to rest and is required to 

be given its due burial. In my opinion, therefore, 

I am required to hold that even these aspects of 

the  eye-witnesses'  testimonies  of  PWs  106,  107, 

116, 128, 129, 142, 143, 177, 179, 191, 192, 241, 

283,  284,  289,  301  and  314 with  regard  to  the 

presence and assurances of senior Police Officers 

at Gulbarg Society and their conduct thereafter has 

not been of such evidentiary value as would make 

this Court come to a conclusion that the conduct 
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and  events  both  would  necessarily  require  an 

inference to be drawn that the conspiracy existed 

and that such senior police officers were members 

of such conspiracy and that any inaction on their 

part was on account of execution or prosecution of 

such conspiracy.

589. The third aspect which the Prosecution 

has  attempted  to  use  as  corroborative  material, 

flittingly  is  the  alleged  sting  operation  by  a 

journalist Ashish Khaitan who has been examined as 

PW-313 herein and who according to Shri Kodekar, 

has in the course of his testimony, established as 

to how he (PW-313) was able to successfully carry 

out a sting operation which establishes and points 

to  a  conspiracy  arrived  at  between  the  three 

accused i.e. accused No.25 Mangilal Jain, accused 

No.28 Prahaladji Asori and accused No.30 Madanlal 

Dhanraj  Raval,  who  were  a  part  of  the  sting 

operation carried out by PW-313 which corroborated 

and  established  the  role  of  accused  No.59  Atul 

Vaidya,  accused  No.54  Bharat  Teli,  accused  No.58 

Meghsing  Roopsing  and  accused  No.57  P.I.  Shri 

K.G.Erda in the offence. It is pointed out that the 

testimony  of  such  witness  is  reliable  and  has 

withstood the test of cross examination and cannot 

be  discarded  and  therefore,  is  an  added 

corroboration to other evidence which points at the 

conspiracy  being  hatched  which  resulted  in  the 

present incident. I cannot agree with such aspects 
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since it is clearly emerging from the arguments of 

the  defence  which  are  reproduced  at  paragraph 

Nos.506 onwards  herein  before  in  this  judgment, 

which  need  not  be  reproduced  herein,  that  the 

entire transcript of the recordings carried out by 

PW-313  has  not  been  tendered  either  to  the 

investigating agency nor has been placed for the 

benefit and consideration of the Court, but only 

those aspects deemed relevant by the witness have 

been placed for the consideration of the Court. The 

testimony of PW-313 at Exh.1091 is very clear that 

the witness has clearly admitted that what he has 

presently deposed in the Court as part of his oral 

evidence,  was  never  narrated  to  any  of  the 

Investigating  Officers  who  were  officers  of  the 

S.I.T. appointed by the Hon'ble Supreme Court of 

India  and  who  (the  Officers)  have  recorded  the 

statement  of  PW-313  on  two  occasions.  It  is 

submitted that since no such material at length was 

provided  to  the  IOs,  the  S.I.T.  has  not  made  a 

thorough  investigation  into  the  sting  operations 

and in fact the voice samples and relevant material 

was handed over to the officers of the CBI who have 

no role herein and who had played no role in the 

investigation related to the present offence. In my 

opinion, therefore, as has been rightly pointed out 

by Shri Bhardwaj, the witness PW-313 has clearly 

admitted  that  the  transcript  is  not  a  complete 

transcript of the entire recording produced either 

before  the  Court  or  before  the  investigating 
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agencies and I am required to reproduce paragraph 

No.62 on page No.92 of the cross examination of PW-

313, wherein it clearly emerges  inter alia  to the 

effect  that  there  are  a  number  of  dots  i.e. 

“..............” in the transcript where material 

parts of the recordings have not been reproduced in 

the transcript.  

“૬૨. એ વાત ખરી છે કે, સામાનય રીત ેકોઈપણ લખાણમાં વાકય પરુ થાય 

તયાં પણુર િવરામ મકુવામાં આવ ેછે અન ેએક થી વધ ુટપકા કરવામાં આવતા નથી જેથી 

મે તયૈાર કરેલ ટાનસકીપટમાં દરેક જવાબમાં બે વાકય વચચે જે એક થી વધ ુટપકા 

કરેલ છે તનેો અથર સામાનય સજંોગોમાં ત ેજગયાએ બીજ કોઈ વાતચીત હશ ેતવેો થાય. 

સાહેદ સવચેછાએ જણાવે છે કે, મીડીયા માંના લીટરેચરમાં આ પકારે લખાણ થાય છે 

અને તથેી બે વાકય વચચે એક કરતા વધુ ટપકા મે ટાનસકીપટમાં બતાવલે છે.  એ 

વાત ખરી છે કે, મે સીટ સમક રજુ કરેલ ટાનસકીપટના લખાણમાં બ ેવાકય વચચ ેજે 

એક કરતા વધુ મીંડા કરેલા છે તે જણાવલે નથી અને તથેી વાંચનારને ડોટ ડોટનો 

અથર ખબર પડે નહી. એ વાત ખરી નથી કે, એક કરતા વધ ુમીંડી અગંનેી મે જે વાત 

જણાવી ત ેમે ખોટી જણાવી છે. એ વાત ખરી નથી કે,ડોટ ડોટ વાળી જગયાએ મે ચડેા 

કરેલા છે.”

590. No doubt, the PW-313 has carried out 

the  sting  operation  upon  three  of  the  accused 

herein,  but  the  material  emerging  therefrom  does 

not inspire much confidence and it is settled law 

emerging from the judgments of the Hon'ble Supreme 

Court  delivered  in  the  case  of  R.K.Anand  v. 

Registrar,  Delhi  High  Court as  reported  in  2009 

LawSuit(SC)1191 and  Rajat  Prasad  v.  C.B.I.  as 

reported  in  2014  LawSuit(SC)  337,  that  a  sting 
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operation  can  at  the  best  be  good  corroborative 

material against the accused who are “stung” by the 

operation. It cannot be used against the accused 

other than such persons who feature in the sting 

operation,  since  in  my  opinion,  any  material 

emerging from such sting operation against accused 

who  are  not  a  part  of  the  operation,  would 

constitute to be a statement simplicitor of a co-

accused which has no evidentiary value. Again, if 

we look at the real intention and purpose of the 

sting operation, the same is clearly to implicate 

and  establish  the  role  of  more  accused  in  the 

alleged  greater  conspiracy  which  has  been  very 

zealously  pursued  by  some  of  the  victims  more 

particularly  Mrs.Zakia  Jafri,  widow  of  late  Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri.  However,  all  this  material  in  my 

opinion, was always available with the S.I.T. which 

was an independent team of investigators set up by 

the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  of  India  and  whose 

investigation  was  being  closely  monitored  by  the 

Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  of  India  with  utmost 

regularity. Even such S.I.T. has, as is a matter of 

record,  not  made  much  headway  in  such 

investigation,  nor  is  any  material  brought  for 

consideration of this Court which would establish a 

larger  conspiracy  and  therefore,  the  sting 

operation in my opinion, has no much role to play 

nor  has,  in  my  opinion,  any  material  value  in 

deciding  the  guilt  or  otherwise  of  the  accused 

herein.
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591. In  my  opinion,  therefore,  such 

transcript  and  such  recordings  cannot  be  relied 

upon  as  trustworthy  or  substantial  evidence  to 

establish  any  conspiracy  herein.  In  such 

circumstances, the evidence on the record of the 

proceedings with regard to the elements of criminal 

conspiracy is extremely flimsy and cannot be relied 

upon and I cannot under such circumstances, come to 

the conclusion that the only inference that can be 

drawn from such evidence is with regard to the fact 

of a pre-planned conspiracy being hatched between 

the  accused  and  it  was  in  execution  of  such 

conspiracy  that  the  Gulbarg  Society  incident  has 

taken place.  

592. Having  dealt  with  the  aspect  as  to 

whether the entire incident at Gulbarg Society was 

on account of a pre-planned conspiracy on the part 

of the accused or persons who are not accused in the 

present proceedings as is claimed by the victims and 

having answered such question in the negative, I am 

required to point out as to what was in my opinion, 

the catalyst which converted an incident where a mob 

of  persons  had  surrounded  a  residential  locality 

where largely members of the minority community were 

residing  and  were  having  shops  and  also  their 

vehicles were being parked in such locality, from 

merely indulging in acts of stone-throwing, arson 

and largely speaking attempts to enforce the Bandh 
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call  in  response  to the  incident  that  had  taken 

place at Godhra on the previous day, and such mob 

being  easily  controlled  by  a  small  Police  Force 

right from 09:30 a.m. till 01:30 p.m., is an aspect 

which  clearly  emerges  from  the  record  of  the 

proceedings.  I  may  state  that  referring  to  the 

depositions of no less than 17 of the star witnesses 

who are eye-witnesses to all the incidents, it can 

be  seen  on  a  careful  scrutiny  of  their  evidence 

which has been done time and again in the course of 

the present proceedings, that as per the tabulated 

data  given  herein  below  and  in  the  relevant 

paragraphs  referred  to  therein,  each  of  these 

witnesses, has clearly deposed in a manner as would 

establish  that  right  from  09:00  a.m.  till  01:30 

p.m., there was an attempt to enforce the Bandh, 

other  than  the  instances  of  stone-pelting  and 

causing damage to some vehicles by some members of 

the mob and barring the stray incident where one 

Ayub of Ankur Cycle Works was stabbed by one of the 

accused, it can be seen that there was no fatality 

during that time frame of 09:00 a.m. to 01:30 p.m. 

Again, it can be seen that during that entire time 

frame,  there  was  retaliatory  stone-pelting  from 

within Gulbarg Society by the residents of Gulbarg 

Society.  The  list  of  relevant  witnesses,  the 

relevant portion of their depositions are provided 

in this tabulated form herein below. 

Sr.
No.

PW
No.

Name of witness Exh.
No.

Paragraph Nos. 
in deposition 

1 106 Imtiyazkhan  Sayeedkhan 
Pathan

542 8 to 13
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Sr.
No.

PW
No.

Name of witness Exh.
No.

Paragraph Nos. 
in deposition 

2 107 Mrs.Rupaben Modi 548 3 to 8

3 116 Sayeedkhan  Ahmedkhan 
Pathan

584 3 to 10

4 128 Mohammadrafiq  Abubakkar 
Pathan

633 3 to 8

5 129 Firozmohammad 
Gulzarmohammad Pathan

635 3 to 8

6 142 Ashraf Sikanderbhai Sandhi 654 5 to 6

7 143 Altafkhan Gulabkhan Pathan 655 3 and 4

8 177 Sairaben Salimbhai Sandhi 711 4 to 9

9 179 Ezazali Fakirmohammad 
Shaikh

720 4 to 8

10 191 Salimbhai Noormohammad 
Sandhi

734 6 to 9

11 192 Mohammadali Shahejadali 
Saiyed

736 3 to to 11

12 241 Firoz Dilawer Shaikh 831 3 and 4

13 283 Aslamkhan Anwarkhan Pathan 981 3 to 5

14 284 Mohammadsharif  Nasiruddin 
Shaikh

987 3 to 5

15 289 Nadim  Tasaddukhussain 
Surohi

995 3 to 9

16 301 Rasidabanu Dilawar Shaikh 1046 3 to 9

17 314 Faqirmohammad  Nasirali 
Saiyed

1098 6 to 16

593. The  cumulative  effect  of  further 

appreciation of the evidence of these eye-witnesses 

also is establishing the fact of such eye-witnesses 

being  able to move freely within  Gulbarg  Society 

between 09:30 a.m. and 01:30 p.m. There were, as is 

clearly  established  from  the  deposition  of  these 

witnesses, no attempts whatsoever to demolish the 

compound wall or the gates of Gulbarg Society were 

made by the mob nor was there any attempt on the 

part of the mob to rush into Gulbarg Society. Even 

the size of the mob in terms of the testimony of 
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these  witnesses  during  such  time  frame,  was  not 

huge. Therefore, it can be seen that if there really 

was a pre-planned conspiracy to commit such carnage, 

if the perpetrators had known beforehand that the 

Police force would turn a blind eye and make no 

serious  attempts  to  protect  the  members  of  the 

minority  community,  there  was  no  reason  in  my 

opinion,  for  this  mob  to  have  refrained  from 

committing  acts  of  violence,  break  into  Gulbarg 

Society,  arm  themselves  with  deadly  weapons  and 

inflammable substances and perpetrate the carnage. 

In the circumstances and at the cost of repetition, 

I am required, therefore, to conclude that it is 

unnatural that no grave untoward incident took place 

between  09:30  a.m.  and  01:30  p.m.  and  all  of  a 

sudden, things got ugly after 01:30 p.m. as if some 

tap was turned on which resulted in a flood of water 

and the carnage was perpetrated.

594. In  the  circumstances  above,  I  am 

constrained to reflect and ask as to what was the 

catalyst that provoked the mob into perpetrating a 

wholesale carnage where so many innocent men, women 

and children lost their lives and which resulted in 

the entire Bunglow of Shri Ehsan Jafri being gutted, 

is  required  to  be  sought  for,  explained  and 

established.  It  is  in  my  opinion,  therefore, 

relevant to refer to the submissions made by the 

defence, the relative material cited and pointed out 

by  the  defence  and  which  strangely  has  been 
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selectively  erased  from  the  memory  of  all  the 

victims and also from the submissions of learned 

advocate  Shri  S.M.Vora  who  appears  for  the 

victims/witnesses and very barely finds a grudging 

mention  in  the  submissions  of  Shri  Kodekar,  the 

learned Spl.P.P. appearing on behalf of the State. 

In  my  opinion,  a  clear  fact  emerges  from  the 

forensic reports, recovery Panchnamas and discovery 

of  a  weapon  from  Gulbarg  Society  which  provides 

complete  answer  in  my  opinion,  which  can 

conclusively establish as to why the mob which was 

largely involved in stone-throwing and attempting to 

burn  and  damage  the  vehicles  and  properties  of 

members of the minority community outside Gulbarg 

Society,  suddenly  turned  into  an  ugly  mob  which 

indulged in the massacre of so many men, women and 

children of the minority community. The answer is 

categorically found, in my opinion, in the incident 

of private firing on the part of deceased Shri Ehsan 

Jafri which resulted in some deaths from amongst the 

members  of  the  mob  and  injuries  to  a  number  of 

persons of the mob which infuriated the mob who saw 

persons belonging to the majority community falling 

to the bullets being fired from the private weapon 

by Shri Ehsan Jafri. The evidence discussed herein 

after, in my opinion, categorically establishes that 

there was private firing by Shri Ehsan Jafri from a 

number of locations within Gulbarg Society and upon 

the mob which had gathered outside Gulbarg Society. 

The  Panchnama  Exh.260  further  establishes  the 

recovery  of  empty  cartridge  shells  which  are 
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established ballistically to have been fired from 

the muddamal weapon recovered from the Bunglow of 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri,  and  a  large  number  of  Police 

witnesses have categorically in the course of their 

testimonies, testified with regard to their specific 

knowledge regarding the incidents of private firing 

from within Gulbarg Society which led the mob to be 

so incensed and provoked that it indulged in the 

carnage.  The  Police  witnesses  have  as  per  the 

details provided herein after, specifically stated 

in their opinion after such incidents of private 

firing causing deaths and injuries to persons of the 

majority community, that the mob according to the 

Police  witnesses  “went  out  of  control”,  meaning 

thereby  that  a  frenzy  overtook  the  mob  which 

thereafter did not listen to any reason and it can 

be seen from the material on record that it was only 

the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  that  was 

selectively targetted by the mob, surrounded by the 

mob and attempted to be burned down which resulted 

in a lot of deaths of innocent persons on account of 

the burns sustained in the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri  and  those  unfortunate  few,  who  could  not 

withstand the smoke and fire and could not escape to 

the first floor of the Bunglow of Shri Ehsan Jafri, 

in  their  attempts  to  escape  the  flames,  are 

established to have rushed out of the residence and 

in the process were hacked to death by the angry 

mob. I am, therefore, required to firstly bring on 

record the basis for my arriving at a conclusion 

that it was the private firing by Shri Ehsan Jafri 
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that acted as a catalyst and which infuriated the 

mob  to such an  extent  that the  mob went  out of 

control, the limited Police Force available thereat 

had no means to control or disperse such mob which 

had gathered in larger numbers post the incident of 

private firing and having gone out of such control, 

the mob in my opinion, was instrumental in burning 

down the ground floor portion of Shri Ehsan Jafri's 

residence after surrounding the residence of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri on all sides. 

595. Further,  I  am  also  required  to 

consider  the  fact  that  no  less  than  20  Police 

personnel examined as Prosecution Witnesses herein, 

have all testified with regard to the taking place 

of private firing from within Gulbarg Society and 

the resultant effect of the mob going out of control 

on account of injuries/death being sustained in such 

private firing.

PW
No.

Name of witness Ex.
No.

Paragraph 
No. in 
deposition 

Witness having deposed as such

2 Nathusinh 
Naharsinh 
Chauhan

263 4 તે  દરિમયાન  ગુલબગર  સોસાયટી  માંથી  ખાનગી 
ફાયરીગ થયેલ અને ટોળા પર ખાનગી ફાયરીગ કરેલ 
અને ટોળામાંથી કેટલાક માણસોને ઈજ થયેલ.

19 એ વાત ખરી છે કે, ગુલબગર સોસાયટીમાં  થયેલા 
ખાનગી ફાયરીગથી ટોળાના ઘણા બધા માણસોને 
ઈજઓ થયેલી.

3 Babuji 
Chhaguji 
Dabhi

266 4 આ દરિમયાન  ગુલબગર  સો.માંથી  પણ  ટોળા  પર 
પથથરમારો  શર  થવા  લાગેલ.  તેમજ  ખાનગી 
ફાયરીગ થવા પામેલ. તેમાં ટોળાના કેટલાક ઈસમો 
ઘવાયેલા આથી ટોળા વધારે ઉશકેરાયેલા.
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PW
No.

Name of witness Ex.
No.

Paragraph 
No. in 
deposition 

Witness having deposed as such

30 એ વાત ખરી  છે  કે,  ખાનગી ફાયરીગમાં  ટોળાના 
ઘણાં  માણસો  ઈજ  પામેલા  તેમાં  એક  વયિકતનંુ 
પાછળથી મતૃયુ થયેલુ.

4 Rajendrasinh 
Kallusinh 
Rajput

269 6 ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી પણ પથથરમારો થતો હતો. અને 
ગુલબગર  સોસા.માંથી  ખાનગી  ફાયરીગ  થતુ  હતુ. 
ટોળામાંના  કેટલાક  માણસોને  ઈજ  થયેલ.  તેઓ  વધુ 
ઉશકેરાયેલા.

5 Indrasinh 
Himmatsinh 
Gohil

270 3 ગુલબગર  સોસા.ના  રહીશેઓ  પણ  સામે  પથથરમારો 
કરેલ.તેમજ  અંદરથી  પણ  ખાનગી  ફાયરીગનો  બનાવ 
બનતા િહનદુ કોમનંુ ટોળુ વઘુ િહંસક બનેલ.

6 Lalitkumar 
Ramanbhai Patni

271 6 આ દરિમયાન ગુલબગર સો.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયલે. 
તમેાં કેટલાક માણસોને ઈજ થયલે. જથેી ટોળુ વધુ ઉગ 
બનેલ.

7 Arvindsinh 
Shankersinh 
Vaghela

273 4 ગુલબગર  સોસા.માંથી  ખાનગી  ફાયરીગ  થયેલ.  જથેી 
િહનદુ કોમના ટોળા વધારે ઉશકેરાઈ ગયેલા. 

11 Rameshbhai 
Nagjibhai 
Pandor

314 4(a) સામેથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયેલ જમેાં  કેટલાક માણસોના 
ઈજ પણ થયલે. પછી ટોળુ અંદર ઘુસંી ગયેલ. ટોળાના 
માણસોને  ખાનગી  ફાયરીગથી  ગોળી  વાગતા  સોસા.માં 
ઘુસંી ગયેલ અને ઉશકેરાઈ ગયેલ. 

19 સોસા.ની અંદરથી બપોરના એક થી બે દરિમયાન ખાનગી 
ફાયરીગ થયેલ. આ ફાયરીગ સોસા.ની અંદરથી થયેલ 
એટલો ખયાલ છે.

26 ખાનગી ફાયરીગથી ઈજઓ થયેલ તે માણસોને દવાખાને 
મોકલવામાં આવેલા.

12 Sajjansinh 
Jorubha Jhala

315 7 ગુલબગર  સોસા.માંથી  ખાનગી  ફાયરીગ  થયેલ.  જથેી 
િહનદુ ટોળા વધારે ઉશકેરાઈ ગયેલા.

13 Dhanesinh 
Becharsinh 
Kumpawat

316 5 દરિમયાન  ગુલબગર  સોસા.માંથી  ખાનગી  ફાયરીગ  થવા 
પામેલ. જનેે લીધે િહનદુઓના ટોળા વધુ ઉગ બની તેમજ 
ગુલબગર  સોસા.ના  પાછળના  ભાગે  આવેલ  કોટની 
િદવાલને તોડી અંદર પવેશ કરેલ. 

20 Indrasinh 
Mansinh 
Solanki

334 4(a) ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી ફાયરીગ થતુ હોય તવુે લાગેલ. આ 
બાજુ એટલે રોડ બાજુના ટોળાના માણસો ઉશકેરાયેલ.

16 એ વાત ખરી છે કે, સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયલે 
તનેાથી ટોળાના કેટલાક માણસોને ઈજઓ થયલે.

21 Motibhai 
Dahyabhai 
Vaghela

335 5 તે દરિમયાનમાં ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયેલ જે ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી 
થયેલ.  જમેા  ટોળાના  માણસોને  ઈજ  થયેલ.  જનેે  પોલીસ 
દવાખાને લઈ ગયેલ. તે પછી ટોળુ બેકાબુ બની ગયેલ. અને 
ગલુબગર સોસા.ની પાછળની િદવાલ તોડીને અંદર ઘુસંી ગયેલ. 
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PW
No.

Name of witness Ex.
No.

Paragraph 
No. in 
deposition 

Witness having deposed as such

22 Shailendrasinh 
Kalusinh 
Jadeja

336 6 તે પછી અંદરથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયેલ જથેી બહાર 
ટોળાના  કેટલાક  માણસોને  આ  ફાયરીગથી  ઈજ 
પહોચેલી.  જથેી  બહારના  ભાગનંુ  ટોળુ  વધારે 
ઉશકેરાયેલ. 

28 Pradipsinh 
Shetansinh 
Rathod

349 5 ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થતા ટોળાના 
માણસોને  ઈજ  થતા  ટોળુ  વધુ  ઉશકેરાયેલ  અને 
આવેશમાં  આવી ગયેલ. તયારે પણ અમે ફાયરીગ 
ચાલુ રાખી ટોળાને િવખેરવા પયતન કરેલ.

29 Dhananjay 
Bhaskerrao 
Bhagwat

351 7 ગુલબગર  સોસા.માંથી  ટોળા  પર  ખાનગી  ફાયરીગ 
થયેલ.  જથેી  િહનદુ  ટોળાના  માણસો  વધારે 
ઉશકેરાઈ ગયેલા.

30 Dharmabhai 
Ramjibhai 
Bodat

352 5 ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી ફાયરીગ થતા ટોળુ વધારે ઉગ 
બનેલ.  અને  સોસા.ની  પાછળની  િદવાલ  તોડી 
સોસા.માં ઘંુસેલ. 

37 Kavaji  Rupaji 
Asari

385 4 ગુલબગર  સોસા.માંથી  ખાનગી  ફાયરીગ  થયેલ. 
જથેી ટોળાના માણસો વધારે ઉગ થયેલા.

38 Dolatsinh 
Padamsinh 
Rathod

386 4 દરિમયાન  ગુલબગર  સોસા.માંથી  ખાનગી  ફાયરીગ 
થયેલાનંુ જણાયેલ.જથેી ટોળુ વધુ ઉશકેરાતા અમારા 
પો.ઈ. સાહેબે હવામાં એક રાઉનડ ફાયર કરેલ.

8 એ વાત ખરી  છે  કે,  ખાનગી ફાયરીગમાં  ટોળાના 
માણસોને ઈજઓ પણ થયેલ.

39 Chandubhai 
Vashrambhai 
Rami

387 6 દરિમયાન  ગુલબગર  સોસા.માંથી  પણ  ખાનગી 
ફાયરીગ થયેલ. જનેા કારણે ટોળુ વધુ ઉગ બનેલ.

40 Pasabhai 
Galabhai 
Solanki

388 4 તેમજ ગુલબગર સોસા. તરફથી સામેથી પથથરમારો 
તેમજ ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થતા િહનદુ  કોમના કેટલાક 
મણસોને ઈજ થતા ટોળાએ ઉશકેરાઈ જઈ ગુલબગર 
સોસા.  પાછળની  િદવાલ  તોડી  સોસા.માં  પવેશ 
કરી  મકાનોમાં  આગ  લગાડેલ.  તે  દરિમયાન 
અમોએ ટોળાને  િવખેરવા  બે  સેલ  છોડેલ.  તેમજ 
બીજ પોલીસે સેલ છોડેલ તેમજ ફાયરીગ કરેલ.

13 પોલીસે  કરેલા  ફાયરીગ  તમેજ  ખાનગી  ગોળીબારથી 
ટોળાના ઘણાં માણસોને ઈજઓ થયેલ.

41 Rameshbhai 
Somabhai 
Solanki

391 6 સોસા.માં  અદંરથી પણ ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયેલાનંુ 
જણાયેલ.  જમેાં  ટોળામાંથી  અમુક  વયિકતઓને 
વાગેલાનંુ અમે જણેલ. 
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Paragraph 
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deposition 

Witness having deposed as such

45 Rajeshbhai 
Kuberbhai 
Parmar

399 4 આ  બાજુ  ગુલબગર  સોસા.ની  અંદરથી  ફાયરીગનો 
અવાજ  સાંભળેલ.  તે  પછી  ટોળા  બેકાબુ  બનેલ. 
એરડા  સાહેબે  ટોળાને  િવખરેવા  હવામાં  એક  ફાયર 
કરેલ. અને સટાફના માણસોને ટોળાને િવખરેવા અને 
ફાયરીગ કરવા સચુના આપેલ. જથેી ફાયરીગ કરેલ. 
તમેાં  પોલીસ ફાયરીગથી  ચાર  માણસો  મતૃયુ  પામેલા 
પણ ટોળુ િવખરાયેલ નિહ. 

46 Mavjibhai 
Hakshibhai Bodar

400 5 તે દરિમયાન ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થતા 
િહનદુ ટોળા વધારે ઉગ બનેલા.

47 Ranchhodbhai 
Ramjibhai 
Malavia

401 3 જથેી  ખાનગી  ફાયરીગ થવા  પામેલ.  જથેી  આ ટોળાને 
િવખરાઈ  જવા  માટે  પી.આઈ.શી  એરડા  સાહેબે  લાઉડ 
િસપકર મારફતે  એલાન કરેલ. ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થવાના 
કારણે  ટોળાએ  વધુ  ઉગ  સવરપ  ધારણ  કરેલ.  તેમજ 
ખાનગી ફાયરીગથી અસંખયને ઈજ થવા પામેલ. 

48 Jagatsinh 
Mulsinh Bhati

402 4 તે દરિમયાન ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થતા 
ટોળાના માણસો ઉશકેરાયેલા. અને સોસા.ના પાછળના 
ભાગે જઈ કોટ તોડી  ટોળાના માણસો સોસા.માં  ઘુસંી 
ગયેલ. ત ેઅંદર ગયા પછી અમને બમુા બુમ સંભળાયેલ. 

55 Balubhai 
Nathabhai 
Ninama

418 4 જથેી ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી  િહનદુઓના ટોળા પર ખાનગી 
ફાયરીગ થયેલ. જથેી ટોળુ વધારે ઉશકેરાયેલ. 

15 એ  વાત  ખરી  છે  કે,  ખાનગી  ફાયરીગથી  ટોળાના 
માણસોને ઈજઓ પણ થયેલ.

75 Puransinh 
Ramsinh Tomar

473 4 ગુલબગર  સોસા.માંથી  ફાયરીગ  થયેલ  અને  ટોળુ  વધારે 
ઉશકેરાયેલ.

13 એ વાત ખરી છે કે, સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થયુ 
અને  તેમાં  ટોળાના  માણસોને  ઈજ  થઈ  તે  પછી  ટોળુ 
ઉશકેરાયેલ.

254 Prahladji 
Mangalji Barot

876 6 સોસા.ની અંદરથી ખાનગી ગોળીબાર થયલે. 

17 એ વાત ખરી  છે  કે,  ખાનગી ગોળીબારના  કારણે  ઘમા 
માણસોને ઈજઓ થયેલ. 

269 Natwarji 
Jawanji Bhati

927 8 ગુલબગર  સોસા.માંથી  પાઈવેટ  ફાયરીગ  થયેલ.  આ 
ફાયરીગ આશરે બે વાગે થયેલ. 

9 ખાનગી  ફાયરીગ  થતા  િહનદુ  કોમના  માણસો  વધુ 
ઉશકેરાયેલા.અને  ફાયરીગમાં  િહનદુ  કોમના  માણસોને  ઈજ 
થયેલ.

305 Bhupendrasinh 
Karansinh 
Sisodiya

1052 7 આ દરિમયાન ગુલબગર સોસા.માંથી ખાનગી ફાયરીગ થતા 
િહનદુ  કોમના  ટોળાના  માણસો  પૈકી  કેટલાકને  ઈજઓ 
થતા ટોળાના માણસો ઉશકેરાટમાં આવી ગયેલા.
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306 Ramvilas 
Ramlakhan 
Pathak

1059 7 તે  દરિમયાનમાં  ગુલબગર  સોસા.ની  અંદર  તરફથી  િહનદુ 
કોમના  ટોળા  પર  ખાનગી  ગોળીબાર  થયલે.  જનેાથી 
િહનદુ  કોમના  માણસોને  ટોળામાં  ઈજ  થયલે.  જથેી 
ટોળાના  માણસો  ઉગ  બની  પથથરમારો  ચાલુ  રાખલે. 
અને ગુલબગર સોસા.ની પાછળની િદવાલ તોડી ગુલબગર 
સોસા.માં અંદર ઘુંસી ગયેલા.

596. It can be seen that an analysis of the 

testimony  of  all  such  witnesses,  has  clearly 

attributed private firing from Gulbarg Society which 

is further established to be from the weapon of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri, which caused injuries to members of the 

Hindu community and which incensed the mob which 

further according to these witnesses, gathered in 

larger numbers, demolished the walls on both sides 

of Gulbarg Society, entered thereat and perpetrated 

the carnage. 

597. At  the  cost  of  repetition,  I  may 

mention  that  all  these  witnesses  have  largely 

deposed to the fact that the mob was greatly and 

gravely provoked by such incident of private firing.

598. Carefully considering the contents of 

Panchnama Exh.260, the said Panchnama in my opinion, 

establishes the recovery of two cartridges from the 

terrace  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's  residence,  three 

cartridges  from  near  the  Madresa  which  were 

established by FSL evidence to be fired from the 

weapon of Shri Ehsan Jafri. The weapon owned by Shri 

Ehsan Jafri which was a legal, valid and licensed 
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weapon,  was  recovered  in  terms  of  the  Panchnama 

Exh.262 from the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. A 

Panchnama Exh.412 further establishes recovery of a 

cartridge  from  near  the  small  gate  of  Gulbarg 

Society  and  Panchnama  Exh.396  further  establishes 

the  recovery  of  one  more  empty  shell  from  near 

Bunglow No.19 of Gulbarg Society (Shri Ehsan Jafri's 

residence)  and  further  a  Panchnama  Exh.257  also 

establishes the recovery of one more cartridge near 

Bunglow  No.19  of  Gulbarg  Society,  all  of  which 

establish  in  my  opinion,  clearly that  Shri Ehsan 

Jafri had fired on at least eight occasions from his 

rifle  which  is  established  from  the  recovery  of 

cartridge shells as stated above. I am required to 

observe that the document Exh.1245 written by the 

Assistant  Commissioner  of  Police,  Crime  Branch, 

Ahmedabad, informs the P.I. of Meghaninagar Police 

Station inter alia to the effect that the late Shri 

Ehsan Jafri, resident of 19, Gulbarg Society, was 

possessed  of  a  12-bore  gun  which  gun  bore 

registration  No.50253  SBBL  and  which  license  was 

renewed  upto  31/12/2003.  The  Panchnama  Exh.260 

corroborates the registration number and the make of 

the weapon as reflected in document Exh.1245 and the 

FSL report Exh.178 and more particularly page No.6 

thereof  establishes  and  corroborates  the 

registration  number  on  the  barrel  of  the  weapon 

forwarded by the I.O. The report more particularly 

in terms of pages No.7 and 8 thereof, clearly and 

conclusively establishes that the injury caused upon 

some of the victims was by the licensed weapon of 
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Shri Ehsan Jafri which is in my opinion, conclusive 

evidence  to  establish  that  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  was 

licensed owner of a 12-bore shotgun which was used 

to fire a number of times causing injuries to 15 

persons, of whom one person died on account of such 

injuries sustained.

599. I  am,  therefore,  required  to  accept 

the submissions of Shri Bhardwaj that it was not as 

if that Shri Ehsan Jafri was immobile and could not 

move out of his Bunglow and was done away to death 

when the mob dragged him out of his bunglow, but the 

private  firing  as  has  been  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj, the learned advocate appearing on behalf 

of the concerned accused, conclusively establishes 

that Shri Ehsan Jafri had perpetrated acts of firing 

from  his  weapon  from  different  locations  within 

Gulbarg Society upon the mob, causing injuries and 

death of one person which in my opinion, was the 

catalyst which provoked the mob to such proportions 

that it went out of control and thus resulted into 

the killing frenzy where a large number of innocent 

persons  lost  their  lives.  Again,  in  my  opinion, 

therefore, this aspect cannot in any manner excuse 

or condone the acts of the mob which perpetrated the 

violence  needlessly  upon  innocent  men,  women  and 

children and hacked them to death and ensured that 

many others were burnt to death in the carnage that 

followed such private firing. In my opinion, while 

the actions on the part of the mob, again in no 

manner  be  excused  or  condoned,  it  is  selective 
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amnesia on the part of all the eye-witnesses who 

claim to have seen and specifically pointed out in 

great detail each incident as it took place between 

01:30 p.m. and 05:00 p.m., and the role played by 

each  of  the  specific  accused  thereat,  in  such 

graphic detail, while conveniently losing all memory 

with  regard  to  private  firing  from  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri's weapon, makes me come to a conclusion that 

the testimony of these witnesses is to be dealt with 

cautiously. 

600. Again,  further  contradicting  the 

theory of a criminal conspiracy, is the testimony of 

the I.O. appointed in compliance of the directions 

of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  which  ordered  the 

setting up of a Special Investigation Team (S.I.T.) 

i.e. Shri J.M.Suthar being PW-335 herein who has 

clearly in the course of his testimony, admitted the 

fact  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  having  fired  from  his 

weapon though in all fairness, the words used by 

Shri J.M.Suthar are  inter alia  to the effect that 

such firing was done in self-defence. However, this 

aspect clearly emerges from the testimony of Shri 

J.M.Suthar on page No.46 in paragraph No.74 wherein 

such aspect is clearly emerging from his testimony 

and it further also emerges from the testimony that 

no less than 15 persons were injured in such private 

firing, of which one person fatally succumbed to the 

injuries sustained in such private firing. I see no 

reason to discard such aspect of the testimony of a 

responsible  and  senior  Police  Officer  appointed 
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under the directions of the Hon'ble Supreme Court of 

India. This witness has also in the course of his 

cross  examination,  testified  in  paragraph  No.50 

thereof that while recording the statement of PW-241 

Firoz Dilawer Shaikh, such witness according to the 

IO,  had  in  the  course  of  his  statement  recorded 

before the S.I.T. on 20/06/2008, admitted to Shri 

Ehsan Jafri firing from a double-bore weapon.

601. I am required also to point out the 

testimony  of  PW-236  Safdarhussain  Fazlehussain 

Ankleswaria at Exh.815 who in paragraph No.18 of his 

cross examination, categorically admitted that there 

was a case of private firing with regard to Shri 

Ehsan Jafri on the fateful day. It emerges from the 

deposition of PW-236 that he was the brother-in-law 

of  the  deceased  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri,  as  is  clearly 

reflected in paragraph No.1 of his deposition. 

602. I am required, therefore, in a further 

effort to test the theory of criminal conspiracy and 

thus the charge under Sec.120B which the accused 

face,  to  scrutinize  minutely  the  submissions 

advanced by all parties who have relied upon the 

eye-witness testimony to highlight that the entire 

incident at Gulbarg Society is in fact a culmination 

of a series of incidents which happened at different 

time  frames  where  specific  names  of  accused  are 

being pointed out and where even according to the 

Prosecution  and  the  eye-witnesses,  a  series  of 

incidents  were  perpetrated  which  ultimately 
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graduated from an attempt by a mob of persons to 

enforce the Bandh, to indulge in acts of arson and 

attempted  looting  and  exchange  of  stone-throwing 

between  the  mob  and  the  residents  of  Gulbarg 

Society, as also an exchange of burning rags between 

such parties, which suddenly transgressed into this 

grave and heinous carnage which has resulted in the 

death of such large number of women, children and 

even aged persons who have been done away by the mob 

by either being hacked with weapons like swords and 

guptis or were burnt to death by the mob. It would, 

therefore, be required in my opinion, to highlight 

the time frame of each sub-incident which I propose 

to do so as herein after follows.

603. The  first  incident  according  to  a 

large  number  of  witnesses,  more  particularly  the 

victims, began when the mob of a few persons came 

near the Gulbarg Society and attempted to forcefully 

shut down some of the shops that were open. The 

testimony of PW-106, PW-116, PW-142, PW-179 and PW-

289 in this regard is noteworthy where all of them 

have given an approximate time frame of such attempt 

to forcefully close the shops by a section of a mob 

which comprised of few persons, between the time 

frame 09:00 a.m. and 09:15 a.m., and PW-106 and PW-

116 have in fact indicated that such incident took 

place  between  10:00  a.m.  and  10:30  a.m.  In  the 

circumstances, generally speaking, this incident in 

my opinion, of the mob attempting to forcefully shut 
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down shops, took place between the period 09:15 a.m. 

and 10:30 a.m.

604. The  next  incident  according  to  such 

witnesses, has taken place again between almost the 

same time frame and can be seen in terms of the 

testimony  of  a  number  of  eye-witnesses,  to  have 

taken place almost as an extension or continuation 

of the first incident where the mob attempted to 

forcefully shut down the shop of Ankur Cycle Works. 

The  witnesses  have  testified  in  terms  of  their 

testimony discussed herein before and which I need 

not  repeat,  and  have  positively  stated  that  an 

altercation took place between Ayub and Yusuf who 

were the sons of the owner of Ankur Cycle Works and 

the  mob  and  it  is  the  eye-witness  testimony  of 

number of witnesses that both Abub and Yusuf were 

manhandled  by  the  mob  and  when  both  of  them 

attempted to run away from the incident, the eye-

witnesses claim that it was accused No.55 Bharat 

Rajput  who  had  stabbed  Ayub  with  a  gupti,  but 

however, the mob appears to have permitted the said 

Ayub to escape from its clutches whereas the other 

boy Yusuf was allowed to escape from this incident 

unscathed and uninjured where he took shelter in 

Gulbarg Society more particularly in the residence 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri. The testimonies of PW-106, PW-

116, PW-191, PW-177, PW-283, PW-314, PW-179, PW-289, 

PW-128, are required to be borne in mind and all 

these witnesses have not pinpointed a specific time 
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frame but largely sifting through the evidence, it 

emerges that such incident was in continuation of 

the mob attempting to shut the shops, there were not 

more than 10 to 15 persons in such mob, and such 

incident took place somewhere between 10:00 a.m. and 

10:30 a.m.

605. The  next  important  occasion  and 

incident which also in my opinion, is an extension 

of  the  above  two  incidents,  was  the  damage, 

destruction and setting on fire the autorickshaw of 

one Gulam Master. Again, the same set of witnesses 

referred  to  herein  above,  have  specified  that 

generally speaking the incident took place in the 

early hours of morning between 10:00 a.m. and 10:30 

a.m. and that initially the first attempt to destroy 

and set on fire the said autorickshaw was foiled by 

the  arrival  of  a  Police  Jeep  which  successfully 

dispersed the mob and it can be seen that thus, in 

terms of the time frame, this incident also took 

place in the early hours of the morning after 10:00 

a.m. and before 10:30 a.m.

606. The  next important  incident required 

to be considered, is the fact of the Prosecution 

Witnesses all testifying in one breath with regard 

to  the  visit  of  senior  Police  Officials  of  the 

highest rank, coming over to Gulbarg Society and 

specifically meeting with Shri Ehsan Jafri and other 

leaders of the community. The time frame in terms of 
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the testimonies of all the witnesses referred to 

above, with regard to such meeting again is between 

10:30 a.m. and 10:45 a.m. In the circumstances, I am 

required  to  hold  that  from  the  evidence  of  the 

witnesses referred to above, it is clear that the 

senior  most  Police  officers  had  visited  Gulbarg 

Society and at that point of time, between 10:30 

a.m. and 10:45 a.m., there was total mobility on the 

part of the residents of Gulbarg Society where it 

emerges from the testimony of all witnesses that 

Shri Ehsan Jafri went out of the gate of Gulbarg 

Society to meet such officials and that they could 

conduct a discussion thereat. This again defeats the 

theory of the pre-planned conspiracy and lack of 

Police presence or any inaction on the part of the 

Police officers which would suggest in any manner a 

greater conspiracy though the same in my opinion, is 

not relevant for the purposes of the present trial 

since the same is not the subject matter of the 

trial.

607. From the testimonies of all the eye-

witnesses,  it  can  be  seen  that  thereafter,  i.e. 

between the period 10:30 a.m. and 01:30 p.m., there 

was sporadic incident of stone-throwing from outside 

Gulbarg Society which was retaliated in turn by the 

residents of Gulbarg Society and no attempts were 

made by the mob to demolish the compound wall or 

break open the gates of Gulbarg Society from any 

direction  and  no  serious  untoward  incident  even 
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according  to  the  eye-witnesses,  had  taken  place 

during such period. I am, therefore, in a position 

to observe that even the size of the mob during such 

period was not so significant and there is enough 

material on the record to show that the Police were 

effecting steps to ensure that the mob was made to 

disperse from time to tome and no serious incident 

took place between such time frame and even the size 

of the mob was not so large nor was any indication 

emerging till that time that there would an absolute 

carnage which would result in the loss of a large 

number of innocent lives of men, women and children 

of the minority community and also loss of lives of 

persons killed both in private firing and Police 

firing.

608. It is required to be noted that the 

grave and serious offences even in terms of the eye-

witness testimony and the Police witness testimony, 

started only after 01:30 p.m. and the mob having 

grown exponentially to a mob of huge numbers, which 

varies from a mob of 5000 persons to 20000 persons, 

is attributed to have demolished the compound wall 

and  the  gates  of  Gulbarg  Society  from  the  front 

portion as also simultaneously from the rear portion 

and there was an influx of a large number of persons 

comprising of the mob, armed with lethal weapons, 

which  entered  into  Gulbarg  Society  and  started 

wholesale damage and destruction to the vehicles and 

properties of the residents of Gulbarg Society and 
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more particularly, it can be seen from the testimony 

of all eye-witnesses that a large number of members 

of Gulbarg Society, in fact entire families, had 

taken shelter in the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. 

It is also emerging from the eye-witness testimonies 

of the witnesses referred to above, that even the 

stone-pelting had increased heavily and the mob had 

armed itself with lethal weapons as also cans of 

inflammable substances with an intent obviously to 

cause damage and destruction as also setting on fire 

the vehicles and properties in Gulbarg Society. The 

incidents that took place after 01:30 p.m. consist 

of the murder of one Anwarkhan outside the OTLA of 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's  residence,  the  murders  of 

Jebunnisa,  Kherunnisa  and  Zebunben,  Jehangirbhai, 

the killing of Firdausbanu and Shahjadali, murder of 

Salim  Abubakkar  and  Gulzarmohammad,  the  dragging 

away of Shri Ehsan Jafri and doing him to death, 

stones and bricks being pelted so violently having 

resulted in the death of one Irfan, the alleged rape 

and murder of Sajedabanu, one unknown woman and the 

killing of Sadab and Yusuf. These are all incidents 

which  took  place  in  terms  of  the  eye-witness 

testimonies,  in  or  around  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's 

residence. It can be seen that this mob had swelled 

from  few  persons  to  thousands  of  persons.  In  my 

opinion, therefore, it can be seen that while the 

mob was insignificant in numbers and controllable 

and  not  really  interested  in  causing  deaths  of 

persons  between  the  period  09:00  a.m.  and  01:30 
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p.m.,  suddenly  was  attributed  to  have  completely 

gone out of control and indulged in the senseless 

butchery and killing of large number of men, women 

and  children.  I  have  stated  herein  before  and  I 

intend to state herein after that there had to be a 

catalyst or some reason which could pinpoint and 

explain the drastic change in the behaviour of the 

mob, where the mob from merely indulging in stone-

pelting  and  causing  minor  damage  and  loot  of 

vehicles  and  shops  belonging  to  the  minority 

community,  entered  into  frenzy  where  such  large 

number of men, women and children were done away to 

death. It can be seen at the cost of repetition, 

that unfortunately all the so-called eye-witnesses 

who  have  claimed  to  see  the  entire  incident  in 

minute  detail,  have  attempted  to  pinpoint  the 

specific roles and overt acts to number of accused 

herein,  have  attempted  to  attribute  a  particular 

weapon with which a particular accused was armed, 

have given graphic details in respect thereof, have 

all selectively and conveniently erased from their 

memory  the  inescapable  evidence  that  has  emerged 

from the evidence that has unfolded in the course of 

this trial, that it was Shri Ehsan Jafri who had 

started  firing  from  his  private  licensed  12-bore 

shotgun which caused a large number of injuries to 

persons from amongst the mob and also caused the 

death of one of the persons from amongst the mob in 

such  firing.  I  am,  therefore,  inclined  to  fully 

agree  with  the  defence  version  that  the  mob  got 
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incensed  and  grew  in  numbers  only  after  such 

incident,  which  is  established  from  the  medical 

evidence  in  the  shape  of  injury  certificates 

Exhs.613, 823, 796, 512, 514, 619, 616, 516, 823, 

596,  that  such  firing  and  injuries  were  caused 

between the period 01:15 p.m. and 01:30 p.m.  In 

such  circumstances,  the  testimony  of  such  eye-

witnesses  who  have  claimed  to  have  graphic 

recollection  of  each  incident  which  they  had 

witnessed, largely from within the residence of Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri,  where  such  witnesses  have  further 

claimed that Shri Ehsan Jafri had in fact come out 

with folded hands and requested the mob to stop such 

acts of violence and had in fact offerred himself 

and gone out with folded hands despite the pleas of 

PWs 106 and 107 not to do so and was thus dragged 

out and butchered by the mob, cannot for a moment be 

accepted  especially  when  these  very  eye-witnesses 

despite there being overwhelming material on record 

discussed herein before, which clearly establishes 

the firing from his licensed weapon by Shri Ehsan 

Jafri from within Gulbarg Society in all directions 

causing  death  and  injuries  to  number  of  persons 

being conveniently forgotten by such witnesses, and 

in fact in some cases being denied by these eye-

witnesses,  cannot  be  lost  track  of.  In  such 

circumstances, I am yet again constrained to note 

that there was no pre-planned conspiracy to commit 

the carnage at Gulbarg Society and in fact it was 

such  private  firing  by  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  which 
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resulted  in  the  news  spreading  which  further 

resulted in a large mob gathering, getting frenzied 

and the ultimate unfortunate outcome resulted in the 

mob  breaking  into  Gulbarg  Society  from  both  the 

front and the rear portions and causing the ultimate 

carnage which is a black day for civil society and 

is required to be condemned in the strongest terms 

which I hereby do so. I am, therefore, required to 

come  to  a  conclusion  which  may  reappear  in  the 

course of my judgment herein after also, that it can 

be seen that all the grave and heinous offences that 

took place, have taken place post 01:30 p.m. and 

between 01:30 p.m. and 05:00 p.m., when according to 

most of the eye-witnesses, a large number of Police 

personnel converged on the scene and rescued more 

than 150 members of Gulbarg Society who had escaped 

the carnage by hiding or surprisingly taking shelter 

on the first floor of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence 

as  per  the  say  of  the  eye-witnesses  themselves, 

though there is some difference and contradiction 

emerging from the testimony of Police witnesses who 

claim to have rescued such victims and survivors 

from some other building. 

609. Again, before parting with regard to 

my conclusions with respect to the charge of there 

being a pre-planned criminal conspiracy between the 

accused  and  other  not  named  persons,  I  may  also 

negate the submissions made by Shri Vora that the 

fact of some of the witnesses having testified to 
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the mob shouting slogans like “JAI SHREE RAM” and 

slogans  inter  alia  to  the  effect  that  “kill  the 

members  of  the  minority  community”  do  not  in  my 

opinion,  establish  the  elements  of  the  criminal 

conspiracy since as can be seen from the testimony 

of the witnesses, such slogan shouting was routinely 

done by the mob right since 09:30 a.m. till 01:30 

p.m. without any action being taken on the basis of 

such  slogans,  meaning  thereby  that  there  was  no 

fatality, there was no attempt to break into Gulbarg 

Society  nor  was  the  entire  incident  beyond  the 

control of the Police authorities till that stage.

610. In  my  opinion,  therefore,  I  am  yet 

again  required  to  conclude  that  in  the 

circumstances, there was absolutely no pre-planned 

conspiracy  to  butcher  or  kill  members  of  the 

minority  community  more  particularly  at  Gulbarg 

Society, but the entire sequence of events reflected 

herein  above,  clearly  establishes  in  my  opinion, 

that  the  carnage  took  place  on  account  of  a 

spontaneous gathering of a large mob on accounts of 

the news having spread that number of persons of the 

majority  community  have  been  injured/killed  in  a 

private firing by Shri Ehsan Jafri, which further 

resulted in the entire carnage taking place. 

611. In the circumstances above, I further 

conclude  that  the  elements  of  Sec.120-A  of  the 

I.P.C. are not established and it is required to be 
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held which I hereby do so, that the mob which was in 

large numbers and in any case, sufficient to qualify 

for the definition of a riot as prescribed under 

Sec.146 of the I.P.C., had gathered on account of 

the circumstances which, as discussed herein above 

had not gathered in furtherance of a pre-planned 

conspiracy  to  do  away  with  members  of  minority 

community  as  is  sought  to  be  claimed  by  the 

Prosecution  and  therefore,  without  any  further 

discussion, I negate the charges of a conspiracy 

under  Sec.120-B  of  the  I.P.C.  against  all  the 

accused herein.

612. The  next  question  required  to  be 

ascertained is as to whether there was a riot and 

whether the provisions of Sections 144 to 149 of the 

I.P.C. are required to be made applicable to the 

facts and circumstances herein and whether it is 

required  to  be  held  that  the  Prosecution  has 

conclusively established that the mob of whom the 

accused are attributed to be members of, can be said 

to be an unlawful assembly as defined under Sec.141 

of the I.P.C., which had carried out the carnage at 

Gulbarg Society in prosecution of a common object of 

such assembly or that the Prosecution has further 

established beyond reasonable doubt that as such, 

all members of such assembly knew with regard to the 

offence  that  was  likely  to  be  committed  in 

prosecution of that object and thus every person who 

at the time of committing of such offence, is a 
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member  of  the  same  assembly,  is  guilty  of  such 

offence. I would, therefore, be required to place on 

record the definition of “an unlawful assembly” as 

provided  under  Sec.141  of  the  I.P.C.  and  more 

particularly the provisions contained in Sec.149 of 

the  I.P.C.,  and  after  due  consideration  of  the 

enormous and complex material placed on the record 

in  terms  of  evidence  –  both  oral  as  well  as 

documentary, I am required to thereafter come to a 

conclusion as to whether all the accused could be 

said to be the members of the same unlawful assembly 

and had knowledge with regard to the offence that 

was likely to be committed and there was a common 

object of such unlawful assembly comprising of the 

mob of which all the accused were members, and that 

all  the  acts  committed  thereafter  were  in 

furtherance of such object, is the highly complex 

question that I am required to answer and which I 

herein after do so as follows.

Section 141 of the I.P.C.

“141. An assembly of five or more persons is 

designated  an  'unlawful  assembly',  if  the 

common  object  of  the  persons  composing  that 

assembly is-

First- To overawe by criminal force, or show 

of  criminal  force,  the  Central  or  any  State 

Government or Parliament or the legislature of 

any  State,  or  any  public  servant  in  the 

exercise  of  the  lawful  power  of  such  public 

servant; or
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Second- To resist the execution of any law, or 

of any legal process; or

Third- To  commit  any  mischief  or  criminal 

trespass, or other offence; or

Fourth- By means of criminal force, or show of 

criminal force, to any person to take or obtain 

possession of any property, or to deprive any 

person of the enjoyment of a right of way, or 

of the use of water or other incorporeal right 

of which he is in possession or enjoyment, or 

to enforce any right or supposed right; or

Fifth- By  means  of  criminal,  or  show  of 

criminal force, to compel any person to do what 

he is not legally bound to do, or to omit to do 

what he is legally entitled to do.”

Section 146 of the I.P.C.

“146. Whenever force of violence is used by 

an unlawful assembly, or by any member thereof, 

in  prosecution  of  the  common  object  of  such 

assembly,  every  member  of  such  assembly  is 

guilty of the offence of rioting.”

Section 149 of the I.P.C.

“149. If  an  offence  is  committed  by  any 

member of an unlawful assembly in prosecution 

of the common object of that assembly, or such 

as  the  members  of  that  assembly  knew  to  be 

likely to be committed in prosecution of that 

object, every person who, at the time of the 
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committing of that offence, is a member of the 

same assembly, is guilty of that offence.”

613. In the circumstances, it would firstly 

be necessary to observe that upon a careful scrutiny 

of the eye-witness versions of the star witnesses, 

it is quite clear that between the period starting 

from 09:30 a.m. to 01:30 p.m., there was a mob that 

was not so large in numbers, which was indulging in 

stone-throwing and at the cost of repetition, there 

was no attempt by the mob to break into Gulbarg 

Society or enter into Gulbarg Society by any means. 

It  can  also  be  seen  that  the  witnesses  have 

testified with regard to the atmosphere having taken 

a turn for the worse and having changed completely 

only  after  01:30  p.m.  when  according  to  these 

witnesses, the Society was surrounded from all sides 

and  heavy  stone-pelting  had  started  taking  place 

from the front portion, the rear portion and the 

terrace of Bunglow No.1 of Gulbarg Society which as 

would be reflected herein after, belonged to one 

Dayaram  Jinger  who  happens  to  be  the  father  of 

accused No.65. 

614. A detailed perusal of the testimonies 

would  also  establish  that  a  part  of  the  mob 

demolished the front walls and front gate of Gulbarg 

Society and entered therein and started a series of 

incidents including the beginning of the killings in 

the shape of the killing of Anwarkhan Pathan which 
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was done so in terms of the eye-witness testimony of 

all  the  star  witnesses  by  accused  No.1  Kailash 

Dhobi. It can obviously be seen from a very careful 

scrutiny of the testimonies that it was only after 

some interval that the Bunglow of Shri Ehsan Jafri 

came to be surrounded by the mob which had entered 

into  the  Society  from  the  front  portion  and 

thereafter only after an interval, in terms of the 

eye-witness testimonies, did a mob demolish the rear 

wall of Gulbarg Society and rushed therefrom into 

the  Society  and  this  mob  is  attributed  to  have 

indulged in various acts of arson, destruction of 

vehicles  and  burning  of  some  residences  within 

Gulbarg Society. A third mob is attributed to have 

remained on the terrace of Dayaram Jinger i.e. on 

the  terrace  of  Bunglow  No.1  of  Gulbarg  Society 

wherefrom they continued to indulge in heavy stone-

pelting and instigating other members of the mob to 

get into Gulbarg Society and wherefrom accused No.14 

threw a brick which caused a fatality on Mohammad 

Irfan, all of which would be dealt with at length 

herein after while deciding the fate of each of the 

accused in the discussion to follow herein after. In 

such  circumstances,  more  so  when  all  the  mobs 

referred to above comprise of persons more than what 

is  defined  in  Sec.141  of  the  I.P.C.  which 

constitutes an unlawful assembly, since all the mobs 

were armed with weapons and inflammable substances, 

since  all  the  mobs  had  indulged  in  separate 

activities, I cannot for a moment not accept that 
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the  entire  mob  which  had  entered  into  Gulbarg 

Society,  of  which  the  accused  persons  admittedly 

were members, were members of an unlawful assembly 

and had the common object and had the knowledge that 

an offence was to be committed in prosecution of 

such common object and in such circumstances, I am 

required to hold that the accused whom I find guilty 

of  having  committed  offences  herein  after,  would 

necessary  be  required  to  be  convicted  under  the 

provisions of Sec.149 of the I.P.C. However, for the 

reasons ascribed herein after, I cannot come to the 

conclusion that all accused who are established to 

be members of an unlawful assembly, are required to 

be treated at par. It can be seen from the perusal 

of the testimonies of the eye-witnesses referred to 

herein  after,  that  while  the  mobs  entered  into 

Gulbarg Society from different directions post 01:30 

p.m.,  the  time  frame  of  such  entry  is  obviously 

different and it can be seen that while some members 

of the mob formed themselves into groups of persons 

and  indulged  in  damage  and  destruction  to 

properties, vehicles and torching of some houses in 

Gulbarg Society, only some members from amongst the 

accused  who  admittedly  were  armed  with  deadly 

weapons, are established to be a part of the group 

who  had  started  killing  the  victims  as  has  been 

detailed by the eye-witnesses in the course of their 

respective  testimonies  which  would  be  dealt  with 

herein after and further at length while deciding 

the fate of each of the individual accused which 
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would be decided at a later stage in this judgment. 

In the circumstances, again I may state that being 

seen as a part of the mob, without any overt act 

being  attributed  to  him,  would  not  necessarily, 

therefore, make an accused a member of such unlawful 

assembly which would attract the highest punishment 

and would necessarily render him guilty of all the 

charges that are framed against him.

615. I  would  now  refer  to  the  necessary 

paragraphs of the testimonies of some of the star 

witnesses to establish that the sequence of events 

that took place after 01:30 p.m., the entry of the 

mob from different directions into Gulbarg Society 

happened at series of intervals and at different 

times and such rushing into Gulbarg Society by the 

mob from all directions, is established from the 

testimonies of such witnesses who are claimed to be 

star witnesses of the Prosecution, to have entered 

into Gulbarg Society from different directions and 

therefore, all such accused cannot be held to be, at 

the cost of repetition, members of the same unlawful 

assembly.

PW
No.

Name of witness Ex.
No.

Paragraph 
No. in 
deposition 

Witness having deposed as such

106 Imtiyazkhan 
Saeedkhan Pathan

542 14 તે પછી આશરે બપોર ના દોઢ વાગયા ના સમુારે ગુલબગર સોસા. ના મકાન 
નં.  ૧ જે દયારામ જીગરનંુ આવેલ છે તેના પર ટોળાના માણસો ચડી 
ગયલે અને અમારી સોસાયટી ઉપર પથથરમારો કરી બહારના ભાગે આવેલ 
ટોળાને સોસાયટીની અંદર ઘુસી જવા જણાવતા હતા......

15 તે બાદ હંુ જફરી સાહેબના દરવાજ પાસેથી બહાર િનકળેલ અને હંુ  મોટા 
દરવાજ  તરફ  મારી  સાથેના  છોકરાઓ  સાથે  હંુ  જતો  હતો  તયારે  અમે 
આગળની  બાજુએ  મોટા  દરવાજની  પાસે  જરદાર  ધડાકાનો  અવાજ 
સાંભળેલ.  અમે  જતા  મોટા  દરવાજ  પાસેની  િદવાલ  રાંધણગેસના 
બાટલાથી તોડી અને સોસાયટીમાં ઘુસેલ...... જફરી સાહેબના ઘર 
પાસે હંુ આવયો તે સમયે સોસાયટીની પાછળની બાજુએ ધડાકાનો જરદાર 
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No.

Name of witness Ex.
No.

Paragraph 
No. in 
deposition 

Witness having deposed as such

અવાજ આવેલો.  અવાજ આવતા અમે  તે  તરફ ગયલે.  તયાં  જયું  તો 
ટોળાના  માણસોએ  રાંધણગેસના  બાટલાથી  તે  તરફની  િદવાલ  તોડી 
પાડેલી અનો ટોળુ સોસાયટીમાં ઘુસી ગયેલુ.

116 Sayeedkhan 
Ahmedkhan Pathan

584 11 તે પછી દોઢ વાગયાના અરસામાં ટોળાના માણસો અમારી સોસાયટીના એક 
નંબરના મકાનની અગાસીમાં  ચડી  ગયેલા.  તે  દયારામ જીગરનંુ મકાન 
છે. તે લોકો પથથરમારો કરતા હતા અને બહારના લોકોને ઉશકેરણી કરતા 
હતા.

13 પહેલા આગળની િદવાલ તોડેલી અને ટોળુ અંદર ઘુસી ગયેલુ.

14 તે પછી થોડી વારે પાછળથી બહુ મોટો િવસફોટ થયેલ. ગેસના બાટલાથી 
કોટ તોડી નાખેલ અને તયાંથી પણ ટોળુ અંદર ઘુસી ગયલે.

128 Mohammadrafiq 
Abubakar Pathan

633 9 આસરે દોઢેક  વાગે  ટોળુ  આગળની સાઈડે  રાજશે જીગરના  ધાબા  પરથી 
પથથરમારો કરતુ હતુ તે મકાન નં.૧ પરથી પથથરમારો કરતુ હતુ..... 
પછી હંુ સાસાયટીના આગળના ભાગે ગયેલ હતો અને ટોળાને અંદર આવતુ 
રોકવા  પથથરમારો  કરતા  હતા.  તે  પછી  ટોળુ  ગટેની  બાજુમાં  આવેલ 
િદવાલ તોડી અંદર આવી ગયેલ..... પછી હંુ તયાંથી જફરી સાહેબના 
ઘરેથી  મારા  ઘરે  ગયેલ હતો.  મારી  તણેય  બહેનો  સલમા,  સમસાદ, 
સમીમ અબુબકરને જફરી સાહેબના ઘરમાં જવાનંુ કહેલ. એ સમયે અમારી 
સોસાયટીની પાછળની બાજુ રેલવે લાઈન તરફથી ટોળુ કોટ તોડી િવસફોટ 
કરીને ટોળુ અંદર આવી ગયેલુ હતુ.

129 Firozmohammad 
Gulzarmohammad 
Pathan

635 10 ........પછી બગંલા નં.૧૪ માં રહેતા સલીમ અબુબકરે આવીને કહેલ 
કે, આપણી સોસાયટીના ગેટ નંબર-૧ ની બાજુનો કોટ તોડી ટોળુ અંદર 
ઘુસી ગયેલ છે.....

11 અમે  ઘરમાં  હતા  અને  મે  એકદમ જરથી  ધડાકાનો  આવાજ સાંભળેલ. 
જથેી  અમે  બધા  ઘરની  બહાર  નીકળેલા  પછી  અમે  જયુ  તો  ગેસના 
બાટલાવડે ટોળાએ ગસેના બાટલા વડે કોટ તોડી નાખેલ અને કોટ તોડીને  
ચારપાંચ  જણાં  અમારી  સોસાયટીમાં  ઘુસી  આવેલ.......  પછી 
આગળથી અને પાછળથી બધુ ટોળુ સોસાયટીમાં ઘુસી ગયુ.

177 Sairaben 
Salimbhai Sandhi

711 10 સોસાયટીના  મકાન  નં.૧ દયારામ  જીગરનંુ  આવેલ  છે.  તયાં  ટોળાના 
માણસો ધાબા પર ચડી ગયેલા. તયાં ધાબાપરથી ટોળાએ સોસાયટીમાં 
પથથરમારો શર કરેલો.

12 હંુ જફરી સાહેબના ઘર આગળ હતી તયારે ટોળાએ સોસાયટીનો આગળનો 
ઝાંપો અને િદવાલ ગેસના બાટલાનો િવસફોટ કરી ટોળુ સોસાયટીમાં ઘુસી 
આવેલ.

13 અમે જફરી સાહેબના ઘર પાસે ઉભા હતા તયારે બપોરના બે અઢી વાગે 
પાછળથી પણ િવસફોટનો અવાજ આવેલ. તે વખતે અમે જફરી સાહેબના 
મકાન પાસે ઉભા હતા. મારી સાથે મારા પિત સલીમભાઈ અને મારા િદયર 
જહાંગીરભાઈ  તથા  મારો  િદકરો  મહંમદહુસેન  હતો.  પાછળની  િદવાલ 
તોડીને પણ તે ટોળુ સોસાયટીમાં ઘુસી ગયેલ.

179 Ezazali 
Fakirmohammad 
Shaikh

720 8 ...... આ ટોળુ અમારી સોસાયટીના નાકે આવેલ મકાનના ધાબા પર 
ચડી ગયેલ. તે મકાન રાજશે જીજરનંુ હતુ જનેો મકાન નં.૧ છે.

9 પછી આ ટોળુ ઝાંપો તોડવા લાગતા િદવાલ તુટી ગયલેી અને પછી ટોળુ  
અંદર ઘુસી આવેલ..... મે બારીમાંથી જયુ તો પાછળની બાજુએ એક 
ધડાકો થયેલ અને પછી રેલવે બાજુથી ટોળુ અંદર આવેલ.

191 Salimbhai 
Noormohammad 
sandhi

734 10 ....... તે પછી મકાન નં.૧ પરથી પથથરમારો થતો હતો. તે સમય 
બપોરના એક તીસ વાગેલા..... આ ટોળુ પથથરમારો કરતુ હતુ અને 
ટોળાને સોસાયટીમાં ઘુસી જવા ઉશકેરણી કરતુ હતુ. અને પછી િવસફોટનો 
અવાજ આવેલ અને આ ટોળુ સોસાયટીની અંદર ઘુસી આવેલ.

12 હંુ િવસફોટનો અવાજ આવવાથી મકાન નં.૧૬ કે જ ેખાન સાહેબનંુ છે તેના 
ધાબા  ઉબર ચડી  ગયેલ.આ િવસફોટનો  અવાજ પાછળથી  રેલવે  લાઈન 
તરફથી આવેલ.
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616. It  can  be  seen  that  from  the 

testimonies of the witnesses referred to above, it 

is evident that even after entering into Gulbarg 

Society from different directions, not all members 

of the mob which is claimed to be, in terms of the 

deposition  of  these  eye-witnesses,  numbering  more 

than 5000 and according to some, even nearing 10000, 

the entire mob is not attributed to have converged 

upon  and  surrounded  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri, but even according to these witnesses, at the 

cost of repetition, it may be stated that the mob 

had split into separate groups which were indulging 

in  damage  and  destruction  to  property  as  also 

setting  fire  to  vehicles  and  houses  in  Gulbarg 

Society. Under such circumstances also, it cannot be 

said  that  the  mob,  of  which  the  accused  were 

attributed to be members of, were those members of a 

single unlawful assembly which had the common object 

of perpetrating the carnage at Gulbarg Society which 

largely centered around the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri.

617. I  am  further  required  to  note  that 

since I have personally visited Gulbarg Society, I 

may state that the two ends of Gulbarg Society i.e. 

the front portion which is the main entrance, and 

the rear portion of Gulbarg Society are abut the 

railway  tracks,  though  if  travelled  from  within, 

Gulbarg Society can be crossed in a very short span 
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of time. One has to travel and take a long route of 

about 1½ kilometre which would take at least 15 to 

20  minutes  to  reach  from  the  front  portion  of 

Gulbarg  Society  to  the  rear  portion  of  Gulbarg 

Society  near  the  railway  tracks.  Even  in  such 

circumstances, it would be difficult for two sets of 

mobs who were at such different directions, to have 

had  a  common  object  more  so  when  in  the 

circumstances  narrated  and  highlighted  herein 

before, it can clearly be seen that there was a 

spontaneous  gathering  of  huge  mobs,  both  in  the 

front portion and in the rear portion of Gulbarg 

Society after 01:30 p.m. i.e. after the news spread 

with  regard  to  the  firing  from  within  Gulbarg 

Society by the late Shri Ehsan Jafri and the result 

thereof.

618. In the circumstances, I may conclude 

that  while  the  accused  who  are,  in  my  opinion, 

required  to  be  held  guilty  of  charges  levelled 

against them including a charge under Sec.149 of the 

I.P.C.,  cannot  for  the  reasons  set  forth  herein 

above, be held to be members of a single unlawful 

assembly which in furtherance of a common object and 

with  full  knowledge  of  the  events  that  were  to 

follow, had perpetrated the offences herein. I may 

state  that  while  some  amongst  the  accused  are 

required  to  be  held  as  members  of  an  unlawful 

assembly who had the common object and in fact in 

prosecution  thereof,  proceeded  to  kill  a  large 
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number of innocent men, women and children, they are 

required  to  be  held  guilty  of  the  more  serious 

charges  that  they  face,  whereas  other  sets  of 

accused who are in fact, in my opinion, required to 

be  established  to  be  members  of  an  unlawful 

assembly, are required to be held to be having the 

common object and knowledge of the fact that there 

was  an  intention  to  prosecute  and  perpetrate  an 

offence which resulted in destruction of vehicles 

and properties and torching of residences of members 

of  Gulbarg  Society.  Therefore,  at  the  cost  of 

repetition, I may conclude that all the accused are 

not required to be at par though required to be held 

guilty of an offence under Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

619. Having  firstly  come  to  a  conclusion 

with regard to the fact that in my opinion, there is 

no element brought on the record of the proceedings 

which  would  establish  a  pre-planned  criminal 

conspiracy entered into between the present accused 

and others who had allegedly masterminded the events 

on 28/02/2002, I am required to come to a conclusion 

as to whether the accused who are charged with being 

members of unlawful assembly, were indeed members of 

an  unlawful  assembly  with  a  common  intention  to 

commit murder of such large number of persons or 

whether it was isolated groups of persons of whom 

some of the accused herein were part of such groups 

who  could  be  said  to  have  been  members  of  an 

unlawful assembly with a common intention to commit 
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murder  or  were  members  of  an  unlawful  assembly 

constituted  with  the  common  intention  of  causing 

damage  and  destruction  to  property,  and  the 

distinction in my opinion, would largely depend on 

the  eye-witness  testimony  which  would  in  turn 

reflect the conduct of the accused concerned which 

would help this Court draw its own conclusions.

620. Having considered the testimony of all 

star witnesses including PWs 106, 107, 116, 128, 

129, 142, 143, 177, 179, 191, 192, 241, 283, 284, 

289 and 301, all of whom claim to be star witnesses, 

have said that they have seen incidents of murder, 

incidents of arson and destruction, where groups of 

persons were involved and each of the eye-witnesses 

has refrained from naming more than five or seven of 

the present accused as being part of the group that 

indulged  in  the  perpetration  of  a  particular 

incident. In my opinion, therefore, all the accused 

cannot  cumulatively  be  said  to  be  members  of  an 

unlawful  assembly  with  the  common  intention  and 

common object of committing murder and therefore, 

only  some  of  the  accused  as  is  reflected  herein 

after,  who  upon  unfolding  and  appreciating  the 

evidence herein, are established to be members of 

the unlawful assembly and had the common intention 

of committing murder, could be held guilty of an 

offence punishable under Secs.147, 148, 149 of the 

Indian  Penal  Code,  read  together  with  the  more 

serious offence punishable under Sec.302, 307 of the 
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Indian Penal Code, with which all the accused stand 

collectively charged. In my opinion, therefore, the 

test of whether a person is a member of an unlawful 

assembly, has been laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme 

Court in the landmark judgment in Masalti's case 

(Supra),  which  is  still  good  and  which  has  been 

faithfully  followed  by  the  subsequent  judgments 

delivered  by  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court,  and  the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court has held thus:-

“.........The crucial question to determine in 

such a case is whether the assembly consisted 

of five or more persons and whether the said 

persons entertained one or more of the common 

objects  as  specified  by  S.  141.  While 

determining this question, it becomes relevant 

to consider whether the assembly consisted of 

some persons who were merely passive witnesses 

and had joined the assembly as a matter of idle 

curiosity  without  intending  to  entertain  the 

common object of the assembly. In fact, S. 149 

makes it clear that if an offence is committed 

by  any  member  of  an  unlawful  assembly  in 

prosecution  of  the  common  object  of  that 

assembly,  or  such  as  the  members  of  that 

assembly knew to be likely to be committed in 

prosecution of that object, every person who, 

at the time of the committing of that offence, 

is a member of the same assembly, is guilty of 

that offence; and that emphatically brings out 

the principle that the punishment prescribed by 
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S. 149 is in a sense vicarious and does not 

always proceed on the basis that the offence 

has been actually committed by every member of 

the unlawful assembly.....”

621. This, in my opinion, makes it clear 

that all the concerned accused herein, of whom some 

are,  in  fact,  as  is  concluded  herein  after, 

required to be given an acquittal, as also those 

who  have  been  held  to  have  been  guilty  in  the 

opinion of this Court, of some of the offences that 

they  stand  charged  with,  cannot  all  be  clubbed 

together  at  the  cost  of  repetition,  and  be 

established to be members of the unlawful assembly 

sharing the common intention of murder, loot, rape 

etc. which they stand charged with. It is in such 

circumstances, that I propose to deal with the case 

of each individual accused and come to a conclusion 

as  to  whether  he  was  a  member  of  a  particular 

unlawful assembly of a group of persons exceeding 

five in number, and also conclude as to what was 

the  common  object  and  common  intention  of  such 

group while perpetrating the offence herein.

622. Having  dealt  with  all  the  above 

aspects, including the question as to whether there 

was a pre-planned, pre-existing criminal conspiracy 

in furtherance of which the present incident and 

the entire heinous incident was perpetrated by the 
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concerned accused, having considered this extremely 

voluminous  and  highly  contentious  set  of 

submissions  from  the  Prosecution,  the  defence  as 

also  the  learned  advocate  for  the  victims,  it 

becomes  necessary  in  my  opinion,  to  take  up  the 

case of each of the accused, examine very carefully 

the role each of them is claimed to have played in 

the entire incident and examine the evidence, the 

veracity  thereof,  the  contradictions  emerging  if 

any, and scrutinize the evidence against each of 

such accused and thereafter, come to a conclusion 

in  light  of  the  foregoing  analysis,  whether  the 

Prosecution  has  successfully  established  beyond 

reasonable  doubt  the  charges  that  each  of  the 

accused faces. In order to do that, I am of the 

clear opinion that a detailed analysis is required 

to be carried out with regard to the oral evidence 

tendered in the course of the trial by large number 

of witnesses who claim to be eye-witnesses and who 

are in terms of the Prosecution case touted to be 

their  star  witnesses  who  were  present  all 

throughout the entire gory incident and have been 

eye-witnesses to each and every incident that has 

taken  place.  The  corroborating  material  in  the 

shape of forensic evidence, medical evidence is, in 

light of the extremely disturbed circumstances that 

have  prevailed  after  the  taking  place  of  the 

incident, not collected in the manner that it ought 

to have been. Again, it appears that most of the 

bodies  of  the  victims  were  charred  beyond 
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recognition  or  were  hurriedly  disposed  of,  with 

regard to their burials to avoid the decomposition 

further  taking  place.  It  also  emerges  that  the 

investigation  has  also  progressed  in  bits  and 

phases  on  account  of  innumerable  changes  in  the 

investigating team and the final investigation has 

taken  place  after  a  considerable  length  of  time 

after the appointment of the S.I.T. in light of the 

orders passed by the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India 

in  Special  Writ  Petition  (Criminal)  No.109/2003, 

which investigation in my opinion, was a bit too 

late  in  the  day.  Nonetheless,  the  eye-witnesses' 

accounts of a large number of victims who have seen 

a number of members of their family being done away 

with in the gory incident on the fateful day, have 

the incident etched in their memories and which has 

been  faithfully  reproduced  in  the  course  of  the 

trial when such witnesses/victims entered into the 

witness box. In such circumstances, I am required 

to and I intend to herein after take up the case of 

each of the accused separately and distinctly with 

regard to their involvement, presence, role played 

and as to whether, at the cost of repetition, the 

Prosecution has been successful in proving beyond 

reasonable  doubt  the  charges  that  each  of  the 

accused  faces.  At  the  cost  of  repetition,  I  may 

state that I now propose to take up the relative 

merits of the Prosecution case  qua  different sets 

of  accused,  consider  the  defence  put  up  by  the 

learned  advocates  appearing  on  behalf  of  the 
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accused, weigh and appreciate the evidence that has 

unfolded before this Court and thereafter come to a 

conclusion as to whether the Prosecution could be 

said  to  have  established  beyond  reasonable  doubt 

the charges against each of the concerned accused 

whose case is dealt with herein after.

623. I  may  state  that  out  of  the  60 

surviving accused who are on the record, 59 of the 

accused  are  charged  with  having  actually 

participated in and perpetrated the heinous offence 

which  has  resulted  in  the  death  of  69  innocent 

lives. The 60th accused is accused No.57 P.I. Shri 

K.G.Erda  who  was  arraigned  as  an  accused  in  the 

present  proceedings  upon  observations  of  the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court of India as also the findings 

in the course of the investigation by the S.I.T., 

which prima facie suggested that accused No.57 Shri 

Erda had abused his authority and by his conduct 

the  accused  No.57  was  attributed  and  alleged  to 

have aided the perpetrators of the incident by not 

acting  in  a  manner  and  by  deliberately  not 

discharging  his  duties  and  responsibilities  of 

providing  security  and  protection  to  the  victims 

who  had  taken  shelter  in  or  were  residents  of 

Gulbarg  Society.  In  the  circumstances,  I  firstly 

propose  to  take  up  the  role  of  the  59  alleged 

perpetrators of the incident and as stated herein 

above and at the cost of repetition, I propose to 

take up the relative merits of the version supplied 
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by  both  –  the  Prosecution  as  also  the  defence, 

consider  the  material  evidence  on  record  and 

thereafter arrive at a conclusion with regard to 

whether  the  Prosecution  has  proved  beyond 

reasonable doubt the charges against such sets of 

accused.

Accused Nos.4, 11, 13, 19, 20, 30 and 39

624. The first set of accused comprises of 

7 (seven) of the accused being as per the following 

details:-

Sr.
No.

Accused 
No.

Name of the accused Date of arrest

1 4 Mangaji Pokalji Marwadi 12/03/02

2 11 Manojkumar Premjibhai 
Parmar

18/03/2002

3 13 Vinodbhai Arvindbhai 
Solanki

19/03/2002

4 19 Shailesh Natwarlal Patni 26/05/2002

5 20 Naresh @ Nariyo Bansilal 
Prajapati

26/05/2002

6 30 Madanlal Dhanraj Raval 25/06/2002

7 39 Mukesh Atmaram Thakor 21/07/2004

625. It  is  pointed  out  by  the  learned 

Spl.P.P.  Shri  R.C.Kodekar  that  the  accused  are 

required to be established to be a part of the mob 

that committed the offence only on account of the 

strong circumstance that has emerged in the course 

of  the  incident  inasmuch  as,  all  these  sets  of 

accused have been established to be injured in the 
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Police  firing  at  the  scene  of  the  incident.  In 

corroborative  support  of  such  contention,  it 

appears that the Prosecution has relied heavily on 

the  injury  certificates  of  the  Civil  Hospital, 

Ahmedabad  where  these  concerned  accused  were 

allegedly  treated  on  different  dates  as  per  the 

details provided in the certificates and a clear 

diagnosis  of  the  Medical  Officer  of  the  Civil 

Hospital,  Ahmedabad,  indicates  clearly  to  the 

effect  that  the  concerned  accused  had  injuries 

which were in the nature of bullet injuries which 

were found in the course of the treatment, to have 

been  suffered  by  the  concerned  accused.  It  is 

submitted that this itself is enough to establish 

that the accused concerned and referred to herein 

above, were present at the scene of the incident 

especially when the most heinous of offences was 

perpetrated  which  resulted  in  Police  firing  and 

which has caused injuries to concerned accused and 

therefore, according to the Prosecution, and more 

particularly  according  to  Shri  R.C.Kodekar,  the 

learned Spl.P.P. appearing on behalf of the State, 

this by itself establishes beyond reasonable doubt 

the presence, participation and perpetration on the 

part  of  the  accused  with  regard  to  the  present 

offence. 

626. I  have  carefully  scrutinized  the 

injury certificates of the concerned accused, which 

in terms of the seriatim as per the details of the 
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said  eight  accused  stated  herein  above,  is 

Exhs.594,  617,  616,  615,  618  and  621.  I  am 

constrained  to  observe  that  there  are  no  injury 

certificates  with  regard  to  accused  No.4  Mangaji 

Pokalji  Marwadi  and  accused  No.39  Mukesh  Atmaram 

Thakor. There is absolutely no material other than 

the injury certificate to establish that all the 

concerned  accused  referred  to  herein  before,  had 

sustained bullet injuries. It could, therefore, be 

said  that  there  is  no  material  in  the  shape  of 

injury  certificates  to  establish  bullet  injuries 

being caused to accused Nos.4 and 39.

627. On  the  other  hand,  carefully 

considering  the  injury  certificate  Exh.594  which 

relates  to  accused  No.11  Manojkumar  Premjibhai 

Parmar,  the  injury  certificate  of  the  Civil 

Hospital, Ahmedabad, only establishes “history of 

firearm injury”  as also a conclusion which reads 

“Diagnosis:  Bullet  injury  over  left  shoulder 

…......”.  There is, in my opinion, no material on 

record to show as to whether the present accused in 

terms of the injury certificate Exh.594 was injured 

in Police firing or in the alleged private firing 

by Shri Ehsan Jafri which is a matter of record, 

and there is nothing on the record or emerging from 

the injury certificate Exh.594 to suggest that the 

present accused had sustained injury in the Police 

firing and that too at the scene of the incident 

herein i.e. at Gulbarg Society. I may state that it 
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is a matter of record, of which this Court can and 

in fact has  taken judicial notice that there was 

wide spread violence and grave and serious communal 

incidents  all  over  the  State  of  Gujarat  wherein 

hundreds of people were injured in Police firing, 

or  in  certain  cases,  in  private  firing.  It  is 

unfortunate that no history has been recorded by 

the  doctor  who  examined  and  treated  the  present 

accused No.11. It is clearly emerging from Exh.594 

that the accused No.11 was treated by Dr.G.V.Nayak 

who  incidentally  has  been  examined  as  a  witness 

herein  and  the  testimony  of  Dr.Nayak  is  on  the 

record at Exh.593 and the said Medical Expert has 

been  examined  as  PW-118  herein.  There  is,  on 

perusal  of  the  testimony  of  Dr.Nayak  –  PW-118, 

nothing emerging that the accused No.11 was injured 

in Police firing and that too at Gulbarg Society. A 

perusal of the very short testimony of PW-118 only 

establishes  that  he  treated  the  accused  who  was 

presented before him by a Police Constable and that 

the  injured  had  sustained  bullet  injuries.  There 

are no details about the nature of bullet injuries, 

whether any bullet was extracted from the body of 

the injured accused or for that matter, whereat the 

incident had taken place. In fact the then learned 

advocate appearing for the concerned accused, has 

not  even  bothered  to  cross  examine  this  witness 

since in my opinion also, it appears to have been 

rightly felt by the defence that there is nothing 

damaging emerging from the testimony of PW-118 as 
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far as accused No.11 is concerned. In my opinion, 

therefore,  this  cannot  be  said  to  be  conclusive 

evidence  to  establish  that  the  accused  No.11 

sustained injuries in the Police firing at Gulbarg 

Society. It is further required to be noted that 

the present accused was not mentioned at all by any 

of the victims or witnesses in the course of their 

various  applications  firstly  given  to  the 

Commissioner of Police immediately after the date 

of the incident, in their application tendered to 

the Nanavati-Shah Commission or in their statements 

recorded  by  the  S.I.T.  post  taking  over  of  the 

investigation in compliance of the directions  of 

the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Special Writ Petition 

(Criminal) No.109/2003.

628. On careful scrutiny of the testimony 

of PW-118, the only alleged history even in terms 

of such independent witness, is  inter alia  to the 

effect  that  the  accused  had  sustained  bullet 

injuries.  There  is  no  whisper  emerging  from  the 

testimony of such witness as to where such injury 

was  sustained.  Further  damaging  the  Prosecution 

case  in  my  opinion,  with  regard  to  the  present 

accused,  at  the  cost  of  repetition,  is  the  fact 

that none of the witnesses or none of the victims 

in  their  earlier  applications  at  the  pre-trial 

stage,  have  even  remotely  mentioned  the  name  of 

accused No.11 as being present or seen at Gulbarg 

Society, let apart being a part of the mob which 
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took  part  in  any  of  the  incidents  that  started 

right since 10:30 a.m. and ended beyond 06:30 p.m. 

No witness has mentioned the name of accused No.11 

in connection with the present incident or any part 

of the incident. There is no material to show other 

than the fact of the accused No.11 having sustained 

bullet injuries, that he is in any manner connected 

to the present offence or the incident that took 

place at Gulbarg Society, at any stage. Again, it 

can be seen that while the State has not examined 

no less than 338 witnesses, not a single witness 

including the eye-witnesses have not only not named 

accused No.11 but have not identified him in the 

Court. I may state at the cost of repetition that 

despite  being  given  ample  opportunities,  none  of 

the  witnesses  examined  herein,  have  identified 

accused No.11 in the Court. Again I may state that 

the investigation also has been lax inasmuch as, 

there  is  no  T.I.  Parade  being  carried  out  which 

could  have  enabled  the  identification  of  the 

accused  and  interlinked  accused  No.11  with  the 

incident or the offence. None of the eye-witnesses 

examined on the record of the proceedings, has in 

any manner attributed any overt act on the part of 

the accused No.11 or even the presence of accused 

No.11 during any overt act in the entire course of 

the incident. Furthermore, no explanation has been 

rendered  by  the  investigating  agencies  that  when 

the  present  accused  was  arrested  as  early  as  on 

18/03/2002,  why  no  material  was  gathered  against 
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such accused or why no efforts were made to have a 

positive  identification  of  the  accused  vis-a-vis 

his  role  or  participation  in  the  incident 

especially  when  the  incident  is  so  grave  and 

serious.  Even  the  S.I.T.  in  my  opinion,  has  not 

carried out any T.I. Parade more particularly in 

light of the fact that even in the course of the 

further statements of the victims and eye-witnesses 

before the S.I.T., the name of such accused being 

accused  No.11  has  not  been  disclosed.  I  am 

conscious  that  statements  before  the  Police 

including  the  S.I.T.  are  hit  by  Sec.161  of  the 

Cr.P.C. and cannot be appreciated or considered to 

be  of  any  evidentiary  value,  but,  I  am  of  the 

opinion  that  a  reference  is  required  to  be  made 

only  with  a  view  to  reflect  as  to  why  no  T.I. 

Parade was carried out with regard to the present 

accused  No.11.  Again,  even  in  the  Court  in  the 

course  of  the  trial,  none  of  the  witnesses  has 

identified accused No.11 in any manner linking the 

accused with the incident. It is, in my opinion, 

therefore, unsafe to conclude that merely because 

accused  No.11  is  attributed  to  have  sustained  a 

bullet  injury,  the  accused  could  be  said  to  be 

guilty    beyond  reasonable  doubt  in  the  offence 

that  he  stands  charged  with.  There  is,  in  my 

opinion,  no  material  worth  considering  and  which 

inspires  confidence  to  firstly  show  beyond 

reasonable doubt that the alleged bullet injury was 

sustained at Gulbarg Society by accused No.11 or 
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that accused No.11 was present at Gulbarg Society 

on  the  fateful  day  which  resulted  in  his  being 

injured  in  the  Police  firing.  No  material  from 

amongst  the  voluminous  oral  evidence  has  been 

pointed out by the learned Spl.P.P. Shri Kodekar to 

establish  the  identification  of  the  concerned 

accused by any Police Officer also in the Court, 

and it is all the more strange that when according 

to  the  injury  certificate  the  accused  No.11  was 

produced  in  the  Civil  Hospital,  Ahmedabad  by  a 

Police Constable bearing Buckle No.7374, there is 

no material emerging with regard to the positive 

identification of accused No.11 even by the Police 

Constable  concerned.  In  my  opinion,  therefore, 

there is no room for further discussion and I am of 

the opinion that the material against the accused 

i.e. accused No.11 is extremely flimsy and does not 

inspire  much  confidence.  It  emerges  from  the 

testimonies  of  the  concerned  eye-witnesses  and 

victims that they knew large number of persons who 

were a part of the mob since most of the persons 

were  residing  in  the  near  vicinity  of  Gulbarg 

Society. 

629. I may further opine that there is no 

extraction  of  any  bullet  from  the  body  of  the 

accused  No.11  which  in  turn  could  have  been 

corroborated by forensic evidence in the shape of a 

forensic report which could have established that 

accused No.11 was injured by a bullet fired upon by 
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one of the Police Officers who was present on duty 

at Gulbarg Society on the fateful day and therefore 

also,  even  this  bullet  injury  does  not  in  any 

manner help the Prosecution case.

630. Again  there  is  no  material  on  the 

record of the proceedings, gathered in the course 

of investigation and placed for the consideration 

of this Court which would establish that accused 

No.11  was  residing  or  working  or  in  any  manner 

justifiably  presumed  to  be  in  the  vicinity  of 

Gulbarg Society on the fateful day.

631. The cumulative effect of the foregoing 

discussion,  at  the  cost  of  repetition,  is  that 

grave  doubts  have  arisen  with  regard  to  the 

involvement and role of accused No.11 in the entire 

incident and more so when there is absolutely no 

recovery or discovery of any incriminating material 

by or at the behest of the present accused. There 

is no other conclusion that can be arrived at but 

to conclude that the present accused No.11 is not 

established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  to  have  been 

present at Gulbarg Society on the fateful day i.e. 

on  28/02/2002  at  any  stage  during  the  entire 

incident  that  has  taken  place  in  the  course  of 

almost eight to ten hours. There is, therefore, no 

room for any other interpretation that the benefit 

of grave doubts that have cropped up with regard to 

the merits of the Prosecution case against accused 
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No.11  are  required  to  be  construed  to  be 

benefitting  the  present  accused  No.11  and 

therefore, accused No.11 in my opinion, is required 

to be given benefit of doubt and acquitted of all 

charges levelled against him.

632. With  regard  to  the  merits  of  the 

Prosecution case against accused No.13  Vinodbhai 

Arvindbhai  Solanki,  it  is  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Kodekar that the concerned accused had sustained a 

bullet injury in the Police firing at the scene of 

the incident and therefore, the accused could be 

said to be involved and be construed to be a part 

of the mob that perpetrated the incident at Gulbarg 

Society.  It  emerges  from  the  injury  certificate 

Exh.617  that  the  accused  No.13  was  examined  by 

Dr.J.S.Kanoria  and  the  said  medical  expert  has 

furnished the injury certificate Exh.617 which is 

corroborated by his oral evidence in the shape of 

his  testimony  at  Exh.612  and  the  said  medical 

expert is examined on the record of the proceedings 

as  PW-123.  It  is  pointed  out  that  the  injury 

certificate  clearly  provides  that  the  injury 

sustained by accused No.13 was a bullet injury and 

my attention is drawn to paragraph No.11 on page 

No.8  of  the  examination-in-chief  of  PW-123  i.e. 

Dr.J.S.Kanoria wherein the said witness has clearly 

stated that accused No.13 came over to the hospital 

all by himself for treatment and had informed the 

witness  i.e.  the  Medico  PW-123  about  having 
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sustained a bullet injury in Chamanpura area before 

15  minutes.  However,  strangely  all  such  details 

have not been mentioned in the injury certificate 

Exh.617 and having realized his folly, PW-123 has 

conceded  that  all  such  details  were  provided  as 

history  by  the  accused  but  were  inadvertently 

omitted  from  being  mentioned  in  the  injury 

certificate. Again, this witness has testified in 

paragraph No.12 of his testimony that the injury 

was in the nature of a gunshot wound in the right 

shoulder. It also emerges from paragraph No.12 that 

the bullet appears to have been extracted from the 

body  of  the  accused,  but  however,  there  is  no 

evidence or material emerging from the testimony of 

PW-123 that such bullet extracted from the injured 

accused  No.13  was  sealed  and  forwarded  to  the 

Police  Constable  or  to  the  Police  for  further 

analysis  and  tests.  It  is  however,  submitted  by 

Shri Kodekar that in the circumstances, there is 

sufficient  material  in  the  shape  of  injury 

certificate Exh.617 coupled with the testimony of 

PW-123  to  establish  the  bullet  injury  being 

sustained by accused No.13 at Chamanpura which is 

the locality where the Gulbarg Society is situated 

and therefore, it is required to be held that the 

Prosecution has established beyond reasonable doubt 

the fact of accused No.13 being present at Gulbarg 

Society  at  the  time  of  the  incident  and  having 

sustained  injuries  thereat  and  therefore,  it  is 

required  to  be  accepted  and  the  only  inference 
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according to Shri Kodekar, is that the accused was 

a part of the mob which perpetrated the offence and 

therefore, the State according to Shri Kodekar, has 

discharged  the  burden  of  establishing  beyond 

reasonable  doubt  the  involvement  and  guilt  of 

accused No.13 herein.

633. I do not wish to repeat verbatim the 

defence  arguments  in  this  regard  since  the  same 

have been extremely short and limited and have been 

recorded herein before, but however, I do not, for 

a moment, subscribe to or agree with the arguments 

made  on  behalf  of  the  State  with  regard  to  the 

State having successfully discharged its burden of 

proving beyond reasonable doubt the guilt of the 

accused.

634. Now if the injury certificate Exh.617 

is closely scrutinized, which I have done so, it 

can  be  sen  that  according  to  the  certificate, 

accused  No.13  was  brought  over  to  the  Civil 

Hospital  at  Ahmedabad,  accompanied  by  a  Police 

Constable  bearing  Buckle  No.6462.  Now  if  one 

considers paragraph No.11 of the testimony of PW-

123  who  has  authored  the  injury  certificate 

Exh.617,  it  is  very  clear  that  the  witness  has 

deposed that accused No.13 came unaccompanied and 

without  any  Police  yaadi  and  in  fact  Police 

Constable bearing Buckle No.6462 was subsequently 

informed  by  PW-123  about  accused  No.13  after  he 
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being examined and treated. In the circumstances, 

this is a serious contradiction which bears close 

scrutiny.  Again,  even  more  damaging  according  to 

this  Court,  is  the  fact  that  when  there  was  a 

specific information provided by accused No.13 to 

PW-123  that  he  had  sustained  the  injury  at 

Chamanpura, there was no reason to not record the 

same in the injury certificate and such grave and 

serious  omission  cannot  be  treated  lightly  and 

passed off as an inadvertent omission to provide 

such  details  in  the  injury  certificate.  Again, 

further damaging on the part of the Medical Officer 

is the fact that when he claims to have extracted 

the  bullet  from  the  right  shoulder  of  accused 

No.13, there was no reason as to why such important 

piece of evidence was not preserved or forwarded to 

the Police Constable who even according to PW-123, 

was  present  and  was  thus  informed  about  accused 

No.13. This in my opinion, is another fatal flaw in 

the Prosecution case against accused No.13. 

635. It  is  further  damaging  for  the 

Prosecution  and  is  once  again,  at  the  cost  of 

repetition required to be noted that the present 

accused  was  not  mentioned  at  all  by  any  of  the 

victims or witnesses in the course of their various 

earlier applications given at the pre-trial stage, 

have even remotely mentioned the name of accused 

No.13 as being present or seen at Chamanpura area 

or Gulbarg Society, let apart being a part of the 
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mob  which  took  part  in  any  of  the  incidents  in 

question.  No  witness  has  mentioned  the  name  of 

accused  No.13  in  connection  with  the  present 

incident or any part of the incident. There is no 

material to show other than the fact of the accused 

No.13 having sustained bullet injuries, that he is 

in any manner connected to the present offence or 

the incident that took place at Gulbarg Society, at 

any stage. Again, it can be seen that from the 338 

witnesses examined by the Prosecution, not a single 

witness including the eye-witnesses have not only 

not named accused No.13 but have not identified him 

in the Court. I may state at the cost of repetition 

that despite being given ample opportunities, none 

of the witnesses examined herein, have identified 

accused  No.13  in  the  Court.  None  of  the  eye-

witnesses  examined  on  the  record  of  the 

proceedings, has in any manner attributed any overt 

act on the part of the accused No.13 or even the 

presence of accused No.13 during any overt act in 

the entire course of the incident. Furthermore, no 

explanation has been rendered by the investigating 

agencies that when the present accused was arrested 

as  early  as  on  19/03/2002,  why  no  material  was 

gathered  against  such  accused  or  why  no  efforts 

were made to have a positive identification of the 

accused vis-a-vis his role or participation in the 

incident especially when the incident is so grave 

and serious. Even the S.I.T. in my opinion, has not 

carried out any T.I. Parade more particularly in 
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light of the fact that even in the course of the 

further statements of the victims and eye-witnesses 

before the S.I.T., the name of such accused being 

accused No.13 has not been disclosed.

 

636. At the cost of repetition, I may state 

that  it  emerges  from  the  testimonies  of  the 

concerned eye-witnesses and victims that they knew 

large number of persons who were a part of the mob 

since most of the persons were residing in the near 

vicinity  of  Gulbarg  Society.  Therefore,  further 

damaging  is  the  fact  that  again  there  is  no 

specific material on the record of the proceedings, 

gathered in the course of investigation and placed 

for  the  consideration  of  this  Court  which  would 

establish  that  accused  No.13  was  residing  or 

working or in any manner justifiably presumed to be 

within  the  vicinity  of  Chamanpura  area  on  the 

fateful day. 

637. I may further opine that there is no 

extraction  of  any  bullet  from  the  body  of  the 

accused  No.13  which  in  turn  could  have  been 

corroborated by forensic evidence in the shape of a 

forensic report which could have established that 

accused No.13 was injured by a bullet fired upon by 

one of the Police Officers who was present on duty 

at Gulbarg Society on the fateful day and therefore 

also,  even  this  bullet  injury  does  not  in  any 

manner help the Prosecution case.
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638. In  my  opinion,  therefore,  the 

cumulative  effective  of  all  these  flaws  in  the 

Prosecution  version  and  the  Prosecution  case 

against accused No.13 leaves this Court with grave 

doubts about the accuracy of the version supplied 

by the Prosecution and as is settled in criminal 

law, the benefit of such doubts must and always is 

required  to  go  in  favour  of  the  accused  and 

therefore,  even  accused  No.13  is  required  to  be 

given the benefit of doubt and is required to be 

acquitted herein.

639. Now so far as accused No.19 Shailesh 

Natwarlal Patni is concerned, Shri R.C.Kodekar, the 

learned  Spl.P.P.  has  submitted  that  even  the 

alleged history of injury being a gunshot would is 

referred  to  in  the  injury  certificate  Exh.616 

itself. It is also submitted that the fact that the 

accused  No.19  sustained  such  injury  in  the 

Chamanpura area, is also referred to in the injury 

certificate Exh.616, and therefore, this itself is 

sufficient to establish that the accused No.19 was 

present at the scene of offence on the fateful day 

and it is proved beyond reasonable doubt that the 

accused No.19 participated in and was one of the 

perpetrators of the present offence. It is further 

submitted  that  accused  No.19  sustained  a  gunshot 

wound, is fully corroborated in terms of paragraph 

No.10  of  the  testimony  Exh.612  of  PW-123 
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Dr.J.S.Kanoria. It is submitted that thus, there is 

a strong case against accused No.19 where the said 

accused is required to be proven beyond reasonable 

doubt to have been present and a part of the mob at 

Gulbarg Society where he sustained injury in the 

Police firing. 

640. Again,  I  do  not  propose  to  repeat 

verbatim the defence arguments in this regard since 

the same have been extremely short and limited and 

have  been  recorded  herein  before,  but  however, 

having  considered  all  the  above  referred  aspects 

and having scrutinized the evidence minutely, there 

is firstly, in my opinion, evidence emerging from 

the  testimony  of  the  Investigating  Officer  Shri 

J.M.Suthar  who  is  examined  as  PW-335  and  whose 

testimony is on the record of the proceedings at 

Exh.1289, that there was not only Police firing but 

also private firing from the weapon of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri which resulted in injuries being sustained by 

number  of  persons  in  the  mob.  There  is,  in  my 

opinion, no material to show that the accused No.19 

was hit if at all, in private firing or in Police 

firing. There is again no material emerging to show 

that the accused was indulging in or perpetrating 

in any overt act during the entire incident. There 

are  also  antecedents  where  innocent  persons  have 

been struck down or even killed by Police bullets 

on  account  of  the  notoriously  poor  aim  of  the 

Police Constables. It is also required to be noted 
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that  especially  when  no  witness  has  named  the 

accused  No.19  at  any  stage,  nor  has  he  been 

identified  in  the  Court  nor  has  any  Police 

identified the accused No.19 as being the part of 

the mob, nor any T.I. Parade is carried out for the 

purpose  of  identification  of  the  accused,  in  my 

opinion,  there  is  no  ground  to  accept  that  the 

State  has  proved  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the 

involvement  and  guilt  of  accused  No.19  in  the 

present offence.

641. Again,  one  more  circumstance  which 

goes against the Prosecution theory, is the fact 

that in terms of the injury certificate Exh.616, 

the accused No.19 was brought over for treatment, 

Police  Constable  bearing  Buckle  No.6462  was 

informed,  and  the  accused  No.19  despite  being 

treated on 28/02/2002 itself, despite being in the 

hospital  upto  11/05/2002  as  per  the  injury 

certificate Exh.616, came to be arrested only on 

26/05/2002  which  defies  all  logic  that  if  the 

Police  was  really  informed  about  the  injuries 

sustained by accused No.19 on 28/02/2002, on that 

very day itself there is no reason as to why the 

accused  No.19  came  to  be  arrested  nearly  three 

months after the incident.  

642. Again, there is no T.I. Parade carried 

out, no identification or naming of accused No.19 

at any stage pre-trial and during the course of the 
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trial as also with regard to his involvement in any 

overt act, by any of the witnesses including eye-

witnesses  or  victims,  and  there  is  also  no 

sufficient corroboration from the Police as far as 

the  involvement  of  accused  No.19  in  the  present 

offence  is  concerned.  Moreover,  at  the  cost  of 

repetition, there is even absolutely no recovery or 

discovery of any incriminating material by or at 

the  behest  of  the  accused  No.19,  and  therefore, 

even though the case of the Prosecution with regard 

to accused No.19 is on a slightly better footing as 

compared to that with regard to accused Nos.11 and 

13, there still, in my opinion, exists more than 

enough doubts with regard to the involvement of the 

accused No.19 in the present offence, the benefit 

of which must go in favour of the accused No.19 and 

therefore, the accused No.19 also, in my opinion, 

required to be given the benefit of doubt and be 

given an acquittal, which I hereby do so.

643. Almost  identical  is  the  scenario  of 

the medical as well as oral evidence with regard to 

accused No.20 Naresh @ Nariyo Bansilal Prajapati. 

644. It is pointed out by Shri R.C.Kodekar, 

the learned Spl.P.P. that the alleged history of 

injury sustained by the accused No.20 on account of 

an assault by firearm, is clearly reflected in the 

injury  certificate  Exh.615  and  that  in  fact  the 

said  accused  sustained  such  injury  in  Chamanpura 
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area,  is  also  referred  to  in  the  said  injury 

certificate  Exh.615,  and  therefore,  there  is  no 

reason  to  disbelieve  that  the  accused  No.20  was 

indeed present at the scene of offence and also was 

a  part  of  the  mob  which  perpetrated  the  present 

offence.  It  is  also  submitted  that  this  fact  is 

amply  corroborated  by  the  testimony  of  PW-123 

Dr.J.S.Kanoria, more particularly by the contents 

of  paragraphs  No.7  and  8  of  his  testimony  at 

Exh.612, and thus, according to Shri Kodekar, the 

Prosecution  can  be  said  to  have  proved  beyond 

reasonable doubt the involvement and guilt of the 

accused No.20.

645.  Having minutely considered the entire 

set of evidence available with regard to accused 

No.20,  I  am  of  the  clear  opinion  that  there  is 

again no material emerging to show that the accused 

was indulging in or perpetrating in any overt act 

during  the  entire  incident.  At  the  cost  of 

repetition, it is required to be noted here also 

that  especially  when  no  witness  has  named  the 

accused  No.20  at  any  stage,  nor  has  he  been 

identified  in  the  Court  nor  has  any  Police 

identified the accused No.19 as being the part of 

the mob, nor any T.I. Parade is carried out for the 

purpose  of  identification  of  the  accused,  in  my 

opinion,  there  is  no  ground  to  accept  that  the 

State  has  proved  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the 

involvement  and  guilt  of  accused  No.20  in  the 
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present offence. 

646. Again, the same circumstance which has 

gone against the Prosecution theory with regard to 

involvement of accused No.19, is the fact that the 

injury  certificate  Exh.615  reflects  the  alleged 

history  of  the  accused  No.20  being  treated  for 

injury sustained by him by a firearm  “before 15 

minutes  in  Chamanpura  area”.  The  same  PW-123 

Dr.J.S.Kanoria  in  terms  of  his  testimony  Exh.612 

and  more  particularly  paragraphs  No.7  and  8 

thereof, appears to have treated the said accused 

No.20,  pursuant  to  which  again  the  same  Police 

Constable bearing Buckle No.6462 was informed. The 

accused No.20 despite being treated on 28/02/2002 

itself,  despite  being  in  the  hospital  upto 

09/05/2002 as per the injury certificate Exh.616, 

came  to  be  arrested  only  on  26/05/2002  and  this 

fact clearly emerging from the injury certificate 

Exh.615, once again defies all logic that if the 

Police  was  really  informed  about  the  injuries 

sustained  by  accused  No.20  on  28/02/2002  itself 

i.e. on the fateful day, there is again no reason 

as to why the accused No.20 came to be arrested 

nearly three months after the incident.

647. Again,  as  far  as  accused  No.20  is 

concerned, there is no T.I. Parade carried out with 

regard  to  proper  identification  of  the  accused 

No.20, none of the victims or witnesses has named 
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him in any of the applications given by them to 

various authorities referred to herein above, none 

of them has even identified the accused No.20 in 

the  Court  during  the  course  of  trial,  there  is 

neither  any  material  on  the  record  of  the 

proceedings  nor  gathered  during  the  course  of 

investigation and placed for the consideration of 

this  court  to  establish  that  accused  No.20  was 

either a resident of or working within the vicinity 

of Chamanpura area or Gulbarg Society. 

648. The cumulative effect of the foregoing 

discussion,  at  the  cost  of  repetition,  is  again 

that grave and serious doubts have also arisen with 

regard to the involvement and role of accused No.20 

in the entire incident, more so in absence of any 

recovery or discovery of any incriminating material 

by or at the behest of the present accused No.20, 

and therefore, I am once again of the clear opinion 

that  the  only  conclusion  that  can  be  arrived  at 

with regard to accused No.20 is that the accused 

No.20  is  also  not  established  beyond  reasonable 

doubt to have been present at Chamanpura area or 

near Gulbarg Society on th fateful day and that too 

more particularly at any stage during the course of 

the  entire  incident  that  has  taken  place.  In  my 

opinion, therefore, as aforesaid, there being many 

loopholes in the theory of the Prosecution, again 

the  benefit  of  grave  doubts  must  and  should  be 

given to accused No.20 and it is on such basis that 
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he is required to be given a clean acquittal, which 

I hereby do so.

649. Now  so  far  as  accused  No.30  i.e. 

Madanlal  Dhanraj  Raval  is  concerned,  he  also 

clearly  appears  in  terms  of  injury  certificate 

Exh.621, to have supplied the alleged history of 

the  injury  sustained  by  him  to  the  same  PW-123 

squarely  on  similar  footing  as  that  of  accused 

No.20  i.e.  Naresh  Bansilal  Prajapati,  i.e. 

according  to  such  alleged  history,  the  accused 

No.30 also sustained firearm injury in Chamanpura 

area  “before  15  minutes”  prior  to  presenting 

himself  before  PW-123  for  treatment.  The 

Prosecution has advanced almost identical theory as 

narrated  herein  before,  with  regard  to  the 

involvement of accused No.30 in the incident, and 

it is therefore, argued that accused No.30 is thus 

proven beyond reasonable doubt to be present and to 

have been involved in the present incident. 

650. Now having considered the entire set 

of  evidence  with  regard  to  accused  No.30,  in  my 

opinion,  it  appears  that  the  accused  No.30  was 

treated  as  an  outdoor  patient  and  was  possibly 

discharged on the same day, in terms of the injury 

certificate  Exh.621.  Despite  necessary  intimation 

having  been  given  to  the  Police  i.e.  Police 

Constable  bearing  Buckle  No.6462  with  regard  to 

treatment and discharge of accused No.30 as per the 
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testimony of PW-123 at Exh.612, the accused No.30 

appears  to  have  been  not  at  all  arrested  till 

25/06/2002  i.e.  nearly  four  months  after  the 

incident. There is no explanation coming forth from 

the Prosecution on this count.

651. There  is  again  no  recovery  or 

discovery of any nature of incriminating material 

with  regard  to  accused  No.30,  there  is  no 

T.I.Parade  carried  out,  there  is  even  no 

identification or naming of accused No.30 by any of 

the victims or witnesses at any stage prior to or 

during the course of the trial with regard to the 

accused No.30 either being involved in any kind of 

overt  act  or  even  as  one  of  the  perpetrators 

involved in the incident, there is also nothing to 

show  that  the  accused  No.30  was  the  resident  of 

Chamanpura area.

652. All  these  aspects,  in  my  opinion, 

clearly  raise  grave  doubts  with  regard  to 

involvement and participation of accused No.30 in 

the present incident, and again, it is needless to 

say that the benefit of such doubt should go to 

accused  No.30,  and  therefore,  accused  No.30  is 

required to be given benefit of such doubt and is 

required to be acquitted, which also I hereby do 

so.

653. The case of accused Nos.4 and 39 being 
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Mangaji Pokalji Marwadi and Mukesh Atmaram Thakor 

respectively, is on a much weaker footing inasmuch 

as, there is no injury certificate with regard to 

accused No.39 Mukesh Atmaram Thakor and there is 

absolutely no material to show that he was injured 

in  Police  firing  at  the  time  of  incident. 

Furthermore,  not  a  single  victim  or  witness 

including  the  eye-witnesses,  has  identified  or 

named  the  accused  No.39  pre-trial  or  during  the 

course  of  trial,  there  is  no  T.I.Parade  carried 

out. The accused No.39 came to be arrested only on 

21/07/2004  i.e.  2½  years  after  the  incident  and 

there is no justifying basis emerging for such late 

arrest of accused No.39 and despite when no witness 

has  identified  him,  no  victim  has  named  him  and 

there is no material to show even in the form of an 

injury  certificate,  that  he  sustained  the  bullet 

injury in the Police firing, I have no doubt in 

coming  to  the  conclusion  that  the  State  has 

miserably  failed  in  proving  the  charges  beyond 

reasonable doubt against accused No.39.

654. As far as accused No.4 is concerned, 

there are grave and serious contradictions in the 

name of such accused himself as emerging from the 

testimony of PW-123, more particularly in paragraph 

No.4  which  relates  to  treatment  given  to  one 

“Meghaji Pokalji Prajapati”. The injury certificate 

Exh.614  issued  by  PW-123  refers  to  one  “Meghaji 

Kokalji  Prajapati”   whereas  the  name  of  accused 
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No.4 as reflected in the Police records as also in 

the  chargesheet  as  also  on  the  record  of  the 

proceedings, is “Mangaji Pokalji Marwadi”. Now even 

if it is assumed for the sake of argument which 

cannot be done so and is unsafe to do so in such 

grave and serious criminal matters, that “Meghaji” 

and “Mangaji”  are one and the same and it is only 

a slip of pen, then also in terms of certificate 

Exh.614 and paragraph No.4 of the testimony of PW-

123,  the  bullet  injury  was  sustained  by  accused 

No.4 at his residence. Therefore, there is no room 

for any further discussion or interpretation that 

the  material  against  accused  No.4  is  extremely 

flimsy and inspires no confidence, and the benefit 

of contradictions that have cropped up, must go to 

accused No.4. Moreover, it is required to be noted 

that as per the alleged history of injury provided 

by  the  patient  i.e.  accused  No.4,  in  terms  of 

injury  certificate  Exh.614,  such  injury  was 

sustained  by  the  accused  No.4  not  within  or 

anywhere near Gulbarg Society, but in his residence 

and there is nothing to show that the accused No.4 

was residing in the vicinity of Gulbarg Society. 

There  is  also  no  T.I.Parade  carried  out,  no 

identification or naming of accused No.4 by any of 

the witnesses or victims regarding his involvement 

either in any kind of overt act or as one of the 

perpetrators of the present incident. Therefore, in 

my  opinion,  the  benefit  of  all  such  omissions, 

doubts, contradictions must go to the accused No.4 
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and accordingly, I hold that the Prosecution has 

failed  in  proving  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the 

involvement  and  guilt  of  accused  No.4,  and 

therefore, the accused No.4 also is given a clean 

acquittal  on  the  basis  of  he  being  given  the 

benefit of grave doubts.

655. I am constrained to note with regard 

to all the above referred accused that the alleged 

history provided by the accused themselves to PW-

123  Dr.J.S.Kanoria,  is  absolutely  parrot-like 

inasmuch as, almost all the accused claim to have 

given history  “પદંર  મીનીટ  પહેલા  ચમનપરુામાં  ગોળી  વાગી........”, 

which loosely translated, it means that each of the 

accused  has  provided  the  history  that  he  was 

injured only 15 minutes before he presented himself 

for treatment by PW-123. This is unnatural and such 

certificates  more  so,  in  light  of  the  foregoing 

discussions,  cannot  be  made  the  sole  basis  of 

convicting an accused, more so when the witness who 

has  authored  such  injury  certificates,  also  does 

not  inspire  much  confidence  as  discussed  herein 

above.

Accused Nos.5, 12, 22, 24 and 31

656. Having taken up the relative merits of 

the  Prosecution  case  of  the  first  set  of  seven 

accused,  I  now  propose  to  take  up  the  relative 

merits of the Prosecution case vis-a-vis the set of 
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5 (five) accused as per the following details:-

Sr.
No.

Accused 
No.

Name of accused Date of arrest

1 5 Jayeshbhai Ramubhai 
Patni

12/03/02

2 12 Dipakkumar Somabhai 
Solanki

18/03/2002

3 22 Babubhai Mohanbhai 
Patni

02/01/03

4 24 Shankerji Hakaji Mali 05/06/02

5 31 Mahendra Mulchandbhai 
Parmar

27/06/2002

657. It is required to be noted that these 

five accused have not sustained any kind of bullet 

injury  even  as  per  the  Prosecution  case.  It  is 

pointed out and submitted by Shri Kodekar that the 

accused  have  been  arrested  on  account  of  the 

accused  sustaining  injuries  which  could  have 

resulted  either  from  stone-pelting  or  from  any 

other source and since it is presumed on account of 

the  fact  that  the  accused  are  the  residents  of 

localities  near  Gulbarg  Society  and  since  their 

injuries were sustained on 28/02/2002, the injuries 

could not have been sustained in any other incident 

but  in  the  retaliatory  stone-throwing  by  the 

residents  of  Gulbarg  Society  and  in  the 

circumstances, the accused are required to be held 

to  be  members  of  the  mob  that  perpetrated  the 

offence  at  Gulbarg  Society  and  the  accused  are 

required  to  be  held  guilty  of  the  offences  that 

they  stand  charged  with  and  are  required  to  be 
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suitably penalized.

658. It is however, required to be noted 

that  even  the  defence  has  made  only  flitting 

arguments with regard to the relative merits of the 

Prosecution case against these five accused. Having 

attempted  to  scrutinize  and  place  on  record  the 

material emerging against such five accused, I am 

pained  and  constrained  to  note  that  there  is  no 

injury certificate produced on the record of the 

proceedings  qua  three  of  such  five  accused  i.e. 

accused  Nos.5,  24  and  31.  Again  at  the  cost  of 

repetition, I am pained to state that despite 338 

witnesses  being  examined  on  the  record  of  the 

proceedings, there is no oral evidence also which 

in any manner places any of the above five accused 

at  Gulbarg  Society  any  time  during  the  entire 

incident which began at about 09:30 a.m. and ended 

at  about  06:30  p.m.  on  the  fateful  day  i.e. 

28/02/2002. It is also unfortunate that there is no 

T.I.Parade carried out with respect to any of these 

five  accused  which  would  in  any  manner  have  the 

outcome of the positive identification of any of 

these accused being established which would in any 

manner even remotely establish the presence of the 

accused at the scene of the incident. So far as 

accused Nos.5, 24 and 31 are concerned, since there 

is  no  injury  certificate,  there  is  naturally  no 

corroborative material to support the version that 

the  said  three  accused  had  taken  treatment  for 
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their  injuries  on  28/02/2002  or  that  they  were 

injured on 28/02/2002 itself. Again, in absence of 

such injury certificate with regard to these three 

accused, there is no independent material in the 

form  of  testimony  of  a  Medical  Officer  of  a 

Government  hospital  who  could  have  examined  such 

accused and who could have, in the course of his 

treatment  of  such  accused,  recorded  the  history 

given by such accused with regard to how, where and 

when they sustained the injuries in question.

659. It is further unfortunate to note that 

having  stated  above  that  the  Prosecution  has 

examined no less than 338 witnesses comprising of 

eye-witnesses, Panch witnesses, Police witnesses or 

medical  experts  who  had  treated  the  accused  for 

their alleged injuries sustained in the incident, 

none  of  the  338  examined  on  the  record,  have 

identified any of the accused in the Court. Again, 

none of these accused appear to have been named by 

any of the victims in their applications before the 

Commissioner  of  Police  immediately  subsequent  to 

the  incident,  their  subsequent 

affidavits/applications filed before the Nanavati-

Shah Commission, any affidavit tendered before the 

Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  of  India  in  Special  Writ 

Petition  (Criminal)  No.109/2003,  and  consequent 

upon the appointment of S.I.T. and taking over of 

investigation  by  the  S.I.T.,  no  witness  has  in 

their  statement  before  the  S.I.T.,  identified  or 
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named  any  of  the  said  three  accused.  In  such 

circumstances,  it  would  be  difficult  for  me  to 

swallow what Shri Kodekar has urged that the State 

has  established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  that  the 

injuries  were  sustained  by  the  accused  only  on 

account  of  their  being  a  part  of  the  mob  which 

perpetrated the heinous offence herein. Even their 

presence  at  Gulbarg  Society  does  not  emerge 

remotely. The nature of their injuries also is not 

brought  on  record  and  therefore,  I  cannot 

understand  as  to  how  the  State  claims  to  have 

discharged the extremely heavy burden of claiming 

to  have  proved  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the 

involvement, participation and guilt of the above 

three accused. Again, none of the eye-witnesses or 

any person who has deposed before this Court, has 

attributed any overt act to any of these accused. 

Again, there is no panchnama on the record of the 

proceedings  which  suggests  or  establishes  in  any 

manner  any  recovery  or  discovery  of  any 

incriminating material by or at the behest of any 

of the above accused. It is in such circumstances 

that I am constrained to conclude that even in the 

case  of  these  accused,  the  Prosecution  has 

miserably  failed  in  establishing  even  remotely 

their presence at Gulbarg Society, let apart their 

guilt in the charges that they face.

660. Again as in the case of earlier set of 

eight  accused,  I  may  state  that  there  is  no 
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material which establishes that the above accused 

were  residing  at  any  place  near  the  vicinity  of 

Gulbarg  Society  and  in  the  circumstances,  I  can 

very  safely  say  that  there  is  absolutely  no 

material  to  show  that  such  accused  were  in  any 

manner  involved  in  the  present  incident.  I  may 

state that even if it is assumed that there was 

laxity  on  the  part  of  the  first  team  of 

investigating agencies prior to the appointment of 

S.I.T., even then it was the bounden duty of the 

S.I.T.  to  thoroughly  investigate  and  attempt  to 

plug  the  loopholes  left  by  the  previous 

investigators,  in  an  effort  to  establish  the 

involvement  and  guilt  of  the  accused.  It  is 

unfortunate  that  not  only  have  the  accused  been 

arrested in a period ranging from nearly one month 

after the incident to one year after the incident, 

but there is no material which would even suggest 

or  justify  the  basis  of  their  arrest.  Even  the 

S.I.T.  Investigating  Officers  who  were  specially 

chosen  officers,  more  so  because  of  their 

neutrality  and  investigative  skills,  have  not 

bothered to conduct the T.I. Parade of any of the 

above accused. I may state so that this might seem 

repetitive but I am required to emphasize that even 

the S.I.T. appears to have been not successful in 

obtaining  positive  identification  proof  of  the 

presence of the accused at Gulbarg Society at any 

time during the entire incident. Therefore, in my 

opinion,  there  is  no  material  to  show  that  the 
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accused were present and were a part of the mob 

within the entire time frame on 28/02/2002 when the 

present incident has taken place. In my opinion, 

therefore,  and  more  so  when  none  of  the  victims 

have  named  any  of  these  accused  as  being  the 

perpetrators and more so when none of these accused 

have been identified in the Court by any victim, 

eye-witness,  Panch  witness  or  Police  witness  for 

that matter, I cannot but come to a conclusion that 

there  is  absolutely  no  material  emerging  against 

these three accused which can result only in their 

acquittal.

661. However, with regard to accused Nos.12 

and  22,  they  appear  to  have  gone  to  the  Civil 

Hospital,  Ahmedabad,  for  the  treatment  of  their 

alleged injuries and the injury certificate issued 

by  the  Civil  Hospital,  Ahmedabad  with  regard  to 

accused  No.12  Dipakkumar  Somabhai  Solanki,  is  on 

the record of the proceedings at Exh.623 whereas 

the  injury  certificate  of  accused  No.22  Babubhai 

Mohanbhai Patni is on the record of the proceedings 

at  Exh.624.  Again,  both  these  accused  appear  to 

have presented themselves at the Civil Hospital at 

03.30  p.m.  and  02.20  p.m.  respectively  on 

28/02/2002.  Co-incidentally,  both  these  accused 

have been treated by Dr.J.S.Kanoria, PW-123 who is 

alleged to have recorded the history in such injury 

certificates. It is required to be noted that the 

Prosecution has failed to produce for consideration 
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of  this  Court  accompanying  medical  case  papers 

pertaining to these two accused. It is clear upon 

perusal of the testimony of PW-123 at Exh.612 that 

with  regard  to  the  treatment  given  to  accused 

No.12, the witness has testified in paragraph No.21 

on page No.15 of his testimony  inter alia  to the 

effect  that  accused  No.12  had  come  to  the  Civil 

Hospital for treatment without any Police yaadi and 

was given treatment as an outdoor patient by PW-

123. The accused, according to the testimony of PW-

123,  is  claimed  to  have  stated  and  provided  the 

history  inter alia  to the effect that before half 

an hour, the accused was injured by “સામાવાળા”  meaning 

the opposite party “near Omnagar Railway Crossing” 

and it appeared that according to the witness and 

according  to  the  injury  certificate  Exh.623,  the 

injured had an incised wound on his left wrist. Now 

even  if  the  Prosecution  case  is  required  to  be 

taken at its very best, it is nobody's case that 

any  inmate,  resident  or  person  who  had  taken 

shelter in Gulbarg Society, is claimed to have been 

armed with any sharp cutting weapon or instrument 

which  could  have  been  capable  of  inflicting  an 

incised wound on any person, much less the present 

accused. Again, the history alleged to have been 

narrated by the accused is strange enough inasmuch 

as, the accused claims to have been assaulted by an 

opposite party near Omnagar Railway Crossing. In my 

opinion,  it  is  nobody's  case  that  any  of  the 
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residents  of  Gulbarg  Society  or  any  person 

belonging to the minority community had stepped out 

of Gulbarg Society as a counter offensive or in any 

retaliatory attack or that any of such persons were 

armed with any weapons like knives or swords or any 

sharp cutting instrument which could have inflicted 

the incised wound on accused No.12. In my opinion, 

therefore, it is even more surprising that again 

the accused appears to have been referred to the 

Police  Constable  on  duty  at  the  Civil  Hospital, 

Ahmedabad,  bearing  Buckle  No.6462  and  appears  to 

have been admittedly treated as an outdoor patient 

and discharged on the same day i.e. on 28/02/2002 

despite  which  the  present  accused  came  to  be 

arrested  only  on  18/03/2002.  There  is  no 

explanation emerging as to why the Police Constable 

did not detain the accused or forward him to the 

concerned  Police  Station  with  a  yaadi  or  if  on 

account of large number of accused being brought 

over to the Ahmedabad Civil Hospital or having come 

over to the Ahmedabad Civil Hospital, it was not 

physically  possible  for  one  Police  Constable  to 

detain such a large number of accused, there is no 

reason why a yaadi or an immediate phone call was 

not made by such Police Constable to the P.S.O. of 

the  Meghaninagar  Police  Station.  It  appears  that 

upon the closest scrutiny of the evidence of all 

Police  witnesses,  no  Constable  bearing  Buckle 

No.6462  and  on  duty  at  the  Civil  Hospital, 

Ahmedabad on the fateful day, has been examined by 
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the Prosecution herein. In my opinion, therefore, 

adverse inference is required to be drawn against 

the  Prosecution  even  on  such  count.  In  the 

circumstances, the entire version and sole material 

in  the  shape  of  injury  certificate  Exh.623  and 

testimony of PW-123 is not required to be accepted 

as trustworthy and reliable. Extremely short one-

paragraph cross examination by the defence clearly 

establishes  that  the  witness  PW-123  has  not 

produced  any  case  papers  in  the  course  of  his 

testimony since no such material is available for 

consideration of this Court.

662. With  regard  to  accused  No.22  i.e. 

Babubhai Mohanbhai Patni, it appears that the said 

accused  had  again  like  accused  No.12,  presented 

himself at about 02.20 p.m. at the Ahmedabad Civil 

Hospital and co-incidentally this injured accused 

was  also  treated  by  PW-123  Dr.J.S.Kanoria  who 

issued an injury certificate which is on the record 

of the present proceedings at Exh.624. Again, the 

accused  is  alleged  to  have  given  a  history  of 

assault by - strangely speaking the word used in 

the  injury  certificate  is  a  Gujarati  word   "કાચ" 

which means “glass” and again co-incidentally this 

accused too claims to have been assaulted by the 

opposite party before half an hour at Chamanpura. 

The testimony of PW-123 in this regard is found on 

page  No.16  in  paragraph  No.22  of  his  deposition 

Exh.612, wherein the nature of the injury in the 
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injury certificate is not mentioned at all. In the 

circumstances, I fail to understand as to how PW-

123  could  testify  in  detail  with  regard  to  the 

nature of the injuries sustained by accused No.22 

more  so  when  the  Medical  Officer  PW-123  was 

examined and was deposing in the Court after more 

than 7½ years of the taking place of the present 

incident, without any accompanying case papers. It 

is  strange  that  a  second  injury  certificate 

providing such details with regard to the nature of 

his injuries which appears to be in the shape of a 

carbon  copy  wherein  the  original  is  missing,  is 

produced on the record at Exh.625. It emerges from 

reading  the  certificate  Exh.625  that  though  both 

injury certificates Exhs.624 and 625 are issued by 

the  same  person  i.e.  Dr.J.S.Kanoria  i.e.  PW-123, 

the  injury  certificate  Exh.625  appears  to  be  a 

carbon  copy  whose  original  is  missing  and  was 

unfortunately ordered to be read in evidence by my 

predecessor. Be that as it may, no explanation is 

offered as to why two injury certificates in such 

fashion  were  issued  with  regard  to  the  same 

individual. Be that as it may, the injury mentioned 

in Exh.625 is as per the following details:-

“3 x 2 c.m. CLW at right hand.”

663. The  testimony  of  PW-123  more 

particularly  in  paragraph  No.22,  has  clearly 

indicated that the injury was “છંુદાયલેી અન ેસજુયલેી” meaning 
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thereby that it was a crush injury and there was 

inflammation  on  the  injury  which  is  contra-

indicative of the alleged history that the assault 

was by a piece of glass which would have resulted, 

in my opinion, in a cut injury. In fact, it has 

been  noted  by  my  predecessor  in  the  course  of 

recording of evidence of PW-123 on conclusion of 

paragraph  No.22  of  the  deposition  that  the 

testimony  in  this  regard  raises  suspicion  on 

account  of  the  fact  that  no  case  papers 

accompanying  the  certificates  have  been  produced 

and  the  testimony  raises  suspicion.  In  such 

circumstances, despite there being some material, 

it  cannot  for  a  moment,  be  said  that  even  with 

regard to both these accused i.e. accused Nos.12 

and  22,  the  Prosecution  has  in  any  manner 

established their presence at Gulbarg Society or in 

any manner established their presence in the course 

of the incident. Again, it is nobody's case that 

accused No.22 who claims to have been attacked and 

assaulted  by  the  opposite  party  at  Chamanpura, 

suggests as a counter offensive or an attempt by 

the residents of Gulbarg Society to come out of the 

Society and attack the persons who were part of the 

mob. It is not the Prosecution case nor is it the 

case of any of the witnesses. In fact, the star 

witnesses  examined  by  the  Prosecution,  have  all 

conceded and justified that they also indulged in 

retaliatory stone throwing and none of them claims 

to have stepped out of Gulbarg Society as a counter 
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attack  or  counter  offensive  in  an  effort  to 

disperse  the  mob.  In  my  opinion,  therefore,  the 

injury  certificates  do  not  hold  good  the 

Prosecution case in any manner whatsoever. At the 

cost of repetition, I may further state that since 

none of the accused meaning the entire set of five 

accused have been identified by any Police witness, 

medical expert or any eye-witness as being a part 

of the mob, since there is no recovery or discovery 

of any incriminating material by or at the behest 

of any of the accused, I do not want to prolong the 

discussion any further with regard to the merits of 

the Prosecution case against these five accused and 

I may conclude by stating that grave doubts have 

arisen  with  regard  to  the  genuineness  of  the 

Prosecution  case  against  such  accused  and  as  a 

natural  consequence,  the  benefit  of  such  doubts 

must go in favour of such accused and therefore, I 

conclude  that  accused  Nos.5,  12,  22,  24  and  31 

herein  are  required  to  be  given  the  benefit  of 

doubt  and  are  required  to  be  given  a  clean 

acquittal which I hereby do so.

Accused Nos.26 and 62

664. I now propose to consider the relative 

merits of the Prosecution case against a set of two 

accused  being  accused  No.26  Pannalal  @  Prabhu 

Premchand Sisodiya (Mochi) and accused No.62 Dilip 

Kantilal Jinger. 
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665. It is required to be noted that the 

names of neither of these two accused emerge from 

the complaint filed by Shri K.G.Erda which is on 

record at Exh.267, or any material in the form of 

any application, affidavit or statement of any of 

the victims or eye-witnesses or Police Officers for 

that  matter,  in  the  course  of  the  entire 

investigation. Again, no overt act can be naturally 

attributed to either of these two accused in light 

of the fact that their names do not figure in any 

material as stated herein before. 

666. Again, at the cost of repetition, I am 

at  pains  to  point  out  that  accused  No.26  was 

arrested nearly four months after the incident i.e. 

on  20/06/2002  whereas  accused  No.62  was  arrested 

nearly  seven  years  after  the  incident  i.e.  on 

26/02/2009.  In  such  circumstances,  I  fail  to 

understand as to on what basis both these accused 

have been arrested since they were not named by any 

of the victims or not named in the complaint and 

therefore, their arrest itself is strange and no 

satisfactory  or  worthwhile  explanation  is 

forthcoming  from  the  Prosecution  in  this  regard. 

Again, I may state that there is no recovery or 

discovery of any material by or at the behest of 

either of these two accused. The very presence of 

the accused at Gulbarg Society during the fateful 

time frame on the fateful day i.e. on 28/02/2002, 
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is also not even remotely established. None of the 

eye-witnesses  or  the  Police  witnesses  have 

identified  either  of  the  accused  as  being  the 

members  of  the  mob  or  perpetrators  in  any 

particular incident at Gulbarg Society when given 

such  opportunity  to  identify  the  accused  in  the 

Court of law. It is also required to be noted that 

as is true in almost all cases pertaining to the 

accused herein, there is no T.I.Parade carried out 

either by the previous investigating agency or by 

the  S.I.T.  after  having  taken  over  the 

investigation  post  orders  passed  by  the  Hon'ble 

Supreme  Court.  In  such  circumstances,  I  fail  to 

understand as to how any case whatsoever has been 

made out against the present two accused and why 

these accused have been made to undergo the trauma 

of such a long trial in such a grave and serious 

offence  and  why  such  accused  are  required  to  be 

traumatized  by  being  linked  with  such  a  heinous 

offence,  let  apart  being  arrested  in  connection 

thereof.  Again,  there  is  absolutely  no  material 

which would show that either of these accused had 

sustained any injury which would even remotely lead 

to raising of a presumption with regard to their 

presence of involvement in the offence at Gulbarg 

Society. Again, as is true in most of the cases, 

there is no material on record to establish that 

either of the accused herein, was a resident of any 

locality in the nearby vicinity of Gulbarg Society 

or  was  in  any  manner  established  to  have  been 
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present or had any justifiable reason to be found 

present in the locality of Gulbarg Society on the 

fateful  day.  It  is  further  more  disturbing  that 

there is no independent witness or corroboration in 

the form of some medical evidence or the testimony 

of  some  independent  witnesses  which  can  even 

remotely  point  a  finger  at  either  of  the  two 

accused. In my opinion, therefore, it is extremely 

unsafe  for  this  Court  to  come  to  any  conclusion 

that the Prosecution has even remotely established 

any charge, let apart the charges that are framed 

against the present accused. It is possibly because 

of such reasons that Mr.Kodekar in the course of 

his extensive and voluminous submissions, has made 

no effort to advance any semblance of an argument 

with  regard  to  the  relative  merits  of  the 

Prosecution case against either of the present two 

accused. It appears that naturally being faced with 

no  serious  argument  forthcoming  from  the 

Prosecution, the defence too has gone through the 

motions of setting up a defence and has sought for 

an acquittal of both the accused. I am at a loss to 

understand  as  to  how  such  state  of  affairs  has 

resulted in two such accused facing the trauma of 

such a trial for so many long years. In my opinion, 

there is no need to reflect upon any legal statute 

or legal precedents to determine the outcome of the 

present  proceedings  qua  both  these  accused  and 

without any further discussion, I hold and conclude 

that  both  these  accused  are  entitled  to  a  clean 
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acquittal  in  light  of  there  being  absolutely  no 

material against either of them and therefore, I 

hereby  order  that  both  the  accused  i.e.  accused 

No.26 Pannalal @ Prabhu Premchand Sisodiya (Mochi) 

and  accused  No.62  Dilip  Kantilal  Jinger  be 

acquitted of all charges levelled against them.

Accused Nos.6 to 10, 15, 18, 28, 33 and 40

667. I now propose to take up the relative 

merits of the Prosecution case with regard to a set 

of 10 accused as per following details:-

Sr.
No.

Accused
No.

Name of accused Date of arrest

1 6 Kishorbhai Mangabhai 
Patni

12/03/02

2 7 Shailesh @ Kalu Hirabhai 
Patni

13/03/2002

3 8 Kanaiya @ Bablu Chaichau 13/03/2002

4 9 Kantibhai Popatbhai 
Patni

13/03/2002

5 10 Shakrabhai Sendhabhai 
Patni

14/03/2002

6 15 Ajay Somabhai Panchal 20/03/2002

7 18 Sanjaykumar Shakrabhai 
Patni

26/05/2002

8 28 Prahlad Rajuji Asori 24/06/2002

9 33 Prahlad Omprakash 
Songara

28/06/2002

10 40 Parbatsinh Tarsangsinh @ 
Darshansinh Darpansinh

18/04/2008

668. It may be noted that a reference is 

made in the injury certificate Exh.619 of accused 
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No.18 wherein the name “Sanjaybhai Chikubhai Patni” 

is  shown,  but  it  is  clear  that  Shakrabhai,  the 

father of Sanjay is also known as Chikubhai Patni 

and  therefore,  a  reference  to  “Chikubhai”  or 

“Shakrabhai”  is  required  to  be  treated  as  a 

reference to accused No.18.

669. Taking up the contentions advanced on 

behalf of the Prosecution in a nutshell vis-a-vis 

this set of 10 accused which I need not elaborate 

in light of the fact that the detailed arguments by 

the Prosecution are noted at an early stage, I may 

state  that  in  a  nutshell,  the  Prosecution  has 

advanced  its  arguments  against  this  set  of  10 

accused and Shri R.C.Kodekar, the learned Spl.P.P. 

appearing for the State, has submitted  inter alia 

to the effect that the above set of 10 accused has 

some common aspects inasmuch as, all of them have 

been  arrested  on  account  of  and  in  further 

investigation to the records of the Civil Hospital, 

Ahmedabad,  where  a  detailed  investigation  was 

carried out with regard to all such persons who had 

come  over  or  were  brought  over  to  the  Civil 

Hospital,  Ahmedabad  for  treatment  of  bullet  or 

other injuries sustained on the fateful day i.e. on 

28/02/2002 and who in the course of the treatment 

had provided history personally  inter alia  linking 

their  presence  and  further  establishing  their 

presence  at  the  Gulbarg  Society  or  its  nearby 

vicinities which form the basis of their arrest. It 
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is submitted that such material is obtained from 

the injury certificate of each of such accused and 

corroborated from the available medical case papers 

with regard to narration of the history and further 

corroboration in the form of oral evidence emerging 

from  the  recorded  depositions  of  the  Medical 

Officers attached to the Ahmedabad Civil Hospital 

at the relevant time who in turn provided treatment 

and/or gave the injury certificate or recorded the 

history provided by the accused in the course of 

their duties at Civil Hospital on 28/02/2002. The 

submissions indicate that the learned Spl.P.P. has 

taken up the case of each of the set of 10 accused 

as herein after follows.

670. Taking  up  the  case  of  accused  No.6 

Kishorbhai  Mangabhai  Patni  and  accused  No.18 

Sanjaykumar Shakrabhai Patni who were arrested on 

12/03/2002  and  26/05/2002  respectively,  my 

attention  is  drawn  to  the  injury  certificate  of 

such  accused  which  is  on  the  record  of  the 

proceedings at Exhs.613 and 619 respectively. The 

said  injury  certificates  on  detailed  perusal 

thereof,  appears  to  have  been  issued  by  PW-123 

Dr.J.S.Kanoria  who  appears  to  have  examined  the 

accused No.6 at about 03.45 p.m. and accused No.18 

at  06:50  p.m.  on  28/02/2002  and  bullet  injuries 

were found on the body of accused No.6 whereas the 

injury  certificate  Exh.619  in  respect  of  accused 

No.18 reflects history of assault as provided by 
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the  said  accused  No.18  in  connection  with  the 

alleged  injuries  sustained  by  him.  The  injury 

certificate Exh.613 has clearly indicated that the 

history provided by the concerned accused himself 

was with regard to sustaining of injuries in the 

form of bullet injury and that injury certificate 

Exh.613  clearly  establishes  that  the  history  was 

provided  by  the  patient  himself.  The  injury 

certificate only indicates the findings or taking 

X-ray  of  the  injured  parts  of  the  body  of  the 

concerned accused which established the presence of 

multiple pellet  wounds. The witness Dr.J.S.Kanoria 

i.e. PW-123 has deposed about the accused Nos.6 and 

18  respectively  in  paragraphs  Nos.1  to  3  and 

paragraph No.14 of his deposition Exh.612 and in an 

almost parrot-like deposition, the said witness has 

clearly deposed that the accused were brought over 

at about 03.45 p.m. and 06.50 p.m. respectively and 

with  regard  to  the  injuries  sustained,  detailed 

investigations were carried out in the form of X-

rays and C.T. Scans and presence of large number of 

pellets was found in the body of the accused. It is 

submitted that there is sufficient corroboration to 

the Prosecution case and it is established from the 

nature of injuries and the history recorded, that 

the  accused  sustained  injuries  at  Omnagar  where 

firing took place. It is submitted that therefore, 

the presence of the accused at the scene of the 

incident  herein  is  automatically  established  and 

the  fact  of  the  history  being  provided  by  the 
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patient  i.e.  accused  himself,  being  further 

corroborated by PW-123, clearly establishes beyond 

reasonable doubt the involvement of the accused in 

the present incident and the accused being a part 

of  the  mob  which  had  perpetrated  this  heinous 

offence is also thus established beyond reasonable 

doubt. It is submitted that the accused Nos.6 and 

18 therefore, be suitably penalized.

671. On  the  other  hand,  the  defence 

argument in this regard considered in a nutshell, 

is inter alia to the effect that the entire set of 

eye-witnesses, victims have at all times and all 

places very conveniently forgotten and lost memory 

with regard to the private firing established to 

have been done by the late Shri Ehsan Jafri. The 

defence has in any case submitted that the injury 

itself is not conclusive proof to perpetration of 

the offence and it is also urged that in the course 

of  the  brief  submissions  made  on  behalf  of  the 

defence with regard to the present accused as also 

the remaining set of 8 accused, that none of the 

eye-witnesses  have  in  any  manner  mentioned  the 

names of any of this set of 10 accused at any stage 

right  from  their  initial  application  before  the 

Commissioner  of  Police,  applications/affidavits 

before  the  Nanavati  Shah  Commission  or  any 

statement before any Police authority – pre-S.I.T. 

stage  and  even  post-S.I.T.  stage.  It  is  also 

pointed  out  that  none  of  the  present  set  of  10 
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accused  has  been  identified  positively  as  being 

present on the fateful day at Gulbarg Society by 

any  of  the  eye-witnesses  including  the  Police 

witnesses  and  it  is  submitted  in  terms  of  the 

defence  arguments  that  under  such  circumstances, 

the State could not be said to have proved beyond 

doubt the guilt of the accused Nos.6 and 18 or any 

of the present set of 10 accused herein.

672. I am in complete agreement with the 

learned  advocates  appearing  on  behalf  of  the 

defence that the Prosecution has completely failed 

in establishing the presence of the accused or any 

overt  act  on  the  part  of  the  accused  including 

accused Nos.6 and 18 and the remaining set of 8 

accused, to have indulged in any overt act which 

could  tantamount  to  or  could  be  construed  as 

participation, involvement and therefore, guilt in 

the perpetration of the present offence. 

673. Having  carefully  considered  Exhs.613 

and 619 which is the injury certificate of accused 

No.6 and accused No.18 respectively, it is required 

to be noted that the said accused No.6 underwent 

treatment at the Civil Hospital for the period from 

28/02/2002  to  07/03/2002  as  per  the  document 

Exh.613, and accused No.18 underwent treatment from 

28/02/2002 till 15/03/2002. It is unfortunate that 

no  accompanying  case  paper  has  been  produced  to 

show the nature of treatment on the part of the 
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Hospital authorities, whether pellets found to be 

present  in  large  numbers  in  terms  of  the  injury 

certificates  were  removed  or  extracted  from  the 

body of accused Nos.6 and 18, whether such pellets 

were thereafter forwarded to the FSL for analysis 

and  whether  the  said  pellets  were  ballistically 

tested upon at the FSL to interlink the same with a 

weapon recovered from Gulbarg Society in terms of 

the Panchnama Exh.262, and which in terms of the 

certificate  Exh.1245  is  established  to  have  been 

the licensed weapon of Shri Ehsan Jafri. In absence 

of interlinking of such material, I cannot come to 

a conclusion that the presence of the accused Nos.6 

and 18 is established beyond reasonable doubt at 

Gulbarg Society. I am required to note with concern 

that all star witnesses [it is in fact the learned 

Spl.P.P. who has referred to the eye-witnesses as 

his star witnesses] have had selective amnesia i.e. 

a selective memory loss with regard to the fact of 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  having  fired  from  a  number  of 

locations  within  Gulbarg  Society  upon  the  crowd 

alleged to have gathered outside Gulbarg Society. 

Be that as it may, all these star witnesses have 

explained at great length and in great detail, the 

details of each incident that took place right from 

09:30  a.m.  and  ended  at  about  06:30  p.m.,  the 

entire  series  of  incidents  being  required  to  be 

treated as the Gulbarg Society incident. The names 

of none of this set of accused including accused 

Nos.6 and 18 emerges from the testimony of any of 
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the eye-witnesses or even the Police witnesses for 

that  matter.  In  fact  the  learned  Spl.P.P.  has 

indirectly  conceded  that  these  accused  were 

arrested only from the hospital records since they 

were found to have sustained gunshot injuries. Be 

that as it may, I am required to note that as far 

as accused Nos.6 and 18 are concerned, there are no 

accompanying medical case papers and in fact it is 

conceded  by  PW-123  in  paragraph  No.3  of  his 

testimony that he is not aware as to whether the 

pellets  were  extracted  from  the  body  of  accused 

No.6 or not. Again at the cost of repetition, I may 

state  that  as  is  similarly  found  in  previous 

discussions relating to other sets of accused, the 

investigating agencies including the investigating 

agencies prior to the formation of the S.I.T. and 

post formation of the S.I.T., have not bothered to 

undertake the exercise of carrying out T.I. Parade 

with regard to any of the accused including accused 

Nos.6 and 18. Again even in the course of their 

depositions,  none  of  the  eye-witnesses  including 

the  Police  witnesses  have  identified  any  of  the 

present set of 10 accused. Again, at the cost of 

repetition, I am constrained to observe and I am 

pained  to  observe  that  the  investigation  has 

floundered  inasmuch  as,  no  efforts  are  made  to 

establish that any of the accused belonging to this 

set of 10 accused, was a resident of a locality 

located near Gulbarg Society and there is no effort 

establish the interlinking of any of the present 
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set  of  10  accused  to  Gulbarg  Society.  In  my 

opinion,  therefore,  a  mere  medical  evidence 

unsupported  by  forensic  material  or  eye-witness 

testimony or other corroborative material, cannot 

make  this  Court  come  to  a  conclusion  that  the 

Prosecution  is  successful  in  establishing  beyond 

reasonable doubt the charges against the concerned 

accused. In fact, I am constrained to observe that 

the  injury  certificates  Exhs.613  and  619  do  not 

indicate as to where the accused Nos.6 and 18 were 

prior respectively to 03:45 p.m. and 06.50 p.m. and 

there  is  no  material  to  establish  that  accused 

Nos.6 and 18 were involved in any overt act which 

would  tantamount  to  perpetration  of  the  offence 

herein and there is again no recovery or discovery 

of  any  incriminating  material  from  the  present 

accused. In my opinion, therefore, this gives rise 

to grave doubts with regard to the Prosecution case 

and the benefit of such doubts must necessarily go 

to  the  accused  Nos.6  and  18  despite  the  injury 

certificates  Exhs.613  and  619  showing  that  the 

accused did not sustain bullet injuries which were 

in the nature of pellet injuries on 28/02/2002. It 

is  unfortunate  that  though  PW-123  as  also  the 

injury  certificates  Exhs.613  and  619  clearly 

indicate  that  Police  Constable  bearing  Buckle 

No.6462  was  informed  about  the  injury  to  the 

concerned accused, no further action is taken by 

the police authorities to bring forward a Police 

force to control and arrest such injured persons or 
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take appropriate action in furtherance thereof and 

in fact the accused No.6 after being discharged on 

07/03/2002, came to be arrested only on 12/03/2002 

and  accused  No.18  after  being  discharged  on 

15/03/2002, came to be arrested only on 26/05/2002. 

Therefore,  at  the  cost  of  repetition,  I  may  say 

that there are serious doubts with regard to the 

Prosecution case, the benefit of which must go to 

the accused Nos.6 and 18. 

674. Even if a presumption is raised with 

regard to the fact of accused Nos.6 and 18 or any 

of the accused belonging to this set of 10 accused, 

was  present  in  and  around  Gulbarg  Society,  in 

absence of any specific material which in fact is 

provided  by  the  eye-witnesses  in  the  course  of 

their testimonies, a presumption cannot be raised 

that they were indulging in any overt act, or were 

part of the mob or were in any manner required to 

be held to have perpetrated the offence. In fact, a 

reasonable  presumption  could  also  be  raised  that 

the accused could be innocent by-standers injured 

in  the  firing,  more  so  when  none  of  the  eye-

witnesses have in any manner named or identified 

any of this set of 10 accused. 

675. It  is  likewise  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Kodekar  that  accused  Nos.9.  15  and  28  have  all 

presented  themselves  at  the  Ahmedabad  Civil 

Hospital on 28/02/2002 between 01:35 p.m. and 02:10 
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p.m.  and  all  the  three  were  treated  by 

Dr.D.B.Jadhav, whose testimony is on the record of 

the proceedings at Exh.511 and the said Dr.Jadhav 

who has been examined as PW-93, has clearly in the 

course of her examination-in-chief, testified with 

regard  to  the  nature  of  injuries  sustained  by 

accused Nos.9, 15 and 28 as being firearm injuries 

in  terms  of  the  narration  by  the  accused 

themselves.  According  to  Shri  Kodekar,  the  said 

witness  PW-93  has  proved  all  the  three  injury 

certificates Exhs.512, 514 and 516, all of which 

have  been  containing  a  history  of  the  concerned 

patient  meaning  the  concerned  accused  herein 

providing  the  history  themselves  of  firearm 

injuries.  It  is  submitted  that  the  concerned 

accused having provided such history, the same is 

also recorded in the medical case papers which are 

also  proved  by  PW-93  and  which  also  clearly 

indicate the history about injury by firearms and 

therefore, the presence of the said three accused 

at  Omnagar,  Chamanpura  in  terms  of  such  injury 

certificates is clearly established therefrom which 

further  clearly  establishes  the  presence  of  the 

accused at Gulbarg Society. It is submitted that in 

the circumstances, the inference is required to be 

drawn that all the three accused were part of the 

mob and therefore, sustained injury in the incident 

and  therefore,  they  could  be  said  to  be  proven 

beyond reasonable doubt to be present at the scene 

of  the  incident  and  the  very  fact  of  their 
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sustaining injuries leaves no room for any doubt 

that they were a part of the mob that had indulged 

in  the  carnage  at  the  Gulbarg  Society.  It  is 

further pointed out that PW-93 having recorded the 

history  of  all  three  accused,  is  an  independent 

witness  having  no  reason  to  falsely  implicate 

anybody  and  therefore,  it  is  required  to  be 

established that the accused were a part of the mob 

and  their  presence  itself  being  established,  the 

State  could  be  said  to  have  discharged  the 

responsibility of proving beyond reasonable doubt 

the  involvement  and  guilt  of  the  three  accused 

being accused Nos.9, 15 and 28 in the offences that 

they stand charged with.

676. Again,  if  one  looks  at  the  defence 

submissions, the same are very limited inasmuch as, 

a  repetition  of  the  arguments  is  advanced  in 

respect of these three accused as was advanced in 

the case of accused No.6. It is pointed out that 

since no witness has identified any of the accused 

in the Court, the names of none of these accused 

emerge in the statements of any witness or victim 

in  the  investigation  stage  pre-S.I.T.  and  post-

S.I.T.,  and  in  the  circumstances,  there  is  no 

conclusive proof with regard to the presence of the 

accused at the scene of the incident and therefore, 

the  accused  could  be  said  to  be  innocent  by-

standers  who  sustained  injuries  in  the  random 

firing  carried  out  by  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  and 
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therefore, the accused are required to be given a 

clean acquittal.

677. Having considered such submissions, I 

am required to state that yet again, I am of the 

opinion that the defence herein is more palatable 

than the submissions of the Prosecution with regard 

to  the  merits  of  the  Prosecution  case  against 

accused  Nos.9,  15  and  28.  I  have  carefully  gone 

through  the  testimony  of  PW-93  Dr.D.B.Jadhav  who 

has issued the injury certificates as also recorded 

the history in the medical case papers in respect 

of all the three accused, which documents are on 

the record of the proceedings at and from Exhs.512 

to 517. It is no doubt clearly emerging from all 

such medical case papers that all the three accused 

have sustained firearm injuries and were treated as 

indoor  patients.  However,  there  are  some  doubts 

which are created by these very documents relied 

heavily  upon  by  the  Prosecution.  The  injury 

certificate of accused No.28 at Exh.516 does not 

indicate as to when the said accused was discharged 

from hospital. It also does not show the presence 

of pellets but instead makes a reference to some 

foreign body noted on an X-ray being taken. It is 

required to be noted that the said accused No.28 

was  arrested  only  on  24/06/2002  and  therefore, 

there is in my opinion, no material which indicates 

that whether the pellets were extracted from the 

body of accused No.28 or not. In fact PW-93 has 
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conceded that she is not aware as to whether such 

pellets were extracted from the concerned accused 

or  not.  No  other  doctor  has  been  examined  with 

regard to extraction of pellets from these three 

accused.  In  the  circumstances,  it  can  be  safely 

inferred that no pellet extracted from the body of 

these three accused was forwarded to the FSL for 

analysis and tests thereupon nor were any ballistic 

tests carried out with regard to such pellets which 

would have determined as to whether these injuries 

caused  to  the  accused  were  on  account  of  Police 

firing or was on account of random firing by late 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri.  The  case  papers  pertaining  to 

accused No.9 at Exh.513 are extensive and in detail 

but  none  has  been  examined  with  regard  to  the 

extraction of the pellets and it can be seen on 

pages Nos.6 and 7 of Exh.513 that there are lot of 

interpolations  and  cancellations  made  therein. 

Again, there is nothing to show as to who performed 

th  extraction  if  at  all  any,  was  performed  on 

accused No.9 also. Again, the PW-93 has expressed 

ignorance about the subsequent treatment of accused 

No.9 and it can be said that there is no conclusive 

material  to  show  as  to  from  what  distance  the 

injuries were sustained. It is also required to be 

noted here that other than this medical evidence, 

there is no material worth the name to establish in 

any  manner  that  any  of  the  three  accused  was 

present at Gulbarg Society on the fateful day. 
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678. Furthermore, in the instant facts and 

circumstances  also,  I  am  required  to  note  with 

concern  at  the  cost  of  repetition  that  all  star 

witnesses  have  had  selective  amnesia  i.e.  a 

selective memory loss with regard to the fact of 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  having  fired  from  a  number  of 

locations  within  Gulbarg  Society  upon  the  crowd 

alleged to have  gathered outside Gulbarg Society. 

Be that as it may, all these star witnesses have 

explained at great length and in great detail, the 

details of each incident that took place right from 

09:30  a.m.  and  ended  at  about  06:30  p.m.,  the 

entire  series  of  incidents  being  required  to  be 

treated as the Gulbarg Society incident. The names 

of none of this set of accused including accused 

Nos.9, 15 and 28 emerges from the testimony of any 

of  these  star  eye-witnesses  or  even  the  Police 

witnesses  for  that  matter.  In  fact  the  learned 

Spl.P.P.  has  indirectly  here  also  conceded  that 

these accused were arrested only from the hospital 

records  since  they  were  found  to  have  sustained 

gunshot injuries. Be that as it may, I am again at 

the cost of repetition, required to note that as 

far  as  accused  Nos.9,  15  and  28  are  concerned, 

there  are  no  accompanying  medical  case  papers. 

Again at the cost of repetition, I may state that 

as  is  similarly  found  in  previous  discussions 

relating  to  other  sets  of  accused,  the 

investigating agencies including the investigating 

agencies prior to the formation of the S.I.T. and 
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post formation of the S.I.T., have not bothered to 

undertake the exercise of carrying out T.I. Parade 

with regard to any of the accused including accused 

Nos.9, 15 and 28. Again even in the course of their 

depositions,  none  of  the  eye-witnesses  including 

the  Police  witnesses  have  identified  any  of  the 

present set of 10 accused. Again, at the cost of 

repetition, I am constrained to observe and I am 

pained  to  observe  that  the  investigation  has 

floundered  inasmuch  as,  no  efforts  are  made  to 

establish that any of the accused belonging to this 

set of 10 accused, was a resident of a locality 

located near Gulbarg Society and there is no effort 

establish the interlinking of any of the present 

set  of  10  accused  to  Gulbarg  Society.  In  my 

opinion,  therefore,  a  mere  medical  evidence 

unsupported  by  forensic  material  or  eye-witness 

testimony or other corroborative material, cannot 

make  this  Court  come  to  a  conclusion  that  the 

Prosecution  is  successful  in  establishing  beyond 

reasonable doubt the charges against the concerned 

accused. In fact, I may observe that the there is 

no material to establish that accused Nos.9, 15 and 

28  were  involved  in  any  overt  act  which  would 

tantamount  to  perpetration  of  the  offence  herein 

and there is again no recovery or discovery of any 

incriminating  material  from  the  present  three 

accused.

679. In  my  opinion,  therefore,  there  are 
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grave doubts with regard to the Prosecution case 

and therefore, the Prosecution could not be said to 

have established it case against accused Nos.9, 15 

and 28 also beyond reasonable doubt, merely on the 

strength of incomplete and unsubstantiated medical 

reports which are not corroborated by any forensic 

material  and  more  so  when  none  of  these  three 

accused  has  been  identified  by  any  of  the 

witnesses, no T.I. Parade has been carried out for 

positive  identification  of  the  accused,  no 

incriminating  material  as  aforesaid  has  been 

recovered or discovered by or at the behest of any 

of these three accused, and therefore, I am of the 

opinion  that  the  benefit  of  doubts  would  extend 

even to these three accused also, and therefore, 

even these three accused i.e. accused Nos.9, 15 and 

28 are also required to be given a clean acquittal.

680. Taking up the case of accused Nos.7 

and 33 respectively being Shailesh @ Kalu Hirabhai 

Patni and Prahlad Omprakash Songara, it is again 

pointed out by Shri Kodekar that accused Nos.7 and 

33 have both presented themselves at the Ahmedabad 

Civil Hospital on 28/02/2002 between 01:35 p.m. and 

01:45  p.m.  and  both  accused  were  treated  by 

Dr.P.R.Vaghela, whose testimony is on the record of 

the proceedings at Exh.818 and the said Dr.Vaghela 

who has been examined as PW-237, has clearly in the 

course of her examination-in-chief, testified with 

regard  to  the  nature  of  injuries  sustained  by 
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accused Nos.7 and 33 as being firearm injuries in 

terms of the narration by the accused themselves. 

According to Shri Kodekar, the said witness PW-237 

has recorded the history in the injury certificate 

Exh.823 with regard to accused No.33 to the effect 

that “     જફરીએ ફાયરીંગ કરતા વાગેલ છે.” meaning thereby that the 

injuries were sustained in the firing by Shri Ehsan 

Jafri. It is submitted that the said witness PW-237 

has also recorded the history given by accused No.7 

in his injury certificate Exh.824 which are shown 

as injuries sustained by pellets, and thus the PW-

237  has  proved  both  the  injury  certificates 

Exhs.823 and 824, all of which have been containing 

a  history  of  the  concerned  patient  meaning  the 

concerned  accused  herein  providing  the  history 

themselves of firearm injuries, and therefore, the 

presence  of  the  said  accused  Nos.7  and  33  at 

Omnagar,  Chamanpura  in  terms  of  such  injury 

certificates is clearly established therefrom which 

further  clearly  establishes  the  presence  of  the 

said accused at Gulbarg Society. It is submitted 

that  in  the  circumstances,  the  inference  is 

required  to  be  drawn  that  both  the  said  accused 

were  part  of  the  mob  and  therefore,  sustained 

injury in the incident and therefore, they could be 

said  to  be  proven  beyond  reasonable  doubt  to  be 

present at the scene of the incident and the very 

fact of their sustaining injuries leaves no room 

for any doubt that they were a part of the mob that 
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had indulged in the carnage at the Gulbarg Society. 

It is therefore, submitted that it is required to 

be established that the accused were a part of the 

mob  and  their  presence  itself  being  established, 

the  State  could  be  said  to  have  discharged  the 

responsibility of proving beyond reasonable doubt 

the involvement and guilt of the accused Nos.7 and 

33 in the offences that they stand charged with. 

681. The  defence  submissions  are  a  mere 

repetition as were advanced in the case of accused 

Nos.9, 15 and 28. It is pointed out that since no 

witness has identified any of the accused in the 

Court, the names of none of these accused emerge in 

the  statements  of  any  witness  or  victim  in  the 

investigation stage pre-S.I.T. and post-S.I.T., and 

in the circumstances, there is no conclusive proof 

with regard to the presence of the accused at the 

scene of the incident and therefore, the accused 

could  be  said  to  be  innocent  by-standers  who 

sustained injuries in the random firing carried out 

by  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  and  therefore,  the  accused 

Nos.7 and 33 are also required to be given a clean 

acquittal.

682. Having  considered  the  rival 

submissions herein, I am constrained to note that 

Exh.823  is  the  only  certificate  in  which  there 

appears to be a mention of firing i.e. use of a 

firearm by late Shri Ehsan Jafri inasmuch as, the 
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history narrated by accused No.33 upon which Shri 

R.C.Kodekar  has  heavily  relied  upon,  clearly 

mentions  the  name  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri.  However, 

conveniently no medical case papers of this injured 

accused,  have  been  produced  herein.  Again,  the 

incident is alleged to have taken place at 10:15 

a.m. and it is nobody's case that Shri Jafri was 

constrained to fire at about 10:15 a.m. In fact, it 

has been pointed out in the cross examination that 

the mention of time of the incident as narrated in 

the history appears to be a mistaken time and the 

response thereto appears to have been inconclusive 

and circumspect. Again, the injured appears to have 

absconded on 28/02/2002 itself despite there being 

mentioned  in  the  injury  certificate  Exh.823  that 

Police  Constable  bearing  Buckle  No.6462  was 

informed about such accused. Again, the fact of the 

said  accused  No.33  having  been  arrested  on 

28/06/2002 is also required to be considered and 

there is no material to show that he was indulging 

in  any  overt  act.  Similarly,  as  in  the  case  of 

other accused, there is nothing on record to show 

that any pellets were extracted from the body of 

the  concerned  accused.  The  concerned  doctor  i.e. 

PW-237 is also silent on this aspect in terms of 

her testimony Exh.818.  

683. Furthermore,  I  am  required  to  note 

with concern at the cost of repetition that again 

as  far  as  the  present  two  accused  i.e.  accused 
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Nos.7 and 33 are concerned, all star witnesses have 

had selective amnesia i.e. a selective memory loss 

with regard to the fact of Shri Ehsan Jafri having 

fired  from  a  number  of  locations  within  Gulbarg 

Society  upon  the  crowd  alleged  to  have  gathered 

outside  Gulbarg  Society.  Be  that  as  it  may,  all 

these star witnesses have explained at great length 

and in great detail, the details of each incident 

that took place right from 09:30 a.m. and ended at 

about 06:30 p.m., the entire series of incidents 

being required to be treated as the Gulbarg Society 

incident. The names of none of this set of accused 

including  accused  Nos.7  and  33  emerges  from  the 

testimony  of  any  of  these  star  eye-witnesses  or 

even the Police witnesses for that matter. In fact 

the  learned  Spl.P.P.  has  indirectly  here  also 

conceded that these accused were arrested only from 

the hospital records since they were found to have 

sustained gunshot injuries. 

684. Be that as it may, I am again at the 

cost of repetition, required to note that as far as 

accused Nos.7 and 33 are concerned, there are no 

accompanying medical case papers. Again at the cost 

of  repetition,  I  may  state  that  as  is  similarly 

found  in  previous  discussions  relating  to  other 

sets  of  accused,  the  investigating  agencies 

including the investigating agencies prior to the 

formation of the S.I.T. and post formation of the 

S.I.T., have not bothered to undertake the exercise 
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of carrying out T.I. Parade with regard to any of 

the accused including accused Nos.7 and 33. Again 

even in the course of their depositions, none of 

the  eye-witnesses  including  the  Police  witnesses 

have  identified  any  of  the  present  set  of  10 

accused.  Again,  at  the  cost  of  repetition,  I  am 

constrained to observe and I am pained to observe 

that the investigation has floundered inasmuch as, 

no efforts are made to establish that any of the 

accused belonging to this set of 10 accused, was a 

resident of a locality located near Gulbarg Society 

and there is no effort establish the interlinking 

of any of the present set of 10 accused to Gulbarg 

Society. In my opinion, therefore, a mere medical 

evidence unsupported by forensic material or eye-

witness testimony or other corroborative material, 

cannot make this Court come to a conclusion that 

the  Prosecution  is  successful  in  establishing 

beyond  reasonable  doubt  the  charges  against  the 

concerned accused. In fact, I may observe that the 

there  is  no  material  to  establish  that  accused 

Nos.7 and 33 were involved in any overt act which 

would  tantamount  to  perpetration  of  the  offence 

herein and there is again no recovery or discovery 

of  any  incriminating  material  from  the  present 

accused Nos.7 and 33. 

685. In  my  opinion,  therefore,  there  are 

grave doubts with regard to the Prosecution case 

and therefore, the Prosecution could not be said to 
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have established it case against accused Nos.7 and 

33 also also beyond reasonable doubt, merely on the 

strength of incomplete and unsubstantiated medical 

reports which are not corroborated by any forensic 

material and more so when none of these accused has 

been identified by any of the witnesses, no T.I. 

Parade  has  been  carried  out  for  positive 

identification  of  the  accused,  no  incriminating 

material  as  aforesaid  has  been  recovered  or 

discovered  by  or  at  the  behest  of  any  of  these 

accused, and therefore, I am of the opinion that 

the benefit of doubts would extend even to these 

three accused also, and therefore, even these two 

accused i.e. accused Nos.7 and 33 are also required 

to be given a clean acquittal.

686. Now,  with  regard  to  the  relative 

merits of the Prosecution case against accused No.8 

being  one  Kanaiya  @  Bablu  Chaichau,  the  said 

accused also appears to have provided history of 

injury through firearm which is clearly reflected 

in the injury certificate Exh.796. The said accused 

had presented himself at the Civil Hospital and was 

treated  by  Dr.S.S.Vyas.  However,  the  injury 

certificate Exh.796 is sought to be proved by one 

Dr.R.R.Patel who is examined as PW-228 at Exh.795 

on  the  record  of  the  present  proceedings.  The 

learned Spl.P.P. Shri Kodekar has again argued that 

the  history  provided  by  the  patient  i.e.  the 

accused  No.8  is  that  of  a  firearm  injury  as 
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reflected in the injury certificate Exh.796. It is 

therefore, argued that therefore, the presence of 

the  said  accused  No.8  at  Omnagar,  Chamanpura  in 

terms  of  such  injury  certificate  is  clearly 

established  therefrom  which  further  clearly 

establishes the presence of the accused at Gulbarg 

Society. It is submitted that in the circumstances, 

the  inference  is  required  to  be  drawn  that  the 

accused  No.8  was  also  a  part  of  the  mob  and 

therefore,  sustained  injury  in  the  incident  and 

therefore,  he  could  be  said  to  be  proven  beyond 

reasonable doubt to be present at the scene of the 

incident  and  the  very  fact  of  his  sustaining 

firearm injuries leaves no room for any doubt that 

they were a part of the mob that had indulged in 

the  carnage  at  the  Gulbarg  Society.  It  is, 

therefore,  submitted  the  State  could  be  said  to 

have  discharged  the  responsibility  of  proving 

beyond reasonable doubt the involvement and guilt 

of  the  three  accused  being  accused  No.8  in  the 

offences that he stands charged with. 

687. Now, as far as the defence arguments 

in this regard are concerned, again, the same are 

very  limited  inasmuch  as,  a  repetition  of  the 

arguments is advanced in respect of accused No.8 as 

was advanced in the case of accused No.6 and 18. It 

is pointed out that since no witness has identified 

any  of  the  accused  in  the  Court,  the  name  of 

accused No.8 none does not emerge in the statements 
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of any witness or victim in the investigation stage 

pre-S.I.T.  and  post-S.I.T.,  and  in  the 

circumstances,  there  is  no  conclusive  proof  with 

regard to the presence of the accused No.8 at the 

scene of the incident and therefore, the accused 

No.8 could be said to be innocent by-stander who 

sustained injuries in the random firing that took 

place at the time of the incident and therefore, 

the accused No.8 also is required to be given a 

clean acquittal. 

688. Having  considered  the  rival 

submissions herein, I am constrained to note that 

Exh.796  is  the  only  certificate  in  which  there 

appears  to  be  a  mention  of  alleged  history  of 

firearm injury as the history narrated by accused 

No.8 upon which Shri R.C.Kodekar has heavily relied 

upon. However, conveniently no medical case papers 

of this injured accused, have been produced herein. 

Again, in the injury certificate Exh.796, there are 

a  couple  of  interpolations  and  cancellations  as 

regards the date on which the injured accused No.8 

is  said  to  have  been  examined  by  the  concerned 

doctor  for  treatment  at  the  Civil  Hospital. 

According to the said injury certificate Exh.796, 

the  examination  of  the  accused  No.8  was  done  on 

01/03/2002 at 01:50 p.m. whereas he was admitted in 

the Civil Hospital on 28/02/2002 and discharged on 

07/03/2002.  Again,  the  fact  of  the  said  accused 

No.33 having been arrested on 13/03/2002 is also 
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required to be considered and there is no material 

to show that he was indulging in any overt act. 

Similarly, as in the case of other accused, there 

is nothing on record to show that any pellets were 

extracted from the body of the concerned accused. 

The concerned doctor i.e. Dr.S.S.Vyas has not been 

examined  as  a  witness  in  the  proceedings  and 

instead  the  medical  expert  examined  is  one 

Dr.R.R.Patel  who  is  PW-228  at  Exh.795  herein. 

According  to  his  testimony,  he  has  deposed  in 

paragraphs Nos.1 to 4 of his deposition that he was 

working under Dr.S.S.Vyas at the relevant time and 

that the patient who was brought for treatment on 

28/02/2002 was first examined by Dr.S.S.Vyas on the 

said day itself, and thereafter at 01:50 p.m. on 

01/03/2002  the  said  patient  was  examined  by  the 

present  witness  i.e.  Dr.R.R.Patel,  PW-228.  It  is 

further deposed by the PW-228 that according to the 

case history of the patient, there was a firearm 

injury and presence of pellets was found upon X-ray 

being taken of the concerned patient. It is further 

deposed by the said witness PW-228 that the injury 

certificate  Exh.796  issued  in  respect  of  the 

concerned patient, is signed by one Dr.Satapara. It 

is surprising to note that nowhere in his entire 

testimony, the said PW-228 has mentioned the name 

of the patient examined by him.   

689. Be that as it may, I am again at the 

cost of repetition, required to note that as far as 
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accused  No.  8  is  concerned,  there  are  no 

accompanying medical case papers. Again at the cost 

of  repetition,  I  may  state  that  as  is  similarly 

found  in  previous  discussions  relating  to  other 

sets  of  accused,  the  investigating  agencies 

including the investigating agencies prior to the 

formation of the S.I.T. and post formation of the 

S.I.T., have not bothered to undertake the exercise 

of carrying out T.I. Parade with regard to any of 

the accused including accused No. 8. Again even in 

the course of their depositions, none of the star 

witnesses  including  the  eye-witnesses  and  the 

Police witnesses have identified any of the present 

set  of  10  accused.  Again,  at  the  cost  of 

repetition, I am constrained to observe and I am 

pained  to  observe  that  the  investigation  has 

floundered  inasmuch  as,  no  efforts  are  made  to 

establish that any of the accused belonging to this 

set of 10 accused, was a resident of a locality 

located near Gulbarg Society and there is no effort 

establish the interlinking of any of the present 

set  of  10  accused  to  Gulbarg  Society.  In  my 

opinion,  therefore,  a  mere  medical  evidence 

unsupported  by  forensic  material  or  eye-witness 

testimony or other corroborative material, cannot 

make  this  Court  come  to  a  conclusion  that  the 

Prosecution  is  successful  in  establishing  beyond 

reasonable doubt the charges against the concerned 

accused. In fact, I may observe that the there is 

no  material  to  establish  that  accused  No.8  was 
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involved in any overt act which would tantamount to 

perpetration  of  the  offence  herein  and  there  is 

again no recovery or discovery of any incriminating 

material  by  or  at  the  behest  of  present  accused 

No.8. 

690. In  my  opinion,  therefore,  there  are 

grave doubts with regard to the Prosecution case 

and therefore, the Prosecution could not be said to 

have established it case against accused No.8 also 

beyond reasonable doubt, merely on the strength of 

incomplete  and  unsubstantiated  injury  certificate 

which is not corroborated by any forensic material 

and  more  so  when  the  accused  No.8  has  not  been 

identified  by  any  of  the  witnesses  referred  to 

herein above, no T.I. Parade has been carried out 

for  positive  identification  of  the  accused,  no 

incriminating  material  as  aforesaid  has  been 

recovered  or  discovered  by  or  at  the  behest  of 

accused No.8, and therefore, I am of the opinion 

that  the  benefit  of  doubts  would  extend  even  to 

accused No.8 also, and therefore, even the accused 

No.8  is  also  required  to  be  given  a  clean 

acquittal. 

691. Now,  with  regard  to  the  relative 

merits  of  the  Prosecution  case  against  accused 

No.40  being  one  Parbatsinh  Tarsangsinh  @ 

Darshansinh  Darpansinh,  the  said  accused  also 

appears to have provided history of injury through 
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firearm which is clearly reflected in the injury 

certificate Exh.596. The said accused had presented 

himself at the Civil Hospital and was treated by 

Dr.N.G.Joshi.  The  injury  certificate  Exh.596  is 

sought to be proved by Dr.N.G.Joshi who is examined 

as PW-119 at Exh.595 on the record of the present 

proceedings. The learned Spl.P.P. Shri Kodekar has 

again  argued  that  the  history  provided  by  the 

patient i.e. the accused No.40 is that of a firearm 

injury  as  reflected  in  the  injury  certificate 

Exh.596.  It  is  therefore,  argued  that  therefore, 

the presence of the said accused No.40 at Omnagar, 

Chamanpura in terms of such injury certificate is 

clearly established therefrom which further clearly 

establishes the presence of the accused at Gulbarg 

Society. It is submitted that in the circumstances, 

the  inference  is  required  to  be  drawn  that  the 

accused  No.40  was  also  a  part  of  the  mob  and 

therefore,  sustained  injury  in  the  incident  and 

therefore,  he  could  be  said  to  be  proven  beyond 

reasonable doubt to be present at the scene of the 

incident  and  the  very  fact  of  his  sustaining 

firearm injuries leaves no room for any doubt that 

they were a part of the mob that had indulged in 

the  carnage  at  the  Gulbarg  Society.  It  is, 

therefore,  submitted  the  State  could  be  said  to 

have  discharged  the  responsibility  of  proving 

beyond reasonable doubt the involvement and guilt 

of  the  three  accused  being  accused  No.40  in  the 

offences that he stands charged with.  
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692. Now, as far as the defence arguments 

in  this  regard  are  concerned,  it  is  pointed  out 

that  since  no  witness  has  identified  any  of  the 

accused  in  the  Court,  the  name  of  accused  No.40 

does not emerge in the statements of any witness or 

victim  in  the  investigation  stage  pre-S.I.T.  and 

post-S.I.T., and in the circumstances, there is no 

conclusive proof with regard to the presence of the 

accused  No.40  at  the  scene  of  the  incident  and 

therefore, the accused No.40 could be said to be 

innocent by-stander who sustained injuries in the 

random firing that took place at the time of the 

incident and therefore, the accused No.40 also is 

required to be given a clean acquittal.   

693. Having  considered  the  rival 

submissions herein, I am constrained to note that 

Exh.596  is  the  only  certificate  in  which  there 

appears  to  be  a  mention  of  alleged  history  of 

firearm injury as the history narrated by accused 

No.40  upon  which  Shri  R.C.Kodekar  has  heavily 

relied upon. However, conveniently no medical case 

papers of this injured accused, have been produced 

herein.

694. I am again at the cost of repetition, 

required to note that as far as accused No.40 is 

concerned, there are no accompanying medical case 

papers.  Again  at  the  cost  of  repetition,  I  may 
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state  that  as  is  similarly  found  in  previous 

discussions relating to other sets of accused, the 

investigating agencies including the investigating 

agencies prior to the formation of the S.I.T. and 

post formation of the S.I.T., have not bothered to 

undertake the exercise of carrying out T.I. Parade 

with regard to any of the accused including accused 

No.40.  Again  even  in  the  course  of  their 

depositions, none of the star witnesses including 

the  eye-witnesses  and  the  Police  witnesses  have 

identified any of the present set of 10 accused. 

Again, at the cost of repetition, I am constrained 

to  observe  and  I  am  pained  to  observe  that  the 

investigation  has  floundered  inasmuch  as,  no 

efforts  are  made  to  establish  that  any  of  the 

accused belonging to this set of 10 accused, was a 

resident of a locality located near Gulbarg Society 

and there is no effort establish the interlinking 

of any of the present set of 10 accused to Gulbarg 

Society. In my opinion, therefore, a mere medical 

evidence unsupported by forensic material or eye-

witness testimony or other corroborative material, 

cannot make this Court come to a conclusion that 

the  Prosecution  is  successful  in  establishing 

beyond  reasonable  doubt  the  charges  against  the 

concerned accused. In fact, I may observe that the 

there  is  no  material  to  establish  that  accused 

No.40  was  involved  in  any  overt  act  which  would 

tantamount  to  perpetration  of  the  offence  herein 

and there is again no recovery or discovery of any 
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incriminating  material  by  or  at  the  behest  of 

present accused No.40.  

695. In  my  opinion,  therefore,  there  are 

grave doubts with regard to the Prosecution case 

and therefore, the Prosecution could not be said to 

have established it case against accused No.40 also 

beyond reasonable doubt, merely on the strength of 

incomplete  and  unsubstantiated  injury  certificate 

which is not corroborated by any forensic material 

and more so when the accused No.40 has not been 

identified  by  any  of  the  witnesses  referred  to 

herein above, no T.I. Parade has been carried out 

for  positive  identification  of  the  accused,  no 

incriminating  material  as  aforesaid  has  been 

recovered  or  discovered  by  or  at  the  behest  of 

accused No.40, and therefore, I am of the opinion 

that  the  benefit  of  doubts  would  extend  even  to 

accused No.40 also, and therefore, even the accused 

No.40  is  also  required  to  be  given  a  clean 

acquittal.

696. Taking up the case of accused No.10 

being Shakrabhai Sendhabhai Patni, Shri R.C.Kodekar 

has made absolutely no efforts to make submissions 

on behalf of the Prosecution and it is very evident 

as to why no such efforts are made. There is no 

medical  certificate,  no  injury  certificate,  no 

medical  case  papers,  and  there  is  absolutely  no 

eye-witness material which even whispers the name 
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of  accused  No.10  as  being  present  at  Gulbarg 

Society on the fateful day and being a perpetrator 

of any of the incidents that took place thereat. 

Nobody  has  identified  accused  No.10,  no  efforts 

have been made to identify him inasmuch as, none of 

the star witnesses has identified accused No.10 in 

the Court. Again, no T.I.Parade is carried out with 

regard  to  the  positive  identification  of  accused 

No.10 and it appears that accused No.10 is arrested 

on 14/03/2002 by the then I.O. Shri P.N.Barot who 

is examined as PW-276 and whose testimony is on the 

record of the present proceedings at Exh.954, and I 

am  required  to  read  paragraph  No.14  of  the 

testimony  of  the  said  witness  which  has  a  stray 

three-line reference which only records the fact of 

accused  No.10  being  arrested  on  14/03/2002  and 

nothing else. There is no basis or no material to 

justify the arrest of accused No.10. There is no 

medical evidence, no forensic evidence, none of the 

star  witnesses  has  named  or  identified  accused 

No.10  at  any  stage,  there  is  no  recovery  of 

discovery of any incriminating material by or at 

the behest of accused No.10, and therefore, without 

even  considering  the  defence  arguments  in  this 

regard, I am of the opinion that the Prosecution 

has  needlessly  proceeded  against  accused  No.10 

without  providing  any  basis  to  this  Court  and 

therefore, without any further discussion herein, I 

give accused No.10 a clean acquittal.
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697. Before  parting  with  regard  to  these 

sets  of  accused,  I  may  state  that  some  of  my 

findings  and  observations  may  appear  to  be  near 

identical and repetitive, but I am constrained to 

observe that it is done so since the Prosecution 

case  as  also  the  defence  versions  as  also  my 

findings  are  near  identical  with  regard  to  such 

concerned  accused  and  therefore,  if  there  is 

similarity,  it  is  co-incidental  and  not  non-

application of mind.

698. Having taken up the Prosecution case 

with regard to the above referred sets of accused, 

now  I  am  required  to  take  up  the  case  of  the 

remaining accused separately one after the another, 

weight  the  relative  merits  of  the  Prosecution 

version as also the defence supplied, consider the 

material evidence – oral, documentary, forensic as 

well as physical, and thereafter I propose to come 

to a conclusion as to whether the Prosecution case 

could  be  said  to  have  been  established  beyond 

reasonable  doubt  inasmuch  as,  it  relates  to  the 

particular accused discussed therein.

Accused No.36

699. I now propose to take up the case of 

accused No.36 Chirag Dilipbhai Shah. 

700. It is required to be noted that the 
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submissions made by Shri R.C.Kodekar, the learned 

Spl.P.P. are by themselves quite clear with regard 

to  the  strength  of  the  Prosecution  case  against 

accused No.36. 

701. Firstly my attention is drawn to the 

testimony of PW-4 at Exh.229 being an A.S.I. Shri 

Rajendrasing  Kallusing  Rajput,  who  is  the  person 

having  positively  identified  accused  No.36  as 

amongst  the  persons  who  were  armed  with  a  sword 

outside  Gulbarg  Society,  and  who  has  been 

positively identified by PW-4 even in the Court. It 

is  submitted  that  there  is  no  effective  cross 

examination of this witness and therefore, there is 

no reason to doubt the Police witness who had no 

axe to grind against accused No.36. It is submitted 

that  not  only  that  but  in  the  course  of  the 

Panchnama Exh.1259, the muddamal sword in question 

was  recovered  and  discovered  in  terms  of  the 

Panchnama drawn under Sec.27 of the Evidence Act, 

at the instance of accused No.36 and none else and 

in  terms  of  the  Panchnama  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar,  the  weapon  being  a  sword  was  recovered 

from the residence of accused No.36 himself. It is 

submitted  that  this  is  a  strong  circumstance 

against the accused No.36. It is submitted that the 

testimony of PW-177 Sairaben Sandhi at Exh.711, PW-

192  Mohammadali  Shehjadali  Saiyed  at  Exh.736  and 

PW-14  Fakirmohammad  Nasirali  Saiyed  at  Exh.1098, 

have all named the accused No.36 as being a member 
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of the mob that was armed with deadly weapons and 

was involved in the perpetration of the offence at 

Gulbarg Society. It is submitted that mere presence 

is enough since the accused No.36 was harbouring 

common intention with other members of the mob and 

the fact of the accused No.36 being armed with a 

sword being further corroborated by the recovery of 

the  said  weapon,  and  that  too  from  his  own 

residence,  clearly  establishes  the  involvement, 

participation and thereby the guilt of the accused 

No.36 in the offence that he stands charged with. 

702. I may state herein that the detailed 

and  lengthy  submissions  made  by  Shri  R.C.Kodekar 

are  produced  herein  before  in  the  course  of  the 

judgment  and  I,  therefore,  need  not  reproduce 

verbatim the submissions wherein there is wholesale 

reproduction  of  the  depositions  of  the  concerned 

witnesses referred to herein above and therefore, I 

have only reproduced the necessary submissions so 

as  to  make  my  considering  the  relative  merits 

thereof more convenient herein.

703. From the extensive arguments made on 

behalf of the defence, there is no specific mention 

with regard to a defence being set up on behalf of 

the accused No.36. In my opinion, therefore, I am 

required  to  consider  the  submissions  of  Shri 

R.C.Kodekar carefully, scrutinize and examine the 

material on record and thereafter base my findings 
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and arrive at a conclusion with regard to the fate 

of accused No.36 herein which now I proposed to do 

so.

704. Having  considered  the  rival 

submissions, in my opinion, there is no room for 

any  doubt  that  PW-4  at  Exh.269  i.e.  A.S.I.  Shri 

Rajendrasing Kallusing Rajput in the course of his 

testimony,  has  positively  named  and  furthermore 

positively  identified  the  accused  No.36  in  the 

Court and that too being armed with a sword from 

amongst the mob. However, the said witness PW-4 has 

not provided any reason as to how he could know 

such accused by name and why he was in a position 

to identify him after such a long lapse of time 

inasmuch as, the witness was examined not less than 

seven  years  after  the  incident.  Again,  what  is 

further in my opinion, relevant, is the fact that 

the Prosecution despite being in a position to make 

available  the  muddamal  sword  which  was  even  in 

terms of the Prosecution case recovered in terms of 

Panchnama  Exh.1259,  such  muddamal  sword  was  not 

shown  to  the  witness  PW-4  in  the  course  of  his 

testimony. Again I am constrained to note that the 

Panchnama Exh.1259 clearly mentions therein on page 

No.2 thereof that the sword was recovered from a 

property which was referred to as the residence of 

accused  No.36  himself.  However,  there  is  no 

material  gathered  in  the  course  of  the 

investigation to show that the property from which 
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the sword was recovered, was of the ownership or in 

possession  of  accused  No.36  or  anyone  closely 

connected to accused No.36. Again in my opinion, 

not showing the muddamal weapon to this witness for 

identification,  I  am  required  to  draw  adverse 

inference against the Prosecution since I feel that 

this was deliberately not done so on account of the 

fact  that  the  Prosecution  itself  was  not  very 

confident about the entire recovery process. Again 

I am further fortified by the fact that the Panch 

witness Himanshu Jayantilal Vyas being the Panch of 

Panchnama Exh.1259, has been examined as PW-84 at 

Exh.496  herein  and  the  Panch  has  in  fact  not 

supported the Prosecution case in the least. The 

Panch  has  only  mentioned  about  affixing  his 

signature on a document without being taken to any 

place in the presence of and as directed accused 

No.36 as it emerges from the Panchnama. The Panch 

has further denied the recovery of any weapon and 

the  cross  examination  of  the  Panch  witness 

permitted  to  be  carried  out  on  account  of  the 

witness being declared hostile, the Prosecution has 

not  brought  on  record  any  material  which  would 

support  the  recovery.  Again  I  am  constrained  to 

note and further pained to note that the laxity in 

the investigation process at all stages i.e. pre-

S.I.T.  stage  and  post-S.I.T.  stage  is  further 

evident  from  the  fact  that  the  muddamal  article 

sword recovered in such fashion, was not forwarded 

to  the  FSL  for  analysis  and  in  absence  of  any 
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incriminating  telltale  signs  on  the  weapon,  I 

believe that the Prosecution has not taken its case 

to the logical conclusion.

705. It is evident that one of the IOs in 

the  present  proceedings  at  the  pre-S.I.T.  stage 

being PW-332 Shri S.S.Chudasama whose testimony is 

on the record at Exh.1226, has in the course of his 

deposition  more  particularly  in  paragraph  No.38, 

clearly  testified  with  regard  to  the  muddamal 

article No.6 recovered at the instance of accused 

No.36 which muddamal article is identified by the 

witness PW-332 in the course of his testimony. I 

may point out that the reasons why I am drawing 

adverse  inference  against  the  Prosecution  with 

regard  to  the  alleged  recovery  of  the  muddamal 

article No.6 is on account of the fact that in the 

first  place,  none  of  the  eye-witnesses  including 

PW-4 who claims to have seen the sword in the hands 

of  accused  No.36,  have  been  shown  the  muddamal 

article in the Court, meaning thereby no effort has 

been made by the Prosecution to get this muddamal 

weapon  inasmuch  as  it  relates  to  accused  No.36, 

identified  by  any  of  the  relevant  eye-witnesses. 

Again  despite  such  detailed  deposition  being 

tendered  by  the  PW-332,  there  is  no  material  to 

show  that  PW-332  who  was  instrumental  in  the 

recovery of muddamal article No.6 sword, has made 

any  attempt  to  forward  the  same  to  the  FSL  for 

analysis or tests. Again, a further instance which 
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damages the Prosecution version in my opinion, is 

the  fact  that  despite  the  Panch  No.2  of  the 

Panchnama  Exh.1259  being  PW-84  at  Exh.496  Shri 

Himanshu  Jayantilal  Vyas  being  hostile  to  the 

Prosecution case, no effort was made to examine the 

other Panch despite such state of affairs. In my 

opinion, therefore, no weightage can be given to 

the recovery Panchnama and therefore, by necessary 

implication to the recovery of the muddamal sword 

in light of such state of affairs. I am conscious 

that mere non-support by Panch would not render a 

recovery Panchnama meaningless, but however, in the 

foregoing  circumstances  discussed,  I  am  of  the 

opinion  that  the  Panch  not  supporting  the 

Prosecution case, raises serious doubts about the 

recovery Panchnama itself coupled with the fact of 

no  effort  made  to  establish  that  the  alleged 

residence from which such muddamal article No.6 was 

recovered, was in fact linked to accused No.36. In 

all such circumstances, I am required to hold that 

there are doubts and the Prosecution could not be 

said  to  have  proved  its  case  beyond  reasonable 

doubt with regard to the recovery of the muddamal 

article sword.

706. Again with regard to the testimonies 

of  PW-177  Sairaben  Sandhi,  PW-192  Mohammadali 

Saiyed and PW-314 Fakirmohammad Saiyed, all of whom 

have  given  lengthy  and  extensive  deposition  with 

regard  to  all  incidents  that  they  claim  to  have 
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witnessed as eye-witnesses at Gulbarg Society, and 

in spite of the fact that all such witnesses have 

named accused No.36 as being part of the mob and 

armed in the fashion claimed by the Prosecution, 

none of these witnesses has been able to positively 

identify accused No.36 in the Court. In fact, I am 

required to note that each of the above referred 

witnesses  barring  PW-4,  has  misidentified  i.e. 

wrongly identified accused No.36 when called upon 

to  do  so.  Furthermore,  despite  the  fact  that 

accused  No.36  was  arrested  on  15/07/2002,  no 

efforts  were  made  to  carry  out  T.I.Parade  to 

positively establish the identity of the accused. 

Again, while the name of Chirag Dilipbhai Shah i.e. 

accused  No.36,  at  the  cost  of  repetition,  has 

emerged from the testimonies of all the witnesses 

referred to herein before, no overt act has been 

attributed to accused No.36. 

707. Further emerging as a contradiction is 

the testimony of PW-177 wherein more particularly 

in paragraph No.19 of her testimony, the PW-177 has 

clearly attributed accused No.36 to be armed with a 

gupti  and  it  appears  that  on  page  No.10  of  her 

testimony, the PW-177 has clearly stated that the 

mob was armed with sticks, swords, guptis etc. In 

my  opinion,  therefore,  this  witness  was  clearly 

aware  of  the  difference  between  a  sword  and  a 

gupti.  Therefore,  this  also  is  a  contradiction 

which I am required to consider. I am, therefore, 
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constrained  to  state  that  when  there  is  serious 

proof with regard to the identity, where there is 

no  effort  to  get  the  muddamal  weapon  allegedly 

brandished  by  the  accused  at  the  time  of  the 

incident by the concerned eye-witnesses, where the 

forensic evidence does not show any material like 

blood on the weapon, more so when the weapon was 

never forwarded to the FSL at all, I am of the 

opinion that again there are serious doubts which 

require a decision in the manner that benefit of 

doubt must go to the accused more so in light of 

the case that the only damaging piece of evidence 

is the presence of such accused being established 

through  the  testimony  of  a  solitary  witness  who 

also does not claim to have witnessed any overt act 

on  the  part  of  such  accused.  At  the  cost  of 

repetition,  I  am  required  to  state  that  PW-4  at 

Exh.269, is an A.S.I. and was Head Constable at the 

relevant point of time and in the course of his 

cross  examination,  it  emerges  that  the  names 

mentioned by the witness of which accused No.36 was 

one of them, the witness is able to identify them 

only because he was aware that some of the accused 

had  criminal  antecedents.  Again  with  regard  to 

accused  No.36,  he  does  not  appear  to  have  any 

criminal  antecedents  to  the  knowledge  of  the 

witness PW-4. In my opinion, therefore, there is no 

valid  reason  why  PW-4  was  in  a  position  to 

positively name and identify accused No.36 in the 

Court after nine long years of the incident, more 
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so when no overt act on the part of such accused 

was witnessed by PW-4 or any of the witnesses for 

that matter. In my opinion, therefore, and more so 

when there is recovery under Sec.27 of the Evidence 

Act at the behest of the accused, the said recovery 

does  not  inspire  any  confidence  and  in  such 

circumstances,  I  am  required  to  give  benefit  of 

doubt to accused No.36 also, which I hereby do so.

Accused No.56

708. Now I propose to take up the relative 

merits  of  the  Prosecution  case  with  regard  to 

accused No.56 Pradip Khanabhai Parmar, who again is 

arrested belatedly on 29/12/2008 and was in fact 

granted  anticipatory  bail  and  therefore, 

immediately in compliance of such relief granted by 

the Court, the said accused was enlarged on bail. 

There is only a solitary witness who has deposed 

with regard to accused No.56 and the identification 

of  accused  No.56  is  also  by  a  solitary  witness 

though a second witness has not identified accused 

No.56 by name but has pointed him out as being one 

of  the  members  of  the  mob  which  perpetrated  the 

offence. 

709. Shri Kodekar, the learned Spl.P.P. in 

the course of his submissions while dealing with 

the relative merits of the case of accused No.56, 

has  submitted  that  PW-191  at  Exh.734  being  one 
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Salim  Noormohammad  Sandhi  in  the  course  of  his 

testimony,  has  very  specifically  testified  in 

paragraph No.10 of his testimony that accused No.56 

was one of the persons of the mob which indulged in 

burning  the  autorickshaws  within  Gulbarg  Society 

and  also  being  a  part  of  the  mob  that  caused 

injuries to a large number of persons. The witness, 

according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  has  specified  that 

accused No.56 was present from amongst the mob of 

4000  to  5000  persons  which  entered  into  Gulbarg 

Society by causing an explosion on the front wall 

of Gulbarg Society at about 01:30 p.m. and accused 

No.56  in  terms  of  the  testimony  of  the  present 

witness, is attributed to have been armed with a 

pipe  at  that  point  of  time.  The  said  witness 

according  to  Shri  Kodekar  in  terms  of  paragraph 

No.18 of his testimony, has positively identified 

accused No.56 in the Court also. It is also pointed 

out  by  Shri  Kodekar  that  over  and  above  this 

aspect, the PW-301 Rashidabanu Dilawer Shaikh whose 

testimony  is  on  the  record  of  proceedings  at 

Exh.1046,  has  in  paragraph  No.17  of  her 

examination-in-chief, in the process of identifying 

the accused, has identified accused No.56 as being 

one of the persons who was a part of the mob and 

who according to the said witness PW-301, was seen 

in the mob on the fateful day. It is submitted that 

these aspects are clearly establishing the presence 

of and perpetration of the offence by accused No.56 

and  therefore,  accused  No.56  is  required  to  be 
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established  as  a  part  of  the  mob  which  in  fact 

entered  into  the  Gulbarg  Society  at  about  01:30 

p.m., and there is no reason to disbelieve PWs 191 

and  301  who  have  positively  identified  accused 

No.56  in  the  Court  and  therefore,  the  charges 

against accused No.56, according to Shri Kodekar, 

are  established  and  therefore,  accused  No.56  is 

required to be suitably penalized.

710. It  is  required  to  be  noted  that 

initially a very limited defence was raised with 

regard  to  the  merits  of  the  Prosecution  case 

against accused No.56 and generally speaking, the 

veracity of the testimony of PW-191 Salim Sandhi 

was  generally  challenged  and  contradictions 

emerging from his testimony in comparison to the 

testimonies of other so-called eye-witnesses, were 

extensively dealt with by the defence, but however, 

Shri  S.M.Vora,  the  learned  advocate  appearing  on 

behalf  of  the  victims,  in  terms  of  his  limited 

submissions before this Court, had raised the issue 

of non-arresting of accused No.56 as a deliberate 

act on the part of accused No.57 Shri K.G.Erda who 

was the P.I. and very much present at the site of 

the incident and who was assigned with the specific 

duty  to  protect  the  members  of  the  minority 

community in that vicinity, and the accused No.57 

having failed in such duty and one of the instances 

to establish failure of duty on the part of accused 

No.57 Shri K.G.Erda is, according to Shri S.M.Vora, 
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the non-arrest of accused No.56. In rejoinder, Shri 

T.R.Bajpai,  the  learned  advocate  appearing  on 

behalf of the accused concerned, has submitted that 

accused No.56 was in charge of the investigation 

for a very brief initial period of about 10 days or 

so and thereafter, number of IOs were assigned the 

investigation  into  the  present  incident  and  such 

IOs have arrested large number of persons, of whom 

accused No.56 was not one of them. It is submitted 

that there was nothing which prevented the arrest 

of  accused  No.56  and  it  is  submitted  that  the 

allegation  made  by  the  learned  advocate  for  the 

victims  that  accused  No.56  was  connected  to  the 

B.J.P. political party, is devoid of any material 

and there is absolutely no evidence on the record 

of  the  proceedings  to  show  the  connections  of 

accused No.56 with the B.J.P. It is submitted that 

there is no material, no discovery and there is no 

recovery  of  any  weapon,  much  less  the  pipe 

attributed to be in the hands of accused No.56 at 

the  relevant  time  and  therefore,  it  is  urged  on 

behalf of the accused No.56 that the evidence on 

record  is  flimsy,  no  overt  act  is  attributed  to 

accused  No.56  and  therefore,  there  are  serious 

doubts with regard to the testimony of PW-191 as 

also  PW-301  and  therefore  also,  the  benefit  of 

doubt must be given to accused No.56 also.

711. Having  considered  the  rival 

submissions, I am firstly required to consider the 
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fact that there is no room for any doubt that PW-

191  in  the  course  of  his  testimony  more 

particularly  paragraph  No.10  thereof,  has 

positively  named  accused  No.56  as  being  present 

amongst the mob of 4000 to 5000 persons who broke 

open the main gate of Gulbarg Society and entered 

therein at about 01:30 p.m. and there is also no 

room for any doubt that the witness PW-191 not only 

has  stated  to  the  effect  that  accused  No.56  was 

armed  with  a  pipe,  but  the  witness  has  also 

positively identified accused No.56 in the Court. 

In  addition  thereto,  PW-301  Rashidabanu  Dilawer 

Shaikh  while  specifically  naming  accused  No.56, 

has, when asked if she could identify any of the 

persons from amongst the mob, pointed a finger at 

accused No.56 identifying him to be a person from 

amongst  the  mob,  but  she  has  not  named  accused 

No.56 or attributed him to have been armed with any 

weapon. In the circumstances, what is relevant is 

the fact that there is no material other than the 

testimony of PW-191 to show that accused No.56 was 

a part of the mob. Again, in terms of the testimony 

of  PW-191,  at  the  cost  of  repetition,  it  is 

required  to  be  noted  that  specific  emphasis  has 

been placed by PW-191 that accused No.56 at that 

point of time when he is attributed to have been 

part of the mob, was armed with a pipe. However, 

beyond such mention, PW-191 has attributed no overt 

act on the part of accused No.56. Even PW-301 who 

has pointed a finger at accused No.56, has firstly 
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omitted the fact of accused No.56 being armed with 

a pipe and she too has attributed no overt act or 

no  specific  act  on  the  part  of   accused  No.56 

herein. In the circumstances, I am also required to 

closely  mention  as  to  whether  there  is 

corroborative  material  which  would  cement  and 

establish the presence of accused No.56 as being a 

part of the mob and in any manner having not only 

perpetrated  the  offence,  but  in  my  offence,  his 

mere  presence  would  be  enough  to  implicate  him. 

However, I am constrained to note that it is an 

admitted  position  emerging  from  the  cross 

examination  of  PW-191  on  page  No.50,  paragraph 

No.65  that  the  name  of  accused  No.56  was  not 

provided  by  PW-191  in  his  application  to  the 

Commissioner of Police and accompanying affidavit 

though the names of number of other persons were 

supplied  in  such  documents.  It  is  only  at  a 

subsequent  stage  when  his  statement  was  recorded 

and  that  too  possibly  before  the  S.I.T.  because 

there  is  no  specific  mention  as  to  when  PW-191 

first supplied the name of accused No.56 as being a 

part of the mob, the fact that accused No.56 came 

to be arrested only as late as on 29/12/2008 is 

indicative that the arrest was made by the S.I.T. 

in terms of a statement recorded by the witness PW-

191 providing the name of accused No.56 therein and 

also providing details with regard to establishing 

his presence as being a part of the mob in the 

incident. Further, I am also required to note that 
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there is no recovery or discovery of any material 

by  or  at  the  behest  of  accused  No.56.  Again, 

despite such a large number of eye-witnesses being 

examined  herein  and  despite  PW-191  and  PW-301 

having  in  a  manner  identified  accused  No.56  as 

being present amongst the mob, no specific overt 

act is attributed to accused No.56. In my opinion, 

therefore,  the  delayed  arrest,  grant  of 

anticipatory  bail  and  lack  of  corroborative 

material,  all  create  doubts  with  regard  to  the 

Prosecution case and in a case where no less than 

338  witnesses  have  been  examined  on  record, 

solitary  identification  by  a  solitary  witness 

cannot  make  me  come  to  a  conclusion  that  the 

Prosecution has proved beyond reasonable doubt the 

case  against  accused  No.56.  In  my  opinion, 

therefore,  the  evidence  on  the  record  is  not 

sufficient to make me come to a conclusion that the 

charges  stand  proved  beyond  reasonable  doubt 

against  accused  No.56.  In  fact  in  light  of  the 

foregoing  discussion,  I  am  of  the  clear  opinion 

that grave doubts exist with regard to the presence 

and involvement of the accused No.56 in the offence 

more  so  when  the  star  witness  PW-106  who  has 

identified a large number of the accused herein and 

attributed specific roles to each of the accused in 

specific instance that took place during the entire 

episode which began from 09:30 a.m. and ended at 

06:30 p.m. when such witness PW-106 has not even 

whispered with regard to the presence of accused 
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No.56 and in absence of any material attributing 

any specific overt act on the part of the accused 

No.56, I am of the opinion that grave doubts exist 

with regard to the Prosecution case against accused 

No.56  and  therefore,  benefit  of  doubts  in  my 

opinion,  must  go  in  favour  of  the  accused  No.56 

also.

Accused No.60

712. I now propose to take up the relative 

merits  of  the  Prosecution  case  against  accused 

No.60 Bipin Ambalal Patel. It is submitted by Shri 

Kodekar, the learned Spl.P.P. in the lengthy and 

detailed  submissions  made  and  referred  to  herein 

before that accused No.60 is positively attributed 

to be armed with a sword, is positively attributed 

to  have  committed  an  overt  act  of  inflicting  a 

sword injury on PW-283 Aslamkhan Anwarkhan Pathan 

whose testimony is on the record of the proceedings 

at Exh.981. It is submitted that the accused No.60 

has  been  positively  identified  by  PW-283  in  the 

course of his testimony and in the circumstances, 

not  only  is  the  presence  of  accused  No.60 

established  at  the  scene  of  the  incident  on  the 

fateful day and it is required to be held that not 

only his presence is established but the fact of 

his being armed with a dangerous and lethal weapon 

like a sword is further established and also the 

fact more importantly of accused No.60 having used 
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the weapon being sword to inflict injuries on PW-

283 are aspects all established in the course of 

the testimony of PW-283 who is not only an eye-

witness but is also a victim inasmuch as, not only 

has the PW-283 sustained injuries but he has also 

lost five of his family members including his own 

father Anwarkhan who was butchered before his own 

eyes and therefore, since accused No.60 has been 

positively identified by PW-283 as the person who 

inflicted the sword injuries, there is no room for 

any  doubt  that  the  Prosecution  has  established 

beyond reasonable doubt the involvement and guilt 

of the accused No.60 in the offences that he stands 

charged with.

713. My attention is particularly drawn to 

paragraph  No.13  of  the  testimony  which  has  been 

reproduced  herein  before  in  the  course  of  the 

submissions of Shri Kodekar, but I am reproducing 

the  gist  of  such  testimony  which  is  a  short 

paragraph  where  the  accused  No.60  has  been 

identified by name and as being the person who had 

inflicted the sword blow on PW-283 as being Bipin 

Ambalal  Patel,  and  therefore,  this  is  a  vital 

aspect proved reasonable doubt by the Prosecution, 

according to Shri Kodekar.

“......મે  તલવાર વાગતાં  મને  ઈજ થયેલી તે  તલવાર મારનારને  ચહેરાથી 
ઓળખી શકંુ. હંુ કોટરમાં હાજર પકૈી ચહેરાથી જનેી તલવારથી મને ઈજ થયેલ 
તનેે નામથી ઓળખી બતાવું  છંુ  તનેું  નામ પુછતાં બીપીન અબંાલાલ પટેલ 
હોવાનું જણાવે છે. બીજ અજણયા માણસને ઓળકી શકતો નથી.”
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714. On the other hand, Shri A.M.Bhardwaj, 

the  learned  advocate  appearing  on  behalf  of  the 

defence, submits that the Prosecution is not as cut 

and  dried  as  is  sought  to  be  made  out  by  Shri 

Kodekar. The detailed defence arguments have also 

been reproduced herein before, but I am required to 

reconsider and reappraise the defence arguments in 

light of these specific submissions of Shri Kodekar 

and the fact that the case of the present accused 

appears to be more specific and on a more serious 

footing than the case of the previous accused which 

I have dealt herein before, inasmuch as, not only 

has the accused No.60 been attributed to be present 

and being a part of the mob that perpetrated the 

incident, but he is specifically attributed to be 

armed  with  a  sword  and  is  further  specifically 

attributed to have inflicted injuries on a specific 

person  who  having  survived  the  attack,  has 

positively  identified  accused  No.60  as  being  the 

perpetrator  of  the  attack.  In  the  circumstances, 

the submissions of Shri Bhardwaj are required to be 

dealt with carefully and I propose to do so. 

715. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of  PW-177  Sairaben  Sandhi  at  Exh.711,  more 

particularly paragraph No.15 on page No.13 wherein 

it  is  inter  alia  deposed  with  regard  to  the 

incident where the late Anwarkhan lost his life and 

where  PW-283  Aslamkhan  sustained  injuries.  The 
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incident is claimed to have been witnessed by PW-

177  as  an  eye-witness.  It  would,  therefore,  be 

relevant to  inter alia  reproduce in English what 

has been testified to by the witness in paragraph 

No.15  where  she  has  stated  that  accused  No.1 

Kailash Dhobi inflicted a sword blow on the late 

Anwarkhan  Pathan  and  upon  PW-283  Aslamkhan 

attempting to save his father, he too was inflicted 

a blow by Kailash Dhobi i.e. accused No.1. It is 

further  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that 

confirming this version is the testimony of PW-142 

Ashram Sikander Sandhi at Exh.645. My attention is 

drawn to paragraph No.9 of the examination-in-chief 

where it has been stated  inter alia  to the effect 

[the entire version is reproduced verbatim in the 

course of submissions of Shri Bhardwaj] that when 

PW-283 Aslamkhan tried to save his father Anwarkhan 

who was attacked and given sword blow by accused 

No.1 Kailash Dhobi, accused No.1 Kailash Dhobi gave 

a sword blow on the right hand of PW-283 Aslamkhan. 

This, according to Shri Bhardwaj, is also an eye-

witness account which, therefore, has two versions 

which  attribute  accused  No.1  Kailash  Dhobi 

inflicting sword injuries on PW-283. On the other 

hand,  according  to  Shri  Bhardwaj,  the  initial 

version of PW-283 himself is interesting inasmuch 

as, the witness has very categorically stated in 

paragraph No.7 of his examination-in-chief on page 

No.5  and  ending  on  page  No.6  that  accused  No.1 

Kailash Dhobi inflicted a fatal blow on Anwarkhan 
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i.e. the father of PW-283 and when PW-283 attempted 

to rescue his father in the company of Akhtarkhan, 

one “unknown person” inflicted injuries on the left 

hand  of  PW-283  with  a  sword.  Interestingly 

according  to  Shri  Bhardwaj,  that  immediately 

thereafter  in  paragraph  No.13  of  his  testimony 

beginning on page No.9 and ending on page No.10, 

specific attention is drawn to page No.10 of the 

testimony  where  PW-283  has  stated  that  he  can 

positively  identify  the  person  who  inflicted  the 

sword  injury  upon  his  fingers  and  the  person  is 

identified not only by face but the words of the 

deposition are  inter alia  to the effect that the 

identification  is  also  specifically  by  name  and 

that identification happens to be that of accused 

No.60 Bipin Ambalal Patel. It is pointed out that 

these contradictions are so grave and serious that 

no  reliance  can  be  placed  on  such  testimony  to 

establish  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the  guilt  of 

accused  in  such  a  grave  and  serious  offence.  My 

attention is further drawn to the testimony of PW-

283  wherein,  in  the  cross  examination  on  page 

No.28,  paragraph  No.46,  the  PW-283  has  conceded 

that  he  sustained  sword  injuries,  he  saw  two 

unknown unidentifiable persons and the witness has 

further inter alia admitted and accepted to be true 

that  there  are  number  of  “Bhaiyajees”  meaning 

persons  from  Uttar  Pradesh  who  have  settled  in 

their vicinity and that those two unknown persons 

were,  according  to  the  witness,  looking  like 
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“Bhaiyajees” meaning persons from Uttar Pradesh. It 

is submitted that in the circumstances, the eye-

witness having very conveniently identified accused 

No.60  by  face  and  by  name  in  the  Court,  is  an 

absolute  after-though  made  with  an  intention  to 

rope in as many of the accused as was possible and 

it  is  urged  that  in  light  of  such  glaring 

contradictions, the benefit of doubt is required to 

be  given  to  the  accused  since  there  are  grave 

doubts with regard to the accuracy and veracity of 

the  testimony  of  PW-283  when  two  other  eye-

witnesses  provide  an  absolute  different  and 

contrary version. It is pointed out that there is 

no discovery or recovery of any weapon by or at the 

behest  of  accused  No.60,  there  is  no  material 

whatsoever other than such uninspiring testimony of 

PW-283 to even remotely link accused No.60 to the 

present  offence,  and  therefore,  accused  No.60  is 

required  to  be  given  a  clean  acquittal.  It  is 

pointed out that the arrest of accused No.60 was 

made solely on the basis of statement of PW-283.

716. Having  considered  such  detailed 

submissions,  I  am  firstly  required  to  note  that 

accused  No.60  was  arrested  on  25/02/2009.  It 

emerges  that  the  name  of  accused  No.60  is  not 

provided  by  any  of  the  star  witnesses  but  was 

conveniently provided by PW-283 who in the initial 

portion  of  his  examination-in-chief,  claimed 

ignorance  with  regard  to  the  identity  of  his 
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attacker  which  aspect  is  clearly  highlighted  and 

elaborated  herein  above  while  considering  the 

submissions of Shri Bhardwaj, and I need not repeat 

the  same  verbatim.  However,  as  has  been  rightly 

pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that in the further 

examination-in-chief  on  page  No.10,  paragraph 

No.13,  the  witness  PW-283  gives  an  accurate  and 

positive  identity  of  his  attacker  inasmuch  as, 

accused No.60 is identified by name and by face by 

the  witness  as  the  person  who  perpetrated  the 

offence inasmuch as, the word injury is claimed to 

have been inflicted by accused No.60. As against 

this, a large number of other eye-witnesses have 

given detailed deposition with regard to noticeable 

persons from amongst the mob and attributed them to 

have been armed with specific weapons in the course 

of the incident. However, I may state that other 

than PW-283, not a single witness has named accused 

No.60 as being present or being a part of the mob 

on the fateful day, let along being armed with a 

sword, let alone inflicting injury upon any person. 

Again, I am required to consider the testimonies of 

PWs 177 and 142 respectively being Sairaben Sandhi 

and Ashram Sandhi, which also have been referred to 

herein before and both of them specifically point 

the finger at accused No.1 Kailash Dhobi to have 

inflicted the sword injury upon PW-283. Again, I am 

constrained to note that in his cross examination 

on  page  No.28,  paragraph  No.46  of  his  cross 

examination, which is exactly reproduced below in 
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vernacular  language  for  the  sake  of  convenience, 

PW-283 Aslamkhan has again resiled from his earlier 

positive stands and has attributed the injury being 

caused  by  one  amongst  two  unknown  unidentifiable 

persons but who according to the witness PW-283, 

appear  to  look  like  persons  from  Uttar  Pradesh 

(Bhaiyajees), and that it is further conceded that 

in  the  course  of  his  statements  recorded  by  the 

Police, the present witness has made no efforts to 

seek the names of any such persons who inflicted 

the injury. 

“મને હાથે તલવારથી ઈજ થઈ તયારે મે બે અજણયા માણસોને 
જયેલા. અમારા મેઘાણીનગર િવસતારમાં ભૈયાજઓની વસતી છે. એ 
વાત ખરી છે કે,  મને જે બે અજણયા માણસો દેખાયા ત ે મને 
ભૈયાજ જવેા લાગેલા. મે તે િદવસ થી જયારે જયારે પોલીસે મારા 
જવાબો લીધા ત ે દરિમયાન આ અજણયા માણસોના નામ જણવા 
કોઈ પયતન કરેલ નિહ.”

717. It is, therefore, strange that at a 

subsequent stage, PW-283 could specifically point a 

finger at accused No.60 to be the perpetrator of 

the sword attack upon his person. Again at the cost 

of  repetition,  as  is  true  in  most  of  the  cases 

herein, there is no recovery or discovery of the 

sword  allegedly  used  by  accused  No.60  in  the 

incident. There is no investigation worth the name 

to  establish  that  accused  No.60  is  or  was  a 

resident  of  nearby  locality  or  was  justifiably 

required  to  be  held  to  be  present  at  Gulbarg 

Society  on  the  fateful  day.  The  accused  No.60 

cannot, in my opinion, therefore, be implicated or 
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held guilty beyond reasonable doubt on the basis of 

such  glaring  contradictions  emerging  from  the 

testimony of three eye-witnesses, more so when the 

other  eye-witnesses  who  claim  to  know  a  large 

number  of  the  perpetrators,  having  not  even 

whispered the name of accused No.60 as being a part 

of  the  mob,  let  apart  having  perpetrated  the 

offence as charged with. In my opinion, therefore, 

the  material  on  the  record  does  not  inspire 

confidence enough to make me come to the conclusion 

that  the  Prosecution  has  established  beyond 

reasonable doubt the presence of  accused No.60 at 

Gulbarg Society, or the fact of accused No.60 being 

armed with a sword with which he inflicted injury 

on  PW-283  Aslamkhan  when  the  said  Aslamkhan 

attempted  to  save  his  father  and  in  such 

circumstances, I give benefit of doubt to accused 

No.60 also and acquit him of all charges levelled 

against him.

Accused Nos.44, 51 and 64

718. I now propose to take up the role of 

accused  No.44  Nagin  Hasmukhbhai  Patni,  accused 

No.51  Mahesh  Ramjibhai  Nath  and  accused  No.64 

Shivcharan @ Jitendra @ Lallu Ramjibhai Nath, all 

of  whom  were  arrested  post  taking  over  of  the 

investigation  by  the  S.I.T.  Accused  No.44  was 

arrested  on  17/09/2008  whereas  accused  No.51  was 

arrested  on  12/11/2008.  The  accused  No.64  was 
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arrested  on  11/08/2009.  It  clearly  emerges  on  a 

perusal and appreciation of the material that these 

accused  have  been  arrested  on  the  basis  of 

statement  of  a  sole  witness  in  the  form  of 

Imtiyazkhan Sayeedkhan Pathan (PW-106 at Exh.542), 

and  scrutinizing  the  role  played  by  each  of  the 

said accused in the present incident, I am required 

to look at the submissions advanced on behalf of 

the State by the learned Spl.P.P. Shri R.C.Kodekar, 

which have been narrated in detail herein before 

and need  not be repeated in toto herein. I am 

required to state that the Prosecution case against 

accused  No.44  Nagin  Patni  is  inter  alia  to  the 

effect and emerging from paragraph No.10 on page 

No.27 of the deposition of PW-106 that when he was 

informed by the residents of the rear portion of 

Gulbarg Society that a mob was indulging in stone 

throwing and throwing burning rags at the Gulbarg 

Society, he reached the rear portion of the Society 

and climbed on the terrace of one of the buildings 

thereat where he saw a mob of at least 10000 to 

15000 persons indulging in such activities in which 

amongst  the  number  of  accused  name,  the  name  of 

accused  No.44  Nagin  Patni  clearly  is  mentioned. 

Other  than  the  mere  presence  of  such  accused,  a 

general statement is made in the concluding three 

lines of paragraph No.10 on page No.27  inter alia 

to the effect that all such persons were throwing 

stones,  burning  rags  and  burning  tyres  towards 

Gulbarg Society. The witness PW-106 who in any case 
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has been referred to time and again by Shri Kodekar 

as his star witness, has testified his identifying 

such  of  the  accused  in  paragraph  No.10  of  his 

testimony  on  the  basis  that  most  of  the  accused 

were  residents  of  chawls  located  in  the 

neighbourhood of Gulbarg Society. Other than noting 

the presence of accused No.44 as a member of such 

mob, no other role is attributed to accused No.44 

during the entire testimony of PW-106. Again, it 

emerges that the presence of accused No.44 was seen 

outside Gulbarg Society and not within at any stage 

by PW-106 who incidentally happens to be the sole 

witness who has seen accused No.44 at any stage of 

the  incident.  No  doubt,  it  emerges  from  the 

submissions  of  Shri  Kodekar  that  PW-106  has 

positively identified the accused in the Court an 

it  is  urged  that  in  the  circumstances,  this 

evidence is sufficient to establish the presence of 

the accused No.44 at Gulbarg Society and indulging 

in  a  specific  overt  act  wherein  the  role, 

involvement  and  guilt  of  the  accused  No.44  is 

established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  and  the 

charges,  therefore,  could  be  said  to  be  proved 

beyond reasonable doubt against accused No.44. 

719. Similarly, with regard to the role of 

accused  No.51  Mahesh  Ramjibhai  Nath  and  accused 

No.64 Shivcharan @ Jitendra @ Lallu Ramjibhai Nath, 

Shri Kodekar has submitted inter alia to the effect 

that  PW-106  again  is  the  sole  witness  who  has 
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identified  accused  Nos.51  and  64  as  being  the 

perpetrators of the offence on the fateful day and 

PW-106 is the sole witness who has attributed any 

overt  act  on  the  part  of  accused  Nos.51  and  52 

also.  My  attention  is  drawn  to  the  part  of  the 

testimony of PW-106 more particularly contained in 

paragraph No.10 beginning on page No.9 and ending 

on page No.11, but particular reference to accused 

no.51 is made on page No.11 wherein it has been 

specifically  mentioned  that  some  miscreants  were 

firing upon the residents of Gulbarg Society from 

the terrace of a shop outside Gulbarg Society and 

it is PW-106 and his cousin (son of paternal aunt) 

Sharif who claims to have seen “Mahesh Daruwalo” 

and his brother Lallu who were indulging in firing 

upon the residents of Gulbarg Society on account of 

which  PW-106  moved  away  from  that  area.  It  is 

submitted  that  accused  Nos.51  and  64  are  also 

positively identified in the Court by PW-106 and in 

such  circumstances,  the  testimony  of  PW-106  is 

required  to  be  accepted  to  be  correct  even  with 

regard to the relative merits of the Prosecution 

case against accused Nos.51 and 64 also and since 

according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  all  the  said  three 

accused Nos.44, 51 and 64 are attributed to have 

committed positive overt acts which were an eye-

witness  account  of  PW-106,  their  presence  at 

Gulbarg  Society  on  the  fateful  day  during  the 

incident is established beyond reasonable doubt and 

is  further  strengthened  by  the  positive 
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identification  of  the  said  three  accused  in  the 

Court and therefore, they are required to be held 

guilty  of  the  charges  that  they  face  since  the 

Prosecution  could  be  said  to  have  established 

beyond  reasonable  doubt  the  presence  and  thereby 

the  involvement,  role  and  guilt  of  the  accused 

Nos.44, 51 and 64 in the presence offence. It is 

submitted that in the circumstances, the accused be 

suitably penalized.

720. On  the  other  hand,  if  the  defence 

submissions  in  this  regard  are  required  to  be 

analyzed in brief at this stage, it is required to 

be noted that it is the case of the defence that 

the said three accused have been arrested as late 

as nearly six years or more after the incident and 

that too on a belated statement of PW-106 before 

the S.I.T. It is submitted that mere identification 

of  accused  Nos.44,  51  and  64  is  no  basis  to 

establish beyond reasonable doubt the guilt of the 

accused since PW-106 is in his statement before the 

IO  of  the  S.I.T.  Shri  J.M.Suthar  i.e.  PW-335 

(Exh.1289) clearly established to have stated that 

the identification and linking of accused No.51 and 

64 to the firing is a presumption on the part of 

PW-106 since the firing was coming from the area 

where he saw accused No.51 and his brother Lallu 

i.e. accused No.64 herein. It is pointed out in the 

course  of  the  submissions  of  the  defence  that 

accused  No.44  also  is  similarly  roped  in  by 
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signifying his mere presence at a belated stage in 

a statement of PW-106 recorded on 22/05/2008 and 

14/09/2008 and the material emerging against such 

accused  i.e.accused  No.44  is  non-existent.  It 

emerges from the gist of the defence arguments with 

regard  to  accused  Nos.44,  51  and  64  that  it  is 

contended in the defence that there is no positive 

I.D.  parade  held  post  arrest  of  the  said  three 

accused  and  no  plausible  explanation  is  offerred 

with  regard  to  such  lapse  on  the  part  of  the 

investigating agency. It is further pointed out in 

the  course  of  the  defence  submissions  that  no 

incriminating  muddamal  has  been  recovered  or 

discovered by or at the behest of any of the three 

accused in the course of the entire investigation 

herein.  It  is  also  submitted  that  it  would  be 

unsafe to hold such accused in the circumstances on 

the sole testimony of an interested witness who has 

in  the  course  of  his  testimony  identified  the 

accused  only  because  he  knew  them  as  being 

residents  of  nearby  chawls  and  it  is  urged  that 

such accused have been roped in out of a sense of 

vengeance and also on account of the fact that they 

did  not  succumb  to  the  demands  of  extortion  and 

therefore,  it  is  urged  that  all  the  said  three 

accused  be  given  benefit  of  doubt  and  acquitted 

herein.

721. I  have  considered  the  rival 

submissions and I have perused the material placed 
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for my consideration and it is an uncontroverted 

fact  that  accused  Nos.44,  51  and  64  have  been 

arrested  solely  on  the  basis  of  the  statement 

furnished by PW-106 Imtiyazkhan before the S.I.T. 

No  doubt,  the  presence  of  accused  No.44  is 

specifically emerging from the testimony of PW-106 

more particularly in paragraph No.10 beginning on 

page  No.9,  and  specific  mention  is  made  in 

paragraph No.10 itself which is continued on page 

No.11, wherein accused No.44 is shown to be amongst 

the mob at the Railway line behind Gulbarg Society 

and which mob was attributed to be throwing stones, 

burning rags and burning tyres at Gulbarg Society. 

However, the witness PW-106 has not attributed any 

specific  overt  act  on  the  part  of  accused  No.44 

other than the mention that he was a part of the 

mob.  I  am  required  to  appreciate  and  accept  the 

defence  that  not  only  there  is  no  T.I.  Parade 

carried out in the course of the investigation, but 

also the fact that other than the oral testimony of 

PW-106,  there  is  no  material  whatsoever  to 

interlink  and  establish  the  presence  of  accused 

No.44 at the scene of the incident on the fateful 

day. It is the case of the Prosecution as emerging 

from  the  testimony  of  number  of  eye-witnesses 

including PW-106 that both the rear portion of the 

wall of Gulbarg Society and the front portion of 

Gulbarg Society were blown open by exploding LPG 

cylinders  and  thereafter,  the  mob  entered  into 

Gulbarg  Society  from  both  these  breaches  and 
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thereafter committed and perpetrated the horrible 

acts  of  carnage,  violence,  murder,  rape  and 

destruction  of  the  properties  of  residents  of 

Gulbarg Society. However, despite such testimonies 

specifically point fingers at specific accused of 

having  come  into  Gulbarg  Society  and  thereafter 

committing  acts  of  perpetration  of  such  offences 

referred to above, there is not a single whisper 

emerging  from  the  testimony  of  any  witness 

including PW-106 that any person saw accused No.44 

within  the  premises  of  Gulbarg  Society.  Again, 

there is no recovery, no discovery and no mention 

of accused No.44 in any statement or any affidavit 

filed  either  in  the  Court  or  before  the 

Commissioner  of  Police  or  before  any  authority 

prior to the year 2007 where the name of accused 

No.44 was specifically pointed out or provided. In 

my opinion, therefore, in light of the fact that no 

other  witness  has   identified  accused  No.44  or 

linked  him  with  any  incident  comprising  of  the 

entire offence on the fateful day, since there is 

no material which establishes any overt act on the 

part of accused No.44, since there is absolutely no 

basis  other  than  the  sole  testimony  of  PW-106 

emerging against accused No.44, since there is no 

discovery or recovery of any incriminating material 

by or at the behest of accused No.44, I am of the 

opinion that grave doubts exist with regard to the 

Prosecution  case  against  accused  No.44  also  and 

therefore, benefit of doubt must go in favour of 
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accused No.44.

722. No doubt, accused No.51 is attributed 

in  terms  of  the  testimony  of  PW-106  more 

particularly on page No.12 in paragraph No.11 of 

the  testimony  to  have  indulged  in  firing  upon 

Gulbarg  Society  together  with  his  brother  Lallu 

(accused No.64 herein) and a bare reading of the 

said portion of the testimony leaves no room for 

any doubt that both accused No.51 and his brother 

Lallu i.e. accused No.64 were indulging in firing. 

Now  other  than  this  aspect  emerging  from  the 

testimony of PW-106, no other witness examined on 

the  record  of  the  present  proceedings  has 

attributed private firing by accused No.51 or his 

brother  Lallu  i.e.  accused  No.64  in  the  entire 

gamut of 338 witnesses examined herein. No other 

witness  has  positively  identified  accused  Nos.51 

and 64 as having indulged in firing upon Gulbarg 

Society.  In  fact  a  closer  scrutiny  of  paragraph 

No.11  on  page  No.12  of  the  testimony  of  PW-106, 

clearly establishes that he along with his paternal 

cousin  Sharif,  had  seen  accused  No.51  and  his 

brother Lallu i.e. accused No.64 doing the firing. 

Now the word “firing” is required, in my opinion, 

to  be  presumed  as  “a  use  of  a  firearm”.  It  is 

however, required to be noted that the said Sharif 

who is sought to be treated as an eye-witness to 

establish  firing  and  use  of  firearms  by  accused 

Nos.51 and 64, has not been examined as a witness 
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herein. I am, therefore, of the clear opinion that 

there is no corroboration to the testimony of PW-

106 with regard to the presence and overt act on 

the part of accused Nos.51 and 64. Again, there is 

absolutely  no  material  in  the  shape  of  oral 

evidence or documentary evidence which would even 

remotely establish any inmate, victim, resident or 

person who had taken shelter in Gulbarg Society, 

having sustained bullet injuries in private firing. 

Again, there is no recovery of any bullet casing or 

any such private firing by any member of the mob. 

The  only  casings  and  material  that  have  been 

recovered,  at  the  cost  of  repetition,  are  empty 

cartridge shells and bullet casings, ballistically 

established to have been fired from the licensed 

weapon further established to be of the ownership 

of late Shri Ehsan Jafri. Other than such aspect, 

no  evidence  is  available  to  this  Court  for  due 

consideration.  Further  damaging  the  Prosecution 

version and the testimony of PW-106 with regard to 

the  relative  merits  of  and  the  accuracy  of  his 

overall  deposition  to  establish  the  guilt  of 

accused  Nos.51  and  64,  is  an 

admission/contradiction emerging from the testimony 

of the IO Shri J.M.Suthar i.e. PW-335 at Exh.1289, 

which  damages  and  shatters  in  my  opinion,  the 

Prosecution case and the accuracy of the testimony 

of PW-106 inasmuch as, it relates to accused Nos.51 

and  64.  I  am  required  to  point  out  the 

contradiction emerging from paragraph No.124 of the 
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deposition of PW-335, more particularly the portion 

emerging in the concluding part of paragraph No.124 

on page No.79 of the deposition where the witness 

has clearly admitted inter alia to the effect that 

PW-106 had in his statement before the IO recorded 

on 14/09/2008, clearly conceded to the fact that he 

had merely seen accused No.51 and his brother Lallu 

i.e. accused No.64 as being a part of the mob from 

the terrace and since the firing was also taking 

place  from  that  general  direction,  the  witness 

believed that both accused No.51 and his brother 

Lallu  i.e.  accused  No.64  were  indulging  in  the 

firing  and  it  is  specifically  conceded  by  the 

witness  PW-106  that  he  really  did  not  see  any 

weapon in the hand of either accused No.51 or his 

brother Lallu. In such circumstances, therefore, I 

cannot,  in  absence  of  any  cogent  corroborative 

material, find the accused Nos.51 and 64 guilty of 

such grave charges and hold that the Prosecution 

has established beyond reasonable doubt the charges 

against accused Nos.51 and 64 especially when the 

evidence against accused Nos.51 and 64 also is so 

flimsy and rests solely on the shaky testimony of 

PW-106 alone. Again, there is no recovery of any 

firearm by or at the behest of accused Nos.51 and 

64. There is no forensic material or evidence to 

show  that  there  was  such  private  firing  as  is 

claimed which took place upon Gulbarg Society. The 

circumstance that no inmate or victim or resident 

of Gulbarg Society has sustained any bullet injury, 
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clearly establishes that the entire version against 

accused Nos.51 and 64 is bogus and got-up and is 

accepted to be raised on a presumption in terms of 

the statement dated 14/09/2008 admittedly narrated 

by PW-106 to PW-335 who was the IO appointed post-

S.I.T. and in the circumstances, there are grave 

doubts, the benefit of which must go to the accused 

Nos.51 and 64, more so when not a single witness 

other than PW-106 has even remotely mentioned the 

names  of  accused  Nos.51  and  64  as  being  the 

perpetrators herein. There was, even in terms of 

the  testimony  of  PW-106,  another  eye-witness  who 

has conveniently not been examined as a witness and 

in  such  circumstances  also,  adverse  inference  is 

required to be drawn against the Prosecution which 

I have done so.

723. Again, I am constrained to note that 

despite  such  lengthy  and  strong  defence  raised, 

Shri  Kodekar  has  chosen  not  to  deal  with  the 

relative merits of the Prosecution case as against 

accused Nos.44, 51 and 64 and therefore also, it is 

required to be inferred that the Prosecution is not 

able  to  explain  the  flaws  in  the  Prosecution 

version as against these three accused. I am also 

constrained to note and I am pained to note that it 

is  extremely  unfortunate  that  accused  No.64  has 

been denied bail all throughout and he has remained 

in custody for seven long years. However, at the 

cost of repetition, it is required to be noted that 
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the  material  against  the  accused  is  extremely 

flimsy and the accused cannot be convicted on the 

strength  of  such  an  improbable  and  incorrect 

statement  of  a  solitary  witness.  The  Prosecution 

case is extremely hollow and no other witness has 

testified about private firing, other than PW-106 

and  therefore,  the  Prosecution  case  qua  accused 

Nos.51 and 64 is required to be discarded.

724. In such circumstances, on facts alone, 

the  State  has  failed  in  establishing  beyond 

reasonable doubt the charges against both accused 

No.44  as  well  as  accused  No.51  and  the  logical 

conclusion would be to confer the benefit of doubt 

upon both accused No.44 and accused No.51, which I 

hereby do so and therefore, both accused No.44 and 

accused No.51 are given the benefit of doubt, which 

benefit is extended to accused No.64 also, and such 

three accused are acquitted of all charges herein.

Accused No.49

725. I now propose to take up the relative 

merits  of  the  Prosecution  case  against  accused 

No.49 Mahesh @ Pappu Pratapji Thakor, who again has 

been arrested on 04/11/2008 solely on the basis of 

a belated statement of a solitary witness being one 

Firozmohammad Gulzarmohammad Pathan who is examined 

as PW-129 on the record of the present proceedings 

at Exh.635. 
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726. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar in 

the  submissions  advanced  on  behalf  of  the 

Prosecution, a gist of which is being reproduced 

herein for the sake of convenience and his detailed 

submissions  in  this  regard  have  already  been 

reproduced herein before, wherein according to Shri 

Kodekar,  the  Prosecution  has  successfully 

established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the  case 

against accused No.49 Mahesh Pratapji Thakor who is 

more popularly known and referred to in the course 

of the testimony of PW-129 as “Pappu” with regard 

to which there is no controversy. My attention is 

drawn  to  paragraph  No.11  on  page  No.12  of  the 

testimony  of  PW-129,  wherein  it  is  inter  alia 

deposed by the said witness that he heard a loud 

explosion  and  on  account  of  which,  he  and  other 

members of his family rushed outside and when they 

saw them, one LPG cylinder was exploded to destroy 

the  compound  wall  of  Gulbarg  Society  and  after 

demolishing the compound wall in such fashion, the 

witness  attributes  to  have  seen  four  to  five 

persons entering Gulbarg Society, amongst whom he 

saw accused No.49 as one of them.  It is submitted 

that the witness has positively identified accused 

No.49 in the Court and according to Shri Kodekar, 

there is no reason for PW-129 to falsely implicate 

any person, much less the accused No.49 and it is 

urged that it is on the basis of the testimony of 

PW-129 alone that the Prosecution can be said to 
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have successfully established and that too beyond 

reasonable  doubt  the  presence  and  involvement  of 

accused No.49 in the incident and it is urged that 

the fact of accused No.49 being established as a 

member  of  the  mob  which  after  entering  Gulbarg 

Society, perpetrated the carnage, is itself enough 

to establish beyond reasonable doubt the guilt of 

accused  No.49  in  the  offences  that  he  stands 

charged  with  and  therefore,  accused  No.49  is 

required to be held guilty and suitably penalized 

herein.

727. The defence submission with regard to 

accused  No.49  is  inter  alia  to  the  effect  that 

accused  No.49  has  been  belatedly  arrested  in  an 

attempt to falsely rope in and arrest more accused 

post taking over of the investigation by the S.I.T. 

and accused No.49 has been arrested as late as on 

04/11/2008  and  that  too  on  the  basis  of  a  sole 

statement of PW-129. It is submitted that even if 

the  deposition  of  PW-129  more  particularly  in 

paragraph No.11 on page No.12 of his testimony, is 

accepted to be correct, then also, no overt act is 

attributed to accused No.49, and therefore, it has 

been  urged  that  PW-129  is  not  a  reliable  or 

truthful  witness  inasmuch  as,  the  presence, 

involvement  and  guilt  of  the  accused  No.49  is 

concerned. 

728. Having  considered  the  rival 
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submissions and having perused the material placed 

for my consideration, it is an uncontroverted fact 

that accused No.49 has been arrested solely on the 

basis of the statement furnished by PW-129 before 

the  S.I.T.,  and  accused  No.49  is  also  no  doubt, 

identified by the said witness PW-129 in terms of 

his testimony referred to herein above. However, a 

material and significant fact which also emerges, 

is that neither any overt act has been attributed 

to have been committed by the accused No.49 by the 

sole witness being PW-129 nor any T.I. Parade has 

been carried out so as to positively identify the 

accused  No.49  with  regard  to  his  alleged 

participation in the present offence. Furthermore, 

other  than  the  testimony  of  PW-129,  there  is  no 

other  witness  even  remotely  corroborating  the 

version adduced by PW-129 linking the accused No.49 

with  the  offence.  There  is  even  no  recovery  or 

discovery of any incriminating material by or at 

the behest of accused No.49, and therefore, in my 

opinion, mere identification by a solitary witness 

in  the  form  of  PW-129  is  not  enough   to  hold 

accused  No.49  guilty  of  offences  that  he  stands 

charged with, more so when the version interlinking 

accused No.49 to the alleged incident emerging from 

paragraph No.11 on page No.12 of the testimony of 

PW-129  is  not  corroborated  by  any  independent 

evidence or forensic evidence, more particularly so 

when the deposition categorically states that the 

witness  and  other  members  of  his  family  after 
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rushing out upon hearing a loud explosion, saw that 

four  to  five  persons  had  entered  into  Gulbarg 

Society after demolishing the wall and that such 

demolition was caused by exploding a gas cylinder 

on the compound wall. This aspect is not given any 

corroboration  from  any  of  the  panchnamas  of  the 

entire Gulbarg Society which are on the record of 

the present proceedings at Exhs.260 and 261, and 

which were drawn immediately after the incident and 

even  by  the  S.I.T.  after  taking  over  of  the 

investigation.  None  of  these  documents  even 

remotely  establish  the  presence  of  any  material 

which  would  establish  that  LPG  cylinder  was 

exploded  in  demolishing  the  compound  wall  as  is 

claimed. Furthermore, at the cost of repetition, I 

may  state  that  no  overt  act  is  attributed  to 

accused No.49 and therefore, mere identification by 

the concerned witness in the Court, is not enough 

more so when for the first time the PW-129 provided 

the  name  of  accused  No.49  only  in  his  statement 

recorded before PW-335. There is even absolutely no 

material to show that accused No.49 was a resident 

of  Bhatiyara  Ni  Chali,  Chamanpura  and  therefore, 

the sole testimony of PW-129 cannot form the basis 

for  holding  accused  No.49  responsible  and  guilty 

for the offences alleged to have been committed by 

him, more so when no other witness has seen accused 

No.49  within Gulbarg Society or his being a part 

of the mob. Therefore, in my opinion, grave doubts 

also arise with regard to the presence of accused 
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No.49 at the scene of incident on the fateful day, 

the benefit of which must go in favour of accused 

No.49. Therefore, in my opinion, the accused No.49 

also is entitled for clean acquittal on the basis 

of benefit of doubts that are highlighted herein 

above. 

Accused No.53

729. I now propose to take up the case of 

accused No.53 Sushil Sharma who was arrested post 

investigation by the S.I.T. on 18/11/2008 and even 

according to the Prosecution version, the accused 

was  arrested  by  the  IO  of  the  S.I.T.  Shri 

J.M.Suthar solely on the basis of a statement of 

one Altafkhan Gulabkhan Pathan who incidentally has 

been examined as PW-143 herein and whose testimony 

is on the record of the proceedings at Exh.655. 

730. Drawing my attention to paragraph No.6 

of the testimony of PW-143, it is clear according 

to  Shri  Kodekar  that  the  said  witness  has 

positively identified accused No.53 as one of the 

persons  of  the  mob  of  about  150  to  200  persons 

which dispersed from the scene of the incident upon 

police firing which took place between 04:30 p.m. 

and 05:00 p.m. Further according to Shri Kodekar, 

the  accused  No.53  is  also  reflected  in  terms  of 

paragraph No.13 on page No.12 of the testimony of 

PW-143  to  have  indulged  in  stone  throwing  from 
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outside Gulbarg Society and more particularly from 

the  Railway  tracks.  It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Kodekar that the witness PW-143 has also positively 

identified  accused  No.53  in  the  Court  and 

therefore, accused No.53 is required to be held to 

be  present  at  the  scene  of  the  incident  on  the 

fateful day and having participated therein in the 

company of the principal co-accused and was thus a 

party to the carnage that took place on the fateful 

day and therefore, the Prosecution could be said to 

have established beyond reasonable doubt the guilt 

of the accused herein as also the charges levelled 

against him and the accused i.e. accused No.53 is 

required to be thus suitably penalized.

731. Opposing  such  submissions,  the  very 

brief defence submission made on behalf of accused 

No.53  is  inter  alia  to  the  effect  that  mere 

identification by a solitary witness is not enough 

and other than such brief defence submission, no 

detailed arguments have been advanced on behalf of 

the present accused. 

732. I  have  carefully  considered  the 

material available before me and it appears to be 

an  admitted  position  that  accused  No.53  was 

arrested on 18/11/2008 by the IO Shri J.M.Suthar 

who took over the investigation post appointment of 

the  S.I.T.  by  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court,  and  it 

further appears that the sole basis of arresting 
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accused  No.53  was  such  statement  of  PW-143 

Altafkhan.  Even  in  the  course  of  the  cross 

examination of the witness, there is a bare denial 

sought to be elicited with regard to the presence 

of accused No.53 in such mob as is reflected in 

paragraph No.6 of the examination-in-chief of PW-

143. Again, I am constrained to note that there is 

even in terms of the testimony of PW-143, no overt 

act attributed to accused No.53. Even according to 

PW-143  who  can  positively  identify  the  principal 

perpetrators  and  who  has  also,  according  to  the 

Prosecution  and  according  to  the  records, 

positively identified accused No.53 in the Court, 

the  accused  concerned  is  not  attributed  to  have 

been armed with any weapon of any kind whatsoever. 

Accused No.53 further has not been linked to any 

specific incident and in fact the witness PW-143 in 

the course of his testimony has given details with 

regard to accused No.53 inasmuch as, in terms of 

the testimony of PW-143, accused No.53 is shown to 

the knowledge of the witness to be a Home Guard 

which is clearly reflected from the testimony of IO 

Shri  J.M.Suthar  i.e.  PW-335  at  Exh.1289  in 

paragraph  No.134  of  his  testimony  that  upon 

recording  the  statement  of  PW-143,  it  clearly 

emerged from the statement that accused No.53 was 

known to be working as a Home Guard according to 

PW-143.  In  such  circumstances,  identification  in 

the Court in my opinion, cannot be the sole basis 

of establishing the guilt of an accused in such a 
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grave and serious offence when it emerges that the 

name of such accused has been given to the IO only 

post  2008.  Again,  in  the  course  of  the 

investigation  by  the  S.I.T.,  no  recovery  or 

discovery of any incriminating material by or at 

the  behest  of  accused  No.53  is  brought  on  the 

record of the proceedings. No other witness of no 

less than 18 eye-witnesses examined, has claimed to 

have  seen  accused  No.53  as  a  part  of  the  mob 

indulging  in  any  activities  which  would  in  any 

manner prove any of the charges that accused No.53 

faces herein. In the circumstances and in light of 

such  extremely  limited  evidence  emerging  against 

accused No.53, I cannot come to a conclusion that 

his  mere  presence  as  reflected  by  a  solitary 

witness is enough to come to a conclusion that the 

State  has  successfully  established  beyond 

reasonable  doubt  all  the  charges  against  the 

accused No.53.

733. No other act other than being a part 

of  the  mob  throwing  stones,  is  attributed  to 

accused No.53. Therefore, such limited evidence and 

more particularly when at the cost of repetition, 

no  other  eye-witness  claims  to  have  seen  or 

attributed  any  overt  act  on  the  part  of  accused 

No.53 during the incident, I am of the opinion that 

there are doubts with regard to the involvement and 

participation  and  guilt  of  accused  No.53  in  the 

present offence and therefore also, in my opinion, 
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accused  No.53  too  is  required  to  be  given  the 

benefit  of  doubt  and  given  an  acquittal  which  I 

hereby do so.

Accused No.65

734. I now propose to take up the case of 

accused  No.65  Rajesh  Dayaram  Jinger,  who  was 

belatedly arraigned as an accused in the present 

proceedings by exercise of powers under Sec.319 of 

the Cr.P.C. by this Court and was subsequently made 

accused No.65 herein. 

735. It is pointed out by learned Spl.P.P. 

Shri  Kodekar  that  there  are  a  large  number  of 

witnesses examined on the record of the proceedings 

who have specifically identified accused No.65 as 

being  the  perpetrator  of  the  offence  including 

stone-throwing from the terrace of Bunglow No.1 of 

Gulbarg Society which belongs to his father, and 

also  is  attributed  to  have  incited  the  mob  into 

going  into  the  said  Gulbarg  Society  which 

ultimately resulted in the mob going into Gulbarg 

Society  and  committed  such  grave  and  serious 

offences and which resulted into a carnage taking 

place  which  had  very  few  precedents  in  terms  of 

cruelty and savagery. It is submitted that in the 

circumstances,  accused  No.65  is  required  to  be 

treated as one of the prime suspects in the entire 

incident. My attention is drawn to the testimony of 
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PW-177 Sairaben Salimbhai Sandhi, who in terms of 

her testimony at Exh.711, has clearly deposed with 

regard  to  the  role  played  by  accused  No.65  in 

stone-pelting from the terrace of his residence and 

in inciting the mob to go inside Gulbarg Society 

and  indulging  in  activities  of  murder,  rape  and 

arson on such a large scale. It is pointed out that 

PW-177 has positively identified accused No.65 in 

the  course  of  her  deposition  in  paragraph  No.79 

thereof  and  it  is  submitted  that  PW-177  is  one 

amongst  many  eye-witnesses  who  has  positively 

identified accused No.65 as being a perpetrator and 

leading instigator of the present offence. 

736. It  has  been  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Kodekar that further to PW-177, the accused No.65 

is  also  positively  attributed  to  have  been 

established to be on the terrace of Bunglow No.1 of 

Gulbarg  Society  which  admittedly  belongs  to  his 

father, along with one Jayesh @ Gabbar i.e. accused 

No.14 and the said two accused together with some 

other co-accused, were pelting stones on the said 

Gulbarg Society and were also instigating the mob 

as  is  repeated  herein  before.  It  is  pointed  out 

that these aspects are completely corroborated and 

supported in the course of the testimony of PW-192 

at Exh.776 being one Mohammadali Shahjadali Saiyed 

who  has  verbatim  provided  an  identical  testimony 

and has also positively identified accused No.65 in 

the  Court.  It  is  pointed  out  that  in  similar 
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fashion,  PW-179  at  Exh.720  being  one  Ezajali 

Fakirmohammad  Shaikh  has  also  repeated  almost 

verbatim  role  of  accused  No.65  in  the  present 

offence  which  cements  further  the  involvement  of 

the  accused  No.65  and  his  guilt  the  the  present 

offence.  It  is  pointed  out  that  even  PW-128  at 

Exh.633 being Mohammadrafiq Abubakar Pathan, PW-116 

Saeedkhan Ahmedkhan Pathan at Exh.584, PW-191 i.e. 

Salim Noormohammad Sandhi at Exh.734 and PW-282 at 

Exh.978 being Dilawerbhai Sikanderbhai Shaikh, all 

of  whom  in  the  course  of  their  testimonies, 

attributed  a  near  identical  role  on  the  part  of 

accused No.65 in thee present offence, all of whom 

have  also  positively  identified  accused  No.65  in 

the  court.  It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances,  the  involvement,  participation  and 

guilt  of  accused  No.65  is  established  beyond 

reasonable  doubt  by  the  Prosecution  and  accused 

No.65 is required to be given exemplary punishment 

since it has com on record that accused No.65 was 

serving  in  the  Police  Force  at  the  time  of  the 

incident. It is submitted that the Prosecution has 

positively  thus  proved  its  case  against  accused 

No.65 also. It is further pointed out that detailed 

submissions with regard to the depositions of the 

witnesses particularized herein above, have already 

been made and this is only a repetition intended to 

refresh the Court with regard to the role played by 

accused No.65.
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737. On the other hand, a spirited defence 

has been raised by Shri A.M.Bhardwaj, the learned 

advocate  appearing  on  behalf  of  the  concerned 

accused, and it is pointed out that accused No.65 

has been arraigned as an accused post commencement 

of the trial and that too as late as in the year 

2010  in  compliance  of  the  orders  passed  below 

Exh.860 and it is urged that the Prosecution case 

against accused No.65 which on paper appears to be 

very strong, is nothing but a tutored attempt made 

to falsely implicate accused No.65 with an ulterior 

motive  on  account  of  the  previous  enmity  that 

existed  between  the  residents  of  Gulbarg  Society 

and the father of accused No.65 being one Dayaram 

Jinger  who  admittedly  had  purchased  and  occupied 

Bunglow  No.1  of  Gulbarg  Society  and  that  such 

person was the only Hindu resident of the entire 

Gulbarg  Society  and  therefore,  all  the  residents 

harboured ill will towards the family of Dayaram 

Jinger of whom Rajesh Jinger is one of them. It has 

been  pointed  out  in  the  course  of  the  defence 

arguments which I do not propose to repeat verbatim 

because it would only make further bulky an already 

extremely  bulky  judgment,  but  however,  it  is 

required to be noted that the gist of the defence 

arguments are  inter alia  to the effect that in an 

effort to implicate the entire family of Dayaram 

Jinger, the residents of Gulbarg Society have not 

only belatedly falsely accused Rajesh Jinger i.e. 

accused  No.65  herein  but  have  also  attempted  to 
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rope  in  the  brother  of  accused  No.65  being  one 

Ashok Dayaram Jinger by attributing a similar role 

to the said Ashok Jinger also. It is submitted that 

in the circumstances and more so when the IO Shri 

N.D.Parmar  while  carrying  on  the  investigation 

realized that the accusation against the said Ashok 

Jinger  was  totally  false  since  the  said  Ashok 

Dayaram Jinger was a driver of the vehicle of IO 

Shri N.D.Parmar himself, and was very much on duty 

and  all  throughout  accompanying  the  IO  Shri 

N.D.Parmar at the time of the incident, and in such 

circumstances,  the  said  Ashok  Jinger  was  neither 

arrested  nor  made  an  accused  in  the  present 

proceedings  nor  did  the  S.I.T.  also  deem  fit  to 

even  question  the  said  Ashok  Jinger,  let  apart 

arrest him  or make him an accused in the present 

proceedings. It is submitted that even the victims 

did  not  make  any  efforts  to  get  the  said  Ashok 

Jinger arraigned as an accused in the manner they 

sought  to  against  Rajesh  Jinger  and  it  is  urged 

that  in  the  circumstances,  it  is  required  to  be 

held that like Ashok Jinger, the said accused No.65 

Rajesh Jinger also has been falsely implicated in 

the present proceedings.

738. It has been pointed out that PW-116 

initially has very specifically stated that he was 

not in a position to identify Rajesh Jinger i.e. 

accused  No.65  and  it  is  pointed  out  that  the 

witness PW-116 was sharp enough to attribute the 
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stabbing  of  Ayub  to  one  Bharat  Rajput  whom  he 

categorically  and  specifically  identified  in  the 

Court as being the person who stabbed the said Ayub 

but  in  reality  the  witness  had  identified  an 

accused Babu Manji i.e. accused No.23 as accused 

Bharat  Rajput.  It  is  pointed  out  that  only  one 

accused  Bharat  Teli  was  identified  by  PW-116 

whereas he could not identify accused No.50 Kapil 

Munna,  accused  No.47  Dharmesh  Prahlad,  accused 

No.29  Mukesh  Pukhraj  and  accused  No.32  Ambesh 

Kantilal despite providing detailed testimony with 

regard to the role played by each of them in the 

present  offence.  It  is  submitted  that  therefore, 

such identification of accused No.65 by PW-116 is 

dangerous,  malicious  and  the  categorical 

identification by PW-116 at a belated stage was on 

account of the witness being tutored or the accused 

being  pointed  out  to  the  witness  before  his 

testimony in that regard. 

739. It  is  submitted  that  PW-314 

Fakirmohammad  Nasirali  Saiyed  at  Exh.1098  has 

clearly admitted in paragraphs Nos.80 and 81 of his 

cross examination that he had got served notices 

through an Advocate upon various persons including 

accused  No.65  Rajesh  Jinger  for  having  caused 

destruction to his property and in fact even civil 

proceedings in the Ahmedabad City Civil Court for 

compensation  were  admitted  to  have  been  filed 

against such persons, however, in the said notice 
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or  the  proceedings  in  the  Court,  no  criminal 

offence has been attributed to accused No.65 by PW-

314 which conveniently has not been highlighted by 

the  Prosecution  and  it  is  urged  that  in  such 

circumstances,  the  Prosecution  case  is  based  on 

malicious after-thoughts whereby out of a sense of 

vengeance the accused No.65 was falsely roped in by 

the said witnesses who were then ably tutored and 

even despite such attempts by the witnesses/victims 

during the investigation by the S.I.T. to falsely 

frame Rajesh Jinger, the S.I.T. also did not find 

any worthwhile material to arrest accused No.65 and 

it is only upon the orders passed by this Court 

under Sec.319 of the Cr.P.C. that accused No.65 was 

belatedly  arraigned  as  an  accused  herein.  It  is 

submitted  that  in  the  circumstances,  the  belated 

allegations and accusations against accused No.65 

are required to be discarded and the very fact that 

so many witnesses have testified with a parrot-like 

accuracy, establishes that they were all tutored to 

identify accused No.65 and attribute a role to him. 

It is submitted that in the circumstances, accused 

No.65 is required to be given the benefit of doubt.

740. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that further damaging the Prosecution case is the 

testimony  of  PW-107  Mrs.Rupaben  Modi  at  Exh.548, 

paragraph  No.15  on  page  No.11,  wherein  she  has 

attributed accused No.65 to be throwing stones from 

a terrace of a shop located on the rear side of 
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Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence. It is submitted that 

further damaging the Prosecution case is the fact 

that  a  stone  pelted  upon  her  and  which  caused 

injuries to her, was pelted by one “Rajesh Mochi”. 

It is submitted that in the circumstances, not only 

there  is  a  grave  and  serious  contradiction  with 

regard to the place from which the stone-pelting 

was  being  done,  but  she  has  also  wrongly  named 

accused No.65 as the person who pelted stones on 

her.  It  is  pointed  out  that  conveniently  in 

paragraph No.59 of her testimony which took place 

subsequent  to  her  identifying  the  perpetrator  as 

one  “Rajesh  Mochi”,  PW-107  provided  an  accurate 

name of accused No.65 Rajesh Jinger as the person 

who perpetrated the offence and who had caused her 

the stone injury. It is submitted that however, the 

falsity of the deposition of the witness PW-107 is 

clearly established when she is unable to identify 

accused No.65 and in fact accused No.55 was wrongly 

identified by PW-107 as accused No.65 Rajesh Jinger 

and therefore, it is submitted that not finding the 

same  aspects  convenient,  Shri  Kodekar  has 

deliberately chosen to not bring this aspect to the 

attention  of  the  Court  in  the  course  of  his 

submissions and it is urged that therefore, adverse 

inference  is  required  to  be  drawn  against  the 

Prosecution with regard to the merits of the case 

against accused No.65.

741. My attention is drawn to the testimony 
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of PW-191 more particularly paragraph No.64 on page 

No.59 of the cross examination, wherein the said 

witness  has  clearly  testified  that  he  has  not 

mentioned the name of accused No.65 as being the 

person indulging in stone-pelting from the terrace 

of Bunglow No.1 of Gulbarg Society and which stone-

pelting  resulted  in  injuries  of  a  fatal  nature 

being caused to one Irfan. It is submitted by Shri 

Bhardwaj in the course of his detailed defence on 

behalf  of  accused  No.65  that  accused  No.65  is 

wrongly attributed to have been the main instigator 

who instigated the mob to rush into Gulbarg Society 

and perpetrate the carnage. It is submitted that 

the mob was infuriated and angered not because of 

any instigation by any person or persons much less 

accused  No.65,  but  the  mob  rushed  into  Gulbarg 

Society  with  a  view  to  avenge  the  injuries  and 

death caused to persons who were those injured or 

dead on account of the private firing of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri  which  started  post  01:30  p.m.  and  which 

resulted in the entire carnage taking place where 

the mob was incited to break open the wall and rush 

in  to  Gulbarg  Society.  It  is  submitted  that  all 

these  so-called  eye-witnesses  who  have  given 

minutest  details  about  each  incident  that  they 

claim  to  have  witnessed,  have  very  conveniently 

forgotten about any role played by Shri Ehsan Jafri 

wherein  he  could  have  fired  from  the  licensed 

weapon which is established to be in his name and 

it is urged that in the circumstances, the attack 
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on Gulbarg Society was a result of the grave and 

sudden  provocation  of  the  mob  by  the  actions  of 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  who  fired  upon  the  mob  causing 

injuries and death, which incited the other members 

who were standing outside Gulbarg Society and till 

such  time  the  firing  took  place,  no  grave  or 

serious incident had taken place. It is submitted 

that in the circumstances, the role attributed to 

have been played by accused No.65 in instigating 

the mob is also not correct and it is urged that in 

the  circumstances,  accused  No.65  be  given  the 

benefit  of  doubt  since  the  so-called  accurate 

testimonies are got up and tutored testimonies of 

witnesses who have been holding a grudge against 

the family of accused No.65 and it is urged that 

accused No.65 is required to be given an acquittal 

by giving him the benefit of doubt.

742. It  is  pointed  out  further  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that PW-223 Alihussain Ibrahimbhai Shaikh 

at  Exh.780  has  in  the  course  of  his  deposition, 

even  in  his  examination-in-chief,  refused  to 

identify  any  of  the  perpetrators  of  the  offence 

despite his being present at Gulbarg Society at all 

times  during  the  incident.  My  attention  in 

particular  is  drawn  to  paragraph  No.16  on  page 

No.79  of  his  deposition  wherein  the  witness  has 

clearly admitted that his father Ibrahimbhai Shaikh 

was also a resident of Gulbarg Society and that on 

the fateful day, the said Ibrahimbhai Shaikh had 
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taken  shelter  on  the  terrace  of  Bunglow  No.1  in 

Gulbarg Society, and the witness PW-223 has further 

conceded that the Bunglow No.1 belonged to a Hindu 

and it is submitted that while no specific details 

are  provided  about  the  witness  having  knowledge 

with regard to the name of the owner of the said 

Bunglow, there is no room for any doubt that the 

Bunglow belonged to Dayaram Jinger, the father of 

accused No.65. It is pointed out that in any case, 

PW-223  has  in  paragraph  No.16,  further  admitted 

that the property belonged to a Policewala which 

clearly  interlinks  the  Jingers  to  the  said 

property.  It  is  pointed  out  that  however,  this 

witness despite testifying in such fashion, was not 

sought to be declared hostile by the Prosecution 

and therefore, it is required to be inferred that 

the witness was accepted to be a truthful witness 

by the Prosecution. It is submitted that therefore, 

the theory that accused Nos.1 and 14 were on the 

terrace  of  Bunglow  No.1  pelting  stones  or 

instigating  the  mob,  is  a  figment  of  fertile 

imagination. It is pointed out that if such a mob 

had indeed gathered on Bunglow No.1, then there was 

no possibility of such eye-witness being permitted 

to take shelter on the the terrace and not even 

being remotely harmed by the mob. It is pointed out 

that  PW-223  has  admitted  that  his  father 

Ibrahimbhai Shaikh had taken shelter on the terrace 

of Bunglow No.1 for about 48 hours and therefore, 

this  aspect  clearly  destroys  the  Prosecution 
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version and further establishes that the so-called 

eye-witnesses who have testified in near identical 

fashion, have been tutored to do so.

743. It is submitted that further damaging 

the  to  the  Prosecution  case,  is  the  convenient 

omission on the part of the Prosecution to examine 

the  said  Ibrahimbhai  Shaikh  as  a  witness  herein 

despite the fact of such person being cited as a 

witness in the chargesheet. It is submitted that 

the testimony of PW-223 coupled with the omission 

to  examine  such  important  witness  Ibrahimbhai 

Shaikh  in  light  of  the  testimony  of  PW-223, 

requires adverse inference to be drawn against the 

Prosecution  and  it  is  urged  that  even  in  such 

circumstances,  the  theory  of  the  defence  that 

accused No.65 has been belatedly roped in out of a 

feeling of vengeance is further cemented. 

744. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that 

PW-107 Rupaben Modi indirectly supports the theory 

emerging  from  the  testimony  of  PW-223  and  the 

statement of Ibrahimbhai Shaikh that there was no 

stone-pelting from Bunglow No.1 but if at all there 

was any stone-pelting, the same was from a terrace 

of a shop outside Gulbarg Society. It is submitted 

that  even  in  such  circumstances,  the  theory  of 

accused No.65 in company of other co-accused i.e. 

accused No.14 and other members of the mob having 

climbed up on the terrace of his own property as is 
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claimed  by  the  Prosecution,  is  bogus  and  is 

required to be discarded.

745. It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances, and more so when there is a further 

witness in the shape of PW-240 at Exh.829 being one 

Aslam Kasambhai Mansuri, who has failed to identify 

a  single  person  from  amongst  the  perpetrators 

despite being a resident of Gulbarg Society, and 

the witness was declared hostile and even upon the 

extensive  cross  examination,  the  witness  did  not 

deviate  from  his  original  testimony.  It  is 

submitted that the witness has also sufferred the 

loss  of  a  family  member  in  the  carnage  and 

therefore, such witness had no reason to lie. It is 

pointed out that the witness has truthfully claimed 

to have remained hidden all through the incidents 

and therefore, was in no position to identify any 

accused and therefore, it is urged that the witness 

is required to be accepted as a truthful witness 

and  who  has  resisted  all  attempts  to  falsely 

implicate any accused herein. It is submitted that 

even on such count, the case against accused No.65 

is required to be treated as got up and bogus and 

accused No.65 is required to be given the benefit 

of doubt and an acquittal as a result thereof. 

746. Having  considered  these  voluminous 

submissions made by the rival parties herein with 

regard to the relative merits of the case against 
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accused  No.65,  it  can  be  seen  that  largely 

speaking, even if the Prosecution case is taken at 

its very best and assuming the same to be correct, 

the role emerging from such version as played by 

accused  No.65,  is  of  pelting  stones  from  the 

terrace  of  his  residence  with  admittedly  is 

supposed to be Bunglow No.1 of Gulbarg Society, and 

a further role is attributed to have been played by 

accused No.65 of instigating the mob to rush into 

Gulbarg Society and thereafter wreak carnage on the 

inmates  of  Gulbarg  Society.  All  the  witnesses 

examined  hereat  and  reference  to  whom  has  been 

provided herein above as also while dealing with 

the respective arguments in detail made by both – 

the  learned  Spl.P.P.  as  also  the  defence,  it  is 

clear that other than this aspect of pelting stones 

and  instigating  the  mob,  there  is  no  other  role 

attributed  to  accused  No.65  inasmuch  as,  accused 

No.65  is  not  attributed  to  have  been  present  or 

being a part of the mob in the course of any of the 

gory  incidents  which  took  place  post  01:30  p.m. 

where a large number of innocent people have been 

mercilessly and brutally done away with by either 

inflicting them with grievous injuries or burning 

them alive. No eye-witness has attributed accused 

No.65 to be armed with any weapon and furthermore, 

thee  is  no  discovery  or  recovery  of  any 

incriminating material by or at the behest of the 

accused  No.65.  I  am  further  required  to  bear  in 

mind the fact that accused No.65 was arraigned as 
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an  accused  as  late  as  in  the  year  2010  while 

entertaining  an  application  made  by  the  victims 

seeking  arraignment  of  persons  as  accused  herein 

under  Sec.319  of  the  Cr.P.C.  and  in  such 

circumstances, it is required to be presumed that 

even the S.I.T. which took over the investigation 

following the modes and directions of the Hon'ble 

Supreme Court in Special Writ Petition (Criminal) 

No.109/2003, did not find enough material to arrest 

accused  No.65  though  post  taking  over  of  the 

investigation the S.I.T. has arrested at least 25 

or more of the accused herein. In fact, PW-335 Shri 

J.M.Suthar at Exh.1289, has categorically mentioned 

in  his  deposition  with  regard  to  arrest  of  25 

persons. In such circumstances, I am also required 

to closely scrutinize the mindset of the victims 

who  sought  to  implicate  the  brother  of  accused 

No.65  being  one  Ashok  Dayaram  Jinger  who  as  has 

emerged above, was established to be the driver of 

the  then  I.O.  Shri  N.D.Parmar  who  has  clearly 

testified in that regard and on account of which 

the hollowness of the allegations against the said 

Ashok Dayaram Jinger were exposed which resulted in 

no  action  being  taken  against  the  said  Ashok 

Dayaram Jinger. I am, therefore, required to accept 

the  probability  of  the  defence  version  that  the 

accused No.65 and his brother Ashok Dayaram Jinger 

are both sons of one Dayaram Jinger who was the 

sole Hindu owner of a property in Gulbarg Society 

inasmuch as, he owned Bunglow No.1 thereof and it 
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is  emerging  from  the  testimony  of  number  of 

witnesses  that  there  were  disputes  between  the 

members  of  the  Society  on  one  hand  and  Dayaram 

Jinger  on  the  other,  and  precisely  for  such 

reasons, the sons of Dayaram Jinger were sought to 

be  implicated  herein.  I  am  further  required  to 

carefully  examine  the  testimony  of  PW-223 

Alihussain Ibrahimbhai Shaikh at Exh.780 where it 

has  clearly  emerged  in  paragraph  No.16  on  page 

No.79  of  his  deposition  where  such  witness  has 

clearly attributed his father Ibrahimbhai Shaikh to 

have taken shelter on the terrace of Bunglow No.1 

of Gulbarg Society. At the cost of repetition, I 

may state that Bunglow No.1 is accepted to be of 

the ownership of Dayaram Jinger. It is also further 

emerging  from  the  testimony  of  PW-223  that  his 

father took shelter on the terrace of Bunglow No.1 

of  Gulbarg  Society  for  about  48  hours  and 

thereafter met the witness PW-223 at the refugee 

camp. This witness is not declared hostile by the 

Prosecution  and  therefore,  it  is  required  to  be 

presumed that the version supplied by the witness 

is  accepted  to  be  correct  by  the  Prosecution. 

Again,  there  is,  in  my  opinion,  merit  in  the 

submissions  made  on  behalf  of  the  defence  that 

despite the said Ibrahimbhai Shaikh being cited as 

a witness in the chargesheet, the said Ibrahimbhai 

Shaikh  has  not  been  examined  herein  and  in  the 

circumstances, I am required to infer that had he 

been examined, perhaps the real truth with regard 
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to the use of terrace of Dayaram Jinger's property 

would  have  come  out  and  therefore,  adverse 

inference  is  required  to  be  drawn  against  the 

Prosecution in this regard. Further damaging to the 

Prosecution  case  is  the  testimony  of  PW-107 

Mrs.Rupaben  Modi  at  Exh.548  where  in  paragraph 

No.15  on  page  No.11,  the  said  witness  who 

admittedly was even according to the Prosecution, 

taking  shelter  in  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri, has attributed stone-pelting to be carried 

out from the terrace of a shop just outside the 

rear portion of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence and 

just outside the compound wall of the said Gulbarg 

Society and that the said stone-pelting according 

to her, was done by persons amongst whom “Rajesh 

Mochi” was one of them. The PW-107 has thereafter 

surprisingly  turned  around  and  converted  “Rajesh 

Mochi”  into  “Rajesh  Jinger”  and  has  very 

confidently  deposed  of  her  capabilities  of 

positively identifying him by giving an explanation 

that she knows him very well. However, as is very 

clear  from  the  deposition  of  PW-107,  she  has 

wrongly  identified  accused  No.65  by  pointing  a 

finger at accused No.55 Bharat Rajput.

747. I  am  also  required  to  consider  the 

fact that even PW-116 in the earlier portion of his 

deposition  which  had  taken  place  prior  to  the 

arraignment  of  accused  No.65,  had  categorically 

stated that he could not or was not in a position 
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to  identify  Rajesh  Jinger,  but  post  arraignment, 

could surprisingly identify Rajesh Jinger. Though 

despite  having  claimed  to  have  categorically 

identified a large number of the accused, the said 

witness  PW-116  could  not  identify  most  of  the 

accused.

748. Furthermore, the startling aspect that 

comes  to  my  mind  is  that  PW-116  Imtiyazkhan  who 

admittedly  is  the  star  witness  of  the  entire 

Prosecution  case  and  on  whose  testimony  the 

Prosecution case largely rests and who has in the 

course of his deposition described in detail all 

and most of the incidents that have taken place in 

the course of the entire day at Gulbarg Society, 

has positively attempted to identify a large set of 

the  accused  as  being  the  perpetrators  of  each 

particular incident but surprisingly PW-106 has not 

even mentioned or whispered the mention of accused 

No.65 Rajesh Jinger in his entire deposition. In 

fact I am required to refer to paragraph No.14 on 

page  No.13  of  the  examination-in-chief  of  PW-106 

where the stone-pelting from the terrace of Bunglow 

No.1  and  instigating  of  the  mob  to  rush  into 

Gulbarg Society at about 01:30 p.m. is attributed 

to  a  mob  of  which  only  accused  No.14  Jayesh  @ 

Gabbar  is  identified  as  the  perpetrator  of  such 

incident by PW-106 who claims to be an eye-witness 

to the incident. In fact, PW-106 could have very 

easily identified Rajesh Jinger in the course of 
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his  deposition.  It  is  strange  that  the  all-

pervading,  all-knowing,  all-observing  PW-106  has 

not  pointed  any  finger  at  accused  No.65  in  the 

course  of  his  entire  testimony. In  such 

circumstances, I am of the clear opinion that grave 

doubts  exist  with  regard  to  the  involvement  and 

role of accused No.65 in any incident much less the 

incident  that  he  has  linked  to  and  in  the 

circumstances,  I  am  of  the  opinion  that  the 

Prosecution could not be said to have proven beyond 

reasonable doubt the involvement and guilt of the 

accused No.65 in the present offence. As a natural 

consequence,  accused  No.65  Rajesh  Jinger  is  also 

required  to  be  given  the  benefit  of  doubt  and 

thereby acquitted, which I hereby do so.

Accused Nos.16, 52 and 66

749. I now propose to take up the relative 

merits of the Prosecution case as against a set of 

accused comprising of accused No.16 Dilip @ Kalu 

Chaturbhai  Parmar,  accused  No.52  Suresh  @  Kali 

Dahyabhai  Dhobi  and  accused  No.66  Babu  Hastimal 

Marwadi.

750. The relative merits of the Prosecution 

case  against  all  the  three  accused  referred  to 

herein above, is being taken up simultaneously in 

light of the discussion that is to follow. It is 

clear  that  the  gist  of  the  Prosecution  case 
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inasmuch  as,  it  emerges  against  these  three 

accused, is  inter alia  to the effect that accused 

No.16  was  armed  with  a  pipe,  accused  No.52  was 

armed  with  a  stick  whereas  accused  No.66  was 

possessed  of  a  container  of  kerosene  or  an 

inflammable substance with which all three accused 

are  attributed  to  have  caused  damage  and 

destruction  to  the  property  of  the  residents  of 

Gulbarg Society, more particularly the vehicles of 

such  residents  which  were  parked  within  Gulbarg 

Society. No further role is attributed on the part 

of these three accused by any of the witnesses that 

have been examined on the record. In fact accused 

No.66 Babu Marwadi was arraigned as an accused by 

exercise of powers under Sec.319 of the Cr.P.C. by 

this Court by passing orders below Exh.738 dated 

08/02/2010. In fact only a solitary witness from 

amongst  the  victims  has  identified  accused  No.66 

and accused No.16, whereas accused No.52 has been 

identified  by  two  witnesses  from  amongst  the 

victims.  The  identifying  witnesses  also  have 

attributed a role on the part of accused No.52 and 

accused  No.16  as  being  a  part  of  the  mob  that 

damaged  and  destroyed  th  vehicles  parked  within 

Gulbarg Society. It is very clear from the emerging 

testimonies of all witnesses that other than their 

role as being the part of the mob which indulged in 

damage  and  destruction  to  the  property  more 

particularly  damage  and  destruction  of  vehicles 

parked  within  Gulbarg  Society,  no  other  role  is 
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attributed to have been played by accused No.16 and 

52.  On  the  other  hand,  the  sole  pointed  finger 

against accused No.66 is in the shape of testimony 

of PW-177 Sairaben Salimbhai Sandhi at Exh.711, who 

has named accused No.66 in her statement before the 

S.I.T.  which  led  the  S.I.T.  into  carrying  out  a 

T.I.Parade  which  resulted  in  the  positive 

identification of accused No.66 by PW-177 and which 

led to his possible arraignment as an accused under 

Sec.319 of the Cr.P.C. by this court vide orders 

passed below Exh.738. I am, therefore, required to 

examine  the  Prosecution  case  against  these  three 

accused  and  I  am  constrained  to  note  that  with 

regard to accused No.16 and accused No.52, there is 

absolutely no defence worth the name inasmuch as, 

during  the  entire  length  and  breadth  of  the 

submissions made on behalf of the defence by the 

number of Advocates who have represented them, no 

specific  argument  emerges  with  regard  to  the 

defence of these two accused, whereas a lame and 

hollow defence has been put forth with regard to 

accused No.66 which I intend to discuss herein.

751. It has been pointed out by the learned 

Spl.P.P. Shri Kodekar appearing on behalf of the 

Prosecution, that accused No.16 Dilip @ Kalu has 

been  identified  by  a  large  number  of  witnesses 

including  a  large  number  of  Police  witnesses 

though,  of  the  victims  and  eye-witness  accounts, 

only  one  witness  PW-216  at  Exh.772  being  one 
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Ismailbhai Yasinkhan Pathan who in the course of 

his testimony on page No.2 in paragraph No.3 of his 

examination-in-chief, has clearly deposed about an 

incident  which  could  be  said  to  be  the  starting 

point of the entire incident whereby an incident is 

attributed to have taken place between 09:30 a.m. 

and 10:00 a.m. when a mob attempted to enforce the 

Bandh  by setting afire an autorickshaw, of whom 

accused No.16 is specifically identified by PW-216. 

In fact on page No.3 of his examination-in-chief, 

such  witness  has  further  positively  identified 

accused No.16 as being one of the perpetrators in 

the  specific  incident  of  setting  fire  to  the 

autorickshaw. Further emerging is the testimonies 

of PW-5 at Exh.270 being one Indrasinh Himmatsinh 

Gohil,  PW-6  at  Exh.271  being  one  Lalitkumar 

Ramanbhai  Patni,  PW-7  at  Exh.273  being  one 

Arvindsinh  Shankersinh  Vaghela,  PW-13  at  Exh.316 

being one Dhaneshsinh Becharsinh Kumpawat, who are 

all Police witnesses and who are Police personnel 

posted at Gulbarg Society at the relevant time and 

all  of  them  have  positively  identified  accused 

No.16 and positively attributed the fact of accused 

No.16 being armed with a pipe at the time of the 

incident.  It  also  emerges  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar, that accused No.16 is further established 

beyond reasonable doubt to be guilty of the charges 

that he faces in light of the fact that there is 

recovery of an incriminating material in the form 

of muddamal pipe which was recovered in terms of 
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the Panchnama Exh.1231 and proved in the course of 

the testimony of PW-332 being one of the IOs Shri 

S.S.Chudasama, whereby the recovery of the pipe was 

proved in terms of the Panchnama drawn under Sec.27 

of the Indian Evidence Act. It is submitted that in 

such circumstances, the Prosecution case could be 

said to be established beyond reasonable doubt even 

with regard to accused No.66 Babu Marwadi. It is 

pointed out by Shri Kodekar that accused No.66 was 

arraigned as an accused by orders dated 08/02/2010 

passed by this Court below Exh.738 by exercising 

powers under Sec.319 of the Cr.P.C. It is submitted 

that accused No.66 has been positively identified 

by PW-177 and it emerges that since the name of 

accused  No.66  was  positively  given  before  the 

S.I.T. in the course of its investigation, the IO 

Shri  J.M.Suthar  thought  it  appropriate  to  get 

arranged a T.I.Parade with regard to accused No.66 

and it is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that even in 

terms of such T.I.Parade as established in terms of 

the Panchnama Exh.1067, was carried out wherein PW-

177  has  positively  identified  accused  No.66  as 

being a perpetrator of the offence of being part of 

a  mob  which  indulged  in  criminal  activities  at 

Gulbarg  Society  and  accused  No.66  was  further 

positively identified by PW-177 as being possessed 

of a can of kerosene which is presumed to contain 

some inflammable substance. It is pointed out that 

in such circumstances, and more so when PW-177 has 

positively  identified  accused  No.66  in  the  Court 
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and further when the T.I.Parade Panchnama is proved 

by an Executive Magistrate who can be termed to be 

an independent witness, there is no room to doubt 

the involvement and participation and thereby the 

guilt  of  accused  No.66  in  the  offence  that  he 

stands charged with. It is submitted that in such 

circumstances,  the  Prosecution  could  be  said  to 

have  proved  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the  case 

against both – accused No.16 and accused No.66 and 

therefore, both of them are required to be suitably 

penalized.

752. On the other hand, it is submitted by 

Shri  Kodekar  with  regard  to  the  role  of  accused 

No.52  Suresh  @  Kali  Dahyabhai  Dhobi,  that  the 

Prosecution case against such accused No.52 is also 

proved inasmuch as, the PW-128 at Exh.633 being one 

Mohammadrafiq  Abubakkar  Pathan  has  positively 

identified and positively pointed a finger at the 

role  of  accused  No.52  in  sprinkling  petrol  on 

vehicles  and  setting  them  on  fire  in  Gulbarg 

Society. My attention is drawn to paragraph No.5 on 

page No.5 of the examination-in-chief of the said 

witness  where  he  has  provided  a  detailed 

description of the incident where the mob attempted 

to cause damage and destruction to the shop as well 

as vehicles wherein the name of accused No.52 is 

specifically  mentioned.  My  attention  is  further 

drawn  to  paragraph  No.9  on  page  No.89  of  the 

deposition  of  the  same  witness  PW-128  wherein 
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accused  No.52  is  specifically  mentioned  to  be  a 

part of the mob which destroyed and set  afire a 

tempo vehicle of Aslam Mansuri. The said witness, 

according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  has  further  in  the 

course  of  paragraph  No.10  of  his  testimony, 

positively  identified  accused  No.52  as  being  the 

perpetrator.  It  is  conceded  that  there  is  no 

recovery or discovery of any incriminating material 

by or at the behest of accused No.52, but however, 

the  weight  of  the  testimony  of  PW-128  and  the 

positive  identification  by  PW-128  in  the  Court 

clearly  establishes  the  Prosecution  case  against 

accused  No.52  also  and  it  is  urged  that  accused 

No.52 also should be suitably penalized.

753. I have mentioned herein before and I 

would  like  to  repeat  that  in  the  course  of  the 

lengthy submissions made on behalf of the defence 

by the number of Advocates who have represented all 

the  accused,  there  is  no  specific  defence 

forthcoming  vis-a-vis  accused  No.16  and  accused 

No.52 and therefore, I am required to scrutinize 

the cross examination of the relevant witnesses as 

far as both these accused are concerned. I find, 

upon perusal of the cross examination of all the 

relevant  witnesses  inasmuch  as,  they  concern 

accused Nos.16 and 52 that there is no effective 

cross  examination  worth  the  name  which  can 

establish any sort of valid defence with regard to 

the role of both these accused in the incident. In 
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such fact of the matter, I am required to come to a 

conclusion that there is no reason for the Police 

witnesses  in  the  case  of  accused  No.16  and  no 

reason  for  PW-128  to  falsely  implicate  accused 

No.16  and  accused  No.52  respectively,  in  the 

perpetration  of  the  offences  and  in  my  opinion, 

there  is  no  exaggeration  emerging  from  the 

testimony  of  these  witnesses  inasmuch  as,  both 

these accused are attributed to have caused damage 

and  destruction  to  the  property  and  vehicles  of 

residents  of  Gulbarg  Society.  I  am  required  to 

conclude that other than participation and being a 

part of the mob in such activities, both accused 

Nos.16 and 52 have taken no part in any of the 

subsequent incidents which led to the huge loss of 

life and complete destruction of large number of 

houses  in  Gulbarg  Society.  In  my  opinion, 

therefore,  the  common  intention  on  the  part  of 

accused Nos.16 and 52 could be said to be extended 

only  to  the  aspect  of  causing  damage  and 

destruction  to  vehicles  and  not  beyond  that. 

However, both these accused face common charge of 

involvement and guilt in offences punishable under 

Secs.302, 201 of the Indian Penal Code in terms of 

the  charge  framed  against  them,  which  in  my 

opinion, are not proved beyond reasonable doubt by 

the  Prosecution.  However,  the  charge  for  the 

offence under Secs.143, 147, 148, 149, 153(A)(1)(a)

(b),  186, 188, 427, 435, 436, 447 and 452 of the 

Indian Penal Code read together with Sec.135(1) of 
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the Bombay Police Act, inasmuch as it relates to 

the said two accused being a part of the mob which 

caused  damage  and  destruction  to  property,  is 

established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  and  I, 

therefore,  find  both  accused  No.16  and  accused 

No.52  to  be  guilty  of  having  committed  such 

offences and therefore, the charge in my opinion 

against both these accused, is required to be held 

to be partly established. 

754. Further cementing the Prosecution case 

against accused No.16, is also the fact of recovery 

of the muddamal pipe in terms of Panchnama Exh.1231 

and  which  aspect  clearly  corroborates  the  oral 

evidence of no less than four Police witnesses as 

per the details provided herein above, and the eye-

witness account of another victim PW-216 at Exh.772 

Ismailbhai  Yasinbhai  Pathan,  who  all  have 

positively  attributed  accused  No.16  to  be  armed 

with an iron pipe. In light of such proven facts 

also, the guilt of accused No.16 to that extent is 

further  established  for  the  offence  punishable 

under Sec.148 of the I.P.C.

755. So far as accused No.66 is concerned, 

there is a very lame and hollow defence inasmuch 

as, the S.I.T. is sought to be falsely blamed for 

arranging  the  T.I.Parade  of  accused  No.66  which 

resulted  in  his  being  arraigned  as  an  accused 

herein. I do not find any merit whatsoever in such 
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defence. In fact it can be seen that the testimony 

of PW-335 Shri J.M.Suthar clearly states that upon 

PW-177 Sairaben positively naming accused No.66 as 

being a part of the mob and positively attributing 

accused No.66 to be possessed with a can which was 

presumably used in setting fire to houses and/or 

other  property.  Shri  J.M.Suthar  rightly  arranged 

for a T.I.Parade in the case of accused No.66 and 

it emerges from the Panchnama Exh.1067 that accused 

No.66 was positively identified by PW-177 in the 

course  of  such  T.I.Parade  reflected  in  Panchnama 

Exh.1067 which is clearly corroborated by the oral 

testimony  of  Executive  Magistrate  Shri  Laxman 

K.Parghi i.e. PW-309 at Exh.1064, who has provided 

a detailed testimony with regard to the T.I.Parade 

carried out. Again, not only has PW-177 positively 

identified  accused  No.66  in  the  course  of  the 

T.I.Parade  but  she  has  further  positively 

identified accused No.66 in the Court also and in 

such circumstances, I am required to negate in toto 

the hollow defence arguments advanced on behalf of 

accused No.66. However, like in the case of accused 

No.16  and  accused  No.52  other  than  attributing 

accused No.66 to be a part of the mob and being 

possessed of a can which presumably contained some 

substance, there is no role attributed to accused 

No.66 nor is any mention made with regard to the 

presence  of  accused  No.66  in  the  course  of  any 

incident which led to the huge loss of life and 

therefore,  I  am  of  the  opinion  that  while  the 
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Prosecution  case  is  partly  established  against 

accused  No.66  inasmuch  as,  accused  No.66  is 

established  to  be  a  part  of  the  mob  and  was 

possessed  of  a  can,  no  other  material  emerges 

against accused No.66 and therefore, accused No.66 

in  my  opinion,  could  be  said  to  be  having  the 

common intention of the unlawful assembly formed to 

cause  damage  and  destruction  to  property  more 

particularly  vehicles  belonging  to  residents  of 

Gulbarg  Society  and  nothing  beyond  that  and 

therefore, I am of the opinion that most of the 

charges faced by accused No.66 also are required to 

be held to be not proved beyond reasonable doubt, 

and in my opinion, therefore, the Prosecution case 

could be said to be only partly successful against 

accused  No.66  and  therefore,  I  hold  that  the 

Prosecution has partially succeeded in proving the 

charges against accused No.66 also. I hold accused 

No.66  guilty  of  having  committed  an  offence 

punishable under Secs.143, 147, 148, 149, 153(A)(1)

(a)(b),  186, 188, 427, 435, 436, 447, 449 and 452 

of  the  Indian  Penal  Code  read  together  with 

Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act, and therefore, 

in  my  opinion,  the  charge  against  accused  No.66 

also is, therefore, partly established.

756. From  the  testimony  of  all  the 

concerned witnesses, it is clear that the accused 

have entered into the compound of Gulbarg Society 

and  have  entered  so  with  the  knowledge  and 
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intention  after  forming  an  unlawful  assembly  for 

the purposes of killing the residents of Gulbarg 

Society and looking further to the fact that most 

of the eye-witnesses have seen the present accused 

in  the  compound  of  Bunglow  No.19  being  the 

residence of late Shri Ehsan Jafri, the charge of 

Sec.452 of the I.P.C. is also established against 

accused Nos.16, 52 and 66. I also find that the 

accused were members of an unlawful assembly which 

was formed with a common object to cause damage and 

destruction to properties and vehicles within and 

outside Gulbarg Society and therefore, are hereby 

held guilty of an offence punishable under Sec.149 

of the I.P.C.  Looking to the fact that the entire 

incident is an incident which can be termed to be 

communal  in  nature  -  a  fact  not  denied  by  the 

defence also, there is no room for any doubt that 

looking  to  the  provocative  slogans  that  were 

generally being chanted, looking to the fact that 

the accused are held positively guilty of some of 

the charges levelled against them, there is no room 

for  any  doubt  with  regard  to  even  such  charges 

where  the  accused  were  charged  with  having 

perpetrated  acts  which  would  have  incited  hatred 

amongst  religions,  and  therefore,  I  hold  the 

accused  to  have  committed  the  offence  punishable 

under Sec.153(A)(1)(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

Accused No.38

757. I now propose to take up the case of 
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accused No.38 Manish Prabhulal Jain and according 

to Shri Kodekar, the learned Spl.P.P. appearing on 

behalf  of  the  Prosecution,  the  Prosecution  has 

successfully  established  the  presence  of  accused 

No.38 as a part of the mob that broke open the rear 

portion  of  the  compound  wall  of  the  Gulbarg 

Society, rushed into the Society and as a beginning 

of the incident, damaged and destroyed the vehicles 

of  the  residents  of  Gulbarg  Society  that  were 

parked within. It is submitted that no less than 

three of the eye-witnesses who happen to be victims 

to  have  lost  large  number  of  members  of  their 

family,  have  deposed  in  a  natural,  truthful  and 

corroborative manner and it is urged that in the 

circumstances the Prosecution could be said to have 

established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the  charges 

against  accused  No.38.  It  is  pointed  out  that 

accused  No.38  was  arrested  on  21/07/2004  and  my 

particular attention is drawn to the testimonies of 

PWs, 106, 128 and 177, all of whom have attributed 

a  role  and  have  established  the  presence  of  the 

accused No.38 during the incident as being a part 

of the mob. It is pointed out that all the said 

three witnesses have positively identified accused 

No.38  in  the  Court  and  this  is  an  added 

circumstance  which  goes  to  establish  beyond 

reasonable doubt the case against accused No.38.

758. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of PW-106 Imtiyazkhan Saeedkhan Pathan at Exh.542, 
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more  particularly  paragraph  No.15  of  his 

examination-in-chief, Shri Kodekar has pointed out 

that  the  witness  has  categorically  deposed  with 

regard to his witnessing the fact of a huge mob 

demolishing  the  rear  wall  of  Gulbarg  Society  by 

exploding a gas cylinder and rushing into Gulbarg 

Society and the mob is further attributed to have 

damaged and destroyed the vehicles of the residents 

of Gulbarg Society parked in the rear portion of 

the  Society.  The  witness,  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar, has further positively identified accused 

No.38 as being one of the members of such mob.

759. It is submitted that corroborating the 

testimony of PW-106 with regard to the presence and 

role  played  by  accused  No.38  in  the  present 

offence, is the testimony of PW-128 Mohammadrafiq 

Abubakar Pathan at Exh.633, who in the course of 

his testimony, more particularly in paragraph No.5, 

has  clearly  deposed  with  regard  to  an  incident 

having taken place near Dr.Gandhi's chawl where a 

mob of about 5000 plus is attributed to have been 

witnessed by PW-128 which damaged and destroyed the 

shops  located  in  the  front  portion  of  Gulbarg 

Society belonging to the members of the minority 

community and this witness also according to Shri 

Kodekar, has positively identified accused No.38 as 

being one of the members of the mob which indulged 

in such activities. It is submitted that further 

corroboration  is  supplied  by  PW-177  Sairaben 
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Salimbhai Sandhi in her testimony at Exh.711 and my 

particular attention is drawn to paragraph No.12 of 

her testimony where she has attributed a mob which 

rushed into Gulbarg Society from the front portion 

by  demolishing  the  wall  and  the  gate  of  Gulbarg 

Society  by  exploding  a  gas  cylinder  and  rushed 

towards the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri and the 

witness has further attributed the mob to be armed 

with deadly weapons and also cans of inflammable 

substances  and  according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  the 

witness has positively identified accused No.38 as 

being  one  of  the  members  of  such  mob  which 

thereafter  started  pelting  stones  and  throwing 

burning rags at the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. 

It is submitted that since all the three witnesses 

have  positively  identified  accused  No.38  in  the 

Court, there is no reason to reject the testimonies 

of the said three witnesses who have corroborated 

each other and have thus successfully assisted the 

Prosecution in proving beyond reasonable doubt the 

charges against the accused No.38. It is submitted 

that since the charges against accused No.38 are 

thus  established  beyond  reasonable  doubt,  the 

accused  No.38  also  is  required  to  be  suitably 

penalized.

760. Raising a defence, Shri A.M.Bhardwaj, 

the  learned  advocate  appearing  on  behalf  of  the 

concerned  accused,  has  submitted  that  the 

Prosecution case is hollow and the detailed defence 
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is referred to herein before in the course of the 

defence  submissions  which  have  been  dealt  with 

herein before. However, the gist of the submissions 

indicates  that  none  of  the  three  witnesses,  is 

required  to  be  believed  inasmuch  as,  they  have 

supplied contrary versions and it is urged by Shri 

Bhardwaj that it is but natural that the witnesses 

would be in a position to identify the accused in 

the Court since they knew accused No.38 since long 

on account of the fact that accused No.38 used to 

run a grocery shop just outside the Gulbarg Society 

and therefore, it is but natural that these three 

witnesses were in a position to identify accused 

No.38 in the Court. It is submitted that accused 

No.38  has  been  falsely  dragged  into  the  present 

offence  and  the  versions  supplied  by  the  three 

witnesses differ greatly inasmuch as, all the three 

witnesses attribute different actions on the part 

of  accused  No.38  on  account  of  their  testifying 

with regard to the presence of accused No.38 in the 

mob in three separate incidents. It is submitted 

that in such circumstances, it is not possible for 

any  person,  much  less  accused  No.38,  to 

simultaneously participate in an incident outside 

Gulbarg Society in the front portion and also be a 

member  of  the  mob  in  the  rear  portion  of  the 

Gulbarg  Society  who  has  to  traverse  through  a 

considerable distance if the mob has to travel from 

outside Gulbarg Society. It is submitted that in 

such  circumstances,  the  accused  No.38  has  been 
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falsely  roped  in  and  is  required  to  be  given  a 

clean acquittal.

761. I  have  considered  the  rival 

submissions  and  have  carefully  scrutinized  the 

material  raised  up  for  consideration,  more 

particularly vis-a-vis the relative merits of the 

Prosecution case against accused No.38. 

762. It  is  required  to  be  noted  at  the 

outset that it is an admitted position that there 

is no recovery or discovery of any incriminating 

material  by  or  at  the  behest  of  accused  No.38. 

There  is  also  no  T.I.Parade  with  regard  to  the 

identity  of  accused  No.38  and  I  am  able  to 

appreciate  the  version  of  the  Prosecution  that 

since there was positive identification there was 

no need to hold such T.I.Parade. Be that as it may, 

I am also required to consider that while all the 

three witnesses being PWs 106, 128 and 177 in the 

course  of  their  respective  testimonies,  have 

clearly and categorically testified with regard to 

seeing and marking the presence of accused No.38 as 

a part of the mob in three separate incidents, none 

of them has attributed any overt act on the part of 

accused No.38 nor has any of the three witnesses 

positively identified accused No.38 to be possessed 

of any weapon or any inflammable substance. At the 

best,  if  we  examine  the  testimony  of  PW-106,  he 

attributes accused No.38 to be a part of the mob 
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which demolished the rear compound wall of Gulbarg 

Society  by  exploding  a  gas  cylinder  and  rushed 

inside  and  thereafter  started  damaging  and 

destroying the vehicles parked thereat. The PW-106 

has linked and associated accused No.38 with this 

incident alone and no other incident. However, the 

PW-106  at  the  cost  of  repetition,  has  not 

attributed  any  overt  act  or  accused  No.38  being 

possessed of any weapon when he witnessed him as a 

part of the mob in such incident. Furthermore, a 

contrary version emerges from the testimony of PW-

128 who states that almost at the same time when 

PW-106 claims to have seen accused No.38 as being a 

part of the mob which entered into Gulbarg Society 

from  the  rear  portion  by  exploding  the  compound 

wall, it would mean that it was the mob which had 

positioned  itself  near  the  railway  tracks  behind 

Gulbarg Society which thereafter rushed in from the 

rear  portion.  On  the  other  hand,  PW-128,  in  my 

opinion  more  particularly  in  the  course  of  his 

testimony, clearly attributes accused No.38 to be a 

part  of  the  mob  which  indulged  in  looting  and 

destroying  vehicles  and  shops  located  outside 

Gulbarg  Society,  meaning  thereby,  that  such 

activity took place in the front portion of Gulbarg 

Society. Now if paragraph No.15 of the testimony of 

PW-106  is  read  in  conjunction  with  its  previous 

paragraphs, it would imply that such demolition of 

the  rear  portion  took  place  almost  immediately 

after  five  or  six  Police  vehicles  departed  from 
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Gulbarg Society. The PW-128 also has attributed the 

incident of destruction of vehicle and shops and 

looting of shops at the front portion of Gulbarg 

Society  almost  immediately  after  the  Police 

vehicles went away from Gulbarg Society, which can 

be  reflected  in  paragraphs  Nos.4  and  5  of  the 

examination-in-chief of PW-128. I have personally 

visited  Gulbarg  Society  and  therefore,  I  find 

considerable  merit  in  the  submissions  of  Shri 

Bhardwaj that it would impossible for a person to 

simultaneously indulge in activities at the front 

portion  of  the  Society  as  well  as  enter  into 

Gulbarg Society from the rear portion i.e. from the 

railway lines almost at the same time since if one 

does  not  go  through  Gulbarg  Society,  two  ends 

require a considerable period of time to traverse 

and one has to take a fairly long route to reach 

the  rear  portion  of  Gulbarg  Society  i.e.  the 

railway tracks thereat from the front portion of 

Gulbarg  Society.  In  my  opinion,  therefore,  the 

testimonies of these witnesses are required to be 

viewed with some doubt. Furthermore, the testimony 

of PW-177 attributes a mob demolishing the front 

gate  and  compound  wall  of  Gulbarg  Society  by 

exploding  a  gas  cylinder,  rushing  into  Gulbarg 

Society  therefrom  and  thereafter  attacking  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri by pelting stones and 

throwing  burning  rags  at  the  residence  of  Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri,  of  which  mob  she  saw  accused  No.38 

thereat. I am required to carefully consider the 
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testimony  of  PW-177  more  particularly  paragraph 

No.12  of  her  examination-in-chief  where  she  has 

provided detailed testimony in this regard. If we 

look at the opening lines of paragraph No.12, the 

witness  claims  to  be  standing  in  front  of  Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri's  residence  when  she  saw  such  event 

taking place and it is surprising  that none of the 

members of the mob, many of whom are claimed to 

have  molested,  killed  and  raped  women,  did  not 

throw a stone at PW-177 and she could have escaped 

unhurt and unscathed from such incident. I am also 

required  to  carefully  consider  the  submission  of 

Shri Bhardwaj that she could identify accused No.38 

in the Court since accused No.38 was operating and 

running a grocery shop right in front of Gulbarg 

Society  since  long.  However,  such  contradictions 

apart, I do not find any reason as to why the eye-

witnesses who have lost members of their family, 

would want to falsely implicate an accused in such 

a grievous offence. In my opinion, therefore, and 

more  particularly  since  the  very  inception  the 

accused  No.38  has  been  named  by  the  victims  in 

their various applications and affidavits and was 

arrested  pre-formation  of  S.I.T.,  there  is  no 

reason to doubt the fact of accused No.38 being a 

part  of  the  mob.  However,  since  no  weapon  is 

attributed to have been held by the accused No.38 

even according to these three witnesses, since even 

according to these three witnesses accused No.38 is 

not attributed to have been instigating the mob and 
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further since there is no recovery or discovery of 

any incriminating material by or at the behest of 

accused No.38, I am required to partially hold the 

Prosecution  charges  as  proved  against  accused 

No.38. I conclude that I have no doubt that accused 

No.38 was a member of the mob which indulged in 

activities which comprised of the present offence, 

but however, I cannot hold that accused No.38 was a 

member of an unlawful assembly which had a common 

intention of murdering, attempting to murder, rape 

or molest any woman or causing any grievous hurt to 

any person or persons residing in or taking shelter 

at Gulbarg Society. I hold accused No.38 to be a 

member  of  the  unlawful  assembly  which  had  the 

common intention to cause damage and destruction to 

the  vehicles  parked  within  Gulbarg  Society  and 

therefore, I hold accused No.38 partially guilty of 

the  charges  levelled  against  him  i.e.  for  the 

offence punishable under Secs.143, 147, 148, 149, 

153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 427, 435, 436, 447 and 

452  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code. and  I  propose  to 

penalize accused No.38 on such charges alone. 

763. From  the  testimony  of  all  the 

concerned witnesses, it is clear that the accused 

has entered into the compound of Gulbarg Society 

and has entered so with the knowledge and intention 

after forming an unlawful assembly for the purposes 

of  killing  the  residents  of  Gulbarg  Society  and 

looking further to the fact that most of the eye-
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witnesses  have  seen  the  present  accused  in  the 

compound of Bunglow No.19 being the residence of 

late Shri Ehsan Jafri, the charge of Sec.452 of the 

I.P.C. is also established.  I also find that the 

accused is a member of an unlawful assembly which 

was formed with a common object to cause damage and 

destruction to properties and vehicles within and 

outside  Gulbarg  Society  and  therefore,  is  hereby 

held guilty of an offence punishable under Sec.149 

of the I.P.C. Looking to the fact that the entire 

incident is an incident which can be termed to be 

communal  in  nature  -  a  fact  not  denied  by  the 

defence also, there is no room for any doubt that 

looking  to  the  provocative  slogans  that  were 

generally being chanted, looking to the fact that 

the accused is held positively guilty of some of 

the charges levelled against him, there is no room 

for  any  doubt  with  regard  to  even  such  charges 

where  the  accused  was  charged  with  having 

perpetrated  acts  which  would  have  incited  hatred 

amongst  religions,  and  therefore,  I  hold  the 

accused  to  have  committed  the  offence  punishable 

under Sec.153(A)(1)(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

764. Before parting, I may submit that the 

version supplied by all eye-witnesses with regard 

to  explosion  of  gas  cylinder  to  demolish  the 

compound wall, at the cost of repetition, cannot be 

believed  since  the  Panchnamas  of  Gulbarg  Society 

carried out in great detail which are on the record 
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of the present proceedings at Exhs.260 and 261, do 

not  in  any  manner  reflect  the  presence  of  any 

remnants or shrapnel which could have been found in 

plenty if at all two gas cylinders were exploded in 

such fashion. In such circumstances, I discard the 

Prosecution  theory  that  it  is  successful  in 

establishing all the charges against accused No.38.

Accused No.3

765. I now propose to take up the case of 

accused  No.3  Surendrasinh  @  Vakil  Digvijaysinh 

Chauhan,  and  it  can  be  seen  that  the  present 

accused  has  been  denied  bail  all  throughout  the 

trial and is in judicial custody all throughout the 

present proceedings. The accused concerned has been 

arrested on 06/03/2002. The Prosecution submission 

against the present accused, is that the accused 

was  seen  by  a  large  number  of  Police  personnel, 

armed with a can of kerosene. It is submitted that 

the  upon  the  arrest  of  the  accused,  a  recovery 

Panchnama  was  also  effected  by  which  a  can  of 

inflammable substance was also recovered from his 

residence,  and  such  recovery  Panchnama  being  at 

Exh.1086 on the record of the present proceedings, 

was in terms of the FSL report Exh.188, established 

to be containing kerosene and it is urged that in 

the  circumstances,  the  involvement,  participation 

and guilt of the accused in the present offence is 

established beyond reasonable doubt and the accused 
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is required to be suitably penalized. The learned 

Spl.P.P.  Shri  R.C.Kodekar  has  relied  upon  the 

evidence of PW-7 being one Arvindsinh Shankersinh 

Vaghela  at  Exh.273,  who  in  the  course  of  his 

examination-in-chief  in  paragraph  No.8,  has 

positively identified the present accused No.3. The 

witness has further identified the said accused in 

the  Court.  Further  attention  is  drawn  to  the 

testimony  of  PW-13  being  Dhanesinh  Becharsinh 

Kumpawat  at  Exh.316,  who  has  also  deposed  in  a 

similar  fashion  and  paragraph  No.9  of  his 

testimony, according to Shri Kodekar, corroborates 

the testimony of PW-7 inasmuch as, this witness has 

also  provided  limited  corroboration  to  the 

testimony  of  PW-7.  However,  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar,  this  witness  also  has  identified  the 

accused No.3 in the Court. It is pointed out that 

further corroboration emerges from the testimony of 

PW-28  being  one  Pradipsinh  Shetansinh  Rathod  at 

Exh.349 who was also a Police personnel present at 

the time of the incident and my attention is drawn 

to paragraphs Nos.8 and 9 of the testimony of this 

witness  where  corroboration  is  provided  to  the 

testimony  of  PW-7  inasmuch  as,  this  witness  has 

also seen the present accused with a can and this 

witness also has identified the accused No.3 in the 

Court. Similarly, Shri Kodekar has relied upon the 

testimony of PW-29 being one Dhananjay Bhaskerrao 

Bhagwat at Exh.351, who was also a Police personnel 

on duty and paragraph No.11 of his testimony also 
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corroborates the testimonies of PWs 7 and 28, of 

such  PW-29  having  seen  the  present  accused  No.3 

with a can. Shri Kodekar has also relied upon the 

respective  testimonies  of  PWs  254  and  269  at 

Exhs.876 and 927 respectively, who both are also 

Police  witnesses  respectively  being  Prahladji 

Mangalji Barot and Natwarji Jawanji Bhati. It is 

submitted that the respective testimonies of such 

two  witnesses  respectively  in  paragraph  No.9  and 

paragraphs  Nos.13,  15,  16  and  18  in  their 

respective testimonies corroborate the testimonies 

of other Police witnesses referred to herein above, 

and  that  both  these  Police  witnesses  also  have 

identified  the  accused  No.3  in  the  Court.  It  is 

urged that in such circumstances, and more so when 

the forensic evidence establishes the recovery of 

kerosene in terms of Panchnama Exh.1086 and further 

in terms of FSL report Exh.188 to be kerosene, and 

therefore, the involvement, participation and guilt 

of  accused  No.3  in  the  present  offence  is 

established  beyond  reasonable  doubt.  It  is, 

therefore, submitted that the Prosecution could be 

said to have proved the charges beyond reasonable 

doubt  and  the  accused  No.3  is  required  to  be 

suitably penalized. 

766. Having  carefully  and  minutely 

scrutinized the entire length and breadth of the 

defence  arguments,  no  particular  mention  or 

submissions appear to have been advanced on behalf 
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of the present accused. It is, therefore, my duty 

to consider the material on record and decide as to 

whether  the  Prosecution  has  established  beyond 

reasonable doubt all the charges that the accused 

faces. For the reasons set forth herein after, I am 

of  the  opinion  that  the  Prosecution  has  only 

partially succeeded in proving the charges against 

the accused.

767. The reasons for my arriving at such 

conclusion are, firstly on account of the fact that 

while  most  of  the  eye-witnesses  who  have  lost 

members  of  their  family  and  have  deposed  in  the 

Court, have identified a large number of accused 

and  have  given  graphic  details  about  the  roles 

played  by  a  particular  accused  in  a  particular 

incident.  Such  victims  and  eye-witnesses  have 

further  proceeded  to  positively  identify  a  large 

number of accused in the Court, whereas in the case 

of the instant accused i.e. accused No.3, none of 

the  victims/eye-witnesses  other  than  Police 

witnesses  have  in  any  manner  even  mentioned  or 

provided  the  whisper  of  a  name  of  the  present 

accused interlinking him either to the mob or to 

any particular incident. None of the eye-witnesses 

from  amongst  the  victims  has  in  any  manner, 

attributed any role or overt act on the part of 

accused No.3, nor has, at the cost of repetition, 

any of them identified such accused in the Court. 

In the circumstances, I am carefully required to 
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consider  the  version  supplied  by  the  Police 

witnesses who have provided the basis of the arrest 

of accused No.3, who appears to have been arrested 

almost immediately after the taking place of the 

incident inasmuch as, the accused No.3 was arrested 

on  06/03/2002  i.e.  almost  within  a  week  of  the 

incident.  The  recovery  Panchnama  no  doubt, 

establishes the recovery of a can of inflammable 

substance which in terms of the FSL report Exh.188, 

was established to be kerosene. I may further state 

that  looking  to  the  strata  of  and  the  economic 

class to which the accused No.3 possibly belongs, I 

think that it would be but natural that kerosene 

would be found in the homes of such persons since 

it is in all probabilities used as a cooking medium 

in their residences. In my opinion, therefore, not 

much  weightage  is  required  to  be  given  to  the 

recovery of kerosene from the residence of accused 

No.3. The question that arises for consideration, 

therefore, is that since all the witnesses – there 

are seven of them – who have positively attributed 

the presence of the accused No.3 at the time of the 

incident and most of whom have attributed seeing a 

can in the hands of accused No.3, there is no room 

for any doubt with regard to the accused No.3 being 

a part of the mob, and therefore, being a part of 

the unlawful assembly and the accused being armed 

with and possessed of a can which is presumed to be 

that of kerosene, is also emerging positively from 

the  testimonies  of  such  seven  Police  witnesses. 
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However, try as I might, I find no material from 

the  evidence  of  any  of  these  witnesses  as  to 

whether  they  have  seen  the  present  accused 

committing any particular overt act linking him to 

any  particular  incident  from  the  series  of 

incidents that took place which could be said to 

have constituted the Gulbarg Society carnage as a 

whole. In my opinion, therefore, the presence of 

the accused No.3 is established and his presence as 

being  a  member  of  the  unlawful  assembly  also  is 

established through the testimonies of seven Police 

witnesses who prescribe different time frames for 

having  seen  the  accused  at  the  scene  of  the 

incident. It, therefore, emerges and is required to 

be held in my opinion, that the accused No.3 was 

not an innocent by-stander who could have chosen to 

go away from the scene of the incident when the 

same  started  taking  an  ugly  turn.  In  fact,  the 

accused No.3 is required to be held to be a part of 

the unlawful assembly, but however, in my opinion, 

it  would  be  too  far-fetched  in  light  of  the 

evidence  discussed  herein  before,  to  come  to  a 

conclusion  that  the  Prosecution  has  established 

beyond  reasonable  doubt  that  accused  No.3  is 

established to be a part of the unlawful assembly 

having a common intention to murder, commit attempt 

to murder, cause grievous harm or molest and rape 

any woman victim in the course of the incident. At 

the best, the accused could be said to be having a 

common intention and be construed to be a member of 
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the unlawful assembly which had the intention of 

causing damage and destruction to property within 

Gulbarg Society and therefore, for such reasons, I 

am  required  to  hold  that  the  accused  No.3  is 

required  to  be  held  guilty  partially  and  the 

Prosecution  charges  could  be  said  to  be  proved 

partially inasmuch as, the involvement and guilt of 

the  accused  No.3  in  an  offence  punishable  under 

Secs.143, 147, 148, 149, 153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 

435,  436  and  452  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code, and 

therefore, the accused No.3 in my opinion, having 

been found guilty of such offences, is required to 

be suitably penalized which I hereby proposed to do 

so herein after.  

768. From  the  testimony  of  all  the 

concerned witnesses, it is clear that the accused 

has entered into the compound of Gulbarg Society 

and has entered so with the knowledge and intention 

after forming an unlawful assembly for the purposes 

of  killing  the  residents  of  Gulbarg  Society  and 

looking further to the fact that most of the eye-

witnesses  have  seen  the  present  accused  in  the 

compound of Bunglow No.19 being the residence of 

late Shri Ehsan Jafri, the charge of Sec.452 of the 

I.P.C. is also established.  I also find that the 

accused is a member of an unlawful assembly which 

was formed with a common object to cause damage and 

destruction to properties and vehicles within and 

outside  Gulbarg  Society  and  therefore,  is  hereby 
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held guilty of an offence punishable under Sec.149 

of the I.P.C.  Looking to the fact that the entire 

incident is an incident which can be termed to be 

communal  in  nature  -  a  fact  not  denied  by  the 

defence also, there is no room for any doubt that 

looking  to  the  provocative  slogans  that  were 

generally being chanted, looking to the fact that 

the accused is held positively guilty of some of 

the charges levelled against him, there is no room 

for  any  doubt  with  regard  to  even  such  charges 

where  the  accused  was  charged  with  having 

perpetrated  acts  which  would  have  incited  hatred 

amongst  religions,  and  therefore,  I  hold  the 

accused  to  have  committed  the  offence  punishable 

under Sec.153(A)(1)(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

Accused No.37

769. I now propose to take up the case of 

accused No.37 being one Prakash @ Kali Padhiyar who 

has been arrested on 15/07/2002, and it is pointed 

out by Shri Kodekar, the learned Spl.P.P. that the 

present accused is also required to be held guilty 

of  all  charges  that  he  faces  in  light  of  the 

positive  identification  by  a  number  of  witnesses 

including  independent  witnesses  in  the  shape  of 

Police witnesses as also from amongst the victims. 

It  is  submitted  that  there  is  recovery  of  an 

incriminating  muddamal  in  the  shape  of  a  knife 

which was recovered in terms of recovery Panchnama 
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Exh.1258 and it is urged that in the circumstances, 

the accused No.37 is required to be held guilty of 

the charges that he faces.

770. Advancing  his  submissions  further, 

Shri  Kodekar  has  conceded  that  the  role  of  the 

present  accused  emerges  only  with  regard  to  the 

events that took place after 05:30 p.m. when the 

survivors of the carnage were rescued by the Police 

parties and were sought to be taken away to relief 

shelters for their protection. It is pointed out 

that PW-129 Faqirmohammad Gulzarmohammad Pathan at 

Exh.635  has  positively  identified  the  present 

accused  No.37  in  the  Court  from  amongst  the 

accused,  but  however,  such  witness  does  not 

attribute  any  role  or  specific  overt  act  on  the 

part of the accused in any incident linked to the 

entire series of incidents that comprised of the 

present  offence.  It  is  pointed  out  that  the 

positive identification by such witness PW-129 is 

further corroborated by the positive identification 

on  the  part  of  Police  witness  being  PW-4 

Rajendrasinh  Kallusinh  Rajput  at  Exh.269,  PW-11 

Rameshbhai  Nagjibhai  Pandor at  Exh.314,  PW-13 

Dhanesinh  Becharsinh  Kumpawat at  Exh.316,  PW-22 

Shailendrasinh  Kalusinh  Jadeja at  Exh.336,  PW-37 

Kavaji  Rupaji  Asari at  Exh.385  and  PW-305 

Bhupendrasinh Karansinh Sisodiya at Exh.1052, all of 

whom in the course of their respective testimonies, 

have  positively  identified  the  present  accused 
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No.37 as being a part of the mob which tried to 

prevent  the  Police  from  effecting  a  rescue 

operation  and  the  present  accused  No.37  is 

attributed to be possessed of a knife at such time 

and  it  is  urged  that  in  the  circumstances,  the 

presence  and  therefore,  the  involvement  and 

participation  and  therefore,  the  guilt  of  the 

accused  No.37  in  the  charges  that  he  faces,  is 

established beyond reasonable doubt and the accused 

No.37 is required to be suitably penalized. It is 

pointed out that further it is required to be borne 

in mind that such knife was recovered in terms of 

the recovery Panchnama Exh.1058 and therefore also, 

the  accused  No.37  is  required  to  be  suitably 

penalized since the Prosecution has proved beyond 

reasonable doubt the charges that he faces. 

771. Unfortunately I may repeat that having 

considered  the  very  lengthy  arguments  made  on 

behalf  of  the  defence,  there  is  absolutely  no 

material emerging from such arguments with regard 

to  the  role  of  accused  No.37  also.  In  the 

circumstances,  I  am  required  to  scrutinize 

carefully as in the case of accused No.3, as to 

what is the material emerging against the present 

accused No.37. 

772. Again, it is required to be noted that 

PW-129 Faqirmohammad Gulzarmohammad Pathan who in 

the  course  of  his  testimony  at  Exh.635,  has 
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graphically  described  some  of  the  incidents  that 

have taken place as an eye-witness and has given 

graphic  details  about  the  role  played  by  the 

concerned  accused  who  according  to  such  witness, 

were involved in the perpetration of such incident. 

However, on a careful scrutiny of the voluminous 

testimony of the present witness PW-129, other than 

the fact of accused No.37 being identified in the 

Court by the witness, there is no material emerging 

with regard to any role or even the presence of the 

accused in the course of any incident on the part 

of the said witness PW-129 in the course of his 

entire testimony. Again, I may state that no other 

eye-witnesses have given any material with regard 

to the presence of accused No.37 at the time of any 

of the incidents and even according to the Police 

witnesses who have been very clear in identifying 

the accused, the role of the accused is limited to 

the extent of being present in the mob which tried 

to prevent the rescue operations. No specific overt 

act on the part of the accused No.37 is emerging 

from the testimony of any of these witnesses but 

however, I cannot lose sight of the fact that all 

the  witnesses  have  positively  identified  the 

accused to be a part of the mob which tried to 

prevent the rescue of the victims which resulted in 

Police firing and loss of at least four lives of 

the rioters. In my opinion, therefore, the presence 

of the accused in terms of the evidence that has 

unfolded herein, is not required to be treated as 
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that of an innocent by-stander, but in my opinion, 

is required to be treated as to be present as a 

part of the mob. However, there is grave doubt with 

regard to the weapon attributed to have been seen 

by the witnesses allegedly in the hands of accused 

No.37 inasmuch as, PWs 4 and 13 both claim to have 

seen accused No.37 armed with a knife at such time, 

PW-37 attributes accused No.37 to be armed with a 

sword at the relevant time. It is required to be 

noted that all the witnesses referred to above are 

Police witnesses and therefore, they are expected 

to know, in my opinion, the difference between a 

knife and a sword. In my opinion, therefore, the 

fact of the accused being armed with a weapon loses 

significance  in  light  of  such  contradiction.  No 

doubt, I am also required to consider the fact that 

a  knife  was  recovered  at  the  instance  of  the 

present  accused  in  terms  of  Panchnama  Exh.1258, 

however, none of the Panch witnesses have supported 

such recovery or discovery. No doubt, the law is 

settled that hostile Panch witnesses do not take 

away from the efficacy of a recovery Panchnama, but 

however,  in  the  instant  case,  when  there  is 

contradiction  emerging  from  the  eye-witness 

accounts,  such  eye-witnesses  being  Police 

personnel,  I  am  required  to  view  the  recovery 

Panchnama  with  a  degree  of  suspicion.  Again,  it 

appears  that  the  muddamal  weapon  recovered 

allegedly at the behest of accused No.37, is not 

forwarded to the FSL and therefore, I am of the 
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opinion that adverse inference is required to be 

drawn  in  that  regard  against  the  Prosecution. 

Furthermore,  it  also  emerges  that  the  muddamal 

weapon is not even shown to any of these Police 

witnesses for identification and in fact when PW-37 

has attributed the weapon to be a sword, he was not 

sought to be declared hostile nor was he challenged 

with  regard  to  such  testimony  and  in  such 

circumstances, the possession of a weapon in the 

hands of the accused No.37 in my opinion, is not 

established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  but  his 

presence as being a part of the mob is established 

and in my opinion, lesser punishment is required to 

be imposed upon the accused No.37 as being a part 

of the mob, having indulged in no overt activities 

but having a common intention of causing obstacles 

while  the  rescue  of  witnesses/victims  was  being 

effected and in my opinion, therefore, the accused 

No.37  is  required  to  be  penalized  under  the 

provisions  contained  in  Secs.143,  147,  148,  149, 

153(A)(1)(a)(b),  186,  188  and  332  of  the  Indian 

Penal Code, and to that extent, I hold the accused 

No.37 guilty in the present offence and not guilty 

of  the  charges  framed  against  him  and  therefore 

also,  I  am  required  to  conclude  that  the 

Prosecution  case  against  such  accused  No.37  is 

required  to  be  held  to  be  very  partially 

established.  I also find that the accused is a 

member  of  an  unlawful  assembly  which  was  formed 

with  a  common  object  to  cause  damage  and 
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destruction to properties and vehicles within and 

outside  Gulbarg  Society  and  therefore,  is  hereby 

held guilty of an offence punishable under Sec.149 

of the I.P.C.  Looking to the fact that the entire 

incident is an incident which can be termed to be 

communal  in  nature  -  a  fact  not  denied  by  the 

defence also, there is no room for any doubt that 

looking  to  the  provocative  slogans  that  were 

generally being chanted, looking to the fact that 

the accused is held positively guilty of some of 

the charges levelled against him, there is no room 

for  any  doubt  with  regard  to  even  such  charges 

where  the  accused  was  charged  with  having 

perpetrated  acts  which  would  have  incited  hatred 

amongst  religions,  and  therefore,  I  hold  the 

accused  to  have  committed  the  offence  punishable 

under Sec.153(A)(1)(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

Accused No.25

773. I now propose to take up the case of 

accused No.25 Mangilal Dhupchand Jain who according 

to Shri Kodekar, has been successfully established 

to be a part of the mob that rushed into Gulbarg 

Society  and  perpetrated  the  offence.  It  is 

submitted that no less than six eye-witnesses have 

positively identified accused No.25 as being a part 

of the mob. It is submitted that of the six eye-

witnesses, three are in the shape of PW-3 Babuji 

Chhaguji  Dabhi  at  Exh.266,  PW-5  Indrasinh 
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Himmatsinh  Gohil  at  Exh.270  and  PW-6  Lalitkumar 

Ramanbhai  Patni  at  Exh.271,  all  of  whom  have 

positively identified accused No.25 as being a part 

of the mob and in fact PWs 3 and 5 have positively 

attributed accused No.25 to be possessed of a can 

of kerosene. It is pointed out that all the three 

witnesses  have  identified  accused  No.25  in  the 

Court.

774. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 

further  cementing  the  Prosecution  case  against 

accused  No.25  is  the  cumulative  effect  of  the 

testimonies of PW-106 Imtiyazkhan Saeedkhan Pathan 

at Exh.542, PW-128 Mohammadrafiq Abubakar Pathan at 

Exh.633 and PW-216 Ismailbhai Yasinkhan Pathan at 

Exh.772. It is pointed out that both PWs 106 and 

128  have  in  the  course  of  their  depositions, 

clearly  testified  with  regard  to  the  fact  of 

accused  No.25  being  possessed  of  a  can  of 

inflammable substance which was in fact in terms of 

the testimony of PW-106, sprinkled at the residence 

of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  and  which  resulted  in  a 

devastating fire being caused to the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is submitted that PW-128 also 

attributes accused No.25 to have been a part of the 

mob that caused damage and destruction and setting 

on fire the vehicles of the residents of Gulbarg 

Society in an incident that allegedly took place 

outside Dr.Gandhi's chawl and it is submitted that 

therefore,  there  is  no  room  for  any  doubt  with 
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regard to the presence, involvement, participation 

and thereby the guilt of the accused in the present 

offence and that too beyond any reasonable doubt 

more  so  when  accused  No.25  has  been  identified 

positively by all the three witnesses amongst the 

victims  also.  It  is  submitted  that  there  is  a 

recovery of an incriminating weapon in the shape of 

a pipe at the behest of the present accused No.25 

in terms of the recovery Panchnama Exh.1244 and in 

the circumstances, there is no room for any doubt 

with regard to the guilt of the accused No.25 and 

in such circumstances, the Prosecution at the cost 

of repetition, according to Shri Kodekar, could be 

said  to  have  established  beyond  reasonable  doubt 

the  charges  levelled  against  the  present  accused 

No.25.

775. Raising a detailed defence on the part 

of the accused, Shri Bhardwaj, the learned advocate 

has submitted that the attempt on the part of the 

eye-witnesses was to rope in as many persons of the 

opposite community as was remotely possible. It is 

pointed  out  that  there  is  grave  contradiction 

emerging from the testimony of such witnesses, the 

Police witnesses have also not seen any overt act 

on the part of accused No.25 and it is urged that 

in the circumstances, there are serious doubts with 

regard to the involvement of accused No.25. It is 

submitted that it is an admitted position emerging 

from  the  testimonies  of  the  concerned  witnesses 
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including the Police witnesses referred to above, 

that  they  knew  accused  No.25  because  he  was  the 

owner  of  a  grocery  shop  specifically  known  as 

“Adinath Kirana Stores” and therefore, it is but 

natural  for  all  such  witnesses  to  positively 

identify  accused  No.25.  It  is  submitted  that 

however, if we consider the testimonies of PWs 106, 

128 and 216, it is submitted that all the three 

have given absolutely contradictory versions which 

do not inspire any confidence inasmuch as, the role 

of  accused  No.25  is  concerned.  In  fact,  the 

detailed arguments of Shri Bhardwaj with regard to 

the fact of PW-106 having climbed up the terrace of 

Bunglow No.15 to see the mob near the railway lines 

on the rear portion of Gulbarg Society and the acts 

attributed  to  the  mob  and  the  persons  who  where 

identified by PW-106 to be a part of the mob, are 

all made at length herein before, and I need not 

verbatim reproduce the same. However, it is urged 

by Shri Bhardwaj that in the circumstances, when 

PW-106  has  admitted  that  during  the  entire 

incident, he had into only two properties, meaning 

his own residence and the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri, the entire version of PW-106 having climbed 

the terrace of Bunglow No.15 cannot be accepted. It 

is submitted that in any case, it can be seen that 

in terms of testimony of PW-128 and PW-216, accused 

No.25 is attributed to be a part of the mob which 

entered into and rushed into Gulbarg Society from 

the front portion thereof by demolishing the gates 
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and  the  front  portion  of  the  compound  wall  of 

Gulbarg Society and it is submitted that therefore, 

on of the versions is not correct. It is pointed 

out  that  in  the  circumstances,  none  of  these 

witnesses  are  required  to  be  believed  and  grave 

doubts have arisen with regard to the Prosecution 

case and therefore, it is urged that accused No.25 

be given a clean acquittal.

776. Having  considered  these  rival 

submissions,  I  would  like  to  believe  that  the 

Prosecution  case  could  be  said  to  have  been 

partially proved against accused No.25 in light of 

the fact that there is the unquestioned testimony 

of no less than six eye-witnesses who claim to have 

seen accused No.25 as being a part of the mob which 

rushed  into  Gulbarg  Society.  There  is  no  doubt, 

some debate with regard to from which portion of 

the Society did accused No.25 rushed into Gulbarg 

Society and what segment of the mob was he a part 

thereof  since  as  has  been  pointed  out  herein 

before,  there  is  a  contradiction  between  the 

testimonies of PW-106 on one hand and PWs 128 and 

216 on the other hand. It is in my opinion, not 

natural that a person who has already entered into 

Gulbarg Society by being a part of the mob which 

demolished  and  entered  into  the  Society  and 

thereafter  perpetrated  acts  of  damages  and 

destruction  to  vehicles  and  properties,  a  person 

alleged to have been a part of such mob would then 
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go out of the Society, take a long detour, make 

himself  a  part  of  the  mob  at  the  rear  portion, 

demolish  such  wall  and  thereafter  rushed  into 

Gulbarg Society. This, in terms of the time frame 

provided by the Prosecution itself, is not possible 

and  sounds  unnatural.  In  the  circumstances, 

therefore,  this  is  a  contradiction  which  I  am 

required to consider to come to a conclusion as to 

whether all the charges are proved against accused 

No.25. Again, the three Police witnesses no doubt, 

have seen accused No.25 as a part of the mob which 

rushed into Gulbarg Society, and accused No.25 is 

positively  attributed  by  PWs  5  and  3  to  be 

possessed of a can of inflammable substance, though 

I am surprised as to how upon looking at the can 

itself, the witnesses could say that it contained 

kerosene when there is no corroborative material to 

establish  such  claim.  It  is  in  my  opinion, 

improbable for a person to come to a conclusion as 

to what a container contains and that too from a 

distance. Be that as it may, the circumstances make 

me  come  to  a  conclusion  that  the  only  inference 

that a prudent man can draw is that such container 

would have contained inflammable substances. In my 

opinion,  therefore,  especially  when  both  PWs  106 

and 128 attribute a can of inflammable substance in 

the  hands  of  accused  No.25  and  accused  No.25 

further is attributed in terms of the testimony of 

PW106 more particularly in paragraph No.15 to have 

sprinkled kerosene and petrol at the residence of 
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Shri Ehsan Jafri of which some splatters were on 

PW-106, there is in my opinion, no room for any 

doubt that accused No.25 was a part of the mob and 

was possessed of a can of inflammable substance at 

the relevant time. However, even in terms of the 

testimony  of  PW-106,  accused  No.25  was  not  the 

person who threw the burning embers or rags which 

caused the fire in Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence. 

Again,  what  has  been  recovered  in  terms  of  the 

recovery  Panchnama  drawn  under  Sec.27  of  the 

Evidence  Act  in  the  shape  of  Exh.1244,  is  the 

recovery of a pipe at the behest of accused No.25 

and this too is a circumstance I am required to 

consider while deciding the fate of accused No.25 

herein. I am also required to consider that all the 

six witnesses examined by the Prosecution relevant 

to  accused  No.25,  have  positively  identified 

accused No.25 in the Court and it is also required 

to  be  noted  that  the  name  of  accused  No.25  was 

provided  by  some  of  the  witnesses  right  since 

05/03/2002  itself  and  therefore,  I  do  not  find 

merit  in  the  submissions  of  Shri  Bhardwaj  that 

accused No.25 has been falsely roped in. The only 

question that now needs to be decided is the extent 

of the role of accused No.25. I am of the opinion 

that accused No.25 could be said to be guilty of an 

offence punishable under Sec.307 of the I.P.C. read 

together with Secs.147, 148 and 149 of the I.P.C. 

on  account  of  having  sprinkled  kerosene  on  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri more so in light of 
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the fact that he had more than sufficient knowledge 

of the fact that his actions could result in death 

of a number of persons who had taken shelter in 

Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence. However, it is not 

the  case  of  the  Prosecution  that  any  person  was 

charred to death within the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri on account of the actions of accused No.25 

and therefore, I cannot hold accused No.25 guilty 

of  an  offence  punishable  under  Sec.302  of  the 

I.P.C., but I hereby hold accused No.25 guilty of 

an  offence  punishable  under  Secs.143,  147,  148, 

149, 153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 307, 435, 436, 447, 

449 and 452 of the Indian Penal Code read together 

with Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act, since he 

had the common knowledge and intention of setting 

afire the properties of the residents of Gulbarg 

Society.  In  the  circumstances,  the  Prosecution 

charges are in my opinion, partially proved against 

accused No.25 and in my opinion, accused No.25 also 

is  required  to  be  suitably  penalized  in  this 

regard.  

777. From  the  testimony  of  all  the 

concerned witnesses, it is clear that the accused 

has entered into the compound of Gulbarg Society 

and has entered so with the knowledge and intention 

after forming an unlawful assembly for the purposes 

of  killing  the  residents  of  Gulbarg  Society  and 

looking further to the fact that most of the eye-

witnesses  have  seen  the  present  accused  in  the 
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compound of Bunglow No.19 being the residence of 

late Shri Ehsan Jafri, the charge of Sec.452 of the 

I.P.C. is also established.  I also find that the 

accused is a member of an unlawful assembly which 

was formed with a common object to cause damage and 

destruction to properties and vehicles within and 

outside  Gulbarg  Society  and  therefore,  is  hereby 

held guilty of an offence punishable under Sec.149 

of the I.P.C.  Looking to the fact that the entire 

incident is an incident which can be termed to be 

communal  in  nature  -  a  fact  not  denied  by  the 

defence also, there is no room for any doubt that 

looking  to  the  provocative  slogans  that  were 

generally being chanted, looking to the fact that 

the accused is held positively guilty of some of 

the charges levelled against him, there is no room 

for  any  doubt  with  regard  to  even  such  charges 

where  the  accused  was  charged  with  having 

perpetrated  acts  which  would  have  incited  hatred 

amongst  religions,  and  therefore,  I  hold  the 

accused  to  have  committed  the  offence  punishable 

under Sec.153(A)(1)(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

Accused No.58

778. Considering the case of accused No.58 

Meghsinh Dhupsinh Chaudhary, it is urged by Shri 

Kodekar that he was one of the prime instigators, 

being an Advocate as also an Ex-Corporator of the 

Congress  Party,  and  he  is  attributed  to  have 

incited the mob and thereafter having become a part 
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of the mob itself in perpetrating the carnage at 

Gulbarg  Society.  It  is  submitted  that  in  the 

circumstances,  the  accused  is  required  to  be 

treated as the prime instigator behind the entire 

carnage and exemplary punishment is required to be 

meted  out  to  the  accused  No.58.  It  is  submitted 

that the role perpetrated by the accused No.58 is 

clearly  emerging  without  any  reasonable  doubt, 

without serious contradictions from the testimonies 

of PW-177 Sairaben Salimbhai Sandhi at Exh.711 and 

PW-191 Salimbhai Noormohammad Sandhi at Exh.734. It 

is further pointed out  that both these witnesses 

have positively identified the accused No.58 in the 

Court  and  there  is  no  room  for  any  doubt  with 

regard to the role played by the present accused in 

the offence. It is however, conceded that there is 

no  recovery  or  discovery  of  any  incriminating 

material by or at the behest of accused No.58 and 

it is urged that this by itself cannot confer any 

benefit upon the accused. It is submitted that one 

does not need any weapon to instigate a mob and the 

charge  against  accused  No.58  is  largely  to  the 

effect  that  after  instigating  the  mob,  he  i.e. 

accused No.58 himself became a part of the mob and 

perpetrated  the  incidents  which  in  its  entirety 

culminated into the present offence and it is urged 

that in the circumstances, the Prosecution could be 

said  to  have  established  beyond  reasonable  doubt 

the role and thereby the guilt of the accused No.58 

in  the  present  offence,  more  particularly  the 
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offences that he stands charged with.

779. Shri  Kodekar  has  firstly  drawn  my 

attention  to  the  testimony  of  PW-177  at  Exh.711 

more  particularly  paragraph  No.7  of  the  said 

testimony, wherein she has inter alia testified to 

the  effect  that  accused  No.58  together  with  one 

Jagrupsinh  Rajput,  was  standing  outside  Gulbarg 

Society  more  particularly  on  the  terrace  of  the 

office of accused No.58 and both were inciting the 

mob by gestures to enter into Gulbarg Society and 

perpetrate  the  mayhem  that  was  to  follow.  It  is 

submitted  that  PW-177  has  positively  identified 

accused  No.58  in  the  Court  and  no  serious  cross 

examination of PW-177 has emerged which would make 

one  doubt  the  veracity  or  truthfulness  of  this 

witness.

780. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of  PW-191  Salim  Noormohammad  Sandhi  at  Exh.734, 

Shri Kodekar submits that this witness has clearly 

attributed accused No.58 to be armed with a sword 

and was a part of the mob that rushed into Gulbarg 

Society  by  demolishing  the  front  gates  and  the 

front compound wall by exploding a gas cylinder and 

PW-191 has specifically identified accused No.58, 

accused No.34 Krishna, accused No.43 Naran Sitaram 

Tank, accused No.54 Bharat Teli and accused No.59 

Atul Vaid, all of whom are attributed to be armed 

with  either  swords  or  guptis  and  accused  No.58 
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according  to  Shri  Kodekar  is  in  terms  of  the 

testimony of PW-191, attributed to be armed with a 

sword. It is submitted that this witness has also 

identified  accused  No.58  in  the  Court  and 

therefore, the charges faced by the accused No.58 

are,  according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  proven  beyond 

reasonable doubt and it is urged that the accused 

being  a  responsible  person  who  was  a  Lawyer  and 

also  people's  representative  since  he  was  a 

Municipal  Corporator,  exemplary  punishment  is 

required  to  be  meted  out  to  the  present  accused 

No.58.

781. Opposing  such  submissions,  learned 

advocate Shri Rajendra Trivedi appearing on behalf 

of  the  accused,  has  submitted  that  there  is 

absolutely no merit in the Prosecution case against 

accused No.58. It is submitted that the gist of the 

testimony of PW-177  inter alia  to the effect that 

accused No.58 and one Jagrupsinh Rajput – both were 

instrumental in inciting and instigating the mob to 

rush  into  Gulbarg  Society  and  perpetrate  the 

carnage, is completely bellied by the actual facts. 

It is submitted that it is on the basis of such 

belated  accusations  that  accused  No.58  despite 

being available at all times, and since it is no 

one's case that accused No.58 was absconding or not 

available,  came  to  be  arrested  as  late  as  on 

20/02/2009. It is pointed out by Shri Trivedi that 

not being satisfied with the arrest and filing of 
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chargesheet  against  accused  No.58,  the  victims 

through  their  Advocate,  preferred  an  application 

Exh.738  under  Sec.319  of  the  Cr.P.C.,  where  the 

said Jagrupsinh Rajput amongst others was sought to 

be arraigned as an accused herein. My attention is 

drawn to the fact that this Court vide a detailed 

order  dated  18/01/2010,  rejected  the  said 

application against the said Jagrupsinh Rajput. It 

is  also  an  admitted  position  according  to  Shri 

Trivedi that the order passed by the predecessor of 

this  Court  was  challenged  by  the  victims  in  the 

Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat which also upheld the 

findings  of  the  lower  Court  inasmuch  as  the 

impugned  order  dated  18/01/2010  passed  below 

Exh.738 herein, came to be confirmed. The matter, 

according  to  Shri  Trivedi,  was  thereafter  not 

carried  further  to  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court 

despite the victims having approached the Hon'ble 

Supreme Court time and again seeking one relief or 

the other. It is submitted that therefore, it is a 

matter  of  record  that  the  alibi  of  the  said 

Jagrupsinh  Rajput  with  regard  to  his  not  being 

present at the scene of the incident at all on the 

fateful  day,  has  been  accepted  by  this  Court  as 

also by the Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat. It is 

submitted that the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India 

in  the  case  of  B.N.Singh  &  Others  v.  State  of 

Gujarat  and  Ors.  as  reported  in  1990(1)-GLH-256, 

has laid down a ratio inter alia to the effect that 

when the alibi of a person is accepted in relation 
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to an offence, the other accused who is attributed 

to  be  present  with  such  person  during  the 

commission  of  the  offence,  cannot  be  convicted 

since  the  entire  evidence  with  regard  to  the 

presence  and  role  of  such  persons  in  an  offence 

becomes  doubtful  in  terms  of  the  ratio  emerging 

from such judgment. It is submitted that in such 

circumstances, when the alibi of Jagrupsinh Rajput 

has been accepted, then the entire evidence against 

accused No.58 also is required to be discarded as 

being untrustworthy and therefore, accused No.58 is 

required  to  be  given  a  clean  acquittal.  It  is 

submitted that since accused No.58 was a prominent 

person, it is but natural that he would have been 

identified by the two witnesses who were residents 

of  Gulbarg  Society  and  it  is  urged  that  in  the 

circumstances, the entire evidence emerging against 

accused  No.58  herein  is  not  creditworthy  and  is 

required to be treated as doubtful and the benefit 

of  such  doubtful  material  must  go  in  favour  of 

accused  No.58  and  accused  No.58  at  the  cost  of 

repetition,  it  is  urged,  must  be  given  a  clean 

acquittal.

782. Having  considered  such  detailed 

submissions,  I  am  firstly  of  the  opinion  that 

looking to the testimonies of PWs 177 and 191, the 

role  attributed  to  have  been  played  by  accused 

No.58  is  significantly  different  from  both 

testimonies.  Whereas  PW-177  attributes  accused 
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No.58  as  inciting  the  mob  together  with  one 

Jagrupsinh  Rajput,  the  PW-191  attributes  to  have 

seen  accused  No.58  armed  with  a  sword  in  the 

presence of other co-accused as also one Arun Bhatt 

who has been identified by no other eye-witness and 

in fact is not even made an accused in the present 

proceedings,  nor  was  he  at  any  stage  even 

questioned  or  arrested  in  connection  with  the 

entire incident. Again, I am required to consider a 

significant  fact  that  there  is  no  discovery  or 

recovery  of  any  weapon  by  or  at  the  behest  of 

accused No.58 and other than PW-191, no eye-witness 

from amongst the more than 200 witnesses examined 

as  eye-witnesses  herein,  not  one  person  has 

attributed accused No.58 to be armed with a sword 

or  having  entered  into  Gulbarg  Society  at  any 

stage. Again, the star witnesses in the shape of 

PWs 106, 128 and 116 have not even mentioned the 

whisper of the name of accused No.58 in the course 

of their lengthy depositions and I am, therefore, 

required  to  treat  the  evidence  of  PW-191  as  of 

doubtful  quality  more  so  when  he  has  attributed 

weapon in the hands of a person who is not even 

before  this  Court  as  an  accused.  In  my  opinion, 

therefore, in light of the judgment in B.N.Singh's 

case (Supra), the ratio is clear. The Hon'ble Apex 

Court  has  clearly  held  with  regard  to  the 

credibility of the evidence of a witness when an 

accused whose alibi is accepted, is state to have 

been  present  with  other  co-accused.  The  Hon'ble 
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Supreme Court has proceeded to acquit such persons 

who were convicted on the basis of such evidence. 

In  my  opinion,  therefore,  I  do  not  find  any 

material  emerging  against  accused  No.58  more  so 

when  there  is  no  discovery  or  recovery  of  any 

incriminating material much less a weapon like a 

sword, when no overt act is attributed or even the 

presence of accused No.58 is not attributed in the 

various  incidents  that  have  been  graphically 

described by large number of eye-witnesses, I am 

unable to come to a conclusion that the Prosecution 

has established beyond reasonable doubt the charges 

against the present accused as is submitted by Shri 

Kodekar.  In  my  opinion,  without  any  further 

discussion, I cannot convict accused No.58 or come 

to a conclusion that the charges against him are 

proved beyond reasonable doubt and therefore, I am 

of the opinion that accused No.58 also like so many 

co-accused herein before, is required to be given 

the  benefit  of  doubt  and  is  required  to  be 

acquitted  of  all  charges  levelled  against  him, 

which I hereby do so.

Accused No.48

783. Appreciating  the  relative  merits  of 

the Prosecution case against accused No.48 Jitendra 

@ Jitu Pratapji Thakor, Shri Kodekar submits that 

accused No.48 has been positively identified by an 

eye-witness  in  the  shape  of  PW-129  Firozmohammad 

Gulzarmohammad  Pathan  at  Exh.635  who  has  clearly 
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attributed not only the present accused No.58 to be 

armed with a sword but also has deposed with regard 

to  injuries  inflicted  on  himself  i.e.  PW-129  by 

accused No.48 with the sword which is attributed to 

have been thrown by accused No.48 at the witness 

PW-129. It is submitted that the witness has been 

injured in such incident and his injury certificate 

is on the record of the proceedings at Exh.785. It 

is  submitted  that  further  in  the  course  of  his 

testimony, PW-129 has positively identified accused 

No.48  as  the  person  who  the  witness  i.e.  PW-129 

personally  saw  cutting  down  the  mother  of  the 

witness  being  one  Mariambanu  together  with  co-

accused being accused No.49 Mahesh @ Pappu Pratapji 

Thakor, accused No.29 Mukesh and absconding accused 

Girish  Prabhudas  Sharma,  all  of  whom  were 

attributed to have been delivering sword blows on 

the  mother  of  the  present  witness  PW-129.  It  is 

submitted that the post-mortem report of the said 

Mariambanu being the mother of the present witness 

PW-129  is  on  the  record  at  Exh.421  as  also  the 

injury certificate of PW-129 is also on the record 

of the proceedings at Exh.785. It is submitted that 

in  such  circumstances,  the  case  of  the  accused 

No.48 is in perpetration of a serious offence of 

causing grievous hurt and murder is categorically 

and clearly established. It is submitted that no 

doubt no other witness has corroborated the version 

supplied by PW-129, but however, it is urged that 

in  such  circumstances,  a  person  who  has  lost  at 
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least five members of his family, has no reason to 

falsely implicate any person and it is urged that 

in  such  circumstances,  the  accused  No.48  is 

required to be held guilty of the offences that he 

stands charged with and is, therefore, required to 

be  suitably  penalized.  It  is  submitted  that  the 

penalty should be of a nature as would stand strong 

signals in the society and it is urged that the 

Prosecution  having  established  beyond  reasonable 

doubt the charges against the present accused, the 

accused No.48 is required to be held guilty herein. 

784. A  limited  defence  is  raised  by  the 

learned  advocates  appearing  on  behalf  of  the 

accused, with regard to the role of accused No.48 

inasmuch as, it is pointed out that PW-129 is not a 

reliable  and  truthful  witness  and  should  not  be 

believed  since  he  is  contradicted  by  other  eye-

witnesses  and  there  are  inconsistencies  in  the 

testimony  of  PW-129  and  it  is  urged  that  the 

accused No.48 cannot be held guilty on the basis of 

the sole testimony of an unreliable witness and it 

is urged that there are grave and serious doubts 

with regard to the genuineness of the Prosecution 

case against accused No.48 and it is urged that in 

the circumstances, the accused No.48 be given the 

benefit of doubt.

785. Having  considered  the  rival 

submissions,  there  is  no  doubt  that  there  is  a 
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clear  and  unambiguous  identification  of  accused 

No.48 by PW-129 and the accused No.48 is attributed 

to  have  inflicted  a  sword  injury  on  PW-129  by 

throwing the sword at him which caused injuries to 

the right hand (wrist portion) and the right eye-

brow  of  PW-129.  The  witness  also  attributes  a 

specific direct overt act on the part of accused 

No.48 together with co-accused in the murder of his 

mother  (mother  of  PW-129)  which  incident  was 

witnessed by PW-129 from the terrace of a building 

being Bunglow No.16 in Gulbarg Society. The witness 

PW-129  has  also  claimed  that  a  bag  (theli) 

containing valuables which was being carried by his 

mother Mariambanu, was also snatched away by one of 

the accused Mukesh i.e. accused No.29. The accused 

No.48 has also been positively identified by the 

witness PW-129 in the Court and in my opinion, this 

is  a  strong  circumstance  emerging  as  far  as  the 

Prosecution  case  against  accused  No.48  is 

concerned. There is also the post-mortem report of 

the deceased Mariambanu which is on the record at 

Exh.421.  It  however,  does  not  provide  much 

assistance inasmuch as, the dead body forwarded for 

post-mortem was burnt to an extent that it was not 

possible  to  draw  any  conclusions  from  the  post 

mortem.  The  testimony  to  that  effect  has  been 

tendered by PW-56 Dr.Gitanjali L. fukan at Exh.419. 

However, the post-mortem report does indicate that 

the skull of the dead body more particularly parts 

thereof, were identified. However, the entire post-
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mortem does not indicate as to whether any kind of 

injuries  as  would  be  reflective  of  injuries 

sustained  by  the  use  of  a  sword  by  multiple 

accused,  were  found  in  the  post-mortem  upon  the 

dead body. No doubt, the PW-56 in her examination-

in-chief  itself,  has  clearly  stated  that  it  was 

impossible  to  ascertain  as  to  whether  any  other 

injuries were sustained by the deceased. However, 

there is no indication with regard to any injuries 

found on the dead body. Be that as it may, I am now 

required to examine the injury certificate of PW-

129 which is on the record at Exh.785. Strangely, 

the  witness  PW-129  in  terms  of  the  injury 

certificate  Exh.785,  was  examined  as  an  outdoor 

patient on 07/05/2002 which is to say, more than 

two  months  after  the  incident.  In  fact,  the 

complaint  of  the  patient  recorded  in  the  injury 

certificate and emerging from the testimony of PW-

224 at Exh.784 i.e. Dr.Mukund M.Prabhakar, is to 

the  effect  that  the  history  was  recorded  by  the 

doctor as provided by the patient. The complaint 

recorded is to the effect inter alia “pain present 

on  right  hand  since  10  days”,  and  the  history 

provided was “trauma in riot”. This is the brief 

and  cryptic  reading  of  the  injury  certificate 

Exh.785. In my opinion, this somewhat damages the 

Prosecution case inasmuch as, when the injured PW-

129 was in a position to personally go to the Civil 

Hospital  and  get  examined  himself  as  an  outdoor 

patient, he was in a fit state to give a correct 
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history and there is not a whisper of any sword 

injury  and  the  history  is  silent  about  who  had 

assaulted the witness. Again, there is mention only 

of  pain  in  the  right  hand  and  there  is  further 

mention of trauma in the riots. There is no mention 

of any injury on the right eye-brow. Furthermore, 

it  can  be  seen  that  PW-129  claims  that  accused 

No.48  was  amongst  the  first  entrants  of  the  mob 

that  rushed  into  Gulbarg  Society  from  the  rear 

portion  of  the  compound  wall  of  Gulbarg  Society 

after  the  same  was  allegedly  demolished  by 

exploding  a  gas  cylinder  and  accused  No.48  is 

categorically seen to be one of the first four or 

five  persons  who  rushed  into  Gulbarg  Society  in 

such fashion, by PW-129 in terms of paragraph No.11 

of  his  examination-in-chief.  However,  PW-106  who 

also claims to be an eye-witness of the so-called 

intrusion  of  persons  from  the  rear  portion  of 

Gulbarg Society after exploding a gas cylinder, has 

not named accused No.48 as one of the members of 

the  mob.  Again  PW-106  has  not  even  remotely 

identified  accused  No.48  as  being  one  of  the 

perpetrators  from  the  mob.  Again,  there  is  no 

recovery or discovery of any incriminating material 

much less a sword by or at the behest of accused 

No.48. In the circumstances, while it is settled 

law and I am conscious of the fact that conviction 

can  always  be  possible  on  the  basis  of  sole 

testimony of a witness, in the instant proceedings, 

in light of such anomalies, there are some doubts 
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with regard to the genuineness of the Prosecution 

case  and  with  regard  to  the  so-called  positive 

identification by PW-129. In my opinion, therefore, 

the benefit of doubt more particularly when there 

is  no  proof  and  there  is  absence  of  injuries 

indicative of sword injuries on the dead body of 

Mariamben, and there are contradictions with regard 

to  the  mob  of  persons  who  entered  into  Gulbarg 

Society vis-a-vis the testimonies of PWs 129 and 

106  when  in  light  of  my  findings  herein  before 

which I need not repeat, there is no material which 

would indicate that a gas cylinder was exploded as 

is claimed by all witnesses, I find it difficult to 

come  to  a  conclusion  that  the  Prosecution  has 

proved  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the  guilt  of  the 

accused No.48 herein, more so when the brother of 

accused  No.48  being  one  Mahesh  @  Pappu  Pratapji 

Thakor is also on the record of the proceedings as 

accused  No.49  and  who  has  been  acquitted  of  all 

charges  levelled  against  him,  I  do  not  find  any 

material  to  come  to  a  conclusion  that  the 

Prosecution has proved beyond reasonable doubt the 

charges against accused No.48 also, and therefore, 

I am of the clear opinion that accused No.48 too is 

required to be given the benefit of doubt and is 

required to be given acquittal, which I hereby do 

so.

Accused Nos.2, 46 and 63

786. I  now  propose  to  take  the  case  of 
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accused  No.2  Yogendrasinh  @  Lalo  Mohansinh 

Shekhawat,  accused  No.46  Lakhansing  @  Lakhiyo 

Lalubha  Chudasama  and  accused  No.63  Dinesh 

Prabhudas Sharma, of whom accused Nos.2 and 46 have 

been  enlarged  on  bail  pending  trial,  whereas 

accused No.63 has been denied bail at all stages 

and has remained in judicial custody all throughout 

the trial. It is required to be noted that accused 

Nos.2,  46  and  63  were  arrested  on  06/03/2002, 

17/09/2008 and 07/03/2009 respectively. It can thus 

be seen that two of the said three accused, were 

arrested  post  formation  of  the  S.I.T.,  whereas 

accused No.2 has been arrested almost immediately 

after the incident. I propose to take up the case 

of  all  the  three  accused  together  and 

simultaneously since the major allegation emerging 

against all the three accused, is that they were 

the  perpetrators  of  a  major  incident  where  two 

women and two children were hacked to death by the 

use of swords with which all the three accused are 

attributed to have been armed at the relevant time. 

The  accused  Nos.2  and  46  are  further  alleged  to 

have  been  and  charged  with  having  raped  the  two 

women, being one Sajedabanu and an unknown woman in 

the course of the incident wherein two women were 

hacked to death and two children accompanying these 

two  women,  were  also  hacked  to  death  by  accused 

No.63. All the three accused are attributed to have 

been  present  at  the  time  of  the  incident  and 

therefore, the case of all the three accused has 
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been  taken  up  simultaneously  for  the  sake  of 

convenience.

787. Shri  Kodekar,  the  learned  Spl.P.P. 

appearing on behalf of the Prosecution, has made 

detailed  submissions  herein  before,  the  gist  of 

which is required to be reproduced herein for the 

sake  of  convenience.  It  is  submitted  by  Shri 

Kodekar that all the three accused are required to 

be established to have been guilty of the offence 

that  they  stand  charged  with  inasmuch  as,  the 

Prosecution  by  leading  cogent,  believable  and 

corroborative  evidence,  has  established  beyond 

reasonable doubt the involvement, participation and 

guilt  of  all  the  said  three  accused  in  all  the 

offence that they stand charged with inasmuch as, 

their  role  and  involvement  and  guilt  has  been 

proved  in  the  incident  involving  the  murder  and 

rape  of  two  women  being  one  Sajedabanu  and  an 

unknown  woman  and  killing  of  two  young  children 

being one Sadabkhan and Yusuf. It is submitted that 

a number of witnesses have identified the present 

set of accused as being the perpetrators of this 

heinous and extremely gruesome incident, where four 

innocent  lives  were  brutally  cut  short  by 

perpetrating inhuman and savage excesses thereon by 

the three accused herein. It is submitted that not 

only that, but being not satisfied with killing the 

four persons, they were also set on fire and their 

bodies  were  charred  beyond  recognition  by  these 
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three  accused.  It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances, the said three accused are required 

to be meted out the severest punishment since the 

gruesomeness  and  the  gravity  and  the  extent  of 

cruelty of the actions of the accused is inhuman 

and  extremely  rare.  It  is  submitted  that  a  sum 

total  of  no  less  than  five  eye-witnesses  have 

attributed and positively named these three accused 

as the perpetrators of the incident in no uncertain 

terms and in fact, none else has been attributed to 

have been a party to the present incident. It is 

pointed  out  that  even  the  Police  witnesses  have 

supported  and  corroborated  with  regard  to  the 

presence of the three accused in the mob and such 

Police witnesses are also corroborating the fact of 

the accused being armed with swords at the time of 

the  incident.  It  is  pointed  out  that  no  doubt, 

there is no recovery and discovery of any weapon by 

or  at  the  behest  of  the  accused,  but  however, 

looking to the fact that two of the accused were 

belatedly  arrested  nearly  seven  years  after  the 

incident,  and  the  fact  that  the  initial 

investigation  or  the  ineffectiveness  thereof  is 

what  led  to  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  of  India 

stepping in and handing over the investigation to 

S.I.T. to bring the true perpetrators to justice, 

no  weightage  should  be  given  to  the  lack  of 

recovery  or  discovery  in  such  extraordinary 

circumstances. It is submitted that all the eye-

witnesses have positively named the three accused 
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herein as being the perpetrators of the incident, 

there is no confusion with regard to the names of 

such accused and it is submitted that barring PW-

116,  all  the  accused  have  been  positively 

identified by the remaining eye-witnesses even in 

the  Court  and  it  is  urged  that  in  the 

circumstances, there is no room for any doubt with 

regard to the role played by each of the said three 

accused in the present offence.

788. My attention is firstly drawn to the 

testimony of PW-106 Imtiyazkhan Sayeedkhan Pathan 

at Exh.542, more particularly to the contents of 

paragraph No.10 on page No.11, wherein it is inter 

alia  deposed  by  the  witness  that  the  mob  which 

rushed into Gulbarg Society from the rear portion 

thereof  by  demolishing  the  wall,  comprised  of 

number of persons of whom accused Nos.2 and 63 were 

a part of such mob. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar 

that this witness has further been an eye-witness 

to the incident where his sister-in-law Sajedabanu 

and an unknown woman, his nephew Sadabkhan and one 

Yusuf who had taken shelter in Shri Ehsan Jafri's 

residence,  upon  such  four  of  them  rushed  out  of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence because of the plumes 

of  smoke  within  the  room  where  they  were  taking 

shelter, were sat upon by all the three accused and 

all three of the said accused are in the course of 

the testimony of PW-106 are positively attributed 

to have caught hold of the two women and the women 
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are  further  alleged  to  have  been  raped  and 

thereafter,  butchered  by  the  use  of  swords  and 

accused No.63 is further attributed to have hacked 

to death the two young children Sadabkhan and Yusuf 

in  the  course  of  such  incident.  It  is  submitted 

that such testimony is found in paragraph No.16(a) 

which graphically describes the entire incident as 

an eye-witness incident found on pages Nos.18, 19 

and 20 of the testimony of PW-106. It is submitted 

that PW-106 has positively identified all the three 

accused  in  the  Court  and  it  is  urged  that  the 

accused can be convicted on the basis of the sole 

testimony of PW-106 alone. 

789. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of PW-116 Sayeedkhan at Exh.584, Shri Kodekar has 

submitted that this witness also is an eye-witness 

and directly affected by the incident inasmuch as, 

the said Sajedabanu was his daughter-in-law and the 

young boy Sadab was his grandson. My attention is 

drawn  to  paragraph  No.8  of  the  testimony  of  the 

said witness, where this witness has testified with 

regard  to  having  seen  all  the  three  accused  as 

being a part of the mob which had gathered in front 

of Gulbarg Society and had indulged in damage and 

destruction  to  the  properties  of  residents  of 

Gulbarg Society. It is submitted that the witness 

has  categorically  named  all  the  three  accused 

amongst the other co-accused to be part of the mob. 

My  attention  is  drawn  to  paragraph  No.15  and 
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paragraph No.16 of the testimony of PW-116 wherein 

this  witness  too  attributes  the  ghastly  incident 

relating  to  the  death  of  his  daughter-in-law 

Sajedabanu, an unknown woman and two children Yusuf 

and Sadab being done away with by the three accused 

and  none  else.  This  witness  too  has  positively 

named the three accused as being the perpetrators 

of the incident. None else has been attributed to 

have participated in the present incident. It is 

pointed out that again PW-116 has also attributed 

accused No.63 to have hacked to death the two young 

children Sadab and Yusuf whereas in terms of the 

testimony  of  PW-116,  accused  Nos.2  and  46  are 

attributed  to  have  caught  hold  of  the  women  and 

having raped them. It is submitted that no doubt, 

there  are  some  contradictions  emerging  from  the 

testimony of PW-116 and PW-106, but however, it is 

submitted  that  these  contradictions  can  also  be 

explained on account of the fact that both the said 

witnesses  have  seen  the  incident  from  different 

locations, but however, both of them according to 

Shri  Kodekar,  have  positively  supported  and 

corroborated each other with regard to the presence 

and role played by all the three accused in the 

incident,  all  the  three  accused  in  terms  of  the 

testimony  of  PWs  106  and  116  are  categorically 

deposed  to  be  armed  with  swords  and  no  other 

accused  is  alleged  to  have  been  a  part  of  the 

present incident. It is submitted that there is, 

therefore,  large  scale  corroboration  and 
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consistency  emerging  from  the  testimony  of  both 

these  witnesses  and  no  doubt  PW-116  has  not 

identified accused No.46 in the Court, but however, 

has positively identified accused Nos.2 and 63 in 

the Court as being the perpetrators of the incident 

that he so graphically describes. 

790. My attention is further drawn to the 

testimony  of  PW-129  being  Fakirmohammad 

Gulzarmohammad  Pathan  at  Exh.635  and  it  is 

submitted  that  this  witness  has  further 

corroborated  the  testimonies  of  PWs  106  and  116 

albeit  to  a  limited  extent  inasmuch  as,  this 

witness has testified with regard to the presence 

of  accused  No.63  in  the  course  of  the  incident, 

inasmuch  as,  accused  No.63  has  been  positively 

identified by this witness in the Court.

791. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of  PW-142  Ashraf  Sikanderbhai  Sandhi  at  Exh.654 

wherein  this  witness  has  positively  identified 

accused No.63 to be amongst the mob which was armed 

with deadly weapons and such witness has positively 

identified  accused  No.63  as  being  one  of  the 

members  of  the  mob  which  rushed  into  Gulbarg 

Society and perpetrated the present offence. It is 

submitted that accused No.63 has been identified in 

the  Court  by  PW-142  which  lends  further 

corroboration  with  regard  to  the  presence  of 

accused No.63 in the offence.
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792. It is submitted that therefore, there 

is overwhelming material emerging against all the 

three accused herein and it is urged that in such 

circumstances, all the three accused are required 

to be suitably penalized since the Prosecution has 

established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the  charges 

against all the three accused.

793. Setting up a defence in respect of all 

the three accused, Shri Bhardwaj has submitted that 

the  Prosecution  version  is  not  required  to  be 

accepted  since  there  are  number  of  flip-flops, 

somersaults  and  large  scale  contradictions  with 

regard  to  the  incident  in  question  and  the 

probability  of  an  incident  of  such  a  nature 

happening in the manner sought to be projected by 

these witnesses, is also unrealistic, not correct 

and cannot be believed. It is submitted that there 

is  no  forensic  or  medical  evidence  which 

establishes any rape or sword injury upon any of 

these  victims  and  it  is  urged  that  in  the 

circumstances, and more so when two of the accused 

are admittedly arrested clearly seven years after 

the incident, it is submitted that it is clear that 

they were so roped in on account of a feeling of 

vengeance on the part of the present witnesses who 

had  lost  number  of  members  of  their  family  and 

therefore, were also tutored by vested interests to 

rope in as many persons as they could. 
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794. My attention is drawn to yet one more 

incident, where on page No.7 in paragraph No.9, the 

witness  PW-116  has  attributed  one  “LAKHIA”  i.e. 

accused No.46 as being a part of the mob whereas in 

his  further  examination-in-chief  on  page  No.8 

itself, the witness has not been able to identify 

such  accused  in  the  Court.  It  is  submitted that 

this cements the defence that the witness was merely 

stating names which were provided to him by somebody 

else. 

795. My attention is drawn to page No.14 of 

the testimony of this witness where an accused being 

Lakhia  (accused  No.46)  is  attributed  with  having 

perpetrated grave and heinous offences like rape and 

murder and my attention is drawn to page No.14 in 

paragraph No.15 wherein the witness has deposed that 

“લાખીયા અને યોગેનદિસંહે તેમના કપડા ફાડી નાખેલા અને તેમની પર બળાતકાર 

કરેલ અને  તે  પછી તેમને  મારી  નાખેલા.”  It is pointed out that 

though serious allegations of a grave and serious 

offence like rape and murder have been attributed to 

the accused No.2 and 46, the IO of SIT i.e. Shri 

J.G.Suthar  (PW-335)  has  clearly  admitted  on  page 

No.87 of his cross examination  inter alia  to the 

effect that in the course of recording his statement 

before  the  IO  of  the  SIT,  the  present  witness 

Sayeedkhan has not given the names of both these 

accused while narrating the incident of rape and 

murder. 
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796. Drawing my attention to page No.59, it 

is specifically pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that 

the  witness  PW-116  has  deposed  “એ  વાત  ખરી  છે  કે, 

એસ.આઈ.ટી.  એ મારા  કોમપ.  િનવેદન સંબંધે  પણ પછુપરછ કરેલી.  એવુ 

બનલે  નથી  કે,  મે  જણાવેલ  બળાતકારના  બનાવમાં  સંડોવાયેલ  આરોપીઓના 

નામમાં  કોમપ.  ટાઈપ  થયેલા  િનવેદનમાં  આરોપી  િદનેશની  જગયાએ  આરોપી 

લાખીયાનું  નામ  લખેલ  હોય.”  It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that the witness has further confused the 

issue by denying on page No.59  inter alia  to the 

effect “જયારે રજુ કરેલ ટાઈપ િનવદેનમાં લાલા યોગેનદ તથા લાખીયાએ રેપ 

કરેલાનું લખેલ છે જ ેસંબંધમાં જણાવુ છંુ કે, એસ.આઈ.ટી. માં લખાવેલ િવગત 

સાચી  છે.  ટાઈપ  કરેલ  િનવેદનમાં  ટાઈપ  કરનારે  ભૂલથી  િદનેશની  જગયાએ 

લાખીયાનું  નામ લખેલ છે.  એ વાત ખરી  છે  કે,  સીટ  સમક રજુ  કરેલા  મારા 

િનવેદનમાં  પાન  નં.  ૮  પર  મે  એમ  જણાવેલ  છે  કે,  બળાતકારના  બનાવમાં 

લાખીયા સંડોવાયેલ છે.”  It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj 

that  committing  a  further  somersault  on  the 

concluding portions on page No.59 and the initial 

portions on page No.60 of his cross examination, 

the witness has stated that it was accused No.63 who 

was allegedly mentioned as the perpetrator of rape 

and  not  accused  No.46.  It  is  submitted  that 

therefore, this entire version has been changing, 

varying  and  improving  from  time  to  time  as  was 

convenient to the witness and this can never form 

the basis of being treated as reliable and worthy 
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and credible eye-witness's testimony. 

797. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that 

despite referring to accused No.46 Lakhia by name, 

by  specific  role  and  by  innumerable  references 

during the course of his testimony, statements and 

affidavits before the initial IOs, IO of the SIT, 

application/affidavit to the Commissioner of Police 

as also the affidavit to the Hon'ble Supreme Court 

of  India, the  witness has  interestingly not been 

able to identify accused No.46 in the Court and that 

too when the Court permitted the witness to closely 

study  the  accused  present  in  the  Court.  It  is 

submitted  by  Shri  Bhardwaj that  in  any  case,  no 

T.I.Parade also has been conducted with regard to 

the identification of accused No.46. 

798. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that the star witness Imtiyazkhan i.e. PW-106 in the 

course of his testimony, has also positively claimed 

to  have  witnessed  the  incident  of  rape  on  his 

sister-in-law Sajedabanu and an unknown woman whom 

he knew of, but did not know the name, his nephew 

Shadabkhan and one Yusuf, all of whom were done to 

death in continuation of the same incident. It is 

pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  the  entire 

incident as also the alleged perpetrators of such 

incident, is a bogus, got up and concocted version 

and  more  importantly  an  afterthought,  that  too 

clearly six years after the incident. It is pointed 

out by Shri Bhardwaj that PW-106 in the course of 
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his  oral  testimony  in  paragraph  No.16(a)  of  his 

deposition, has identified three of the accused as 

the  perpetrators  of  the  incident,  firstly  being 

accused No.2 Lala Mohansing Darbar, accused No.46 

Lakhia  and  accused  No.63  Dinesh  Sharma  as  the 

perpetrators of the incident. It is pointed out by 

Shri Bhardwaj that it is admitted by the witness 

that the incident took place after the incident of 

doing away with Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is pointed out 

that it is also an admitted position according to 

Shri Bhardwaj, that this witness PW-106 witnessed 

the  incident  standing  in  the  kitchen  of  the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is pointed out 

that it would, therefore, be necessary to examine 

the accuracy and genuineness as also the veracity of 

this witness in light of further admitted positions 

and utter contradictions emerging from his testimony 

itself.

799. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that 

even PWs 142 and 129 have falsely identified accused 

No.63 and there is no material which would establish 

beyond reasonable doubt the involvement and guilt of 

the accused herein.

800. Having  considered  the  rival 

submissions, I do not agree with the propositions 

canvassed by Shri Bhardwaj for the reasons set forth 

herein after. 

801. There is consistent material emerging 
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from the testimonies of PWs 106 and 116 with regard 

to the role, involvement and participation of all 

the three accused in an incident which has resulted 

in loss of four lives. On the question of rape of 

the  women,  I  am  less  inclined  to  accept  the 

Prosecution case on account of the fact that there 

is absolutely no material to indicate that there was 

any rape on any woman in the course of the incident. 

Now if we examine the testimonies of all the eye-

witnesses, all such eye-witnesses claim to have seen 

mobs of more than 5000 to 10000 roaming around in 

different  parts  of  Gulbarg  Society.  Having 

personally taken a site visit and inspection of the 

entire  Gulbarg  Society  at  length,  I  am  of  the 

opinion that looking to the area of the Society in 

question and the density of the buildings therein, 

it would have been impossible for more than a 10000 

strong mob to have been entering into the Society. 

Again, the version supplied by the witnesses is that 

there was constant stone throwing from all areas 

surrounding the entire Gulbarg Society and not only 

was there constant stone throwing, but there was 

also  throwing  of  burning  rags  doused  with 

inflammable substance and mobs were roaming around 

at will, more particularly at the time when this 

particular  incident  involving  the  two  women 

Sajedabanu  and  an  unknown  woman  and  two  young 

children Sadab and Yusuf took place. I am required 

to note that this incident even according to the 

eye-witnesses, has happened post the incident of the 

mob having dragged away Shri Ehsan Jafri and alleged 
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to have done away with said Shri Ehsan Jafri. This 

is when the mob fury was at its peak and there was 

utter frenzy on the part of the mob in indulging in 

wanton  acts  of  death  and  destruction.  In  my 

opinion, the testimony of the eye-witnesses is also 

required to be borne in mind when they say that the 

mob was constantly screaming, shouting which must 

have created an atmosphere of terror and such fear 

that  it  would  be  impossible  for  perceiving  the 

actuality  of  the  occurrence.  However,  I  find  it 

extremely debatable that two women could be raped in 

such an atmosphere as is claimed. No doubt, attempts 

must have been made to molest or outrage the modesty 

of the women by ripping open their clothes by the 

accused as is claimed, but the allegation of rape 

appears to have been an after-thought more so when 

the initial statements do not suggest any such rape 

taking  place.  However,  that  being  said  and 

discussed, I cannot disregard the testimonies of the 

two eye-witnesses who have both attributed all the 

three accused to be armed with swords with which 

they fell upon the four hapless persons, two of whom 

were  young  ladies  and  two  of  whom  were  young 

children and all four are attributed to have been 

mercilessly  hacked  to  pieces  by  all  the  three 

accused. The accused No.63 is attributed to have 

single  handedly  done  away  with  the  two  young 

children Yusuf and Sadab. There is, in my opinion, 

therefore,  no  reason  to  disregard  such  clear 

testimony more so when it consistently appears from 

the  testimony of  the  IOs  examined  herein  at  all 
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stages during the recording of the statements of the 

concerned eye-witnesses PWs 106 and 116, they have 

named all the three accused and none of the accused 

herein was belatedly named as an after-thought. I am 

required to note that I am not applying the two-

witness  theory  as  advocated  in  Masalti's  case 

(Supra)  and  applied  herein  also  while  concerning 

some of the accused inasmuch as, it relates to the 

present  set  of  accused,  since  the  accused  are 

attributed to have done away with, in terms of the 

testimony of PW-106, the mother and grandmother of 

such witness and one another woman of the Society, 

and  in  terms  of  the  testimony  of  PW-116,  his 

daughter-in-law,  grandson  and  other  victims  and 

therefore, I am required to accept the testimonies 

of  these  witnesses  inasmuch  as,  the  question  of 

positive identification of the accused is concerned, 

since  I  am  of  the  firm  opinion  that  no  witness 

would like to falsely implicate any accused as the 

perpetrator of an offence of murder in which the 

victims were his family members. In any case, I am 

of the clear opinion that while there might be some 

exaggerations, a witness who is admittedly an eye-

witness, cannot and is not likely to make mistakes 

as  far  as  the  identification  of  such  accused  is 

concerned.  Again,  both  these  accused  have  been 

identified in the Court by both PWs 106 and 116 and 

therefore also, I find in the instant set of accused 

that, the two-witness theory as advocated by the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court in Masalti's case (Supra), is 

in my opinion, not required to be applied. All the 
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three accused at the cost of repetition, have been 

identified positively in the Court by three out of 

the four witnesses examined in that regard and no 

doubt, PW-116 has not identified accused No.46 but 

in my opinion, that can be excused as a lapse on 

the part of an already traumatized witness who had 

to relive moments of what he saw when he stepped 

into  the  witness  box.  In  my  opinion,  therefore, 

there is hardly any room for any doubt with regard 

to the involvement, participation and guilt of all 

the  three  accused  in  the  present  incident  which 

resulted  in  the  death  of  Sajedabanu,  an  unknown 

woman, Yusuf and Shadab, and therefore, I hold all 

the  three  accused  i.e.  accused  Nos.2,  46  and  63 

established to be guilty of having committed the 

offence punishable under  Secs.143, 147, 148, 149, 

153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 201, 295, 302, 332, 337, 

396, 397, 398, 427, 435, 436, 447, 449 and 452 of 

the Indian Penal Code read together with Sec.135(1) 

of  the  Bombay  Police  Act.  I  propose  to penalize 

these three accused after hearing the parties since 

actions on the part of the accused could possibly be 

construed to be an extremely rare case.

802. From  the  testimony  of  all  the 

concerned witnesses, it is clear that the accused 

have entered into the compound of Gulbarg Society 

and  have  entered  so  with  the  knowledge  and 

intention  after  forming  an  unlawful  assembly  for 

the purposes of killing the residents of Gulbarg 
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Society and looking further to the fact that most 

of the eye-witnesses have seen the present accused 

in  the  compound  of  Bunglow  No.19  being  the 

residence of late Shri Ehsan Jafri, the charge of 

Sec.452  of  the  I.P.C.  is  established  against 

accused Nos. 2, 46 and 63 also.  Looking to the 

fact that the entire incident is an incident which 

can be termed to be communal in nature - a fact not 

denied by the defence also, there is no room for 

any doubt that looking to the provocative slogans 

that were generally being chanted, looking to the 

fact that the accused are held positively guilty of 

some of the charges levelled against them, there is 

no  room  for  any  doubt  with  regard  to  even  such 

charges where the accused were charged with having 

perpetrated  acts  which  would  have  incited  hatred 

amongst  religions,  and  therefore,  I  hold  the 

accused  to  have  committed  the  offence  punishable 

under Sec.153(A)(1)(a)(b) of the I.P.C. I also find 

that  the  accused  are  members  of  an  unlawful 

assembly which was formed with a common object to 

cause death in Gulbarg Society and therefore, are 

hereby held guilty of an offence punishable under 

Sec.302 read together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

803. While  appreciating and  analyzing the 

oral evidence of the eye-witnesses concerned, two 

eye-witnesses  in  the  shape  of  PW-177  Sairaben 

Salimbhai  Sandhi  and  PW-116  Sayeedkhan  Ahmedkhan 

Pathan, have deposed with regard to their having 
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witnessed rape being perpetrated on three women as 

also on Firdausbanu. This is in stark contradiction 

to the testimony of PW-106 Imtiyazkhan Sayeedkhan 

Pathan who claims to be the star witness and who has 

not even whispered with regard to the element of 

rape involving any of the accused or any of the 

victims herein. The PW-106 has testified with regard 

to the killing of three women of his own family, 

meaning  his  mother,  grandmother  and  an  unknown 

woman, but has not even whispered at any incident of 

rape being perpetrated on any of the women victims. 

There  is  unfortunately  no  forensic  or  medical 

evidence  which would in any manner even remotely 

establish  or  support  the  incidents  of  rape. 

Furthermore, as has emerged from the testimonies of 

all the eye-witnesses who are termed and treated as 

star  witnesses  by  the  learned  Spl.P.P.,  having 

minutely  scrutinized  their  testimonies  other  than 

PW-177 Sairaben Salimbhai Sandhi at Exh.711 and PW-

116 Sayeedkhan Ahmedkhan Pathan at Exh.584, none of 

the so-called star witnesses, most of whom claim to 

have been taking shelter in the residence of Shri 

Ehsan Jafri, and at the cost of repetition, even 

according to these two eye-witnesses, the alleged 

incidents of rape took place in the rear portion of 

the compound of Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence which 

they have described as the garden. It is, in my 

opinion, therefore, extremely surprising that other 

than these two witnesses, no other witnesses who 

have  given  graphic  details  about  which  accused 
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having perpetrated what offence and in what manner, 

have failed and neglected to even make a whisper of 

a mention about any rape upon any woman by any of 

the accused witnessed by such Prosecution Witnesses. 

In  such  circumstances  also,  I  do  not  find  any 

material  on  the  record  as  would  establish  the 

commission of an offence punishable under Sec.376 of 

the Indian Penal Code by one or more of the accused 

herein. 

804. Furthermore,  at  the  cost  of 

repetition, as has been rightly pointed out by Shri 

Bhardwaj, the testimony of PW-116 and PW-177 with 

regard to the incidents of rape, in my opinion, also 

are not sounding realistic or truthful. No doubt, 

some elements in the mob would have attempted to 

disrobe such women or molest them before doing away 

with  such  unfortunate  and  helpless  women,  but 

looking to the fact that even in terms of the eye-

witness testimony of most of the witnesses, a huge 

mob of persons had surrounded the Bunglow of Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri,  whereat  in  the  backyard,  more 

particularly referred to as the back garden of the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, the alleged incidents 

of rape are testified to have taken place. It is 

emerging from the eye-witness testimonies that the 

mob was attempting to burn down the residence of 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri,  was  indulging  in  heavy  stone-

throwing  and  there  was  a  general  atmosphere  of 

frenzy  and  in  my  opinion,  it  is  difficult  to 
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envisage  a  gang  rape  happening  at  the  same  spot 

where a huge mob had gathered and was indulging in 

heavy stone-throwing and throwing of burning rags in 

a manner as to target the Bunglow of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri. Again, PW-106 claims to have been present all 

throughout in the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, 

when all these particular incidents took place after 

01:30 p.m. and he has made no mention with regard to 

having witnessed any rape or for that matter, heard 

of any rape having taken place even at a subsequent 

point of time. I have personally visited the site of 

the  incident  and  looking  to  the  narrow  confines 

within which such a huge mob is attributed to have 

surrounded the Bunglow of Shri Ehsan Jafri, I do not 

find it possible even remotely for such gang rape to 

have taken place on the women, more so when there is 

no  material  other  than  the  testimony  of  two 

witnesses with regard to such incident. Furthermore, 

there  is  neither  any  material  on  record  nor  any 

specific  material  has  been  pointed  out  from  the 

record by the Prosecution, to show that any of such 

women  victims,  was  pregnant,  which  also  becomes 

evident  upon  careful  scrutiny  of  the  evidence 

available on record.  In my opinion, therefore, it 

is  not  possible  to  believe  any  incident  of  rape 

having taken place and therefore, I do not subscribe 

to  the  incidents  of  rape  and  therefore,  in  my 

opinion,  the  charge  of  offence  punishable  under 

Sec.376 or Sec.376(2)(g) of the Indian Penal Code, 

has remained unproved against the accused Nos.2, 38, 
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46 and 63 who stand charged with such offence, and 

I, therefore, hold against the Prosecution to the 

extent of the charge under Sec.376 or Sec.376(2)(g) 

of the Indian Penal Code is concerned. 

Accused No.43

805. I now propose to take up the case of 

accused No.43 Naran Sitaram Tank @ Naran Channelwalo 

@ Naran Kodhiyo. The said accused No.43 is, in terms 

of the evidence that has emerged against him in the 

course  of  the  trial,  attributed  to  have  been 

involved in no less than the cold blooded murders of 

at least seven persons including that of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri.  In  the  circumstances,  the  present  accused 

could  be  said  to  be  one  of  the  principal 

perpetrators of the present offence, more so when it 

also emerges on the record of the proceedings that 

the present accused on account of having business of 

providing cable television to the residents of the 

area which is possibly what has accounted for his 

alias of “Naran Channelwalo”, has been economically 

stronger than most of the residents of the Gulbarg 

Society and therefore, is required to be looked at 

as a leader of sorts. In my opinion, therefore, it 

would be relevant to consider the relative merits of 

the  Prosecution  case,  the  defence  version  and 

thereafter come to a conclusion as to whether the 

charges stand proved against such accused or not.
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806. Shri  Kodekar,  the  learned  Spl.P.P. 

appearing on behalf of the State, submits that the 

present accused No.43 is involved in no less than 

seven or eight incidents where seven or eight people 

have  been  done  away to death,  amongst  whom  were 

young and old women as also the late Shri Ehsan 

Jafri who was dragged away from his residence by a 

mob and of whom not even the slightest trace has 

been  found  till  date,  meaning  thereby  that  Shri 

Ehsan Jafri appears to have been and is presumed to 

have been done away in such fashion and his body 

being set afire, not even the embers suggesting his 

persona have remained for appreciation of evidence 

therein, however, since Shri Ehsan Jafri who was an 

Ex-Member  of  Parliament  and  a  prominent  lawyer, 

having not been heard of and having been declared 

missing since more than seven years, is required to 

be presumed to be dead and that too murdered by the 

mob  in  the  frenzy  that  took  place  at  Gulbarg 

Society. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that no 

less than five eye-witnesses have pointed out the 

prominent role played by accused herein in all the 

incidents that he is linked with. It is required to 

be noted according to Shri Kodekar, that the accused 

No.43 was arrested on 17/09/2008 post formation of 

the S.I.T. and has thereafter been denied bail at 

all  stages  and  has  remained  in  judicial  custody 

right  throughout  the  trial,  but  however,  it  is 

fairly conceded  by Shri  Kodekar  that  the  accused 

No.43 has been granted temporary bail by the Hon'ble 

High Court of Gujarat from time to time and has thus 
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remained  outside  judicial  custody  for  temporary 

periods. It is submitted that there is a large scale 

corroboration with regard to the presence and role 

played by the accused in all the incidents and in 

fact all eye-witnesses who claim to have seen the 

accused No.43 as being a part of a group of persons 

who perpetrated a particular incident, all such eye-

witnesses have positively identified accused No.43 

in the Court in the course of their testimonies. It 

is  submitted  that  in  such  circumstances,  the 

Prosecution case against accused No.43 could be said 

to be established beyond reasonable doubt. It is 

pointed out by Shri Kodekar that PW-106 Imtiyazkhan 

Sayeedkhan Pathan at Exh.542, PW-129 Firozmohammad 

Gulzarmohammad  Pathan  at  Exh.635,  PW-177 Sairaben 

Salimbhai  Sandhi  at  Exh.711,  PW-191  Salimbhai 

Noormohammad Sandhi at Exh.734, PW-282 Dilawerbhai 

Sikanderbhai  Shaikh  at  Exh.978,  PW-301 Rasidabanu 

Dilawer Shaikh at Exh.1046, have all in the course 

of  their  respective  testimonies,  positively 

identified the accused No.43 as being one of the 

perpetrators in incidents that have claimed lives of 

innocent  women,  elderly  and  others  who  were 

unfortunate to have been sat upon by the mob. All 

the eye-witnesses have attributed accused No.43 to 

be  armed  with  a  deadly  weapon,  however,  it  is 

conceded that since the accused No.43 was belatedly 

arrested nearly seven years after the taking place 

of the incident, no recovery or discovery of any 

incriminating material could be made at the behest 

of  the  present  accused.  It  is  submitted  that 
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however,  the  same  cannot  come  in  the  way  of 

establishing  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the  case 

against the accused No.43.

807. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of  star  witness  PW-106  Imtiyazkhan  Sayeedkhan 

Pathan,  my  attention  is  drawn  in  particular  to 

paragraph  No.16  on  page  Nos.16  to  18  of  the 

testimony,  where  the  witness  has  positively 

attributed accused No.43 to be amongst the prime 

leaders of the mob who dragged Shri Ehsan Jafri out 

of his residence when according to the witness, Shri 

Ehsan Jafri went out to persuade the mob to not 

indulge in such activities. It is claimed that the 

entities of Shri Ehsan Jafri fell on deaf ears and 

the witness positively claims accused No.43 to be 

one of the members of the mob which started dragging 

Shri Ehsan Jafri away and started beating him up 

after which Shri Ehsan Jafri was not seen or has not 

been  seen  or  heard  of  thereafter.  This  witness, 

according to Shri Kodekar, has positively identified 

accused No.43 in the Court. 

808. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of  PW-129  Firozmohammad  Gulzarmohammad  Pathan  at 

Exh.635,  more  particularly  paragraph  No.7  of  the 

testimony  of  the  present  witness,  and  page  No.7 

thereof  is  pointed  out  to  me  by  Shri  Kodekar, 

wherein the witness clearly attributes a mob of more 

than 5000 persons to have gathered outside Gulbarg 

Society and where the mob was being incited to kill 
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Muslims  and  that  mob  is  attributed  to have  been 

armed  with  deadly  weapons.  The  witness  has 

specifically, according to Shri Kodekar, identified 

accused No.43 as being one of the leaders of the mob 

which then started causing damage and destruction to 

the properties of Muslims outside Gulbarg Society. 

My  attention  is  drawn  to  paragraph  No.17 of  the 

deposition of this witness, where accused No.43 is 

positively identified by the witness in the Court, 

according to Shri Kodekar.

809. My  attention  is  next  drawn  to  the 

testimony of PW-177 Sairaben Salimbhai Sandhi, whose 

testimony  is  on  the  record  of  the  present 

proceedings  at  Exh.711.  My  attention  is  drawn 

particularly  with  regard  to  the  role  of  accused 

No.43 emerging from the deposition of such witness 

and particular attention is drawn to the contents of 

paragraph  No.16  of  the  deposition  wherein  the 

witness has clearly deposed that the mob had dragged 

away  one  Firdausbanu  from  the  residence  of  Shri 

Ehsan Jafri and hearing her cries seeking help, one 

Shahejadali according to this witness, went out in 

an attempt to rescue the said Firdausbanu and it is 

clearly testified  to by  the  witness  in  paragraph 

No1.6 that both – Firdausbanu and Shahejadali were 

hacked to death by the group of persons comprising 

of accused No.42, accused No.43, accused No.1 and 

absconding accused Ramesh Pandey, who according to 

the witness, killed the above two persons with the 

weapons in their hands. The said Firdausbanu is also 
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attributed to have been molested by such persons. 

The PW-177 has further in paragraph No.18 of her 

deposition,  clearly  attributed  her  brother-in-law 

Jehangirbhai and her son Mohammadhussain Sandhi who 

according to the witness in paragraph No.18 of her 

testimony, tried  to escape  from  the  carnage,  but 

they too were hacked down by a group of persons 

comprising  of  accused  No.1,  absconding  accused 

Ramesh  Pandey  and  accused  No.43,  by  the  use  of 

weapons in their hands. The PW-177 has positively 

identified  accused  No.43  in  the  Court  as  is 

established from paragraph No.12 of her deposition. 

It is submitted that therefore, the presence and 

overt act on the part of the accused is established 

beyond  reasonable  doubt  and  corroborates  the 

testimony of other eye-witnesses. 

810. It  is  submitted  that  further 

corroboration is provided to the testimony of the 

above witness, in the shape of testimony of PW-191 

Salim Noormohammad Sandhi at Exh.734, wherein the 

witness has in paragraph No.10 of his deposition, 

identified  accused  No.43  as  being  one  of  the 

perpetrators who had entered into Gulbarg Society 

being  armed  with  deadly  weapons  inasmuch  as,  a 

specific identification of a weapon in the shape of 

a gupti is deposed to be in the hands of accused 

No.43 as per the present witness. It is submitted 

that this witness has not deposed any further with 

regard to any overt act having been seen by him, but 

however,  in  paragraph  No.18  of  his  deposition, 
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accused  No.43  is  positively  identified  by  the 

present witness in the Court. It is submitted that 

there are, therefore, no exaggerations emerging from 

the  testimony  of  PW-191  who  happens  to  be  the 

husband  of  PW-177  and  it  is  urged  that  the 

testimonies are, therefore, required to be treated 

as natural and a few contradictions cannot destroy 

the positive case that the Prosecution has been able 

to establish against accused No.43. 

811. My  attention  is  next  drawn  to  the 

testimony of PW-282 Dilawer Sikanderbhai Shaikh at 

Exh.978,  wherein  on  page  No.3  in  paragraph  No.4 

particularly, the witness has positively identified 

a number of the main perpetrators in the present 

incident  where  he  has  specifically  identified 

accused No.43 as being one of the perpetrators. It 

is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that this witness has 

not supported the Prosecution version to a large 

extent and was, therefore, sought to be and was in 

fact declared hostile and the then learned Spl.P.P. 

was permitted to cross examine the witness. However, 

it is pointed out that even after being declared 

hostile,  when  called  upon  to  identify  the 

perpetrators from amongst the present accused, the 

witness has positively identified accused No.43 as 

being one of the perpetrators which clearly emerges 

on  page  No.6  of  the  deposition  of  such  hostile 

witness. It is submitted that even to this extent, 

the  Prosecution  case  against  accused  No.43  is 

corroborated  and  therefore,  could  be  said  to  be 
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established beyond reasonable doubt.

812. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of  PW-301  Rasidabanu  Dilawer  Shaikh  at  Exh.1046, 

wherein she has positively identified accused No.43 

in  paragraph  No.14  of  her  deposition,  which 

establishes accused No.43 as being one of the prime 

perpetrators who was armed with a weapon at the time 

of  the  incident.  It  is  submitted  that  nothing 

further emerges from the testimony of such witness 

and therefore, all these witnesses are required to 

be  treated  as  having  provided  an  accurate  and 

correct testimony with regard to the role of accused 

No.43 in the various incidents.

813. I  have  carefully  considered  the 

defence  raised  on  behalf  of  accused  No.43  and 

particular attention needs to be drawn to an attempt 

to find contradictions in the testimonies of PWs 106 

and 116 who in turn are claimed to be contradicted 

by PW-314. It is pointed out in the course of the 

defence arguments by Shri Bhardwaj that PW-116 has 

wrongly identified accused No.43 as being one of the 

perpetrators and a part of the mob that dragged away 

Firdausbanu  and  then  hacked  to  death  Shahejadali 

when  he  attempted  to  go  to  her  rescue.  It  is 

submitted that PW-314 Faqirmohammad Nasirali Saiyed 

at Exh.1098 has contradicted this version when he 

says that Shahejadali was killed by accused No.42 

and not by accused No.43. It is also pointed out 

that PW-106 has contradicted himself with regard to 
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some  incidents  and  he,  therefore,  cannot  be 

believed. 

814. The  arguments  with  regard  to 

contradictions are in my opinion, not required to be 

considered as a valid and strong defence inasmuch 

as, they are mere attempts in my opinion, to pick 

holes and raise doubts. In my opinion, the defence 

has not succeeded in doing so. All the witnesses 

referred  to  above,  have  positively  identified 

accused No.43 who has perpetrated specific acts in 

specific incidents and all of them have positively 

identified accused No.43 in the Court and no doubt, 

while because of the leucoderma all over his body, 

the accused No.43 is very easily identifiable in the 

Court, it equally goes to show that because of his 

physical appearance, he could have been very easily 

identifiable  at  the  time  of  the  incident  also. 

Therefore,  in  my  opinion,  the  positive 

identification of the accused in the Court also, 

goes a long way and as has been rightly pointed out 

by  Shri  Kodekar,  it  clearly  appears  that  the 

witnesses have not tried to exaggerate or blow out 

of proportion what they have witnessed. One can only 

appreciate without really realizing the full extent 

of the trauma that such witnesses would have been 

facing while they were subjected to such terrorizing 

situation by a mob of more than 5000 strong which 

had  in  front  of  their  eyes,  slaughtered  women, 

children and aged persons without showing them any 

mercy  whatsoever.  In  my  opinion,  therefore,  and 
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looking to the fact that most of these witnesses are 

not highly educated or qualified professionals who 

can be expected to depose in the Court of law coolly 

and calmly, some stray contradictions in my opinion, 

cannot go against the Prosecution also. The accused 

No.43  at  the  cost  of  repetition,  has  been 

established in the course of the testimonies of no 

less  than  seven  witnesses  as  per  the  details 

provided  herein  before,  to  have  perpetrated  the 

gruesome acts in the course of the entire incident 

and therefore, in my opinion, the charges against 

the accused No.43 could be said to be established 

beyond reasonable doubt. Though, not provided in the 

compilation submitted by Shri Kodekar, upon careful 

scrutiny of the testimony of PW-116 at Exh.584, more 

particularly  paragraph  No.14  thereof  more 

particularly on page No.11, the witness has clearly 

testified with regard to the active role played by 

accused No.43 together with other co-accused in the 

slaughter of Jebunben, Shahejadali, Firdausbanu as 

being  positively  witnessed  by  PW-116.  The  said 

witness PW-116 too has positively identified accused 

No.43 in the Court and in my opinion, in light of 

the foregoing discussion, there is no room for any 

doubt  with  regard  to  the  Prosecution  case  being 

established on all counts against accused No.43 and 

I, therefore, hold accused No.43 established to be 

guilty of all the charges framed against him i.e. 

for the offences punishable under Secs.143, 147, 148, 

149,  153(A)(1)(a)(b),  186,  188,  201,  295,  302, 

332, 337, 396, 397, 398, 427, 435, 436, 447, 449 and 
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452  of the Indian Penal Code read together with 

Sec.135(1)  of  the  Bombay  Police  Act,  and  accused 

No.43 is required to be suitably penalized which I 

hereby propose to do so at a later stage in this 

judgment.   

815. From  the  testimony  of  all  the 

concerned witnesses, it is clear that the accused 

has entered into the compound of Gulbarg Society 

and has entered so with the knowledge and intention 

after forming an unlawful assembly for the purposes 

of  killing  the  residents  of  Gulbarg  Society  and 

looking further to the fact that most of the eye-

witnesses  have  seen  the  present  accused  in  the 

compound of Bunglow No.19 being the residence of 

late Shri Ehsan Jafri, the charge of Sec.452 of the 

I.P.C. is also established.  Looking to the fact 

that the entire incident is an incident which can 

be termed to be communal in nature - a fact not 

denied by the defence also, there is no room for 

any doubt that looking to the provocative slogans 

that were generally being chanted, looking to the 

fact that the accused is held positively guilty of 

some of the charges levelled against him, there is 

no  room  for  any  doubt  with  regard  to  even  such 

charges where the accused was charged with having 

perpetrated  acts  which  would  have  incited  hatred 

amongst  religions,  and  therefore,  I  hold  the 

accused  to  have  committed  the  offence  punishable 

under Sec.153(A)(1)(a)(b) of the I.P.C. I also find 
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that  the  accused  is  a  member  of  an  unlawful 

assembly which was formed with a common object to 

cause death in Gulbarg Society and therefore, is 

hereby held guilty of an offence punishable under 

Sec.302 read together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

Accused Nos.1 and 42

816. I now propose to take up the case of 

accused  No.1  Kailash  Lalchand  Dhobi  and  accused 

No.42 Raju @ Mamo Kaniyo Ramavtar Tiwari, both of 

whom have been arrested on 06/03/2002 and 17/09/2009 

respectively. Both in terms of the charges that they 

face and in terms of the Prosecution case against 

them, are the principal perpetrators involved in the 

murder  and  killing  of  a  number  of  victims  from 

amongst  the  residents  or  persons  who  had  taken 

shelter in Gulbarg Society on the fateful day. Both 

these accused have been all throughout the trial, 

denied bail and have been in judicial custody for 

most part of the trial, barring their enlargement on 

temporary bail by orders of the superior Courts.

817. Firstly, taking up the case of accused 

No.1  Kailash  Lalchand  Dhobi,  he  is  the  person 

attributed  to  have  started  the  entire  chain  of 

events of murder, carnage and destruction in Gulbarg 

Society at about 01:30 p.m. when according to the 

Prosecution, after the mob broke open the compound 

wall of Gulbarg society from both – the front as 
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well  as  the  rear  portions  and  rushed  therein, 

accused No.1 who is attributed to have been armed 

with a sword, is firstly attributed to have attacked 

and killed one Anwarkhan Ahmadkhan Pathan who in 

terms  of  the  testimonies  of  a  number  of  eye-

witnesses, was sitting on the OTTA of the residence 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri, and was trying to get into the 

residence when he was accosted by number of persons 

of  whom  accused  No.1 is  positively identified  as 

being the person who delivered the fatal sword blows 

upon  such  Anwarkhan.  Accused  No.1  is  further 

attributed to have caused injuries with a sword upon 

the witness Aslamkhan Anwarkhan Pathan (PW-283) when 

the said Aslamkhan attempted to prevent accused No.1 

from inflicting any fatal blows with the sword upon 

the  father  of  PW-283.  Accused  No.1  is  also 

attributed  to  have  played  a  direct  role  in  the 

killing  of  Shahejadali  Fakirmohammad  Saiyed, 

Jehangir  Noormohammad  Sandhi,  Mohammadhussain 

Salimbhai  Sandhi,  Jebunben  Kasambhai  Mansuri  and 

Firdausbanu Gulzarmohammad Pathan. It is pointed out 

that accused No.1 was armed with a sword, though one 

or  two  of  the  Police  witnesses  have  identified 

accused No.1 positively and have attributed him to 

be armed with a knife at the time of the incident 

and in fact what has been recovered in terms of the 

Panchnama Exh.1084 which was drawn under Sec.27 of 

the Indian Evidence Act, is a knife recovered at the 

behest of accused No.1. Shri Kodekar submits that 

there are a large number of eye-witnesses who have 

positively  identified  accused  No.1  as  the 
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perpetrator of all such killings and the testimony 

of all such witnesses which would be referred to 

herein after, is further corroborated and supported 

by the testimony of Police witnesses who have also 

seen accused No.1 being as one of the leaders of the 

mob indulging in the carnage that took place post 

01:30 p.m. It is further pointed out that accused 

No.1 as can be seen, was arrested on 06/03/2002 i.e. 

almost immediately after the incident and the name 

of  accused  No.1  has  been  mentioned  almost 

continuously in all the applications, affidavits and 

petitions of the victims as being one of the prime 

perpetrators  in  thee  present  incident  along  with 

accused  Nos.42  and  43,  and  therefore,  it  is 

submitted  that  there  is  absolutely  no  room  with 

regard to the involvement and guilt of accused No.1 

and the charges against accused No.1 framed herein, 

are required to be held to be established beyond 

reasonable doubt.

818. My attention is firstly drawn to the 

testimony of PW-106 Imtiyazkhan Saeedkhan Pathan at 

Exh.542,  who  has  in  terms  of  his  deposition  in 

paragraph No.15 on page No.15 in the last six lines, 

the incident with regard to accused No.1 inflicting 

the fatal blows with a sword on the said Anwarkhan, 

is clearly testified to. The fact of Aslamkhan (PW-

283) attempting to save his father, who was also 

given a sword injury in his attempt to save his 

father, by accused No.1, is also borne out from such 

paragraph. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that all 
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the eye-witnesses have positively identified accused 

No.1 Kailash Dhobi in the Court and since the name 

and identity were specifically given, the want of 

T.I.Parade cannot operate in favour of the present 

accused No.1.

819. My attention is further drawn to the 

testimony  of  PW-177 Sairaben  Salimbhai  Sandhi  at 

Exh.711, who in the course of her such testimony, 

has positively attributed the role of accused No.1 

in  the  killing  of  Anwarkhan  and  inflicting  the 

injury upon Aslamkhan (PW-283) with a sword. It is 

submitted  that  thus,  the  testimony  of  PW-106  is 

corroborated in toto by PW-177 inasmuch as, the role 

of accused No.1 in the incident involving Anwarkhan 

is concerned.  My attention is drawn to paragraph 

No.16 of the testimony of PW-177, more particularly 

on  page  No.14  thereof,  where  in  terms  of  the 

testimony of the said witness, one Firdausbanu was 

dragged away by the mob and hearing her shouts for 

help, one Shahejadali Fakirmohammad Saiyed rushed to 

her rescue but both of them were done to death by a 

group of persons of whom accused Nos.1 and 42 are 

specifically attributed to have been the leaders who 

killed both such victims by delivering upon them 

sword  blows  attributed  in  the  hands  of  both  the 

accused Nos.1 and 42. It is pointed out that the 

witness has positively identified in the Court both 

the accused Nos.1 and 42. My attention is further 

drawn to the testimony of PW-177, more particularly 

paragraph  No.18  on  page  No.15  where  again  the 
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witness has testified to be an eye-witness to the 

incident where according to this witness, her son 

Mohammadhussain and her brother-in-law Jehangir were 

both in an attempt to escape, cornered and butchered 

by a  mob  of  whom  accused  Nos.1 and  43  are  both 

attributed to have specifically delivered number of 

blows, in fact the word used is “upra-upri”  which 

connotes back-to-back multiple blows being delivered 

on both of them by such accused, which resulted in 

their death. 

820. It is submitted that the testimony of 

PWs 106 and 177 is further corroborated by PW-283 

Aslamkhan who was injured in an attempt to save his 

father  Anwarkhan  and  my  attention  is  drawn  to 

paragraph No.7 of his testimony, more particularly 

on  page  No.5  thereof,  wherein  the  witness  has 

positively identified accused No.1 as the person who 

inflicted the number of sword blows on the father of 

PW-283 and thus, was instrumental in butchering the 

said Anwarkhan. It is pointed out that this cements 

the corroboration as far as eye-witness testimony is 

concerned.  Even  PW-283  has  positively  identified 

accused No.1 in the Court.

821. It is submitted that even the Police 

witnesses in the form of PW-2 Nathusinh Naharsinh 

Chauhan  at  Exh.263,  PW-28  Pradipsinh  Shetansinh 

Rathod  at  Exh.349,  PW-29  Dhananjay  Bhaskerrao 

Bhagwat at Exh.351, PW-30 Dharmabhai Ramjibhai Bodat 

at  Exh.352  and  PW-305  Bhupendrasinh  Karansinh 
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Sisodiya at Exh.1052, have all positively named and 

positively identified accused No.1 in the Court as 

being present all throughout the incident including 

during the attempts by the mob to prevent the rescue 

operations of the survivors of the carnage. It is 

submitted  that  in  the  circumstances,  there  is 

overwhelming  material  and  evidence  against  the 

accused No.1 and it is urged that the Prosecution 

could be said to have established beyond reasonable 

doubt  the  charges  against  the  accused  No.1  and 

accused No.1 is required to be given the harshest 

punishment available under law for his misdeeds.

822. Shri Kodekar, while taking up the case 

of accused No.42, has submitted that the presence 

and direct overt act on the part of accused No.42 

is firstly testified to by PW-177 Sairaben Sandhi in 

the course of her testimony at Exh.711 where at the 

cost  of  repetition,  accused  No.42  is  positively 

attributed  to  have  been  armed  with  a  sword  and 

together  with  accused  No.1,  was  instrumental  in 

doing away with Shahejadali, Firdausbanu and causing 

injury to Ezazali Fakirmohammad Shaikh. According to 

Shri Kodekar, corroboration to the testimony of PW-

177 with  regard to the role  of  accused  No.42  is 

provided by PW-179 Ezazali Fakirmohammad Shaikh at 

Exh.720, who in the course of his testimony on page 

No.6, paragraph No.7 and more particularly on page 

No.7, where the said witness has identified accused 

No.42 as being armed with a sword and having entered 

into Gulbarg Society and having started damaging and 
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destruction of vehicles including the autorickshaw 

of one Gulam Master and other vehicles parked in the 

compound. My attention is drawn to the contents of 

paragraph No.10 of the testimony of the said witness 

PW-179  on  page  No.10  where  accused  No.42  is 

positively attributed to have specifically delivered 

sword blows and killing Shehjadali who was done away 

while he was attempting to rescue one Firdausbanu 

from  the  mob.  The  witness  has  also  positively 

identified accused No.42 as the person who flung a 

brick at PW-179 causing head injury to PW-179. The 

PW-179  has  further  positively  identified  accused 

Nos.1 and 42 in the Court. 

823. Further  corroboration,  according  to 

Shri Kodekar, emerges from the testimony of PW-192 

Mohammadali  Shahjadali  Saiyed  at  Exh.736.  It  is 

submitted that this witness has also in paragraph 

No.8  of  his  deposition,  positively  identified 

accused No.42 as being armed with a sword at the 

time of the incident. The witness in paragraph No.14 

of  his  testimony, according  to Shri  Kodekar, has 

positively identified accused No.42 amongst others 

to have attempted to set fire to the residence of 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri.  The  testimony  of  PW-192  in 

paragraphs Nos.15 and 16 according to Shri Kodekar, 

further  corroborates  the  testimony  of  prior 

witnesses referred to herein before, inasmuch as, 

this witness too has narrated the incident of the 

molestation of Firdausbanu and the attempt on the 

part of Shahejadali to rescue her. Shri Kodekar has 
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pointed  out  that  incidentally,  the  deceased 

Shahejadali was the father of the present witness 

and PW-192 has positively attributed accused No.42 

to have delivered a fatal blow with a sword on th 

neck of his father Shahejadali. It is submitted that 

PW-192 has also positively identified accused No.42 

in the Court and it is submitted that looking to the 

role played by both accused Nos.1 and 42 in such 

multiple killings and looking to the positive and 

clearcut, unambiguous testimonies of such witnesses, 

there is no room for any doubt with regard to the 

guilt of accused Nos.1 and 42 in the charges that 

they face and therefore, since the Prosecution has 

established beyond reasonable doubt such grave and 

serious charges, at the cost of repetition, Shri 

Kodekar has submitted that exemplary punishment is 

required to be awarded to both the accused Nos.1 and 

42  for  their  direct  role  in  such  a  carnage  of 

unprecedented proportions.

824. Setting  up  a  defence  on  behalf  of 

accused Nos.1 and 42, some contradictions are sought 

to be pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj inasmuch as, my 

attention is drawn to the portion of the testimony 

of PW-106 where he claims to have seen his father 

Anwarkhan  sitting  on  the  OTTA  of  his  residence, 

whereas all the other witnesses claim to have seen 

Anwarkhan sitting on the OTTA of the residence of 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri.  However,  beyond  such 

contradiction, nothing worthwhile is pointed out as 

would make me come to a conclusion that there are 
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such grave and serious contradictions and anomalies 

emerging from the testimonies of PWs 106, 177, 179, 

283, 192 as also the Police witnesses referred to 

herein before, all of whom have, in my opinion, not 

only given a clearcut and corroborative testimony 

with regard to the presence and role of both the 

accused Nos.1 and 42 in the course of the entire 

incident,  but  there  is  consistence  of  versions 

emerging from the testimonies of all such witnesses 

and  furthermore,  all  the  witnesses  above,  have 

unhesitatingly identified both the accused Nos.1 and 

42 in the Court and it can be seen that the name of 

accused Nos.1 and 42 as accused or perpetrators of 

the  offence,  has  emerged  in  all  applications, 

affidavits  and  petitions  filed  by  PW-106  and 

therefore, I am of the clear opinion that there is 

no room for any doubt with regard to the role played 

by both the accused Nos.1 and 42 in the present 

offence  and  without  any  further  discussion,  I 

conclude that the Prosecution has indeed established 

beyond reasonable doubt the role played by both the 

accused  Nos.1  and  42  as  charged  and  both  are 

required to be held guilty of the charges that they 

face.  I,  therefore,  hold  accused  No.1  guilty  of 

having committed offence punishable under Secs.143, 

147, 148, 149, 153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 201, 295, 

302, 307, 332,  337, 396, 397, 398, 427, 435, 436, 

447, 449 and 452  of the Indian Penal Code read 

together with Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act, 

and accused No.42 guilty of having committed offence 

punishable under Secs.143, 147, 148, 149,  153(A)(1)
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(a)(b), 186, 188, 201, 295, 302, 332,  337, 396, 397, 

398, 427, 435, 436, 447, 449 and 452  of the Indian 

Penal  Code  read  together  with  Sec.135(1)  of  the 

Bombay Police Act.  

825. From  the  testimony  of  all  the 

concerned witnesses, it is clear that the accused 

have entered into the compound of Gulbarg Society 

and  have  entered  so  with  the  knowledge  and 

intention  after  forming  an  unlawful  assembly  for 

the purposes of killing the residents of Gulbarg 

Society and looking further to the fact that most 

of the eye-witnesses have seen the present accused 

in  the  compound  of  Bunglow  No.19  being  the 

residence of late Shri Ehsan Jafri, the charge of 

Sec.452 of the I.P.C. is also established.  Looking 

to the fact that the entire incident is an incident 

which can be termed to be communal in nature - a 

fact not denied by the defence also, there is no 

room for any doubt that looking to the provocative 

slogans that were generally being chanted, looking 

to the fact that the accused are held positively 

guilty  of  some  of  the  charges  levelled  against 

them, there is no room for any doubt with regard to 

even such charges where the accused were charged 

with  having  perpetrated  acts  which  would  have 

incited hatred amongst religions, and therefore, I 

hold  the  accused  to  have  committed  the  offence 

punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)(a)(b) of the I.P.C. 

I  also  find  that  the  accused  are  members  of  an 
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unlawful assembly which was formed with a common 

object  to  cause  death  in  Gulbarg  Society  and 

therefore,  are  hereby  held  guilty  of  an  offence 

punishable under Sec.302 read together with Sec.149 

of the I.P.C.

Accused No.14

826. I now propose to take up the case of 

accused No.14 Jayeshkumar @ Gabbar Madanlal Jinger, 

who  has  been  arrested  on  19/03/2002  i.e.  almost 

immediately after the taking place of the incident 

in  question,  and  he  has  been  denied  bail  all 

throughout  the  trial  and  has  thus  remained  in 

judicial custody since his arrest.

827. It  is  required  to  be  noted  that 

accused No.14 also is, according to the Prosecution 

case,  one  of  the  principal  perpetrators  of  the 

offence and according to Shri Kodekar, the learned 

Spl.P.P. appearing for the State, a large number of 

eye-witnesses  have  deposed  with  regard  to 

interlinking  accused  No.14  with  a  number  of 

incidents that took place at Gulbarg Society on the 

fateful  day  and  the  role  of  accused  No.14  in 

perpetrating an offence which led to loss of lives 

as also setting afire the property and vehicles of 

the residents of Gulbarg Society as also setting 

afire and burning the dead bodies of the victims and 

at the same time being armed with deadly weapons, 
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are  all  according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  specifically, 

categorically  and  without  any  serious 

contradictions, aspects emerging from the material 

and  corroborative testimony of  at least six  eye-

witnesses  examined  on  the  record  of  the  present 

proceedings. It is pointed out that there is also in 

terms of recovery Panchnama Exh.957 recovery of a 

sword at the behest of accused No.14 which recovery 

also  corroborates  the  eye-witness  testimony  of  a 

number  of  witnesses  which  would  be  pointed  out 

herein after, which clearly attributes the fact of 

accused No.14 being armed with a sword at the time 

of some of the incidents. It is also pointed out 

that all such witnesses have positively identified 

accused No.14 in the Court and therefore, there is 

no room for any doubt with regard to the fact of 

accused  No.14  being  amongst  the  principal 

perpetrators of  the present offence and  his role 

thus being established beyond reasonable doubt, he 

is required to be suitably penalized.

828. Shri  Kodekar  has  drawn  my  attention 

firstly  to  the  testimony  of  PW-106  Imtiyazkhan 

Saeedkhan Pathan at Exh.542, and my attention is 

drawn in particular to pages Nos.13 and 14, wherein 

the witness has specifically deposed  inter alia  to 

the effect that at about 01:30 p.m. he saw a mob of 

persons having gathered on the terrace of Bunglow 

No.1 of whom the witness has specifically identified 

accused No.14 as being one of the miscreants. The 

accused No.14 is further positively identified from 
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amongst  the  accused  in  the  Court  by  PW-106.  My 

attention is drawn to the damaging aspect on page 

No.14 of the testimony in continuation, where PW-106 

has specifically testified with regard to the fact 

of accused No.14 throwing a full brick which caused 

injuries to the chest of one Irfan Gulzarbhai and 

which has ultimately resulted in his death. It is 

pointed out by Shri Kodekar that deposition of PW-

106 at such point of time indicates that the injured 

Irfan after being struck on the chest by the brick 

thrown by accused No.14, collapsed unconscious but 

it is submitted that it is an admitted position that 

the said Irfan never regained consciousness and in 

fact passed away. It is pointed out that this is the 

first incident with which the present accused No.14 

has been connected by an eye-witness.

829. My  attention  is  drawn  to  paragraph 

No.16 on page No.16 of the testimony of PW-106 where 

accused  No.14  is  interconnected  with  and  is 

established  to  be  a  part  of  the  mob  which  had 

dragged out one Salim Abubakkar and hacked him to 

death. The accused No.14 is positively attributed to 

be a member of such mob. It is pointed out that 

thus, the accused No.14 in terms of the testimony of 

PW-106  is  attributed  to  have  been  the  prime 

perpetrator of the incident where two persons from 

amongst the victims had lost their lives.

830. My attention is further drawn to the 

testimony of PW-192 Mohammadali Shahjadali Saiyed at 
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Exh.736,  wherein  the  witness  has  specifically 

pointed out at the role played by the accused No.14 

in  disposing  of  the  dead  bodies  of  victims  by 

burning  them  by  pouring  inflammable  substance  on 

such dead bodies. My attention is drawn to paragraph 

No.14  of  the  deposition  of  such  witness,  more 

particularly  on  page  No.13  thereof,  where  the 

witness has categorically deposed inter alia to the 

effect  where  accused  No.14  together  with  other 

principal perpetrators is  seen  by the witness to 

have started setting fire to the front portion of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence. It is pointed out that 

such deposition is in continuation of the events 

depicted  in  paragraph  No.14  referred  to  herein 

before  and  it  is  pointed  out  that  in  paragraphs 

Nos.15 and 16 of the deposition, the witness has 

deposed  with  regard  to  the  fact  of  some  of  the 

persons who had taken shelter in Shri Ehsan Jafri's 

residence, being dragged out by the members of the 

mob and particular attention is focused on paragraph 

No.15 on  page  No.14 of  the  deposition  where  the 

father of the present witness was done away to death 

by the mob when he tried to rescue one Firdausbanu 

who was dragged away by the mob, of whom accused 

No.14 was specifically identified as a member. It is 

pointed out that the witness has further testified 

that when Shahejadali was being struck sword blows, 

other persons of the mob, of whom the accused No.14 

was  one  of  them,  were  sprinkling  inflammable 

substance on the dead bodies which were thereafter 

set afire according to the deposition emerging on 
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page No.15, paragraph No.16 of the testimony of PW-

192. It is submitted that PW-192 has also identified 

accused No.14 to be armed with a sword at the time 

of such incident and it is submitted that thus, the 

role and involvement of accused No.14 in an incident 

involving  the  loss  of  two  further  lives  is  also 

established. It is submitted that not only that but 

the burning of the dead bodies is also attributed to 

have  been  done  by  accused  No.14  amongst  other 

accused in terms of such testimony.

831. Shri  Kodekar  has  further  drawn  my 

attention  to  the  testimony  of  PW-177  Sairaben 

Salimbhai  Sandhi  at  Exh.711,  more  particularly 

paragraph No.10 on page No.8, where the incident of 

stone-pelting from the terrace of Bunglow No.1 of 

Gulbarg Society and the role played by accused No.14 

thereat  is  specifically  mentioned,  which  in  turn 

corroborates the version supplied by PW-106. The PW-

177 too has identified accused No.14 positively from 

amongst the accused present in the Court during the 

course of her testimony. 

832. Shri  Kodekar  has  also  drawn  my 

attention  to  the  testimony  of  PW-142  Ashraf 

Sikanderbhai Sandhi at Exh.654, where in paragraph 

No.7 on pages Nos.6 and 7 of his testimony, the 

witness has positively identified accused No.14 as 

being one of the members of the mob who had gathered 

outside Gulbarg Society when the Police vehicles had 

gone away and which mob then started damaging and 
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destroying  shops  and  vehicles  belonging  to  the 

persons  of  the  minority  community.  While  this 

witness has not attributed accused No.14 to be armed 

specifically with a weapon, he has made a general 

statement  that  such  mob  was  armed  with  swords, 

pipes,  tridents  etc.  It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Kodekar that this witness also has testified with 

regard to the incident of stone-pelting from the 

terrace  of  Bunglow  No.1  and  the  role  played  by 

accused No.14 therein, where accused No.14 even in 

terms of the testimony of this witness on page No.9, 

paragraph No.8, where the witness has honestly and 

truthfully testified to the fact of the said Irfan 

being injured fatally by stone-pelting though such 

witness has not named anybody specifically but has 

recollected the taking place of such incident and it 

could be said that in such circumstances PW-106 is 

corroborated to a limited extent by this witness, 

according to Shri Kodekar. The witness, according to 

Shri Kodekar, has categorically pointed a finger at 

accused No.14 along with the principal perpetrators 

in  paragraph  No.8,  pages  Nos.9  and  10  of  his 

testimony, to be one of the persons of the mob which 

had surrounded the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It 

is pointed out that this witness too has positively 

identified  accused  No.14  in  the  Court  and  this 

provides a further corroboration to the voluminous 

evidence and overwhelming material emerging against 

accused No.14.

833. My attention is further drawn to the 
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testimony of PW-216 Ismailbhai Yasinkhan Pathan at 

Exh.772 wherein, in the opening statement starting 

from paragraph No.3 on page No.2 of his testimony, 

the witness has deposed with regard to the setting 

afire of an autorickshaw by the mob of whom he has 

specifically identified accused No.14 to be one of 

the two perpetrators. My attention is drawn to page 

No.6,  paragraph  No.8  of  the  testimony  of  this 

witness, wherein accused No.14 amongst other members 

of  the  mob,  is  attributed  to  have  rushed  into 

Gulbarg Society after demolishing the front gate and 

compound  wall  of  the  Society  and  the  mob  is 

attributed to have started damaging and destroying 

the  vehicles  and  property  of  the  residents  of 

Gulbarg  Society.  According  to  Shri  Kodekar,  this 

witness  has  further  specified  that  this  mob  was 

armed with deadly weapons such as swords, pipes, 

tridents  etc.  and  the  witness  has  positively 

identified  accused  No.14  as  being  one  of  the 

perpetrators  and  members  of  such  mob  and  Shri 

Kodekar submits that the witness is candid enough to 

concede that he does not remember as to what weapon 

was in the hands of which accused, but the witness 

has positively stated that all such accused whom he 

has mentioned of whom accused No.14 was one of them, 

were armed with deadly weapons. 

834. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of PW-128 Mohammadrafiq Abubakkar Pathan at Exh.633, 

more  particularly  paragraph  No.5  on  page  No.5, 

wherein  the  witness  has  specifically  deposed  the 
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fact of accused No.14 being one of the members of 

the  mob  which  had  indulged  in  destruction  of 

property outside Gulbarg Society at the beginning of 

the  entire  incident.  The  witness  has  further 

testified  to  with  regard  to  establishing  the 

presence of accused No.14 on the terrace of Bunglow 

No.1 and indulging in stone-pelting  and  also  the 

fact of accused No.14 having thrown a brick which 

caused  the  fatal  injury  to Irfan,  and  all  these 

facts are deposed as being witnessed by the PW-128 

also who has further cemented and corroborated the 

Prosecution  version  by  positively  identifying 

accused  No.14  in  the  Court.  The  role  played  by 

accused  No.14  in  damage  and  destruction  to  the 

property and vehicles within Gulbarg Society is also 

deposed to by the witness and it is submitted that 

this  provides  further  corroboration  to  the  eye-

witness testimonies. The accused No.14 also at the 

cost of repetition, is identified positively in the 

Court by PW-128.

835. It  is  submitted  that  the  cumulative 

effect of such testimonies is establishing beyond 

reasonable doubt the involvement, participation and 

guilt  of  the  accused  No.14 and  that  too,  proved 

beyond reasonable doubt by the Prosecution. It is 

submitted  that  the  testimonies  are  largely 

corroborative, contain an element of truth inasmuch 

as, the role of accused No.14 is concerned. It is 

pointed out that therefore, there is no room for any 

doubt that accused No.14 was one of the principal 
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perpetrators of the carnage at Gulbarg Society and 

exemplary punishment is required to be meted out to 

accused No.14 also since the charges against accused 

No.14 are established beyond reasonable doubt.

836. A  strong  defence  is  attempted  to be 

set up by Shri Bhardwaj and while I am not required 

to reproduce at length the voluminous and weighty 

defence referred to herein before, I am required to 

elaborate  the  material  aspects  of  the  defence 

inasmuch as, the attempt is made to throw and create 

doubts  with  regard  to  the  genuineness  of  the 

Prosecution version.

837. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that  while  the  depositions  and  testimonies  of 

convenient  witnesses  have  been  brought  to  the 

attention of the Court, the testimony of PW-116 is 

required to be highlighted where such witness in a 

parrot-like repetition of the testimony of previous 

witnesses  relied  upon  by  the  Prosecution,  has 

established or tried to establish the presence of 

accused No.14 as the principal stone thrower from 

the  terrace  of  Bunglow  No.1 belonging  to Dayaram 

Jinger. However, according  to Shri Bhardwaj, what 

has  damaged  the  Prosecution  case,  is  that  such 

witness has failed to identify accused No.14 in the 

Court.  It  is  submitted  that  therefore,  the  very 

presence  of  accused  No.14  as  claimed  by  the 

Prosecution,  becomes  doubtful.  It  is  pointed  out 

that there is no T.I. Parade carried out with regard 
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to establishing the identity of accused No.14 and it 

is  urged  that  in  the  circumstances,  when  PW-116 

amongst  others,  has  after  specifically  naming 

accused  No.14 as  the  perpetrator  of  the  incident 

from  the  terrace  of  Bunglow  No.1, has  failed  to 

identify accused No.14, then the very presence of 

accused No.14 at the time of the incident, becomes 

very doubtful. 

838. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of  PW-314  being  Fakirmohammad  Nasirali  Saiyed 

Exh.1098, it is submitted that even this witness has 

failed  to identify  accused  No.14 as  also  accused 

No.65 Rajesh Dayaram Jinger though he has positively 

stated  with  regard  to  their  involvement  in  the 

stone-pelting incident from the terrace of Bunglow 

No.1. It is submitted that therefore, the apparent 

false involvement by vested interests is established 

even from the doubtful testimony of PW-314 which is 

conveniently  omitted  to  be  mentioned  by  Shri 

Kodekar. 

839. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that 

most of the witnesses have pointed a finger towards 

accused  No.14  i.e.  Jayesh  @  Gabbar,  but  it  is 

pointed out that most of the witnesses have not been 

able  to positively identify  accused  No.14 as  the 

perpetrator though they have very specifically named 

him in the deposition. It is submitted that in the 

circumstances, none of the witnesses can be believed 

to have given a correct and truthful version of the 
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alleged incident.

840. It  is  submitted  that  the  star 

witnesses have greatly contradicted each other and 

their testimonies at the cost of repetition, are 

parrot-like and tutored which would indicate that 

there  was  a  sinister  attempt  to  falsely rope  in 

innocent persons out of the feeling of vengeance and 

out of a feeling to rope in as many persons as could 

be  possible,  and  it  is  urged  that  in  such 

circumstances, the Prosecution version should not be 

believed and  cannot be accepted as  proved beyond 

reasonable doubt with regard to the involvement and 

guilt of any of the accused, much less the accused 

No.14 herein.

841. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that the PW-128 has identified accused No.14 in the 

Court amongst other accused. It is submitted that 

the  witness  has  conceded  that  in  all  statements 

recorded upto 11/06/2002, the names of the accused 

were not provided nor was any particular about the 

incident provided. It is submitted that this also 

throws  grave  doubts  on  the  genuineness  of  the 

testimony of this witness. 

842. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that PW-289 has failed to identify accused No.14 or 

accused No.65 as being the leaders of the mob that 

was throwing stones from the terrace of Bunglow No.1 

of Gulbarg Society and it is urged that in such 
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circumstances, such theory of accused Nos.14 and 65 

playing a prominent role is being destroyed by the 

testimonies  of  the  so-called  eye-witnesses 

themselves.

843. It is submitted that while PW-289 has 

positively stated and  deposed  with  regard to the 

presence  of  accused  No.14  in  the  mob  which  had 

started gathering and caused damage to the property 

outside  Gulbarg  Society,  he  has  strangely  not 

connected  accused  No.14 to the  incident  of  stone 

throwing from the terrace of Bunglow No.1 and it is, 

therefore, required to be inferred that while this 

witness  is  in  a  position  to  identify  and  knows 

accused No.14, he has not associated accused No.14 

with the stone throwing incident or causing injuries 

to  Irfan  and  therefore,  this  is  a  serious 

contradiction which is required to be considered.

844. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of PW-191 Salim Noormohammad Sandhi at Exh.734, it 

is submitted that in the entire testimony, nowhere 

has this witness attributed any role on the part of 

accused  No.14 in  causing  any  injury  to  the  said 

Irfan Gulzarmohammad despite being in a position to 

identify accused No.14 as a member of the mob. It is 

pointed out that while great reliance is placed on 

the testimony of PW-177, my attention is drawn to 

page No.68 of her cross examination, where she has 

conceded not having provided names in any of her 

applications or affidavits much less the name of 
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accused  No.14  as  being  the  perpetrator  of  the 

offence.  It  is  submitted  that  therefore,  the 

involvement and inclusion of accused No.14 as the 

perpetrator  of  the  offence,  is  an  obvious  after-

thought  and  therefore,  in  light  of  such  clear 

contradictions  and  doubts  that  have  emerged,  no 

Court  should  come  to  a  conclusion  that  the 

Prosecution  case  has  been  established  beyond 

reasonable  doubt  as  far  as  accused  No.14  is 

concerned and it is urged that in the circumstances, 

the benefit of doubts must go to the accused No.14. 

845. It  is  pointed  out  further  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that PW-223 Alihussain Ibrahimbhai Shaikh 

at  Exh.780  has  in  the  course  of  his  deposition, 

even  in  his  examination-in-chief,  refused  to 

identify  any  of  the  perpetrators  of  the  offence 

despite his being present at Gulbarg Society at all 

times  during  the  incident.  My  attention  in 

particular  is  drawn  to  paragraph  No.16  on  page 

No.79  of  his  deposition  wherein  the  witness  has 

clearly admitted that his father Ibrahimbhai Shaikh 

was also a resident of Gulbarg Society and that on 

the fateful day, the said Ibrahimbhai Shaikh had 

taken  shelter  on  the  terrace  of  Bunglow  No.1  in 

Gulbarg Society, and the witness PW-223 has further 

conceded that the Bunglow No.1 belonged to a Hindu 

and it is submitted that while no specific details 

are  provided  about  the  witness  having  knowledge 

with regard to the name of the owner of the said 
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Bunglow, there is no room for any doubt that the 

Bunglow belonged to Dayaram Jinger, the father of 

accused No.65. It is pointed out that in any case, 

PW-223  has  in  paragraph  No.16,  further  admitted 

that the property belonged to a Policewala which 

clearly  interlinks  the  Jingers  to  the  said 

property.  It  is  pointed  out  that  however,  this 

witness despite testifying in such fashion, was not 

sought to be declared hostile by the Prosecution 

and therefore, it is required to be inferred that 

the witness was accepted to be a truthful witness 

by the Prosecution. It is submitted that therefore, 

the theory that accused No.14 together with other 

co-accused being accused No.1, was on the terrace 

of Bunglow No.1 pelting stones or instigating the 

mob,  is  a  figment  of  fertile  imagination.  It  is 

pointed out that if such a mob had indeed gathered 

on Bunglow No.1, then there was no possibility of 

such eye-witness being permitted to take shelter on 

the terrace and not even being remotely harmed by 

the mob. It is pointed out that PW-223 has admitted 

that  his  father  Ibrahimbhai  Shaikh  had  taken 

shelter on the terrace of Bunglow No.1 for about 48 

hours and therefore, this aspect clearly destroys 

the  Prosecution  version  and  further  establishes 

that the so-called eye-witnesses who have testified 

in near identical fashion, have been tutored to do 

so. 

846. It is submitted that further damaging 
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the  to  the  Prosecution  case,  is  the  convenient 

omission on the part of the Prosecution to examine 

the  said  Ibrahimbhai  Shaikh  as  a  witness  herein 

despite the fact of such person being cited as a 

witness in the chargesheet. It is submitted that 

the testimony of PW-223 coupled with the omission 

to  examine  such  important  witness  Ibrahimbhai 

Shaikh  in  light  of  the  testimony  of  PW-223, 

requires adverse inference to be drawn against the 

Prosecution  and  it  is  urged  that  even  in  such 

circumstances,  the  theory  of  the  defence  that 

accused No.14 has been belatedly roped in out of a 

feeling of vengeance is further cemented. 

847. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that 

PW-107 Rupaben Modi indirectly supports the theory 

emerging  from  the  testimony  of  PW-223  and  the 

statement of Ibrahimbhai Shaikh that there was no 

stone-pelting from Bunglow No.1 but if at all there 

was any stone-pelting, the same was from a terrace 

of a shop outside Gulbarg Society. It is submitted 

that  even  in  such  circumstances,  the  theory  of 

accused No.14 in company of other co-accused i.e. 

accused No.65 and other members of the mob having 

climbed up on the terrace of his own property as is 

claimed by the Prosecution, is bogus and should not 

be  believed  and  is,  therefore,  required  to  be 

discarded.

848. I  have  considered  the  rival 
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submissions  and  no  doubt,  a  valiant  attempt  has 

been made by Shri Bhardwaj to establish a version in 

favour of accused No.14 in his defence, that accused 

No.14 has been subsequently implicated as an accused 

as  an  after-thought  out  of  a  feeling  either  of 

vengeance or a feeling to rope in as many persons as 

accused as possible. However, I cannot ignore the 

clearcut,  unambiguous  and  corroborative  versions 

emerging from the testimonies of no less than six 

eye-witnesses as is specifically pointed out by Shri 

Kodekar in the course of his submissions and which I 

need not repeat. I am required to observe and note 

that accused No.14 is in terms of the testimony of 

such  six  eye-witnesses  specifically  linked  to  no 

less than four or five incidents where no less than 

four or five persons have lost their lives, the dead 

bodies are attributed to have been burnt by the mob 

and wholesale damage and destruction to the property 

of the members of the minority community within and 

outside  Gulbarg  Society,  are  all  incidents  where 

accused  No.14  is  positively  identified  to  have 

played  an  active  role.  No  doubt,  there  are  some 

concessions emerging from the cross examination of 

these  witnesses,  more  particularly  PW-177  that 

accused No.14 was not named in any of her affidavits 

or applications, but I am required to come to a 

conclusion that such omissions cannot take away from 

the merits of the Prosecution case against accused 

No.14  more  so  when  there  is  such  overwhelming 

testimony in the Court. I am also required to look 

at the fact that accused No.14 has been arrested on 
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19/03/2002 i.e. almost immediately after the taking 

place of the incident and therefore, it could not be 

said for a moment that the intention was to falsely 

rope  in  innocent  people  out  of  a  feeling  of 

vengeance. The arrest and that too immediate arrest 

of the accused No.14 clearly destroys the defence 

theory with regard to false implication of accused 

No.14 at a belated stage.  I am also required to 

note  that  Shri  Bhardwaj  has  remained  strangely 

silent with regard to the recovery of the sword in 

terms of recovery Panchnama Exh.957 at the instance 

of accused No.14 and accused No.14 being positively 

identified  by  no  less  than  six  to  seven  eye-

witnesses, would, in my opinion, make this Court 

come to a conclusion that the role and perpetration 

of offence and that too as a principal perpetrator 

on  the  part  of  accused  No.14  stands  established 

beyond reasonable doubt. Particular attention in my 

opinion, is required to be paid to the testimony of 

PW-106 inasmuch as, the witness has in terms of what 

is  pointed  out  herein  before  with  regard  to  my 

attention  being  drawn  to  paragraph  No.16  of  the 

testimony  of  PW-106  by  the  defence, is  clearly 

establishing the specific identity of the accused 

No.14  as  being  one  of  the  miscreants  who  had 

gathered  on  the  terrace  of  Bunglow  No.1 and  the 

witness has positively identified accused No.14 as 

the  person  who  has  thrown  the  brick  at  Irfan 

Gulzarbhai,  which  caused  him  fatal  injuries.  The 

testimony  of  PW-106,  in  paragraph  No.16  of  his 

deposition with regard to specific naming of accused 
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No.14 as being a member of the mob which dragged 

Salim Abubakkar and thereafter hacked him to death, 

cannot be ignored. The defence in this regard is a 

mere  attempt  to  bring  out  on  record  some 

contradictions emerging from the testimony of PW-106 

with other eye-witnesses and having considered the 

contradictions,  I  am  of  the  opinion  that  the 

contradictions are not so grave or serious as would 

completely eradicate the effect of the testimony of 

PW-106. Again, the PW-106 has positively identified 

accused No.14 in the Court. 

849. Similarly,  I  cannot  ignore  the  eye-

witness testimony of PW-192 wherein accused No.14 is 

specifically seen by the witness in the mob which 

set fire to the front portion of Shri Ehsan Jafri's 

residence and the testimony of the present witness 

more  particularly  paragraph  No.15  on  page  No.14 

where the witness PW-192 has specifically attributed 

a mob to have dragged away his father Shahejadali 

who had according to PW-192, attempted to rescue one 

Firdausbanu,  cannot  be  ignored.  This  witness  has 

further  deposed  and  pointed  a  finger  at  accused 

No.14 as being the person who was armed with a sword 

and who was instrumental in hacking his father and 

the said Firdausbanu to death. 

850. I cannot also ignore the testimony of 

PW-177 who has corroborated the testimony of PW-106 

with regard to the role played by accused No.14 in 

the incident of stone throwing from Bunglow No.1. 
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The  corroborative  testimonies  of  PWs  142 and  216 

with regard to the role played by accused No.14 in 

the  damage  and  destruction  to  property  which  is 

specified  herein  before  which  is  further 

corroborated in  the  testimony of  PW-128,  are  all 

aspects which cannot be ignored at all. Most of the 

witnesses have positively identified accused No.14 

who at the cost of repetition, as pointed out above, 

was arrested almost immediately after the incident.

851. The contradictions or omissions on the 

part  of  some  witness  to  associate  or  identify 

accused No.14 with a particular incident, would not 

take away from the overwhelming material placed for 

my consideration by the Prosecution inasmuch as, the 

role  and  guilt  of  accused  No.14  in  the  present 

offence  is  concerned.  I  am  of  the  opinion  that 

therefore,  there  is  considerable  strength  in  the 

submission made on behalf of the Prosecution that 

accused No.14 is required to be treated as one of 

the  principal  perpetrators  of  the  offence,  is 

required to be held to be linked to a number of 

incidents where more than four persons have lost 

their lives and there has been considerable damage 

to property and vehicles of members of the minority 

community and therefore, I hold that the State has 

successfully  established  all  charges  against  the 

accused No.14 i.e. Secs.143, 147, 148, 149, 153(A)(1)

(a)(b), 186, 188,  201, 295, 302, 332, 337,  396, 

397, 398,  427, 435, 436, 447, 449 and 452 of the 

Indian Penal Code read together with Sec.135(1) of 
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the Bombay Police Act for which accused No.14, in my 

opinion, is required to be suitably penalized which 

I propose to do so herein after.  

852. From  the  testimony  of  all  the 

concerned witnesses, it is clear that the accused 

has entered into the compound of Gulbarg Society 

and has entered so with the knowledge and intention 

after forming an unlawful assembly for the purposes 

of  killing  the  residents  of  Gulbarg  Society  and 

looking further to the fact that most of the eye-

witnesses  have  seen  the  present  accused  in  the 

compound of Bunglow No.19 being the residence of 

late Shri Ehsan Jafri, the charge of Sec.452 of the 

I.P.C. is also established.  Looking to the fact 

that the entire incident is an incident which can 

be termed to be communal in nature - a fact not 

denied by the defence also, there is no room for 

any doubt that looking to the provocative slogans 

that were generally being chanted, looking to the 

fact that the accused is held positively guilty of 

some of the charges levelled against him, there is 

no  room  for  any  doubt  with  regard  to  even  such 

charges where the accused was charged with having 

perpetrated  acts  which  would  have  incited  hatred 

amongst  religions,  and  therefore,  I  hold  the 

accused  to  have  committed  the  offence  punishable 

under Sec.153(A)(1)(a)(b) of the I.P.C. I also find 

that  the  accused  is  a  member  of  an  unlawful 

assembly which was formed with a common object to 
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cause death in Gulbarg Society and therefore, is 

hereby held guilty of an offence punishable under 

Sec.302 read together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

Accused Nos.54 and 55

853. I now propose to take up the relative 

merits of the Prosecution case with regard to the 

role played by accused No.54 Bharat @ Bharat Taili 

Shitlaprasad  and  accused  No.55  Bharat  Laxmansinh 

Goud Rajput inasmuch as, both of these accused are 

required to be dealt with simultaneously inasmuch 

as,  the  Prosecution  case  with  regard  to  their 

involvement  in  particular  incidents,  is  identical 

inasmuch as, both of these accused are named by eye-

witnesses  as  having  participated  in  two  specific 

incidents. 

854. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

the  Prosecution  has  established  beyond  reasonable 

doubt  the  involvement  and  guilt  of  both  these 

accused in the first incident at Ankur Cycle Works 

which could be said to be the starting point of the 

entire incident. It is submitted that both PWs 106 

and  116 have positively identified accused Nos.54 

and 55 in the incident where one Yusuf being the son 

of the owner of Ankur Cycle Works, was assaulted and 

slapped upon by accused Nos.54 and 55 together with 

an absconding accused Girish Prabhudas Sharma and 

one another absconding accused Ramesh Pandey also 

known as Ramesh Choti. It is pointed out that both 

these witnesses i.e. PWs 106 and 116 have further 
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testified  specifically  in  their  respective 

testimonies that the said Yusuf ran away and took 

shelter in Gulbarg Society, more particularly in the 

residence of Ehsan Jafri whereas the other son of 

the owner of Ankur Cycle Works i.e. one Ayub upon 

his attempting to run away, was according to both 

these witnesses PWs 106 and 116, given at least two 

to three gupti blows by accused No.55 and there is a 

serious contradiction inasmuch as, according to both 

these  witnesses,  the  said  Ayub  ran  into  his  own 

residence to take shelter. It is also pointed out by 

Shri Kodekar that PW-106 has positively identified 

both accused Nos.54 and 55 in the Court whereas PW-

116 has misidentified accused No.55 by pointing out 

to one Babu Manji who is accused No.23, but however, 

has  positively  identified  accused  No.54  in  the 

Court.

855. My  attention  is  drawn  to  paragraph 

No.8 on page No.7 which concludes at the opening 

portion on page No.8 of the deposition of PW-106 

Imtiyazkhan Saeedkhan Pathan at Exh.542, where the 

entire incident and role played by accused Nos.54 

and 55, is positively and specifically pointed out. 

It  is  submitted  that  on  the  other  hand,  PW-116 

Saeedkhan Ahmedkhan Pathan at Exh.584 in the course 

of his testimony, more particularly on page No.2, 

paragraph No.3 which concludes on page No.3 itself, 

has also testified with regard to the fact of both 

accused Nos.54 and 55 involved in the incident  at 

Ankur  Cycle  Works  and  the  fact  of  accused  No.55 
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inflicting gupti blows on the said Ayub. According 

to Shri Kodekar, there is further corroboration to 

the testimony of PWs 106 and 116, in the shape of 

PW-191 Salimbhai Noormohammad Sandhi at Exh.734 who 

has testified to accused No.54 being seen to be a 

part of the mob which rushed into Gulbarg Society 

and according to this witness also, accused No.54 

was armed with a sword at that point of time. It is 

submitted  that  partial  corroboration  is  also 

provided by PW-314 Faqirmohammad Nasirali Saiyed at 

Exh.1098 who has identified accused No.54 as being a 

part of the mob which was armed with deadly weapons 

like knives, swords, guptis etc. It is submitted 

that  therefore,  there  is  clearcut  evidence  with 

regard to the fact of accused Nos.54 and 55 together 

with absconding accused Girish Prabhudas Sharma and 

other  absconding  accused  Ramesh  Pandey  moving 

together as a group, all of whom were armed with 

deadly weapons. 

856. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

even  more  damaging  is  the  fact  of  PW-106 

specifically  pointing  out  a  finger  at  the 

involvement, direct role of both the accused Nos.54 

and 55 in the killing of his mother, grandmother and 

one Zebunben in the incident described in paragraph 

No.15  on  page  No.16  wherein  the  witness  has 

specifically testified with regard to his  mother, 

grandmother and one Zebunben who having rushed out 

of the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri on account of 

the smoke that developed due to the fire inside Shri 
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Ehsan Jafri's residence, being cut down by accused 

Nos.54  and  55  and  absconding  accused  Girish 

Prabhudas  Sharma.  It  is  submitted  that  in  the 

circumstances, there is no room for any doubt that 

both accused Nos.54 and 55 are specifically pointed 

out to be directly involved in the killing of three 

helpless women and it is submitted that there is no 

reason for PW-106 to make up any stories especially 

when two of the women so cut down were members of 

his own family being his mother and grandmother. It 

is pointed out that in such circumstances, it is 

further established that accused Nos.54 and 55 and 

the absconding accused Girish Prabhudas Sharma were 

moving  together  and  had  the  common  intention  of 

butchering helpless victims who were residents of 

Gulbarg  Society,  and  their  involvement  in  the 

offence that they stand charged with, is established 

beyond reasonable doubt and both the said accused 

Nos.54 and 55 are required to be given exemplary 

punishment for their role in this carnage.

857. Setting  up  a  defence,  Shri  Bhardwaj 

has firstly attacked the accuracy and veracity of 

the testimony of PW-106 with regard to the alleged 

role of accused No.55 in inflicting gupti blows upon 

the said Ayub of Ankur Cycle Works. It is pointed 

out by Shri Bhardwaj that though this witness PW-106 

has specifically attributed three gupti blows having 

been delivered on the back of Ayub, the said Ayub 

who has been examined as PW-117 has in the course of 

his testimony Exh.588, clearly deposed that he was 
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assaulted and given blows with a sharp weapon by 

some  unknown  person.  My  attention  is  drawn  to 

paragraph No.3 on page No.3 of the testimony of PW-

117 Ayub  who  has  himself  not  identified  accused 

No.55 as his attacker. He has, according to Shri 

Bhardwaj,  not  identified  either  accused  No.54  or 

accused No.55 for that matter, and therefore, the 

entire  version  put  up  by  PW-106  is  a  grave 

exaggeration and an attempt to implicate falsely two 

innocent  persons  who  are  roped  in  as  accused 

belatedly in the year 2008. It is further pointed 

out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  further  damaging  the 

version of PWs 106 and 116 who claim to have been 

eye-witnesses to this incident, is the fact of the 

untruth of the testimony of both such eye-witnesses 

being exposed by PW-117 himself who has voluntarily 

stated in the course of his testimony that he took 

shelter  in  the  house  of  a  Hindu  after  he  was 

attacked in such fashion. My attention is drawn to 

further portion of paragraph No.3 of his deposition 

on page No.3 itself, where such aspect is clearly 

disclosed. It is submitted that however, both these 

witnesses  i.e.  PWs  106  and  116 claim  that  after 

being stabbed in such fashion, the said Ayub ran 

away to his own residence whereat he took shelter. 

It  is  submitted  that  therefore,  it  would  be 

dangerous to establish the direct role of accused 

Nos.54 and 55 in such incident especially when there 

are such grave and gross contradictions with regard 

to  the  identity  and  further  the  convenience 

omissions of the witnesses who were loath to concede 
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that shelter was provided to Ayub by a Hindu family. 

It is submitted that in the circumstances, there 

could  be  said  to  be  no  involvement  of  both  the 

accused in the incident of Ankur Cycle Works. 

858. It  is  further  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that one of the incidents allegedly eye-

witnessed by PW-106 after he took shelter along with 

his father, is the incident narrated by him on page 

No.16 in paragraph No.15 of his testimony, inasmuch 

as, the same relates to the alleged killing of his 

mother,  grandmother  and  one  Zebunben  Kasambhai 

Mansuri. It is pointed out that no rape is alleged 

to have been committed on the above three women. It 

is submitted that it is strange and not believable 

inasmuch as, while the narrative emerging from the 

testimony  of  this  witness  is  inter  alia  to  the 

effect that these three ladies rushed out of the 

residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  on  account  of  the 

smoke  that  had  arisen  due  to  the  fire,  it  is 

submitted that the alleged incident according to the 

witness and as seen by him as an eye-witness, was 

committed by accused No.55 Bharat Rajput, accused 

No.54  Bharat  Teli  and  absconding  accused  Girish 

Prabhudas Sharma. It is submitted that none of the 

other so-called eye-witnesses have seen any incident 

wherein the combination of these three women had 

rushed out together and were simplicitor killed by 

the mob. It is submitted that it is incredible that 

PW-116 Sayeedkhan who happens to be the father of 

PW-106 Imtiyazkhan, meaning thereby that out of the 
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three ladies killed, one was his wife, the other was 

his mother and the third was a woman known to him. 

It is submitted that despite being admittedly in the 

residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, PW-116 does not claim 

to have seen any such incident and instead PW-116 

has concocted an incident relating to the alleged 

killing  of  one  Firdausbanu,  Shahejadali  and 

Zebunben, all of whom were simplicitor killed by the 

mob. It is submitted that PW-116 has testified that 

all these three persons rushed out of the residence 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri on account of the smoke and he 

does not attribute any of them to have been dragged 

by any of the members of the mob. It is pointed out 

that PW-116 has given and identified the names of 

totally different set of accused from what has been 

done so by PW-106. It is pointed out that PW-116 has 

identified accused No.1 Kailash Dhobi, accused No.43 

Naran Channelwala, absconding accused Ramesh Choti 

and accused No.38 Manish Jain as the perpetrators of 

the incident. 

859. On the other hand, according to Shri 

Bhardwaj, another star witness being PW-177 Sairaben 

Sandhi who is examined at Exh.711, has given yet 

another combination of persons who have allegedly 

accompanied  the  deceased  Zebunben  when  they  were 

butchered by the mob. It is submitted that according 

to PW-177 in terms of her testimony on page No.13, 

paragraph No.15, she has testified inter alia to the 

effect  that  Zebunben  was  accompanied  by  one 

Mehmudaben,  Mumtazben  and  Zarinaben,  all  of  whom 
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rushed out of the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri on 

account of the smoke and fire and were butchered by 

the mob, of whom she has identified none of them. It 

is submitted that no other alleged eye-witness has 

seen Zebunben being done away with. It is submitted 

that  in  such  circumstances,  when  all  three  eye-

witnesses  claim  different  versions  and  all  three 

claim to be eye-witnesses, it would be difficult to 

accept such gross contradictions. It is submitted 

that it is incredible that PW-106 who claims to have 

witnessed the killing of his mother and grandmother, 

has not narrated anything about the said incident to 

his own father PW-116 who in any case despite being 

present in the very same residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri at the relevant point of time, has not seen 

the incident concerning his wife and mother, but has 

in fact seen Zebunben being slaughtered along with 

other sets of persons. It is submitted that while 

deposing in the Court, PW-116 has clearly testified 

on page No.21 in paragraph No.25 inter alia to the 

effect that he has not seen the seven members of his 

family after the date of the incident nor has he 

heard anything about them. It is pointed out that it 

would imply that PW-106 who happens to be the son of 

PW-116, has not narrated anything about the fate of 

his mother and grandmother, to his own father which 

cannot be believed.

860. It is submitted that there is direct 

contradiction between the name and number of women 

killed as emerging from the testimonies of PWs 106 
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and  177, and  under  such  circumstances  also,  the 

convenient involvement of both the accused Nos.54 

and 55 in the said incident involving such killings, 

also cannot be accepted, the depositions in this 

regard are required to be treated as bogus and in 

the circumstances, grave doubts exist with regard to 

any role played by either accused No.54 or accused 

No.55 in any incident, much less to such grave and 

serious incidents that they stand charged with and 

therefore, it is urged that both the accused Nos.54 

and  55  be  given  the  benefit  of  doubt  and  be 

acquitted of all charges levelled against them.

861. Having considered these submissions, I 

do not for a moment accept the defence raised on 

behalf of accused Nos.54 and 55 and that too in the 

circumstances and for the reasons set forth herein 

after.

862. With  regard  to  the  incident  of  the 

stabbing  of  Ayub,  I  believe  that  there  are  some 

serious contradictions emerging with regard to the 

role of accused No.55 inasmuch as, while PWs 106 and 

116 have positively attributed accused No.55 to be 

perpetrator of inflicting gupti wounds on the back 

of Ayub, but Ayub himself has not identified his 

attacker. Again, there is a contradiction emerging 

with regard to where Ayub took shelter after he was 

stabbed in such fashion. Again, what is extremely 

strange is that there is absolutely no material or 

evidence  either  oral  or  documentary  to  show  any 
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injury being inflicted upon Ayub inasmuch as, there 

is no injury certificate, meaning thereby that Ayub 

did  not take treatment for his alleged  injuries. 

Again, in absence of such material, it was incumbent 

upon the Prosecution to bring to the notice of this 

Court the scars possible found on the body of Ayub, 

if he was seriously stabbed three times with a gupti 

as is claimed. In the circumstances, I am required 

to treat the entire incident having taken place at 

Ankur Cycle Works with a pinch of salt. It is again 

required to be noted that no such gupti has been 

recovered by or at the behest of accused No.55 and 

even the blood stained clothes of the said Ayub have 

not  been  recovered  or  forwarded  to  the  FSL  for 

examination.  Even  the  persons  who  had  offered 

shelter to Ayub, have not been examined who could 

have possibly thrown light about any treatment given 

to Ayub to his wounds, if at all he had sustained 

any. It is in such circumstances that I am required 

to discard the charges against accused Nos.54 and 55 

inasmuch as, it relates to the incident at Ankur 

Cycle Works. Further creating doubts is the fact 

that while PW-116 very specifically names accused 

No.55 as the perpetrator, he is unable to identify 

accused No.55 in the Court and instead has wrongly 

identified  accused  No.23  as  accused  No.55.  The 

cumulative effect of all such evidence which I have 

considered, makes me come to the conclusion that 

there are grave doubts with regard to the incident 

at  Ankur  Cycle  Works,  the  manner  of  portrayal 

appears  to  be  doubtful  as  emerging  from  the 
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testimony of the eye-witnesses and therefore, I am 

required to give the benefit of doubt to accused 

Nos.54 and 55 as far as the incident relating to 

Ankur Cycle Works is concerned. 

863. However, no such benefit can be given 

to accused Nos.54 and 55 with regard to their direct 

role as emerging from the sole testimony of PW-106 

with  regard  to  the  incident  where  the  mother, 

grandmother  of  the  witness,  together  with  one 

Zebunben are specifically seen to have been sat upon 

by  accused  Nos.54  and  55  and  absconding  accused 

Girish Prabhudas Sharma and done away to death. The 

testimony of PW-106 is quite explicit and clear and 

leaves  no  room  for  any  doubt.  The  PW-106  has 

positively identified both accused Nos.54 and 55 as 

the perpetrators and there is no reason to discard 

the evidence of PW-106 to that extent inasmuch as, I 

am of the opinion that a person would not like to 

make false accusations and falsely implicate accused 

who  are  directly involve  in  a  savage  and  brutal 

killing of his own mother and grandmother. No person 

would let wrong accused be penalized and the real 

perpetrators escape especially when it involves such 

a brutal killing of his own mother and grandmother. 

Again, I cannot accept the defence that PW-106 is 

the sole person who has narrated this incident and 

therefore, should not be believed. It is settled law 

which hardly needs any elaboration that a sole eye-

witness, if he has deposed in a believable manner, 

can be the sole basis of conviction of an accused. 
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In my opinion, therefore, there is no room for any 

doubt with regard to the role of accused Nos.54 and 

55 together with absconding accused Girish Prabhudas 

Sharma  in  the  killing  of  three  women  Zerunnisa, 

Kherunnisa and Zebunben Mansuri as emerging from the 

testimony  of  PW-106  on  page  Nos.15  and  16  in 

paragraph No.15 of his testimony. I am also required 

to note that PW-106 has withstood the test of cross 

examination quite well and I see no reason even on 

this count to not accept his deposition as far as it 

relates to the killing of his mother, grandmother 

and Zebunben.

864. Again, I am required to accept Shri 

Kodekar's submission that PW-106 has named both the 

accused Nos.54 and 55 as being the perpetrators and 

accused right since the year 2002 and which finger 

pointing has been consistent and unrelenting in all 

applications  made  before  various  authorities 

including the S.I.T. No doubt, there is no recovery 

or  discovery  of  any  incriminating  material,  much 

less the weapons by or at the behest of either of 

the  accused  Nos.54  and  55,  but  however,  it  is 

required to be noted that since both the accused 

were belatedly arrested in the month of November, 

2008  inasmuch  as,  accused  No.54  was  arrested  on 

24/11/2008  and  accused  No.55  was  arrested  on 

26/11/2008, it is but natural that enough time was 

in their hands to effect a proper disposal of the 

incriminating muddamal. In my opinion, therefore, in 

light of the foregoing discussion, there is clear 
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and direct evidence which is required to be accepted 

as sufficient to make me come to a conclusion that 

the accused being accused Nos.54 and 55 are required 

to be held guilty of the charges that they face 

since  the  Prosecution  has  established  beyond 

reasonable doubt their involvement and role in the 

present offence. I, therefore, hold accused No.54 

guilty of having committed offence punishable under 

Secs.143, 147, 148, 149,  153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 

201, 295, 302, 332, 337,  396, 397, 398,  427, 435, 

436, 447, 449 and 452 of the Indian Penal Code read 

together with Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act, 

and accused No.55 guilty of having committed offence 

punishable under Secs.143, 147, 148, 149,  153(A)(1)

(a)(b),  186, 188,  201, 295, 302, 323, 324, 332, 

337, 396, 397, 398, 427, 435, 436, 447, 449 and 452 

of  the  Indian  Penal  Code  read  together  with 

Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act. Both the said 

accused  would  be  meted  out  suitable  punishment 

herein  after  while  deciding  the  quantum  of 

punishment of all convicted accused. 

865. From  the  testimony  of  all  the 

concerned witnesses, it is clear that the accused 

have entered into the compound of Gulbarg Society 

and  have  entered  so  with  the  knowledge  and 

intention  after  forming  an  unlawful  assembly  for 

the purposes of killing the residents of Gulbarg 

Society and looking further to the fact that most 

of the eye-witnesses have seen the present accused 
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in  the  compound  of  Bunglow  No.19  being  the 

residence of late Shri Ehsan Jafri, the charge of 

Sec.452 of the I.P.C. is also established.  Looking 

to the fact that the entire incident is an incident 

which can be termed to be communal in nature - a 

fact not denied by the defence also, there is no 

room for any doubt that looking to the provocative 

slogans that were generally being chanted, looking 

to the fact that the accused are held positively 

guilty  of  some  of  the  charges  levelled  against 

them, there is no room for any doubt with regard to 

even such charges where the accused were charged 

with  having  perpetrated  acts  which  would  have 

incited hatred amongst religions, and therefore, I 

hold  the  accused  to  have  committed  the  offence 

punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)(a)(b) of the I.P.C. 

I  also  find  that  the  accused  are  members  of  an 

unlawful assembly which was formed with a common 

object  to  cause  death  in  Gulbarg  Society  and 

therefore,  are  hereby  held  guilty  of  an  offence 

punishable under Sec.302 read together with Sec.149 

of the I.P.C.

Accused No.21

866. I am now required to take up the case 

of accused No.21 Sandip @ Sonu Ramprakash Mehra also 

known  as  “Ghunghru  waalwalo”  [meaning,  a  person 

with  curly  hair],  who  has  been  arrested  on 

03/12/2002 and has been denied bail and therefore, 
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has been in judicial custody for more than 14 years. 

867. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

the  accused  No.21 is  attributed  in  terms  of  the 

testimony of PW-284 Mohammadsharif Nasiruddin Shaikh 

at Exh.987 who has positively identified the present 

accused No.21 as being a part of the mob and has 

further attributed the present accused to be armed 

with a sword which has been recovered in terms of a 

Panchnama  Exh.1071.  It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Kodekar in such circumstances that the presence of 

the accused and the fact of the accused being armed 

with  a  weapon,  is  thus  clearly  established  on 

account of the cumulative effect of the testimony of 

PW-284 and the recovery Panchnama Exh.1071. It is 

pointed  out  that  in  such  circumstances  and  more 

particularly when PW-284 has positively identified 

the accused No.21 in the Court, there is no room for 

any doubt with regard to the presence of the accused 

No.21 as being a member of the mob which indulged in 

the gruesome acts where large number of innocents 

including  women,  children  and  elderly  were 

mercilessly  hacked  down  by  a  mob  and  that  too 

senselessly  and  it  is  urged  that  in  such 

circumstances, the charges against accused No.21 are 

also required to be held to be established beyond 

reasonable doubt. It is also pointed out by Shri 

Kodekar that in the course of the testimony of PW-

284  at  Exh.987,  the  witness  has  positively 

attributed accused No.21 to be armed with a sword 

and being a member of the mob that indulged into 
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causing  destruction  and  damage  to  the  properties 

after getting into Gulbarg Society and accused No.21 

according to this witness, was one of the members of 

such mob. However, the PW-284 does not attribute any 

positive  overt  act  on  the  part  of  accused  No.21 

which can specifically point  out  any direct role 

played by the accused No.21 in any incident. Again, 

I am required to note with concern that PW-284 is 

the solitary witness who has named and identified 

accused No.21 in the Court. However, the recovery 

Panchnama Exh.1071 clearly establishes the recovery 

of  a  sword  at  the  behest  of  accused  No.21  and 

therefore,  there  is  enough  material  as  would 

interlink the sword to accused No.21.

868. Having carefully considered the other 

evidence emerging against accused No.21, there is 

independent  testimony  in  my  opinion,  since  the 

Police  witnesses  are  required  to  be  treated  as 

independent witnesses and not interested witnesses 

having an alleged vested interest. My attention is 

drawn  to  the  testimonies  of  PW-7  Arvindsinh 

Shankersinh Vaghela at Exh.273 and PW-39 Chandubhai 

Vashrambhai  Rami  at  Exh.387,  of  whom  PW-39  has 

attributed clearly in terms of paragraph No.5 of his 

testimony  inter  alia  to  the  effect  that  he  had 

witnessed accused No.21 armed with a sword in the 

course of the incident. Both the Police witnesses 

have  positively  identified  accused  No.21  in  the 

Court and therefore, there is, in my opinion no room 

for any doubt with regard to the role played by 
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accused No.21 more particularly with regard to his 

presence  and  being  a  part  of  the  mob  and  being 

therefore, a part of the unlawful assembly which had 

entered  into  Gulbarg  Society  on  the  fateful  day. 

However,  the  FSL  report  Exh.185  which  discloses 

results  of  analysis  and  tests  upon  the  muddamal 

sword allegedly recovered in terms of the recovery 

Panchnama Exh.1071, does not indicate or find any 

blood stains thereupon. Again, none of the witnesses 

has attributed any positive overt act on the part of 

the accused No.21 in the course of the examination 

of no less than 338 witnesses examined herein. 

869. The  defence  raised  on  behalf  of 

accused No.21 is also obscure and insignificant and 

not required to be considered since the submission 

that no Muslim witness has identified accused No.21 

is bellied by the positive identification of accused 

No.21 by PW-284. The fact of accused No.21 in terms 

of the defence submissions, not attributed to any 

overt act, is something that I agree with. However, 

there is no denying the presence of accused No.21 

and the fact of accused No.21 being armed with a 

sword and the fact of accused No.21 being a part of 

the mob which indulged in damage and destruction to 

property  after  entering  into  Gulbarg  Society  and 

which  in  furtherance  of  the  testimonies  of  two 

Police witnesses being PWs 7 and 39, the accused 

No.21 was also a part of the mob which attempted to 

prevent  the  Police  from  taking  away  the  rescued 

residents/persons who had taken shelter in Gulbarg 
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Society to a refugee relief camp, is also required 

to  be  borne  in  mind.  In  my  opinion,  therefore, 

without  any  further  discussion,  I  hold  that  the 

charges against the accused No.21 are only partially 

established  inasmuch  as,  from  the  foregoing 

discussion, I am of the clear opinion and I hold 

that accused No.21 is required to be held guilty of 

having committed offences punishable under Secs.143, 

147, 148, 149, 186, 188, 153(A)(1)(a)(b), 332, 435 

and 436 of the Indian Penal Code read together with 

Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act, on account of 

being armed with a sword and to that extent, the 

charges stand proved and accused No.21 is required 

to be suitably penalized at a later stage in this 

judgment.  I also find that the accused is a member 

of  an  unlawful  assembly  which  was  formed  with  a 

common object to cause damage and destruction to 

properties and vehicles within and outside Gulbarg 

Society and therefore, is hereby held guilty of an 

offence  punishable  under  Sec.149  of  the  I.P.C. 

Looking to the fact that the entire incident is an 

incident  which  can  be  termed  to  be  communal  in 

nature - a fact not denied by the defence also, 

there is no room for any doubt that looking to the 

provocative  slogans  that  were  generally  being 

chanted, looking to the fact that the accused is 

held  positively  guilty  of  some  of  the  charges 

levelled  against  him,  there  is  no  room  for  any 

doubt with regard to even such charges where the 

accused  was  charged  with  having  perpetrated  acts 
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which would have incited hatred amongst religions, 

and therefore, I hold the accused to have committed 

the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)(a)(b) of 

the I.P.C.

Accused No.34

870. I now propose to take up the role of 

accused  No.34  Krishnakumar  @  Krishna  (son  of 

Champaben), whose role is to an extent interlinked 

to that of accused No.43 inasmuch as, accused No.34 

is largely linked to the specific incident where the 

late Shri Ehsan Jafri was dragged away by the mob 

and in light of my foregoing discussion with regard 

to the relative merits of the Prosecution case with 

regard to accused No.43, was presumed to have been 

done away with at that point of time in such fashion 

as not even a trace of the remnants of the body of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri could be identified or recovered. 

It is in the background of such facts that I am 

required to appreciate the submissions made by Shri 

Kodekar which inter alia run to the effect that the 

Prosecution  has  successfully  established  beyond 

reasonable doubt the presence and overt act on the 

part  of  accused  No.34  in  the  incident  more 

particularly in the incident related to the dragging 

away of Shri Ehsan Jafri by the mob of whom accused 

No.34 as also accused No.43 as also accused No.38 

were the leading members of such mob. Shri Kodekar 

submits that number of eye-witnesses have positively 
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identified accused No.34 as being seen in the mob 

which  perpetrated  different  acts  of  damage  and 

destruction of property within and outside Gulbarg 

Society, accused No.34 is further attributed to have 

been seen possessing deadly weapon like gupti as 

also seen having possessed of flaming rags which 

were drawn to cause fire in Gulbarg Society and at 

the  cost  of  repetition,  is  linked  to a  specific 

incident as one of the prime identified persons who 

were instrumental in identifying and announcing to 

the mob of having caught hold of Shri Ehsan Jafri 

and  which accused are  attributed to have dragged 

away Shri Ehsan Jafri, kept on beating Shri Ehsan 

Jafri and are presumed to have done away with Shri 

Ehsan Jafri and burnt him alive in a fashion that 

there is no possibility of any remnant of the body 

of Shri Ehsan Jafri recovered or identified. It is 

pointed out that in such circumstances, the accused 

is  required  to  be  suitably  penalized  for  having 

indulged in such ghastly acts.

871. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of PW-106 Imtiyazkhan at Exh.542, where in paragraph 

No.16 at the end of page No.17 and first portion of 

page No.18, PW-106 has positively identified accused 

No.34 as being one of the persons who dragged away 

Shri Ehsan Jafri when Shri Ehsan Jafri opened the 

grill to request the mob not to indulge in such 

activities. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

corroboration is emerging from the testimony of PW-

116  Saeedkhan  at  Exh.584  more  particularly  in 
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paragraph  No15  on  page  No.13  thereof  when  the 

incident with regard to dragging away of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri  is  deposed  by  PW-116,  who  also  identifies 

accused No.34 as being one of the main persons who 

dragged away Shri Ehsan Jafri.

872. My attention is further drawn to the 

testimony of PW-179 Ezazali Fakirmohammad Shaikh at 

Exh.720, who in paragraph No.7 on pages No.6 and 7, 

has clearly deposed to have seen accused No.34 being 

possessed of burning rags at the time when the mob 

was shouting slogans and indulging in damaging and 

destruction to properties and vehicles of members of 

the Muslim community. It is submitted that PW-1709 

has also positively identified accused No.34 in the 

Court.

873. It is submitted that PW-301 in terms 

of  her  testimony  at  Exh.1046,  has  in  terms  of 

paragraph No.11, identified accused No.34 as being 

one of the persons who she shaw as being a part of 

the mob indulging in the incident and perpetrating 

acts of violence as described in paragraph No.9 of 

her  testimony.  It  is  required  to  be  noted  that 

though the witness has not identified accused No.34 

by name, she has identified him as being one of the 

perpetrators by identifying him in the Court. It is 

submitted  that  the  cumulative  effect  of  such 

testimonies  clearly  establishes  beyond  reasonable 

doubt  the  presence  of  the  accused  No.34  all 

throughout  the  incidents  at  Gulbarg  Society,  his 
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being  armed  with  deadly  weapons  and  destructive 

material at various stages and his direct role in 

the murder of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is pointed out 

that  in  such  circumstances  and  more  particularly 

when the body of Shri Ehsan Jafri was disposed of in 

a  fashion  where  no  recovery  or  identification 

whatsoever is possible till date, all the charges 

which the accused No.34 faces, could be said to have 

been established against him beyond reasonable doubt 

and it is urged that accused No.34, therefore, be 

suitably penalized.

874. The gist of the defence emerging on 

behalf of accused No.34 does not convince me in the 

least.  The  defence  largely  tries  to  impeach  the 

testimony  of  PWs  106  and  116  inasmuch  as,  a 

contradiction  and  denial  is  elicited  form  the 

testimony of PW-335 IO Shri J.M.Suthar of the S.I.T. 

who admits that PW.106 did not name accused No.34 in 

a statement recorded before the S.I.T. as being one 

of the perpetrators in the incident involving the 

death  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri.  It  is  sought  to  be 

canvassed  by  the  defence  that  therefore,  the 

testimony of PW-106 and PW-116 could be said to be 

improvements in the testimony more so when according 

to  the  defence,  though  PW-116  has  specifically 

attributed such specific overt act on the part of 

accused No.34, no other witness other than PW-116 

according  to  the  defence,  has  corroborated  such 

version and therefore, such version could not be 

said to be proved beyond reasonable doubt. It is 
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strangely  argued  that  no  burning  rags  have  been 

recovered  and  therefore,  the  accused  No.34  being 

attributed to be armed and possessed of a burning 

rag, should not be believed.

875. I do not accept any of the defences 

posed herein. It is clear that both PWs 106 and 116 

have  positively  attributed  the  role  and  specific 

overt act on the part of accused No.34 in dragging 

away Shri Ehsan Jafri and thereafter, it is required 

to be  treated  as  an  admitted  position  that  Shri 

Ehsan Jafri after being dragged away, was done away 

to death. I am also required to take note of the 

testimony of PW-191 Salim Sandhi at Exh.734 in terms 

of  paragraph  No.10  of  his  testimony,  who  has 

attributed accused No.34 to be armed with a gupti. 

The  PW-191  too  has  positively  identified  accused 

No.34 in the Court.

876. Having  considered  the  rival 

submissions, I am required to accept the Prosecution 

version inasmuch as, there is, in my opinion, clear, 

unambiguous  and  corroborative  testimony  which 

clearly establishes the presence of accused No.34 at 

all  times  during  the  incidents  that  took  place 

within  and  outside  Gulbarg  Society.  The  accused 

No.34 together with accused No.43 and accused No.38, 

are  clearly  attributed  to  have  been  prime 

perpetrators of dragging away Shri Ehsan Jafri from 

his  residence  and  doing  away  with  him.  In  my 

opinion, therefore, in light of such direct evidence 
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emerging against the present accused No.34 who has 

been positively identified in the Court by all such 

witnesses, there is, in my opinion, no room for any 

doubt that the accused No.34 is required to be held 

guilty of all charges i.e. Secs.143, 147, 148, 149, 

153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 201, 295, 302, 332, 337, 

396, 397, 398, 427, 435, 436, 447, 449 and 452 of the 

Indian Penal Code read together with Sec.135(1) of 

the Bombay Police Act, levelled against him which I 

hereby do so. The quantum of punishment would be 

decided  later  at  a  subsequent  stage  of  the 

judgment.   

877. From  the  testimony  of  all  the 

concerned witnesses, it is clear that the accused 

has entered into the compound of Gulbarg Society 

and has entered so with the knowledge and intention 

after forming an unlawful assembly for the purposes 

of  killing  the  residents  of  Gulbarg  Society  and 

looking further to the fact that most of the eye-

witnesses  have  seen  the  present  accused  in  the 

compound of Bunglow No.19 being the residence of 

late Shri Ehsan Jafri, the charge of Sec.452 of the 

I.P.C. is also established.  Looking to the fact 

that the entire incident is an incident which can 

be termed to be communal in nature - a fact not 

denied by the defence also, there is no room for 

any doubt that looking to the provocative slogans 

that were generally being chanted, looking to the 

fact that the accused is held positively guilty of 
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some of the charges levelled against him, there is 

no  room  for  any  doubt  with  regard  to  even  such 

charges where the accused was charged with having 

perpetrated  acts  which  would  have  incited  hatred 

amongst  religions,  and  therefore,  I  hold  the 

accused  to  have  committed  the  offence  punishable 

under Sec.153(A)(1)(a)(b) of the I.P.C. I also find 

that  the  accused  is  a  member  of  an  unlawful 

assembly which was formed with a common object to 

cause death in Gulbarg Society and therefore, is 

hereby held guilty of an offence punishable under 

Sec.302 read together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

Accused No.32

878. I now propose to take up the case of 

accused No.32 Ambesh Kantilal Jinger @ Mochi. 

879. According to Shri Kodekar, the present 

accused No.32 also has been positively identified 

by a number of eye-witnesses as being a part of the 

mob  which  indulged  in  damage  and  destruction  to 

properties and vehicles belonging to the persons of 

the  minority  community,  both  within  and  outside 

Gulbarg Society on the fateful day. It is submitted 

that  there  has  been  recovery  of  a  stick  at  the 

instance  of  accused  No.32  in  terms  of  recovery 

Panchnama  being  Exh.794  and  it  is  urged  that  on 

this count, the Prosecution could be said to have 

established the charges against the accused No.32 
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also. It is pointed out that accused No.32 has been 

positively identified by most of the eye-witnesses 

in the Court and therefore, there is no reason to 

discard  the  Prosecution  version  emerging  against 

accused No.32. 

880. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of PW-106 Imtiyazkhan Sayeedkhan Pathan at Exh.542, 

where the accused No.32 is positively identified as 

one of the perpetrators who destroyed and set afire 

the  autorickshaw  of  one  Gulam  Master  which  is 

clearly reflected in paragraph No.8 on page Nos.7 

and  8  of  the  deposition  of  this  witness.  It  is 

submitted  that  further  corroboration  to  the 

deposition  of  PW-106  is  provided  by  PW-128 

Mohammadrafiq  Abubakar  Pathan  at  Exh.633  and  my 

attention  is  drawn  to  paragraph  No.5  of  his 

examination-in-chief where the incident where the 

mob  gathered  outside  Dr.Gandhi's  chawl  after  the 

Police vehicles having driven away and indulged in 

damage  and  destruction  of  shops  and  vehicles 

outside Gulbarg Society, is categorically deposed, 

and  accused  No.32  amongst  other  accused,  is 

positively identified by PW-128 as being one of the 

members of the mob which indulged in such damage 

and destruction to property. The PW-128 further in 

paragraph No.9 of his deposition, according to Shri 

Kodekar, attributes accused No.32 to be a part of 

the mob which after rushing into Gulbarg Society, 

had destroyed an Eischer Tempo vehicle of one Aslam 
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Mansuri  and  the  role  of  accused  No.32  is 

specifically pointed out by this witness in that 

regard. It is submitted that further corroboration 

is  provided  by  accused  No.129  Firozmohammad 

Gulzarmohammad  Pathan  at  Exh.635  who  has  also 

deposed in a similar fashion in paragraph No.7 of 

his  testimony  with  regard  to  the  role  played  by 

accused  No.32  in  damaging  and  destruction  to 

property  and  vehicles.  A  similar  deposition, 

according to Shri Kodekar, is also provided by PW-

142  Ashraf  Sikander  Sandhi  at  Exh.654  who  has 

attributed a similar role played by accused No.32 

in  damaging  and  destruction  of  the  property  as 

deposed by other witnesses. It is pointed out that 

this witness has further attributed accused No.32 

to be present in the mob, with a can of kerosene in 

surrounding  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's  residence.  It  is 

pointed out that PWs 177 and 301 in terms of their 

respective  depositions  at  Exhs.711  and  1046 

respectively have also identified accused No.32 as 

being  a  member  of  the  mob  which  indulged  in 

damaging  and  destruction  to  the  vehicles  of  the 

Gulbarg  Society.  It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances, the presence and direct role played 

by  accused  No.32  in  the  present  offence  is 

established  and  therefore,  accused  No.32  is  also 

required to be suitably penalized in respect of the 

charges that he faces. 

881. A very cursory defence has been taken 
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up on behalf of this accused inasmuch as, it has 

been  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  the 

Prosecution case is required to be treated as weak 

against  accused  No.32  inasmuch  as,  PW-116  after 

specifically  naming  accused  No.32  and  after 

specifically  indicating  that  he  is  not  in  a 

position to identify accused No.32, has in fact in 

the course of his cross examination, conceded that 

he cannot identify accused No.32. It is submitted 

that  in  such  circumstances,  the  Prosecution  case 

against accused No.32 is in any case, very limited 

and  very  hollow  and  accused  No.32  likewise  is 

required  to  be  given  the  benefit  of  doubt  and 

acquitted of all charges levelled against him. 

882. I am in partial agreement with both – 

the  Prosecution  and  the  defence.  The  cumulative 

effect  of  the  testimonies  of  the  number  of  eye-

witnesses  examined  on  behalf  of  the  Prosecution 

leaves no room for any doubt that accused No.32 was 

very  much  present  as  a  part  of  the  mob  which 

indulged  in  damage  and  destruction  to  property, 

more particularly the autorickshaw of Gulam Master, 

Eischer  Tempo  of  Aslam  Mansuri  and  damage  and 

destruction to shops and vehicles near Dr.Gandhi's 

chawl and within Gulbarg Society. However, beyond 

that, I do not see much merit in the Prosecution 

case  against  accused  No.32.  Accused  No.32  in  my 

opinion,  other  than  being  mentioned  as  being 

present in the mob, is attributed with no direct 
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overt act which caused loss of life or destruction 

of evidence or any incident relating to molestation 

of  women  of  any  such  grave  and  serious  offence 

which  the  accused  stands  charged  with.  I  am 

required  to  take  up  the  testimony  of  PW-177 

Sairaben  Sandhi  at  Exh.711  with  a  pinch  of  salt 

inasmuch  as,  no  other  witness  has  seen  accused 

No.32 with a can of kerosene and all attribute to 

him a role in damage and destruction of vehicles 

and  property.  Therefore,  PW-142  deposing  that 

accused No.32 was a part of the mob that surrounded 

Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence, is uncorroborated by 

any other witness including PWs 106, 116, 177 and 

191,  all  of  whom  were  within  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's 

residence and none of them has attributed accused 

No.32 to be a member of the mob that surrounded 

Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's  residence.  In  my  opinion, 

therefore,  I  am  also  required  to  conclude  that 

there  is  enough  material  in  the  shape  of  eye-

witness  testimony  of  the  above  witnesses  to 

establish the role and thereby the guilt of accused 

No.32 in damage and destruction of Gulam Master's 

autorickshaw,  Aslam  Mansuri's  Eischer  Tempo,  and 

other properties, and no other offence is made out 

to  be  committed  by  accused  No.32.  Again,  I  am 

required to note that accused No.32 even in terms 

of  the  recovery  Panchnama,  could  be  said  to  be 

armed  with  a  stick,  since  that  is  what  was 

recovered as an incriminating muddamal in terms of 

the Panchanama Exh.794 and therefore also, no other 
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role emerges against accused No.32. In my opinion, 

without  any  further  discussion,  accused  No.32  is 

required to be penalized for damage and destruction 

to property i.e. for the offence punishable under 

Secs.143, 147, 148, 149, 153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 

427, 435, 436, 447, 449 and 452 of the Indian Penal 

Code read together with Sec.135(1) of the Bombay 

Police Act, and would be suitably penalized while 

deciding the quantum of punishment in th case of 

each convicted accused herein.  

883. From  the  testimony  of  all  the 

concerned witnesses, it is clear that the accused 

has entered into the compound of Gulbarg Society 

and has entered so with the knowledge and intention 

after forming an unlawful assembly for the purposes 

of  killing  the  residents  of  Gulbarg  Society  and 

looking further to the fact that most of the eye-

witnesses  have  seen  the  present  accused  in  the 

compound of Bunglow No.19 being the residence of 

late Shri Ehsan Jafri, the charge of Sec.452 of the 

I.P.C. is also established.   I also find that the 

accused is a member of an unlawful assembly which 

was formed with a common object to cause damage and 

destruction to properties and vehicles within and 

outside  Gulbarg  Society  and  therefore,  is  hereby 

held guilty of an offence punishable under Sec.149 

of the I.P.C.  Looking to the fact that the entire 

incident is an incident which can be termed to be 

communal  in  nature  -  a  fact  not  denied  by  the 
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defence also, there is no room for any doubt that 

looking  to  the  provocative  slogans  that  were 

generally being chanted, looking to the fact that 

the accused is held positively guilty of some of 

the charges levelled against him, there is no room 

for  any  doubt  with  regard  to  even  such  charges 

where  the  accused  was  charged  with  having 

perpetrated  acts  which  would  have  incited  hatred 

amongst  religions,  and  therefore,  I  hold  the 

accused  to  have  committed  the  offence  punishable 

under Sec.153(A)(1)(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

Accused No.29

884. I now propose to take up the relative 

merits of the Prosecution case as it emerges against 

accused No.29 Mukesh Pukhraj Sankhla.

885. Shri  Kodekar  submits  that  accused 

No.29  also  is  positively  identified  by  a  large 

number  of  eye-witnesses  being  PWs  106, 128,  129, 

142, 177 and 301 on the fateful day as being a part 

of the mob which indulged in damage and destruction 

to properties and vehicles belonging to the persons 

of the minority community, both within and outside 

Gulbarg Society on the fateful day. It is further 

submitted  that  not  only  has  accused  No.29  been 

positively named by the eye-witnesses as being one 

of the perpetrators and being one of the members of 

the  mob  which  indulged  in  such  criminal  acts  at 
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Gulbarg  Society,   but  accused  No.29  is  also 

positively identified in the Court by most of the 

eye-witnesses who have deposed herein and therefore, 

there is no need to discard such voluminous material 

against accused No.29 and it is urged that under 

such circumstances, the Prosecution could be said to 

have established beyond reasonable doubt the charges 

against accused No.29 also.

886. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

the testimony of PW-106 Imtiyazkhan at Exh.542, is 

required  to  be  referred  to  more  particularly  in 

paragraph No.8 on page Nos.7 and 8 where the role of 

accused  No.29  in  damaging  and  setting  afire  the 

autorickshaw of Gulam Master, is clearly deposed. 

The PW-106 has also positively identified accused 

No.29  in  this  regard.  According  to Shri Kodekar, 

further emerging against accused No.29 is a more 

damaging  part  of  the  deposition  of  PW-106  where 

according to PW-106, accused No.29 was also a member 

of the mob which dragged out one Salim Abubakkar 

and hacked him to death. My attention is drawn to 

paragraph  No.16  on  pages  Nos.16  and  17  of  the 

deposition  where  such  specific  role  played  by 

accused  No.29  in  the  incident  pertaining  to  the 

killing of Salim Abubakkar is clearly deposed. It is 

submitted that this eye-witness has withstood the 

test of cross examination and there is no reason to 

discard the positive evidence against accused No.29 

emerging from the testimony of PW-106. 
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887. It is submitted that corroboration to 

the  testimony  of  PW-106  is  provided  by  PW-192 

Mohammadali  Shahejadali  Saiyed  at  Exh.736  in 

paragraph No.4 of his deposition, with regard to the 

incident where the autorickshaw of Gulam Master was 

destroyed  as  also  some  other  vehicles  and  shops 

outside Gulbarg Society were damaged by the mob, of 

which even according to this witness, accused No.29 

was one of them. 

888. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of  PW-129  Firozmohammad  Gulzarmohammad  Pathan  at 

Exh.635, more particularly in paragraph No.7 wherein 

further corroboration is provided to the testimonies 

of  PWs  106  and  192  with  regard  to  the  role  of 

accused  No.29  in  destroying  the  autorickshaw  of 

Gulam Master as also the shops and vehicles outside 

Gulbarg  Society  in  the  incident  taking  place  at 

about 10:30 a.m. It is pointed out that all these 

witnesses  have  identified  accused  No.29  in  the 

Court. 

889. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 

further  corroborating  the  testimonies  of  these 

witnesses,  is  the  recovery  of  a  stick  at  the 

instance of the present accused No.29 in terms of a 

recovery  Panchnama  Exh.499  which  in  turn  is 

corroborated  by  a  Panch  witness  PW-86  Jitusinh 

Kalusinh  Chauhan  at  Exh.498,  who  identifies  the 

muddamal  stick  as  being  recovered  in  terms  of 

Panchnama  Exh.499.  It  is  conceded  that  the  said 
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witness  has  however,  failed  to  identify  accused 

No.29 in the Court. It is submitted that in such 

circumstances, there is enough material to establish 

beyond reasonable doubt the involvement and role of 

accused No.29 in the offence that he stands charged 

with and it is urged that looking to the gravity and 

seriousness  of  the  offence,  accused  No.29  be 

suitably penalized.

890. Setting  up  a  defence  with  regard to 

accused No.29, Shri Bhardwaj has submitted that the 

witness  PW-116  Sayeedkhan  Ahmedkhan  Pathan  at 

Exh.584, in the process of identifying the accused, 

claims to be in a position to identify six of the 

accused as being the perpetrators of the various 

incidents narrated by him. It is submitted that the 

witness has categorically stated that he is not in a 

position to identify accused No.29 Mukesh Pukhraj, 

together  with  other  accused  being  Kapil  Munna 

(accused  No.50),  Dharmesh  Prahlad  (accused  No.47) 

and Ambesh Kantilal (accused No.32). 

891. Drawing my attention to the testimony 

of PW-116,  it is submitted that with regard to the 

first incident of the burning of an autorickshaw of 

one Gulam Master, on page No.4, paragraph No.4 of 

examination-in-chief of PW-116, the present witness 

has positively identified and provided names of four 

of  the  accused  as  being  perpetrators  of  such 

offence. The names of Kapil Munna (accused No.50), 

Dharmesh  Prahlad  (accused  No.47),  Mukesh  Pukhraj 
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(accused No.29) and Ambesh Kantilal (accused No.32) 

have  been  specifically  provided.  My  attention  is 

drawn further to paragraph No.6 of his examination-

in-chief, wherein, in the opening lines of the said 

paragraph, the witness has reiterated that he can 

positively  identify  all  the  above  four  persons. 

However,  on  page  No.5,  paragraph  No.6  of  his 

examination-in-chief  itself,  the  witness  has 

categorically stated that “હંુ હાજર આરોપીઓ પૈકી કપીલ મુનાને 

ઓળખી શકતો નથી. હંુ હાજર આરોપીઓ પૈકી ધમેશ પહલાદને ઓળખી શકતો 

નથી. હંુ હાજર આરોપીઓ પૈકી મુકેશ પુખરાજને ઓળખી શકતો નથી. હંુ હાજર 

આરોપીઓ  પૈકી  અંબેશ  કાંિતલાલને  ઓળખી  શકતો  નથી.”  It  is 

submitted that therefore, this witness was obviously 

provided with the names of such four persons, but 

however, the witness has completely exposed himself 

in his examination-in-chief itself by not being able 

to identify a single person out of the four so-

called accused. It is pointed out that this is so 

despite  the  witness  confirming  that  he  is  in  a 

position to identify all the four accused. It is 

submitted that in such circumstances, this is a very 

serious contradiction which is required to test the 

very credibility of the present witness who also is 

cited as a star witness and an eye-witness who has 

seen most of the incident. 

892.  It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj 

that with regard to accused No.29 Mukesh Pukhraj, 

there is a grave and serious doubt with regard to 
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his presence or role inasmuch as, initially in terms 

of the testimonies and statements given by PW-106, 

the person who is attributed to have been a part of 

the mob which entered into the Gulbarg Society from 

the rear portion of the Society, was one Mahendra 

Pukhraj and not Mukesh Pukhraj. It is pointed out 

that even as per the testimony of PW-106, the role 

of said Mukesh Pukhraj was inter alia only to the 

effect that he was present in the mob which set fire 

to an autorickshaw of one Gulam Master during the 

period from 10:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. It is pointed 

out that no other role is attributed to said Mukesh 

Pukhraj. It is submitted that on the other hand, 

said Mahendra Pukhraj is attributed to have been a 

part of the mob and leader of the mob which entered 

the  Society  and  which  incident  could  be  safely 

narrated as the main incident herein. It is pointed 

out  that  thereafter,  the  said  PW-106  has 

somersaulted inasmuch as, he categorically declared 

before the SIT that he got mistaken in identifying 

Mahendra  Pukhraj  since  both  Mahendra  Pukhraj  and 

Mukesh Pukhraj are similar in looks and on account 

of their being brothers, and it is submitted that 

strangely  acting  on  such  statement,  the  said 

Mahendra Pukhraj was not arrested and it is Mukesh 

Pukhraj who has been arrested and made an accused 

herein. It is submitted that these are the instances 

which establish, at the cost of repetition, that the 

so-called  star  witnesses  were  in  the  habit  of 

adding,  amending,  altering  and  conveniently 

forgetting the identities of the perpetrators of the 
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incidents as and when it suited to them. 

893. It  is  pointed  out  that  PW-106 

Imtiyazkhan  Saeedkhan  Pathan  in  his  testimony  at 

Exh.542, has alleged to have in continuation of the 

incident of three women being killed, testified to 

the butchering of one Salim Abubakkar. My attention 

is drawn to page No.16 in paragraph No.16 of his 

testimony wherein PW-106 has attributed the killing 

of Salim Abubakkar to and identified accused No.59 

Atul Vaidya, accused No.14 Gabbar Madanlal, accused 

No.50 Kapil Munna, accused No.47 Dharmesh Prahlad, 

accused No.29 Mukesh Pukhraj as the perpetrators of 

the killing of the above referred Salim Abubakkar. 

It is pointed out that none of the large number of 

the witnesses who have claimed to have seen all such 

other incidents from the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri or other places from where they were located, 

have even remotely mentioned about the doing away of 

these two persons or the role of any of the accused 

in the perpetration of any of the incidents. It is 

pointed out that it emerges from the testimony of 

the IO appointed by the SIT i.e. Shri J.M.Suthar, 

PW-335 in paragraph No.237 of his testimony that no 

such names or no such incident were provided by PW-

106 in his statement recorded before the SIT. It is 

pointed out that strangely PW-128 Rafiq Abubakkar 

who happens to be the real brother of deceased Salim 

Abubakkar, has testified on page No.15 in paragraph 

No.15 of his testimony that till the time he deposed 

in the Court, he had not heard anything about the 
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fate of his brother Salim Abubakkar. It is submitted 

that if PW-106 was in the same refugee relief camp 

as PW-128, it is strange that PW-106 despite having 

witnessed  such  incident,  would  not  have  narrated 

anything about the incident or its perpetrators to 

the real brother of the victim.

894. It is submitted that in light of such 

grave contradictions emerging from the testimonies 

of the so-called eye-witnesses with regard to the 

role of accused No.29 Mukesh Pukhraj in the alleged 

incidents, the Prosecution could be said to have not 

successfully   proved  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the 

involvement  and  guilt  of  accused  No.29  and 

therefore, it is submitted that the accused No.29 is 

required  to  be  given  the  benefit  of  such  grave 

doubts, and consequently acquitted of the charges 

levelled against him.

895. I  have  considered  the  rival 

submissions and I am in partial agreement with both 

the Prosecution as also the defence. I do not for a 

moment doubt the Prosecution witnesses inasmuch as, 

the  involvement  and  role  of  accused  No.29  with 

regard  to  damage  and  destruction  of  the 

autorickshaw  of  Gulam  Master,  damage  and 

destruction  and  possible  looting  of  shops  and 

vehicles  outside  Gulbarg  Society  in  the  incident 

that took place at 10:30 a.m. is concerned, but I 

very  much  doubt  the  presence  and  direct  role  of 
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accused  No.29  in  the  killing  of  Salim  Abubakkar 

inasmuch  as,  not  a  single  witness  has  seen  or 

deposed to have witnessed accused No.29 being in 

possession of any weapon of any sort whatsoever. 

Even PW-106 who attributes the co-accused involved 

in  the  incident  pertaining  to  killing  of  Salim 

Abubakkar,  has  in  the  course  of  his  testimony, 

attributed  such  other  persons  to  be  armed  with 

lethal  weapons  whereas  nowhere  during  the  entire 

testimony of all the witnesses examined on behalf 

of  the  Prosecution,  not  a  single  witness  has 

attributed accused No.29 to be armed with any kind 

of weapon whatsoever. In my opinion, therefore, not 

much weight can be attached to the recovery of a 

stick which in any case is not identified as the 

muddamal weapon in terms of the testimony of any 

Investigating Officer. The Panch witness has only 

partially supported the Prosecution inasmuch as, he 

has  not  identified  accused  No.29  as  being  the 

person at whose behest such stick was recovered. 

The  cross  examination  of  the  Panch  has  also 

elicited no further material against accused No.29 

and  therefore,  I  am  of  the  opinion  that  the 

Prosecution has been only partially successful in 

establishing  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the  charges 

against  accused  No.29.  In  my  opinion,  from  the 

evidence that has unfolded herein, accused No.29 is 

required to be held guilty on account of his being 

established to be a part of the mob which set fire 

to Gulam Master's autorickshaw, caused damage and 
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loot  to  the  shops  and  vehicles  outside  Gulbarg 

Society, but is not required to be held guilty of 

any other offence whatsoever and therefore, accused 

No.29 is hereby held guilty of causing damage and 

destruction to property, and is thereby required to 

be  held  guilty  of  the  offence  punishable  under 

Secs.143, 147, 148, 149, 153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 

396, 397, 398, 427, 435, 436, 447, 449 and 452 of 

the  Indian  Penal  Code, and  is  required  to  be 

suitably penalized, which I propose to do at the 

time of imposing the quantum of punishment later on 

in this judgment.  From the testimony of all the 

concerned witnesses, it is clear that the accused 

has entered into the compound of Gulbarg Society 

and has entered so with the knowledge and intention 

after forming an unlawful assembly for the purposes 

of  killing  the  residents  of  Gulbarg  Society  and 

looking further to the fact that most of the eye-

witnesses  have  seen  the  present  accused  in  the 

compound of Bunglow No.19 being the residence of 

late Shri Ehsan Jafri, the charge of Sec.452 of the 

I.P.C. is also established.  I also find that the 

accused is a member of an unlawful assembly which 

was formed with a common object to cause damage and 

destruction to properties and vehicles within and 

outside  Gulbarg  Society  and  therefore,  is  hereby 

held guilty of an offence punishable under Sec.149 

of the I.P.C.  Looking to the fact that the entire 

incident is an incident which can be termed to be 

communal  in  nature  -  a  fact  not  denied  by  the 
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defence also, there is no room for any doubt that 

looking  to  the  provocative  slogans  that  were 

generally being chanted, looking to the fact that 

the accused is held positively guilty of some of 

the charges levelled against him, there is no room 

for  any  doubt  with  regard  to  even  such  charges 

where  the  accused  was  charged  with  having 

perpetrated  acts  which  would  have  incited  hatred 

amongst  religions,  and  therefore,  I  hold  the 

accused  to  have  committed  the  offence  punishable 

under Sec.153(A)(1)(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

Accused No.41

896. I now propose to take up the case of 

accused  No.41  Jayesh  Ramjibhai  Parmar,  who 

according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  has  been  interlinked 

with an incident involving the killing of four or 

five innocent women and children who rushed out of 

the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  after  parts 

thereof were set on fire by the riotous mob. 

897. The  accused  No.41  is,  according  to 

Shri Kodekar, positively identified together with 

absconding accused Girish Prabhudas Sharma to have 

been  seen  positively  by  the  eye-witness  PW-283 

Aslamkhan  Anwarkhan  Pathan  at  Exh.981  to  be 

removing the ornaments from the dead bodies of the 

mother of the witness being one Jetunbibi and his 

sister-in-law  Sajedabanu,  and  this  witness 
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according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  has  positively 

identified accused No.41 in the Court in the course 

of the trial. 

898. My  attention  is  drawn  to  the 

deposition of the witness PW-283, more particularly 

paragraph No.8 on page No.6 where the witness had 

generally testified about a mob having surrounded 

Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence and having hacked to 

pieces  the  women  and  children  who  attempted  to 

escape from the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri on 

account of the smoke arising out of the fire set to 

the parts of the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It 

is  pointed  out  that  paragraph  No.9  of  the 

deposition  of  this  witness  very  specifically 

mentions  that  when  he  together  with  some  others 

attempted to go up from the staircase to the first 

floor  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's  residence,  he  saw 

accused  Ho.41  and  absconding  accused  Girish 

Prabhudas  Sharma  robbing  the  dead  bodies  of  his 

mother  Jetunbibi  (mother  of  PW-283)  as  also  his 

sister-in-law  Sajedabanu,  and  it  is  pointed  out 

that  the  positive  identification  of  the  accused 

No.41 by the witness is established in paragraph 

No.13 of his deposition.

899. Shri Kodekar has thereafter drawn my 

attention  to  the  testimony  of  PW-177  Sairaben 

Sandhi at Exh.711, where in paragraph No.12, more 

particularly on pages Nos.10 and 11 thereof, the 
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accused No.41 has been positively identified as one 

of the persons of the mob who had demolished the 

front gates and compound wall of Gulbarg Society 

and rushed therein and it is pointed out that PW-

177 has not specifically attributed accused No.41 

being  armed  with  a  weapon  but  she  has  generally 

stated in paragraph No.12 that the mob was armed 

with lethal weapons like swords, guptis, tridents, 

pipes etc. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

furthermore,  PW-177  has  positively  identified 

accused No.41 in the Court which is reflected in 

paragraph No.12 of her deposition on page No.10. It 

is pointed out that PW-177 has further attributed 

accused No.41 to be armed with a deadly weapon and 

accused No.41 is positively identified to be a part 

of  the  mob  who  in  terms  of  her  testimony  in 

paragraphs Nos.18 and 19 on page No.15 of the said 

deposition,  is  attributed  to  have  attacked  her 

brother-in-law  Jehangirbhai  and  her  son 

Mohammadhussain and hacked both of them to death. 

While accused No.41 is not specifically mentioned 

by PW-177 to have been seen inflicting any blows on 

such  victims,  paragraph  No.19  of  her  testimony, 

according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  positively  attributes 

accused No.41 to be a member of the mob which did 

so. It is pointed out that PW-177 has positively 

attributed accused No.41 to have been armed with a 

gupti at that point of time. It is pointed out that 

the accused No.41 was arrested on 11/03/2004 and it 

is further pointed out that there is recovery of 
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incriminating  material  inasmuch  as,  a  sword  has 

been  recovered  at  the  instance  and  behest  of 

accused No.41 in terms of the recovery Panchnama 

Exh.1218 drawn in that regard. It is submitted that 

there is, therefore, considerable material emerging 

from the testimony of two of the victims who have 

deposed truthfully and have corroborated each other 

with regard to the role played by accused No.41 in 

the incident.

900. My attention is further drawn by Shri 

Kodekar to the fact of no less than four Police 

personnel  who  were  on  duty  at  the  scene  of  the 

incident  on  the  fateful  day,  have  positively 

identified accused No.41 as being a part of the mob 

which  had  perpetrated  the  offence  at  Gulbarg 

Society. 

901. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of PW-2 Nathusinh Naharsinh Chauhan at Exh.263 on 

page  No.6,  paragraph  No.5,  wherein  the  accused 

No.41 is specifically attributed to have been armed 

with a sword when seen by this Police witness. It 

is  submitted  that  the  accused  No.41  has  been 

specifically named and specifically attributed to 

have  been  armed  with  a  sword  and  positively 

identified by the said witness as is reflected in 

paragraph No.6 of his testimony.

902. Shri Kodekar submits that the Police 
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witness  PW-4  Rajendrasinh  Kallusinh  Rajput  at 

Exh.269,  has  also  corroborated  and  supported  the 

Prosecution  case  and  my  attention  is  drawn  to 

paragraph No.8 on page No.5 of the testimony of the 

witness, where accused No.41 is attributed to be 

armed with a sword and positively identified by PW-

4  as  being  amongst  the  mob  which  had  tried  to 

prevent the rescue of the survivors of the carnage 

by  the  Police.  The  said  witness  has  positively 

identified accused No.41 which is clearly reflected 

in paragraph No.10 of his deposition on page No.6 

and  it  is  pointed  out  that  this  cements  the 

Prosecution case against accused No.41.

903. Shri  Kodekar  has  further  drawn  my 

attention  to  the  testimony  of  PW-22  Shri 

Shailendrasinh Kalusinh Jadeja at Exh.336 who was 

also as Police Officer on duty at the time of the 

incident and my particular attention is drawn to 

paragraph No.10 on page No.5 of the deposition of 

PW-22 where the witness has positively attributed 

accused No.41 being armed with a sword and being 

one of the members of the mob who tried to prevent 

the Police from effecting a rescue. It is submitted 

that PW-22 has also positively identified accused 

No.41  in  the  Court  as  is  reflected  in  paragraph 

No.10 itself.

904. My attention is further drawn to the 

testimony of PW-28 Pradipsinh Shetansinh Rathod at 
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Exh.349, more particularly paragraph No.8 on page 

No.5, where the witness according to Shri Kodekar, 

has identified amongst others accused No.41 and has 

positively  attributed  accused  No.41  to  be  armed 

with  a  sword  and  has  further  attributed  accused 

No.41  to  have  attempted  to  prevent  the  rescue 

operations which were being effected by the Police. 

It  is  pointed  out  that  this  witness  also  has 

positively identified accused No.41 in the Court as 

is reflected in paragraph No.9 of his deposition. 

It is submitted that under all such circumstances, 

there is huge material against accused No.41 where 

he has been positively identified by no less than 

two of the eye-witnesses from amongst the victims 

and four Police personnel who have also positively 

identified  accused  No.41.  It  is  submitted  that 

accused No.41 is further attributed and established 

to have been armed with a sword as is reflected in 

the testimonies of all four Police personnel which 

sword  has  been  recovered  in  terms  of  recovery 

Panchnama Exh.1218. It is pointed out that PW-177 

has  also  attributed  accused  No.41  to  have  been 

armed  with  a  deadly  weapon  inasmuch  as,  she  has 

attributed a gupti in the hands of accused No.41 

which is a minor contradiction which can be excused 

as a mistake on the part of an old woman who was 

terrorized by the traumatic events which she was 

witnessing.  It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances,  the  role  of  accused  No.41  in  the 

perpetration  of  a  series  of  incidents  which 
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resulted in the death of a series of persons and 

further in preventing the rescue operations which 

were being effected by the Police and which also 

resulted in the death of many of the rioters in 

Police firing, is all established beyond reasonable 

doubt  and  therefore,  the  accused  No.41  could  be 

said to be guilty of all the charges that he faces 

and  the  State  having  discharged  the  burden  of 

establishing beyond reasonable doubt the guilt of 

the accused No.41, accused No.41 is required to be 

meted out exemplary punishment herein.

905. There is hardly any defence elicited 

on behalf of accused No.41 and a general attack on 

the veracity and truthfulness of the witnesses has 

been  canvassed  as  a  general  defence  for  all 

accused, but there is no specific defence emerging 

from  the  submissions  of  the  defence  Advocates, 

either in the shape of oral submissions or in the 

shape of written submissions.

906. Be that as it may, I am required to 

carefully scrutinize the available material on the 

record to decide the merits of the Prosecution case 

as far as accused No.41 is concerned.

907. I am required to accept and agree with 

the  submissions  advanced  by  the  learned  Spl.P.P. 

Shri  R.C.Kodekar  inasmuch  as,  the  four  Police 

personnel who had no axe to grind, have positively 
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identified accused No.41 from amongst the mob of 

persons whom they had seen, more particularly in 

the  context  of  the  mob  that  was  attempting  to 

prevent the Police from effecting a rescue of the 

survivors  of  the  incident.  All  the  four  Police 

witnesses  as  referred  to  by  Shri  Kodekar,  upon 

scrutiny  of  their  testimonies,  have  positively 

identified accused No.41 in the Court and in the 

course of their respective testimonies, have at the 

cost of repetition, positively stated that accused 

No.41 was armed with a sword at the relevant time. 

I see no reason to discard the testimony of PW-283 

Aslamkhan Ahmedkhan Pathan who has seen his mother 

Jetunbibi  and  his  sister-in-law  Sajedabanu  being 

hacked to pieces by a mob when they attempted to 

rush  outside  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's  residence,  being 

overwhelmed by the smoke, in terms of the testimony 

of the said witness. I am particularly disturbed by 

the  testimony  emerging  in  paragraph  No.9  of  the 

deposition  of  this  witness  where  he  has 

categorically  identified  and  attributed  accused 

No.41  and  absconding  accused  Girish  Prabhudas 

Sharma to be removing the ornaments from the dead 

bodies  of  the  mother  and  sister-in-law  of  the 

witness.  The  witness  has  positively  identified 

accused No.41 in the Court which in my opinion, is 

an aspect which cannot be ignored. Again, looking 

to  the  fact  that  this  version  of  victims  being 

hacked  to  pieces  by  the  mob,  is  directly  and 

immediately preceding the eye-witness PW-283 seeing 
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accused No.41 removing ornaments from the dead body 

of  the  women  who  happened  to  be  his  mother  and 

sister-in-law  respectively.  Therefore,  the  only 

inference that can be drawn more so when all the 

four Police witnesses have attributed accused No.41 

to be armed with a sword, is that accused No.41 was 

a member of the mob which hacked these two women 

amongst others when they attempted to rush out of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri's residence to escape the fire and 

the resultant smoke. The PW-177 too has attributed 

a specific overt act to the mob of whom accused 

No.41  was  seen  as  a  part  thereof,  and  even 

according to PW-177, accused No.41 was seen by her 

as being armed with a lethal weapon. Both PWs 283 

and 177 at the cost of repetition, have positively 

identified  accused  No.41  in  the  Court.  Further 

material required to be considered in my opinion, 

is the recovery of a sword at the behest of accused 

No.41  in  terms  of  Panchnama  Exh.1218  and  in  my 

opinion, therefore, there is no room for this Court 

to come to any conclusion other than a conclusion 

that  the  Prosecution  has  established  beyond 

reasonable doubt all the charges that accused No.41 

faces  and  therefore,  I  am  of  the  opinion  that 

accused No.41 is required to be held guilty of all 

the charges framed against him i.e. Secs.143, 147, 

148, 149, 153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 201, 295, 302, 

337, 396, 397, 398, 427, 435, 436, 447, 449 and 452 

of  the  Indian  Penal  Code  read  together  with 

Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act, which I hereby 
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do so.  It is required to be noted that accused 

No.41  after  his  arrest  on  11/03/2004,  has  been 

denied  bail  all  throughout  and  has  remained  in 

judicial custody all throughout the trial.  

908. From  the  testimony  of  all  the 

concerned witnesses, it is clear that the accused 

has entered into the compound of Gulbarg Society 

and has entered so with the knowledge and intention 

after forming an unlawful assembly for the purposes 

of  killing  the  residents  of  Gulbarg  Society  and 

looking further to the fact that most of the eye-

witnesses  have  seen  the  present  accused  in  the 

compound of Bunglow No.19 being the residence of 

late Shri Ehsan Jafri, the charge of Sec.452 of the 

I.P.C. is also established.  Looking to the fact 

that the entire incident is an incident which can 

be termed to be communal in nature - a fact not 

denied by the defence also, there is no room for 

any doubt that looking to the provocative slogans 

that were generally being chanted, looking to the 

fact that the accused is held positively guilty of 

some of the charges levelled against him, there is 

no  room  for  any  doubt  with  regard  to  even  such 

charges where the accused was charged with having 

perpetrated  acts  which  would  have  incited  hatred 

amongst  religions,  and  therefore,  I  hold  the 

accused  to  have  committed  the  offence  punishable 

under Sec.153(A)(1)(a)(b) of the I.P.C. I also find 

that  the  accused  is  a  member  of  an  unlawful 
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assembly which was formed with a common object to 

cause death in Gulbarg Society and therefore, is 

hereby held guilty of an offence punishable under 

Sec.302 read together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

Accused Nos.47, 50 and 59

909. I now propose to take up the relative 

merits  of  the  Prosecution  case  against  accused 

No.47  Dharmesh  Prahladbhai  Shukla,  accused  No.50 

Kapil  Devnarayan  @  Munnabhai  Mishra  and  accused 

No.59  Atul  Indravadan  Vaid.  The  reason  I  have 

decided  to  take  up  the  case  of  all  the  three 

simultaneously is on account of the fact that all 

the  three  together  with  accused  No.38  Manish 

Prabhulal Jain and accused No.14 Jayesh @ Gabbar 

Madanlal Jinger, are in terms of the testimony of a 

single witness PW-106, attempted to be interlinked 

with the killing of one Salim Abubakkar. The above 

three  accused  are  interlinked  with  a  number  of 

incidents  where  witnesses  have  seen  the  three 

accused  as  being  a  part  of  the  same  mob  that 

entered into Gulbarg Society from the rear portion 

of the Society and thereafter, started damaging and 

destroying  the  vehicles  and  property  of  the 

residents of Gulbarg Society. The accused are also 

in terms of the eye-witness testimony, interlinked 

to incidents outside Gulbarg Society in the early 

hours of the day when an attempt was made by the 

mob only to enforce the Bandh and particular role 
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of the accused herein emerges with regard to the 

damage and destruction to an autorickshaw belonging 

to one Gulam Master as also an incident of Ankur 

Cycle Works where two of the accused being accused 

Nos.47  and  50  are  attributed  in  terms  of  eye-

witness  accounts  to  be  members  of  the  mob  which 

assaulted both Ayub and Yusuf at about 10:00 a.m. 

It  is  in  the  background  of  such  common  facts 

emerging against these three accused that I propose 

to take up their case simultaneously.

910. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar, the 

learned Spl.P.P. appearing on behalf of the State, 

that  all  the  three  accused  are  positively 

established  to  be  members  of  the  mob,  they  are 

interlinked with at least two or three incidents 

that took place on the fateful day. It is submitted 

that more than one eye-witness has identified all 

the three accused as being a part of the mob which 

perpetrated the offences. The PW-116 according to 

Shri  Kodekar,  is  the  sole  witness  who  claims  to 

have  seen  all  the  three  accused  herein  as  being 

members of the mob which dragged away and hacked to 

death one Salim Abubakkar. It is submitted that in 

the circumstances, there is overwhelming material 

emerging  against  all  the  three  accused  and 

therefore, all the three accused are required to be 

suitably penalized since the Prosecution could be 

said  to  have  proved  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the 

charges against the accused (all three of them). 
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911. Expanding  his  submissions,  Shri 

Kodekar  submits  that  all  the  three  accused  have 

been  identified  positively  by  PW-106  and  my 

attention  is  drawn  to  paragraph  No.16  of  the 

examination-in-chief on page No.16 of the testimony 

of  PW-106,  wherein  he  has  categorically  stated 

inter alia to the effect that thereafter a mob also 

dragged away one Salim Abubakkar and hacked him to 

death. The witness, according to Shri Kodekar, has 

positively  stated  with  regard  to  having  seen 

accused  No.59  Atul  Vaid,  accused  No.14  Jayesh  @ 

Gabbar,  accused  No.50  Kapil  @  Munnabhai,  accused 

No.47 Dharmesh Prahladbhai Shukla and accused No.29 

Mukesh Pukhraj as being members of the mob.

912. It is conceded by Shri Kodekar that 

however,  other  than  PW-106,  there  is  no  other 

witness who can corroborate the version with regard 

to  the  killing  of  the  said  Salim  Abubakkar,  but 

however, it is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that the 

said  Salim  Abubakkar  is  as  on  today  missing  and 

therefore, presumed dead. It is submitted that PW-

106  in  the  course  of  his  testimony,  has  also 

established the presence and role of accused No.50 

and accused No.47 as being the members of the mob 

which  attempted  to  enforce  the  Bandh,  which 

indulged  in  damage  and  destruction  of  vehicles 

including  the  specific  burning  of  Gulam  Master's 

autorickshaw and it is submitted that accused No.50 
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is attributed to be present amongst the members of 

the  mob  where  the  incident  at  Ankur  Cycle  Works 

including the stabbing of Ayub is established from 

the testimony of PW-106. It is submitted by Shri 

Kodekar  that  such  testimony  of  PW-106  clearly 

emerges  in  paragraph  No.8  on  page  No.7.  He  has 

specifically named both the accused Nos.47 and 50 

in  the  said  incident.  It  is  submitted  that  in 

paragraph  No.15  of  his  testimony,  PW-106  has 

narrated another incident where the mob rushed into 

Gulbarg  Society  from  the  rear  portion  by 

demolishing the rear compound wall of the Society 

and thereafter, causing damage and destruction to 

vehicles and houses of residents of Gulbarg Society 

and a specific mention emerges from the testimony 

of this witness in paragraph No.15 with regard to 

damage to the Eischer Tempo vehicle of one Aslam 

Kasam Mansuri. It is submitted that all the three 

accused  i.e.  accused  Nos.47,  50  and  59  are 

positively identified as being members of such mob 

and it is pointed out that since PW-106 knew all 

the three accused very well, even much prior to the 

incident,  he  has  naturally  positively  identified 

all the three accused in the Court. It is submitted 

that this is a strong piece of evidence emerging 

against all the three accused herein.

913. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 

lending corroboration to the testimony of PW-106, 

is the testimony of PW-128 Mohammadrafiq Abubakkar 
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Pathan at Exh.633, who has in the course of his 

deposition  in  paragraph  No.11,  clearly  mentioned 

with regard to accused Nos.47 and 50 having been a 

part of the mob which rushed into Gulbarg Society 

from  the  rear  portion  and  PW-128  has  attributed 

both accused Nos.47 and 50 to be armed with pipes 

at  that  point  of  time   and  the  witness  has, 

according  to  Shri  Kodekar,  further  specified  the 

role  of  both  the  accused  in  causing  damage  and 

destruction to the vehicles and properties of the 

residents  of  Gulbarg  Society.  It  is  pointed  out 

that  PW-128  also  has  positively  identified  both 

accused Nos.47 and 50 in the Court as is reflected 

in paragraph No.12 of his deposition.

914. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of  PW-129  Firozmohammad  Gulzarmohammad  Pathan  at 

Exh.635 who has also in the course of his testimony 

in  paragraph  No.7  on  page  No.7,  positively 

identified accused No.47 and accused no.50 as being 

the members of the mob indulging in damaging the 

properties and shops of the members of the minority 

community. This witness has positively identified 

according to Shri Kodekar, accused Nos.47 and 50 in 

the Court. 

915. Further  corroborating  the  version 

supplied  by  all  the  witnesses,  is  PW-142  Ashram 

Sikanderbhai  Sandhi  at  Exh.654,  who  has  in  the 

course of his testimony, attributed the presence of 
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accused Nos.47 and 50 as being members of the mob 

which firstly were involved in damaging and setting 

fire  to  the  autorickshaw  of  Gulam  Master  as  is 

specifically  reflected  in  paragraph  No.6  of  his 

testimony and it is pointed out that this witness 

has  further  testified  with  regard  to  the  role 

played by both these accused in paragraph No.9 of 

his testimony where according to Shri Kodekar, this 

witness has positively identified accused No.47 and 

accused  No.50  as  being  members  of  the  mob  who 

having  rushed  into  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's  residence, 

were  pouring  some  inflammable  liquid  which  was 

contained in cans held by both accused Nos.47 and 

50  according  to  this  present  witness.  It  is 

submitted  that  both  accused  Nos.47  and  50  are 

positively identified by this witness in the Court 

in terms of paragraph No.12 of his deposition and 

therefore, there is wholesale corroboration to the 

Prosecution material against all the three accused.

916. It  is  further  submitted  that  the 

testimony of PW-106 with regard to the role played 

by accused Nos.47 and 50 in enforcing the Bandh, is 

corroborated by the testimony of PW-143 Altafkhan 

Gulabkhan  Pathan  at  Exh.655,  where  he  positively 

identifies accused Nos.47 and 50 as being members 

of  the  mob  and  such  reference  according  to  Shri 

Kodekar,  emerges  from  paragraph  No.3  of  the 

testimony of this witness wherein both the accused 

Nos.47  and  50  are  positively  identified  by  the 
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witness  in  the  Court  also.  It  is  submitted  that 

according to this witness, as emerging in paragraph 

No.6  of  his  testimony,  the  presence  of  accused 

Nos.47 and 50 is established as being persons of 

the  mob  which  attempted  to  prevent  the  rescue 

operations carried out by the Police with regard to 

the survivors of the carnage. 

917. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of  PW-282  Dilawerbhai  Sikanderbhai  Shaikh  at 

Exh.978, who in paragraph No.4 of his testimony, 

has identified accused Nos.47 and 50 as being the 

members  of  the  mob  and  who  were  seen  by  this 

witness in setting fire to a bakery and a cycle 

shop  located  outside  Gulbarg  Society.  It  is 

submitted  that  even  this  witness  has  positively 

identified both accused Nos.47 and 50 in the Court.

918. My attention is further drawn to the 

testimony  of  PW-301  Rasidabanu  Dilawer  Shaikh  at 

Exh.1046, who has in the course of her testimony in 

paragraph  No.4,  specifically  mentioned  accused 

Nos.47 and 50 as being the members of the mob which 

destroyed and set on fire the autorickshaw of Gulam 

Master in one of the incidents that took place. It 

is submitted that the said witness has positively 

identified accused Nos.47 and 50 in the Court, in 

terms of paragraphs Nos.5 and 6 of her testimony, 

as being the members of the mob. 
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919. Shri  Kodekar  submits  that  further 

corroborating the involvement of accused No.59 in 

the  present  offence,  is  the  testimony  of  PW-107 

Rupaben  Modi  at  Exh.548  who  in  terms  of  her 

testimony  in  paragraph  No.24,  has  specifically 

mentioned that she was directed to accused No.59 

and accused No.54 Bharat Teli by accused No.57 i.e. 

the then P.I. Shri K.G.Erda as the persons who were 

behind the carnage. It is accepted by Shri Kodekar 

that however, this could be treated to be hearsay 

evidence  and  there  is  no  corroboration  to  these 

aspects which emerge from the testimony of PW-107. 

It  is  submitted  that  in  such  circumstances, 

however, there is sufficient material, large number 

of  eye-witness  evidence  which  positively 

establishes  and  that  too  beyond  reasonable  doubt 

the presence of all the three accused in separate 

incidents  during  the  perpetration  of  the  entire 

offence, all the accused have been identified by 

all  the  eye-witnesses  and  in  the  circumstances, 

there is no room for any doubt that the Prosecution 

has  established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the 

involvement,  participation  and  guilt  of  all  the 

three  accused  in  the  charges  that  they  face  and 

therefore, all the three accused are required to be 

suitably penalized.

920. Setting  up  a  spirited  defence  on 

behalf  of  the  three  accused,  Shri  Bhardwaj  has 

submitted  that  the  witness  PW-116  Sayeedkhan 
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Ahmedkhan Pathan who has been examined as a witness 

and his testimony is on the record at Exh.584, in 

the process of identifying the accused, claims to be 

in a position to identify six of the accused as 

being  the  perpetrators  of  the  various  incidents 

narrated by him. It is submitted that the witness 

has  categorically  stated  that  he  is  not  in  a 

position to identify accused Kapil Munna (accused 

No.50),  Dharmesh  Prahlad  (accused  No.47),  Mukesh 

Pukhraj (accused No.29) and Ambesh Kantilal (accused 

No.32). 

921. Drawing  my  attention  further  to  the 

testimony  of  PW-116, Shri T.R.Bajpai  submits  that 

with regard to the first incident of the burning of 

an autorickshaw of one Gulam Master, it is pointed 

out by Shri Bajpai that on page No.4, paragraph No.4 

of  his  examination-in-chief,  the  present  witness 

has positively identified and provided names of four 

of  the  accused  as  being  perpetrators  of  such 

offence. The names of Kapil Munna (accused No.50), 

Dharmesh  Prahlad  (accused  No.47),  Mukesh  Pukhraj 

(accused No.29) and Ambesh Kantilal (accused No.32) 

have  been  specifically  provided.  My  attention  is 

drawn further to paragraph No.6 of his examination-

in-chief, wherein, in the opening lines of the said 

paragraph, the witness has reiterated that he can 

positively  identify  all  the  above  four  persons. 

However,  on  page  No.5,  paragraph  No.6  of  his 

examination-in-chief  itself,  the  witness  has 
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categorically stated that “હંુ હાજર આરોપીઓ પૈકી કપીલ મુનાને 

ઓળખી શકતો નથી. હંુ હાજર આરોપીઓ પૈકી ધમેશ પહલાદને ઓળખી શકતો 

નથી. હંુ હાજર આરોપીઓ પૈકી મુકેશ પુખરાજને ઓળખી શકતો નથી. હંુ હાજર 

આરોપીઓ  પૈકી  અંબેશ  કાંિતલાલને  ઓળખી  શકતો  નથી.”  It  is 

submitted that therefore, this witness was obviously 

provided with the names of such four persons, but 

however, the witness has completely exposed himself 

in his examination-in-chief itself by not being able 

to identify a single person out of the four so-

called accused. It is pointed out that this is so 

despite  the  witness  confirming  that  he  is  in  a 

position to identify all the four accused. It is 

submitted that in such circumstances, this is a very 

serious contradiction which is required to test the 

very credibility of the present witness who also is 

cited as a star witness and an eye-witness who has 

seen most of the incident. 

922. It is also further pointed out that 

there are admitted contradictions/omissions inasmuch 

as, it clearly emerges from the deposition of I.O. 

Shri N.G.Parmar (PW-328) at Exh.1164 and the IO, SIT 

Shri  J.G.Suthar  (PW-335)  at  Exh.1289  that  the 

present witness while recording depositions before 

both such IOs, has not given the names of such four 

persons  as  persons  who  indulged  in  the  act  of 

burning the autorickshaw.  

923. It is pointed out that after failing 
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to identify the four accused, the witness has the 

audacity to give further names of perpetrators of 

another incident and my attention is drawn to the 

testimony of the witness in paragraph No.9, page 

No.7 wherein the witness has referred to nine (09) 

persons as being a part of the mob of the second 

incident  referred  to in  his  testimony, where  the 

witness has again provided the names of Kapil Munna 

(accused  No.50)  and  Dharmesh  Prahlad  (accused 

No.47). It is submitted that this clearly shows that 

he is a tutored witness who has been given the names 

which he has to utter in the course of his testimony 

and he has done so without actually being able to 

identify a single so-called accused and it is urged 

that  in  such  circumstances,  this  consistency  is 

unnatural and raises suspicion with regard to the 

credibility of the present witness. 

924. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of  PW-241  Firoz  Dilawer  Shaikh  at  Exh.831,  who 

according to Shri Bhardwaj, is the only witness who 

has  even  made  a  suggestion  with  regard  to  a 

conspiracy having taken place between the accused 

and others to perpetrate the offence pertaining to 

the Gulbarg Society. It is pointed out that this 

witness does not make any head or tail and in fact 

has  solely  been  instrumental  in  destroying  the 

conspiracy  theory  and  also  destroying  the 

Prosecution case against accused No.50 Kapil Munna 

by testifying in the manner that he has done so. It 

is  pointed  out  that  this  witness  has  not  been 
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declared  hostile  and  therefore,  whatever  he  has 

deposed, is required to be accepted as truth and is 

required to be believed as palatable evidence. My 

attention  is  drawn  to  paragraph  No.3  of  the 

testimony of PW-241, where the witness has deposed 

that “તા.૨૮/૨/૦૨ ના સવારના સમયે હંુ મારા ઘરે હતો તયારે સવારના નવ 

દસ વાગે હંુ મારા ઘરેથી નીકળી બહાર આવી રીકામાં બેઠો હતો. રીકામાં સાથે મારો 

િમત હતો જનેા નામની મને ખબર નથી. હંુ બેઠો હતો તે સમયે અમારી સાથે રહેતો 

કપીલ નામનો છોકરો અમારી પાસે આવેલ. તનેી સાથે તેનો એક િમત હતો તનેા 

નામની મને ખબર નથી. મારી સાથે બસેેલ િમત તનેો િમત હતો તેણે આ કપીલે 

આવીને  જણાવેલ  કે,  ચાલ આજે મીટીગમાં  જવાનું  નથી  ચાલ આજે મીટીગમાં 

જવાનું નથી. તમે જણાવેલ. મીયાકો મારનેકે મીટીગમાં જના હૈ તમે કહેલ. તમે 

કહીને કપીલ જતો રહેલ. તે પછી હંુ મારી સાથે મારો િમત એક કાલુ મારવાડી હતો 

તનેી સાથે  તનેા  ઘરે  જતો રહેલ.”  It is pointed out that that 

this  testimony  clearly  establishes  that  the  so-

called ingredients and elements of a conspiracy were 

initiated  at  about  noon  on  28/02/2002.  It  is 

submitted that this sounds ridiculous inasmuch as, 

it  is  the  Prosecution  case  supported  by a  large 

number  of  so-called  eye-witnesses'  testimony that 

the  incident  had  started  around  9:00  a.m.  on 

28/02/2002.  It  is  submitted  that  therefore,  the 

version  of  the  witness  that  accused  No.50  Kapil 

Munna was boasting about attending meeting where it 

was planned to kill Muslims could not have been done 

so since the same does not make any logical sense 

since the same is attributed to have taken place at 
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a time subsequent to 12 noon. It is submitted that 

there is no support to the version of this witness, 

no  material  on  the  aspect  of  the  other  three 

passengers of the autorickshaw in which the witness 

claims to have been sitting and if the incident had 

already started as is the Prosecution case, there 

was no reason as to why the person who was publicly 

proclaiming to attend a meeting where it was going 

to  conspire  to  kill  members  of  the  minority 

community would not have touched or threatened the 

present witness. It is submitted that this witness 

has clearly taken away any role played by accused 

No.50 since according to this witness, accused No.50 

was  sitting  firstly  in  the  autorickshaw  and 

thereafter he had gone away therefrom. It is pointed 

out  that  in  such  circumstances,  the  presence  of 

accused No.50 as being a part of the mob since the 

very beginning, therefore, is contradicted grossly 

by the testimony of this witness. It is submitted 

that in such circumstances, this witness makes a 

laughing stock of the conspiracy theory and it is 

pointed out that in the circumstances, the defence 

version that it was  a spontaneous action which led 

to  the  perpetration  of  the  incident  at  Gulbarg 

Society and that too according to Shri Bhardwaj, was 

instigated only by the firing from a private weapon 

by the deceased Shri Ehsan Jafri that spurred the 

mob into taking such actions which resulted in loss 

of life and destruction of property to the extent 

that  took  place  in  the  incident  herein.  It  is 

pointed  out  that  the  defence  does  not  deny  the 
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taking place of such incidents, the events which led 

to such large scale deaths, but it is pointed out 

that the role of the accused in the incidents is 

what is being denied. It is submitted that from the 

contradictions  emerging  from  this  entire  set  of 

evidence, the entire Prosecution case is now full of 

grave and serious doubts and it is urged that in the 

circumstances,  benefits must  go  in  favour of the 

defence. 

925. It  is  submitted  that  the  present 

witness is contradicted by his own father Dilawer 

Shaikh who is examined as PW-282 and who has clearly 

testified that after the incident relating to the 

Ankur Cycle Works stabbing, all the members of the 

family of Dilawer Shaikh were scared and therefore, 

at  about  9:00  a.m.  all  the  family  members  took 

shelter in the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is 

submitted that therefore, if all family members had 

taken  shelter  as  is  testified,  then  the  present 

witness  could  not  have  been  sitting  in  the 

autorickshaw of Hindus at 12 noon as is claimed. It 

is pointed out that this witness has only referred 

to the  incidents  where  the  mob  was  indulging  in 

violence but has not named a single person as the 

perpetrator from amongst the accused. It is pointed 

out that the witness was in a position to at least 

identify  accused  No.50  Kapil  Munna  since  he  is 

referred to by name and identity as the person who 

was the initiator or part thereof of the conspiracy, 

the witness could have positively identified accused 
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No.50, was he really a member of the mob and it is 

pointed out that this also is a serious flaw in the 

Prosecution case. 

926. My attention is drawn by Shri Bhardwaj 

to the fact that the so-called conspiracy theory 

testified  to by  the  witness  PW-241 Firoz  Dilawer 

Shaikh, has emerged on the record of the present 

proceedings in its entirety for the very first time 

when the witness deposed in the Court. My attention 

is drawn to paragraph No.17 of the testimony of the 

witness  on  page  No.9,  wherein  the  witness  has 

testified that “હંુ રાહત કેમપમાં રહો તે દરિમયાન ગુલબગર સોસા.ના આ 

રહીશોને કપીલે તનેા િમતને મીયાઓને મારવાના છે તનેી મીટીગમાં જવાનું તેવી વાત 

કરેલ તવેી કોઈ વાત મે કરેલ નિહ. મે મારા કુટંુબના પણ કોઈ સભયને આ વાત 

કરેલ નિહ. આ વાત મે અનય કોઈને પણ કરેલ નિહ.” It is submitted 

that  this  testimony,  therefore,  would  clearly 

establish  that  the  theory  of  conspiracy  or 

involvement of accused No.50 was not pointed out to 

any  persons  by the  present  witness  while  he  was 

taking  shelter  at  the  relief  camp  together  with 

other  residents  of  Gulbarg  Society.  It  is  also 

pointed out that the witness had an opportunity to 

establish the theory of conspiracy in the course of 

his statement which was recorded by the IOs and my 

attention is drawn to paragraphs Nos.18 and 28 of 

his  testimony  wherein  the  witness  has  clearly 

admitted  inter  alia  to  the  effect  that  no  such 

theory of conspiracy was narrated to the IO in the 
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course of recording of his statement on 11/03/2002. 

It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that thereafter, 

even  in  the  year  2008,  the  witness  had  an 

opportunity of bringing on the record of the present 

proceedings when in terms of paragraph No.19 of his 

cross examination the witness has clearly conceded 

that  he  was  summoned  by  the  Crime  Branch  in 

connection  with  the  2008  serial  bomb  blasts.  My 

attention is drawn to a categorical admission that 

even during his entire interactions with the Police 

Officers in connection with the present offence as 

also in connection with the serial bomb blasts, the 

present witness has not whispered a word about any 

meeting, the alleged involvement of Kapil Munna i.e. 

accused No.50 and nor has he identified a single 

person  as  a  perpetrator  of  the  offence.  It  is 

submitted that in the circumstances, this conspiracy 

theory  has  been  floated  for  the  very  first  time 

through this solitary witness and that too when the 

witness entered into the witness box merely eight 

years after the incident. It is submitted that in 

the  circumstances,  this  conspiracy  theory  is  not 

believable or palatable and since this particular 

witness also has not been declared hostile, nor any 

re-examination of this witness was carried out to 

remove  such  ambiguities  that  were  emerging,  the 

veracity of the witness and his credibility are both 

completely  shattered  by  grave  and  serious 

contradictions  that  have  emerged  along  with  his 

admissions and complete silence with regard to such 

conspiracy. It is pointed out that the witness has 
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been contradicted by his own father Dilawerkhan as 

stated  herein  before  and  further  contradictions 

emerge according to Shri Bhardwaj, from the contents 

of paragraph No.20 of his cross examination wherein 

the witness clearly claims that when he climbed up 

on the terrace of his building, he found his father 

present. It is pointed out that since Dilawerkhan in 

the course of his testimony as stated herein before, 

has clearly testified that at about 9:00 a.m. his 

entire family had taken shelter in the residence of 

Shri Ehsan Jafri, then the present witness Firoz 

Dilawerkhan Shaikh having gone on the terrace of his 

building and having seen his father Dilawerkhan on 

the  terrace  after  10:30  a.m.  is  a  serious 

contradiction which the State and Prosecution has 

failed to convincingly explain. It is submitted that 

therefore, this entire conspiracy theory which is 

based  on  the  solitary  witness  Firoz  Dilawerkhan 

Shaikh,  is  required  to  be  discarded  in  toto. 

Alternatively, it  is  submitted  that  in  any  case, 

this witness has effectively ensured the exoneration 

of accused No.50 Kapil Munna since according to this 

witness, accused No.50 after having the dialogue in 

the  autorickshaw,  had  gone  away  to  attend  the 

meeting and it is pointed out that nowhere in the 

course  of  his  testimony  has  this  witness  Firoz 

testified that he saw Kapil Munna in the mob nor is 

any  overt  specific  act  attributed  to  have  been 

committed by accused No.50 according to the present 

witness,  and  therefore,  according  to  the  present 

witness, accused No.50 is stated to have taken no 
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part in the offence or incidents since he had gone 

away to attend an alleged meeting. It is submitted 

that in any case, in all such circumstances, the 

testimony  of  this  witness  is  required  to  be 

discarded in toto. 

927. It is further  pointed out that even 

the claim of PW-106 Imtiyazkhan Sayeedkhan Pathan at 

Exh.542 that he climbed up on the terrace of Bunglow 

No.15 of Gulbarg Society and thereafter was able to 

see a mob of about 5000 strong, trying to attack the 

Society from the rear portion, of whom PW-106 has 

conveniently  been  able  to  identify  accused  No.59 

Atul  Vaidya,  one  Mahendra  Pukhraj who  is  not  an 

accused in the present proceedings, accused No.25 

Mangilal Jain, accused No.44 Nagin Patni, accused 

No.2  Lala  Mohansing  Darbar,  accused  No.63  Dinesh 

Sharma,  accused  No.50  Kapil  Munna,  absconding 

accused  Ramesh  Pandey  and  accused  No.38  Manish 

Prabhulal Jain. It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj 

that PW-106 claims that the residents of Bunglows 

No.15 and 16 came over to him and informed him that 

such stone throwing and an attempt to break open the 

rear wall of the Society is being done by the mob 

comprising of a large number of persons as also the 

above referred persons, acting upon which the PW-106 

went on the terrace of Bunglow No.15. It is pointed 

out that the two persons who allegedly came over to 

call PW-106, are Firoz Gulzarbhai i.e. PW-129 who is 

examined  at  Exh.635  and  Athar  Vaid  Khan  who  is 

missing. It is submitted that on the other hand PW-
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129 Firoz Gulzarbhai in his entire deposition has 

nowhere mentioned that he went over to PW-106 and 

took him to the terrace of Bunglow No.15 and in fact 

PW-129  Firoz  Gulzarbhai  has  given  an  entirely 

different  version,  but  has  failed  to  identify  a 

single  accused  as  being  the  perpetrator  of  the 

incident wherein the Society was attacked from the 

rear  portion  as  is  claimed  by  PW-106.  It  is 

submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that it has been argued 

while  referring  to  the  incident  of  Irfan  as  to 

whether PW-106 was present even during the incident 

of  Irfan  and  it  is  urged  that  therefore,  the 

presence of PW-106 on the terrace of Bunglow No.15 

is not supported and is doubtful. It is pointed out 

that in any case, PW-106 in his cross examination 

has  on  page  No.29  in  paragraph  No.23,  clearly 

conceded  that  during  the  entire  incidents  of 

28/02/2002, PW-106 had gone to only two houses in 

Gulbarg Society, firstly his own house and secondly 

the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is submitted 

that  thus  PW-106  has  himself  contradicted  the 

version of his climbing on the terrace of Bunglow 

No.15 and thus identifying such a large number of 

accused as perpetrators. It is submitted by Shri 

Bhardwaj that the persons allegedly accompanying PW-

106 to the terrace of Bunglow No.15 are conveniently 

not available since unfortunately all such persons 

have  lost  their  lives  in  the  incident.  It  is 

submitted that in any case, all such above referred 

accused  who  PW-106 claims  to have  seen  from  the 

terrace of Bunglow No.15, were named for the first 
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time by PW-106 post 2008 and it is submitted that in 

such circumstances, and more particularly when one 

of the alleged members of the mob named by PW-106 

i.e.  Mahendra  Pukhraj was  also  later  on  given  a 

clean chit by PW-106, the reliability of PW-106 is 

further damaged. 

928. It  is  pointed  out  that  PW-106  has 

thereafter alleged to have in continuation of the 

incident of three women being killed, testified to 

the butchering of one Salim Abubakkar. My attention 

is drawn to page No.16 in paragraph No.16 of his 

testimony wherein PW-106 has attributed the killing 

of Salim Abubakkar to and identified accused No.59 

Atul Vaidya, accused No.14 Gabbar Madanlal, accused 

No.50 Kapil Munna, accused No.47 Dharmesh Prahlad, 

accused No.29 Mukesh Pukhraj as the perpetrators of 

the killing of the above referred Salim Abubakkar. 

It is pointed out that none of the large number of 

the witnesses who have claimed to have seen all such 

other incidents from the residence of Shri Ehsan 

Jafri or other places from where they were located, 

have even remotely mentioned about the doing away of 

these two persons or the role of any of the accused 

in the perpetration of any of the incidents. It is 

pointed out that it emerges from the testimony of 

the IO appointed by the SIT i.e. Shri J.M.Suthar, 

PW-335 in paragraph No.237 of his testimony that no 

such names or no such incident were provided by PW-

106 in his statement recorded before the SIT. It is 

pointed out that strangely PW-128 Rafiq Abubakkar 
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who happens to be the real brother of deceased Salim 

Abubakkar, has testified on page No.15 in paragraph 

No.15 of his testimony that till the time he deposed 

in the Court, he had not heard anything about the 

fate of his brother Salim Abubakkar. It is submitted 

that if PW-106 was in the same refugee relief camp 

as PW-128, it is strange that PW-106 despite having 

witnessed  such  incident,  would  not  have  narrated 

anything about the incident or its perpetrators to 

the real brother of the victim. 

929. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that 

even in the chargesheet, accused No.21 Dharmesh is 

described as an absconder named Dharmesh Dhirubhai 

Patel,  resident  of  Parth  Society,  whereas  the 

present  accused  arrested  herein  is  accused  No.47 

Dharmesh  Prahlad  Shukla  who  in  turn  has  been 

identified by Aslam before SIT as Dharmesh Mochi. 

930. It is in such circumstances that it is 

submitted by Shri Bhardwaj and Shri T.R.Bajpai, that 

in  light  of  grave  and  serious  doubts  and 

contradictions  emerging  from  the  eye-witness 

testimonies  more  particularly  referred  to  above, 

with regard to the role played by the present three 

accused Nos.47, 50 and 59, the Prosecution could not 

be said to have established beyond reasonable doubt 

the involvement, participation and guilt of the said 

three  accused  in  the  present  offence,  and  that 

therefore,  the  benefit  of  such  doubts  and 

contradictions must go to the said three accused.
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931. Having  considered  such  extremely 

voluminous rival submissions, I am firstly required 

to take up  the  judgments  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court delivered in the case of (i) Masalti v. State 

of Uttar Pradesh as reported in AIR-1965-SC-202 and 

(ii) Binay Kumar Singh v. State of Bihar as reported 

in  AIR-1997-SC-322.  The  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble 

Supreme Court in the case of  Masalti (Supra)  is a 

landmark judgment delivered by a four-Judge Bench of 

the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court,  and  the  judgment  has 

laid down the law which is good law inasmuch as, the 

ratio  has  been  laid  down  with  regard  to  what 

constitutes an unlawful assembly, whether a person 

is a member of an unlawful assembly and the tests in 

respect  thereof,  and  in  fact  the  most  important 

aspect emerging from the said judgment is also the 

fact which is borne out in paragraph No.16 of the 

said judgment, where the Hon'ble Supreme court has 

observed “..............That, no doubt is true; but 

where a criminal court has to deal with evidence 

pertaining to the commission of an offence involving 

a large number of offenders and a large number of 

victims, it is usual to adopt the test that the 

conviction  could  be  sustained  only  if  it  is 

supported  by two  or three or  more witnesses  who 

give a  consistent  account of  the incident.  In a 

sense, the test may be described as mechanical; but 

it is difficult to see how it can be treated as 

irrational  or  unreasonable.  Therefore,  we  do  not 
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think  that  any  grievance  can  be  made  by  the 

appellants against the adoption of this test. If at 

all the prosecution may be entitled to say that the 

seven accused persons were acquitted because their 

cases did not satisfy the mechanical test of four 

witnesses,  and  if  the  said  test  had  not  been 

applied, they might as well have been convicted. It 

is,  no  doubt,  the  quality  of  the  evidence  that 

matters and not the number of witnesses who give 

such evidence. But sometimes it is useful to adopt 

a  test  like  the  one  which  the  High  Court  has 

adopted in dealing with the present case.” 

932. The  said  judgment  has  been  heavily 

relied upon by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in a later 

judgment delivered in the case of Binay Kumar Singh 

(Supra) where  the  observations  of  the  Hon'ble 

Supreme Court  as reflected in paragraph No.30 is 

required to be borne in mind.

        “30. We have noticed that Mritunjaya (A-23) 

and Parmanand Sharma (A-20) and Madan Mohan Sharma 

son of Ambika (A-24) were identified by more than 

two  eye-witnesses  as  participants  in  the 

occurrence. Out of those witnesses the testimony of 

PW-10 and PW-32 was accepted by both Courts. As for 

the remaining appellants both Courts have accepted 

the testimony of at least three witnesses each as 

referring to each appellant. There is no rule of 

evidence that no conviction can be based unless a 
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certain minimum number of witnesses have identified 

a particular accused as member of unlawful assembly. 

It is axiomatic that evidence is not to be counted 

but  only weighed  and  it  is  not  the  quantity  of 

evidence  but  the  quality  that  matters.  Even  the 

testimony of the single witness, if wholly reliable, 

is sufficient to establish the identification of an 

accused as member of an unlawful assembly. All the 

same,  when  the  size  of  the  unlawful  assembly is 

quite  large  (as  in  this  case)  and  many  persons 

would have witnessed the incident, it would be a 

prudent exercise to insist on at least two reliable 

witnesses  to  vouchsafe  the  identification  of  an 

accused as participant in the rioting. In Masalti v. 

State of Uttar Pradesh, AIR 1965 SC 202, a bench of 

four  Judges  of  this  Court  has  adopted  such  a 

formula. It is useful to extract it here (para 16):

“Where a criminal Court has to deal with 

evidence pertaining to the commission of an offence 

involving a large number of offenders and a large 

number of victims, it is usual to adopt the test 

that the conviction could be sustained only if it is 

supported by two or three or more witnesses who give 

a consistent account of the incident.””

933. The  judgments  referred  to  herein 

above, in my opinion, apply squarely to the present 

proceedings  inasmuch  as,  the  role  of  accused 

Nos.47,  50  and  59  is  concerned  inasmuch  as,  it 
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relates to killing of one Salim Abubakkar. I am, 

therefore,  required  to  carefully  scrutinize  the 

testimony of PW-106 Imtiyazkhan Saeedkhan Pathan at 

Exh.542, who is the only witness who in any manner, 

refers to the death of said Salim Abubakkar. The 

relevant material emerges from paragraph No.16 on 

page No.16 of the testimony, which is a very short 

reference to the incident involving the said victim 

Salim Abubakkar inasmuch as, the witness has merely 

deposed  inter alia  to the effect that thereafter 

the mob dragged away one Salim Abubakkar who was 

then  hacked  to  pieces.  The  witness  does  not 

attribute any specific overt role to any person, 

but  mentions  in  the  same  breath  that  accused 

Nos.47, 50 and 59 together with accused No.29 and 

14,  were  the  members  of  the  mob.  Again,  PW-106 

while deposing in such fashion,  does not recollect 

having seen any weapon in the hands of any of the 

persons whom he has named in connection with this 

incident.  Now  such  is  the  quality  of  the  single 

witness  testimony  which  is  required  to  be 

appreciated  by  this  Court  while  deciding  as  to 

whether  the  Prosecution  has  successfully 

established the role of these three accused in the 

charges  that  they  face  inasmuch  as,  the  charges 

relating to an offence under Sec.302 read together 

with Secs.147, 148, 149 of the I.P.C. inasmuch as, 

their role with regard to the killing of the said 

Salim  Abubakkar  is  concerned.  While  conscious  of 

the fact that a single eye-witness can always be 
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believed even if his testimony is not corroborated, 

the test insisted upon by the Hon'ble Supreme Court 

in  both  Masalti's  case  (Supra)  and  followed 

subsequently in Binay Kumar's case (Supra), cannot 

be ignored. 

934. I  am  further  required  to  come  to  a 

conclusion that the testimony of PW-106 does not 

inspire much confidence inasmuch as, it relates to 

the  incident  describing  the  killing  of  Salim 

Abubakkar, since the brother of the victim Salim 

Abubakkar, being one Mohammarafiq Abubakkar Pathan 

who  has  been  examined  on  the  record  of  the 

proceedings as PW-128 at Exh.633, who happens to be 

the real brother of the deceased Salim Abubakkar, 

and  I  am  particularly  required  to  mention  with 

regard to the deposition of this witness on page 

No.11 in paragraph No.11 wherein the witness who 

happens  to  be  the  real  brother  of  the  deceased 

Salim  Abubakkar,  has  clearly  testified  in  the 

seventh  line  from  the  top,  where  he  has  clearly 

stated that he and his brother Salim Abubakkar took 

shelter in the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. It 

would imply that the said witness was present with 

Salim Abubakkar when both of them took shelter in 

the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri where admittedly 

PW-106 was also taking shelter. It emerges from the 

testimony  of  all  the  eye-witnesses  that  most  of 

them  had  taken  shelter  in  the  residence  of  Shri 

Ehsan  Jafri,  so  therefore,  in  my  opinion,  an 
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incident could not have been witnessed by a single 

person from amongst all such who had taken shelter 

in the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri. I, therefore, 

find it strange and unnatural, the testimony of PW-

106 who is the sole claimant to have witnessed an 

incident where Salim Abubakkar was hacked away and 

done  to  death  by  the  mob.  No  other  witness 

including the brother of said Salim Abubakkar, has 

narrated any incident describing the death of Salim 

Abubakkar.  In  fact,  the  name  of  Salim  Abubakkar 

does not find mention in the testimony of any other 

eye-witness, other than the stray mention referred 

to herein above emerging from the testimony of PW-

128 Mohammadrafiq Abubakkar Pathan. Again, as can 

be  seen  and  which  would  be  highlighted  herein 

after,  number  of  eye-witnesses  have  attributed 

number of weapons of different nature in the hands 

of these accused. Some of the eye-witnesses have 

attributed these accused to be armed with swords, 

some of them have attributed these accused to be 

armed with pipes and some of them have attributed 

only  cans  of  inflammable  liquid  in  the  hands  of 

these accused, while PW-106 while recounting having 

seen them as members of the mob which hacked to 

death the said Salim Abubakkar, has not attributed 

any weapon in the hands of these accused, and also 

further damaging in my opinion, is the fact that 

there is no recovery of any incriminating material 

including an incriminating weapon by or at the best 

of any of the three accused herein. In my opinion, 
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therefore, it would be unsafe to rely on the single 

eye-witness testimony of PW-106 more particularly 

when the same is not inspiring confidence in the 

circumstances narrated herein above. 

935. I  am  also  required  to  observe  that 

while  describing  other  incidents,  PW-106 

Imtiyazkhan has furnished great details with regard 

to the members of the mob and which of the accused 

perpetrated a specific overt act and the weapons 

held by the concerned accused are also described in 

great detail in the testimony of PW-106, whereas a 

very  cursory  and  short  testimony  emerges  with 

regard  to  the  incident  pertaining  to  Salim 

Abubakkar which is covered only in three or four 

lines in the deposition of PW-106, as is reflected 

in the opening three lines of paragraph No.16 on 

page No.16 of his deposition.

936. While  dealing  with  the  testimony  of 

PW-107 Rupaben Modi at Exh.548, I am required to 

observe  that  the  testimony  of  PW-107  has  to  be 

taken with a pinch of salt inasmuch as, though she 

claims to be an eye-witness who had taken shelter 

in the residence of Shri Ehsan Jafri, her versions 

are  largely  established  to  be  untrue, 

uncorroborated  and  she  has  attempted  to  rope  in 

accused No.57 K.G.Erda, accused No.59 Atul Vaid and 

accused No.54 Bharat Teli as an after-thought based 

on her testimony which refers to an incident where 
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she attempted to meet these accused in an effort to 

trace out her missing son. I am of the opinion that 

it was only upon her coming to a conclusion that 

her son too had become an innocent victim in the 

entire  incident  that  she  has  tried  to  rope  in 

accused Nos.50 and 54 as the perpetrators of the 

incident  though  in  her  entire  testimony  while 

claiming to be taking shelter in Shri Ehsan Jafri's 

residence,  while  claiming  to  having  closely 

interacted  with  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri,  she  has  not 

mentioned  the  names  of  accused  Nos.54  and  59  as 

being  the  members  of  the  mob.  In  my  opinion, 

therefore, the testimony of PW-107 also does not 

inspire  any  confidence  more  so  when  she  has 

blundered  while  identifying  accused  No.65  Rajesh 

Dayaram  Jinger  and  her  testimony  generally 

speaking, appears to be in my opinion, untrue.

937. Again, I am fortified, at the cost of 

repetition, by the judgments of the Hon'ble Supreme 

Court in Masalti's case (Supra) and Binay Kumar's 

case  (Supra),  where  in  fact  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court in Binay Kumar's case (Supra), has observed 

in  paragraph  No.30  that  “..............All  the 

same, when the size of the unlawful assembly is 

quite  large  (as  in  this  case)  and  many  persons 

would have witnessed the incident, it would be a 

prudent  exercise  to  insist (emphasis  supplied  by 

this Court) on at least two reliable witnesses to 

vouchsafe  the  identification  of  an  accused  as 
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participant in the rioting.......”

938. Applying these observations, I am of 

the opinion that, it would, therefore, be unsafe in 

the circumstances above, to establish and come to a 

conclusion with regard to the guilt of the accused 

in the offence inasmuch as, their participation in 

the incident pertaining to the hacking and doing to 

death of said Salim Abubakkar cannot in my opinion, 

therefore, be sustained. In my opinion, therefore, 

what remains is as to whether the Prosecution has 

successfully  established  the  involvement, 

participation and thereby the guilt of the accused 

herein  referred,  in  an  unlawful  assembly  which 

committed the acts of damage and destruction to the 

property  of  the  residents  of  Gulbarg  Society  as 

also  their  vehicles  and  also  the  shops  outside 

Gulbarg Society on the fateful day and the answer 

to this question, in my opinion, has to be in the 

affirmative.

939. As can be seen from the submissions of 

Shri  Kodekar,  a  number  of  eye-witnesses  have 

deposed with regard to having seen accused Nos.47, 

50  and  59  as  being  members  of  the  mob  which 

indulged in wholesale damage and destruction to the 

property  within  and  outside  Gulbarg  Society  in 

different  incidents  which  are  highlighted  in  the 

submissions of Shri Kodekar made in this regard. 

The PWs 106, 129, 128 142, 143, 177, 282 and 301 
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are  all  in  the  course  of  their  depositions, 

established  to  have  identified  the  three  accused 

amongst the members of the mob which participated 

in  different  incidents  described  herein  before, 

which  caused  damage  and  destruction  to  vehicles, 

shops  and  property  of  the  residents  of  Gulbarg 

Society as also members of the minority community 

during the incident that took place on the fateful 

day, and therefore, without any hesitation, I come 

to  the  conclusion  that  the  Prosecution  has 

established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  that  accused 

Nos.47,  50  and  59  were  members  of  the  unlawful 

assembly which had the common intention for causing 

damage and destruction to the property of members 

of the minority community and more particularly the 

residents the Gulbarg Society in the incident in 

question  and  the  charges  against  the  said  three 

accused to that extent alone i.e. Secs.143, 147, 

148,  149,  153(A)(1)(a)(b),  186,  188,   427,  435, 

436, 447, 449 and 452 of the Indian Penal Code, are 

held to be established and I propose to suitably 

penalize accused Nos.47, 50 and 59 in this regard 

at a later stage in this judgment.    

940. From  the  testimony  of  all  the 

concerned witnesses, it is clear that the accused 

have entered into the compound of Gulbarg Society 

and  have  entered  so  with  the  knowledge  and 

intention  after  forming  an  unlawful  assembly  for 

the purposes of killing the residents of Gulbarg 
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Society and looking further to the fact that most 

of the eye-witnesses have seen the present accused 

in  the  compound  of  Bunglow  No.19  being  the 

residence of late Shri Ehsan Jafri, the charge of 

Sec.452 of the I.P.C. is also established.  I also 

find that the accused are members of an unlawful 

assembly which was formed with a common object to 

cause  damage  and  destruction  to  properties  and 

vehicles  within  and  outside  Gulbarg  Society  and 

therefore,  are  hereby  held  guilty  of  an  offence 

punishable under Sec.149 of the I.P.C. Looking to 

the fact that the entire incident is an incident 

which can be termed to be communal in nature - a 

fact not denied by the defence also, there is no 

room for any doubt that looking to the provocative 

slogans that were generally being chanted, looking 

to the fact that the accused are held positively 

guilty  of  some  of  the  charges  levelled  against 

them, there is no room for any doubt with regard to 

even such charges where the accused were charged 

with  having  perpetrated  acts  which  would  have 

incited hatred amongst religions, and therefore, I 

hold  the  accused  to  have  committed  the  offence 

punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

Accused No.57

941. I now propose to take up the peculiar 

case of accused No.57 K.G.Erda who was the Police 

Inspector  in  charge  of  the  Meghaninagar  Police 

Station at the time of the incident, and who at the 
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time of the incident, was present all throughout 

and consequent to the happening of the event, it is 

accused No.57 who filed his complaint which is on 

the record of the proceedings at Exh.267, and also 

got drawn a Panchnama of the scene of the incident 

and  also  was  the  I.O.  till  08/03/2002  when  the 

investigation was taken over by a successor I.O. It 

is required to be noted that in fact accused No.57 

was  arrested  by  the  I.O.  of  the  S.I.T.  Shri 

J.M.Suthar on 08/02/2009 and was made an accused 

herein on account of the allegations of criminal 

negligence on the part of accused No.57, as also on 

account of the complaints of the victims that there 

was deliberate and malafide inaction on the part of 

accused No.57 in preventing the incident at Gulbarg 

Society  from  taking  place.  It  is,  therefore, 

required  to  be  pointed  out  that  there  is  very 

little to no material emerging on the record of the 

present  proceedings  with  regard  to  accused  No.57 

other than the bare allegations made by the victims 

and eye-witnesses before the investigating agencies 

more particularly the S.I.T. and before the Hon'ble 

Supreme  Court  of  India  In  Writ  Petition  (Crim.) 

No.109/2003.  In  such  circumstances  possibly,  and 

more so when during the entire course of the trial, 

other than PW-107 Rupaben Modi and PW-335 being the 

I.O.  Shri  J.M.Suthar,  in  the  course  of  their 

respective testimonies have mentioned even remotely 

the tole of accused No.57 in the present incident. 
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942. The learned Spl.P.P. Shri R.C.Kodekar 

in  the  course  of  his  submissions  at  the  initial 

stage, chose not to advance any serious arguments 

with regard to the merits of the Prosecution case 

as  against  accused  No.57  because  obviously  no 

material had emerged on the record to substantiate 

his  arguments  and  thus  help  the  Prosecution  in 

establishing beyond reasonable doubt the guilt of 

accused No.57 in the offence that he stood charged 

with. 

943. It is in the background of such facts 

and circumstances that Shri S.M.Vora, the learned 

advocate  appearing  on  behalf  of  the 

witnesses/victims, who is permitted to appear and 

participate  at  all  stages  in  the  present 

proceedings,  sought  permission  and  in  fact  was 

granted permission to argue with regard to the role 

and  complicity  of  accused  No.57  in  the  present 

offence.

944. Shri Vora has argued largely on two 

aspects,  i.e.  the  involvement  and  deliberate 

criminal  intent  on  the  part  of  accused  No.57  in 

abetting the offenders of Gulbarg Society by his 

deliberate actions, inactions and lack of actions 

during the incident, and according to Shri Vora, 

also  on  account  of  the  deliberate  and  malafide 

attempts on the part of accused No.57 in derailing 

the investigation so as to give maximum number of 
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accused the benefit of doubt and exploit and abuse 

a poor investigating process. 

945. Making  detailed  submissions  with 

regard  to  the  role  played  by  accused  No.57,  the 

first line of submissions made by Shri Vora against 

accused No.57, is to the effect that no effective 

firing  was  ordered  by  accused  No.57  which  could 

have prevented the use of gas cylinders to explode 

and  consequently  destroy  the  compound  walls  and 

properties  of  Gulbarg  Society  which  establishes 

malafides and criminal negligence on the part of 

accused  No.57.  It  is  pointed  out  that  the  sting 

operation also carried out by PW-313 Ashish Khaitan 

clearly establishes the complicity on the part of 

accused No.57 in the entire incident and such sting 

operation is corroborated by PW-336 Shri Nirmalsinh 

s.  Raju  being  a  CBI  officer,  who  has  clearly 

established that the material comprising of sting 

operation  was  in  no  manner  tampered  with.  It  is 

submitted that in such circumstances, the testimony 

of  PW-313  is  required  to  be  treated  as  a  good 

material to establish the guilt of accused No.57 in 

respect  of  the  charges  that  he  faces.  It  is 

submitted that accused No.57 deliberately derailed 

the investigation despite knowing fully well that 

he himself being the complainant, had no business 

to  carry  out  the  investigation  in  the  present 

offence  which  admittedly  he  has  done  so  upto 

08/03/2002. It is submitted that the Panchnama with 
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regard to the scene of the incident, was drawn on 

01/03/2002 and thereafter, there was discovery of 

more and further bodies and no effort was made by 

accused  No.57  to  investigate  properly  into  the 

identities of such dead bodies and his deliberate 

inaction  permitted  the  dead  bodies  to  decay  and 

therefore,  accused  No.57  has  directly  aided  the 

accused  by  his  deliberate  inactions.  It  is 

submitted  that  accused  No.57  took  all  possible 

steps  to  ensure  that  the  investigation  was 

defective and carried out in a manner as would not 

serve the cause of justice. It is submitted that in 

the  circumstances,  the  accused  No.57  was  rightly 

arrested and made and accused herein and it would 

be in the hands of justice if the accused No.57 is 

given exemplary punishment inasmuch as, being the 

protector  of  law,  he  has  chosen  to  abuse  his 

official position in a manner as would shield and 

protect the perpetrators of one of the most heinous 

crimes which borders genocide and it is urged that 

exemplary punishment is required to be meted out to 

accused No.57.

946. Shri Vora has also submitted that one 

accused No.56 Dipak @ Pradip Khanabhai Parmar was 

named  by  the  accused  No.57  himself  in  his 

complaint, but no steps were taken to arrest such 

accused. It is submitted that accused No.56 could 

be arrested only after the appointment of S.I.T. 

and it is urged that in the circumstances, accused 
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No.57 was instrumental in and criminally negligent 

in  taking  the  investigation  to  its  proper 

conclusion. My attention is drawn to the testimony 

of Shri J.M.Suthar i.e. PW-335, wherein it clearly 

emerges according to Shri S.M.Vora, that the I.O. 

of the S.I.T. Shri J.M.Suthar has clearly pointed 

out the deliberate defects on the part of accused 

No.57 in carrying out investigation and deliberate 

attempts  to  delay  the  identification  process  of 

freshly  discovered  and  further  discovered  dead 

bodies which completely derailed the investigation. 

It is submitted that in the circumstances, accused 

No.57 is found to have committed criminal lapses 

even by his fellow Police Officer being a senior 

Police Officer of the S.I.T. and it is urged that 

in the circumstances, the accused No.57 is required 

to be suitably penalized.

947. It  is  submitted  that  the  criminal 

negligence on the part of accused No.57 is further 

established from the undue haste in the conduct of 

38 inquest Panchnamas Exhs.278 to 295, 297 to 310, 

482  to  485  and  488,  which  were  all  mechanically 

carried out in a short time of twenty minutes each. 

It  is  submitted  that  such  undue  haste  was 

deliberate  and  an  attempt  to  derail  the 

investigation process for malafide reasons. It is 

pointed out that even the Panchnama with regard to 

the seizure of  muddamal jewellery, was effected at 

the  same  time  when  an  inquest  Panchnama  was 
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effected, being the inquest Panchnama Exh.576, both 

of which were carried out on 08/03/2002 during the 

same period between 14:00 Hrs. and 15:00 Hrs. which 

shows that there was no seriousness attached to the 

investigation  and  therefore,  accused  No.57  was 

rightly made an accused on account of his criminal 

negligence  and  criminal  intent  in  derailing  the 

investigation  and  thus  directly  abetting  the 

commission of the offence and therefore, according 

to  Shri  Vora,  accused  No.57  is  required  to  be 

suitably  penalized.  It  is  submitted  that  PW-335 

Shri J.M.Suthar has also corroborated in the course 

of  his  testimony,  more  particularly  in  paragraph 

No.62 of his deposition in this regard. 

948. It  is  submitted  that  further 

establishing the criminal intent and the criminal 

negligence on the part of accused No.57 is the fact 

that no preventive arrests were ordered to be taken 

place by accused No.57 prior to the date of the 

incident when it was obvious to everyone concerned 

that the situation had become very sensitive and 

was communally fraught with danger. It is submitted 

that if preventive arrests were effected, then the 

entire massacre could have been possibly prevented. 

949. It is submitted that accused No.57 is 

also required to be punished on account of the fact 

that when the carnage was at its height and the mob 

fury was at its peak, he has not taken effective 
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steps to use the Police personnel at his disposal 

in a manner which would have possibly brought the 

situation under some control. It is submitted that 

at least eight reserve Police personnel were not 

utilized by accused No.57 as is pointed out by PW-

335 in the course of his deposition and such non-

deployment  was  deliberate  as  is  urged  by  Shri 

S.M.Vora. 

950. It is submitted that even when the gas 

cylinders exploded in his presence as is reflected 

from the evidence on record of the proceedings, no 

effective firing was ordered by accused No.57 which 

could have prevented the explosion of gas cylinders 

to  permit  the  mobs  to  rush  in  and  this  also 

establishes the criminal negligence on the part of 

accused  No.57,  according  to  Shri  Vora.  It  is 

submitted that in such circumstances, the accused 

No.57  is  clearly  guilty  of  deliberate  criminal 

intent and criminal negligence pre-incident, during 

the incident and investigation post incident, and 

for  all  of  such  actions,  the  accused  No.57  is 

required to be suitably penalized.

951. Since  Shri  Kodekar  had  not  advanced 

any serious submissions, naturally the defence had 

not chosen to make detailed submissions with regard 

to the culpability and guilt of accused No.57, but 

only  after  Shri  S.M.Vora  was  permitted  to  make 

submissions  herein,  and  when  Shri  S.M.Vora  has 
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entirely focused his arguments with regard to only 

two aspects, notably the aspect of a pre-planned 

criminal  conspiracy  involving  the  highest 

Government officials and Police officials and with 

regard  to  the  role  of  accused  No.57,  Shri 

T.R.Bajpai,  the  learned  advocate  appearing  on 

behalf of the accused No.57, was permitted to make 

a counter to the submissions of Shri S.M.Vora. 

952. Shri T.R.Bajpai, the learned advocate 

appearing  on  behalf  of  accused  No.57,  makes  his 

submissions with regard to providing a response to 

the  submissions  of  Shri  S.M.Vora  about  the 

involvement and guilt of accused No.57 herein. It is 

submitted  that  accused  No.57  faces  a  charge  of 

having committed offences punishable under Secs.201, 

217 and 218 of the I.P.C. 

953. It  is  submitted  by Shri Bajpai  that 

with regard to the submissions advanced on behalf of 

the witnesses by Shri S.M.Vora, that accused No.57 

maliciously and deliberately made the real brother 

of accused No.1 as the Panch witness in one of the 

Panchnamas, is an unfounded allegation inasmuch as, 

malice  presupposes  previous  knowledge.  It  is 

submitted that there is no material on the record to 

show that accused No.57 was at any stage aware at 

that point of time that such Panch witness was the 

real brother of accused No.1. It is submitted that 

in any case, the other panch witness who has been 
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cited on the record of the proceedings, has not been 

examined  on  record,   and  therefore,  adverse 

inference is required to be drawn and this aspect 

cannot be used in any manner to establish any charge 

against accused No.57. It is submitted that in any 

case, with regard to the second allegation advanced 

against accused No.57 inter alia to the effect that 

the  name  of  accused  No.56  which  was  provided  by 

accused No.57 in his own complaint, was mysteriously 

dropped and no efforts were made to bring to justice 

such accused, is, according to Shri Bajpai, baseless 

and  unfounded  allegation.  It  is  submitted  that 

accused No.57 had handed over further investigation 

to other IOs after 08/03/2002 i.e. within ten days 

of the incident and it is submitted that there was 

nothing which prevented the other IOs from arresting 

or  taking  action  vis-a-vis  accused  No.56.  It  is 

submitted that in any case, there is no material on 

record to suggest that it was accused No.57 who had 

in  any  manner  filed  any  report  or  made  any 

recommendation with regard to dropping the name of 

accused No.56 as an accused herein. It is submitted 

that  therefore,  even  such  allegation  is  baseless 

furthermore in light of the fact that there is no 

material  to  show  that  accused  No.56  was  in  any 

manner associated with the BJP political party. It 

is  submitted  that  in  the  circumstances,  these 

arguments are devoid of any basis or merit and are 

required to be negated. It is submitted that with 

regard to the allegation that accused No.57 himself 

became  the  complainant,  disregarding  the  need  to 
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lodge complaints of any of eye-witnesses or victims, 

is also baseless inasmuch as, it is a matter of 

record that none of the eye-witnesses or survivors 

was willing to make any statements or record any 

kind of complaint before 05/03/2002. It is submitted 

that it is not alleged or complained of by any of 

the eye-witnesses including the victims  inter alia 

to the effect that they had attempted to lodge their 

complaints but accused No.57 or anyone else for that 

matter,  refused  to  record  such  complaint.  It  is 

submitted that under such circumstances also, the 

entire  allegation  or  submissions  made  in  this 

direction are also devoid of merits. 

954. It  is  submitted  by Shri Bajpai  that 

the allegation that Shri Erda had deliberately not 

attempted  to  secure  the  services  of 

videographer/photographer  to  record  the  state  of 

affairs  immediately  after  the  incident,  is  also 

baseless. It is submitted that the document Exh.1151 

clearly  establishes  that  accused  No.57  was 

instrumental in sending such message to the Control 

Room  immediately on 28/02/2002 itself at 17:15 Hrs. 

seeking the services of a videographer/photographer. 

It  is  submitted  that  if  thereafter  there  was  no 

response to such requisition or demand, the accused 

no.57 cannot be blamed for such non-happening since 

he  at  the  very  first  instance,  made  attempts  to 

secure  such  services.  It  is  submitted  that 

therefore,  such  accusation  is  without  any  basis 

whatsoever. It is submitted that videography of the 
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scene of incident in presence of independent Panchas 

took place on 01/03/2002 as is emerging from the 

testimony of the IO Shri J.M.Suthar who is examined 

as  PW-335  and  therefore,  it  cannot  be  said  that 

there was no effort on the part of accused No.57 to 

do so. 

955. My attention is drawn to the document 

on the record of the proceedings at Exh.1571 which 

is the document which establishes and negates the 

arguments made by Shri Vora that no efforts were 

made by accused No.57 to avail of services of an 

expert  of  FSL  at  the  site  of  the  incident 

immediately.  It  is  submitted  that  it  clearly 

establishes the lack of confides on the part of the 

Prosecution inasmuch as, document Exh.1571 and the 

testimony of PW-335 IO Shri Suthar on page No.71 in 

paragraph  No.115,  clearly  establish  that  the  FSL 

expert had indeed visited the scene of the incident 

on  01/03/2002  and  it  is  urged  that  in  such 

circumstances, this allegation also be treated as 

baseless and be negated. 

956. With regard to the allegation that the 

inquest Panchnamas were not drawn or carried out by 

accused No.57 or were carried out in a manner as 

would be prejudicial to the Prosecution, or would be 

in  any  manner  helpful  to  the  accused,  is  also 

baseless. My attention is drawn to the testimony of 

PW-335 Shri Suthar who has admitted on page No.103 

in paragraph No.162 of his testimony  inter alia  to 
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the effect that there is no material on record as 

would  even  remotely  establish  that  the  inquest 

Panchnamas were drawn in a manner as were counter to 

the  post-Morten  reports  or  were  in  any  manner 

contradictory  to  the  post-mortem  reports.  It  is 

submitted  that  this  witness  has  further  admitted 

that the Police Manual does not provide any time 

frame  for  carrying  out  such  Panchnamas.  It  is 

submitted  that  looking  at  the  enormity  of  the 

incident and enormity of the incidents that took 

place on 28/02/2002, it cannot be said that less 

time attributed to each inquest Panchnama would in 

any manner establish any criminal intent on the part 

of accused No.57. It is further submitted that in 

such  circumstances  and  more  so  in  light  of  the 

context  of  entire  sequence  of  events,  such 

submissions are required to be discarded. 

957. With  regard  to  the  allegation  that 

accused  No.57  was  deliberately  negligent  in  not 

making  efforts  to bring  the  Fire  Brigade  to  the 

scene of the incident and put out the fire raging in 

the Society, it is submitted that the document on 

the record of the proceedings at Exh.1153 clearly 

belies  and  completely contradicts  this  allegation 

inasmuch as, it is accused No.57 who has clearly on 

the date of incident itself, sought the services of 

Fire  Brigade  at  the  scene  of  incident  and  it, 

therefore, cannot be said that no efforts were made 

by accused No.57 in this regard. It is submitted 

that  in  any  case,  PW-335  in  the  course  of  his 
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testimony  on  page  No.70  in  paragraph  No.112  has 

clearly admitted  inter alia  to the effect that a 

message was forwarded to the Control Room inter alia 

seeking the services of Fire Brigade at the site of 

the incident on 28/02/2002 itself at about 19:50 

hrs. It is submitted that therefore, there is no 

merit  in  the  allegation  levelled  against  accused 

No.57 in  this  regard.  It  is  submitted  that  Shri 

Suthar has further admitted in paragraph No.113 on 

page No.70 itself that even at 05:00 p.m. on the 

date of the incident, a message was sent to secure 

the services of the Fire Brigade at the site of the 

incident.  It  is  submitted  that  such  allegations 

against accused No.57 are devoid of any basis. 

958. It is further argued that the serious 

allegation with regard to the Panchnamas hurriedly 

being drawn to a close on 28/02/2002 and a further 

recovery  of  more  and  other  bodies  right  upto 

08/03/2002,  cannot  be  attributed  as  an  act  of 

negligence  on  the  part  of  accused  No.57.  It  is 

submitted that such allegation is baseless inasmuch 

as, the entirety of the situation as it prevailed on 

28/02/2002 is required to be borne in mind. It is 

submitted that this was a situation where nobody 

could have anticipated such a sequence of events and 

it  is  not  as  if  that  accused  No.57  deliberately 

chose to ignore what was apparent and evident while 

drawing the Panchnamas. It is submitted that the 

subsequent recovery of bodies was much after the 

raging fire was put out and efforts were required to 
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be made to find and recover such bodies which were 

recovered after efforts were made to sift through 

the rubble and embers of the burnt fire which led to 

recovery of more bodies, and therefore, no overt 

malice could be attributed to accused No.57 who made 

the  best  possible  efforts  to  carry  out  the 

investigation herein. It is submitted that if the 

accused really wanted to derail the investigation, 

he would not have provided names in his complaint 

and would not have attributed acts to such names. It 

is submitted that the bodies recovered and referred 

to in the Panchnama on the fateful day, also cold 

have  been  not  referred  to  if  there  was  any 

deliberate  intention  on  the  part  of  the  accused 

No.57 to subvert the investigation process. It is 

submitted that therefore, looking to the totality of 

the circumstances and the entirety of the offence 

that took place in Ahmedabad on 28/02/2002, accused 

No.57 is  required  to be  not  attributed  with  any 

malafides or charge for any criminal intent or any 

offence punishable under any of the provisions of 

the I.P.C.  and it is submitted that all submissions 

made by the other side in this regard be discarded. 

959. It  is  submitted  that  the  allegation 

with  regard  to  accused  No.57  not  taking  any 

preventive steps prior to the Bandh call, is also 

falsified  from  the  testimonies  of  PW-281  Shri 

P.B.Gondiya who is examined at Exh.972 and who is a 

senior Police officer examined herein, who clearly 

establishes that efforts were made to arrest anti-
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social elements of respective localities but anti-

social elements were not found available despite due 

efforts of accused No.57. It is also pointed out 

that  PW-278  being  Ratansinh  B.  Chavda  who  is 

examined at Exh.963 and who is a P.S.I., and PW-274 

being  Ramaji  Gangaji  Katara  who  is  examined  at 

Exh.946  and  who  is  also  a  P.S.I.  -  both  were 

attached to the Meghaninagar Police Station, have 

testified  inter alia  to the effect that they made 

efforts  to  arrest  anti-social  elements  on 

27/02/2002,  but  were  not  successful  in  their 

efforts. It is submitted that in such circumstances, 

the Prosecution has not only failed in establishing 

beyond reasonable doubt any inaction on the part of 

accused No.57 in this regard but the PWs themselves 

disapprove this theory. It is submitted that in such 

circumstances also, this allegation also be negated. 

960. It is pointed out by Shri Bajpai that 

with regard to the allegation that despite having 

eight Police personnel as reserved force, accused 

No.57 did not utilize their services and kept on 

demanding  more  force,  itself  establishes  the 

criminal intent on the part of accused No.57, is 

also an allegation which is devoid of merit and is 

required to be discarded. My attention is drawn to 

the  testimony  of  PW-243  being  Pratapji  Siraji 

Waghela at Exh.838 who is a P.S.I., who has clearly 

admitted on page No.10 in paragraph No.11 of his 

testimony  inter  alia  to  the  effect  that  he  was 

allotted two personnel from the reserve force. My 
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attention is also drawn to the testimony of PW-92 

being Baldevbhai Jivabhai Chavda who is examined at 

Exh.505 and who was the Crime writer Head Constable 

of Meghaninagar Police Station at the relevant time 

and my attention is drawn in paragraph No.11 on page 

No.6 of the testimony of this witness where he has 

clarified  and  explained  inter  alia  to the  effect 

that the members of the reserve Police force were 

required to provide Police protection to Muslims who 

took shelter in the Police Station. It is submitted 

that therefore, there is no basis in the allegation 

that the services of eight reserve Police personnel 

were not utilized by accused No.57. My attention is 

drawn  to  the  testimony  of  PW-245  being  Udesinh 

Pratapsinh Baraiya who is examined at Exh.840 and 

who was the PSO of the Meghaninagar Police Station, 

and who has clearly admitted that of the members of 

the reserve force, there were some Police personnel 

who  were  physically  handicapped.  It  is  submitted 

that  this  is  also  a  factor  required  to  be 

considered. My attention is drawn to the document at 

Exh.1470  which  is  a  communication  from  the 

Commissioner  of  Police  to  the  concerned  Police 

Stations where the need to keep Police personnel in 

reserve,  is  clearly  reflected.  It,  therefore, 

according to Shri Bajpai, cannot be heard to be said 

that accused No.57 thereby deliberately  chose not 

to press for the services of the  eight reserve 

Police personnel, as is charged. 

961. It is urged by Shri Bajpai, that in 
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such circumstances, there is no material emerging 

against  accused  No.57  and  accused  No.57  be, 

therefore, given a clean acquittal.

962. I  have  considered  the  rival 

submissions  and  upon  careful  scrutiny  of  the 

relevant evidence available in this regard, I am of 

the clear opinion that Shri T.R.Bajpai, the learned 

advocate  appearing  for  the  accused  No.57,  has 

provided largely speaking, effective answers to all 

charges levelled against accused No.57 with regard 

to his alleged criminal negligence and deliberate 

intent in derailing the investigation at all stages 

while the same with within his control.

963. Firstly taking up the question of the 

indolence and criminal negligence allegedly on the 

part  of  the  accused  No.57  in  not  making  any 

preventive arrests as is urged by Shri Vora, I am 

required to consider the testimony of PW-281 Shri 

P.B.Gondiya at Exh.972, as also the testimonies of 

PW-278  Ratansinh  B.Chavda  at  Exh.963  and  PW-274 

Ramaji Gangaji Katara at Exh.946, both of whom are 

PSIs who were attached to the Meghaninagar Police 

Station at the relevant time. The testimonies of 

both  these  witnesses  make  it  very  evident  that 

efforts were being made to take preemptive action 

and preventive action pre-28/02/2002. The specific 

material emerging from the testimony of both these 

witnesses  is  that  both  the  PSIs  have  clearly 
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testified  that  the  efforts  were  made  by 

Meghaninagar  Police  Station  which  was  under  the 

leadership of accused No.57 at that time, to arrest 

anti-social elements on 27/02/2002 itself, but that 

there was no success being achieved in such actions 

because  of  the  non-availability  of  such  accused. 

The PW-281 at Exh.972 clearly supports such aspects 

inasmuch as, efforts to arrest anti-social elements 

were made in all Police Stations which fell within 

communally  sensitive  areas  and  in  the 

circumstances, the accused No.57 cannot be held to 

be criminally responsible for such lack of efforts. 

964. With regard to the submissions made by 

Shri S.M.Vora that no effective firing was ordered 

by accused No.57 which would have prevented the use 

of  gas  cylinders  for  explosion  to  blow  away  the 

walls  of  Gulbarg  Society  to  perpetrate  further 

incidents, is required to be duly considered. In 

the first place, having previously held that there 

is  absolutely  no  material  on  the  record  of  the 

proceedings  to  show  that  a  gas  cylinder  was 

exploded  either  in  the  front  or  in  the  rear 

portions  of  Gulbarg  Society  by  any  of  the 

miscreants  since  the  detailed  Panchnama  drawn  on 

01/03/2002,  the  accuracy  of  which  is  not  very 

seriously challenged by either the S.I.T. or the 

victims  for  that  matter,  does  not  in  any  manner 

reflect the presence of any pieces or remnants of a 

gas cylinder which would have been very evidently 
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found if such explosions had indeed taken place. 

Again, there is no material to suggest any raging 

fire caused at any place where such gas cylinders 

were  alleged  exploded.  It  is  only  a  presumption 

which seeks to explain the large sound heard by the 

victims and eye-witnesses which was followed by the 

rush  of  the  mob  within  Gulbarg  Society  that  gas 

cylinders were exploded. I have not accepted the 

version that such cylinders were in fact used by 

the  mob  for  explosion  and  I,  therefore,  do  not 

propose to go any further into the merit of such 

charge.

965. However, there is always room for an 

argument with regard to what is effective firing or 

what is non-effective firing. The use of the word 

“effective” would be based on the perspective of 

every individual and therefore, in absence of any 

material which would reflect as to what is deemed 

to be effective firing or ineffective firing, I am 

of  the  opinion  that  it  would  be  difficult  to 

conclude that it is established beyond reasonable 

doubt that accused No.57 deliberately did not order 

effective firing in this regard. It is very easy in 

hindsight  to  assume  and  argue  that  such  actions 

could have been prevented if such steps were taken. 

These are all hypothetical assumptions made after 

the event which is relatively easier to make. One 

has  to  only  put  oneself  into  the  shoes  of  the 

persons who were facing the enormity of a situation 
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where  admittedly  a  huge  mob  had  gone  out  of 

control, had gone berserk and the members of the 

mob had embarked on a killing spree. In my opinion, 

therefore, looking to the totality and enormity of 

the  incident,  it  would  be  very  easy  to  blame  a 

single individual for not having taken appropriate 

measures without defining such measures.

966. Again, there is an allegation that the 

reserve  Police  personnel  were  not  utilized 

appropriately  by  accused  No.57,  which  is  clearly 

negated by the testimony of PW-243 Pratapji Siraji 

Waghela at Exh.838, on page No.10, paragraph No.11 

which  clearly  states  that  he  was  allotted  two 

persons from the reserve force. This witness has 

further  deposed  that  one  of  the  eight  reserve 

Police  personnel,  was  physically  handicapped  and 

therefore, the presumption is required to be drawn 

that such person could not have been utilized to 

control  such  a  huge  mob.  Again,  corroboration 

emerges  from  the  testimony  of  PW-92  Baldevbhai 

Jivabhai  Chavda  at  Exh.505,  who  was  the  Crime 

Writer Head at the Meghaninagar Police Station and 

who has clarified on page No.6 in paragraph No.11 

that the members of the reserve force were intended 

to  provide  protection  to  Muslims  who  had  taken 

shelter in the Meghaninagar Police Station. Further 

corroboration to this version, is provided by PW-

245 Udesinh Pratapsinh Baraiya at Exh.840, who was 

the  PSO  of  Meghaninagar  Police  Station,  who  has 
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also  testified  that  the  members  of  the  reserve 

force  were  some  Police  personnel  who  were 

physically  handicapped.  It  is  submitted  that  in 

such  circumstances,  accused  No.57  cannot  be  held 

criminally  negligent  in  holding  back  the  reserve 

Police force, as is charged. 

967. With  regard  to  the  inaction  on  the 

part  of  accused  No.57,  I  am  required  to  examine 

carefully  the  testimony  of  PW-3  Babuji  Chhaguji 

Dabhi at Exh.266, PW-2 Nathusinh Naharsinh Chauhan 

at Exh.263, PW-37 Kavaji Rupaji Asari at Exh.385 

and  PW-305  Bhupendrasinh  Karansinh  Sisodiya  at 

Exh.1052,  all  of  whom  have  clearly  testified  to 

accused No.57 having personally fired upon the mob 

from his revolver and having ordered further firing 

upon  the  mob  in  the  course  of  the  incident. 

Therefore, in my opinion, it cannot be said that 

accused  No.57  was  complicit  and  had  actively 

abetted in the taking place of the incident. I am 

of  the  opinion  that  the  limited  Police  force 

available  with  accused  No.57  was  in  no  manner 

sufficiently equipped to handle such a large and 

frenzied  mob  which  had  gone  out  of  control  on 

account of at least 15 persons having fallen to the 

private firing carried out by Shri Ehsan Jafri and 

therefore, accused No.57 in my opinion, cannot be 

said to be ineffective on account of any deliberate 

criminal  intent  to  aid  or  abet  the  mob.  I  am 

required  to  pay  particular  attention  to  the 
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testimony  of  PW-269  Natwarji  Jawanji  Bhati  at 

Exh.927 who is established to have fired six rounds 

from his weapon, PW-46 Mavjibhai Hakshibhai Bodar 

at Exh.400 who is established in the course of his 

testimony to have fired 14 rounds from his weapon, 

PW-28 Pratapsinh Shetansinh Rathod at Exh.349 who 

has testified to and is established to have fired 

six  rounds  from  his  weapon,  PW-21  Motibhai 

Dahyabhai  Vaghela  at  Exh.335  who  admits  to  have 

fired four rounds and three personnel of the CISF 

who  have  not  been  examined  as  witnesses  herein 

despite being cited as witnesses, have all fired 

from  their  weapons  as  is  corroborated  from  the 

paragraph  No.73  of  the  testimony  of  PW-335  Shri 

J.M.Suthar who clearly concedes and agrees that 61 

rounds were fired by the Police personnel on the 

mob  at  Gulbarg  Society  in  the  course  of  the 

incident  that  took  place  between  12:00  noon  and 

04:00 p.m. In my opinion, therefore, it would be 

very difficult to conclude that the Prosecution has 

established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the  criminal 

negligence and complicity on the part of accused 

No.57 or that accused No.57 by such inaction could 

be  said  to  have  aided  or  abetted  the  mob  in 

perpetration of such offence.

968. It also emerges from the testimony of 

PW-45 Rajeshbhai Kuberbhai Parmar at Exh.399, more 

particularly page No.3, paragraph No.4, wherein it 

is specifically deposed that at least four persons 
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were  killed  in  the  Police  firing  upon  the  mob 

during  the  course  of  the  incident.  For  all  such 

reasons, at the cost of repetition, I conclude that 

it  is  increasingly  difficult  to  come  to  a 

conclusion  that  accused  No.57  had  with  criminal 

intent,  malafide  not  taken  any  active  action  to 

prevent the mob from perpetrating the offence.

969. With regard to the submissions of Shri 

S.M.Vora  that  accused  No.57  while  handling  the 

investigation,  was  deliberately  trying  to  derail 

the investigation and the Panchnamas were drawn in 

a slipshod manner and in a very short time and in a 

manner  as  would  not  bring  out  any  conclusive 

material against the actual perpetrators, I am of 

the opinion that again there is no material to make 

me come to a conclusion that the Panchnamas, more 

particularly the inquest Panchnamas with  which the 

complaint is made, were drawn in a manner as would 

suggest any criminal intent on the part of accused 

No.57 to derail the investigation. There is even 

according  to  Shri  J.M.Suthar,  PW-335,  nothing  in 

the Police Manual which draws a time frame within 

which a Panchnama has to be concluded or the time 

to be taken in drawing a Panchnama and therefore, 

it  would  be  imprudent  on  my  part  to  come  to  a 

conclusion  in  the  absence  of  any  material  that 

accused No.57 by drawing inquest Panchnamas in such 

a  hurried  fashion,  had  attempted  to  derail  the 

investigation. Again the fact of there bing names 
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of  eleven  accused  in  the  complaint,  of  whom  two 

were  repeat  names,  again  does  not  have  any 

substance inasmuch as, the person shown as accused 

No.2 is one Ramesh who is attributed to be residing 

near a Temple whereas the person shown as accused 

No.9  is  also  named  Ramesh  but  however,  he  is 

identified as the person associated with on Sadhna 

Stores. Therefore, in my opinion, it cannot be said 

that the same person was shown as accused twice, 

and therefore, even this allegation against accused 

No.57 in my opinion, is unfounded.

970. Further,  with  regard  to  the  serious 

charge  of  drawing  Panchnamas  on  08/03/2002  as 

reflected in the submissions of Shri S.M.Vora, is 

required to be scrutinized very carefully. It is 

emerging from the submissions of Shri S.M.Vora that 

accused No.57 had got drawn Panchnama Exh.576 with 

regard  to  recovery  of  jewellery  from  inside  the 

residence  of  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri  and  an  inquest 

Panchnama Exh.488 which was the inquest upon a dead 

body  found  within  the  residence  of  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri, between the period 14:00 Hrs. and 15:00 Hrs. 

which would suggest that both the Panchnamas were 

deliberately drawn in such fashion to derail the 

investigation. I have perused the panchnama Exh.576 

which  relates  to  the  discovery  and  recovery  of 

jewellery  in  a  box  found  in  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri's 

residence.  The  said  Panchnama  is  established  to 

have  commenced  from  14:00  Hrs.  and  concluded  at 
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15:00  Hrs.  The  inquest  Panchnama  Exh.488,  on 

perusal  thereof,  has  commenced  at  14:45  Hrs. 

meaning thereby that it commenced 45 minutes after 

the  recovery  and  discovery  Panchnama  Exh.576  had 

commenced. Therefore, in my opinion, it cannot be 

said  that  both  the  Panchnamas  were  drawn 

simultaneously  in  a  manner  so  as  to  derail  the 

investigation. I am of the opinion that when the 

Panchnama  Exh.576  was  about  to  be  concluded, 

accused  No.57  appears  to  have  ordered  the 

commencement of Panchnama Exh.488 and therefore, in 

my opinion, there is, looking to the duration and 

extent of the Panchnamas, reasonable time afforded 

to both aspects in the Panchnamas, and therefore, I 

cannot agree with the submissions advanced by Shri 

S.M.Vora that there was criminal intent on the part 

of accused No.57 in such action.

971. Again, with regard to the fact that 

there was an attempt to delay the identification 

process of the dead bodies, is also, in my opinion, 

unfounded and I do not find any material to support 

such deliberate action or omission on the part of 

accused No.57 which could construe as a deliberate 

attempt  to  delay  the  identification  process  and 

that too with malafide intention to aid and abet 

the offenders. In the circumstances, and more so 

when  on  specific  questioning  Shri  Kodekar  with 

regard to the fate of the inquiry if any, initiated 

against accused No.57, for his alleged criminality, 
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I  do  not  find  any  material  emerging  from  the 

Prosecution which will give me a clear answer in 

that regard and therefore, I am required to draw 

adverse inference in that regard.

972. There is another aspect emerging from 

the  submissions  of  Shri  Vora  that  accused  No.57 

deliberately  did  not  summon  the  Fire  Brigade 

despite  raging  fires  in  Gulbarg  Society.  I  am 

required to note that the document Exh.1153 clearly 

bellies  this  allegation  inasmuch  as,  the  same 

clearly establishes that it was accused No.57 who 

had on the date of the incident itself, sought the 

services of a Fire Brigade and if for reasons which 

were obviously, in my opinion, beyond his control 

if the Fire Brigade did not reach Gulbarg Society 

immediately,  it  cannot  be  on  account  of  any 

inaction on the part of accused No.57 and therefore 

also,  accused  No.57  cannot  be  held  to  be 

responsible  in  any  manner  for  the  Fire  Brigade 

having not been summoned to Gulbarg Society. The 

PW-335 in my opinion, has laid this aspect to rest 

in  the  course  of  his  testimony  where  on  page 

No,.70,  paragraph  No.12,  Shri  J.M.Suthar  has 

clearly admitted that a message from accused No.57 

was  forwarded  to  the  Control  Room  inter  alia 

seeking the services of a Fire Brigade at the site 

of  the  incident  on  28/02/2002  itself.  In  my 

opinion, therefore, and more particularly in light 

of a further aspect emerging from paragraph No.113 
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on page No.70 of the testimony of PW-335, that a 

message was also sent to secure the services of the 

Fire Brigade at 05:00 p.m. itself, on the date of 

the incident, such allegations are, in my opinion, 

also  devoid  of  merits  and  are  required  to  be 

discarded.

973. A further aspect of alleged criminal 

neglect and attempt to derail the investigation on 

the  part  of  accused  No.57  is  a  charge  that  the 

brother  of  accused  No.1  was  selected  as  a  Panch 

witness by accused No.57 for the recovery Panchnama 

Exh.1086 dated 06/03/2002 which was in respect of 

the recovery of a can of inflammable substance at 

the  instance  of  accused  No.3.  I  am  required  to 

examine this allegation carefully. There does not 

appear to be any doubt that the Panch witness was 

the real brother of accused No.1. However, there is 

no material to show that accused No.57 was fully 

aware of the fact of accused No.1 and such Panch 

witness being brothers. I am required to accept the 

submissions  of  the  defence  that  if  such  Panch 

witness  PW-73  Suresh  Lalchand  Dhobi  Exh.471  was 

examined on the record and as is the case with most 

Panch witnesses, this witness had turned hostile. 

In my opinion, when such witness had not supported 

the drawing of the Panchnama, there was available 

to the Prosecution a second Panch witness in the 

shape of Pradyuman Jatashanker Joshi who admittedly 

was  not  related  to  any  of  the  accused  and  by 
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choosing not to examine such witness, it cannot lie 

in  the  mouth  of  the  Prosecution  to  attempt  to 

establish that accused No.57 is required to be held 

guilty of criminal negligence merely on this count. 

It  was  always  open  for  the  Prosecution  to  have 

examined the second Panch more so when the first 

Panch was hostile. In such circumstances, I do not 

find  any  substantive  material  in  such  allegation 

also.

974. It  is  also  emerging  from  the 

submissions of Shri S.M.Vora that accused No.57 did 

not  get  done  videography  and  photography  of  the 

site  of  the  incident  which  was  deliberately  not 

done so with a view to hide the real culprits and 

perpetrators. In am of the opinion that it would 

have been impossible for every Police outpost to 

keep  present  with  them  videographers  and 

photographers in such a large expanse of the city 

and  therefore,  even  if  it  is  accepted  that 

videographers  and  photographers  were  not  present 

all throughout during the incident that took place, 

I cannot hold accused No.57 responsible for such 

absence of videographers and photographers. In fact 

a  videographer  and  photographer  was  immediately 

summoned by accused No.57 as is clearly emerging 

from the document Exh.1151 that a message was sent 

to  the  Control  Room  immediately  on  28/02/2002 

itself at about 17:15 Hrs. seeking the services of 

a  videographer/photographer.  In  my  opinion, 
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therefore, there cannot be said to be any criminal 

negligence or intent on the part of accused No.57 

in this regard also.

975. Another  aspect  emerging  from  the 

submissions of Shri S.M.Vora, is inter alia to the 

effect that no FSL expert was summoned at the scene 

of the incident at the earliest possible instance. 

I am required to note that the document Exh.1571 

establishes that a FSL expert was sought to be made 

present  at  the  site  of  the  incident  almost 

immediately.  The  testimony  of  PW-335  IO  Shri 

J.M.Suthar  on  page  No.71  in  paragraph  No.115, 

clearly establishes that the FSL had indeed visited 

the scene of the incident on 01/03/2002 and in my 

opinion,  therefore,  there  is  no  merit  in  the 

defence submissions even in this regard and there 

is  no  material  which  would  establish  beyond 

reasonable doubt any criminal intent on the part of 

accused No.57 to conspire with or abet offenders 

and perpetrators of this ghastly incident.

976. Even  considering  the  aspect  of  non-

arrest of accused No.56 despite naming him in the 

complaint, I do not find any substance inasmuch as, 

accused No.57 was in charge of the investigation 

only upto 08/03/2002. It is a matter of record that 

no less than ten Investigating Officers including 

the IO of the S.I.T. Shri J.M.Suthar i.e. PW-335, 

have right upto the year 2009, arrested a number of 
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accused.  In  my  opinion,  therefore,  a  seven-day 

delay or non-arrest of an accused would not make 

accused No.57 in any manner criminally negligent or 

for that matter, in any manner be said to be aiding 

or  abetting  in  the  commission  of  the  offence  or 

shielding  the  real  perpetrators  of  the  offence. 

Again,  I  may  state  that  at  least  five  of  the 

principal perpetrators of the offence are as yet 

and till date shown to be absconding and despite 

the  best  efforts  of  even  the  highest  level  of 

Police Officers including a S.I.T. formed by the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court of India, none of such five 

absconding  accused  have  been  arrested  till  date. 

Therefore also, accused No.57 cannot be blamed in 

this regard also.

977. To conclude, I may state that it is 

very difficult to establish beyond reasonable doubt 

the culpability, involvement and guilt of a single 

Police Officer when the entire Police Force could 

be  said  to  have  been  highly  ineffective  on  that 

fateful day on 28/02/2002 where all throughout the 

State of Gujarat, wholesale carnage was committed 

which resulted in a huge loss of human lives and 

huge  loss  and  destruction  of  property  of  the 

members of the minority community took place, and 

therefore, in my opinion, a single Police Officer 

cannot be made responsible for such incidents and 

be held guilty on account of his alleged criminal 

negligence in such incidents. I am of the opinion 
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that  accused  No.57,  therefore,  cannot  be  held 

responsible  in  any  manner  whatsoever  for  the 

ineffectiveness on the part of the Police Force to 

prevent  the  present  incident  and  therefore,  the 

accused No.57 in my opinion, cannot be held to be 

guilty  of  any  of  the  charges  that  he  faces  and 

therefore, I am of the opinion that accused No.57 

is required to be given the benefit of doubt and 

thereby given a clean acquittal. 

978. I may further state that with regard 

to  the  grievance  raised  that  despite  being  the 

complainant,  accused  No.57  K.G.Erda  himself  took 

over  the  investigation,  I  am  required  and 

constrained  to  observe  that  looking  to  the 

situation  prevalent  all  over  Gujarat  and  more 

particularly in Ahmedabad where there was complete 

break  down  of  law  and  order  machinery,  if  the 

investigation was commenced by K.G.Erda, that could 

have at the best been required to be treated as an 

irregularity which could have possibly vitiated the 

investigation if the investigation was allowed to 

be completed by K.G.Erda. But, the same cannot be 

said  so  herein  on  account  of  the  fact  that  the 

investigation  was  taken  over  from  accused  No.57 

K.G.Erda from 08/03/2002 i.e. nearly within a week 

from the incident, and in such circumstances, this 

does  not  show  any  criminal  intent  or  criminal 

negligence or deliberate inaction on the part of 

K.G.Erda,  which  in  my  opinion,  could  be  said  to 
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have  established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the 

charges levelled against him.

979. Before parting, I may state that large 

number of judgments and authorities have been cited 

by all the contesting parties, and looking to the 

overwhelming facts and unprecedented nature of the 

events that have taken place hereat, I propose to 

rely more on the facts than on the general ratio 

emerging from the judgments of the Hon'ble Supreme 

Court as also the Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat, 

which  have  been  pressed  into  reliance  herein.  I 

have, therefore, placed limited reliance on some of 

the  judgments  which  I  deem  absolutely  essential, 

relevant and applicable on all facts of the present 

proceedings.  I  do  not  propose  to  lengthen  my 

already enormously lengthy judgment by referring to 

and discussing each judgment pressed into reliance 

by the parties herein.

980. In light of the foregoing discussion, 

the  points  for  determination  No.1  to  6  more 

particularly  referred  to  herein  before,  are 

accordingly answered and disposed of. 

Point for determination No.7 

981. In the circumstances, in light of my 

findings  arrived  at  on  the  above  points  for 

determination  No.1  to  6,  I  pass  the  following 

order:-
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Order

1. The  Prosecution partly  succeeds. The 

accused No.4 Mangaji Pokarji Marwadi, accused No.5 

Jayesh  Ramubhai  Patni,  accused  No.6  Kishorbhai 

Mangabhai  Patni,  accused  No.7  Shailesh  @  Kalu 

Hiralal  Patni,  accused  No.8  Kanaiya  @  Bablu 

Chaichau, accused No.9 Kantibhai Popatbhai Patni, 

accused No.10 Shakrabhai Sendhabhai Patni, accused 

No.11 Manojkumar Premjibhai Parmar, accused No.12 

Dipakkumar  Somabhai  Solanki,  accused  No.13 

Vinodbhai  Arvindbhai  Solanki,  accused  No.15  Ajay 

Somabhai  Panchal,  accused  No.18  Sanjaykumar 

Shankarbhai Patni, accused No.19 Shailesh Natwarlal 

Patni,  accused  No.20  Naresh  @  Nariyo  Bansilal 

Prajapati, accused No.22 Babubhai Mohanbhai Patni, 

accused No.24 Shankarji Hakaji Mali, accused No.26 

pannalal @ Prabhu Mochi Premchand Sisodiya, accused 

No.28 Prahlad Rajuji Asori, accused No.30 Madanlal 

Dhanraj Raval, accused No.31 Mahendra Mulchandbhai 

Parmar,  accused  No.33  Prahlad  Omprakash  Songara, 

accused No.36 Chirag Dilipbhai Shah, accused No.39 

Mukesh  Atmaram  Thakor,  accused  No.40  Parbatsinh 

tarsangsinh @ Darshansinh Darpansinh, accused No.44 

Nagin Hasmukhbhai Patni, accused No.48 Jitendra @ 

Jitu Pratapji Thakor, accused No.49 Mahesh @ Pappu 

Pratapji Thakor, accused No.51 Mahesh Ramji Nath, 

accused  No.53  Sushil  Brijmohan  Sharma,  accused 

No.56  Pradip  Khanabhai  Parmar,  accused  No.57 

Kiritkumar  Govindji  Erda,  accused  No.58  Meghsing 
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Dhupsing  Chaudhary,  accused  No.60  Bipin  Ambalal 

Patel,  accused  No.62  Dilip  Kantilal  Jinger  and 

accused No.65 Rajesh Dayaram Jinger, are given the 

benefit of doubt and are ordered to stand acquitted 

of all charges levelled against them vide Exh.109 

in  connection  with  the  offence  registered  at  I-

C.R.No.67  of  2002  with  the  Meghaninagar  Police 

Station, Ahmedabad.

2. All  the  above  referred  accused  have 

been enlarged on bail during the pendency of the 

trial  and  in  such  circumstances,  it  is  hereby 

specifically  ordered  that  the  bail  bonds  of  the 

accused  referred  to  above,  shall  stand  continued 

till expiry of the appeal period.

3. The  accused  No.64  Shivcharan  @ 

Jitendra @ Lallo Ramji Rai is also hereby given the 

benefit of doubt and is ordered to stand acquitted 

of all charges levelled against him vide Exh.109 in 

connection  with  the  offence  registered  at  I-

C.R.No.67  of  2002  with  the  Meghaninagar  Police 

Station,  Ahmedabad.  The  accused  No.64  has  been 

denied bail all throughout the trial and has been 

in  judicial  custody  during  the  pendency  of  the 

trial.  He  is,  therefore,  ordered  to  be  set  free 

forthwith unless required to be kept in judicial 

custody  in  connection  with  any  other  offence  or 

proceedings.
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4. As far as the remaining accused are 

concerned, the  accused No.1 Kailash Lalchand Dhobi 

is  hereby  found  guilty  of  the  charges  framed 

against him vide Exh.109 and is hereby ordered to 

stand convicted for having committed the offences 

punishable under sections 143, 147, 148, 149, 153(A)

(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 201, 295, 302, 307, 332,  337, 

396, 397, 398, 427, 435, 436, 447, 449 and 452  of 

the Indian Penal Code read together with Sec.135(1) 

of the Bombay Police Act. 

5. The  accused No.2 Yogendrasinh @ Lalo 

Mohansinh Shekhawat is hereby found guilty of the 

charges  framed  against  him  vide  Exh.109  and  is 

hereby  ordered  to  stand  convicted  for  having 

committed  the  offences  punishable  under  sections 

143, 147, 148, 149, 153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 201, 

295,  302, 332, 337, 396, 397, 398, 427, 435, 436, 

447,  449  and  452  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code  read 

together with Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act.

6. The accused No.14 Jayeshkumar @ Gabbar 

Madanlal  Jinger is  hereby  found  guilty  of  the 

charges  framed  against  him  vide  Exh.109  and  is 

hereby  ordered  to  stand  convicted  for  having 

committed  the  offences  punishable  under  sections 

143, 147, 148, 149, 153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188,  201, 

295, 302, 332, 337,  396, 397, 398, 427, 435, 436, 

447, 449  and  452  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code  read 

together with Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act.
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7. The  accused  No.34  Krishnakumar  @ 

Krishna (son of Champaben)  is hereby found guilty 

of the charges framed against him vide Exh.109 and 

is  hereby  ordered  to  stand  convicted  for  having 

committed  the  offences  punishable  under  sections 

143, 147, 148, 149,  153(A)(1)(a)(b),  186, 188, 201, 

295, 302, 332, 337,  396, 397, 398, 427, 435, 436, 

447, 449  and  452  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code  read 

together with Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act.

8.  The  accused  No.41  Jayesh  Ramjibhai 

Parmar is hereby found guilty of the charges framed 

against him vide Exh.109 and is hereby ordered to 

stand convicted for having committed the offences 

punishable  under  sections  143,  147,  148,  149, 

153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 201, 295, 302, 337, 396, 

397, 398, 427, 435, 436, 447, 449 and 452 of the 

Indian Penal Code read together with Sec.135(1) of 

the Bombay Police Act.

9.  The  accused  No.42  Raju  @  Mamo 

Ramavtar  Tiwari is  hereby  found  guilty  of  the 

charges  framed  against  him  vide  Exh.109  and  is 

hereby  ordered  to  stand  convicted  for  having 

committed  the  offences  punishable  under  sections 

143, 147, 148, 149,  153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 201, 

295,  302, 332, 337, 396, 397, 398, 427, 435, 436, 

447, 449 and 452  of the Indian Penal Code read 

together with Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act.
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10.  The accused No.43  Naran Sitaram Tank 

@ Naran Channelwalo @ Naran Kodhiyo is hereby found 

guilty  of  the  charges  framed  against  him  vide 

Exh.109 and is hereby ordered to stand convicted 

for having committed the offences punishable under 

sections  143, 147, 148, 149,  153(A)(1)(a)(b),  186, 

188, 201, 295,  302, 332, 337, 396, 397, 398, 427, 

435, 436, 447, 449 and 452  of the Indian Penal Code 

read together with Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police 

Act.

11.  The  accused  No.46  Lakhansing  @ 

Lakhiyo Lalubha Chudasama is hereby found guilty of 

the charges framed against him vide Exh.109 and is 

hereby  ordered  to  stand  convicted  for  having 

committed  the  offences  punishable  under  sections 

143, 147, 148, 149, 153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 201, 

295,  302, 332, 337, 396, 397, 398, 427, 435, 436, 

447,  449  and  452  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code  read 

together with Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act.

12.  The  accused  No.54  Bharat  @  Bharat 

Taili Shitlaprasad is hereby found guilty of the 

charges  framed  against  him  vide  Exh.109  and  is 

hereby  ordered  to  stand  convicted  for  having 

committed  the  offences  punishable  under  sections 

143, 147, 148, 149,  153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 201, 

295, 302, 332, 337,  396, 397, 398,  427, 435, 436, 

447, 449  and  452  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code  read 
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together with Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act.

13.  The  accused No.55 Bharat Laxmansinh 

Goud Rajput is hereby found guilty of the charges 

framed  against  him  vide  Exh.109  and  is  hereby 

ordered to stand convicted for having committed the 

offences  punishable  under  sections  143, 147, 148, 

149,  153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 201, 295, 302, 323, 

324, 332, 337,   396, 397, 398,  427, 435, 436, 447, 

449 and 452 of the Indian Penal Code read together 

with Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act.

14.  The  accused  No.63  Dinesh  Prabhudas 

Sharma is hereby found guilty of the charges framed 

against him vide Exh.109 and is hereby ordered to 

stand convicted for having committed the offences 

punishable  under  sections  143,  147,  148,  149, 

153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 201, 295, 302, 332, 337, 

396, 397, 398, 427, 435, 436, 447, 449 and 452 of 

the Indian Penal Code read together with Sec.135(1) 

of the Bombay Police Act.

15.  The accused No.25 Mangilal Dhupchand 

Jain is hereby found guilty of the charges framed 

against him vide Exh.109 and is hereby ordered to 

stand convicted for having committed the offences 

punishable  under  sections  143,  147,  148,  149, 

153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 307, 435, 436, 447, 449 

and 452 of the Indian Penal Code read together with 

Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act.
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16.  The accused No.3 Surendrasinh @ Vakil 

Digvijaysinh Chauhan  is hereby found guilty of the 

charges  framed  against  him  vide  Exh.109  and  is 

hereby  ordered  to  stand  convicted  for  having 

committed  the  offences  punishable  under  sections 

143, 147, 148, 149, 153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 435, 

436 and 452 of the Indian Penal Code.

17.  The  accused  No.16  Dilip  @  Kalu 

Chaturbhai  Parmar  is  hereby  found  guilty  of  the 

charges  framed  against  him  vide  Exh.109  and  is 

hereby  ordered  to  stand  convicted  for  having 

committed  the  offences  punishable  under  sections 

143, 147, 148, 149, 153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 427, 

435, 436, 447 and 452 of the Indian Penal Code read 

together with Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act.

18.  The  accused  No.21  Sandip  @  Sonu 

Ghunghruwaalwalo  Ramprakash  Mehra  (Punjabi)  is 

hereby found guilty of the charges framed against 

him  vide  Exh.109  and  is  hereby  ordered  to  stand 

convicted  for  having  committed  the  offences 

punishable under sections  143, 147, 148, 149, 186, 

188, 153(A)(1)(a)(b), 332, 435 and 436 of the Indian 

Penal  Code  read  together  with  Sec.135(1)  of  the 

Bombay Police Act.

19.  The  accused  No.29  Mukesh  Pukhraj 

Sankhla  is  hereby  found  guilty  of  the  charges 
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framed  against  him  vide  Exh.109  and  is  hereby 

ordered to stand convicted for having committed the 

offences punishable under sections 143, 147, 148, 

149, 153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 396, 397, 398, 427, 

435,  436,  447,  449  and  452  of  the  Indian  Penal 

Code.

20.  The  accused  No.32  Ambesh  Kantilal 

Jinger is hereby found guilty of the charges framed 

against him vide Exh.109 and is hereby ordered to 

stand convicted for having committed the offences 

punishable  under  sections  143,  147,  148,  149, 

153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 427, 435, 436, 447, 449 

and 452 of the Indian Penal Code read together with 

Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act.

21.  The  accused  No.37  Prakash  @  Kali 

Khengarji Padhiyar  is hereby found guilty of the 

charges  framed  against  him  vide  Exh.109  and  is 

hereby  ordered  to  stand  convicted  for  having 

committed  the  offences  punishable  under  sections 

143, 147, 148, 149, 153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188 and 

332 of the Indian Penal Code.

22.  The  accused  No.38  Manish  Prabhulal 

Jain  is hereby found guilty of the charges framed 

against him vide Exh.109 and is hereby ordered to 

stand convicted for having committed the offences 

punishable  under  sections  143,  147,  148,  149, 

153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 427, 435, 436, 447 and 
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452 of the Indian Penal Code.

23.  The  accused  No.47  Dharmesh 

Prahladbhai Shukla  is hereby found guilty of the 

charges  framed  against  him  vide  Exh.109  and  is 

hereby  ordered  to  stand  convicted  for  having 

committed  the  offences  punishable  under  sections 

143,  147,  148,  149,  153(A)(1)(a)(b),  186,  188, 

427, 435, 436, 447, 449 and 452 of the Indian Penal 

Code.

24. The accused No.50 Kapil Devnarayan @ Munnabhai 

Mishra is hereby found guilty of the charges framed 

against him vide Exh.109 and is hereby ordered to 

stand convicted for having committed the offences 

punishable  under  sections  143,  147,  148,  149, 

153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188,  427, 435, 436, 447, 449 

and 452 of the Indian Penal Code.

25.  The  accused  No.52  Suresh  @  Kali 

Dahyabhai  Dhobi  is  hereby  found  guilty  of  the 

charges  framed  against  him  vide  Exh.109  and  is 

hereby  ordered  to  stand  convicted  for  having 

committed  the  offences  punishable  under  sections 

143, 147, 148, 149, 153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 427, 

435, 436, 447 and 452 of the Indian Penal Code read 

together with Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act.

26. The accused No.59 Atul Indravadan Vaid 

is  hereby  found  guilty  of  the  charges  framed 
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against him vide Exh.109 and is hereby ordered to 

stand convicted for having committed the offences 

punishable  under  sections  143,  147,  148,  149, 

153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188,  427, 435, 436, 447, 449 

and 452 of the Indian Penal Code.

27. The  accused  No.66  Babu  Hastimal  Marwadi  is 

hereby found guilty of the charges framed against 

him  vide  Exh.109  and  is  hereby  ordered  to  stand 

convicted  for  having  committed  the  offences 

punishable  under  sections  143,  147,  148,  149, 

153(A)(1)(a)(b), 186, 188, 427, 435, 436, 447, 449 

and 452 of the Indian Penal Code read together with 

Sec.135(1) of the Bombay Police Act.

28. The convicted accused are ordered to be taken 

into judicial custody forthwith and lodged with the 

Central Jail, Sabarmati, Ahmedabad.

29. The  proceedings  are  kept  for  hearing  the 

convicted  accused  with  regard  to  the  quantum  of 

punishment to be imposed on such accused. Further 

orders would be passed after hearing all parties 

with regard to quantum of punishment.

30. The proceedings are ordered to stand adjourned 

to 6th June, 2016 for detailed hearing with regard 

to quantum of punishment.

31.  It  is  further  ordered  that  after 
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detailed orders on the quantum of punishment are 

passed, certified copies of the entire judgment and 

charges  be  provided  free  of  cost  to  all  the 

convicted accused immediately.

Dictated  and  pronounced  in  the  open 

Court on this 2  nd   day of June, 2016.

City Sessions Court,     (Pranav Bhadramukh Desai)
Ahmedabad.        Special Judge, Designated Court
Date: 02/06/2016    for speedy trial of riot cases

     (Gulbarg Society),Ahmedabad.
  Unique ID Code No.GJ00004

*ashwin

Further order

06/06/2016

1. Heard the learned advocates appearing 

on behalf of the respective parties, on the question 

of  quantum  of  sentence  to  be  imposed  upon  the 

accused who are convicted.

2. At  the  outset,  the  learned  Spl.P.P. 

Shri R.C.Kodekar appearing on behalf of the State, 

submits  that  before  making  his  submissions  with 

regard to the quantum of punishment to be imposed on 

each of the convicted accused, the peculiar case of 

accused  No.1  Kailash  Dhobi  is  required  to  be 

considered. 

3. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 
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the  accused  No.1  is  not  available  and  was  not 

available even on the date of pronouncement of the 

judgment, but however, since the law permits, this 

Court had pronounced the judgment. It is submitted 

that the sentence was not passed and the present 

hearing  today  is  for  ascertaining,  deciding  and 

fixing the quantum of punishment to be imposed on 

each of the accused convicted herein. 

4. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar that 

Sec.353  of  the  Cr.P.C.,  more  particularly  sub-

section  (5)  thereof,  clearly  mandates  that  an 

accused should be brought up to hear the judgment 

pronounced and it is submitted that since accused 

No.1 has not been available, and even the sentence 

is to be passed in absentia, it is urged that the 

quantum of sentence  qua  accused No.1 Kailash Dhobi 

be kept in abeyance.

5. It is submitted by Shri Kodekar with 

regard to the quantum of sentence to be imposed on 

all the accused concerned, that since the Court has 

convicted 11 (eleven) of the accused under Sec.302 

read together with Sec.149 read together with other 

provisions of the I.P.C., it could be classified as 

a major punishment as far as these eleven accused 

are concerned. It is submitted that with regard to 

the other accused, since those accused are convicted 

for  lesser  offences,  but  however,  since  the 

provisions of Sec.149 of the IPC are made applicable 

to those accused also, it is urged that in such 
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circumstances, all the 24 accused are required to be 

imposed  the  major  punishment  more  so  when  the 

magnitude and gravity of the present offence is kept 

in mind. 

6. It  is  submitted  that  here  is  an 

unprecedented case where 69  persons comprising of 

innocent men, women and children were done away to 

death in a most ghastly manner and their bodies were 

also  burnt  in  a  manner  as  were  charred  beyond 

recognition and that such persons were roasted to 

death. It is also pointed out that all the bodies 

were found to have anti-mortem multiple injuries on 

them  and  were  also  roasted  and  charred  beyond 

recognition in most cases. It is submitted that in 

such circumstances, the offence is an exceptional 

offence and would and should, therefore, be required 

to be viewed as one of the rarest of rare cases.

7. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

the accused have committed this offence without any 

fault on the part of the victims and the only fault 

that could be attributed to the victims, was that 

they belonged to a particular community and more 

particularly, the minority community.

8. It  is  submitted  that  most  of  the 

surviving victims have lost large numbers of the 

members  of  their  family  in  this  unprecedented 

incident and that is also an aspect required to be 

considered while deciding the quantum of punishment 
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to be imposed on the accused.

9. It  is  submitted  that  the  extent  of 

horrendous  and  barbaric  acts  on  the  part  of  the 

accused can be analyzed from the fact that out of 

the 69 victims, 20 of the fatalities were females, 

six of the fatalities were children, and out of the 

13 male fatalities, one was a handicapped person. It 

is pointed out that this aspect referred to above, 

relates to the recovered bodies. It is pointed out 

that 30 further persons are not traceable till date 

and  of  such  missing  persons,  14  persons  were 

females, 08 children and 08 adult males. 

10. It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances, this is a case of mass killings and 

mass murders and therefore, exemplary punishment is 

required to be meted out to all the accused found 

guilty herein. 

11. It is submitted that to establish as 

to whether an offence falls within the term “rarest 

of rare cases”, the Hon'ble Supreme Court according 

to Shri Kodekar, has laid down three parameters as 

herein after follows.

12. It  is  pointed  out  that  the  first 

parameter is “crime test”. It is pointed out that a 

crime test is what is meant by the totality of the 

crime where the extent and gravity of the crime is 

required to be borne in mind. It is pointed out that 
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the aggravated circumstances where the only aspect 

required to be borne in mind is that the mob had 

mercilessly  done  away  with  the  members  of  a 

particular community only on account of their being 

members of such community. It is submitted that in 

such  circumstances,  all  the  accused  convicted 

herein, are required to be treated as a menace to 

the  society.  It  is  submitted  that  thee  is  no 

possibility  of  reforming  or  rehabilitating  such 

convicted  accused.  It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances, when both - the crime test as also 

mitigating  circumstances  which  could  operate  in 

favour of any of the accused herein, are operating 

against the accused convicted herein, the test and 

parameters required to establish as the “rarest of 

the rare case” is established herein.

13. My attention is drawn to a judgment of 

the Hon'ble Supreme Court which according to Shri 

Kodekar, is the case law on the subject, delivered 

in the case of  Shankar Kisanrao Khade v. State of 

Maharashtra  as  reported  in  (2013)  5  SCC  546.  My 

attention is particularly drawn to the contents of 

paragraph No.52 of the said judgment.

“52. Aggravating  circumstances  as  pointed 

out above, of course, are not exhaustive so also the 

mitigating circumstances. In my considered view, the 

tests that we have to apply, while awarding death 

sentence are “crime test”, “criminal test” and the 
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“R-R test” and not the “balancing test”. To award 

death sentence, the “crime test” has to be fully 

satisfied,  that  is,  100% and  “criminal  test” 0%, 

that is, no mitigating circumstance favouring the 

accused. If there is any circumstance favouring the 

accused, like lack of intention to commit the crime, 

possibility  of  reformation,  young  age  of  the 

accused, not a menace to the society, no previous 

track record, etc. the “criminal test” may favour 

the accused to avoid the capital punishment. Even if 

both  the  tests  are  satisfied,  that  is,  the 

aggravating circumstances to the fullest extent and 

no mitigating circumstances favouring the accused, 

still we have to apply finally the rarest of the 

rare case test (R-R test). R-R test depends upon the 

perception of the society that is “society-centric” 

and  not  “Judge-centric”,  that  is,  whether  the 

society will approve the awarding of death sentence 

to certain types of crimes or not. While applying 

that test, the court has to look into variety of 

factors  like  society's  abhorrence,  extreme 

indignation and antipathy to certain types of crimes 

like  sexual  assault  and  murder  of  intellectually 

challenged  minor  girls,  suffering  from  physical 

disability,  old  and  infirm  women  with  those 

disabilities,  etc. Examples  are  only illustrative 

and not exhaustive. The courts award death sentence 

since situation demands so, due to constitutional 

compulsion, reflected by the will of the people and 
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not the will of the Judges.”

 

14. A  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court delivered in the case of Santosh Kumar Singh 

v. State of Madhya Pradesh as reported in (2014) 12 

SCC 650 is pressed into reliance and my attention is 

drawn to paragraph No.29 of the judgment, wherein 

the judgment of Shankar Kisanrao Khade (Supra) is 

cited with approval.

“29. Recently,  this  Court  in 

Shankar  Kisanrao  Khade  v.  State  of  Maharashtra, 

dealing with a case of death sentence, observed: 

(SCC p.576, para 52)

'52. Aggravating  circumstances  as 

pointed out above, of course, are not exhaustive so 

also the mitigating circumstances. In my considered 

view,  the  tests  that  we  have  to  apply,  while 

awarding death sentence are “crime test”, “criminal 

test”  and  the  “R-R  test”  and  not  the  “balancing 

test”. To award death sentence, the “crime test” has 

to be fully satisfied, that is, 100% and “criminal 

test”  0%,  that  is,  no  mitigating  circumstance 

favouring the accused. If there is any circumstance 

favouring the accused, like lack of intention to 

commit the crime, possibility of reformation, young 

age of the accused, not a menace to the society, no 

previous track record, etc. the “criminal test” may 

favour the accused to avoid the capital punishment. 

Even if both the tests are satisfied, that is, the 
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aggravating circumstances to the fullest extent and 

no mitigating circumstances favouring the accused, 

still we have to apply finally the rarest of the 

rare case test (R-R test). R-R test depends upon the 

perception of the society that is “society-centric” 

and  not  “Judge-centric”,  that  is,  whether  the 

society will approve the awarding of death sentence 

to certain types of crimes or not. While applying 

that test, the court has to look into variety of 

factors  like  society's  abhorrence,  extreme 

indignation and antipathy to certain types of crimes 

like  sexual  assault  and  murder  of  intellectually 

challenged  minor  girls,  suffering  from  physical 

disability,  old  and  infirm  women  with  those 

disabilities,  etc. Examples  are  only illustrative 

and not exhaustive. The courts award death sentence 

since situation demands so, due to constitutional 

compulsion, reflected by the will of the people and 

not the will of the Judges.'”

 

15. It is argued by Shri Kodekar that as 

an  alternative  argument  and  that  too  on  the 

assumption that this Court does not accept that the 

present  case  and  the  accused  convicted  herein 

deserve  capital  punishment,  it  is  alternatively 

argued that if under any circumstances, the Court 

does  not  accept  the  Prosecution  arguments  with 

regard to imposition of capital punishment, then in 

such  case,  an  imprisonment  for  life  which  means 

until  the  death  of  that  particular  accused,  is 
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required to be imposed herein.

16. It is further urged that in any case, 

as a further alternative argument, the State submits 

that since the accused are found guilty of having 

committed offences punishable under other provisions 

of the IPC also, the Court is bound to order that 

the  sentences  should  run  consecutively  and  not 

concurrently.

17. With  regard  to other  13 accused  who 

have been found guilty of offences involving what 

would be termed as a lesser punishment to be imposed 

by  the  Court,  the  original  submission  that  they 

should be treated at par with the accused who have 

been  found  guilty  of  the  more  serious  offences, 

remains. It is submitted that such 13 accused are:

Sr.
No.

Accused 
No.

Name of accused

1 3 Surendrasinh @ Vakil Digvijaysinh Chauhan

2 16 Dilip @ Kalu Chaturbhai Parmar

3 21 Sandip @ Sonu Ghunghruwaalwalo Ramprakash 
Mehra (Punjabi)

4 25 Mangilal Dhupchand Jain

5 29 Mukesh Pukhraj Sankhla

6 32 Ambesh Kantilal Jinger

7 37 Prakash @ Kali Khengarji Padhiyar

8 38 Manish Prabhulal Jain

9 47 Dharmesh Prahladbhai Shukla

10 50 Kapil Devnarayan @ Munnabhai Mishra

11 52 Suresh @ Kali Dahyabhai Dhobi

12 59 Atul Indravadan Vaid

13 66 Babu Hastimal Marwadi
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18. It is urged that the sentences imposed 

should run consecutively and not concurrently.

19. Shri  S.M.Vora,  the  learned  advocate 

appearing on behalf of the victims/witnesses, adopts 

the submissions of learned Spl.P.P. Shri R.C.Kodekar 

with regard to the sentence to be imposed when all 

the accused are found to be guilty under Sec.149 of 

the  I.P.C.  It  is  submitted  that  the  all  the 

convicted  accused,  therefore,  are  required  to  be 

given  the  maximum  available  sentence  under  these 

provisions.

20. Shri  S.M.Vora  has  relied  upon  a 

judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court, delivered in 

the  case  of  Hazara  Singh  v. Rajkumar  &  Ors. as 

reported in (2013) 9 SCC 516, and reliance is more 

particularly placed on paragraphs Nos.10, 11 and 17 

of the said judgment, which are reproduced herein 

below. A judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court as 

reported in 2015 (1) SCC (Crim.) 18 is also pressed 

into reliance in that regard.

“10. In order to understand the reasoning 

of the High Court for reduction of sentence, it is 

but  proper  to refer  Section  307 IPC  which  reads 

thus:

'307. Attempt to murder.- Whoever does 

any act with such intention or knowledge, and under 
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such circumstances that, if he by that act caused 

death,  he  would  be  guilty  of  murder,  shall  be 

punished with imprisonment of either description for 

a term which may extend to ten years, and shall also 

be liable to fine; and if hurt is caused to any 

person by such act, the offender shall be liable 

either  to  imprisonment  for  life,  or  to  such 

punishment as is hereinabove mentioned.'

From the above, it is clear that the maximum 

punishment provided therein is imprisonment for life 

or a term which may extend to 10 years. Although 

Section  307 does  not expressly state the minimum 

sentence  to  be  imposed,  it  is  the  duty  of  the 

courts  to  consider  all  the  relevant  factors  to 

impose an appropriate sentence. The legislature has 

bestowed  upon  the  judiciary  this  enormous 

discretion in the sentencing policy, which must be 

exercised  with  utmost  care  and  caution.  The 

punishment awarded should be directly proportionate 

to the nature and the magnitude of the offence. The 

benchmark of proportionate sentencing can assist the 

Judges in arriving at a fair and impartial verdict.”

“11. the  cardinal principle of sentencing 

policy is that the sentence imposed on an offender 

should reflect the crime he has committed and it 

should  be  proportionate  to  the  gravity  of  the 

offence.  This  Court  has  repeatedly  stressed  the 

central  role  of  proportionality  in  sentencing  of 
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offenders in numerous cases.”

“17. We  reiterate  that  in  operating  the 

sentencing system, law should adopt the corrective 

machinery or deterrence based on factual matrix. The 

facts  and  given  circumstances  in  each  case,  the 

nature of the crime, the manner in which it was 

planned and committed, the motive for commission of 

the crime, the conduct of the accused, the nature 

of  weapons  used  and  all  other  attending 

circumstances are relevant facts which would enter 

into the area of consideration. We also reiterate 

that undue sympathy to impose inadequate sentence 

would  do  more  harm  to  the  justice  system  to 

undermine the public confidence in the efficacy of 

law. It is the duty of every court to award proper 

sentence having regard to the nature of the offence 

and  the  manner  in  which  it  was  executed  or 

committed. The court must not only keep in view the 

rights  of  the  victim  of  the  crime  but  also  the 

society at large while considering the imposition 

of appropriate punishment.”

21. Shri S.M.Vora has also relied upon a 

judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme court delivered in 

the case of Shabnam v. State of U.P. as reported in 

(2015)6 SCC 632 and reliance is more particularly 

placed  on  paragraph  No.25  of  the  said  judgment, 

which is reproduced herein below.
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“25. The guidelines and principles for 

classification of circumstances and determination of 

the culpability indicia as laid down by this court 

in  the  aforesaid  cases  have  been  succinctly 

summarised in Ramnaresh v. State of Chhattisgarh. 

The said are extracted as under: (SCC pp. 285-86, 

paras 76-77)

“Aggravating circumstances

(1) The  offences  relating  to  the 

commission of heinous crimes like murder, rape, armed 

dacoity, kidnapping, etc. by the accused with a prior 

record  of  conviction  for  capital  felony  or  offences 

committed by the person having a substantial history of 

serious assaults and criminal convictions.

(2) The offence was committed while the 

offender  was  engaged  in  the  commission  of  another 

serious offence.

(3) The offence was committed with the 

intention to create a fear psychosis in the public at 

large and was committed in a public place by a weapon or 

device which clearly could be hazardous to the life of 

more than one person.

(4) The offence of murder was committed 

for  ransom  or  like  offences  to  receive  money  for 

monetary benefits.

(5) Hired killings.

(6) The  offence  was  committed 

outrageously  for  want  only  while  involving  inhumane 

treatment and torture to the victim.

(7) The  offence  was  committed  by  a 

person while in lawful custody.
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(8) The  murder  or  the  offence  was 

committed to prevent a person lawfully carryout out his 

duty  like  arrest  or  custody  in  a  place  of  lawful 

confinement of himself or another. For instance, murder 

is of a person who had acted in lawful discharge of his 

duty under Section 43 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.

(9) When  the  crime  is  enormous  in 

proportion  like  making  an  attempt  of  murder  of  the 

entire family or members of a particular community.

(10) When  the  victim  is  innocent, 

helpless  or  a  person  relies  upon  the  trust  of 

relationship and social norms, like a child, helpless 

woman, a daughter or a niece staying with a father/uncle 

and  is  inflicted  with  the  crime  by  such  a  trusted 

person.

(11) When  murder  is  committed  for  a 

motive which evidences total depravity and meanness.

(12) When there is a cold-blooded murder 

without provocation.

(13) The crime is committed so brutally 

that  it  pricks  or  shocks  not  only  the  judicial 

conscience but even the conscience of the society.

Mitigating circumstances

(1) The manner and circumstances in and 

under  which  the  offence  was  committed,  for  example, 

extreme  mental  or  emotional  disturbance  or  extreme 

provocation in contradistinction to all these situations 

in normal course.

(2) The age of the accused is a relevant 

consideration but not a determinative factor by itself.

(3) The  chances  of  the  accused  of  not 
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indulging  in  commission  of  the  crime  again  and 

probability  of  the  accused  being  reformed  and 

rehabilitated.

(4) The condition of the accused shows 

that he was mentally defective and the defect impaired 

his  capacity  to  appreciate  the  circumstances  of  his 

criminal conduct.

(5) The  circumstances  which,  in  normal 

course of life, would render such a behaviour possible 

and  could  have  the  effect  of  giving  rise  to  mental 

imbalance  in  that  given  situation  like  persistent 

harassment or, in fact, leading to such a peak of human 

behaviour that, in the facts and circumstances of the 

case, the accused believed that he was morally justified 

in committing the offence.

(6) Where  the  court  upon  proper 

appreciation of evidence is of the view that the crime 

was not committed in a preordained manner and that the 

death resulted in the course of commission of another 

crime  and  that  there  was  a  possibility  of  it  being 

construed  as  consequences  to  the  commission  of  the 

primary crime.

(7) Where  it  is  absolutely  unsafe  to 

rely  upon the testimony of a sole eyewitness though 

prosecution has brought home the guilt of the accused.

77. While determining the questions relatable 

to sentencing policy, the court has to follow certain 

principles and those principles are the loadstar besides 

the above considerations in imposition or otherwise of 

the death sentence.
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Principles

(1) The court has to apply the test to 

determine,  if  it  was  the  'rarest  of  rare'  case  for 

imposition of a death sentence.

(2) In  the  opinion  of  the  court, 

imposition  of  any  other  punishment  i.e.  life 

imprisonment would be completely inadequate and would 

not meet the ends of justice.

(3) Life  imprisonment  is  the  rule  and 

death sentence is an exception.

(4) The  option  to  impose  sentence  of 

imprisonment  for  life  cannot  be  cautiously  exercised 

having regard to the nature and circumstances of the 

crime and all relevant circumstances.

(5) The  method  (planned  or  otherwise) 

and  the  manner  (extent  of  brutality  and  inhumanity, 

etc.)  in  which  the  crime  was  committed  and  the 

circumstances  leading  to  commission  of  such  heinous 

crime.”

22. It is pointed out by Shri Vora with 

regard to those accused who are found guilty with 

the offence punishable under Sec.436 of the I.P.C., 

that wide discretion has been imposed by the said 

provision  and  a  maximum  sentence  of  life 

imprisonment  can  be  imposed  under  this  very 

provision  and  it  is  urged  that  looking  to  the 

special facts and circumstances of this case, such 

maximum punishment is required to be imposed.

23. It is also pointed out by Shri Vora 

that under the provisions contained in Sec.357 of 
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the  Cr.P.C. and  in  terms  of  the  judgment  of  the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court delivered in the case of Sunil 

Dutt Sharma v. State  as reported in  (2014) 4 SCC 

375,  compensation  of  an  exemplary  nature is also 

required to be awarded to the survivors and victims 

and  it  is  urged  that  in  the  circumstances,  such 

exemplary punishment is required to be meted out to 

ensure  that  there  is  no  repetition  of  a  similar 

offence.  It  is  also  urged  that  supporting  Shri 

Kodekar's stand, the victims also press that all the 

sentences imposed should run consecutively and not 

concurrently.

24. Submitting on behalf of the concerned 

accused,  Shri  A.M.Bhardwaj,  the  learned  advocate 

argues that since this Court has not convicted any 

of the accused under the provisions of Sec.120B of 

the I.P.C. or Sec.34 of the I.P.C. for that matter, 

the only aspect that remains is whether a conviction 

under Sec.436 would apply in the present case or 

not. It is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that by not 

believing the Prosecution on many aspects including 

the offences under the Arms Act and offence under 

Sec.376  of  the  I.P.C.,  and  also  offence  under 

Sec.120B read together with Sec.34 of the I.P.C., 

this Court has not believed the Prosecution evidence 

to be entirely trustworthy and relevant enough for 

all purposes to impose maximum punishment on the 

accused  herein.  It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances, as has been laid down by the Hon'ble 

Supreme Court in the case of Ashok Debbarma @ Achak 
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Debbarma v. State of Tripura as reported in 2014(2) 

SCC(Cri.)  417,  the  degree  of  certainty  is  not 

established in the present case. 

25. It is submitted that in cases where 

the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  has  agreed  with  the 

principles and award of capital punishment, it is 

submitted that in all such cases, it was established 

that there was no provocation of any kind from the 

other side i.e. the victims. It is pointed out that 

in the present case, it cannot be said that there 

was no provocation or any act on the part of the 

victims which led to such aggravated circumstances 

taking  place.  It  is  pointed  out  that  Shri 

J.M.Suthar, the  I.O.  of  the  S.I.T. who  has  been 

examined as PW-335 at Exh.1289 on the record of the 

proceedings, in paragraph No.74 on page No.46 of his 

deposition,  has  accepted that in the  firing i.e. 

private  firing  by  Shri  Ehsan  Jafri,  there  was  a 

death of one person and injury to 15 persons. It is 

submitted that in such circumstances, it cannot be 

said  to  be  a  one-sided  act  on  the  part  of  the 

accused who did away with the victims without any 

provocation.  It  is  submitted  that  in  the 

circumstances, the Court is required to consider the 

mindset of the accused who were already disturbed by 

the  incident  that  took  place  on  27/02/2002  with 

regard to the burning of Coach at Godhra Railway 

Station and consequent thereto upon seeing a number 

of their brethren having fallen to private firing, 

where  one  person  had  died  and  15  persons  were 
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injured, it is submitted that at that point of time, 

the victims had only seen the people fall, without 

being fully aware as to whether such persons were 

merely  injured  or  all  of  them  had  died.  It  is 

submitted  that  in  such  circumstances,  the  entire 

incident has to be appreciated from this aspect also 

and the mindset of the accused at that point of time 

is to be looked at while deciding as to whether the 

case made out by the Prosecution is required to be 

accepted or not.

26. It  is  pointed  out  that  number  of 

witnesses  examined  herein  and referred to in the 

course  of  defence  arguments  herein  before,  have 

clearly established that the mob went out of control 

only on account of the firing done by Shri Ehsan 

Jafri. It is submitted that therefore, it cannot be 

said  that  the  incident  was  an  unprovoked, 

unwarranted and unilateral action on the part of the 

accused.  It  is  submitted  that  in  imposition  of 

capital  punishment  in  all  cases,  various  Courts 

including the Hon'ble Supreme Court, have found that 

there  was  a  cold-blooded,  calculated,  designed 

offence committed by the accused. It is submitted 

that looking to the peculiar facts and circumstances 

herein  and  more  so  looking  to  the  surcharge 

atmosphere, this aspect has to be borne in mind that 

there  was  no  cold-blooded,  pre-planned,  pre-

conceived  intent  on  the  part  of  the  accused  to 

commit the offence of the nature and extent that has 

taken place herein. It is submitted that the actions 
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of the accused were spontaneous and sudden reaction 

to what had transpired in the course of the day and 

which has been highlighted herein before.

27. Shri Bhardwaj has firstly relied upon 

a  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Gujarat  High  Court 

delivered in the case of  Patel Rasiklal Bhagwandas 

v. State of Gujarat  as reported in  1999(1) GLR 717 

wherein the Hon'ble High Court has laid down the 

parameters while deciding the quantum of punishment 

and emphasis is laid down on paragraphs Nos.25 and 

26 of the said judgment in support of the contention 

that the quantum of punishment is required to be 

carefully considered and parameters laid down by the 

Hon'ble High Court are also required to be borne in 

mind while imposing the quantum of sentence herein. 

“25. The  principles  and  parameters 

required to be examined and kept in the mental-radar 

while adjudicating upon the issue of sentencing for 

the offences are very well, exhaustively propounded 

and  expounded  in  number  of  decisions.  Learned 

Advocate Mr.Shah has placed reliance on the decision 

in the case of Bishnum Deo Shaw v. State of W.B., 

reported  in  AIR  1979  SC  964.  Relying  on  the 

observations made in paras 25 and 26 and 27 he has 

submitted  that  victimology  as  well  as  personal 

factors  referable  to  the  accused  persons  and 

peculiar  aspects  ought  to  be  reflected  in  the 

process of imposing sentence:
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'Apart  from  Sec.  354(3)  there  is 

another provision in the case which also uses the 

significant expression “special reasons”. It is Sec. 

361,  Sec.  360  of  the  1973  Code  re-enacts,  in 

substance, Sec. 562 of the 1989 Code and provides 

for the  release  on  probation  of  good  conduct  or 

after admonition any person not under 21 years of 

age who is convicted of an offence punishable with 

fine only or with imprisonment for a term of seven 

years or less, or any person under 21 years of age 

or any woman who is convicted of an offence not 

punishable with death or imprisonment for life, if 

no previous offence is proved against the offender, 

and it appears to the Court having regard to the 

age, character and antecedents of the offender and 

to  the  circumstances  in  which  the  offence  was 

committed  that it is expedient  that the  offender 

should be released on probation of good conduct or 

after admonition. If the Court refrains from dealing 

with  an  offender  under  Sec.  360  or  under  the 

provisions of the Probation of Offenders Act or any 

other  law  for  the  treatment,  training  or 

rehabilitation  of  youthful  offenders,  where  the 

Court could have done so. Sec. 361 which is a new 

provision in the 1973 Code makes it mandatory for 

the  Court  to  record  in  its  judgment  “special 

reasons” for not doing so. Sec. 361 thus casts a 

duty upon the Court to apply the provisions of Sec. 

360, wherever, it is possible to do so and to state 
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“special  reasons”  if  it  does  not  do  so.  In  the 

context  of  Sec.  360  the  “special  reasons” 

contemplated by Sec. 361 must be such as to compel 

the Court to hold that it is impossible to reform 

and rehabilitate the offender after examining the 

matter with due regard to the age, character and 

antecedents of the offender and the circumstances in 

which  the  offence  was  committed.  This  is  some 

indication by the legislature that reformation and 

rehabilitation of offenders and not mere deterrence, 

are  now  among  the  foremost  objects  of  the 

administration of criminal justice in our country. 

Secs. 361 and 354(3) have both entered the Statute 

Book  at  the same time and they are part  of  the 

emerging  picture  of  acceptance  by  the  Indian 

Parliament of the new trends of criminology. We will 

not,  therefore,  be  wrong  in  assuming  that  the 

personality of the offender as revealed by his age, 

character  and  antecedents  and  other  circumstances 

and  the  tractability  of  the  offender  to  reform 

himself  must  necessarily  play  the  most  prominent 

role  in  determining  the  sentence  to  be  awarded. 

Special reasons must have some relation to these 

factors. Criminal Justice system is not a computer 

machine. It deals with complex human problems and 

diverse human beings. It deals with persons who are 

otherwise like the rest of us, who work and play, 

who laugh and mourn, who love and hate, who yearn 

for affection and approval, as all of us do, who 
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think, learn and forget. Like the rest of us they 

too are the creatures of circumstances. Heredity, 

environment,  home,  neighbourhood,  upbringing, 

school,  friends,  associates,  even  casual 

acquaintances, the book that one reads, newspapers, 

radio and TV, the economics of the household, the 

opportunities  provided  by  circumstances,  and  the 

calamities  resulting  therefrom,  the  success  and 

failures of one's undertakings, the affairs of the 

heart,  ambitions  and  frustrations,  the  ideas  and 

ideologies  of  the  time,  these  and  several  other 

ordinary  and  extraordinary  incidents  of  life 

contribute to person's personality and influence his 

conduct.  Differently  shaped  and  differently 

circumstanced individuals react differently in given 

situations. A Judge has to balance the personality 

of  the  offender  with  the  circumstance,  the 

situations  and  the  reactions  and  choose  the 

appropriate sentence to be imposed. A Judge must try 

to answer a myriad questions such as was the offence 

committed  without  premeditation  or  was  after  due 

deliberation? What was the motive for the crime? Was 

it for gain? Was it the outcome of village feud? Was 

it the result of a petty, drunken street brawl or a 

domestic bickering between a hapless husband and a 

hapless wife? Was it due to sexual jealousy? Was the 

murder  committed  under  stress,  emotional  or 

otherwise? What is the background of the offender? 

What is his social and economic status? What is the 
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level  of  his  education  or  intelligence?  Do  his 

actions betray a particularly callous indifference 

towards the welfare of a society or on the other 

hand do they show a great concern for humanity and 

are  in  fact  inspired  by  such  concern?  Is  the 

offender so perpetually and constitutionally at war 

with  society  that  there  is  no  hope  of  ever 

reclaiming him from being a menace to society? Or he 

is  a  person  who  is  patently amenable  to  reform? 

Well, may one explain with Prof. Vrij “What audacity 

is involved in these three tasks to interpret life, 

explain an act, predict the latest inclination of a 

human mind.'”

“26. HE  has  also  placed  reliance  on 

the decision in the case of Hari Kishan v. Sukhbir 

Singh,  reported  in  AIR  1988  SC  2127  and  has 

contended  that  it  highlights  the  issue  of 

compensation  to  victims  of  offence.  In  this 

connection,  it  is  submitted  that  it  is  a  case 

wherein proper balance can be struck if the period 

undergone by the accused Nos. 2 and 3 were ladies 

and  period  of  imprisonment  undergone  by  them 

respectively for the purpose of the amount of fine 

out of which reasonable amount of compensation was 

determined under Sec. 357. In that case amount of 

compensation awarded to the victim for the offence 

punishable  under  Sec.307  came  to  be  enhanced  to 

Rs.50,000.00.
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He  has  also  placed  reliance  on  the 

decision  of  the  Division  Bench  of  this  Court  in 

Lakhdhirsingh  v.  State  of  Gujarat,  in  Criminal 

Appeal No.553 of 1983 decided on 16-1-1984. We have 

gone through the said decision. In that case, the 

accused came to be convicted under Sec. 304 Part II 

and was awarded R.I. For four years by the trial 

Court and in appeal before this Court the conviction 

appeal and the final order of the trial Court was 

not pressed and it was urged that the benefit of 

probation  of  good  conduct  may  be  granted  to the 

accused.  In  the  facts  and  circumstances,  it  was 

accepted by this Court and accused was permitted to 

be released on probation for a period of two years 

with  appropriate  condition.  While  suspending  the 

sentence imposed by the trial Court and appellate 

Court the appeal was partly allowed.

Mr. Shah has also placed reliance on 

the decision of the Division Bench of this Court in 

Criminal Appeal No.1016 of 1984 decided on 23/24-1-

1995 and 24-2-1995 (Coram: B.C. Patel and Y.B.Bhatt, 

JJ).  In  that  case,  the  Court  relied  upon  the 

decision  in  the  case  of  Hari  Kishan  (supra)  the 

benefit of Sec. 357 of the Code was considered and 

amount of fine of Rs.50,000.00 was imposed for the 

offence  punishable  under  Sec.307.  The  conviction 

under  Sec.  307  was  confirmed  and  the  sentence 
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imposed  already  undergone  by  the  accused  was 

considered  sufficient  while  imposing  fine  of 

Rs.50,000.00 out of which sum of Rs.45,000.00 was 

ordered to be paid by way of compensation under Sec. 

357  of  the  Code.  Mr.  Shah  states  that  he  had 

appeared in the said matter and the period undergone 

was three months.”

 

28. It  is  submitted  that  the  arguments 

advanced by the State that it is not possible to 

reform or rehabilitate any of the accused convicted 

herein, is without any basic material or support 

inasmuch as, there is no material to show that the 

accused are seasoned campaigners or have repeatedly 

committed  offences  and  it  is  urged  that  in  the 

circumstances, the arguments advanced on behalf of 

the State are to that extent not required to be 

accepted. 

29. It  is  pointed  out  that  none  of  the 

judgments relied upon either by the State or by the 

victims for that matter, establish in any manner any 

retaliatory role played by any of the victims in 

such cases. It is submitted that the Hon'ble High 

Court  has  further  held  that  reformation  and 

rehabilitation of the accused is to be given prime 

importance over retribution and the Court according 

to Shri Bhardwaj, herein also should consider this 

aspect before deciding on the quantum of punishment 

to  be  imposed  herein.  It  is  submitted  that  the 
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Hon'ble Court has observed on page No.741 of the 

said judgment that “We would therefore be wrong in 

assuming  ….......special  reason  must  have  some 

relation to these factors.”

 

30. It is submitted that of those accused 

enlarged on bail, the State has not been able to 

show a single incident where any of the accused upon 

their being enlarged on bail, has committed other 

and further offences and it is urged that this is 

also  a  factor  required  to  be  considered  while 

deciding the quantum of punishment required to be 

imposed. It is submitted that even those accused who 

have been in Jail for a long period, there is no 

material placed for the consideration of this Court 

which would show that even while in jail, there were 

offences  registered  against  or  complaints  against 

any of such accused. It is submitted that there has 

been no attempt on the part of the State to even 

attempt to seek cancellation of bail or other such 

reliefs with regard to any of the accused pending 

the trial. It is pointed out that neither in the 

past  nor  in  the  present  circumstances,  after 

enlargement on bail, any offence or incident of a 

communal nature has been registered against any of 

the  accused  herein  and  therefore  also,  this  is 

required to be a major factor to be considered while 

imposing the quantum of punishment to the present 

accused. It is submitted that in the circumstances, 

the Court is required to consider that this is only 

once in a lifetime act committed by the accused and 
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in the circumstances, capital punishment should not 

be imposed on the accused. It is submitted that in 

such circumstances, especially when all the factors 

are highlighted herein before, it cannot be for a 

moment said that any of the accused herein is a 

menace to the Society. It is submitted that under 

all such circumstances, the accused are required to 

be  treated  as  creatures  of  circumstances  and 

especially in  light  of  what  has  been  highlighted 

herein before, the accused be given leniency and the 

demand of the State for capital punishment should be 

negated.

31. Shri  Bhardwaj  has  relied  upon  a 

judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  High  Court  of  Gujarat 

delivered in the case of Girishbhai Mohanbhai Sharma 

v.  State  of  Gujarat as  reported  in  2012 

LawSuit(Guj.) 1854 wherein the Hon'ble High Court of 

Gujarat has laid down a ratio to the effect that the 

accused cannot be held accountable for those persons 

who are missing and are required to be held account 

only for those persons whose bodies have been found 

and considered. It is submitted that on most of the 

victims who are established to be burnt to death, 

there was no evidence that any inflammable substance 

was poured over such victims and therefore also, the 

accused cannot be held responsible for such deaths. 

32. It is submitted that in any case, the 

powers  granted  to the  State under  the  provisions 

contained in Sec.433A of the Cr.P.C. read together 
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with other provisions analogous thereto, cannot be 

taken away by this Court while passing the sentence.

33. It is submitted that the alternative 

arguments of the Prosecution and Shri Vora are also 

required to be negated inasmuch as, if at all it was 

the  intention  of  the  legislature  to  mean  and 

conclude that a sentence of imprisonment for life 

would mean that the sentence would continue till the 

time  the  convicted  accused  died  i.e.  till  the 

remainder of his natural life, then the provisions 

contained in Sec.302 would have been amended as has 

been done so in the amended provisions of Sec.376 of 

the IPC where such specific clarification has been 

raised  that  a  sentence  of  imprisonment  for  life 

would mean till the remainder of life of the person 

so convicted. It is submitted that in absence of any 

such  amendment  in  the  provisions  contained  in 

Sec.302,  it  is  clearly  established  that  the 

intention was never to infringe upon any rights and 

authority  of  the  executive  as  provided  under 

Sec.433A and only a reasonable restriction has been 

imposed on the State while remitting or commuting 

the sentences.

34. A judgment of the Full Bench of the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court delivered in the case of  B. 

Kumar @ Jayakumar @ Left Kr. @ S. Kumar v. Inspector 

of Police Tr Cbcid as reported in 2015(2) SCC(Crim.) 

78  is pressed into reliance, which lays down the 

parameters where capital punishment can be imposed 
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and ought not be imposed.

35. It  is  submitted  that  the  Hon'ble 

Supreme Court has concluded that if the accused are 

a  grave  danger  to  the  society  and  it  has  been 

established  that  there  is  no  chance  of 

rehabilitation or reformation of such accused, then 

and only then capital punishment be imposed. It is 

pointed out that in the instant case, the State as 

has  been  urged  above,  completely  failed  in 

establishing  that  accused  are  a  menace  to  the 

society and do not deserve to exist or co-exist in 

the society and it is urged that upon such failure 

on the part of the Prosecution to establish such 

aspect, the accused cannot be sentenced to capital 

punishment.

36. A  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court  delivered  in  the  case  of  Ajaykumar  Pal  v. 

Union of India and Anr. as reported in 2015(2) SCC 

(Crim.) 108  is also pressed into reliance wherein 

the factor pertaining to the delay in disposal of 

the proceedings is considered to be material. It is 

submitted that in the instant case, the incident 

took place in the year 2002 and today on conclusion 

of the trial we are in the year 2016. It has been 

pointed  out  that  the  delay  of  14  years  in  the 

conclusion of the trial is not on account of any 

fault  of  any  of  the  accused  herein,  but  it  is 

pointed out that it is only on account of various 

applications moved by the victims that there is a 
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delay  in  disposal  of  the  proceedings  and  it  is 

pointed out that even when the matter was finally 

heard by the predecessors of this Court, no judgment 

could  be  pronounced  because  of  the  various 

applications tendered by the victims and it is urged 

that  thus  some  of  the  accused  have  remained  in 

detention for more than 14 years and all the accused 

have undergone the trauma of trial for more than 14 

years and therefore, their rights under Art.21 of 

the Constitution of India, are recognized by the 

Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  of  India  in  the  present 

judgment cited and it is therefore, urged that in 

such circumstances also, this Court should negate 

the demand for capital punishment to be imposed on 

the accused.

37. At  this  stage,  the  proceedings  are 

adjourned to 09/06/2016 for further hearing on the 

quantum of sentence.

Dictated  and  pronounced  in  the  open 

Court on this 6  th   day of June, 2016.

City Sessions Court,     (Pranav Bhadramukh Desai)
Ahmedabad.        Special Judge, Designated Court
Date: 06/06/2016    for speedy trial of riot cases

     (Gulbarg Society),Ahmedabad.
  Unique ID Code No.GJ00004

*ashwin
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Further order

09/06/2016

38. Shri  Bhardwaj,  while  beginning  his 

submissions  today,  has  firstly  relied  upon  a 

judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court delivered in 

the case of Md.Jamiluddin Nasir v. State West Bengal 

as reported in LAWS(SC)-2014-5-55, wherein even when 

the Hon'ble Supreme Court agreed with the findings 

of  the  lower  Court  and  Hon'ble  High  Court  with 

regard to the fact of the accused having established 

to  have  committed  the  gravest  and  most  serious 

offence including  that of  waging  war  against the 

nation  where  number  of  Policemen  on  duty  were 

killed,  and  the  findings  of  the  lower  Court  was 

accepted and affirmed by the High Court, even in 

such   a  case,  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  while 

discussing at length and discussing large number of 

judgments  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court,  which 

according  to  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  court,  were 

reflecting the recent trends in penology, came to a 

conclusion  that  where  there  is  the  remotest 

possibility  of  reformation,  the  chance  of  reform 

must be given and capital punishment should not be 

imposed upon the accused. 

39. It is urged by Shri Bhardwaj that in 

the instant case, the accused have shown that they 

are not a menace to the society, not only there are 

no antecedents established on the record against the 

accused convicted herein, but there is nothing on 
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the  record  to  show  that  even  after  they  were 

enlarged on bail, they have committed any act which 

would  constitute an  offence  and  which  would  even 

remotely  hint  at  a  fact  that  the  accused  are 

incapable of reformation. It is pointed out by Shri 

Bhardwaj that in the instant case, even after being 

enlarged on bail and even after considering the fact 

that a number of witnesses from amongst the victims 

had positively identified such accused in the Court 

and despite the admitted position of the accused and 

the victims residing in the same locality, there was 

no attempt made by any of the accused herein to even 

lay a finger, let apart, threaten in any manner or 

commit any violent act on any such victim who had 

deposed in the Court. It is submitted that despite 

being enlarged on bail and even after the conclusion 

of  the   trial,  all  the  accused  have  presented 

themselves before this Court barring accused No.1, 

to accept the verdict of the Court. It is submitted 

that therefore, these accused cannot be treated in 

any manner as persons who are incapable of being 

reformed or rehabilitated and it is urged that in 

such  circumstances,  when  even  the  terrorists  are 

thought to be capable of being reformed as was held 

by  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  in  the  case  of 

Md.Jamiluddin Nasir (Supra), it is urged that the 

accused herein are required to be given the lesser 

punishment and not capital punishment as has been 

urged by the State. It is pointed out that in such 

circumstances,  the  Prosecution  arguments  in  this 

regard be negated. 
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40. It  is  also  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that in fact one of the factors considered 

by  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  in  the  case  of 

Md.Jamiluddin  (Supra),  is  also  the  aspect  of 

provocation and other mitigating circumstances. It 

is submitted that there are sufficient mitigating 

circumstances where the balance is in favour of the 

accused  rather  than  the  Prosecution  and  it  is 

submitted that  the provocation on  the accused  to 

commit the offences, also cannot be lost track of, 

while deciding the quantum of punishment.

41. Shri Bhardwaj has also relied upon a 

judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court delivered in 

the case of  Ram Pal v. State of Uttar Pradesh  as 

reported in LAWS(SC)-2003-8-43, and my attention is 

particularly  drawn  to  the  highlighted  portion  on 

page  No.3,  paragraph  No.3,  wherein  the  Hon'ble 

Supreme Court has inter alia laid down the ratio to 

the effect that the number of deaths cannot be made 

the  sole  criterion  for  awarding  the  maximum 

punishment of death. While in a given case, death 

penalty  may  be  appropriate  sentence  even  for  a 

single murder, it would not necessarily mean that in 

every case of multiple murders death penalty has to 

be the normal punishment.

42. The  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court,  according 

to Shri Bhardwaj, also on page No.4 of the said 

judgment, laid down the parameters as to what are 
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the mitigating circumstances, and it is particularly 

pointed out that the State shall by evidence prove 

that the accused does not satisfy the conditions 

that probability of reformation and rehabilitation 

of the accused does not exist. The other aspects are 

also according to Shri Bhardwaj, pointed out by the 

Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  while  showing  as  to  what 

circumstances,  could  be  said  to  be  mitigating 

circumstances.  It  is  pointed  out  that  in  such 

circumstances,  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  commuted 

the sentence of death awarded by the lower Court and 

Hon'ble High Court to one of undergoing imprisonment 

for life. Shri Bhardwaj has specifically emphasized 

the observation of the Hon'ble Supreme Court in the 

concluding lines on page No.4 of the judgment, which 

is to the effect that “The fact that the accused has 

spent nearly 17 years in custody after the incident 

in  question  can  also  be  treated as  a  mitigating 

circumstance  while  considering  the  question  of 

sentence.” 

43. It  is  also  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that the Hon'ble Supreme Court in the said 

judgment, has ordered that all the sentences should 

run  concurrently  with  the  substantive  sentence 

imposed by the trial Court. It is submitted that 

this  judgment  should  apply  to  the  facts  and 

circumstances herein also.

44. A  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court delivered in the case of Vyas Ram @ Vyas Kahar 
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v. State of Bihar as reported in LAWS(SC)-2013-9-71 

has  been  pressed  into  reliance  where  particular 

emphasis is placed on the contents of paragraphs 

Nos.22  and  23  of  the  said  judgment,  wherein 

according to Shri Bhardwaj, the economic condition 

of the appellants i.e. the convicted accused has 

been favourably considered by the Hon'ble Supreme 

Court while commuting the death sentence to one of 

life imprisonment. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj 

that the Hon'ble Supreme Court has clearly held that 

“it would be advisable to fall in favour of the 

'rule' of life imprisonment rather than involving 

the  'exception'  of  death  punishment.”  It  is 

submitted  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  in  such 

circumstances  also,  the  judgment  is  squarely 

applicable to the present case on all counts and the 

accused are required to be dealt with accordingly.

45. The  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court  delivered  in  the  case  of  Ashok  Debbarma  @ 

Achak Debbarma v. State of Tripura (Supra), is again 

pressed into reliance and my particular attention 

has been drawn with regard to the findings of the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court which lay down that even if 

there is residual doubt with regard to the guilt of 

the appellant, even if such accused has been held to 

be guilty beyond reasonable doubt, then also the 

accused has to be awarded the lesser punishment of 

imprisonment of life and the Hon'ble Supreme Court 

proceeded  to  commute  the  sentence  of  capital 

punishment to life imprisonment herein as has been 
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laid down in paragraph No.28 on page No.14 of the 

judgment, according to Shri Bhardwaj. 

“28. WE  have  already  explained  few 

circumstances  which  favoured  the  accused  in  the 

instant case, to hold it as not a rarest of rare 

case, which are that the appellant alone could not 

have executed such a crime, which resulted in the 

death of 15 persons and leaving so many injured and 

setting  ablaze  23  houses,  that  is  the  entire 

elements of the crime could not have been committed 

by the appellant alone. Further, the appellant is a 

tribal, stated to be a member of the extremist group 

raging  war  against  the  minority  settlers, 

apprehending perhaps they might snatch away their 

livelihood  and  encroach  upon  their  properties, 

possibly such frustration and neglect might have led 

them  to  take  arms,  thinking  they  are  being 

marginalized and ignored by the society. Viewed in 

that perspective, we are of the view that this is 

not  a  rarest  of  rare  case  for  awarding  death 

sentence. All the same, considering the gravity of 

the  crime  and  the  factors  like  extreme  social 

indignation, crimes against innocent villagers, who 

are a linguistic minority, which included women and 

children, we feel it would be in the interest of 

justice to apply the principles laid down in Swamy 

Shradananada (2) v. State of Karnataka (2008) 13 SCC 

767.

Consequently, while altering the death 
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sentence to that of imprisonment for life, we are 

inclined to fix the term of imprisonment as 20 years 

without  remission,  over  and  above  the  period  of 

sentence  already  undergone,  which,  in  our  view, 

would  meet  the  ends  of  justice.  Ordered 

accordingly.”

46. It is submitted that in the instant 

case, at the cost of repetition, there has to be a 

lingering doubt as to whether the accused would have 

reacted in such fashion had there been no firing 

from Shri Ehsan Jafri. It is submitted that in such 

circumstances,  this  is  also  a  factor  which  is 

required to be considered in light of the ratio laid 

down in this judgment by the Hon'ble Supreme Court, 

while deciding the quantum of punishment.

47. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj 

that a similar situation has arisen in the present 

case, as was considered in Ashok Debbarma's case 

(Supra), where there was a large number of persons 

originally attributed to have been involved in the 

offence, and very few of them were charged, and out 

of  the  charged  accused,  number  of  accused  were 

acquitted  and  therefore,  that  was  a  factor 

considered  by  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  while 

deciding the sentencing aspect. It is submitted that 

in the instant case also, a number of accused have 

been acquitted by this Court, and therefore also, 

this aspect needs to be borne in mind while deciding 

the quantum of punishment herein.
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48. A  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court in a matter arising out of Gujarat, in the 

case  of  Jashubha  Bharatsinh  Gohil  v.  State  of 

Gujarat  as reported in  LAWS(SC)-1994-4-38  has been 

pressed into reliance, wherein the sentence of life 

imposed  by  the  lower  Court  was  altered  and 

interfered with by the Hon'ble High Court and was 

converted to sentence of death and it is pointed out 

by Shri Bhardwaj that in paragraph No.12 of the said 

judgment, the Hon'ble Supreme Court has upheld the 

findings  of  the  lower  Court  and  commuted  the 

sentence of death passed by the Hon'ble High Court 

to life imprisonment especially keeping in mind the 

fact that the time factor of 10 years between the 

date of occurrence and the date of sentence and six 

more years after the death sentence was  imposed, 

having passed, this was a relevant factor considered 

by the Hon'ble Supreme Court while commuting the 

death sentence to life imprisonment. It is pointed 

out  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  the  present  convicted 

accused have already undergone the trauma of a trial 

for a considerable length of time and the present 

incident occurred 14 years before today and it is 

urged that in such circumstances also, this court 

should consider in favour of the accused by imposing 

lesser sentence.

49. A  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court in the case of Gyasuddin Khan @ Md.Gyasuddin 

Khan v. State of Bihar as reported in LAWS(SC)-2003-
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11-2  has been  pressed  into reliance, wherein the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court according to Shri Bhardwaj, 

has held that “Nevertheless, in deciding whether the 

case merits the less severe of the two penalties 

prescribed for murder a history of relations between 

the parties concerned, the background, the context, 

or  the  factual  setting  of  the  crime,  and  the 

strength and nature of the motives operating on the 

mind of the offender, are relevant considerations. 

The state of feelings and mind produced by these, 

while  insufficient  to  bring  in  an  exception  may 

suffice  to  make  the  less  severe  sentence  more 

appropriate.”

50. It  is  also  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj that the Hon'ble Supreme Court held that 

acts done out of panic reaction and in a state of 

frenzy,  are  cases  where  the  exception  is  not 

required to be applied. It cannot, according to the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court, reveal that the accused is a 

menace  to  the  society  or  that  collective 

consciousness of the community would be shocked if 

death sentence is not inflicted in the instant case.

51. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj that 

in  such  circumstances,  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court 

commuted the sentence of death to life imprisonment. 

It  is  pointed  out  that  in  a  number  of  these 

judgments  cited  and  relied  upon,  the  number  of 

deaths is held to be not the sole criteria while 

deciding the quantum of punishment.
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52. The  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court delivered in the case of B.Kumar @ Jayakumar @ 

Left Kr @ S. Kumar (Supra)  has been relied upon, 

where the Hon'ble Supreme Court has observed that 

“This Court must remain mindful of two fundamental 

objectives  of  penology  which  apply  even  in  such 

grotesque cases: (a) deterrence and (b) reformation. 

Other factors such as seriousness of the crime, the 

criminal  history  of  the  appellant  and  also  his 

propensity to remorselessly commit similar dastardly 

crimes in the future, must be considered. In the 

present  case,  having  assessed  the  aforesaid 

mitigating factors including the Appellant's conduct 

after the commission of the crime, we observe that 

this case does not fall into the category of rarest 

of the rare. Consequently the conviction and other 

sentences  except  the  death  sentence  are  hereby 

upheld. The appellant thus stands convicted for the 

remainder of his life for the offence of murder.”

53. It  is  pointed  out  that  in  the 

circumstances, the Hon'ble Supreme court has clearly 

laid  down  the  ratio  that  where  there  is  a 

possibility of reformation and rehabilitation, where 

the State is unable to establish that the accused is 

a menace to the society, then in such circumstances, 

no capital punishment can be imposed.

54. A  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court delivered in the case of  Birju v. State of 
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M.P.  as  reported  in  LAWS(SC)-2014-2-27  is  relied 

upon where the factual matrix clearly established 

that  the  accused  had  no  less  than  24  offences 

registered against him and was held guilty in the 

present  case  and  was  thereby  ordered  to  capital 

punishment. But however, even in such a case, the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court has held that the Prosecution 

must satisfy the R-R test which is reformation and 

rehabilitation.  Shri  Bhardwaj  while  drawing  my 

particular  attention  to  paragraph  No.12  of  the 

judgment in the said case, has submitted that the 

Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  has  observed  that 

“............We find, in several cases, the trial 

Court while applying the criminal test, without any 

material on hand, either will hold that there would 

be  no  possibility  of  the  accused  indulging  in 

commission  of  crime  or  that  he  would  indulge  in 

such offences in future and, therefore, it would not 

be possible to reform or rehabilitate him........” 

It is submitted that Hon'ble Supreme Court in the 

said case, commuted the death sentence to sentence 

of 20 years without remission.

55. A  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court delivered in the case of Mahesh Dhanaji Shinde 

v. State  of  Maharashtra  as  reported  in  LAWS(SC)-

2014-2-65  is  pressed  into  reliance,  wherein  the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court has held that in a case where 

pre-meditated, cold-blooded murders of nine innocent 

and unsuspecting victims were committed and some of 

the victims were young and hapless children, the 
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young age of the four accused was also considered by 

the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  as  a  mitigating 

circumstance.  It  is  submitted  that  in  the 

circumstances,  where  the  Hon'ble  High  Court  had 

confirmed  two  death  sentences  on  the  appellant 

therein, the Hon'ble Supreme Court still came to the 

conclusion that there was no material to show that 

the  accused  were  beyond  reformation  and  are  not 

capable of living a changed life if they were to be 

rehabilitated in the society. It is submitted that 

the accused had spent over ten years' incarceration 

and therefore, the Hon'ble Supreme Court commuted 

the death sentence to sentence of life. 

56. It  is  urged  that  in  such 

circumstances, these are all factors which operate 

in favour of the accused and therefore, none of the 

convicted accused, is required to be awarded capital 

punishment herein.

57. It is submitted by Shri Bhardwaj while 

dealing with the alternative arguments of the State 

and Shri S.M.Vora, that under Sec.302 of the I.P.C., 

the Sessions Court has power to sentence an accused 

to imprisonment for life, and it is submitted that 

imprisonment for life would necessarily mean till 

death and it is pointed out that there is no need by 

the Sessions Court to specify the time frame as to 

what means life imprisonment. It is also pointed out 

that  the power granted to the State to remit or 

commute a sentence is discretionary and if the power 
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of remission is not exercised by the State, then the 

convict necessarily undergoes imprisonment till he 

dies when imposed a sentence of life imprisonment. 

It is submitted that in such circumstances, this 

Court should not specify the quantum of punishment 

beyond what is prescribed in law.

58. While  refuting  the  arguments  of  the 

Prosecution  with  regard  to  as  to  whether  the 

sentencing and quantum of punishment to be imposed 

herein, should run consecutively or concurrently, it 

is pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj that there is only 

one  offence  and  different  provisions  are  found 

attracted to the accused for which they are required 

to be differently punished. It is submitted that the 

offence is the same and only different punishments 

for different provisions are required to be imposed 

and it is submitted that since there is only one 

offence,  all  the  other  sentences  under  whatever 

other  provisions  attracted,  should  therefore,  be 

required  to  be  running  concurrently  and  not 

consecutively. It is submitted that when an accused 

is sentenced and punished for one major offence and 

also  found  guilty  of  other  ancillary  provisions, 

then  all  the  sentences  should  be  required  to be 

ordered to run concurrently and not consecutively.

59. At this juncture, Shri T.R.Bajpai, the 

learned advocate appearing on behalf of some of the 

accused,  has  drawn  the  attention  of  this  Court 

towards a judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court, 
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delivered in Criminal Appeal No.2063 of 2013 in the 

case  of  Manoj @ Panu v. State of  Haryana,  which 

appears to be an unreported judgment delivered on 

09/12/2013,  where  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  has 

clearly held “Further having regard to the age of 

the  appellant  at  the  time  of  committing  the 

offences, we feel it would not be just and proper to 

allow  the  sentences  to run  consecutively.  As  the 

offences  committed  by  the  appellant  have  been 

committed under a single transaction, it is well 

settled position of law that the sentences must run 

concurrently  and  not  consecutively.”  (Emphasis 

supplied) 

60. It is submitted that, therefore, the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court has settled the law beyond any 

controversy  and  has  clearly  held  that  when  an 

accused has been sentenced on different counts in a 

single transaction as is true in the instant case, 

the  sentences  must  run  concurrently  and  not 

consecutively as is urged by the State and by Shri 

S.M.Vora, the learned advocate appearing on behalf 

of the victims herein.

61. It is urged by Shri Bhardwaj that with 

regard to the lesser punishment being imposed on the 

accused, merely because the accused are found guilty 

under Sec.149 of the I.P.C., they cannot be dragged 

with the accused or clubbed with the accused and 

treated at par with such accused who are punished 

under  Sec.302  read  together  with  Sec.149  of  the 
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I.P.C. especially when the Court has not accepted 

the case of the Prosecution with regard to finding 

in favour of the Prosecution and against the accused 

under  Sec.302  of  I.P.C.  as  far  as  the  lesser 

punishment is imposed. It is submitted that Sec.149 

of I.P.C. cannot be meant to be all encompassing and 

be applicable to offences which are held to be not 

proved against such accused. It is further pointed 

out  with  regard  to the  other  offences  which  are 

established to have been held against the accused 

which  constitute  lesser  punishment,  that  the 

statutory  provisions  provide  for  two  alternative 

punishments, and it is urged that in such cases, the 

minimum  punishment  should  be  imposed  against  the 

concerned accused. Shri Bhardwaj clarifies that this 

is not a position of law that he has canvassed, but 

it is an argument on behalf of the accused that 

leniency  is  required  to  be  shown  and  minimum 

punishment is required to be imposed herein.

62. It  is  further  submitted  by  Shri 

Bhardwaj  that  as  far  as  the  accused  who  are 

sentenced  to  undergo  lesser  punishment,  are 

concerned, looking to the mitigating circumstances, 

looking  to  the  fact  that  there  was  provocation, 

looking to the age of the accused in some cases, 

looking  to  the  fact  that  one  of  the  accused 

convicted has only recently got married as in the 

case of accused No.47 Dharmesh Prahladbhai Shukla, 

it is pointed out that this is an unfortunate case 

where  more  than  14  years  have  passed  after  the 
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incident has taken place, and it is pointed out that 

a number of accused after being enlarged on bail, 

have  integrated  themselves  into  the  society  and 

after being so enlarged on bail, are even leading 

fairly normal  lives  for  more  than  six  years  and 

therefore, it would be expected that utmost leniency 

be shown to such accused to allow them to continue 

to exist in the society as normal citizens more so 

when  the  theory  of  reform  and  rehabilitation  is 

strongly advocated by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in 

its recent judgments. It is submitted that in such 

circumstances,  leniency  be  shown  to  the  accused 

while  deciding  the  quantum  of  punishment  to  be 

imposed  on  each  of  the  convicted  accused.  It  is 

submitted  that  many  of  the  accused  have  young 

children, aged parents or in some cases, have lost 

their near and dear ones pending the trial and it is 

pointed out that there are unfortunate repercussions 

of the trial and in such cases, utmost leniency is 

required to be shown to the accused and it is urged 

that  in  such  circumstances,  all  these  factors be 

borne  in  mind  while  imposing  the  quantum  of 

sentence.

63. It  is  pointed  out  with  regard  to 

accused  No.34  Krishna  that  the  said  accused  is 

required to be shown leniency on account of the fact 

that the mother of the said accused is established 

on the record of the present proceedings to have in 

this surcharge atmosphere also saving lives of two 

members  of  the  minority  community  and  it  is 
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submitted that this aspect is also required to be 

borne  in  mind  while  imposing  sentence  on  such 

accused, more so keeping in mind the trauma that the 

mother of such accused would undergo if her actions 

are to be disregarded while ascertaining the quantum 

of sentence qua accused No.34.

64. Shri  Rajendra  Trivedi,  the  learned 

advocate  appearing  on  behalf  of  the  concerned 

accused herein, has submitted that while he supports 

and adopts in toto the submissions advanced by Shri 

Bhardwaj, the learned advocate appearing for some of 

the accused herein, Shri Trivedi has sought to rely 

on  some  judgments  of  the  Hon'ble  High  Court  of 

Gujarat as also the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India 

as  herein  after  follows,  in  support  of  his 

contention for imposing the minimum punishment on 

the  concerned  accused.  It  is  submitted  by  Shri 

Trivedi  that  he  too  urges  that  in  light  of  the 

settled  legal  position,  the  sentences  should  run 

concurrently and not consecutively.

65. Shri Rajendra Trivedi has relied upon 

a judgment of the Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat as 

reported in 1987(2) GLH 424 in the case of State of 

Gujarat v. Anwar Hasam Subhania, wherein the Hon'ble 

High Court had considered the aspect of there being 

no antecedents against the accused and held that the 

extreme  penalty  was  not  sustainable  against  the 

concerned accused.
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66. A  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court delivered in the case of Sadha Singh v. State 

of Punjab And Haryana as reported in 1985(0) GLHEL-

SC 24880 has been pressed into reliance, wherein the 

quantum of punishment in a case where conviction was 

sustained under Sec.307 of the I.P.C. read together 

with Arms Act, was imposed to the tune of three 

years by the Hon'ble Supreme Court. It is urged that 

even in the instant case, similar leniency be shown.

67. It  has  been  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Rajendra Trivedi, that in light of such settled law 

emerging,  utmost  leniency  should  be  shown  while 

imposing the quantum of sentence and each of the 

convicted accused should be punished appropriately 

and with a minimum sentence. 

68. Shri  T.R.Bajpai,  the  learned  advocate 

appearing  for  the  concerned  accused,  submits  that  he 

firstly  adopts  in  toto  the  arguments  and  submissions 

advanced by the learned advocate Shri A.M.Bhardwaj, and 

in  furtherance  thereto,  submits  that  the  Hon'ble 

Supreme Court in the case of  Kishori v. State of 

Delhi as reported in (1999) 1 SCC 148, clearly held 

that if in a case of communal riots, a chain of 

events had occurred prior to the incident and the 

acts attributed to the mob could be said to be a 

result of temporary  frenzy and not any organized 

systematic  activity,  the  riotous  mob  was  not 

expected to follow high ideals of secularism in such 

a situation, and the Hon'ble Supreme Court imposed 
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life  sentence  instead  of  the  death  sentence  as 

imposed by the Hon'ble High Court.

69. It  is  submitted  that  admittedly  the 

present case also is a case of communal situation 

which was in the aftermath of a previous grave and 

serious incident being the Godhra Train incident and 

therefore, the facts of the judgment in Kishori's 

case  (Supra)  would  apply squarely to the  instant 

proceedings, and therefore also, capital punishment 

should  not  be  imposed  on  any  of  the  convicted 

accused herein. It is submitted that the judgment 

clearly discloses  in  paragraph  No.10 thereof  that 

though the accused was convicted for murders for the 

seventh  time,  even  in  such  circumstances,  the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court found that enough mitigating 

circumstances existed to commute the death sentence 

to life imprisonment.

70. It  is  submitted  that  since  in  the 

instant case, the Court has accepted that there was 

no pre-planned, pre-conceived meeting of minds and 

that  there  was  no  existence  of  a  criminal 

conspiracy,  the  accused  can  be  given  lesser 

punishment  and  the  minimum  punishment  prescribed 

under  the  provisions  where  they  have  been  found 

guilty. It is submitted that in such circumstances, 

the bare minimum sentence be imposed on the accused 

concerned. It is submitted that when there is no 

material to show that the entire offence or incident 

was for any personal gain, then also, no capital 
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punishment can be imposed. It is pointed out that 

the State has failed in establishing any previous 

personal enmity between the accused and the victims 

and therefore also, that aspect should be borne in 

mind while imposing the quantum of punishment.

71. In  the  circumstances,  all  the  three 

learned advocates for the concerned accused, have in 

a nutshell, submitted that this is not a fit case in 

which capital punishment is required to be imposed, 

and this is a case where with regard to the accused 

who have been awarded lesser punishment, the minimum 

sentence prescribed in the law should be imposed and 

that  too,  all  the  sentences  be  ordered  to  run 

concurrently and not consecutively, and it is also 

urged that the Court should not go beyond the strict 

provisions contained in Sec.302 of the I.P.C. with 

regard to the sentence prescribed and therefore, not 

not  specify  the  time  frame  of  the  term  “life 

imprisonment”.

72. Shri  Bhardwaj  at  this  stage  also 

requested that additional arguments be heard with 

regard  to  the  question  of  compensation  under 

Sec.357A raised by Shri S.M.Vora and considered, and 

at this stage firstly there being no material on the 

record to establish as to whether any compensation 

has been paid over to the victims by the State or 

not, was required to be ascertained. The quantum of 

such  compensation  was  also  required  to  be 

ascertained  and  in  the  circumstances,  today  this 
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Court  calls  upon  the  learned  Spl.P.P.  Shri 

R.C.Kodekar to make due inquiries and address the 

Court tomorrow with regard to such aspects. 

73. The State has sought an opportunity to 

deal  with  the  submissions  made  on  behalf  of  the 

defence,  which  also  are  duly considered  and  Shri 

Kodekar is permitted to make limited submissions in 

rejoinder  to  the  submissions  of  the  defence 

tomorrow. 

The  proceedings  stand  adjourned  to 

tomorrow i.e. 10/06/2016 for further hearing, after 

which the quantum of sentence would be decided.

Dictated  and  pronounced  in  the  open 

Court on this 9  th   day of June, 2016.

City Sessions Court,     (Pranav Bhadramukh Desai)
Ahmedabad.        Special Judge, Designated Court
Date: 09/06/2016    for speedy trial of riot cases

    (Gulbarg Society),Ahmedabad.
       Unique ID Code No.GJ00004

*ashwin

Further order

10/06/2016

74. Continuing  from  his  earlier 

submissions,  Shri  Bhardwaj  has  also  drawn  my 

attention to some other judgments of the Hon'ble 

Supreme Court. 

75. Firstly, my  attention  is  drawn  to  a 

judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme court delivered in 
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the case of  Ramesh Chilwal @ Bombayya v. State of 

Uttarakhand as  reported  in  LAWS(SC)-2012-7-50, 

wherein the Hon'ble Supreme Court has held that when 

a question of number of sentences are awarded in 

different offences, whether the sentences should run 

concurrently or not, and it is submitted that the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court has held that the sentences 

should run concurrently.

76. A  further  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble 

Supreme Court being the landmark judgment in the 

case of  Hussainara Khatoon Iii v. Home Secretary, 

State of Bihar, Patna as reported in LAWS(SC)-1979-

2-79, is also pressed into reliance to support the 

contention that the delay in completion of the trial 

will have a bearing in favour of the defence i.e. 

the  accused  while  deciding  the  quantum  of 

punishment.

77. On  the  other  hand,  Shri  T.R.Bajpai, 

the learned advocate appearing on behalf of some of 

the  accused,  has  also  drawn  my  attention  to the 

judgment of Hon'ble Patna High Court delivered in 

what  is infamously known  as the  “Bhagalpur Case” 

where  in  a  communal  riot  more  than  100  victims 

belonging to the minority community, were killed, 

the Hon'ble Patna High Court has held that the case 

would  not  fall  within  the  rarest  of  rare  cases 

warranting capital punishment and it is urged that 

applying the ratio emerging from the said judgment 

wherein  the  Hon'ble  High  Court  of  Patna  has 
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considered  the  mitigating  circumstances  which  did 

not categorize a case involving fatalities of nearly 

100 victims belonging to the minority community as 

the rarest of rare cases and it is urged that in 

such circumstances, the accused who are facing major 

punishment,  be  awarded  the  lesser  punishment  as 

prescribed  under  Sec.302  of  the  I.P.C.  and  not 

capital punishment as is urged by the State.

78. In  rejoinder  thereto,  an  opportunity  was 

already indicated to be given to the State as also 

the  learned  advocate  for  the  victims  and  the 

submissions made by Shri Kodekar appearing for the 

State as also Shri S.M.Vora, the learned advocate 

for the victims, in rejoinder to the lengthy defence 

arguments, are elaborated as herein after follows.

79. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

the Hon'ble Supreme Court has in terms of the latest 

judgments delivered in the case of Raj Bala v. State 

of Haryana and Others as reported in 2016(1)-SCC-463 

and  in  the  case  of  State  of  Madhya  Pradesh  v. 

Udaibhan  as  reported  in  (2016(4)-SCC-116,  clearly 

laid down the sentencing policy. According to Shri 

Kodekar, the Hon'ble Supreme Court has consistently 

followed the sentencing policy in the rarest of rare 

cases and it is submitted that in the present case, 

unlike terrorist acts where persons who have hatred 

towards  the  country,  indulge  and  perpetrate  in 

ghastly acts, the present case is on an entirely 

different footing inasmuch as, these are the known 
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persons, neighbours, acquaintances, friends who have 

betrayed  such  relationships  in  perpetrating  such 

ghastly acts where large number of persons have been 

mercilessly done to death for no fault of theirs. It 

is submitted that in such circumstances, the crime 

test has to be viewed in terms of the perception 

arising in the society in relation to the present 

offence and therefore, the message required to be 

sent  out  to  society  according  to  Shri  Kodekar, 

should  be  such  that  it  should  be  exemplary  and 

should  send  a  signal  to  the  society  that  such 

incidents  will  not  be  tolerated.  It  is  urged 

therefore,  yet  again  that  the  strictest  view  be 

taken in the present proceedings.

80. It  is  submitted  that  the  arguments 

advanced by the defence with regard to a reaction to 

an action, have no place in the present proceedings. 

It is submitted that the Indian culture which is 

centuries old, be and is established to the world at 

large as a peaceful co-existence between members of 

the same society irregardless of their caste, creed 

or  religion.  It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances, the defence arguments are required to 

be disregarded inasmuch as, justification is sought 

to the  actions  being  a  reaction  to the  previous 

action  having  taken  place.  It  is  submitted  that 

revenge and retribution have no place in the Indian 

society and therefore also, the strictest view is 

required  to  be  taken  herein  by  imposing  the 

sentence.
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81. It  is  submitted  that  since  a  large 

number of eye-witnesses have deposed in the trial 

that there were slogan shoutings inter alia to the 

effect  that  “kill  the  members  of  the  minority 

community”, it is required to be inferred that the 

intention of the riotous mob was to kill right since 

the  very  inception.  It  is  submitted  that  in  the 

circumstances, this is an aspect which cannot be 

lost track of. 

82. It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances,  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  while 

laying down the law on the sentencing aspect, has 

clearly held that sympathy is not a factor relevant 

to the quantum of sentence. Therefore, it is urged 

by Shri Kodekar that the quantum of sentence to be 

imposed  has  to  be  seen  and  reflected  in 

proportionality,  gravity,  extreme  cruelty  of  the 

accused in perpetrating the offence, and that is why 

the State according to Shri Kodekar, presses for the 

maximum punishment. 

83. It is pointed out by Shri Kodekar that 

the provisions contained in Sec.31 of the Cr.P.C. 

empower  the  Court  to  exercise  discretion  while 

imposing sentence on multiple offences as to whether 

the sentences are required to run consecutively or 

concurrently and it is urged that looking to the 

exceptional circumstances in the present case, the 

State insists that the sentences be ordered to run 
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consecutively and not concurrently since the statute 

itself provides for such discretion to be exercised.

84. Shri Kodekar while making submissions 

on the alternative arguments advanced earlier by the 

State, submits that the term “life” is defined and 

provided for in Sec.45 of the I.P.C. where the term 

“life” is  defined to denote the  life of  a  human 

being unless the contrary appears from the context. 

A judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court delivered in 

the  case  of  Sandesh  v. State  of  Maharashtra as 

reported in  (2013)2-SCC-479  has been pressed into 

reliance by Shri Kodekar to support his arguments 

that sentence of life imprisonment would mean till 

the death of such accused, according to the said 

Judgment.

85. Shri  Kodekar  has,  in  an  effort  to 

counter  the  submissions  made  on  behalf  of  the 

defence  with  regard  to  the  encompassing  of  the 

provisions of Sec.149 of the I.P.C., has relied upon 

a judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court delivered in 

the  case  of  Susanta  Das  and  others  v. State  of 

Orissa as reported in (2016(4)-SCC-371.

86. It  is  urged  by  Shri  Kodekar  in 

conclusion  that  the State insists in the present 

case  for  the  harshest  punishment  and  as  an 

alternative, if capital punishment is not awarded, 

the  sentence  should  be  awarded  in  the  manner  as 

would  specifically  clarify  that  life  imprisonment 
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would mean till death. It is urged that in such 

circumstances, appropriate orders be passed herein.

87. It  is  pointed  out  by  Shri  Kodekar 

lastly on the aspect of delay that the Prosecution 

also cannot be held responsible for any delay caused 

herein  if  at  all  any  is  caused  herein.  It  is 

submitted  that  previous  Presiding  Officers  had 

concluded the arguments also, but were unable to 

deliver  the  judgment,  and  the  S.I.T.  took  bare 

minimum time after its appointment to conclude the 

investigation  and  the  State  has  also  always 

cooperated  for  the  speedy  trial  wherein  and 

therefore,  it  cannot  be  a  factor  which  would  be 

required  to  be  considered  while  imposing  the 

quantum of punishment upon the accused.

88. At  this  juncture,  the  details  with 

regard  to  the  period  spent  by  the  accused  in 

judicial custody being not available to this Court, 

was called for from the prosecuting agency, but Shri 

Kodekar  has  not  been  able  to  bring  forward  an 

accurate  and  authentic  data  with  regard  to  such 

details and he seeks time till Monday to provide 

such details. In such circumstances, further orders 

would  be  passed  with  regard  to  the  date  for 

announcing the sentence.

89. It is submitted by Shri S.M.Vora, the 

learned advocate appearing on behalf of the victims, 

that applying the judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme 
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Court  as  reported  in  2015(1)-SCC(Cri.)-81,  it  is 

urged that when all accused have been held guilty of 

an offence under Sec.149 of the I.P.C., in light of 

the ratio laid down by this judgment, all accused 

are required to be punished on the same footing. It 

is submitted that in such circumstances, awarding of 

lesser  punishment  is  against  the  principles 

enunciated by the Hon'ble Supreme Court.

90. It is submitted by Shri S.M.Vora that 

the arguments of provocation and in context of the 

defence  with  regard  to  the  firing  by  Shri  Ehsan 

Jafri, it is pointed out that the incidents could be 

said to have taken place right from 09:00 a.m. when 

there was no question of any firing by Shri Ehsan 

Jafri  and  therefore,  there  was  no  provocation  at 

such time and therefore, it is submitted that the 

transaction could be said to have begun from 09:00 

a.m. and therefore, justification to the provocation 

is groundless. It is pointed out by Shri S.M.Vora 

that right from 09:00 a.m. even till the time the 

senior Police Officers arrived at about 11:00 a.m., 

there was a continuous perpetration of the offence 

by the mob and therefore, it cannot be seen to be 

accepted  that  the  mob  acted  only  upon  any 

provocation by any event. It is submitted that in 

such circumstances, the common intention of the mob 

can be reflected right since 09:00 a.m. much before 

the alleged time of the firing. It is submitted that 

the  control  message  at  about  12:30  p.m.  clearly 

indicates that Gulbarg Society was surrounded by a 
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huge  mob  which  was  indulging  in  heavy  stone-

throwing,  throwing  burning  embers  and  therefore, 

there is no question of any provocation on the part 

of the residents of Gulbarg Society. It is submitted 

that  therefore,  the  compilation  submitted  today 

contains sufficient material to establish that there 

was no provocation from within Gulbarg Society, but 

the  mob  had  acted  in  furtherance  of  its  common 

intention.  It  is  submitted  that  in  such 

circumstances, supporting the contentions raised by 

the State, exemplary punishment is required to be 

meted out herein. 

91. It is submitted by Shri Vora that the 

judgments pressed into reliance by the defence have 

no  applicability  to  the  facts  and  circumstances 

herein.

92. It is submitted by Shri Vora that the 

age  and  other  mitigating  factors  like  economic 

strata  cannot  be  adequate  consideration  while 

imposing the quantum of sentence especially when the 

case falls within the rarest of rare category.

93. It is urged that in the circumstances, 

exemplary punishment be meted out to the accused.

Though it is made clear that the victims do not 

press  for  capital  punishment  in  any  of  their 

submissions, it is urged by Shri Vora that harshest 

punishment is required to be imposed.
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94. At this stage, Shri Kodekar requests 

that the details from the Jail authorities would be 

provided  by  Monday,  and  hence,  proceedings  are 

ordered to stand adjourned to 13/06/2016.

Dictated  and  pronounced  in  the  open 

Court on this 10  th   day of June, 2016.

City Sessions Court,     (Pranav Bhadramukh Desai)
Ahmedabad.        Special Judge, Designated Court
Date: 10/06/2016    for speedy trial of riot cases

     (Gulbarg Society),Ahmedabad.
  Unique ID Code No.GJ00004

*ashwin

Further order

95. Having thus considered such voluminous 

material  in  the  shape  of  submissions,  judicial 

precedents  and  statutory  provisions  extensively 

relied upon by all the parties concerned, meaning to 

say, the Prosecution, the learned advocate who has 

been permitted to address this Court on behalf of 

the victims/witnesses, as also the learned advocates 

for the concerned convicted accused, I am required 

to address the contentions and questions raised in 

the course of such submissions and after expressing 

my opinion on the various aspects argued, I would 

propose to then award the quantum of punishment to 

each of the convicted accused herein.

96. At the outset, I may state that the 

first question that I am required to decide is as to 
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whether  the  accused  who  have  been  awarded  major 

punishment,  are  required  to  be  awarded  capital 

punishment as is urged by Shri Kodekar or the lesser 

punishment of imprisonment for life as prescribed 

and provided for in Sec.302 of the I.P.C., as is 

urged  by  the  defence,  or  accept  the  alternative 

arguments made by Shri Kodekar and also supported by 

the learned advocate for the victims Shri S.M.Vora 

who made a statement at the bar which is reflected 

herein before, that the victims do not press or seek 

capital  punishment  herein,  that  the  accused  are 

required  to  be  specifically  awarded  to  undergo 

imprisonment for life which is further required to 

be clarified to mean till the remainder of the life 

of such convicted accused. 

97. The second aspect which I am required 

to consider is as to whether those accused who have 

not been convicted under Sec.302 of the I.P.C., but 

are found guilty under Sec.149 of the I.P.C., are 

required to be convicted for life as is urged by the 

learned Spl.P.P. Shri Kodekar as also Shri S.M.Vora, 

or  accept  the  submissions  made  on  behalf  of  the 

defence  that  the  accused  be  awarded  lesser 

punishment and as not found guilty under Sec.302 of 

the  I.P.C.,  cannot  be  awarded  life  imprisonment 

herein.

98. The next aspect required to be paid 

serious attention to is the aspect as to whether the 

sentences under various provisions are required to 
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be ordered to run consecutively as is urged by Shri 

Kodekar and also Shri S.M.Vora, or run concurrently 

as is urged by the defence.

99. Another aspect that is required to be 

considered is as to whether the sentence with regard 

to  accused  No.1  Kailash  Lalchand  Dhobi  who  is 

admittedly absconding after violating his temporary 

bail, and against whom a non-bailable warrant is in 

force,  whether  sentencing  of  such  accused  is 

required to be kept in abeyance as is urged by Shri 

Kodekar or whether the sentence can be pronounced in 

absentia. 

100. Lastly,  I  also  need  to,  after 

considering all the above factors, hereby conclude 

these proceedings by awarding the specific quantum 

of sentences to each of the convicted accused herein 

and  thereby  conclude  this  exceptional,  highly 

contentious, highly surcharged and highly publicized 

trial by so doing.

101. Firstly dealing with the question as 

to whether the present proceedings falls into the 

rarest of rare cases, and by classifying it to be 

so, are the accused required to be handed over the 

severest  punishment  of  capital  punishment  as  is 

provided in Sec.302 of I.P.C., or am I required to 

come to a conclusion that there are circumstances, 

factors  and  possibilities  of  reform  and 

rehabilitation  of  the  convicted  accused  which 
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thereby could be treated as mitigating circumstances 

which  would  require  me  to  negate  the  contention 

raised by the State that this case is required to be 

treated  as  the  rarest  of  rare  cases  and  thereby 

capital  punishment  would  be  a  necessary  outcome 

which  would,  as  has  been  pointed  out  by  Shri 

Kodekar, send a strong message to the society and 

thereby address the societal perceptions with regard 

to the quantum of punishment to be meted out to such 

offenders.  In  such  circumstances,  I  would  be 

required to closely scrutinize the recent trends of 

the Hon'ble Supreme Court and the recent trends in 

penology emerging from the landmark judgments of the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court cited herein, as to what is 

the general trend reflected by such judgments of the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court while deciding the quantum of 

punishment.  It  emerges  from  a  large  number  of 

judgments produced by Shri Bhardwaj that even in the 

gravest of offences involving attempts to wage war 

against the nation as in the case of Md.Jamiluddin 

Nasir (Supra),  a case where the accused had been 

convicted by the lower Court in offences involving 

Sections  120B,  121, 121A,  122,  302,  333  together 

with the Arms Act and where the trial Court as also 

the Hon'ble High Court had confirmed the sentence of 

capital  punishment  awarded,  the  Hon'ble  Supreme 

Court  had  commuted  a  death  penalty  into  life 

imprisonment  and  the  factors  such  as  the 

circumstances  extenuating   or  aggravating  of  the 

offence, prior criminal record of the offender, age 

and  background  of  the  offender  with  reference  to 
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education,  home  life,  sobriety,  emotional  mental 

conditions,  and  prospects  for  rehabilitation  and 

reforms after being so duly considered, were found 

to be favourable enough to commute the death penalty 

into  one  of  imprisonment  for  life.  The  Hon'ble 

Supreme Court while commuting the death penalty, has 

dealt  with  a  large  number  of  judgments  of  the 

Hon'ble Supreme court delivered in equally gruesome 

and grave and serious offences where large number of 

victims were done away by the accused, and came to a 

conclusion that Md.Jamiluddin's case (Supra) was a 

case,  where  it  was  established  that  the  accused 

fired upon and did away with by killing a large 

number of Policemen in furtherance of a criminal 

conspiracy  to  commit  a  Jehadi  act  against  the 

nation.  Despite  such  circumstances,  the  Hon'ble 

Supreme Court for the reasons reflected in the said 

judgment,  commuted the death sentence  to that  of 

imprisonment for life.

102. The Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case 

of Ram Pal (Supra) held that “It is true that the 

incident in question has prematurely terminated the 

life of 21 people, but then the number of deaths 

cannot  be  the  sole  criterion  for  awarding  the 

maximum punishment of death. While in a given case, 

death penalty may be an appropriate sentence even in 

a single murder, it would not necessarily mean  that 

in every case of multiple murders the death penalty 

has to be the normal punishment.”  (Para-3 of the 

said judgment).
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103. The  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  while 

relying on the landmark judgment of Bachan Singh  v. 

State of Punjab [(1980)-2-SCC-684],  considered the 

following  circumstances  as  mitigating 

circumstances:-

(1) That  the  offence  was  committed 

under the influence of extreme mental or emotional 

disturbance.

(2) The  age  of  the  accused.  If  the 

accused is young or old, he shall not be sentenced 

to death.

(3) The probability that the accused 

would not commit criminal acts of violence as would 

constitute a continuing threat to society.

(4) The probability that the accused 

can be reformed and rehabilitated. The State shall 

by evidence prove that the accused does not satisfy 

the conditions (3) and (4) above.

(5) That  in  the  facts  and 

circumstances of the case the accused believed that 

he was morally justified in committing the offence.

(6) That the accused acted under the 

duress or domination of another person.

(7) That the condition of the accused 

showed that he was mentally defective and that the 

said defect impaired his capacity to appreciate the 

criminality of his conduct.”

104. In such case also, the Hon'ble Apex 
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Court  came  to  the  conclusion  that  the  fact  of 

accused having spent 17 long years in custody, was 

also  required  to  be  treated  as  a  mitigating 

circumstance  while  considering  the  quantum  of 

sentence.  Even  in  the  present  case,  the  death 

penalty was commuted to imprisonment for life.

105. The judgment of Vyas Ram (Supra) also 

upon  due  consideration,  clearly  relies  on  Bachan 

Singh's case (Supra), where also after relying on a 

Supreme  Court  judgment  delivered  in  the  case  of 

Santosh  Kumar  Satishbhushan  Bariyar  v.  State  of 

Maharashtra reported in 2009(6)-SCC-498 where it was 

observed  by  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  that 

“.........it would be advisable to fall in favour of 

the 'rule' of life imprisonment rather than invoking 

the  'exception'  of  death  punishment.”  In  such 

circumstances also, in this case also, the Hon'ble 

Supreme Court commuted capital punishment to that of 

life imprisonment. 

106. It  may  be  noted  that  the  accused 

herein have already undergone and faced the trauma 

of a trial which is the first stage and is likely to 

be  followed  by  two  more  appellate  stages,  such 

trauma having lasted at the trial stage for about 14 

years  is  also  a  factor  which  is  required  to  be 

considered herein, and therefore, in light of the 

judgment in  Bachan Singh's case (Supra) where the 

length of time spent by the accused in custody was 

also  required  to  be  treated  as  a  mitigating 
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circumstance by the Hon'ble Supreme Court, and as a 

result,  death  sentence  was  commuted  to  one  of 

imprisonment for life.

107. Similarly  in  Ashok  Debbarma's  case 

(Supra) also, the same Santosh Kumar's case (Supra) 

has  been  relied  upon  and  a  further  aspect  of 

reasonable doubt and residual doubt is brought into 

play where if we look at the instant proceedings 

also, I am bound to accept the submissions made by 

Shri Bhardwaj that in the instant case where there 

were 60 surviving accused facing same charges and 

the charges were believed only against 24 of the 

accused and not believed against 36 accused, then 

there  is  what  is  entertained  as  a  concept  of 

residual  doubt  with  regard  to the  guilt  of  such 

accused and in such circumstances, even in  Ashok 

Debbarma's case (Supra),  the Hon'ble Supreme Court 

commuted the sentence from death to imprisonment for 

life.  The  said  judgment  has  also  laid  down  the 

possibility that where there is a possibility of the 

accused being rehabilitated or there is a prospect 

of the accused being reformed for the rest of his 

life, he cannot be sentenced to death.

108. A  recent  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble 

Supreme Court  delivered in  B. Kumar @ Jaykumar's 

case (Supra), has clearly considered all offences of 

murder to be grave, gruesome and heinous and one 

cannot  imagine  a  murder  which  is  not  heinous  or 
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cruel under any circumstance. However, the Hon'ble 

Supreme Court has held that while considering as to 

whether  the  extreme  sentence  is  required  to  be 

awarded, a Court has also to inquire and believe 

that the condemned accused cannot be reformed  or 

rehabilitated and are likely to continue with the 

criminal acts.

109. In such circumstances, I am required 

to accept the submissions made by Shri Bhardwaj that 

a large number of the present accused, particularly 

accused Nos.3, 16, 25, 29, 32, 34, 37, 38, 46, 47, 

50, 52, 54, 55, 59 and 66 who have been enlarged on 

bail pending trial, are established to be persons 

who  had  no  previous  antecedents  and  as  has  been 

pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj in the course of his 

submissions, such accused even after being enlarged 

on bail, have not committed any offence which could 

even remotely indicate that the accused continue to 

be a menace to the society as has been canvassed by 

Shri  Kodekar  while  advocating  his  arguments  for 

justifying award of maximum sentence to the accused 

herein. Again, I am also required to appreciate the 

submissions  made  by  Shri  Bhardwaj  that  it  is  a 

matter of record that even after being enlarged on 

bail and during the time when a large number of the 

eye-witnesses  identified  such  accused  as  the 

perpetrators  of  such  grave  and  serious  offence, 

named  them  in  the  Court,  identified  them  in  the 

Court, then also, not a single complaint has emerged 

either  from  the  victims  or  from  the  State  which 
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would indicate in any manner that any of the accused 

have even remotely directly or indirectly threatened 

the  witnesses  or  have  created  a  situation  which 

would  establish  in  any  manner  that  the  accused 

cannot be allowed to continue their existence  in 

society or that they deserve to be awarded capital 

punishment. Even with respect to the accused who 

have been denied bail all throughout, I agree with 

the  submissions  of  Shri  Bhardwaj,  that  there  is 

neither  any  complaint  about  any  misbehaviour  or 

criminal activity on the part of such accused within 

the  Jail  premises  nor  has  any  untoward  incident 

taken  place  as  and  when  such  accused  have  been 

enlarged on temporary bail by the superior Courts, 

which has been done so on numerous occasions. The 

accused, as has been pointed out by Shri Bhardwaj, 

are even leading normal lives, of whom accused No.47 

Dharmesh  Prahladbhai  Shukla  has  even  got  married 

during the pendency of the trial and therefore, it 

can be seen that while being enlarged on bail, the 

accused  have  made  special  efforts  to  integrate 

themselves  into  the  main  stream  society  and  no 

further untoward incident involving the accused has 

emerged during the lengthy duration of the present 

proceedings.  In  my  opinion,  therefore,  I  cannot 

accept  the  submissions  of  Shri  Kodekar  that  the 

accused  are  incapable  of  being  reformed  and  are 

required to be treated as a menace to the society. 

In fact, while accepting the submissions of Shri 

Bhardwaj  as  stated  above,  I  find  that  the 

submissions made by Shri Kodekar are devoid of merit 
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in this regard and in such circumstances, without 

any further discussion herein, I am of the opinion 

that while the present carnage is one of the darkest 

days of civil society in Gujarat, and cannot be in 

any manner excused or condoned, I cannot but come to 

the conclusion that the accused deserve a chance to 

reform and rehabilitate and I, therefore, propose to 

award the lesser punishment of imprisonment for life 

on the concerned accused.

110. The  next  question  that  needs  to  be 

answered as a necessary consequence of my findings 

above,  is  as  to  what  would  be  the  quantum  of 

punishment required to be meted out to the accused 

who  have  been  found  guilty  and  ordered  to  stand 

convicted of having committed an offence punishable 

with Sec.302 of IPC read together with Sec.149 of 

IPC read together with other provisions under which 

they stand convicted. 

111. The alternative submission advanced by 

Shri Kodekar, is inter alia to the effect that this 

Court  can  while  imposing  a  sentence  of  life 

imprisonment,  specify  and  order  that  life 

imprisonment would mean the remainder of the life of 

such accused, i.e. the conviction is to continue 

till the time of death of such convicted accused. 

This argument and submissions are also pressed into 

reliance by Shri S.M.Vora, the learned advocate who 

appears on behalf of the victims, and he too has 

said that the accused be shown no leniency and it be 
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specifically provided for while deciding the quantum 

of punishment by this Court, that all the accused 

convicted of such serious offences, be sentenced to 

undergo imprisonment for life which means the entire 

remaining lifetime of such accused. The Prosecution 

and  the  learned  advocate  for  the  victims,  have 

relied upon some judgments of the Hon'ble Supreme 

Court where the Hon'ble Supreme Court has clearly 

specified  a  time  frame  which  would  connote  and 

denote the sentence of life imprisonment. The State, 

therefore, reiterates that in case this Court for 

any reasons, does not find the present offence to 

fall within the category of rarest of rare cases and 

does  not  deem  it  appropriate  to  award  capital 

punishment  to  the  concerned  accused,  then  such 

specific mention be made while deciding the quantum 

of sentence, which would ensure that such accused 

remain incarcerated and serve out the sentence for 

the entire remainder of their life.

112. Shri Kodekar has further relied upon 

the definition clause contained in Sec.45 of the 

I.P.C., where the word “life” has been defined as 

follows:

“45. The  word 'life' denotes the  life of 

human being unless the contrary appears from the 

context.”

113. It is in the background of such facts 

and circumstances that I am required to reproduce 

for the sake of convenience the specific provision 
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contained in Sec.302 of the I.P.C., which reads as 

thus:

“Punishment for murder

302. Whoever commits murder, shall be 

punished with death or imprisonment for life and 

shall also be liable to fine.”

114. In  the  circumstances,  the  nature  of 

and quantum of punishment prescribed by the present 

provision of Sec.302 of I.P.C. is punishment with 

death or punishment with imprisonment for life and a 

discretion  is  further  vested  on  the  Court  with 

regard to imposition of fine together with or in 

addition to such substantive sentence. It would also 

be  necessary  to  decide  this  vexed  question  to 

firstly  reflect  upon  the  provisions  contained  in 

Sec.433  of  the  Cr.P.C.  where  the  appropriate 

Government, meaning either the State Government or 

the Central Government may, without the consent of 

the person sentenced, commute a sentence of death 

and  a  sentence  of  imprisonment  for  life,  for 

imprisonment for a term not exceeding 14 years or 

for fine, a sentence of rigorous imprisonment, for 

simple imprisonment for any term which that person 

might have been sentenced, or for fine, and lastly a 

sentence of simple imprisonment. I am required to, 

therefore,  reproduce  the  provisions  contained  in 

Sec.433 of the Cr.P.C. which prescribes and empowers 

the  appropriate  Government  being  the  State 

Government and the Central Government which aspect 

is clarified in sub-section (7) of Sec.432 of the 
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Cr.P.C., to mean a State Government or the Central 

Government. 

Sec.433 of Cr.P.C.

“433. The  appropriate  Government  may, 

without  the  consent  of  the  person  sentenced, 

commute-

(a) a  sentence  of  death,  for  any  other 

punishment provided by the Indian Penal Code (45 of 

1860);

(b) a sentence of imprisonment for life, 

for imprisonment for a term not exceeding fourteen 

years or for fine;

(c) a  sentence  of  rigorous  imprisonment, 

for simple imprisonment for any term to which that 

person might have been sentenced, or for fine;

(d) a sentence of simple imprisonment, or 

fine.”

Sec.432, sub-section (7) of Cr.P.C.

“432. (1) ….......

(2) ….......

(3) ….......

(4) ….......

(5) ….......

(6) ….......

(7) In this section and in section  

433, the expression 'appropriate Government'  

means,-
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(a) in cases where the sentence is for 

an offence against, or the order referred to in sub-

section (6) is passed under, any law relating to a 

matter to which the executive power of the Union 

extends, the Central Government;

(b) in other cases, the Government of 

the State within which the offender is sentenced or 

the said order is passed.”

115. The  provision  contained  in  Sec.433A 

however imposes a restriction on the powers of the 

State of remission or commutation. I am, therefore, 

required to reproduce the provisions contained in 

Sec.433A of the Cr.P.C. for the sake of convenience.

Section 433A of the Cr.P.C.

“433A. Notwithstanding anything contained 

in section 432, where a sentence of imprisonment for 

life is imposed on conviction of a person for an 

offence for which death is one of the punishments 

provided  by  law,  or  where  a  sentence  of  death 

imposed on a person has been commuted under section 

433 into one of imprisonment for life, such person 

shall  not  be  released  from  prison  unless  he  had 

served at least fourteen years of imprisonment.”

116. A bare reading of the said provision 

clearly establishes that there has been imposed a 

restriction  on  the  Government  while  exercising 

powers under Sec.432 and Sec.433 while commuting a 

sentence of death or imprisonment for life and it 
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has been specified that such accused so sentenced, 

shall  not  be  released  from  prison  unless  he  had 

served at least fourteen years of imprisonment. In 

the circumstances, therefore, the statute provides 

and  empowers  the  State  Government  to  commute  or 

apply principles of remission in appropriate cases. 

It does not mean that the State Government or the 

Central Government as the case may be, is required 

to  exercise  this  discretion  in  all  cases  where 

sentence is awarded. The said provision only imposes 

a restriction on the State Government only in cases 

where it has chosen to exercise the discretion and 

use its powers conferred under Secs.432 and 433 to 

either commute or remit the sentence. This, in my 

opinion, would mean that the State need not exercise 

such discretion in all cases and if found necessary 

and prudent, the State which is obviously being a 

democratic State, would therefore, for the greater 

good of the people in some cases, decide not to 

exercise  the  powers  and  discretion  vested  to  it 

under  Sec.432  and  433  of  the  Cr.P.C.   It  can, 

therefore, be said in my opinion, that such exercise 

of  powers  by  the  appropriate  Government  is 

discretionary.  Section  433A  at  the  cost  of 

repetition, however, imposes a restriction on the 

appropriate Government and provides that even where 

the  appropriate  Governments  have  exercised  their 

powers  under  Secs.432  and  433,  no  such  person 

convicted in such fashion, will be released  from 

prison  unless  he  has  spent  fourteen  years  in 

incarceration.  Such  restriction,  therefore,  is 
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imposed by Sec.433A. However, the recent statutory 

amendments  as  reflected  in  the  newly  inserted 

provisions of Sec.376, clearly take away completely 

the power of the appropriate Government to remit or 

commute sentences and in fact confer jurisdiction on 

the Court by specifically mentioning the time frame 

which  would  cover  the  life  imprisonment  of  an 

accused.  In  such  circumstances,  the  amended 

provisions inserted in the I.P.C. in the form of 

Secs.376A,  376D  and  376E  are  required  to  be 

reproduced which I hereby do so.

Section 376A of the I.P.C.

“376A. Whoever,  commits  an  offence 

punishable under sub-section (1) or sub-section (2) 

of section 376 and in the course of such commission 

inflicts an injury which causes the death of the 

person or causes the person to be in a persistent 

vegetative state, shall be punished with rigorous 

imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than 

twenty years, but which may extend to imprisonment 

for life, which shall mean the remainder of that 

person's natural life, or with death.”

Section 376D of the I.P.C.

“376D. Where  a  person  is  sexually 

assaulted  by  one  or  more  persons  constituting  a 

group  or  acting  in  furtherance  of  a  common 

intention, each of those persons shall be deemed to 
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have  committed  the  offence  of  sexual  assault, 

regardless  of  gender  and  shall  be  punished  with 

rigorous imprisonment for a term which shall not be 

less than twenty years, but which may extend to life 

and shall pay compensation to the victim which shall 

be  reasonable  to  meet  the  medical  expenses  and 

rehabilitation of the victim.

EXPLANATION:- For  the  purposes  of  this  section, 

imprisonment for life shall mean imprisonment for 

the remainder of that person's natural life.”

Section 376E of the I.P.C.

“376E. Whoever  has  been  previously 

convicted of an offence punishable under section 376 

or section 376A or section 376C or section 376D and 

is subsequently convicted of an offence punishable 

under any of the said sections shall be punished 

with imprisonment for life, which shall mean the 

remainder  of  that  person's  natural  life  or  with 

death.”

117. It  can  be  seen  in  all  the  three 

provisions which are newly inserted in Sec.376 of 

the I.P.C., that the words  “..........imprisonment 

for life, which shall mean the remainder of that 

person's natural life” are specifically provided for 

and mentioned in such newly inserted provisions. 

118. In  such  circumstances,  a  power  has 

been  vested  and  discretion  has  been  granted  and 
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conferred upon a Court convicting a person guilty of 

offences punishable under Secs.376A, 376D and 376E, 

to specify as to whether the imprisonment for life 

shall mean the remainder of such convicted accused's 

life. Therefore, in my opinion, the clear intent of 

the  legislature  in  providing  for  such  specific 

terminology in the statute itself empowers a Court 

and in fact enjoins a duty upon the Court to specify 

that imprisonment for life shall mean the remainder 

of that person's natural life, while deciding the 

quantum of punishment. In my opinion, therefore, the 

provisions contained in Sec.302 do not specify such 

clear powers and no such discretion is granted to 

the sentencing Court whereby the Court can exercise 

powers to specify that life imprisonment means the 

remainder of the natural life of that person. In my 

opinion,  had  there  been  legislative  intent,  a 

suitable amendment would have necessarily followed 

in  the  provisions  contained  in  Sec.302  also.  No 

doubt,  in  some  of  the  judgments  of  the  Hon'ble 

Supreme Court cited in the course of the present 

submissions, i.e. in the cases of (i) Birju and (ii) 

Ashok Debbarma (both supra), as also in the case of 

Sangeet v. State of Haryana as reported in LAWS(SC)-

2012-11-21, while commuting the sentence of death to 

that of life imprisonment, the Hon'ble Supreme Court 

has specified the period of sentence to be 20 years 

and in other cases till the remainder of the life of 

the accused.

119. However, such powers can be exercised 
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by the constitutional Courts alone while exercising 

inherent powers either under Sec.482 of the Cr.P.C. 

in  the  case  of  High  Courts  or  exercise  of 

extraordinary jurisdiction under Article 32 of the 

Constitution by the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India. 

In my opinion, therefore, it would be improper on 

the part of this Court to go beyond the provisions 

contained in the statute, meaning Sec.302 of the 

I.P.C.  and  by  so  doing,  divest  the  appropriate 

Government of its statutory powers conferred under 

Secs.432  and  433  of  the  Cr.P.C.  In  such 

circumstances,  therefore,  I  am  of  the  clear  view 

that  this  Court  cannot  specify  in  the  terms  the 

sentence  of  imprisonment  for  life  to  mean  the 

remainder of the life of the accused as is sought 

for by the learned Spl.P.P. Shri Kodekar and by Shri 

Vora,  the  learned  advocate  appearing  for  the 

victims. However, while departing from this point, I 

am required to observe that the powers conferred in 

Secs.432  and  433  of  the  Cr.P.C.  need  not  be 

exercised by the appropriate Government in all cases 

of  convictions  and  if  in  a  given  case,  the 

appropriate Government choses not to exercise such 

powers,  then  naturally  imprisonment  for  life  for 

such convicted accused would mean till the remainder 

of  life  of  such  accused.  In  such  circumstances, 

while being conscious that even such recommendatory 

observations might not strictly fall within powers 

and  authority  vested  upon  this  Court,  I  would 

venture to recommend to the appropriate Government 

that looking to the grave and serious nature of the 
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incident and the offence herein, the State may not 

exercise any such powers under Secs.432 or 433 of 

the Cr.P.C. as the case may be, with regard to the 

accused convicted herein.

120. The question that is now required to 

be  answered  at  length,  is  as  to  whether  the 

sentences  imposed  on  all  the  convicted  accused 

herein who have been found guilty of substantive and 

substantial  offences  as  also  ancillary  offences 

arising  out  of  the  incident,  should  run 

consecutively or should run concurrently, and I am 

required to consider the submissions of Shri Kodekar 

and Shri Vora that the sentences to be imposed on 

all  convicted  accused,  must  be  ordered  to  run 

consecutively and not concurrently. Shri Kodekar has 

in fact sought to rely on the provisions contained 

in  Sec.31(1)  of  the  Cr.P.C.,  where  the  Court  is 

empowered  to  inflict  such  punishments  to  run 

consecutively, meaning one after the expiration of 

the  other,  unless  a  specific  direction  has  been 

given by the Court that such punishments shall run 

concurrently.  However,  it  is  conceded  that  the 

proviso to Sec.31 clearly indicates that in no case 

shall such consecutive punishment run for a period 

longer than fourteen years. It is however, submitted 

that in the present circumstances, the accused be 

awarded  consecutive  sentence.  However,  it  is 

required  to  be  noted  that  while  Shri  Vora  has 

adopted the arguments of Shri Kodekar, and he too 

has pressed for sentences to run consecutively and 
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not  concurrently,  I  am  required  to  observe  that 

other than pointing out to the discretionary powers 

conferred on the Court under Sec.31 of the Cr.P.C., 

no  material  has  been  pressed  into  reliance  in 

support of such submissions, either by Shri Kodekar 

or by Shri Vora for that matter. 

121. On  the  other  hand,  Shri  T.R.Bajpai, 

the learned advocate appearing on behalf of some of 

the accused, has, while interrupting the submissions 

made  by  Shri  Bhardwaj,  pressed  into  reliance  a 

judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court which appears 

to be an unreported judgment delivered in the case 

of  Manoj  @  Panu  in  Criminal  Appeal  No.2063/2013 

arising out of S.L.P.(Crl.) No.7707 of 2013, where 

the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  while  delivering  the 

judgment  on  09/12/2013, has  completely provided  a 

contrary  answer  to  the  submissions  made  by  Shri 

Kodekar and Shri Vora, and in such circumstances, I 

am  required  to  negate  completely  the  submissions 

made by Shri Kodekar and Shri Vora in this regard, 

and accept in toto the submissions made on behalf of 

the defence. While laying the controversy to rest, 

the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  firstly  relied  upon  a 

previous  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court 

delivered in the case of Mohd. Akhtar Hussain alias 

Ibrahim Ahmed Bhatti v. Asst. Collector of Customs 

(Prevention), Ahmedabad & Anr. as reported in (1998) 

4  SCC  183,  wherein  the  relevant  portion  of  the 

Supreme Court judgment read as thus:
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“10. The basic rule of thumb over the years 

has been the so called single transaction rule for 

concurrent  sentences.  If  a  given  transaction 

constitutes  two  offences  under  two  enactments 

generally,  it  is  wrong  to  have  consecutive 

sentences.”

122. The  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  further 

relied upon a judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court 

delivered in the case of State of Punjab v. Madanlal 

as reported in  (2009) 5 SCC 238,  wherein another 

judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court delivered in 

the case of  State of Maharashtra v. Najakat Alia 

Mubarak  Ali  as reported in  (2001) 6  SCC  311  was 

cited with approval, as under:-

“17. In  the  above  context,  it  is 

apposite to point out that very often it happens, 

when  an  accused  is  convicted  in  one  case  under 

different  counts  of  offences  and  sentenced  to 

different  terms  of  imprisonment  under  each  such 

count,  all  such  sentences  are  directed  to  run 

concurrently.  The  idea  behind  it  is  that  the 

imprisonment to be suffered by him for one count of 

offence will, in fact and in effect be imprisonment 

for other counts as well.”

123. The  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  has 

thereafter clearly concluded the said judgment in 

Manoj  @  Panu's case  (Supra) by  making  these 

observations in paragraph No.12 of the judgment,  as 
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thus:-

“12. Further, having regard to the age of 

the  appellant  at  the  time  of  committing  the 

offences, we feel it would not be just and proper to 

allow  the  sentences  to run  consecutively. As  the 

offences  committed  by  the  appellant  have  been 

committed  under  a  single  transaction,    [Emphasis   

supplied  by  this  Court], it  is  well  settled 

position  of  law  that  the  sentences  must  run 

concurrently and not consecutively.”

124. A  further  judgment  of  the  Hon'ble 

Supreme  Court  as  in  the  case  of  Ramesh  Chilwal 

(Supra)  has  clearly laid  down  a  ratio  that  when 

number  of  sentences  are  awarded  in  different 

offences, the sentences are required to be ordered 

to run concurrently.

125. Having  considered  the  settled  legal 

position emerging from the judgments of the Hon'ble 

Apex Court which is undeniably the law of the land 

and sacrosanct and completely binding to this Court, 

I am required to observe that there is no room for 

any  doubt  that  the  present  offence  in  which  the 

concerned  accused  have  been  convicted  under 

different provisions of the I.P.C., clearly is the 

result and is admittedly arising out of what can be 

termed  to  be  a  'single  transaction'  since  all 

concerned have admittedly referred to the present 

proceedings as the  incident and offence committed 

by the accused at Gulbarg Society which covers the 
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time frame from 09:00 a.m. to 06:30 p.m. on that 

fateful  day. Therefore,  reiterating  the  fact  that 

the present offence could be said to be arising out 

of a single transaction, there is no merit, in my 

opinion, in the submissions made by Shri Kodekar for 

the State or Shri S.M.Vora for the victims, that the 

sentences  are  required  to  be  directed  to  run 

consecutively.  In  my  opinion,  therefore,  this 

question also is appropriately answered and disposed 

of, and I clearly specify that I intend to direct 

that the sentences of all accused in each of the 

provisions  that  they  stand  convicted,  shall  run 

concurrently.

126. The  last  aspect  required  to  be 

considered is as to whether by finding most of the 

convicted  accused  guilty  under  Sec.149  of  the 

I.P.C., are all accused required to be conferred the 

same  quantum  of  punishment  as  is  urged  by  Shri 

Kodekar and Shri S.M.Vora. I do not wish to dwell at 

length on this aspect, but in light of my findings 

herein before that while the provisions contained in 

Sec.141  which  define  as  to  what  constitutes  an 

unlawful  assembly  and  the  provisions  following 

thereafter  including  the  provisions  contained  in 

Sec.149,  apply  to  most  of  the  accused  who  stand 

convicted  under  such  provisions,  is  well 

established, I have chosen not to hold 13 of such 

accused being accused Nos.3, 16, 21, 25, 29, 32, 37, 

38,  47, 50,  52,  59  and  66  not  guilty  of  having 

committed an offence punishable under Sec.302 of the 
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I.P.C.  In  fact,  in  light  of  my  earlier  findings 

which I need not repeat at length, I have held that 

there was not one single unlawful assembly formed 

with  a  common  intent  and  knowledge  by  all  the 

accused  involved  herein,  of  which  the  present 

convicted  accused  only  formed  a  minuscule  and 

microscopic strength since it is the case of the 

Prosecution as also the victims where even at the 

present juncture, Shri S.M.Vora in submitting his 

written arguments, has pointed out with regard to a 

presence of a mob of about 10000 strong, of which 

unfortunately the State has been able to hold only 

66 accused as responsible, of whom accused No.57 is 

admittedly not a member of the mob, but was a Police 

Officer in charge of the area where the offence has 

taken place. In such circumstances, when I have held 

the accused to be members of distinct and separate 

unlawful assemblies and having distinct and separate 

common  intentions  and  knowledge,  it  would  be 

improper on the part of this Court to hold all the 

accused guilty of the substantive offences only on 

account  of  the  fact  of  their  being  found  guilty 

under  the  provisions  contained  in  Sec.149 of  the 

I.P.C. In my opinion, therefore, such submissions 

made on behalf of the State as well as the victims 

are also required to be negated and the submission 

made by Shri Bhardwaj in this regard as is reflected 

herein  before,  is  required  to  be  held  to  be 

accepted. In the circumstances, even this aspect is, 

in my opinion, accordingly answered.
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127. Consequent to the submissions made by 

Shri  Kodekar  with  regard  to accused  No.1 Kailash 

Dhobi  and  the  submissions  made  on  behalf  of  the 

Prosecution that further orders with regard to the 

fate  of  accused  No.1  Kailash  Dhobi  be  kept  in 

abeyance in light of the fact that the accused is 

absconding  and  has  violated  his  temporary  bail 

granted by the Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat, has 

now become infructuous and is not required to be 

addressed in light of the fact that the accused No.1 

Kailash  Dhobi  surrendered  before  this  Court  on 

13/06/2016 and was ordered to be taken into custody 

to serve out the sentence, and therefore, there is 

no need to keep in abeyance the quantum of sentence 

required  to  be  awarded  to  accused  No.1  Kailash 

Dhobi.

128. Again, another submission made by Shri 

S.M.Vora, the learned advocate appearing on behalf 

of  the  victims/witnesses,  is  inter  alia  to  the 

effect that since it is provided under the statute, 

more particularly under Sec.357 and under Sec.357A 

of the Cr.P.C., this Court do hereby award to the 

victims  compensation  from  the  convicted  accused. 

However, the quantum of compensation sought to be 

awarded is not specified and only a submission is 

made with regard to passing orders under Sec.357 and 

Sec.357A  of  the  Cr.P.C.  for  compensation  to  the 

victims.

129. I am required to note that in terms of 
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Exh.2070,  which  are  produced  by  the  State  in 

compliance  with  the  directions  of  this  Court,  a 

Government Resolution dated 23/04/2002 has firstly 

awarded  an  amount  of  Rs.1,50,000/-  to  the  family 

members of the victims who met with an unfortunate 

and fatal end in the incidents that took place all 

over  Gujarat  at  the  relevant  time.  A  further 

Government Resolution dated 24/09/2007 has also been 

produced where such compensation to the kin of the 

deceased  victims  was  further  enhanced  by 

Rs.3,50,000/- in case of each death of a victim and 

therefore,  the  family  members  i.e.  the  surviving 

family members of such deceased victim, were paid 

compensation to the tune of Rs.5,00,000/- for each 

death  in  any  incident.  The  injured  victims 

themselves, by the same G.R., were paid an amount of 

Rs.1,25,000/-  and  an  annexure  to  the  said  G.R. 

clearly indicates that compensation in terms of the 

amounts  specified  against  each  victim  who  had 

sustained damages to property, was also paid over by 

the State under the provisions of the G.R. In my 

opinion, therefore, it would be improper to direct 

the State Government under Sec.357A of the Cr.P.C. 

to pay any further amount of compensation. As far as 

an  order  to  pay  compensation  to  the  victims  by 

exercise of powers under Sec.357 of the Cr.P.C. is 

concerned, I am of the opinion that it is difficult 

to specify as to which of the accused is required to 

pay compensation to which of the victims and to what 

extent.  In  any  case,  the  provision  to order  the 

payment  of  compensation  is  discretionary  and  not 
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mandatory and in such circumstances, looking to the 

complexity of the proceedings herein, I am of the 

clear opinion that it would be difficult to quantify 

compensation and specify as to which of the accused 

is  required  to pay  compensation  to which  of  the 

victims  and  therefore,  in  such  circumstances,  I 

negate the submission seeking an order directing the 

accused to pay compensation to the victims.

130. In  the  circumstances  and  keeping  in 

mind the law of the land laid down by the Hon'ble 

Supreme Court in its numerous judgments which have 

been discussed herein before, and also looking to 

the  fact  that  the  accused,  at  the  cost  of 

repetition, have faced a trauma of this trial for 

which they have been incarcerated in some cases for 

more than 10 years and since all the accused have 

been facing the trauma of this trial for an incident 

that took place in the year 2002, and also looking 

to the fact that post enlargement on bail/temporary 

bail, there has been no complaint of any offence 

being committed by the accused and also looking to 

the various factors like age and other mitigating 

circumstances, I impose the quantum of punishment 

upon  the  convicted  accused  as  per  following 

details:-

Order

The  accused  No.1  Kailash  Lalchand 

Dhobi  is hereby ordered to undergo imprisonment as 

specified herein below:-

1) Rigorous imprisonment for life for the 
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offence punishable under Sec.302 read together with 

Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  10  (ten) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.396  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.397  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.398  of 

the I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.201  of 

the I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  04  (four) 

years for the offence punishable under Sec.307 of 

the I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.436  of 

the I.P.C.

10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

11) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 
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year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

12) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

13) Rigorous  imprisonment  for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.295 of the 

I.P.C.

14) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

15) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

16) Rigorous  imprisonment for  06  (six) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.332 of 

the I.P.C.

17) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.337 of 

the I.P.C.

18) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

19) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

20) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

21) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 
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days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

22) Imprisonment for  06 (six) months for 

the  offence  punishable  under  Sec.135(1)  of  the 

Bombay Police Act.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.1  in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused No.2 Yogendrasinh @ Lalo 

Mohansinh  Shekhawat  is  hereby  ordered  to  undergo 

imprisonment as specified herein below:-

1) Rigorous imprisonment for life for the 

offence punishable under Sec.302 read together with 

Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  10  (ten) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.396  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.397  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.398  of 

the I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.201  of 

the I.P.C.
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6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.436  of 

the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

11) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

12) Rigorous  imprisonment  for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.295 of the 

I.P.C.

13) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

14) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

15) Rigorous  imprisonment for  06  (six) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.332 of 

the I.P.C.
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16) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.337 of 

the I.P.C.

17) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

18) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

19) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

20) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

21) Imprisonment for  06 (six) months for 

the  offence  punishable  under  Sec.135(1)  of  the 

Bombay Police Act.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.2  in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused  No.14  Jayeshkumar  @  Gabbar 

Madanlal  Jinger  is  hereby  ordered  to  undergo 

imprisonment as specified herein below:-

1) Rigorous imprisonment for life for the 

offence punishable under Sec.302 read together with 
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Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  10  (ten) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.396  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.397  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.398  of 

the I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.201  of 

the I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.436  of 

the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

11) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 
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I.P.C.

12) Rigorous  imprisonment  for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.295 of the 

I.P.C.

13) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

14) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

15) Rigorous  imprisonment for  06  (six) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.332 of 

the I.P.C.

16) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.337 of 

the I.P.C.

17) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

18) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

19) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

20) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

21) Imprisonment for  06 (six) months for 

the  offence  punishable  under  Sec.135(1)  of  the 
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Bombay Police Act.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.14 in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused  No.34 Krishnakumar  @  Krishna 

(son  of  Champaben)  is  hereby  ordered  to  undergo 

imprisonment as specified herein below:-

1) Rigorous imprisonment for life for the 

offence punishable under Sec.302 read together with 

Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  10  (ten) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.396  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.397  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.398  of 

the I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.201  of 

the I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 
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years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.436  of 

the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

11) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

12) Rigorous  imprisonment  for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.295 of the 

I.P.C.

13) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

14) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

15) Rigorous  imprisonment for  06  (six) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.332 of 

the I.P.C.

16) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.337 of 

the I.P.C.

17) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 
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months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

18) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

19) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

20) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

21) Imprisonment for  06 (six) months for 

the  offence  punishable  under  Sec.135(1)  of  the 

Bombay Police Act.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.34  in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused No.41 Jayesh Ramjibhai Parmar 

is  hereby  ordered  to  undergo  imprisonment  as 

specified herein below:-

1) Rigorous imprisonment for life for the 

offence punishable under Sec.302 read together with 

Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  10  (ten) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.396  of 

the I.P.C.
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3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.397  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.398  of 

the I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.201  of 

the I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.436  of 

the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

11) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

12) Rigorous  imprisonment  for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.295 of the 

I.P.C.
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13) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

14) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

15) Rigorous  imprisonment for  06  (six) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.332 of 

the I.P.C.

16) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.337 of 

the I.P.C.

17) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

18) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

19) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

20) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

21) Imprisonment for  06 (six) months for 

the  offence  punishable  under  Sec.135(1)  of  the 

Bombay Police Act.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 
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The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.41 in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused  No.42  Raju  @  Mamo  Ramavtar 

Tiwari is hereby ordered to undergo imprisonment as 

specified herein below:-

1) Rigorous imprisonment for life for the 

offence punishable under Sec.302 read together with 

Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  10  (ten) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.396  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.397  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.398  of 

the I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.201  of 

the I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.436  of 
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the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

11) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

12) Rigorous  imprisonment  for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.295 of the 

I.P.C.

13) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

14) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

15) Rigorous  imprisonment for  06  (six) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.332 of 

the I.P.C.

16) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.337 of 

the I.P.C.

17) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

18) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 
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the I.P.C.

19) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

20) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

21) Imprisonment for  06 (six) months for 

the  offence  punishable  under  Sec.135(1)  of  the 

Bombay Police Act.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.42  in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused  No.43  Naran  Sitaram  Tank  @ 

Naran Channelwalo @ Naran Kodhiyo is hereby ordered 

to undergo imprisonment as specified herein below:-

1) Rigorous imprisonment for life for the 

offence punishable under Sec.302 read together with 

Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  10  (ten) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.396  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.397  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 
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years  for the offence punishable under Sec.398  of 

the I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.201  of 

the I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.436  of 

the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

11) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

12) Rigorous  imprisonment  for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.295 of the 

I.P.C.

13) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

14) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 
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year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

15) Rigorous  imprisonment for  06  (six) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.332 of 

the I.P.C.

16) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.337 of 

the I.P.C.

17) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

18) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

19) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

20) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

21) Imprisonment for  06 (six) months for 

the  offence  punishable  under  Sec.135(1)  of  the 

Bombay Police Act.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.43  in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.
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The accused No.46 Lakhansing @ Lakhiyo 

Lalubhai  Chudasama  is  hereby  ordered  to  undergo 

imprisonment as specified herein below:-

1) Rigorous imprisonment for life for the 

offence punishable under Sec.302 read together with 

Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  10  (ten) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.396  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.397  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.398  of 

the I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.201  of 

the I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.436  of 

the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.
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10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

11) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

12) Rigorous  imprisonment  for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.295 of the 

I.P.C.

13) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

14) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

15) Rigorous  imprisonment for  06  (six) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.332 of 

the I.P.C.

16) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.337 of 

the I.P.C.

17) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

18) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

19) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.
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20) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

21) Imprisonment for  06 (six) months for 

the  offence  punishable  under  Sec.135(1)  of  the 

Bombay Police Act.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.46  in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused  No.54  Bharat  @  Bharat 

Taili  Shitlaprasad  is  hereby  ordered  to  undergo 

imprisonment as specified herein below:-

1) Rigorous imprisonment for life for the 

offence punishable under Sec.302 read together with 

Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  10  (ten) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.396  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.397  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.398  of 

the I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.201  of 
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the I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.436  of 

the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

11) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

12) Rigorous  imprisonment  for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.295 of the 

I.P.C.

13) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

14) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

15) Rigorous  imprisonment for  06  (six) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.332 of 
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the I.P.C.

16) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.337 of 

the I.P.C.

17) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

18) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

19) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

20) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

21) Imprisonment for  06 (six) months for 

the  offence  punishable  under  Sec.135(1)  of  the 

Bombay Police Act.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.54  in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused  No.55  Bharat  Laxmansinh 

Goud  Rajput  is  hereby  ordered  to  undergo 

imprisonment as specified herein below:-

1) Rigorous imprisonment for life for the 
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offence punishable under Sec.302 read together with 

Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  10  (ten) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.396  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.397  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.398  of 

the I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.201  of 

the I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.436  of 

the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

10) Rigorous imprisonment  for 02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.324 of 

the I.P.C.

11) Rigorous imprisonment  for 01  (one) 
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year for the offence punishable under Sec.323 of the 

I.P.C.

12) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

13) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

14) Rigorous  imprisonment  for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.295 of the 

I.P.C.

15) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

16) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

17) Rigorous  imprisonment for  06  (six) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.332 of 

the I.P.C.

18) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.337 of 

the I.P.C.

19) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

20) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

21) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 
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months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

22) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

23) Imprisonment for  06 (six) months for 

the  offence  punishable  under  Sec.135(1)  of  the 

Bombay Police Act.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.55  in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused No.63 Dinesh Prabhudas Sharma 

is  hereby  ordered  to  undergo  imprisonment  as 

specified herein below:-

1) Rigorous imprisonment for life for the 

offence punishable under Sec.302 read together with 

Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  10  (ten) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.396  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.397  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.398  of 

the I.P.C.
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5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.201  of 

the I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.436  of 

the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

11) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

12) Rigorous  imprisonment  for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.295 of the 

I.P.C.

13) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

14) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.
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15) Rigorous  imprisonment for  06  (six) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.332 of 

the I.P.C.

16) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.337 of 

the I.P.C.

17) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

18) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

19) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

20) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

21) Imprisonment for  06 (six) months for 

the  offence  punishable  under  Sec.135(1)  of  the 

Bombay Police Act.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.63  in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused No.25  Mangilal Dhupchand 

Jain  is hereby ordered to undergo imprisonment as 
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specified herein below:-

1) Rigorous  imprisonment for  10  (ten) 

years for the offence punishable under Sec.307 read 

together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.436  of 

the I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.
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10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

11) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

12) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

13) Imprisonment for  06 (six) months for 

the  offence  punishable  under  Sec.135(1)  of  the 

Bombay Police Act.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.25  in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused No.3 Surendrasinh @ Vakil 

Digvijaysinh Chauhan  is hereby ordered to undergo 

imprisonment as specified herein below:-

1) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years for the offence punishable under Sec.436 read 

together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 
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years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

9) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.3  in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused  No.16  Dilip  @  Kalu 

Chaturbhai  Parmar  is  hereby  ordered  to  undergo 

imprisonment as specified herein below:-
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1) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years for the offence punishable under Sec.436 read 

together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 
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months  for the offence punishable under Sec.447  of 

the I.P.C.

11) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

12) Imprisonment for  06 (six) months for 

the  offence  punishable  under  Sec.135(1) of  the 

Bombay Police Act.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.16 in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused  No.21  Sandip  @  Sonu 

Ghunghruwaalwalo  Ramprakash  Mehra  (Punjabi)  is 

hereby ordered to undergo imprisonment as specified 

herein below:-

1) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years for the offence punishable under Sec.436 read 

together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 
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I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  06  (six) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.332 of 

the I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

9) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

10) Imprisonment for  06 (six) months for 

the  offence  punishable  under  Sec.135(1) of  the 

Bombay Police Act.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.21 in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The accused No.29 Mukesh Pukhraj Sankhla is 

hereby ordered to undergo imprisonment as specified 

herein below:-

1) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years for the offence punishable under Sec.396 read 
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together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.397  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.398  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.436  of 

the I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

11) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)
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(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

12) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

13) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

14) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

15) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.29  in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused No.32 Ambesh Kantilal Jinger 

is  hereby  ordered  to  undergo  imprisonment  as 

specified herein below:-

1) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years for the offence punishable under Sec.436 read 

together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 
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years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

11) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

12) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

13) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

14) Imprisonment for  06 (six) months for 
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the  offence  punishable  under  Sec.135(1) of  the 

Bombay Police Act.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.32  in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The accused No.37 Prakash @ Kali Khengarji 

Padhiyar  is hereby ordered to undergo imprisonment 

as specified herein below:-

1) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year  for the offence punishable under Sec.147  read 

together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  06  (six) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.332 of 

the I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.
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7) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.37 in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The accused No.38 Manish Prabhulal Jain is 

hereby ordered to undergo imprisonment as specified 

herein below:-

1) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years for the offence punishable under Sec.436 read 

together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 
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year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

11) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.38  in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused  No.47  Dharmesh  Prahladbhai 

Shukla is hereby ordered to undergo imprisonment as 

specified herein below:-

1) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years for the offence punishable under Sec.436 read 
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together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

11) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 
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months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

12) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.47 in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused  No.50  Kapil  Devnarayan  @ 

Munnabhai  Mishra  is  hereby  ordered  to  undergo 

imprisonment as specified herein below:-

1) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years for the offence punishable under Sec.436 read 

together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.
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6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

11) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

12) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.50  in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused No.52 Suresh @ Kali Dahyabhai 

Dhobi  is hereby ordered to undergo imprisonment as 

specified herein below:-
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1) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years for the offence punishable under Sec.436 read 

together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 
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months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

11) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

 12) Imprisonment for  06 (six) months for 

the  offence  punishable  under  Sec.135(1) of  the 

Bombay Police Act

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.52  in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.

The  accused No.59 Atul Indravadan Vaid  is 

hereby ordered to undergo imprisonment as specified 

herein below:-

1) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years for the offence punishable under Sec.436 read 

together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.
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5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.

9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

11) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

12) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

It is hereby specifically ordered that all 

the sentences imposed above shall run concurrently. 

The  time  spent  by  the  accused  No.59  in  judicial 

custody is ordered to be set off while computing the 

total quantum of sentences.
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The accused No.66 Babu Hastimal Marwadi is 

hereby ordered to undergo imprisonment as specified 

herein below:-

1) Rigorous  imprisonment for  07 (seven) 

years for the offence punishable under Sec.436 read 

together with Sec.149 of the I.P.C.

2) Rigorous  imprisonment for  05  (five) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.449  of 

the I.P.C.

3) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.435  of 

the I.P.C.

4) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

years  for the offence punishable under Sec.452  of 

the I.P.C.

5) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.427 of the 

I.P.C.

6) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.147 of the 

I.P.C.

7) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.148 of the 

I.P.C.

8) Rigorous  imprisonment for  01  (one) 

year for the offence punishable under Sec.153(A)(1)

(a)(b) of the I.P.C.
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9) Rigorous  imprisonment for  03  (three) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.143 of 

the I.P.C.

10) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.447 of 

the I.P.C.

11) Rigorous  imprisonment for  02  (two) 

months for the offence punishable under Sec.186 of 

the I.P.C.

12) Simple  imprisonment for  15 (fifteen) 

days for the offence punishable under Sec.188 of the 

I.P.C.

13) Imprisonment for  06 (six) months for 

the  offence  punishable  under  Sec.135(1) of  the 

Bombay Police Act.

It is hereby specifically ordered that 

all  the  sentences  imposed  above  shall  run 

concurrently. The time spent by the accused No.66 in 

judicial  custody  is  ordered  to be  set  off  while 

computing the total quantum of sentences.

The muddamal articles are ordered to 

be  appropriately disposed  of  after expiry  of  the 

appeal period.

Certified copies of this judgment be 

supplied immediately to all the convicted accused.

A copy of this judgment be also placed 
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with  the  record  and  proceedings  of  each  of  the 

connected Sessions Cases.

Dictated and pronounced in the open Court 

on this 17  th   day of June, 2016.

City Sessions Court,     (Pranav Bhadramukh Desai)
Ahmedabad.        Special Judge, Designated Court
Date: 17/06/2016    for speedy trial of riot cases

     (Gulbarg Society),Ahmedabad.
  Unique ID Code No.GJ00004

*ashwin

*********

…...............End of Judgment.

*ashwin


